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GRAFTING RESISTANT VINES.

Ed. S. F. Merchant :—It is both unfor-

tunate and absurd that the San Francisco

id other papers should be creating a scare

amongst amateur viticulturists by reason of

the incidental mention of some isolated

cases of failure in grafting youug resistant

vines in the vicinity of St. Helena. The
reason, as has been fully explained by Mr.

Wetmore, was poor and careless work, and

the nonapplication of certain physiological

laws. This one incident alone pleads power-

fully for the introduction into our public

schools and other places of learning, of a

more thorough instruction in vegetable

physiology and the theory of horticulture.

When this is accomplished we shall not see

around us so many failures in all branches

of farming.

I differ, however, from Mr. Wetmore in

some details connected with this work. I

believe the " English Cleft," or " Whip "

graft to be the best for young vines, and not

the common cleft or wedge graft, as he ad-

vocates. My reasons, briefly, are as fol-

lows: In the "English cleft'' graft a long,

Bloping cut is made (\% inch) and a tongue

one-quarter inch in length, the same for

both stock and scion, and the latter is fitted

or dove-tailed into the former. In this

operation the stock is not split, and the sur-

face for union is larger than in the other

method.

In the common cleft or wedge graft it is

almost impossible not to split the stock,

more or less. The stock is cut off square,

with a saw or shears, and the knife pushed
straight down for one-half an inch or more
—generally very much more, for though it

is intended to cut or split across the grain,

this is not always possible. In receiving

the wedge, the stock is often split still more,

which is almost unavoidable, for the mouth
of the split has to be forced open to the size

of the diameter of the scion at its thickest

end. Where the stock is too large to per-

mit of the " English cleft,'' it is advisable

to make a "shoulder" to the wedge, which
will prevent the necessity of tearing open
the stock so much. I have grafted by both

of these methods and others, in my nursery

for many years, but my men now will use

only the "English cleft," as they say it is

not only the best, but the easiest.

Mr. Wetmore thinks the common wedge
graft can be done with greater ease, and
cites this as a great point in its favor.

My experience, and the experience of

thousands of other nurserymen does not

teach this. Nothing is simpler than to

graft a grapevine; in all the multitudinous

species of trees and plants a nurseryman

has to graft and propagate, grafting the

vitis would be considered the least of all

tasks.

Why is it that so many farmers who, five

years ago knew nothing of farming save the

raising of cereals and live stock are now
called " viticulturists ?'' Simply because

to acquire that title it was necessary but to

plough the land, make a hole with a bar,

and push in a cutting. I have been through

large vineyards the last year or two and ob-

served the miserable butchery going on till

I turned away sick and disgusted.

Judge Stanly stated at the Grape

Growers' meeting on Saturday at Napa,

that he had examined the grafting done by

my men in his vineyard last year, and that

the " union was perfect.'' It could not be

otherwise if done with the proper care, and

by the " English cleft " method there can

be no hollow or unhealed place in the stock,

as must often be the case with the common
wedge. Allow me to say here, as mercenary

and other ulterior motives sometimes

govern what is stated in public, that I am
not angling for the job of grafting any vine-

yards ; it is not my business, and I ha've no

time to do it, and cannot, under any con-

sideration whatever. The grafting of Judge

Stanly's vineyard was owing to certain

reasons, interesting none but the parties

concerned. Neither am I grafting, nor do

I intend to graft any vines in the nursery to

sell.

It always has seemed to me a pity that

"viticulture'' and "horticulture" were

separated in California ; the former is but

a branch of the latter, and we, the fruit

growers, would like to have amongst us the

vigorous and practical minds of Mr. Wet-

more and his colleagues. If the interests

of the grape grower and the fruit grower

were one, and both bodies were united, how

much more power would they wield in the

Legislature, on the Tariff question, mar-

kets, freight rates, and a hundred other

questions of vital importance.

I have before stated, on several occasions,

that I believed the best and cheapest

method of getting a vineyard on resistant

stock was to plant the cuttings or seedlings

in nursery, giving them ample room, graft

them where they stand in one year, let

them remain there another'^year, and then

transplant to the vineyard. I still adhere

to this opinion. The objection that the

vines, being two years old, will not bear

transplanting well, and will make but a

poor growth in the vineyard, will not hold

good. Is a vine different from a tree or

shrub otherwise than in its trailing habit ?

It might as well be argued that an apple

seedling, or a Myrobolan plum cutting

should be planted in the orchard, and

grafted there, instead of it being done in

the nursery, and transplanted with good

roots, and with the union complete, to

where it is to remain permanently. Why
is it that the practice is to cut off the roots

of a one yea* old grape cutting before plant-

ing it in the vineyard ? The general answer

would be, " because it will grow better, and

throw out more vigorous roots.'' Why is

this so ? Theoretically it cannot be right.

The simple reason is because the fine roots

on a one year old vine are always either

dried, bruised, or otherwise injured, and,

as such, it becomes necessary to cut them

off to allow new roots to start. Nature cer-

tainly never caused roots to grow for a year

simply to have them cut off. The roots on

a two year old vine will be stronger and

more woody ; the vines can be dug quickly

and well with a small sized two-horse tree

digger, and planted in the vineyard with a

spade as one would plant a tree. There are

some gentlemen in Solano county, who

have planted in nursery 100,000 resistant

cuttings, intending to follow out this plan.

Results will doubtless be published.

One other point, which may be of use to

some of your readers, concerning the pre-

paring of resistant, or other cuttings, for

planting. A bundle of grape cuttings, be-

cause it roots easily, and costs little, is

subject to fearful abuse. It is •Sent from one

end of the State to another with no protec-

tion save a piece of bale rope. If the cut-

tings are rooted, it sometimes happens that

the careful viticulturist ties a little burlap,

perhaps even with the addition of some

straw, at one end of the bundle. Allow me
to suggest, that if the cuttings are packed,

as trees are generally packed in California,

in the tule that is so plentiful in the marsh

lands, one prolific source of failure would

be removed.

Cuttings should always be made before

the middle of January, in this climate ; or,

in other words, in their most dormant state.

The theory of horticulture will show the

great importance of this practice. If they

are trenched in the usual way, they will be

all right until about the first or middle of

February, according to the season. If it is

desirable or necessary to keep them for a

month or two longer before planting, they

should now be taken up, tied in bunches of

250, 500, or 1,000, and placed, tops down,

in a trench, so that the butt ends are about

level with the surface of the ground. The
trenches should then be filled up with moist

fine earth, around the bundles, and the

butts covered about six inches. The result

will be that the warmth of the sun will tend

to draw the sap towards the butt end, caus-

ing a callous to form, and roots to start,

while the buds at the top of the cutting will

not have opened—the reverse condition of

that in which cuttings are frequently in,

when planted . It would be better to cover

with sand, as it is fine, and will fall through

the bundles, and will not hold too much
moisture around the cuttings. I have fol-

lowed this plan this season with Californica

cuttings, generally rather difficult to root.

At this writing (March 31st) almost every

cutting has thrown out roots at the base, or

calloussd over, while not a bud in the cut-

tings has started . Leonard Coates,
Napa, Cal.

Santa Clara County.

Mr. J. T. Doyle, who is grafting his

vines with choice Bordeaux varieties, is do-

ing most conscientious and systematic

work. Of the wines sampled, the three-

year-old Charbono and Malbeck, made
only for blending purposes, show them-

selves excellent for coloring blends and

prove the success of some of Mr. Doyle's

experimental work. A port of Mr. Meri-

thew's was very fine. Last year this part of

Santa Clara valley produced wine that

maintained its good qualities, while the

grapes in most other parts of the State suf-

fered- from lack of sugar. The scarcity of

fog and proximity to the ocean make this

District very similar to that which pro-

duces the Bordeaux varieties, the temper-

ature being, if anything, even better. The

wines made there last year prove what can

be done, as they compare favorably with

those imported. It almost seems a pity to

devote the land to orchards while the vines

would succeed so .admirably. The fruit,

however, is also of a fine quality. Some

Navel oranges grown on the place of T. H.

McCullagh, are of a delicious flavor and

sweetness and compare favorably with

Riverside oranges.
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RAISINS.

Discussion on the Merits of th ] Sun-Dned and

Machine-Dried.

[From the Keport of the Third Annual Vitieultural

Convention.]

Mr. Wetmore.—We should discuss the

relative advantages of artificial and sun
dried fruit which of course all turn on the

merits of production and cheapness of the

goods, and anything that can be said in

that interest we shall be glad to hear.

What have you to say in behalf of the

Schmolz Dryer, Mr. Hatch.
Mr. A. J. Hatch.—I have to say that Dr.

Blatchly has been engaged in putting up
these dryers and he can probably make a

statement on that subject better than any-
one else and be much better prepared to

speak on the merits of the dryer than I am.
Dr. W. C. Blatchly.—I have just returned

from Fresno where I have had a dryer in

operation for some time and I did not ex-

pect that I would get down in time to attend

this Convention, and I have therefore noth-

ing prepared. I cannot at this time give

any full account of its operations but I can
give generally what it will do and approx-
imate the cost. You see the samples of

raisins manufactured by it. You notice

that it gives a fine fruit, and the flavor of

the fruit is the same as when dried in the

sun only a little more fruity. It has also

the advantage of drying both sides alike,

and the color of the raisin is alike on both
sides. It has also the advantage of drying
earlier in the season. You can take the

dryer and in three days from the time you
put your raisins in you can have raisins

ready for the market ; another advantage
is that in a season when it is damp, when
the weather is somewhat unfavorable, it is

of some advantage to dry grapes. In Fresno
we have what we call the second and third

grapes. The second crop they will get in

if the season is good but the third is lost
;

but with the assistance of the dryer they
can get it. The cost of the dryer is greater

than drying by the sun. It makes perhaps
a cent a pound difference. This dryer that

we have put up will not give a correct idea

of the cost for this was put up as an exper-
iment, for the operation of drying and
making raisins in the dryer is somewhat
complex and it takes some time to learn it.

When you have a machine there are many
pints about it, you may construct it but
still you have to learn to handle it. A man
may make a fine steam engine but still he
has to learn to run it. That is what we
have to do with the dryer. The raisins that

you have here are ordinary commercial
samples, a fair sample of the work that it

does, and have not been selected for the

purpose.
Mr. Wetmore.—Were both samples pre-

pared by you or by some other persons ?

Dr. Blatchly.—The samples were dried
under my direction. I managed the dryer
when theywere drying in Miss Austin's vine-

yard in Fresno but the packing and sweat-
ing is something I did not attend to. After

the raisins were dried I saw them put into

the sweat box, but I had nothing to do
with it. I saw them do it but not und3r
my direct supervision.

Mr. Wetmore.—Some of those samples
seem to vary, were any of them partially

sun dried before they were put in the
dryer ?

Dr. Blatchly.—I think not, of the sam-
ples sent here. In Miss Austin's vineyard
the growth this year was very heavy, and
the crop was late and a portion was par-

tially dried in the sun and finished in the

dryer, but those that are put up as coming
from the dryer I suppose were dried en-

tirely by the dryer. By drying in the dryer

entirely you can get a more uniform article

than drying partially in the sun and par-

tially in the dryer. In the dryer yon can
regulate the amount of heat that yon find

by pract :ce to be the b^st and you can hold

it there, and in that manner the raisins will

dry mnch more quickly than when they are

dried in the sun, and no trouble about

moisture arising from the earth.

Mr. Wetmore.—There seems to be a
positive difference of samples between what
Miss Austin has sent from the Schmolz pro-

cess and the sample that you have sent us

from the Schmolz company. There is a

difference, what is the reason of it ?

Dr. Blatchly.—There may be some dif-

ference in the grape. But what is the dif-

ference to which you allude ?

Mr. Wetmore.—One of them is very juicy

and sweet, the sample sent by the Schmolz
company and one by Miss Austin which
seems to have less flavor, less sugar and
seems to be more pasty and solid.

Dr. Blatchly.—That probably is owing to

the nature of the grapes. Miss Austin has
sold the first crop and that invariably I be-

lieve makes the best raisins. You received,

I think, a sample not very long ago.

Mr. Wetmore.—Yes, very recently.

Dr. Blatchly—I think these must have
been taken from the last lot of grapes be-

cause the first crop was shipped to the city

here and sold as fast as they could be

pioked, and I think probably when she
sent these down only the third crop re-

mained and they perhaps a little less sugary
than the others and more acid, and perhaps
they are somewhat smaller.

Mr. Wetmore.—They are very large, they

are very pulpy, but they lack sweetness
and flavor.

Dr. Blatchly. That is all owing to the

grapes from which they are made. Those
first ones that you saw were made from the

first grapes aud I think in point of flavor,

sweetness aud juice they will compare
favorably with any that are made by any
process.

Mr. Wetmore.—Have you prepared any
samples that have been partially sundried
and then finished in the dryer ?

Dr. Blatchly.—No, I have not any sam-
ples of that kind. That would turn also

on this that if they are exposed for any
length of time to the sun they take on the
characteristics of sun dried raisins. They
have the circular wriukleon the bottom and
flat sides, they have the redness and the

color, and the finishing in the dryer does
not make any difference. The flavor and
the color does not make any difference.

Mr. Wetmore.—What objection is there

to the flavor of the sun dried raisins ?

Dr Blatchly.—The objection is that the
flavor is a mere matter oi taste. One per-

son prefers one taste and another person
another. There was a gentleman came
around where I was at work» He tasted
all the samples and was not satisfied ; I

asked him if he wanted something more
tart and he said yes, and I got some that

were picked when they were green and still

had a strong acid flavor and he said that

was just what he was looking for. Sun
dried raisins are sometimes not perfect. Oc-
casionally you will find some of them with a
Muscat flavor after they are perfectly dried.

That to my taste is quite as satisfactory as

anything I ever tasted but may not be to

others.

Mr. Wetmore.—You speak of sun dried

raisins as objectionable ; what is there in

the sun dried flavor that is objectionable ?

Dr. Blatchly.—To describe two flavors

when they closely resemble each other in

>vords that will convey a meaning to others
in words that will convey a meaning to

others is a very difficult task. If you have
the two and taste one and then the other
they can be better understood.
Mr. Wetmore.—That is what I propose,

at the close of this session, to have the dif-

ferent flavors tested. I believe the im-
pression prevails that the sun dried raisin

is the best for flavor. If there is any reason
to the contrary I would like to know it.

Dr. Blatchly.—I think a good many per-

sons who are in the raisin business, but
who have not any knowledge on this sub-
ject prefer the raisin dried in the shade,
but there are some who prefer the flavor of

the sun dried. The sun dried has a differ-

ent flavor from the machine dried just as a
sun dried apple has' a different flavor from
a machine dried apple, or a sun dried apri-

cot from a machine dried apricot.

Mr. Wetmore.—Have you ever investi-

gated this question, and it is one that is at the
bottom of this whole dispute, for it really is a

dispute—there are advocates on both sides
of this question—what is the purpose in
curing a raisin ? Is it simply a desication
of the fruit, or do you accomplish some-
thing beyond simply getting rid of certain
surplus water ?

Dr. Blatchly.—I suppose you are aware
of the changes that take place in the manu-
facture of grapes into raisins. That chem-
ically the two are not the same.. One of
the most important points chemically is

that the raisin will keep, you can transport

it around, but the grape will not. The con-

dition of the juice in the grape is such that

it will not keep. But when it is dried and in

the process of drying a chemical change
takes place at a certain point and after that

is effected the raisin will keep, and until

that change is effected it will not. Any one
who is accustomed to handling raisins can
tell by feeling, or looking, or tasting cer-

tainly, the raisin that will keep and the one
that will not.

Mr. Wetmore.—Is this simply the result

of desication or has a change taken place

in the substance of the raisin.

Dr. Blatchly.—What do you mean by
desicating ? Simply the absorption of mois-

ture ?

Mr. Wetmore.— I mean evaporation.

Dr. Blatchly.—What is the difference

between evaporation and absorption of the

moisture by the atmosphere ?

Mr. Wetmore.—The same thing. But
has any other change taken place by either

process ?

Dr. Blatchly.—Most certainly there has
and it takes place in each alike. After it

gets to a certain point the juice of the

grape becomes a jelly, and when you break
it open you can feel it, and you may then
squeeze it but it will not exclude water,

Mr. Wetmore.—I know all about the

juices of the grape becoming firmer and the

inability to squeeze water out of them, but
does any other chemical change take place

than that which is merely the result of

evaporation or absorption ?

Dr. Blatchly.—I thought I had already

answered that there does, but I will answer
you plainly, yes.

Mr. Wetmore. I was trying to find out

whether that was the case. Is there any
information on the subject as to what pro-

duces that change and what are the neces-

sities of producing it ? What conditions

are a necessity to produce this change in

the composition of the raisin ?

Dr. Blatchly.—First a necessary warmth
to make the moisture exhale from the grape
and the immediate transfer of that moisture

from the grape to the air. These are the

two conditions necessary.

Mr. Wetmore.—There is only one way to

demonstrate that I presume, that is in the

result.

Dr. Blatchly.—It can only be demon-
strated in the result. The same agencies

are employed in sun drying and machine
drying, except the one of light. It does not

enter so much as a factor in drying as it

does in sun drying.

Query (by a delegate).—When you speak
about adjusting the heat and keeping it at

what you find is most suitable what degree
have you found to be the best ?

Dr. Blatchly.—I find about 115 degrees
the best. That will perhaps produce the

best results.

Query.—If you find 115 will produce the

best results have you so adjusted your dryer

so that you can keep all parts of it at a
uniform heat; that part furthest away from
the "fire at a uniform heat with that nearest

to the fire ?

Dr. Blatchly.—Yes, but when I speak of

best results I am speaking of the cost and
time as well as quality ; but I do not know
any difference in quality whether they are

dried as quickly as we can dry them or

whether they are dried slowly. In this

dryer the shortest time in which you can
dry them is three days and the longest time

we have had them in the dryer is seven to

eight days aud I have never noticed any dif-

ference in the quality.

Query.—-Those that are in the end furth-

est away from the point of heat were
equally as well cured as those in the front

and vice versa ?

Dr. Blatchly.—Equally as good, I could

discover no difference in appearance, form
or wrinkle.

Mr. Wetmore.—Have you ever made any
experiments side by side with the same
grape, one sun dried and one dryer dried,

knowing them to be the same grape ?

Dr. Blatchly.— As near as possible,

knowing them to be picked from the same
vineyard, from the same vine. Some of

them were dried in the dryer and some in

the sun.

Mr. Wetmore.—Have we any specimens
of them here ?

Dr. Blatchly.—I think we have some of

the dryer dried here, and at the office I

think you have some that were made on
trays.

Mr. Wetmore.—I mean those made side

by side as a test ot the merits.

Dr. Blatchly.—Yes as a test of the

merits.

Mr. A. J. Hatch.—-There are some speci-

mens made from the same vineyard, the

same vine, the same grape, one sun dried

and the other dryer dried placed side by
side. I would like to exhibit them, I

would like to have you look at them and see

the difference in color and in weight and in

general appearance.
Mr. Wetmore.—All these exhibits are in

the hands of the raisiu Committee and will

be properly exhibited.

Mr. Hatch.—There are some that are

from the same vineyard and the same vines.

I brought them here on purpose that

people might examine them and see the

difference between the two, sun dried and
dryer dried.

Mr. Wetmore.—They are ent.rely dried

by the dryer are they ?

Mr. Hatch.—Yes, sir.

Mr. AVetmore.—Did they come from Miss
Austin ?

Mr. Hatch. Yes, sir.

Mr. Wetmore.—I am sorry that Miss
Austin is not here for she has exhibited a
sample that is totally different from the

others. There are two samples, one that

you exhibit from the Schmolz Company
and one that she exhibits. They are alto-

gether different.

Mr. Hatch.—The reason of that is that

one of the boxes that you see from Miss
Austin is dried a little harder than the

others, and I heard that it was from the

third crop.

Mr. Wetmore.—I think I will write to

Miss Austin and ask for an explanation of

her exhibit. We have done so to others,

when we have received exhibits from them
without any explanation.

Query (by a delegate) .—Another question

naturally follows Mr. Hatch, and that is the

cost of your machine ?

Mr. Hatch.—As to that it depends on the

requirements. We can build these dryers

to dry from one ton to 100 tons at a charge,

at a cost from $600 to $20,000. Of course

it requires large works to construct a dryer

that will dry 100 tons at a time.

Query.—What would be the capacity of

one costing $600 ?

Mr. Hatch.—About three tons.

Mr. Wetmore.—This question still re-

mains open. There are other drying pro-

cesses. If there are any principles involved

in the method of drying, different from the

Schmolz process, that any of you desire to

discuss the question is still open. Professor

Hilgard, have you any observations to make
as to the relative merits of drying with a

dryer aud drying in the suu ?

Professor Hilgard.— I have . for some
years past examined raisins, sun dried and
dried in the various driers, and when those

of the Holden dryer were first put up I con-

cluded that it was an utterly worthless pro-

cess for those raisins had beeji cooked. The
high temperature used in the Holden dryer

produced the same effect as if the fruit had
first been baked aud then dried, it was ut-

terly useless. I consider that there is an
essential difference between the sun dried

and the machine dried raisins, produced by
the fact that one is continuously dried aud
the other interruptedly dried. That natur-

ally would make a difference in the chemi-
cal process going on in the raisins. No
doubt there are chemical processes going on
during drying which are varied according

to the temperature. Everything depends
on the temperature. In Fresno on a hot

day the temperature at which the raisins

are dried fluctuates between 110 aud 115 de-

grees and I understand that 115 degrees is

what the temperature was in the Schmolz
dryer when the fruit were dried. That point

is evidently rationally the best. The differ-

ence is that one has been dried interrupted-

ly and the other continuously. The inter-

rupted drying would give rise to some chem-
ical changes that would not occur in the

other. And as the sun dried raisin of Mal-

aga is the type by which we go there will

have to be some change in the dryer dried

raisins to make them similar to the Mala-

gas. We want to make the qualities as

near like that as possible for the market de-

mands it, I am not ready to say that the

diver dried raisin intrinsically—if a mau
should fall from the moon—is not as good
as the other, but the market demands sun
dried, and I think this will only be the
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quality required for some time. The very
fact that iu the dryer it has been kept at

the same temperature, and has never had
any interruption, will make a difference.

And the difference will go to make it less

cured, so to speak, than the other. To de-

fine what I mean I will instance the pro-

duction of hay. Every hay maker knows
that there is a difference between dried

grass and hay. Hay properly made is dried

j ust a little and then put in the winrow or

in cocks and then allowed to undergo a

process of sweating, and that process of

sweating is what gives it . the agreeable
flavor which leads the cow to eat the whole
of it, while eating but little of the sun dried

hay. There is also the same difference in

other articles. The sweating process in

raisins is seemingly analogous. Iu sun
dried raisins it is usually said that the

sun dried process consists in equalizing the
moisture. That the over dried and the

half dried equalize the moisture between
them, but that is not all. The raisin in the
sun undergoes a degree of heat that is quite
analogous to that iu the dryer and up to a
certain point does the raisin good and then
it depreciates again. I suppose that such
differences' will exist inevitably between the
sun dried and the dryer dried raisins. But
to my eye no sun dried raisin that I have
seen in California, is so good as the dryer

dried. And it is evidently worth while our
si'< sag whether this dryer dried raisin will

not become as good in time as the others.

There is an advantage in making raisins

everywhere in this country instead of in just

a few certain spots.

Mr. Wetmore -—Do you make that remark
after examining these samples of suu dried
sent by Mr. McPherson and others; do you
make that distinction between the sun
dried and the artificial dried after examin-
ing samples on exhibit ?

Professor Hilgard—I make it from there-
suit of observations of my own in Fresno
where I gave it a pretty close study. Some
time since I was sent down there by the
Commission and took the opportunity of

visiting the establishment where the dryer
was at work under the management of Dr.
Blatchly, and I made a pretty close obser-
vation of the raisins right on the spot. I

tested some sun dried and some dryer dried,

and, not being the man from the moon, I

could not tell which I liked best. The sun
dried tasted to me on the whole more like

true raisins, but I am not prepared to say,
if given a little age, the others will not be
quite as good. The advantage I see in the
Schmolz dryer over other dryers that have
been heretofore used is in the greatest
rapidity of the passage of the air over it.

Take any other dryer and stand at a point
where the evaporation passes into the outer
air and hold the hand to the aperture and
there will be a sensible moisture. Standing
before the Schwolz dryer with 20 tons of

raisins in it I could feel that the air was
pretty warm but did not feel any moisture
like that coming from the other dryers.
The temperature is pretty evenly maintained
throughout, it cannot be absolutely so but
there is a rapid circulation.

Mr. Wetmore.—Dr. Blatchly has remark-
ed that the elementary difference between
the sun dried and other dried raisins is the
absence of light. In vegetable and animal
organism we know that light is necessary
to produce certain changes. That is a
point that has not been elucidated . I have
this in my mind, I do not know whether I

am correct, but it is for the purpose of
gaining information that I make these
questions, that we may all be benefitted

;

is there any process going on in the sun
dried raisin which produces chemically,
according to fixed natural laws, a different
result from that which goes on in the raisin
dried in the dryer by nothing but artificial

heat and radiation, simply evaporation ?

There is certainly a difference in the flavor,

I am able readily to perceive it where I

know that the raisins from the beginning
ab initio, are dried in the dryer. Now I

confess there is a great confusion to-day.
We have started in to discuss dried raisins

and we are confused by the samples we
have received. We do not know whether
they are partially or wholly dried in the
dryer. We have received no positive in-

formation on that subject and I shall leave
here to-day in doubt as to whether they are
partially or wholly dried in the dryer. The
only way I see to arrive at a solution of the
difficulty is to write to Miss Austin and get

the information from her. [N. B.—This
discussion arose from the fact that the
agent of the Schmolz dryer at first showed
samples marked, partially dried in the sun,
which were preferred to those marked
wholly dried by the machine, and after-

wards changed the marks, leaving the ques-
tion of authenticity in doubt.—C. A. Wet-
moke.]
Dr. Blatchly.—These samples which came

here are supposed to be entirely dried in
the dryer and unless some accident has
happened by which they have got mixed
they are entirely dried in the dryer. As to
the properties of the light in effecting cer-

tain changes that is correct. I notice in
the raisins that are exposed to the sun that
the skin is thicker than those that are dried
in the dryer. The longer it is exposed the
thicker the skin becomes. In that you will

find that there is quite a difference between
those dried in the dryer and those exposed
to the light.

Mr. Wetmore.—That does not seem to be
the case in the imported raisins and I have
received some from San Diego with a very
thin skin. I have not discovered that
peculiarity. .

Dr. Blatchly.—Did you ever see a grape
made into a raisin and watched carefully

from the time it was taken from the vine ?

I am not speaking about the thickness of

the grape as it grows but I am speaking
about the thickness of the skin in drying.
Now when a grape is made into a raisin in

the sun, and the sun is allowed to shine on
it for any length of time and you then
examine it you will find the upper side of

the skin thicker than it is on the lower-

side. Not the grape but the raisin made
from the grape.
• Mr. Wetmore.— I mean that we have
samples here of very thin skinned raisins

that have been dried in the sun.

Mr. R. Jordan —Do you recollect Dr.
Blatchly whether the 18 boxes that Miss
Austin sent here were wholly dried in the

dryer ?

Dr. Blatchly.—They were.
Mr. Jordan.—Then I can assure the

audience that the 20-pound box on the
table, coming from Miss Austin, is dryer
dried.

Mr. A. J. Hatoh.—I would like to show
the difference in color between the sun
dried and the dryer dried. There is as
much difference in the color of these raisins

as there is between the Alden dried apple
and the suu dried apple.

Mr. McPherson.—And which of the two
do you like best ?

Mr. Hatch.—Of course I like the amber
color, the dryer dried raisin. [Laughter.]
Mr. McPherson.— And I like the sun

dried the best.

Mr. Byron Jackson.—In regard to the
matter of cultivated taste, or what we call

best because we have become accustomed
to it, I will tell you my experience. I took
a box of raisins to five different persons,

two of them were commission merchants
and the others were grocers and in each
case these men knew of Miss Austin's vine-

yard and raisins and they told me that

these raisins suited their teste better and
they told me they believed they would
stay in the market. That is, if they bought
those raisins they could keep them next
year if they could not find a market for

them this year, which to them is quite an
important feature. I have a sample of my
raisins here"and I thought they were very
nice, and each of the men complimented
me and said that I need not be ashamed of

them, but they were made on trays and
whether they were picked just as they
ought to be or not I do not know. I did

not attend to that part of the business per-

sonally myself. My brother managed that

and I know he was very careful, very par-

ticular to have his raisins just right. But
when you have to manage a dozen or two
Chinamen and some other men, you are

very well aware that they will pick some
that are not right. Now I believe that this

matter of taste is very much a matter of

education as regards those that are dried on
the ground ana which we have been used to

from our boyhood up and I think that if we
dried our raisins by this process of Schmolz's
or some other person who has experimented
until he has made them just as he wants to,

that we will soon get accustomed to the
flavor. It is admitted that the ground has
some effect upon the flavor and the inter-

rupted drying will have some effect that I

am unable to explain, but undoubtedly it

does have its effect. But take a new
method, we may call it new as it has only
been tried one year or so, I believe that if

we are careful in this matter and pick the
grapes with as much nicety as has been ex-

plained by Mr. West, pick them just when
they are ripe, then put them in the dryer
and keep them there for four or eight days
just as they consider it best, I believe that

if then we do not make just such a flavor

as we have been used to we shall perhaps
get as good or a better flavor. Then we
have the advantage of the market. Then
we need not make so many grades. In
those countries where they have 15 cent
labor they are divided into ten and a dozen
grades. I do not think we need to divide

it into more than three. As I say I did not
superintend the picking and the drying of

the grapes, but my brother wanted me to

sell them, and when I tried to sell them I

found I did not know even enough about
raisins to sell them, so I went to the vine-

yard to find out enough to enable me to

sell them and I there saw the men grading
them and it reminded me very much of a

story I heard of a man who was grading
potatoes. Some one passing said to him
that it must be very hard to keep at that

work all day, to which the man replied that

the work was not so hard "but it is a
dreadful strain on my judgment." It

seemed to be a dreadful strain on the judg-

ment of these men to decide whether they
wanted to put this berry or that berry iu

and the time was wholly consumed in the

exercise of their judgment. Now I believe

that they can be selected as well at the

time they are picked as afterwards and can
be put in the dryer as they are intended to

be packed, that is when we have succeeded
in making a dryer that will answer our
purpose by which we can make a market-
able raisiu without such a trying exercise

of judgment or in other words, doing noth-

ing. This was our first crop, we were
novices in the matter and the bunches were
not so uniform and in such thick clusters

as some I see here . They had been grown
in Yolo County without irrigation, but our
vines had been well irrigated the first year

when they had been put in, and we had a

fine crop, as we thought. They are probably
full of water for all I know but the bunch
was scraggy. I conld take the shears and
clip off a few outside stems and it would
look to my eyes much better. But I think

that to grade raisins into three classes

would be quite sufficient; those that are

nice fine clusters, a second quality, and
then a third quality of the small seedless

raisins. I think that three kinds are all

that we need in this market. The people

are not so fastidious here as in those older

countries, we have not an aristocracy here.

Mr. Wetmore.—You must not forget how-
ever that we have to go to their markets.

Mr. Jackson.—I do not expect that, I

expect to sell them in the United States.

Mr. Wetmore.—That is what I mean.
Mr. Jackson.—I mean that this country

is not so old as their country and our people

have not been educated in just the same
way. We have no aristocrats that want a

very high class of goods. Of course we
have a few who want a very choice article

for which they are willing to pay and for

which we can charge them. This method
can be worked up and our taste educated

to it, and if we cannot have a London
Layer, we can have an American Layer, or

perhaps a California Layer which is better

still. If we cannot have the same we can

have just as good and that is what I am
getting at. If we cannot get them on the

market we can perhaps put them up cheaply

and send them into the mountains and
mines where they can stew them and eat

them with a spoon the same as they do
prunes instead of on the table as dessert,

and I think in that way we will perhaps
make just as much money. Our raisins

cost us 75 cents a box to make them besides

the cost of the grape, which is 60 cents. It

costs more to make the raisins than it does
for the grape itself. I think we can put
them on the market when they are dryer

dried, and the people will use them in

place of our having dried them in the dust

and dirt, and being afraid, as one gentle-

man has explained, of having them spatter-

ed with mud.
Mr. Wetmore.—Is the purpose of your

remarks to advise the growers to abandon
drying in the sun and to dry in the dryer?

Mr. Jackson.—My idea is to work up the
matter and see if it can be done.
Mr. Wetmore.—It can be done, we have

samples here before us.

Mr. Jackson.—As I have already said, I
started out with the raisins and saw four or
five gentlemen,each of whom preferred Miss
Austin's dryer dried raisin.

Mr. Wetmore.—That was in Fresno?
Mr. Jackson.—No sir, in this city, one

was Mr. Meade, who said he thought he
preferred Miss Austin's, and one reason was
that he could keep them, and he was a
little doubtful about ours. Another was a
retailer who said the Fresno raisins were
preferable and he had them side by side.
He said he took them in preference. We
took a specimen box, something of a bon
bon box to a dealer but he said it was too
large, he wanted something to sell at two
bits, he did not care about the quantity of

the grapes but he wanted something he
could sell at two or four bits, for which ours
were too large, as there were at least three
pounds in them. We will have to sell them
therefore in the 20-pound boxes.

Mr. Wetmore.^Then the moral is that
we should abandon drying in the suu ?

Mr. Jackson.—We should investigate.

This is the fact in this particular case. I

saw these gentlemen were alone in their ad-
vocacy of the fruit dryer and I have simply
stated what was my experience. The spec-
imens we have here I think are very fair

specimens. They are not so bad certainly
as some I saw from a larger vineyard. I
spoke to the party about it. They had been
dried on trays, -but they had been dried in
the dust, and I know they were dusty for

every raisin I picked up and bit grated in
the teeth, and I did not exactly favor it, I
did not like to see them going to the market.
They were going, and they were called Cali-
fornia raisins . My brother and I were very
particular as to what we were going to send
to market to be represented as California
raisins, but when we went to the market
ours were pointed out as the cheap ones and
Miss Austin's as the good ones. I could
give the names of the dealers, who are all

first class men.
Mr. Wetmore.—I have put in a sample

box of sun dried raisins to show their keep-
ing qualities. They have been in our office

for a year. They were dried in the sun and
are in good condition.

Mr. Jackson.—I would like to ask some
of the gentlemen who have noticed my
raisins to further notice them and tell me
whether there is any danger of their spoil-

ing.

Mr. Wetmore.—I would like to get at

something definite. Mr. McPherson and
Mr. White both are drying in the sun and I

would like to ask them if they desire to

change their process.

Professor Hilgard.—I would like to make
a remark upon the question that has been
started as to the thickness of the skin, as it

is called, of a raisiu dried in the sun as
compared with a raisin dried in the dryer.

It is not the thickness of the skin exactly,

it is one of the differences induced by that
very interruption, namely, each time that

the raisin cools down a little of the grape
sugar which has become too much for the

sap to hold becomes solid, crystelizes under
the walls of the grape, and that stiffens the
wall and therefore the grape appears to

have a thick skin. Now when it is dryer
dried without the interruption that condition

does not occur at all. They are dried as
thoroughly, but they are not crystalized,

there is not so much sugar coming out . The
difference is a real one. In the sun dried
raisin the sugar crystalizes on the outside

and seems to thicken it. In the one the
sugar is crystalized at once and the other in

little driblets. Therefore they will never be
alike in that respect. One has the grape
sugar crystalized throughout and the other

under the skin. I do not know that it can
be avoided, neither do I know that the dryer

dried raisins are any worse for it. As the
gentleman has said there is such a thing

as making a taste. And when it comes to

California taste I do not know why we
should not make it. When it comes to wine
we will have to make it for it will have to go
into the market without being a Chateau
Laftte and I do not see why we should not
make a taste for raisins.

Mr. McPherson.— I do not see that it is

necessary for us to educate our tastes for

we can dry in the sun and have to educate

no one's tastes.
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Editor Merchant : In your valuable

paper of March 27th I find, under the head

of "Viticulture! Movements," thefollowing:

"The chief problem at the present time is,

how to manage the vintages of the country

so as to prevent undue competition among

producers, and to enable them to properly

meet the markets for matured wines.'' In

my humble opinion, competition is the life

of trade, and the more we can raise of

honest and fair competition, which means

at the same time and aims at higher ex-

cellence of product, the better it will be for

our young industry. Every competitor

works with the idea, whether mistaken or

not, that he has something, or can produce

something better than everybody else; it is

just this spirit which we need, and which

we ought to encourage. It seems to me
that it should rather be the aim of the

State Viticultural Commission to foster this

spirit of competition and emulation than to

seek to injure it, and that also one of its

main objects should be to create a market

for our products, instead of providing for

such a market when it seelcs us, which will

very likely not be so very soon, unless we

do more to attract the attention of con-

sumers and dealers than has been done

lately. Had the Commission, after securing

their appropriation, sent a good man to

New Orleans, to show and talk up our

wines, or at least suggested such a move-

ment to our wine-growers and dealers, they

could have done more to make a market

for our wines, than twenty meetings and

social confabs at San Francisco will accom-

plish. We want to show people what we
can do, prove to them that our wines are

drinkable, and this we cannot do by sitting

at home and discussing the matter. People

nowadays want proofs which appeal to their

senses before they believe; they want to

know us by our fruits rather than by our

words. Seeing and tasting good wine is

convincing; mere moody discussions and

assertions are not.

Again, in the same article, I find "the

Commissioner of the district, who is Mr.

Wetmore, says that he intends to provide

that one day during the district convention

shall be devoted exclusively to discussions

in the French language, in order to permit

a large number of gentlemen who are not

familiar with nor at home in discussions

conducted in English, to participate in the

work which has been projected, etc." I

sincerely hope that Mr. Wetmore will re-

consider this intention, as it would either

take up a whole week in discussion in

foreign languages, or give rise to innumer-

able jealousies and bickerings, where all

should work harmoniously. While I enter-

tain the highest regard and respect for the

opinions of these French gentlemen, yet

we cannot deny that there are other nation-

alities, other than French and Americans,

who would be entitled to the same consider-

ation. I think the German element has

done as much, or more than the French, to

develop and foster the wine industry of

California, and therefore could justly claim

a day, although perhaps only included in

the "other languages' 1 mentioned. Our

Italian, Portuguese and Spanish friends

might claim the same privilege, and the

foreign element thus consume the whole

time of the meeting.
It seems to me that we are in America,

where the English vernacular is the one

that is used at all meetings which have a

general object, and although foreign born

myself, and as I think justly proud of be-

longing by descent to one of the greatest

nations on earth, I cannot see the propriety

or the justice of using any but the English

language at meetings which concern us all.

Would the French, with all the politeness

which is said to characterize the "Grand
Nation," as they call themselves, accord

Americans the same privilege under the

same circumstances? I venture to say, no!

and they would be right. We are all

American citizens, and as such ought to

conform to the usages of our adopted

country, learn to speak and write its lan-

guage and not ask any more than to be

understood and heard by and through it.

If we loose some counsel thereby it cannot

be helped; and if given in French it would

only benefit the few who, like Mr. Wet-

more, are thoroughly conversant with that

language, while it would offend our native

element and be unfair towards other nation-

alities.

Again, I find in your last issue : "The
work that will be conducted jointly with

the State University cannot be arranged

definitely without knowledge of the persons

who will be charged with it; as Professor

Hilgard is at present a candidate for the

office of Commissioner of Agriculture at

Washington, his connection with this ser-

vice remains in doubt.'' I am glad to

be able to dispel this doubt, provided Pro-

fessor Hilgard consents to remain in a posi-

tion from which he could not be spared

without great loss to the State and its agri-

cultural interests. In the first days of

this month President Cleveland appointed

Colonel Norman J. Colman of. Missouri as

Commissioner of Agriculture, a gentleman

with whom. I have been intimately acquaint-

ed for thirty years, who has conducted an

agricultural paper for thirty-five years, who
has the advancement of agriculture in all

its branches and throughout the country

thoroughly at heart. It is a good choice

and a lucky one for us Californians, for

while I think that I only repeat the general

opinion about the eminent qualifications of

Professor Hilgard for any position connect-

ed with agriculture, we cannot spare him
from this State. We need him here, we
know him, and know what he is worth in

theory and practice; we know what he and

his able assistants have accomplished with

the scanty means at their command, we are

aware of the eminent services that laboratory

has done to the wine interests of the State,

and we cannot afford to see it in other

hands. The resolution passed at the last

meeting at San Francisco had nothing un-

certain in it; they endorsed the usefulness

of their labors, and asked for an appropri-

ation to meet their wants. The wine-

growers of this State, by these resolutions,

acknowledged Professor Hilgard as the

man to conduct it; he has never indicated

that he would abandon the work so well

begun; and I think I echo but the wish of

the overwhelming majority" of viticulturists

when I say that it cannot be left in better

hands. We have tried jhim and not found

him wanting, and until he himself retires

from it (of which we as yet have no inti-

mation), we wish to retain him there and
have absolute control of it, as expressed in

the resolution.

I hope that these few remarks will b e

taken in the spirit in which they are offered,

not of captious criticism, but merely sug-

gestions for the good of the cause dear to

us all, and which is destined to be the

leading interest of the State, which we
proudly call the "Golden."

George Husmann,

Talcoa Vineyards, Napa, April 13, 1885.

A FEW ADDITIONAL SI.'MOKSTIOXS
AND < Itll M ISMS.

We publish Mr. Husmann's letter in full,

though we by no means agree with all his

opinions expressed therein. The wine in-

dustry of California being, as yet, in its in-

fancy, it is in our opinion rather the duty of

the Commission to instruct grape growers

and wine makers as to their existing require-

ments, than attempt to open up

foreign markets for wines that we must

all concede are not now equal to

those of France. The first thing to be done

is to teach, having accomplished this suc-

cessfully, the result will be good wines

which can compete with those of older coun-

tries. There are but few men now engaged

in the industry of California who can boast

of 30 or 40 years experience, and perfection.

The present appropriation of the Commis-

sion is barely sufficient to pay ordinary cur-

rent expenses till July, when the larger ap-

propriation will be available. The Com-
mission had no money to expend in send-

ing a collection of wines to New Orleans,

but, by issuing pamphlets, has endeavored

to achieve some beneficial results for the

viticultural industry. In future, however,

it is the intention of the Commission to at.

tempt to extend and increase the markets

for California wines. This cannot be done

until the larger appropriation is available.

The idea of devoting an entire day, at the

San Jose district Convention next month,

to discussions in French is an experiment

and one well worth trying. Should it be

successful, then we trust that a day will be

set apart at future Conventions for discus-

sions in German, Italian or Spanish. There

are many grape growers in all parts of the

State who have obtained experience in wine

making in Europe, and who have but re-

cently settled here. They are unable to speak

English thoroughly, and are consequent-

ly rather timid in participating in debates.

Yet it is of importance to learn their opinions

and ideas as based upon their experience

obtained in this climate . Moreover, there

are newspapers published in the languages

of Italy, France, Spain and Germany, and

it is to be hoped that the foreign press will

report and circulate, for the benefit of their

readers, full particulars of the proceedings.

We decline to admit that any one nation has

done more for the cause of viticulture than

any other nation. All are working together

in one good cause. Mr. Husmann's sneer

at the French is most unjustifiable and un-

called for. The title of "La Grande Nation"

was given to France by others who appreci-

ated their politeness as well as their energy.

We have no hesitation whatever in asserts

ing that under similar circumstances, when

all are trying to learn, the French would

gladly offer facilities to Americans either to

help them or learn from them. We have

met and known intimately many French

gentlemen in different parts of the world,

and always found them courteous and oblig-

ing to an unusual degree. The iaea of hav-

ing a day's discussion, in French, at the

San Jose District Convention where a large

number of the grape growers and wine

makers are French, or of French extraction,

is an excellent one, and we know of no

better locality where such an experiment

could be made. If successful we trust that

the same courtesy will be extended to other

nationalities'. The question of time—a day

or two—should be no consideration in such

an important matter, where all have so

much to learn. In Sonoma and Napa coun-

ties there are many Germans engaged in

viticulture and it would only be a matter of

courtesy to extend the same privileges for

discussion to them. When this is done we
do not think that the French will offer any

objection. Though we are in America, we
should not forget the courtesy due to

others.

We are pleased to agree with Mr. Hus-

mann on the point that we shall retain Pro-

fessor Hilgard's services in the State, even

while regretting his loss of a higher and

more important position. His loss is our

gain. Mr. Husmann is in error, however,

in stating that Professor Hilgard has "never

indicated that he would abandon the work'

'

as his application for the position of Com-
missioner of Agriculture at Washington is

tolerably plain indication that he would
have done so. We are glad, personally,

and in the interests of the State, that he has

been unsuccessful. We trust that Mr. Hus-

mann will take our remarks not as "of
captious criticism" but merely as " sugges-

tions for the good of the cause.'

'

[Editor S. F. Merchant.

The Advantages of <»rat'te<l Vines.

Editor Merchant: I read with much
interest the reports of Mr. Klee and Pro-

fessor Hilgard in respect to the time when
Californica, Eiparia, Kupestris and Arizo-

nica, respectively, bloomed. I give my
experience, as the subject is of importance

especially to those who are planting in

sections of the State exposed to late frosts:

I have two blocks of vines, one of Zin-

fandel grafted on Californicas, and one of

Zinfandel on their own roots. They are

growing ou like soil, next to each other,

with like exposure and slope and absolutely

alike in all conditions. They were pruned

at the same time and in no respect has the

culture betn different. At this writing the

buds on the grafted vines are just swelling

and some are yet hard, while the rooted

Zinfandels have shoots from four to ten

inches long. If a frost should now strike

our section the advantage of the grafted

vine is at once apparent. Again, about the

first of March of this year, I planted Ma-
taros, Riparias and Californicas. The first

two are rooted cuttings, and the latter are

seedlings. The Eiparia started first, next

the Mataros, while the buds of the Cali-

fornicas are showing merely the faintest

indications of swelling. For the warm
foothills or frosty exposures I am persuaded

that the Californica is the best stock of the

first three named. I have had no ex-

perience with Arizonica. I planted this

Spring cuttings and roots, which are now
starting, but it is too early to predict suc-

cess. For the past three years we have

had no frosts in April in this section. We
are studying the question of drought re-

sisting qualities as, so far. irrigation is not

practised. E. W. MASLIN >

Loomis, Placer County, April 13, 1885.

TO WIltE -MAKERS

Every wine - maker should follow his

grapes to the consumer, and aim at ulti-

mate results, study the market prospects,

and have some decided object in view, if he

wishes to launch out permanently in the

wine industry. Don't try to cultivate new
tastes, but be satisfied with what the mar-

ket at present demands, then plant the true

varieties which make the good wines of

France, and, if unsaleable here, the wines

can be shipped to France where from 30 to

40 cents per gallon can be realized at a fair

profit. In one hundred years from now

we may possibly be able to teach the world

something, but as yet we must be content

to imitate.
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA.

Board of State Viticultural

Commissioners.

San Fkancisco, April 19, 1885.

To the Local Resident Inspectors of the San

Francisco Viticultural District.

As the Commissioner for this district, I

have, after consulting with leading vine

growers and wine makers, concluded to call

a Convention to be held at San Jose during

the latter part of the month of May if

suitable accomodations can be procured for

that time. The exact date will be , made

public later. The Convention will probably

continue during three days and the subjects

for discussion will be principally, Fermenta-

tion, Cellarage, and Facilities Bequired for

Marketing Products. There will also be an

effort made to procure papers to be used as

records hereafter, or references, concerning

the true history of the introduction of dif-

ferent varieties of vines in this district.

Contributions on this subject are solicited.

They should be brief and authentic. We
need especially to discuss the immediate

wants of our industry growing out of largely

increased production.

As there are many people now engaged

with us throughout the State who are not

sufficiently familiar with the English lan-

guage to participate freely in our meetings, it

will be advisable in future from time to time

to open discussions in foreign languages,

especially in French, Italian, and German,

so that we may not lose the opportunity of

gathering information from all sources and

also of imparting the same to many who

are engaged in our work who need to be in-

formed. For this reason and to test the

practicability of such a plan, one day of the

Convention at San Jose will be devoted to

discussions in the French language, as there

are many in this district who will be better

able to express their opinions and impart

information in that way. At a future day,

there will be a meeting called, probably to

be held in San Francisco, for similar work

in Italian, and probably one at some other

point for like work in German. The press of

the State which is published in these for-

eign languages will thus have an oppor-

tunity to increase our advantages by pub-

lishing reports of such meetings and when-

ever anything valuable and new is obtained,

translations for the use of all may be easily

made. Samples of viticultural products,

tools for working and other things interest-

ing to producers, will be received at this

Convention as at all others, but it is not de-

sirable that such exhibits should be made
for purposesof competition. What is needed

is material for instruction, comparison and

study.

You are specially requested to make
known in your localities the purposes of

this Convention and to invite the active

participation of as many as possible so that

the greatest good may be accomplished.

Due notice of the meeting will be made at

the proper time, as soon as arrangements

are perfected, through the press of the

State. It is also desirable in all these dis-

trict conventions that vine growers and

dealers in all branches of our industry from

other parts of the State should participate

as much as possible so that whatever pro-

gress is made in one part may be of advan-

tage to all others. An invitation is there-

fore generally extended to all persons

throughout the State to attend this Conven-

tion as has been the practice during con-

ventions of other districts. The counties

comprising the San Francisco Viticultural

District are as follows : San Francisco,

San Mateo, Santa Clara, Alameda, Santa

Cruz, Monterey and San Benito.

Yours respectfully,

Chabi.es A. Wetmoke,
Commissioner of the San Francisco Viticul-

tural District.

OUR NATIVE WINE SHIPMENTS BY SEA.

PER P. M. S. S. CO.'S STR. SAN JOSE, APRIL 15, 1885.

TO NEW YORK.

MARKS. PACKAGES AND CONTENTS. liALI.ONS VALL'K

Q. in diamond, New York..
EL, New York
F A, New York
PL, New Yoik
L P, New York
VS& B, Brooklyn
E C, New York
J B, Hoboken
L, in diamond, New York ,

E B& J, New York
TH L, Boston
S B, Philadelphia
G B.Philadelphia
A S, Philadelphia
H W, Philadelphia
HD, New York

Lachman & Jacobi.

J C, Washington

B D & Co., New York .

S, New York
JCC&Co., New York..

ES, Troy
W J H, Albany....
M M, Albany
B B, New York
W& T.Toledo
HF, New York...
h & F, New York .

F, in diamond, New York..
C B, New York
B, in diamond, New York

.

R, in diamond, New York..

H, in diamond, New York.

K, in diamond, New York .

M, in diamond, New York.
Dr H O Tucker, Brooklyn..

B Dreyfus & Co.

Kohler & Frohling

.

S Lachman &Co..

.

35 barrels Wine
15 barrels Wine
25 barrels Wine
8 barrels Wine
25 barrels Wine
15 barrels Wine
10 barrels Wine
5 barrels Wine
15 barrels Wine

barrels Wine
2 barrels Wine
1 barrel Brandy
2 barrels brandy
10 half puncheons Wine.
6 puncheons Wine
11 puncheons Wine .

1 barrel Wine
2 barrels Wine
1 barrel Brandy
1 puncheon Wine
145 barrels Wine
5 halt barrels Brandy
50 barrels Wine
3 puncheons Wine
4 barrels Wine
2 puncheons Wine
10 barrels Wine
6 barrels Wine..'.

10 barrels Wine
5 barrels Wine
10 barrels Wine
135 barrels Wine
30 casks Wine
25 barrels Wine
25 barrels Wine
25 barrels Wine
5 barrels vVme
5 barrels Wine
3 barrels Brandy
10 barrels Wine
1 barrel Brandy
5 barrels Wine
2 barrels Wine

Total amount ef Wine...
Total amount of Brandy

1732
751
1248
308

1242
745
500
245
745

2322
98
41
82

70'

481

1382

96
48

6836

120
2456

708

337
494
294
481

. 24
491

8223

1175
1180
1185
235
235
129
475
47
240
95

38169
46'

785
319
499
184
496
316
225
144
298
821
55
95
196
438
336

488

67
101

3070

250
1600

475
250
365
225
180
200
215

4800

472
474
605
125
170
290
235
85

345
120

$19104
1019

TO CENTRAL AMERICA.

O M R, Guatemala
A V, La Libertad
R M L, Acajutla
San Jose de Guatemala

.

FM, Corinto

I D, San Juan del Sur
R Q, San Jose de Guatemala.

.

B Dreyfus ft Co.
John T Wright .

Wilmerding & Co
Thannhauser & Co—
Eugene de Sabla & Co.

Urruela & Urioste

5 half barrels Wine.

.

4 half barrels Claret.

.

2 kegs Wine
1 cask Sherry
5 cases Wine
5 cases Whiskey
1 barrel Claret
2 kegs Wine

Total amount of Wine
Total amount of Whiskey .

107
95
20
22
25

88
in

342
58

150
80
20
66
20
45
15
40

$391
45

TO MEXICO.

A D & Co., Acapulco |J Caire II barrel Wine.
A B&Co., San Bias Thannhauser ft Co 5 kegs Wine...

AO &Co., Manzanillo
|

" |10 kegs Wine..

IMPORTANT TO OROHARDISTS AND VINEYARDISTS,
THE

"FARMER'S FRIEND,"
3, 4, AND 5-PLOW GANG.

For Orchards and Vineyards. Large and Small Ranches.

WILL PAY FOR ITSELF IN A SINGLE SEASON.
WHY USE SINGLE PLOWS, EACH REQUIRING

one or two horses and one man, when the FARMER'S
FRIEND, with two horses (in common soil) and one man
will do the work of three Single Plows, and leave the
ground in better condition ? We claim the following
points and advantages for this Plow over all other Plows:

1. It-* superior work

.

2. Being built low it does not interfere with the
branches overhead, and is as easily handled around trees
and vines as small single plows.

3. Its economy in the saving of Time, Labor and
Horse flesh. It is exceedingly light of draft, two horses,
in common soil, with this Plow, doing better work and
more of it, with one man, than three horses and three
men with three single plows. (We submit in proof of

this assertion, testimonials, now in file in our office, from
prominent orchardists of California.)

4. It will work in Orchards and Vineyards without breaking or otherwise injuring the trees and vines.

By a simple attachment we can either remove the furrow from or throw it against the trees. This we do

without any side-draft. We can also adjust the Plow so as to allow the Plow nearest the tree or vine to turn

a deoth of only l>fc inches, while the other two Plows will break respectively from 2% to 6 inches.

We are the Largest Importers of Orehard and pRTngg REDUPFD

Total amount of Wine

.

47
80
160

34
72
101

287 $207

SKAT IF DESIRED

Cif\T TV AM TIDTAT ™e are the Largest importers 01 ui™»» »"

bULU UJN 1 AlAlJ. Vineyard Machinery on the Pacific Coast.

Write for Our Illustrated Price List.

G-EORG-E BULL & CO.,
OFFICE AND SALESROOM—21 and 23 MAIN ST.. S. F.

TO LIVERPOOL.

OttoCaspari I Walter, Schilling & Coll cask Wine
Liverpool j

"
1 3 barrels Wine.

Total amount of Wine.

62
140

46
105

151

TO PANAMA.

D H S, Panama . ILilienthal & Co 1 25 cases Wliiskey | .| 225

MISCELLANEOUS SHIPMENTS.

DESTINATION.

China
Japan
La Paz
Mexico ,

Apia
Petropaulovsky

.

Kahului
Mazatlan

City of Peking .

.

City of Peking.

.

Indiana
Newbern
Percy Edward .

.

Alexander II . .

.

F. S. Thompson.
J. N. Ingalls. . .

.

RIG.

steamer..
Steamer...
Schooner.

.

Steamer...
Brig . .

.

Steamer...
Bark
Schooner.

130
399
47

409
100

1590
68
545

4103
245
29

475
65

1551
61

321

AMPELOGRAPHY.

Varieties of Vin s Known in California a d

Choice of Localises.

17 * 1» FREMONT ST.,
San Framisco, Cal.PACIFIC SAW MANUFACTURING CO.,

OF EVERY DESCRPTION
On Hand and Made to Order.

— AGENTS FOR —
***" ,_.__.._ „_.,. ^k C.B.PAUL'S FILES

California Curved Pruning Saws -

Repairing of all kinds done
at short notice.

WINE, RAISIN, AND TABLE GR4PES

By 0. A. WETMOKE.

CHIEF EXECUTIVE VITICULTURAL

OFFICER.

For Sale at

THE "MEBCHANT" OFFICE.

Single C6pies • • 25 cts

THE HAWAIIAN GAZETTE.
PUBLISHED WEEKLY

BY

ROBERT GFIEVE & CO.,

IS THE BEST

ADVERTISING MEDIUM
• — IS THE —

HAWAIIAN ISLANDS.

E. L. G. STEELE & CO.,
Successors to

C. ADOLPHE LOW & CO.,

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

Agents American Sugar Refinery and Washington

Salmon Cannery.
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RAISINS.

The Opinion of Merchants on the Cul.
ture. *Paekiiitf ami Sale ol*

California Fruit.

[From the Report of the Third Annual Viticultural

Convention.]

Mr. Frank S. Johnson.—The first intima-

tion that I had that I would be called upon
to say anything on this subject was this

evening after dinner, and the little memo-
randa I have been able to prepare between
now and half past six are very brief and
cannot embrace the statictics I would like

to present to you which I have at my office.

In reference to the subject of sun-dried
and artificially cured raisins I do not think
that anyone who has watched the matter
very carefully from a commercial point of

view can have any doubt on the question as

to the natural preference that would be ex-
tended to sun-dried raisins. I cannot
speak for the manufacturers and growers. I

do not think that any mechanism of man is

equal to that of God, and I do not believe

that artificial heat can be compared with
natural heat in drying a raisin properly,

any more than the good effect an invalid

will receive frdm the warmth of the fire can
be compared with the good effect he will

receive from the warmth of the sun. In
cloudy countries perhaps, where you can-
not alwaysget the sun, I can imagine that
artificial dryers might be used as a necessary
resort only, but in Fresno, where I have
seen about the handsomest raisin that has
been grown this year, where they have the

sun during the whole of the packing season,

I cannot imagine that anybody would care

about using a dryer. I do not think that
Miss Austin's raisins this year compare
with the raisins of the previous year, though
I believe she uses an artificial dryer. Our
firm received a letter, which has been pub-
lished in a number of papers here, from
our agents in Chicago, which will give you
an idea of how raisins should be packed
and the difficulties which merchants meet
in marketing your raisins. One of the
great objections is that you pack 20 pounds
net. The foreign raisin is packed 22
net. Instead of the merchants in the
East making a difference of 10 per cent in
prices on that account they make a differ-

ence of 15 per cent and more. I would not
advise any of you in isolated cases to raise

the weight of your raisins to 22 pounds
without unanimity of action. For if a few
of you should raise the weight to 22 pounds
you probably would be able to get no more
for your raisins than for those that are
packed in 20 pound boxes, but there cer-

tainly ought to be a concerted effort on the
part of all of you to make your raisins full

weight. There is an objection to short
weight goods of any kind , ajid I think it

unfortunate that California should have
commenced the raisin business packing in
short weight packages. There should be
an established grade without any doubt/ or
question that you should pack to, a grade
for layers and a grade for London layers.

The principle that the strength of a chain
is its weakest link can be applied to the
raisin business. Raisins are probably sold
30 days before they are packed—at least
that has been our custom—and we are ob-
liged to base our prices, or the price of our
best raisins generally upon the asking price
of the poorer grade of raisins, for there are
dealers here who will offer their raisins and
guarantee them as good, but when they are
shipped to the point of destination they do
not turn out as well as anticipated. In the
mean time we have to meet this competition,
in the same manner as others, with our best
raisins. I have been shown some raisin
boxes lately that are graded as containing
20 pounds of raisins that would weigh one
and three-fourths and one .and a half
pounds,being lighter than most other boxes

.

I think Mr. White has some of these boxes.
I think it would be a good idea if you all

packed your raisins in these light boxes, as
you would save in freight about four and
five cents a pound. There should be ap-
pointed by this society an official grader of

raisins, with headquarters at Fresno, River-
side, and Woodland, which I believe are
the acknowledged centers of raisin grow-
ing, with an official stamp of your society,

whose duty it should be to stamp every box
of layers and London layers that are up to

grade. I think in a short time this official

grade would be recognized, and that the

merchants would have no difficulty in sell-

ing these raisins to the exclusion of raisins

that were not graded by your society and

you would have an established price. The
price of London layers in Boston to-day is

about $2.85 a box, the freight to Chicago is

about ten cents, making $2 .95 laid down.

Our raisins being 10 per cent less in weight

would naturally realize about 20 cents less,

that would be $2.65 that we should get for

California raisins laid down in Chicago.

The highest price realized so far has been

about $2.35, and that is only in extreme

cases for very well-known brands. This is

on account of the want of grading, and un-

til that evil is corrected you are going to

have great difficulty in getting all that your

raisins are worth. Kaisins this year come

in with a great deal of dirt, some dust, and

careless packing, and a great deal of under-

curing. Tnese are all things that apply to

the manufacturing portion of your business

and I can only call your attention to them.

There is another subject to which I shall

call your attention, and in this I want to be

distinctly understood as not making any ap-

peal for the house of William T. Coleman
& Co. There are other people who can

handle raisins just as well as we can and
get just as good prices. The importers of

Boston found it necessary a few years ago,

a state of affairs brought about by intense

rivalry, to concentrate their holdings and
sell their raisins through the medium of one

broker, doing away with needless competi-

tion. We ought to be getting an extra price

in San Francisco for all raisins sold for local

consurnp*on—that is, we should get a

price based upon Boston and New York
prices and the freight added. If the raisin

growers of California could select one ag ant,

be it George W. Meade & Co, Hixson, Justi

& Co, or any other firm with proper dis-

tributive powers, and consign all your
raisins to them, you would accomplish the

same result. You seem to have no difficulty

in meeting together for mutual protection

and mutual information about growing
your grapes and producing your raisins,

but you have been giving away a large pro-

portion of your profits in needless com-
petition and you are continuing to do so.

My opinion is that a proper combination
on raisins in one hand, next year and in

succeeding years, will without any doubt or

question realize for you considerably more
money. In closing I want to revert to the

question of artificially cured raisins and
sun dried raisins, and say that the best

raisins I have seen this year were put up
by Mr. White and Mr. McPherson, and
these I understand were sun dried.

Mr. Wetmore.—-There is possibly a doubt
in the minds of many of our people as to

how our raisins grade in comparison to

foreign or imported goods. Do you find any
considerable quantity of our productions

that compare fairly with London layers?

Mr. Johnson.—Yes sir. Mr. White's and
Mr. McPherson's raisins this year are

better than imported raisins which I have
seen. Miss Austin's are also better than
imported. Furthermore, you have been
putting your best grade of raisins into

London layers, your second grade you have
been putting into layers, and the refuse has
generally gone into loose Moscatels. Now
it is an astonishing fact to me that as long
as you have been in the raisin business you
do not know yet that a loose Moscatel raisin

will sell in the Eastern States where layers

will not sell. If I was a raisin producer I

should pack my best raisins into London
layers and I would strip the others and pack
them in loose Moscatels and face them. I

think in that way you would net 25 and 35
and 40 cents a box more. The people in

the Eastern States want a bunch of raisins

when they are fine, but when they get
poorer they dont want to pay for a lot of

stems. I have had raisins sent from River-

side aud other southern portions of the

State, and it seemed to me that from 10 to

15 per cent of the raisins were nothing but
stems. The people in the Eastern States
cannot be humbugged ; they will not pay
for stems.

In answer to questions Mr. Johnson said:

—I do not think that the merchants'should
attend to the grading of the raisins, that is

a matter for the producers. I do not think
we should attempt to reform you ; any con-
version should come from within. If you
pack good raisins we will buy good raisins,

but competition is so great amongst mer-
chants that I doubt very much if merchants
would undertake any reformation of that

kind. When buying raisins the merchants
geueraliy look very carefully into it and
buy nothing but good raisins or as nearly

good as we can get, and pay a low price for

poor raisins. You forget the fact that if

not now, certainly in the future, two-thirds

or three-fourths of the raisins of California

will have to be marketed on commission,and
when there is any prospect of the market
being short, unless you take extra pains to

ascertain ahead the condition of the market,
the merchants are going to get the informa-

tion first, and buy up the crop. They will

then buy the best raisins and pay the proper
price for them. If you consign your raisins

in future for sale the people that produce
the best raisins are going to suffer because
they are going to get very little more than
those who make poor raisins, for the

raisins will be sold ahead without samples.
I think we have too many grades at pres-

ent. I would call the first grade something
extra—Dehesia. I would have a Loudon
layer grade, a layer grade, and a Moscatel
grade, and I would make my Moscatels of

just as good fruit as possible instead of the

refuse, aud I would then have a dried grape
grade, or what I think would be better

still a grade to throw away. The loose

Moscatel grape will sell better in the

Eastern States than your layer grade if you
will only take care with it . The trouble

has been that you have been putting any-
thing into the loose Moscatel.

Mr. Wetmore.—What would be your ad-

vice to the raisin maker who has a second
and third crop of grapes which do not get

thoroughly ripe, it being perhaps late in the

season when there is very little sun, and he
finds he cannot cure them in the sun, but
he can desicate them and make a dried

grape of them. Iu the interests of his bus-

iness ought-he to send them to the distillers

or put them in boxes and call them raisins?

Mr. Johnson.—There would be no doubt
about that. He should sell them to dis-

tillers.

Mr. Byron Jackson.—I have a worse
conundrum than that. Suppose you had
a lot of Tokay grapes consigned to you as

Moscatel raisins, what would you do ?

Mr. Johnson.—Well, that is personal.

Mr. Byron Jackson.—I have seen them
put up in lots and marked Moscatel raisins.

Mr . Johnson.—If a man sent those raisins

to me, to be frank with you, I would prob-

ably sell them . Now there is another point

you ought to be very particular about and
that is to mark on your package in a way
that cannot be obliterated the-grade of your
raisin. It should be marked across the

boxes in letters some three or four inches

in length, and the letters made as deep as

possible!. It would be better even were
they burnt in. This would be oue step

towards putting it out of the power of un-
scrupulous merchants to misrepresent. This
misrepresentation is going on all the time
and is one of the things that is debauching the

California raisiii business. You cannot ex-

pect in the future to make the same profits

in raisin making that you have been mak-
ing. The old days of a good many hundred
dollars an acre are, I think, getting to be a

thing of the past and you will have to come
down in the very near future to a more bus-

iness like proposition, in this, that there

has got to be more competition, and the

lower prices are inevitably going to rule.

You are getting good prices this year, but

they are abnormal, and are not going to

last. You must recollect that there is a very

short crop in Spain, and that has been sup-

plemented to a great extent by the people
fleeing to the mountains, and they have had
some difficulty in getting the grapes picked,

etc. It is possible that raisins which are

quoted in New York at $2.85 this year will

next year, open at $2.25 and $2.35. There
will be a marked difference. Now, I take

it, all your aim should be to get your raisins

as near in price to the imported raisin as

possible. There is too great a gap now. It

is not warranted by the quality. It is ow-
ing to the fact that there is so much sloven-

ly packing here aud no attention to grades.

You have^ a little colony where there are

perhaps 15 or 20 growers within half an
hour's ride of each other, and you have say

15 different brands. Merchants don't want
so many different brands ; they want one
brand. The Riverside colonies have made
a step in the right direction. The Riverside

Fruit Company is grading and packing

under their brand for a large proportion of

their colony. They have packed some 30,000

or 40,000 boxes this year and the result is

that the quantity is large and calculated to

make an impression on the eye of the con-

sumer. If you get a brand once established

and a demand for it you must always keep

that brand on hand to supply that demand.
You endeavor to make an impression with

California raisins, and a packer will send

some good raisins to a certain locality.

They will meet with favor and the next year

they send for the same brand, and what is

the result? They get a poor braud and be-

come disgusted, and the following year will

j not take California raisins at all. They
want the imported raisins then, and you
have to make your fight over again. You
ought to have in each locality a braud and
pack under that brand, and see that you
keep up the grade to that braud. In Fresuo
you have a dozeu or more brands. I can
imagine how a person considers that his

brand is better than his neighbor's, and has
a pride in his own name, but we will say

that a brand of some particular person comes
to San Francisco this year and gives exo I-

lent satisfaction ; next year he may decide

to send them somewhere else, and people

who are pleased with his raisins here can-

not get them. Mr. McPherson has been
about as near right as anybody iu this re-

spect. He packed his raisins aud graded
them and sent them to one market. Before

his raisins were packed this year he sold

them on that account, but if they should go
out of that market next year and the buyers

get another braud that does not please them
they would imagine the industry of pack-

ing raisins iu California had gone to the

deuce. You are making your fight and win-

ning your battle and then loosing your
ground constantly. If anybody will come
down to the store of William T . Coleman &
Co., I will take pleasure in showing him Hi

or 20 different brands of raisins of all qual-

ities and all grades, and it is a very great

mistake when you produce so many raisins

in California that your local markets in-

stead of paying the price of raisins in

Boston with freights here added pay only

the price of Boston, less your freight, as it

will when the production is large. You find

that there is a difference between the selling

price of foreign raisins and California rais-

ins of 50 cents per box, which arises from
the fact that you pay no attentiou to your
grading and that you pack raisins any way.
When the business becomes unprofitable

then you will commence, perhaps two or

three years from now, to impress people in

the Eastern States with the fact that you
can make good raisins, and then you will

commence to give them a series of brands

that they can rely on from year to year.

Our firm sells $20,000 worth of the Royal
Baking Powder per month. After spending
some twenty-five or thirty thousand dollars

in the last year, what would be the sense o
our getting out a stock for two or three

months- only, and then allowing some other

powders to come in and monopolize the

trade and then be obliged to commence our
fight all over again ? If California raisins

were a credit to California you might pack
any number of different brands, but about
one quarter of the raisins packed in Cali-

fornia are a credit to our State, and the

reputation of our raisins is made not by the

best raisins that are made but by the poorest.

Mr. Wetmore .—I believe that Mr. Stewart
of the firm of Geo. W. Meade & Co. is

present. We would be glad to hear from
him.
George H. Stewart.— Mr. Chairman,ladies

and gentlemen, I am pretty much in the

same situation as my friend Mr. Johnson-.

It was not until late this morning that I

was notified that I was to take any part

here this evening. I have had a busy day
of it since and have had no time to prepare

myself, consequently you will have to rely

mainly on what I have heard from Mr.
Johnson aud such additional suggestions as

I may have to offer. Mr. Johnson is cer-

tainly right in his conclusion that the great

deficiency iu California raisins is the lack

of uniformity. It is almost impossible, if a

firm receives an order for a car-load of

raisins for the Eastern market or auy other

market, to get a car-load that will be uniform
iu quality throughout, either in London
Layer* or iu Layers, or in loose Moscatels

or whatever brand might be called for!

During the past season a number of car-
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loads which we have shipped have shown
one great fault, and where one firm perhaps
would be perfectly satisfied with the raisins

they received, another firm would condemn
the California raisins from the small lot

they got, as being unfit for use. The idea

of having an official grader is excellent.

That is done in the flour trade, I believe,

and in the sugar trade, and the official

grader's stamp is authority for the quality

and grade of the raisin. It would be a

most wonderful thing for the raisin-growers

of California. Another thing which Mr.
Johnson touched upon was the advantage

of making the boxes as light as possible in

order to save freight. That is quite an
item with the producer because all his

freight eventually must come out of his

pocket. There is another item of economy
which occurs to me. I do not see the ad-

vantage of layering the raisins throughout

the whole box. If a person wants a quarter

of a box of raisins they can get a quarter of

a box put up in quarter boxes only, nicely

faced. If a person wants a whole box they

can get a whole box put up faced, and the

bulk of the raisins in the box. I see no
advantage to anybody iu layering the rais-

ins excepting the fact that it is a little more
convenient to examine the raisins through-

out the box when opening it. In packing
a box full of raisins you make four layers

and put in four sets of papers and go to the

trouble of facing up these four layers,

which necessarily increases the cost very

much. The matter of the number of grades

has also been touched upon, and what dis-

position should be made of the poorer

grade of grapes, or rather the refuse, which
would be otherwise thrown away. I agree

with Mr. Johnson that they should either

go to the distiller or be put upon the mar-
ket just as they are and sold as dried

grapes, for which there is a certain demand
at all times. As regards the loose Mosoatel
it is very true that there is quite a demand
tor this grade of raisins, but still it will not

do to pack all loose Moscatel raisins. I

have noticed, especially in California, that

when a man wants a box of raisins for his

home use that there is not one out of twelve

who will take loose Moscatels. He wants
them with stems on them, and in nice

bunches, so that they will look nicely in

the dish when he puts them on the table,

and if he lifts off a stem from the top of the

box and finds the box filled in with loose

Moscatels, or rather with scattered bunches,

it don't pleass him; and it seems to me
they should be packed either with the full

bunches and marked in that way as a num-
ber of the imported raisins are marked, or

else pack them without any stems, faced

up, the same as the imported raisins, and
sold as the loose Moscatel. I am very
sorry I have not been able to prepare some-
thing more definite and more pleasing to

you. If there are any questions which I

can answer I wril cheerfully do so.

Mr. Johnson.—I will say that I do not

wish to mislead anyone in regard to the

matter of loose Moscatels. In California

aud Colorado and in the Territory of New
Mexico there is a trade for Layer raisins,

and there is a very limited trade in the

Eastern States for them also. Now that

you are going more prominently into raisin

growing and extending toward the East, the

demand for loose Moscatels will increase,

but as you say, in California, New Mexico
and Colorado there is quite a trade for

Layer raisins.

Mr. Stewart.—A number of the raisins

that have been sent from California, some
of which were sent by Geo. W. Meade &
Co., were rejected because they had a sour
taste. We could hardly believe that they
were as sour as they said they were, but
Mr. Meade was taking an Eastern trip at

that time, and went around by way of the

South, and tasted these raisins and most
of them certainly were sour; there was
scarcely any sweetness to them. I know
they were grown in the Southern country,

and it may have been due to the grape it-

self, to the soil on which it was grown, or

the manner in which it was cured, or it

might have been a combination of either.

There was no fermentation about them.
They were as pretty a raisin as one would
wish to see. Possibly they were not picked
when sufficiently ripe, the grower being too

anxious to have them dried before the

rains came.
Mr. Wetmore.—In your opinion what

should be the first requisite of the raisin-

grower respecting the quality of his raisins,

the quality of appearance or the quality of

taste?

Mr. Stewart.—Well, I should say the
quality of appearance, because, in the
main, that is what sells the raisins. I have
often thought if the California raisin pro-
ducer could see his raisins about six months
after he has put them up he would not
blame the man who buys them or eats

them for growling. You have seerr some
specimens of raisins that are exhibited here
that are one year old. They are not only
candied, but entirely sour and unfit for use,

for either cooking or eating purposes.
Mr. Wetmore.—That sample was brought

here to illustrate a principle. They were
raised on low ground where it was about
five or six feet to water. They were not
ripe when they were put up and did not
get thoroughly cured. There is another
sample made in the same county, in the

same year, where it was about twenty feet

to water, and they are perfectly sound. That
is what they were brought here for, to illus-

trate that very principle. I am not talking

about the bad curing that shows itself at

the end of the year, I am talking about
that which shows itself when first made.
Mr. Stewart.—I understand that, un-

doubtedly those raisins were very nice

when first made, and they sold on the ap-

pearance not on their taste or their intrinsic

qualities

Mr. Wetmore.—Do you think that the

question of appearance ought to be more
important than that of intrinsic quality ?

Mr- Stewart.— I think so, looking from
the producer's standpoint. If I am buying
the raisins I want them to be of the best

taste, but looking from your standpoint, I

should say, appearance first aud genuine
worth afterwards.

Mr. Wetmore.—If you disappoint people

in the quality of the raisins are the people
likely to order goods the second time ?

Mr. Stewart.—No, sir.

Mr. Landsberger.—I think a raisin of

good appearance ought to be of good quality.

I have never seen a raisin of good appear-
ance and bad quality.

Mr. Wetmore.—You may have a fine

large grape with no flavor whatever and
then you may have a small grape with a

very fine flavor.

Mr. Landsberger.—You can tell the grape
by its appearance, and the quality of the

ra ; sin by its appearance. I do not refer so

much to its size as to its general appear-
ance, soundness and color etc.

Mr. Stewart.—This lot of raisins that

were rejected were as pretty and handsome
a lot of raisins as you would desire to look
at ; the bloom was perfect, the size was
fine, the packing all that could be asked
for in raisins—it was not fancy packing,

but good packing, but, when you came to

taste the raisin, it was perfectly sour. My
idea is that a raisin should have, in the

first place, a handsome appearance, it

should be large in size, and should have
small wrinkles instead of large ones. There
is a certain kind of large wrinkle, which I

cannot describe exactly, but with which
you are all no doubt familiar, which is very
undesirable in a raisin and detracts very

greatly from its appearance, and even
makes it lopk smaller than it actually is. I

prefer the dark amber color in a raisin. The
evaporated raisin will give you a light am-
ber color, but I agree entirely with Mr.
Johnson that the evaporated raisin stands

no show whatever with the sun dried. It

tastes too much like half cooked syrup.

That is very plain, but it is the fact. The
evaporated raisin has one advantage and
that is that it will not candy. At any rate

that is my belief. I had a box in my store

until quite recently, which were some six

years old and there was not a sign of candy
about it. As regards Miss Austin's raisins

I like the looks of them very much, but the

taste, although pleasant, is not as sweet as

I like myself.

Dr. Blatchly.—We maintain that these

raisins of Miss Austin's will keep better

than the sun dried raisins. The sour grapes

which you mention may not only have been
due to the locality where grown, but they

could not have been picked in a perfectly

ripe state. We have the same experience

with all fruit. Where we do not obtain the

very ripe ones we will be troubled by their

being sour, and where we get a perfectly

ripe fruit, we obtain a sweet article . In re

gard to raisins, dried artificially which we

have presented here, and of which Miss
Austin is the first pioneer in introducing,
we maintain they will keep beyond any
doubt. Ship them to Australia and let them
come back and I will maintain that this

article will be A No. 1. This we maintain
for artificially dried grapes in comparison
with sun dried grapes.

LAST ANNOUNCEMENT

Captain Westcott.—I have only had about
four years' experience in the raisin busi-

ness, but I am satisfied that you cannot
make a good raisin unless the grape is

thoroughly ripe and sweet, unless the water
is out of it and it becomes meaty. I have
had this year a good deal of trouble on ac-
count of the rain and the coldness of the

season. That has been the experience in a
good many places. It takes a great deal

longer for the raisin to dry, but when the
grape is thoroughly ripe I do not believe

that it will candy if it has been properly
cured. It is the grape that is picked green
that loses the sugar. I have a few boxes
of raisins that 1 cured four years ago, and I

was noticing them the other day. There is

not a particle of sugar on them and they are

sweet and nice- If a grape is picked when
it is comparatively green it will not darken,
and you may dry it all you have a mind to

and it will sugar. Then- in my vineyard I

have no irrigation. The bottom land of

the vineyard produces the largest grape and
the finest raisins. This year I have been
troubled more than any other year, since I

have been retarded in drying. The tem-
perature has not been on an average over
70 or 75 degrees and I have had grapes
fully two mouths before I could get them
dry. I have a dryer which I use as the

last resort. I do not want to dry them in a

dryer if I can possibly dry them in the sun
as I believe that is the best way to dry them.
I have had 60 to 80 tons out at a time,

and if the rain comes on and it happens to

get a little wet you feel as though you
wanted a dryer to finish it up. That is the

only case in which I would use a dryer, and
I would not do it if I could possibly avoid

it. Last year I commenced packing about
the 20th of August. I had no trouble at all.

My crop was all dried and not a raisin went
into a dryer, but this year when I picked my
Muscat grapes on the 1st of October they

were not as sweet as those I picked last year

on the 20th of August. I think that has
been the experience in Woodland and at

Davisville. I saw grapes picked there and
I said I did not think it were possible to

make a fine raisin of them. In order to

make a fine raisin I think you will have to

be in a climate where you have heat, and to

dry a raisin right I believe the temperature

ought to be from 90 to 95 degrees. It

should not always be that high, but occa

sionally. For four years I have kept a

record of the temperature, four times a day,

and this year it does not compare with any
previous years. The temperature in Sep-

tember did not go up to 85. During last

year, in the same month, there were nine

days that it went to 100 and any number of

them it went to 90. It is true that if you
keep the temperature up to 100, and over,

you will spoil your raisins because you can

get it too hot as well as not hot enough.

After the first of October we had some dews,

and I have had to bunch them up and it

has caused a good deal of trouble to me in

curing the grape this year. When we come
to grade them for market I think that is

what is going to beat us, if we do not have
some uniformity, as it has been remarked
before. Every man has his brand ; some
are very poor and some are very good. And
it is a good deal as that gentleman stated

who undertook to ship a car-load East, that

it is pretty hard to pack up a car-load and
have it of uniform brand.

HEMS

Choice Vines - Rare Stocks and

Scions for Grafting.

RESISTANT VARIETIES.

Riparia, Caiforoica and Arizonica S.ed.

As the season for planting and grafting

vines is rapidly passing away, I desire to

inform the public that there are still to be

had pome stocks of the following rare and

scaice varieties:

BED WINE VARIETIES.

Cabernet franc,

Verdot,

Malbeck,

Petite Syrah,

Petit Bouschet,

Alicante Bouschet,

Cinsaut,

Pfeffer's Black Burgundy.

SAUTEBNE.

Sauvignon blanc, Semillon

BUSINESS
COLLEGE,
24 POST ST.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

San Francisco, Cal.

THE LEADING! INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS
training in America. This school educates for the

practical affairs of life, and no young man can afford

to enter upon a business career without a course of

training at this popular institution. Students are

drilled in all branches of business by ACTUAL PRACT-
ICE, thus fitting them for the counting house at once.

Send for circulars and learn full particulars. Address
E. P. HEALD & CO., San Francisco, Cal.

Lenoir,

Serine,

Portuguese select

Port stocks,

Folle noire (1100

rooted.)

Malmsey,

MADEIBA.

Boal,

Verdelho.

SPANISH SHEBKT.

Palomino, Mantuvo de Pilas

Pedro Ximenes, Veba.

White associates used in France with

Petite Syrah and suitable for similar red

wine blends:

Marsanne, Roussanne.

There are also to be had, either rooted

vines or cuttings, or both, good stocks of

better known varieties, such as

Mataro, Folle Blanche,

Carignan, Colombar,

Grenache, Zinfandel,

Crabb's Black Bur- Burger,

gundy, Charbono,

Chauche" noir, Blaue Elbling,

Trousseau, Seedless Sultana,

Meunier, Muscatel ( Gordo

West's White Prolific, Blanco), etc., etc.

The prices of the Natoma rooted vines,

of varieties in large quantities, have been

materially reduced.

Cuttings, seedlings and rooted cuttings of

Riparia; cuttings and seedlings of Califor-

nica; rooted Lenoir cuttings; ArUonica cut-

tings; seed of AHzonica, Californica and

Riparia.

Grafting can be continued safely until

the middle of May, if the scions are prop-

erly cared for.

As I expect to retire soon from the gen*

eral business of furnishing supplies for

vineyard planting, I take this occasion to

thank those, who have favored me with

orders, for the assistance which their cus-

tom has been to me, when I have most

needed it. CHAS. A. WETMOKE,
204 Montgomery St .,

San Francisco.
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becoonition.

Our friends in the Fresno Vitieultural

and Horticultural Association recognize the

value of a journal like the Merchant
guarding and advancing their interests, and
give effect to their good wishes in a very

practical way, as will be seen by the follow-

ing resolution:

Official.

Fresno, Cal., April 5, 1884.

Proprietor S. F. Merchant. — Dear Sir: Below

8 a copy of the minutes of the last meeting of the

Fresno Vitieultural and Horticultural Society that is

of interest to yourself.

Resolved—That this Association recognize the San

Francisco Merchant as one of the best organs of the

Vitieultural and Horticultural interest in the State,

an exponent of their views and aDle advocate of

their interests, and, moreover as a paper which has

taken more than oidinary interest in the prosperity

of Fresno county. We agree to give the publisher

our liberal support while that journal pursues the

course for which it has hitherto been distinguished.

Moreover, we suggest that manufacturers and deal-

ers in agricultural implements and other merchandise

who wish to call our attention to their goods, aid us

and other Viticulturists in maintaining the San Fran-

cisco Merchant on a sound footing, by giving it a

large share of tneir advertising patronage.

Be it further resolved that the Fresno Vitieultural

and Horticultural Society tender its thanks to the

San Francisco Merchant for past favors.

0. F. RIGGS, Secretary.

Santa Clara \ il ionll urisls.

At the meeting of the Vitieultural Society

of Santa Clara, held Saturday, April 11th,

business of importance to the^members was
rans acted, and subsequently the questions

of sulphuring and suckering were discussed.

President J. B. J. Portal presided, and Mr.

Wetmore, who was present, was called upon
and gave his views on the above subjects

and also some advice about establishing

credit for the wine industry . A lively dis-

cussion arose as to prices and markets, Mr.

Wetmore insisting that there was no wine

ring in San Francisco, in answer to the

positive statement of Mr. Feeley that such

a ring did exist and cut down prices of

wine to suit themselves. Mr. "Wetmore

conferred with the members as to their con-

venience for holding a District Convention.

The date .was fixed for the fourth week in

May, or earlier, at the call of the Commis-

sioner should he deem it so desirable . One

day at this Convention will be set apart for

discussion in the French language, as a

number of gentlemen whose opinions are

worth hearing, refrain from speaking in the

English language, with which they are not

sufficiently well acquainted.

CO-OPEKATIVE WINK « 'lil.l. IBS AND
DISTRIBUTION.

The necessity for co-operation on the part

of wine makers is imperative if they are to

reap the profits on their enterprise, skill

and investments. Heretofore they have

been content to take what the dealers were

pleased to offer them for their vintages, and

they are now in the position of having

greatly increased production without secur-

ing for themselves an increased market.

The wine makers of California, with the

vintage of 1885 on their hands, and with

20,000,000 gallons ahead of them probably

as the production of 1885, are as completely

in the hands of some half dozen houses which

have made a specialty of handling domes-

tic wines, as they were half a dozen years

ago when wine making was in its infancy.

This is not a safe position to occupy un-

der any circumstances ; but it is very easy

to imagine conditions which would make it

positively ruinous to thewinemakers. Even
now the dealers are said to be discrimina-

ting against the best cellars, and buying

only new and immature wines, at a trifling

price, as blends for the local and Eastern

markets. By this plan they wilL compel

even the strongest holders to dispose of

their wines at very much less than a fail-

price to make room for the new vintage,

while wine makers who are not " strong,"

are even now falling by the way, unwilling

victims of these speculative, far-seeing

middlemen.

The wine makers must combine in their

own defence. Co-operation will save them
and their industry ; individual efforts only

will most assuredly result in their ruin.

They will be working for men who stand

between them and the consumers, taking

tribute with both hands like baronial high-

waymen of the olden time. These exploit-

ers of trade must be rendered powerless for

evil, by wine makers organizing in the

various wine centers of the State, and plac-

ing their own products on the market.

This may be said to be an interference with

the ordinary functions of trade, as for-

mulated by modern writers on political

economy ; but it is a necessary one. Our
forefathers had a rugged way of dealing

with such matters, and made it a misde-

meanor to " forestall the market.'' But
that is precisely what "call boards'' are

now organized for ; and also what the small

but compact body of wine dealers in San
Francisco are doing every day, without the

fuss and flourish of the modern "call

session
'

' at the Produce or other Exchange.

Indeed, we have heard it suggested that

the wine trade should be taken up by these

gambling institutions. This would be to

intensify the evil, by creating a fictitious

demand and purely speculative values.

What should be done is to organize not

one, but several joint stock wine companies,

to provide first for cellarage ; second for

storage in the city ; third for establishing

agencies or branches in leading Eastern

and Western cities as points of distribution

;

and fourth, to supply the local market with

wholesome wine, at a fair price, without

deceptive labels or adulterations. This

may be accomplished easily by co-opera-

tion . It cannot be done by individual ef-

fort. It is all very well to advise wine
makers to provide cellarage for maturing

their wine. Many of them, and especially

beginners, cannot afford to build cellars or

hold their wine. They must sell to live.

But if they were partners in such an enter-

prise as we have indicated, they would be

able to store their wine, and could borrow

money upon it precisely in the same way
that money can be borrowed on wheat on

warehouse certificates.

But the banks must be satisfied with the

bonafides of the cellars, just as they require

to be satisfied in the case of grain ware-

houses. If there were one great cellar in

Napa county, another in Sonoma, a third

in Santa Clara, a fourth in Los Angeles and

so on, and if these were conducted by re-

sponsible incorporations there would be no

difficulty in obtaining advances on wine

stored therein. This would emancipate the

wine makers of California from their pres-

ent slavish dependence upon men who have

had the foresight to build cellars, and pre-

pare for handling wine products. It"would

also enable them to live while their wine

was ripening, its enhanced value afterwards

more than repaying interest on the advances

from money lenders.

It follows that the work of distribution,

or marketing the wine products of the

State, could be more satisfactorily done by

associated effort than under the present

plan. Nor do we anticipate any difficulty

with the railroads in the matter of freight.

Above all, California wine would have a

chance to make its way in the world upon

its own merits, and not under false pre

tences as French or German wine". This is

a very important consideration. If a saloon,

hotel keeper, or grocer now orders Cali-

fornia wine from any middleman, and asks

for a foreign label it is affixed without de-

mur, although by the act the wine merchant

becomes a party to a deliberate fraud upon

the consumer who is charged for what he

does not get. Such deception and fraud

would be impossible under the co-operative

system outlined by us, because the stock-

holders would be the wine makers, and it

would be their interest to create the greatest

possible demand, at the highest range of

prices, for their own products.

We hope some prominent wine maker in

every wine county in the State, will take

this matter up. It should be easy to raise

capital sufficient to carry the enterprise

through, the certainty of continuous profit

should act as a spur to those who embark

in it.

UITTTINOS SHOULD BE NAMED.

It is the duty of every one who has cut-

tings for sale to be very particular in class-

ifying them properly, or else chaos and dis-

order will eventuate, which it will take

seasonsjto straighten out. Considerable con-

troversy has recently arisen as to the variety

to which certain cuttings belong, which

have been sold in this State under the

name of Cabernet before, when upon closer

examination, comparison and reference to

books of authority, they proved to belong

to the family of Malbecks. Some study is

necessary; but it is the duty of every one

to devote such attention to his business or

else leave the classification to those who
are more versed. Every man wants to

know what he has in his vineyard, and has

a right to know what he is buying and set-

ting out. For the benefit of those who are

trying to plant judiciously, and with some
aim in view, such obstacles as the above

should not be placed in their way.

The country generally, after the recent

rains, looked splendid, and for once the

farmers were satisfied, indications being

favorable everywhere for a good year's crop.

But the frost came and the farmers growled

again and were happy.

ON VARIOUS VINES.

Dr. Guilbert of Cadillac, according to

the Moniteur Vinicole, has since 1882 re-

marked that the Semillon and white Sau-

vignon vines around Sauternes preserved

their foliage in spite of the invasion of

mildew. Since then in a report the Doctor

stated, to the Cornice of Cadillac, that be-

sides those two also three red varieties had

their resistance against mildew well accent-

uated. These are the Castets, the Pardotte

and the Graput.

The Castets variety Mr. Piola considers

a near relation to the Cabernet varieties.

Doubts about its identity with the Bequig-

navu of St. Andre" de Cubzac will soon be

cleared up by investigation in France. It

is a vine not much in use. It was known
in the St. Macaire region as the Nicoleau

vine. Replanted in the same district re-

cently through the initiative of a Mr. Cas-

tets, it is now again an accepted vine there.

For low lying positions it is considered

very good, not being easity affected by late

Spring frosts, as it begins to bud late. But

it is subject to oidium, The fruit ripens a

few days before the Malbec and yields a

deep tinted wine of very fine quality. Long
pruned it is a very productive vine. Mr.

Dupuey states that in the Canton Boarg
the St. Macaire, with which it was be-

lieved to be identical, ripens a few days

after the Malbec, and it is therefore argued

that the St. Macaire is not the Castets.

Additional reports from other parts con-

firm the immunity from mildew of the Cas-

tets and also that the wine made from the

same grape is of excellent quality.

The Pardotte or Petite Purde, as it is

called in Cadillac, has the name of Tripot

at Cerons, Courbinotte at Budos, Pignon
in the Medoc and Petit noir in Perigord.

By this multiplicity of names its frequency

of cultivation is indicated. It is a good
grower and bearer, ripens shortly after the

Malbec, yields a wine of feeble color, but

of very fine quality . It is subject to coul-

ure, but succeeds with both long and short

pruning.

Graput or Prolongeau is a late ripening

grape and yields wine of poor quality.

This wine, which is not recommendable in

other regards, requires short pruning.

Mr. J. H. Drummond's St. Macaire wine
of last vintage turned out of very good
quality. It is to be regretted that we can

gather no nearer information from France

about that variety . Apparently in the land

of wine doubts about varieties abound and
every scrap of information is welcome there

as it is here. The Castets, according to

the above recent notes, is not St. Macaire,

at least in different localities the two vines

thus far considered identical, ripen at dif-

ferent times compared with the period of

maturity of the Malbec. Still, a contrary

opinion may yet turn up from another

quarter.

In driving through the Cupertino Dis-

trict, and in the neighborhood of Los

Gatos recently, our attention was directed

to the extensive area of fine vineyard land

in this part of the Santa Clara valley. The
soil between Stevens creek and Los Gatos

is of a deep loamy gravel.

A Sanitarium will soon be established at

San Jose, an organization having been

formed for that purpose. A good site has

been secured for the building, and the

climate of San Jose is all that could be de-

sired to ensure success to the work which

reflects credit upon the originators.
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EFFECTS OF THE FKOST.

The Merchant, some weeks ago, warned
grape growers to be prepared, as far as pos-

sible, against late frosts which can be ex-

pected in certain sections of the State as

late as the middle of May. Of course the

valleys and low lands are most affected by
Jack's visits, the hillsides as a rule being

free from his attacks. Two of the largest

wine-producing counties,Napa and Sonoma,
appear to have suffered severely from the

effects of last week's unwelcome visitor.

Our Sonoma correspondent writes as fol-

lows : " The damage is very serious, even
vineyards where early fires were lighted for

smoke being touched. It is rumored that

in some parts of the county the crop has
been almost totally destroyed, and that

next year's wood for fruit has been badly

damaged. The second frost was not quite

so severe as the first, yet quite heavy
enough to do injury to vineyards not pro-
tected by smoke. There is fully a month
before we can consider ourselves safe, so I

think the vintage will be much smaller than
that of last year, as even the high lands

have been touchod.'' In a subsequent
letter our Sonoma correspondent sayB: "I
have heard from Mr. Kohler's foreman that

the damage is really serious. The vine-

yards near Sonoma are almost destroyed.

Serious injury has been done near Santa
Bosa and Healdsburg, and the prospects

for a crop are very light.'' The St. Helena
Star, of 20th inst., says: "Flat lands along

Napa river suffered the worst from the vis-

itation and many vineyards scattered

throughout the valley were badly bitten.

This morning the heaviest frost of all left

its mark on the budding vines, being more
severe than previous ones, owing to the

slight rain that fell just before nightfall,

Sunday, and left the ground damp. There
is no disguising the fact that from these

three frosts the coming vintage of Napa
Valley will be materially decreased. The
damage is wide spread and serious, few
vineyards escaping a touch of more or less

severity. Various estimates place the prob-
able damage to date on an average of from
twenty-five to fifty per cent of the crop of

1885."

Special dispatches to the Merchant show
that at Livennore valley but one vineyard

was affected by the frost. San Joaquin
valley, Chico and Colusa, however, felt the

effects very severely. At San Jose hail

and rain have fallen, though but little

damage has been done.

We called upon several of the leading

wine merchants of San Francisco to ascer-

tain their views on the extent of the frost

with regard to the coming vintage . One
of them stated that the loss would not

be five per cent on the whole, that'he had
heard nothing from his country correspond-

ents as to the damage done to the vines,

and that, as last year's vintage was far in

excess of the demand, the result would be
really beneficial, as it would prevent the

enormous surplus of wines that was anti-

cipated. As he is a grape grower and wine
maker himself, it is but natural that he
should desire a short supply on the part of

others, his vineyards having escaped any
damaging effects . He offered no consola-

tion whatever to those who would be serious

pecuniary losers by the frost. Another
gentleman said that the loss would fall

chiefly upon Sonoma and Napa counties,

especially on the owners of vineyards in

the valleys and low lands. He anticipated

that these counties would lose at least 20
per cent of their coming crops, and felt

that there were very hard times in store

for them. Napa and Sonoma produced
last ytar, almost ten out of the fifteen mil-

lion gallons of wine that were ma.de in

California. Estimating this year's vintage

at twenty million gallons, the loss at 20 per
cent, from these two counties alone, aver-

aging their production in the same propor-

tion as that of last year, will be two and a

quarter million gallons of wine. The con-

sumption of California wines is rapidly

increasing, consequently this large decrease

in our production would naturally be felt,

notwithstanding the expression of opinion

on the part of one of our merchants that it

would not affect the supply by more than
five per cent. We shall be glad to learn

further particulars from our country friends

as to the exact amount of damage that has

been effected for the purpose of obtaining

an accurate estimate of the coming vintage.

In the meantime we advise them, if pos-

sible, not to be too anxious to sell. If the

wine makers and grape growers of each

district will notify the Merchant of their

losses by the late frost, and give accurate

estimates of their probable supply for this

year, they will in return receive a plain

and impartial statement of their standing

as regards the local market.

ASIKKK'AIt VINES.

CALIFORNIA WINES
I.I II .

FOR BONO.

The last issue of the Merchant gave

particulars of the tariff, in Honolulu, on
California wines and also mentioned the

fact that spirit licenses had been quite re-

cently
pissued throughout the entire group

of Islands. Now the benefit to be derived

from the general issuance of spirit licenses

is problematical. It will doubtless prevent,

to a certain extent, the indiscriminate un-

licensed sale of imported and home made
poisons, but it will not effectually remove
the curse of drink from -which many of the

natives are suffering. It would be far

better that their stimulants should be of a

milder character than those at present con-

sumed, better both for their health and
pockets. To effect this desired result an

alteration must be made in the existing

law regulating the sale of liquors. It

would be well to grant special wine licenses

to grocery stores, whereby California wines

could be purchased by the bottle. Hawaiian
legislators might even go further and li-

cense the retailing of light wines, by the

glass, at the drug stores of the Kanaka
capital and other main centers of civiliza-

tion. We think that the sale of light wines

in competition with the contents of "soda-

water fountains'' would tend to reduce the

consumption of the latter frothy liquids to

the great benefit of the health of the con-

sumer. California wines could be retailed

at ten cents per glass—the same price as

the vanila, lemon and strawberry mixtures

—leaving a good margin for profit; more-

over there would be a decrease in drunken-

ness. We commend this point to the at-

tention of the Honolulu Advertiser which is

now doing good work in the interests of

our great California industry.

Mr. Felix Astruc of Montpellier publishes

a letter on American vines. He asks the

question if the resistance of these against

phylloxera will continue, will that virtue be

modified by cultivation in France? The
reply he leaves to the future, but is con-

tented that some very good varieties, al-

ready for twelve or fourteen years under
trial, do not show any enfeeblement of

their resistant vigor. Large sums of money
and much labor have been lost by trials

with quite a number of useless varieties.

Clinton, Concord, Taylor, Alvez and many
others, of which high expectations were
entertained, have been altogether set aside

.

The Kiparias, Jacquez, Solonis, Yorks and
Othellos are adopted. Of the innumerable

sub-varieties of the Eiparia family those of

thick wood and large leaves are selected.

The Giant Eiparia, the glory of Montpel-

lier Eiparia and Vitalis are most preferred.

Solonis, some time ago neglected, have
been retaken this season in France for very

moist and saline soil, in which the others

perished. Jacquez is less sought after than

in former years. Its wine is flat, its color

blueish and unadapted for blends. It had
been advised to mix one-fifth of Jacquez

grapes with others to ferment together, ex-

pecting good results from the reactive effect

of the free acids of noble vinifera grapes

for turning the blueish tint of the Jacquez

into a lively red. The trials made last

vintage were disheartening. The wines

did not turn out marketable, and those who
bought them will not repeat the purchase

another season. Proprietors who grafted

largely on Jacquez repent of it. One great

drawback of the wine having Jacquez juice

in it, is the constant depositing from the

fermenting tub to the glass from which it

is drunk.

The moral from these reflections is that

with the most attentive investigations

blunders are occurring everywhere. Watch-

fulness and constant search for information

is one of the requisites of the practical

education of the vigneron.

liKAI'i; SEKI>*.

at mi:hiiiii:w.

We find the following opinion expressed
in Dr. Bersch's Wine Journal: Grape seeds
have a very hard skin, which the germin-
ator has to burst. To facilitate this, the

seeds may be put for awhile in hot (not
boiling) water and be allowed to swell

slightly. The embryon being covered, it

cannot be injured thereby. Fermentation
has a similar influence upon the hard grape
seeds, a moderate duration of fermentation
will stimulate the power of germination of

the see is. Grape seeds as a rule have a
feeble capability of germination and many
more failures than successes are to be
chronicled with this means of propagation.
Quite sound and apparently vigorous seeds
will remain sterile, while often even 50 per
cent of less strong seeds will grow. Eies-

ling, Traminer and other noble varieties

seem to have very little growing power in

their seeds. Barely before a month seeds
will sprout, more often it will take months.
Four hundred and ninety-nine days have
passed in a certain case before a seed began
to grow. None but seed from ripe and
fresh or dried grapes, which had no rot,

should be used for planting. Seeds of old

boxed raisins are useless for the purpose.
Nobbe of Tharand found that of seeds of

fresh grapes 8 to 9 per cent grew, while
those of grapes from the fermenting tub,

48 hours fermentation 30 per cent, and of

others after 72 hours fermentation, 35 per
cent germinated, partly very late, some
even after 150 days in the soil. Patience
is needed with grape seeds in the propa-
gating house or in the oven. In any case,

a short fermentation seems to favor ger-

mination of seeds.

Our Honolulu contemporary, the Ad-
vertiser, is now owned by an incorporated

company of which Eobert J. Creighton, for

many years editor of the Evening Post,

is the President. We have known Mr.
Creighton for fifteen years; he is a gentle

man and a most capable journalist, and the

Advertiser receives the congratulations of

the Merchant upon the result of its Presi-

dential election.

The Merithew District, as it shall here be

called for want of another name, situated

yi Santa Clara valley, has a very deep red-

dish gravelly loam. Particularly valuable

for grape vines are the well-drained bench-

es which form the cream of the land for

wine grapes. J. T. Doyle is fortunate

enough to possess an extensive acreage in

vines of choice imported varieties as well as

others which he is propagating for future

grafting purposes. Mr. Merithew and

many others located between the road and

the hills, which land is all of this gravelly

loam so favorable for high-class wiuen, are

also the fortunate possessors of good variet-

ies of vines suitable to this District, of the

Bordeaux type. It is expected that they

will ultimately make a wine which will pass

for genuine Bordeaux even in France.

There was a meeting of grape growers at

Los Gatos, Santa Clara county, on Friday,

April 10th, and, although it was an entirely

impromptu affair—the announcement of the

meeting having only been made at 2 o'clock

of the same day—nearly fifty gentlemen
were present. Mr. Wetmore, who address-

ed the meeting, was listened to with mark-
ed attention, and recommended the plant-

ing of the Bordeaux type of varieties as

most suited to the District.

In Japan the bamboo pipes, three and
four inches in diameter, are utilized as con-

ductors of water, and it was thought they

might be made available for conducting

wine, in preference to iron pipes which
slightly affect its taste. A gentleman who
has recently experimented, in California,

in this direction, finds that the use of the

bamboo is impracticable as it cracks and
leaks as soon as dried.

The official figures of wines entered in

the first three months of 1885 in France

are as follows

:

Apainst first

Bought from Gallons. 3 months of 1884.
Spain 24,6tH',488 25,804,309
Italy 3,808,596 13,359,112
Other countries.... 6,020,731 5,760,770

The decrease in the importations from

Italy is justified by the half crop the latter

country unfortunately obtained last year

from its vineyards. The other countries

which sold wines to France were Dalmatia,

Hungary, Greece, Algiers and Portugal.

The pamphlet on Viticulture and Vinicul-

ture in California, specially issued by the

State Viticultural Commission, consists of

important extracts from the last report of

the Chief Executive Officer, followed by a

chapter on the Development of Commerce
in Viticultural Products in the United

States, which was specially prepared for

the edition.

A new Savings and Deposit Bank was

opened in Honolulu on 15th inst., by Claus

Spreckels & Co., who will in future do a

regular banking business.

The Merchant office is indebted to John
Eock of San Jose for a box- full of beauti-

ful flowers that have been scenting the

sanctum for some days.

Please notify this office of an irregularity

in receiving the Merchant.
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NO MORE DISEASE" OR ' SICKNESS" BUT PLENTY OF

SGGS!
W1IKN 081X0

WELLINGTON'S
Improved Egg Food!

FOR POULTRY.
lib. boxes, 40 cts: .lib. boxen, $1: 101b.

boxes, 93.50, 25 lb. boxes. 85.

Ask any drover or llriiipjrist for it. Any not
having it should write for trade terms and snpply
themselves. B. f. WELLINGTON, Proprietor.

tlT^XPT^iC A,so Importer and Dealer in AL-
OXLJljL/O FALFA-GRASS-CLOVER—VEG-
ETABLK-FLOWEK — FRUIT- CLOVER-TREE—
EVEKGREEN MILLET-and seeds of every variety.

Also every variety of FRUITTREES and NURSERY
STOCK. Send for Catalogue. 425 WllNhtuirtwn
St., San Francisco Cal.

J. P. SWEENEY & CO.,

SEEDSMEN,

Dealers in all kinds of Field and

GARDEN SEEDS,
At Reduced Prices, in Large Quantities.

SPECIALTIES :

Alfalfa, Rtd and White Clover, Italian and English

Rye Grass, Blue Grass, Lawn, Orchard, Mesquite, Red

Top and Timothy Seed, California Forest and Ever-

green Tree Seeds. Also, Fruit and Ornamental Trees

at Lowest Prices. A large quantity of EVERGREEN
MILLET SEED on hand. Also, ahout 20,000 LBS.

AUSTRALIAN RYE GRASS, to be sold low.

SEED WAREHOUSE,
Xos. lo<i anil 411 ftavis Street, S. F.

SEEDS ! SEEDS

!

THAT WILL CROW.

I warrant all seeds sent out by me to be

fresh and true to name and will refill any

order gratis or in other seeds should they

prove defective in any respect.

Catalogues of Vegetable and Flower

seeds free on application

.

I.. C. I. \< II l< <» I i E,

Wavcrly Mills. Ueoriretow it Co.,

South Carolina.

CALIFORNIA VINEYARDS:

K in «. « II viii. i;s.

Krug Station, St. Helena, Napa Co., Cal.

Producer of fine Wines and Brandies.

J.
0. WEINBEUGER, Manufacturer of Wines, near

St. Helena.

HW. CRABB, Wine Cellar and Distillery, Oakville,

. Napa County.

PIONEER WINE CELLAR. MANUFACTURER
and Dealer in all kinds of California wines and

brandies. P. Esuhelbach, Proprietor, Tustin City,
Los Angeles Co., Cal.

NAPA & SOXOMA WINE CO.

E. C PRIBER, President

ST. LOUIS, MO.

DEALER IN

( ALIFORNIA WINES AND BRANDIES.

DEL MONTE VINEYARD AND NURSERY.
M. DENICKE, Proprietor,

Fresno, Fresno County, - - California.
Choice Cuttings and Roots for sale. Crown without

irrigation, and large, healthy growth. Claret—Mataro,
Grenache, Carignane, Cabernet, Malbec, Teintuticr,

Zinfandcl, Le Noir, etc. Burgundy— [Moots, Trous-

seau, Mennier, Plussard. Port— i'into Cao, Amarillo,

Mourisco, Bastardo, Tauriga, Morretto. White—Sau-
rignon Verte, Columbar, Folle Blanche, Burger, Sul-

tana, Corinths. Muscats. Resistant—Riparia, Cali-

fornica. Prices Tery moderate.

19th Year. 190 Acres.

ROCK'S NURSERIES.
The Largest and Most Complete Stock on

the Pacific Coast.

Fruit and Ornamental Trees.

Grape Vines and Resistant Vines.

A new and Descriptive Catalogue of Fruits is now ready, containing many new and
rare varieties never offered before on this Coast, including

12 VARIETIES OF OLIVES.
Descriptive Catalogues will be Sent as Follows

:

No. 1—Fruits, Grape Vines, Olives, etc., 4 cents.

No. 2—Ornamental Trees, Evergreens and Plants, 4 cents.

No. 3—New Roses and Clematis, gratis.

JOHN ROCK,
SAN JOSE, Cal.

THE HARDEN STAR GRENADE.
GV -V9

The only grenade in general use on the Pacific Coast. Adopt-

ed by all the leading corporations and business houses, among them :

Wells, Fargo & Co., every railroad running out of this city,

Murphy, Grant & Co., W. T. Coleman & Co., J. D. Spreckels

& Bros. The city schools, etc., etc.

Beware of worthless imitations, none genuine except in blue
bottle with stab. Cheap grenades, like cheap insurance,

should be avoided.

Price, $15.00 per dozen, securely packed for shipment.

H. H. G-ROSS,
16 & 18 SECOND ST., San Francisco, Cal.

AMERICAN SUGAR REFINERY,
MANUFACTURERS OF THE-

CELEBRATED CUBE SUGAR,
SUPPLIES ONLY EXPORTERS AND THE JOBBING TRADE.

This Company manufactures all the Grades of HARD AND COFFEE SUGARS AND
SYRUPS. Special attention given to the making and packing of Loaf Sugar for ex-

portation.

E. L. G. STEELE, President.
208 CALIFORNIA STREET.

LAND CLEARING with JUDSON POWDER
RAILROAD MEN, FARMERS AND VITICDLTURISTS

Have, t.y practical experience, found that the Jl'IlSOSf POWBEB especially, is the best adapted to re-

move STUMPS and TKEES.' FROM 5 TO 20 POUNDS OF THIS POWDER will always brinjf any sized stump or tree
with roots clear out of the ground '1 he EXPENSE IS LESS THAN ONE-HALF the cost of grubbing. In
most cases, Giant Powder, or any other "High Explosive," is too quick, and oruinary Blasting Powder not
strong enough. For partial ars how to use the same, apply to

BANDMANN, NIELSEN & CO., General Agents
G-±cuLXt Po-wcier Co.,

810 FRONT ST.. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

CASTALIAN

!

NATURAL MINERAL "WATER.
No Family Should be Without It. Seud lor Circular. Address

'Pfk'D'DTC! JL "DT A TQTTTTk soe,e a«ents. s.w. corner fourth and
V UlUjrj© <K r IjAIo 1 CiU, market streets, s. f.

Schenck's "Wine Hose.
An Extra fine quality of Rubber Hose, manufactured

EXPRESSLY FOR USE IN WINERIES, ETC.
A trial is asked and satisfaction Guaranteed.

"W. T- TT. Scllcnclt, 36 California St., San Francisco, Cal

W.M.WILLIAMS'
Semi-Tropical ami Oeneral

nuhsehies,
EASTERBY RANCHO.

TREE DEPOT:

COR. MARIPOSA and K STREETS,

FRESNO, Cal.

500,000 TREES
Of ill the Standard Varieties.

GRAPE ROOTS AND CUTTINGS
Of popular Wine and Raisin Varieties.

WHITE ADRIATIC FICS
A Specialty,

ORNAMENTAL TREES AND HOUSE
PLANTS.

Call before purchasing1 elsewhere.

Trees free from scale and other pests. Telephone
No. 7 communicates with the Nursery*

SILK CULTURE.
My Book of Instruction,

" ILK AND THE SILK WORM."
Gives all necessary information.

Prlee Twenty-Fi ve On ts per Copy .

Silk Worm Eggs, Reels, Trees, Cuttings, Seeds, etc.

for sale at the very lowest market rates.

THERMOMETER AND BAROMETER COMBINED

For use of Silk Raisers.

Free by Hail, only 75 cents.

I will be pleased to give information to correspond-
ents who apply by letter, inclosing two cent stant p
for reply.

Specimen Boxes of Cocoons and Reeled
Milk, 25 cents.

None but articles of tlie first quality sold.

Address all communications to

MISS NELLIE I.. ROSSI I 1IC.

PBACTICAL SILK CULTUEIST.

NEW LISBON,
Burlington Co., New Jersey.

Money Orders and Postal Notes *o be made payable
at Pemkerton, P. O., New Jersey.

&3T Also agent for the" Kaleidoscope" only 60
cents per year in advance.

Propagation of the Vine.

BY

CHARLES A. WETMORE.

SECOND EDITION WITH APPENDIX

For Sal*' at

7H E "MERCHANT" OFFICE.
PBICE 26 CENTS

A MEMOIR ON OLIVE • GROWING.

WITH ILLUSTKATIONS.

Rca<l Id-lore I lie Mile Horticultural

Society, February 29, 1884, by

FRED. POHNDORFF.

Will be mailed by the S. F aIkrchant on receipt of

50 cents in one or two-cent postage stamps.
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COMPAMY. V'j

BROAD UAUUE.

THE S. P. R. R. CO.,
Respectfully invites the attention of TOURISTS AND
PLEASURE SEKKERSto the SUPERIOR FACILIT-
IES afforded by the "Northern Division" of its line

for reaching the principal

SUMMER AND WINTER RESORTS OF CALIFORNIA

WITH SPEED, SAFETY AND COMFOBT.

Peseatlero, 9Ienlo Park, Santa Clara,
San JoKe, Madrone Mineral Spring*,
Uilroy Hot Springs.

"THE QUEEN OF AMERICAN WATERING PLACES."

Only three and one-half hoars from San Francisco.

Camp «>oodall, Aptos, l.oma l»jrieta,
]lf<Hit« \ isi;t. W« Brighton. &o<)iiel.
I'liinp < *a pi tola, anil

SANTA CRUZ.
PARAISO HOT

EL PASO DE ROBLES
HOT AND COLD SULPHUR SPRINGS,

And the only Natural Mud Baths in the World.

This Road runs through one of the richest and
most fertile sections of California, and is the only line

traversing the famous Santa Clara Valley, celeorated
for its productiveness, and the picturesque and park-
like character of its scenery; as also the beautiful San
Benito; 1'ajaro and Salinas Valleys, the most flourish-

ing agricultural sections of the Pacific Coast.
Along the entire route of the " Northern Divisi n "

the tourist will meet with a succession of Kxtensive
Farms, Delightful Suburban Homes, Beautiful Gar-
dens, Innumerable Orchards and Vineyards, and Lux-
uriant Fields of Grain; indeed a continuous panorama
of enchanting Mountain, Valley and Coast scenery is

presented to the view.

Characteristics of this Line :

GOOD ROAD-BED. STEEL RAILS, ELEGANT CARS,

LOW RATES, FAST TIME, FINE 3CENERY.

Ticket Offices—Pass nger Depot, Townsend street,

Valencia St. Station, and No. 613 Market Street,
Grand Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,
Superintendent, A.*st. Pass. andTkt. Agt.

San Francisco Forge
H. SANDERS, Proprietor,

The only Manufacturer on the Pacific Coast of

OIL WELL TOOLS

ARTESIAN WELL BORING MACHINERY.

All work guaranteed at lowest prices. Estimates

also furnisl.ed.

315 MISSION ST.,

Bet. Fremont and Beale. San Francisco, Cal.

N. B.—Charles Oester is no linger connected with

this Forge, and has not been since December 31,

1883.

M The Wine Press and the

Cellar."

a Manual for the Wine-maker and tue Cellar-

Man.

By E. H. Rixford.

[St. Helena Star.]

"A glance through it discloses a vast amount of in-

teresting information about wine-making, both in

this country and in Europe * * * * This is a subject

on which our people should be especially informed,

and we trust that the author's efforts in that direction

may meet with liberal encouragement."

Price $1 50.

Sold by

THE SAN FKAKCISCO MEKCHANT.

323 Front Street.

BAKER & HAMILTON,
SAN FRANCISCO and SACRAMENTO, CAL.

FOR ORCHARD AND VINEYARD USE

WE OFFER TO DEALERS AND FARMERS THE FOLLOWING:

VINEYARD HARROWS.

Gale Vineyard Plows, No. 38, Rose Vineyard Plows,

ESTEE CULTIVATORS.

IRON AGE CULTIVATORS AND HORSE HOES,

HIDING AND WALKING CULTIVATORS.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE TO BE ISSUED MAY 1st NEXT.

THE BUCK-THORN
Is the Best Barbed Fence in the World,

[Patented in the United States, Great Britain, and the principal Countries of Europe.]

IT IS EFFECTIVE, SAFE and STRONC, HANDSOME, LASTINC& CHEAP
It is a SOLID, RIBBED STRIP OF STEEL It is VERY STRONG, ahd PRESENTS THE LARGEST POSSIBLE SURFACE. All ANIMALS CAN

SEE IT PLAINLY- It makes an unequaled SHEEP FENCE— the barbs being lance-shaped the WOOL SLIPS OFF and is not

pulled out. It is Easy to Build and Simple to Repair. Any Bright Farmer's Boy, or Smart Farm Hand, can

Boss the Job.

Ja, SAMPLE and CIRCULAR describing and illustrating it fully, free to all applicants.

Try our Ribbon Fencing, Superior to all Others and Cheaper.

J. A. ROEBLING'S SONS COMPANY,
Manufacturers of Wire and Wire Rope.

14 DRUMM STREET. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

CLARIFYING- & PRESERVING WINES.
The undersigned having been appointed Sole Agents on the Pacific Coast by Messrs. A. BOAKE & CO.,

Stratford, Eng., for their renowned

LiaUID ALBUMENS,
Beg to call the attention of Wine Growers and Wine Merchants to the following articles, the superior merit

of which has been confirmed by Siher Medals, the highest awards given at the International Exhibitions of

Paris 1878, Bordeaux 1882, and Amsterdam 1883; viz:

LIQUID ALBUMEN FOR RED WINES,
CLARET, BURGUNDY and PORT.

LIQUID ALBUMEN FOR WHITE WINES,
HOCK, hAUTERNES, SHERRY and MADEIRA, also fob DISTILLED

LIQUORS ; BRANDY, WHISKY, GIN, Etc., Etc.

WINE PRESERVER,
FOR PRESERVING THE BRILLIANCY OF THE WINES.

WINE CORRECTOR,
FOR CORRECTING THE ROUGHNESS OF YOUNG WINES.WINE RESTORER,

FOR RESTORING BADLY MADE OR BADLY TREATED, HARSH
AND TART WINES.

A trial according to directions will pro; e the superior quality of these finings. For sale in quantities to suit by

Sole Agents. 314 SACRAMENTO ST., S. F.

9HHH

rcoMlJ?

For sale to the city and country trade in

lots to suit.

MACONDRAY I CO.,

204 and 206 Sansome St

CALIFORNIA

Thursday, May 7th.

3»

The above day Has been designated by offi-

cial action for tbe reception of the represen-
tatives of tbe Government, and of tbe inhabi-
tants en masse or the State of California.
Most interesting ceiemonies will take place

and a most enjoyable occasion is assured.
To enable Californians to attend on their

Special State Bay, the railroads have agreed
to make the lowest rate ever heretofore given.
Form yonr parties, make up your excursions

and apply to the local railroad agents, and the
lowest possible limited exclusion rate can bd
readily secured.
The opportunity of a lifetime is giv n all to

see the Gkkatest Industrial Exposition the
world has ever seen.
Good and ample accommodation at reasona-

ble rates are assured.
E. A. BURKE,
Director General,

-..^.i. New Orleans.

TRY

NEW PROCESS
PKESH- TOASTED

TEA!
RICHARDS, HARRISON & SHERWOOD,

COR. SANSOME k SACRAMENTO STS.,

San Francisco.

COVERT, MITCHELL & BROWN,

SUCCESSORS TO

H. M. COVERT,
Commission Merchants and

Purchasing Agents.

203 & 205 SACRAMENTO ST., San Francisco.

Sole Agents for Paragon Axle Grease and

the Paragon Baking Powiler Company.
Importers of the Paraxon Uncolored Japan
Tea.

MAKE A NOTE OF IT!

TEAS AND" COFFEES
AT

LOWEST WHOLESALE PRICES !

IT PAYS TO KV\ OIRECT.
Crocers. hctel and restaurant keepers, and large

consumers of Teas and Coffees, will find it to their

positive advantage to make a personal call on

H. HUDDLESTON & CO-,
322 anil 324 Front St., S. F.,

Importers and Jobbers of Teas and Coffees, and Pro-

prietors or Colima Steam Coffee Mills, and get samples

and prices before buying any« here else.

Cash Buyers Specially Invited.

THE COCOA CROP IS SHORT !

Look Out for Adulterations.

BY USING

WLTEAR BAKER & GO'S

CHOCOLATE.
You will be Sure of Securing

the Best.

WM. T. GOLEMAN &Co.,

SOLE AGENTS
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IIIMIMHKIX AJi» IIIMIS1S OF
WINES.

A Paper Rend by Prof. W. B. I! IM > (.

At the I In i.i Annual Vltieult-

nral Convention.

Professor W. B. Rising.—Mr. President
and gentlemen of the Convention. Prof.

Hilgard and myself were appointed by the

State Commission some time ago to devote
what time we could to the study of the

subject of fermentation with a view to help,

so far as we could, the wine-growls of

California in the fermenting of their wines.

The work which we have done has been to

make a general survey of the field, and on
my part particularly, it has been a study of

the subject almost from the very beginning.

We have visited a number of wine cellars.

We have observed the method of fermenta-
tion, and what is presented here is a state-

ment of general principles. Later on the
investigations, as they assume definite

shapes and reach conclusions, will be given
through the State Viticultural Commission.
What we have to offer to-day is a chemist's
view of the general principles of fermenta-
tion.

In entering upon the study of fermenta-
tion the chemist naturally attempts to as-

certain all the substances which are present
in the fermenting liquid, their various pro-
perties and behavior towards each other
under a wide range of conditions. He
hopes if he can realize his expectations to

be able to follow each and every substance
present through its various changes to its

final product. He attempts to determine
the conditions which govern these changes,
and, by varying the conditions when pos-
sible, to produce a more acceptable pro-
duct. We can hardly hope with the present
development of chemical science and chem-
ical manipulation to reach the above indi-

cated result, i. e., to trace every reaction
from its beginning to the end. But chern
ists of al) nations have begun the work and
are to-day contributing important facts and
discoveries which throw new light upon the
subject.

In this connection I wish to call attention

to the value and importance of the observa-
tions and experiments of the wine-growers
themselves. We want all the information
possible in regard to the present condition,
success and failure of fermentation on this

Coast. In many cases the want of success
when all the conditions are known may be
far more instructive than success itself. If

when a poor product is placed in our hands
for study and analysis we can know all the
facts in regard to it, it will be"far easier to

give the wine-grower advice which may
enable him to escape this error another
year. A daily record of observations in

which every important fact is set down will

be of the greatest value to the profession.

Before entering upon a systematic discus-
sion of the subject, a few words in regard
to the nature of vegetable products may not
be out of place. We may classify all chem-
ical changes under two heads, those taking
place with the liberation of heat and those
with the absorption of heat. The ordinary
changes taking place in nature, indepen-
dent of plant and animal life, are of the
first class: heat producing changes. The
old substances out of which the new ones
were formed cannot reform; they have lost

heat, i. e., energy in the change which has
taken place and this heat or energy lost

must be restored in order to reproduce the
original substances. In this way chemical
changes have been going on in nature one
after the other, with the liberation of heat
at each successive change until we come to
very stable compounds, and but for the
aid of energy from without no further change
were possible. As an illustration any com-
pound ot carbon, hydrogen and oxygen,
which elements make up the constituents

of the grape juice, may pass from one
change to another, losing energy at each
step, until carbonic acid and water are

formed. These cannot unite or combine in

any way so that heat can be liberated, and
so, unaided, chemical action comes to an
end. In direct contrast or opposition to

this class of changes are those which take
place in the growing plant. Here the final

products of chemical action, carbonic acid

and water are taken up by the plant and
under the influence of the light and heat of

the sun, i. e., by absorbing its energy are

decomposed oxygen in part given out and
the remainder with the carbon and hydro-
gen assimilated or constructed into plant

tissue. We now have in plant substance a

store of energy and hence the possibility of

chemical action within itself. If we supply
the oxygen set free during the growth of the

plant we can convert the vegetable back
again into the carbonic acid and water from
which it was first formed. We have gained
however the energy which the plant took
from the sun and which is one source of

mechanical pawer. We can now under-

stand why so many changes are possible in

in the juice of the grape. As principal

constituents we have sugar, certain acids, a

small amount of nitrogenous matter, ash,

etc. The sugar is capable of conversion
into a great variety of substances before it

is finally changed into carbonic acid and
water. For each of these changes there is

a law, certain conditions which must be
fulfilled,if the given change is to take place.

The dry crystallized sugar can be kept an
indefinite period without change and so of

all the acids, etc., in the grape. A solution

of these perfectly pure does not change,
but add a little yeast and fermentation be-

gins at once and carbonic acid and alcohol

are formed if kept at a modarate tempera-
ture. If instead of ordinary yeast we add
putrid cheese, sour milk and a base of lime
or oxide of zinc and warm to 80 or 90 de-

grees our sugar is converted into lactic

acid. If we continue our fermentation the

lactic acid is converted into butyric acid,

carbonic acid and hydrogen. These changes
involve other changes in the fermenting
liquid so that the action becomes compli-

cated. Each is produced by a definite

exciting cause and may itself become an
exciting cause of some other reaction.

I shall pass over the whole subject of

ferments leaving the discussion of them
for another meeting and will simply refer

to them as causes exciting chemical action.

How they act can only be a matter of

speculation, that they do act is a demon-
strated fact. We can safely assume their

presence in almost al! fruit juice, not al-

ways present and not always present in the

same abundance. They may not be found
on the unripe grapes and on grapes ripened
out of season in a hot house, but on the

grape as ordinarily grown and ripened they
will be found in abundance. For the pur-

poses of study we take the juice of the

grape obtained in the usual manner. The
first point claiming attention is the tem-
perature at which the fermentation shall be
conducted. It is well established that

alcoholic fermentation may be carried on
within a wide range of temperatures—
somewhere from 38 degrees to 130 degrees

Fahrenheit. The influence of temperature
is very great upon the wine produced. The
experiment has been repeatedly made of

fermenting the same grapes at widely dif-

ferent temperatures. The result has been
that two very different wines were pro-

duced. In the manufacture of beer two
fermentations have long been recognized,

the top and bottom fermentations. In the

one case it is carried on at a low temper-
ature, 41 to 59 degrees, and proceeds slow-

ly, the yeast sinks. Above this tempera-
ture the fermentation goes on more rapidly,

the yeast rises; the greatest rapidity is

reached at 95 to 104 degrees.

Experience points to the lowest temper-
ature as the better of the two. The Rhine
wines are fermented at 45 to 60 degrees;

they keep well, are fine flavored and of

good bouquet. The wines of Southern
counties do not uniformly possess the good
keeping qualities of those fermented at

lower temperatures. While many theorists

strongly advocate the very low temperature,
45 to 60 degrees, I think experience has
shown that the best results are more uni-

formly obtained when neither the very low
nor very high temperatures are used. The
low fermentation could find but a limited
application on this Coast, the climate does
not favor it, it is slow, the wine must be
kept a long time before it is ready for mar
ket, so that if it cannot be shown that a

very superior wine can be thus produced, it

does not specially recommend itself to us.

It not unfrequently happens that some of

the sugar remains a long time unfermented
and so gives other ferments an opportunity
to set up other reactions which materially
injure the wine.

If we can only give at the best a qualified

commendation of the low fermentation we

certainly cannot recommend the high fer-

mentation. The two fermentations give
different products, we have already stated

that the same grapes gave two different

wines according as they were fermented at

high or low temperatures. This is in keep-
ing with the well-known facts of chemistry.
A change of temperature changes or tends
to change the chemical action. The chem-
ist has suggestions of many reactions which
may take place with a change of temper-
ature . As already stated the fermentation
is most rapid at 95 to 104 degrees Fahren-
heit, above or below this temperature it de-

creases. The most rapid fermentation is

not by any means the most desirable. As
a rule it leaves a certain amount of sugar
unfermented. This wine is very subject to

other fermentations or changes which are

hurtful if they do not totally destroy it.

In the fermentation of grains, and espe-

cially of "potatoes, etc., the high tempera-
ture increases the amount of fusil oil, it is

believed that the same holds good in re-

gard to vinous fermentation. It is also

generally believed that the wines ferment-
ed at high temperatures lack in good flavor

and bouquet. These wines as a rule hold
more tartar in solution which they deposit
but slowly during a long time, hence they
often become turbid upon standing or dur-
ing transportation.

The middle temperature commends itself

because of the uniformly good product
which it gives and because of the greater

ease and safety in conducting the fermenta-
tion. Investigations by Blankhorn and
Moritz ,have shown that the fermentation
product obtained between 60 and 77 or 80
degrees is practically the same. They
could not by chemical means show any
appreciable difference between them. I

believe this middle temperature can be at-

tained in almost all cases in this State.

With greater care exercised in the construc-

tion and management of the cellar, with
protection from the direct or reflected rays
of the sun and with some appliances for

slight artificial cooling almost every wine-
maker can ferment his wine at this middle
temperature.

In warm cellars the size of the ferment-
ing tanks has an appreciable effect upon
the temperature of the fermenting juice.

This is easily understood when we remember
that the fermentation is attended by the

liberation of heat, consequently the larger

the tank the more of this heat is restrained

and therefore the temperature is raised.

What I have said refers more particularly to

the first or principal fermentation. The
chemical changes as we understand them
are as follows: The sugar is converted into

alcohol, carbonic acid, glycerine, luccinic

acid, a small amount of fusil oil, and only

a small amount is left. The ferment has
grown and in part separated, the excess of

argol has been deposited, the acids may
have undergone some change, and the fer-

menting ethers already begun. Now fol-

lows the second and more quiet stage of

fermentation. This is in fact -simply a

continuation of the first. The fermentation
of the small amount of sugar left continues

the ferment separates and so does the nitro-

genous matter to a certain extent, and the

formation of ethers continues. This is

followed by a third stage which begins with

the heat of Spring, the wine expands with
the heat, carbonic acid is expelled and there

is the appearance of fermentation. During
this period the ether formation goes for-

ward and a number of lesser chemical
changes take place not well understood,
which give to the wine its better taste and
flavor, called the ageing of the wine.- This
continues for a long time; when kept in

wooden packages there is a slight diminu-
tion of alcohol, and the oxygen is believed

to penetrate to a certain extent through the

wood and effect certain changes.

THE DISEASES OF WINE—THE ACTION OF AT-

"MOSPHEKIC AIB ON THE WINE.

Here we find great difference in the be-

havior of different wines. The ordinary
action is attended by the loss of alcohol and
the formation of acetic acid, i. e., acetic fer-

mentation has set in; in other cases there

is a loss of alcohol with liberation of car-

bonic acid; and in other cases still very
little change is apparent, a slight change of

taste yet very little that the chemist can
detect with his vagents, oxygen has been
absorbed to a certain extent and but little

more can be said in regard to it. The one

evil that we have to fear in this connection
is the acetification. The first thought is

that it would surely form in the open fer-

mentation, but on the other hand it is to be
remembered that the whole must is satu-

rated with carbonic acid so that the air can
only come in contact with the upper surface.

When the lees rise to the surface and re-

main for a time in contact with the air then
is the opportunity for the process to begin,

and once begun it is easy for it to continue.

Greater care in this part of the fermenta-

tion will cut off this possibility of injury to

the wine from this cause.

Of the means used to prevent this aceti-

fication after fermentation may be men-
tioned that of covering it with oil and the

adding of turpentine to the wine. Professor
Nessler says that the turpentine was used
to a considerable extent in parts of Greece.
As can be readily imagined the flavor of the

wine was not improved by this treatment.

The investigations of Pasteur suggested fil-

tering the air and various forms of appa-

ratus have been devised for this purpose.

The complete exclusion of the air is the one
safe and universal remedy.

THE TtJBNING OF THE WINE.

Wines imperfectly or poorly fermented
are subject to changes which in very many
cases completely destroy them or at least

place them in the lowest class. In our
survey of the work which a chemist might
undertake with most profit to the wine-

growers it has seemed that here was the

place to begin the special study and in-

vestigation. The manner of beginning this

work is something as follows: Take the

sample of diseased wines, typical samples,

whose history and treatment is known and
by careful analysis determine the true com-
position of the wine, the abnormal ingre-

dients which are present and the normal
ones which are wanting, then with a knowl-
edge of the properties and behavior of these

various substances and their mutual rela-

tions we may begin a series of experiments

which will suggest proper remedies. This
work is by no means an easy one nor is it

one quickly done. The "milk-sour 1

' wines
as they are popularly called suggest a be-

ginning and the Commission has one well

under way. A partial report will be offered

a litlle later.

The literature of the subject that has
been accessible to us is somewhat meager.
I quote from Professor Nessler who made
a report on the wine industry for the Ger-

man Government : "Both red and white

wines are subject to the ' turning ' which
usually takes place during the warm months.
They become turbid and cloudy, at the

same time the wine loses alcohol and gams
acid. This disease takes place especislly

in young wines not sufficiently or properly

fermented or not racked at the proper time.

At a low temperature a wine can remain
cloudy for weeks, without essentially chang-

ing its properties, while at a higher tem-
perature the deterioration of the wine is

perceptible in a few days. Investigation

has shown a higher percentage of potash,

no sugar, and in wines entirely destroyed

no glycerine and no constituents which
can further be converted into sugar. The
sugar has been converted into lactic acid

and the amount of volatile acids has been
increased. The tartar of the casks disap-

peared and hence the increase of potash in

the wine." Balord has reported the lactic

acid ferment in this "turned" wine, etc.

A casual observation will show how cau-

tiously the chemist must conduct his work,

taking nothing for granted, but prove by
experiment every point in his work. Some
have assumed that it came from the fer-

ment and arose from some decomposition

of the yeast. The recommendation is made
to transfer the wine to freshly sulphured
barrels, the ferment being killed by the

sulphurous acid. I will not attempt to

enumerate all the diseases of the wine.

They sometimes become turbid and ropy

(red wines) supposed to come from sugar

which was not fermented; by whipping or

shaking with air they are cleared. The
color may be affected; red wines trace less

color and white wines become brown; souu-

times they give a black precipitate; the

wine contains iron which is acted upon by
the tannic acid. Wines become turbid from

change of temperature; when cooled they

cannot hold as much tartar in solution, and
hence become turbid from slow precipitates.
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SHIPPING GRAPES.

A Paper by William R. West with Sub.

sequent Discussion at the Third

Annual Vilicultiiral Convention.

To gather accurate statistics of the
amount of table grapes sent to the San
Francisco market would be an impossibility;

only approximate estimates can be reached,

as the shipments by rail and boats are

mixed with those sent for wine . I find by
questioning commission merchants that

about 30 tons is received per day, during
the season which lasts about 100 days, or in

round numbers 3,000 tons. Of these large

shipments are made to Oregon, Washington
Territory and other parts of this State.

More correct estimates can be made of ship-

ments to the Eastern markets, although
not absolutely accurate on account of my
limited time to make investigations. About
150 to 200 carloads or 1500 to 2000 tons
have been sent East according to the state-

ment of Mr. E . T. Earl one of the large

shippers. He says : Our grapes are more
popular than any other California fruit, and
the demand is increasing. With lower
freight, aud improved method of packing,
the market would be unlimited. At present
the total cost is about 10 cents per pouud,
by the carload, laid down in Chicago, of

this amount the transportation charges are

five cents per pound on net weight, leaving
five cents for grapes, packages, and sundry
expenses. The most popular varieties for

Eastern shipments are the Flame Tokay,
Muscat of Alexandria, Black Ferrara, Em-*
peror and Cornichon. The acreage planted
in table grapes is quite large, and unless
there is a reduction in freight there will

soon be an overproduction—already the
production exceeds the demand. The only
competitor which our grapes have in the
East are the grapes of Almeria. They
shipped to the United States in 1878, $142,-

000 worth. This does not include ship-

ments from Malaga which were not large.

In 1879 the" shipments from Almeria and
other ports were 44,365 barrels—56,722
half barrels. There is usually a loss of 25
per cent in rotting and otherwise. These
grapes are large, coarse, greenish white, be-
coming amber when ripe, they are packed
in barrels with cork dust. To anyone who
has become familiar with California fruit

they are insipid, but Eastern and English
people use them as is shown by the large
amount consumed. The merchants of Al-
meria claim that they cannot be afforded at

lass than ten cents per pound, on board of

ship, but they are frequently sold in New
York market at that price. These grapes
were formerly grown near, and shipped
from Malaga, but it was found that the

grapes from Almeria, were larger aud had
better shipping qualities, so the production
at Malaga has almost ceased, and like

many other branches of industry, the grow-
ing of this kind of grape is made a specialty

and is confined to that pla"ce. We will soon
h*ave to learn this lesson in this State, that
some kinds of grapes are suited to certain

localities and to make it profitable we must
grow those kinds. The grape of Almeria
has fruited in this State, and judging from
its flavor it will be much superior to the
Spanish article, it shows good shipping
qualities, aud in the proper place will no
doubt prove a valuable acquisition, its color

being an amber white will give it prominent
place as a shipping grape.

It will not be necessary to describe the
Flame Tokay or the Muscat of Alexandria
as they are well known. I cau only say
that they stand at the head' of the list in

.the East, although there is much difficulty

in keeping the latter

.

The Black Ferrara is not so well known.
It is when ripe, a deep bluish black, very
firm, very productive, of good flavor, and
a much better keeper than the preceeding.
It ripens at Stockton about middle of

October

.

The Emperor is also a very good keeping
grape, its color is a little darker than the

Tokay, it ripens a little later than the

Ferrara, is rather a shy bearer but produces
some very fine large bunches.
The Cornichon is also well known.
In conclusion let me say that the ship-

ping of grapes to the Eastern market is a
very uncertain business and should only be
engaged in by those who thoroughly under-

stand it, and have the means of disposing
of the grapes on arrival.^those who have
not these advantages had better let it alone.
The principal obstacle is the high freight

which makes the cost of the grapes so high
that but few can use them ; the consequence
is that the limit of the Eastern consumption
is about reached, at any rate until business
;s more prosperous there.

Mr. Wetmore-—I would like to say some-
thing in regard to shipping grapes, as I
have almost every day. especially at this
season of the year, to answer some ques-
tions about what should be planted. A large
number of people who desire to engage in
planting vines have a fancy for raising ship-
ping grapes, thinking it will give them less
trouble and require less care. I believe
with Mr. West that when they take hold of
shipping grapes they are involving them-
selves in what will require the most care of
all. There is no branch of viticulture that
requires so much care as the raising of
shipping grapes. Not only must the crops
be of suitable quality for shipping, but they
have to be picked from time to time as they
ripen. It requires, for even a comparative-
ly small crop, a large force of people and
very excellent superintendence to pack
them. Those who undertake to engage in
the cultivation and packing of shipping
grapes should have good facilities for trans-
portation, should be on the line of the rail-

road, and should have soils from which they
know they can produce a grape that will

stand shipment aud keep well. Without
these facilities, when the test of competition
appears, I do not think they will find the
business profitable. So many acres have
been planted that the test of competition
will cause those who are badly located to
suffer. The people who are shipping grapes
in the East are generally large houses who
buy by the car-load aud they like to super-
intend their shipments in large lots. At
present they buy of certain grades wherever
they can get them but in a few years the
quantity will be sufficient probably for the
demand, and only those with proper facili-

ties can undertake the business with suc-
cess. The size and beauty of the grape may
not always be a guarantee of its quality and
value for shipping purposes. Many people
in this State have lost a great deal of money
in shipping grapes that rotted on the way.
There are conditions of growth in certain
places that prevent the production of good
shipping grapes. I have endeavored to
have the shippers come here and give testi-

mony on this subject, but without success.
I asked one prominent gentleman last

Spring if he would not say something at our
Fresno Convention. He said: " Mr. Wet-
more, I agree with you exactly; you are per-
fectly right ; but it has cost me many
thousands of dollar's to get my experience
and to know where to buy grapes, and if I

were to attend one of your Conventions I
should tell the truth about it, but I don't
propose to give my business away. I have
got to buy grapes, and maybe that I have
got to buy grapes that I would eondemu,
but I don't want to have unpleasant rela-
tions with vine growers.'' Now we are meet-
ing to find out something which will be of

advantage to us all, and also to keep the
public from falling into error, because it is

the lowest grade that fixes prices, which
will apply just as well to our wines. The
industry in California has been cursed by
poor wines, and the result is that our good
wines cannot have prominence unless they
have a foreign label on them, and what we
are trying to do in the wine business is to

eliminate the poor wines. We will have the
same trouble with our shipping grapes.

Merchants will estimate what they will pay
according to the risk they will take of getting

a bad lot, and it is to our interest every-

where to get sound doctriues on these ques-
tions. There are points in this State where
they raise grapes that ship well and there

are other points where they do not, aud
there are reasons for it. The same gentle-

man that I referred to told me, after the

vintage was over, what had been the results

of his observations. I had asked him the pre-

vious Spring to observe carefully in shipping
grapes East what experience he had had with
different lots from different localities, with
a view of determining if possible the best

local advantages for producing grapes that

would stand shipment and keep well after

being received in the East. He found that

the grapes raised on well drained, warm,
dry soil, where the moisture is not near the

surface, but where there is sufficient mois-
ture by capillary attraction to keep the
vines alive, where they do not irrigate in
the Summer, are those that ship well and
keep w. II. He also found that grapes that
would rattle when they were picked would
ship well. It is hard to find any part of

this State where viticulture cannot be en-
tered into profitably where the climate is

suitable, but there is no reason why each
man should get hold of the wrong end of it.

aud intelligent p ople will assist us in at-
tempting to break 'down these foolish

notions which tend to guide people to do
the wrong thing. There are people who,
looking at the matter from a certain stand-
point, advise everybody who plant grapes
to plant nothing but raisin grapes. It such
advice were followed what would it bring us
to? Suppose that the people in Napa county
shouU plant raisin grapes we .would have a
nice time of it. The people who desire to

raise raisins should not be any more sensi-

tive on the subject of criticism as to their
locality than the wine men are, and it is

about time for us to be cautious about what
we are planting because over-production
now means over-produotion of inferior

goods. The limit of profitable production
is probably very far off. It may be that we
cannot keep pace with the growth of 50,000,-
000 of people. People are getting more
luxurious in their ways of living, and the
second generation in the West, the descend-
ants of those who lived during the time of

the pioneers, on bacon and hard-tack, get
pie and pudding to live on, with the im-
proved means of transportation and trade

that comes to them with increasing civiliza-

tion. That class of people are coming
nearer to us all the time ; our market is

getting nearer instead of getting farther off.

The great States of the West that have been
built up by careful, economical people are

getting" wealthy aud are going to become
large consumers, and are getting nearer to

us as markets all the time. If each one of

our 50,000,000 of people consume but one
pound of California grapes in a year it

would be 50,000,000 pounds. If we can
only manage to get cheaper transportation

and better facilities for shipping then we
can increase our markets very largely, but
we must send grapes that the dealers will

have no trouble with, otherwise they would
rather deal in some other class of goods.

The market for table grapes at home is very
limited, as nearly every vineyard can turn

out more or less good grapeB for the table,

and it is pretty hard to tell what to plant

for the San Francisco market. The supply
for the local market is very great, and I

think that those who undertake to enter

into that business are the ones who should
give the greatest care and attention to what
they are doing, they must not be carried

away with the idea, that, because they cau
raise big grapes in big bunches in some
places, that they have the best thing in the

world. We would be glad to hear from any
other person or who desires to discuss the

question of shipping grapes.
Mr. W. H. Aiken.—I would like to say

one word in regard to transportation. A
house in Chicago informed us last year that

they would like to take our grapes on com-
mission, they paying all the expenses, and
the commission to be 10 per cent. The
charge for transportation was $800 a car I

believe. We made quite a number of ship-

ments from the Santa Cruz mountains of

the Moseat and the Flame Tokay, and
their reports were that we netted on
the Flame Tokay $100 a ton and on
the Moseat $80 a ton. They made the

same proposition to us this year, but, owing
to the early rain which I think took the

shipping qualities from the grape, we
thought it would not be best to venture up-

on that enterprise, as the freight was $800
and would have to be advanced. If the

growers would be very careful to send good
grapes in this manner enterprising firms

would be willing to take California grapes

upon commission, and good prices could be

commanded in those markets. The fruit

growers Convention met this year and ap-
pointed a commission to wait upon the

railroad authorities, and the Horticultural

Society appointed a committee for the same
purpose, and it is to be hoped that they

will succeed in obtaining next year a reduc-

tion in the railroad freights. They will en-

deavor, if possible, to have the rates re-

duced from $600 a car to $400, or say from
four to two cents a pound. Such a proposi-

tion will probably be made to the railroad
company this mouth. We might be able to

raise fruit and grapes a little cheap r aud
make some money, but if We cau get two
cents a pound, aud give the railroad com-
pany two cents a pound it will be a fair

division, aud the railroad company would
b the gain r by it. The railroad author-
ities, with whom we have conversed, are of

the opinion that th y could put ou a daily
fruit express train, which would be a grent
thin?, aud if we could manage to make up
nuch a train daily they could w 11 afford to

take it for one-half the charge aud still

make money. The future of the fruit aud
the grape in this State is certainly very
bright if the. railroad authorities see fit to

assist us iu finding a market for our pro-
ducts. They can build up a transportation
trade for themselves and at the same time
assist us in getting rid of th8 large surplus
we now have on hand of grapes aud fruit.

It would no doubt be an excellent idea for

this body to appoint a committee to unite
with the two committees now appoiuted in

the endeavor to accomplish this result. In
our section we raise a very large solid grape
that has a shipping quality. Of course we
have long and hard rains and if we get
caught in the rains we have to dispose of

our goods"nearer home, and that is what we
have been obliged to do this year

.

Mr. Cantelow of Vacaville.—I have been
furnishing Mr. Earl, the last four or five

years, with shipping grapes and the trouble
in our neighborhood is that we can't fur-

nish enough. They are after our grapes
weeks before they are ripe, and last year
they paid us $100 a ton for Muscats and
$70 a ton for Fontainebleau, aud the ship-

pers always furnished the packages. This
year, the late rains we had made our
neighborhood nearly as late as other places
and the highest we got was $70 a ton. Our
trouble has been that we cannot give them
anything like what they want; they are not
iu the neighborhood we have not sufficient

ground that is suitable for shippiug grapes.

The grape they are after is raised on high
ground,we do not raise such a great quantity

to the acre but they seem to like them.
Most of the Fontainebleau goes to Denver,
and the Muscats and Tokays go east. An-
other trouble that we experience is that the

shippers do not give us the proper time to

put the grapes up for them. They make a

contract with us at those prices from week
to week but when they send their orders

they will not give us the proper time to

pack them, and the consequence is that

there is complaint in Denver that we do not
fill the packages full enough. The reason
for this is that we do not have time enough
to sweat them. No grape should be packed
and shipped any distance unless it has been
picked 24 hours before it is packed, but we*

frequently get our orders iu the morning to

ship at 4 o'clock the same day, and the

consequence is that the grapes do not go
through in good shape. We have to squeeze

them into the packages aud, when they get

to their destiustion, the packages are net

full and the grapes are apt to be brokon,

but when we have the proper time to pre-

pare them they will go to New York in per-

fectly good shape.

Mr. Wetmore.—The sweating that you re-

fer to is wilting is it not ?

Mr. Cantelow.—Yes sir. A person who
picks grapes to ship East should have bas-

kets enough to fill a car-load without tak-

ing them out of the basket. They should

not be taken out of the baskets in which
you pick them until they are put in the

pagkages in which they go East. They
should be handled as little as possible.

The Rest Spring Medicine and Reau-
tilier of the Complexion in use. Cures
Rolls, Pimples, Rlotches, Bieiiralg-ia,
Scrofula, <;<>in, Rheumatic aud Mercu-
rial Pains, aud all Diseases arising
I ion) a disordered state of the Rlood or
Liver.

SOLD BY ALL DRUGOISTS.

J. R. CATcci & CO., Proprietors,

417 Sansome St., San Francisco, Cal.
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CALIFORNIA SUGAR REFINERY.
OFFICE 327 3VE J\. Dft 33L IET STREET

West View of the New Refinery Building.

-MANUFACTURES THE FOLLOWING GRADES OF-

SUGAR AND SYRUP:
,A) Pent CUBE SUGAR in barrels and bags

(A) CRUSHED SUGAR

Extra POWDERED SUGAR in barrel*,

Fine CRUSHED SUGAR in barrel?

Dry GRANULATED SUGAR in barrels

Extra GRANULATED SUGAR in barrels

,©*NI4
*•

For al' kinds

GOLDEN C in barrels

EXTRA C in barrels

HALF BARREL, % cent more

BOXES, Y, cent more

SYRUP in barrels.

Do. in half barrels.

Do. in 5 gallon kegs

The Products of the California Sugar Refinery and guaranteed absolutely pure and free from all Chemicals and

B£JTlC*£ <£>

Adulteratons.
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In anotner column of the Mekchant will

be found the advertisements of the Cen-
tral Pacific Bailroad, W. P. Haber of Fresno,

Guy E. Grosse of Santa Rosa, Frost & Gil-

man of the same place, Moulton & Co., of

Healdsburg, and W. H. Barham of Clover-

dale, all of whom have choice vineyard

lands for sale.

They have placed on file a list of such
lands at this office, in order that all per-

sons desirous of purchasing vineyards may
be enabled to inform themselves of lands

to be disposed of before taking a trip up
the country.

By such means it is intended to mate the

Mekchant office of assistance to those in-

tending to embark in viticulture, and all

pamphlets and information will be freely

tendered to those who call there. It is de-

sired that the public should look to the

Mebchani for all information concerning
grapes and wine.
A compact property at Kingsburg, Fresno

county, is offered for sale. It consists of

60 acres in young raisin vines, 25 acres in

trees and 40 acres alfalfa. On the ranch
are two houses besides every necessity for

carrying on a well-established farm, and
she water right is ample . The lot will be
tubdivided to suit purchasers. The address

is given in another column.
To our list of properties for sale we draw

special attention this week, to the announce-
ment of Mr. Wm. Mulligan, who has a

young vineyard for disposal. It consists

of 171% acres in Alexander valley, Sonoma
county, of which 155 acres are in vines of

the following choice varieties, in their third

year : Riesling, Chasselas, Black Bur-
gundy, Charbono and Zinfandel. The land
is conveniently situated and suitable for

subdivision being bounded on three sides

by public roads.

From Mr. W. P. Haber, Manager of the

Fresno Land Office, we have received de-

scriptive pamphlets of Fresno county,which
contain a sample list of properties for sale

at that office. They vary in extent from
two to six hundred and forty acres, and in

price from $15 an acre upwards, and com-
prise city and suburban lots. Mr. Haber
is the Fresno agent for the Pacific Coast
land Bureau of San Francisco.
We now have particulars of 25 additional

properties in the vicinity of Santa Rosa
and Sebastopol, Sonoma county, that are

offered for sale, from 17 to 1,300 acres

each, at prices ranging from $175 up to

$26,000, according to size, location and im-
provements. The properties are situated

close to the railway line, planted in orchard,

vineyard, have been used for general farm-
ing or are ready for the plow. Most of

them have commodious dwellings and out-

houses and would be valuable investments
for intending settlers.

A fine piece of property containing i.i.%

acres, only three-quarters of a mile from
the town of Sonoma, can be bought on
reasonable terms on application to George
Martin at this office. Forty acres are down
in vines, principally Zinfandel, which will

all be in bearing next season. Last year
$35 per ton was received for the grapes.

There is a house, barn and out buildings

on the property which is splendidly situ-

ated for a country residence for a San
Francisco business man, or it would afford

a good living for an experienced viticul-

turist. Free from phylloxera.
Mr. Martin has also 300 acres of very

rich laud for sale in the immediate vicinity

of Sonoma town. It is believed that this

land, upon which a small vineyard has
been already planted, will produce fully as
much as eight tons per acre under proper
cultivation; it is so located as to be handy
to the several wineries at Sonoroa. It is

doubtful whether in the entire valley richer
soil exists than that offered for sale, and,
with proper handling, should prove one of

the best investments in Sonoma County.
It is beautifully situated for a residence,

and full particulars will be given on appli-

cation to this office.

In addition to the properties offered for

sale in another part of this paper, we draw
especial attention to the following.full par-
ticulars of which appear in another column:
Twenty acres of land on East street,

Woodland, Yolo county, which forms a

beautiful location for a suburban residence.

On account of the bearing vines, fruit trees

and Italian olives planted on the property
this will prove a self-supporting country
residence. It is onlj ten minutes walk from
the center of the prosperous and well kept
city of Woodland and is well worthy of the
attention of capitalists.

Messrs. T. H. Cordell & Co of San Jose
and this city, whose advertisement appears
elsewhere, offer for sale several lots,

from 10 to 80 acres each, of improved vine-

yard lands in Santa Clara valley. They
have also orchards planted with the choicest

varieties of fruit trees, and orchard lands
for sale.

the OLIVE TREE & ITS PRODUCTS

SUITABILITY OF THE SOIL & CLIMATE

OF CALIFORNIA FOR ITS

Extensive and Profitable Cultivation.

BY

JOHN J- BLEASD ALE, D. D., F. C. S.

For Sale at

THE "MERCHANT'' OFFICE.

PKICE 50 CENTS.

A PINE PLACE FOR SALE.

A BEAUTIFUL LOCATION

FOR A

SUBURBAN RESIDENCE.

TWENTY ACRES OF LAND ON EAST ST.,

WOODLAND. CAL,.

C ACKES OF IT IN CtOVKK, ami

IK ACHES IN HVSHATELLF. UKIPES.

lOft ITALIAN OLIVE TREES AI.ONO
L&fJ the drive.way.

Qf\ BAltTLET/r PEAK TREES AI,ON«
OU the <llteh banks.

It is a Beautiful Place. Vines and trees

three years old, with prospect of fine grape crop this

season

.

For further particulars apply at the office of the

San Fkancisco Merchant, 323 Front street, S. F.,

P. O. Box 2366.

Winery For Sale.

BERMEL WINERY,
And Three Acres of Land,

SITUATED CORNER WEST AND GRANT STS.,

llealdsburs, Sonoma Co., Cal.

On Line of S. F. & N. P. R. R.

Cellar under ground—capacity 40,000 gallons

—

capable of being enlarged to any capacity at Bmall

cost. Outfit complete to carry on the business.

Dwelling and outhouses in good repair. Location

most desirable in the State.

For further particulars apply at the office of the

S. F. Merchant, or to

CEO. M. THOMPSON, Agent,

Healdsburg, Cal.

FINE VINEYARDS

IN SANTA CUBA VALLEY,

FOK SALE BY

T. H. G0RDELL & 0.,

28 North First St. ) & ( 873^ Market St.
San Jose. Ji" ( San Francisco.

dt-OO 00ft 80 ACRES IN THIRD YEAR. OVER
%>aa 1

"""• 65,000 vines of best varieties. Staked.
A very fine property at a bargain.

PC\C\C\ 10 ACRES IN FOURTH YEAR.1™"' Near Los Gatos. Fine varieties, beauti-
ful view and a good place.

dfcl A 000 *° ACRES ON NORTH SIDE STEV-J)iu,uuu. ens Creek Road. Excellent land and
fine varieties. Set last Winter.

dt>>7 OAA 36 ACRES 0N MAIN ROAD IN SEC-
ik /.ZUU. ond year. Splendid land. Good neigh-v borhood.

We have a number of places with
Vines and Fruit Trees lor sale.' Also.
Orchards and Orchard Lands.

Call at Office or write for full particulars. Respect'ly

T. H. CORDELL & CO.

FOR SALE

!

One of the Finest Young Vineyards in

the State.

A LARGE, SQUARE TRACT, BEAUTIFULLY
situated, containing; 171 lA acres of No. 1 vine-

yard land, bounded on three sides by public road and
favorably situated for sub-divisions. This land is in

the beautiful Alexander valley, so favorably known
for its scenery and climate, in Sonoma county, 17
miles above Calistoga, being 8 miles from Healdsburg,

and four miles from Litton Springs station.

One hundred and fifty-five acres are in vines of

choicest varieties, this being the third year, and are

divided as follows :

Bin-slim:, 45 acres; O-hasselas, 34 acres
Black Burgundy, 40 acres; < 'iiarbono,
21 acres; Zinf'audel, 35 acres.

Other improvements, only nominal; consisting of

very large barn for horses, wagons, implements, feed

and hay. A small cottage for foreman and family, and
house for hired men. This vineyar.I, so far, has proved

to be entirely exempt from spring frosts and needs to

be seen and examined to be appreciated. Price,

§60,000. One-half cash, balance on easy terms.

Call or. WM. MULLIGAN,
Alexander Valley, Sonoma Co.,

dress same at Healdsburg, Sonoma Co.

I^ODEL SALE.
As a whole or in subdivisions

YOUNG VINEYARD AND ORCHARD,

IN TOWN OF KINGSBURG.

Sixty acres raisin vines, Twenty-live
acres trees, Forty acres alfalfa, Two
houses, Two wells, Windmill, lank.
Barn, Stock, Fences. Implements,
Ample uaKi-iiiiliis. Etc.

For full particulars address

S. E. MOFFETT,
KINCiSHITRU, Fresno Co., Cal.

FROST & GILMAN,

REAL ESTATE BROKERS,

OFFICE 529% FOURTH STEEET,

Santa Rosa, Cal.

Farms and Stock Ranches for sale and to exchange

for city property. VINEYARD LANDS A SPE-

CIALTY. A list of properties particularly adapted

to Grape Culture forwarded on application, and on

file at the office of the S. F. Merchant, 323 Front

street, San Francisco.

Cloverdale Real Estate
MOST DESIKABLE

LAND AND RESIDENCES
Uor sale.

CRAPE & ORCHARD LAND
A SPECIALTY.

H. BAR AM,
Cloverdale, Sonoma Co.

MOULTON & CO.,
REAL ESTATE,

MONEY AND INSURANCE BROKERS,
HEALDSBURG, SONOMA CO., CAL.

A large quantity of the FINEST GRAPE LANDS
in the County are now in the hands of this Company
for sale.

A list of Russian River bottom lands and red
gravely hill lands SPECIALLY ADAPTED TO VITI-
CULTURE, will be forwarded on application.

Buyers should visit Healdsburg before 8'ttling else-
where.

Office In the Sotoyome Hotel.
Healdsburg.

For further particulars ap r, at the office of the
S. F. Merchant, 323 Front street, San Francisco.

FRESNO ~LAND OFFICE.
Choice Farming, Fruit and

Vineyarci IcijtlcLis
Improved or Unimproved.

With or Without Water for Irrigation,

SALE,

IN SMALL OR LARGE TRACTS,
Terms Easy.

For maps, circulars, etc.. call on or address

W. P. HABER, Manager,
Or Fresno, cal.

PACIFIC COAST LAND BUREAU,
22 Montgomery St., S. F.

RAILROAD LANDS
— IN—

NEVADA, CALIFORNIA AND TEXAS,

FOK SALE ON SEASONABLE TEKMS

Apply to, or address,

W. H. MILLS, JEROME MADDEN,
Land Agent, Land Agent,

0. P. R. R. SAN FRANCISCO. S. P. R. R. SAN FRANCISCO.

— OR—
H. B. ANDREWS,

AND COMMISSIONER. G. H. 4 S. A. RT. CO.. SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS,

A. 1876 S. I. XII.
I. 3. 1888 a.

The Industrious never Sink.

fiPY E. GROSSE, Broker in Real Estate
Ranches, Residence, Business and Manufactur-
ing Property Bought and Sold on Commission.
Anu Publisherof '* Sonoma County Land Register and

Santa Rosa Business Directory."

Offioe, No. 312 B St., Santa Rosa, Gal.

THE~SOTOYOME;_HOTElT
hi:

a

LDSBI) iw. Sonoma Co.
Is situated in the center of the vastly increasing

vineyard district of the Russian River valley.

First class accommodation.

J. ,s. YOUNO, Proprietor.

THE OCCIDENTAL HOTEL,
SANTA ROSA, Sonoma Co., Cal.

This house is particularly recommended as situated
in the center of the grape district, and from which
the principal vineyards can he reachea.

«. A. TUPPER, Proprietor.

H. W. BYINGTON,
CITY STA33LES

FOURTH STREET,

SANTA ROSA, Sonoma Co., Cal.

Carriages and teams at reasonable terms to all per.

sons visiting the vineyards of the valley.

GEO. D. FISKB. L. W. IIIIXIKER.

CEO. D. FISKE & CO.,
Money Broker Real Estate & Insurance Agents

Woodland, Yolo , Cal.
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HONOLULU
WM. G. IRWIN & CO.

si 'liAK FACTORS AND

COMMISSION AGENTS
llouululu. II. I.

AGENT* KOR

Hakalau Plantation, Hawaii;

Naalehu Plantation, Hawaii;

Honuapo Plantation, Hawaii;

Hilea Plantation, Hawaii;

Star Mills, Hawaii;

Hawaiian Commercial and Sugar Co.

Maui;

Makee Plantation, Maui;

Waihee Plantation, Maui;

Makee Sugar Company, Kauai;

Kealia Plantation, Kauai.

Asrents for the

OCEANIC STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

CASTLE & COOKE,

SHIPPING AND

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
Honolulu. II. 1.

AQKNTS FOB

THE KOHALA SUGAR CO.,

THE HAIKU SUGAR CO.,

THE PAPAIKOU SUGAR PLANTATION
THE WAIALUA SUGAR PLANTATION
THE PAIA PLANTATION
A. H. SMITH & CO.,

THE N. E. M. LIFE INSURANCE
CO. BOSTON,

THE UNION INSURANCE CO.
OF SAN FRANCISCO,

THE GEO. F. BLAKE M'F'G CO.,
STEAM AND VACUUM PUMPS,

D. M. WESTON'S CENTRIFUGAL
MACHINES.

GEO. W. MACFARLANE. II. R. MACFAHLANE.

G. W. MACFARLANE & CO.

IMPORTERS,
COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

AND

SUGAR FACTORS.
FIRE-PROOF BUILDING, 5^ QUEEN STREET,

Honolulu, H. I.

AGENTS FOR

The Waikapu Sugar Plantation, Maui.
The Spencer Sugar Plantation, Hawaii.
The Helia Sugar Plantation, Oahu.
The Huelo Sugar Company, Maui.
Huelo Sugar Mill, Maui.
Punloa Sheep Ranch Company, Hawaii.
Nurlees, Watson & Co., Sugar Machinery, Glasgow.
John Fowler & Co's Steam Plow and Portable Tram-

way Works, Leeds.
The Glasgow and Honolulu Line of Packets.

WILL W. HALL,
President.

L. 0. AULKS,
Sec'ty and Treas,

E. O. HALL & SON,
(Limited.)

HARDWARE MERCHANTS.
Importers and Dealers in

Call ornla Leather, Paints and Oils
Cooking Moves. Ranges, Plows,

And every description of Tools and Builders' Hard-
ware, Nails, Cast Steel, etc.

Corner Fort and King streets.

Honolulu. Hawaiian Islands.

F. A. SCHAEFFER & CO.

IMPORTEES AND

COMMISSION MERCHANTS

Honolulu, llawalian'lslands.

OKTO ULTT
H. HACKFELD & CO.

SHIPPING & COMMISSION

Merchants.
Honolulu. Hawaiian Islnu K

H. W. SEVERANCE,
HAWAIIAN CONSUL

- -AND

COMMISSION MERCHANT.
316 California St..

Room No. 4. San Francisco, Cal

JAMES HUNTER
GAUGkit OF WINES AJNU SPIRITS

(Established 1851.)

OFFICE—323 FRONT STREET,

San Francisco.

THE VALUE OF A
PUMP

Is Determined by its Simplicity, the

Ease with which it is operated

in Deep Wells, etc.

-THE -

BUCKEYE PUMP
Possesses all these

valuable qualities in a greater

degree than any other pump in market,

FOR DURABILITY, SIMPLICITY,

Ease of oparation and general efficiency

they have not an equal.

FOR SALE BY P. P. MAST & CO-,

31 Market St.. San Francisco.

W. T. GARRATT & CO.

BRASS AND MACHINE WORKS.
Manufacturers of

BRASS WINE PUMPS.
WINE COCKS.

All Kinds ot Fittings
— FOR —

Wineries, Distilleries.

BREWERIES.

Iron Pipe and fittings, Hose, titc.

HOOKER'S
PATENT STEAM PUMPS.

>or. Fremont and Natoma Sis.

BAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

WOODIN & LITTLE'S
WINE PUMP.

This cut repre-

sents our Double
Acting FORCE
P U M P of great c impawn.
for use in wine cellars,

_
for

pumping from one tank into

another. The cylinder is lined

with copper, tne piston rod

valve and valve seats are

bronze, so that it will be seen

all parts ot the pump exposed

to the action of

wine are non-
corrosive .

Mend for
special cat-
alogue.

WOODIN & LITTLE
509 * 511 Market St., San Francisco.Cal

1

. J-»_ « -Li. .

QUICK TIME AND CHEAP FARES

To Eastern and European Cities

Via the Great Trans-continental All-Rail Rout«s.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC
COMPANY.

Daily Express and Emigrant Trains make prompt con-
nections with the several Railway Lines in the East,

CONNFXTING AT

NEW YORK AND NEW ORLEANS
with the several Steamer Lines to

ALL EUROPEAN PORTS.
PULLMAN PALACE SLEEPING CARS

attached to Overland Express Trains.

i unci) . < i.ass s 1. 1: i: I- 1 \ «; cars
are run daily with Overland Emigrant Trains.

No additional charge for Berths in Third-class Cars.

X3T Tickets sold, Sleeping-car Berths secured, and
other information given upon application at the Com-
pany's Offices,jwhere passengers calling in person can
secure choice of routes, etc.

A. > . TOWKE; 'I'. II. <.(><> I> n I \ .

General Manager. Gen. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

RHIvFDonald presT

Established 1 863.

Oldest CharteiedBank,

Hi tie Pacific Coast

S.G.Murp!ijj.
. CASHIER .J

323
Capital Stock

$ 1,000,000.00.

Surplus^ 450,000.00.

.ReS0TO5g 3,439,819.29

;SanIrancisco,CaL Jan. 1, 1885.

Assets:

8150.00O.O0
20,479.00

_ank Premises, -

Other Real Estate -

Lund Association, lias
and ilank Siorks . 35,974.65

Loans and Discounts, Si,397, 90S.51
Due from Banks, . -245.0 5 7.H3
Money on hand - - 590,398.31

— $3,439,819.29
.Liabilities:

Capital, paid up, - si,000,000.00
Surplus Fund, - • . 450,000.00
Undivided Profits, - - so. *•><;.<><;

Due llepositors- - 1,818,900.29
Due Banks, .... 89,880.94
Dividends unpaid, ... 130.00

$3,439,819.29
This Bank solicits the accounts of Merchants,

Manufacturers, Corporations, and Business Firms
generally. It. II . McDonald. Pres.

WHALE OIL
AND-

IRON COMPOUND.

it i< om M ENDED by »B. s. I . in \ i-i \.

And prepared according to hia Bulletin No.

2, by hia authority, by

AMERICAN OIL CO.,

106 Market St., City.

ALSO

Whale Oil, Whale Oil Soap, and
Coddlin Moth Wash.

Write for prices.

ESBERG, BACHMAN&CO.
IMPORTERS OP

Chewing, Smoking A Leaf Tobacco.

HAVANA CIGAKS AND LEAF.

225, 227 & 229 California St. and 122, 124

& 12G Battery Street.

SAN FBANCISCO,

And Nos. 7 & 9 NORTH FRONT ST. PORTLAND

I 3ST Gt.

OCEA IC STEAMSHIP COMPA Y.

For Honolulu.

The splendid new 3,000 ton Steamships will leav,
the Company's wharf, corner Steuart and Harrison
streets, at three o'clock p. w.:

MARIPOSA -

ALAMEDA -

May 1st

May 15th

EXCURSION TICKETS AT REDUCED RATES

For freight or passage, having superior cabin com
modations, apply to

JOHN l>. SPRECKELS A BROS. Agents,

327 Market Street, corner Fremont

OCCIDENTAL & ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP
fOlHPlKT,

for JAPAN and CHINA.
Steamers leave Wharf corner First and Brannansts.,

at 2 o'clock, P. M., for

YOKOHAMA and IIO\<I.OM.

Connecting at Yokohama with steamers for Shanghae.

1885.
STEAMER. FROM SAN FRANCISCO

.

OCEANIC TUESDAY, APRIL 28th
ARABIC SATURDAY, MAY 9th

EXCURSION TICKETS to Yokohama and return
at reduced rates.

Cabin plans on exhibition and Passage Tickets or
sale at C. P. R. Company's General Offices, Room 74,
corner Fourth and Townsend streets.

For freight apply to GEO. H. RICE, Freight Agent,
at the Pacific Mail Steamship Company's Wharf, or
at No . 202 Market street. Union Block.

T. H. GOODMAN 'Sen. Passenger Agent.
LELAND STANFORD President.

DR. MILLER'S

« < » > i > s : it i i i

.

SEA SICK TABLETS
[COPYRIGHTED.

CURES SEA SICKNESS !

NEVER FAILS.

PRICE, ONE DOLLAR PER BOX
Sold by all Druggists, or sent to any address.

DEPOT : 100% SECOND . T,. Room 6,

Shu Francisco, t 'al.

GRAPE VINE TWINE
THE BEST ARTICLE

For Tying up Vines
IN THE MARKET.

Pill up In IS;. I Is of 4 lbs. Eacb. 12 Balls

In a Package.

TUBBS & CO., 613 Front St.,

BAN FRANCISCO.

J. T. COCHRAN & CO.,

A SPECIALTY'

Shipping and Commission.
Liberal advances on consignments.

303 California St.. Nan Francisco. Cal.

ESTABLISH KD 1852.

W00DW0RTH, SCHELL & 00.

-HEALERS IN-

PIANOS AND ORGANS
101 STOCKTON STREET, S. F.
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Devoted to Viticulture, Olive Culture, Sericulture and other Productions, Manufactures and Commerce of the Pacific Coast.
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Our financial position may be very easily

explained by stating that for a very long
time past, as our expenditures have in-

creased, our resources have diminished,
and we are unable to foresee anything that

will put a stop to this series of years of mis-

fortune.

It fact it is only necessary to cast a glance

at the documents published by the Minis-
ters of Finance, and of Commerce, to be
thoroughly imbued with the most serious

apprehensions

.

On the one side, we see our importations
of many foreign articles reach figures far

above our exports, and the government
taxes received from the transfers of landed
estates, far below what they should be,

even if a normal condition of affairs existed.

In a few words France is becoming im-
poverished ; this is the general situation,

and if we will only look into details, the
statistics flourished by our Minister of

Commerce, will show that a wide difference

exists, between our imports, and our ex-

ports of alimentary articles.

Amongst their alimentary articles, that

we used to export, and that we are to-day
obliged to import, we see wine figuring at

the head of the list. Is this not due to a

series of bad vintages ? Unfortunately not
—and if we still entertain any illusions to

this effect, the statistics of our Minister of

Agriculture are here to disperse them.
We find in them, in fact, that out of a

total area of 5,967,263 acres planted in

vines before the appearance of the Phyllox-
era, 1,886,583 acres have entirely disap-

peared, and that 1,588,155 acres are ser-
iously attacked. At the present moment
we have left but a little over 2,470,000
acres of vineyards. Fortunately or other-

wise, the departments that have yielded the
largest quantity of cheap wines have been
the most cruelly tried ; L'Herault, for ex-

ample, after yielding one sixth of the en-
tire production of France, has witnessed
the almost complete disappearance of its

vines. So after the many improvements in

the methods of cultivating the vine, the
use of insecticides, submersion, the plant-

ing of American stocks, the production that
has steadily diminished since 1870, has de-
clined from 1,636,800,000 gallons to 792,-

000,000 gallons.

From that fatal year, France has become
tributary to her neighbors, which have been
spared of the scourge, and compelled to

ask from them at each vintage, the com-
plement of wine necessary for her own con-
sumption.
The total of the imports during these 14

years in question is not less than 939,770,-

799 gallons of which 666,282,654 gallons
como from Spain, and 173,390,224 gallons
from Italy.

Let us calculate the sum necessary to
balance our account for these enormous
quantities of wine, the hectolitre 26.40 gal-

lons which, taking the official figures, is

worth an average of francs 41.75 ($8.35)
per hectolitre, or about 32% cents per gal-

lon, valuing the franc at 20 cents and we
reach the enormous figure of $297,238,306
of which, $242,397,544.60 corresponds to

Spain, and $54,840,762 corresponds to

Italy. The last four years alone have cost

us$238,670,179. Together with this pro-
digious consumption of wine, we must not
omit to point out the importations of rais-

ins, intended for the manufacturing of

wine. Of these we have purchased on an
average, for the past three years, more than
132,000,000 pounds. Here we have $5,000,-

000 per annum to add to the above deficit.

At this rate Spain, Italy and Greece have
nothing else to do but to profit by the posi-

tion they are placed in, by our Commercial
Treaties, before which we have merely to

submit.

This annual decimage of francs 300,000,-

000, ($60,000,000) is in itself enough to

create the most serious apprehensions.
Hence we feel, that we are but discharging
a duty in asking our Government to come
to the immediate relief of viticulture. Inde-
pendent ot the annual loss of $60,000,000
there are many other reasons demonstrating
the very great urgency for immediate in-

tervention. Shall we allow ruin to overtake
us ? Shall we wait till our Viticulturalists

have witnessed the disappearance of their

last resources and our consumers have ex-

pended their last savings for foreign wines ?

Shall we allow the Phylloxera to devastate
the 2,470,000 acres of vineyards we have
left, before seriously thinking about the re-

establishment of the 3,458,000 acres which
have already disappeared. It would then
be a little late, too late indeed. France
would not then be rich enough to stand up
under such a colossal effort.

Our vineyards are situated on lands unfit

for any other agricultural pursuit, and
every new planting of a vineyard requires

an outlay equal to the intrinsive value of

the land itself. The ground must be
ploughed deep, the trees must be grubbed
out, and several years must elapse before

the first crop of grapes can be taken to the

press. In certain portions of France, the

southeast especially, where for centuries

the custom has been to plant intermediate
rows of olive trees in the vineyards, it will

be necessary to eradicate these trees, to

root them out and by so doing the pro
prietors will deprive themselves of this

auxiliary crop ; how will it be possible for

them to stand up in the face of such ex-

penses much longer, when they shall have
been reduced to misery, and resources of

the State shall also have become reduced,
as the present state of affairs protrude.

Is it actually possible to prevent one of

our chief agriculture resources, from disap-

pearing entirely ? We think it is, and this

result in our opinion may be brought about
by the adoption of a series of measures, of

which, some will serve the purpose of re-

establishing the vineyards destroyed as
well as preserving those that still exist,

and the others that of increasing theannual
production. The first measures require
direct, and effective help ; the second re-

quire indirect help, and we will now pass
upon them in succession.

Firstly.—The question of the Phylloxera
has been badly understood from the
commencement;—this is certain—but dur-
ng its first period an error of this kind
was excusable. The government and the
people found themselves confronted by a
new situation, of which, no one could fore-

tell the dire consequences. Many refused
to believe in the danger, and the then re-

cent successes obtained in the struggle
against the oidium furnished grounds to

hope for the discovery of a new scientific

remedy against the phylloxera. On all

sides, scientists commenced looking for the

best insecticide, and the government hesi-

tatingly contended itself with distributing a

few million of francs, to aid them in their

researches, or in encouraging vineyardists,

who would consent to experiment with the

different remedies. We cannot blame the

government for this . We approve of this

course up to the day when it was demon-
strated, that the most powerful insecticide

could not succeed, save in certain excep-

tional conditions, that the phylloxera con-
tinued its devastating march, notwithstand-
ing their use, and had become a truly

national scourge. It is from this new stand-

point, that we must hereafter consider, and
proportion our efforts to the immensity of

the ravages caused by the presence of our
microscopic enemy. The action of the gov-

ernment from this moment, it seems to us,

should have been perfectly defined, and the

same steps should have been taken, as if

the country had been threatened by the in-

vasion of a powerful neighbor, or by a great

industrial and commercial crisis. What
does the government generally do under
similar circumstances? Does it content it-

self by withdrawing a few millions from its

ordinary budget ? Decidedly not ; it signals

the danger, and the patriotism of the repre-

sentatives never disputes or dickers with
the sudsidies that the government may
need. Year after year we have borrowed
sums for the purpose of replenishing mate-
rials for military purposes, for the creation

of schools, for the making of canals, deep-

ening of rivers, increasing the security of

our ports, the completion of our net work
of railways, the subsidizing of steamship

lines, the construction of ships in French
dock yards, all to the detriment of our viti-

cultural industry, the aotual losses from
which already certainly exceed $1,000,000,-

000.

It is absolutely necessary to aid the viti-

culturists from the resources of the State,

and to place sufficient funds at the disposal

of the Minister of Agriculture, whose ability

and good intentions cannot be doubted, but

who, up to the present day has only been
able to extend but trifling help to viticultur-

ists, who, by official interpolation, have
baen classed with the victims of incendiaries.

Our representatives in both houses surely
do not understand the gravity of the situa-

tion. It is the duty of the Minister of

Agriculture to expose it to them without
reticence, to depict to them the misery of

viticulturists, and to show them the danger
already caused, not by a series of bad vin-

tages, but by the destruction of the very
foundation of the industry, and to suggest
to them to vote for a loan to viticulture.

The gentlemen who upheld the programme
of Mr. de Freycinet, and brought about a
fatal crisis to our industry, will doubtless

understand, that the wealth of France wiU
be fatally engulfed by an annual deficit of

$60,000,000.
No loan of this nature could be more

legitimate or better received by public
opinion ; our representatives would prefer

to vote for this extraordinary expenditure
rather than to consent to see sums less im-
portantwithdrawn from the ordinary budget,
which is already over taxed. Hence, the
Chamber of Deputies, and the government
itself, have taken steps, so very insignifi-

cant, that we are justified in terming them
simply ridiculous.

Hence also the new law proposed by Mr.
Maurel, Deputy from Var. received a check.

His demand was very modest, but it was
proposed as a charge on the ordinary

budget and consequently had to fail. We
fully agree with Mr. Maurel, and we are in-

deed too grateful to him for having taken
the first serious step, not to give a few de-

tails concerning his proposed law, that con-

tains the germ of the measures of relief that

we ask for.

Here we have in a few words what Mr.
Lalande, Deputy and Chairman of the 16th

Initiative Commission, thought of the prop-
osition of Mr. Maurel. The limit of this

article, we very much regret, will not allow

us to give his report in full. After giving a
very sorrowful picture of the present situa-

tion of French viticulturists, he continues

in these terms :

" That there is a disturbing element in

the pubUc wealth that makes itself felt in

various ways, and chiefly in the lessened

receipt of the Treasury, no one wiU be sur-

prised at. It is now a matter of surprise,

that these results have not been sooner, and
more seriously felt.

" But in the presence of such a condition

of affairs, we must not allow ourselves to be

overcome by idle regrets. We must react

with energy, combat the damage done, and
remedy the consequences. The interest of

the people afflicted, as well as that of the

country at large, makes this a patriotic

duty.''

From experiments made on a large scale

for several years past we have not only the

hope, but we have implicit confidence that

our destroyed vineyards can be re-estab-

lished by the planting of American vines

with the view of obtaining a production

direct from them, or of grafting upon them
our finest varieties.
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The results that have been obtained for

several years past, the large vineyards that

have been entirely re-established, that are

now yielding largely, has raised our courage

so much, that it is estimated that 49,400

acres have been replanted this year with

American vines.

But many vineyard proprietors, deprived

of revenue for a long time past, have no
other resources left but their lauds, often

heavily mortgaged, and they find them-
selves in a very difficult position to replant

their vineyards ; they have to resort to

credit, and generally it is impossible for

them to obtain it.

To put tho means within their power is

the object of the proposed new law by
Mr. Maurel and his colleagues, and we will

mention here its first provision.

A sum of 1,000,000 francs is charged to

the budget of 1884 as a guarantee of interest

ou the sums to be loaned to viticulturists

for the purpose of replanting their vine-

yards with American stocks.

The Minister of Finance was interviewed

by the standing committee and declared,

that he could not give his consent to the

proposition, no doubt on account of the dif-

ficulties that this application might bring

about and the excessive charge it involved

in the annual budget. The Initiative Com-
mission shared these fears to a very great

extent.

The standing committee does not think

that the proposition, as formulated by its

authors, should be adopted by the govern-
ment ; but if the Commission thinks, that

the exact terms of the proposed law should
not be adopted, it warmly joins in the sen-

timent, and the thought that inspired it. It

adopts the spirit of it. It believes that

there is a way to come to the relief of those

who have been so severely tried. It thinks
that not only justice, but also the interests

of the country commands it. It has confi-

dence that the deep study of this important
question will permit of practical means be-
ing adopted, to reach the proposed object

by our honorable colleagues, in the matter
submitted for our examination, and at the
same time watch with care and prudence
the interests of the Treasury.

In short, the standing committee fully

agrees in the exceptional gravity of the sit-

uation. It believes that it is necessary to

extend a helping hand to viticulturists by
procuring for them the means wherewith to

replant their vineyards with American cut-

tings. It adopts the spirit of the new law
as proposed by Mr. Maurel, but it will wait
before proposing its adoption, till our finan-

cial condition will permit it. At the rate

we are going on we very much fear that the
Commission will have to wait a very long
time, and our viticulturists also.

We have already remarked, that the

proposition of Mr. Maurel was a very modest
one—it only asked from the budget 1,000,-

000 francs ($200,000) as a guarantee for

the interest on larger sums, that any finan-

cial company might lend to viticulturists,

desirous of replanting their properties with
American cuttings. Mr. Maurel remarked
with much reason that the assimilation of

the vineyardists who were replanting their

vineyards with American vines, with the

already constituted syndicates employing
the sulphate of carbon would place in the

hands of these proprietors in sufficient

means, amounting to 125 francs per hectare,

equal to $25 for 2.47 acres, or a little over
$10 per acre, and that it was much better

to furnish them with the means of borrow-
ing the money required, at a higher rate.

This result could be easily accomplished by
offering to the lenders, over, and above the
guaranteed interest of four per cent by the
government, certain privileges on the lands
and on the vintages. To avoid, however,
all maladministration of the moneys lent,

Mr. Maurel thought it necessary that a

special agent should be employed in each
province to thoroughly investigate each ap-
plication for assistance, to determine, or de-

fine, the limits between which the replant-

ing should take place, to determine the

choice of cuttings, and to oversee the plant"

ing and cultivation of the same.
Many experiments in this way could be

avoided and in a short time ttie money re-

imbursed by the proprietors, would consti-

tute a base of supply, that could be im-

mediately used for the replanting of a new
series of vineyards.

It is quite evident, that the proposition of

the Duputy from Toulon would have facili-

tated the creation of a financial institution

founded on viticultural credit. The relief

would have been immediate, but would it

have been sufficient ? We think not, as the

capital engaged in these operations would
have been held within tho limits of inter-

est guaranteed by the reading of the law,

and admitting, that each year the govern-

ment would vote the same amount, it would
be necessary for four years to elapse before

an amount of francs 100,000,000 ($20,000,-

000) would be placed at the disposal of vit-

iculturalists. Besides we must not lose

sight of the fact, that the amount that they

are now in want of exceeds 1,500,000,000

francs, ($300,000,000) that the plague of

Phylloxera is spreading more and more,
and that the resources of the country, and
of private individuals, are diminishing
every day. It is perhaps for this reason,

that the Initiative Commission thought it

prudent to reserve the solution of this ques-

tion, and that it feared to compromise to

too great an extent the ordinary budget.

We cannot therefore too strongly recom-
mend to Mr. Maurel to take up again his

proposition and to give it all the fullness

that is due to the disaster, that it is in-

tended to repair. If the ordinary budget
cannot give him anything, let him propose
a loan. It is absolutely necessary to decide
promptly to make the sacrifice if we wish to

to replant in proper time with American
cuttings the 1,500,000 hectares (3,705,000
acres, already destroyed.

In accordance with the idea first put forth

by Mr. Maurel, a part of the loan would
be devoted to making advances to viticul-

turalists, to be reimbursed with or without
interest, as the case may be, within the
space of six years. The government might
not be called upon to advance one cent, if it

would only guarantee the interest to the

credit Foucier, or to any other financial in-

stitution whose risks, in proportion to the

amounts advanced, would not amount to

anything as they would scarcely be equal
to the price of the land above, and the re-

plantings carried on under a strict super-
vision wojild double and triple the value of

the land. After this period of six years the
replanted vineyards being in full bearing,

the government guarantee would no longer
be required, and the proprietors could
gradually liberate themselves by the pay-
ment in advance of fixed annuities in ac-

cordance with the system adopted by the
Credit Foucier.

1st.—The second part of the loan would
be used to pay premiums annually awarded
during four years to all vineyards composed
of American vines at the rate of 125 francs
per hectare($25 per 2.47 acres or $10 per
acre about) . These premiums which would
represent about the actual cost of cultivat-

ing a vineyard would be paid upon the re-

port of the special agents employed to sub-
stantiate that .the young vines had been
properly taken care of, and they would be
refused to any vineyardist who had not be-
stqwed proper care to his vineyard.

2nd.—To give premiums also to all vine-
yards where efforts had been made for the
purpose of preserving French vines, either
by the use of insecticides, by submersion,
or by any other methods that chance, or
science might discover. These subven-
tions 3hould not be given to the same lands
for over three years, because by the end of

this time it would be known if the vine can
be protected against the Phylloxera, or if

it must succomb. In this way the range of

experiments could be greatly enlarged, and
at all events the giving of premiums to vine-

yards bearing abundant vintages would be
avoided.

3rd.—By giving premiums to vineyards
that had been re-established by grafting
French vines on American stocks aud by the
layering of these vines.

4th.—By placing iu the hands of the
Minister of Agriculture a large sum for the
purchase of well-rooted, American vines,

grafted for one year with French scions.

These vines furnished by private industry
to be distributed gratuitously to such pro-
prietors who may have already taken ad-
vantage of the first advances made from
the first part of the loan by the representa-
tive of the head office, the latter person
would also be authorized to choose the
stocks that would be best adapted to the
soil. To proceed otherwise would be to
fall fatally into the errors of the past by
placing the inexperienced viticnltnialist iu
the presence of expensive difficulties of

rooting, aud grafting. It would be recom-
mencing schools for experimenting that are
always sure to end in a loss of time, and
money.
In short the proprietor of destroyed vine-

yards would receive loans or the necessary
sums to enable them to prepare their land,

and gratuitously the viues necessary for the
first planting, as well as the means to meet
the expenses of cultivation. So far as the
other vineyard proprietors would be con-
cerned they would be obliged to offer three
years experience to renounce all subvention
or to fall back to the ranks of the first class.

We have not had the pretention iu this

hasty exhibit to enter into all the details

that such a vast organization calls for, but
we think we have indicated the chief out-

lines aud shown at the cost of what a sacri-

fice it is yet possible to re-establish our
national vineyard. This difficult task will

not be, we hoj)e, beyond the energy of our
chambers ; the solution by a loan, rests on
their patriotism, by the logic of events.
" Where there is a will, there is away."
In fact what would we think of an owner
of an old estate situated in a fine locality,

who would prefer not to derive any benefit

from it, but to bury himself in his ruins
rather than to contract a loan to re-estab-
lish it, and to realize from it, at the same
time security, and profit ?

After having enumeratedjin this study the
series of measures to take in order to come
to the relief of viticulturalists we have yet
to develop our ideas on other methods, just

as necessary, and quite as beneficent as the
first, but the use of which be done one with-
out asking anything from the budget, and
without diminishing the receipts of indirect

contributions. These are : Firstly—The
lowering of the duties on all alcohol in-

tended for the fortifying of wines. Secondly
the removal of all duties on sugar to be
mixed with the vintage for the purpose of

raising, or increasing the alcoholic strength
of the wines of the first, and second press-
ings. These two methods having for an ob-
ject the increase of the native production
seem to us that they should be equally
favored during the entire duration of the
crisis. Later on they may present certain
objections, and for this reason we only pro-
pose them (the fortifying of wines es-

pecially) as transitory measures.
For the present they are the only remedies

that will yet permit the government to re-

establish the equilibrium that has been
disturbed to the detriment of our people,
and to react against the unfair position they
find themselves in, on account of our Com-
mercial Treaties already iu force. These
treaties were concluded with the very
worthy purpose of favoring consumers iu

attracting to our markets very large quanti-
ties of foreign wines . We find ourselves com •

promised by them for sometime to come. But
the most confirmed free traders canuot find
fault with French producers who find fault

with an interior legislation that places them
in the most absolute impossibility to cope
with their foreign rivals. We will go even
further, aud will maintain that in signing
the existing treaties which lower the custom
duty on wines to 2 francs (40 cents) per
hectolitre, and raise to 15.9 degrees the al-

coholic strength of these imported liquids,

the government had the intention of doiug
what we have asked for iu vain for so many
years, without that it would have been a
most deplorable piece of carelessness or
improvidence. Only to mention the last

effort to flavor the fortifying of wines, we
have witnessed that Mr. Leon Say, Minister
of Finance, after having secured by the law
of July 19, 1880, a considerable reduction
in the duties received by the State on sugar
presented to the Chamber of Deputies" on
the 23 February 1882, a project for the

removal of all duty on alcohols intended
for the fortifying of wines. His proposi-

tion did not receive at the hands of the

majority the acceptance that it was entitled

to; it failed to pass, not because it

was premature, but ou account of the in-

experience of our representatives in ques-
tions of such economic importance.
A great discussion has been since raised

on this subject by the proposition of Mr.
Bernard Luvergne, and all doubt is now
out of the question regarding it; it is not
against the rectified spirits of the North
that the South wishes to guard herself

against; it is the flooding of all France
with the alcohols of Germany that must be
avoided. (1) Almost everybody knows

that the fortifying of wine consists in an
operation to raise the alcoholic strength in

the vats in which the fermentation of the
grapes takes place. It is done with all

sorts of alcohols for the purpose of pre-

serving weak wines, or in order to diminish
the duties on them, by making them cap-
able of being doubled by mixing just as

soon as they have passed the Custom
House, or the barriers of the Octroi.

Inasmuch as the fortifying of wines is

not considered a falsification, and is so

carried on, it is only of secondary import-
ance. It is overtly practised outside of our
frontiers, and owing to our commercial
treaties we are forced to stand it for all the
wine of foreign importation as Mr. Salis

has said. During the discussion of these

treaties Mr. Maurice Bonvier very pointed-
ly called the attention of the Government
thereto, and very explicitly warned the

Chamber that the consequence would be
the fortifying of all French wines. Forti-

fying goes on, aud will go on fraudulently

throughout the country until the duty on
French alcohols, intended for fortifying

purposes, is considerably lowered. This is

a great loss to the Treasury as Mr. Tirard,

Minister of Finance, declared. Inasmuch
as they fortify wines abroad, concluded Mr.
Cournieant, why prevent, by an increase

in our tariff, the fortifying of wines at home,
and thereby enrich foreign countries at the

expense of French producers ?

This for us is our last question, and it is

the standpoint that the Chamber should
take in investigating this subject, instead

of allowing itself to be influenced by other
considerations of higher order perhaps, but
contrary, for the time being, to the general
interest of the country.
The most serious arguments were cer-

tainly not wanting to the adversaries of tho
plans presented by Mr. Bernard Lauvergue,
and they developed them with much elo-

quent conviction from the Tribune of the
Chamber of Deputies. We willingly admit
with them, that the fortifying of wine is, in

itself, a bad operation; that the wines thus
fortified, notwithstanding that they may
have been fortified with alcohol made from
wine, instead of becoming a combination,
become only a mixture, in which the alco-

hol very soon rises to the top; that they
lose their bouquet, or aroma; that they be-

come very intoxicating; that they are very
dangerous to the public health when they
contain impure alcohol. We will also ad-
mit that the fortifying of wines, when
carried beyond a certain limit is a punish-
able offense, and the authors should be
subjected to the same punishments as are
those who adulterate alimentary articles,

or who cheat in the nature of the articles

they sell. We will tell them however that

the fortifying of wines to destroy the bou-
quet cannot be done with wines that have
much value; that it cannot consequently
do harm to our reputation so justly estab-

lished; that it will be exclusively practised
to prevent weak wine from turning, or to

increase by a few degrees of alcoholic
strength our coarse, highly colored wines,
which wiues very advantageously replace

the wines that we receive from Spain and
Italy, that have been subjected to the same
treatment; that far from hurting Die viti-

culturists, this measure will enable them to

utilize their bad vintages, and besides it

will be an easy matter to limit the duration
of this measure, to a certain number of

years, to be decided by our commercial
treaties.

Should wine be considered a natural
product ? This question seems very easy
to answer—it can be answered in two dif-

ferent ways. Affirmatively, if we consider,
that the grape contains all the elements
of that wholesome liquid. Negatively, if

we take into consideration, the changes
that take place in the must while under-
going fermentation. Alter this is complete
the two liquids no longer resemble each
other. Wine is therefore not a natural
product in the strict sense of the word; it

is more of a secondary product obtained by
fermentation, and by the combination of

various ingredients contained in the grape.
If these ingredients are in sufficient quan-
tity, and if their transformation is com-
plete, the wine will bo of good quality, if

not, the taste or the analysis will tell us
what principles are wanting in them.
The principal factor in Vinificatiou is

without doubt the glucose or grape sugar

—

without glucose, no alcohol, and conso-
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quently no wine. It can be easily under-

stood therefore, why our vineyards are

so much interested in replacing it, by
equivalent substances, when they find it in

a too limited quantity in their musts. Glu-

cose well purified, cane and beet sugars,

the chemical composition of which is iden-

tical to that of grape sugar, can be used
for this purpose, the judicious usage of

which, before any fermentation sets in,

will permit of its being added in mathemat-
ical proportions to raise the alcoholic

strength in the vats up to 15 degrees Centi-

grade.

This is enough said of the advantages to

be derived inclusively from the sugaring of

our vintages, not only for the purpose of

saving from destruction wines naturally too

weak, but also to enhance the quality of

coarse common wines, to enable them to

cope, without disadvantage, with the same
class of wines from abroad.
Our interior legislation, by maintaining

too high a price on the fundamental art-

icles, and without profit to the public

Treasury, unfortunately presents another
serious obstacle to the generalization of this

simple process, the practice of which has
never raised an objection. It is true, that

for a few years past, thanks to Mr. Leon
Say, we have obtained a slight reduction

in the duties of all sugars in general. Viue-
yardists have taken advantage of this in an
indirect manner, but we are by no means
near that absolute withdrawal of all duties

on all saccharine substances intended for

wine-making. Notwithstanding, we think

we have the right to see in it, a measure
for the public good, as our readers can
judge by the following table:

Ml

6
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PACIFIC SILK FACTORY.

One of California's Growing and

Important Ind stries.

A Scarcity of California Coooons — How to

Test Silk—Description of the Machin-

ery—Work for Women— An Ex-

pert s Opinion of the Silk.

The Merchant having lately devoted

considerable space and attention to silk

culture, believing that this comparatively

new industry will, in the future, be of con-

siderable prominence and importance in

California, it was with the greatest pleas-

ure that we recently were enabled through

the courtesy of Mr. A. F. Sauffrignou and

Mr. H. Van de Casteele, to carefully ex-

amine and inspect the Pacific Silk Factory,

at San Jose, while it was in full working

order. The manufacture of silk is one of

the most interesting sights imaginable.

From the reeling of the.threads to tbeir

final appearance in a piece of dress mater-

ial, ready for the adept hands of the dress-

maker, there is a series of progressive

stages, apparently simple in themselves,

yet which it seems difficult to imagine can

be so perfectly and accurately performed

by mechanical appliances.

THE KAW BILK

Used in the factory is obtained chiefly from

Italy, its quality being far superior to the

Japanese article. The California raw silk

is described by the proprietors as being

quite as good and useful for their purposes

as the imported Italian silk ; their com-

plaint, however, is that it is not obtainable

in sufficiently large quantities. This

proves conclusively the fallacy of the out-

cry raised by some ignorant cranks in Cali-

fornia that there would be no market for

raw silk produced in this State. As has

often been clearly proved by the Mebchant

silk can be raised by the female members

of a family with profit to themselves and

advantage to the State . It should not be

regarded alone as a sufficient source of in-

come from which to make a living, but as

an adjunct to other farming occupations

such as the raising of poultry and butter

making which are always so skilfully con-

ducted by women. A few mulberry trees

or osage oranges are needed ; beyond this

the expense is but trivial consisting chiefly

in furnishing the necessary trays. Mr.

Sauffrignou recommends all silk-raisers to

cultivate the white mulberry in preference

to the osago orange as its leaf is more ten-

der and contains more nourishment. This

endorses the opinion of our Eastern cor-

respondent on Silk Culture, Miss Nellie

Lincoln Kossiter, who has written several

interesting articles for the Mebchant on

the culture of the white mulberry. The
chief requirement for the industry, at pres-

ent, is a practical filature to spin the silk

from tho cocoons, the existing establish-

ment in California being insufficient even

to reel the cocoons already raised.

in the factory

There are now only five looms at work

three of which are run continuously for one

San Francisco dry goods house which has

already established a well known reputa-

tion for the excellent material manufactured,

and which they retail for $2 a yard for the

first grade. The factory turns out 250

yards of silk every week and is the only in-

stitution of its kind on the Pacific Coast,

though th( re are other factories which make

sewing silks and fringes. There are 12

hands employed, seven men, one boy and

four girls who earn from $1.50 to $2 per

day which amount they can increase to

$2.50 a day after acquiring more experience.

There is room and machinery enough in

the factory to employ 40 hands but the

great difficulty is to obtain sufficient raw

silk. The price paid for the imported ar-

ticle varies, according to quality, from $2.75

to $6.75 per pound—the California silk, if

well spun, is worth from $5 .50 to $0 thus

showing that it is as valuable almost as the

best grades of imported silk. The demand

for the manufactured goods is far in excess

of the supply and orders are filled from

Philadelphia, Chicago, Portland, Denver

and other parts of the Union. Not only

can the raw silk be raised by ladies but it

can be manufactured by them, thus afford-

ing an additional employment for the fair

sex and an additional reason for the en-

couragement of the culture and manufacture

of silk in California in furnishing them

with another remunerative, and at the same

time pleasant occupation.

tbicks of the TltADK.

The raw silk is imported in hanks and

has a yellowish-white appearance, feeling

quite stiff like hemp. To remove the stiff-

ness it is boiled and this reduces its weight

by one-third ; this loss of weight is, how-

ever, made up during the dyeing process,

silk having great absorbing powers, of

which dishonest dealers and manufacturers

avail themselves to add to the body of their

material. For instance, iron can be added

to the dye, but, while making the filling or

cross threads heavy, it also causes the silk

to break and crack. A test to prove whether

silk be pure or not, and one which every

dealer in and wearer of silks should know,

and could easily apply, is as follows: Burn

in a flame a small piece of the material to

be tested; if it is principally of animal

matter, as pure silk should be, it will burn

like a feather leaving but little ash, the re-

mains when rubbed between the fingers will

resemble charcoal. If, however, the silk

has been adulterated and weighted with

mineral matter, it leaves, after burning, a

yellowish brown ash which is the oxide of

iron, it also extinguishes immediately when
taken from the flame, while the pure silk

burns slowly for a minute or longer accord-

ing to the size of the sample tested. This

is a very simple method for ladies, when
buying silks, to ascertain what is worth pur-

chasing and the subsequent expense oi

making into dresses. A silk of inferior

quality will soon " cut " and is not worth

the amount originally paid for it, let alone

the charges of the costumiere.

THE MACHINERY USED

At the Pacific Silk Factory appears at first

sight very complicated, but the clear and
lucid explanation of Mr. Sauffrignou enabled

us to follow all the details from the making
of the threads to the final finish on the

cloth. There are three power looms and
two hand looms besides the machines for

reeling, cleaning or removing irregularities,

doubling and making the warps and fillings.

Four or five single threads of the silk are

used to make one thread according to the

size required for the material to be manu-
factured; they are then twisted or doubled,

and afterwards reeled into skeins again

when they are dyed any color that may be

desired, after which they are ready for man-
ufacture. If sewing silk is required it is re-

wound on to spools, but for weaving it is

wound to make warps and webs. The
cleaning machine is a wonderful piece of

mechanism. The silk thread passes through

two blades, and any obstacle or irregularity

in the thread causes the blade to pitch over,

and, the machine being automatic, any fur-

ther winding on that spool is stopped until

tho irregularity has been removed. The
doubling machine is also automatic; five, ten

or fifteen threads are drawn from as many
spools to make one thread for filling, and

should one single thread break, the machine

stops, so that any irregularities are pre-

vented. To make the first stage of the cloth,

300 threads are drawn from as many reels,

passed through 300 holes on a board, and

then drawn on to the drum. This makes

one thread of the cloth so that the quantity

of silk necessary to make one piece of silk

can scarcely be imagined. The machinery

was purchased at I'atterson, New Jersey,

and at Stonnington, Connecticut, costing

$15,000, and has been in use for two years.

GENEEAL FACTS.

The average output from the factory,

since it commenced working two years ago,

has been 30 yards of silk a day. The own-

ers, having the only factory in California

for making silk dress goods, have preferred

to get their reputation by quality rather

than by quantity. That they have suc-

ceeded is evident, from the fact that their

orders are far in excess of their possible out-

put, the satisfaction of the retailers and the

wearers of their goods and the highest

favorable opinions that have been expressed

at the New Orleans Exposition concerning

the appearance and quality of their manufac-

tures. A sample of the black silk made at

the Pacific Silk Factory was recently sent

to Miss Nellie Lincoln Kossiter, the prac-

tical silk culturist of New Lisbon, Burling-

ton County, New Jersey, and she gave her

opinion that it was beautiful in appearance

and excellent in strength, texture and dura-

bility. It is hardly credible what an amount

of skill and labor is necessary to produce

even a single yard of silk after the worm

has done its work, and the silk has been

reeled from the cocoons. Messrs. Sauffrig-

non and Van de Casteele deserve every

credit for the establishment of their silk

factory at San Jose, aud introducing another

profitable industry iuto California, and the

Mebchant trusts that their efforts may meet

with continued and increased success.

There is no longer any reason why Califor-

nia should permit Patterson, New Jersey,

to claim all the credit of silk manufacture

in the United States.

The Mulberry Tree.

The increasing attention paid to silk

culture on this Coast prompts a suggestion

as to their value to this branch of industry.

Trees three and four years old will yield to

the acre 50,000 pounds of leaves, enough

to feed 1,000,000 silk worms. Each female

produces an average of three hundred eggs.

The lowest calculation, one in ten, gives

100,000 females yielding 20,000,000 eggs,

weighing 40,000 eggs to the ounce, 500

ounces. Eggs sell at from $1.50 to $2 an

ounce. The lowest possible yield of eggs

per acre is between $900 and $1,000. If,

however, the cocoons are reeled off, the

profits, after deducting all accidents and

expenses, are safely calculated at $2,000.

These figures apply to California and the

Southern States.

—

Resources of California,

MH. Ill S-IANN N APOLOGY.

Mr. F. Pohndorff and Mr. C. A. Wet-

more have accepted an invitation to address

the members of the Cloverdale Viticultural

Association at an early date.

Editor San Francisco Merchant :—In

your last issue you made some comments on
" A few suggestions and criticisms,'' which

as far as they express only a difference of

opinion, I pass by, as of course I am will-

ing to accede the same right to others which

I claim myself, viz., "freedom of the indi-

vidual in thought and speech.'' But when
you accuse me of " an unjustifiable and un-

called for sneer at the French," I beg leave

to say that I am not given to sneering, and

that no impartial reader could or would find

a "sneer" in my expressions; nor was there

one intended, as I speak in high terms of

the French element in the same paper. I

only assert the plain fact, apparent to every

one, that a day given to each nationality at

a district or general convention, would leave

no time for discussions in the English lan-

guage, and doubt the practicability and

wisdom of such a course in an American

State, although foreign born myself. As it

has been decided on by " the powers that

be," that such a course shall be tried, we
can afford to wait and see how it works

practically. For my own part, I am ready

to concede to every nationality its due credit

in the common cause of viticulture. It is

especially for the sake of harmony, and to

avoid all jealousies occurring therefrom, that

I think it would be best to adhere to the

English vernacular, as the common lan-

guage of the country, in all our tliscussions.

George Husmann,

Talcoa Vineyard, Napa, April 29, 1885.

We publish Mr. Husmann' s apology with

pleasure, and, as regards the "sneer'' quote

his former words : "Would the French,

with all the politeness which is said to

characterize the 'Grand Nation,' as they call

themselves, accord Americans the same
privilege under the same circumstances? I

venture to say, no !" We still think that

the experiment of a day's discussion in some
foreign language is worthy of trial. If it is

not successful it need not be repeated, and
" the powers that be" will probably not at-

tempt any repetition. We notice that many
of our country exchanges strongly condemn
Mr. Husmann 's action, as also do his own
countrymen.

—

[Editor S. F. Merchant.]

We select, from a number of our ex-

changes, the two following opinions ex-

pressed by papers published in Napa county,

where Mr. Husmanu lives, in orde>r to show
the general sentiment with regard to his

ideas.

Discussions iu French.

Mr. Husman, of this county, has caused
quite a ripple among the vinegrowers of

this State by publishing an article in the
San Francisco Merchant in opposition to

the plan proposed of having a discussion on
vine matters in the French language at the

next meeting of the State Society. As there

are a very large number of French gentle-

men engaged in cultivation of the grape
in California, and as those gentlemen are
without doubt the best informed wine grow-
ers and makers that we have, having been
raiseel in the home of tho vine, it is very
evident that a discussion iu the French lan-

guage would be of great benefit to all.

Many of these gentlemen are not able to

make themselves understooel iu the Eng-
lish language, but their remarks could be
taken and translated into English and thus
a vast amount of benefit and knowledge
could be derived. Mr. Husmann has made
a big mistake in pnblishiug his article slur-

ring the French nation, and is being quite

severely censured for it by many editors

and newspaper contributors, prominent
among them being several Germans. The
aforesaid article was ill timed, to say the

least.

—

Napa Reporter.
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Help One Another.

We had the opportunity of hearing several
German-American citizens, grape-growers,
express their opinion on the remarks made
over Mr. Husmann's signature iu an article

in the last S. F. Merchant—" A few sug-
gestions and criticisms.'' The Professor
disagrees with Mr. Wetmore's intention of

convoking a grape-growers meetiug for dis-

cussion in the French language. There
will be few grape-growers, foreigners or na-
tive Americans, who will not blame Mr.
Husmann for his narrow-mindedness. Why
should the numerous French element among
California viticulturists not have the oppor-
tunity of expressing their valuable experi-

ences in the language which is more familiar
to them than English ? Mr. Husmann as
well as all others, has to learn yet a great
deal and any authorized remark on the part
of our French brother grape-growers will

be an addition or confirmation to our expe-
riences gained. New ideas may be ex-

pressed by them, which will give rise to

thought. At the same time it will -be the
opportunity for the French speaking vint-

ners to hear from persons with whom they
do not habitually come in contact, some
things that may be new to them or confirm
their own experience. In short, if all are
Americans, tolerance in this great nation is

a valued virtue and all reflective Germans
who look upon their French co-freres as be-
longing to their own newly adopted nation-

ality, as their brothers, indeed are free

from narrow envy or jealousy with which
Mr. Husmann, with all his professions of
Americanism, seems yet embued. Every
German grape-grower in his inn; rmost heart
will disavow Mr. Husmann's ideas, but rec-
ognize that California viticulture has
profited enormously from the experiences
of the greatest grape-growing nation—the
French. Whoever can express his views in
the beautiful French language, will not fail

to show his sympathy and love for the in-
dustry in common with the French by his
participation iu the meeting contemplated.—St. Helena Star.

The Same Trouble.

Most of the wine farmers in Constantia

are selling the grapes in preference to mak-

ing wine, as their cellars are still full with

last year's vintage, and several have com-

menced sending grapes to the Kimberley

market. Mr. S. P. Lategan has taken ad-

vantage of Messrs. Stuttaford & Co. 's liberal

offer of cork dust for packing grapes, and

has sent 50 cases, each containing about 30

pounds of grapes, carefully packed and se-

lected, to Kimberley. The vineyards are

splendidly kept, and the consequence is

that the grapes are fully developed, evenly

ripe, and free from defects

—

Wynberg

Times and South African Agriculturist.

CLARIFYING- & PRESERVING WINES.
The undersigned having been appointed Sole Agents on the Pacific Coast by Messrs. A. BOAKE & CO.,

Stratford, Em?., for their renowned

LICtUID ALBUMENS,
Besr to call the attention of Wine Growers and VVine Merchants to the following articles, the superior merit

f which has been confirmed by Siher Medals, the highest awards given at the International Exhibitions of

aris 1878, Bordeaux 1882, and Amsterdam 1883; viz:

LIQUID ALBUMEN FOR RED WINES,
CLARET, BURGUNDY and PORT.

LIQUID ALBUMEN FOR WHITE WINES,
HOCK, SAUTERNES, SHERRY and MADEIRA, also foe DISTILLED

LIQUORS ; BRANDY, WHISKY, GIN, Etc., Etc.

WINE PRESERVER,
FOR PRESERVING THE BRILLIANCY OF THE WINES.

WINE CORRECTOR,
FOR CORRECTING THE ROUGHNESS OF YOUNG WINES.WINE RESTORER,

FOR RESTORING BADLY MADE OR BADLY TREATED, HARSH
AND TART WINES.

A trial according to directions will pro; e the superior quality of these finings. For sale in quantities to suit b yGHAUXjSIS MEIKTBOK.B cto OO.,
Sole Agents. S14 SACRAMENTO ST., S. F.

IMITATED BY MANY
,

EQUALLED BY NONE!

THE RECOGNIZED STANDARD OF EXCEL-

LENCE IN THE SEWING MACHINE TRADE.

Send lor Price List to

J. W. EVANS, General Aoent,

29 POST ST.,S. F-

BOOK, NEWS and

COVER PAPERS,

FLAT PAPERS,

BILL HEADS,

CARD STOCK,

ENVELOPES,

CARPET LINING,

BINDERS' BOARDS.

TgQNjIIIIIIIJl

^jfeftMBJJgg

MANILA,

HARDWARE AND

STRAW,

WRAPPING,

PAPER BAGS,

STRAW BOARDS,

TWINES, ETo.

OUR NATIVE WINE SHIPMENTS BY SEA.
PER P. M. S. S. CO.'S STR. GRANADA, MAY 1, 1885.
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THE VINTAGE OF 1884.

Notes on Wines lA.iiiiiii.il at the I ni-

verslty Cellar on February 9th. 1885.

[WRITTEN FOR THE S. F. MERCHANT.]

Mondeuse.—Color kept— deep ruby

—

taste clean, mild, light, good development;

middling resistance to air influence.

Cinsaut.—With proper treatment devel-

oping itself and keeping color. Eesists air

influence, and building itself up readily in

not quite filled cask.

Beclan. — Intensity of color preserved.

Development slow. Blend of Beclan and

Petit Bouschet cleared rapidly, bouquet

pronounced, seems to be handled quite

easily for development.

Petite Syrah.— Advanced development

effected by several rackings; color deep,

bright; taste clean; seems to have to be

cared for with attention to all requirements

for nursing.

Petit Bouschet.—Color deep ruby, de-

velops well, but should be carefully at-

tended to in the cellar.

Lenoir.—Kept its dense color well; taste

excessively astringent, but of poor expres-

sion as to frnityness ; seems to require

blending or to be employed for additioning

to other grape juices.

Meunier.—Color and quality impaired.

Being from the end of fermentation of

somewhat faulty nature, this instance would

not be guiding.

Merlot.—Color enfeebled, tardy in de-

velopment, taste characteristic; seems hardy

under adverse circumstances.

Verdot.—Color not deep, taste very good,

susceptible suffering if not properly cared

for.

Cabernet franc and Petite Syrah blend,

delicate in construction, having suffered

from air influences.

Cabernet franc preserved its color and

developed well ; taste frank.

Cabernet franc, Zinfandel and Gross-

blauer blend, color somewhat faded, sound,

and appears resistant to a degree to air

influences, for part of what exists has suf-

fered, while other of the same wine in other

vessels has not.

Cabernet Sauvignon kept color and show-

ed in all instances the good keeping quali-

ties in its first youth.

Aramon has splendidly developed and

intensified its not deep color, is a hardy

wine easy to handle in the cellar, as it is

completely unaffected by air influences in

thin kegs.

Mourastel has very rapidly advanced in

its development. Taste full, rich, color

deep. Valuable variety.

Clairette rouge was of mouldy grapes.

Color deep ruby, taste mild and soft, well

advanced in its building itself up.

The Oporto varieties, Mourisco preto,

Tinta Cao, Amarella and Moreto, are very

hardy and favored by the action of air on

them for development.

Clairette blanche both in good and in

poor preservation in different vessels, de-

veloping quickly under favorable care.

Taste decidedly of quality and justifying

the good expectations from this variety.

Koussanne requires attention, as in thin

staves air access and undue evaporation

have acted unfavorably upon some in-

stances, while in bottles kept full it devel-

oped very well.

Marsanne is of good development in

bottles while in kegs of thin wood the qual.

ity is impaired. Will thus require great

care.

Semillon and Sauvignon blanc blend,

very well developed, a hardy wine.

Muscadelle du Bordelais of compaot

bunches, a safe wine and well developed.

Same variety of loose bunches also in

good preservation.

Sauvignon blanc well developed and im-

proving its delicious quality; requires care.

Semillon and Sauvignon blanc and Mus-

cadelle blend builtup very well, unimpaired

by being kept in kegs of thin staves.

Another keg of the same blend however has

been destroyed by that defect of the keg.

Verdelho.—Well developed; is of a nature

to withstand air influences.

Pecoui Touar.—Backward in its growth

in one keg, while in another keg it advanced

nicely. This is a truly good variety and

the wine is hardy and easy to keep.

Malmsey of Madeira.—Kaised thus far

with ullage, has developed quite rapidly,

influenced well by air access and because

of repeated early rackings off its precipi-

tates.

Ugni blanc in half full bottles kept well

and advanced in growth; flavor fruity, taste

mild, light.

Beba in bottles loosely corked, white,

clear; aroma not strong, taste clean.

Beba in hermetically closed bottles pos-

sesses and shows great finesse of flavor and

its taste is excellent.

Beba and Peruno blend, well developed,

clear, somewhat coarse in taste. Other

Beba samples in bottles both loosely and

tightly corked advanced well in develop-

ment—one tightly corked bottle held the

wine spoiled.

Pedro Zimenez in loosely corked bottles,

not full, well developed, also in keg, of ex-

cellent taste and well grown. In one keg

the same wine having been kept full, had

suffered somewhat. Nursing the wine with

ullage would have prevented this, had the

grapes been of more advanced maturity,

and therefore the wine become richer in

alcohol.

Mantuo de Pilas was faulty from the

beginning, but had not deteriorated since,

but become more firm

.

Palomino in vials not full and loosely

stoppered since November 14th was found

greatly advanced—other bottles half full

similar and of characteristic taste and per-

fume. In bottles hermetically closed de-

velopment appears retarded.

Palomino in keg with same ullag3, fine

'development, clean flavor, color white.

Under the influence of oxygen in bottles

color yellowish. The wine of this variety

entitles to the highest expectations.

Palomino and Boal blend in full bottles

clean taste and good flavor, but the latter

not of the intensity it had some months

ago. Development in arrear. The wine is

promising well.

Boal, Peruno and Palomino blend, stout,

coarse, solid, moderate development.

Boal in some vials, not filled, this wine

suffered and oxydation seems to have acted

on the etherous flavor disadvantageous^,

inasmuch as the extremely expressive bou-

quet, present two months ago, has dimin-

ished. In full bottles the wine is backward,

but in good preservation.

The grapes were of low saccharine de-

gree and alcoholic strength of the wine also

low. It was not deemed advisable at the

time to raise its alcohol by fortifying it for

fear of injuring its early appearing ethers.

This subject requires study in the future.

A greater maturity of the grapes will be

requisite. We can count upon a most valu-

able grape in the Boal for Sherry purposes.

The dilemma of rightly lodging small

quantities of wines was thus far hard to

overcome. No quantity less than filling

a half barrel should in future be made and

these vessels have regular sized staves.

The condition of even temperature which

Professor Hilgard was applying and con-

tinues to apply in the roams where the

wines are stored at Berkeley has saved

most of the more delicate wines kept in

small kegs, from absolute ruin.

I only could spare one day for the ex-

amination of the wines, but the principal

ones I did examine and these are embraced
in the above list. F. Pohndorff.

February 15, 1885.

A BOOK WORTH READINO

[WRITTEN FOE THE S. F. MERCHANT.]

In America is Dr. Robert Druitt's little

work on cheap wines and their use in diet

and medicine. This treatise which, in 1863

and 1864, appeared as a series of articles in

the British Medical Times and Gazelle, was
published in a collected form in 1865.

Several editions followed. The ideas ex-

pressed by the Doctor, have initiated in

England 20 years ago the movement of pay-

ing attention to pure, unfortified wines, the

importation and consumption of which is an
annually growing one to the neglect com-

paratively of ardent liquors. Dr. Druitt is

not the founder of a school of partisans for

light wines. He is one of the many intelli-

gent medical men who discern between

light wines and the heavier beverages in

England. That partisanship embraces whole

nations. A hundred millions of individuals

form this school practically. Dr. Druitt ex-

presses facts scientifically and intelligibly.

His words were understood and heeded.

This is his great merit.

In his Preface he says, in 1872 : "Of
the wines in America I know nothing, but

witness with delight the effort to make them

take the place of the firebrand whisky, and

so to deliver that great and energetic people

from the incubus of intemperance.''

A man who thus expresses himself, who
is known to be an eminent medical man,

competent to discuss the subject " wine '

'

better than the thousands of the faculty,

who, in America, have not investigated nor

know it so well as Dr. Druitt, cannot be sus-

pected, but must be heeded as an authority

He is an acknowledged benefactor in his

own nation. His persuasions, which are es-

tablished facts, confirmed by the experience

now of thousands of men of science and

hundreds of thousands of educated persons

in England, should be weighed in America.

They should be studied by those well mean-

ing people, who, from the desire to do their

best to carry temperance in the ranks of the

many victims of alcohol, but with one-sided

opinions about wine versus distilled drinks,

advise the total banishment also of the

former.

The movement now on foot in several

States to instruct children in the public

schools on the evil effects of the use of al-

cohol and of tobacco, surely a laudable

movement, every one ought to second. But

we insist upon the necessity, that those

called to instruct be first well versed on the

subject. Every teacher should instruct him-

self in the nature of the different beverages,

and acquaint himself Jwith the; opinions,

facts and doctrines entertained and ex-

perienced for ages in other civilized nations.

Dr. Druitt is only one of now quite a

number of medical men in England who
have argued the pro and con of light wines.

There exists a literature on the matter,

which, after all has to acknowledge that the

decrease of drunkenness in England, has

for its principal cause the increase of the

consumption of natural light wines. Sub-

stituting milk, water, coffee or tea for wine,

the humanitarian will argue, the progressof

sobriety would be still more furthered. The
counter-reply to this should be gathered

from the writings of men who know the sub-

ject well. Let it be your object to study the

reasons why Dr. Druitt affirms " that wine

is a tone food. When the test-tube and the

balance can detect the difference between a

happy and an unhappy man, then

clumistry may explain the effects of wine,

but not till then.'' A man who knows a

great deal of wine and whose honesty and so-

briety are known, wrote that assertion.

Beady as a hundred contradictions may be

against that sentence, none will prevail. A
million of facts in lands where fermented

drinks are considered superfluous, but wine

as legitimate and beneficial a family drink

as milk, will assert that the prohibitionists

must needs look farther to find the truth

about wine, this best ally of the friend of

temperance. F. Pdff.

EFFECTS OF THE FROST.

Editor Merchant :—I notice your last

issue April 24th, under the head of

Effects of the Frost, credits San Joaquin
valley as having felt the effects of Jack
Frost very severely. I do not know who
your informant was, but he certainly must
have slept cold and was dreaming. The
only cold night we have had to come any-

where near rousing us out for smoking
was on Thursday last week, April 14th. At
2 a. m. of that night our self-registering

thermometers reached 38 degrees under a

strong north wind. From that hour the

wind quieted down somewhat and the air

became gradually warmer towards morning.

At sunrise the thormometers registered 42

degrees which figure it again reached Sun-

day night April 18th. I heard there never

has been a case of danger by frost in this

section and from the nature of the country,

I should judge that such dangers never

need be feared in a large open country like

this where gentle night winds prevail and
where the days are quite war m in March
and April.

Our rain gauge to date measured 7.75 in-

ches at Barton vineyard for this season,

sufficient to put our ground in perfect con-

dition without irrigation, in fact this vine-

yard has required no artificial watering for

the past three years, and nothing of the

kind will ever be necessary again as long

as the present level of moisture can be

maintained with our annual rainfall of say

8 to 10 inches. This does not mean that ir-

rigation is not necessary in this country,

but it does mean that vines and trees are

better off without it, after the first two

years. Experience teaches many things,

and we find that nothing can be success-

fully started without great risk the first two

years without artificial watt ring. We find

also that lots of trees and vines and con-

stant cultivation is changing the climate

from an extremely dry furnace-like air in

June, July and August to a more moist at-

mosphere and with such a change we shall

have mora natural moisture. Barton vine-

yard to-day,looking from an elevated point,

presents a perfect picture of beauty not of-

ten seen any where, and I consider our

season thus far has been about perfect.

Peter Magetti,

Foreman Barton Vineyard.

April 24, 1885.
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FERMENTATION.

Remarks of Oeorjre llusmann at tlie

I'll i i-il Annual Viticultural
Convention.

- Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen. It

can hardly be expected after listening to so

many eloquent speakers as we have had the

privilege of doing and somewhat at the tail

end of the discussion that I should tell you
a great deal that is new or striking about
fermentation or other subjects connected

with wine making. However, we all have
our theories, we follow certain practices, we
have our own opinions, and as mine are

based on a somewhat long experience, in-

cluding a period of 35 years, I will give

them for what they are worth, submitting

to your kind consideration and your judg-

ment. There were several ideas thrown out

by the speakers yesterday from which I must
differ. Mr. Wetmore was taking one side

of the question and Professor Hilgard the

other. While listening to them with the

greatest attention, and appropriating all that

I thought I could use for my practice I

came to the conclusion that I would steer

about a middle course between the two, or

rather I have been steering that for some
time. Prolessor Hilgard advocates the es-

tablishment of large wineries. Mr. Wet-
more advocates the practice of every wine

grower making his own wine. Now there

are certain great advantages connected with

large wineries. We know that they can

handle the product on a cheaper scale. We
know that they have greater facilities by
using machinery, large rooms for fermenting

and at comparatively little cost tha't a small

quantity would be. They can necessarily

work much cheaper, while the large amount
of produce they handle gives them also

the facility for making a uniform product.

On the other hand a small wine maker must
work under great disadvantages, I must say,

however, that my sympathies are with the

latter class, because I have had to work in

that manner from the pick and shovel up.

BuJ it is not always in the way that our

sympathies lead that we ought to travel,

but in that way which is the most practical

and which leads to the best general results.

We all know that the small wine maker
has to provide for his small crop, after work-

ing three or four years to establish his vine-

yard to produce a crop. Then for him to

go to work and set up buildings, however
cheap and light they may be, to purchase

the necessary casks, apparatus and all that

pertains to wine making, on however rude

a scale, will be a considerable expense and
take all the ready means he can realize from
the first or second crop he can get from his

vineyard. Therefore, my advice to the small

vine grower would be, while I would like to

see wine making general and generally

understood, to dispose of his crops for a year

or two at least to the neighboring wineries

until they can get capital enough for easy

means to furnish casks and all apparatus of

wine making. If they do it before that time,

and go into all these expenses before they

are fully able to meet them, they will always
feel encumbered and never be able to work
ahead satisfactorily. Mr. Wetmore justly

remarks that anyone ought to know enough
of the science of wine *making to be
able to make his own wine. I acknowl-

edge the justice of that remark but naturally

.we find that a great many of our vineyard-

ists, who commenced with small means,
and who are laborers, have not the neces-

sary intelligence nor the necessary appli-

ances. They work hard all day, sometimes
all night as I know from bitter experience,

and they hardly have time enough to read
up and carry into practice, and before they
can advance so far as to do all this they
must suffer a long and tedious privation.

In fact we have a great many among us,

and I think I may so say without seriously

depreciating the wine-makers, who have
not the first idea of true fermentation.
They make wine and it may happen that

they make fair wine and even good wine,

but it is certainly not their fault. They do
not even know the first principle of fermen-
tation and if they succeed it is more their

good luck or their outward fortunate cir-

cumstanci s, than really their knowledge of

the business. All this we should take into

consideration before wo advise our vine-

growers to make their own wines. When
the time comes that vine-growers are all

gatting wealthy, as I hope it will, then is

the time to go into building wineries.

Until that time I should advise that they
steer the middle course. Get together in
some neighborhood, wine-men, so far as

they can be gotten together, all having the
same purpose. Select the choicest varieties

of grapes, plant your vineyard and as soon
as you feel able, or if one of you have more
means and has the necessary knowledge let

him establish a winery and let his neigh-
bors sell their products to him, always re-

serving of course to themselves the privi-

lege of running their own concerns when
they shall get ready.

I will now come to fermentation itself.

In the views advanced yesterday I could
find a great deal that I could heartily

recommend and a great deal that I would
not, or rather not adopt at least for my own
purpose. I hope though that you will

take these remarks for what they are worth.
I have got too old to believe that I know
everything or know even a great deal. The
older 1 get the more 1 find out how little

I do know and I find out little by little and
by advancing step by step, and I hope you
will not put undue weight on any of my
remarks, but simply take them as the

views of one who has rather worked his

theory out of his practice than at first made
a high spun theory and practiced on it

afterwards.

My theory has been built up step by step

from practical results. I have handled
perhaps fifty or sixty American varieties in

wine-making and I made say 15 or 20 of

the Vinifera varieties and I have drawn
my own conclusions. As to fermentation
itself I think it is a very simple thing and
I have never found it wanting in any of the

grapes that I have handled, if the necessary
degree of warmth and other circumstances
were favorable. The germs of which Mr.
Wetmore was speaking last night I consider

present in all grapes that we have to handle,

at least I have never found them wanting,
and if the temperature was kept pretty

even I have found no difficulty in fermen-
tation. I think, without exaggeration, that

I have never had any milk-sour wine or

wine that refused to go through. Mr.
Wetmore tells you that everything depends
on the germs that you put in the must.

Mr. Wetmore.—Not what I put in but
what are in there, and if they are not
there, I say put them in.

Professor Husmann.— I stand corrected.

I think, however, to develop these germs
properly, to put them into active life, cer-

tain conditions of warmth and moisture

even are necessary, and if they fluctuate

too much you will have an imperfect fer-

mentation. Now in the fermentatiuu of

red wine I generally get my red wines
through all the violent fermentation in from
four to five days, not as Mr. Portal has
told you in 24 hours. My criterion for

drawing them off is when all the sweetness

in the must has disappeared and when only

the bitterness of the vinous fermentation

remains with which we are all familiar. I

also must steer a middle course . in the

handling of the wines in the tanks. Tanks
with perforated bottoms have been advo-
cated here, others have advocated aeration.

I have come to the conclusion, after trying

them all, that aeration by frequently stirring

the must, while it is fermenting, is a most
powerful and even factor in promoting
fermentation. When I have my grapes,

in the fermenting vat I have them
stirred about three times a day
thoroughly stirred and mixed, and some-
times if I find that the temperature in

the lower part of the vat will not rise quick

enough I draw offsome of the juice and pot

it on top so as to make the temperature

throughout as even as I possibly can. It

is a fact which you all know that the action

of the air on the top of the fermenting vat

warms the upper part of the must quicker

than it does the lower part. I would also

advise rather shallow than deep fermenting

vats, because I can stir them better. A
great many have objected to wide vats

as they say they evaporate too much.
I do not see that as long as active fermen-

tation is going on there is any danger of

the wine becoming flat, or indifferent from
the action of the outer atmosphere, for as*

long as carbonic acid gas escapes in suffi-

cient volume to exclude the outer air there

can be no bad effects upon it because the

air has no access to it. I utterly discard

the perforated bottoms to which mention
has been made. I object to putting the

whole mass, so to say, imprisoned, and

leaving it in the same condition, and allow-

ing the whole mass to work out its own sal-

vation. I think that the fermentation on
top becomes violent and is slow below.
And besides I have seen the practice is gen-
erally followed in this city of allowing red

wines to remain, sometimes for two weeks,

in the fermenting vat until they had become
perfectly quiet, until even a scum of mould
is found on them the thickness of a finger.

I do not see how any rational man can treat

his wine in such a manner. I cannot see

the advantage of it in any way. It can only

serve to make the wine flat, inert and un-
desirable, for certainly as soon as violent

fermentation is over and outer air has free

access, every hour you leave that wine in

the fermenting vat tends to deterioration.

My practice therefore has been to stir the

must thoroughly three times a day, mixing
it thoroughly from top to bottom and I

have never found any difficulty in getting

through my red wine in the time I have
mentioned.
The matter of closed casks was brought

up last night and I may say that I have
tried that also and with very beneficial re-

sults. I believe that if you have a wine
that has not too much tannin and astrin

gency natarally, and you desire more tan-

nin and color, it is very beneficial to leave

that wine on the husks, but in that case I

would put on a tight top with a bung hole

to allow the carbonic acid gas to escape as

long as there is any developed and then

close it up tight. In that condition you
can safely leave it three or four mouths if

necessary, and under certain conditions

that may be beneficial. But that is very

different from leaving the whole surface ex-

posed, which must necessarily kill and
deaden the wine. I think I have tasted a

good many samples here that I would
class as being fermented to death or rather

left too long in the fermenting vat, and that

process has taken all the life and all the

spirit out of it. You taste in such wines

nothing but a certain amount of tannin and

a certain amount of acids and water, but

there is certainly nothing of the refreshing

taste or sprightliness about them that good

wine should possess. With white wines, I

leave them 24 hours on the pomace until

fermentation has actively set in, and im-

pated some of the natural bouquet and

flavor of the grape through the whole mass,

then I draw them off and press them, then

fill them into the casks and let them fin-

ish their fermentation there. It would

hardly be prudent for me, when there are

so many of the knowing ones here, to dis-

cuss which are the best varieties that we
should have for our wines. I do not sup-

pose that this is included in the discussion

we now have, but I cannot close without

concurring heartily in the sentiments ex-

pressen by Professor Hilgard yesterday,

that while we do not know fully what to

plant, it is very lucky for us that all of us

can plant American vines which will give us

a couple of years longer to determine what

we ought to graft on them. I think you

will find that will be our only salvation in

this State, the American vine. And if we
plant it to-day and wait for further devel-

opments, and make our choice carefully

we shall certainly not lose any time.

GRAPE GROWERS

AND

WINE MAKERS.

HILLS BROS.,
DEALERS IN FINE COFFEES,

400 S A > SO M i: ST,

424 and 426 SACRAMENTO ST.

The Best Spring: Medicine anil Beau-
tiller of the Complexion In use. Cures
Roils, Pimples, Blotches, NeHralsria,
Scrofula, Clout, Rheumatic anil Mercu-
rial l'ains, anil all Diseases arising-
from a disordered state of the Blood or
Ijiver.

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

J. R. CATES & CO., Proprietors,

417 Sansomc St., San Francisco, Cal.
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RECOUN] i io\.

Our friends in the Fresno Viticultural

and Horticultural Association recognize the

value of a journal like the Merchant
guarding and advancing their interests, and
give effect to their good wishes in a very

practical way, as will be seen by the follow-

ing resolution:

Official.

Fresno, Cal., April 5, 1884.

Proprietor S. F. Merchant. — Dear Sir: Below

is a copy of the minutes of the last meeting of the

Fresno Viticultural and Horticultural Society that is

of interest to yourself.

Resolved—That this Association recognize the San

Francisco Merchant as one of the best organs of the

Viticultural and Horticultural interest in the State,

an exponent of their views and aDle advocate of

their interests, and, moreover as a paper which has

taken more than ordinary interest in the prosperity

of Fresno county. We agree to give the publisher

our liberal support while that journal pursues the

course for which it has hitherto been distinguished.

Moreover, we suggest that manufacturers and deal-

ers in agricultural implements and other merchandise

who wish to call our attention to their goods, aid us

and other Viticulturista in maintaining the San Fran-

cisco Merchant on a sound footing, by giving it a

large share of their advertising patronage.

Be it further resolved that the Fresno Viticultural

and Horticultural Society tender its thanks to the

San Francisco Merchant for past favors.

O. F. RIGGS, Secretary.

CALIFORNIA WINES EOR OVATE-
MALA

Another good field for the sale of Cali-

fornia -wines still remains unworked in

Guatemala. A leading business man from

there has been recently inquiring why no

attempt has bean made to open up and

push the market. This gentleman is a

large grower of sugar and coffee which he

ships to' San Francisco and in return for

his produce he desires to obtain light clarets

or California -wines generally. He states

that the demand for such high class goods

would be considerable and expressed his

surprise that no real attempt had been

made to introduce them. Individual wine-

makers would probably not make the at-

tempt, but, under a system of co-operation,

such as has been advocated by the Mer-

chant, there would be little or no difficulty

to overcome. We have certainly two un-

explored territories close at hand, viz : Guate

mala and Honolulu, and, with the present

large stocks on their hands, wine-makers

should avail themselves of every possible

opportunity for the disposal of their goods.

Hon. Samuel Parker, the Hawaiian Com-

missioner to the New Orleans Exposition,

says that the Louisiana planters were sur-

prised at the superior quality of the Ha-

waiian sugar exhibited.

HAWAIIAN TRADE.

Increase in Onr wine :in<l I 'mil Ship-

ments.

The growing importance of our trade with

the Hawaiian Islands becomes more appar-

ent the more the subject is carefully con-

sidered and examined. The report of the

Bureau of Statistics for the quarter ending

December 31, 1884, goes exhaustively into

statistics relating to the commercial rela-

tions between the United States and the

Hawaiian Kingdom from 1871 to the end of

last year, and also publishes the annual

statements for 1884 of the Hawaiian Col-

lector-General of Customs.

In 1871 our total import and export mer-

chandise trade with the Islands was $2,-

001,859. In 1876, before the passage of

the Reciprocity Treaty, it amounted to $2,-

146,343, showing an increase in the five

years of only $144,484. Since then it has

gradually and steadily increased until, last

year, the aggregate trade was $11,449,318

—

more than five times as .large as it was in

1876. The total imports and exports of

gold and silver bullion have increased from

$45,506 in 1876> $1,119,566 in 1884.

As many readers of the Merchant are

interested in the California wine trade we
have summarized the shipments of Cali-

fornia wines to the Islands since 1871.

Thus:

CALIFORNIA WINES EXPORTED TO THE

HAWAIIAN KINGDOM.
Year. Gallons. Value.

1871 1,060 81,061

1872 1,247 1,777

1873 1,636 2,633
1874 1,054 1,354

1875 651 1,078

1876 738 1,016
1877 2,028 2,091

1878 1,013 572
1879 1,681 1,519
1880 2,302 1,708
1881 3,923 4,526
1882 1,250 1,312

1883 2,725 • 3,190
1884 5,160 6,734

These figures are interesting and show

that while our California wine shipments

had decreased to 738 gallons of the value

of $1016 in the year 1876, before the Reci-

procity Treaty was ratified, that they have

since increased, within a period of eight

years, to an export trade of 5160 gallons of

the value of $6,734—an increase of 4,422

gallons or over six hundred per cent in

quantity, and of $5718 or over five hund-

red per cent in value.

Further interesting figures can be ob-

tained from the statistics of the fruit ship-

ments. Thus :

CALIFORNIA FRUITS EXPORTED TO THE

HAWAIIAN KINOODM.

1871 U1.084
1872 9,449

1873 5,365

1874 14,813

1875 9,826

1876 10,259

1877 15,271

1878 14,566

1879 - 26,497

1880 25,004

1881 35,175

1882 37,822

1883 55,188

1884 50,594

These figures are even more striking and

conclusive of the value of the Treaty to oar

agricultural industries. In the six years'

fruit export trade, prior, to the ratification

of the Treaty, there had been a decrease of

rather more than a thousand dollars in the

value of the fruits exported. Since that

time the export value of the fruit trade has

increased from $10,259 in 1876, to $50,594

in 1884—an increase of over $40,000. The
population of the Islands has been steadily

increasing for the past six years, mainly

through the large arrivals of foreigners

who are wine and fruit consumers. It is

evident then that a continued extension of

the trade in these, our staple productions,

can be anticipated with the Islands, and it

could be further increased by direct ship-

ments made on the part of fruit growers

and wine makers, without the intervention

of middle-men who absorb so largo a por-

tion of the profits and proportionately in-

crease the price to the consumer. The
country press should see that it is to the

interest of the classes they represent to en-

deavor to foster and increase this growing

trade

.

The following table gives the values of

the domestic and foreign exports to the

Islands since 1877, when the Treaty came

into force. They show an increase iu value

of $2,300,000 in 1884, as compared with

1877, in our domestic exports,and a decrease

of over $86,000 in the annual value of

foreign goods exported to the Islands in the

same period, proving the fact of the in-

crease in the exportation of American

goods and the decrease in the exportation

of foreign goods since the Treaty

:

EXPORTS.

Year. Domestic. Foreign. Total.

1877 $1,109,429 3163,520 81,272,949

1878 1,683,446 52,653 1,736,099

1879 2,288,178 86,740 2,374,018

1880 1,985,506 100,664 2,086,170

1881 2,694,583 83,489 2,778,072
1882 3 272,172 78,603 3,350,775
1883 3,683,460 92,605 3,776,065

1884 3,446,024 77,329 3,523,353

The next table that we present gives the

value of the exports from the Pacific and

Atlantic Coasts respectively, from which it

will be seen that the San Francisco trade

with the Islands is almost seven times as

large as that of the Eastern States, while

the combined export trade from the Pacific

Coast is eight times as large as that from

the East. This forms another argument in

favor of the great benefits derived by Cali-

fornia from this Reciprocity Treaty. Thus

:

EXPORTS.

s pacific coast. N

v San Other Atlantic
xeiI '

Francisco. Ports. Coast.

•1876 $ 641,743 874,607 892,907

1877 1,183,556 104,671 172,235
1878 1,378,755 160,743 296,851

1879 2,087,591 198,452 223,855

1880 2,180,182 168,401 197,237

1881 2,324,634 195,791 473,802

1882 2,835,753 206,076 308,946

1883 2,969,915 278,660 527,490

1884 2,779,229 330,468 413,656
•Before the Treaty.

The Hawaiian Treaty came into force, as

before stated, in 1877, and the figures for

1876 are given in order to show the sudden

and great increase in our export trade with

the Islands even in one year. From 1876

o 1884 there was an increase of $2,137,486

in the export trade of San Francisco alone

in this connection; other Pacific ports show

an increase of $255,861 export trade within

the same period and Eastern ports show an

increase of $320,749. These totals give a

net increase in our export trade, within

seven years, of $2,714,096.

Continuing our comparisons in another

direction we give .the following statistics of

.the exports from San Francisco for the

month of April, 1885. These figures show that

the Hawaiian Islands stand third on our

list of consumers. Our exports to Great

Britain of course consist of grain, but, taking

into consideration the comparative popula-

tion of all the countries quoted, it will be

found that the Hawaiian consumption, per

capita, of American goods is far in excess

of that of any other country. Thus:

EXPORTS FOR APRIL, 1885.

To— 1885.

Great Britain $1,604,745

China 492,624

Hawaiian Islands 174,457
Mexico 128,497

Japan 112,617

British Columbia 102,463

Australia and New Zealand 92,171

Russian Possessions 75,299

Central America 55,819

Holland 40,383

A summary of the merchandise exports

from January 1st to April 30th of the pres-

ent year, gives the following exhibit. Thus:

1885, TO APRIL 30.

To— Value.

Great Britain $9,997,302

China : 1,266,346

Hawaiian Islands 714,838

Mexico 500,515

British Columbia 397,276

Australia and New Zealand 389,135

Japan
#
. 258,772

Central America 199,965

France 136,742

Society Islands 129,857

Panama 109,125

Russian Possessions 98,916

We do not consider it necessary to expa-

tiate further upon the figures that we have

published, they speak for themselves. The

readers of the Merchant, especially those

who are interested in fruit growing and

wine making, by comparing the totals of

our export trade before and after the Ratifi-

cation of the Hawaiian Treaty, cannot fail

to see the growth of our trade with the Ha-

waiian Kingdom and its great importance

to California. •

OIK PORT AND HARBOR CHARUES.

The problem regarding the port and har-

bor charges of San Francisco is still un-

solved. It is to remain the cruising ground

of land pirates who place embargoes upon

trade and commerce, under the sanction of

law, and the flagrant abuses in the Harbor

Department, the pilot establishment and

the tug-boat monopoly are to be continued.

The Chronicle endeavored to effect good

work in exposing the movement by the

battalion of political strikers, employed

taking toll on the city front, in raising a

purse to prevent the passage of Lynch's

bill abolishing their offices and freeing

commerce from their exactions. Of course

the " bosses" fought to maintain the exists

ing order of things which enabled them to

control numerous lucrative appointments.

It is hardly likely that the present harbor

employees will imitate the example of their

predecessors and steal the public money.

The pilotage question, as explained in pre-

vious issues of the Merchant, is worth

$45,000 a year to the old tug-boat monopoly

to prevent the passage of any law abolish-

ing the iniquitous compact between itself

and the pilots, and compelling the latter to

fairly earn their fees which they do not

even pretend to do at present. This .is a

glaring abuse and the trade of the port is

being ruined by the exorbitant imposts

levied, under various devices, by the tug-

boat monopoly.

The Alameda County Reporter says that

Mr. Gallegos has just received a consign-

ment of choice grape cuttings direct from

Bordeaux, France. They are the Tannat

variety and came via Panama, and were en-

closed in large boxes lined with tin, and

hermetically sealed.
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CALIFORNIA WINE SHIPMENTS.

The Meechant gives to-day, the ship-

ments of California wines by sea, for the

month of April, 1885. The total aggre-

gates 91,229 gallons, valued at $50,392.

The average monthly shipments by sea for

the year 1884 were 97,948 gallons, conse-

quently last month shows a decrease of 6,-

719 gallons as compared with the average

monthly shipments of 1884. Our April

exports of California wineB, compared with

previous months of this year, are less than

those of January and February, but greater

than those of March, when only one Pana-

ma steamer left this port. Further com-

parisons show that there has been a marked

increase in the shipments by sea from San

Francisco by other routes than the Panama
steamers, the average of which for Jan-

uary, February and March, was 4,571 gal-

lons, while April shipments aggregate 6,-

177 gallons. This is a fair indication that

our wines are gradually finding their way
into foreign markets, and that the wine-

makers and merchants are extending their

trade beyond New York :

BY SEA, APRIL 1885.

To— Gallons. Value.
Asiatic Russia 2,926 $2,753
Japan 547 369
Mazatlan 545 321
Honolulu 435 370
Mexico 409 475
Marquesas 325 152
Victoria. B. C 247 205
Papeete 203 128
China 197 143
Apia 148 104
Kahului, H. 1 103 97
La Paz 47 29
Canton Islands 35 90
Liverpool 10 25

6,177 $5,261
By Panama line of steamers.. 85,052 $45,131

Total 91,229 $50,392

QUAETEELY BETURNS.
A comparison of the California wine

shipments by sea for the first three months

in 1884 and 1885, shows a decrease for the

present year of 62,192 gallons. There is

an increase of 4,880 gallons in shipments

by other routes than the Panama steamer

line, which shows the large falling off of

67,072 gallons. Statistics of shipments by

rail, which may alter the totals, have not

yet been received.

FIRST QUARTER.
1884. 1885.

Gallons. Gallons.
By Panama steamers 356,255 289.183
By| other routes.... 8,833 13,713

Total 865,088 302,896
Total decrease 62,192 gallons.

The Sugar Market.

Since the publication of the last issue

of the Merchant, there has been a drop

in sugar prices, on the part of both refin-

eries, of a quarter of a cent per pound.

On Tuesday last this reduction was fol-

lowed up by a further fall of a quarter of

a cent on Whites, on the part of the Amer-

ican Refinery. Their rates for Yellows

remain unchanged. The only presum-

able reason for this solitary drop of the

American Refinery is that they are very

anxious to effect sales of their stock on

hand in anticipation of a further fall in

the price of this necessary commodity. As
Eastern and European advices report an

"advancing tendency'' in the sugar

market, and the impossibility of replacing

present supplies except upon a higher

basis of values, it is extremely probable

that American Refinery prices will soon

rise, possibly even above those of their

antagonist. Sugar, at present rates, pays

neither the grower, refiner or merchant.

Please notify this office of an irregularity

in receiving the Merchant.

CALIFORNIA WINES AND FRUITS
FOR NEW YORK.

Mr. William Osborn, of the firm of John
Osborn, Son & Co. of New York and

Montreal, called at the Meechant office

this week. Mr. Osborn has just visited

Los Angles, Fresno, Sonoma, Napa valley

and Sacramento, and, although he will not

express the usual stereotyped opinion that

each county is the best he has ever seen,

yet he has given us some valuable sugges-

tions as the result of his travels in this

State combined with his Eastern experience.

Such a combination of opinion should be

useful to us, especially as Mr. William

Osborn's firm has been engaged, in New
York, in the wine importing business for

the last fifty years; his father, the late Mr.
John Osborn, the founder of the house,

established himself in the wine growing

and shipping business in Oporto, Portugal,

some ten years previously. Like all other

New York importing houses they have never

handled any California wines ; but the

growing importance of our great industry

has caused them to turn their attention to

the products of the Pacific Coast.

In our interview with Mr. Osborn that

gentleman said :
" California wines are

not looked upon favorably in New York, as

they have not been placed in the right

channels, neither have they been properly

introduced. Some of your wines have very

good merit and are certainly more pure and
wholesome than most of the cargo claret

imported at New liork and which is now
being shipped from Bordeaux . The great

trouble with most of your winemakers is

that they desire to make every wine that is

produced in Europe, which is an impossibil-

ity. Let each vineyardist make his own
special wine, as in Europe, and take pride

in what he makes. Thus the Eastern

market can be assured of good wines grown
in soils and climates suitable to certain

varieties of wines; we will also be able

to receive pure wines from the vineyards

and not the ' cooked-up ' wines from the

San Francisco cellars. If you have a pride

for what California can do, put your best

foot forward; don't copy France, Spain or

Portugal, but send a California wine of

which you can justly be proud. You will

then be in a position to compel the trans-

portation companies to make their freights

to the East, both by sea and land, at a fair

and reasonable figure, and I feel confident

that New York will be the largest and best

gold mine for California."

The firm solicits correspondence from

winemakers throughout the State, also for

California fruits and general produce.

They will handle all goods as they are re-

ceived, and request the shipment only of

such goods as will establish a reputation.

A correspondent at Cordelia writes that

the country extending within 10 or 12 miles,

in different directions from that town, has

been but little hurt by the frost. Most of

the vines nipped were young and would not

have borne this year. He estimates an in-

crease in this year's vintage, over the last,

of 25 per cent

Ther imports of raw silk at the ports of

New York and San Francisco for the month

of March, 1885, were 2,031 bales, valued at

$1,243,723. Imports of waste silk, pierced

cocoons, etc., in same period, were 199

packages, valued at $53,071.

THE NAPA VALLEY WINE COM-
PANY

Has just opened a Branch House on Front

street, close to the Meechant office. The
general manager is Mr. E. C. Priber, the

agent in charge is Mr. Fred. M. Otis, and

the cellars and head office still remain at

St. Helena. An examination of the pre-

mises of our new neighbors discloses a

large warehouse fitted with every modern

convenience suitable for the purpose for

which it is intended . The local storage

capacity is 10,000 gallons; the cooperage

will all be made at St. Helena ; the company
will fill orders from a gallon upwards in all

varieties of wine though their specialties

are clarets and white wines. The company
will be represented by travelers through-

out California, the Southern and Eastern

States, and they feel that the demand for

good quality California wines and brandies

necessitates a closer connection with the

center of trade on the Pacific Coast. As

the members of the company are promi-

nent grape growers and wine-makers, their

object will naturally be to build up and

maintain the reputation of their products by

offering to the public pure and well matured

wines under California labels and not, as

has been practised on this coast, under the

guise of foreign labels. If this organization

can succeed in inducing the wine drinker to

believe that the California wine that he has

been consuming for years past, under a for-

eign label, will taste equally as well under

its genuine and honest California label,

they will then have effected a great and

permanent reform in our wine industry and

will fully merit the success that is wished

them by the Meechant.

CALIFORNIA WINES.

Their Inflneuce on Foreign Im-
portations.

[TBANSLATED BX THE 8. F. MEECHANT.]

The Californian Staals Zeitsing remarks

that the success of Californian viticulture

exercises its influence on the importation of

wine in Ihe United States. Ten years ago

only from 500,000 to 600,000 gallons of

Claret were produced in California, but last

year 4,000,000 ; 6,000 cases of champagne
ten years ago and 18,000 last year. The
whole production of wine in 1883 had risen

in California to nearly 10,000,000 of gallons,

representing a money value of nearly $5,-

000,000. More than half of this wine is

sold in the Eastern and Southern States of

the Union and its quality improves contin-

ually in such a degree, that it deserves,

considering its purity and cheapness, the

preference before any foreign growth. With
regard to its cheapness we may state

that the production of a gallon of

Californian wine costs 20 cents. Such

wines when two years old are sold at 75

cents per gallon. As soon as the produc-

tion of Californian wine was large enough

to make itself felt in the market, the con-

sumption of imported wines began to fall.

The importation from France alone has de-

creased within ten years from 6,000,000 to

2,000,000 of dollars and that from other

countries from 934 millions to 6% millions.

The Californian wine growers can well be

satisfied with the success which they have

achieved in such proportionately short a

period.

FELIX AS lit I < s STUDIES ON AMER-
ICAN VINES.

[SECOND PART.]

Biparia seems to be preferable to Jacquez

as a grafting stock, the former being also a

surer grower. The coloring power of the

Jacquez is enormous, but the supposition

held some years ago that for that reason it

was a very valuable acquisition for French

vineyards must become a myth, since Mr.

Bouschet's new hybridisations the Jacquez

is superfluous, and the Alicante Teinturier,

Henri Bouschet, is thus fas infinitely super-

ior. The Othello has retaken its lost

ground this season. One of the great pro-

prietors at Montpellier, who had five or six

thousand Othellos, now seven and eight

years old, did not fear to plant 125,000

Othello roots. The -wine of that gentleman

from his Othello Tines is of a fine, deep

color, with 10 to 12 per cent alcoholic

strength; its flavor is slightly raspberryish.

The Othello yields 2,600 gallons per 24

acres in the south-east, where the resistance

of that vine is confirmed . It grows on the

plain as well as on hills, and grows easily.

The wood, however, requires the assistance

of stakes against the wind. The variety will

no doubt be in great demand in the next few

years, for its wine is direct a good one, and

economy will necessarily calculate the

avoiding of grafting on this resistant stock.

The creation of hybrids among French and

American good direct producing varieties,

will be one of the first and most useful pro-

blems to be solved in the interest of French

viticulture. No opinion is emitted on the

Rupestris, Nos. 60 and 70, vaunted by the

American prospectus as productive of color,

quantity and quality direct. Ten francs

per cutting in America, on board, package

free, is rather a fancy price.

EXAMINATION OF WINES.

, Mr. F. Pohndorff kindly gives us the

following particulars of his examinations of

wine samples, in conjunction with Professor

Hilgard, at the University. Claire tte

Blanche wine showed a rapid and most ex-

cellent development, and that quality of

wine will be one of the most acceptable

ones for California, just as the grand pro-

ductiveness, and its reputation of being con-

tented with any soil, will be for the vine-

yard a most desirable acquisition. Of the

15 or more kinds of wines we sampled, the

Clairette Blanche appears to be the most

thorough success with the fullest confirma-

tion of getting from its vine a most delicious

quality of white wine. It finds a true home
in California. The same is, without any

doubt, the case with the two Cabernets.

The Cabernet Franc we examined is going

on beautifully in its course of development.

It is true to the grape in its expression, the

more it builds itself up. When we inhaled

the flavor and tasted the gentle, mild wine

of the Cabernet Sauvignon, we felt that

the unfolding of its qualities becomes each

time more apparent. We shall not be dis-

appointed in obtaining, in California, from

that queen of vines, Clarets which will

eventually be classed as high.

Exportation of Portuguese Wines.

The exportation of wines from Oporto,

Portugal, in 1884, was as follows:

To

—

Gallons.

England 4,534,880
Brazil 3,238,494
Germany 4

7,
5'70!

France.; 236,287
Russia 127,036
Denmark. . . "P'rJ;;
Sweden and Norway 82,^53
United States 62,500
Belgium , 52-«l£
Argentine Republic 42, '->(><>

Holland 16,684
Portugal's African possessions AiHto
Spain T 633
Other parts <**»

Total 8,972,555
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CALIFORNIA VINEYARDS.

KRIU « H VRI.1 :s.

Krug Station, St. Holena, N»paCo.,Cal.

Producer of fine Wines and Brandies.

C. WEINBEKGER, Manufacturer o( Wines, near

. St. Helena.

H W. CRABB, Wine Cellar and Distillery, Oakville,

, Napa County.

NAPA A SOMHIV WINE CO.

K. C PRIBEK, President

ST- LOUIS, MO.

DBALKR IN

v ALIPORNIA WINES AND BRANDIES.

DEL MONTE VINEYARD AND NURSERY.

M. DEN1CKE, Proprietor,

Fresno, Fresno County, . - California.
Choice Cuttings and Roots for sale. Grown without

irrigation, and large, healthy growth. Claret—Mataro,
Gren&che, Carignane, Cabernet, Malliec, Teintuiier,

Zinfandel, Le Noir, etc. Burgundy— Pinots, Trous-

seau, Mennier, l'lussard . Port—Tinto Cao. Amarillo,

MourUco, Bastardo, Tauriga, Morretto. White— Sau-
vignon Verte, Colutnbar, Folle Blanche, Burger, Sul-

tana, Corinths. Muscats. Resistant—Riparia, Cali-

fornia. Prices very moderate.

SEEDS ! SEEDS

!

THAT WILL GROW.

I warrant all seeds sent out by me to be

fresh and true to name and will refill any

order gratis or in other seeds should they

prove defective in any respect.

Catalogues of Vegetable and Flower

seeds free on application.

1„ C. EAOHICOTTE,
Havcrly Mills, lieorgetown Co.,

South Carolina.

GRAPE VINE TWINE
THE BEST ARTICLE

For Tying up Vines
IN THE MARKET.

Put up in Halls oi' 4 lbs. Each. 13 Balls

in a Package.

TUBBS & CO., 613 Front St.,

SAN FRANCISCO.

19th Year. 190 Acres.

ROCK'S NURSERIES.

The Largest and Most Complete Stock on
the Pacific Coast.

Fruit and Ornamental Trees.

Grape Vines and Resistant Vines.

A new and Descriptive Catalogue of Fruits is now ready, containing many new and

rare varieties never offered before on this Coast, including

12 VARIETIES OF OLIVES.
Descriptive Catalogues will be Sent as Follows :

No. 1—Fruits, Grape Vines, Olives, etc., 4 cents.

No. 2—Ornamental Trees, Evergreens and Plants, 4 cents.

No. 3—New Koses and Clematis, gratis.

JOHN ROCK,
SAN JOSE, Cal.

THE HARDEN STAR GRENADE.
GV va

The only grenadk in general use on the Pacific Coast. Adopt-

ed by all the leading corporations and business houses, among them :

Wells, Fargo & Co., every railroad running out of this city,

Murphy, Grant & Co., W. T. Coleman & Co., J. D. Spreckels

& Bros. The city schools, etc., etc.

Beware of worthless imitations, none genuine except in blue

bottle with star. Cheap grenades, like cheap insurance,

should be avoided.

Price, $15.00 per dozen, securely packed for shipment.

H. H. GROSS,
16 & 18 SECOND ST., San Francisco, Cal.

W. HI. WILLIAMS'
Semi-Tropical and fcieneral

NUH.SBR.IES,
EASTERBY eancho.

TREE DEPOT:

COB. MAEIPOSA and K STBEETS,

FRESNO, Cal.

500,000 TREES
Of ill the Standard Varieties.

AMERICAN SUGAR REFINERY,
MANUFACTURERS OF THE-

CELEBRATED CUBE SUGAR,
SUPPLIES ONLY EXPOBTEES AND THE JOBBING TRADE.

AMPELOGRAPHY.

Varieties of Vin s Known in
r

alifornia a d

( hoice of Lcoalties.

WINE, RAISIN, AND TABLE GR PES

By C. A. "WETMORE.

CHIEF EXECUTIVE VITICUETIIKAE
OFFICER.

This Company manufactures all the Grades of HABD AND COFFEE SUGARS AND
SYRUPS. Special attention given to the making and packing of Loaf Sugar for ex-

portation.

E. L. C. STEELE, President.
208 CALIFORNIA STREET.

GRAPE ROOTS AND CUTTINGS
Of popular Wine and Raisin Varieties.

WHITE ADRIATIC FIGS
A Specialty,

ORNAMENTAL TREES AND HOUSE
PLANTS.

Call foelore |Hii-<-Ii;isiim olsowliere.

Trees free from scale and other pests. Telephone
No. 7 communicates with the Nursery*

SILK CULTURE.
My Book of Instruction,

"E ILK AND THE SILK WORM."
Gives all necessary information.

Price Twenty-Five Cents per Copy.

Silk Worm Eggs, Reels, Trees, Cuttings, Seeds, etc.

for sale at the very lowest market rates.

THERMOMETER AND .
BAROMETER COMBINED

For use of Silk Raisers.

Free by Hail, only 715 cents.

I will be pleased to give information to correspond-

ents who apply by letter, inclosing two cent stall p
for reply.

Specimen Boxes of Cocoons mid Reeled
Silk. 25 cents.

None but articles of the first quality sold.

For Kale at

THE "MERCHANT" OFFICE.

Single Copies 25 cts

THE OLIVE TREE & ITS PRODUCTS

AND THE

SUITABILITY OF THE SOIL & CLIMATE

OF CALIFORNIA FOR ITS

Extensive and Profitable Cultivation.

BY

JOHN J- BLEASDALE, D. D., F. C. S.

For Sale at

THE "MERCHANT'' OFFICE]

PRICE 50 CENTS.

LAND CLEARING- *>** JUDSON POWDER
RAILROAD MEN, FARMERS AND VITICULTURISTS

Have, by practical experience, found that the JURSON POWDER especially, is the best adapted to re-

move STUMPS and TREES. FROM 6 TO 20 POUNDS OF THIS POWDER will always bring any sized stump or tree

with roots clear out of the ground The EXPENSE IS LESS THAN ONE-HALF the cost of grubbing. In

most caseB, Giant Powder, or any other "High Explosive," is too quick, and ordinary Blasting Powder Dot

strong enough. For particu'ars how to use the same, apply to

BANDMANN, NIELSEN & CO., General Agents
Giant :F»o"**rca.©:r Co.,

810 FRONT ST.. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

CASTALLAN

!

NATURAL MINERAL WATER.
No Family Should be Without It. Send lor Circular. Address

FORBES & PLAISTED, ^*»B2^i£SWE^M*™

Schenck's Wine Hose.
An Extra fine quality of Rubber Hose, manufactured

EXPRESSLY EOR USE IN WINERIES, ETC.
A trial is asked and satisfaction Guaranteed.

"VV- T- Y. Sclicncli., 3G California St., San Francisco, Cal

Address all communications to

HISS MII.I.I i. I.. ROSSITKR,

PRACTICAL SILK CULTURIST.

NEW L.ISRON,
Burlington Co., New Jersey.

Money Orders and Postal Notes *.o be made payable

at Pbmukrtok, P. O., New Jersey.

S3T Also agent for the " Kaleidoscope " only 60
cents per year in advance.

Propagation of the Vine.

-by-

CHARLES A. WETMORE.

SECOND EDITION WITH APPENDIX

For Sale at

THE "MERCHANT" OFFICE,
PRICE 25 CENTS

A MEMOIR ON OLIVE - GROWING

WITH ILLUSTRATIONS.

Read Before the State Horticultural

Society, February 20, 1881. by

FRED. POHNDORFF.

Will be mailed by the S. F Mkrciiant on receipt o

50 cents in one or two-cent postage stamps.
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BROAD WAIJOE.

THE S. pTr. R. CO.,
Respectfully invites the attention of TOURISTS AND
PLEASURE SEEKERS to the SUPERIOR FACILIT-
IES afforded by the "Northern Division" of its line

for reaching the principal

SUMMER AND WINTER RESORTS OF CALIFORNIA

WITH SPEED, SAFETY AND COMFOKT,

Peseadero. Menlo Park. Santa Clara,
San Jose. Madrono Mineral Springs,
Wilroy Hot Springs.

-3VEOWTEHEY-
"THE QUEEN OF AMERICAN WATERING PLACES."

Only three and one-half hours from San Francisco

Camp Uoodall, Aptos, I.om.i Prieta,
M"iil<' Vista, New Brighton. So<|iiel,
Camp Capitola, and

S -A. KTT aTc 3FL TJZ

.

PARAISO HOT SPRINGS.

EL PASO DE ROBL.ES
HOT AND COLD SULPHUR SPRINGS,

And the only Natural Mud Baths in the World.

This Road runs through one of the richest and
most fertile sections of California, and is the only line

traversing the famous Santa Clara Valley, celebrated

for its productiveness, and the picturesque and park-

like character of its scenery; as also the beautiful San
Benito; Pajaro and Salinas Valleys, the most flourish-

ing agricultural sections of the Pacific Coast.

Along the entire route of the " Northern Division "

the tourist will meet with a succession of Extensive
Farms, Delightful Suburban Homes, Beautiful Gar-
dens, Innumerable Orchards and Vineyards, and Lux-
uriant Fields of Grain; indeed a continuous panorama
of enchanting Mountain, Valley and Coast scenery is

presented to the view.

Characteristics of tliis Line :

GOOD ROAD-BED, STEEL RAILS, ELEGANT CARS,

LOW RATES, FAST TIME, FINE 3CENERY.

Ticket Offices—Pass nger Depot, Townsend street,

Valencia St. Station, and No. 613 Market Street,

Grand Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,
Superintendent, A.«st. Pass. andTkt. Agt.

San Francisco Forge
H. : ANDERS, Proprietor,

The only Manufacturer on the Pacific Coast of

OH, WELL TOOLS

ARTESIAN WELL BORING MACHINERY.

All work guaranteed at lowest prices. Estimates

also furnished.

315 MISSION ST.,

Bet. Fremont and Beale. San Francisco, Cal.

N. B.—Charles Oester is no longer connected with

this Forge, and has not been since December 31,

1883.

" The Wine Press and the

Cellar."

a manual foe tiik wine-maker and the cellar-

Man.

By E. H. Rixford.

[St. Helena Star.]

" A glance through it discloses a vast amount of in-

teresting information about wine-making, both in

this country and in Europe » • « • This is a subject

on which our people should be especially informed,

and we trust that the author's efforts in that direction

may meet with liberal encouragement."

Price #1 50.

Sold by

THE SAN FRANCISCO MERCHANT.

323 Front Street.

BAKER & HAMILTON,
SAN FRANCISCO and SACRAMENTO, CAL.

FOR ORCHARD AND VINEYARD USE
WE OFFER TO DEALERS AND FARMERS THE FOLLOWING:

VINEYARD HARROWS .

Gale Vineyard Plows, No. 33 , Rose Vineyard Plows,

ESTEE CULTIVATORS.

IRON AGE CULTIVATORS AND HORSE HOES,
BIDING AND WALKING CULTIVATORS.

SEND FOR JfEW CATAEO«SITE TO BE ISSUED MAY 1st NEXT.

THE BUCK-THORN
Is the Best Barbed Fence in the World,

[Patented in the United States, Great Britain, and the principal Countries of Europe.]

IT IS EFFECTIVE, SAFE and STRONG, HANDSOME, LASTING & CHEAP
It is a SOLID, RIBBED STRIP OF STEEL It is VERY STRONG, and PRESENTS THE LARGEST POSSIBLE SURFACE. All ANIMALS CAN

SEE IT PLAINLY- It makes an unequaled SHEEP FENCE—the barbs beine lance-shaped the WOOL SUPS OFF and is not
pulled out. It is Easy to Build and Simple to Repair. Any Bright Farmer's Boy, or Smart Farm Hand, can
Boss the Job.

$3L. SAMPLE and CIRCULAR describing and illustrating it fully, free to all applicants.

Try our Ribbon Fencing, Superior to all Others and Cheaper,

J. A. ROEBLING'S SONS COMPANY,
Manufacturers of Wire and Wire Rope.

14 DRUMM STREET, SAN FBANCISCO, CAL.

IMPORTANT TO OROHARDISTS AND VINEYARDISTS.
THE

"FARMER'S FRIEND,"
3, 4, AND 5-PLOW GANG.

For Orchards and Vineyards. Large and Small Ranches.

WILL PAY FOR ITSELF IN A SINGLE SEASON.
WHY USE SINGLE PLOWS, EACH REQUIRING

one or two horses and one man, when the FARMER'S
FRIEND, with two horses (in common soil) and one man
will do- the work of three S'ngle Plows, and leave the
ground in better condition ? We claim the following
points and advantages for this Plow over all other Plows:

1. Its superior work.
2. Being built low it does not interfere with the

branches overhead, and is as easily handled around trees

and vines as small single plows.
3. Its economy in the saving of Time, Labor and

Horse flesh. It is exceedingly light of draft, two horses,
in common soil, with this Plow, doing better work and
more of it, with one man, than three horses and three
men with three single plows. (We submit in proof of
this assertion, testimonials, now in file in our office, from
prominent orchardists of California.)

It will work in Orchards and "Vineyards without breaking or otherwise injuring the trees and vines.

_ simple attachment we can either remove the furrow from or throw it against the trees. This we do
without any side-draft. We can also adjust the Plow so as to allow the Plow nearest the tree or vine to turn

a deoth of only 1^ inches, while the other two Plows will break respectively from 2% to 6 inches.

Cff\T J\ AXT rmjTAT We are the largest Importers of Orehard and PPTPPQ PtfTUTPPnbULD UN 1K1AL. Vineyard Machineryr. on the Pacific Coast. rlilbiiiD l\Eii)ii\jEiU.

Write for Our Illustrated Price List.

GEORGE BULL & CO.,
OFFICE AND SALESROOM—21 and 23 J1SIX ST.. S. F.

SEAT IF DESIRED

4.
By,

TEH^COMET)

For sale to the city and country trade in

lots to suit.

MACONDRAY & CO. I
204 and 206 Sansome St

CALIFORNIA

Thursday, May 7th.

•TV

The above day has been designated by offi-

cial action for the reception of the represen-
tatives of the Government, and of the inhabi-
tants en masse of the State of California.
Most interesting ceremonies will take place

and a most enjoyable occasion is assured.
To enable Califoraians to attend on their

Special Statu Day, the railroads have agreed
to make the lowest rate ever heretofore given.
Form your parties, make up your excursions

and apply to the local railroad agents, and the
lowest possible limited excursion rate can be
readily secured.
The opportunity o^ a lifetime is given all to

see the Greatest Industrial Exposition the
world has ever seen.
Good and ample accommodation at reasona-

ble rates are assured.
E. A. BURKE,
Director General,

^ New Orleans.

TRY

NEW PROCESS
FRESH -TOASTED .

TE'A!
RICHARDS, HARRISON & SHERWOOD,

COR. SANSOME & SACRAMENTO STS.,

San Francisco.

COVERT, MITCHELL & BROWN,
SUCCESSORS TO

H. M. COVERT,
Commission Merchants and

Purchasing Agents.

203 & 205 SACRAMENTO ST., San Francisco.

Sole Agents for Paragon Axle Grease and

the Paragon linking Powder Company.
Importers of the Paragon Uncolored Japan
Tea.

MAKE A NOTE OF IT!

TEAS AND" COFFEES
AT

LOWEST WHOLESALE PRICES !

IT PATS TO BUY DIRECT.
Grocers, hotel and restaurant keepers, and large

consumers of Teas and Coffees, will find it to their

positive advantage to make a personal call on

H. HUDDLESTON & CO-,
' 332 an<l 324 Front St., S. F.,

Importers and Jobbers of Teas and Coffees, and Pro-
prietors of Colima Steam Coffee Mills, and get samples
and prices before buying anywhere else.

Cash Buyers Speeially Invited.

THE COCOA CROP IS SHORT !

Look Ont for Adulterations.

BY USING

WALTER BAKER & GO'S

CHOCOLATE.
You will be Sure of Securing

the Best.

Wm. T. Goleman & Co.,

SOLE AGENTS
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FERMENTATION OF WINE*.

Interesting Keinarks by W. H. Mc
I ii l> i-<- of Rutherford.

From the Report of the Third Annual Viticultural

nvnntion.]

Captain W. H. Mclntyre of Rutherford.

—Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen, it

seems a little strange to be called upon to

give an experience or presume to teach any

matters of which one knows so little as I

know in regard to the fermentation of wine.

I am but a beginner and would rather sit

as learner than attempt to give any ex-

perience, or least of all to attempt to teach

in the matter of making wine. I can, how-

ever, perhaps give you some matters of ex-

perience that may be a benefit. I know
that for my own part I am most happy to

get the experience of others and from every-

one that I can learn something. Following

the line of thought which we have had pre-

sented for us this afternoon in the matter

of fermentation I will say that I use only

the system of an open tank for red wine

without using a false head. I tried a false

head and found it undesirable as the tem-

perature varied materially; the temperature

would always be higher at the top and cen-

ter of the tank than at the bottom and

sides. I found that the fermentation would

be going on rapidly in one portion of the

tank and not in another, and I had no way

of remedying that without taking off the

false head and stirring it up and then re-

placing the head, which was attended with

a good deal of trouble and inconvenience, so

I got rid of the head. I usually stir the

pomace once a day before the fermentation

sots in, and then twice or three times a day

during the time the fermentation goes on,

after which I keep close watch of it with

tie thermometer. I like to have them

crushed at 65 degrees Fahrenheit and prefer

not to have them Higher. If the grapes are

at a temperature of 65 degrees, and it rises

normally, I only stir them twice a day, but

if they are crushed at 68 degrees or 70 de-

grees the temperature will then rise so rap-

idly in warm weather that I find it neces-

sary frequently to stir constantly during

the period of violent fermentation, and in

that way I can keep the fermentation down,

so that it cannot come to the point where

the wine seems to be burnt or rendered

tawny afterwards by taking on too great a

temperature. Mr. Wetmore spoke of times

when he needed something to stir up or

stimulate the fermentation, and his plan of

putting in yeast. It seems to me that is

hardly necessary under normal conditions

from the fact that the germs are already there

in the normal state and will develop by

means of heat to bring it on and carry it

out with sufficient activity fpr all purposes.

In case the grapes have been brought into

the cellar at a temperature of 60 to 63 de-

grees, and when they commence below 60,

I have resorted to warming it, and allowing

it to remain in the tank for any length of

time, but immediately on the tank being

filled I warm it by simply pumping the

must out into a tub in the bottom of which

there was a copper coil with a steam con-

nection, or, not having this, I would use a

flat bottomed copper kettle, with the pipe

so conducted to it that there should be a

vacant place beneath the must, or a double

bottom, so that the heat is carried there,

and warms and stimulates the must above.

In our cellar the tank is so placed that after

being warmed to a temperature not exceed-

ing 901 allow it to run back into the pom-

ace, and in a tank of 1,000 gallons, con-

taining four or four and a half tons of

grapes, the must taken out immediately

after it is filled and warmed to a temper-

ature of about 68 at which point the fer-

mentation, which usually sets in within 12

hours, goes on normally. The greatest diffi-

culty we have tound in all cases has been

from extremely high temperatures, where

the grapes are brought into tho cellar and

crushed at a temperature of 70 to 75 the

fermentation sets in so rapidly that it may
seem almost in fermentation from the

crusher, and the fermentation goes on so

fast that it seems impossible to check it,

and here is where I think we have one

great trouble with our wines, and one

great cause of poor quality and bad fer-

mentation has been from this over

heating. If we can contrive in some way

to stop this, to so crush our grapes as to

avoid the rapid fermentation, we will have

better wine and better fermentation. In

order to do this it seems necessary to crush

grapes when they are cool, and if they are

picked on a hot day they should stand over

till the next morning. I was interested in

observing that Mr. Portal practiced crush-

ing the grapes the same day on which they

were picked. It seems to me that may be

done in such a year as this, and with great

advantage ; in fact that has been my prac-

tice this year. But in the three years pre-

ceedingthis it has been my practice to allow

the grapes to stand over night in almost all

cases, and if I were drawing plans to con-

struct a cellar I would provide first of all a

receiving room in which the grapes should

be received, provided with separate rolling

blinds or slats so that the sun could be ex-

cluded and the air admitted, where the

grapes could be brought to the temperature

of 65 degrees, that being the best so far as

my observation has extended. In regard to

the matter of allowing the wine to remain

on the pomace after fermentation that seems

to me one of the most important points and

one of the most difficult to decide. In some

cases I have found it to give very good re-

sults to draw it from the pomace immedi-

ately after the fermentation has ceased. Hy

the ceasing of fermentatiou I do not mean

that it has entirely ceased because a certain

amount of insensible fermentation is still

going on, but when the saccharometer will

show that the wine is dry and get one de-

gree below zero, that is to say at a temper-

ature of 80, it shows that it is dry and we

have one degree to spare, I regard it as

practically through, and it is safe then from

any future fermentation. It is safe on the

secondary fermentation under ordinary cir-

cumstances and I have found the best re-

sults so far as bright, clear wine was con-

cerned from drawing it at that time. But

in case I have lack of tannin I have found

it necessary to let it remain on the husks

for a longer time, but in such cases it seems

to take on a flavor which is altogether un-

desirable, and so far as I can observe I

would prefer drawing the wine as soon as

possible. For instance, the fermentation

has gone on normally and the wine has be-

come dry at a temperature of about 85 to 87

degrees, I would allow it to stand from two

to four days, not exceeding four days, and

in that time I should expect the temperature

to have fallen in case the fermentation was

fairly perfect, to about 76 or perhaps 74 de-

grees, and then I should regard it as entire-

ly fit to be drawn from the husks, and so

far as I can observe, from the little experi-

ence I have had, that is the point that is

most suitable. As regards the general con-

duct of a cellar it is hard to say what prac-

tice is best. I would say first of all that

the utmost cleanliness should be observed.

We could not say that any person engaged

in making butter could produce good butter

if anything was neglected in the matter of

cleanliness, and so in making wine. The

first lesson I received in the matter of mak-

ing wine was from a gentleman in this State

who has been very successful, and he said,

"First of all keep everything sweet and

clean under any and all circumstances.

Neglect nothing that will tend to that, spare

no expense nor trouble to have this in a 1

cases faithfully carried out and attended to. ''

This I have endeavored to do, and I believe

it to be one of the prime essentials to suc-

cess that this should be done, in all cases

the cellar shall be looked after most scru-

pulously, and in that we spare no expense.

When the men come into our cellars we
have only to say to one man "you take par-

ticular care of your part of the cellar and

see that it is clean and in order and to

another man you take care of your part of

the callar and see that it is neat and in

order, and so on throughout." And after a

while they like to see everything clean and

neat. Everything that is carried on syste-

matically may be carried on well.

I will say to every one who is beginning,

keep a thorough record of everything you

do. Don't trust to your memory; memory
is treacherous, and we are likely to confuse

matters. Commence by keeping a record

of the weight of the must, the amount of

saccharine matter, its temperature. Take
it down when it is brought in, the amount
of saccharine matter, the temperature at

which it is brought, then every day once or

twice weigh it and note the result carefully,

and in after years you will find your record

valuable, and by this method you will be

enabled to give some information that will

be of inestimable value to those who are

learning afterwards. The careful inspection

of a record of fermentations is invaluable

to any wine maker, and especially I have

found it so to myself in the beginning. If

I had had access to some record of fermen-

tations, as I have made, it has seemed to me
that it would have been beyond all price in

regulating my own movements as regards

fermentation in the outset. It is not diffi-

cult to make wine, it only requires care and

strict attention. We cannot undertake it

and go away. It needs attention day and

night. It does not do to trust it to others.

Some one must be carefully in charge of the

cellar at all times, either the proprietor or

his foreman. It is impossible to trust it to

everyone, and one individual only should

have charge of all these matters.

Query.—How about varieties of grapes ?

Mr. Mclntyre.—I am a resident of Ruth-

erford in Napa valley, about 14 miles above

Napa city, and four miles from St. Helena

.

With us Zinfandel does well on the hills

but in the valleys I do not esteem it so

highly. The Carignan is a variety recently

adopted but which seems to be good. I

have wine from three vintages and it is

keeping well and has a very good color,

quite dark, and seems to be quite desirable.

The Grenache does well with us. We have

it planted in the valley in soil very similar

to that at Mr. Crabb's place. It is a grav-

ally loam and in the particular, place where

the Grenache is planted there it is quite

gravelly, rather coarse. The color is very

good, it is rather late in handling but a very

kindly grape to handle, not quick or violent

in fermentation, but very steady, and goes

on to perfection very readily and without

any particular nursing. The Mataro in

the valley seems to be too high in acid.

It is very good in color, but I must say that

I am not pleased with it in handling. I do

not know why, but I have not succeeded to

my own satisfaction, although it seems to

blend well. I have this year a blend in

fermentation of Mataro with Zinfandel

which was made for studies, and not be-

cause I expected to produce anything par-

ticularly fine. I have also Mataro with

Carignan which has proved very good. I

have Grenache and Carignan and various

modifications of this with Zinfandel in va-

rious parts; among them all I find the best

blend is a blend consisting of about 60 per

cent of Zinfandel from the hill, about 15

per cent of Grenache, about 4 per cent of

Malbeck, and the balance made up from

Carignan. This seems to be possessed, so

far as I can observe, of the best color, and

is certainly very sprightly and pleasant

now. In white grapes we have the Ries-

ling as our standard, and that seems to be

the best. We also have the Sauvignon Vert,

which is of great promise. We have very

little Semillon, not enough to show what it

will do. I should have mentioned the

Chauche Noir and Chauche Gris, both

giving promise of very good wine, although

the Chauche Noir does not give great color.

It is rather light, but its flavor is excellent

and I think it is very desirable indeed.

The Tannat is very good. We have only a

little and our vines are young. I cannot

judge what the results will be.

The President.—Will you slate what you

consider the strict difference between moun-

tain Zinfandel and valley Zinfandel ?

Mr. Mclntyre.—I should say that the

mountain Zinfandel has a better body, a

better color, less acid, and better tannin

than the valley Zinfandel.

The President.—Is the mountain Zinfan-

del the sweeter ?

Mr. Mclntyre.—Yes sir, we have a better

proportion of saccharine matter.

The President. — Which has the most

flavor ?

Mr. Mclntyre.—The mountain Zinfandel,

it is more penetrating.

Mr. Portal.—What kind of difficulty do

you find in fermenting Mataro ?

Mr. Mclntyre.—I find it impossible to

prevent a certain unpleasant odor from it.

Whether it arises from the soil I do not

know.
Mr. Portal.—That is quality?

Mr. Mclntyre.—It seems to be that, but

it appears to be particularly unpleasant so

far as I have observed it from my own
vineyard. I do not like it and have not

been able to get rid of it.

Mr. Portal. —In the first year it should

be disagreeable but in the second year it

should become more pleasant and a' b.tter

blend—that is more apt to blend with any

other wine. The first year it should be a

good quality and good promise but the

second year it should be better.

Mr. Mclntyre.—It is improving but not

so fast as I had hoped.
Mr. Portal.—Does it ferment well ?

Mr. Mclntyre.—Yes sir.

Mr. Portal.— Could you extract all the

sugar from it ?

Mr. Mclntyre.—This year the saccharine

matter was rather light and we only suc-

ceeded in getting 22 per cent, while in tho

Chauche Noir on the adjoining ground we
had 24 and 26.

Mr. Portal.—How is the tannin ?

Mr. Mclntyre.—The tannin is very good

and it seems ' to me it would make a very

desirable wine indeed, but so far as my
present experience is concerned I am not

pleased with my own experience. [Ap-

plause.]

AT A SUBSEQUENT SESSION.

Captain Mclntyre.—Mr. Chairman, ladies

and "gentlemen of the Convention, I did

not expect to be called upon at this time to

add anything to tho remarks which I made
last night with respect to fermentation, I

had however expressed the wish to pursue

the subject a little further as I did not

make myself understood by some as to the

methods to be pursued . One point at issue

seemed to be left in doubt as to whether

under all circumstances I used an open

tank. In the little experience I may have

had in observing the process of fermenta-

tion I say that I would not under all cir-

cumstances use an open tub. I can readily

perceive that a false head would be of some

service in case a man had a large amount

of wine and had a number of men to direct

if there was a hole cut through it to enable

the escape of gas. In a cellar of 100,000

gallons I would prefer an open tank and

stir the mark in case the temperature be-

came too high, and acetic fermentation

would be avoided in case the air came in

contact with the top of the must. At the

same time caution should be observed in

filling the tanks and they should not be

filled too full, so full that the cap would

come above the top of the tank. It ought

not to be allowed. We all know that car-

bonic acid gas is five-tenths heavier than

air and it will naturally fall to the surface

of the wine and there exclude the air just

as effectually as the cover of oil upon water

would exclude air from the surface of the

water. There can therefore be no danger

of an acetic fermentation taking place

under such circumstances. In practice also

I have invariably used the test of a lighted

taper on the top of a tank to decide when I

should stop stirring it. In case there is

carbonic acid gas on the top a taper will

not burn, a match will be extinguished,

but when I find that there is no carbonic

acid gas, by applying a taper and it is not

put out, then the wine should be drawn off

or protected. The little amount of air that

is carried down during the process of stirring

the must for the purpose of equalizing tho

fermentation or reducing the heat, amounts

to nothing, for the simple reason that it

cannot stay at the bottom, but being lighter

than the carbonic acid gas it must rise

.

There is therefore no danger to the wine

from that direction. Where a large quan-

tity of wine is on hand and there is an in-

ability to properly stir the pomace in tho

tanks I should say we might resort to em-

ploying perforated heads. In that case,

for the purpose of reducing the fermenta-

tion, a resort might be had to a steel bar

introduced between the slats or into the

opening in the perforated head, thereby

breaking the cap underneath and allowing

the gas to escape. In that way the danger

of protecting by a false head is greatly di-

minished because, allowing the escape of

the gas, reduces the temperature or pre-

vents its rapid increase to the obstruction

of a proper fermentation.

There is one other point that I wish to

speak of, it was in relation to the proposi-

tion of all people of making their own

wine, the idea of a wine cellar, its proper

construction, the necessity of an even,

equable temperature at all times for proper

fermentation. It seems to me a very simple

thing to make wine and a very simple

thing to make a wine cellar. Wo should

have an even temperature if possible to get

it, and we should get it. It takes very

little to make a double wall, not a shed
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that a cow can jump through, a double

wall so that there will be a dead air space

inside of it and the work is done, we have
then a comparatively even temperature.

It is. not a $10,000 operation to make a

wine cellar of that character for a few
thousand gallons of wine, it may be made
for $2500 or $2550, according to location

and cost of lumber. I should say that the

cover of the cellar should also be carried

up double, the boards or shingles being
put on, and then on the inside of the rafters

seal it so that there will be a space between
the two, and open vents between each pair

of rafters with an opening into the air, so

that the warm air can escape' reducing the

temperature of the cellar. As to the way
a cellar should

k
be built, of stone, wood or

concrete it matters not—according to your
own ideas, wants or purse. As regards my
own experience for fermentation in an equ-

able temperature I would say this year I

have a cellar in a new building where the

temperature was 63 degrees and I found no
difference in the fermentation of the wine;

on the contrary, the most pleasing fermen-
tation I have ever made. In this stone

cellar, with an average temperature of 63

degrees, it varied but one degree during

the whole vintage, the fermentation was
perfect and even from the start. There
was no yeast used in any case, simply the

must placed in at 65 or 68 degrees and the

fermentation went on steadily until com-
pletely closed.

I was requested to make some remarks
about the carrying on of fermentation when
it was once checked. Very many ways are

practiced in regard to this. So far as I am
concerned in my own practice, I have found
the best method, during the vintage when
I found a tank of wine was stopping, by
watching it closely and seeing by the

thermometer the determination of the tem-
perature—if the temperature goes up to 90

degrees and then suddenly falls I apprehend
trouble, and watch it carefully every i hours
during such interval. I note whether the

fermentation is stopped. If I find it is, im-
mediate measures should be taken to incite

or start fermentation. To do this I would
divide the must, yet unfermented, or the

wine as it is in the tank, still retaining 2, 3

or 4 per cent of sugar in it, into three or

four tanks, and then crush upon it suffi-

cient grapes to fill the tank in on ordinary

way. Supposing a tank of 600 gallons

should stop fermentation I would then take

two tanks and place 300 gallons of the

must or wine into each tank and crush fresh

grapes down upon it. There I had the

necessary nutriment for the germs to feed

upon and fermentation goes on until it is

complete. There seems to be no trouble in

this direction. Another way is to add yeast.

If the temperature is falling too rapidly, if

it was up to 90 degrees last evening and this

morning I find the temperature at 85 and
still 12 degrees of sugar I should apprehend
trouble and try to make measures to start

it along. In case the temperature was not
too much during the night I should try to

start with fresh top yeast without warmth,
and, if it had been high and I could not pur-

sue that plan, I would take bottom yeast
from the white wine. The best way is to

watch the wine when it stops so that you
can carry it on without difficulty.

THE WINE QUESTION.

The Los Gatos Mail reports the organiza-

tion of a local Viticultural Association with

the following officers : President, George

W. Lynch ; Vice-Presidents, Joseph Lan-

caster and George T.Bigelow; Secretary,

H. C. Houghton ; Treasurer, A. Malpas.

The Society will meet in future on the first

jnd third Saturdays of each month

HEO. D. FISKE. L. w. HILLIKER.

CEO. D. FISKE & CO.,
Money Brokers, Real Estate & Insurance Agents,

Woodland, Yolo Co. , Cal.

E. L. G. STEELE & CO.,

Successors to

C. ADOLPHE LOW & CO.,

COMMISSION MERCHANTS. ~

Agent* American Sugar Refinery and Washington
Salmon Cannery.

A Paper Read by Hon. Bl. M. Estee at
I lie Third Annual Viticultural

Convention.

Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, I

am not much accustomed to speak upon
any question where I have to read what I
am going to say but the real fact is I did
not have time to think it over enough (o
speak without notes so I put down what
little I am going to say on this subject.

You will perhaps pardon me if I read, be-
cause I see the rule seems to be for the
reading of what are called papers. This is

not a long paper so I will not detain you
long.

In the United States wine is a luxury and
as a rule is not drank by the masses of the
people. In most European countries it is a

necessity, it is a part of the food of the
masses. The people there drink wine more
than tea or coffee. In America, as our
people become wealthy, independent or lux-

urious they drink wine. Hence, it is,

Americans always want the best wine,
whether they get it or not. They will en-

dure bad bread and generally bad cooking,

and even drink bad milk or coffee, but not
bad wine if they know it. Most people in

the United States commence drinking the
popular French wines, and thereafter the
label on the bottle is as important to them
as the wine in the bottle. Many of our wine
merchants knowing this, have put all sorts

of labels on bottles of California wine in

order to sell the wine, and it is amazinghow
successfully it works. There are three lead-

ing obstacles to our trade. One is, too

much inferior California wine is put upon
the market and too little good wine. Second,
many of our best wines are sold under
French and German labels, Third, our
transportation is generally too high. When
we shall have succeeded in making large

quantities of not only good wine, but the

best wines, we shall have the world for a
market. "We are now making some first rate

wine. We will soon make a great deal more
of it, and we must make more of it in order
to establish our reputation. Good wines
will always sell for a good price and a fair

amount of first class wines made in Califor-

nia and put upon the market will sell our
second class wines, for no amount of decep-
tion or adulteration can affect the market
for the best wines. It is the vin ordinaire,

the common wines of the world which adul-

teration and false labeling most injures.

We must show that we can make some first

class wines, although a fine article of second
class wines can always be sold and for a fair

price. The real fact is, we must become
more stable in our knowledge of good grapes

and of good wines. If we change with the
seasons, or adopt every new grape we hear
of, there will be no permanency to our rep-

utation. To know what is the best grape
for wine is the secret. We run too muchto
fashion in grape culture, and I respectfully

submit that we should not be ashamed to

learn from the experience of European coun-

tries, the best grapes there as a rule are the

best here, and make the best wines. A
thousand years of grape culture there, has
certainly given them, a knowledge of grapes
and of wine that we cannot surpass in a
single decade. True, we understand the

economic art of cultivation better than they

do, but the kind of grapes to plant to pro-

duce the best wines, the kind of soils

adapted to these grapes, the peculiar blends

which are the best and above all the manner
of making, handling and marketing wines,

are secrets peculiarly within their knowl-

edge and from whom we should not be

ashamed to learn. It is true, we should not

copy from every European who may come
here, and who may claim to understand

these subjects, for many have but a local

knowledge and a limited experience. But
we must be students in this new field of in-

dustry, and as such we must copy the old

masters. Bead the best books and imitate

the best experiences within our reach, and
while the kind of grapes to plant is not in-

tended to be discussed by me, because not

within the scope of this paper, yet I may be

permitted to say a word on this subject, be-

cause the character of the wine is indicated

by the grape they are made from. For
years it has been fashionable to plant Zin-

fandel, and that comparatively good grape

has been planted in rich alluvial soils, in

poor clay lanUs, on warm rocky slopes, and

on the plains, and yet people wonder why
all the Zinfandel grapes do not make a good
wine. We must break some of our idols,

and this is the first to be broken . The Zin-
fandel is not the best grape we have. When
grown on hills it makes a very good wine,
but when grown on rich moist lands it does
not and never will make even a fair wine.
No first class wine can be made from that
grape. A good wine can be. The Ziufandel
is unknown in Europe, or if known at all,

it is but little, and not favorably known. It
is not the best Claret grape to plant. The
wine made from the Zinfandel grape will

always sell, and fairly well, when the grapes
are grown on hill or rolling lands, but in my
judgment, the wine is more popular to-day
than it will be five or ten years from to-day.

I do not intend to plant any more Zinfan-
del grapes. While it is a fair grape we know
there are better grapes. I repeat what has
often been said before. The trouble with
us is we strive more for quantity than qual-
ity. We can not make as much first rate
wine as we can common wines. We want
immediate returns and must have it, and
so make wine that is marketable right

away. But we are improving every year.
Next year will show a still greater advance
in the right direction. Much of our Cali-

fornia wine is better than the imported
wines which come here and vastly cheaper.
We must drive every gallon of imported
wines from America. We can do this by
making the best wines, and by overcoming
the people's prejudice against what is their

own. The best European varieties of grapes
must be planted. We had better copy after

other people than fail by making a bad
original. Do not despise the shy bearers.

The grapes of a world wide reputation,

and which make a wine that will sell for a

good price in any foreign or American
market are small bearers. The earth will

not give up in large quantities the color,

the tannin, and those rich essences which
no analysis can find, but which the taste

will instantly detect . When a man tells me
he raises eight to ten tons of grapes to the

acre, I cannot but think here is another
blow against the character of our California

wine . I know it is impossible, as a. rule,

to make good wine from such grapes. Even
the rich treasures of our California lands

cannot long supply such a demand upon
them. Ten tons of grapes would mean
not less than two tons of sugar besides the

tannin, the coloring matter, and the sub-

stances so necessary to form good wine and
added to that a growth of wood equivalent

to the greatest growth of the heaviest timber
land in the State. Under such a strain the

land would soon wear out, the vines become
debilitated and die. But outside of this let

me say, as a matter of economy, it is better

to make 10,000 gallons of wine from the

Cabernet Sauvignon, the Cabernet Franc,

the Malbec, the Mataro, or Carignan, than
25,000 gallons from the Mission, the Mal-
voisie, or even the Zinfandel. In the one
instance the wine when new would be worth
from 40 to 75 cents a gallon, in the other

from 18 to 30 cents a gallon. Kemember
there are no glutted markets for good wine,

no years of over-production, the demand
exceeds the supply, and always will, be-

cause the large majority of wine made is a

very common wine. With common or poor

wines, when we have a large production,

price is low and the demand is limited.

When there is a demand there is a short

crop and we have little to sell. So I re-

spectfully submit that the market for our

wines depends on the producer himself more
than on the merchant. That while the

question of transportation will always have

a very great effect upon the wine trade of

this coast, and in that view the early com-
pletion of the Panama canal cannot fail to

be of incalculable value to California pro-

ducers of wine as well as of grain. Yet

primarily we hold the secret of success in

our own'hands. California Club wheat is

the best wheat sent to European markets,

California fruits are the best fruits raised,

very soon California raisins will be equal, if

not superior, to any made, California wines

are growing in public favor, but this growth

is slow. We have to grow in intelligence as

well. While we have done much, yet the

most remains to be done . We should not

claim for our wine what it is not, but we
must battle for what we know is really

good. In the wine industry our poverty

compels us to live in the present instead

of looking to the future. A few years since

a vineyard had no value in the estimation
of money lenders, now they have a great
value. We have thus far forced this indus-
try upon public attention. In the future
let us make wines, the superior excellence
of which will sell themselves. In this view
let me say, we must give our wines local
and individual names, so the man who
makes a good wine will not be handicapped
by all the bad wines known as California
wines which are cast upon the market.
Let each producer have a trade-murk,
and also h&ve a pride in tho business,
which means money in the business.
Why should we not take as much and
even more pride in the character of the
wines we make than in the kind of a horse
we raise. The reputation of a horse dies
with it. The reputations of our vineyards
and wines will live after we are dead, if

they are the best wines and best vineyards.
In France the best clarets are very light
wines ranging in sugar from 18 to 20 rarely
reaching 22. This wine is easily fermented
and can be kept long and improves with
age. The very heavy wines are those
which more frequently spoil by fermenta-
tion or transportation. In California those
cellar men who want 22 and more of Bugar
in all grapes bought them regardless of the
kind of grape or the soil or climate where
they are raised cannot make a good drink-
able wine. Another very grave error we
have been led into is that we have planted
in our vineyards every imaginable grape
we could find, from a Muscat up to the
Cabernet Sauvignon . Hence most vine-
yardists who have a cellar make every sort

of wine, Port, Sherry, Burgundy, Clarets,

the white wines and Brandy. This is all

wrong. One locality will not produce the
best grape for all these wines, and no one
man can master the art of making the best
of them. This also injures our market for

wines, because unless a vineyard or locality

becomes known to produce some one good1

wine, it will have no reputation for any.
Take my own vineyard, I feel sure the clim-

ate and soil is well adapted to Claret or in-

deed to any light wines. This I only learned

after I had planted many vines which were
not adapted to the locality and were not
claret grapes, but now I am reducing the

number of my varieties by replanting with
those of the better sorts. Again if we want
a market for our wines we must make the

wines that the world is accustomed to drink.

We are not yet of sufficient importance to

mankind to revolutionize the taste. The
Bordeaux flavor to Clarets is known to

every man who drinks Claret and he likes

that flavor. We cannot convince him that

the pecular characteristics of the Zinfandel

is superior to that and we never will. Why
not admit he is right and plant the grapes

that give that flavor ? When a man raises

anything else for the market he raises what
the market demands, not what he might
like best, but in this instance the market is

right and we are certainly wrong. Of
course I do not mean we should dig up our

Zinfandel vines, for the wines from that

grape when grown in good situations will

always sell fairly well and will pay us, but

when we plant let us plant none but

grapes which have a good reputation some-
where, plant nothing but the well known
French grapes for Clarets. For white wines

wa have the best varieties of grapes already

here. In conclusion then let me say the

market for onr wines in the near future

will be the world, but the world demands
good wines which can only be made from

the best grapes, and this rests with our-

selves for our soil and climate are capable

of producing the best.

Mr. Estee on closing his remarks was
greeted with applause.

THE DAILY BULLETIN.

THE ONLY EVENING PAPER IN HONOLULU.

Largest Circulation of any Daily
in the City.

A Splendid Advertising Medium for business men of

the Coast, desirous of forming or extending connec-

tions in the Hawaiian Islands.

Advertising Rates Sent upon
Application.

Subscription (to residents in the U. S.) $6.00

With postage added, per annum.

Address: 'DAILY BULLETIN,"
Honolulu. II, I.
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CALIFORNIA SUGAR REFINERY.
OFFICE SQ^ 3M A. H. K.ET STREET

West View of the New Refinery Building.

-MANUFACTURES THE FOLLOWING GRADES OF-

SUGAR AND SYRUP:
i A) Pont CUBE SUGAR in barrels and bags

(A) CRUSHED SUGAR

Exlra POWDERED SUGAR in barrek

Fine ( RUSHED SUGAR in barrel?

Diy GRANULATED SUGAR in barrels

Extra GRANULATED SUGAR in barrels

rfWH
<fc

3«*HTS«f <§>

For al' kinds

GOLDEN C in barrels

EXTRA C in barrels

HALF BARREL, % cent more

BOXES, y, cent more

SYRUP in bancs.

Do. in half barrels.

Do. in 5 gallon kegs

Do. in tins, 1 gallon each

.
Thft Products of the California Sugar Refinery and guaranteed absolutely pure and free from all Chemicals anc

Adulteratons.
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JOIIX UO< l»S M KSIin.

Everyone visiting San Jose or its vicinity

should not fail to drive out to the well-

known nursery of John Rock, a distance of

only four miles from the Garden City

through pleasant avenues. One hundred

and ninety acres are laid out in nursery,

while in all there are 210 acres under cul-

tivation. Mr. Hock himself is a most affa-

ble man, noted for his straightforwardness

and reliability in business transactions, and

he makes a visit to his place as pleasant

and enjoyable as possible. This nuraery

makes a specialty of magnolias and camelias,

plants from two inches to several feet high

being ready to transplant by the hundred ;

azalias, clematis of 30 different varieties,

date palms, Japanese fan palms in bloom,

white wistaria, tree pacenias, single and

double, which bloom here from the middle

of February to the middle of May—in fact

everything in the flower kingdom known to

us, and many things hitherto unknown,

thrive and bloom with the greatest profusion

and supply an opportunity for beautifying

gardens and hot houses. The vast beds

of roses, trees and shrubs are too numerous

to mention in a brief notice. Among the

novelties at ltock's Nursery are to be found

the camphor plant and the bamboo, also the

tree from which cork is obtained ; this tree

attains a height of 100 feet and is indige-

nous to Spain and Southern Europe, it does

equally well here, however, and, a tree bi-

ing accidentally cut down recently, the cork

was found to be of good quality.

bock's rewards.

To prove the variety and exceller.ee of

the product of Mr . Rock's nursery, we give,

from the San Jose Times-Mercury, a sum-

mary of the rewards that he received at the

World's Fair at New Orleans. Thus: For

Apple Trees, $25; Almonds, $10; Apricots,

$10; Cherries, $10; Chestnuts, $30; Figs,

$15; Mulberries, $20; Olives, $20; Japan-

ese Persimmons, $25; Plums, $20; Walnuts,

$20; Evergreen Trees and Shrubs, silver

medal and $100; Abies, silver medal and

$25; Cedrus, silver medal and $25; Cupres-

sus, silver medal and $35; Piuus, silver

medal and $25; Taxus, silver medal and

$35; Broad Leaved Evergreens, silver medal

and $100; Berberis, $10 ; Buxus, $10;

Eunonymus, $20 ; Laurus, $20; Nerium,

$20; Flowering Shrubs, silver medal and

$50. These aggregate the very respectable

total of 8 silver medals and $710.

KE.tl. ESTATE.

In the Merchant will be found the ad-

vertisements of the Central Pacific Rail-

road, W. P. Haber of Fresno, Guy E.
Grosse of Santa Rosa, Frost & Gilman of

the same place, Moultou & Co. of Healds-
burg, T . H. Cordell & Co . of San Jose and
San Francisco, and W. H. Barham of

Cloverdale, all of whom have choice vine-

yard lands for sale.

They have placed on file a list of such
lauds at this office, in order that all per-

sons desirous of purchasing vineyards may
be enabled to inform themselves of lands
to be disposed of before taking a trip up
the country,

By such means it is intended to make the
Merchant office of assistance to those in-

tending to embark in viticulture, and all

pamphlets and information will be freely

tendered to those who call there. It is de-

sired that the public should look to the
Merchant for all information concerning
grapes and wine.
A compact property at'Kingsburg, Fresno

county is offered for sale. It consists of

60 acres in young raisin vines, 25 acres in

trees and 10 acres in alfalfa. On the ranch
are two houses besides every necessity for

carrying on a well-established farm, and
the water right is ample . The lot will be

subdivided to suit purchasers. The address
is given in another column. a

"We draw special attention to the "an-
nouncement of Mr. Wm. Mulligan, who
has a young vineyard for disposal. It con-
sists of 171% acres in Alexander valley,
Sonoma county, of which 155 acres are in
vines of the following choice varieties, in
their third year : Riesling, Chasselas,
Black Burgundy, Charbono and Zinfandel.
The land is conveniently situated and suit-

able for subdivision, being bounded on
three sides by public roads.
From Mr. W. P. Haber. Manager of the

Fresno Land Office, we have received de-
scriptive pamphlets of Fresno county,which
contain a sample list of properties for sale
at that office. They vary in extent from
two to six hundred and forty acres, and in
price from $15 an acre upwards, and com-
prise city and suburban lots. Mr. Haber
is the Fresno agent for the Pacific Coast
Land Bureau of San Francisco.
We now have particulars of 25 additional

properties in the vicinity of Santa Rosa
and Sebastopol, Sonoma county, that are
offered for sale, from 17 to 1,300 acres
each, at prices ranging from $175 up to

$20,000, according to size, location and im-
provements. The properties are situated
close to the railway line, planted in orchard,
vineyard, have been used for general farm-
ing or are ready for the plow. Most of
them have commodious dwellings and out
houses and would be valuable investments
for intending settlers.

We also draw especial attention to the
following, full particulars of which appear
in another column: Twenty acres of land
on East street, Woodland, Yolo county
which forms a beautiful location for a sub
urban residence. On account of the bear-

ing vines, fruit trees and Italian olives

planted on the property this will prove a
self-supporting country residence. It is

only ten minutes walk from the center of

the prosperous and well-kept city of Wood-
land and is well worthy of the attention of

capitalists.

Messrs. T. H. Cordell & Co. of San Jose
and this city, whose advertisement appears
elsewhere, offer for sale several lots, from
10 to 80 acres each, of improved vineyard
lands in Santa Clara valley. They have
also urchards planted with the choicest
varieties of fruit trees, and orchard lands
for sale.

Mr. Geo. M. Thompson of Healdsburg,
Sonoma county, is agent for the sale of the
Bermel Winery and three acres of laud
close to the center of the town and the rail-

way. The cellar has a capacity of 10,000
gallons with every facility for enlargement
at little expense. On the premises is a
saloon where the wines are retailed; the
buildings are complete in every detail and
fitted with the latest and most improved
machinery and conveniences. The price is

very reasonable and the owner intends to

establish a vineyard in the Immediate
vicinity.

A FINE PLACE FOR SALE.

A BEAUTIFUL LOCATION

FOR A

SUBURBAN RESIDENCE.

TWENTY A"RES OF LAND ON BAST ST.,

waimi.AMi. « v i.

p. ACRES OF IT IJT OIiOVEK, ami

IK ACRES 1ST MUSCATKULE < ; I! 11M.V

T
I lie llrive-way

1QK ITALIAN OLIVE TREES AI.OSTW

OH BARTEETT PEAK TREES AE03T«
C5VJ the ditch banks.

It is a Reautiriil Place. Vines and trees

three years old, with prospect of fine grape crop this

season

.

For further particulars apply at the office of the

San Francisco Merchant, 323 Front street, S. F,,

P. O. Box 2366.

FINE VINEYARDS

IJT SANTA CEARA VAEEEY,

FOR SALE BY —

T. H. CORDELL & CO.,

28 North First St. ) . f S73V2 Market St.
San .lose. i \ San Francisco.

$10

<t!99 OOO 80 ACRES IN THIUD YEAR. OVER.
Iia l
w''' 05,000 vines of best varieties. Staked.

A very fine property at a bargain.

Qj>Q 000 10 ACRES 1N FOURTH YEAR.
t]po

,
\J\J\J • Near los (jatos. Fine varieties, beauti-

ful view and a good place.

000 40 ACRES °^ NORTH SIDE STEV-jWV. ens rjreek Road. Excellent land and
fine varieties. Set last Winter.

»>_ OAA 36 ACRES ON MAIN ROAD IN SEC-

if)/.^UU. ond year. Splendid land. Gj)Od neigh-w borhood.

We have a number of places with
Vines and f'ruil Trees for sale. Also.
Orchards anil OrcUard Lands.

Call at Office or write for full particulars. Respect'ly

T. H. CORDELL & CO.

FOR SALE

!

One of the Finest Young Vineyards in

the State.

A LARGE, SQUARE TRACT, BEAUTIFULLY
situated, containing V7\% acres of No. 1 vine-

yard land, bounded on three sides by public road and

favorably situated for sub-divisions. This land is in

the beautiful Alexander valley, so favorably known
for its scenery and climate, in Sonoma county, 17
miles above Calistogu, being 8 miles from Healdsburg,

and four miles from Litton Springs station.

One hundred and fifty-five acres are in vines of

choicest varieties, this being the third year, and are

divided as follows :

Riesling-, 45 acres; Chasselas, 24 acres
Illaclt JBiir&uiMly, 40 acres; Charbono,
21 acres; ZiufaiMlel, 25 acres.

Other improvements, only nominal, consisting of

ver$ large barn fur horses, wagon.*, implements, feed

and hay. A small cottage for foreman and family, and

house for hired men. This vineyard, so far, has proved

to be entirely exempt from spring frosts and needs to

be seen and examined to be appreciated. Price,

$60,000. One-half cash, balance on easy terms.

Call on WM. MULLICAN,
Alexander Valley, Sonoma Co.,

Or address same at Healdsburg, Sonoma Co.

IF*OH. SALS.
As a whole or in subdivisions

YOUNG VINEYARD AND ORCHARD,

IN TOWN OF KINGSBURG.

Sixty acres raisin vines, Twenty-live
acres trees, Forty acres alfalfa, Two
houses, Two wells, Windmill, Tank,
Itarn, Stock, Fences. Implements,
Ample water-rights, Etc.

For full particulars address

S. E. MOFFETT,
KIKGSBITRU, Fresno Co., Cal.

FROST & GILMAN,

REAL ESTATE BROKERS,

OFFICE 529% FOURTH STREET,

Santa Rosa, Cal.

Farms and Stock Ranches for sale and to exchange

for city property. VINEYARD LANDS A SPE-

CIALTY. A list of properties particularly adapted

to Grape Culture forwarded on application, and on

file at the office of the S. F. Merchant, 323 Front

street, San Francisco.

Winery For Sale.

THE

BERMEL WINERY,
And Three Acres of Land,

SITUATED CORNER WEST AND GRANT STS.,

Ilealdsbnrsr, Sonoma Co., Cal.

On Line of S. F. & N. P. R. R.

Cellar under ground—capacity 40,000 gallons-
capable of being enlarged to any capacity at small

cost. Outfit complete to carry on the business.

Dwelling and outhouses in good repair. Location

most desirable in the btate

,

For further particulars apply at the office of the

S. F. Merchant, or to

CEO. M. THOMPSON, Agent,

Healdsburg, Cal.

Cloverdale Real Estate

MOST DESIRABLE

LAND AND RESIDENCES

For sale.

CRAPE & ORCHARD LAND
A SPEOIALTT.

W. H. BARHAM,
Cloverdale, Sonoma Co.

MOULTON & CO.,
^ REAL ESTATE,

MONEY AND INSURANCE BROKERS,

HEALDSBURG, SONOMA CO., CAL.

Alargre quantity of the FINEST GRAPE LANDS
in the County are now in the hands of thU Company
for sale

.

A list of Russian River bottom lands and red
gravely hill lands SPECIALLY ADAPTED TO VITI-
CULTURE, will be forwarded on application

.

Buyers should visit Healdsbunr before s ttlin^ else-

where.

Office in tlie Sutoyomc Hotel.
tleahlsburg'.

For further particulars apply at the office of the

S. F. Mkrchant, 3*23 Front street, San Francisco.

FRESNO LAND OFFICE.
Choice Farming, Fruit and

"Virx©ya,rci lemcSLm,
Improved or Unimproved.

With or without Water lor Irrigation,

FOR SALE,

IN SMALL OR LARGE TRACTS,
Terms Kasy.

For maps, circulars, etc. . call on or address

W P. HABER, Manager,
Or Fresno, V'al.

PACIFIC COAST LAND BUREAU,
'22 Montgomery St., S. F.

RAILROAD LANDS
— IS—

NEVADA, CALIFORNIA AND TEXAS,

FOB SALE ON SEASONABLE TEEMS

Apply to, or address,

VV. H. MILLS, JEROME MADDEN,
Land Agent, Land Agent,

C. P. R. R. SAN FRANCISCO, S. P. R. R. SAN FRANCISCO.

— OR—
H. B. ANDREWS,

AND COMMISSIONER. Q. H. & S. A. R.Y. CO., SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

-ilK
A. 1876 S. I. XII.

I. S. 1888 G.

The Industrious never Sink.

GUY E. GROSSE, Broker in Real Estate
Ranches, Residence, Business and Manufactur-
ing Property Bought and Sold on Commission.

Ami Publisher of " Sonoma County Land Register and
Santa Rosa Business Directory."

Office, No. 312 B St.. Santa Rosa, Cal.
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WM. G. IRWIN & CO.

SUGAR FACTORS AND

COMMISSION AGENTS
Honolulu, II. I.

—AGKNT3 FOR--

HAKALAU PLANTATION ..-. Hawaii

NAALEHU PLANTATION Hawaii

HONUAPO PLANTATION Hawaii

HILEA PLANTATION Hawaii

STAR MILLS Hawaii

HAWAIIAN COM'L & SUQAR CO Maui

MAKEE PLANTATION Maui

WAIHEE PLANTATION Maui

MAKEE SUGAR CO Kauai

KEALIA PLANTATION Kauai

Agents for the

OCEANIC STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

CASTLE & COOKE,

SHIPPING AND

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
Honolulu, II. 1.

—AOENTS FOB

—

THE KOHALA SUGAR CO.,

THE HAIKU SUGAR CO.,

THE PAPAIKOU SUGAR PLANTATION
THE WAIALUA SUGAR PLANTATION
THE PAIA PLANTATION *
A. H. SMITH & CO.,

THE N. E. M. LIFE INSURANCE •

CO. BOSTON,
THE UNION INSURANCE CO.

OF SAN FRANCISCO,
THE GEO. F. BLAKE M'F'G CO.,

STEAM AND VACUUM PUMPS,
D. M. WESTON'S CENTRIFUGAL

MACHINES.

GEO. W. MACFARLANE. H. R. MACFARLANE.

G. W. MACFARLANE & CO.

IMPORTERS

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
AND

SUGAR FACTORS.
FIRE-PROOF BUILDING, 52 QUEEN STREET,

Honolulu, H. I.

—AGENTS FOR—
THE WA1KAPU PLANTATION Maui
THE SPENCER SUGAR PLANTATION Hawaii
THE HELIA SUGAR PLANTATION Oahu
THE HUELO SUGAR CO Maui
HUELO SUGAR MILL Maui
PUULOA SHEEP RANCH CO Hawaii
NURLEES, WATSON & CO., ) r.i„„„„.

Sugar Machinery. f
Glasgow

JOHN FOWLER & CO'S STEAM PLOW ) T .

and Portable Tramway Works. f
L*oas

GLASGOW AND HONOLULU LINE OF PACKETS.

WILL W. HALL, L. C. ABLES,
President. Sec'ty and Treas.

E. O. HALL & SON,
(Limited.)

HARDWARE MERCHANTS
Importers and Dealers in

California Leather, Paints and Oils
< looking Stoves, Ranges, Plows,

And every description of Tools and Builders' Hard-
ware, Nails, Cast Steel, etc.

CORNER FORT AND KING STREETS,

Honolulu. Hawaiian Islands.

F. A. SCHAEFFER & CO.
IMPORTERS AND

COMMISSION MERCHANTS

Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands.

H O KT O XT XJ

H. HACKFELD & CO.

SHIPPING & COMMISSION

Merchants.
Honolulu. Hawaiian Islands

H. W. SEVERANCE,
HAWAIIAN CONSUL

AND --

COMMISSION MERCHANT.
316 California St..

Room No. 4. San Francisco, Cal

JAMES HUNTER
GAUGER OF WINES AJNU SPIRITS

(Established 1851.)

OFFICE—323 FRONT STREET,

San Francisco.

THE VALUE OF A
PUMP

Is Determined by its Simplicity, the

Ease with which it is operated

in Deep Wells, etc.

-THE —

BUCKEYE PUMP
Possesses all these

valuable qualities in a greater

degree than any other pump in market,

FOR DURABILITY, SIMPLICITY,

Ease of operation and general efficiency

they have not an equal.

FOR SALE BY P. P. MAST & CO-,

31 Market St.. San Francisco.

W. T. GARRATT & CO.

BRASS AND MACHINE WORKS.
Manufacturers of

BRASS WINE PUMPS.
WINE COCKS.

All Kinds oi Fittings
— FOR —

Wineries, Distilleries-

BREWERIES.

Iron Pipe and Fittings, Hose, Etc.HOOKER'S
PATENT STEAM PUMPS.

Cor. Fremont and Nntonia Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

WOODIN & LITTLE'S
WINE PUMP.

This cut repre-

sents our Double
ActinK F O H C E
PUMPol great compactness,
for use in wine cellars, for

pumping from one tank into

another. The cylinder is lined

with copper, the piston rod

valve and valve seats are

bronze, so that it will be seen

all parts of the pump exposed
to the action of

wine are non-
corrosive.

Mend for
special ral.
alogue.

WOODIN &. LITTLE.
009 A 511 Market St., San Francisco.Ca!

o.
QUICK TIME AND CHEAP PARES

To Eastern and European Cities

Via the Great Trans-continental All-Rail Routes.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC
COMPANY.

Daily Express und Emigrant Trains make prompt con-
nections with the several Railway Lines in the East,

CONNECTING*AT

NEW YORK AND NEW ORLEANS
with the several Steamer Lines to

ALL EUROPEAN PORTS.
PULLMAN PALACE SLEEPING CARS

attached to Overland Express Trains.

Ill I HO . CLASS SLEKPIXfl CARS
are run daily with Overland Emigrant Trains.

No additional charge for Berths in Third-class Cars.

X3T Tickets sold, Sleeping-car Berths secured, and
other information given upon application at the Coin:
pany's OrHces.jwhere passengers calling in persor/*can
secure choice of routes, etc.

A. N.TOWSE, T. 11. UUODMAN,
General Manager. Gen. Pass. & Tkt Agt.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

RHIvFDonald

Oldest CharteredBank

utts Pacific
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VITICULTURE.

Important Meetings of the State
Commission.

A meeting of the State Viticultural Com-
mission was held at their office, 204 Mont-
gomery street, on Monday 11th inst. There
were present Commissioners Haraszthy,
Wetinore, Krug, De Turk and West. The
Executive Committee made a verbal report

upon recent enactments, which prescribe

new duties for the Board, provide for the
creation of the office of a State Analyst at

the University, to analyze samples of wines,
and liquors submitted to him by the Secre-
tary of the State Board, and the provision

made in the general appropriation bill for

an appropriation of $10,000, to be expended
under joint control of the State Viticultural

Commission and the Regents of the Univer-
sity, for viticultural, experimental, analyti-

cal, scientific work. The report called the
especial attention of the Board to the im-
mediate necessity of taking action upon the
question of joint control of the appropria-
tion, and stated that arrangements had been
made with the committee appointed by the
Board of Kegents for holding the first meet-
ing at Berkeley, and recommended a meet-
ing with the committee of the Board of Re-
gents, the committee to be instructed to act,

if possible, with the Regents in such a
manner as to provide for the utilization of

the appropriation so as to accomplish the
greatest possible public benefit, through the
joint advice and counsel of the active agen-
cies of the two institutions, each having an
equal share in the direction of the work to

be performed.
The Committee did not desire to forestall

the judgment of those who will be entrusted
with the matter hereafter; but in order to

obtaiu the sense of the commission", they
submitted a plan for exercising joint con-
trol which might be suggest d to the con-
ference committees. This plan was out-
lined briefly in a rough draft for the foun-
dation of an institute which they believed
would prove to be a beginning of an impor-
tant institution for future development.
The draft suggessed the establishment of a
practical aud experimental viticultural and
ceuological institute, to be governed by a
board of five directors, of which the Presi-
dent and the chief executive officer of the
State Viticultural Commission and the pro-
fes-sjrs of Agriculture and Chemistry of the
State University should be ex-officio mem-
bers ; the fifth member, who shall not be
connected with either institution, but who
shall be practically connected with the in-

dustry to be benefited, to be elected bien-
nially by the four ex-officio members, or, in
the event of failure to elect within 30
days after the regular time of election, to

be appointed by the Governor at the re-
quest of any one of the ex-officio members.
The institute to be located in the city of

San Francisco, with such experimental
stations throughout the State as the Board
of Directors may establish.

The directors to expend, in accordance
with law, any appropriation made by the
State, or other sums received, for the joint

control of the State Viticultural Commission
and the Board of Regents of the State
University

.

Unless otherwise provided for bylaw, the
scope of the work to be directed by said in-

stitute shall be determined, as occasion may
require, by joint ballot of the two control-

ing bodies.

The Secretaries of the Board of Regents
of the State University and the State Viti-

cultural Commissioners to serve as Secreta-

ries of the institute.

The directors to have power to appoint
such officers and agents as they may require
and fix their compensation, and to make all

rules necessary for their government not in-

consistent with the law and the general
scope of the work laid out by the joint

action of the two boards by which they are
controlled.

The Treasurer of the State University to

be treasurer of the institute, and the Board
of State Viticultural Commissioners to ap-
point one of its members to audit all ac-

counts before they shall be transmitted to

the State Board of Examiners.
The directors of the institute to receive no

compensation for their services rendered as
such officers.

The plan provided for reasonable travel-

ing expenses. Provision is also made for

filling vacancies in the Board by the Com-
missioners or the Regents. Elections of of-

ficers are arranged for annually. The in-

stitute shall continue as long as may be per-
mitted by law, and as long as the two
boards of joint ccntrol mutually consent to

the same.
After full discussion of the plan presented

by the Executive Committee, on motion of

Mr. Krug, ^heir recommendations were ap-
proved unanimously, and the president was
instructed to appoint a special committee to

confer with the committee of the Regents,
with full power to act on behalf of the com-
mission in all matters relating to the con-
trol of the joint appropriation. The presi-
dent appointed on this committee commis-
sioners Wetmore, De Turk and Krug.

On motion of Mr. West, Messrs. Krug,
De Turk and West were appointed as a new
standing committee to determine the matter
of compensation of the chief executive of-

ficer in view of his increased duties, and
Messrs. Haraszthy, Rose and De Turk were
appointed a committee to confer with the

railroad companies with a view to obtain-

ing a reduction of freight on cooperage
from the East.

The committee on conference with the

State University was also instructed to con-

fer with the Stpte Analyst, and to report at

the next meeting of the Board concerning
the necessary measures that must.be adopted
to fulfill the intention of the law. In ac-

cordance with the law, the Governor will

soon appoint one of th8 professors of the
State University as the State Analyst, who
will have duties to perform in connection

with the State Board of Health, Mining
Bureau and the Viticultural Commission.
Prof. Rising of the State University made a

verbal explanation of work that was in pro-
gress in his laboratory for the commission.
He stated that his report upon Warner's
grape milk would soon be ready, also that
in his examination of certain diseased wines
that had been submitted by the commission,
he had discovered the presence of mannite,
and that he was now investigating the con-

nection that might exist between such di-

seased fermentations in the vines and lactic

acid.

CBOP PBOSPBCTS.
Mr. Krug reported severe losses by frost

in some parts of Napa County and also re-

ferred to similar losses in Sonoma County.
He estimated that the losses this year in

those two counties would reduce the normal
vintage at least one-half.

ther reports from observations indicated

that there would be this year a light crop
in Sonoma and Napa counties on old Zin-
fandel vines. Reports from the southern
counties indicated the prospects of a large

vintage.

Mr. Haraszthy reported a large, promis-
ing yield of Orleans Rieslings on the foot-

hills of Yolo County.
Mr. Wetmore reported considerable dam-

age being done to grafts made this year in

the Livermore valley, caused by beetles eat-

ing buds of the scions. A similar pest is re-

ported doing like damage at Mountain View
in Santa Clara County.

THE CONFEBENCE COMMITTEE.

The meeting of the joint conference com-
mittee of. the Board of Regents of the State

University and the State Board of Viticultu-

ral Commissioners was held on the 12th
inst. at Berkeley, to consider the matter of

the joint control of the appropriation of

$10,000 made by the last Legislature for ex-

perimental work in viticulture. Present

—

J . West Martin and George J. Ainsworth on
the part of the Board of Regents, and Chas.
A. Wetmore, I. De Turk, and Charles
Krug on the part of the Viticultnral Com-
mission, and the secretaries of the respec-

tive boards. The plan suggested by the
Executive Committee of the Board of Viti-

culture was submitted to the meeting and
debated at great length, the main point at

issue being the site of the experimental fer-

mentation cellar and other features pertain-

ing to the practical and mechanical work
to be accomplished.

Professor Hilgard expressed a decided
preference for the location of the entire

plant for the experimental work on the

University grounds, claiming the advantage
it would afford the students, and his views
were supported by the members of the com-
mittee on the part of the Board of Regents.
The members on the part of the Viticul-

tural Commission, ."while granting that all

the works appertaining to the analytical

and purely scientific part of -the contem-
plated establishment should be at Berkeley,

held that the fermentation cellar, wherein
the practical work of comparing the various

systems of wine making would be carried
on, ought to be located in San Francisco,
as it was a more central point and therefore

more accessible to all interested, and
also that strangers coming from abroad
would have a better opportunity of exam-
ining the various samples of wines than if <

the cellar was at Berkeley ; and further,

that a great saving in money could be ef-
fected as a building suitable for all pur-
poses could be rented at a reasonable rate,

while at Berkeley one would have to be
erected at a great expense. They also op-
posed the idea of spending all the money
in Berkeley, as the university already has
an annual appropriation of $3,000 for this

work outside of the $10,000 above referred

to.

The debate ended without an agreement
bung reached, the suggestions of the corn*

missioners being taken under advisement by
the Regents, who will report at an early

date.

IN SAN BERNARDINO.

Dr. J. D. B. Stillman, of Lugonia, near

San Bernardino, is now visiting San Fran-

cisco with the intention of perfecting plans

for the erection of a winery at his vineyard.

He will probably aim to produce a high

quality of sherry and port wines, being

favorably situated for such work. Last

year he was very much discouraged with

the outlook for his Muscat grapes, the Mus-
catel being unsuccessful on light sandy soils

in that climate. This want of success per-

tained rather to the failure of the first crop

of fruit to set and not to the vigor of the

fruit. The subject of the failure which was

experienced, was thoroughly studied by the

Viticultural Commission last spring and re*

ported upon during the year with recom-

mendations as to new methods of pruning

which could be attempted, and which, it

was believed, would prove successful. Hav-

ing instructed his son to follow out the sug-

gestions of the Commission, Dr. Stillman

had the oversight to make comparative

tests, pruning a portion of the vines accord-

ing to the old method and a portion accord-

ing to the methods suggested. He reports

that he is more .than pleased with the
promise of success, that the foliage on the
vines pruned as suggested shows a health-

fulness far beyond expectation, and much
superior to those pruned as formerly. He
intends to pursue the experiment during the
year and will report the results as the season
progresses

.

Dr. Stillman has been grafting during
the last year some of the finest varieties im-
ported from the sherry districts of Spain,

and the Madeira districts of Portugal, which
he believes will be very successful in his

locaUty.
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RESISTANT VINES.

An Interesting; and Practical Dlb.
cnsMion,

[From the Report of the Third Annual Vitinultural

Convention.]

Mr. Maslin of Sacramento.—Mr. Presi-

dent, ladies and gentlemen, I read once in

the " Students' Manual " when I was quite

a boy that after having investigated a sub-
ject and arrived at a conclusion it was just

as well to sweep out the reasons for the
conclusion and remember the conclusion
for the remainder of your life, and I think it

is a good rule to follow in reference to this

question, as to the growth of resistant vines.

I am with Mr. Wetmore. It seems to' me
that the question has passed discussion and
yet there are several gentlemen in this

State, whose writings I read, who are con-
tinually casting doubt upon the feasibility

of planting the Vitis Californica as a resist-

ant vine. I suppose those gentlemen have
seen the vine growing, and then they will

go home and write an article for the S. F.
Bulletin or the San Francisco Merchant
and still cast a doubt. It seems to me thai

the time must come when ftie discussion

must stop, and this Commission, and every
viticulturist in the State should determine
once for all that the Californica can be
grown in the driest and least humid soil in

the State of California. When I began to

put out my small vineyard in Placer county
I read the writings of a distinguished eulo-

gist of this State, who declared that the
Vitis Californica could not grow, except on
the banks of rivers. It waB impossible to

'" grow it on the hillside. I wrote to Mr.
Wetmore, and Mr. Wetmore gave me rea-

sons for starting. Professor Hilgard made
an analysis of the soil of my vineyard and
said it had a very low retentiveness of hu-
midity. If you went there before it was
planted, looking at the dryness of the soil

and the climate, you would say it was im-
possible to grow a grape vine on it. I sub-
soiled my land and bought some seedlings
which were not probably larger than an
eighth of an inch in diameter when I put
them out. I put them out about the last of

March, 1882. They have never had one
drop of water except what fell from the
heavens. They made a growth up to about
a year ago, say, one half of or three quart-
ers of an inch in diameter. This year I

grafted them with Ziufandels; they had
grown then to an inch or to two inches in

diameter. The root system was, as Mr.
Wetmore has shown you here. I had a
Vitis Californica at the State Fair, and it is

now at New Orleans with the graft on it; it

was about two inches in diameter. The
tendency of the Vitis Californica is to grow
a root straight down. The vines are plant-

ed eight feet apart. This vine, which I

dug, started within two or three inches of

the surface, and to dig it out I had to dig
at least three feet sideways under the ground
before I could get four feet of that root. It

went off at an angle of almost forty-five de-
grees so that you can plow very near to

the vine without cutting any of the surface
roots. The roots are very hard and very
woody. I grafted them about March and
about April 29th I finished grafting and I

suppose that the experience of one like my-
self would prove the circumstance that the
Vitis Californica can be grown under the
most disadvantageous circumstances and
in the driest of soil.

I made some mistakes which may be of

interest to those who have never grafted
the Vitis Californica. I planted the crown
too near the surface. When I planted my
vines they had just simply one long root

—

it must have been eight to ten inches long
—and I planted the crown very near to the
surface; the soil was very loose, and when
Spring rains came the lateral rootlets start-

ed out close to the surface. When I cut
off the roots I cut them off three inches
deep and the result was I had to lose about
half of my root system, because I had to

cut a place below the surface soil on which
to graft, and I had to lose these roots, so
that I might say that my vineyard was not
more than half a success; I don't know
what would have been the result if I had
the whole root system to send sap and in-

vigorating power into the branches/ I
found that the root crown was very gnarled,
and you cannot split the root of the Vitis

Californica freely. You want te get a

sharp shoemaker's knife which costs about
15 cents, a very thin blade. Near the

crown the young root is very soft and with
the pressure of the hand it will make a

straight cut and not a split. I think I lost,

in planting the Vitis Californica, about 10

per cent of grafts that did not take. I never
had any experience in grafting, but I took
Mr. Wetmore's book and wherever I travel-

ed I read it, slept with it under my pillow,

and talked with everybody I met about the

subject. I think I met with a good deal of

success for a "greenhorn," to lose only
about 10 per cent of the grafts. I suppose
my loss was due to carelessness. One man
cannot graft more than 130 to 150 vines a

day; at least I do not think he could.

Mr. Wetmore.—I never had a man who
could do that much and do it well.

Mr. Maslin.—My calculation was about
135, but I worked very early and very late,

and I had the interest in this matter of an
owner, which is different from a hired man.
I think I also made another mistake in

waiting two years. Wherever I found a

large stock an inch and a half in diameter
as a general thing the grafts failed. Where
I found the stock a quarter or half an inch
in diameter the graft took admirably. I

think Mr. Wetmore says that you better

wait for two years on account of the root

system having time to establish itself so

you will have an increase of vigor in the

grafted stock. I suppose that is correct as

Mr. Wetmore knows more about the sub-

ject than I do, but I simply state the fact

that wherever the stock was large I found a

large percentage of failures. I suppose
that is all that is necessary to be told in re-

gard to the growth of this resistant stock.

Mr. Wetmore.—There may be some cir-

cumstance in regard to the grafting of the
large stock which should be explained in

some other way because in your immediate
ueighborhood the Natoma Company grafted

quite a large batch of three year old roots,

that were very large and thick, I think they
must have averaged two inches in diameter
and they had a splendid success with them,
and they are bearing now.

Mr. Maslin.—That is just my observa-
tion. I will say in reference to the Vitis

Californica that I do not think that I have
had a sucker growing on the vineyard yet.

The trouble I did have, which may be
avoided, when I put these grafts in, I used
Raphia to tie with, which is some sort of

East India fibre that lasts on the roots in

about two months. I tried it for the pre-

vention of roots, as much as possible, from
the scion. To my astonishment in digging
around them here on this scion was an im-
mense amount of little rootlets, and as

much of the scion as was buried in the

ground, from this bud was making a lot of

rootlets. I thought then, if the sap goes
up those little roots to the scion', it must
interfere with the flow of the sap from the

root of the stock to the scion. I wrote to

several viticulturists and some told me I

had better cut the rootlets off, and others
told me if I did I would lose my scion; so

you can imagine the predicament J. was in.

So I thought I would take the bull by the.

horn, and went through the vineyard and
took the rootlets off, and the vine came up
and the scions fell over and next morning I

found them there. I went back and put
the scions in place and bound them anew
and kept on cutting the rootlets off. I cut
those rootlets off three times but of course
taking care to tie the scion immediately up.
I have never lost any from cutting the
rootlets off. I think I cut too low ; I must
have cut four or five inches and perhaps
even deeper than that; I would make a
hole with a spade and then cut down
below under it off. I think, if I had
grafted it, say about two inches and then
hilled the dirt up about it, it would
have stopped the growth of the rootlets.

When I put out the Vitis Californica I

also put out some Zinfandels, say perhaps
about 1,000, running along the edge of the
vineyard in much more favorable soil and
much more favorable subsoil. I grafted
Zinfandel on the resistant roots on April

29th. The branches which came from the
one bud, and they made from three to four
branches from one bud, made much greater

growth than did the Ziufandels, which had
not been grafted. My grafted vines would
have borne grapes this year but I cut them
off because I did not want them to bear so

soon. My deduction is that even if the
Vitis Californica were not a resistant vine,

it has au immense root system and must
produce when grafted more fruit than the

uugrafted vines of vinifera varieties.

Mr. Wetmore.—It was last year that you
trimmed the roots ?

Mr. Maslin.—Yes sir, in June.
Mr. Wetmore.—Have you examined this

year to see whether they have' made new
rootlets ?

Mr. Maslin.—It is this year I am talking
about, I think I have cut all the rootlets

off.

Mr. Wetmore.—What comparison did you
have to show between the Californica and
the Biparia ?

Mr. Maslin.—Well, I put out Biparias
this spring, and I took up some the other
day, and I find Biparia has a tendency to

shoot out surface roots, but no strong tap
root. •

A Delegate.—Have you ever grafted any
nurseries to replace in your vineyard ?

Mr. Maslin.—No sir, I never gritted in

a nursery. That has bothered me a good
deal, whether it is cheaper to graft in

a nursery or to graft in the vineyard, but it

is very tedious to graft in a nursery where
you have to follow a line all the time, be-

cause in the field you can straighten your-
self up.

Mr. Wetmore.—Did you take the seed-
ling and graft it and put in the nursery ?

Mr. Maslin.—No sir, I never did that,

sir.

Mr. Wetmore.—I will explain as far as
my experience goes, something about
these points Mr. Maslin has raised. One
of the things to guard against and essential

to the grafting of resistant stocks, is to pre-

vent the scion from taking root. That is

not true when you are grafting an old vine,

when you simply want to change the var-

iety ; in this case you simply want to pre-

serve the resistant root. I want to call

special attention to this because I find some
do not appreciate the importance of it. Mr.
Maslin did cut the roots off. It is ques-
tioned by some whether those roots are to

be cut off that year or wait till the next
winter. If you do not cut them off the sap
rises, goes up to the root, goes up the plant
to the leaf, and in returning by the cam-
bium layer, making the new layers of tis-

sue, it comes and meets an obstruction in

the graft, which tends to force a root from
the scion, which developes at the expense
of the roots below. I asked Prof. Hus-
mann if he did not cut off the roots and he
said no, that did not make any difference,

if the phylloxera came along they would
eat them up and then they would have the

resistant roots to work on. But you will

not have any resistant roots if you allow
the scion roots to grow, because the others
will dwindle away and the vine will grow
entirely on the scion roots.

Now in regard to enveloping the point of

grafting with clay. I do not mean mud,
but mere clay; there is no little root will

form in that; I have seen that from my
own experience of it; wherever I have done
that, I have had no trouble at all, and
everybody else has had trouble that has
not put the clay on. The idea of putting

the clay on, besides preserving the graft

and keeping it moist, is also to have an ab-

sorbing medium to take up the sap.

I will suggest possibly the 'reason why
some of those large roots failed to be graft-

ed as easily as the smaller ones. Whan the

sap is flowing too fast in the stock, the

scion being retarded, there is a tendency
for the sap to press around the point of

union and the callosity does not take place,

or the scion is not in accord with the growth
of the plant. In the larger vine the sap
will run more violently in the spring, than
in the young plant, and possibly for that

reason it impedes the union. That trouble

could be avoided by grafting a little earlier,

although you must graft after the sap com-
mences to rise, otherwise you are wasting

your time, as the callosity does not take

place till warm weather and there is no
union. You are simply putting a wound
there to get sore or rot by the time that the

sap commences to flow. I will relate an
experience that seems contrary to theory.

The best grafts I have made have been
where my scions were actually sprouting,

not that I intended to do that, but I had
sprouted scions from France and I wanted
to save the wood. I did not imagine that

they would grow at all, but I had to save

them, and every one of them grew well,

but of course my stocks were also growing.

This year I grafted with scions that were
so carefully prepared that not a single bud
had started, that is, they had been retarded
by being kept hermetically sealed, and then
put in a very cool, shady place, and they
were in perfect condition. Wherever they
were put, in the field or nursery, I have had
the poorebt luck with them I ever had. I

believe that there is such a thing as retard-

ing the growth of the scion too much. I

would rather have them come along a-pace
than to have the growth retarded too much.
Mr. Maslin.—I thought perhaps I had

made the mistake that in the large stock
the outer bark is apt to be thick and you may
be misled by it.

Mr. Wetmore.—If you want to know
how thick the bark is, examine it carefully;

you may think you are inside of the bark
whBD you are not. Mr. Crabb suggests
giving the scion a little cant so as to throw it

across the cambium layer; The union only
takes pi ace at the cambium layer and it is up-
on enlargement of that and the development
of the other tissues that all the growth takes
place. The split of the interior fibres never
unites; it never fills up. Some people
imagine that because the vine apparently
swells over it that it is a solid union all the

way through. It really forms its growth as

though it had been simply budded on the
side and then spreads around and takes
hold of it. It is obstruction at the graft

which causes the grafted vine to bear earlier

and better than the non-grafted vine. The
sap in rising carries simply water and min-
eral matters and perhaps a little ammonia,
etc., from the soil, the sap which forms the

wood is elaborated from the leaf and herba-
ceous tissues and descends downward.
Wherever it meets an obstruction it tends
to cause a stoppage of the flow. Tie a
string tightly around a branch see what
an immense limb above the ligature you
will get for that season, though for the next
season it may destroy it. Now if there is

a great obstruction there that tends to keep
the sap from flowing into the root, because
a portion has to go there to build up the

root, your root will not develop properly.

You want a well developed root to graft on,

or you will have a disproportioned top. If

you graft on a very young feeble vine you
will get an immense growth on top with a

great swelling and a small root. For that

reason I do not usually graft too soon

.

A Delegate.—In the case of fruit trees, if

you graft an almond on a fruit tree, it will

develop a limb much larger than the stock.

Mr. Wetmore.—If you graft a vigorous

vine to another variety that is less vigorous

in growth the root keeps pace with the top

by reason of the excessive vigor of the tup,

but other things being equal the weaker
that root when you graft on it the less

chance you have to make a perfect growth.

Mr. Maslin.—In grafting a peach and an
apricot or an apricot and a plum, do you
think it is a settled fact, that the wood does
not grow together ?

Mr. Wetmore.—No, I think not; the new
growth surrounds it. I want to illustrate

by this vine (showing a grafted vine) be-

cause you can see that it is not growing
over here at all and never will.

A Delegate.—Will it cover it inside ?

Mr. Wetmore.—It is really as though
there was a branch there and you cut off

the main stock.

As to another point Mr. Maslin has spoken
of, and I take up your time because I have
experimented probably more than anybodv
here in grafting vines, (pointing to a

grafted vine) there was the length of

the scion that was put in. I find that

by cutting off, so that would repre-

sent the surface of the ground (illus-

trating) and leaving the bud a little

above the surface of the ground is gener-

ally the best. If the earth is clayey do
not cover it entirely, You must do some-
thing to mark its exact spot because when
you are hoeing around in the Spring you
want to know where it is. The most con-

venient way is to have little slivers of wood
dipped in whitewash and in that way locate

the scion because it is not easily seen.

Mr. Maslin.—Ought you not at two years

old to have your stakes there ?

Mr. Wetmore.—That does not show the

place for hoeing, and you can very seldom

get the stake right opposite. When a man
comes to hoe he does not know where the

scion is and is likely to hit it. It is easier

to graft a rooted cutting than a seedling

because it is straight work. You can see
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by this sample that it was grafted at a

slight depth. I would always graft a little

deeper. I would graft at least twice as

deep, but look out for this root that may
fool you, and come right down in here
through the cleft on the opposite side (illus-

trating) and you think it a root from the

main stock; and looking for another one
on the other side. Those two roots will

destroy all your work if you are grafting

resistant vines, because they will take the

place of the resistant stocks you have been
spending your money for. Keep these

roots away and the safest and quickest
way is to cover the union with clay. I

think it is well after the first two years to

examine them ; but look down carefully and
see if there is any root at the base of the

scion, cut that away always, without any
fear, do not have that growing, because
it does it will ruin your growth.
The simplest and best of all methods that

I can find is the cleft graft; in making the
scion, bevel it so that it is a little thin on
the inside, and then in cutting it cut clear

across this pith, that you will find in all

these scions, and then when you cut the
other side you have a solid piece to insert.

If I cut it down into the center the pith is

exposed on both sides and in pressing it in

it will bend and break off (illustrating.)

Do not cut it clear to the pith, and on the
other side quite across, and then you will

have a sharp strong end to insert. If any-
body is in doubt as to the manner of in-

serting the scion, if he will come down to

our office, we will teach him to graft in ten
minutes.

I have some resolutions to read before
you leave that have been passed to-day and
I hope you will all wait for a few moments.
Can you give us any information on the
subject of grafting Mr. West ? Is there
anybody who desires any information on
this subject of grafting ?

Mr. Maslin.—I have apprehended the
point you have asked me. Have you ever
grafted on a seedling and put it immediately
into the nursery 1

Mr. West.—Oh yes sir, I have tried that.

Mr. Maslin.—What is your experience ?

Mr. West.—You mean grafting ?

Mr. Maslin.—Take your seedling, put it

in the nursery, and afterwards put it in the
vineyard.

Mr. West.—I tried some last year and
did it well enough with a few.

Mr. Wetmore.— I have grafted three
thousand in one year and put them in nur-
sery, and found I lost a very large percent-
age of them because while the root itself

was taking new root the scion was dying
out, whereas in grafting in the field you
wait till the root is actually growing before
you put your graft in and then there is

nothing to impede the union.
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In Trade and
Vlutagcs.

Remarks of Gen. F. Darr at the Third
Annnal Viticultural Convention.
Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen,

when your Chief Executive invited me the
other day to say a few words to you I told
him I wished to be instructed and not to
instruct, and his eloquence reminded me of

some experidnce I had with a friend of
mine who had gone to see him to ask ad-
vice about investing money and locating in
this country, who said Mr. Wetmore talked
a great deal of vines Resistant to Phylloxera
and all dangers of viticulture, etc., and she
wanted to know what kind of a non-resis-
tant there could be to Mr. Wetmore, for he
convinced everybody that this was the best
country to stay in and invest money. Very
reluctantly, I agreed to say something
about the traffic and sale of goods after

you have made them. I do not presume
being a tyro in the business, to say any-
thing about viticulture, but being a manu-
facturer and connected with large manu-
facturing establishments all my life I have
always found it was easier to buy goods
than to sell them. I have traveled over
your State in the last two or three years
under different circumstances from those
under which I first saw it. I have the
honor to be an old pioneer of this State,

coming here thirty-five years ago, and un-
fortunately left it because I thought it was
dug out. I am forcibly reminded, by see-

ing you gentlemen from different parts of

the State, of an incident that occurred at

Hock Farm nearly thirty-five years ago,

when I was enjoying the hosptiality of Gen-
eral Sutter. He had a vineyard there and
his first invitation to a traveler was to take
a glass of wine and in his hearty way said

"this will be a great country for wine some
day." In his latter days in the East he
often spoke of how little he had done for

this country, while we were praising him for

how much he had done. It was not my inten
tion first to embark in the wine business
here because I thought there were too many
obstacles in it. Although, having had a
large business connection with this coast
for thirty-two years, I found it very difficult

to get good California wine in New York,
because all the good wine that was sold
there was sold under a foreign label, or
under a foreign nomenclature . All the bad
wine, whether it came from California or
any other country, was sold as California
wine, and with all the advantages I had,
by business connections, to get good wine
in New York I found it impossible, and I

could only get good wine by getting it direct

from the vineyard, and that led me to the
conclusion that the nearer the producer
came to the consumer, so far as his interest

was concerned, it would be the best for

you as well as in other manufacturing busi-

ness. For business, as carried on thirty or
forty years ago, was quite different to what
it is now. The middle man, the jobber
and broker, the person who reaches the
consumer, advance the price of the article

so much that the first essentials of success
in production, traffic and consumption are

violated by the extraordinary expenses put
upon what I would call your manufactured
goods. And a few ideas have been hastily

suggested to me, they are not original, but
from a gentleman interested in the business,

which I will take the liberty of offering

you. In the first place after you have
made your wine 1 contend that the greatest

difficulties present themselves to you. You
have had to overcome a great many diffi-

culties by not having been brought up with

the business, but, gathered from nearly all

the vocations and pursuits of life, you have
all turned your attention to what is destined

to be one of the greatest industries of this

State. Having made your wine the diffi-

culties which present themselves for its

successful sale are very great, and they
can be classified into local, political and
geographical obstacles. As you look into

the local difficulties before you, you find

they are creeping up and occur every day.

I, this evening, had an experience of what
I call the greatest obstacle to the success of

viticulture in this State and that is the

prejudice of American people against drink-

ing their own wines. 1 have just come
from dining with a hospitable friend who
reminded me that on a previous visit to this

State some seven years ago, and after visit-

ing a great many old friends, and on coming

to his house to dine one evening, I com-
plained that I had met a great many old
friends who had not even on their table a
bottle of California wine. He said you will

not see it here. We ship it all to New
York. I said I was afraid so, for the
people there did not drink it. This evening
on pointing to a foreign bottle of cham-
pagne I told my friend that it had an in-

herent fault, which he had said prevented
the manufacturing of champagne in this

country—this was one of the list of reasons
he had given me some time ago for the
non-success of American wine—that it had
a bad cork and I pledge you m.y word I

never saw a worse cork in a bottle of do-
mestic champagne than I saw in his bottle

to-night, which I brought as a consolation
to show my friend, Mr. Haraszthy.

I would like to say a few words if you
will indulge me on the subject of prejudice.

It is not a prejudice against the consump-
tion of domestic products but it is a preju-

dice which is founded on false pride, a lack
of moral courage. You have all heard
this before and I am afraid I am only re-

peating what you all know, but you find it

in all parts of the United States, and I find

it as prevalent in San Francisco as I find it

in New York and other Eastern States.

That prejudices has got to be overcome, not
only from a Fpirit of patriotism but from a
spirit which will permit us to appreciate

the pure and wholesome wines which you
certainly make in this State as compared
with the imported adulterations. In addi-

tion to that I only repeat what your Chief
Executive has said in one of his reports
that the hotel and restaurant trade is one
of the greatest obstacles to the consump-
tion of your goods. There is not a railroad

station or restaurant or hotel in the United
States but can afford in their charges of

fifty or seventy-five cents or a dollar to

give every customer a bottle of free wine
for dinner. Acknowledging the origin of

my thoughts on this subject I would also

say that to give their customers such a glass

of wine would not cost the hotel keeper or

restaurant proprietor any more than a cup
of good tea, a cup of coffee or milk. By
that means, increasing your legitimate con-
sumption of wine you will soon be on a
footing with European countries. When
we consider that the small country of

France, hardly larger than our own terri-

tory, consumes some 1,500,000,000 gallons,

at the rate of thirty gallons a head, that if

we consumed the same proportion in this

country we would require a product of

1,800,000,000 gallons in our own country.

And yet you hear all around you complaints
when our crop reaches the amount of 15,-

000,000 gallons, the cry of over-production.
There is no danger of over-production but
there is great danger of competition and the
non-use of your wines in your own country;
your efforts instead of being directed to in-

creasing the consumption in foreign coun-
tries should be directed to increasing it in

your own. This prejudice against the use of

domestic wine, this hostility towards the
wine of hotel and restaurant keepers, and
the violent prejudice of a large portion of

our community against what they call the

sinful use of wine, are your main obstacles.

I was very much struck a few weeks ago
on meeting a friend at San Jose, whom I

had not seen for 22 or 23 years, with a chas-

tened puritanical expression on his face,

quite different from the hilarious counte-

nance that was familiar to us when in camp.
I a^ked him what he was doing and he told

me for three or four years he has been a

lecturer for the good templars in the coun-
try and when I told him of the new busi-

ness I was engaged in he considered me an
awful example. Being very fond of him I

reasoned with him and as one argument
against the wine traffic he said that if the

bonds of California were to be offered in

the market in a few years they would not

be worth more than the bonds of Missis-

sippi which is called a whisky drinking

State. But in this remark he made the

mistake that so many fall into for wine
drinkers are not drunkards. We are not a

drunken community.
As your Chief Executive said this after-

noon, so I would say, that the time has

come also for an assertion of our rights

and for no more apologies. I was reminded
to-day when listening to him of a remark
made by Bayard Taylor to some of his

friends after a long European travel. I

asked him on this occasion "What trait do

you find in human nature most common
among the people from Iceland to the Cape
of Good Hope and from Alaska to the Ork-
neys ?*' And he told me with a smile, and
being a temperate man himself, that it was
a disposition on the part of everybody to

take 40 drops. He also remarked that he
had noticed where wine was drunk there
were temperate people and he gives this in
all his writings on German, French and
Mediteranean people.

You in California feel very safe on this

subject of prohibition, and I allude to that
as one of the obstacles of your business,
for we are daily in receipt of letters from
such cities as Detroit, which toll us that in-

stead of buying any more wine they are
prepared to abandon the business, the fuel-

ing there is so strong in favor of prohibition
that they fear that they must not only
abandon the business but the city, as oc-

curred in Keokuk . To make your wines
compete with that of another article of con-
sumption, that of beer, which is increasing
to an enormous extent in this country, they
will have to be pure and wholesome when
they reach the consumer, and it is your
duty to do all you can to bring about a
wholesome trade, and one of its means is

to reach the consumer, not only in his fam-
ily by enabling him to buy his wines reas-

onably but by encouraging him to do so. A
friend of mine has written from an Eastern
city saying that a great many houses are
making a successful trade in California

wine by distributing it by the gallon as they
do in France. Another suggestion I would
like to make to-night, with all good defer-

ence to those who have talked of it before,

but it has interested me so much before my
present occupation that I tried to establish

it myself, is a large wine storage establish-

ment on the shores of this Bay and in this

unapproachable climate where wine can be
treated and handled and stored more
cheaply and better than in any other clim-

ate on the face of the earth. So that he
who wishes to store his wine and raise

money on his warehouse receipt will not be
compelled at the end of one vintage to

make ready for the new wine—to close out
his first vintage, for, under proper con-
ditions, a warehouse receipt for good wine
would be as negotiable as Port Costa
wheat receipt, and, unlike wheat, instead

of deteriorating from year to year, its value

would increase. If a wine grower is enabled
to carry his product at reasonable interest

for 3 or 4 or 5 years another great obstacle

to the sale of your wine is overcome. I

mentioned this, and know that it could be
done, for in the effort to raise capital for

this object myself, I found a universal de-

sire to establish such a storage and bank
for the vintages of this country. There-
fore, outside of our own country and look-

ing to foreign markets, no matter how
favorably the present Commission, which
left a few days ago may make any treaty

with Mexico or Central and South America,
it will not benefit us ; for the American
merchant does not go there and therefore

the American merchant has no ^interests in

them. I do not see how you can advance
your .wine interest in those countries to

which we are looking with so much hope.
The inhabitants of those countries are com-
posed of English, German and French and
their natural desire and interest are with
their own countries. I think it behooves
the wine growers of this country to make a

wine market in their own country, and there

will be no trouble about competing with the

wine grapes of Europe. By the time that

your product is 40 or 50,000,000 gallons the

vineyards of France will recover their

growth. You may have access to these for-

eign markets bnt you want more consump-
tion at home. I cannot help feeling deeply

impressed with the energy and improve-
ment and progress you gentlemen by your
personal industries and efforts have made
this great success in this State. It is unlike

any other manufacturing industry. You
will not find among the woolen, cotton

candle ox other manufacturing interest the

sane unamamity, the same friendly inter-

change of opinion as is witnessed in your
convention here. I am satisfied that with

pure and wholesome wine, and a strong ef-

fort to punish the spurious adulterators,

who are injuring you, not only in this

State but in the Eastern market, that when
your product has reached 40, 50 or 100,-

000,000 gallons you will find plenty of con-

sumers in your own country for it.
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WINES AND IIUAMdls.

Honest l.nl> Straight Good*
—The Law of Hnmnu Nature

—

Down with Frauds.

Editor San Francisco Merchant : We
recognize you here as the exponent and

great helper of the vine grower of the

State. We feel that you are educating the

vineyardist of the State and that you are

ever awake to all matters which tend to the

benefit of viticulture.

We have been surprised, however, that

so little notice has been taken by you of

the resolutions introduced by myself in re-

gard to having a law passed by Congress for

the purpose of preventing the sale of adulter-

ated wine and brandy for genuine, by com-

pelling all wines and brandies sold to be

sold under the mark or label of the pro-

ducer. If this can be accomplished it

would be of immense benefit directly to the

grower and in the end to the trader. It

would do more to make genuine products

desirable and to sell them, than all other

expedients that have ever been talked of,

for the public wish pure straight goods

which are healthful. Many do not drink

wine and brandy for they don't know what

they are drinking, whether compounds of

glucose, beet sugar coloring matter, flavor-

ing extracts and other deleterious substances

or the pure product of the grape. Such a

law would make it a self evident fact that

what they bought was what it was repre-

sented to be and convince the public that

they can procure the pure product of the

grape, pure as God and natural processes

made it. This would double the demand in

one year and the California viticultural

problem would be solved. There will be

no over production, the trade will be glad

to buy all the wine tho vine-grower can

make, he will too buy it when young and
keep it until it matures and sell it when it

is at its best for consumption. There is no

use talking about combinations, that the

trade is trying to depress prices, that they

are leagued together to buy cheap. All are

only too willing to pay a fair price, if they

can only sell again for a reasonable profit

.

This is human nature, it is the law of trade,

the law of supply and demand and to talk

anything else is only misleading and get-

ting people into trouble.

It may be well to urge vineyardists to

make their own wine for it may become a

necessity and to prepare their minds before

hand will be beneficial, but it would be
still better to club together, build a large

cellar, fermenting house, crusher etc., and
hire some competent person to make the

wine, for if every grape grower makes wine
there will be a great variety of product and
many mistakes which will result in much
poor wine. It is easy to instruct, lay

down rules and make believe that it is an
easy matter to make wine, yet good wine
makers are scarce and it requires a special

adaptability, much experience and study to

make a successful one and it will be only a
few who will ever excel.There is not one man
in ten among grape growers who is an
exact judge of good wine, that can tell the

subtle differences of different qualities of

wine, and it takes years to acquire this

nicety of judgment, and, after all, it is more
in the nature of a gift than a practice. It

is a simple matter to make good bread or

butter, yet, take one family with another,

and those who make the best of either are

much in the minority.

But I have entirely got switched off from
the subject I started out with, that is, your

favorable opinion in urging the passing of

a law against the adulteration of wine,

that is, a law compelling all beverages to

stand on their own merits by setting forth

on the package or bottle by whom made, of

what made, and if a compound or a mix-

ture, how it is mixed, and of what ingre-

dients it is made. This may work some

hardships to mixers or compounders that

make imitation Wines and Brandies, their

occupation may cease, but it will be of in-

calculable benefit to the honest producer.

The one class will work hard against the

passage of such a law, but this makes the

help of every producer more imperative,

and an incentive to make him work all the

harder. This law can be passed, if we all

put our shoulders to the wheel, for it is

just, it is right, it is in the interest of public

morals, of honesty, of fair dealing, of the

maintaining of good health and of temper-

ance, for if the temperance question is ever

solved it will be by the general use of a light

wine, cheap enough so that it can be used

by the poor as well as the rich, for man is

a creature of excitement and requires a

stimulant. To make him otherwise, were

it possible, would be to make him a stick,

without affection, without love or ambition.

I am told there are some difficulties in

passing such a law, that this would be in-

terfering with the inter-commerce of the

different States, and that Congress has not

the constitutional right to do it, without it

were a measure fer revenue. If this is so

then let it be called a measure required for

revenue, and let the revenue be so small

that it will pay the necessary inspectors (or

whatever they may be called) to pay for

their work of affixing stamps, and this cost

need not be more than a quarter of a cent

a gallon or bottle, or even less, and who is

there that would not be willing to pay even

four times as much to have the stamp of

genuineness placed on his product, and thus

shut off all deleterious and fictitious pro-

ductions.

Let those who are now making imitations

and compounds, if they find their occupa-

tion gone, join our ranks, and they will find

more profit in making the genuine article,

and such men as can even make wine with-

out grapes would be valuable acquisitions

to our wine interest, and help make Cali-

fornia, in fact, as well as by nature, the

most favored wine country in the world.

« L. J. Rose.

Sunny Slope Vineyards, San Gabriel, May
11, 1885.

WANTED IN FRANCE.

The following copy of a letter is one of

many received by the State Viticultural

Commission, and shows that the knowledge
of California Viticultural work is extending

abroad, and that our experience and
opinions are sought for :

Chateau de Canteloup, April 28, 1885.

Mr. Wetmore, State Viticultural Commis-
sion, San Francisco

:

Dear Sir—I have learned that you have
just published an important work on the
culture of the vine in the different districts
of California.

I take the liberty, as a viticulturist of the
Department of the Gironde, near Bordeaux,
and as a member of the Society of Agricul-
ture of France, to ask you to let me know
how I can purchase your work and what is
its price. I should be pleased to read the
opinions of a man of your ability and posi-
tion on a question so full of interest.
Please accept, my dear Sir, my thanks in
advance, and the assurance of my most dis-
tinguished consideration. Lebeaud.

LIVKKHOKK VALLET.
A Choice Ijocatlon For Vineyards—
An Increasing- Industry—Success In
Planting —Uoocl Varieties.

The formation of the soil throughout

Livermore Valley is very similar to that in

the Cupertino District, especially in the

neighborhood of Stevens Creek, in Santa
Clara Valley. The same rolling lands,

forming well-drained benches, composed of

gravely loam suited for nothing so well as

the vine are to be found, only more exten-

sively, than in the above mentioned neigh-

borhood. Three years ago there was hardly

a vine in Livermore district. It occurred

to Mr. J. F. Black, one of the extensive

land owners in the State, to experiment in

cultivating the vine, as it was then attract-

ing so much attention elsewhere. He called

to his assistance, experts such as Charles

A. Wetmore and Professor Hilgard, before

planting. Upon their arrival in the neigh-

borhood, which was new to them, they were
immediately impressed with the fine pros-

pects for vineyard business — situation,

climate and soil all being in favor of ulti-

mate success. Lots from 20 to 40 acres in

extent have been sold to different parties

since that time, and to-day there are nearly

3,000 acres, planted in vines, under excel-

lent cultivation.

Fortunately the Livermore folks had the

benefit of the experience of those older in

the business to guide them, and conse-

quently they commenced work very differ-

ently from the early pioneers. Only the

best known varieties have been planted,

and systematic work has been the general

aim. Resistant stocks have been used ex-

tensively for future grafting purposes, al-

though there are, at present, no apprehen-

sions of phylloxera. In the Livermore wine
district the Chaintre system of planting, al-

lowing the vines to run naturally along the

earth as the wind lays them, without stake

or support, has been tried and found suc-

cessful. As far as can be ascertained, this

is the only district in California where this

method is practiced. The vines are planted

7 by 14 feet apart. Every variety tried has
succeeded admirably except the Malbec,

which showed a tendency to grow upright,

but this variety even may prove adapted to

the Chaintre system when the cane becomes
longer and the foliage heavier. All long

pruning varieties will certainly bear better

under this mode of cultivation.

The Guyot system, also practised in

France, has met with success at Livermore.

The wood which will form the following

year's bearing canes is tied to the stake and
remains there until the next year . Several

varieties, for instance the Trousseau, which
failed to bear well in other districts, have
been a paying success at Livermore when
raised under this system, as it gives much
greater opportunity for bearing. In the

Guyot system the vines are planted seven
by seven feet apart, and it might be of ad-

vantage to try in other districts some varie-

ties which have failed, under other methods,
by the Chaintre and Guyot systems.

The Olivina Vineyard is the most exten-

sive in the Livermore district, comprising

400 acres. Mr. J. P. Smith, the owner of

the estate, takes great pride in |his work,
and is now excavating into the side of a hill

for the purpose of constructing a cellar, as

he intends to make his own wine this season.

He has 20 different varieties of grapes

planted, the largest proportion being Zin-

fandels and Mataros.
Mr. J. F. Black has over 200 acres under

cultivation in the following varieties of
vines. He is making a specialty of red
wines, and has planted accordingly :

,,. , , ,
Acres.

/iDfandels 50
Resistant Stock •........!.50
Trousseau ""..'.* .24
Petit Pinot .!........]"! "21
Meunier ' \ <)

Malbeck
\

." ig
Chauche Noir ." '.'.'.'.'.'. ".'.'.'.'.'. '.'.'.'. 16
Charbonet .""*,'.'.'*.** 6
Mataro 3
Cabernet Franc (graftsy ""...*.*""!.' 3

Mr. Aguillon has the principle winery in

Livermore, which is in charge of Mr. J.

Mortier. Last, but not least, the district

boasts of being the one selected by Mr. C.

A. Wetmore, the Chief Executive Viticul-

tural officer, for his vineyard and future

home.

TOUNU < IMIOIIMAVS

Who] Are Scientifically Studying- Viti-
culture and Viniculture.

Mr. Charles W. Sutro, son of Adolph
Sutro Esq , of this city, well known in min-
ing circles, is now in Bordeaux, France, and
has written to the State Viticultural Com-
mission for information to assist him in di-

recting his studies on viticulture which he
intends to pursue, with the intention of mak-
ing his efforts hereafter of practical advan-
tage to the industry in this State.

In like manner, the son of our distin-

guished fellow citizen, James De Fremery,
long connected with the San Francisco Sav-
ings Union, is pursuing, in connection with
other studies, the special investigations of

questions pertaining to viticulture and vini-

culture. Last year he wrote requesting the

State Viticultural Commission to forward
to him samples of California wines for

analytical studies at the University where
he is pursuing his work, and he has since

requested the Commission to advise him as

to further prosecution of such investigations

with a view to becoming expert, if possible,

aided by the scientific facilities which are

surrounding him in Europe in viticultural

studies.

A number of young men of this State,

sons of our most progressive citizens, are

co-operating with a developing spirit of in-

quiry that is now giving promise of great

future advantage to our industry. These
young gentlemen, being fortunately situated

so that they can pursue their studies with
ample means to perfect their education, are

seeking those portions of the world where
scientists meet in perfect harmony with

practical experts, and where a spirit of true

criticism prevails. They have a golden op-

portunity to acquire, together with scientific

knowledge, information which will be of

practical value throughout their lives.

Practically speaking, the foundation of a

critical knowledge of wines will depend
principally upon the development of a crit-

ical taste under circumstances where it is

possible to develope the same, being aided

by scientific instruction. Such students

will be, in future, of immense advantage in

this State in using critical and practical, as

well as scientific standards of judgment. In
Europe, and especially in France, the sharp

distinction between purely scientific inves-

tigation and technical knowledge is drawn,

so that there is not so much confusion in

the minds of students as there is at the pres-

ent time in the undeveloped condition of

similar studies in this country.

It is expected that silk culture will be-
come a permanent industry on the Hawaiian
Islands. There is no doubt that silk can
be raised there, but it will be necessary to
erect a filature, small at first, with one" ex-
perienced reeler as worker and teacher to
others. Such a course would insure success.
This is an industry that might well be as-
sisted by the Hawaiian Government, per-
haps in connection with the public school
system.
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA.

Board of State Viticultural

Commissioners.

San Fbancisco, May 14, 1885.

To the Local Resident Viticultural Inspectors:

The Commissioner for the San Francisco

Viticultural District, in accordance with the

provisions of the law, has called a Conven-

tion of all practically interested in indus-

tries and commerce, dependent upon viti-

culture, within said district, to be held in

the city of San Jose, on the 27th, 28th and

29ih of May. A cordial invitation to at-

tend the sessions is extended to all persons,

whether residents of this, or other districts,

who are interested in the subject matters to

be discussed, without the formality of

special notification. Local Resident In-

spectors are requested to make this call and

invitation known to the public in their re-

spective localities and to assist the Com-
mission in urging the importance of secur-

ing a large and representative attendance at

this, as well as at all other similar con-

ventions.

These conventions are intended to serve

as opportunities for gathering information

of practical value and for the promotion of

harmonious relations between all who have

interests in common, affected by success in

viticultural pursuits. In order that indi-

vidual opinion may not be unnecessarily

antagonized, formal expressions by vote of

those in attendance will not bo elicited,

each being free to form his own conclusions

as to the merits of any proposition that

may be discussed from different points of

view. Resolutions and motions, concern-

ing unexpected subjects, not contemplated

by the programme of topics previously an-

nounced, will not be in order, and no mo-
tions, requiring the vote of the Convention,

will be submitted unless the same have

been duly announced and referred to a

committee one day previous to the action

of the Convention.

The presiding officer, as required by law,

will be the Commissioner for the district.

The sessions will be held in the hall ad-

joining the California Theater.

The work of the Convention will be as

follows

:

WEDNESDAY, MAT 27th.

10 A. M.—Inspection and study of sam-

ples of viticultural products.

1 :30 p. M.—Reading of papers and dis-

cussions relating to practical experience in

fermentation, distillation and cellar man-

agement.

8 p. M.—Reading of papers and discus-

sions on practical viticulture and viniculture

in the French language.

Tin KSDAY, MAY 28th.

10 A. M.—Continued inspection and study

of samples, etc.

1 :30 p. M.—Reading of papers and dis-

cussion of general rules based on practical

experience and scientific research, relating

to vinification and the care of wines.

8 p. M.—Continuation of preceding sub-

jects. (If found practicable to conduct the

work during the evening session in the

French language, announcement to that ef-

fect will be made at the close of the even-

ing previous.)

FRIDAY. MAY 29th.

10 a. M.—Continued inspection and study

of samples, etc.

1:30 p.m.—Reading of papers and dis-

cussions of questions pertaining to markets

and necessities of increased facilities for

maturing viticultural products.

8 p. M.—Discussions concerning mercan
tile prospects, obstacles to trade, and reme-
dies for difficulties lying between producer

and consumer.

A committee will be appointed to take

charge of and direct the order of inspection

and study of samples during the morning
sessions. No formal report on qualities of

exhibits will be required from the commit-
tee, but each of its members will be invited

to preserve notes of observations and criti-

cism to be submitted by the Chairman to

the Viticultural Commissioner for publica-

tion. Experience has demonstrated that it

is impracticable to attempt to obtain criti-

cal reports on matters involving questions

of taste and the determination of mercantile

values, wherein several examiners are called

upon to unite in judging many different

samples. The committee will, however,

have ample opportunity to report upon the

merits of all exhibits, concerning which
they desire to express a concurrent opinion.

All questions of local rivalry and per-

sonal competition will be carefully excluded

from the convention and from all official

reports. The only rivalry that should be

encouraged during such Conventions, con-

ducted under the auspices of the State,

should be in the effort of each section to

acquire the greatest possible information

and advantage from the experience and
studies of fellow citizens of other sections

—

a frank and sincere public spirit on the

part of all, free from provincial feeling, char-

acterizing all critical discussions.

Exhibits for instructive sampling and
comparison, but not for competition, are

specially desired. They should be sent by
express, addressed:

The Viticultural Convention,

Care of L. D. Combe,

San Jose, Cal.

They will be received and stored care-

fully and should arrive in time to be classi-

fied on Tuesday, May 26th. It is difficult

to properly arrange and examine samples

that arrive while the Convention is at

work.

Brief papers on the true history of the

original introduction of different varieties

of vines into the District, to assist in our

nomenclature and classifications, will be of

special interest ; but there will be no time

for general discussion of topics which they

may suggest.

The counties, comprising the San Fran-

cisco Viticultural District, are San Fran-

cisco, San Mateo, Alameda, Santa Clara,

Monterey and San Benito.

The Secretary of the Commission will be

prepared to exhibit under the microscope

the germs of different fermentations and

specimens of vine pests. Mr. F. W. Morse,
Inspector at Berkeley, will report upon in-

vestigations of advances made by the phyl-
loxera; and Professors Rising and Hilgard
of the State University are expected to take
part in the discussions.

Wine merchants, dealers and brokers
an d capitalists, who wish to study the op-
portunities that our industry may offer for

investments and new enterprise, members
of the State Legislature and Congress, and
officers of the State and Federal Govern-
ments, members of the medical profession,

scientific students, teachers in public and
private schools, manufacturers of vineyard
and cellar supplies and apparatus, proprie-

tors of hotels and restaurants, and other re-

tailers of vineyard products, representatives

of transportation agencies and members of

the press are among those who are specially

invited to unite with vine growers and wine
wine makers in these conventions.

CHAS. A. WETMORE,
Chief Executive Viticultural Officer and
Commissioner for the San Francisco
Viticultural District.

OUR NATIVE WINE SHIPMENTS BY SEA.
PER P. M. S. S. CO.'S STR. SAN BLAS, MAY 15, 1885.

TO NEW YOBK.

F A, New York
G, in diamond,|New York..
E L, New York
PL, New York
VS&B, Brooklyn
EC, New York
J B, Hoboken
EB& J, New York
N, in diamond, New York,
RAG, New York
GO, Buffalo
K Bros., Buffalo
F & S, New York
F, in diamond, New York

.

h& F, New York

B D & Co., New York
S, New York
S, in diamond, New York..
BB, New York
A V Co., New York
T, in triangle, New York..
C K, Newark
G G, Lancaster

W W Son & Co., Philadelphia..
F, in diamond, New York.,...,
K, in diamond, Pittsburg
L, in diamond, Pittsburg

Dr H A Tucker, Brooklyn.
TM, Boston
M & S, Rochester

Lachinan & Jacobi

Kohler & Frohling.

B Dreyfus* Co

<«

Walter, Schilling & I

S Lachinan &Co.

Dresel & Co
Arpad Haraszthy & Cq

PACKAGES AND CONTENTS.

25 barrels Wine
20 barrels Wine
15 barrels Wine

,

8 barrels Wine
,

15 barrels Wine
10 barrels Wine. ....

5 barrels Wine
,

75 barrels Wine
50 barrels Wine. ... .

.

10 barrels Wine. ....
6 barrels Wine
15 barrels Wine
2 halt barrels Wine..
70 puncheons Wine

.

180 barrels Wine....
7 casks Wine
17 puncheons Wine.
145 barrels Wine....
50 barrels Wine
20 barrels Wine
10 barrels Wine
60 barrels Wine
40 barrels Wine
20 barrels Wine
4 barrets Wine
3 octaves Wine ......

4 casks Wine
25 barrels Wine
3 barrels Wine
7 barrels Wine
1 barrel Brandy
1 barrel Wine
3 barrels Wine
10 barrels Wine
1 barrel 'Brandy

:

:i

Total amount ef Wine . .

.

Total amount of Brandy

11264
1002
763
401
761
484
243
3664
2457
606
290
761
66

10670

11037

6805
2473
000
404
2884
1877
054
190
78
316

1190
138
330
30
40
157
480
41

5-1650
80

# 510
430
323
187
332
220
142
1278
1316
268
240
432
33

3563

6016

2820
1600
400
180
1442
038
477
05
30
157
476
103
101
146
61
03
350
05

$25629
241

TO CENTRAL AMERICA.
KS, Corin to.

BC &Co., Corinto
D de Novello, S J de Guatemala
E C J W, San Jose de G'mala .

L S, Guatemala '.....

Eugene de Sabla & Co.

J M Tinoco & Co.

.

John T Wright....

B Dreyfus & Co. .

,

80 cases Wine
1 barrel Wine
1 barrel Wine ....

6 cases Wine
2^ barrels Win...
4% barrels Wine..
1 barrel Whiskey .

Total amount of Wine
Total amount of Whiskey

.

400
40
50
30
53

106
40

688
40

320
27
37
24
30
75
100

$523
100

TO MEXICO.
Eguiarte Zapotlan J Gundlach & Co
O vH, San Bias Moller, Miutz & Co.

.

P O, Acapulco
G & H, Manzanillo . .

.

A M e 11, Manzanillo.
1* M & Co., Acapulco.
P D & Co., Acapulco .

A V, Acapulco .

.

L B, San Benito.

Thannhauser & Co. .

.

Lang-ley & Michaels.

.

W Loaiza

Urruela & Urioste
Eugene de Sabla & Co.

4 half barrels Wine.
6 barrels Wine
1 package Wine
1 box Wine
4 barrels Wine. ,

2 barrels Whiskey .

.

30 cases Wine
2 barrels Claret .

4 casks Red Wine .

.

2 casks Red Wine .

.

2 casks Red Wine
60 kegs Wine

Total amount of Wine

.

Total amount of Whiskey.

70
120

15

60
66

160
94
236
118
117
600

1589
56

100

10

60
154
112
70
87
43
51

390

$1002
154

TO PANAMA.
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PHYLLOXERA AH1I RESISTANT
VINES.

Opinions or Professor Hlljrard. Pro.

lessor Morse ami Mr. wetmore.

[From the Report of the Third Annual Viticultural

Conventions

Dr. Behr, Mr. Wetmore said, is perfectly

right technically when he says that it is

nut the phylloxera that kills the plant but

the fungus that rots it; but it is the phyl-

loxera that makes the wound on which the

fungus comes. The blood poison may
follow the pistol wound but it is the pistol

after all that kills the man. Here is an
Arizonica which did not make much devel-

pment but you can see the growth of

healthy wood on it, and I have yet to find

any wounds or evidence of disease. I have
examined some recently that were set out

by Mr. Dresel in the poorest land he has,

in land where everything else that was put

out was destroyed. The Arizonica was as

bright and as green as lettuce in a vege-

table garden. I am going to have some of

those vines dug up and see if I can find

any wounds on them. I do not know how
the Arizonica will serve as a grafting stock.

I have got to graft some this winter and I

will then know more about it. As, to their

growth I find them a splendid success.

They stand the most violent heat and the

most violent drouths, and will also grow
well in the vicinity of the rivers and also in

low places, provided there is sufficient heat,

and I think they will serve a great purpose

in some parts of the State. I would like to

call on Professor Hilgard and ask him if he
is prepared to make any report on any
other remedy, especially that suggested by
Dr. Bauer. Dr. Bauer was expected to be

here to-night but for some reason he was
away and we could not get him. The
fault was in giving notice too late. The
remedy suggested by Dr. Bauer has been
talked about a good deal. Professor Hil-

gard and Mr. Morse, who have been exam-
ining the subject will be able to add some-
thing to what has already been said.

Professor Hilgard.— I will add a few
words to what Mr. Wetmore has already

said in regard to the resistant stocks. I

heartily endorse what he has said regarding

the Californica. I have so much confidence

in the stock that I have planted three-

fourths of my own vineyard in Californica

stock, and the only thing I have to regret

is that this year, in consequence of the

Summer rain, it has been affected with
mildew, but the mildew came late and did

not affect it very severely and I do not
apprehend that it will be any serious set

back. Next year if we should have a nor-

mal season I do not doubt that they will

make a growth as much in advance of most
of your stock as in the cases already shown
you. I have found also, as Mr. Wetmore
states, that the Kupestris makes a very
slow growth, but I will remark that the

root system of the Kupestris appears to be
adapted to Boil which is not as deep as re-

quired by the Californica. Several cases

have come to my notice where the deep,

straight down root of the Californica has
failed to find all the depth necessary, and
in spreading out it has seemed to suffer.

These cases have occurred in the Santa
Cruz mountains particularly, and probably
also there the mildew has slightly affected

the vine. The mildew alone is sufficient

reason why we do not find the Californica

along the coast. We have to go on the

other side of the Coast Range a little way
before we find it, and I doubt not but what
the mildew is to blame for that. But I am
satisfied that under ordinary circumstances,
in ordinary Beasons, we should have no
difficulty at all in the Sant.a Clara valley

with the Californica. As regards the root

system and the resistants I will state that

at the University three years ago we plant-

ed a number of Californica seedlings almost
precisely under the same circumstances as

those mentioned by Mr. WetnJore and they
all have shown precisely the same results,

with this addition, that this year the seed-

lings have borne a dozen fine bunches,
which did not ripen at Berkeley because we
cannot ripen any grapes there, but the
grapes were ready to ripen if the climate
had allowed it. These very vines, with
others along side, were planted in strongly

phylloxerated holes, and I will here say

that precisely, as in the case in Sonoma, we
found that the roots of the stocks we had
taken out of the old phylloxerated stocks

were still green and infested with the in-

sect. It is therefore perfectly useless to

attempt to extirpate the phylloxera by pull-

ing up the vines. It is quite impossible in

that way to clear out even the vine itself.

The roots remain leaving a road to furnish

the phylloxera to any vine that will be

planted for three years to come. So it is

perfectly useless as against the insect to

pull up the vine. When you take out the

stock that is all that you can do. Now
planting the Californica in that hole the

root becomes covered with the insects and
the insects make a wound which is pre-

ceptible just by a little circle around^it.

The reason why it does not decay, I think,

may be found in the thickness of the corti-

cal layer of the root; in the European vine,

the vinifera, this layer is comparatively

thin. The root every year turns into wood.
As soon as the fruit has ripened the outer

layer becomes wood. In the case of those

vines the swelling is not a simple ring

shaped swelling but is somewhat rounded
and turned in. You will find in making a

section of one of these roots, in attempting

to ripen, that the cortical layer is enfolded

into the others, it turns into wood and that

wood dies. The outer layer being unabled
to be cast off, as it usually is, dies inside,

the fungus takes possession of it and then

as a matter of course the fungus kills the

vine. In the Californica it simply makes a

circle or mound around the wound and that

is the end of it. It does not turn into wood,
there is no cortical layer to cast off and the

same reason does not exist for it to decay,

and I attach very little importance to the

chemical condition of the sap. I think it is

the texture of the cortical layer of the rind

that makes the condition and the difference

in the manner with which it resents, as it

were, the attack of the insect. So much
for the resistants which I consider com-
pletely proven, and in which I have stated

what little I have to report on the matter.

I find that the Eiparia cuttings make a

very rapid growth the first year. They
have in the Santa Clara valley I think

proven more satisfactorily than the seed-

lings and I think the cuttings are prefer-

able to the seedlings, as the Kiparia seedling

has the fault of making an excessive num-
ber of surface roots. In later years this

surface will increase and at all times in the

dry season you will find a large bunch of

such rootlets within six inches of the sur-

face in the dust and dry ground. These
roots cannot exert much nutritive effect

upon the vines, and it is just that much
root system thrown away during the dry
season, and to that extent it would seem
that Riparia cannot be as good as the Cali-

fornica, as the Californica has deep roots

in the ground and will flourish under those

circumstances.
As regards the remedy proposed by Mr.

Bauer it consists in placing around the

stock of the vine a greater or less amount
of finely divided mercury. This finely di-

vided mercury has the name of blue mass.

It is nothing more than metalic mercury
finely divided up by the intervention of

some foreign body, that foreign body may
be oil or ointment or any kind of clay or

mucilage or anything of that kind. If mer-
cury be rubbed in a mortar with any of

these things, even the white of an egg will

answer the purpose, it becomes divided up
and finally you get black ointment which
is known under the name, of blue mass in

different preparations. This blue mass can
be diluted to any extent. You can mix
with it, without any difficulty, a large

amount of inert matter.

You can mix it with clay to any extent
and the globules of mercury are so fine

that it takes, not the lens, but the micros-
cope to detect their presence. Under these

circumstances the mercury has, of course,

all the properties of metallic mercury still,

except the apparant fluidity with which we
are all acquainted. It therefore evaporates,

and mercurial vapor is well known to exist

on the surface of all metalic mercury, and
it causes the violent diseases which fre-

quently affect the workers in mirror estab-

lishments and also in mercury works. We
observe that the same diseases do not affect

the workers in the mines. The workers in

the M mad ru mines are just as healthy as
anybody else, but those who attend the

furnaces and those who handle the metalic
mercury are the ones who suffer. It has
been suggested by a number of persons
who have written to me on the subject, why
not take mercury ore or cinnabar. That is

not any better than iron ore because the

mercury is not in the metalic condition and
does not evaporate. Theminimun amount
of mercury which it is necessary to pour
around the vine, to produce a sufficient cir-

cle of vapor around the vine, has not yet
been determined, but Dr. Bauer went to

work and for a good many years has been
experimenting on the subject prompted -by

the observation made long ago that the in-

sects which frequently attack zoological

collectior.s are prevented by introducing a
little metalic mercury into the boxes pro-
vided they are tight, and found very soon
that the action of this mercurial vapor,
which always surrounds the globules of

mercury, kills all manner of small insects

and amongst them the phylloxera. He ar-

gued that if the stock of the vine, through
which the insect is usually supposed to

make the attack, crawling down the stem,
is surrounded with vapor of mercury by in-

troducing this blue mass into the earth, the
insect may pass in a little way, but cannot
pass on through the root and so the vine
will be protected. That would be strictly

true if the attack of the insect were always
made through the top of the vine. Unfor-
tunately this is not true. It is well known
that at a certain time of the year the insect

will run glibly over the surface of the
ground and then get down through a crack
to whatever roots it may find, and there is

the weak point of the remedy because it is

applied only to the stock. But there is

this proviso, if the application around the

stock does not imply that the vapor, and
therefore the mercury itself, gradually will

makes its way along the root and in that

way protect the whole plant. According to

the observations made by Mr. Morse who
will address you presently on the subject,

it appears that this is the case. The mer-
cury is supposed to be effective in prevent-

ing the insect from crawling down the

stock on which it has alighted or on which
it has been hatched. The vapor appears
to follow the roots down into the ground
and in that way to impregnate a much
wider area after a while and every year
more. We are not aware to what extent

the dilution can go, how much metalic mer-
cury infused into the soil will produce a
vapor that is deadly to the phylloxera, but

in all events it is well worth trying, and
particularly well worth trying to those who
plant cuttings. Those who insist on plant-

ing cuttings will do well to experiment by
surrounding the cuttings with mercury,
provided they have light soil. In soil that

cracks open, I think it would be useless to

attempt the remedy. In adobe soil, which
is not always kept in the best possible

tilth, it would not do. Whether it will cure

a root once badly infested I doubt, but still

it is worth while to prolong the experiment
and see to what extent young vineyards
now infested in Sonoma, and a great many
have been planted with non-resistant

stock, can be affected by this remedy. We
do not know to what lengths the mercurial

vapor might go. There is this much about
it, it is not like some remedies that evapor-

ate away, it stays there. You may culti-

vate the soil and it still stays there. I do
not think there is any danger of the plow-
men getting mercurial poisoning, nor do I

believe, as a distinguished German viticul-

tunst has suggested, that the mercury will

pass into the wine and mereuralize the con-

sumer, nor do I believe it is noxious to the

vine, for the experience of Mr. Bauer
would seem to the contrary. A letter re-

ceived lately from a very distinguished

Oenologist suggests both these difficulties,

but I do not think they can be taken into

consideration. I do not believe a wine can

be mercuralized, and we know that it does

not kill the plant, I will still say to those

who want to plant vineyards extensively

that while this remedy is being tested, un-

til they know it is perfectly successful, it is

better to plant resistant stock, as resistant

stock is now very generally to be had and
as the grafting is a very small expense

and loss of time compared to the absolute

security it gives, if grafted upon the proper

stock. As for those who in phylloxerated

districts actually plant non-resistant vines

it is a sheer sacrifice of money. Neverthe-
less the extent to which it is done in Napa

and Sonoma counties is somewhat aston-

ishing. The idea that the phylloxera is a

mere passing epidemic, still has its hold
upon some persons, but it is the sheerest

self-deception . The phylloxera is an insect

at home in the United States. It has found
a congenial place to live in the European
vine. It infests the vines in the East and
will forever infest them because they have
grown up under its reign. It has always
been there, and the very fact, that those

vines exist in the United States, show that

they have become accustomed to the insect

and they have come to an understanding
about letting each other live. They attacked

the European vines into the State of Illinois,

and, as necessarily must be the case, failed

in making it succeed, because the insects

were everywhere in the wood, and there-

fore very soon took hold of the vine, and
very soon killed them . They came to bear-

ing in the fifth year and then declined and
very gradually all died out. We knew
nothing of the phylloxera at that time but
from my youthful recollections on the sub-

ject I feel quite confident it was the same
old insect that has given us so much trouble

in France, that killed those vines some 40

odd years ago. That is at least one of the

governing reasons why the European vine

cannot be grown in the Eastern States, be-

cause the phylloxera is everywhere In
California, as yet, it has not scattered all

over. It is extremely likely that it will

spread all over, and the preventive measures
which have been taken in France, have met
with so little success that I think it proves

we will not be more successful. The
spread this year must have been enormous.
We have nursed, at the University, a little

private experimental plot that is infested

.

We did not infest it purposely but it came
to our hands infested, and we thought as

long as we had it there, with no other vines

that would be hurt about it, as the vines

cannot bear anywhere in the neighborhood
of Berkely anyway, being pretty well pro-

tected against any outgoing enemy, we
thought we would keepthe insects on hand
to make an experiment and study its hab-
its in California. Until this year it was
generally found by Mr. Morse, by the way,
who has had charge of that subject, that

the coming out of the winged insect through
which the infection is spread far and wide
on the wings of the wind, happened in

about five or six weeks. This year with

Summer rains it has been through three

months and a half, was it not Mr. Morse ?

Mr. Morse.—Yes sir, nearly four months.
Professor Hilgard. — For nearly four

mouths that lovely insect was coming out

of the earth and being spread by the wind.
From our locality it could not be spread

very far, but you may imagine what must
have happened in the interval in the Napa
and Sonoma valleys, when we think of the

comparatively short time in which it is or-

dinarily coming up out of the ground. You
have noticed the experience of an ant hill

when the winged ants are coming out that

is just about the appearance that the vine

had at the time these insects were coming
out. You could not watch more than a

second or two before one would come, and
then another, and then still another, and
that going on for nearly four months. You
may imagine how many spread abroad over

the infected districts in the upper valleys.

It is very unfortunate that nothing has been
done prior to this year, but now the cat is

out of the bag and it will be very hard to

catch it. It certainly should be the en-

deavor to enforce the disinfecting of vines,

coming from infected districts, or the bring-

ing in of infected cuttings from infected

districts. At any rate they should be disin-

fected. It should be done under the law,

which compels each one to attend to that,

and not to carry the infection amongst his

neighbors. Every one who imports and
plants infected cuttings is commiting a

great crime against the public wellare. He
may ruin hundreds of thousands of dollars'

worth of property belonging to others. It is

simply criminal and the law should so con-

sider it, and it should be made sufficiently

effective this year. Where there is any
danger of infection, or even before, I would
recommend the employment of the remedy
which Dr. Bauer had advised in well culti-

vated light soils, where it is an admirable

protection, and if it will not completely do

away with the danger it will at least dimin-

ish it very much. In light sandy soils I

think it may prove a complete protection,
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for vines that are not infected now. In
adobe soils that are not kept well tilled and
which may crack, and sometimes it cracks

in spite of our best efforts, I think it doubt-
ful that it will be successful, because of the

ease with which the insect may alight on
the ground and crawl into the cracks. And
few people who have not seen it can realize

how these little insects swarm on the sur-

face of the ground at certain times. Some-
times a little earth clod, no larger than my
finger, would have a dozen on it, and they
would keep moving and tumbling over. One
reason why they do not land well on sandy
soil is that they cannot crawl without tumb-
ling over each other, and fall on their

backs, and struggle a long time before tney

can get on their legs again, and as soon as

they succeed in recovering themselves they
fall over again, and they finally tire and
give it up; but on the clay soils where the

particles are solid and large, they walk
along without any difficulty, and crawl
down through the crevices, and can reach
any of the surface roots of the vines, and
the surface roots are precisely one of the
peculiarities of all of the most valuable of

European stocks. [Applause.]
Mr. Wetmore.—Before I forget it, I want

to call attention once more to these seed-

lings. Here for instance, was a grafted

seedling, and you will observe that there is

no sign of suckering. I have grafted a

great many and have found no trouble with
suckering. Of course the suckers might
start out at first, if grafting is done at the

crown, but when once removed they do not
seem to reappear. The objection has been
used to the use of seedlings by one gentle-

man who discussed the subject that they
are mofe likely to sucker. I would like to

know why? There are no eyes or points to

start suckers from, except as they may be
forced out by sap below seeking to gain
exit, the top having been pruned too close-

ly or as the vine gets older. All the eyes
are cut off in the seedling when grafted.

The fact is that they do not sucker. The
people who say these things are people who
have not practiced any. Here, for instance,

is a rooted cutting. There is something
that is liable to a sucker, and for a good
reason . Before that was planted at every
one of these joints there was an eye—-a bud
—those buds are retarded from coming out
by the growth above, but when you com-
mence cutting and pruning, why the germs
of those buds in years afterwards may keep
starting, and if you do not cut them out
carefully you are all the time starting new
suckers, and for every bud there are at least

four eyes inside. There is a possible
danger of suckering from rooted cuttings
that can be avoided by the method of pro-

pogating them in a great measure and also

by promptly removing them.
A Delegate —Is there much trouble in

rooting Californica cuttings ?

Mr. Wetmore. —There is, but I find that

it varies according to the localities. Mr.
West says that he finds it very easy in

Fresno county to root the Lenoir, but I do
not know of any place where it is. I have
rooted the Californica and have lost nearly
two-thirds which makes it a very difficult

process, and expensive. It was in a very
moist soil at Pleasanton where all other
varieties grew beautifully.

Professor Hilgard.—In an experiment,
made with about 100 species, we rooted
about 85 per cent of the Californica cut-

Mr. Wetmore.— Of course, if you can find

a place where they will root well I would
advise everyone to get the cuttings and root
them. Now, in rooting the Olive, it has
been found .very difficult, and that is one
reason why people do not go into it more,
and yet I know a gentleman who took some
olives over to Saucelito and they all rooted
well. I am speaking of the general fact

that people who try to plant the Californica
by cutting get a very large percentage of

loss.

A Delegate.—I would like to ask one
question about the resistant vine. If

planted in phylloxerated ground and
grafted with the European variety that is

desired, will it raise a good healthy large
crop of grapes from the stock ?

Mr. Wetmore.—The only way I can
answer that question is by saying that I

wish people would read some of our reports
which we have been publishing for the last

five or six yaars, and stating these facts as
so. They have been planting resistant

vines by the millions in phylloxerated vine-
yards in France and have been getting very
large crops, and we have them in this

State, bearing in Napa and Sonoma coun-
ties, we have published this in our reports
frequently, over and over again. It is not
a question for debate at all. The question
for debate now is which are the best varie-
ties and how to graft them, and whether
they will live as long as those vines which
are not grafted and questions of like

nature ; how much influence the grafting
has on the root, whether it is best to graft

them before you set them out, or whether
you had better wait a year, but the question
of resistance in grafting was settled at least

four years ago by our Commission.
Mr. Hilgard .—I would suggest that Mr.

Morse state such facts as he is in possession
of.

Mr. Wetmore.—Mr. Morse is present, a
gentleman who has been connected with
the University for a long time, and especial-

ly connected with this Commission in mak-
ing experiments. He has become very ex-
pert in discovering traces of phylloxera,
and I would suggest to you gentlemen
throughout the State, as the Commission is

not considering that part of the work any
further, to any great extent. I would sug-

gest that when you want to know whether
your vineyards are infected, you had better

send for some person who can in a single

day, by waiting around, discover the
traces, and show a person, who is unaccus-
tomed to the disease, where the test is to be
found and under what circumstances. Mr.
Morse went up to the St Helena vineyards
with this object, and found two or three

new places which were infested, which was
very valuable for them to know, because
they learned what they had to do in ad-

vance. He went to Santa Rosa and ex-

amined those vineyards, but found no pest

there . The Commission has done its share

in demonstrating in what sections of the

State we know it to be, but we cannot af-

ford to give anybody a bill of health. We
do not know where it is not, we only know
where ft is. Mr. Morse, will you explain

your investigation of these experiments of

Dr. Bauer ?

Mr. Morse.—Mr. Chairman, ladies and
gentlemen. It will take but a few moments
to narrate all in connection with the experi-

ments, that I made during the summer.
The vineyard in which the experiments
were made was about three miles east of

Napa situated upon the side hill and in a
moderately good soil. It was only a single

vine that I found that had been treated—

a

Zinfandel. It was about four years ago,

and was treated when it was about a year

and a half old, and then it was moved to

the position in which we found it, and the

point where the treatment was made. I

have one of the packages here of the stuff

it is treated with. It consists of only a half

ounce of the m3rcury mixed with clay.

That is carefully mixed with say a bucket
full of loose soil, and then the soil is re-

moved from around the vine at any depth
that the investigator may see fit to remove it.

In this instance it was done to the depth of

about eight inches. This prepared soil is

then put in close around the stem of the

vine and then it is covered up again. The
rootlets that are formed on the lower end of

the cutting we cut off so that they were not

more than six inches long. It was taken
from a badly infected district and the vine

itself was very badly affected and rotten,

You could easily see the traces of the in-

sect and the rotten spots upon the vine as

you took it up. It had, in the meantime,
about two years ago, formed quite a general

supply of small rootlets, some of them three

and four feet long, and the cane that it pro-

duced this year—there were only two on the

vine—-were very vigorous, and four or

five feet long. In the removing of the vine

they placed it on the edge of the old in-

fected vineyard where the vines are now all

destroyed. There is not a single vine

around it, and just adjoining it is a vineyard

only three or four years old now, the same
variety, Zinfandel. This vine was placed

between those two. It was about three feet

from the edge of the old infected vineyard

and about three from the newer vineyard,

which at that time was just beginning to

show signs of the phylloxera, and in places

in the new vineyard there were dead vines.

I dug around the root, following closely

along the stem to see if any phylloxera re-

mained on the stems and to find any traces

of where it had been. Of course we could
find the rotten portions on the rootletB and
on the old stems; further than this we could
not find any traces of the insect working on
the newly formed roots, and some of them
that were traced out to a distance of four
feet at the extremities were rather doubtful,
but there is where the insect might possibly
have attacked it although we were not posi-

tive about the matter. At the time I looked
it over, I could not find a single insect and
npthiug but the rotten spots they had left

at the time they were transplanted. There
were one or two points connected with it

which rather vitiate the experiments. In
the first place it was planted between th«se
two vines and which we are not certain was
interlaced with the roots from the old in-

fected vine, so possibly the insect may not
have come from this, and if infected at all

it must have come from the old stem that
was sent out. The fact of not finding them
on the old stem and upon the newer roots is

certainly very encouraging, because upon
vines adjoining it, vines of the same age, you
could find the insect in abundance; upon this

you could not. Upon one side you had a spot

where the vine had entirely died, and upon
the other you had the vines that were de-

cayed and rapidly going down ; upon this

vine we found none of the insects and no
traces except the old rotten spots. You will

see from this that it is quite encouraging,
but it is not absolute proof that it will kill

the insect, because there may have been
some other circumstance that prevented the

spread from the old stem to the freshly

formed rootlet. That is about all that is to

be said of the experiment that was carried

on in that place. There was only one vine

and on that we found none of the insects.

A Delegate.—You say that this package
you put into about a bucketful of earth ?

Mr. Morse.—Yes, sir.

A Delegate.—What quantity would you
put around each stem of that composition ?

Mr. Morse.—This is supposed to be just

enough for a single vine.

A Delegate.—It contains enough to mix
with the bucketful of earth ?

Mr. Morse.—If you want to go to the

trouble to mix it thoroughly and spread it

Out wider around the vine all you have to

do is to mix it with a larger amount of

earth.

A Delegate.—That package contains a

half an ounce of mercury ?

Mr. Morse.—Yes, sir. The amount of

clay does not make any difference, and if

you have a large amount like that it is much
easier to distribute in the soil around the

vine.

Mr. Mclntyre.—About how much would
that cost to the acre ?

Mr. Morse.—I have not made any close

calculation but a rough estimate makes it

about $10 for the mercury, by using that

amount around each vine.

Mr. Wetmore.—It has not been deter-

mined how much of that it would require to

cover the whole ground.

Mr. Morse.—No, sir, that is just from the

one experiment we made.
Professor Hilgard.—It is my recollection

thac Dr. Bauer said he had taken that as a

quantity which would be sure to act, but he
had not tested whether less would do it.

Mr. Morse .—He has taken larger amounts,

and then successively down to this amount,
but he has never taken a smaller amount
than this.

Professor Hilgard.—I must say I should

consider a quarter or a half of that would
be quite enough for the small space around

the vine. From my experience in the way
the mercury spreads I should consider that

as a great superfluity and I think this

amount might be spread over a very much
larger surface.

Mr. Wetmore.—Do you know whether
any experiments have yet been made, to de-

termine whether the influence of the mer-

curial vapor can be made to descend into

the earth below the point where it is placed?

Mr. Morse.—I know of none.

Mr. Wetmore.—That is the weak point of

all this supposed remedy, the phylloxera

may be six feet under ground.

Mr. Hilgard.—As compared with bi-sul-

phide of Carbon, the mercury has the ad-

vantage that it does not decompose ; it re-

mains forever as far as we know, and the

vapor steadily tends downward.
Mr. Wetmore.—Is the vapor heavy ?

Professor Hilgard.—The vapor is very

heavy ; so much so that when mercury ia

filled in a room the occupants are likely to
be incommoded by it only if they stoop
down, if they stoop low as the mirror mak-
ers are obliged to do. It tends constantly
downward, and that is the intelligent part
of this experiment. From Mr. Morse's
statements, and I think he is under the
same impression, it would look as if the
vapor had flown downward along the root
and had extended to the ends and killed

the living insect at the end.
Mr. Wetmore.—I have been asked several

times why we have not reported on this.

We would have nothing more to report
than what Mr. Morse has not reported

.

There has never yet been a vineyard cured
or a vine cured without first digging it up
and putting it back again. Until some
such thing as that is done, in practical vine
culture, there is nothing to report. But
there is one bright idea I have seen in con-
nection with this attempt to kill the phyllox-
era. The effort is to find a remedy which
will be as nearly as possible permanent. The
bi-sulphide of carbon is as perfect a remedy
can be imagined, except that it is tempor-
ary only. After it has disappeared or goes
from the soil the vine is again liable to at-
tack, but the theory of this remedy is that
if it is successful the vine is protected, per-

haps not for all time, but at least for a long
time. It is presumed that the mercury will

volatilize ; it is presumed it will disappear
somewhere.

Profesor Hilgard.—It will disappear
downwards rather than upward.
Mr. Wetmore.-—That is the point ; what

becomes of it ? It is open to investigation

and that is all you can say about it. The
idea is worth studying and it looks to me
as though Dr. Bauer has hit upon an idea
which if thoroughly investigated and devel-

oped will produce something valuable for

us, but until that time comes we have noth-
ing to report further than, the watching,
the experiments that are made.

Professor Hilgard.—I will state that Dr.
Bauer himself has treated about 20 vines
at the University, which are very badly in-

fected and we will be able soon to see

whether it kills any outside of the zone in

which the phylloxera is situated.

Mr. Wetmore .—The great trouble in kill-

ing the phylloxera in the past has been to

kill those that are near the surface. The
bi-sulphide has killed those below easily

enough ; now this remedy combined with
the bi-sulphide ought to make a good one
by giving a surface treatment of this and
then giving a deep treatment with the bi-

sulphide. I will say, however, that while
we are studying this, the government of

France has not yet given up the search for

new remedies. In France a great effort is

now being made to scientifically destroy the

winter egg. The winged form comes up
and, as the result of one of its develop-

ments, leaves the winter egg above ground
on the wood, or supposed to be there—I do
not know that anybody has found one, but it

is there theoretically. If you could destroy

that winter egg you would kill out the

whole colony, because those below would
die out themselves unless they were re-

generated. That is the general theory. I

have recently received an official report,

published in France,which seems to indicate

that they have a method of covering the

vine with a coating of material, the exact

nature of which I do not recall, so that the

egg is destroyed beneath the covering, but
it would seem to be a very slow and ex-

pensive operation to varnish your vines all

over.

Professor Hilgard.—I would suggest one
point in that connection. The winter egg
is in France the capital point ; in Califor-

nia I do not think it is . The phylloxera

with us simply goes to sleep as we have
found in the University vineyard. In
France it seems to die off from the root,

and the root remains almost practically free

from it on account of the penetration of the

cold, but here we have found that colonies

in mid-winter exist in greatest abundance ;

we do not find eggs it is true, but we find

mothers full of eggs and ready to lay at

the first knockings of Spring. Our mild

climate makes the winter egg of very little

importance, because the forms are ready to

revive no matter what you do with the win-

ter egg. I think in our country we must
study to prevent the spread. There is not

a time in the whole year when we cannot

find living insects on the roots, at least at

Berkeley.
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KECOOSTITIOjr.

Our friends in the Fresno Viticultural

and Horticultural Association recognize the

value of a journal like the Merchant
guarding and advancing their interests, and
give effect to their good wishes in a very

practical way, as will be seen by the follow-

ing resolution:

Official.

*resno, Cal., April 5, 1884.
Proprietor S. F. Merchant. — Dear Sir: Below

8 a copy of the minutes of the last meeting of the
Fresno Viticultural and Horticultural Society that is

of interest to yourself.

Resolved—That this Association recognize the San
Francisco Merchant as one of the best organs of the
Viticultural and Horticultural interest in the State,

an exponent of their views and aDle advocate of

their interests, and, moreover as a paper which has
taken more than ordinary interest in the prosperity
of Fresno county. We agree to give the publisher
our liberal support while that journal pursues the
course for which it has hitherto been distinguished.
Moreover, we suggest that manufacturers and deal-

ers in agricultural implements and other merchandise
who wish to call our attention to their goods, aid us
and other Viticulturists in maintaining the San Fran-
cisco Merchant on a sound footing, by giving it a
large share of tneir advertising patronage.
Be it further resolved that the Fresno Viticultural

and Horticultural Society tender its thanks to the
San Francisco Merchant for past favors. •

O. F. RIGGS, Secretarv.

WINK tlAKI.K \M> < i I.I.M! J1.1V

AYOUNG MAN WHO HAS STUDIED IN A UEL-

ebrated college for wine making and viticulture,

and who has acquired his experience in the wine

manipulation in prominent wine countries wants a

position. J. C. MAZAL.
AddIv at the Merchant Office.

IF NOT, WHY NOT?

The wine industry of California is now
assuming such a prominent and leading po-

sition in California that it is the duty of

every journal in the State to advocate

measures for the increased consumption of

our wines as against the use of bad spirits

and deleterious beers. On all the railway

trains connecting with San Francisoo, we
are accustomed to see vendors of papers and
vendors of oranges, nuts and ginger pops.

But where is the wine vendor ? It is possi-

ble for a traveler to obtain cigars, fruit or

frothy effervescing drinks that do internal

injury. But it is not possible to obtain on
any of the cars even a glass or a pint bottle

of pure California wine. Almost the same
remark can be applied to the steamers trad-

ing on the Pacific coast, where, if a passen-

ger does get a bottle of our wine, he has to

pay for it from a dollar to a dollar and
a-half. This is a matter that should be

looked into by all California wine-makers

and wine-dealers. Here is certainly a good
field open for the sale of good pure wines,

and it would probably lead to further en-

quiries from Eastern and Foreign travelers.

CALIFORNIA WINES.

An Increased Export Trade of 230,000

Gall ns During the First

Quarter of 1885.

Full Statistics and Comparisons of Shipments

by Rail and by Sea.

In the last issue of the Merchant were

published the quarterly returns of Cali-

fornia wine shipments by sea, which show-

ed a reduction of 67,072 gallons as com-

pared witn similar shipments during the

same period in 1884. We then stated that

this result might be altered on receipt of

the shipments by rail which had not come
to hand. The statistics of the shipments

by rail to Eastern points, from all the dis-

tributing centers, have since been received

and we are enabled to publish complete re-

turns for the first three months of this year

with the comparative tabulated statements,

formerly published by the Chronicle, for

1884. No such detailed work relative to

the California wine industry has ever be-

fore been attempted and the facts gleaned

are both interesting and instructive. We
present the first tables. Thus:

Wine Shipments By Kail.

JANUARY 1885.
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MB. IIIMIIWS APOI.OUY.

The Merchant is in receipt of three com-

munications from Mr. George Husmann, of

Napa. In the first he objects to the head-

ing that was given to his letter that ap-

peared in our last issue, as being an apology.

He states that the " few remarks were sent

as a correction." We were under the impres-

sion that Mr. Husmann intended to apol-

ogize to the French Nation, and its repre-

sentatives in the State of California. We
regret that he did not, because, in our

opinion, he should have done so. However,
as a " free born citizen," he " is entitled to

his opinion,'' which we have given in pre-

vious issues. Mr. Husmann " corrects "

himself but does not "apologize '' to the

French.

In his second letter, Mr. Husmann re-

quests us to publish a lengthy effusion that

he wrote to the St. Helena Star and which
appeared in that paper. But there is

evidently some misconception, as Mr. Hus-
man writes, "will you also do me the justice

to publish the enclosed reply from the St.

Helena Star?" The Star made no reply. On
the contrary, it previously plainly indicated

editorially what were its sentiments on Mr.
Husmann's original communication. Be-
ing an "old editor" himself, Mr. Husmann
should know the difference between a "let-

ter to" a paper, and a "reply from" a paper.

Further, Mr. Husmann in his lengthy letter

branches off from the only point that had
been under discussion in the Merchant, to

attack the Chief Executive Officer of the

State Viticultural Commission. Still further

he makes two erroneous statements ; one,

that Mr. H. A. Pellet is a Frenchman,
whereas he is a Swiss, and was born in

Switzerland—the other, that Mr. Pellet said

that " the French do not desire such an ex-

ception from the rule. He, at least, thought
that I was right, and that we would lose

more information than we would gain by
following such a course," meaning thereby,

that the French did not desire any discus-

sion in their own language at the San Jose

District Convention. We have the author-

ity of Mr. Pellet himself for stating that he
made no such statement. He did hold a

brief conversation with Mr. Husmann a few
weeks ago, but he certainly said nothing

that could be turued into such a construc-

tion.

The third communication is of such a

tone that we take no further notice of it.

As this will end all controversy on the

subject in the Merc hant, we conclude by
telling Mr. Husmann—to use his own words
—that he canuot ".bulldoze'' this paper, as

we think " eternal vigilance is the price of

liberty, '' although we may, in this instance,

differ not from the "powers that be,'' but

perhaps from the power that would be, and
who may be " inclined to be arbitrary, over-

bearing and dictatorial."

THENEXT VITICULTURAL DISTRICT
CONVENTION.

It has been decided that the next Viticul-

tural District Convention shall be held at

San Jose, commencing on 27th inst. The
official notice of the Convention is publish-

e1 elsewhere. The call has been made by
the Commissioner for the San Francisco

District, which includes the counties of

San Francisco, San Mateo, Alameda, Santa
Clara, Monterey and San Benito. As this

district includes the merchants, dealers,

jobbers and wine-makers who live in the

city of San Francisco, it is to be hoped that

they will make an effort to attend the Con-
vention. This is the more necessary on
account of the discussions to take place

relating to marketing wines and increasing

the facilities for maturing them. It is

further necessary that advice should be

given as to handling the forthcoming crops,

a most important consideration to all who
are interested in the industry. It is to be
hoped that samples of wines from all parts

of the State will be forwarded by all our

wine-makers. Professor Hilgard and Pro-

fessor Rising will be present to address the

Convention, and Mr. F. W. Morse will re-

port upon the advances made by the phyl-

loxera. The experiment of conducting dis-

cussions in French will be commenced on
the evening of the first day's session.

Papers will be read in the French language

which will be subsequently translated and
published by the- Merchant. Mr. H. A.

Pellet of St. Helena and Mr. Adolphe Fla-

mant of Napa will attend and discuss with

the numerous French viticulturists of Santa
Clara and other counties, who may be
present, on topics of common interest and
the greatest importance to all.

EFFECTS OF THE lltOM.

A gentleman who has lived in Napa
county for five and twenty years informs us

that our estimate of the reduced vintage in

that county from the effects of the frost is per-

fectly correct. He has sold all his wine and

consequently is able to give an unbiassed

opinion. He is thoroughly acquainted with

the whole county and bases his calculations

from a careful inspection of the various

vineyards since the frost. Whereas Napa
county produced, last year, almost five mil-

lion gallons of wine, he is certain that the

coming vintage will not reach half that

amount and is doubtful if it will be even

two million gallons. It is probable that

the reduction in Sonoma county will be

proportionately as large. The difficulty in

obtaining accurate information often arises

through the false policy of the residents of

a district in disclaiming that any damage
can be done to their particular section

through climatic influences. We again ad-

vise wine-makers to hold their wines as the

vintage of 1885 will not exceed that of 1884

and may even be considerably lessened,

owing to the ravages of grasshoppers and
locusts, notwithstanding the increase in the

number of bearing vines.

WINES AND BRANDIES.

We take pleasure in drawing the attention

of the readers of the Merchant to the letter,

in this issue, of Mr. L. J. Rose, of San
Gabriel. The opinions and suggestions of

Mr. Rose are entitled to the deepestconsid-

eration by all wine-makers, as his efforts to

support the viticulturists are unceasing.

His main object in view is always to attain

one result, and that is the success of the

viticultural industry of California. His ex-

perience has been gained not only in Cali-

fornia, but also in the East and European
countries, consequently his expressions are

worthy of grave attentibn. We trust to re-

ceive further communications from Mr.
Rose.

PHYLLOXERA EXPERIMENTS.

Some interesting facts have already been
ascertained by the State Viticultural Com-
mission through their experiments with Dr.

Bauer's quicksilver remedy for phylloxera.

As formerly stated by the Merchant the

experiments are being conducted at Sonoma
under the direction of Mr. F. W. Morse
who makes regular monthly visits to the

experimental field. Dr. Bauer claims that

from one half to an ounce of quicksilver

will be a sufficient quantity to protect a

small vine from the ravages of the phyl-

loxera. To make the test more complete
and thorough the State Viticultural Com-
mission decided to apply, to a certain part

of the plot treated, four ounces of quick-

silver to each vine. Up to the present time

there has been no diminution in the number
of the insects and the presence of the quick-

silver .has not interfered with their work of

destruction. It is expected, however, that

the heat of Summer will develope the powers
of the mercury and affect the insects, the

increased warmth causing the emanatioa
of the fumes or gases from the quicksilver.

How far such fumes, if created by heat,

will descend into the cold ground will be
another important point to ascertain as they

may not descend sufficiently deep to thor-

oughly eradicate the disease. So far, the

experiments show that in cool weather the

quicksilver has had no immediate effect

and has done no harm to the phylloxera.

The remedy is theoretically correct and it is

to be hoped that further developments will
prove that it is also practically correct.

TBAININO ON TRELLISES.

Mr. H. A. Pellet of St. Helena has

kindly informed the Merchant of the re-

sult of his experiments in training vines on

trellises. He trieda small lot, eighty vines,

of Rieslings grafted on Isabella, seven

years from the graft. When picked the

eighty vines produced eighty-five boxes of

grapes, each of fifty pounds weight or 4,250

pounds in all. The result is just double

the produce of similar vines that were

staked. From one section of two feet in

length he gathered no less than eighteen

pounds of grapes. The vines are planted

eight feet apart, two rows of wire being

stretched from stake to stake and an ordin-

ary batten being nailed from top to top of

the stakes. The vines are trained along

the wires on each side of the stake and

thus obtain more air and room for develop-

ment. The only increased expenditure is

the actual cost of the wire, the battens aud

the labor in placing them. The result

showed that the profit was proportionately

far in excess of the returns from staked

vines. Mr. Pellet intends to exteud his

operations in this direction.

A BENEFIT TO CALIFOBNIA.

Mr. Charles B. Turrill, of the Southern
Pacific Railroad, who is in charge of the

exhibit from California at the New Orleans

Exposition writes to the Viticultural Com-
mission that he has received the pamphlets
on viticulture and viniculture prepared by
the Commission for distribution to the

public, in accordance with his request pre-

viously received. He has made arrange-

ments for distributing them with due regard
to obtaining the best advantage possible for

this Stale at New Orleans, and he will re-

serve a certain number to be used in like

manner by him on behalf of the State at the

Louisville Exposition to be held this fall.

Mr. Turrill has been persistent in his ef-

forts to present in the most forcible light

possible, the best opinions concerning the

industries of California, and is deserving of

grateful remembrance on the part of the

people of this State. He has written, as

the members of the press throughout the

State well know, on many occasions, for all

possible information that will be of advan-

tage to our people, and the success of his

labors has been so signal and important,

that when he returns, we may promise, at

least, that the vine growers will see that his

spirit has not been forgotten.

NEW WINERIES.

THE M (.Alt MARKET.

Mr. J. Turel, of the City Store of Lemoine
Turel & Co., San Jose, will increase his
facilities for wine-making and storage in
time for the coming vintage. The wine
cellar, which is in the store, is under the
management of Captain J. Chamon de St.
Hubert.

Since our last issue the American Sugar

Refinery has advanced its prices half a cent

a pound on all grades of sugars. This is

in exact accordance with the opinion ex-

pressed by the Merchant on the 8th inst.,

thus: "It is extremely probable that Amer-
ican Refinery prices will soon rise, possibly

even above those of their antagonist""

Their prices are now higher than the Cali-

fornia Refinery's. As the American, in

their former reduction, did not reduce the

price of yellows, they are now half a cent

higher on those grades and a quarter of a

cent higher on whites than the California

Refinery, which has not raised its rates,

but at present is content to sell for less than

its rival as it was previously equally con-

tent and able to sell at a higher price.

The State of California is to be congratu-

lated upon the erection of a number of new
wineries, and the enlargement of others al-

ready established in different localities

which will be completed in time for storing

this year's vintage. At Livermore, Mr. C.

Aguillon is enlarging his last year's plant,

and Messrs. Chauehe and Bacqueras have
already built a new winery. Mr. J. P.
Smith of Olivina Vineyard, near Livermore,

is also building a winery. At Irvington.

near Mission San Jose, Alameda County,
Mr. Juan Gallejos has almost finished the

erection of a very large cellar, which will be
one of the most complete in the State in its

machinery, fittings and appliances, every

detail having" been carefully planned and
arranged in all respects. Mr. R. J. Northam
ef Anaheim and Dr. J. D. B. Stillman of

Lugonia have both visited San Francisco to

prepare their plans and perfect arrange-

ments for the construction of cellars. The
Merchant will be glad to learn of further

improvements, in this direction, that are

being made in other parts of the State which
will give increased facilities for the manu-
facture and storage of wines.

URAFTING CALIFORNICAS.

Mr. John F. Packard of Pomona, Los
Angeles county, writes to the State Viticul-

tural Commission that he grafted 100,000

Californicas this Spring in his vineyard.

His men, who are at work suckering in the

vineyard, report that they have not yet

seen one vine which is not starting from

the graft. His opinion is that he will secure

over ninety per cent—at least eighty-five

per cent are now twelve inches high.

WINE STATISTICS.

Mr. F. Pohndorff Jr. has planted at his

vineyard at Mission San Jose, 20 acres in

rooted Californicas, from nursery, for graft-

ing next season. He has not had a single

failure, following the example of Mr. Mon-
tealegre who, last year, met with equal sue- I

ti°n tnat '3 compiled and published by the

cess with his Californicas. ' Merchant.

It is amusing to note the avidity with

which the city papers publish the New York
telegraphic monthly statistics of wines re-

ceived from San Francisco by steamer,

though they are, and must necessarily be,

a week or two later than the same informa-
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MEEKER SUN FRUIT DRIER.

W. A. MEEKER,

The need of some mode of Fruit Preservation that will produce a quality

of Fruit that shall, by its excellence and economy, as a food product, command
the markets of the world, is year by year felt to be more and more an imper-
ative necessity. In the many Fruit and Viticultural Meetings of this State,

the question of debate is largely about how shall we find a remunerative mark-
et for the varied products of our Orchards and Vineyards. It is a fact that

the present prevailing systems of fruit preservation are radically defective.

With these systems it has become an absolute necessity to use a Sulphur Bath
in order to give the fruit a presentable appearance, thus destroying the life and
soul of the fruit as a food product, and making this most healthful God-given
food nauseous and unhealthful in order,.to retain a pleasing appearance. The
whole system is based on a radical wrong, and it is high time that these wrong-
ful systems were abolished. The present condition of the Dried Fruit Market
proves this proposition to be unanswerably true. This excellent, delicious,

healthful human food, that should be prized and sought after by the high, low,

rich and poor, to be on every table every day as a luscious food, must be pre-
pared by a system that will warrant this result to follow. All that the MEEKER
SUN FRUIT DRIER claims to do is to follow in obedience to a fixed natural
law that cannot fail, if intelligently followed, to bring this much desired end
to pass. Send for Treatise on Fruit Preservation. Prices on application.

I^No Sulphur Bleaching.

Fifth and Bryant Streets,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

CALIFORNIA VINEYARDS:

Kltrti CHARLES,
Krutf Station, St. Helena, Napa Co., Cal.

Producer of fine Wines and Brandies.

JC. WEINBEUGER, Manufacturer of Wines, near
. St. Helena.

HIV. CRABB, Wine Cellar and Distillery, Oakville,

. Napa County.

THE SUNSET VINEYARD.

MIVM ItV I in mo Co., Cal.

WEBSTER Sl SARGENT,
Proprietors.

DEL MONTE VINEYARD AND NURSERY.
M. DENICKE, Proprietor,

Fresno, Fresno Comity, - - California.
Choice Cuttings and (loots for sale. Grown without

irrigation, and large, healthy growth. Claret—Mataro,
Grenache, Carignane, Cabernet, Malbec, Teinturier,
Zinfandel, Le Noir, etc. Burgundy— Finots, Trous-
seau, Mennier, Plussard. Port—Tinto Cao, Amarillo,
MouriBCO, Bastardo, Tauriga, Morretto. White—Sau-
vignon Verte, Columnar, Folle Blanche, Burger, Sul-

tana, Corinths. Muscats. Resistant—Riparia, Cali-

fornica. Prices very moderate.

A MEMOIR ON OLIVE -GROWING

WITH ILLUSTRATIONS.

Keail liel'ore tne Slate Horticultural

Society, February 89, 1884, by

FRED. POHNDORFF.

Will be mailed by the S. F- Merchant on receipt of

50 cents in one or two-cent postage stamps.

AMPELOGRAPHY.

CLARIFYING & PRESERVING WINES.
The undersigned having been appointed Sole Agents on the Pacific Coast by Messrs. A. BOAKE & CO.,

Stratford, Eng., for their renowned

LiaUID ALBUMENS,
Beg to call the attention of Wine Growers and vVine Merchants to the following articles, the superiormerit

of which has been confirmed by SiUer Medals, the highest awards given at the International Exhibitions of
Paris 1878, Bordeaux 1882, and Amsterdam 1883; viz:

LIQUID ALBUMEN FOR RED WINES,
CLAKET, BURGUNDY and POET.

LIQUID ALBUMEN FOR WHITE WINES,
HOCK, SAUTERNES, SHERRY and MADEIRA, also fob DISTILLED

LIQUORS ; BRANDY, WHISKY, GIN, Etc., Etc.

WINE PRESERVER,
FOR PRESERVING THE BRILLIANCY OF THE WINES.

WINE CORRECTOR,
FOR CORRECTING THE ROUGHNESS OF YOUNG WINES.VWINE RESTORER,

FOR RESTORING BADLY MADE OR BADLY TREATED, HARSH
AND TART WINES.

A trial according to directions will pro\ e the superior quality of these finings. For sale in quantities to suit byCHAHLES IVIEIIlNriaciSLIU cfc oo..
Sole Agents. 314 SACRAMENTO ST., S. F.

IMPORTANT !

V .
rieties of Vin s Known in California and

Choice of Lccaltios.

WINE, RAISIN, AND 1 ABLE GR PES

By C. A. WETMORE.

CHIEF EXECUTIVE Y II 14 I I.T I It Y I,

OFFICER.

For Sale nt

THE "MERCHANT" OFFICE.

Single Copies 25 cts

Propagation of the Vine.

BY

CHARLES A. WETMORE.

SECOND EDITION WITH APPENDIX

For Sale at

THE "MERCHANT" OFFICE.
PKICE 26 CENTS

THE "ACME" PULVERIZING HARROW
Clod Crusher and Leveler.

Tin- Most Effective Tool on Earth for Preparing Lands for Orain, anil for Cov-
ering the Seeds. Just the Tool for Orchards and Vineyards.

Where it will pay for itself many times over any other
Cultivator or Harrow in the market in the saving of time
and labor, and in the thoroughness of the work accom-
plished by it.

Levels the Land, Crushes the Lumps and Pulverizes
the Soil in one operation. The ACME HARROW, by its

thorough pulverization of the soil, will increase its moist-
ure and richness. The ac'ion of the " ACME " on weeds,
when not too tall is to cut and cover them, making it the
most effective Weed Eradieator invented.

Read what a Prominent Orchardist says of this instru-

ment :

San Jose, Cal., Sept. 26, 1882.
Gentlemen : It gives me pleasure to say that I can do &

the work in my orchard much better and leave the /
ground in a better condition with the " ACME " than
with any other implement I have ever seen. It not only
does superior worK, but does it at half the cost of doing it with anything else. On account of its saving of
time, I could afford to buy a new one every year, if necessary, even if other implements cost me nothing.

Yours respectfully, S. F. CHAPIN, M. D.

We sell the •' ACME" on Trial. Prices and full Information on Application.

G-EORG-E BULL & CO.,
GENERAL AGENTS—21 and 23 MAIN ST.. S. F.

THE HARDEN STAR GRENADE.
GV -va

The only grenade in general use on the Pacific Coast. Adopt-

ed by all the leading corporations and business houses, among them :

Wells, Fargo & Co., every railroad running out of this city,

Murphy, Grant & Co., W. T. Coleman & Co., J. D. Spreckels

& Bros. The city schools, etc., etc.

Beware of worthless imitations, none genuine except in blue
bottle with stab. Cheap grenades, like cheap insurance,

should be avoided.

Price, $15.00 per dozen, securely packed for shipment.

H. H. GROSS,
16 & 18 SECOND ST., San Francisco, Cal.

W. HI. WILLIAMS'
Semi-Tropical and General

nuiisehies,
EASTERBY EANCHO.

TREE DEPOT:

COR. MARIPOSA and K STREETS,

FRESNO, Cal,

500,000 TREES
Of all the Standard Varieties.

GRAPE ROOTS AND CUTTINGS
Of popular Wine and Raisin Varieties.

WHITE ADRIATIC FIGS
A Specialty,

ORNAMENTAL TREES AND HOUSE
PLANTS.

Call before purchasing; elsewhere.

Trees free from scale and other pests. Telephone
No. 7 communicates with the Nursery*

SILK CULTURE.
My Book of Instruction,

"SILK AND THE SILK WORM."

Gives all necessary information.

Price Twenty-Five Cents per Copy.

Silk Worm Eggs, Keels, Trees, Cuttings, Seeds, etc.

for sale at the very lowest market rates.

THERMOMETER AND BAROMETER COMBINED

For use of Silk Raisers.

Free by .Mail, only 75 cents.

I will be pleased to give information to correspond-
ents who apply by letter, inclosing two cent staup
for reply.

Specimen Boxes of Cocoons ami Reeled
Silk, 25 cents.

None but articles of the first quality sold.

Address all communications to

MISS Ml.l.i i: If ROSSITER,

PBACTICAL SILK CULTURIST.

NEW LISBON,
Burlington Co., New Jersey.

Money Orders and Postal Notes to be made payable
at Pbmbkrtok, P. O., New Jersey.

£3T Also agent for the " Kaleidoscope" only 6C
cents per year in advance.
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OUTHERHjgACiR|

BHOAD (iAI)UE.

THE S. P. R. R. CO.,
Reapectfullv invites the attention of TOURISTS AND
PLEASURE SEEKERS to the SUPERIOR FACILIT-
IES afforded by the "Northern Division" of its line

for reaching the principal

SUMMER AND WINTER RESORTS OF CALIFORNIA

WITH SPEED, SAFETY AND COMFORT.

Pescailero. Hcnlii Park. Santa Clara.
Kan .fuse. IHailrone Mineral Springs.
Uilroy Hot Springs.

-3VEO 3NTT 353 DFL E3Y-
"THE QUEEN OF AMERICAN WATERING PLACES."

Only three and one-half hours from San Francisco.

Camp ftooilall, Aptos, l.oinn Priefa,
Monte Vista, New Brig: lit on. Sonuel.
Camp Capitola, anil

SAKTTA"onUZ.
PARAISO HOT SPRINGS.

EL PASO DE ROBLES
HOT AND COLD SULPHUR SPRINGS,

And the only Natural Mud Baths in the World.

This Road runs through one of the richest and
most fertile sections of California, and is the only line

traversing the famous Santa Clara Valley, celeDiated
for its productiveness, anJ the picturesque and park-
like character of its scenery; as also the beau'iful San
Benito; I'ajaro and Salinas Valleys, the most flourish-

ing agricultural sections of the Pacific Coast.
Along the entire route of the " Northern Divisi n "

the tourist will meet with a succession of Extensive
Farms, Delightful Suburban Homes, Beautiful Gar-
dens, Innumerable Orchards and Vineyards, and Lux-
uriant Fields of Grain; indeed a continuous panorama
of enchanting Mountain, Valley and Coast scenery is

presented to the view.

Oiariic&erJstics of this 1-i ibc :

GOOD ROAD-BED. STEEL RAILS, ELEGANT CARS,

LOW RATES, FAST TIME, FINE 3CENERY.

Ticket Offices— Pass nger Depot, Townsend str. et,

Valencia St. Station, and No. 613 Market Street,

Grand Hotel

.

A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,
Superintendent, A.'st. Pass, and Tkt. Agt.

" The Wine Press and the

Cellar."
a Manual for the Wine-maker and tub Cellar-

Man.

By E. H. Rixford.

[St. Helena Star.]

11 A glance through it discloses a vast amount of in-

teresting information about wine-making, both in

this country and in Europe * * * * This is a subject
on which our people should be especially informed,
and we trust that the author's efforts in that direction

may meet with liberal encouragement."

[S. F. Daily Evening Bulletin.]

I "The most timely California book of the season * * *

It is safe to say that no work adapted to California

wine-making and wine-keeping, which has yet been
published is at all approachable to the volume under
consideration. The arrangement, classification, and in-

dexing shows a wonderful amount of care. The in-

dexing is so thorough and the classification so perfect,

that the person desiring to consult, its pag>s for any
paiticular information desired, pertaining to the spt-

cialsubjects of which it treats, can readily refer to it.

daily call, oct. 18, 1883.

The Wine Press and the Cellar.—A manual fo.

the Wine Maker and the Cellar Man, is the title of a

work just published, from the pen of E. H. Rixford.
The work, the author says in the preface, is the
result of research by himself, chiefly for his own
benefit, and in going over the literature of the sub-
ject of wine makinir, he failed to find a work in th;
English language which is adequate to the needs of

the practical wine maker. The book is intended to
supply the deficiency. Elaborate statistics of the
California wine product are given. Besides the pre-
face, the work contains twenty chapters, each em-
bracing a distinct subject relating to the manufac-
tures of the various wines and putting it up for mar-
ket ; defects and diseases of the liquor ; mixing wines;
analysis, etc., with forty-two illustrations in all

The processes begin with the gathering of the grape,
following each step and the processes attending it, in

the manufacture ; treating of the various qualities
and the causes upon which these various differences

depend. The book contains 240 pages, and is thor,
oughly indexed.

Price $1 50.

fcolrt by

THE SAN FRANCISCO MERCHANT.

323 Front Street.

BAKER & HAMILTON,
SAN FRANCISCO and SACRAMENTO, CAL.

FOR ORCHARD AND VINEYARD USE

WE OFFER TO DEALERS AND FARMERS THE FOLLOWING:

VINEYARD HARROWS .

Cale Vineyard Plows, No. 38 , Rose Vineyard Plows,

ESTEE CULTIVATORS.

IRON AGE CULTIVATORS AND HORSE HOES,

HIDING AND WALKING CULTIVATORS.

NIM> FOK NEW CATALOGUE TO BE INN!TO MAY 1st NEXT.

iLlQHTRUlfNING jf\\J t

IMITATED BY MANY
EQUALLED BY HONE

"JA
THE EE003NIZED STANDAED OF EXCEL-

LENCE IN THE SEWING MACHINE TRADE.

Scud lor Price List to

J. W. EVANS, General Agent,

29 POST ST., S. F-

BOOK, NEWS and

COVER PAPERS,

FLAT PAPERS,

BILL HE/iDS,

CARD STOCK,

ENVELOPES,

CARPET LINING,

BINDERS' BOARDS.

MANILA,

HARDWARE and

STRAW,

WRAPPGNI,

PAPER BAGS,

STRAW BOARDS,

TWINES, Etc.

IMPORTERS AND DEALKR3 IN

All Kinds of Printing A- Wrapping' Papers.

PACIFIC SAW MANUFACTURING CO.,
17 A 19 FREMONT »T.,

San Francisco, Cal.

SA'VSTS
OF EVERT DESCRPTION

On Hand and Made to Order,

— AGENTS FOR—
C.B.PAUL'S FILES

Repairing of all kinds done
at short notice.

LAND CLEARINGr *m JUDSON POWDER
RAILROAD MEN, FARMERS AND VITICULTURISTS

Have, by practical experience, found that the ,iri)W>\ POWDEK especially, is the best adapted to re-

m ive STUMPS and TREES. FROM 5 TO 20 POUNDS OF THIS POWDER will always briny: any sized stump or tree
with roots clear out of the ground The EXPENSE IS LESS THAN ONE-HALF the cost of grubbing. In
most cases, Giant Powder, or any other "High Explosive," is too quick, and ordinary Blasting Powder not
strong enough. For particu'ars how to use the same, apply to

BANDMANN, NIELSEN & CO., General Agents
Giant jF*ox*rcl.e:r Co.,

310 I'ROKl' ST.. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

For sale to the city and country trade in

lots to suit.

MACQNDRAY
104 and 206 Sansome St

San Francisco Forge
H. SANDERS, Proprietory

The only Manufacturer on the Pacific Coast of

OIL WELL TOOLS

ARTESIAN WELL BORING MACHINERY.

All work guaranteed at lowest prices. Estimates

also furnisl ed.

315 MISSION' ST.,

Bet. Fremont and Beate. San Francisco, Cal.

N. B.—Charles Oester is no knger connected with

this Forge, and has not been since December 31,

1883.

J. E. WISEMAN,
IIONOM M , H. I. P. O. Box 315.

The only recognized

GENERAL BUSINESS AGENT

— IN THE —

HAWAIIAN KINGDOM.

Accounts Collected a Specialty. Man.

ager HONOLULU THEATER. All correspondence

attended to.

COVERT, MITCHELL & BROWN,
SUCCESSORS TO

H. M. COVERT,
Commission Merchants and

Purchasing Agents.

203 & 205 SACRAMENTO ST., San Francisco.

Sole Agents for Paragon Axle Grease and

the Paraxon Baking Powder Company.
Importers of the Paragon Uncolore<l Japan
Tea.

THE COCOA CHOP IS SHORT !

Look Out for Adniteral inns.

BY USING

WALTER BAKER & COS

CHOCOLATE. .

You will be Sure of Securing

the Best.

Wm. T. Goleman & Co.,

SOLE AGENTS

THE OLIVE TREE & ITS PRODUCTS

AXB THE-

SUITABILITY OF THE SOIL & CLIMATE

OF CALIFORNIA FOR ITS

Extensive and Profitable Cultivation.

JOHN J- BLEASDALE, D. D., F. C. S.

For Kale al

THE " MERCHANT '» OFFICE

PRICE 50 CENTS.

HILLS BROS.,
DEALERS IV F.NE COFFEES,

;n»o sansojme si,

424 and 426 SACRAMENTO ST.
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i>i;bi,i«' welfare.

Hon. Doyle «

Question.
the Wine

IFrom the Report of the Third Annual Vitbultur*

Convention.]

Hon. J. T. Doyle- Mr. Chairman and

gentlemen, I saw by the newspapers and

learned from Mr. Wetmore that I was ex-

pected to make an address upon this sub-

ject but I do not consider that this meeting

needs any such thing as an address upon

these subjects and I am not prepared to

make one. I can scarcely hope to con-

tribute anything of value to the discussion

of this matter. I have in common with

most people, who read considerably, learned

that the experience of the world is in favor

of the cultivation of the vine as a means of

promoting temperance. I recognize of

course, as we all do, the evils of intemper-

ance from the use of spirits, not only in the

individual who so abuses himself, but also

the injury inflicted on the community by

such abuses, the multitude of crime it leads

to, and the amount of domestic unhappi-

ness it involves. On the evils of intem-

perance there is no need to enlarge. Those

gentlemen who take the public stand to

enlarge upon the evils of intemperance, if

actuated by principle, and by calling atten-

tion to it, do a great deal of good, but I

think they miss their mark when they

undertake the absolute prohibition of all

drinks that may lead to intoxication when
carried to excess. I think the history of

the world is that it is the use of ardent

spirits that leads to this and not wine. I

believe the experience is that in the south

of Europe, where the people use wine as a

daily beverage, they are more temperate by

far than those of Northern nations who
have not the facilities for the production of

wine, and are driven to seek for stimulant

in whisky or some other alcoholic stimu-

lants . The necessity for stimulants seems

to be almost inherent in the human being.

People will drink something or other. I

had a case, a very notable one, I do not

know whether it may properly come in

here, but I will tell you the story. It was

the case of a young man of this city, whose

name I will not mention, who used to at-

tend the sessions of the Legislature in Cali-

fornia, with the idea of becoming a report-

er. He had an ambition to qualify him-

self for that honorable calling, and he set

out by attending the sessions of the Legis-

lature and by reporting their proceedings,

corresponding, etc. That winter I had
occasion several times to attend the Legis-

lature on official business, and not liking

the water of Sacramento, which was a little

off color to say the least—it was near the

flood—I sent a young friend in the city to

buy me a three gallon demijohn and told

him to ask permission of the gentleman of

whom he should buy it to rinse it out and

then fill the bottle with water, for which-

I said he would not charge him anything.

He did so and sent it to me at Sacramento

and I had it in my closet there. The
young gentleman of whom I am speaking

had somewhat departed from the habit of

reporters and had become addicted to the

use of ardent spirits. If there is any

requisite in the calling of these gentlemen,

whom I see on either hand, it is absolute

sobriety, and this young gentleman it seems,

had partaken of these stimulants until his

palate and appetite had become vitiated. I

met this young fellow one day, as I was

coming out of the Capitol, and I said to

him, as we walked along, "If you will come
with me I will give you a drink of some-

thing you cannot very well get in Sacra-

mento .'
' The prospect enchanted him. I

walked to my room and pulled out this

demijohn. The sight of the demijohn

seemed to confirm him in the impression of

the quality of what I was going to give him
to drink and there was a pleasant smile

around his features. I poured out a tum-

bler full for him and another for myself.

It was as clear as crystal. He took it up,

looked at it critically and passed it under

his nose, evidently puzzled with the lack of

bonquet. I saw he was mystified and said

to him, "it is entirely odorless and told him
to drink it down. It would not do him a

bit of harm.'' He took a good drink of it,

he drank it from the bottom to the top and

set down the glass and said "what is it, I

have tasted everything except Kirsch—is it

Kirsch?'' I said "No.it is not Kirsch.'

Growing more puzzled he said "What is it?"

I said "it is simply Spring Valley water."

[Immense laughter. 1

That probably was the effect of taking

too much whisky. If he had habituated

his appetite to the use of wine I am quite

satisfied that it never could have reached

that state of depravity. I think it is the

experience of the world, as I know it is my
personal experience, where I have had men
who drank wine at their meals as a regular

beverage, and I never found one of them
intoxicated, that those who drink wine as a

beverage are not an intoxicated class.

The men on my place are Italians, the

foreman is an Italian and of course he

selects all the workmen of his own nation-

ality.and they all drink wine as a common
beverage. I could take you down there and

show you men whose complexions are a

mixture of the rays of the sun, as hand-

some men as I ever saw, not excepting my
friend Dr. Stillman here, who is a very

handsome man (Laughter). Everyone of

them takes for his breakfast, dinner and
supper his glass of wine. They do not use

coffee or tea, they use wine. I have heard

gentlemen relate, who have traveled, I do

not want to give umbrage to any nationality

or any national pride—but I have heard of

a prominent city within the British Empire,

that arriving in the city on Sunday morn-

ing they found it exceedingly difficult to ob-

tain any kind of accomodation except that

they could book themselves at the hotel .
It

was a very religious community and the

cause of Christianity and temperance

warmly advocated, but after they had found

the inside track it was not so very difficult

to get refreshments, when they found a

number of gentlemen filling themselves

with whisky in the back tap room and
drinking themselves into a condiiion which

before the close of the day bordered very

much on the state of intoxication. lou do not

find this among thewine drinking people. I

am told that since the close of the German
war intoxication has increased in France by

the introduction ofJsome drinks stronger than

wine, but among the rural districts of

France as in Spain and Italy, intoxication

is rarely known. The remedy therefore for

the abuse of intoxicating liquors is not, in

my opinion, in making a crusade against

anything that will intoxicate, but to divert

the appetite into as harmless a channel as

possible. You cannot provide milk for the

millions and they would not drink it if you

did, and they will drink something stronger

than water. Give them wine, and that is

what California will do for the United

States. I think the wine industry of this

State should be made the means of regen-

erating North America from the effects of

intemperance, which is such a prominent

evil. Let the people drink that which will

not do them harm. This is all I have to

say on the temperance question—and I

think it is the same as anyone will say who
has been for 50 or 60 years in the commun-
ity unless he has been rendered nearly

fanatical

in the State Act, which organized the Uni-

versity, prominence was given to agrioulture

and it was directed that an agricultural col-

lege should be organized first. Yet it was
merely put legally first and practically they

were all organized simultaneously. Now
I think if the Regents will look through

the records of their own proceedings they

will find that an endowment has been given

them by Congress for the establishment of

a college of agriculture, yet probably nine

dollars out of every ten has been spent for

other branches of education than agricul-

ture. They have taught the students

Latin and Greek, some foreign languages,

mathematics etc. I remember very well

when I was one of the members of the

Board, the College of Agriculture always

had its report, but the result of it was
that when the College of Agriculture was
called upon to stand up it stood upon two
legs—we had but one pupil. That is not

evidence that the College of Agriculture is

not a necessity to the people of the State,

but more so that the Regents of the Uni-

versity have never found out the way of im-

parting this instruction so as to benefit the

people of the State. I don't see why Mr.

West could not go to the College of Agri-

culture and get the benefit of the instruct-

ion they give in the University . We all

might be students there. We cannot at our

time of life begin going to school, and I

have been myself an advocate of education

by some system by which the College of

Agriculture can be brought to the people in

their own localities. When going into the

Board I merely ask those Regents who are

here to impress their associates with the

importance of that branch and to claim of

the Regents, for it, a more thorough recog-

nition than it has enjoyed.

I have said more than I intended for I

feel that there has been a great deal more
prominence given to me than I deserve ;

but I have learned something. I think

this Convention has done a great deal of

good, and for a large share of that good I

think we are indebted to a gentleman,

whose name I have not heard in the votes

of thanks and resolution* that have been

passing, and to whom our thanks are un-

doubtedly due. We all join heartily in

thanking Mr. Pohndorff and all the gentle-

men who have assisted in any way for the

good work they have done, but I think

there is a gentleman to whom we are in-

debted and the industry of the State is in-

debted, and I think itis due to him, and to

ourselves more than to him, that we should

take notice of the services of Mr. Chas. A.

Wetmore. I hope you will express either by

your applause or in any other manner, the

very hearty thanks that the viticulturists

of this State feel in the earnest and con-

tinued efforts of Mr. Wetmore in the inter-

est of viticulture in this State.

cri.Tiiu; OF THE VISE.

Tartar In Wine Vessels.

I would like to add something on legisla-

tion, as we have here two Regents of the

University. I would ask these Regents to

impress on their brethren in the Board of

Regents the requisites of this industry

which has gathered us together. The
University of California derives its original

endowment from an Act of Congress which

was passed for the purpose of creating

Agricultural Colleges in various States.

Now it does not need much to see that one

of the principal branches of agriculture in

the State of California is to be the cultiva-

tion of wine. Cereals have been heretofore

one of the largest productions. But history

goes to show that what, with Indian and

Egyptian wheat and with a production as

far north in our own country as Manitoba,

through which the European markets are

going to be supplied, the growth of Cali-

fornia in cereals is going to take a secondary

position of itself. The University is prim-

arily an Agricultural College. This is the

first duty for which Congress made the ap-

propriation. Secondary to it, it says it

shall not be prohibited in giving a course

of instruction in other learnings, but the

foundation of the whole thing, the field of

the University, is laid upon a college of

agriculture. It is for that it received its en-

dowment. Colleges of letters and science

were all organized simultaneously although

Respecting tartar on the walls of old

wine-vessels, Mr. Mancini writes in the

paper Settimana as follows :

When wine ferments, (gira or subbolla)

an occurrence which happens to four-fifths

of Italian wine cellars, it is difficult to per-

suade people of the cause of it. The belief

that the crust of tartar on the walls of a vat

or cask is favorable to the wine put into the

same, is too deeply rooted. But sometimes

I succeed in proving the contrary. I have

scraped off some tartar and shown the

people that under its brilliant crystals there,

they can see, and even smell putrid, nauseous

dregs, which, in certain cases, were full of

microscopic worms. This is the only way

to convert the prejudiced ones.

Now, certainly, a wine whose refermenta

tion is caused by that substance is, if not

decomposing altogether, a wine of very poor

quality. The remarks of Mr. Mancini ex-

plained the matter so fully, that it is useless

to add a line . Young wines may be bene-

fited by the tartar they draw from the

crystals on the inner part of the cask, but

the addition of fetid and rancid elements

that adhere to the crystals is what en-

dangers the same wine.

Opinion of Hon. Horace Davis.

IFrom the Report of the Third Annual Viticultural

Convention.]

Hon. Horace Davis.—I did not come
here this afternoon to speak though I could

hardly use the customary excuse that I am
thoroughly unprepared, for I am some-

what familiar with the subject but still I

came here to excuse myself, for I thought

I was going to be called upon to speak this

evening and I should be absent, so Mr.
Wetmore asked me if I would not speak

now and I replied that I would say what I

could.

The subject of the culture of the vine has

always been one of great interest to me
since it was first called to my attention,

especially by Mr. Wetmore, at the time I

was in Washington some six or seven years

ago. He called my attention to the in-

creasing excellence of your products and

surprised me by showing what the promise

was for the future. You all know—or at least

I do not know that I have a right to assume

that—many of you know that I am intimate-

ly connected with a kindred agricultural pur-

suit ; I am a flour miller and directly con-

nected with the other great staple, wheat,

of the State and it has always been a sub-

ject of great regret to me to see our land

steadily depleted and the richness of the

soil wasted away by this constant culture ol

wheat which brought back so little to us

where the value of the product when i

reached England was so largely composed
of the freight that we had to pay on it. ]

have always felt that wb were giving awai

the virgin richness of our soil to give chea]

wheat to England. I looked with great in-

terest to see what diversified agriculture

pursuit was possible to this State, and whei

I first came to notice the possibility of viti

culture here, then I realized that whea
must give way to the vine, and that th

future of California lay in my judgment ii

the culture of the grape and the productioi

of wine. I felt years ago that the time wa
rapidly coming when the value of our viti

cultural product would largely exceed tha

of the cereals, and I hope that the day ma
be nearly at hand. The prosperity of th

State lies as you know mainly, as I said be

fore, in the diversity of pursuits. It is nc

in the huge ranges, but lies in the cutting c

them up into small holdings, in makin
every acre of ground give all that it can b

made to give, yield all that it can be mad
to yield. There is where the prosperity c

the country lies, filling it with a populatio

which bestows their labor on small areas c

ground and getting back large returns

Then these again support others who are d<

pendent on them. This is what is going o

in this State, through the means of viticu

ture largely, the cutting up of these larg

holdings and filling up the lands with vine

which require more labor, more monej
more capital ; supporting more populatio

and producing more dollars to the acre tba

anything we have had heretofore. Now
seems to me, and it is very plain, that froi

the standpoint of political economy thei

can be no question but what the prosperil

of the country is intimately associated wit

this pursuit of yours. Now to those wt
object that on a moral ground the succei

of viticulture is inconsistent with the mor
welfare of the community it seems to n

that people make a great mistake. In tl

first place, if I may draw a comparison wil

other sections and countries, I see no reasc

why, because a portion of the viticultur

production is devoted to the distillation

ardent spirits, why the cultivation of tl

grape should be considered immoral at

more than the cultivation of the appl

There is certainly a large percental

of wine that is no more intoxicatii

than hard cider and our friends in Mail

are scrupulous in excluding from tl

prohibition clause, that they have intr

duced into their Constitution, the manufa

ture of cider. If the manufacture of cid

is proper in Maine according to their Co
stitution, I do not see why the manufactu
of wine is prohibited according to th<

standard. But that is not the way I care

look at it. I do not care whether t'

people in Maine say that it is proper

manufacture cider or not, or manufactu

wine or not. Let us take it as its absolu

standard. All over the world, as long

there has been a world, the people ha
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sought more or less for stimulants, and
they have found stimulants of all kinds
You see it as plainly in the tea party as you
do in the saloon. Why is it people love tea

and coffee ? Because they get from it a
certain amount of stimulant. It is not nec-

essary to stamp out human nature, but we
must take human nature as itisand make the

best we can of it. Now it is much better to give

that stimulant to human nature in a form that

is reasonable and prudent, and kindly to his

physical wants. My theory of this would
be that it is better to give people their stim-

ulants in a form which is moderate, which
is prudent, which can be indulged with
safety. As the distinguished gentleman
said, who spoke last, the danger lies not in

the consumption of wine but in the con-
sumption of ardent spirits. The saloon,

the place where men stand up to treat and
nvite one another to drink, that is the dan-
gerous element.* If you go to Europe you
Tf .11 And there, in Fiance and in Germany
tnat that element in society is wanting.
That is an American element. Nobody
stands up and offers to treat the crowd in
London or in Paris or in Germany. That
is an American perversion of human nature,
a perversion of hospitality, a perversion of

appetite, and I believe that if the drinking
of ardent spirits could be made to give way
to a milder, gentler, and more healthful
form of stimulant, a taste would be created
which would be thoroughly adverse to the
use of ardent spirits. I do not believe a
wine drinking people will ever be lovers of

ardent spirits. In proof of this I will call

for the testimony of all those gentlemen
present who have traveled upon the conti-

nent of Europe—who have traveled in
foreign countries at all—to say whether the
facts do not bear me out. Now there is a
great deal more drinking of wine in Paris
than there would be here, for the water in
Paris is very bad, and no one likes to drink
the water clear, so many there drink wine
who perhaps, here, would drink water. It

is somewhat the same in any European
country. The water here is better than it

is there. But in spite of this increased con-
sumption of wine it is almost impossible to
see a case of drunkenness on the streets of
She city of Paris. I was there last summer
an their grand day, which was equivalent
to the Fourth ot July, commemorating the
Eall of the Bastile, the 14th of July. The
streets were crowded with a country popu-
ation that had come into Paris to enjoy
;his 14th of July. Yet I saw no drunken-
ness, I saw no intoxicated people, I saw no
misbehavior, I saw no quarrelsome con-
luct, such as comes from the use of ardent
spirits, and yet I know that those people
Irank wine as freely as our people would
milk . I have as great a dislike to drunken-
less, to intemperance—I have as strong a
lesire to curb the misuse of that which is

he greatest source of crime and misery and
poverty and wretchedness in our community
is any one. I recognize all these melan-
iholy facts but I believe that not only the
ise of ardent spirits is not increased by the
ree use of light wines, but I believe it is

ictually diminished by it. I do not know
hat I would go so far as my friend here on
ny left (Mr. Wetmore) does, as to say that
he use of wine is one of the most healthful
md beneficial forms of human food, but I
:ertainly say that for the human race, as
ong as they are what they are, and as long
is they will have stimulants, we had better
lonsider what they are made of and give it

o them in the form that is least injurious,
bid in view of that I believe that the use
if light wine is actually conducive, among
aen constituted as they are constituted, to
emperance rather than to intemperance in
he community.
Gentlemen, I know these remarks are

irude and unsatisfactory, and I am only
sorry that I have not had the opportunity
o prepare myself so as to have spoken to
rou more intelligently, but I am glad to be
ible to come here and give my testimony
o the interest you represent, and to pay
ny respects to you individually. [Ap-
>lause.]

Some two year old vines sent from Santa
31ara county to the State Viticultural Com-
aission for examination were found to have
>een attacked by borers. The effect is the
.iscoloration of the vine which turns black
nd extends up" and down the stalk. The
rood is next affected and the vine withers
nd dies.

BEAI, ESTATE.

In the Merchant will be found the ad-
vertisements of the Central Pacific Kail-
road, W. P. Haber of Fresno, Guy E.
Grosse of Santa Bosa, Frost & Gilman of
the same place, Moulton & Co. of Healds-
burg, T.H. Cordell & Co. of San Jose and
San Francisco, all of whom have choice
vineyard lands for sale.

They have placed on file a list of such
lands at this office, in order that all per-
sons desirous of purchasing vim yards may
be enabled to inform themselves of lands
to be disposed of before taking a trip up
the country,
By such means it is intended to make the

Mebchant office of assistance to those in-
tending to embark in viticulture, and all

pamphlets and information will be freely
tendered to those who call there. It is de-
sired that the public should look to the
Mebchant for all information concerning
grapes and wine.
From Mr. W. P. Haber. Manager of the

Fresno Land Office, we have received de-
scriptive pamphlets of Fresno county,which
contain a sample list of properties for sale
at that office. They vary in extent from
two to six hundred and forty acres, and in
price from $15 an aore upwards, and com-
prise city and suburban lots. Mr. Haber
is the Fresno agent for the Pacific Coast
Land Bureau of San Francisco.
We now have particulars of 25 additional

properties in the vicinity of Santa Kosa
and Sebastopol, Sonoma county, that are
offered for sale, from 17 to 1,300 acres
each, at prices ranging from $175 up to
$20,000, according to size, location and im-
provements. The properties are situated
close to the railway line, planted in orchard,
vineyard, have been used for general farm-
ing or are ready for the plow. Most of
them have commodious dwellings and out-
houses and would be valuable investments
for intending settlers.

Messrs. T. H. Cordell & Co. of San Jose
and this city, whose advertisement appears
elsewhere, offer for sale several lots, from
10 tb 80 acres each, of improved vineyard
lands in Santa Clara valley. They have
also orchards planted with the choicest
varieties of fruit trees, and orchard lands
for sale.

Mr. Geo. M. Thompson of Healdsburg,
Sonoma county, is agent for the sale of the
Bermel Winery and three acres of land
close to the center of the town and the rail-
way. The cellar has a capacity of 40,000
gallons with every facility for enlargement
at little expense. On the premises is a
saloon where the wines are retailed; the
buildings are complete in every detail and
fitted with the latest and most improved
machinery and conveniences. The price is

very reasonable and the owner intends to
establish a vineyard in the Immediate
vicinity.

FINE VINEYAEDS

1ST SANTA CUBA VALLEY,

— FOB SALE BY —

T. H G0RDELL & CO.,

28 North First St. ) b j 873ife Market St.
San Jose. ( "\ San Francisco.

<ft29 000 80 ACRES IN THIRD YEAR. OVER
lT"'rw' 65,000 vines of best varieties. Staked.
A very fine property at a bargain.

10 ACRES IN FOURTH YEAR.
Near Los Gatos. Fine varieties, beauti-

ful view and a good place.

$3,000.

$10 000 40 ACRES ON NORTH SIDE STEV-
,\J\J\J. en8 Creek Road> Excellent land and

fine varieties. Set last Winter.

*»7 OHO 86 ACRES ON MAIN ROAD IN SEC-
Sn/.ZUU. ondycar. Splendid land. Good neigh-

borhood.

We bave a nnmber of places niin
Vines and Fruit Trees for sale. Also,
Orchards and Orchard Lands.

Call at Office or write for full particulars. Respect'ly

T. H. CORDELL & CO.

Winery For Sale.
THE

BERMEL WINERY,
And Three Acres of Land,

SITUATED CORNER WEST AND GRANT STS.,

HealdsbnrK, Sonoma Co., Cal.

On Line of S. F. & N. P. R. R.

Cellar under ground—capacity 40,000 gallons-
capable of being enlarged to any rapacity at small

cost. Outfit complete to carry on the business.

Dwelling and outhouses in good repair. Location

most desirable in the State,

For further particulars apply at the office of the
S. F. Merchant, or to

CEO. M. THOMPSON, Agent,

Healdsburg, Cal.

MOULTON & CO.,
REAL ESTATE,

MONEY AND INSURANCE BROKERS,
HEALDSBURG, SONOMA CO., CAL.

A large quantity of the FINEST GRAPE LANDS
in the County are now in the hands of this Company
for sale.

A list of Russian River bottom lands and red
gravely hill lands SPECIALLY ADAPTED TO VITI-
CULTURE, will be forwarded on application.
Buyers should visit Healdsburg before settling else-

where .

Office In the Sotoyome Hotel.
Healdsburg.

For further particulars apply at the office of the
8. F. Merchant, 323 Front street, San Francisco.

FROST & GILMAN,

REAL ESTATE BROKERS,

OFFICE 529^ FOURTH STREET,

Santa Rosa, Cal.

Farms and Stock Ranches for sale and to exchange

for city property. VINEYARD LANDS A SPE-

CIALTY. A list of properties particularly adapted

to Grape Culture forwarded on application, and on

file at the office of the S. F. Merchant, 323 Front

street, San Francisco.

FRESNO LAND OFFICE.
Choice Farming, Fruit and

Vixx©ya,r<aL 1ci.xxc3.jei,

Improved or Unimproved.

With or Without Water for Irrigation,

FOR SALE,

IN SHALL OR LARGE TRACTS,
Terms Easy.

For maps, circulars, etc. . call on or address

W. P. HABER, Manager
Or

PACIFIC COAST LAND BUREAU,
22 Montgomer St., S. F

Fresno, Cal.

RAILROAD LANDS

NEVADA, CALIFORNIA AND TEXAS,

FOB SALE OK REASONABLE TEEMS

Apply to, or address,

W. H. MILLS, JEROME MADDEN,
Land Agent, Land Agent,

0. P. R. R. SAN FRANCISCO, S. P. R. R. SAN FRANCISCO.

— OR—
H. B. ANDREWS,

VND COMMISSIONER, G. N. 4 S. A. RY. CO., SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

A. 1876 S. I. XII.
1.8. 1888 a.

The IndastrtaDi never Sink.

GCT E. GROSSE, Broker in Real Estate
Ranches, Residence, Business and Manufactur-
ing Property Bought and Sold on Commission.
Aon Pnbliiher of " Sonoma Countj Lmd Register and

Santa. Bom Buiinesj Direatory."

Ofloe, No. 312 6 St., Sakta Rosa, Oil.

GRAPE GROWERS

AND

WINE MAKERS.
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PROPRIETOR

S. F. MERCANT.
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CALIFORNIA SUGAR REFINERY.
OFFICE 827 M ja. II KLE T JST 3F6. !E3ET .

West View of the New Refinery Building.

-MANUFACTURES THE FOLLOWING GEADES OF

SUGAR AND SYRUP:
,A) Pent CUBE SUGAB in barrels and bags

(A) OEUSHED SUGAB

Extra POWDEEED SUGAB in barreU

Fine CEUSHED SLGAE in barrel?

Dry GEANULATED SUGAB in barrels

Eitra GEANULATED SUGAB in barrels

re )

Vor al' kinds

GOLDEN C in barrels

EXTBA C in barrels

HALF BABEEL, % cent more

BOXES, Y, cent more

SYEUP in barrels.

Do. in half barrels.

Do. in 5 gallon kegs]

Do. in tins, 1 gallon eacli

\^

Th« Products of the California Sugar Refinery andeuaranteed 'absolutely pure and free from all Chemicals anc
Adulteratons.
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SOIND. PURE. CHEAP WISTE.

The Opinion of Charles A. Wetmore
on this Subject.

[From the Report of the Third Annual Viticultural

Convention.] /

Mr. Wetmore.—It is true that the first

consideration for all people trying to ac-

complish something in a new industry

should be to aim at that which offers the

choice of the market. The chief demand
of the market of the world is for the or-

dinary good, sound, cheap, every day, pal-

atable, drinking wine, and in all places in

the world where there is a large market
there is the largest profit. The largest pro-

fits are not always gained where the finest

wines are made. The people who raise

wine near Bordeaux called Vin de Palus, a

bottom land wine, make more money than
they do with Leoville or Lafite. That has
been proven by public statistics. But as I

have stated heretofore in other meetings we
have a little different problem lying before

us. The French have a large home con-
sumption, which has made a demand for

cheap wine, and the problem there is to

get good, sound, cheap, drinking wine in as

great abundance and as cheap as possible
;

consequently the south of France, before

the Phylloxera devastated it, became rich

because they made these cheap wines of

Aramon, and other fertile varieties and
flooded them on the market as soon as the
railroads opened.
During 40 years prior to 1878 the aver-

age annual production of France was grad-
ually increased 700,000,000 gallons, or 1,-

500,000,000 gallons a year and yet the
price of ordinary wine went up and up all

the time, it never went back, never was
lower. The wines made from these shy bear-

ing grapes such as Burgundy, Bordeaux
etc., have both a limited culture and mark-
et. These will never be the great commer-
cial wines of this coast ; Mr. Estee is cer-

tainly wrong on that proposition. I will

never be guilty of advising people to aim
at these higher types unless they realize all

the essential requisities of producing and
ageing a fine wine, bottling, labeling, and
bringing it to the consumer. A grower
should pursue that line of policy that will

certainly be profitable, for we have 50,000,-
000 of people to whom we may look for

markets. There will be some demand for

wine for which high prices will be paid but
that requires capital and time. What I

have advised more particularly has been
the study of these noble grapes with a
view to determining how the smallest per
cent of shy bearing vines may be used pro-
fitably with others such as Zinfandel in
making a higher grade of wines to please
the market, which is a little fastidious.

Our market is a little more fastidious than
the French market for the reason that we
have not a large community of people who
are accustomed to drink wine. The more
they become drinkers the less fastidious they
are. Those, to whom wine is only a luxury,
demand higher priced goods than those to

whom it is an every day necessity. You
can prove that by the class of wines we send
to New Orleans as compared with those
that go to New York. The people imagine
we have a large trade with New Orleans
with the French population and for the
best wine. The poorest wine we make
goes there and the best to New York.
Why ? Because a large majority of the
people who drink wine and come to this

country are those who work for a day's
labor, and want wine as cheap as they can
get it. For instance, the Italian wants a
wine, but he wants it cheap. Every Italian
fisherman that goes out of this town takes
his wine with him, but he wants it cheap
and he buys the Mission and Malvoisie and
throughout the world a great consumption
will be among these people. They, how-
ever, are not rich nor fastidious.

If, however, we can reach that fastidious,

class of America, which controls the national
situation of wine drinking—you will be sur-

prised when I tell you which class it is

—

that particular clas's which controls the
material for the family meal, if we get at

that, we have conquered the whole field and
we can make the United States consume
faster than we can produce until we have a
market for at least a thousand millions
gallons of wine. I mean the women of

America. One-half the friends I know who

drink ordinary table claret wine when they
meet me at a restaurant, or hotel, do not
drink it at home because the women don't
like it. A man does not like to drink it

alone and the women won't drink it. He
may try it for awhib but the' women just
refuse it, and if you analyze that question
you will find that it is such qualities as we
make that the women do not like. You can-
not make wine the beverage of the whole
people unless, the women like it. A man
will get tired drinking wine himself while
his Wife is drinking tea, coffee or water.
Now I think I have seen what women like.

You offer them a wine that is graded as a
mellow Bordeaux wine in trade, not a high
class wine, but graded by merchants to suit
palates which resent acidity, roughness
and harshness, you will find ladies
drink them, and our studies should be
to make such an improvement in a larger
proportion of our clarets as shall please
palates that demand more delicacy and
more mellowness. It is not difficult to

do. When you have conquered that ques-
tion you have conquered America, and until
you have conquered that you will never
succeed in winning national customs. Until
you please the women at the family table
you cannot make wine a family drink.
Sweet wines cannot be used as a common
drink; a case of sweet wine will last a family
a year, whereas they will want a regular
supply of Olaret, a daily supply, for instance
take my own family, when in winter I have
two or three men working for me I buy my
wine by the cask and we use 60 gallons a
month. That is business, that is the kind
of market we want and you have to build it.

You will have no trouble in reaching the
workmen provided you can induce the em-
ployers to give them wine. Whenever you
furnish your men with wine at the table in-

stead of tea or coffee, you will find that
there will not be one in fifty of them that
will not like it. As soon as you do that you
will begin to educate them in drinking wine
and they will go home and teach their fami-
lies. Give them the wine at meals. It is

your interest to foster the habit of table con-
sumption.
But you have to go to States where there

is no such interest. How are you going to

get there ? First, you have got a certain
large class of people who certainly are wine
drinkers. You know from the history of

foreign countries that a large proportion of

their people who come to this country have
formed the habit of wine drinking or beer
drinking or something similar and they have
no objections to wine on moral scruples.
Out of our 50,000,000 people 30,000,000
at least would drink wine if you offered it to

them. Pass a bottle of good wine around
at a restaurant or hotel and see how many
people will drink ef it. The reason more
people do not drink it is because they look on
it as a luxury and have never been accustom-
ed to buy it. We must make it a vital point
in our contest to gain these markets. We
must by some means advertise that wine is

cheap so that customers at hotels and res-

taurants will rebel against extortionate
prices. When at Los Angeles at the hotel

I called for a pint bottle of California

champagne which they wanted a dollar and
a half for, wine that they can purchase at

wholesale at $16 for a case of 24 bottles, a
little less than six bits a bottle, I asked the
proprietor what he charged for Milwaukee
beer with the cost of transportation added
and I figured that he wanted only five

cents profit on that and yet expected to

make seventy cents for turning me over a
pint bottle of native champagne. That is

wrong and every man in the country ought
to be taught what the cost of these wines is

and rebel at the price at which they are re-

tailed for; it is the exorbitant charge of the

retailer that keeps consumption down. If

you go to the hotels in St. Helena and call

for a bottle of wine, such as the vine-grow-
ers make in that district, they will charge
you six bits or a dollar for it. The cheapest
I have seen it sold there for is fifty cents

and it has been a dollar and they will try

to explain to you that they have bought a

fancy old wine; but you may try to find

such old costly wine in vain. There is a

little old wine but they do not buy it. They
buy such wine as, if they are not fools,

they can get soon after the time of vintage
for 40 cents a gallon which is four cents a
pint bottle and they should put it on the

table at the same rate of profit as tea and
coffee.

We have a right as wine driukers to de-
mand that we shall be treated when we go
to a hotel as any other customers. Make
this condition, if you have the power to en-
force it, that you want to be treated as
fairly as tea and coffee drinkers are treated.

By keeping up such agitation you will carry
this State and perhaps others, but you will

have hard work elsewhere to get rid of the
idea that wine is a luxury. You must find

a way by which the people may get wine
cheap and pure. This must be every man's
individual work, to assist in creating a
healthy demand. To increase your market
with those who are not in the daily habit of

using wine you must expect to deal with
fastidious people. When you have satis-

fied this class, with good, wholesome palat-
able products at cheap prices, you have
conquered the best market in the world.
But while we are doing that let us make

some high classed wine. There is a market
here in our own country for a limited quan-
tity of high priced goods, and we have seen
some samples here to-day which compared
well with the imported ones.

There is a demand for brandy in the
Central and South American States. . All
along the coast there you will find genuine
Martel and Hennessy brandies. During the
time Harry Meiggs was building his rail-

roads the Americans wanted to drink
whisky but did not succeed for they could
not get it. The people drink Martel and
Hennessy all along the South American
coast though not in large quantities. We
have shown that we can make that type of

brandy too ; but not with Mission grapes.
What we have to do is to go on in the line

of our experiments and pursue them and
we can make a brandy for the most exact-

ing markets. We know that there is a de-

mand for such goods in London. Mr.
Felix Curlier of the firm of Curlier Freres,

wnose main house is at Jarnac in the Cog-
nac district of France assured me when I

was in London that they had more difficulty

in buying fine brandy than they had in

selling it. This is one instance where the
rule stated by General Darr, that it is more
difficult to sell than to buy goods, will not
apply. Mr. Curlier stated to me that the

difficulty was not to sell but to buy fine

brandy and that, so far as our tariff was
concerned, as it might be affected by the

proposed Choteau treaty at that time, he
authorized me to say that he was opposed
to it, because it only let in cheap brandy to

keep out fine grades and that if we were
able to make fine brandies such as they de-

sired he would be very glad to find out
where he could buy more of it. This state-

ment on his part, that he was opposed to

the treaty, was not made as a mere matter
of buncombe with him, for he gave me
permission to use his name.
The market for fine products, while limit-

ed, is however large in the aggregate and
will provide an outlet for a portion of our
products.

Again there is a large importing trade in

France to-day. They are importing more
than ten times the amount of the product
of this State last year, into France from
foreign countries , something like 178,000,-

000 gallons. What is the reason we cauuot
sell some of our wine for the regular quoted
prices in Bordeaux ? Such grapes of wine
as can be made with Mataro, Carignan and
Grosser Blauer with appropriate blends are

generally worth in Bordeaux 40 cents a gal-

lon and such wines are admitted with 15

per oent of alcohol . There is one point,

however, we must get a law permitting us
to fortify for the purposes of transportation

up to 15 per cent so as not to have any
trouble with the internal revenue . But if

we can send them a wine fortified with 15

per cent alcohol, of intense color and good
taste you can get 40 cents a gallon, and that

will net you about 20 cents here. The market
may vary a little, perhaps five cents ; I have
quoted the average price of last year. In
the interior of this State some of the large

vineyards can be run at a profit by selling

at 15 cents a gallon if they will turn their

attention to that line of trade. This fig-

ured out at 500 gallons per acre would be a

yield of $75 an acre at the lowest possible

figure of competition. Some of these large

vineyards might do it for $30 or $40 per

acre net profit. It would be almost better

than running a railroad for Governor Stan-

ford with his 3,000 acre vineyard ; but he
cannot do it unless he plants the right

varieties of grapes. A good Bordeaux wine

such as we cuu make here with Carbenet
Sauvignon is worth in Bordeaux any time
from a dollar a gallon up. You need not
be afraid of not selling it because there is

not enough produced for the trade . They
will buy it in their own market. Of qourse,
when speaking of the French market, I am
only thinking of outlets for over-production
temporarily.

London is a limited market ; the entire
importation of England of the descriptions
of wines I have been speaking of in 1878
was about 17,000,000 gallons. Of course
we could only get a little of that trade. It

would not help us out a great deal but
might help us out a little. The great im-
porting market of the world to-day is France.
Now in those districts where they have rich
land, where they get large crops, where the
probability is that they will not compete
with our Bay counties for delicate high
priced wines, if they will confine them-
selves to producing a wine that will suit the
Bordeaux market, they will suit probably
all the markets where that class of wine is

used, New York as well as other places.
What we have to do is to find out what
wines those markets handle. That is our
business now.
The impression might go out from things

I have said myself, from comments we
make during our criticisms of wine, in our
ardor for improvement, from such remarks
as made by Mr. Estee as to the Zinfandel
that we are ignorant of the value of many
of our good ordinary stock grapes. That
is not so. The Zinfandel will always be a
valuable grape in California when it is pro-
perly planted and well located. As a basis
for good wholesome wines that can be fer-
mented easily and transported it is a valuable
grape. But I do caution people against
planting too much of it for we have other
wants at the present time. The proportion
of it in our State is too large . Those who
have Zinfandel grapes now must blend into

their vintages varieties of some other qual-
ity, and it is for that purpose that our ex-

periments have been made, and to study
the markets and what they need. If you
go into the local market and show a good
Zinfandel, or one that is considered good
along side of a healthy Grosser Blauer you
would not get as much for it because there

is a deficiency of color in trade. But do
not get misled temporarily as was the case
two years ago because a high price was paid
for Charbano, because it had good color. It

did not have as good as other grapes that

could be used for the same purpose and it

did not have the quality. Aside from color

it was not as good as Zinfandel. We must
be careful not to over stock the market with
a certain line of goods. I believe it is pos-

sible to conquer the United States and I be-

lieve we will do it, to wine drinking. But
we have many obstacles and customs to

overcome. We have lots of hard work to

do and must unite and must keep up our
present efforts and must ask the State to

help us to meet our competitors. We have
the adulterators who compete with us. We
must overcome the obstacles in transpor-

tation and do it wisely and carefully with-

out heat in discussion, but for the good of

the State. We must try to advertise our
goods everywhere. We have not done
enough in the Eastern country to let the
people know how cheap our wines are,

that they may know how to buy them.
These I think, are the most important ques-

tions lying before us.

H. W. BYINGTON,CITY ST^VZQXjEIS
FOURTH STREET,

SATA ROSA. Sonoma Co., Cal.
Carriages and teams at reasonable terms to all per-

sons visiting the vineyards of the valley.

THE DAILT_ BULLETIN.
THE ONLY EVENING PAPER IN HONOLULU.

Largest Circulation ol any Daily
in the City.

A Splendid Advertising Medium for business men of

the Coast, desirous of forming or extending connec-
tions in the Hawaiian Islands.

Advertising Rates Sent niton
Application.

Subscription (to residents in the U. S.).

With postage added, per annum.

$6.00

Address: •DAILY BULLETIN,"
Honolulu. II. I.
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ONOLULU
WM. G. IRWIN & CO.

SUGAR FACTORS AND

COMMISSION AGENTS
ii. .n. .in in. H. i.

—AGENTS FOR

—

H VKALAU PLANTATION Hawaii

KAALEHU PLANTATION Hawaii

HON L'APO PLANTATION Hawaii

HILEA PLANTATION Hawaii

STAR MILLS Hawaii

HAWAIIAN COM'L & SUGAR CO Maui

MAKEE PLANTATION Maui

WAIHEE PLANTATION Maui

MAKEE SUGAR CO Kauai

KEALIA PLANTATION Kauai

Agents for the

OCEANIC STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

CASTLE & COOKE,

SHIPPING AND

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
Honolulu, II. 1.

THE KOHALA SUGAR CO.,

THE HAIKU SUGAR CO.,

THE PAPAIKOU SUGAR PLANTATION
THE WAIALUA SUGAR PLANTATION
THE PAIA PLANTATION
A. H. SMITH & CO.,

THE N. E. M. LIFE INSURANCE
CO. BOSTON,

THE UNION INSURANCE CO.
OF SAN FRANCISCO,

THE GEO. F. BLAKE M'F'G CO.,

STEAM AND VACUUM PUMPS,
D. M. WESTON'S CENTRIFUGAL

MACHINES.

O ZKT O TJ X* XT

GKO. W. MACFARLANE. H. R. MACFARLANE.

a. W. MACFARLANE & CO.

IMPORTERS

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
AND

SUGAR FACTORS.
FIREPROOF BUILDING, 52 QUEEN STREET,

Honolulu, H. I.

—AGENTS FOR

—

THE WA1KAPU PLANTATION Maui
THE SPENCER SUGAR PLANTATION Hawaii

THE HELIA SUGAR PLANTATION Oahu
THE HUELO SUGAR CO Maui
HUELO SUGAR MILL Maui
PUULOA SHEEP RANCH CO Hawaii
NURLEES, WATSON & CO., i G,

Sugar Machinery. °

JOHN FOWLER & GO'S STEAM PLOW 1 - .

and Portable Tramway Works. f
kjeoaa

GLASGOW AND HONOLULU LINE OF PACKETS.

H. HACKFELD & CO.

SHIPPING & COMMISSION

Merchants.
Honolulu. Hawaiian iKlnmlft.

H. W. SEVERANCE,
HAWAIIAN CONSUL

AND

COMMISSION MERCHANT.
316 California St..

Room No. 4. San Francisco, C'al

JAMES HUNTER
GAUGER OF WINES A.HU SPIRITS

(Established 1861.1

OFFICE—323 FRONT STREET,

San Francisco.

THE VALUE OF A
PUMP

Is Determined by its Simplicity, the

Ease with which it is operated

in Deep Wells, etc.

-THE —

BUCKEYE PUMP
Possesses all these

valuable qualities in a greater

degree than any other pump in market,

FOR DURABILITY, SIMPLICITY,

Ease of oparation and general efficiency

they have not an equal.

FOR SALE BY P. P. MAST & CO-,

31 market St.. San Francisco.

o. 1

JfcrC.

WILL W. HALL,
President.

h. C. ABLES,
Sec'ty and Treas.

E. O. HALL & SON,
(Limited.)

HARDWARE MERCHANTS
,

Importers and Dealers in

California Leather, Paints and Oils
Cooking; Stoves, Ranges, Plows,

And every description of Tools and Builders' Hard-
ware, Nails, Cast Steel, etc.

CORNER FORT AND KING STREETS,

Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands.

WOODIN & LITTLE'S
WINE PUMP.

This cut repre-

sents our Double
Acting FOHCE
P TJ M P of great compactness

for use in wine cellars, 1r

pumping from one tank ._

another. The cylinder is lined

with copper, tM piston rod

valve and valve seats are

bronze, so that it will be seen

all parts of the pump exposed

to the action of

wine are non-
corrosive.

QUICK TIME AND CHEAP FARES

To Eastern and European Cities

Via the Great Trans-continental All-Hail Routes.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC

Daily Express und Emigrant Trains make prompt con-

nections witli the several Railway Lines in the East,

CONNECTING AT

NEW YORK AND NEW ORLEANS
with the several Steamer Lines to

ALL EUROPEAN PORTS.
PULLMAN PALACE SLEEPING CARS

attached to Overland Express Trains.

r

m

it o . class s m; i; im \ <- cars
are run daily with Overland Emigrant Trains.

No additional charge for Berths in Third-class Cars.

8gt Tickets sold, Sleeping-car Berths secured, and
other information given upon application at the Com-
pany's Offices, where passengers calling in person can
secure choice of routes, etc.

i» I 3NT Gr.

OCEANIC STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

For Honolulu.

A. N.TOWNE. T. H. WOODMAN,
General Manager. Gen. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

SAN FEANCISCO, CAL.

F. A. SCHAEFFER & CO.
IMPORTERS AND

COMMISSION MERCHANTS

Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands.

Bend for
special cat- I

alogue.

WOODIN & LITTLE
500 * 511 Jlavkrt St., San Francisco.Ca'

W. T. GARRATT & CO.

BRASS AND MACHINE WORKS.
Manufacturers of

BRASS WINE PUMPS.
WINE COCKS.

All Kinds ol Fittings
— FOB —

Wineries, Distilleries-

BREWERIES.

WATER
AND

STEAM
GOODS.

Iron Pipe and Fittings, Hose, Etc.

HOOKZIII'S
PATENT STEAM PUMPS.

Cor. Fremont and Natoma Sta,

SAN rsAHCIKO, CAL.

ESBERC, BACHMAN&CO.
IMPORTERS OP

Chewing, Smoking * Leaf Tobacco.

HAVANA CIGAES AND LEAF.

225, 227 & 229 California St. and 122, 124

& 126 Battery Street.

SAN FRANCISCO. .

And Nos. 7 & 9 NORTH FRONT ST. PORTLAND.

WORTH'S IMPROVED

Combined Toggle Lever
AND

SCREW PRESS.
I desire to call the

attention of wine and
Cider makers to my
Impro v e d Press.
With this Press the
movement of the fol-

lower is fast at the
commencement,
moving one and a
half inches with one
turn of the screw.
The last turn of the
screw moves the fol-

lower one-sixteenth
,of an inch . The fol-

il'lower has an up and
* down movement of

26i inches, with the

double platform run on a railroad track. You can

have two curbs, by which you can fill one while the

other is under the press, thereby doing double the

amount of work of any other press in the market. I

also manufacture Horse Powers for all purposes. En-

silage Cntters, Plum Pitters Worth's System of Heat-

ing Dairies by hot water circulation. a^TSend for

circular. W. H. WORTH, Petaluma Foundry
and Machine Works, Petaluma, Sonoma
County, Cal.
Testimonials from I. DeTurk, Santa Rosa; J. B. J.

Portal, San Jose; ElyT. Sheppard, Glen Ellen; Kate
F. Warfield, Glen Ellen: J. H. Drummond, Glen
Ellen; Joseph Walker, Windsor; John Harkelman,
Fulton; Wm. Pfeffer, Gubsemlle can be had by apply-

ing for printed circulars.

The splendid new 3,000 ton f?uanjships will leave
the Company's wharf, corner Steuart and Harrison
streets, at three o'clock v. m..

MARIPOSA - - - June 1st

ALAMEDA - - -June 15th

EXCURSION TICKETS AT REDUCED RATES

For freight or passage, having superior cabin accom-
modations, apply to

JOHN 1>. SPRE4 li i:i.S * BROS. Agents,

327 Market Street, corner Fremont

OCCIDENTAL & ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP
COMPANY.

for JAPAN and CHINA.
Steamers leave Wharf corner First and Brannan sts.,

at 2 o'clock, P. M., for

YOKOHAMA and HOUUKONU.
Connecting at Yokohama with steamers for Shanghae.

1885.
STEAMER. FROM SAN FRAXCI8C0.
SAN PABLO THURSDAY, JULY !)th

OCEANIC TUESDAY, JULY 2]fct

ARABIC SATURDAY, AUGUST 1st

EXCURSION TICKETS to Yokohama and return
at reduced rates.

Cabin plans on exhibition and Passage Tickets for

sale at C. P. R. Company's General Offices, Room 74,
corner Fourth and Townsend streets.

For freight apply to GEO. H. RICE, Freight Agent,
at the Pacific Mail Steamship Company's Wharf, or

at No. 202 Market street. Union Block.

T. H. GOODMAN len. l'assenger Agent.
LELAND STANFORD President.

DR. MILLERS
« o > i > i ; it i i i

.

Propagation of the Vine.

BY

CHARLES A. WETMORE.

SECOND EDITION WITH APPENDIX

For Sale at

THE "MERCHANT" OFFICE.
PRICE 26 CENTS

THE OCCIDENTAL HOTEL
SANTA ROMA, Sonoma Co., Cal.

This house is particularly recommended as situated
in the center of the grape district, and from which
theprincipa! vineyards can be rea<'^q.

«. A. 1 I l'l'i;i*,'ni|.i-letor.

SEA SICK TABLETS
[COPYRIGHTED, j

CURES SEA SICKNESS !

NEVER FAILS.

PRICE, ONE DOLLAR PER BOX
Sold by all Druggists, or sent to any address.

DEPOT : 100% SECOND it,. Room 6,

San Francisco, Cat.

THE HAWAIIAN GAZETTE.
PUBLISHED WEEKLY

BY

ROBERT GRIEVE & CO.,

IS THE BEST

ADVERTISING MEDIUM
— IN THE —

HAWAIIAN ISLANDS.

J. T. COCHRAN & CO.,

XI ^5 I* St A SPECIALTY

Shipping and Commission.
Liberal advances on consignments.

303 California St.. San Francisco. Cal

E. L. G. STEELE & CO,
Successors to

C. ADOLPHE LOW & CO.,

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

Agents American Sugar Refinery and Washingtoi
Salmon Cannery.

4 «



SPECIAL EDITION.

THE ONLY VITICULTURAL PAPER IN THE STATE.

Devoted to Viticulture, Olive Culture, Sericulture and other Productions, Manufactures and Commerce of the Pacific Coast.

CHAS. K. BUCKLAND,
EDITOR AND PROPRIKTOR. SAN FRANCISCO, MAY 27, 1885. PRICE 10 CENTS.

QUESTIONS

Relating to Winemaking in

California.

Report of Professor E. W. Hilgard

to the State Viticultural Com-

mission, together with Crit-

ical Comments on the

part of the Com-

mission.

Office of the Boaed of State Viti
cuiiTUKAL Commissioners.
San Francisco, May 21, 1885

The accompanying report on "Studies on

Wine Fermentation," made by Professor E.

W. Hilgard of the State University to Mr.

Arpad Haraszthy, President of the State

Viticultural^ Commission and filed in this

office, is submitted to the public on account

of the importance of the questions discussed

and to give a timely opportunity for a care-

ful consideration of the criticisms contain-

ed therein and for further investigation of

propositions advanced that may be subject

to differences of opinion among experts. A
large portion of the report is devoted to the

discussion of time honored rules of prac-

tical vinification, well understood by all

intelligent wine-makers of experience, but
most valuable at the present time to be-

ginners in the art of wine-making. The
chief causes of imperfections in wines are

set forth as the results of careless violations

of the practical rules of the "forefathers''

of older lands and of the pioneers of the

industry in this State, viz: careless picking

and unclean apparatus, excessive size (par-

ticularly depth) of fermenting tanks, and
want of care in excluding contact of the

atmosphere with the fermenting mass. Other
causes of imperfect fermentation are no
doubt open to discussion and explanation.

Considerable attention has been also given
by the Pr ofessor to quetions relating to the

construction of cellars, the effects of tem-
perature upon fermentation and mechanical
methods of treating must, before and during

wine making. In this part of his work,

there is much debatable ground owing to

the incompleteness of scientific research,

imperfections in skill of operatives whose

methods may thereby suffer from criticism,

and want of general knowledge of practical

rules, well understood in countries where

the art has attained a high state of ner-

fection through succesi.iul experience. The
discussions that will grow out of the criti-

cisms and propositions contained in this

report and others of similar character, will

tend to hasten the day, when our people

will become exactly informed as to the ex-

tent of scientific knowledge, which is avail-

able for their use and the technical infor-

mation based on actual and successful ex-

perience throughout the world, that is ap-

plicable to our new industry under varying

circumstances.

Professor Hilgard's opinions, as shown
by this report and by his remarks made at

the last State Viticultural Convention, indi-

cate his preference for a certain line of

methods for improvements in practical vin-

ification, based upon control of temperature

in the fermenting room, and slow fermenta-

tion, the control and nursing of the activity

of the fermenting germs being otherwise

not considered, or deemed of secondary

importance with respect to the skill of the

operator. This direction of proposed

reforms involves, of course, well known and
undisputed principles of mechanical appli-

ances, with some relatively unimportant

questions at issue relating to the advan-

tages obtained by different mechanical meth-

ods of treating musts, such as crushing, or

not crushing the fruit, aeration before fer-

mentation, etc.

The Chief Executive Officer of this Com-
mission has advanced an opinion which
looks towards improvements, based mainly

upon the revelations of scientific research

into the life habits and physiology of the

different germs of fermentation, the control

of such germs with a view of directing, or
restraining their energies, and prompt,
steady vinous fermentation—as rapid as a
condition of health may permit, the con-
trolling of the exact degree of temperature
within the range of healthful action being
considered of secondary importance in prac-
tical and economical work. In this State
the general average conditions of temper-
ature, during vintage season being within
the limit recognized as favorable for fer-

mentation, the difficulty of maintaining a
reasonably good control for practical suc-
cess does not assume primary importance
in the consideration of rules for wine-mak-

ing, although some protection against ex-

traordinary changes of temperature during
wine making should be provided,—the more
complete the better. He holds, however,
to the opinion that our climate in many
places is unfavorable to the constant and
sure development of germs of ferment upon
the fruit and that in all parts more or less

difficulty sometimes occurs, due to climatic
and atmospheric influences such as defal-

cating north winds, sudden frosts, etc.,

which may kill, or render the germs inac-

tive, at the time the wine-maker commences
his operations, and that in some cases,

where excessive saccharine impedes com-
plete fermentation a languid development
of yeast at the start is to be feared as con-
ducive to imperfect results. He has ob-
served that the chief complaints of imper-
fect fermentation are most noticeable in

those parts of the State, where other mani-
festations of fermentation, such as the rot-

ting of vegetation, and the analogous phe-
nomena of putrefaction are shown by ex-

perience to be the least prompt. He does
not wish however to be understood as not
recognizing the great importance of control-

ling temperature in the cellars where young
wines are being matured.
As an illustration, Professor Hilgard re-

fers to certain rebellious musts, treated in

his laboratory, viz: those of the Mourisco
Branco aud the Malmsey, one of which
would not enter upon vinous, but went
into the mannite fermentation, and the
other, " fermented but so slowly that it

acetified almost as fast as the alcohol was
formed." These varieties, he says, "should
doubtless have been fermented some ten or

fifteen degrees higher, in order to go through
safely." Likewise he attributes the cause
of certain diseased fermentations at Folsom
solely to the want of a properly constructed
cellar and absence of control of the tem-
perature.

The Executive Officer of the Commission
on the other hand would suggest that the
failure of the Mourisco Branco to enter
upon vinous fermentation, under condi-
tions of temperature favorable to other va-
rieties of must, indicated the absence of

active, healthy vinous germs in the must at

the start, which should have been supplied
in order to prevent by their activity the
development of the diseased condition,

which resulted in the conversion of the

sugar into mannite, during the formation
of which it was too late to attempt to re-

store a healthy normal action; otherwise
the fault must have been in the absence of

proper food for the vinous germ , when the

remedy might possibly have been in the
addition of a certain percentage of water, or

albumen or other known germ food, which
carefu# analysis of the must might reveal.

With respect to the Malmsey and its lan-

guid mixed vinous and acetous fermenta-
tion, the facts would indicate a want of

energy at the start on the part of the vinous
germs, which should have been supplied
and which would have prevented the devel-

opment of the acetic, the presence of the

latter being probably due to some unclean-

liness of the apparatus, the bad condition
of the grapes, when crushed, or some care-
lessness on the part of the operator, in
introducing unclean fermenting must as
yeast, etc. He would point to frequent
well known experiences, which tend to show
that certain climatic conditions during, or
subsequent to the picking of grapes, before
crushing, affect the activity and healthful-

ness of germs, whether by destroying them,
rendering them torpid, or otherwise, which
possible accidents may be provided against
by the carefulness of the wine-maker in
supplying the necessary contingents of fer-

ment organisms, which are after all the
only real wine-makers. With respect to

the diseased Folsom wines, which he also

had examined and previously reported upon
to the proprietor, he would, while lament-
ing the want of a well constructed cellar

sufficient for the control of temperature
against unusual and violent changes, coun-
sel that the fault was mainly with the wine-
maker, who undertook to ferment out
twenty-eight per cent of sugar from Zinfan-
del must contrary to the rule of experience
in this State, and with the proprietor who
gave instructions not to pick the fruit until

it was as ripe as possible; that the practical

remedy would have been in the addition of

water to the must to reduce the degree of

sugar to at least twenty-four per cent, and
the addition of vinous germs, if local ex-

perience indicated the necessity, and, that

with even imperfect fermenting rooms he
might have been practically sure of secur-

ing a perfectly sound wine, although he
might subsequently suffer from want of a

proper cellar for keeping it in good condi-

tion.

He would also venture an opinion that

even twenty-eight per cent of sugar in Zin-

fandel might be thoroughly fermented out
and sound wine be produced by fermenting
in very low vats, with the aid of an abun-
dant supply of vinous germs — the true

wine yeast, germ food if necessary, frequent
and thorough stirring of the fermenting
Inass, the wine being left on the pomace
after it became quiet until it would draw
off clear and bright from the spigot and
the top being protected from acetic fermen-
tation by a light cover placed thereon before

acetic fomentation had ceased— excess of

carbonic acid gas passing off through a pipe
with its nose immersed in water. As to

the quality of such an alcoholic product,

he would not pass judgment without see-

ing the same, but would caution the pro-

prietor against picking over-rip« grapes as

a general rule for claret wines.
These opinions of one, as industrious and

earnest in the cause of viticulture as the

Professor himself and equally well inform-

ed as to the experience of wine-makers
throughout the world and in the literature

of the industry, indicate that there are di-

vergent lines of study in viticultural work
which may each produce important results

of practical advantage, ultimately harmo-
nious, and that no one of them deserves

to be snubbed, as has been attempted by
the Professor, by any contemptuous allu-
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sum to the simplicity with which tin y are

proposed for public consideration, even
though a "Mttle common sense'' should be

weighed in the scales against uudemon-
strated propositions.

The discussion of the so-called " Morel '

'

process, which is only a modification of a

well-known method practiced in some of

the cellars of France is interesting, but the

Professor has yet to report upon its success

at St. Helena, where it was first introduced

in California, the wines produced by it

being now daily served upon some of the

most fastidious tables in this city. He will

also have an opportunity to investigate the

merits of wines produced experimentally in

the Livermore Valley by the same method,
modified by the removal of the stems before

fermentation. We have generally under-
stood that the grapes of the Pinol family

which makes fine Burgundies, are so heavily

charged with fermentescible properties that

that the wines are, unless well fermented
on the skins, seeds and even stems, easily

affected by motion and changes of climate,

the usual remedy for this fault in trade,

being to fortify them before exportation

with heavy strong and durable wines of the

south of France, a region where slow fer-

mentation is not talked of but where every
effort is made to promote active, prompt
and complete vinous development.
The reference to the wines of the south

of Spain must awaken some divergent dis-

cussion, for it is well known that many of

the finest sherries are transported, if not
mixed with sweetening wines, with facility

without fortification as well as also some
of the Clarets of Rioja; the same also being
true of the Hermitage and Cote-Koti and
other noted wines of the south of France.
Dr. Guyot refers to the superior qualities

of the wines made near Nice, one of the
chief features of which is that, while pos-

sessing very|fine quality and transportability

they ferment rapidly. Common opinion
has generally attributed the transportable

weaknesses of certain Spanish and South-
ern wines to the imperfect qualities of cer-

tain varieties of grapes and also to a condi-

tion of over ripeness of the fruit, when
picked, while recognizing the durability
and good quality of wines made in the
same districts under similar circumstances
of such varieties as the Petite Syrah, Mataro,
Cabernet, etc. It appears doubtful there-

fore, whether the doctrine of slow fermenta-
tion, controlled only by the regulation of

temperature, as the only means of produc-
ing fine durable wines, is supported by
reference to the wines of Southern Europe.

It is probably true that to produce cer-

tain peculiar qualities, desired for certain

types of wines, slow fermentation may be a
desideratum, but it does not appear clear

that fine qualities and durability are to be
destroyed by judiciously managed, prompt
and vigorous action.

M. A. DeVergnette Lamotte in his work,
entitled he win, sums up French experience

with reference to the value of prompt com-
mencement of fermentation as follows :

(translated)

"A fact very worthy of remark and re-

cognized in all vine districts is that good
fermentations are prompt in commence-
ment. (Instantanees)."

These comments are presented to the

public, together with the Professor's valu-

able report, in order that the many com-
petent men among us may be stimulated

with the spirit of inquiry and investigation

towards rapid solutions of the most impor-
tant questions that necessarily underlie all

theories of practical vinification and cellar

construction and control.

In a short time, the Commission will

publish also the report of Professor Kising,

the Professor of chemistry at the Univer-

sity and State Analyst, which it is under-

stood will be devoted to strictly scientific

discussions, free .from debatable questions

of practice.

When the experimental cellar work, pro-

vided for by the last Legislature to be
under the joint direction of this Commis-
sion and the State University, shall have
been put into operation, wine-makers
throughout the State will have an oppor-
tunity of testing, by practical observations,

many methods of disputed merits. Clearly

defined differences of opinion will assist

the public in forming conclusions as to the

results that may be obtained.

Chakles A. Wetmore,
Chief Executive Viticultural Officer.

REPORT ON

"Studies on Wine Fermenta-

tion."

Made to the State Board of Viticult-

ure by E. W. Hilgard.

Arpad Ilaraszthy, Esq., I'tesident Stale

Board of \'iticultural Comynissioners, San

Francisco.

Dear Sib : — In accordance with the
agreement made with your Board last

season, I have devoted the latter portion of

the summer vacation, and the whole of the

October recess of the University to excur-

sions to various viticultural districts, for the

study of methods of fermentation used in

wine-making, together with the appliances
therefor, in order to ascertain the causes of

the frequent "turning,'' milksourness, and
other diseases of our wines, that injure their

quality, keeping properties and market
value. I have continued the same line of

study in connection with the fermentations
made in the viticultural laboratory at the

University, and in the chemical investiga-

tions of various damaged wines. Of course
the subject, as you are aware, is a very
wide one, and will require years for its

measurably complete investigation ; but
some results of very direct bearing upon
practice can even now be definitely stated

and are herewith given so far as they have
fallen under my personal observation. I

leave to my colleague, Professor Rising, the

more detailed presentation of his personal

researches on the nature of the improper
fermentations investigated by him, as well
as of such general points as have come
under his observation in my absence.
The points visited by me are the follow-

ing :

During the first week of August, 1884,

the Natoma W. & M. Company's establish-

ment at Folsom ; and the following week,
the neighborhood of St. Helena, Ruther-
ford and Oakville, Napa County, and
thereafter, the wine cellars in the neighbor-
hood of Glen Ellen, Sonoma County. These
visits were made in company with Professor

Rising. During the October recess, when
the vintage was in full progress, I visited,

alone, the establishment of Mr. Charles
Lefranc, and of J. B. J. Portal, in the

Santa Clara Valley ; and subsequently the

more important wineries in the Fresno re-

gion. 1 present first the facts as noted, and
thereafter a discussion of the conclusions to

be gathered from them.
At Folsom, we found the building that

has been used as a winery to be a mere
shell, with scarcely a show of an attempt for
the maintenance of a uniform temperature

;

while at the same time the fermenting tanks
were very large. Two kinds of wine of the
previous season's vintage were still on hand;
of these, a claret made from mixed grapes
was extremely faulty, being both acetified

and milksour; the other, a white wine, for-

tified,was not quite so bad,but still had evid-
ently suffered from the same causes as the
claret.and both were only fit for the still. In
consequence of this and previous similar ex-

perience the company had given up the
building in question altogether as a winery,
expecting to build a new one in a different

location, and to sell the current season's
grapes to other parties, apart from those
which were subsequently sent to the viti-

cultural laboratory to be made into wine ex-

perimentally.
This case would have been an excellent

instance of the effects of high temperature
fermentation with exposure to cold nights
and warm days. But unfortunately the
samples promised were not received; and I

should here stajte that the difficulty of pro-
curing samples having an authentic history
has been a serious obstacle throughout, so
that we are not able to report results as
definite as, had this been otherwise, they
could readily have been. The question :

" Have you had any cases of difficult fer-

mentation, or milksour, or otherwise sick

wines," was almost habitually answered in

the negative, and that in many cases in

which such wines were known to have come

from the hands of the person answering. In
part this doubtless proceeded from ignor-

ance, but there was too often an evident in-

disposition to admit the existence of any
such difficulties at all, despite our definite

statement that individual cases were not in-

tended for publication, but that we only de-

sired a knowledge of the disease in order to

devise and recommend a remedy. You are

aware that I afterwards pointedly stated

these facts in public, at the Viticultural

Convention held in December.* I earnestly

hope that this unfortunate and unnecessary
impediment in the way of this important
line of inquiry will hereafter be done away
with by a more general and enlightened un-
derstanding of the need, objects and
methods of such investigations.

On our visit to the Napa Valley we found
on the whole a very fair understanding of

the need and conditions of a good fermen-
tation. Apart from the rock cellars of the

Bro's Beriuger and of Schramm, the winer-

ies, of Thomann, Crabb, Pellet, Scheffler

and others show from fair to good provis-

ions for the control of temperature both
during first and second fermentation, by the
use of double board walls and roofs, as well

as partitions impeding the excessive ingress

of the outer temperature. We noted that

special precautions in these respects were
being introduced in making the changes in

the large winery of Mr. Krug, then being
prepared for the use of the Napa Valley
Wine Company. We found in one cellar a

package of red wine graphically designated
by the proprietor as "the stink,'' but which
was being used with relish by the workmen
on the place. It was a very fair sample of

milksourness, but it was not very sensibly

acetified; and I note that in general, pre-

cautions against the latter source of dam-
age seem to be taken more effectually in

the St. Helena region than elsewhere. The
proprietor was not able to give its precise

history, but attributed its condition to, most
probably, the unsound condition of grapes
during the latter part of the previous
season's vintage, brought about by the un-
timely rains. A good many grapes had
burst and subsequently become water-
sodden, affording abundant opportunities
for the development of improper fermenta-
tions in the vineyard itself. Under such
circumstances only very especial care in the

handling of the crop could insure the pro-

duction of sound wines.

From St. Helena we crossed Sonoma
mountain to Glen Ellen, making the vine-

yard of Mr. J. H. Drummond, unfortunate-
ly, on a day when he was absent. We how-
ever had an opportunity to examine his

winery, and noted that he has wisely dis-

carded the large 8000-gallon tanks of the

olden time for the small 2000-gallon ones now
generally coming into use. We noted that

the building was still quite imperfectly se-

cured against the influence of change of

temperature, or of the excessive temperature
sometimes prevailing in the Sonoma valley

during vintage time; but understand that

he intends to change all that, and build a

suitable fermenting house and cellar, as

soon as possible . A smaller cellar was at

the time, in course of construction. The
general excellence of the wines shown by
him at the Viticultural Convention proved
how far good management and scrupulous
care may make up for defective arrange-
ments.
The cellars of Mrs. Warfield and Mrs.

Stuart were practically empty at the
time and little could be seen in respect to

the actual management. At one winery,

however, there was one 80-gallon cask of

wine that had failed to go through its fer-

mentation, and had been transferred from
the cellar to the upper floor in order to start

it again by increased temperature. A slight

action was going on, but from the taste of

the wine I inferred that it was rather on
the way to the mannite condition than to

that of a sound dry wine . Here, again, no
clue to the history of the obstinate cask
could be obtained.

My visit to the Santa Clara valley was
made early in October, when, the season
being very late, the vintage was still under
full headway, and at some wineries, as at

Mr. Lefranc's, only just begun in earnest.

I found at the latter place that the only
grape that had been crushed thus far was
the Malbeck, and that had just completed
its first fermentation ; the Murk had a

splendid deep color, and seemed thoroughly

sound, while showing to a marked degree

the peculiarities of the Malbeck in taste ar

flavor. I noted that Mr. Lefranc, thoug
fermenting without a swimming cover, 1

grating to keep the pomace submergei
leaves empty an unusually large spa<

above the pomace and keeps the taul

closely covered, so as to keep in the cit

bonic acid gas and prevent acetification 1

much as possible; also that he is vei

prompt in drawing oft' the murk upon tt

cessation of fermentation, his object beir

to utilize the pomace for Piquet, to be di

tilled or drank by the men on the place, a

the case may be ; the product being <

course better for either use on account (

the prompt handling, which gives little o]

portuuity for acetification, or other incipiej

decomposition. Mr. Lefranc also takes ca]

to agitate the pomace several times duriu
the fermentation, by hand, with propi

stirrers ; but he crushes by means of

cylinder crusher.

While Mr. Lefranc's fermenting arrang
ments do not afford all the security again
change or excessive elevation of temper:
ture that would be desirable in a climate t

much more extreme in the latter respei

than is the case in France during vintag

time, yet his close supervision and tl:

promptness with which the several open
tious are performed at the proper tim
seem to afford reasonable security again
any serious trouble . Mr. Lefranc said thf

difficulties occasionally arose from his ii

ability to secure workmen to do things jui

at the right time. I found his winerii

(constituting a somewhat straggling arra

of buildings) kept very clean and withoi

any scent of acetification. He also direc

his pickers to exercise judgment in the

work, leaving unripe and unsound bunchi
on the vines for a special picking, andhenc
he does no sorting before the crusher ; bi

he complains that the pickers do not act e

fully in accord with his instructions i

could be desired.

On the following day I visited Mr. Po
tal's vineyard and winery. Here the grape

seemed to have ripened somewhat earlii

than at Lefranc's, and the crushing wa
nearly over, the quantity having been bi

small as yet. Mr. Portal's winery is, c

the whole, well planned with respect to coi

venience and the maintenance of a unifor;

temperature, with double plank walls aboi

ground ; the tank room well protected, ar

the cellar for storage and after-fermentatio

a " demi-souterrain " with good provisio

against change of temperature . With sue

arrangements and careful management, e:

cellent results should be obtained.

At Mr. John T. Doyle's winery, visite

on a previous occasion, both the arrang*

ments and the management seemed to be (

a rational and careful character. But as h:

establishment was not seen in motion, I m
serve farther comments for another occasioi

Throughout my experience in Norther:

California, within the last few years, I hav
been favorably struck with the cleanlines

generally observed in the vintage open
tious. The dangers arising from the use c

vessels not properly cleansed or purifie

seems to be much more generally apprech
ted than is the case in many of the Europea
wine-making countries, especially in th

South.
A four days' visit to the Fresno district

also during the October recess of th

University, concluded my field work for th

season. By the courtesy of Mr- Eggers

who placed his time and team at my dis

posal, I was enabled to see comfortably, i

this short time, the working of the ehie

wineries of the region, where the vintag

was in active progress.

A most notable change that struck me n

once as having occurred since my visit

three years before, was the rank growth
tall weeds that has sprung up in and nea
the colonies wherever the ground is left uu
cultivated, showing by their kind and rank
ness the fact that permanent moisture nov
lies within easy reach of their roots. Ii

low ground the surface even is moist at som
distance from irrigation ditches ; in short

the whole country seems to have tilled uj

with water from below, the pervious soil:

allowing of easy percolation. This canno
be regarded as altogether a welcome phe
nomenon in a vine-growing district ; fo:

since in the sandy soils the water docs no

rise spontaneously to a great height, it in-

dicates the proximity of bottom water tc

the surface; a state of things that eannol

but be very detrimental to the quality ol
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the product, especially in the case of wines.

At the Eisen vineyard the water was actual-

ly almost at the surface in some of the

lower ground, with a most disastrous ef-

fect, not only upon the grapes, which were
molden and sodden, but also upon the vines

themselves, which looked sickly and watery.

The same effect already appears at other

points, and as the irrigation ditches multi-

ply, the question of lowering the water-

level so as not to allow the vines to have
" wet feet

'

' will become a very serious one.

It is a problem that requires solution in all

irrigation countries, but it is more especial-

ly important in the Fresno region because
the sandy soil is not intrinsically very rich

in plant food, but allows the roots to go to

great depths and thus make up by the ex-

tent of their penetration for the relatively

low supply. If this compensation is cut off

by the rise of bottom water, the effect will

be that the few feet of soil to which the

grape roots are confined will soon need to

be fertilized artificially in order to maintain
production.

An examination of the arrangements for

and conduct of fermentation at Eggers' es-

tablishment showed them to be well de-

vised and carefully attended, although in

ordinary seasons probably the elevation of

the temperature, and its changes from day
to night, might still be greater than would
be desirable. The pomace is here kept sub-

merged by false heads or frames held down
by conveniently arranged cleats, -and the

drawing off of the murk is done with reason-

able promptness after the subsidence of the

violent fermentation; the latter was this

year completed in from seven to nine days.

The determinations of acetic acid in Mr.
Eggers' Ziufandels, given below, show that

in comparison with other dry red wines from
the region the amount of acetification was
very light. Yet in view of the high tem-
perature usual during the vintage, this is

undoubtedly a point needing very especial

attention in Fresno, and which is not as

yet fully appreciated by the winemakers.
The fermenting vats in the Eggers winery
are throughout of moderate size—1,900 to

2,100 gallons, such as is specially called for

in a region where a too rapid fermentation

is likely to be the standing drawback upon
the production of well-keeping and high-
bouquet wines.
The establishment of the Fresno Vine-

yard Company is also on the whole well ar-

ranged and managed with due regard to

the difficulties imposed by the local climate,

so far as the process of first fermentation is

concerned; although the wooden buildings

naturally fail to afford all the proper con-

ditions for undisturbed after-fermentation,

which in Fresno could hardly be fully

realized outside of very substantial adobo
or stone buildings; cellars being rendered
precarious by the continued rise of the

bottom water. In the absence of such
cellars, the plan now largely under consid-

eration, to transfer the Fresno vintage to

large storage cellars within the temperate
Bay climate as soon as feasible, seems
highly commendable ; for under existing ar-

rangements, we probably have scarcely yet

seen a Fresno wine of as good quality as

the nature of the climate and material

permit.
I noted here with pleasure that some care

was exercised in regard to the selection of

the grapes as they were passed up on the

apron, to the crushers; the process not be
ing pressed so much as not to enable a care'

ful person to pick out at least the bad cases

of unripe, decaying or mouldy grapes, as

each box was being emptied. The same
was done at Eggers' winery, where a table

placed under the apron allowed of a pre-

vious sorting. This is manifestly one of

the chief points wherein less care is likely

to be exercised in large wineries than in

smaller ones, where the pressure for time is

not usually so great. There can be no
doubt that a large proportion of the faults

of our wines, both in respect to taste and
keeping qualities, is due to the large.amount
of germs of improper fermentations in-

troduced into the vats through mouldy or

otherwise unsound grapes. This is very
often obvious to the taste so far as mould
is concerned; yet the mould germs are not
the most objectionable in so far as they at

least bring about an alcoholic fermentation,

although they cannot carry it very far. But
with the mould there too often come also

the ready formed germs of the lacto-butyric

and vicious fermentations that may, for

the time being, be rendered inactive by
stormy fermentation, but are liable to be
called into activity, whenever, during the
after fermentation or subsequently a rise of

temperature offers the proper conditions;
and they remain a standing menace to the
keeping qualities of the wine, to be over-
come only by the '

' pasteurizing '

' process
of heating. So with the germs of the
mucous fermentation, which are but too
commonly introduced with the grapes that
have suffered from wet weather and when
broken between the fingers will often ex-
hibit their slimy or " ropy '' conditions to

the most casual observer. A wine contam-
inated with such material may, with good
care and proper handling, develope and
keep fairly well; but in case of any neglect,

or a spell of unfavorable weather during
shipment or temporary storage, the inimical
germs may find their opportunity for devel-

opment, and thus, what seemed, and for all

present purposes was, a perfectly sound
wine at shipment may become utterly

worthless in the hands of the purchaser or
consumer. Some notes of markedly im-
proper management in this respect are

given in part second of this report. One
winery visited, and with considerable at-

tention to details, was one in which there is

a departure from the usual practice of

making red wines, in the adoption of that
which prevails more or less in the Bur-
gundy districts of France, and which was
advocated and introduced here, as well as
originally at Mr . Schefflers' near St. Helena,
by the late Mr. Morel. The handsome
main building in external appearance re-

sembles a brewery, having the ventilation

in the roof intended, or certainly calculated

to prodace, a very rapid and free circula-

tion of air. Inside we find the building as

lofty and airy as promised by riie outside

appearance; no upper floor, but all open
under the roof, and the fermenting tanks in

long rows on a low platform on the ground
floor. Into these the grapes are at once
dumped from the wagons without previous
stemming or crushing; these objects being
accomplished gradually by a daily or twice
daily working with wooden stirrers provid-
ed with pegs projecting crosswise, and thus,

in the course of time, pretty sure to crush,

or at least open, all the grapes that have
attained the proper degree of ripeness,

while leaving whole those not sufficiently

ripe, as well as those that have by any
means been damaged and dried up.
This survival of the unfittest through all

the pounding with the stirrers is claimed as

one of the advantages of this method, as

against the hand-picking that would other-

wise be necessary in order to avoid the in-

troduction of such improper material into

the wine; and inspection of the pomace
showed that to a considerable extent this

claim was well founded.

The chief claim, however, is that by this

system of gradual crushing, the fermenta-
tion is kept under control, preventing any
undue rise of temperature, and hence, a

too rapid fermentation in the tanks. The
process can, in fact, be made to last for

weeks in this manner, and thus a complete
extraction of the color and tannin seems
assured.
While that much can be admitted in favor

of the process there are serious objections

to it both from the theoretical and practical

standpoints.

In the first place, it is well known that

the wines of Burgundy and the adjacent
regions, where this method of fermentation
prevails, will not bear transportation well,

as a rule . This would be a capital objection

to California wines, which must in the
main look to an Eastern or foreign market.
That wines fermented thus are not likely to

be good keepers is apparent, when we con-

sider the most ordinary rules current among
winemakers elsewhere. A regular, unin-

terrupted fermentation is always comment-
ed upon as being one of the prime needs
for the production of a sound, and well-

keeping and shipping wine. It is even
considered bad practice to introduce any
fresh must into a previous day's crushing
or pressing, and except in cases of neces-

sity, no one will think of mixing fresh

must with wine that is nearly or quite

through its fermentation. Now, this is

precisely what is currently done in the

"Morel process, " (as this method is usually

designated at Fresno), for, every day fresh

must is mixed with the partially fermented
product of all the previous days. More-

over, each portion so added is carried very
rapidly through its fermentation by the
overwhelmingly large mass of fermenting
wine with which it comeB in contact; and
here again, one of the conditions con-
ducive to good keeping, viz: slow fer-
mentation, is violated. Again, there is a

limit to the time during which it is desirable

that the wine should be in contact with the
pomace and more especially with the stems,
always introduced in this method, when
wines of fine quality are to be produced.
Such long maceration presupposes a very
clean and perfect material, if serious de-

fects of taste are not to be felt in the wine.

Such are some of the most obvious de-

fects of this method from the points of

view observed in almost all winemaking
countries.as well as from that of experience.

It has equally serious drawbacks in its act-

ual practice, unless that practice is a very
careful one. First of all, the long exposure
of the mash to air, under the very slow dis-

engagement of carbonic acid gas that, with
the twice-daily disturbance fails to form an
adequate protective covering, inevitably re-

sults in the greater or less acetification of

the same. In consequence of the frequent
removal of the surface, this fact does not
become as obvious to the senses as is the
case when the "hat" is left undisturbed,
the same portions being in that case long
exposed and becoming very much soured.
But the failure to perceive the effect of the
air does not show that it does not exist to a
serious extent; and it will inevitably appear
in the wine. That this is actually the case
is apparent from the analyses given below,
as well as from the tasting of the wine.

It is true that this effect could be meas-
urably obviated by covering the tanks with
a "floating'' cover after each stirring. But
the arrangements necessary for doing this

conveniently are quite elaborate, and as a
matter of fact nothing of the kind is done.
Hence, notwithstanding the excellent venti-

lation in the building, a decided acetous odor
was perceptible, and was especially unmis-
takable in the tanks themselves.

Considering all these objections it must
be held that the " Morel method " of mak-
ing red wines would be admissible only in
case it should be shown that it offered ad-
vantages of great moment not to be attain-

ed by the usual method of crushing and
fermentation, whether as to quality or cost
of the product.

I do not think that any such advantages
can be shown to exist.

The first claim, viz.: that it effects a
material saving in the cost of the plant and
operation for crushing, cannot be main-
tained so as to show any material gam. It
is a well recognized fact that for the finer

qualities of wine, the introduction of the
stems of the grape is as a rule inadmissible

;

in any case, facilities for stemming must be
provided, for a large number of cases. But
the apparatus and power needed for the
stemming does, or can be made to, simul-
taneously effect the crushing also without
any perceptible addition to the cost. The
rotary stemmers and crushers, moreover,
effect to a great extent the same discrimin-
ation against the crushing of unripe and
half-dried grapes, as that which is made by
the hand crushing with stirrers used in the
"Morel process.'' The same is not true,
at least as regards the unripe grapes, in the
case of roller crushers; and it equally fails

when, as is too frequently done, the rotary
crusher is run at an excessive speed, actually
cutting the grape skins to pieces. But any
one observing the action of that machine
carefully, can note the fact that for each
grape variety the speed can be so regulated
as to crush only the properly ripened ber-
ries. This effectually disposes of any claim
to advantage on this score for the " Morel
system."' The argument relating to cost of
plant, however, turns rather against this
system when we consider the inadmissabil-
ity of the uncovered surface of the tanks
or mash under the hot atmosphere of
Fresno, in which acetification assumes ra-
pidity unknown in more temperate regions.
Considering the fact that the protecting
covering of carbonic acid gas is destroyed
every time the mash is agitated, as thor-
oughly as it must be in order to effect the
proper breaking of the grape berries, noth-
ing short of covers resting on the surface of

the mash itself could adequatelv prevent
acetification. This renders necessary for

the production of sound red wines by this

process, the employment of floating cov-

ers which must be effectually hoisted out of

the way of the stirrers each time the latter

are used—twice a day, according to usage.
This necessitates not only special appli-
ances and much labor, but also a very hij,'h,

clear space above ; far more than is called

for when the mash is agitated a few times
during the fermentation for the sole purpose
of favoring the extraction of the hulls and
the equalization of the temperature in the

vat.

As the claim that it permits of accom-
plishing slow fermentation even during the

heated term of a Fresno vintage, this also is

in a great measure an illusion. It is true

that the undue rise of temperature can thus
be avoided, especially if the excessive ven-

tilation now adopted be restrained. But
for all that, the successive portions of must
are each rushed through fermentation
very rapidly, thus preventing the chemical
reactions which, during a truly slow fer-

mentation, lay the foundation of the fine

aromas or bouquet subsequently developed.
At Fresno, as elsewhere, the remedy for the

effects of the prevailing high temperature
during the vintage season must, as regards

fermentation, be sought in the proper pro-

tection of the fermenting rooms, in the use
of moderate-sized vats, and the avoidance
of the crushing of grapes brought4from the

vineyard at a high temperature. Due at-

tention to the latter point alone would
be sufficient in many cases, to restrain the

violence of the fermentation within the

limits required for the production of the

class of wines to which the Fresno climate

naturally lends itself most readily.

It is not easy to see what advantage is to

be gained by the extravagant provisions

made for ventilation in the building, that

practically puts the fermenting tanks out of

doors. Purity of air in a winery is cer-

tainly desirable, and is in reality more im-

portant than is usually supposed. But
there is no heed of so much circulation that

the air surrounding the tanks eeases to

warn the attendants of the state of the

things inside.
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which represents the "whole" wine, show-

ing that in the pressing, unfermented sweet

juice was set free and then fermented out;

while, contrary to the usual supposition,

the acid of the press wine is lower than

•that of the "whole'' wine.

GEKEKAL CONCLUSIONS.

As a summing up of the chief causes of

imperfections in our wine, as connected

with the present practice of wine-making,

the following statement might be made:

1. WANT OF CAEE IN EESPECT TO THE EX-

CLUSION OP UNSOUND GBAPES FBOM

THE CRUSHING PROCESS.

This cause is especially potent with re-

spect to red wines, in the manufacture of

which the wine remains in contact with the

pomace for so great a length of time, that

the germs of the several different fermenta-

tions will have time to contaminate the

product to a very considerable extent be-

fore the drawing off, and thus form a stand-

ing menace against the keeping and im-

provement of the wine, unless the latter is

" sterilized " by the pasteur process of

heating.

This cause is of course controllable by
reasonable care in the picking out of im-

perfect bunches before crushing, whether
in the field, as is commonly done in Europe
or on a table in which each box of grapes

is emptied before passing on the apron or

stemmer. The rejected bunches will, ac-

cording to the value of the grape variety be

either again picked over, or consigned to

the still as a whole. But if a batch of wine
has been made from unsound grapes, it

should be kept in mind that it is liable to

disease and that to use it in blending is

to leaven the whole mass of the blend with
dangerous germs. This undoubtedly con-

stitutes one of the greatest dangers threat-

ening the reputation of our wines abroad.

2.—EXCESSIVE EISE OF TEMPEBATUBE DUEING

THE VIOLENT FEEMENTATION,

Whereby the true wine yeast is either

seriously checked in its development or at

times entirely killed, so that the wine can-

not be fermented dry without the addition

of fresh yeast, and, sometimes, of fresh

material for its formation. There can be
no doubt that this has been one of the

most prominent causes of unsound and
half fermented wines in the early times,

when the large tanks were in general use.

It is undoubtedly still a frequent cause of

imperfect fermentations in the hotter por-

tions of the State, or in particularly hot

vintage seasons. It is too commonly sup-

posed that when a temperature of a fer-

menting tank has risen high, with stormy
fermentation, which then subsides quickly

that the fermentation is happily over in a

short time; whereas it may simply have
been stopped by the killing or at least

weakening of the yeast by the excessive

rise of temperature. Again such rise, while

checking the vinous fermentation, wilt in

the presence of other germs, derived from
unsound grapes, favor the development of

the lacto-butyric fermentation, which may
not perhaps proceed very far for the time
being in consequence of the cooling down
of the tank, but will ultimately, on the

occurrence of favorable conditions, take its

course and definitively spoil the product
for all but the still.

The same conditions occur to a greater

or less extent whenever the formation of a
" hat " is permitted, in which often times
the hand will find an almost uncomfortable
temperature. A certain proportion of the

wine is thus subjected to undesirable in-

fluences in many respects, as is more fully

stated below.

3.—UNDUE ACCESS OF AIE, ALLOWING OF

PAETIAL ACETIFICATION.

This is by far the commonest fault of Cal-

ifornia wines as found in the market, and
especially so in the red wines. Even a
casual inspection of the manner in whioh
the fermentation of these is mostly con-
ducted explains the cause. Almost through-
out we find that the objectionable " hat" is

allowed to form in the tanks, which but too
often are left without any cover whatsoever.
If this is considered an objectionable prac-
tice in countries where the temperature of

the vintage time is such that from 10 to 17

days elapse before the cessation of active

fermentation, how much more fatal must it

become to the wine's soundness where the
temperature of the air is actually that which
is purposely maintained in vinegar factories

in order to promote the most rapid conver-
sion of the alcohol, into acetic acid. It is

true that in the first stages of fermentation
the rapid evolution ot carbonic acid gas af-

fords a protecting cover; but so soon as the
violence of action subsides, the unhindered
access of the outer air with its varying tem-
perature soon destroys the efficacy of that
protection, and I have seen cases in which
the heat in the " hat " was evidently being
maintained quite as much by the rapid oxi-

dation of the alcoholic vapor, rising from
below into acetic acid, as from the direct ef-

fect of the fermentation. When afterwards
the vat remains untouched until the pomace
sinks of its own accord, or when even the
otherwise desirable practice of agitating a
mash is performed under such circumstan-
ces, the conditions for the formation of vin-

egar are the most favorable, and it is no
wonder that the wine becomes incurably
tainted with the acetic ferment.

I have seen in many otherwise vary well

arranged winery tanks, long past fermenta
tion, in which the " hat " had sunk to the
bottom and was replaced by a whitish scum
that had formed on the surfaee while a de-

cidedly acetous odor filled the empty part
beneath the loose cover. It is vain to ex-
pect that such methods of work should re-

sult in a sound wine, no matter how perfect

that appliance may be ; and it can not be
forgotten by those who tasted the wines ex-

hibited at the late Viticultural Convention,
that among those made from fine gr ape
varieties there were many whose acetous
taint completely spoiled and overshadowed
their otherwise excellent qualities.

There can be no doubt that both with a
view to the safety of the wine and the full

extraction of the color and tannin from the
grape skins, either the formation of the
" hat " ought to be wholly avoided in our
climate, by the introduction of one or several

false bottoms to keep the pomace sub-
merged ; or else that the access ot air be
prevented by the simpler expedient of

"floating covers.'' leaving only a narrow
space around their edge for the escape of

the gas. The latter expedient is, of course,

a compromise ; as, while it does not prevent
the formation of the " hat '' it renders it in-

nocuous so far as acetification is concerned
by preventing the access of air, and allows
of the stirring needed for the full or prompt
extraction of the color and tannin, when
the cover (formed of halves) is raised out
of the way.
The use of these "floating

1
' covers allows

us to dispense with the full-size covers for

the tanks that are needed even when the
latticed false-bottoms are used, if there is to

be any delay in the drawing off ; for the

narrow annular space around the cover
resting on the "haf allows so little access

of air that a reasonable delay in drawing off

is of little consequence.
It is presumable that those who take

so little heed of the danger of acetification

as to allow it during fermentation, will not
exercise all due care when it comes to the
after treatment and ullage. But it is

worthy of mention in this connection, that,

owing to the presence of a large contingent
of the acetic ferment in such wines, they
are very much more liable to farther

damage, and most commonly get their full

share of it.

As an illustration of the above three

points in practice I present the record made
of a visit to a winery in which, at the time,

at least, all the rules for the production of

sound wines were flagrantly sinned against

—happily and altogether an exceptional

case, yet resulting in an unjust prejudice
against the capabilities of the whole neigh-
borhood for the production of wine.
Around the lower end of the crusher

apron stood scores of boxes filled with
grapes in all stages of mouldiness and rot-

tenness, unfit for any use whatsoever,
whether connected with wine making or dis-

tilling. Among them eould be found sam-
ples of all kinds of fermentation—vinous,

generally far gone into the acetic ; viscous,

the grapes drawing out into long slimy
threads when pulled apart ; lacto-butyric,

soft and smelling of cheese ; no end of

moulds of several kinds, black, green, and

white. In the absence of the proprietor, I

did not care to press the inquiry as to what
was going to be done with the material be-
fore me, but received an intimation that it

was intended for the still. It certainly
would have made any animal fed upon it

sick; and any brandy made from it would
have contained a predominant flavor of the
essence of mould, among a multitude of

other uncanny ingredients. But supposing
it to have been considered as uselass refuse,
it is impossible to imagine that any practi-

cable amount of hand picking by ordinary
workmen could have even approximately
segregated the clean grapes from those that
were more or less attacked by the several
fermentations. In using grapes so contam-
inated for wine making at all, the maker in-

curs so great a risk of producing a wine
liable to all kinds of diseases after it leaves
his hands, as no business man selling goods
of his manufacture can safely or fairly

carry.

On entering the winery building, a strong
acetous odor at once assailed the nostrils;

the provision for ventilation was very scanty
and thus a distinct musty flavor was super-
added. Large tanks of the olden time,
holding from 6000 to 8000 gallons formed
the main portion of the fermenting caskage
and the acetous odor proceeded from those
in which red wine was being made, as well
as from others whose contents were intend-

ed for distilation. The pomace which was
just being removed from one of the tanks
after drawing off the piquet had not only a
strong vinegary taint, but also that ptculiar

valeriano butyric odor so intensely sug-

gestive of milk-sourness, and it contained
a great may mouldy grape skins.

In view of these observed facts, it cannot
but be strongly suspected that the conclu-
sions as to the nature of well made wines
of the locality, based upon the outcome of

such practice would be very unsafe, for

while some of the wines might remain per-

fectly sound even under the apparent ne-

glect of the usual precautions, yet many
would undoubtedly have suffered, and it

would be very difficult to discriminate be-

tween them, or come to an intelligent judg-

ment upon the general subject. I could
not help making this mental reservation

during a subsequent tasting of some of the
older wines of the establishment, in several

of which the same faults that will inevit-

ably be found in the past seasons' wines,

were clearly apparent.

While the above three points must be
considered the most important factors in

the production of wines absolutely unsound,
i$ will be proper to consider in this connec-
tion some of the points in the general policy

of wine-making in California, that should
be clearly kept in view.

If what I have stated at the beginning of

this report be admitted, viz: that the wines
of California must in the main seek their

market outside of the State, and must there-

fore be adapted to shipment to long dis-

tances; then it follows that, if we adopt
the wine-making processes of Southern
France, Spain, Portugal and Italy, we must
adopt the all but universal practice of for-

tifying export wines. If on the contrary
we wish, in our climate, to produce also

wines similar to those of Bordeaux and
northward to the Moselle, we must of neces-

sity so vary our practice that with grapes
of a- more or less Southern character we
may nevertheless be able to impart the

characters of the cooler climates to our
products. To this end we must distinctly

deviate, in some respects, from the exact

practice of either the Southern or Northern
region of Europe.

Our wine-makers should be made to dis-

tinctly understand these differences, arising

from the management of fermentation near-

ly as much as from the character of the

grapes used. While some of these latter as

E. G. the Malvoisie, cannot safely form an
ingredient of any dry wine, and others,

like the Burger and (apparently) the Mon-
deuse, will stand unharmed any reasonable

amount of stress; yet the great majority
will depend upon their mode of fermenta-
tion for their claim to greater or less sta-

bility under favorable influences; and hence
the destination of the product should be
definitely considered when handling it. Of
the numerous grape varieties now being
naturalized in California from all parts of

the earth's vine-growing belt, each one
yields its commercially known product not

merely by virtue of its intrinsic qualities,
but largely as the result of certain methods
of treatment to which it is habitually sub-
jected, and among which the mode of fer-

mentation is doubtless the most important]
Southern countries have, by a natural pro-
cess of selection, adopted those varieties
which yield desirable results with the
rapid fermentation which is the natural
outcome of the high temperature pre-
vailing at the vintage season ; while
Northern countries, as naturally, have
chosen prevalently those grape varieties
that yield the best results under slow
fermentation, upon the maintenance of
which the peculiarities of their products
largely depend. If then we desire to re-
produce the wines of other countries exactly,

we must adopt not only their grape varie-

ties but also their methods of treatment in
fermentation especially. A different treat-

ment may produce wines intrinsically good,
but after all resembling only remotely the
type it was intended to duplicate. It will
not, then, do to prescribe uniform condi-
tions and methods of fermentation for all

alike. When a lUesliug must is rushed
through a four or five days fermentation
under the influence of a hot September in
the Napa Valley, it is no wonder that its

relationship to the product of Johannis-
berg is scarcely suspected; while, had the
fermentation been carried out in one of the
cool rock cellars, its true nature would as
surely have been revealed.

It is clear then, that our winemakers
must learn to keep clearly in mind, not
only the grape variety they have in hand,
but also the use they expect to make of it,

from the very outset. And wine merchants
in disposing of their purchases in blends or
otherwise, should also distinctly understand
how such wines have been made and to

what extent they can be trusted for ship-
ment to a distance. There can be no doubt
that the failure to pay attention to such
points as these is resposible for a great deal
of the reproach that has been brought upon
California wines by their "going wrong-' in
the hands of purchasers abroad, and there
can be none that, however difficult it may
Seem to make the practice conform to these
considerations, established by all previous
experience, yet it is eminently incumbent
upon us to do all in our power to make
these matters understood as soon as possi-
ble. Even in the old world the proper dis-

crimination in these respects is far from be-
ing fully established among the winemakers
at large, and a great deal of faulty wine is

brought into commerce from districts noted
for the excellence of a portion of their pro-
duct. This is largely because of the ex-
treme difficulty of overcoming the predic-
tion for the practices or the forefathers.

For that very reason, it is the more impor-
tant that we, in the beginnings of the for-

mation of our practice, should not blindly
follow the practices of any one particular
country, but consider, with our eyes open,
the teachings of the best experience of all

countries, especially as elucidated by the
systematic observations of the several
European experiment stations. That with
our great diversity of climates and the
great variety of grapes already introduced,
we stand in the most urgent need of similar

systematic work in order to avoid wide-
spread costly mistakes, hardly needs dis-

cussion.

It has been said, by way of comfort to be-
ginners, that winemaking is, after all, au
easy thing, which can be done by any one
with a few casks and a little common sense.

It is quite true that something that will

pass for wine, for a while at least, can be
so made, and also that, where a certain
practice with certain materials has long
been established, any one can make good
wine by following exactly the established
rule-of-thumb. But no such state of things
exists in California, and it is not safe to

persuade the public that it will take no
more than the above outfit to make wines
that will find profitable sale, from the in-

definite materials found in our vineyards.
More than this, it is not well to allow the

inexperienced winemaker to make, on
" common-sense " principles, wine that

will bring him 15 cents per gallon, when, if

properly instructed, he might have ob-
tained double that price.

Very respectfully,

E. W. HILGAED.
Berkeley, May 9, 1885.
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Relating to Winemaking in

California.

Report of Professor E. W. Hilgard
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ical Comments on the
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The accompanying report on "Studies on

Wine Fermentation," made by Professor E.

W. Hilgard of the State University to Mr.

Arpad Haraszthy, President of the State

Viticultural Commission and filed in this

office, is submitted to the public on account

of the importance of the questions discussed

and to give a timely opportunity for a care-

ful consideration of the criticisms contain-

ed therein and for further investigation of

propositions advanced that may be subject

to differences of opinion among experts. A
large portion of the report is devoted to the

discussion of time honored rules of prac-

tical vinification, well understood by all

intelligent wine-makers of experience , but

most valuable at the present time to be-

ginners in the ait of wine-making. The
chief causes of imperfections in wines are

set forth as the results of careless violations

of the practical rules of the "forefathers''

of older lands and of the pioneers of the

industry in this State, viz: careless picking

and unclean apparatus, excessive size (par-

ticularly depth) of fermenting tanks, and
want of care in excluding contact of the

atmosphere with the fermenting mass. Other

causes of imperfect fermentation are no
doubt open to discussion and explanation.

Considerable attention has been also given

by the Professor to quetions relating to the

construction of cellars, the effects of tem-

perature upon fermentation and mechanical

methods of treating must, before and during

wine making. In this part of his work,

there is much debatable ground owing to

the incompleteness of scientific research,

imperfections in skill of operatives whose

methods may thereby suffer from criticism,

and want of general knowledge of practical

rules, well understood in countries where

the art has attained a high state of per-

fection through successful experience. The

discussions that will grow out of the criti-

cisms and propositions contained in this

report and others of similar character, will

tend to hasten the day, when our people

will become exactly informed as to the ex-

tent of scientific knowledge, which is avail-

able for their use and the technical infor-

mation based on actual and successful ex-

perience throughout the world, that is ap-

plicable to our new industry under varying

circumstances

.

Professor Hilgard's opinions, as shown

by this report and by his remarks made at

the last State Viticultural Convention, indi-

cate his preference for a certain line of

methods for improvements in practical vin-

ification, based upon control of temperature

in the fermenting room, and stow fermenta-

tion, the control and nursing of the activity

of the fermenting germs being otherwise

not considered, or deemed of secondary

importance with respect to the skill of the

operator. This direction of proposed

reforms involves, of course, well known and

undisputed principles of mechanical appli-

ances, with some relatively unimportant

questions at issue relating to the advan-

tages obtained by different mechanical meth-

ods of treating musts, such as crushing, or

not crushing the fruit, aeration before fer-

mentation, etc.

The Chief Executive Officer of this Com-
mission has advanced an opinion which

looks towards improvements, based mainly

upon the revelations of scientific research

into the lite habits and physiology of the

different germs of fermentation, the control

of such germs with a view of directing, or

restraining their energies, and prompt,
steady vinous fermentation—as rapid as a

condition of health may permit, the con-
trolling of the exact degree of temperature
within the range of healthful action being
considered of secondary importance in prac-
tical and economical work. In this State

the general average conditions of temper-
ature, during vintage season being within
the limit recognized as favorable for fer-

mentation, the difficulty of maintaining a
reasonably good control for practical suc-

cess does not assume primary importance
in the consideration of rules for wine-mak-

ing, although some protection against ex-

traordinary changes of temperature during

wine making should be provided,—the more
complete the better. He holds, however,
to the opinion that our climate in many
places is unfavorable to the constant and
sure development of germs of ferment upon
the fruit and that in all parts more or less

difficulty sometimes occurs, due to climatic

and atmospheric influences such as dessi-

cating north winds, sudden frosts, etc.,

which may kill, or render the germs inac-

tive, at the time the wine-maker commences
his operations, and that in some cases,

where excessive saccharine impedes com-
plete fermentation a languid development
of yeast at the start is to be feared as con-

ducive to imperfect results. He has ob-

served that the chief complaints of imper-

fect fermentation are most noticeable in

those parts of the State, where other mani-
festations of fermentation, such as the rot-

ting of vegetation, and the analogous phe-

nomena of putrefaction are shown by ex-

perience to be the least prompt. He does

not wish however to be understood as not

recognizing the great importance of control-

ling temperature in the cellars where young
wines are being, matured.
As an illustration, Professor Hilgard re-

fers to certain rebellious musts, treated in

his laboratory, viz : those of the Mourisco
Branco and the Malmsey, one of which
would not enter upon vinous, but went
into the mannite fermentation, and the

other, "fermented but so slowly that it

acetified almost as fast as the alcohol was
formed." These varieties, he says, "should
doubtless have been fermented some ten or

fifteen degrees higher, in order to go through
safely." Likewise he attributes the cause

of certain diseased fermentations at Folsom
solely to the want of a properly constructed

cellar and absence of control of the tem-

perature.

The Executive Officer of the Commission
on the other hand would suggest that the

failure of the Mourisco Branco to enter

upon vinous fermentation, under condi-

tions of temperature favorable to other va-

rieties of must, indicated the absence of

active, healthy vinous germs in the must at

the start, which should have been supplied

in order to prevent by their activity the

development of the diseased condition,

which resulted in the conversion of the

sugar into mannite, during the formation

of which it was too late to attempt to re-

store a healthy normal action; otherwise

the fault must have been in the absence of

proper food for the vinous germ , when the

remedy might possibly have been in the

addition of a certain percentage of water, or

albumen or other known germ food, which
careful analysis of the must might reveal

With respect to the Malmsey and its lan-

guid mixed vinous and acetous fermenta-

tion, the facts would indicate a want of

energy at the start on the part of the vinous

germs, which should have been supplied

and which would have prevented the devel-

opment of the acetic, the presence of the

latter being probably due to some unclean-

liness of the apparatus, the bad condition

of the grapes, when crushed, or some care-

lessness on the part of the operator, in

introducing unclean fermenting must as

yeast, etc. He would point to frequent

weU known experiences, which tend to show
that certain climatic conditions during, or

subsequent to the picking of grapes, before

crushing, affect the activity and healthful-

ness of germs, whether by destroying them

,

rendering them torpid, or otherwise, which
possible accidents may be provided against

by the carefulness of the wine-maker in

supplying the necessary contingents of fer-

ment organisms, which are after all the

only reai wine-makers. With respect to

the diseased Folsom wines, which he also

had examined and previously reported upon
to the proprietor, he would, while lament-

ing the want of a well constructed cellar

sufficient for the control of temperature

against unusual and violent changes, coun-

sel that the fault was mainly with the wine-

maker, who undertook to ferment out

twenty-eight per cent of sugar from Zinfan-

del must contrary to the rule of experience

in this State, and with the proprietor who
gave instructions not to pick the fruit until

it was as ripe as possible ; that the practical

remedy would have been in the addition of

water to the must to reduce the degree of

sugar to at least twenty-four per cent, and
the addition of vinous germs, if local ex-

perience indicated the necessity, and, that

with even imperfect fermenting rooms he
might have been practically sure of secur-

ing a perfectly sound wine, although he
might subsequently suffer from want of a

proper cellar for keeping it in good condi-

tion.

He would also venture an opinion that

even twenty-eight per cent of sugar in Zin-

fandel might be thoroughly fermented out

and sound wine be produced by fermenting

in very low vats, with the aid of an abun-
dant supply of vinous germs — the truo

wine yeast, germ food if necessary, frequent

and thorough stirring of the fermenting

mass, the wine being left on the pomace
after it became quiet until it would draw
off clear and bright from the spigot and
the top being protected from acetic fermen-

tation by a light cover placed thereon before

acetic fermentation had ceased— excess of

carbonic acid gas passing off through a pipe

with its nose immersed in water. As to

the quality of such an alcohoUc product,

he would not pass judgment without see-

ing the same, but would caution the pro-

prietor against picking over-rip« grapes as

a general rule for claret wines

.

These opinions of one, as industrious and
earnest in the cause of viticulture as the

Professor himself and equally well inform-

ed as to the experience of wine-makers
throughout the world and in the literature

of the industry, indicate that there are di-

vergent lines of study in viticultural work
which may each produce important results

of practical advantage, ultimately harmo-
nious, and that no one of them deserves

to be snubbed, as has been attempted by
the Professor, by any contemptuous allug
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sion to the simplicity with which they are

proposed for publio consideration, even
though a "little common sense'' should be
weighed in the scales against undemon-
strated propositions.

The discussion of the so-called "Morel''
process, which is only a modification of a

well-known method practiced in some of

the cellars of France is interesting, but the

Professor has yet to report upon its success

at St. Helena, where it was first introduced

in California, the wines produced by it

being now daily served upon some of the

most fastidious tables in this city. He will

also have an opportunity to investigate the

merits of wines produced experimentally in

the Livermore Valley by the same method,
modified by the removal of the stems before

fermentation. We have generally under-
stood that the grapes of the Pinot family
which makes fine Burgundies, are so heavily

charged with fermentesciblo properties that

that the wines are, unless well fermented
on the skins, seeds and even stems, easily

affected by motion and changes of climate,

the usual remedy for this fault in trade,

being to fortify them before exportation
with heavy strong and durable wines of the

south of France, a region where slow fer-

mentation is not talked of but where every
effort is made to promote active, prompt
and complete vinous development.
The reference to the wines of the south

of Spain must awaken some divergent dis-

cussion, for it is well known that many of

the finest sherries are transported, if not
mixed with sweetening wines, with facility

without fortification as well as also some
of the Clarets of Rioja ; the same also being
true of the Hermitage and Cote-Roti and
other noted wines of the south of France.
Dr. Guyot refers to the superior qualities

of the wines made near Nice, one of the
chief features of which is that, while pos-
sessing very,fine quality and transportability

they ferment rapidly. Common opinion
has generally attributed tne transportable
weaknesses of certain Spanish and South-
ern wines to the imperfect qualities of cer-

tain varieties of grapes and also to a condi-
tion of over ripeness of the fruit, when
picked, while recognizing the durability
and good quality of wines made in the
same districts under similar circumstances
of such varieties as the Petite Syrah, Mataro,
Cabernet, etc. It appears doubtful there-
fore, whether the doctrine of slow fermenta-
tion, controlled only by the regulation of

temperature, as the only means of produc-
ing fine durable wines, is supported by
reference to the wines of Southern Europe.

It is probably true that to produce cer-

tain peculiar qualities, desired for certain
types of wines, slow fermentation may be a
desideratum, but it does not appear clear

that fine qualities and durability are to be
destroyed by judiciously managed, prompt
and vigorous action.

M. A. DeVergnette Lamotte in his work,
entitled Le vin, sums up French experience
with reference to the value of prompt com-
mencement of fermentation as follows

:

(translated)

"A fact very worthy of remark and re-

cognized in all vine districts is that good
fermentations are prompt in commence-
ment. (Inslantanees) ."

These comments are presented to the
public, together with the Professor's valu-
able report, in order that the many com-
petent men among us may be stimulated
with the spirit of inquiry and investigation
towards rapid solutions of the most impor-
tant questions that necessarily underlie all

theories of practical vinification and cellar

construction and control.

In a short time, the Commission will

publish also the report of Professor Rising,
the Professor of chemistry at the Univer-
sity and State Analyst, which it is under-
stood will be devoted to strictly scientific

discussions, free from debatable questions
of practice.

When the experimental cellar work, pro-
vided for by the last Legislature to be
under the joint direction of this Commis-
sion and the State University, shall have
been' put into operation, wine-makers
throughout the State will have an oppor-
tunity of testing, by practical observations,
many methods of disputed merits. Clearly
defined differences of opinion will assist

the public in forming conclusions as to the
results that may be obtained.

Chaelks A. Wetmobe,
Chief Executive Viticultural Officer.

REPORT ON

"Studies on Wine Fermenta-

tion."

Made to the State Board of Viticult-

ure by E. W. Hilgard. .

Arpad Ilaraszthy, Esq., President State

Board of Viticultural Commissioners, San

Francisco.

Dear Sib :— In accordance with the
agreement made with your Board last

season, I have devoted the latter portion of

the summer vacation, and the whole of the

October recess of the University to excur-
sions to various viticultural districts, for the

study of methods of fermentation used in

wine-making, together with the appliances
therefor, in order to ascertain the causes of

the frequent "turning,'' milksourness, and
other diseases of our wines, that injure their

quality, keeping properties and market
value. I have continued the same line of

study in connection with the fermentations
made in the viticultural laboratory at the
University, and in the chemical investiga-

tions of various damaged wines. Of course
the subject, as you are aware, is a very
wide one, and will require years for its

measurably complete investigation ; but
some results of very direct bearing upon
practice can even now be definitely stated

and are herewith given so far as they have
fallen under my personal observation. I

leave to my colleague, Professor Kising, the
more detailed presentation of his personal
researches on the nature of the improper
fermentations investigated by him, as well

as of such general points as have come
under his observation in my absence.
The points visited by me are the follow-

ing :

During the first week of August, 1884,

the Natoma W. & M. Company's establish-

ment at Folsom ; and the following week,
the neighborhood of St. Helena, Ruther-
ford and Oakville, Napa County, and
thereafter, the wine cellars in. the neighbor-
hood of Glen Ellen, Sonoma County. These
visits were made in company with Professor
Rising. During the October recess, when
the vintage was in full progress, I visited,

alone, the establishment of Mr. Charles
Lefranc, and of J. B. J. Portal, in the

Santa Clara Valley ; and subsequently the
more important wineries in the Fresno re-

gion. 1 present first the facts as noted, and
thereafter a discussion of the conclusions to

be gathered from them.
At Folsom, we found the building that

has been used as a winery to be a mere
shell, with scarcely a show of an attempt for
the maintenance of a uniform temperature

;

while at the same time the fermenting tanks
were very large. Two kinds of wine of the
previous season's vintage were still on hand

;

of these, a claret made from mixed grapes
was extremely faulty, being both acetified

and milksour; the other, a white wine, for-

tified,was not quite so bad,but still had evid-
ently suffered from the same causes as the
claret,and both were only fit for the still. In
consequence of this and previous similar ex-
perience the company had given up the
building in question altogether as a winery,
expecting to build a new one in a different
location, and to sell the current season's
grapes to other parties, apart from those
which were subsequently sent to the viti-

cultural laboratory to be made into wine ex-
perimentally.

This case would have been an excellent
instance of the effects of high temperature
fermentation with exposure to cold nights
and warm days. But unfortunately the
samples promised were not received ; and I
should here state that the difficulty of pro-
curing samples having an authentic history
has been a serious obstacle throughout, so
that we are not able to report results as
definite as, had this been otherwise, they
could readily have been. The question :

" Have you had any cases of difficult fer-

mentation, or milksour, or othorwise sick
wines," was almost habitually answered in
the negative, and that in many casus in

which such wines were known to have come

from the hands of the person answering. In
part this doubtless proceeded from ignor-

ance, but there was too often an evident in-

disposition to admit the existence of any
such difficulties at all, despite our definite

statement that individual cases were not in-

tended for publication, but that we only de-

sired a knowledge of the disease in order to

devise and recommend a remedy. You are
aware that I afterwards pointedly stated

these facts in public, at the Viticultural

Convention held in December. I earnestly

hope that this unfortunate and unnecessary
impediment in the way of this important
line of inquiry will hereafter be done away
with by a more general and enlightened un-
derstanding of the need, objects and
methods of such investigations.

On our visit to the Napa Valley we found
on the whole a very fair understanding of

the need and conditions of a good fermen-
tation. Apart from the rock cellars of the
Bro's Beriuger and of Schramm, the winer-
ies of Thomann, Crabb, Pellet, Scheffler

and others show from fair to good provis-
ions for the control of temperature both
during first and second fermentation, by the
use of double board walls and roofs, as well

as partitions impeding the excessive ingress

of the outer temperature. We noted that

special precautions in these respects were
being introduced in making the changes in

the large winery of Mr. Krug, then being
prepared for the use of the Napa Valley
Wine Company. We found in one cellar a

package of red wine graphically designated
by the proprietor as "the stink,'' but which
was being used with relish by the workmen
on the place. It was a very fair sample of

milksourness, but it was not very sensibly

acetified; and I note that in general, pre-

cautions against the latter source of dam-
age seem to be taken more effectually in

the St. Helena region than elsewhere. The
proprietor was not able to give its precise

history, but attributed its condition to, most
probably, the unsound condition of grapes
during the latter part of the previous
season's vintage, brought about by the un-
timely rains. A good many grapes had
burst and subsequently become water-
sodden, affording abundant opportunities
for the development of improper fermenta-
tions in the vineyard itself. Under such
circumstances only very especial care in the
handling of the crop could insure the pro-

duction of sound wines.
From St. Helena we crossed Sonoma

mountain to Glen Ellen, making the vine-

yard of Mr. J. H. Drummond, unfortunate-
ly, on a day when he was absent. We how-
ever had an opportunity to examine his

winery, and noted that he has wisely dis-

carded the large 8000-gallon tanks of the
olden time for the small 2000-gallon ones now
generally coming into use. We noted that

the building was still quite imperfectly se-

cured against the influence of chango of

temperature, or of the excessive temperature
sometimes prevailing in the Sonoma valley

during vintage time; but understand that

he intends to change all that, and build a

suitable fermenting house and cellar, as

soon as possible. A smaller cellar was at

the time, in course of construction. The
general excellence of the wines shown by
him at the Viticultural Convention proved
how far good management and scrupulous
care may make up for defective arrange-
ments.
The cellars of Mrs. Warfield and Mrs.

Stuart were practically empty at the

time and little could be seen in respect to

the actual management. At one winery,

however, there was one 80-gallon cask of

wine that had failed to go through its fer-

mentation, and had been transferred from
the cellar to the upper floor in order to start

it again by increased temperature. A slight

action was going on, but from the taste of

the wine I inferred that it was rather on
the way to the mannite condition than to

that of a sound dry wine. Here, again, no
cluo to the history of the obstinate cask
could be obtained.

My visit to the Santa Clara valley was
made early in October, when, the season
being very late, the vintage was still under
full headway, and at some wineries, as at

Mr. Lofranc's, only just begun in earnest.

I found at the latter place that the only
grape that had been crushed thus far was
the Malbeck, and that had just completed
its first fermentation ; the murk had a

splendid deep color, and seemed thoroughly

sound, while showing to a marked degree

the peculiarities of the Malbeck in taste a

flavor. I noted that Mr. Lefranc, thou
fermenting without a swimming cover,

grating to keep the pomace submergi
leaves empty an unusually large apt

above the pomace and keeps the tan
closely covered, so as to keep in the ci

bonic acid gas and prevent acetification

much as possible; also that he is vi

prompt in drawing off the murk upon t

cessation of fermentation, his object bei

to utilize the pomace for Piquet, to be d

tilled or drank by the men on the place,

the case may be ; the product being
course better for either use on account
the prompt handling, which gives little c

portunity for acetification, or other ineipii

decomposition. Mr. Lefranc also takes ci

to agitate the pomace several times duri

the fermentation, by hand, with proj

stirrers ; but he crushes by means of

cylinder crusher.

While Mr. Lefranc's fermenting arran{

ments do not afford all the security agaii

change or excessive elevation of t-.inpe

ture that would be desirable in a climate

much more extreme in the latter imp
than is the case in France during viutn

time, yet his close supervision and t

promptness with which the several ope:

tions are performed at the proper tin

seem to afford reasonable security agaii

any serious trouble . Mr. Lefranc said tl

difficulties occasionally arose from his

ability to secure workmen to do things ji

at the right time. I found his winer
(constituting a somewhat straggling an
of buildings) kept very clean and withe

any scent of acetification. He also dire

his pickers to exercise judgment in th

work, leaving unripe and unsound buncl

on the vines for a special picking, and her

he does no sorting before the crusher ; 1

he complains that the pickers do not act

fully in accord with his instructions

could be desired.

On the following day I visited Mr. P
tal's vineyard and winery. Here the grap

seemed to have ripened somewhat earl

than at Lefranc's, and the crushing w
nearly over, the quantity having been I

small as yet. Mr. Portal's winery is,

the whole, well planned with respect to cc

venience and the maintenance of a unifo:

temperature, with double plank walls abc

ground ; the tank room well protected, a

the cellar for storage and after-fermentati

a " demi-souterrain " with good provisi

against change of temperature . With su

arrangements and careful management, (

cellent results should be obtained.

At Mr. John T. Doyle's winery, visit

on a previous occasion, both the arran;

ments and the management seemed to be

a rational and careful character. But as 1

establishment was not seen in motion, I :

serve farther comments for another occask

Throughout my experience in Northe
California, within the last few years, I ha
been favorably struck with the cleanlim

generally observed in the vintage ope]

tions. The dangers arising from the use

vessels not properly cleansed or purifi

seems to be much more generally apprec:

ted than is the case in many of the Europe
wine-making countries, especially in t

South.
A four days' visit to the Fresno distri<

also during the October recess of t

University, concluded my field work for t

season. By the courtesy of Mr- Eggei

who placed his time and team at my d;

posal, I was enabled to see comfortably,

this short time, the working of the chi

wineries of the region, where the vinta

was in active progress.

A most notable change that struck me
once as having occurred since my visit

three years before, was the rank growth
tall weeds that has sprung up in and ne
the colonies wherever the ground is left u
cultivated, showing by their kind and ran

ness the fact that permanent moisture nc

lies within easy reach of their roots. ]

low ground the surface even is moist at sou

distance from irrigation ditches ; in shoi

the whole country seems to have filled i

with water from below, the pervious soi

allowing of easy percolation. This cann

be regardod as altogether a welcome ph
nomenon in a vine-growing district ;

fi

since in the sandy soils the water does n
riso spontaneously to a great height, it ii

dicates the proximity of bottom water

the surface; a stato of things that eann

but be very detrimental to tho quality i
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the product, especially in the case of wines.

At the Eisen vineyard the water was actual-

ly almost at the surface in some of the

lower ground, with a most disastrous ef-

fect not only upon the grapes, which were
molden and sodden, but also upon the vines

themselves, which looked sickly and watery.

The same effect already appears at other

points, and as the irrigation ditches multi-

ply, the question of lowering the water
level so as not to allow the vines to have
" wet feet

'

' will become a very serious one.

It is a problem that requires solution in all

irrigation countries, but it is more especial-

ly important in the Fresno region because
the sandy soil is not intrinsically very rich

in plant food, but allows the roots to go to

great depths and thus make up by the ex-

tent of their penetration for the relatively

low supply. If this compensation is cut off

by the rise of bottom water, the effect will

be that the few feet of soil to which the

grape roots are confined will soon need to

be fertilized artificially in order to maintain
production.

An examination of the arrangements for

and conduct of fermentation at Eggers' es-

tablishment showed them to be well de-

vised and carefully attended, although in

ordinary seasons probably the elevation of

the temperature, and its changes from day
to night, might still be greater than would
be desirable. The pomace is here kept sub-

merged by false heads or frames held down
by conveniently arranged cleats, and the
drawing off of the murk is done with reason-
able promptness after the subsidence of the

violent fermentation; the latter was this

year completed in from seven to nine days.
The determinations of acetic acid in Mr.
Eggers' Zinfandels, given below, show that

in comparison with other dry red wines from
the region the amount of acetification was
very light. Yet in view of the high tem-
perature usual during the vintage, this is

undoubtedly a point needing very especial

attention in Fresno, and which is not as

yet fully appreciated by the winemakers.
The fermenting vats in the Eggers winery
are throughout of moderate size—1,900 to

2,100 gallons, such as is specially called for

in a region where a too rapid fermentation
is likely to be the standing drawback upon
the production of well-keeping and high-
bouquet wines.

The establishment of the Fresno Vine-
yard Company is also on the whole well ar-

ranged and managed with due regard to

the difficulties imposed by the local climate,
so far as the process of first fermentation is

concerned ; although the wooden buildings
naturally fail to afford all the proper con-
ditions for undisturbed after-fermentation,
which in Fresno could hardly be fully

realized outside of very substantial adobj
or stone buildings; cellars being rendered
precarious by the continued rise of the
bottom water. In the absence of such
cellars, the plan now largely under consid-
eration, to transfer the Fresno vintage to

large storage cellars within the temperate
Bay climate as soon as feasible, seems
highly commendable; for under existing ar-

rangements, we probably have scarcely yet
seen a Fresno wine of as good quality as

the nature of the climate and material
permit.

I noted here with pleasure that some care
was exercised in regard to the selection of

the grapes as they were passed up on the
apron, to the crushers; the process not be-
ing pressed so much as not to enable a care-

ful person to pick out at least the bad cases
of unripe, decaying or mouldy grapes, as
each box was being emptied. The same
was done at Eggers' winery, where a table
placed under the apron allowed of a pre
vious sorting. This is manifestly one of

the chief points wherein less care is likely
to be exercised in large wineries than in
smaller ones, where the pressure for time is

not usually so great. There can be no
doubt that a large proportion of the faults
of our wines, both in respect to taste and
keeping qualities, is due to the large amount
of germs of improper fermentations in-

troduced into the vats through mouldy or
otherwise unsound grapes. This is very
often obvious to the taste so far as mould
is concerned; yet the mould germs are not
the most objectionable in so far as they at
least bring about an alcoholic fermentation,
although they cannot carry it very far. But
with the mould there too often come also
the ready formed germs of the lacto-butyric
and vinous fermentations that may, for

the time being, be rendered inactive by
stormy fermentation, but are liable to be
called into activity whenever, during the
after fermentation or subsequently.a rise of
temperature offers the proper conditions;
and they remain a standing menace to the
keeping qualities of the wine, to be over-
come only by the " pasteurizing " process
of heating. So with the germs of the
mucous fermentation, which are but too
commonly introduced with the grapes that
have suffered from wet weather and when
broken between the fingers will often ex-
hibit their slimy or " ropy '' conditions to
the most casual observer. A wine contam-
inated with such material may, with good
care and proper handling, develope and
keep fairly well; but in case of any neglect,
or a spell of unfavorable weather during
shipment or temporary storage, the inimical
germs may find their opportunity for devel-
opment, and thus, what seemed, and for all

present purposes was, a perfectly sound
wine at shipment may become utterly
worthless in the hands of the purchaser or
consumer. Some notes of markedly im-
proper management in this respect are
given in part second of this report.

One winery visited, and with considerable
attention to details, was one in which there
is a departure from the usual practice of
making red wines, in the adoption of that
which prevails more or less iu the Bur-
gundy districts of France, and which was
advocated and introduced here, as well as
originally at Mr. Schefflers' near St. Helena,
by the late Mr. Morel. The handsome
main building in external appearance re-

sembles a brewery, having the ventilation
in the roof intended, or certainly calculated
to prodace, a very rapid and free circula-

tion of air. Inside we find the building as
lofty and airy as promised by the outside
appearance; no upper floor, but all open
under the roof, and the fermenting tanks in
long rows on a low platform on the gronnd
floor. Into these the grapes are at once
dumped from the wagons without previous
stemming or crushing; these objects being
accomplished gradually by a daily or twice
daily working with wooden stirrers provid-
ed with pegs projecting crosswise, and thus,

in the course of time, pretty sure to crush,
or at least open, all the grapes that have
attained the proper degree of ripeness,
while leaving whole those not sufficiently

ripe, as well as those that have by any
means been damaged and dried up.
This survival of the unfittest through all

the pounding with the stirrers is claimed as
oue of the advantages of this method, as
against the hand-picking that would other-

wise be necessary in order to avoid the in-

troduction of such improper material into

the wine; and inspection of the pomace
showed that to a considerable extent this
claim is well founded

The chief claim, however, is that by this

system of gradual crushing, the fermenta-
tion is kept under control, preventing any
undue rise of temperature, and hence, a
too rapid fermentation in the tanks. The
process can, in fact, be made to last for

weeks in this manner, and thus a complete
extraction of the color and tannin seems
assured.

While that much can be admitted in favor
of the process there are serious objections
to it both from the theoretical and practical
standpoints.

In the first place, it is well known that
the wines of Burgundy and the adjacent
regions, where this method of fermentation
prevails, will not bear transportation well,

as a rule. This would be a capital objection
to California wines, which must in the
main look to an Eastern or foreign market.
That wines fermented thus are not likely to

be good keepers is apparent, when we con-
sider the most ordinary rules current among
winemakers elsewhere. A regular, unin-
terrupted fermentation is always comment-
ed upon as being one of the prime needs
for the production of a sound, and well-

keeping and shipping wine. It is even
considered bad practice to introduce any
fresh must into a previous day's crushing
or pressing, and except in cases of neces-
sity, no one will think of mixing fresh
must with wine that is nearly or quite
through its. fermentation. Now, this is

precisely what is currently done in the
"Morel process," (as this method is usually
designated at Fresno), for, every day fresh
must is mixed with the partially fermented
product of all the previous days. More-

over, each portion so added is carried very
rapidly through its fermentation by the
overwhelmingly large mass of fermenting
wine with which it comes in contact; and
here again, one of the conditions con-
ducive to good keeping, viz: slow fer-
mentation, is violated. Again, there is a

hmit to the time during which it is desirable

that the wine should be in contact with the
pomaoe and more especially with the stems,
always introduced in this method, when
wines of fine quality are to be produced.
Such long maceration presupposes a very
clean end perfect material, if serious de-

fects of taste are not to be felt in the wine

.

Such are some of the most obvious de-

fects of this method from the points of

view observed in almost all winemaking
countries.as well as from that of experience.
It has equally serious drawbacks in its act-

ual practice, unless that practice is a very
careful one. First of all, the long exposure
of the mash to air, under the very slow dis-

engagement of carbonic acid gas that, with
the twice-daily disturbance fails to form an
adequate protective covering, inevitably re-

sults in the greater or less acetification of

the same. In consequence of the frequent
removal of the surface, this fact does not
become as obvious to the senses as is the
case when the "hat" is left undisturbed,
the same portions being in that case long
exposed and becoming very much soured.
But the failure to perceive the effect of the
air does not show that it does not exist to a
serious extent; and it will inevitably appear
in the wine. That this is actually the case
is apparent from the analyses given below,
as well as from the tasting of the wine.

It is true that this effect could be meas-
urably obviated by covering the tanks with
a "floating'' cover after each stirring. But
the arrangements necessary for doing this

conveniently are quite elaborate, and as a
matter of fact nothing of the kind is done.
Hence, notwithstanding the excellent venti-

lation in the building.a decided acetous odor
was perceptible, and was especially unmis-
takable in the tanks themselves.

Considering all tnese objections it must
be held that the " Morel method " of mak-
ing red wines would be admissible only in

case it should be shown that it offered ad-
vantages of great moment not to be attain-

ed by the usual method of crushing and
fermentation, whether as to quality or cost
of the product.

I do not think that any such advantages
can be shown to exist.

The first claim, viz. : that it effects a
material saving in the cost of the plant and
operation for crushing, cannot be main-
tained so as to show any material gain. It

is a well recognized fact that for the finer

qualities of wine, the introduction of the
stems of the grape is as a rule inadmissible

;

in any case, facilities for stemming must be
provided, for a large number of cases. But
the apparatus and power needed for the
stemming does, or can be made to, simul-
taneously effect the crushing also without
any perceptible addition to the cost. The
rotary stemmers and crushers, moreover,
effect to a great extent the same discrimin-
ation against the crushing of unripe and
half-dried grapes, as that which is made by
the hand crushing with stirrers used in the
"Morel process.'' The same is not true,

at least as regards the unripe grapes, in the
case of roller crushers; and it equally fails

when, as is too frequently done, the rotary
crusher is run at an excessive speed, actually
cutting the grape skins to pieces. But any
one observing the action of that machine
carefully, can note the fact that for each
grape variety the speed can be so regulated
as to crush only the properly ripened ber-
ries. This effectually disposes of any claim
to advantage on this score for the " Morel
system.' ' The argument relating to oost of

plant, however, turns rather against this
system when we consider the inadmissabil
ity of the uncovered surface of the tanks
or mash under the hot atmosphere of

Fresno, in which acetification assumes ra-

pidity unknown in more temperate regions.

Considering the fact that the protecting
covering of carbonic acid gas is destroyed
every time the mash is agitated as thor-

oughly as it must be in order to effect the
proper breaking of the grape berries, noth-
ing short of covers resting on the surface of

the. mash itself could adequately prevent
acetification. This renders necessary for

the production of sound red wines by this

process, the employment of floating cov-

ers which must be effectually hoisted out of
the way of the stirrers each time the latter

are used—twice a day, according to usage.
This necessitates not only speoial appli-
ances and much labor, but also a very high,
clear space above; far more than is called
for when the mash is agitated a few times
during the fermentation for the sole purpose
of favoring the extraction of the hulls and
the equalization of the temperature in the
vat.

As the claim that it permits of accom-
plishing slow fermentation even during the
heated term of a Fresno vintage, this also]is

in a great measure an illusion. It is true
that the undue rise of temperature can thus
be avoided, especially if the excessive ven-
tilation now adopted be restrained. But
for all that, tho successive portions of must
are each rushed through fermentation
very rapidly, thus preventing the chemical
reactions which, during a truly slow fer-

mentation, lay the foundation of the fine

aromas or bouquet subsequently developed.
At Fresno, as elsewhere, the remedy for tho
effects of the prevailing high temperaturo
during the vintage season must, as regards
fermentation, be sought in the proper pro-
tection of the fermenting rooms, in the use
of moderate-sized vats, and the avoidance
of the crushing of grapes brought from tho
vineyard at a high temperature. Due at-

tention to the latter point alone would
be sufficient in many cases, to restrain tho
violence of the fermentation within tho
limits required for the production of the
class of wines to which the Fresno climate
naturally lends itself most readily.

It is not easy to see what advantage is to
be gained by the extravagant provisions
made for ventilation in the building, that
practically puts the fermenting tanks out of

.doors. Purity of air in a winery is cer-

tainly desirable, and is in reality more im-
portant than is usually supposed. But
there is no need of so much circulation that
the air Burrounding the tanks ceases to

warn the attendants of the state of the
things inside.
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with the present practice of wine-making,

the following statement might be made:

1.—WANT OF CABE IN RESPECT TO THE EX-

CLUSION OF UNSOUND GRAPES FROM
THE CRUSHING PROCESS.

This cause is especially potent with re-

spect to red wines, in the manufacture of

which the wine remains in contact with the

pomace for bo great a length of time, that

the germs of the several different ferinentar

tions will have time to contaminate the

product to a very considerable extent be-

fore the drawing off, and thus form a stand-

ing menace against the keeping and im-

provement of the wine, unless the latter is

"sterilized" by the pasteur prooess of

heating.
i

This cause is of course controllable by

reasonable care in the picking out of im-

perfect bunches before crushing, whether

in the field, as is commonly done in Europe
or on a table in which each box of grapes

is emptied before passing on the apron, or

stemmcr. The rejected bunches will, ac-

cording to the value of the grape variety be

cither again picked over, or consigned to

the still as a whole. But if a batch of wine

has been made from unsound grapes, it

should be kept in mind that it is liable to

disease and that to use it in blending is

to leaven the whole mass of the blend with

dangerous germs. This undoubtedly con-

stitutes one of the greatest dangers threat-

ening the reputation of our wines abroad.

2. EXCESSIVE RISE OF TEMPERATURE DURING
TH-E VIOLENT FERMENTATION,

Whereby the true wine yeast is either

seriously checked in its development or at

times entirely killed, so that the wine can-

not be fermented dry without the addition

of fresh yeast, and, sometimes, of fresh

material for its formation. There can bo
n© doubt that this has been one of the

most prominent causes of unsound and
half fermented wines in the early times,

when the large tanks were in general use.

It is undoubtedly still a frequent cause of

imperfect fermentations in the hotter por-

tions of the State, or in particularly hot

vintage seasons. It is too commonly sup-

posed that when a temperature of a fer-

menting tank has risen high, with stormy
fermentation, which then subsides quickly

that the fermentation is happily over in a

short time; whereas it may simply have
been stopped by the killing or at least

weakening of the yeast by the excessive

rise of temperature. Again, such rise, while
checking the vinous fermentation, will in

the presence of other germs, derived from
unsound grapes, favor the development of

the lacto-butyric fermentation, which may
not perhaps proceed very far for the time
being in consequence of the cooling down
of the tank, but will ultimately, on the

occurrence of favorable conditions^ take its

course and definitively spoil the product
for all but the still.

The same conditions occur to a greater
or less extent whenever the formation of a
" hat " is permitted, in which often times
the hand will find an almost uncomfortable
temperature. A certain proportion of the
wine is thus subjected to undesirable in-

fluences in many respects, as is more fully

stated below.

3.—UNDUE ACCESS OF AIR, ALLOWING OF
PARTIAL ACETIFICATION.

This is by far the commonest fault of Cal-
ifornia wines as found in the market, and
especially so in the red wines. Even a
casual inspection of the manner in which
the fermentation of these is mostly con-
ducted explains the cause. AlmoBt through-
out we find that the objectionable "hat" is

allowed to form in the tanks, which but too
often are left without any cover whatsoever.
If this is considered an objectionable prac-

tice in countries where the temperature of

the vintage time is such that from 10 to 17
days elapse before the cessation of active

fermentation, how much more fatal must it

become to the wine's soundness where the
temperature of the air is actually that which
is purposely maintained in vinegar factories

in order to promote the most rapid conver-
sion of the alcohol, into acetic acid. It is

true that in the first stages of fermentation
the rapid evolution ot carbonic acid gas af-

fords a protecting cover; but so soon as the
violence of action subsides, the unhindered
access of the outer air with its varying tem-
perature soon destroys the efficacy of that
protection, and I have seen cases in which

the heat in the " hat " was evidently being

maintained quite as much by the rapid oxi-

dation of the alcoholic vapor, rising from
below into acetic acid, as from the direct ef-

fect of the fermentation. When afterwards

the vat remains untouched until the pomace
sinks of its own accord, or when even the

otherwiso desirable practioe of agitating a

mash is performed under such circumstan-

ces, the conditions for the formation of vin-

/egar are the most favorable, and it is no
wonder that the wine becomes incurably

tainted with the acetic ferment.

I have seen in many otherwise very well

arranged winery tanks, long past fermenta
tion, in which the " hat " had sunk to the

bottom and was replaced by a whitish scum
that had formed on the surface, while a de-

cidedly acetous odor filled the empty part

beneath the loose cover. It is vain to ex-

pect that such methods of work should re-

sult in a sound wine, no matter how perfect

that appliance may be ; and it can not be
forgotten by those who tasted the wines ex-

hibited at the late Viticultural Convention,
that among those made from fine grape
varieties there were many whose acetous

taint completely spoiled and overshadowed
their otherwise excellent qualities.

There can be no doubt that both with a

view to the safety of the wine and the full

extraction of the color and tannin from the

grape skins, either the formation of the
" hat " ought to be wholly avoided in our
climate, by the introduction of one or several

false bottoms to keep the pomace sub-
merged ; or else that the access ot air be
prevented by the simpler expedient of

"floating covers,'' leaving only a narrow
space around their edge for the escape of

the gas. The latter expedient is, of course,

a compromise ; as, while it does not prevent
the formation of the " hat '' it renders it in-

nocuous so far as acetification is concerned
by preventing the access of air, and allows

of the stirring needed for the full or prompt
extraction of the color and tannin, when
the cover (formed of halves) is raised out

of the way.
The use of these "floating'' covers allows

us to dispense with the full-size covers for

the tanks that are needed even when the
latticed false-bottoms are used, if there is to

be any delay in the drawing off ; for the

narrow annular space around the cover
resting on the "haf allows so little access

of air that a reasonable delay in drawing off

is of little consequence.
It is presumable that those who take

so little heed of the danger of acetification

as to allow it during fermentation, will not
exercise all due care when it comes to the
after treatment and ullage. But it is

worthy of mention in this connection, that,

owing to the presence of a large contingent
of the acetic ferment in such wines, they
are very much more liable to farther

damage, and most commonly get their full

share of it.

' As an illustration of the above three

points in practice, I present the record made
of a visit to a winery in which, at the time,

at least, all the rules for the production of

sound wines were flagrantly sinned against

—happily an altogether an exceptional
case, yet resulting in an unjust prejudice

against the capabilities of the whole neigh-
borhood for the production of wine.
Around the lower end of the crusher

apron stood scores of boxes filled with
grapes in all stages of mouldiness and rot-

tenness, unfit for any use whatsoever,
whether connected with wine making or dis-

tilling. Among them could be found sam-
ples of all kinds of fermentation—vinous,

generally far gone into the acetic ; viscous,

the grapes drawing out into long slimy
threads when pulled apart ; lacto-butyric,

soft and smelling of cheese ; no end of

moulds of several kinds, black, green, and
white. In the absence of the proprietor, I

did not care to press the inquiry as to what
was going to be done with the material be-

fore me, but received an intimation that it

waB intended for the still. It certainly

would have made any animal fed upon it

sick; and any brandy made from it would
have contained a predominant flavor of the
essence of mould, among a multitude of

other uncanny ingredients. But supposing
it to have been considered as uselsss refuse,

it is impossible to imagine that any practi-

cable amount of hand picking by ordinary
workmen could have even approximately
segregated the clean grapes from those that

were more or less attacked by the several
fermentations. In using grapes BO contam-
inated for wine making at all, the maker in-

curs so great a risk of producing a wine
liable to all kinds of diseases after it leaves

his hands, as no business man selling goods
of his manufacture can safely or fairly

carry. ,

On entering the winery building, a strong
acetous odor at once assailed the nostrils;

the provision for ventilation was very scanty
and thus a distinct musty flavor was super-
added. Large tanks of the olden time,
holding from G000 to 8000 gallons, formed
the main portion of the fermenting caskage;
and the acetous odor proceeded from those
in which red wine was being made, as well

as from others whose contents were intend-

ed for distilatiou. The pomace which was
just being removed from one of the tanks
after drawing off the piquet had not only a
strong vinegary taint, but also that peculiar

valeriano—butyric odor so intensely sug-
gestive of milk-sourness, and it contained
a great may mouldy grape skins.

In view of these observed facts, it cannot
but be strongly suspected that the conclu-
sions as to the nature of well made wines
of the locality, based upon the outcome of

such practice, would be very unsafe, for

while some of the wines might remain per-

fectly sound even under the apparent ne-

glect of the usual precautions, yet many
would undoubtedly have suffered, and it

would be very difficult to discriminate be-

tween them, or come to an intelligent judg-
ment upon the general subject. I could
not. help making this mental reservation

during a subsequent tasting of some of the

older wines of the establishment, in several

of which the same faults that will inevit-

ably be found in the past seasons' wines,

were clearly apparent.
While the above three points must be

considered the most important factors in

the production of wines absolutely unsound,
it will be proper to consider in this connec-
tion some of the points in the general policy

of wine-making in California, that should
be clearly kept in view.

If what I have stated at the beginning of

this report be admitted, viz: that the wines
of California must in the main seek their

market outside of the State, and must there-

fore be adapted to shipment to long dis-

tances; then it follows that, if we adopt
the wine-making processes of Southern
France, Spain, Portugal and Italy, we must
adopt the all but universal practice of for-

tifying export wines . If on the contrary

we wish, in our climate, to produce also

wines similar to those of Bordeaux and
northward to the Moselle, we must of neces-

sity so vary our practice so that with grapes
of a more or less Southern character we
may nevertheless be able to impart the

characters of the cooler climates to our
products. To this end we must distinctly

deviate, in some respects, from the exact

practice of either the Southern or Northern
region of Europe.

It is well understood all over the world
that, other things being equal, a wine that

has rushed through even a complete fer-

mentation in the course of a few days,

while developing rapidly, will be a poor
keeper. On the contrary, wines that have
passed through a slow but regular ferment-

ation at a relatively low temperature, will,

while developing more slowly, assume a

higher bouquet and be relatively sturdy
keepers under the stresses of transportation

and changes of temperature.
Our wine-makerB should be made to dis-

tinctly understand these differences, arising

from the management of fermentation near-

ly as much as from the character of the

grapes used. While some of these latter as

e. g, the Malvoisie, cannot safely form an
ingredient of any dry wine, and others,

like the Burger and (apparently) the Mou-
deuse, will stand unharmed any reasonable
amount of stress; yet the great majority

will depend upon their niode of fermenta-

tion for their claim to greater or leBs stabil-

ity under unfavorable influences; and hence
the destination of the product should be
definitely considered when handling it. Of
the numerous grape varieties now being
naturalized in California from all parts of

the earth's vine-growing belt, each one
yields its commercially known product not
merely by virtue of its intrinsic qualities,

but largely as the result of certain methods
of treatment to which it is habitually sub-

jected, and among which the mode of fer-

mentation is doubtless the most important
Southern countries have, by a natural pro-
cess, of selection, adopted those varieties
which yield desirable results with the
rapid fermentation which is the naturrfl

outcome of the high temperature pre-
vailing at the vintage season ; while
Northern countries, as naturally, have
chosen prevalently those grape varieties

that yield the best resnlts under slow
fermentation, upon the maintenance' of

which the peculiarities of their products
largely depend. If then we d. sire to re-

produce thewinesof other countries exactly,

we must adopt not only their grape varie-

ties but also their methods of treatment in
fermentation especially. A different treat-

ment may produce wines intrinsically good,
but after all resembling only remotely the
type it was intended, to duplicate. It will

not, then, do to prescribe uniform condi-
tions and methods of fermentation for all

alike. When a ltiesling muBt is rushed
through a four or five days fermentation
under the influence of a hot September in
the Napa Valley, it is no wonder that its

relationship to the product of Johannis-
berg is scarcely suspected; while, had the
fermentation been carried out in one of the
cool rock cellars, its true nature would as
surely have been revealed. There can be no
doubt, on the other hand, that for some grape
varieties slow fermentation is as a rule un-
suitable, and that we would vainly try to make
a dry wine of sturdy keeping qualities oat of

many of the southern grapes by the slow
fermentation which in the case of the lties-

ling and Bordeaux varieties would be emi-
nently successful in that direction. Strik-
ing instances of this kind have come under
my observation in the late experimental
work on the grapes furnished by the Na-
toma Company, of which, for example, one
(the Mourisco Branco), absolutely refused
to ferment ai all at the temperature steadily

and successfully maintained for the Bor-
deaux grapes; it went into the " Manuite ''

fermentation despite repeated efforts to

start it in the right direction by the addition
of fresh fermenting must of other grapes.
Another, (the Malmsey), kept under pre-
cisely the same conditions, fermented, but
so slowly that it became acetified almost as
fast as the alcohol was formed, and went
wholly wrong. Both of these were Spanish
varieties, and should doubtless have been
fermented some 10 or 15 degrees higher in

order to go through safely. All the while,
the Cabernets and other more Northern
varieties went through their fermentation
most successfully, right alongside.

It is clear then, that our winemakers
must learn to keep clearly in mind, not
only the grape variety they have in hand,
but also the use they expect to make of it,

from the very outset. He who cannot, for

want of the proper appliances, ferment his

wines under such conditions as to insure
their keeping and shipping qualities, should
use such grape varieties as will yield the
best results under such circumstances; while
those who have rock cellars or well protect-

ed fermenting houses, will have the oppor-
tunity of producing wines suitable for ship-

ment by the slower and well guarded
fermentation of grapes suitable for that
particular purpose. And wine merchants,
in disposing of their purchases in blends or

otherwise, should also distinctly understand
how such wines have been made and to

what extent they can be trusted for ship-

ment to a distance. There can be no doubt
that the failure to pay attention to such
points as these is responsible for a great deal
of the reproach that has been brought upon
California wines by their "going wrong" in

the hands of purchasers abroad, and there

can be none that, however difficult it may
seem to make the practice conform to these

considerations, established by all previous
experience, yet it is eminently incumbent
upon us to do all in our power to make
these matters understood as soon as possi-

ble. Even in the old world the proper dis-

crimination in these respects is far from be-
ing fully established among the winemakers
at large, and a great deal of faulty wine is

brought into commerce from districts noted
for the excellence of a portion of their pro-

duct. This is largely because of the ex-

treme difficulty of overcoming the predilic-

tion for the practices of the forefathers.

For that very reason, it is the more impor-
tant that we, in the beginnings of the for-

mation of our practice, should not blindly

follow the practices of any one particular
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country, but consider, with our eyes open,
the teachings of the best experience of all

countries, especially as elucidated by the

systematic observations of the several

European experiment stations. That with

our great diversity of climates and the

great variety of grapes already introduced,

we stand m the most urgent need of similar

systematic work in order to avoid wide-
spread costly mistakes, hardly needs dis-

cussion.

It has been said, by way of comfort to be-

ginners, that winemaking is, after all, an
easy thing, which can be done by any one
with a few casks and a little common sense.

It is quite true that something that will

pass for wine, for a while at least, can be
so made, and also that, where a certain

practice with certain materials has long
been established, any one can make good
wine by following exactly the established

rule-of-thumb. But no such state of things

exists in California, and it is not safe to

persuade the public that it will take no
more than the above outfit to make wines
that will find profitable sale, from the in-

definite materials found in our vineyards.

More than this, it is not well to allow the

inexperienced winemaker to make, on
" common-sense " principles, wine that

will bring him 15 cents per gallon, when, if

properly instructed, he might have ob-

tained double that price. All should under-
stand that wine-making is an art, to be learn-

ed as other arts are, by practice and study,

if the best results are to be obtained from a

given material. It is for the purpose of

enabling all (to placing such results within

the reach of all concerned), that State aid

has been granted so freely, for experiment-

ation in viticulture and the diffusion of the

knowledge thus elicited.

Professor Bising will give you the de-

tailed discussion of the results of the chem-
ical examination of unsound wines, that

has been in progress in our laboratories

during the past session. It is however idle

to expect that the extremely complex prob-

lems involved can be solved by a few analy-

ses. However necessary as links in the

chain of evidence, they can be fruitful only

in connection with the actually known his-

tory of the samples under examination. In
this respect all those furnished us hereto-

fore have been deficient; and it will be
necessary for us to try, under our own
eyes, by what circumstances certain faults

,
can be produced in different grape varie-

ties. With this view, I propose to so sub-

divide the new cellar, soon to be construct-

ed, as to enable us to observe the musts
from the same grapes, grown the same
season, under conditions purposely and
definitely so varied as to show the effects of

various causes calculated to produce un-
soundness. This is obviously the shortest

way to arrive at perfectly definite results on
this difficult question.

Very respectfully,

E. W. HlLGARD,
, Berkeley, May 9, 1885.

Wetmore's theory that the trouble arose

from lack of germs on the grapes, will

hardly stand the test of the fact that said

grapes were grown in single rows among the

thirty-eight other varieties, all of which had
perfect fermentation. I fully agree to the

propriety of starting fermentation of the

must as promptly as- possible by the intro-

duction of active germs; but, with the wine-

makers of the old world, I always prefer to

use for the purpose some must already in

fermentation, rather than brewer's or any
other yeast from outside sources. The ex-

perimental nature of our work at the Uni-

versity rendered the addition of any other

actively fermenting must at the outset, in-

expedient; and when in the case of the

Mourisco Branco such addition was made
several days after crushing, it proved in-

effectual, the mannite fermentation having

probably already taken precedence. Possi-

bly also there was a lack of yeast-forming

ingredients, but there could be no lack of

yeast germs. A simple experiment this

season will determine the point, and teach

definitely how to bring about the proper

fermentation.

Deferring for a future occasion the dis-

cussion of some minor points, I remark as

regards the " Morel process" of making

red wines, that Mr. Wetmore does not stand

alone in his knowledge of what wines are

produced by its aid in France, and have

been made at Mr. Scheffler's winery under

the proper conditions. But the latter have

not been maintained or regarded at the

Fresno establishment, whether as to the

varieties of grapes used, or other needful

precautions; and under the conditions now
existing in California in respect to untaught

labor, wholesale methods of work and pro-

miscuous practice, added to the climatic

obstacles, I consider a farther extension of

the system asjindesirable, and liable to in-

jure the reputation of California wines in

the world's market.

If, as Mr. Wetmore's concluding remarks

seem to imply, he or the Commission ex-

pected at my hands a report " free from de-

batable questions of, practice,'' and devoted

to theoretical considerations only, I can

but regret and wonder that so unfortunate

a selection for the purpose should have

been made by them at this late date.

E. W. HlLGARD.

Berkeley, May 30, 1885.

iMiort.ssoi; mil. ikiis kei'i/y to
THE CRITICISMS OF THE

COMMISSION.

Editor Merchant : As Mr. Wetmore has

made his criticisms on my report a preface

to the same, I claim the privilege of adding

a brief reply as a supplement.

First, as to the direction given to my ob-

servations and discussions, I remark that

since temperature is known to be the gov-

erning condition in all the fermentations,

it was naturally and of necessity the first

matter to be attended to, being funda-

mental. And, the assertion to the contrary

notwithstanding, I claim it to be of primary

importance here as elsewhere. Pasteur's

well-known researches have shown that at

times, and in certain regions, a deficiency of

the germs of vinous fermentation occurs;

but it is well established that this is the ex-

ception ; and how this recondite subject

could have been made by me a matter of

observation or useful consideration in the

field, at this early period of our work, I

eave Mr. Wetmore to explain.

Referring to the illustrations given by

me, of rebellious musts from Folsom, Mr.

A REJOINDER.

Editor Merchant :—Your favor, con-

taining a proof of Prof. Hilgard's com-

ments on certain published criticisms of his

work, has been received. I do not desire

to cause useless discussions of questions

that should be carefully considered, and

which properly belong to official statements

;

but in justice to myself a few words should

be said,

The suggestion was made by me, at the

last State Viticultural Convention, that, in

order to secure prompt and energetic action

of vinous fermentation, in many cases in

this State, it would be useful to supply

yeast germs as soon as the grapes were

crushed. This proposition was denounced

as rank heresy by the Professor, who
claimed that we should rely on the regula-

tion of temperature, and that we should

wait until failure of fermentation was

shown before using yeast. I explained

also, different methods of procuring the

true vinous yeast in case of necessity, and

showed, as is well known to all who have

studied the subject, that the germs from

beer yeast, as well as those from wine,

well cleaned, could be used in starting must

in the yeast tub or vat. Now that the

Professor agrees with me that yeast may
be properly used in starting a '

' prompt '

'

fermentation, it is of little consequence to

call attention to the fact that his present

position is radically at variance with for-

mer assertions and even with the remedy

he proposed for his Mourisco Branco and

Malmsey must in the report which you are

now publishing. This is not the first time

that the Professor has profited by the aid of

this Commission, and we trust that such

advantages may become mutual, through

the management of experimental work un-

der the joint control of the Commission

and the University, as provided for by the

Legislature. I am not willing, however,

that the Professor should correct himself

by taking the position which I occupied

and which he attacked, while at the same

time he attempts, as he did also at San

Jose last week, to misrepresent me in order

to explain why there has been a difference

of opinion. All who listened to the discus-

sion at the last State Convention will agree

with me that this last letter of the Prof-

essor' s contradicts his former argument

.

If the Professor will explain to me,

where the germs that are supposed to exist

on the grapes when picked, come from,

and in what form they are found outside of

actual fermentation,! will try to explain

also,why one lot of grapes may be deficient

in fermentative [power, while others from

the same place may be otherwise condi-

tioned.

After the Professor has had further time

to investigate the phenomena of fermenta-

tion in this State, he will find another rea-

son for again agreeing with me in the as-

sertion that the instances of a lack of fer-

mentative activity in grapes of this State,

when unaided, are very numerous instead

of being exceptions.

As to the " Morel " process, I am not at-

tempting to advocate it, as I believe it re-

quires further study; but I did think it was

wise to call the attention of the Professor

to the fact that he had been basing a gen-

eral condemnation of it upon an analysis

of wines made in only one vineyard, under

unfavorable conditions, without referring to

other places in the State where it had given

good satisfaction.

As there are other and more serious ques-

tions at issue between us at the present

time, I prefer not to enter into a controv-

ersy concerning opinions which each of us

may publicly express in Buch manner as our

duties require, free from personalities.

Yours respectfully,

Chas. A. Wetmore.

RAISINS.

IFrom the Report of the Third Annual Viticultural

Convention. J

Office of Wm. T. Coleman & Co. )

San Francisco, May 15, 1885.

)

The Editor of the " Viticultural Report

"

having just shown me the proof of my re-

marks before the last Viticultural Associa-

tion, in regard to relative merits of sun dried

and artificially cured raisins, and having

somewhat modified my views since, in re

gard to one particular method of artificially

curing, I think it but justice to the lady who
was a pioneer in a new and untried vent

ure, that I should place myself on record

as to my ultimate decision in regard to tho

two methods.

I had not thoroughly looked into Miss

Austin's artificially cured raisins when my
remarks were made, and they were chiefly

directed to half cured, over cooked, doughy,

pasty, and in some instances, baked raisins

that we had handled from time to time un-

der the name of machine cured raisins. I

had, and have yet a prejudice against these.

But without going now into the merits of

this much discussed question any further,

I will say that if the raisins put up by Miss

Austin ceuld be duplicated by other machine

dryers, there would be no question in any

one's mind as to the desirability of artificially

curing raisius. We have samples in our of-

fice to-day of Miss Austin's output, and
from the evidence of their good keeping

qualities, we would not hesitate to recom-

mend machine drying where sun drying fails

to produce similar keeping qualities. Miss

Austin's raisins have their bloom as fresh

as the day they were put up, they have not

candied at all ; they are succulent, pliable

to the touch, and in every way an extremely

superior raisin. As I want to extend jus-

tice where justice is due you will oblige me
if you will publish this communication as

nearly as possible in your valuable '
' Re-

port " beside my original remarks.

Yours truly, Frank S . Johnson.

The first grapes of the season were re-

ceived in San Francisco, on June 2nd, from

Senator L. W. Buck of Vacaville. They

were of the early black variety and brought

$1 per pound.

The attention of vineyardists and or-

chardists is directed to the announcement,

in another column, of the well known Arc-

tic Oil Works who are manufacturers of

every kind of oils, grease and whale oil

soap that are used for the protection of

fruit trees and vines.

The Best Spring Medicine and Beau-
liner of the Complexion in use. Cures
toils, IMmnles, Blotches, Neuralgia,

Scrofula, (imii , Rheumatic and Mercu-
rial Pains, ami all Diseases arising
from a disordered state of the Blood or
Liver,

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

J. R. GATES &. CO. Proprietors,
417 Sun si, ii i . St., San Francisoo, Cal.

J. N. KNOWLES, Makaobb. EDWIN L. GRIFFITH, Secretary.

ARCTIC OIL WORKS.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Sperm Whale, Elephant and Fish Oils, Skid Grease,

WHALE OIL SOAP.
ESPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR VINEYARDS AND FRUIT ORCHARDS.

OFFICE- 3S VALirUK.\l V STIC KM', S. F., V»U
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THE JOINT APPROPRIATION.

The Followiig Correspondence Speaks for

Itself.

State Viticultukal Commission, )

San Fbancisco, June 3, 1885. )

Dr. J. 11. Bonte, Secretary of the Board

of Regents, University of Catiforuia :

Dkab Sib: Your favor of the 1st inst. has

been received.

The action of the Board of Regents, re-

specting the measures to be adopted under

the provisions of the law, relating to funds

for certain purposes under joint control of

the State Viticultural Commission and the

Board of Regents, appears to have been

based on a misunderstanding of the objects

of the appropriation and of the proposition

made by this commission, as well as also of

the terms of the law itself.

The general appropriation bill was re-

ported last winter by the Assembly Com-
mittee on Ways and Means, containing an

item of $10,000 for a Viticultural Labora-

tory at Berkeley; also $23,500 for the De-

partment of Agriculture of the University.

Of tho latter sum, $6,000 was included

specially for viticultural work under the

charge of the Professor of Agriculture.

Tho committee on Viticulture held a

special meeting, with respect to these ap-

propriations, and unanimously recom-
mended to the committee on Ways and
Means such a division of the proposed ap-

propriations as would best subserve in their

judgment tho objects for which they were

to be expended, viz

:

First—Providing for elementary instruct-

ion, analytical work and scientific investi-

gation at the State University:

Second—Experimental demonstrations,

intended for immediate and practical uses

on the part of vine growers and wine

makers, including tests of different methods
of vinification, practical blendings for com-
mercial uses, and the establishment of an
experimental cellar for the exhibition and
comparison of practical results of native

and foreign origin, for the general informa-

tion of the public, under the control of the

State Viticultural Commission.

The committee on Viticulture were of the

opinion that such a division of the appro-
priation would prevent any unnecessary

conflict between the work of this commiss-
ion and that properly belonging to the

University; and, as such conflict had al-

ready become apparent, although it had
not been publicly discussed, these recom-
mendations received the united support of

those most ..intimately connected with viti-

cultural pursuits in_,bothJ branches of the

Legislature.

The question was thereupon raised in

the Committee on Ways and Means. Hon.
J. F. Black of Alameda County, having
served as a member of both committees is

in a position to explain what happened
prior to final action. The speaker of the

Assembly, who is ex-qfficio a member of

the Board of Regents, was made thorough-
ly acquainted with the question at issue

and expressed his approval of the action

taken by the Committee on Viticulture, es-

pecially as it related to the control of the

experimental cellar.

A happy thought on the part of tho rep-

resentative of this commission resulted in

placing the appropriation of $10,000 under
joint control of the Commission and the

Regents. When asked, whether this plan
would satisfy our commission, the answer
was; "Yes; the Regents will no doubt ap-

point a committee of practical men, who

will meet a similar committee from our

commission and jointly they will direct the

use of the funds for the benefit of both in-

stitutions, as intended by the Legislature.

This will not interfere with the independ-

ent work of both institutions, as they have

each also their independent appropriations

for viticultural work."

The legislative fact is that, by a unani-

mous vote of the Assembly, the appropria-

tion for aViticultural Laboratory (so-called)

at the State University was struck out, and

there was inserted an item, viz: "Forviticul-

tural experimental, analytical and scientific

work, together with apparatus and suitable

accommodations for the same, under joint

control of the Board of State Viticultural

Commissioners and the Board of Regents

of the State University, ten thousand dol-

lars." This item was also without further

discussion passed by the Senate and is the

law under which our two Boards must act

jointly.

The Legislature has, therefore, appropri-

ated, as follows: For the Department of

Agriculture of the University, $23,500, of

which $6,000 were specifically included for

viticultural work, but which sum may be

increased as the Board of Regents may
direct; also for the joint uses of our two in-

stitutions, $10,000. ..

It remains, therefore, to be decided by

ius jointly, how the $10,000 shall be ex-

pended, or how much of it is needed, for

the mutual advantage of tho two institu-

tions. We know of no law, which has de-

cided this question for us.

Our commission has proposed a plan for

the joint control of this fund under the di-

rection of two of the professors of the Uni-

versity and two officers of our Board, pro-

fessing frankly our desire to amply sustain

the analytical, scientific and instructive

work at the University and suggesting only

that the cellar for practical experimentation

and exhibition of wines should be located

in San Francisco, where it would be most

accessible to the greater number of those

inte rested in its operations. The officers

of our commission are quite willing to con-

sult and advise with your professors of

chemistry and agriculture and to mutually

share in the control of the experimental

work to be performed for the uses of both

institutions. We have not heard that your

Professor of Chemistry has objected to such

joint action, and, as he is now St«te

analyst, with whom viticulturists must fre-

quently consult, we presume that your

Board must have consulted with him. It

appears that your Professor of Agriculture

alone objects to such an association of

effort.

If your Board has understood that this

commission claims that the entire $10,000

should be expended in San Francisco, it is

mistaken ; we have simply claimed that San
Francisco is the most accessible and con-

venient place for the location of the cellar,

in which purely practical tests and experi-

ments should be conducted and samples

preserved for public information under

management of a competent practical cel-

lar master, who would be there ready to

give practical information to those seeking

it. In such a eellar, this commission, with

its independent funds could also collect

samples of foreign products, for public

study and comparison with our own, to

assist our producers and merchants in com-
peting in the world's markets; such a place

would aho be a most favorable one for oc-

casional visitB of students, whenever any I

present themselves to the University, which
unfortunately has rarely happened thus far,

for instructions in elementary principles.

The cellar master and assistants appointed
to the satisfaction of both institutions,

would necessarily be such as could be
trusted to preserve accurate records con-
cerning experiments made, the results of

which would furnish the University with
authentic material for- analysis and study
and this commission, through the advice of

practical men working with us, with sub-
stance for rules of practice to be given to

the public.

It appears to us, therefore, necessary
that our two Boards should agree

First—on some plan for the joint control
of this fund for mutual uses and benefits.

Second—If entire management is not
delegated to certain appointed officers of

both institutions, acting jointly, as pro-
posed by this commission, then we must
determine from time to time what measures
may properly be adopted within the intent
of the terms of the appropriation and
designate the persons, who s hall execute
them.
Having made our proposition for the se-

lection of officers from both institutions to

direct the work, under joint control, as re-

quired by law, we most respectfully re-

quest your Board to suggest any other
proposition that may seem proper and right

under these circumstances.
Meanwhile, we would call your attention

to the necessity of prompt action. This
Board has appointed a committee with full

powers to act in the premises; if your
Board will do likewise, these two commit-
tees acting jointly may speedily direct the
work to be done

.

Although I have not yet consulted, since

receiving your letter, with the committee of

which I am a member, I shall take the lib-

erty of suggesting, as a commencement of

our work, if we are not to appoint officers

to relieve the two Boards of details of man-
agement, that we consider first what funds
are required by the State analyst, Prof. W.
B. Rising, for the performance of his du-
ties in connection with viticulture, as there

is no special appropriation for his depart-

ment. This commission will have, as soon
as he is ready to act, from many sources,

sufficient work to occupy his time consid-

erably and he will no doubt require assist-

ance. This will include a large part of the

work to be provided for by our joint funds
and should be considered immediately.
Your Professor of Agriculture, having an
independent appropriation, is not under
such pressiug necessities.

The position, which our Commission has
assumed in respect to this fund, is that it is

intended for our joint benefit and use; any
proposition to that end will be promptly
considered by us, but we cannot find in the
law any intent of sole use and control by
either institution. With respect to uses of

a strictly scientific nature, we very natur-
ally desire to consult your Board as to the

work; as we shall also very naturally ex-

pect your Board to consult with us on
questions, which we may be specially com-
petent to consider for the public good. If

there has been any want of respect for our
rights in the premises on the part of the

Regents, we shall believe that it has been
caused by misrepresentation of the facts,

which we have undertaken to make clear.

An attempt having been made through
one of the journals of this State to create

an impression that this Commission is un-
friendly to the University, reprints of anony-
mous articles being now in circulation with-

in official envelopes from Berkeley, it may
possibly be of use to us both in this corres-

pondence to call the attention of your
Board to our past and continued efforts

to sustain your institution and to find

within it active co-operation, such as a
University can properly give. As every
line of law directing viticultural work
at Berkeley has from first to last been
written by and procured through the per-

sonal efforts of members of this commission

;

as we have from the first selected by pref-

erence, as assistants in our work, graduates

of Berkeley ; and as we have even also di-

vided our own appropriations to assist your
Professors, and continuously solicited their

services, while upon every occasion seeking

cause to commend their efforts, as will be
seen by referring to our reports, we do not
feel that we should be called upon to ex-

plain our good will, for we are yet asking

the co-operation of the University and are
willing to unite in experimentation and
mutual counsel.
With the ample funds, which each insti-

tution now has independently for conduct-
ing its own separate work in viticultural

matters, we see no reason why obstacles
should be thrown in the way of the joint

control of this additional $10,000 ($5,000
per year), the intent of the legislature

having been made so clear. If your Board
desires to discuss reasons why this com-
mission should not consent to abandon its

rights with respect to the portion of tho
work, which has been in dispute, we shall,

while we may regret the necessity, be in
readiness to present our views fully, when
they are called for.

Yours Respectfully,

Chas. A. Wetmobe.
Chairman of the Committee for tne Viti-

cultural Commission.

A Small Beetle.

Tho Adoxis vitis, periodically ravages the

vineyards. This unwelcome visitor climbs

the plants and destroys young vines by
feeding on the buds. The best remedy
known in France against its attacks is

mustard oil cake meal which, while it de-

stroys the larvie for future years, is at the

same time a good fertilizer. The high

price in California, however, of this must-

ard oil-cake is prejudicial to its free and

general use. It cannot be purchased hero

for less than $40i
per ton because it is sold

at a good price to manufacturers of ground

mustard for table use. Such is a trick of

the mustard trade.

mi. si.n-iwui. iiiiiim..

The regular semi-annual meeting of tho

Viticultural Commission will be held next

Monday, the 8th inst. At this meeting the

annual election of officers will take place

and other business of importance will be

transacted. The chief topic of discussion

will be concerning measures conceived to

assist in extending the markets for our

products.

Snort Crops.

A Santa Rosa correspondent writes to

the Mebchant : " General crops here are

very poor except fruit, which will be plenti-

ful. Grapes will fall short fully 30 percent

in this county, hops will not be over a third

crop, all the white English cluster are al-

most a failure from present indications, but

the Bavarian red hop will make an average

crop.

A proposition to build a $100,000 winery

at Woodland is on foot. The party making

the proposition offers to invest $50,000 pro-

vided the people of Woodland will furnish

the other $50,000. This is .certainly an

opportunity which the town should not let

slip, because if the other $50,000 is not

forthcoming the capital will be elsewhere

invested.

A winemaker near Los Gatos has offered

$22 .50 per ton for all grapes he can buy

for the next vintage. The offer was gladly

accepted.

m BUSINESS
COLLEGE,

3* POST ST.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

Sail I'raiiciscn, Cal.

THE LEADING INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS
training in America. This school educates for the

practical affairs of life, and no young mail can afford

to enter upon a business career without a course of

training at this popular institution ,
Students are

drilled In all branches of business by ACTUAL PKACT-
ICE, thus fitting them for the counting house at once.

Send for circulars and leani full particulars. Address

E. P. IIEALI) & CO., San Francisco, Cal.
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l>It HORATIO STJ ItltiVS

His Views on Orimkenness ami its
Cnusi's.

[From the Report of the Third Annual Vitieultural

Convention.]

I received a polite note from your Executive

Officer, Mr. Wetmore, to come here, to say

something about the moral relations of your
vocation as wine growers to the welfare

of the State. I am sincerly interested

in its future as an intelligent citizen, as a

member of the community who has no
vested interest in common with you. Al-

low me to say Mr. Chairman that I think

you have done well to confess that there is

a relation between your vocation and the

public opinion in Christendom concerning

the morality of its influence . There is no
doubt that there is a question and that

question is having increasing importance
in Christendom. It is quite common to say

that intoxication, excess, intemperance is

increasing on the earth, but it is not so. If

you contrast the country of the present

generation with the past, if you go back 200
years ago, you find a vast difference. If

you go back 100 years ago you find a great

difference. If you go back 50 years ago
you find a great difference. It is within

the memory of men living, within the mem-
ory of men who sit here now that a public

opinion first feebly expressed and commun-
icated was successful in abolishing the use'

of highly intoxicating drinks at funerals in

this country. I am speaking of the United
States, California was not in existence then.

When we speak of your cause and its re-

lation to intemperance, or excess, we speak
of the presence of intoxicating drinks in

all their varieties as secondary causes of

intemperance.
The primary causo of intemperance is

character, or want of character. Let us
always settle back on that. You can have
no more of a man than there is of him. It

is of no use for him to stand on the bal-

ance with the weights in his pocket. It is

of no use to expect conduct from any man,
conduct that can be sustained aud earned
out that is above the level of his character.

The weakness of intemperance is the weak-
ness of will. It is want of self control.

The drunkard is silly, he is weak, he is al-

ways a liar on the subject of drink.

Now when we state that, we must never-

theless take the ground firmly that the

secondary cause is an important one. The
secondary cause is the presence and acces-

sibility of intoxicating drinks. There is a

class of men from whom these drinks must
be entirely removed, it is their only safety;

but these men are children. They are to be
treated as children. They are to be treated

as children by their friends, and they are

to be treated as children by the State. They
cannot accept the ordinary discipline of

life. They cannot accept life with its en-

joyments and trials and make the conflict

of victorious manhood. But they are ex-

ceptional cases. There are many of them,
but they are exceptional still and legisla-

tion, human conduct universally, the laws
of the land cannot be made with reference

especially to that class. Tney must be taken
care of. They must be taken care of by
those whose immediate duty it is to take
care of them.
Now recognizing this relation of your

avocation think for a moment precisely

how the facts lie. (Let me not traverse

the ground which others may wish to oc-

cupy). I understand what you wish to con-
sider gentlemen is the relation of your
avocation to the temperate use of intoxica-

ting chinks . To temperance, not to total

abstinence. When so much respect is paid
by a body of men as to ask a fellow citizen

to express his opinion and when that ex-

pression of opinion is listened to with re-

spect, I think it is the duty of every man
when he gets on his feet to have an opin-
ion and stand by it, whether it is a popular
or an unpopular one. I think he should do
so. Now I am not a total abstinence man.
I do not believe that total abstinence is ade-
quate to the settlement of this question of

the use or sale of intoxicating drinks. I

do not believe that is the kind of solution

of the subject socially ; or individually to a
wide extent. It is individually now and
then. There are many instances where
that is the only rule for the individual, but
it is not the rule for the State, it is not
the rule for society, it is not the rule for

mankind, I think. Now with us here in

. America/—and gentlemen I hope I shall

not intrude upon you nor seem to dictate

anything to your consideration, when I tell

you of some of the obstacles that lay in our
way and lay in your way in this matter

—

we have no experience in regard to the pro-
duction and use of wines. We have not the ex-

perience of it socially that they have in the
old world. We are to proceed upon an exper-

iment which is different from any experiment
that has yet been tried on earth. Now our
American population is a conglomerate
stock. We call ourselves English but we are

not . The American civilization is a conglom-
erate. As Hook over these men, whom I see

here, I see countenances from different

nations, countenances from different climes,

countenances from different suns, brought
up under different manners and different

customs, who come here, and we all are

here, as American citizens. This is a con-

glomerate stock. Now there are men of

foreign stock who ai e satisfied with mild
drinks, but the fact is gentlemen, that the

average American drinker wants strong

drinks. To use the phrase of the gutter

and saloon the average American drinker

wants something " that kills at 40 rods."

Now that is a degrading fact gentlemen, and
you propose as wine growers to go in and
pour gushing floods of wine over this coun-

try so that it flows in rivers of beauty and
grace ; you propose to do it for the class of

men who thus far want whisky. Now what
prospects have you of success. That the

subject of gross intemperance is now en-

gaging the mind of Christendom as it never
has been, there can be no question, in my
mind, to well informed men. There is now
a growing public opinion in regard to in-

temperance. It is an opinion that deferen-

tiates, if I may so use the crooked word,

each year more and more ; which, while it

protects the rights of individuals, neverthe-

less protects society, and protects the feeble

from hurt and the body politic from wrong.

Now one of the greatest wrongs is that in-

flicted upon it by iutoxication, by intemper-

ance. There are 2,286 drinking places in

this city. That is one to every 19 voters.

Now there is not one of those places, as it

now exists that is not a burden to society ;

that does not hang upon society, upon its

bleeding flanks, worrying and tearing its

sensibilities, increasing its expenses, roll-

ing up a dark list of crime, and bearing

down domestic life into degredation and
misery. Now there is an increasing feeling

that society will not endure these wrongs,

that it will not carry them. I do not pro-

pose to discuss any of the questions of leg-

islation that is not my province now, but it

is a fair question for you to meet. It is

going to be under discussion. My office is

to preach, you know that is my habit, and
I never see you, this is the only chance I

have at you, and let me urge you in the dis-

cussion that is coming on—the discussion

on temperance, to be temperate and not

have any intemperate discussion. Let those

who think differently from us state their

case fairly; let us state ours fairly, let us

not get red in the face, but let us be well in-

formed, let us have our facts and our own
general theory of human nature and human
character. Everyone of you, who is a wine

grower, ought to be a temperate man. You
ought to take that stand and go for regula-

tion and restriction of the sale of intoxicat-

ing drinks. We have this flood in this

city ; what ought we to have here ? We
ought for one thing to have it restricted.

We ought not to have over 50 drinking

places in this city, apothecary shops extra.

Then again if we consider the influence that

that would have on society, and the at-

tempt to supplant this passion for a strong

drink by a mild drink—that can only be

proven in a lifetime, a generation. It is the

vocation of a generation. Some of us think

that you can try social experiments as

quickly as you can experiments on a horse.

Some of you that are horse breeders know
that it only takes three or four years to try

a different strain in a stock, but not so with

human experience—the longer, growing

experience. Even as the diamond has been
formed by thousands of years pressure

under crystalizations of the earth, so is the

human mind a production of the divine in-

telligent will, and it cannot be handled this

summer ; it cannot be handled in a month,
it takes a lifetime to make a great impres-

sion on the mind of man . No idea can in-

graft its influence so well on the mind of

the coming generation. We must work it

out on the generation to come.

OUR NATIVE WINE SHIPMENTS BY SEA.

PER P. M. S. S. CO.'S STR. COLIMA, JUNE 2, 1885.

TO NEW YORK.

E B & J, New York .

GF, New York
A V, New York
F A, New York
A, in diamond, New York.
GR.Hoboken
G, in diamond. New York..
CN, New York
S, in diamond, New York..

F, in diamond, New York .

X, New York
AH, New York
L, in diamond, New York..

AB&Co., New York.. ...

N & D, Albany, New York.

B D & Co., New York
J M, New York
S Bros., New York
M G Maiinan, Newark
F, in diamond, New York..
B, in diamond, New York.

R, in diamond, New Y.rk.
FJBS, New York

T M, Boston
h. & F, New York .

A V Co., New York Walter, Schilling & Co
G S Graham, Pittsburg. ....

Lachman & Jacob!.. .

.

J Gundlach&Co..

Walter, Schilling & Co
Arpad Haraszthy & Co

B Dreyfus fc Co..

H

S Lachman & Co.

Dresel & Co
Kohlor & Frohling.

PACKAOKS AND CONTESTS.

10<J barrels Wine
2 kegs Wine
15 barrels Wine.
25 barrels Wine
25 barrels Wine
12 barrels Wine
10 barrels Wine
10 barrels Wine.
10 barrels Wine
34 puncheons Wine. .

.

10 barrels Brandy
28 puncheons Wine...
4 half barrels Wine. . .

.

1 barrel Wine
14 barrels Wine
2 half barrels Brandy..
2 barrels Wine
5 half barrels Brandy.
I barrel Wine
262 barrels Wine
10 barrels Wine.
25 barrels Wine.
4 barrels Wine
25 barrels Wine
II barrels Wine.
4 half barrels Wine...
1 case Wine
5 barrels Wine
5 barrels Wine
% barrel Brandy
2 barrels Wine
110 barrels Wine
1 li casks Wine
00 barrels Wine
1 cask Wine

Total amount ef Wine. .

.

Total amount of Brandy

4853

741
1250
1245
585
600
608
408
5338
419
4353
104
60

667
50
96
126
48

12241
474
1229
198

1185

630

5
236
236
24
100

5281

2837
81

45509
619

*1705
415
636
503
900
208
264
335
3736
1047
1958

83
35

400
112
48
245
36

4820
180
660
100
475
360

7
95
118
64
45

2550

1418
81

$21332
1459

TO CENTRAL AMERICA.

J N, Acajutla

T P, Guatemala

PLyCo...
Guatemala.

MFS, Acajutla
M B, Punta Arenas.

A Mcrv, Champerico
L & G, San Jose de Guatemala.

T B, Acajutla
H G, San Jose dc Guatemala .

J R, Punta Arenas

Urrucla & Urioste .

B Dreyfus & Co

John T Wright
Horace Davis & Co.

.

S Lachman & Co.
Schwartz Bros...

F Daneri &Co
Bingham & Pinto.

barrels Wine
4 cases Wine
14 cases Wine
2 barrels Whiskey....
2 barrels Wine
1 half barrel Wine....
1 case Brandy
6 cases Wine
2 barrels Port Wine . .

.

1 barrel Sherry Wine .

.

1 barrel Malaga Wine.
1 barrel Wine
4 packages Whiskey .

.

1 barrel Wine ,

10 kegs Wine
1 barrel Whiskey
3 barrels Wine

Total amount of Wine
Total amount of Brandy, 1 case

Total amount of Whiskey, 2 cases, 4 packages and

.

<;t
•2(1

711

80
!Xi

'IS

47

20
80
45
100

763

"'45

69
16
70
80

170

10
22
64
30
37
38

108
16
80

122
120

$722
10

260

TO MEXICO.

B F & Co., Acupulco.
P D & Co., Acapulco .

F M, Acapulco
E C, Acapulco
P 0, Acapulco

W Loaiza .

A Merle
Moller, Mautz& Co.

2 barrels Claret

2 casks Wine
30 cases Wine
10 baskets Champagne.
3 barrels Wine
4 cases Wine

Total amount of Wine
Total amount of Champagne, 10 baskets.

95
118
150

(10

2:!

43
46
61
84
60
25

443 $319
84

TO BREMEN.
.

I
Walter, Schilling & Cu|2 kegs Wine . 44| 36

MISCELLANEOUS SHIPMENTS.

DESTINATION.

Honolulu.
Victoria . .

.

Mazatlan.

,

China
Japan
Victoria. .

.

New York
Mew York.
Kahului..
Tahiti....
Honolulu,.
Japan.

Consuelo
Queen of the Pacific. .

.

Parmonia
City of Rio de Janeiro.

City of Rio de Janeiro.
Wilmington
Sterling (brandy)
Sterling (wine)
Ida Schnauer
Tahiti •

Mariposa
City of Tokio.

Rio.

Brig
Steamer...
Schooner.

.

Steamer...
Steamer...
Steamer...
Ship
Ship
Schooner.

,

Brig.

Steamer...
Steamer..

.

VALl'B.

650
174
132
90

5J423
H3 48

65
6680

20
591
667
245

$ 428
205
90
141
302
14

200
4205

20
349
414
145

shipments by Panama steamers 4
l'i-% K*1

,

1

,

™8'

shmmentsbv other routes - a.cwoTotal
Total shipments by other routes

Grand totals
57 -058

$24,222
6,513

$30,735

THE OLDEST WINE HOUSE IN THE UNITED STATES.

John Osborn Son & Co.
NEW YORK. (FOVNBEJD 1836.) MONTREAL.

Shipping and Commission Merchants.
[P. 0. BOX NO. SO. N. V.] 45 BEAVER STREET, NEW YOBK.

Correspondence solicited with Winemafcers throughout the State, and also for

aU California Emits and General Produce.

We handle all goods as we recei™ them, and it is the^±*HS^S^Jm^tol^JMP^^m
that will establish a reputation. As sole agents for PIPER HEIDSIECK and PIMR SEC OTAMPAON^om
importations for the last three years were 125,000 Basketo, or more than three timet tn. importation* 01

aU other brands imported to the Pacific Coast
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KK('(Mi.M'l'IOX,

Our friends in the Fresno Vitieultural

and Horticultural Association recognize the

value of a journal like the Meechant
guarding and advancing their interests, and
give effect to their good wishes in a very
practical way, as will be seen by the follow-

ing resolution:

Official.

Fresno, UAL., April 5, 1884.
Proprietor S. F. Merchant. — Dear Sir: Below

s a copy of the minutes of the last meeting of the
Fresno Vitieultural and Horticultural Society that is

of interest to yourself.

Resolved—That this Association recognize the S\N
Francisco Merchant as one of the best organs of the
Vitieultural and Horticultural interest in the State,

an exponeafc of their views and aole advocate of

their interests, and, moreover as a paper which has
taken more than ordinary interest in the prosperity
of Fresno county. We agree to give the publisher
our liberal support while " that journal pursues the
course for which it has hitherto been distinguished.
Moreover, we suggest that manufacturers and deal-

ers in agricultural implements and other merchandise
who wish to call our attention to their goods, aid us
and other Viticulturists in maintaining the San Fran-
cisco Merchant on a sound footing, by giving it a
large share of their advertising patronage.
Be it further resolved that the Fresno Vitieultural

and Horticultural Society tender its thanks to the
SAN Francisco Merchant for past favors.

O. F. RIGGS, Secretary.

<iOUD NEWS lOlt WINEMAKERS.

The winemakers of California will be in-

terested and glad to learn that the well-

known and old established house of Wm.
T. Coleman & Co. have decided to enter

extensively into the California wine busi-

ness. In an interview with Mr. Frank S.

Johnson on the subject, that gentleman

told us that they proposed simply to act as

agents for the winemakers whose goods

would be shipped to different points of

consumption and sold on their own merits,

in the packages in which they are consign-

ed to his house. There would thus be no

danger of adulteration or doctoring, and

the consumer would receive our wines in

their pure state. This would tend to urge

our producers to the manufacture of the

best possible goods; because, being sold

under their own labels and as made, the

demand for an inferior article would de-

crease while the better quality would of

oourse meet with greater and continued de-

mand. Messrs. Wm. T. Coleman & Co.

propose to ship the wines consigned to

them by rail and will push the business

through the medium of their numerous
well-known agencies in the Union. Their

success in handling raisins, the kindred

industry to wines, augurs well for future

success in their new venture. Our wine-

makers are to be congratulated that this

leading house is prepared to enter exten-

sively into the wine business and assist in

the disposal of our vintages.

AT SAN JOSE.

THE DISTRICT VITICITLTUBAI. CON.
VENTION.

Summary of the Principal Points in
the 1 •i'l'illn^s Success of the

Discussions in French.

In answer to the call of the Commissioner

for the San Francisco Vitieultural District

to hold a Convention at San Jose on the

27th, 28th and 29th of May a large number
of gentlemen interested in the commerce
and industries dependent upon viticulture

assembled at the city of San Jose to attend

the Convention. Among those present during

the three days were: From San Jose and
vicinity: The Hon. J. W. Cook, J. B. J.

Portal and wife, Captain J Chamon de St.

Hubert and wife, Mr. Bothermel, W. H.
Brundridge, G. Daggett, J. J. Bowen, F.

Dunn, K. Butcher, ex-Mayor Martin, L. D.
Combe and wife, T. Maurin, J. L. Heald,

Hon. C. T. Byland, M. J. Haines, Mr.
King of the Santa Clara Agricultural Asso-

ciation, L. H. Pollard, Charles LeFranc,
Mr. Brassy, F. Sourisseau, P. de Saisset.

B. T. Pierce, Santa Clara;' J. Wright, J. L.

Beidy, Hon. John T. Doyle, Cupertino;

Wm. Pfeffer, E. C. Stillar, Mr. Bubb, Gub-
serville; A. Flamant, Mons . Bustelli, Napa;
F. Pohndorff, St Helena; Dr. Bernard, F.

L. Fowler, Jesse Bowles, Wm. Wright, Hon.
J. F. Black and wife, George Bruck, and J.

Mortier, Livermore; D. C.Feeley, Patchin;

W. B. Bankin and wife, Alma; Chas. Shil-

laber of the Cordelia Wine Company; E.

H. Eixford, Arpad Haraszthy, C. Anduran,

George Johnson, San Francisco. J. H.
Wheeler, Secretary, and Clarence Wetmore,
Assistant Secretary of the State Vitieultural

Commission, Chas. A. Wetmore, Chief Ex-

ecutive Officer of the State Vitieultural

Commission, and Mrs. Chas. A Wetmore.
Wm. Palmtag, Hollister; Geo. A. Cowles

and wife and Henry Mel, San Diego; Sen-

ator Boutier, Sacramento; Charles Weber,

Stockton; Chas. Detoy, Mountain View;

John L. Beard, Alvarado ; Dr. Stewart,

Santa Cruz; W. Etchell, Vallejo; E. B.

Smith, Martinez; Dr. Stillman, San Ber-

nardino; J. W. Kottinger, Pleasanton; M.
M. Estee, Napa ; Professors Bising and

Hilgard of the State University ; F. W.
Morse; J. J. Montealegre, John Gallejos,

Mr. Mclver and Mr. Mosser, Mission San
Jose; F. H. MeCullagh, B. F. Bachman,
Los Gatos; L. H.Wakefield, San Francisco.

Mr. E. H. Eixford, author of the "Wine
Press and Cellar" was Secretary of the

Convention, and, owing to his familiarity

with the subject matters discussed, a com-

plete and concise report of the proceedings

can be depended upon. This report will

be published in full in the Merchant at an

early day. The discussions in French have

been reported in full for the Courier de

San Francisco by Captain J. Chamon de St.

Hubert and will also be translated into

English by that gentleman for the MEE-
CHANT.

There were on exhibition 203 samples of

wine from different parts of the State and
of foreign importation. A catalogue of

these has been printed and will be publish-

ed with the report of the committee of ex-

perts. The wines from the San Francisco

district were particularly interesting and

showed themselves very promising.

Wednesday, May 27th.

Tho Morning Session was devoted to the

testing of samples of foreign wines, tho

committee of experts taking notes for their

future report.

The Afternoon Session was opened by the

Commissioner for the San Francisco Dis-

trict, Chas. A. Wetmore, presiding officer,

who called the meeting to order shortly

after ] p. M. When the formal business of

the Convention commenced Mr. Wetmore
read the objects ot the Session and paid a

high tribute of respect to the work of his

predecessor, Arpad Haraszthy, to which

this gentleman gracefully replied. Bemarks
followed by J. B. J. Portal, Chas. A. Wet-

more, Arpad Haraszthy, Wm. Pfeffer, Wm.
Palmtag and Mr. Mel and the session

closed at 5 p. M.

The Evening Session in French was a

most decided success, those taking part be-

coming most eloquent and interested. Mr.

Wetmore made a few remarks in French

and appointed the Hon. J. Boutier as

Chairman of the evening. Mons. Boutier

opened with a short address and was fol-

lowed by Mons. Flamant and Mons. Mor-

tier. A letter was then read from A. G.

Chauche, after which Captain J. Chamon
de St. Hubert read an article on the phyl-

loxera, its origin and ravages in France,

and the manufacture of different types of

wine. J. B. J. Portal followed with a few

remarks, after which Mons. Flamant read

a paper on the grafting of resistant stocks.

The meeting closed at 11:30 p. m., and as

it was in every way a pronounced success,

the experiment is worth trying again in

other languages, such as German and

Italian.

Thursday, May 38th.

The morning session was devoted to the

testing of samples of California wine,

chiefly from the San Francisco District,

and of last vintage. In the afternoon,

Hon. M. M. Estee made some remarks,

and Hon. J. T. Doyle followed with ques-

tions of interest to all, and also gave his

first experience in winemaking. Professors

Bising and Hilgard discussed the subject of

fermentation, for which they received a

vote of thanks.

The evening session commenced at 8

p.m., with an interesting paper read by

Mr. F. Pohndorff, and the remainder of

the eveningwas passed in general discussion.

Friday. May 29th.

The testing of wines and brandies was

again resumed at the morning session, and

continued during the latter part of the af-

ternoon session.

During the first part of the afternoon ses-

sion questions of vital importance to wine-

makers were discussed, and many different

views on " What to do With Our Increasing

Vintages?" " How to Stop Adulteration ?
''

" Are the San Francisco Merchants Treat-

ing tho Winemakers Fairly ? " were given.

Every speaker seemed to have a different

idea, but the feeling of being the injured

parties was very strong among the Santa

Clara valley residents.

As the phylloxera was said to exist in the

valley, and more especially in the Auzerais

vineyard, a committee of five was appointed

to accompany Mr. F. W. Morse to examine

into the matter. In the evening this com-

mittee presented, after some discussion

among themselves, their report to the Pres-

ident as follows :

" We, a committee appointed this after-

noon to visit the Auzerais vineyard, make
the report as follows : Mr. Morse took us

in all directions in tho vineyard, showed

and designated by the committee, dug into

the ground and found the phylloxera ad-

hering to the roots and stalks of the vines

in every instance, even on the young and

vigorous vines grafted last year and this

year. Although the vines are apparently

in good health, the phylloxera is now exist-

ing on the old trunks and roots of the scions.

We easily discovered half a dozen infected

spots by the appearance of the leaves which

were slightly yellowish and of short growth.

The vines apparently not attacked are

strong and vigorous and loaded with fruit.

As the facilities for irrigation found in the

vineyard are good, your committee thinks

that the spreading of phylloxera could bo

checked at a comparatively small cost. We
enclose specimens of the healthy stock of

the aphidian."

Bemarks followed by Dr. Bernard, Mr.

Bixford and others, after which tho Con-

vention adjourned,

There were on exhibition, besides the

wines mentioned in the catalogue, the

model of a wine press patented and made

by Mr. Worth, at his foundry in Petaluma;

a model of a crusher and stemmer, the

property of Mr. Sainsevain of San Jose ;

a box of raisins made by G. A. Cowles of

San Diego, and samples of the Heminway

grape cutter.

Specimens of phylloxera in its different

stages were placed under the microscope

and examined by numbers who acknowl-

edged that they had never previously seen

the insect, and all were greatly interested

in watching its movements and the thous-

ands of eggs.

CALIFORNIA WINE SHIPMENTS.

The Meechant gives to-day the ship-

ments of California wines by sea, for the

month of May, 1885. The total aggre-

gates 105,091 gallons, of the value of $55,-

240, being an increase of 13,8G2 gallons, of

the value of $4,848 over the shipments by

sea for the month of April. The average

monthly shipments by sea for the year

1884 being 97,948 gallons, consequently

last month's shipments show an increase of

7,143 gallons as compared with the average

monthly sea shipments of 1884. As com-

pared with the average sea shipments for

the first quarter of this year, our exports of

California wines for the month of May show

a gain of 4,126 gallons. In shipments by

other routes than the Panama line of

steamers, Honolulu receives nearly three

times as much as any other port, and more

than the total amount shipped to Victoria,

Mexico, Japan, China and Tahiti. With

the increased price of sugar—the staple

product of the Hawaiian Kingdom—and

consequent increased prosperity of our Is-

land friends, we may look to a still further

development of this trade. The figures for

the sea shipments, during the month of

May, stand thus :

BY SEA, MAY 1885.

To— Gallons. Value.

Honolulu 1,902 31,610

Victoria. B. C 003 050
Mexico 512 410
Japan 23B 181
China 145 145
Tahiti 97 158

3,555 $3,154

By Panama line of steamers. . 101,530 $52,080

Total 105,091 $54,240

Chris Buckley has bought 60 acres of land

adjoining Hon. J. F. Black's vineyard near

Livermore, which he intends to improve

this summer. A $15,000 residence will be

put up first, after which 40 acres will be

planted in choice vines. Piece by piece the

land in this valley is being bought up, and

now that it still sells comparatively cheap,

bringing, unimproved, $100 per acre, is the

time to invest.
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A MISTAKE.

We publish this week a copy of a letter

addressed by the Chairman of the Com-
mittee of Conference of the Viticultural

Commission to the Secretary of the Board
: of Regents of the University. This pub-

licity given to a matter that will no doubt

be settled amicably has been forced by the

recent action of Prof. Hilgard in issuing

officially from the University, together with

his Bulletin No. 39, a reprint of an editor-

ial taken from the Rural Press, the editor

of which is an assistant lecturer in Prof.

Hilgard's Department. We respect Mr.

Wickson's attainments and ability in the

line of his own work, but we are quite

sure that he has not sufficiently and fairly

considered the question involved in the

joint control of the fund appropriated for

the uses of the University and the Com-
mission. To say that Prof. Hilgard's

action, in officially disseminating the unjust

criticisms of the Buial Press, directed

against the Viticultural Commission, is as

unprofessional as his recent report on bak-

ing powders, published as an advertisement

in the Chronicle, is saying the least that

could be said of it.

The simple fact is that the Professor's

Department of Agriculture at Berkeley has

been provided with ample funds for his

independent use in viticultural as well as

other matters, and that the disputed $10,-

000 is an additional sum intended by the

very words of the law for the joint uses of

the University and the Commission. The

Professor of Chemistry has really more in-

terest in deciding how this fund shall be

controlled, than the Professor of Agricult-

ure; up to this time we have heard nothing

to indicate that Prof. Rising is dissatisfied

with the work of the Commission, or that

the latter does not intend to concede to him
all that his office as State Analyst may re-

quire to perform efficiently analytical work

—work, which has not heretofore been

done as thoroughly as needed. There should

be no difficulty between the two institutions

in deciding how to use most beneficially

their joint fund, and we do not believe that

there will be.

Since, however, the editor ]of the Rural

Press, in the article now circulated by Prof.

Hilgard, places so much stress upon the

action of the last State Viticultural Con-

vention, but which does not necessarily

control this question, we refer to the pho-

nographic report of the proceedings, re-

cently published by the Merchant.

The true history of the action of the

Convention, is as follows : Prof. Hilgard

expressed a desire to procure more facilities

for work to bo conducted under joint

control with the Commission and so ex-

plained himself to President Haraszthy pri-

vately. With this understanding the ques-

tion was broached by him and Mr . Harasz-

thy as will be seen by referring to page 36.

That there was some vagueness in the Prof-

essor's words, as there was afterwards in

his final resolution, is more apparent now
than it was at that time. Subsequently a

resolution for the appointment of a com-

mittee to visit the University (seepage 110)

was offered, on behalf of Prof. Hilgard,

providing for a report on work to be per-

formed, "in conjunction'' with the Univer-

sity and the Commission.

The following day the committee, having

signed a report made, as was understood,

substantially to correspond with previous

utterances, presented the same and it was

passed, as it is usual in such cases, with-

" oat reference and without debate, it was

only afterwards that the inconsistency of

the final resolution (see pages 161 and 162)

was noticed; in the preamble there was a

provision for work by the University in

co-operation with the Viticultural Commis-
sion, but the resolution itself wholly ig-

nored all previous understanding and was

adopted without reflection ; whether this

perversion was by accident or design, we

do not care to discuss. Other important

reasons caused the officer of the Commis-

sion, after consulting with many leading

vine growers, to adopt the spirit of the Con-

vention in making recommendations to the

Legislature, whose action has been ex-

plained. The Board of Regents refused to

ask for, this special appropriation; the

Professor of Agriculture contended for it

and was in frequent correspondence with

members of the Legislature. The result

was that the item favored by him was

unanimously struck out by the Assembly,

and the item proposed and written by the

representative of the Commission was un-

animously adopted. The Professor's De-

partment has been provided for by the gen-

eral appropriation for the Univesity, as fol-

lows: Total, $23,500; of which, accord-

ing to his own estimates, $6,000 are intend-

ed for viticultural work, and $1,800 for his

Agricultural Laboratory ; therefore his work

does not depend on the use of the joint ap-

propriation. The Professor of Chemistry,

however, is not so well provided for. And

so this question, out of which Prof. Hil-

gard is now attempting to create much dis-

cussion, was really settled by the law-

makers.

FAULT FIMBISe.

It is surprising how much ignorance

exists among vineyardists and those inter-

ested in viticulture as regards their own

business. After all that has been written

and said on the subject, there are still

people who, so as to economize a few cents,

will not avail themselves of what is con-

stantly at their disposal. Others find it too

much trouble to learn, even from their

neighbors, through an interchange of ideas.

They plod along in the old groove which

they have pursued for 20 years, grumbling

and dissatisfied when they see others pro-

gressing. During a recent trip through a

district which was last year laid out in

vineyards,,,the poor planting that had been

done was most noticeable. Upon inquiry

it was found that a simple hole had been

made with a bar, the cutting stuck into the

soil, and so left to itself, the planter hoping

that favorable weather .and nature would

do the rest. As last season was a particularly

dry one, it can easily be imagined why there

was so great a percentage of failures. The

reason that it costs so many dollars less not

to dig holes and fix the earth firmly around

the new cutting cannot be a sufficient one

to risk losing a year's growth. Where care-

ful planting was practised in the same dis-

trict success was assured, some planters los-

ing only from two to five per cent.

THE SAN JOSE CONVENTION.

The report of the proceedings of the Viti-

cultural District Convention, recently held

at San Jose, will be published in the regular

issues of the Merchant. Any orders for

extra copies required should be forwarded

next week so that we may know how many

to print, and that disappointment may be

obviated through the impossibility of filling

subsequent orders. The only charge will

be the regular price of each paper in which

the report appears,^and it will probably not

extend over two or three numbers.

«JO()B FOR CALIFORNIA.

In Los Vinos y los Aceites, of Madrid,

Mr. J. do Hidalgo Tablado expresses his

admiration for the completeness of the offi-

cial reports of both the Professor in charge

of the Agricultural College of the Univer-

sity of California and the Chief Executive

Viticultural Officer of our State Board.

Where such profound search after knowl-

edge and practice is made, Mr. Hidalgo

augurs well for success. He remarks in this

connection, that olive culture in California

is
1

called to be very important and the pro-

duction of olive oil in due time to become

one of the principal sources of wealth.

This opinion of the practical Spanish author

who has a long experience in his country

and has manifested great interest in sam-

ples of California olives sent him by Mr.

Pohndorff, is of value. It is stated that

this season a considerable number of olive

plants have been set out by many viticul-

turists in this State.

KOI NO THE HORN.

Among the wine shipments by sea in our

table of 2nd inst., published in this issue,

is an unusual one. The ship Sterling,

bound for New York, carried 6,680 gallons

of California wine and 55 gallons of Cali-

fornia brandy, valued at $4,405 . This, we

believe, is the largest shipment that has

been made by any one vessel sailing round

the Horn to New York and the condition

in which the wines arrive at their destina-

tion, after so long a sea voyage, will be

learned with interest.

ALCOHOLIC STRENGTH OF WINES.

Editor Merchant :—At the San Jose

Viticultural Convention, I was asked by

the President the question: "Is it true

that California wines are heavier in alco-

holic strength than European wines; thus

making our wines more intoxicating than

the latter ? '• My reply was that wines in

corresponding latitudes in Europe, in coun-

tries that are inhabited by sober nations

growing and consuming wines, are as heavy

in alcohol as ours.or allow one-half or one-

third per cent less in many European wines,

we are on an equulity with them. The ex-

cess, where it may occur, will be made up

by proportioning other elements in the

composition of wine. It is not alcohol alone

that causes intoxication, but alcohol condi-

tioned by other component parts,and chiefly

where from imperfect grape varieties it is

shaped in conjunction with acids, has that

effect, whereas wines of a perfect composi-

tion from certain varieties of grapes, even

with as great a percentage of alcohol as 12

per cent, has the property of not acting dis-

advantageous^ on the brain, even when a

comparatively large quantity of that wine

is imbibed. This was the drift of my reply,

which I illustrated by examples that in

Spain had come under my experience. I

stated that I had seen in Castile, children

and women drink on a hot day at railway

stations, wine as a refreshment, in goblets

the size of which would double the pota-

tion I allow myself at one meal. Having

on several occasions followed the example,

I found that really there was no reason for

apprehensionifrom the effect of wines such as

Valdepenas, pure clarets of light composi-

tion.carrying certainly not less than 11% per

cent of alcohol. A second tumbler of that

wine quenched the thirst and it refreshed.

The acids were the factor of refreshment.

The effect of several big glasses of that

wine (and Spain, Prance and other coun-

tries havo many wines of a similar nature,

and we have them in California too) was in

no way different from that of water or

milk, not on myself alone, who habitually

drink wine diluted, hut is as innocent to

any one, children included.

These remarks I mako, in order to take

occasion of corroborating the fact of the

equality of our California wines generallj,

as regards alcoholic strength, with Euri v~
ean wines, by a table published in the

Italian Oiornale Vtnicolo, of May 9, 1885

.

:This table contains the official analysis

oi typical wines of the Italian provinces of

Alessandria :

Vintage. | Samples. 1
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CALIFORNIA VINEYARDS;

T/"RCU CIIAKI.EK.
Krug Station, St Helena, Napa Co., Cal.

Producer of fine Wines and Brandies.

C. WEINBERGER, Manufacturer of Wines, nearJO. WEIN1
. St. Hele

HW. CRABI1, Wine Cellar and Distillery, Oakville,

. Napa County.

THE SUNSET VINEYARD.

JIINTUB, Fresno Co., Cal.

WEBSTER & SARCENT,
Proprietors.

DEL MONTE VINEYARD AND NURSERY.

M. DENICKE, Proprietor,

Fresno, Fresno County, California.
Choice Cuttings and Roots for sale. Grown without

Irrigation, and large, healthy growth. Claret—Mataro,

Grunache, Carignane, Cabernet, Malbec, Teiuturier,

Zinfandel, Le Noir, etc. Burgundy— Pinots, Trous-

Beau, Mennier. Plussard. Port—Tinto Cao, Amarillo,

Mourisco, liastardo, Tauriga, Morretto. White—Sau-
rlgson Verte, Culumbar, Folle Blanche, Burger, Sul-

tana, Corinths. Muscats. Resistant—Riparia, Cali-

fornica. Prices very moderate.

AMFELOGRAPHY.

V rieties of Vin s Known in California and

Choice of Localties.

VINE, RAISIN, AND TABLE GRAPES

By C. A. WETMOEE.

CHIEF EXECUTIVE VliK I 111 II II.

OFFICER.

For Sale at

THE "MERCHANT" OFFICE.

S int'le Copies 25 ets

Propagation of the Vine.

BY

CHARLES A. WETMORE.

SECOND EDITION WITH APPENDIX

For Male at

THE "MERCHANT" OFFICE.
PRICE 26 CENTS

A MEMOIR ON OLIVE GROWING

WITH ILLUSTBATIONS.

Head Before the State Horticultural

Society, February 29, 1881, by

FRED. POHNDORFF.

Will be mailed by the S. F. Merchant on receipt el

50 cents in one or two-cent postage stamps.

E. L. G. STEELE & CO.,

Successors to

C. ADOLPHE LOW & CO.,

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

Agents American Sugar Refinery and Washington

Salmon Cannery.

FOR

THE VALUE OF A
PUMP

Is Determined by its Simplicity, the

Ease witli which it is operated

in J>eep Wells, etc.

—THE —

BUCKEYE PUMP
Possesses all these

valuable qualities in a greater

degree than any other pump in market,

FOR DURABILITY, SIMPLICITY,

Ease of oparation and general efficiency

they have not an equal.

sale by p. p. mast & Co.,

31 Market St.. San Francisco.

WOODIN & LITTLE'S
WINE PUMP.

This cut repre-
sents our Double
Acting FOKCE
PUMP of great compactness,
for use in wine cellars, for

pumping from one tank into

another. The cylinder is lined

with copper, the piston rod
valve and valve seats are
bronze, so that it will be seen
all parts of the pump exposed
to the action of

wine are non-
corrosive.

(Sena for
special cat-
alogue.

WOODIN Sl LITTLE
509 «fc 511 Market St., San Francisco, Cal

W. T. GAERATT & CO.

BRASS AND MACHINE WORKS.
Manufacturers of

BRASS WINE PUMPS.
WINE COOKS.

All Kinds ot Fitting*
— foe —

Wineries, Distilleries-

BREWERIES.

Iron Pipe and Fittings, Hose, Etc.HOOKER'S
PATENT STEAM PUMPS.

Cor. Fremont and Natonta Sta.
IAK rKAHOISCO, CAL.

QUICK TIME AND CHEAP FARES

To Eastern and European Oities

Via the Great Trans-continental All-Rail Routes.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC
0O3MI*-A.3>a""Sr.

Daily Express and Emigrant Trains make prompt con-

nections with the several Kailway Lines in the East,

CONNECTING AT

NEW YORK AND NEW ORLEANS
with the several Steamer Lines to

ALL EUROPEAN PORTS.
PULLMAN PALACE SLEEPING CARS

attached to Overland Express Trains.

THIRD-CLASS SLEEPING CABS
are run daily with Overland Emigrant Trains.

No additional charge for Berths in Third-class Cars.

Rff Tickets sold, Sleeping-car Berths secured, and
other information given upon application at the Com-
pany's Offices, where passengers calling in person can
secure choice of routes, etc.

A. N.TOWNE, T, H. iiOODMAN,
General Manager. Gen. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

THE DAIKT_ BULLETIN.
THE ONLY EVENING PAPER IN HONOLULU.

Largest Circulation oi any Daily
in the City.

A Splendid Advertising Medium for business men of

the Coast, desirous of forming or extending connec-
tions in the Hawaiian Islands.

Advertising Kates Sent upon
Application.

Subscription (to residents in the U. S.) $6.00

With postage added, per annum.

Address: • DAILY BTTIXETIW,"
Honolulu. II. I,

THE HAWAIIAN GAZETTE.
PUBLISHED WEEKLY

BY

ROBERT GRIEVE & CO.,

IS THE BEST

ADVERTISING MEDIUM
— IN THE —

HAWAIIAN ISLANDS.

JAMES HUNTER
GAUGER OF WINES AJSD SPIRITS

(Established 1851.)

OFFICE—333 FRONT STREET,

San Francisco.

THE OCCIDENTAL HOTEL.
SANTA ROSA, Sonoma Co., Cal.

This house is particularly recommended as situated
in the center of the grape district, and from which
thcurincipal vineyards can be reached.

D. A. I I l- IT it. Proprietor,

.A. FONTAINE'S PREPARATION
WILL DEVELOP A BEAUTI-
FUL FORM in sixty days, the
effect of which ia permanent and
plainly discernible in ten days.
Where a perfect bust Is already
possessed. It will preserve the
same firm, and perfect in shape.
This is a carefully prepared pre-

scription of an eminent French
physician and scientist, and is free

rr«n lead and all Injurious ingre-

dlents,and will not injure the most
delicate skin. A fair trial will not
only convince you of its efficacy,

but will elicit your Bincere thanks and enthusiastic praise.

Miiih-d secure from observation on receipt of price, $1.00.

Sealed circular, 4 eta. Sold by Druggists. Address,

MADAM*: FON XAIM:, 19 East 14tb 1st., N. T.

r TUE

LIGHT-RUNNING
TT]

IMITATED BY MANY

EQUALLED BY NONE!

TEE RECOGNIZED STANDARD OF EXCEL-

LENCE IN TEE SEWING MACHINE TRADE.

Send for Price List to

J. W. EVANS, General Agent,

29 POST ST..S. F.

W.M.WILLIAMS'
Semi-Tropical ami General

]NTUI1SEI1IES,
EASTERBY RANCHO.

TREE DEPOT:

COR. MAEIPOSA and K STREETS,

FRESNO, Cal,

500,000 TREES
Of all the Standard Varieties.

GRAPE ROOTS AND CUTTINGS
Of popular Wine and Raisin Varieties.

WHITE ADRIATIC FICS
A Speeialty,

ORNAMENTAL TREES AND HOUSE
PLANTS.

Call before purchasing elsewhere.

Trees free from scale and other pests. Telephono
No. 7 communicatee with the Nursery*

SILK CULTURE.
My Book of Instruction,

" ILK AND THE SILK WORM."

Gives all necessary information.

Price Twenty-Five Cents per Copy.

Silk Worm Eggs, Keels, Trees, Cuttings, Seeds, etc.

for sale at the very lowest market rates.

THERMOMETER AND BAROMETER COMBINED

For use of Silk Raisers.

Free by Mail, only 75 cents.

I will he pleased to give information to correspond-
ents who apply hy letter, inclosing two cent stall, p
for reply.

Specimen Boxes of Cocoons .- ml Reeled

Silk. 25 cents.

None butarticksot the first quality sold.

Address all communications to

M iss n 1:1.1.1 : L. KOSSITER,

PBACTICAL silk cultukist.

, NEW EISBON,
Burlington Co., New Jersey.

Money Orders and Postal Notes *o be made payable

at Pbmbkrtok, P. O., New Jersey.

Send for my new premium list.

J. T. COCHRAN & CO.,
r-> TC* fit _ A SPECIALTY-

Shipping and Commission.
Liberal advances on consignments.

302 California SI., San Francisco, Cal.

ESBERC, BACHMAN & CO.
IMPORTERS OF

Chewing, Smoking f. Eeaf Tobacco.

HAVANA CIGARS AND LEAF.

225, 227 & 229 California St. and 122, 124

& 126 Battery Street.

SAN FBANCI8CO.

And Nos N 7 & NORTH FRONT ST. TORTLAND.
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OUTHERHPaCIR;
company;/

THE SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.,

Respectfully invites the attention of TOURISTS AND
PLEASURE SKKKERSto the SUPERIOR FACILIT-
I MS atforded hy the " Northern Division " of its line

for reaching the principal

SUMMER AND WINTER RESORTS OF CALIFORNIA

WITH SPEED, SAFETY AND COMFOBT.

Pescadcro. Ilcillo Park, Sailtn Clara,
San .Iiim', Madrone Mineral Springs,
Wilroy Hot S|irins«.

-3VTONTEREY-
"THE QUEEN OF AMERI8AN WATERING PLACES."

Only three and one-half hours from San Francisco.

< niiip Uooilall, Apt<*H, l.oiiia Priotn,
.Won 1c Vista, New Brighton. Ho<|tH-l.
i 'amp <;i|>ilola. ;iuil

SAHTTA~OR.UZ.
PARAISO HOT SPRINGS.

EL PASO DE ROBLES
HOT AND COLD SULPHUR SPRINGS,

And the only Natural Mud Baths in the World.

This Road runs through one of the richest and
most fertile sections of California, and is the only line

traversing the famous Santa Clara Valley, celebrated
for its productiveness, and the picturesque and park-
like character of its scenery; as also the beautiful San
Benito; i'ajaro and Salinas Valleys, the most flourish-

in^ agricultural .sections of the Pacific Coast.
Along the entire route of the " Northern Division "

the tourist will meet with a succession of Extensive
Farms, Delightful Suburban Homes, Beautiful Gar-
dens, Innumerable Orchards and Vineyards, and Lux-
uriant Fields of Grain; indeed a continuous panorama
of enchanting Mountain, Valley and Coast scenery is

presented to the view.

« Iin v'.u't f i isi ics of this Line :

GOOD ROAD-BED, STEEL RAILS, ELEGANT CARS,

LOW RATES, FAST TIME, FINE 3CENERY.

Tickkt Officks—Passi nger Depot, Townsend street,

Valencia St. Station, and No. 013 Market Street,
Gnwid Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUTAAH,
Superintendent, A.*st. Pass, and Tkt. Agt.

44 The Wine Press and the

Cellar."
4 Manual for tub Wink-makkr and the Crllar-

Man.

By E. H. Rixford.

[St. Hklena Star.]

" A glance through it discloses a vast amount of in-

teresting information about wine-making, both in

this country and in Europe * * * * This is a subject
an which our people should be especially informed,
ind we trust that the author's efforts in that direction
may meet with liberal encouragement."

[S. F. Daily Evening Bulletin.]

I

"The most timely California book of the season * * *

t is safe to say that no work adapted to California

Mine-making and wine-keeping, which has yet been
published is at all approachable to the volume under
consideration. The arrangement, classification, and in-

dexing shows a wonderful amount of care. The in-

dexing is so thorough and the classification so perfect,
that the person desiring to consult its pagts for any
particular information desired, pertaining to the spe-

c ialsubjects of which it treats, can readily refer to it.

.DAILY CALL, OCT. 18, 1883.

The Winr Press and the Crllar,—A manual fo.

;he Wine Maker and the Cellar Man, is the title of a

A'ork just published, from the pen of E. H. Rixford.
L'he work, the author says in the preface, is the
result of research by himself, chiefly for his own
jenetit, and in going over the literature of the sub-
ject of wine making, he failed to find a work in th.
English language which is adequate to the needs of

She practical wine maker. The book is intended to
mpply the deficiency. Elaborate statistics of the
California wine product are given. Besides the pre-

tnoft. the work contains twenty chapters, each em-
bracing a distinct subject relating to the mannfac-
;ures of the various wines and putting it up for mar-
set ; defects and diseases of the liquor ; mixing wines;
uialysis, etc., with forty-two illustrations in all

rhe processes begin with the gathering of the grape,
following each step and the processes attending it, in

ihe manufacture ; treating of the various qualities
uid the causes upon which these various differences

lepend. The book contaius 24.0 pages, and is thor,
Dughly indexed.

Price £1 50.

Sold by

THE SAN FRANCISCO MERCHANT.

323 Front Street-

LAND CLEARING ™' JUDSON POWDER
RAILROAD MEN, FARMERS AND VITICDLTURISTS

Have, by practical experience, found that the .1 I I>SOX l*o \v IH'.K especially, is the best adapted to re-
move STUMPS and TREES. FROM 5 TO 20 POUNDS OF THIS POWDER will always bring any sized stump or tree
with roots clear out of the ground The EXPENSE IS LESS THAN ONE-HALF the cost of grubbing. In
most cases, Giant Powder, or any other "High Explosive," is too quick, and ordinary Blasting Powder not
strong enough. For particulars how to use the same, apply to

BANDMANN, NIELSEN & CO., General Agents

810 FRONT ST.. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

PACIFIC SAW MANUFACTURING CO.,

California Curved Pruning Saws - - $1 each.

17 A 19 FKKMONT NT.,
San Francisco, Cal.

OP EVERY DESCRPTION
On Hand and Made to Order,

— AGENTS FOR—
C.B.PAUL'S FILES

Repairing of all kinds done
at short notice.

AMERICAN SUGAR REFINERY
:

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

CELEBRATED CUBE SUGAR,
SUPPLIES ONLY EXPOETEES AND THE JOBBING TEADE

This Company manufactures all the Grades of HARD AND COFFEE SUGARS AND
SYRUPS. Special attention given to the making and packing of Loaf Sugar for ex-

portation.

E. L. G. STEELE, President.
208 CALIFORNIA STREET.

BOOK, NEWS and

COVER PAPERS,

' FLAT PAPERS,

BILL HEADS,

CARD STOCK,

ENVELOPES,

CARPET LINING,

BINDERS' BOAROS.

H tLSMQN i E;SfFEiLf,Iin

411 413 & 415 SANSOME ST. S.F/

m IMPORTERS AND DEALKRS IN

All Kind* of Printing: A Wrapping Papers.

MANILA,

HARDWARE and

STRAW,

WRAPPGNI,

APER BAGS,

STRAW BOARDS,

TWINES, Etc.

CLARIFYING- & PRESERVING WINES.
The undersigned having been appointed Sole Agents on the Pacific Coast by Messrs. A. BOAKE & CO.,

Stratford, Eng., for their renowned

LldUID ALBUMENS,
Bee; to call the attention of Wine Growers and Wiue Merchants to the following articles, the superior merit

of which has been confirmed by Silver Medals, the highest awards given at the International Exhibitions o!

Paris 1878, Bordeaux 1882, and Amsterdam 1883; viz:

V LIQUID ALBUMEN FOR RED WINES,
CLARET, BURGUNDY and PORT.

LIQUID ALBUMEN FOR WHITE WINES,
HOCK, SAUTERNES, SHERRY and MADEIRA, also fob DISTILLED

LIQUORS ; BRANDY, WHISKY, GIN, Etc., Etc.

WINE PRESERVER,
FOR PRESERVING THE BRILLIANCY OF THE WINES.

WINE CORRECTOR,
FOR CORRECTING THE ROUGHNESS OF YOUNG WINES.WINE RESTORER,

FOR RESTORING BADLY MADE OR BADLY TREATED, HARSH
AND TART WINES.

A trial according to directions will prov e the superior quality of these finings. For sale in quantities to suit by

CIIAIILES IVtIISITSriUOIS:!!: c*3 oo..
Sole Agents. 314 SACRAMENTO ST., S. F.

rQOMET}

For sale to the city and country trade in

lots to suit.

204 and 206 Sansome St

San Francisco Forge
H. SANDERS, Proprietor,

The only Manufacturer on the Pacific Coast of

On, WELL TOOLS

ARTESIAN WELL BORING MACHINERY.

All work guaranteed at lowest prices. Estimates

also furnished,

315 MISSION ST.,

Bet. Fremont and Beale. San Francisco, Cal.

N. B.—Charles Oester is no linger connected with

this Forge, and has not been since December 111,

1883.

THE OLIVE TREE & ITS PRODUCTS

SUITABILITY OF THE SOIL & CLIMATE

OF CALIFORNIA FOR ITS

Extensive and Profitable Cultivation.

JOHN J- BLEASDALE, D. D., F. C. S.
For Sali- at

THE "MERCHANT"' OFFICE

PKICE 50 CENTS.

THE COCOA CROP IS SHORT !

Look Out for Adulterations,

BY US1NQ

WALTER BAKER & COS

CHOCOLATE.
You will be Sure of Securing

the Best.

Wm. T. Goleman & Co.,

SOLE AGENTS

J. E. WISEMAN,
IIONOI I I I II. I. P. O. Box 315.

The only recognized

GENERAL BUSINESS AGENT

— in Tim —

HAWAIIAN KINGDOM.

Accounts Collected a Specialty. Man.

ager HONOLULU THEATER. All correspondence

attended to.

COVERT, MITCHELL & BROWN,
SUCCESSORS TO

H. M. COVERT,
Commission Merchants and

Purchasing Agents.

203 & 205 SACRAMENTO ST., San Francisco.

Sole Agents for Paragon Axle Urease and

the Paragon Baking Powtler Company.
Importers of the Paragon IJncolored Japan
Tea.

H. W. BYINCTON,CITY ST^.j3XjE!S'
FOURTH STREET,

SANTA ItOSA, Sonoma Co., Cal.

Carriages and teams at reasonable terms to all pert

sons visiting the vineyards of the valley.
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Ml.li ClJI.TIllK.

lis I'nisTcs'i in tlie Hawaiian Islands
BnccoMfuUy Started by Miss Nellie
Lincoln Kossitcr.

The following communication, handed to

the Mekchant for publication, will be of

interest to our Hawaiian readers :

Honolulu, H. I., April 1, 1885.

Miss Nellie Lincoln RossUer, Praclkal
Silk Culturist, New Lisbon, liarlimjton Co.,

New Jersey.—Your favor of Marcb 3d witb
package of eggs has been received. Owing
to delay in receiving the letter and package
from the Postoffice, they were 19 days
reaching me from the time of your mailing
them. On opening the package I found
quite a number of silk worms had hatched

i nd were all alive. I judge them to be two
or three days old. I got some leaves right

away for them, made some trays, accord-

ng to directions in your book of instruc-

iou, and now I have eight trays full, and
am getting seme new worms every day.
Tiny are doing very lyell. Thanking you
for your promptness and for the book of in-

struction, I remain,
Very respectfully yours,

Leon Malteeee.

This gentleman received one-half ounce

(20,000) eggs. Miss Kossiter also sent him

one ounce white mulberry seed, which he

will plant. There are some few mulberry

trees on the island of Oahu, and also on

other islands of the group. Silk worms,

from eggs furnished by Miss Kossiter, are

being raised according to instructions con-

tained in her valuable book, in the Hawaii-

an Islands, at Ismid, Turkey; at Bruges,

Belgium; at Jamaica, West India Islands;

at Natal, South Africa; and in Canada. We
wait anxiously to know where she will be

heard from next. Who has done more for

silk culture, both in this country and abroad,

than this young girl ?

A Practical Education.

pathy with modern life. It deals with

living interests, having little to do with the

deail issues of the past. By its short,

practical methods, it brings to view and

places within easy reach tho general prin-

ciples and outline "of business, so that its

students soon become practically qualified

for activo service in commercial pursuits.

It is ill sympathy with other institutions of

learning, coming to their aid, and supple-

menting their instruction by that course of

practical training whioh prepares its students

to enter at once upon a successful career in

business.

It is well understood by those who have

examined the practical workings of Com-
mercial Schools, or by those who have be-

come acquainted with the qualifications of

their graduates, that these institutions dif-

fer widely in the thoroughness and prac-

ticability of their courses of study, as well

as in the quality of the instruction given.

Since the advantages they offer are usually

accepted but once in a lifetime, those de-

siring a reliable business education would

do well to examine the merits of the differ-

ent schools before deciding where to attend.

The Pacific Business College is always open

for investigation. No. 320 Post St., San

Francisco.

The value of a good education can scarce-

ly be over-estimated. To the young man
entering upon the active duties of life, a

practical education is of prime importance.

It is his stock in trade, by means of which

he may lay the foundation of future inde-

pendence and prosperity. A thorough

business education is always available cap-

ital, and is of inestimable value to any one

starting out in the world, with its prizes to

win by knowledge, skill and capacity, or to

lose through ignorance, incompetency and

neglect.

Those who have enjoyed the advantages

of the high school, the academy, or the

classical college, and who have reached the

highest honors in any of these institutions,

have yet much to learn before they are

qualitit d for the practical duties of busi-

ness life. The most profound knowledge

of Greek and Latin, Geology and Astrono-

my, Belle-lettres and Philosophy, falls far

short of the requirements necessary for

business pursuits. '

It is evident that tho Commercial Col-

lege, like tho Law School, the Theological

Seminary and tho Medical College, has a

special work to do, which no other institu-

tion is competent to perform. When pro-

perly conducted it imparts a thorough

knowledge of business affairs, and initiates

its students into the practical duties of the

accountant, the merchant, the banker and

financier, in the multifarious transactions

of the commercial world. There can be

no question as to the practical utility of a

good commercial education. It is the most

reliable eapital parents can give their sons

or daughters, with which to enter upon the

active duties of life.

The Business College has become a re-

cognized necessity, and is iu active syin-

IIow to Make a First-class Raisin.

Select perfectly ripe and healthy raisin

grapes which must have attained their

highest degree of excellence, by being thor-

oughly ripe. Nature has then completed

its excellent work, by the beneficent power

of the sun, and the grape is prepared to

enter upon its next stage of existence of

being perfectly preserved, and thus prepar-

ed to minister to the human race, as a

choice and healthy food. These grapes

placed upon the trays have been separated

from the parent vine, and starting on their

new mission, need the fostering care of

those who have the charge of this critical

period of their existence. Nature's phys-

ical laws are inexorable in their operations,

and now these grapes separated from the

care of the parent vine in this first stage of

their new existence, must be carefully watch-

ed over, protected, and if need be, shaded

from the too great mid-day heat of the

sun, till the elements in them that tend to

destruction are evolved, and under the ben-

eficent power of their Creator—the sun

—

they are transformed into a perfect raisin,

that will, if needed, exist for years in the

full possession of their highest excellence,

gladdening the heart of man as food

.

The Meeker Sun Fruit Dryer is construct-

ed and arranged to meet all the exigencies

of raisin curing, following iu obedience to

nature's physical laws— not forcing but

sheltering and protecting from all exterior

atmospheric evils, every varied antagonistic

animal life, or dust of earth. Address,

W. A. Meeker, corner Fifth and Bryant

Streets, San Francisco.

plete with every comfort' and accomodation

that can be desired by tourists, travelers or

family parties. The prices are reasonable,

and tho Baldwin is now under the manage-

ment of H. H. Pearson formerly of the

Cosmopolitan, and G. H. Arnold formerly

of the Occidental, who is so well and fav-

orable known to all Hawaiians traveling to

and from the Pacific Coast.

The Leading Hotel

In San Francisco, is now generally ac-

knowledged to be the Baldwin, situated on

Market street, at the intersection of Powell

and Eddy streets. It was completed and

opened in May, 1877, and is conducted en-

tirely on the American system. It fronts

on four of the principal streets in the busi-

ness portion of tho city, and is very con-

venient of access, as no less than eight

lines of street cars pass its doors. Nearly

$4,OJO,000 were expended in its construc-

tion and furnishing, in ordor to make it re-

WM. G. IRWIN & CO.

SUGAK FACTORS AND

COMMISSION AGENTS
Honolulu, II. I.

—AGENTS FOR

—

H AKALAU PLANTATION Hawaii

NAALEIIU PLANTATION Hawaii

HONUAPO PLANTATION Hawaii

HILEA PLANTATION Hawaii

STAR MILLS Hawaii

HAWAIIAN COM'L & SUGAR CO Maui

MAKEE PLANTATION Maui

WAIHEE PLANTATION Maui

MAKE E SUGAR CO Kauai

KEALIA PLANTATION Kauai

Agents lor the

OCEANIC STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

CASTLE & COOKE,

SHIPPING AND

00MMISSI0N MERCHANTS.
Honolulu, II. 1.

—AGSNTS FOB—

THE KOHALA SUGAR. CO.,

THE HAIKU SUGAR CO.,

THE PAPAIKOU SUGAR PLANTATION
THE WAIALUA SUGAR PLANTATION
THE PAIA PLANTATION
A. H. SMITH & CO.,

THE N. E. M. LIFE INSURANCE
CO. BOSTON,

THE UNION INSURANCE CO.
OF SAN FRANCISCO,

THE GEO. F. BLAKE M'F'G CO.,
STEAM AND VACUUM PUMPS,

D. M. WESTON'S CENTRIFUGAL
MACHINES.

GEO. W. MACFARLANB. II. R. MACFARLANK.

G. W. MACPARLANE & CO.

IMPORTERS

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
—AND

SUGAR FACTORS.
EIRE-PROOF BUILDING, 52 QUEEN STREET,

Honolulu, II. I.

—AGENTS FOR—
THE WA1KAPU PLANTATION Maui
THE SPENCER SUGAR PLANTATION Hawaii
THE HELIA SUGAR PLANTATION Oahu
THE HUELO SUGAR CO Maui
HUELO SUGAR MILL Maui
PUULOA SHEEP RANCH CO Hawaii
NURLEES, WATSON * CO., 1 Glasgow

Sugar Machinery. (
Glasgow

JOHN FOWLER & CO'S STEAM PLOW 1 f „,„
and Portable Tramway Works. j

"**"*

GLASGOW AND HONOLULU LINE OF PACKETS.

F. A. SCHAEFFER & CO.
IMPORTERS AND

COMMISSION MERCHANTS

»

Honolulu, ISitM II i .Mil IsllllHlK,

H. HACKFELD & CO.

SHIPPING & COMMISSION

WILL W. II ALL,

President.
h. C. AHLKS,

Sec'ty and Treat*.

E. O. HALL & SON,
(Limited.)

HARDWARE MERCHANTS
Importers and Dealers in

California Leather, Paints and Oils
Cooking Stoves, Ranges, Plows,

And every description of Tools and Builders' Hard-
ware, Nails, Cast Steel, etc.

CORNER FORT AND KING STREETS,

Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands.

Merchants.
Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands

H. W. SEVERANCE,
HAWAIIAN CONSUL

AND

COMMISSION MERCHANT.
316 California St.,

Room No. 4. San Francisco, Cal

We are now prepared to furnish Vil Iciillurisl*
and others, in anv quantity, our well-knownVITRIFIED

GLADDING, McBEAN & CO.
1338 «fc 1360 Market Street, S. F.

itSTPrices on application.

OCEANIC STEAMSHIP COMPANY

For Honolulu.

The splendid new 3,000-ton Steamships will leal

the Company's wharf, corner Stcuart and Ilarrisc

Btreets, at three o'clock p. m.:

ALAMEDA -

MARIPOSA -

June I5tl
- July Is

EXCURSION TICKETS AT REDUCED RATES

For freight or passage, having superior cahin accor
modations, apply to

JOHN l>. M'KIKIill.N * BROS. Agent)

327 Market Street, corner Fremoi

OCCIDENTAL & ORIENTAL STEAMSHI
COMPANY.

for JAPAN and CHINA.
Steamers leave Wharf corner First and Brannan sti

at 2 o'clock, P. M., for

YOKOHAMA and ItONU KONU.

Connecting at Yokohama with steamers for Shangha

1885.
8TEAMER. FROM SAN FRANCI8CC
SAN PABLO THURSDAY, JULY 91

OCEANIC TUESDAY, JULY 2]
ARABIC SATURDAY, AUGUST 1

EXCURSION TICKETS to Yokohama and retui

at reduced rates.

Cabin plans on exhibition and Passage Tickets f

sale at C. P. R. Company's General Offices, Room 7-

corner Fourth and Townsend streets.

For freight apply to GEO. II. RICE, Freight Ana
at the Pacific Mail Steamship Company's Wharf,
at No. 202 Market street. Union Block.

T. H. GOODMAN ^en. Passenger Agent.
LELAND STANFORD President.

TU-U M3I»OH.a
OF THE THIRD ANNUAL

State Viticultural Convention

FOR SALE AT THE OFFICE OF

THE SAN FRANCISCO MERCHANT

333 FRONT ST. P. O. Box 23G6.

Price 50 cents Eacl

Bound in Cloth, $1.50,
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sui,imii;kin«j vines.

As vines are now blooming, the following

struct from the Inst report of Charles A.

fetmore, Chief Executive Viticultural Offi-

L-r, will be useful to beginners in viticul-

ire, especially those who have planted

fuscats, and who are in danger of being

ffected by oidium:

Oidium and mildew are developed by

ivorable conditions of atmospheric moist-

re and warmth. Sulphurous acid fumes

rom the combustion of sulphur under the

eat of the sun, gently and gradually dif-

used about the vines are practically bene-

cial. The sulphur should be applied in

larm dry weather in the form of powder;

be triturated or ground sulphur is the best.

)o not apply when the leaves are wet

lepent applications, which have been ren-

;ered useless by rain, without delay, as

oon as the weather is warm and dry. First

pplieation when blooming commences

;

ecoud, when the berries are well formed,

'efore they are larger than peas; third,

titer, generally in July. I think that,when
oulure is feared, an application should also

10 made as soon as the shoots are three

r four inches long, to keep off the germs

if disease. Probably the fungus that aids

a producing couture is the mildew and not

idium, which generally appears later.

Ill) A I. ESTATE.

WINE l'A< U MiiS.

The manufacture of puncheons, barrels

,nd kegs for wine-makers and wine-mer-

hants is now ono of the specialties of the

!oos Bay Stave and Lumber Company.

Ivery package is made of imported Eastern

ak and by the latest improved machinery

or which they have exclusive right on the

'acific Coast. By aid of this machinery

hey are able to turn out packages, from

ve gallons upwards, at minimum cost.

The Coos Bay Stave and Lumber Com-
lany also announce elsewhere that they

aanuiacture a number of convenient, use-

u 1 and necessary household appliances.

?hcy are such as are used in every house

a the State and are most admirably adapt-

d for the country, being light and handy,

ccupying but little room when not in use,

eing compact and strongly made. A refer-

nce to page 63 will show the justice of

hese remarks. The offices of the Company
,ro at 323 Front Street, San Francisco.

WORTH'S IMPROVED
PATENT

Combined Toggle Lever
AND

SCREW PRESS.
I desire to call the

attention of wine and
Cider makers to my
Improved Press.
With this Press the
movement of the fol-

lower is fast at the
commencement,
moving one and a
half inches with one
turn of the screw.
The last turn of the
screw moves the fol-

lower one-sixteenth
,0-faninch. The fol-

lower has an up and
down movement of
264 inches, with the

ouble platform run on a railroad track. Yon can
:ave two curbs, by which you can fill one while the

ther is under the press, thereby doing double the

mount of work of any other press in the market. I

lso manufacture Horse Powers for all purposes, En-
ilage Cntters, Plum Pitters Worth's System of Heat-

ng Dairies by hot water circulation. £5TSend for

ircular. W. H. WORTH, Petaluma Foundry
nd Machine Works, Petaluma, Sonoma
bounty, Cal.
Testimonials from I. DeTurk, Santa Rosa; J. B. J.

'ortal, San Jose; ElyT. Sheppard, Glen Ellen; Kate
'. Warfleld, Glen Ellen; J. H. Drummond, Glen
CUen; Joseph Walker, Windsor; John Harkelman,
Hilton; Wm. Pfeffer, Gubserville can be had by apply-
ig.for printed circulars.

In the Merchant will be found the ad-
vertisements of the Central Pacific Rail-
road, W. P. Haber of Fresno, Guy E.
Grosse of Santa Rosa, Fr< st & Gilman of

the same place, Moulton Ac Co. of Healds-
burg, T.H. Cordell & Co. of San Jose and
Sau Francisco, all of whom have choice
vineyard lands for sale.

They have placed on file a list of such
lands at this office, in order that all per-
sons desirous of purchasing vineyards may
be enabled to inform themselves of lands
to be disposed of before taking a trip up
the country,

By such means it is intended to make the
Merchant office of assistance to those in-
tending to embark in viticulture, and all

pamphlets and information will be freely

tendered to those who call there. It is de-
sired that the public should look to the
Merchant for all information concerning
grapes and wine.

From Mr. W. P. Haber. Manager of the
Fresno Land Office, we have received de-

scriptive pamphlets of Fresno county,which
contain a sample list of properties for sale

at that office. They vary in extent from
two to six hundred and forty acres, and in
price from $15 an acre upwards, and com-
prise city and suburban lots. Mr. Haber
is the Fresno agent for the Pacific Coast
Land Bureau of San Francisco.
We now have particulars of 25 additional

properties in the vicinity of Santa Rosa
and Sebastopol, Sonoma county, that are
offered for sale, from 17 to 1,300 acres
each, at prices ranging from $175 up to

$20,000, according to size, location and im-
provements. The properties are situated
close to the railway line, planted in orchard,
vineyard, have been used for general farm-
ing or are ready for the plow. Most of

them have commodious dwellings and out-

houses and would be valuable investments
for intending settlers.

Messrs. T. H. Cordell & Co. of San Jose
and this city, whose advertisement appears
elsewhere, offer for sale several lots, from
10 to 80 acres each, of improved vineyard
lands in Santa Clara valley. They have
also orchards planted with the choicest
varieties of fruit trees, and orchard lands
for sale.

Mr. Geo. M. Thompson of Healdsburg,
Sonoma county, is agent for the sale of the
Bermel Winery and three acres of land
close to the center of the town and the rail-

way. The cellar has a capacity of 40,000
gallons with every facility for enlargement
at little expense. On the premises is a
saloon where the wines are retailed; the
buildings are complete in every detail and
fitted with the latest and most improved
machinery and conveniences. The price is

very reasonable and the owner intends to

establish a vineyard in the Immediate
vicinity.

FINE VINEYARDS

IN SANTA C I.VKA TALLET,

— P.OB SALE BY

T. H G0RDELL & CO.,

28 Nortil First St.
San Jose. H S73ifc Market St.

San Francisco.

499 ftflft 80 ACRES It« THIRD YEAR. OVER
lpAA)\J\J\J. 05,000 vines of best varieties. Staked.

A very fino, property at a bargain.

POOft 10 ACRES IN FOURTH YEAR.
,vUU . Near Los Gatos. Fine varieties, beauti-

ful view and a good place.

(J.-I A AAA 40 ACRES ON NORTH SIDE STEV-
q>lU,UUU. ens Creek Road. Excellent land and
fine varieties. Set last Winter.

„„ 36 ACRES ON MAIN ROAD IN 8EC-

,z!U0. ond year. Splendid land. Good neigh-

borhood.

We have a number or places wltn
Vines and Fruit Trees for sale. Also.

Orchards ami Orchard Lands.

Call at Office or write for full particulars. Respcct'Iy

T. H, CORDELL & CO,

$7,

Winery For Sale.
THE

BERMEL WINERY,
And Three Acres of Land,

SITUATED CORNER WEST AND GRANT STS.,

Healdsburtf, Sonoma Co., < al

On Line of S. F. & N. P. K. R.

Cellar under ((round—capacity 40,000 gallons-

capable of being enlarged to any i apaeity at small

cost. Outfit complete to carry on the business.

Dwelling and outhouses in good repair. Location

most desirable in the State,

For further particulars apply at the office of the

S. F. Merchant, or to

CEO. M. THOMPSON, Agent,

Healdsburg, Cal.

To tfce F.uit Growers of California-

MOULTON & CO.,
BEAL ESTATE,

MONEY AND INSURANCE BROKERS,

HEALDSBURG, SONOMA CO., CAL.

A large quantity of the FINEST GRAPE LANDS
in the County are now in the hands of this Company
for sale.

A Hat of Russian River bottom lands and red
gravely hill lands SPECIALLY ADAPTED TO VITI-
CULTURE, will be forwarded on application.
Buyers should visit Healdsburir before 8'ttling else-

where.

Office in the Hotoyome Hotel,
Heal<lsbui*£.

For further particulars apply at the office of the
S. F. Merchant, 323 Front street, San Francisco.

FEOST & GILMAN,

REAL ESTATE BROKERS,

OFFICE 529% FOURTH STREET,

Simla Rosa, Cal.

Farms and Stock Ranches for sale and to exchange

for city property. VINEYARD LANDS A SPE-

CIALTY. A list of properties particularly adapted

to Grape Culture forwarded on application, and on

flic at the office of the S. F. Mrrchant, 323 Front

street, San Francisco.

FRESNO LAND OFFICE.
Choice Farming, Fruit and

^7"in©-y«M,ca. lftndis
Improved or Unimproved.

With or Without Water for Irrigation,

FOR SALE,

IN SMALL OR LARGE TRACTS,
Terms l.is.v.

For maps, circulars, etc.. call on or address

W. P. HABER, Manager,
Or Fresno, (nl.

PACIFIC COAST LAND BUREAU,
22 Montgomery St., S. F.

RAILROAD LANDS

NEVADA, CALIFORNIA AND TEXAS.

FOB SALE ON SEASONABLE TERMS

Apply to, or address,

W. H. MILLS, JEROME MADDEN,
Land Agent, Land Agent,

0. P. R. R. SAN FRANCISCO, 8. P. R. R. SAN FRANCISCO

— OR—
H. B. ANDREWS,

VND COMMISSIONER. G. H. t S. A. RV. CO.. SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

*4J£
A. 1876 S. I. XII.

I. 8. 1888 a.

The Industrious never Sink.

GUI E. GROSSE, Broker in Real Estate
Ranches, Residence, Business and Manufactur-
ing Property Bought and Sold on Commission.
Anu Publisher of "Sonoma County Land Register and

Santa Rosa Business Directory."

Office, No. 318 B St., Santa Kosa, Cal.

The subject of Fruit Preservation is one

that vitally affects the interests of every

Fruit Grower of this State. Many who

have embarked their all in a Fruit Farm

will find themselves shortly in a very em-

barrassing pos3ition if they do not view

this matter carefully and intelligently,

giving it their earnest thought. It is wise

to obtain all possible knowledge from

every known source on this special sub-

ject, and then to wisely forecast the future,

by making such provision that they may

be enabled to control the products of their

own orchards and vineyards—and not bo

compelled to throw their ripe fruits on a

market overburdened already and totter-

ing to a fall. This means great pecun-

iary disaster— inevitable loss. ( A word

to the wise is sufficient.)

The MEEKER SUN FRUIT DRIER

offers to Fruit Growers a certain mode of

preserving their fruit based upon an ab-

solutely correct principle, retaining to the

fullest, the highest degree of excellence

with the most economical outlay of money,

and placing the fruit in such condition

that it can be kept from year to year, if

needed, without deterioration of quality,

ready for the best markets and the highest

values of the world. The hitherto pre-

vailing practice of drying only second-

class and offal fruits, and then by mineral

baths, clarifying it to make it presentable,

must be discarded as a great wrong. Sel-

ect the best, thoroughly ripe, healthy

fruit, be it large or small, and then by

careful and intelligent attention to its

proper preservation, and neat packing for

market—the very desirable end of ready

consumers—and ready markets will have

been attained. Geuuine quality and hon-

est packing of the fruit, and the victory is

won.

In all matters of expense of operatiug,

this Dbiek is the perfection of economy.

Send for Treatise on Fruit Preservation.

Prices on application.

E^No Sdxphtjk Bleaching.

W. A. MEEKER, Fifth & Bryant Sts.,

San Francisco, Cnl.
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CALIFORNIA SUGAR REFINERY.
OFFICE 8S7 3VE J\. XL 151 JUT STREET.

West View of the New Refinery Building.

-MANUFACTURES THE FOLLOWING GRADES OF-

SUGAR AND SYRUP:
(A) Pont CUBE SUGAR in barrels and bags <» "iy * *

(A) CRUSHED SUGAR

Extra POWDERED SUGAR in barrelb

Fine CRUSHED SUGAR in barrel?

Dry GRANULATED SUGAR in barrels

Extra GRANULATED SUGAR in barrels

^a^* w^rW^i HALF BAKREL
> V*

*¥ ^^ CJ "^tL BOXES, yt cent mo:
For al' kinds

^55^

GOLDEN C in barrels

EXTRA in barrels

cent more

more

SYRUP in barrels.

Do. in half barrels.

Do. in 5 gallon kegs

Do. in tins, 1 gallon each

Thn Products of the California 6uear Refi ery andeuaranteed absolutely pure and free from all Chemicals an
Adulteratons.
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COOS BAY STAVE AND LUMBER COMPANY.
323 FRONT STREET, San Francisco Cal.

LATEST ADDITIONS TO OUR CATALOGUE OF USEFUL HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES.

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL

l'LUSI',11. Ui"JSlV.

Diamond Clothes Rack.

©
Pi

©

©

©
o
.a

go

Udell Folding Bars.

From 3 to 6 feet high and 3 to 5 sections

Towel Roller.

KINDS OF -

WOODEN WARE

AND USEFUL -

HOUSEHOLD UTENSILS

.

OUR LINE OF

COOPERAGE GOODS

IS I Ni:«U 'AI.Kl),

We Have the Latest Improved Machinery

Anil arc able to

TURN OUT SUPERIOR WORK,

AT LOW PRICES.

Casks, Barrels and Kegs

OF ALL SIZES

Constantly on Hand.

43" SEND FOR PRICE LIST. T»

Udell Excelsior Step-Ladder.

FROM 4 TO 12 FEET HIGH.

SET UP.

Folding Ironing Table.

FOLDED UP.

Folding Ironing Table.

WOODEN WARE FACTORY

CORNER

SIXTH AND CHANNEL STS

COOS BAY STAVE AND LUMBER COMPANY.

OFFICE: 323 FRONT STREET.

COOPERAGE :

CORNBR

BRANNAN & EIGHTH STS.
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DR. PIERCE'S ELECTRO - MAGNETIC APPLIANCE

DR. PIERCE'S ELECTRO-MAGNETIC BELT.
IT WILI,

CURE
Asthma,

TiUmlmpro,

Neuralgia,

Epilepsy,

Constipation,

Liver Complaint,

Dumb Ague,

Piles.

The above illustration represents the greatest remedy ever discovered for the
relief of suffering humanity. DR. PIERCE'S ELECTRO-MAONETIC
KELT is a perfect Galyail ic Body Battery, and is capable of generat-
ing an electric current with or without acids. It gives satisfaction where all

other remedies fail, and will positively relieve and cure all diseases and weaknesses
of male or fernalethat it is possible to relieve or cure by means of Electricity
and Magnetism. Hundreds cured. The following are sample cases:

A Wonderful Cure*
St. Louis, Mo., November 8, 1884.

Dr. Pikrce & Son—Gentlemen: A short time ago I purchased one of your
Electric Kelts for weaknesses and general prostration, etc., and, after wearing it

a few days, began to improve rapidly, and now feel happy to state that your belt

haseuected a COMPLETE and RADICAL CURE on me. I can hardly
realize my cure, as it has been accomplished so soon. I recommend your Electro-
Magnetic Belt to all who suffer as I did.

Yours Truly, JOHN TOLL,
Arsenal and King's Highway, St. Louis, Mo.

Another Cure.
St. Louis, Mo., June 20, 1884.

Dr. Pierce & Son—Gentlemen: On the 5th of November I fell and
sustained a severe contusion of the knees and injured the Sciatic Nerve, and was
confined to my bed until I bought one of your Electro-Magnetic Belts, April 9,

1884. In three weeks after I was able to get about by the aid of a cane, and for

some time now I have been completely cured, and can get about as well as before
I was hurt.

Your Belt acted like magic, and no money would buy it, if I could not get
another like it. FRED. W. MAW,

815 North old 24th street, St Louis, Mo.

RUPTURE CURED
In from 30 to 90 days by Dr. Pierce's Patent Magnetic
Elastic Truss. Warrantedtheonly Electro-Magnetic

Truss in the world. Is a Perfect Retainer, and is worn with
\ease and comfort Night and Day. Thousands cured. The fol

lowing will serve to show what results are being accomplished
by Dr. Pierce's renowned TRUSS:

Cured at 74 years of Age*
Fort Collins, Colorado, Nov. 15, 1884.

Dr. Pierce & Son—Dear Sirs: How thankful I am to you! I did not

wear your "Magnetic Elastic Truss" three months before I was just as sound
and well as I was before being Ruptured. Just think how I had been badly
Ruptured for eight (8) years; and now at 74 years of age, am made a well man
by your Truss. I have given your address to a number of afflicted ones. Ever
your friend, NICHOLAS PATTERSON.

61 Years Old, Cured £11 Four Months.
Witts' Foundry, Hamblin Co., Tenn.

August 27, 1884.

Dr. Pierce & Son—Gentlemen: I am in my 6>th year. I was ruptured
for 10 years—it was called Inguinal Hernia of the right side. I procured one of
your Magnetic Elastic Trusses the 18th of May last, and I now consider myself
well. Your Truss is the best and most pleasant, and holds the best of all I

used. I am thankful and grateful to you one and all. Yours respectfully,

JAMES E. SKEEN

Surprised and Pleased.
Durango, Col., August 18, 1884.

Magnetic Elastic Truss Co.-—Gentlemen: I cannot re-

turn thanks enough for the benefit I have received from your
Truss. It has done more than I expected, as I am entirely

cured; but 1 continue wearing the Truss, and shall contin-

ue to wear it for some time, as it is no trouble whatever.
^ I

am surprised as well as pleased, as I had but little faith in it,

but now 1 can say I am a well man. No use in any one suff-

ering when they can be so easily cured. Accept my thanks.

Yours truly,

A Wonderful Cure.
Chico, Cal., Sept. 4, 1884.

Dr. Pierce & Son—Gentlemen: I desire to gratefully acknowledge that

the Magnetic Elastic Truss you put on me in the fall of 1882 completely cured
my Rupture, which was of three years' standing. The Truss cured me in three

months time and I have gone without a support ever since, and am as sound and
well as if I had never been Ruptured. The pad causes an irritation and itching

sensation, as you told me it would, and the opening gradually healed up. You
are at liberty to refer any one to me with "reference to the wonderful cure effected

on me by the use of your celebrated Truss. Yours truly, A. F. BLOOD.

Brief, but Pointed.
Bellevue, Idaho, Nov. 12, 1884.

PACIFIC COAST HEADQUARTERS,

N. W. COR. SACRAMEXTO AND KEARNY ST.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAJL.

Manufactory of " Dr. Pierce's Patent Magnetic Elastic Truss,"

"Dr. Pierce's Electro-Magnetic Belt," and other Appliances. Estab-

lished 1875. The largest establishment of the kind in the United

States.

IT WTIX

CURE
Rheumatism,

Nervous Disorders,

Diseases of the

Kidneys,

Impotency,

Paralysis,

Female Weakness,

General and

Local Debility.

nysel

hav

A Grateful Letter*

New Westminster, B. C, April 13, if

Dr. Pierce & Son—Dear Sirs: About two months ago I orderei

your Electro-Magnetic Belts, and it has had a most wonderful effect U]

In two days' time I found great relief from its use, and have continued to i

from day to day since that time, until now I feel like another man. Whj
troubled with before I got your Belt was Dumb Ague, with Back-Ach

under the shoulder-blades, with general prostration, etc I swallowec

after bottle of medicine, but instead of doing me good, I actually beliei

me harm. I kept getting worse until I obtained Dr. Pierce's Belt. T
the *'med'icine" for me. I consider it the most wonderful remedy ever disi

and will advise all who are ailing to give it a trial* Yours truly, .

J. N. NORTOT-
New Westminster, British Colu

Br. I*Ierce's Electro-Magnetic Belt is rapidly sup.
all others, and is recognized by those who have used it as the greatest
Medical Appliance of modern times. The Electro-Magnetic Current f

Belt passes through the body and along the nerves for hours at a time in
and continuous stream, thus infusing new life and vigor into the weal
diseased parts to which it is applied, as well as toning up the entire
most speedy and permanent manner.

Valuable printed instructions are furnished with every Belt,
particulars see our Circular containing testimonials, price list, etc

Fo

those sufferi

Rupture

RUPTURE CURED
From Capt.: Woodsidc of the V. S. Mint.

Carson City, Nev., July 29, 1883.
Dr. Pierce & Son: Having used your Magnetl

ic Elastic Truss, it has succeeded in curing me of*
one of the most dederate cases of Hernia. I feel

grateful, and cheerfully and heartily recommend it to
that affliction as the best and only good truss manufactured.

Yours truly,

JOSEPH G. WOODS1D
P. S.—I have left off wearing the Truss, and have no return of tin

No Relief in New York
San Francisco, March 1, ;

Dr. Pierce &»Son—Dear Sirs: I am gratified to be able to inform
tiie Magnetic Elastic Truss, which you put on me some time ago, has fu

mc of the extremely bad Hernia with which I had suffered for fifteen yi

stated before, my rupture was a bad one, very large and difficult to

Previous to getting your Truss 1 had spent hundreds of dollars, h«SQ MM
York, trying to gut relief, but all to no purpose. Thanks to your gre
tion, I am now a well man, and can go without wearing a truss, just as
had never been ruptured in my life. If any who are afflicted as I wa
wish to see me in reference to my cure, let them call oil me at my si

1232 Mission street, in this city

I remain, gratefully yours,

RICHARD MEHRTE

R. J. GIBSON

Dr. Pierce,
Sir: I have tested

thing in place.

Tins I state for the benefit of others.

your Truss thoroughly.

I could not and would not do
It adjusts itself and holds every-

without one for four times its cost.

Yours Truly,
HENRY C. BABB,

Dr. Pierce's Magnetic Elastic Truss.

Two iu One Family Cured.
Cloverdale, Cal., Feb. 24,

Dr. Pierce it Son,
Gentlemen:— I have to inform you that your j

Elastic Truss has entirely cured my husband of th

lesome Rupture with which he has suffered during the
years. The Truss cured him, notwithstanding the fac

has been doing hard work nearly all the time, and
been troubled with a bad cough, which made the cure in this exse all

remarkable. You will remember your Truss also cured my son Charles, at

years ago. He has not worn a Truss sloop, and there has never been any
return of his Rupture. Respectfully Yours, M US. J. J. MARCH

Another Man TTJcide Happy
Wbst Oakland, Cal., May 1, :

Dr. Pierce& Sox—Gentlemen: lam happy to inform you that you
Magnetic Truss has radically cured my Rupture. I was badhjr ruptured

years, the intestines coming down into the scrotum, and causing me r

noyance and suffering. After wearing your Truss for ten months, I was
and sound as I ever was in my life. I recommend your Magnetic Tru
wliere as befog the best in the world. Yours Truly,

WILLIAM FILLMC

Now IIJMJfrrEfiATEO PAmPinLftrr con
ing full particulars -trill l>e scut free t«

flflrrf

1

Mewnrc of inferior imitations of I>r. Pi«
Trusses and IBelts*

Call or A.<%.€5LMr&mm €*X1 Oo-m-mvtnioatioJis «-« follo^es i

MAGNETIC ELASTIC TRUSS COMPANY,
No. 704 Sacramento St., cor. Kearny, San Francisco, Cal. I BRANCH OFFICES:

138 MacliNon Street, Chli-niti

ai2 North Sixth St., St. Lo
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ENGLISH EMIGRANTS

Who Want to Come to the State of

California.

Inquiries as to our Climate, Resources and

Cost of Living.

Arc Lire and Properly S»re?—A Place

of Residence—Profits on Crops

—

A New Home.

Mr. \V. G. Kingsbury, the London
Agent for the Central and Southern

Pacific Companies has kindly forwarded

to the Merchant, the following letter from

ltuv. 11. Townson of Bristol, England, ask-

ing that it be answered in our columns.

We take pleasure iu complying with Mr.

Kingsbury's request, and at the same time

publish one out of many similar communi-
cations addressed to this office. Mr. Chas.

A. Wetmore, Chief Executive Viticultural

Officer, whom we have consulted on the

subject, has prepared careful and accurate

replies, to the numerous questions, which

which we publish iu full. The extensive

circulation of such information as tho fol-

lowing will do much to place California iu its

true light, and will tend to dispel many
erroneous opinions that have been formed

concerning our manners and customs. The
correspondence is worthy of careful perusal

and speaks for itself.

Editor S. F. Merchant:—I have a copy
of the S. F. Merchant by me. As it

seems a nice publication for giving infor-

mation of what is going on iu the fruit

farming districts, I shall be obliged if you
will send me somo copies. I want to know if

fruit funning is productive; thoprico of land
up the Sacramento valley, etc. Corn grow-
ing iu the United States and Canada seems
to be hard work and no profit, and the

climate terrible in the winter, on farms.

Yours faithfully, Wm. Brodie.
East Bourne, Sussex, England.

P. S.—Any information you can send me
will bo thankfully received. I have 14
.children.

W. G. Kingsbury, Esq., 41 Finsbury

Pavement, London, E. C: Dear Sir—

I

have had some correspondence with a lady

—Mrs. Newman -on the subject of fruit

farming in California, her husband being

out there. I am desirous of obtaining

some reliable information as to the real

profits of fruit farming in California, and
the inducements it offers as an occupation

for young men of education and with a fair

amount ofcapital. Mrs. Newman tells me
that you would be able to give me more
exact information about it than she can
do, although her husband is engaged in it.

Will you kindly excuse my troubling you
with one or two inquiries ?

First—What are the clear profits on an
outlay that may bo fully reckoned upon in

fruit farming in California? I do not, of

course , mean in exceptional cases. Whether
the profits are very fluctuating, and the

crops precarious?

Second—Is 'the climate agreeable and
thoroughly healthy; free from malaria and
fevers ?

Third—What the cost of living is, com-
pared with England ?

Fourth—Whether life and property there

are thoroughly safe and secure ?

Fifth—Whether California would be de-

sirable or otherwise, as a place of residence

for an English family, and what would be

the special drawbacks and inconveniences,

that would bo felt there ?

If I am not troubling you too much, re-

liable iuformation on tho above points

would very greatly oblige.

Faithfully yours, Eev. R. Townson,

The Holmes, Clevedon, Bristol,

April 9, 1885.

and heard, which I send you herewith; in

places here and there you will seo profits of

fruit growing mentioned, vide the Rose
Vineyard of San Gabriel and the Barton

Vineyard of Fresno, tho Elwood Cooper

olive oil in Santa Barbara and others. The
profits are simply enormous and the people

who own them are liviDg in great luxury,

Raw land planted to fruits and vines will

increase ten fold in four years, and a fruit

farm in bearing will pay for itself with twp

crops or about that. As for climate and

health, and good, cheap living, it is all that

can be desired. I am sending you a goodly

number of books on the subject.

Truly yours, W. G. Kingsbury.

London, April 10, 1885.

Rev. R. Townson, The Holmes, Clevedon,

Bristol : Dear Sir—I am in receipt of

your esteemed favor of the 9th inst., ask-

ing me a series of questions as to the pro-

fits of fruit culture in California. Whilo I

must acknowledge that yours is just such

a letter as I have been wishing some one
would write, I must at ths same time ad-

mit that my own experience and personal

knowledge of the couutry would not make
me good authority for such answers, but I

will send your communication to the editor

of the S. F. Merchant, who will, I am sure,

treat each question with marked ability and
most undoubted authority. I spent three

months in the State last year, and have
written a hurried description of what I saw

ITI-)
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA.

BOARD OP STATE VITICULTURAL COMMIS-

SIONERS.

Office of the Chief Executive Viti
cultural Officer.

San Francisco, May 26, 1885

Rev. R. Townson, The Holmes, Clevedon,

Bristol, England: Dear Sir—Your letter

addressed to W. G. Kingsbury, Esq. was

forwarded to the editor of the San Francis-

co Merchant with request for reply to

your inquiries. The editor, Mr. Buckland,

one of your compatriots, now working for

our cause in California, has likewise re-

ferred the communication to this office.

First—As to the clear profits on outlay in

fruit farming in California, the answer must

be that tho profits are in direct relation

with the intrinsic value of the land and the

skill and good judgment of the cultivator,

as in all other countries. Tho profits

fluctuate in accordance with the fertility of

the land, the judgment of the planter in

selecting the right kind of fruits for each

particular section. It is unwiso to base

any calculations on exceptional incomes de-

rived in certain years when there is a com-

bination of large crops and high prices for

products. Fruit culture is extending so

rapidly in this State that all that the pro-

ducer has a right to expect is a fair profit

on a given investment. Such fair profits

can be derived here by any intelligent and

industrious person who will attend to his

duties and undertake to profit by the ex-

perience of others. Young men or old

men, whoever they may be, who are prac-

tical in their habits of life, can fear no

failure in coming here, as tho business is

based upon sound principles and is destin-

ed to lead all others in our new country,

but do not permit any one of your friends

to anticipate finding a gold mine in a vine-

yard or an orchard, which requires only

the picking up of nuggets to make a for-

tune. We have the advantage here of new
lands, fertile and suited specially above all

others in the world to fruit culture; togeth-

er with a growing nation comprising fifty

millions of people to -provide a market for

our products. Any young man of indus-

trious habits, of a practical turn of mind
can make a success here. If ho is endowed
with superior mental qualifications leading

him towards mercantile and commercial

pursuits in connection with this industry,

he would have the same opportunity that

all others have in a community that grows

rapidly and offers new opportunities for the

development of enterprise. We know of

no one who is starving in this country and
only the infirm and the imbecile are sent to

the poor house. Consequently, it is not un-

safe, perhaps, to recommend any young

man to come here who is willing to adapt

himself to the circumstances under which

he lives.

Second—The climate of California is,

considering all things, the finest in the

world. Its counterpart cannot even bo

found in Italy or Spain where there aro

more objectionable features than here. I

do not know of any perfect climate unless

it be that which is spoken of in the Scrip-

tures. We don't expect to find one in this

world, but the greatest number of favorable

conditions for long life are to be found her j,

free from malarial diseases if the settler

will use ordinary judgment in selecting his

homo. California is as large practically as

France and in it can be found many situ-

ations of varied attractions. Low lands

bordering swamps as in all other countries

are more or less malarious, but there are

millions of acres now fully settled so far

as incipient civilization is concerned that

offer us all the advantages that one could

desire and it is in this State now that the

invalids of the United States are looking

generally for Sanitariums rather than to

any part of Europe.

Third—The cost of living as compared

with that of England can only be consider-

ed comparatively, that is, speaking of all

items of expense in gross, we must compare

them with the general average of profits on

the industry. The poorest workman here

has plenty of fresh meat every day and
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good wages. As to those who employ

workmen, some,who are impractical in their

ideas, make little or no profit; others make

handsome profits, all paying workmen $30

per month for their services besides provid-

ing them with board and lodging. All

articles of common food are cheaper here

than in England. It is this country which

furnishes you with meat at a profit. Neces-

sarily the price must be cheaper here.

Clothing is greater in cost, but this is a small

matter to one who intends to be economical

in habits while establishing a new home.

Life and property are thoroughly safe and

secure in this country provided the new
settler is not of a belligerent character

The ordinary stories that find circulation

through the world as to the habits of the

people here, are generally based upon cir-

cumstances that happened in the lives of

people of adventurous character, which are

disposed of by juries generally with regard

to the economy of the State. Oftentimes

little vendettas between adventurous people

are permitted to go unchecked by justice

because it is unprofitable on the part of the

people to punish them. This is the real

truth of many of the extraordinary stories

that are published. The society of all new
countries is more or less permeated with

adventurous classes who generally, when
they get into difficulty, get into difficulty

among themselves.

We have a large city hero in San Fran-

cisco where life and property are as thor-

oughly safe as they are in London; yet, if

one should imprudently become intoxicated

and lie on the sidewalk, he would probably

find some enterprising citizen who would
relieve him of his valuables and Grand
Juries would probably say that he was
served right. People from all parts of the

world, England included, and from among
your most cultivated and intelligent classes,

aro living throughout this country in all

parts, too, in positions that would be con-

sidered lonesome in all other countries,

without fear, considering themselves as

safe as they would be in the immediate
environs of London. It is not a very un-

common practice on the part of people here,

who know how to behave themselves and
keep from quarreling with their neighbors,

to leavo their doors unlocked when they go

to bed.

Fourth—As to the desirabilty of Califor-

nia as a home for an English family, I

have the pleasure of reporting to you that

the English families in all our new countries

are foremost among the colonists. English

families as a rule, are able to maintain

themselves anywhere and in any place

where other families can succeed. They
certainly do not show any lack of intelli-

gence and ability to compete with the fam-
ilies of any other nation. There is, of

course, a certain national spirit that is im-
ported into the country which tends to de.

velop a kind of clanishness between the

people of different nations which lasts,

however, no longer than the life of one
generation. It is, therefore, not uncom-
mon to find those who come directly to this

country from England, seeking homes in

the immediate vicinity of others like them-
selves who have feelings of prejudice or

customs or habits which render their mu-
tual society more desirable. In that way,
wo have growing up among us, commun-
ities were the prevailing sentiment is of

English character; others, German; others

Italian; others, Spanish; but it must be
said that the English faznily is tho most
easy to suit, as it has always a natural col-

onizing and independent characteristic less

depondent on national sympathy. An
English family coming here would scarcely

bo lonesome, as the members of it would

certainly find throughout the State in what-

ever part they visit, others with whom they

would find congenial associations . We are

constantly receiving accessions to our po-

pulation not only directly from England

but also from Australia. During tho last

generation, it has been the policy of our

Government to protect those who come to

live with us in their industries against un-

due competition with those of the rest of

the world. We presume that the interests

of our people will not permit this policy to

be changed, and as long as it continues,

and as long as there are undeveloped nat-

ural resources, it is probable that we shall

offer superior advantages to those who
wish to come to live with us. I shall be

pleased at any time to give you any fur-

ther information of such a general character

as you may desire or that may be shown by

you in communicating with your friends. I

am myself of English descent, and have

relatives in England. It gives me pleasure

to write to an English gentleman as frankly

as I am doing now to you, and I believe

that you will not consider my remarks un-

necessarily tinctured with provincialism

as my experience is not entirely limited to

this couutry, having visited England and

the Continent, and having found my purse

safer in this country than I did in London.

Yours truly, Chas. A. Wetmobe,
Chief Executive Viticultural Officer.

Office of the Chief Viticui/M
ubal Offioeb. >

San Fbancisco, May 29, 1885. )

Mrs. M. A. LeQuesne, 45 Gloucester, Jer-

sey, Channel Islands, England : Madam—
Your favor jjof December 31st was duly

received, but has been unfortunately laid

away among others of similar character

awaiting a suitable opportunity for reply.

Please excuse my delay with the explana-

tion that I have to give, that I have been

too much occupied to attend as I should

wish to do to my correspondence.

We have coming to California contin-

ually a large number of young men of your

country, many of whom rapidly assumo

prominent positions in the industries which

they engage in. Tho culture of the vine,

in California has received much attention

during the last few years and is being fos-

tered by the legislative branches both of

our State and general Government. For

successful culture of the vine, we have
practically only this State to dopond upon,

consequently, with a nation comprising a

population of about fifty millions of people

which is being rapidly increased by immi-

gration from the older nations where the

habits of wine drinking are common, it of-

fers superior inducements for the continua-

tion of our enterprise. Inasmuch as the

markets for wine are so much greater than

those for dried fruits, both by reason of the

greater relative consumption and the facil-

ity with which tho products are preserved

after seasons of large increase, it is there-

fore probable that for permanent invest-

ment the culture of the vino for winemak-
ing will be the most certain. However,

this question must be determined very

largely upon the selection that is made in

purchasing land. The best advice that can

be given to one who is not fully acquainted

with our country, is to be sure that success

may be promised wherever good judgment
is exercised in determining tho best usos to

put a piece of land to aftor it has been pur-

chased. Those who come hero will have

an opportunity to select homes according

to their fancy as varied in character as they

would if they were selecting a homo in

Franco. When I make this statement, you

can readily conceive how difficult it would

be for any one in advance to recommend
auy given location. Having selected a

home according to fancy, one could then

easily determine, according to our local ex-

perience, which of the cultures may prom-

ise the best success, because you are not

even limited Jto the question of wiriemak-

ing or dried fruits, for you have many dif-

ferent selections that are possible even in

winemaking; as for instance, you may fall

upon a locality where the production of

sweet wines, such as Port or Madeira, may
be more profitably entered into than clar-

ets, or vice versa.

The best advice that a stranger can give

to your son is, if he desires to change his

home, to come to California, and when he

arrives here, to take advice from tho most

successful men in any line of industry that

he chooses to follow in the locality that

pleases him best. Such advice is easily

obtained, as it is the disposition of our

people to encourage immigration. Your

son would find in this State many young

men from England with whom he would feel

acquainted from the start by reason of nat-

ural sympathy and habits of life.

One could not easily answer your ques-

tion as to the amount of money necessary

for starting an enterprise in viticulture

without knowing the amount of income the

person so starting would require. There are

many instances here of large incomes from

certain small plantations of vines which

have been the result of unusual circumstan-

ces, but as we have millions of acres of land

suitable to viticulture, and an unlimited

supply of energy and enterprise, it is more
than probable that all extraordinary profits

will be reduced in a short time by competi-

tion ; consequently, it is not safe to

imagine that tho establishment of a home
here where agricultural pursuits are aimed

at, will bring to the settler a fortune not

commensurato witli the amount of money
invested. It is. enough that any industry

should offer a good profitable return fairly

commensurate with the amount of tho in-

vestment.

The price of land of equal intrinsic valuo

may vary from $50 to $200 per acre. These

variations aro caused by local developments

which render one place more desirable as a

home than another; but tho tendency is to

equalize values very rapidly, as our country

grows with much greater rapidity than peo-

ple in the old country imagine, new com-

munities growing up in a verv few years.

There are many instances of flourishing

and beautiful villages surrounded by or-

chards and vineyards that have been pro-

duced by enorgetic and co-operative work

within five or six years, and where lands

have advanced in value by reason of such

development from $10 to $200 per acre in

that time. Thero are plenty more such

opportunities if tho settler is willing to en-

dure a few years of (comparative lonesome

-

ness. It all depends upon the practical

disposition of the settler. If he cannot be

weaned from the close contact of neighbors

and has no independent disposition and no

adaptability to new circumstances, he will

probably pine after the old country. But

to answer specifically your question, you

may rely upon the following proposition

that your sou can find many suitable loca-

tions equal to tho best where land may be

purchased at from $50 to $100 per acr

where others are engaged in similar pu
suits and where he should be roasonab

certain of obtaining a net annual reveni

of not less than $50 per acre upon his ii

vestment after his trees or vines are in bea

ing which commonly requires from three

five years. In order to bring a plantatic

to such profitable results will require tl

expenditure upon the land in planting at

cultivating without revenue of from $G0 I

$100 per acre according to the nature i

the culture he engages in, without estima

ing what he may choose to^expend on su<

improvements as houses, stables and co:

veniences of like nature which can be tsl

mated as well in England as here, as the

would be no very great difference in pric

excepting that our people when pioneerii

are content to live in houses of much mo
humble character than when they are firm

established. Our climate does not requi

the same expenditure for such comforts

home life as in other parts of the world.

From such a simple statement, you mi

easily make an estimate of what your st

ought to have to establish himself in a

cordanco with his anticipated comfort

The estimated revenue that I have giv(

you is based on calculations of increas(

competition. There are many such prope

ties now that are producing revenues ve:

much greater, and it is possible in futur

if good judgment is exercised in plantatioi

as to the varieties of trees or vines selects

that profits may be correspondingly largo.

In entering upon viticulture, it would 1

best to consider also that winemaking shoui

bo combined with the production of tl

grape in order that the producer may tea

ize all the profits that are possible, instet

of disposing of fruit to those who mam
facture the results. In such a case a fo

thousand dollars would be necessary to e

tablish tho necessary wineries and buili

ings. As to acquiring information in a

industry like this, with which one is ni

acquainted, do not permit your sou if he hs

any practical mind at all, to imagine that 1

cannot learn what all our other citizei

easily do, by imitating the actions of the

neighbors and learning from them an

their experience, which is always freely o

fered.

Our Commission is appointed by ti

State to assist all parties entering into tl

enterprise and can be called upon whuuovt

needed. Yours sincerely,

Chas. A. Wetmobe,

Chief Executive Viticultural Officer.

WINE AND IJR.ll'i; EXPOSITION.*

Advices received by the Meechant not

that an agricultural, horticultural and vit:

cultural exposition will be held at Milan i

September of the present .year. Palinn

will shortly hold an International Exposi

tion of Wines and a special Exhibition o

grapes is to take place at Venico. Th
exact date of the two last expositions ha
not yet been determined.

HEMS
BUSINESS
COLLEGE,
24 POST ST.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

San Francisco, Cal.

rilHE LEADING INSTITUTE OP BUSINESS
_1_ training in America. This school educates for tin

practical affairs of life, and no 3~oung man can nffon.
to enter upon a business career without a course o:

training at this popular institution. Students an
drilled in all branches of business by ACTUAL PUACT
ICE, thus fitting them for the counting house at once.
Send for circulars and learn full particulars. Addresi

E. P. HEALD & CO., San Francisco, Cal.
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WINES I'UU III I \!»l\<; CLABETS.

Tho recollection of my bocoming ac-

quainted with tho deep-colored winos from

the termination of tho southern slopes of

tho Pyrenees is so pleasant, that I gladly

sit down and give you the description of

what is connected with blending wines

suitable for the French wine market from

Northern Spain. I have no acquaintance

with tho production of the northernmost

eastorn province of Spain—Catalonia. That
province is ono of the densest populated,

tho most industrious and best cultivated of

all. What the intelligence and perserver-

ance of tho Catalans is capable of in the

wine industry, is proved by their Spanish

sweet reds or Port character wines, which
they

,
pushed with ease into the Northern

European markets, above all, into those of

Great Britain. Quality and cheapness, and
a few years after the type was begun to bo
shipped, the continuation of what was
found to suit best, these were the means to re-

place the low grades of Port wines from Port-

ugal. And it may be questionable if higher

grades could not be reared too by long keep-

ing. Seventeen, and more yearB ago, I

bought in dozens of villages around the

highest mountains of Aragon, the Moncayo,
for years, many hundreds of thousands of

gallons of dense, ruby-colored wines, send-

ing trains full of them to France. Color,

before everything, full body, fruityness, an
alcoholic force of at least 12, better 14 per
cent, cleanliness and frankness of taste,

hence only fully fermented wines, these

wero tho conditions of the merchandise

that could bo found readily in those local-

ities. A large number of valleys intersect-

ing the minor mountains and hills around
the Moncayo, itself of a height above 4000
feet, have their soil beautified from the rich

matters to a large degree calcareous, wash-
ed down for innumerable ages from the

heights. The result has been a fertility

which seems inexhaustible. Eminently
favorablo conditions in regard to climate,

dependent upon the configuration of the

country, render the vine and the olive tree

the staple plants, which for centuries have
kept poverty away. Hills, the higher the

better, allow quality both of oil and wine
to bo more pronounced, than can bo reach-

ed in low valleys. Above 2,000 feet high,

I found in villages which are in winter

visited by snow and ice, the wines of the

grandest beauty as to color, taste and fla-

vor, and tho grapes up there must be as

sweet as in lower locations, for those wines
marked as high an alcoholic proportion as

the best elsewhere. Where, as I said, snow
and ico and a bracing cold distinguish the

winters, tho vine and the olive seem to rest

thoroughly from their vegetative work in

the warm season, which is thoroughly

warm, the thermometer keeping up bravely

in tho vicinity of the nineties. The qual-

ity of the oil of the places of highest eleva-

tion proves it. I have never seen finer

olive oil than that I tasted up there. The
region east dominated by tho snow-capped
Moncayo in the province of Huesca, pro-

duces wines which I recollect well I favor-

ed as of model quality. Transportation to

tho lines connecting with France enhancing
the price, I did not generally buy largely

there, but the good|prices they fetch at pre-

sent, prove that the demand of Franco has
given these wines their real value, Catal-

onians formerly could afford to carry the

Huesca wines away by carts to utilize them
for coloring and giving body to their lighter

wines. Quite a file of small boroughs

along tho Elro and Gallogo rivers, and
again tho preferable ones on tho heights,

grow wines that aro quito distinguished.

Mounting towards tho region of which
Calatayud is the head town, the wines are

of remarkable color and high alcoholic

strength, fulfilling all conditions except that

of frankness of taste and flavor. An aleali

taste (ground taste, it is generally callod)

lowers the value of them so much, that,

except certain parcels free of that unwol-

como addition, aro unfit for tho scrupulous

French buyers.

But before I proceed in tho description

of the local produce I ought to state that

the varieties which'.in Aragon and Navarre

yield the deep—ruby tinted wines, the only

kind made, are (and probably they are the

the originals France adopted from her

neighbors across^tho Pyrenees) the Matard

and Carignan and several others going un-

der tho generic name of Tintos. Grenache,

called Garnacha there, is grown too and

rather abundantly, but separate from the

tinting grapes. Certain localities on the

foothills in Navarre havoj a renown for

their old discolored yellow Garnacha wine,

which serves as a desert wine and for re-

convalescents, a substitute in its purity for

the fortified wines Northern Europe cher-

ishes, but which a Spaniard will.not drink.

Tho cultivation is rational, but manual

work is the rule, and the plow little used,

for there growers are thousands^of small

proprietors. Small means families who

gather in and make in their own cellars

from five to twenty thousand gallons of

wine. The villages and small towns of the

region pay their municipal expenses by a

tax called the alcabala del cantaro. An-

nually a contract is entered in with the

highest bidder for tho right of measuring

the wine and oil ot the locality. In buy-

ing wine or oil, one has to get it measured

by the contractor and his helps, and pay

him a fixed amount per cantaro. The cel-

lars are dug in the ground; you may have

to go down a hundred steps. The temper-

ature is equable and always adapted to the

nature of the merchandise. You will find

in these cellars, tanks of sizes varying

from 1,000 to 4,000 gallons content. In

the temperature of the cellar the preserva-

tion of the tanks is roally everlasting.

Often you meet with Buch that have served

perhaps for a century and may serve yet

for several generations. The fermenting

department is always above ground and

practical enough.

Except in tho valloy of Cariiiena, the

fermentation of the wines was always

found to be well accomplished. Tho peas-

ants would not rack tho wino from the lees

and lodge it in tho lower cellar, before it

was through its fermentation fully. In

the town of Cariuena (which is probably

tho name tho vino called in France—Carig-

nan—bears) and somo adjacent localities,

the remainder of unconverted grape sac-

charine used to be considerable, the same
as in tho Navarrese village, Cascanto. The
wines from these places were in particular

favor for local consumption. In the capit-

al of Aragon, Zaragoza, these sweetish or

rather sweet wines, luscious, but too full

in body, of as grand a color as can be de-

sired, are in high favor with many persons,

although the careful consumer lookB for a

well fermented wine. The facility to sell

imcompletely fermonted wines may have
led to carelesness or even the determinate
procedure of keeping them sweet. My
friend Mr. Jules Lichtenstein of Montpel-
lier, (known for his phylloxera investiga-

tions) had an oBtablishment at CariSena,

and did his sharojto reform that defective

wine making, and doubtless at presont the

wines aro mado according to the natural

rule in that locality. The mountain vil-

lages in tho district of tho just named
town, notably Cosuenda, produce wines of

unexceptionable quality. The many Nav-

arrese villages depending on tho railway

station of Mallen—and there aro quito a

number of the places—yield likewise wines

that require little roBoarch to satisfy a buy-

er. Then tho places from Tudela to Tara-

zona and some thousand feet above that

already elevatedly-situated episcopal town,

a number of villages offer wines in hun-

dreds of cellars, where the most scrupul-

ous taster will not reject one tank. It is

true, the village measurer who is always a

reliable person, will not show any tank of

wine which he knows to be in the least de-

fective and would be rejected, if he did

show it.

Gallur, by the by, on tho Navarre

railroads is a small place whore one of the

finest varieties of peaches is produced,

finding a ready market in Madrid. The

size and juicyness, the delicious taste of

that fruit, might even surprise a Califor-

nian who by this time is accustomed to the

best fruit acclimatized in our orchards.

Proceeding now to the practical and ap-

plicable part, I stated the conditions full-

bodied and full-colored blending wines have

to fulfill to suit tho market of France. Now,

with all the general similarity of the soil in

Aragon and Navarre, with tho sameness of

the few varieties that furnish the wines,

with the way or ways of vinifaction that

correspond in the hundreds of villages there,

climate, if according to sheltering hill-walls

or openness of the landscape and exposure

necessarily varying somewhat, but similar

in its mean features in the whole district, I

must say that there are notable differences

in the wines. After the second year of

purchasing and inspecting and selecting in

each cellar what I was purchasing, I could

even without comparison tell pretty much

of any sample presented me in which re-

gion, often even in which village, the wine

was grown. I had often to amalgamate

wines from different localities to reach my
standard and continue sending a certain

type. This proves that, at least in a scru-

pulous market and when there is no great

need of the merchandise, there are such

diversities of types that one has to study

well what is and what is not fit and satis-

factory for the purpose the wine is to be

used for. If light, neat, neutral wines of a

low alcoholic strength are to be raised to

become resistant to fatigues of journeys

and keeping, tho blending wino has to cor-

respond . If character exists in the wine to

be strengthened and should not to be over-

whelmed or injured by tho blending wine,

then you want an extremely clean-tasting,

call it a neutral wine, which however does

not lack the grapy expression and must

possess vinosity that will melt up. The

complete conversion of the last trace of

saccharine in the blending wine is a sine

qua non, for heterogenous matters will not

amalgamate without fight, and just «onsid-

er what havoc a few hundred gallons of

blending wine would cause to some thous-

and gallons blended with it were the blend

to kick and work on and could for a year

not be quieted or become bright.

We shall have to wait some years until

we have wines for blending in the sense of

the French. Of course any wine of deep

color will go with another poor in color,

and properly wo have no light or too light

bodiod wines to bo benefited by a deep

colored heavier ono. When Mission reds

wero tho staple Clarets in California, how
joyfully wo put tho dark Charbono' to it as

tho lighter and more neutral wino to miti-

gate tho heavy Mission which in its raw
shape was so littlo acceptable to a refined

palate. Our Zinfandel is not a blending wino

.

If'good and near tho perfection it can, but
not always does reach, its fine bouquet and
corresponding taste will conquer in tho

blend—if tho wino to be benefited is coarso

and heavy, the Zinfandel will be drowned
in it and the blend be a non-success . Wo
have to await necessarily the coming forth

in quantities of winos from the different re-

cent introductions, first among them thoso

from France, to obtain blending wines of

quality, such as used to be sold at 40 francs
for 26^ gallons landed in Cette or Mar-
seilles and can be bought there at present
at from 35 to 50 francs.

Fresno wines from the Trousseau vino
may be alroady near the mark of the lowest
type France would buy. The Zinfandels
of. Fresno, if my capability of comparing
from memory serves me right yet, would
not suit as a rule, though some of perfect
color would rank as of fair color and in
oase of need might be accepted. Those
wines of Fresno however for the present,
whenever they are of full color, clean tast-

ing and of good proportion of extractives,
will do good service in California as blend-
ers for ordinary shipping Clarets, and then
there is so little of them yet. Nor will tho
quantity with all the good bearing and aug-
mentation from copious planting amount to
much. Meanwhile in the locations whenco
we obtain our higher qualities, varieties of
high virtues and of color that need no
addition, will come to the fore. I may be
wrong, but have more than once pitied the
stubbornness of our Southern grape-grow-
ers in not only sticking to but even multi-
plying the Mission vine. They had only
two years ago the good advice of gentlemen
who warned them because they could do so
from experience and wished the Los Ange-
lenos well—but they despised it. Had
they planted in abundance vines of proper
varieties, they might now furnish wines of

color, body and frank taste and would sup-
ply good blending wines.
Yet a few words about the dark red wines

of that part of Castile bordering on Navarre
and Aragon, which is called the Bioja along
the river Ebro. The upper part of the
district grows in the vineyards of the towns
which are next to the region of full-bodied

Aragonese—Navarrese wines, wines that aro

the medium between the latter and those of

the higher Bioja wines. Passing a fow
miles above Logrono the vines are of tho
same varieties as in the Moncayo region,

but the tone of the wine is entirely different.

Deep and grand in color, its taste is mild,

glib, expressive but right to be drunk in

double the quantity one ventures to con-
sume of the Aragonese wines. Its alcoholic

matter may fill 12 in each 100 gallons of

the Bioja wines, but they are not in the

least heady—they are right away table wines
and resemble ordinary Medoc wines. Their
purpose for France, where most of these

wines are sent, is to be blended with wines
of less color, that of the Bioja wines being
intense, containing three and four colors.

They serve for coloring and strengthening

good wines, and not in the sense as the

heavy Aragonese wines serve as roally

elevating the alcoholic degree of low
shipping wines. The district of tho

Bioja, of which Haro is center and
including the Bioja of tho provinco

of Alava on foothills, produces wines
of still higher quality, coming very near
ordinary Bordeaux, but of far denser color

than the latter. The reason of this, bo-

sides the superiority of the soil in that part

of the Bioja is, simply that some twenty

years ago Bordeaux vines were propagated

thero. In ordering cuttings ot the best va-

rieties for deep-tinted wines the collection

sent to the Natoma Company, as friend

Wetmore found, when they had foliago,

contained Cabernets Sauvignon and Franc,

Malbeo and Merlot. You can blend well

with wine from these varieties.

(Signed) F. Pohndobff.
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HAWAIIAN AFFAIKS.

Advices from Honolulu by the Alameda

are to some extent satisfactory. The crush-

ing of the present crop is everywhere turn-

ing out well, and the yield will be larger

than the estimate. With the upward ten-

dency of prices this is a very great matter

indeed. It will make a considerable dif-

ference in the annual settlements »f the

plantations, some of which have not been

profitable investments to their owners. On
the other hand quite a number of them

have paid dividends, and of course the out-

look is promising for a continuance thereof.

Improved methods of sugar making have

helped to this result, but more careful and

judicious management is also to be credited

with not a little of it. Perfection has not

been reached by long odds in either respects,

but it is pleasing to know that our Hawaiian

friends are well on the road of improve-

ment. Reports from the various islands

speak well of the growing crop. The

weather has been very favorable, and the

cane looks healthv and vigorous.

The establishment of Claus Spreckels &
Co.'s Bank of Savings and Deposits has

given rise to considerable discussion in the

local press, all of which, with the exception

of the Advertiser, appears to be either ac-

tively or covertly in opposition to it. Why
this should be the case passeth all ordinary

comprehension.inasmuch as increased.bank-

ing facilities must necessarily benefit any

commercial and producing community. But

they do very funny things in Honolulu

sometimes which, though perfectly natural

there, would be incomprehensible elsewhere.

The now Bank nevertheless is doing a

"rushing business," and the old established

Bank of Bishop & Co. has followed the

lead of its young and vigorous rival, and is

now offering 5 per cent premium on de-

posits. This fact alone shows the benefit

the new Bank has conferred upon the com-

munity. It is clearly in the interest of

progress and fair business dealing to have

opposition in Banking as in trade. We
trust both institutions may live long and

prosper.

Exports of Island produce have been large

of late, without any corresponding response

in imports. This is to be regretted inas-

much as purchases might be made to great-

er advantage in this country now than is'

likely in tho near future. Should a Euro-

pean war ensue, or should the anticipations

of a great shrinkage in the growing crops

be realized, prices of manufactured goods

will go up to a certainty, and our Island

friends, when they want to replenish their

run-down stocks, inuBt pay for their delay.

The Advertiser states that this holding-back

on the part of merchants is caused by the

uncertainty regarding exchange, while the

other papers attribute it to the unsettled

stato of the currency and misgovernment.

The currency doubtless has much to do

with it, inasmuch as it enters into the ques-

tion of exchange, but everyone who gives

thought to it must see that the real solution

of this problem is iu the hands of the

Bank—we mean distinctly the old Bank.

If it were to adopt the same liberal policy

the new Bank has done, and help its con-

stituents out of their difficulties, there would

soon be a change for the better in Hono-
lulu. Confidence would be restored and

the currency question could afford to wait

Legislative action. As it is the Gold Law
appears to have been devised to embarrass

trade, check industrial progress, and put

unearned dollars into the pockets of the

men who controlled tho banking facilities

of the Kingdom.

Smuggling opium appears to have be-

come an established business in Hawaii.

For several years past a prohibitory law

haB been in operation. The only effect of

it has been to deprivo the Government of

revenue, drive honest men out of the trade,

and put money into the pockets of dishonest

knaves. Heavy seizures were made towards

the end of May, but it is believed that only

a small portion of the contraband was seized.

It is not too much to say that 5 per cent of

the opium smuggled into the dominions of

Hawaii is not captured. Doubtless the

smugglers, who are usually Chinamen, have

white men of social influence back of them

or the traffic would be more easily suppress-

ed. Most of the opium is sent from this

Coast.

The establishment of insurance agencies

at Honolulu by offices doing business at

San Francisco, is an evidence that keen-

sighted underwriters see a great future

ahead for the capital of the Hawaiian King-

dom. If there were not a growing business

there would not be such competition for

what already exists. But the fact is,

Honolulu and the Islands are steadily pro-

gressing despite dull times.

Tho Merchant has occasion to thank its

Hawaiian newspaper contemporaries for ex-

ceedingly friendly and appreciative men-

tion of it. We shall continuo to devote

special attention to the interests of the In-

sular Kingdom, which is so closely identi-

fied with San Francisco.

lt\IM\S.

The first number of the Riverside Daily

Press and Horticulturist says:

The South Riverside Vineyard Company

are prepared to put in a large dryer on their

property (formerly the Yorba ranch on the

Santa Ana river.) The principal is similar

to the one put up by J. R. Newberry & Co.

in Riverside, but it is vastly improved. It

is proposed to cure the fruit (raisins) in

the dryer at night and spread them to the

sun in the morning as early as it will do,

but, in case of a cloudy or damp or rainy

day, the work can be carried on all day in

the dryer. This is tho dryer used by Miss

Austin in Fresno county. In view of the

fact that we occasionally have early rains

during which great damage is done to the

raisin crop it seems as though a large dryer

or several of them in Riverside could be

used to advantage.

ANTELOPE VALLEY.

From W. G. Kingsbury, the London

Agent of the Central and Southern Pacific

Companies, we have received a pamphlet

containing a description of the Antelope

Valley, Los Angeles county. After describ-

ing the locality Mr. Kingsbury deals ex-

haustively with its water supply, the terms

upon which land can be obtained, how to

get it, the climate, the crops that can be

grown, capital required, timber, fencing,

cost of living, the labor question, how to

get there and the cost. In a small space

there is a vast amount of information, the

distribution of which should iuduco many

of the denizens of the over-crowded Euro-

pean cities to take up their beds and start

for California.

The,Committee on Wines at the San Jose

District Convention are requested to for-

ward their reports to the Commission that

there may be no further postponement in

publishing tho proceedings.

WINE AS A STIMULANT.

Editor Merchant:—California is par ex-

cellence a grape country. It is without a

competitor among tho States and perhaps

in the world in this respeot. The State

has every variety of soil and exposure to be

found anywhere on the globe. The single

county of San Diego can furnish a counter-

part in these respects to all the grape-grow-

ing countries of Europe. No climate that

can be imagined is better calculated to

perfection in growth, maturity and preser-

vation of the grape than that of the State

at large. Less subject than France to

frosts, it has a longer growing season and a

more nearly uniform temperature than any

country of the old world . In the perfection

of citrus fruits we cannot hope to equal the

tropics; in the production of cereals we

have a successful rival in the great North-

west; and in deciduous fruits we have no

appreciable superiority to other sections of

our common country; but in the perfection

and yield of our vines we have absolutely

no competitor. Now if there is need of

this, our great staple in the civilization of

this and future time, if we can by this

product add to human welfare, why shall

we not cover our hills and valleys with the

vine ?

Mankind will have a stimulant or a nar-

cotic. Among tho former we reckon fer-

mented and distilled drinks, among the

latter tea, coffee, opium and tobacco. The

Latin races take their wines, the Scandina-

vian and Saxon spirits and beer, the Turk

soothes his nervous irritation with coffee,

tobacco and opium, while the Chinaman

seeks his happiness in opium and tea.

Stanley found the natives of Africa, that

had never heard of a white man, using

tobacco; Columbus found the Indians in

the enjoyment of the same. Now looking

at the whole field may we not safely con-

clude that man in every condition will have

a stimulant or a narcotic, while many are

in constant use of both 1

The people of Franco use yearly thirty

gallons of wine for each individual, yet

they have a better developed civilization,

with more personal freedom and happiness

and less misery, poverty and lawlessness

than any other European people.

In every Mohammedan country " prohi-

bition" is not only the law but the religion,

yet neither St. John nor Dr. McDonald

would contend that total abstinence has

wrought any miracles of public or private

happiness in Moslem lands. Iu spite of

the ablutions of their people and their rigid

abstinence from pork and wine, Moham.

medan countries are the great hot beds and

hatching grounds of all the plagues that

travel round the world decimating its in-

habitants. The Egypt of to-day is poor

and weak, where the use of wine is for-

bidden, in comparison with the Egypt of

the Pharoahs, the builders of the Pyramids,

the feeders of the ancient world, among
whose people the wine press was a common
institution. In New England fifty years

ago cider was the common beverage at

meals and in the field among the farming

people, and the amount used was more to

the individual than that of wine in France,

yet in the New England of that day drunk-

enness, pauperism and crime were well nigh

unknown. The adulteration of tea, coffee

and beer make them unsafe beverages for

use to their present extent. The consumer

has no conception, iu most cases, of the

villainous compounds he is drinking.

If the people of California would drink

their own wine at meals and fling tea,

coffee and beer to the dogs, they would be

richer, healthier and happier.

B. H. Twombly.
Santa Ana, Cal,

soi.\\o COUNTY.

Observations Kiiriim a Visit to Ureeu
Valley and Cordelia.

The vineyard business is not so extensive

in the above localities as in other places,

although there are vines 25 and 30 years

old, wine has also been made during the

last 20 years. Nearly all the vineyards

suffer from the ravages of the phylloxera

and this, combined with the frost, makes*

the outlook for this year's crop a very pool

one. Several vineyards visited will pro-

duce only one-quarter of their usual crop.

However resistant stocks come to their re-

lief for the future, and on every hand one

sees nurseries of cuttings of resistant vines,

The Cordelia Wine Co., of which Chas. E,

Shillaber is the manager, will set- out nexl

year at least 400,000 resistant vines. These

were set out last year and are all looking

well with the exception of those cuttings

which had not received proper care before

reaching their destination, which shows

positively that the manner of treating cut-

tings before setting out makes a great dif-

ference in their successful growth. The

cuttings bought of one man grew well ir

the same soil, with the same care and the

same weather in which the others failed

The Cordelia Company are building an ex

tensive cellar with a capacity of 350,001

gallons which, when completed and stock

ed, will supply their own firm in the East

probably the city of Boston will be the dis

tributing point. ^ They feel sure of success

and would start out to-morrow had they i

suitable and matured supply on hand fa

open their business with. Theirjmotto wil

be pure and unadulterated California wines

Mr. Sweetser and others are largely inter

ested in this Company, and if good judg

ment backed by capital will insure success

they will not fail.

W. P. Durbin is one of tho oldest resi

dents in the valley; he remembers well th<

day when grizzly bears were numerous ane

has killed at least 50 himself. His resi

elence stands at the foot of a densely wooel

ed mountain where even now wild cats am
small game are numerous. Mr. Durbin'

vineyard is one of the healthiest and clean

est vineyards in the neighborhood. Ther

are 140 acres in vines besides an extensiv

orchard which yields a good revenue, as eli

the orchards generally in this neighbor

hood, the fruit being that which appear

in the market early. Farther up the valle,

the winemakers Bauchon and Batmelle hav

their cellar and 05,000 vines of good va

rieties and yet higher is the cellar am

vineyard of Votipka & Sou, who have mad

wine for 25 years and always shipped i

direct,to Eastern customers, readily obtain

iug a good price.

A NEW EXCUSE.

Solicitors for newspaper business oftei

meet with amusing and varied excuses whei

seeking advertisements for the papers the;

represent. A leading house of San Fran

cisco dealing in produce and fruits of al

kinds, was lately called upon by a solieito

for a city elaily, and, in reply to his quer;

for an advertisement, was told it was ni

use his advertising, why, "look at thi

crops, there'll be no fruit to advertise.'

Had he been honest and stated he did no

wish to do business with the solicitor, or tc

increase his own business by advertising—

the only sure method of doing so—he wunlc

not have become the laughing stock of tL.

State. If a man dealing in fruit eloes no

know tho condition of tho crops, he is iu

competent to do business of any kind.
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SCIENCE AIIUNO l'RACTICE.

The wisdom of the action taken by the

Viticultural Commission last year in using

part of their funds to secure the aid of

scientific men in solving difficulties encoun-

tered by practical wino makers has been

well demonstrated already. The discovery

by Professor Rising, of the State Univer-

sity, of mannite in wines, which were af-

fected with milk sourness, is the first step

towards perfection of methods of fermenta-

tion. The simple problem in such cases is

to point out the conditions tinder which the

conversion of grape sugar into mannite is

caused, so as to ascertain how to avoid

them. The transformations of fruit juices

undergoing fermentation are not all alike,

there being many different germs of fer-

ment, each producing more or less diff-

ferent results from the same material.

Professor Rising states that there are al-

ready known to be seven species of germs,

which produco alcoholic fermentation ;

another species produces acetic acid (vine-

gar); another mannite; another lactic acid,

etc. All fermentations, except the alco-

holic, or vinous, are technically called, from

the wine makers standpoint, diseased.

When sugar has been converted into

mannite, a substance resembling the former,

sweetish to the taste, is produced, which,

while remaining in wine gives to the palate

the impression of sugar remaining unfer-

mented. Such wines have always been a

source of anxiety to our wine dealers, aa

they have found by experience that further

transformations take place, which turn the

wines disagreeably acid as they grow older;

in other words, such goods do not " keep

well.'' Mannite is not converted by fur-

ther fermentation into alcohol. Professor

Rising is at present pursuing a line of in-

vestigation to determine the nature of the

ferment, which appears to transform it into

acid, and its possible identity with lactic

fermentation. The ultimate objects of

the wine maker will be to know how to pre-

vent mannite fermentation in the first

operations, and how to check the subse-

quent acidification, when accident produces

the sweetish wine. Some varieties of grapes

appear to be more liable to diseased fermen-

tations than others; this is also particularly

true concerning grapes grown in certain lo-

calities. Excessive heat in the fermenting

mass, especially when the depth of the

tanks is too great, appears to be one of the

conditions under which mannite and lactic

acid take the place of the desired alcohol.

This fact has been known by wine makers

for a long time, although the naturo of the

disease had not been explained to them.

They have already found out that ferment-

ing in low vats and frequent stirring of the

liquid and marc to cool the temperature

were remedies against imperfect results.

Professor Rising has now been requested

by the Commission to make careful com-

parative experiments with the various

germs of fermentation to determine the con-

ditions of their activity in connection with

our musts and climatic influences, and also

to investigate the relative values of the true

yeast germs, as well as the means of pro-

curing them in purity. Brewers are in ad-

vance of wine makers in their studies of

yeasts, and great care is now exercised in

preparing pure germs for starting fermen-

tations. It is well known that in some

cases tho ' use of common beer yeast in

starting fermentation is apt to injure the

quality of wines by producing diseased re-

sults; while certain experiments here have

shown that purified yeasts—used in very

small quantity with the object of exciting

the wine ferment, may sometimes, if not

always, be safely used. There are in

France, persons who prepare for use, true

wino ferments. Our next step should be

in the direction of determining how to pre-

pare, and where to procure the best yeasts

for use, when required, and for this pur-

pose the Commission has requested the

Professor to conduct a series of careful com-

parative tests, so that true rules of practice

may be given. These studies must be ac-

companied by others relating to the neces-

sary conditions of healthful fermentatiou.

As it often becomes necessary to use

tannin in wines, another important question

is the means of producing a pure article

from the seeds of grapes—the same as is

found naturally in wine, but sometimes in

insufficient quantity. C. A. W.

OFFICIAL VIIKIi.llim. WORK.

The following letter, which wo are per-

mitted to copy, explains itself :

State Viticultural Commission, 1

San Francisco, June 9, 1885.
j

Clias. A. Wetmore, Esq., Chief Executive

Viticultural Offica—Dear Sir : By the

terms of the Act of the last Legislature, in-

creasing the duties of the Board of State

Viticultural Commissioners, the work of

your office will be materially enlarged. The
Committee, specially appointed to prepare

instructions for your guidance, have had

this law under consideration and respect-

fully call your attention to the following

duties which you will be required to per-

form, to the best of your ability, as time

and opportunity permit, viz

:

First—When not otherwise engaged, to

visit the vineyards of the State and to im-

part to those demanding the same, prac-

tical information concerning culture, prun-

ing, grafting and other occupations of vine

growers, including also the methods of pre-

paring, manufacturing and marketing their

products.

Second—To prepare statements of the

condition, quantity, quality and variety of

successive vintages, making the same pub-

lic in such a manner as may be hereafter

directed by the Board, or as, in your good

judgment, temporary exigencies may re-

quire for the promotion of commerce, and

to enable consumers throughout the United

States to acquire such information as may
lead to the advantage of producers.

Third—To prepare for publication a treat-

ise on the rational uses and the danger of

abuses of fermented and alcoholic drinks

for distribution throughout the State, and

for such use in the public schools as the

State Board of Education may direct.

Fourth—To furnish annual statements

of merchantable products of viticulture in

this State to the Department of State at

Washington, D. C, with the request that

the same be forwarded to the consular

offices of the United States throughout the

world, to be used for the advancement of

commerce.

Fifth—In accordance with the action

taken by this Commission at its last semi-

annual meeting, to visit the city of Wash-
ington, and to confer there with the officers

of the general Government, making known
to them the wants of our industry and the

legislation demanded in our behalf for the

advancement of our commerce and the pro-

tection of oar products against competition

with spurious and adulterated compounds,

seeking their aid in procuring legislation

necessary to accomplish what is desired.

Also, during the samo journey eastward, to

visit the largo and important centers of

population East of the Rocky Mountains,

with a view to ascertaining the extent to

which our products are subjected to compe-

tition with such spurious and adulterated

compounds, and gathering information that

will bo useful to this Commission in pre-

paring such measures for presentation to

Congress, or elsewhere, as may be best cal-

culated to benefit the producers of pure

goods in this State, as well as also to pre-

pare and- deliver lectures on viticultural

subjects to such audiences as your good

judgment may select, with the object in

view of disseminating valuable and prac-

tical information to consumers of our prod-

ucts whereby our markets may be assisted

and enlarged and commerce may be stimu-

lated and extended.

You are especially requested also, in the

course of such journey, to gather informa-

tion concerning the production of wines in

Eastern States, and such statistics as may
be useful to this Commission. During this

journey you will be authorized to incur

such incidental expenses in procuring facil-

ities for approaching the public, and in dis-

seminating information as your best judg-

ment may direct, within the scope of your

instructions.

It is understood that unless further

directed your absence from the State will

be limited to three months.

A copy of these instructions will be for-

warded to the Committee specially appointed

by this Commission, for the purpose of fix-

ing the compensation for your services and

expenses in accordance with these instruc-

tions, in addition to the amount allowed by

law for your duties as prescribed hereto-

fore. Yours respectfully,

Abpad Haraszthy.

President and Chairman on Instructions.

Mr. Wetmore informs us that he intends

to start East in about ten days, and, during

his journey, will if he has time, deliver lec-

tures on wine consumption and production

in Portland, Maine.

South American Republics.

The shipments of wines from Spain to

Paraguay in 1880, were 8,815,254 gallons,

and in 1883, 9,809,296 gallons; and to

Uruguay in 1880, 3,420,570 gallons; and in

1883, 5,913,983 gallons. The importations

from Spain into both republics were larger

yet in 1884. This is an astonishing in-

crease, as France and Italy also ship con-

siderable quantities of wine to the River

Plate, and the Republics have taken to

grape growing and are producing already

respectable quantities of wine . Just com-

pare these quantities of wine for the con-

sumption of a few millions who inhabit

the River Plate republics with those con-

sumed by the fifty odd millions of North

Americans.

LIVERMORE VAUEY VINES.

How to Avoid the Effects of Eatc Frosts.

The experiments in Franco with the ap-

plication of coal tar on phylloxerated vines

chiefly for killing tho winter egg, have led

to the observation that vines treated with

coal tar began budding several weeks later

than non-treated vines. The same result

was found with fruit trees. Utilizing this

means to keep back tho sprouting of vines

and fruit trees to avoid damage from late

frosts, the results seem to have been very

favorable. Tho quantity of nine parts of

coal tar and one part of some hoavy oil is

recommended for the purpose.

A few small vineyards existed in the

Livermore Valley—about 30 acres in all

—

prior to 1881. Chief among tho earlier

ones was that of J. W. Kottinger, the

pioneer wine maker of the Valley. Since

then the progress has been rapid. Tho
Livermore Herald prints a recapitulation of

the planting of the last four years (not in-

cluding this season), which we re-classify, as

follows

:

I.

WHITE WINE STOCKS.

Acres.
Johannisbcrg Riesling 25
Frankcn Riesling 42^2
Chauche Gris (Gray Riesling) 108J4
Golden Chasselas 46
Colombar 8814

Burger 19V,
Folle Blanche 7C^
BlaueElbling 15
Orleans Riesling 18%
Feher Szagos 16%
Chalosse 6%
Vordal 8
West's White Prolific 5
Gutedel...' 2

Total 486%

II.

RRD WINK STOCKS (FROM OLD CALIFORNIA VINEYARDS).

Acres.

Zinfandel 823
Crabbs' Black Burgundy or "Petit Pinot" 142%
Mataro 246
Carignan 37
Grenache 48
Cbauche Noir 95
Charbono 15%
Trousseau 47#
Meunier 35
Malbeck 78
Malvoisie 41
Merlan (Schram's) 9%
Folle Noire 12%
Lenoir 11

Total 171%

III.

RARE IMFORTBD STOCKS— MOSTLY GRAFTS OS RESISTANT

VISES.

Acres.

Cabernet Sauvignon 25
Cabernet Franc 13
Merlot 3
Verdot 8
Tannat 3
Sauvignon Blanc 4
Semillon 4
Muscadelle de Bordelais 2
Petit Bouschet 4
Franc Pinot 4
Plant Vert Dore 4
Grosser Blauer 4
Petite Syrah 3
Mondeuse 3

Total 84

IV.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Acres.

Seedless Sultana , 22
Larger Bloom (Muscatel) 3
Gordo Blanco " 19Vj

Muscatel 42
Black Hamburg 9%
Rose of Peru 8%
Flame Tokay 8
Malaga %
Emperor 2
Black Chasselas 2
Sundry varieties 56

Total 173

V.

RESISTASTS (TO BE GRAFTED).
Acres.

Californica, Riparia, etc **6M

The resume shows that the acreage of

the foregoing varieties was planted as fol-

lows : In 1881, 50 acres ; in 1882, 1,049

acres ; in 1883, 812 acres ; in 1884, 631

acres ; total, 2,542 acres. During the pres-

ent year the vineyards have been increased

and a notable number of vines were added

to the list of rare imported stocks. _."^
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THE HALF YEARLY MEETING

Of the State Viticultural Gom-

njrjf"

The following contains a detailed report

of the proceedings of the semi-annual meet-

ing of this Commission, held June 8th.

Present, Commissioners Haraszthy, Krug,

West, Shorb and Wetmore and Secretary

J. H. Wheeler; President Haraszthy pre-

sided.

The Executive Committee reported that

examinations of experiments made with Dr.

Bauer's mercurial remedy were now in

progress, and that Mr. Morse, the inspector

for this work, would visit also other places

where tests were being made, in order to

enable the Commission to give a report on

what had been already ^accomplished, as

soon as possible. Mr. Morse had also been

instructed to make examinations of other

reported diseases, such as the false Chinch

bug and certain dying vines reported from

Solano county, the cause of which latter is

not yet ascertained. The Committee stated

that so far as they had received reports of

tests made with the mercurial mixture by

subjecting live phylloxera to the influence

of soils impregnated with it they had

proved very discouraging. The live phyl-

loxera had been found apparently uninjured

in the vineyard at Sonoma, even where

four ounces of quicksilver were used around

the roots of each vine. Mr. Morse had re-

ported that he had taken the insects on

roots and placed them in soil mixed with

the quicksilver, subjected to a compara-

tively high temperature, but had not yet

noticed any destruction of the pests coming

therefrom. The Committee calls attention

to the distinction between the tests now
being made on roots of live vines and those

which have heretofore been made on roots

that have first been removed from the soil

in the one case the roots have sap flowing

in them and which are capable of sustain-

ing the phylloxera, notwithstanding they

are in the presence of the quicksilver in the

soil, whereas roots that have been first taken

up have the flow of sap checked, and ap-

parent successes with the mixture may have

been due to the fact that the phylloxera

will leave a root after the sap ceases to

flow in it. This may account for the dif-

ference in results of those who have made
tests heretofore. The Committee, however,

still hope that ^further experiments during

the season may provo more encouraging.

The Committee on Conference with the

Board of Rogents of the State University

roported that their'work was not yet com-
pleted, but that they felt* authorized to say

that an understanding would soon be ar-

rived at which would prove satisfactory to

both institutions.

A resolution having been adopted by the

Board at the last meeting, calling the at-

tention of the officers of the State Univer-

sity to the roported existence of phylloxera

in the vines at Berkeley, and the danger

that existed of the spread of the disease

from that point, by the winds, into Contra

Costa County, and through infection of

plants distributed from the University

throughout the State, the Executive Com-
mittee reported that the Secretary had been

instructed to communicate with the Secre-

tary of the Board of Begents, asking wheth-

er any suggestion might be made on the

part of the University as to this subject

matter, for the information of the Com-

mittee of the Commissioners on vine pests

and diseases. The Secretary had received

a reply from Dr. Bonte of the University,

stating that the matter would bo laid before

the Regents at the earliest moment prac-

ticable.

Professor W. B. Rising, being present,

made a brief report concerning the perform-

ance of his duties as State Analyst at

Berkeley, so far as the same related to viti-

cultural work. In order to perform the

work that would be required, as completely

and thoroughly as the importance of the

subject demanded, he stated that he would

require an assistant fully competent to

undertake the details under his supervision.

His chemical laboratory at the University

was complete for all practical purposes but

there might be required a small outlay for

certain special apparatus. He submitted

the following brief report of expenses that

would be incident to this work, indepen-

dent of any compensation for his own per-

sonal supervision and investigations that

might be agreed upon

:

Office of the State Analyst. )

Bebkeley, June 9, 1885.
(

Arpad Haraszthy, Esq., President State

Board of Viticultural Commissioners—Deab

Sib: Herewith please find estimate of ex-

penses connected with the analysis of wines,

etc.

Salary of competent assistant, $100 per mo.. $1200
Apparatus, etc 250

Total $1450

Respectfully submitted,

(Signed) W. B. Rising.

Under the law of the last Legislature,

providing for a State Analyst, to which

office Professor Rising had been appointed

by the Governor, he made his first report

as follows:

"John II. Wheeler, Secretary State Board

of Viticulture', Commissioners—Deae Sib:

I have examined the sample "grape milk''

which you sent me and beg leave to report

that the same contains salicylic acid.

Very respectfully, W. B. Rising,

State Analyst.'

'

The "grape milk" referred to in the fore-

going report was a sample submitted by

the Commission for the purpose of ascer-

taining whethor the contents had been pre-

served by any artificial or deleterious

method ; the material being unfermented

grape juice charged with carbonic acid gas

and sold as a pure article.

The Professor then stated to the Board

that his studies relating to certain diseased

conditions of samples of wine that had been

submitted to him for examination were

still in progress ; that he had discovered in

certain wines, that we call milk sour, man-

nite, and he was now pursuing a line of in-

vestigations to determine what connections,

if any, thore might be between the forma-

tion of mannite during fermentation, and

the subsequent development of acidity in

wines, such as usually called milk sour or

lactic acid. The presence of mannite in

some wines is not a new discovery, but

whilo it is referred to in many authorities

on wines, no great importance had appar-

ently been attached to it, whereas in the

samples examined here, the presence of

mannite seems to indicate imperfections in

original fermentations, and also some con-

nection with the subsequent development

of acidity in winos, which, after their first

fermentation, were found to remain sweet-

ish. To aid in this investigation he had,

by means of fermentation of beetroots, pro-

duced tho true germs of mannite fermenta-

tion. With these he would attempt soon,

by making a fermentation of grape juice,

to identify if possible tho source of man-

nite in wines. Mannite is a substance re-

sembling sugar, produced from sugar in the

must of grape juice by a distinct formenta-

tion. When dissolved in wino it gives the

impression of sugar remaining in it, but it

is no longer in condition apparently to be

converted into alcohol, but appears to be

connected with future transformations into

acid. Concerning these points the Pro-

fessor stated he would as soon as practica-

ble make a detailed report to the Commis-

sion. He was also preparing to develop

and study other germs known in fermenta-

tion, with a view to ascertaining their in-

fluence in the practical making of wines,

and to this end, as soon as the early grapes

were obtainable, he would commence in his

laboratory experiments to aid in his re-

searches. In the meanwhile he would, if

desired by the Commission, visit the cellars

in the country, and still further investigate

the actual presence of different forms of

diseases in wines.

The officers of tho Commission oxprossed

their opinion that the discovery made by

the Professor and the line of investigation

which he had marked out, would probably

prove of very great practical importance,

and that his work already threw light on

difficulties that had been encountered, which

have heretofore been unexplained. It was

explained to the Professor that the general

line of work that ho would be requested to

perform would cover systematic and thor-

ough analyses as follows:

First—The various forms of germs of

fermentation actually found, or possible, in

the production and development of wines

Second—The varying results that might

be obtained by utilizing different species of

those germs which produco alcoholic fer-

mentation, so as to determino thoir relative

value to the industry.

Third—The kinds of ferments best suited

for producing prompt fermentation, if re-

quired, and the means for obtaining tho

same.

Fourth—Tho effect upon fermentations

of the use of gypsum, including also the in-

vestigation of its purity.

Fifth—An investigation "of artificial

tannin, that is or may be used in preserv-

ing wines, especially looking towards the

production of pure tannin, as contained

naturally in the grape.

Sixth—Analyses of standard wines of

other countries, as produced at the vineyard

before entering upon treatments for com-

mercial uses. Also analyses of the same

grades of wines as found in commerce, after

treatment by merchants and dealers. (N. B

.

In order to obtain authentic samples for

such work the Commission proposes t o

send to Europe for them, so that there may

be no mistake when comparisons are m ade

with our native products.)

Seventh—Analyses of wines produced in

this State analogous to wines of similar

character with which they are brought into

competition in trade

.

Eighth—A determination, by analytical

experiments, of the relative percentages of

tannin that should be con tained in new

wines to insure their good keeping qualities,

jt being assumed that no fixed per centage

of tannin could bo considered requisite, but

that this substance must be neodod in wines

of different growths in different degrees, ac-

cording to the varied composition of tho

same.

Other questions of like important char-

actor were suggestod, but it was considered

oo early to formulato them cloarly, and

tho matter of doing so was left with the

proper officers of the Commission, as the

work progresses.

The annual election of officers of the Com-

mission was next held, and the following of-

ficers were elected for the coming year :

President, Arpad Haraszthy ; Vice-Presi-

dent, Chas. A. Wetmore ; Treasurer, Chas.

Krug; Secretary. J. H. Wheeler; Chief Ex-

ecutive Officer, Charles A. Wetmore.

A communication was received from Mr,

I. W. Taber, Photographer, notifying the

Commission that it was his intention to

produce and publish a photographic album,

illustrating viticulture in California in all

its branches, and tendering to the Commis-

sion copies of all photographs taken, a

number of which were already made, and

were presented with the communication.

The thanks of the Commission were ex-

tended to Mr. Taber for his contribution.

Mr. Wetmore reported that some time

ago, at the request of Mr. James Do Frem

ery, he had procured characteristic samples

of California wines, to be sent to Mr. Do

Fremery's son, now pursuing his studies at

the University in Strasburg. This latter

gentleman desired to procure them for ana-

lytical studies in connection with studies

there being undertaken of these and other

wines. As a result the Commission had

received the analyses which had been pub-

lished in the report of the German Chem-

ical Society of Berlin, as follows:

From the Report of the German Chemical Society of

Berlin. Eighteenth Year, No. 4.]

J. I.. <le Fremery. Analyses of two
California Wines .

IRoceived February 19th. Presented at the meeting
by Mr, A. Pinner,

The two wines whose analyses are here

given came originally from Sonoma county,

California. I am indebted for them to tho

kindness of Mr. C. Wetmore, Chief Execu-

tive Officer of the Board of Viticultural

Commissioners of California, who obtained

them from J. Gundlach & Co., San Fran-

cisco.

The Zinfandel (1881) is a red wino of

violet-red (violettrother) color, tho Cabinet

Gutedel (1878) a white wino of yellow

color.

IN 100 COM WINE WEEE FOUND :

Cabinet.
Gutedel.

Specific gravity 0.99073
Alcohol percentage byweight

10.45
Extract 2.0908
Mineral matter 0.1978
Volatile acids (calculated as

acetic acid) 0.0804
Non volatile acids (calcula-

ted as tartaric acid) 0.4845
Tartar 0.1579
Free tartaric acid 0.0060
Other free acids (calculated

as tartaric acid) 0.5850
Sulphuric acid 0.0384
Phosphoric acid 0.0220
Chlorine 0.0036
Lime 0.0056
Magnesia 0.0170
Iron 0.0009
Alumina 0.0003
Potash 0.0973
Soda 0.0049
Glycerine 0.6133
'Sugar 0.0660
Polarisation +0.2

Polarisation—after inversion +0+0

Zinfandel.

0.09232

9.8
2.1270
0.2218

0.0972

0.4110
0.1428

0.5325
0.0168
0.0193
0.0054
0.0084
0.0160
0.0010
0.0001
0.1055
0.0035
0.5647
0.1140
+0.

•The determination for sugars as first published was

corrected in the report scut to the Commission.

The following determinations were made,

but which I place separately on account of

the want of reliability of tho method :

. Cabinet. Zinfandel.
Gutedel.

Succinic acid 0.0068 00097
Malic acid O.0324 0.0922
Citric acid
Boracic acid
Salicylic acid -.-

Sulphurous acid trace

Carbonic acid trace

Sulphurated-hydrogen
Nitric rn ul

Gum and dextrini ••.•;
Tannin 0.0317 ^.U.yi
Coloring mattor 0.0085 0.0520
Fuchsin
Bosanin sulfonate of so-

dium m—mm—

.
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A long discussion was entered into by the

Commissioners relating to the necessity of

taking immediato action to determiuo to

what extent, and in what particulars, the

wines of this Stato are affected in Eastern

markets by the production of spurious and

adulterated compounds, and to ascertain

such facts as may be necessary before any

law relating to such matters is framed for

presentation to the next Congress. In ad-

dition to this work it was considered desir-

able that an effort should be made to assist

in the organization throughout the Eastern

States of a larger and more extensive legiti-

mate wine trade, and in connection with

this, the dissemination throughout the East

of information for the use of consumers,

and for the benefit of our producers. It

would be necessary to this end that some

qualified person should go East to perform

this work, as well as also to communicate

with the proper departments in Washington,

to make known the wants of our industry

in advance of futuro legislation. Mean-

while there would be an opportunity for the

same person to be present also at the ex-

position to bo held at Louisville in August.

After fully discussing the questions involved

in these propositions it was agreed that, if

practicable, tho Chief Executive Officer

should soon be directed to make this jour-

ney, and in the course of his work to de-

liver lectures in important cities throughout

the East. The Committee having charge

of this work will soon prepare instructions

for the guidance of this officer, who will

probably start East in about two weeks,

and remain until the latter part of August

.

The Commission then adjourned.

IIAKES7 BABBITS AKJ> VINES.

DISTILLATION.

Editok Merchant : Some time ago I

found in different papers that hares will not

touch vines which are sprinkled with aloe

or fresh blood. I tried both, but the hares

of the foothills seem not to be as particular

as the hares of the valley—the mentioned

notice came from Napa—here they have

eaten up the very leaves on which were the

dark spots of aloe or blood and as regard-

ing to the kind they make no difference be-

tween vitis vimfera or rupestris and ripa-

ria. They spare only Californica, which is

growing hereabout everywhere and there-

fore is nothing new to the hares.

By the way hare is better than rabbit as

the ears are longer than the head, the

points of the ears are black, not brown and

they live above not under the earth in

holes, which are tho distinguishing marks

of the zoologist. Respectfully, F. C. C.

Auburn, Placer County, May 2, 1885.

[Our correspondent appears to be troubled

with jack-rabbits. The only sure remedy

is to fence them off.

—

Ed.]

A Viticultural Society has been organized

at Cupertino, Santa Clara county, with J.

C. Merithew, President and Chas. Stiller,

Secretary

.

The Best Spring Medicine and Beau-
tilier of the Complexion in use. t'ures
Boils, IMmples, Blotches, Neuralgia,
Scroi ula, <;<mii, Rheumatic ami Mercu-
rial Pains, ami all Diseases arising
from a disordered state of the Blood or
Liver.

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

J. R. GATES & CO. Proprietors,
417 Sansomc St., „_^E.San Francisco, Calf

The following paper, prepared by George

Johnston, for tho San Francisco District

Viticultural Convention, held at San Jose

May 27th, 28th and 29th, 1885, was crowd-

ed out of tho proceedings on the last day

for want of time. It will appear in the

regular report to the Commission.

DISCUSSION OF DISTILLATION.

Gentlemen:—In considering the matter

of distillation the questions that naturally

present themselves are: First, what has

one got to do and second, how are we go-

ing to do it.

In answer to the first question, we have

the fermented juice of the grape, the prin-

cipal ingredients of which I will enumerate

according to their boiling points, namely:

aldehyde—the substance intermediate be-

tween alcohol and acetic acid—which is a

limpid, colorless liquid of characteristic

odor, and when strong is exceedingly suffo-

cating. It has a density of 0.790 boils at

72 degrees Fahr. (22.3 C.) It is neutral to

test paper, but acquires acidity on exposure

to the air by the absorption of oxygen pro-

ducing acetic acid.

Second—Acetic ether, a colorless, limpid,

volatile liquid, having a refreshing, agree-

able, ethereal odor, its specific gravity being

0.90 to 0.91 and its boiling point 165.2 de-

grees Fahr. (74 C.)

Third—Ethyl alcohol, the principal con-

stituent of common spirit, which boils at

173 degrees Fahr. (78 C.)

Fourth—Water, boiling at 212 degrees

Fahr. (100 C.)

Fifth—Amyl alcohol, the principal con-

stituent of fusil oil, boiling at 269 degrees

Fahr. (132 C.)

Sixth—Small quantities of essential and

fatty oils and alcohols which in this article

are unnecessary to enumerate.

Alcohol and water boil at a temperature

corresponding with the proportion of each

in the mixture. Thus a mixturo containing

one per cent of alcohol boils at 210 degrees

and yields a vapor containing 13 per cent

of alcohol ; a liquor containing 10 per cent

of alcohol boils at 198.6 Fahr. (92 C.) and

yields « vapor containing 55 per cent of

alcohol; a mixture containing 30 per cent

of alcohol boils at 185 Fahr. (845 C.) and

yields a vapor containing 78 per cent of

alcohol; and a liquor containing 90 per

cent of alcohol will yield a vapor contain-

ing 92 per cent of alcohol.

Of the above ingredients we want to re-

tain by distillation the ethyl alcohol, the

essential oils which give to the brandy the

flavor and bouquet of the fruit from which

it is made, and the acetic ether which gives

a refreshing and agreeable odor. The

other ingredients, the highly poisonous and

offensive aldehyde and fusil oil we want

to discard. To effect this purpose what

description of still can we use? Will what

is known as the continuous still be suffi-

cient? No, for the reason that the ald-

ehyde being lighter and more volatile than

the ethyl alcohol will combine and be con-

densed with it, contaminating the spirit.

The temperature in this kind of still can be

kept so low that most of the fusil oil may

be kept back and discharged with the

waste, but the condensed spirit by this sys-

tem will contain all the aldehyde. With

the common pot still and repeated re,-dis-

tillation the aldehyde and fusil oil may be

separated by a man of cultivated taste and

experience. The first and last part of the

distillate must be put aside for re-distill-

ation and the middle portion of tho charge

only selected as brandy.

These were tho difficulties which led me
to the construction of my distilling appar-

atus. I saw that tho wide range of temper-

aturo at which the different ingredients

boiled would, with a properly constructed

column, enable mo to carry over the ald-

ehyde with only a small quantity of alcohol

and that re-distillation could be carried to

any desired extent by merely reducing the

temperature in the ascending chambers of a

properly constructed column. And by the

use of the thermometer I could remove the

result from the region of chance to one of

absolute certainty.

It is sufficient to describe the apparatus

by saying that it consists of the common
still and worm with my column placed be-

tween. The column consists of seven or

more chambers, each of which contains a

coil of pipe commencing at the top of the

column and continuing to the bottom,

through which runs water. The vapors

from the still enter the bottom of the

column and in their ascent at each cham-

ber encounter a coil of pipe which partly

condenses it (the vapor), the condensed

portion falling back on the diaphram of

chamber serves to enrich the succeeding

vapors as explained in the first part of this

article. By this means the vapors in each

succeeding chamber of their ascent are in-

creased in strength and reduced in temper-

ature, until they reach the top chamber

where a temperature is maintained, through

which spirit of the quality desired only can

pass.

In the early part of the distillation the

poisonous aldehyde first appears,|not alone,

but combined with the ethyl alcohol, the

temperature being in proportion to the

quantity of each, as I have explained in

the case of mixtures of alcohol and water;

always bearing in mind that this mixture

is aldehyde boiling at 72 degrees, and alco-

hol at 173 degrees, inBtead of alcohol and

water. The temperature of the upper

chamber of the column being the one

which regulates the operation is kept low,

the operator allowing it to heat slowly.

The first vapor which goes to the worm-

tub is aldehyde with some alcohol, this

soon stops running. The water running

through the column is reduced, the temper-

ature rises two or three degrees and again

the vapors pass through the worm, this

time with less aldehyde, which gradually

decreases until the spirit comes over charged

only with the agreeable, refreshing, ether-

al odor of the acetic ether, tho essential

oils which distinguish the fruit from which

the wine was made and the ethyl alcohol.

At this stage of the operation we have

disposed of the most formidable obstacle to

perfect distillation—now we need only at-

tend to the fusil oil, and here our mixture

in the still consists of alcohol boiling at 173

degrees, water at 212, and fusil oil at 269,

with resulting temperatures as explained

with spirit and water.

The tomporature is allowed to rise to

185 degrees or 190 degrees, or a few de-

grees more or loss, according to tho quality

of the mixture in the still. The only care

being to keep back the fusil oil, without

preventing the aromatic oils from coming

over with the spirit. This part of the opera-

tion must depend on the operator's judg-

ment and taste, and tho purpose for which

the spirit is intended.

At a meeting of tho California Wine

Growers and Wine and Brandy Manufact-

urers Association held in Sacramento on

January 20, 1873, I read an article on

distillation, and presented a sample of

aldehyde which boiled at a temperature of

130 degrees Fahrenheit (54 C.) its specific

gravity being 0.8936, corresponding with

that of alcohol at 37 degrees O. P.,

which would boil at 183 degrees. This

was the first time that as an important

factor in brandy it was brought to the notice

of the public to my knowledge. Of it tho

United States Dispensatory says : "Forty-

five to seventy-five grains dissolved in water

and injected into the veins of a moderate-

sized dog almost instantaneously arrests

respiration and induces coma. In smaller

doses it intoxicates and anestbatizes. nl-

troduced into the stomach it irritates that

organ, and it may even produce gangrene.''

The Rye Vale Distillery who are using

my process of distillation near Dublin, Ire-

land, in 1880 published a pamphlet on tho

latest improvements in the art of distilla-

tion, in which they say : " The presenee

of aldehyde to any sensible extent was

not suspected until lately, when during

the courso of some exhaustive experiments,

it was extracted in very considerable quan-

tities, and it is to this substance perhaps,

as much as to the fusil oil, that the acridity

and harshness of new whiskies are due."

Professor Cameron, the eminent chemist

and public analyst of Dublin, Ireland

—

perhaps the highest authority on all sub-

jects connected with alcohol in the United

Kingdom—states in his report on public

health, 1880, in his paper on the "Toxic

principles present in certain kinds of

whiskey,'' that he is disposed to believe

that it is to the presence of aldehyde as

much as of amyl alcohol that the acrid

flavor of new and especially of badly pre-

pared whiskey is to be attributed. He also

gives an instance of the deplorable sympt-

oms affecting both mind and body which

manifested themselves in a gentleman and

his wife who were so foolish as to habit-

ually make use of " poteen " whiskey, and

which from the large amount of aldehyde

and fusil oil it contains, more closely ro-

sembles our inferior, badly distilled brandy

than any other spirituous liquor.

Of fusil oil, I only need quote the United

States Dispensatory, which says: " Amylic
alcohol(fusil oil)as is shown by experiments

on inferior animals, is an active irritant

poison."
I need scarcely say that it is to the essen-

tial oil of the grape or other fruit from

which the spirit is made, that it is indebted

for its flavor. Some people will tell you
that it is due to the poisonous fusil oil, not

thinking that the flavor existed in the grapo

or other fruit before the fusil oil was form-

ed by fermentation, and, although fusil

oil is found in all fermented liquors, no

two of them give the same flavor.

Acetic acid and aldehyde are found in all

fermented liquors. They are inseparable

from fermentation, but it is only when fey

careless or ignorant management they ex-

ceed the minimum that they become inju-

rious. An excess of acetic acid in wines is

a disease, and it may not be many years

when it will be so considered, when a wine

merchant or a consumer will no more buy

a wine with more than the normal quantity

of acetic acid, than he would decayed meat

or sour flour.

With this column every grade of spirit

from the common pot still product with ono

or more re-distillations to a spirit of 85 per

cent O. P can be produced. With a sound

wine where little rectification is required,

no water is run through the pipes in the

column, the connections between the dif-

ferent chambers are opened and the spirit

ascends without interruption to the worm.

If a spirit of greater strength is required

one or more chambers are closed and a

small quantity of water is passed through

the column. When if high proof spirit is

wanted, free from flavor, all the chambers

aro closed and the upper chamber main-

tained at a temperature through which tha

desired spirit only can pass.

Gkoboe Johnston.
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ki:< ioonition.

Our friends in the Fresno Viticultural

and Horticultural Association recognize the

value of a journal like the Merchant
guarding and advancing their interests, and
give effect to their good wishes in a very

practical way, as will be seen by the follow-

ing resolution:

Official.

*rbsno, Cal., April 5, 1884.
Proprietor S. F. Merchant. — Dear Sir: Below

is a copy of the minutes of the last meeting of the
Fresno Viticultural and Horticultural Society that is

of interest to yourself.

ttmolved—That this Association recognize the S*N
Francisco Mrrcuant as one of the best organs of the
Viticultural and Horticultural interests in the State,

an exponent of their views and aDle advocate of

their interests, and, moreover as a paper which has
taken more than ordinary interest in the prosperity
of Fresno county. We agree to give the publisher
our liberal support while that journal pursues the
course for which it has hitherto been distinguished.
Moreover, we suggest that manufacturers and deal-

ers in agricultural implements and other merchandise
who wish to call our attention to their goods, aid us
and other Viticulturists in maintaining the San Fran-
cisco Mrrcuant on a sound footing, by giving it a
large share of their advertising patronage.
Be it further resolved that the Fresno Viticultural

and Horticultural Society tender its thanks to the
San Francisco Mrrcuant for past favors.

O. F. RIGGS, Srcrrtary.

WINK NAKEK AND CELLAR HAN.

AYOUNG MAN WHO HAS STUDIED IN A CEL-

ebrated college for winemaking and viticulture,

and who has acquired his experience in the wine

manipulation in prominent wine countries wants a

position. J. C. MAZAL.
Apply at the S. F. Mrrcuant office.

BRANDIES.

M. Barsac, a gentleman from the Lower

Charente District in France where he has

been all his life engaged in establishments

producing the brandies of that region, has

come to settle in California. He hopes to

occupy an establishment in this State where

the production and perfection of brandy is

specially aimed at. M. Barsac called at

the office of the State Viticultural Commis-

sion during the week and examined sam-

ples of distillates that were shown at the

last annual Convention. He expressed

considerable surprise at the quality of some
of the California products.

A special viticultural meeting will bo held

at Cloverdale on Saturday morning, 20th

inst. Mr. I. DeTurk, Commissioner for

the District, and Charles A. Wetmore, Chief

Executive Officer, will both be present.

The Secretary of the local club requests

that all who are interested in viticulture

should attend the meeting which, it is an-

ticipated, will bo very successful becauso of

the frequent applications made to the Com-
mission by viticulturists in the district for

advice and suggestions.

I'ltoi Essoii im<. vitns
PLAINTS.

COM.

Since our last issue we have received two
letters from Professor Hilgard, which con-

tain such hot-headed expressions that wo
have been in some doubt as to what we
should do with them. The second one,

however, indicates so much determination

on the part of the writer to seek publicity

for his complaints that we have concluded

to gratify his desire, while regretting that,

in doing so, we become tho means of expos-

ing a lack of dignity unbecoming to a

gentleman holding a high position in the

University. The letters referred to are as

follows :

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA.

College of Agbictjltuee, )

Bebkelet, June 6, 1885. j

C. R. Buckland, San Francisco: Dear

Sir:—It is your undoubted privilege to dis-

criminate, in the communications you pub-

lish in The San Feancisco Mebchant, in

favor of tho Viticultural Commission, Mr.
Wetmore, or anybody else. But when you
proceed to editorial comments of a personal

nature, you become responsible for the

truth or falsity of your allegations. Know-
ing how you are situated I am not disposed

to judge harshly; but, before you subscribe

to a charge of unprofessional conduct, as

is done in your last issue, you should know
what the facts are. In the course of the

year I make from 400 to 500 reports

of examinations of various kinds, and for-

ward them on the letterheads of the my de-

partment. If any one undertakes to make
displayed advertisement of such a report,

whether on wines, waters, soils or yeast

powders, what have I to do with it ? I am
bylaw required to render such reports "on
the proper demand of any citizen of the

State,'' for E. G. the first three. In vaca-

tion, the time being my own, I act as anal-

ytical expert when called upon. I report

the facts as I find them, and if anybody is

hurt or benefitted it is not my lookout, any

moro than it will be the newly-appointed

State Analyst's, in similar eases, hereafter.

Tho allegation is.simply absurd, on the face

of it, and did not, I imagine, originate with

one who, like yourself, has had experience

in the public press.

I await your reply as to the form in which

this matter shall be rectified, whether by

yourself editorially, or otherwise.

As to the other indictment it may stand

on its own merits. Mr. Wetmore's monu-
mental assurance in the premises, after

what occurred last winter, cannot be done

justice to by any brief statoment, unless it be

that the biter does not like to be bitten.

Very respectfully,

E. W. Hilgaed.

Editob Mebchant :—Deferring for the

present all discussion of tho fancy picture

drawn by Wetmore, of the history of the

appropriation for viticultural work, I

claim the use of your columns for some
comments on your editorial remarks re-

garding myself, in your issue of June 5th,

under the head of "A Mistako,'' in which

you charge me on two counts, with "unpro-

fessional conduct."

As regards the first, viz : inclosing copies

of an editorial from tho Pacific Rural
Press with a bulletin issued by my depart-

ment, I reply that I have a right to disse-

minate, individually as well as officially,

correct information regarding a transaction

in connection with which Mr. Wetmore has,

in his apparently interchangeable capaci-

ties of individual, Executive Officer and

"Viticultural Commission," taken every

available means of enforcing his individual

view of the caso. If, unfortunately, the

Viticultural Commission holds itself respon-

sible for all these acts of Mr.^ Wetmore,

then, and only then, the criticisms apply

to that body. They were so well set forth

in the said editorial (and not, as Mr. Wet-

more states, anonymous article), that I

thought it superfluous to formulate them

over again, under my signature.

As regards the second count, viz : a dis-

played advertisement in several dailies,

giving the substance of my statement of

the results of a comparative examination of

certain yeast powders, I reply that so far

as I am aware, any one of the hundreds of

statements of the kind furnished from my
office every year, might be so used, without

my being able to interposo an objection. I

state the facts as I find them, and the reci-

pient is entitled to whatever benefit he

may derive therefrom, whether the subject

be wine, mineral water, soil, or yeast pow-

der. In vacation, it is my privilege, as it

is that of every professor, to do private

professional work; and the date of the

above statement shows that it was so done.

If there is anything unprofessional in this,

I am in the company of every chemist of

any repute in the United States.

E. W. Hilgaed,

Mission San Jose, June 12, 1885.

As to the course of the Mebchant, which

the Professor considers worthy of criticism,

we are at a loss to understand what he

means. If there has been any discrimina-

tion in the past, it has been in his favor, as

we have repeatedly refrained from passing

comments on his work, when the public in-

terest has really required that such should

be done, notably in the instances of hisper-

sistance in preserving a plague spot of

phylloxera on the University grounds, and

in his unscientific methods, when publish-

ing his opinions concerning the mercurial

treatment of diseased vines, tho influence

of grafting stocks on periods of maturity of

different varieties of vines, condemnation of

tho Trousseau as a Port wine grape, ad-

vice to Muscat growers, based on incorrect

statements of fact, etc. etc. If the Pro-

fessor desires us to review his work, we
shall show conclusively that our discrimi-

nating silence has preserved for him a rep-

utation, which he has not deserved. The
mistake that the Professor makes continu-

ously is in departing from truly scientific

methods of research and statement, and in

expressing autocratic opinions in advance

of thorough investigation and demonstra-

tion ; in other words, to use common par-

lance, he almost invariably "goes off at

half cock."

We have always desired to respect, and

to assist in maintaining respect for the dis-

tinguished gentlemen who hold positions in

our highest schools of learning ; such men
should be unassailable as to their methods

and motives. If, however, any one of them

persistently descends to adopt the motives

of the quack doctor and the politician, and

to squabble with the press, tho manufac-

turers of yeast powders and others outsido

the sphere of University work, it may be

questioned whether he is the right man in

tho right place. Now, we bclievo that

Professor Hilgard's talents and attainments

are sufficient to maintain him respectably

as a Professor of agriculture ; but it is not

given to one man to be not only a whole

University in himself, but also the judgo

of commercial action and taste, an encyclo-

poedia of technical knowledge, the director,

of public policy, and general fighting man
of tho University, obscuring the existence

of all other authorities, whose duties con-

nect them with that institution.

The Professor complains because we re-

ferred to his attempt to influence public

opinion by circulating from Berkeley, in his

official envelopes, a newspaper article re-

flecting upon the motives of the State Viti-

cultural Commission at a time, when that

body is charged by law with joint work with

the Board of Regents, whose conferences

were yet in progress ; also to the nature of

his report on certain baking powders, as

unprofessional. We hold to our expression,

notwithstanding his complaint, that it was

unprofessional for him to ignore the exist-

ence of the Board of Regents, the only body

authorized by law to treat on the subject of

the joint appropriation with the Viticultural

Commission; if, however, to use practically

his own words, tho Board of Regents has

delegated to him the defense of their rights,

then we retract on this count. As to tho

baking powder advertisement, we quoto

first the matter in question as it was pub-

lished in the columns of newspapers, sub-

stituting blanks for the names of tho two

rival commodities between which he dis-

criminates, as follows :

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA.

College or Ageictjltuee, 1

Beekeley, January 31, 1885. f
An analysis of baking powder, and

the made by me, shows that is

composed of the best grades of cream of

tartar and bi-carbonate of soda, and that it

gives off, per pound, eighty cubic inches
more of carbonic acid gas than does the

The was found to contain

not only a very inferior grade of bi-carbon-

ate of soda but it also contains a notable
quantity of an objectionable ingredient,

ammonia, which should never be admitted
into our daily bread.

The being so strongly alkaline , the

biscuits made with it cannot be as readily

insalivated and digested as those made
with

E. W. Hilgabd,
Professor of Chemistry.

As a private chemist, we see no objection

to a Professor of Agriculture making authen-

tic analyses of any product, provided that

he submits the plain statement of his analy-

sis, which is not done in this instauco,

leaving the conclusions concerning the reve-

lations made to be drawn by those interest-

ed . We have been surprised that Professor

Hilgard has not complained publicly at the

reference to him in the advertisement as

"Professor of Chemistry"—a title which

does not belong to him ; we have not as-

sumed that he so signed himself. His

"report'' does not contain the statement of

an analysis, but embodies an opinion as to

the relative wholesomeness of two rival

products, which, as a contemporary jour-

nalist says, could only have been given by

a Professor of Hygiene. The phrasing of

the report suggests to any practical mind

that the writer knew that he was composing

an advertisement instead of a scientific re-

port and understood the intention of tho

party who paid for or procured this "ro-

port" from a University Professor; any

other conclusion would be consistent only

on the supposition that the Professor is a

fool. As he is not a Professor of Hygiene,

as suggested by our contemporary, and as

wo do not think he is a fool, which was our

first thought, we see no reason for retract-

ing our expression "unprofessional,' ' espe-
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cially in view of the fact that he is the dis-

tinguished head of the Agricultural Depart-

ment of our State University, the credit of

which should not be cast at the feet of rival

grocers.

Eival merchandising has of late brought

the whole profession of chemistry into dis-

rc pute, by demonstrating that so-called

scientific reports can be procured on the

payment of good fees to support opposite

sides of the simplest propositions. The
public will not be blamed, if it learns either

to despise the pretended accuracy of such

reports and to doubt the value of profes-

sional knowledge, or to consider profes-

sional opinion as a commercial commodity
for sale to the highest bidder.

Before publishing the letters of the Pro-

fessor, which cast reflections upon the Ex-

ecutive Officer of the Viticultural Commis-
sion, insinuating that his statement to the

board of Regents was a "fancy picture''

and that he has been acting without express

authority of the Commission, we have per-

mitted that gentleman to have the oppor-

tunity to make a reply, which is furnished

to us, as follows:

REPLY OF THE EXECUTIVE OFFICES.

Editor Merchant :—I think that Pro-

fessor Hilgard is unwise in attempting to

provoke a personal controversy. For some
time past I have known of letters written

by him, containing personal references

even more quarrelsome in their nature than

those, which you have received. I have de-

clined to notice them publicly, because

there are more important things to consider,

which leave little time for useless polemics.

As he seeks now a personal quarrel before

the public, his position is such that his re-

marks cannot be ignored ; but I will try to

avoid on my own part any cause for further

publications of this kind.

Concerning my action in relation to the

joint appropriation, I need only refer to the

reports of meetings of our Board to satisfy

the Professor that it is with the Commis-
sion, and not with me personally, that he
must quarrel (if he desires such amuse-
ment), as I have acted entirely under in-

structions, and, in my correspondence with

the Board of Regents, I appear only as a

Chairman of a Committee, which has been
instructed to present the views of the Com-
mission.

As this joint control of an appropriation

is a matter entirely belonging to this Com-
mission and the Board of Regents, I would
suggest to the Professor that he should ad-

dress his correspondence on the subject to

those who have the authority to act, and
not to the newspapers, unless he desires to

relieve the Regents of their responsibility.

His reference to our statement of the

action of the Legislature opens a question

of voracity, the answer to which is con-

tained in the following letters from mem-
bers, who knew the true history of the joint

appropriation

.

', Hon. W. H. Parks, speaker of the Assem-
bly and member of the Board of Regents,

writes as follows :

Mr. C. A. Wetmore: Beak Sib:—Yours
of the 13th calling my attention to your
letter published in the Merchant addressed
to Dr. J. H. C, Bonte of the Board of Re-
gents is at hand.

I think that you have stated the history
of the legislation appropriating $10,000 for
'

' viticultural experimental analytical and
scientific work '

' correctly

.

In addition to there being a conflict be-
tween the Viticultural Commission and the
Department of Agriculture at the University
as to who should have control of the appro-
priation as well as to where the wine
cellar should bo located, there was a strong

opposition by some of tho members of the
Assembly to locating a wine cellar upon the
University grounds. It was urged by them
that "let it be known throughout the State
that a wine cellar had been located upon
the University grounds and become a part
of that institution, " that it would prejudice
a very large proportion of the people against
sending their sons to the University, and
my understanding was that by a division of
the appropriation the wine cellar was to be
located at San Francisco to meet the objec-
tion urged. I should not myself as a Legis-
lator or a Regent ever favor connecting a
wine cellar with the State University, for
reasons that I gave you at the time the bill

was under consideration.

I am yours respectfully,

W. H. Parks.
Marysville, June 15, 1885.

Hon. W. B. May, who was Chairman of

the Assembly Committee on Ways and
Moans, and the author of the general Ap-
propriation bill, writes :

Charles A. Wetmore, Esq., State Viticult-

ural Commission : Dear Sir:—I hand you
copy of San Francisco Merchant, contain-
ing letter by you to our friend, Secretary
Bonte of the University. I am intimately
acquainted with every phase of the ques-
tion as it was presented to the Ways and
Means Committee last winter, and your
statement is critically exact. For reasons
not needful to set forth in this letter, for a
limeany appropriation on the subject in ques-
tion was in peril, (i. e. any to be used at Berk-
el ey) and the matter was happily settled as
I thought by our final action—covering the
scientific work to be done at the University
and the practical at San Francisco under
one item of appropriation—"joint control, ''

chiefly meaning the joint division of the
funds. I suppose no one would suggest
that the Legislature intended to give the
Viticultural Commission a place with the
Regents in their councils, or to mock them
with dignities that ended with a name.

I assure you no vote of mine could have
been had for a dollar to construct an ex-
perimental cellar at the University.

1114 Clay street. Wm. B. May,

San Francisco, Juno 15, 1885.

Hon. H. A. Pellet, of St. Helena, who
was Chairman of the Assembly Committee

on Vitioulture and Viniculture, writes:

St. Hjlena, June 15, 1885.

Chas A. Wetmore, San Francisco: Dear
Sir :—In answer to your favor of 13th inst.

I would say that I have carefully read your
letter to the Secretary of the Board of Re-
gents of tho University, published in the S.

F. Merchant, and that it is a correct state-

ment of the action taken by the Committee
on Viticulture and also of the final action
of both branches of the Legislature in re-

gard to tho appropriation made and in-
tended to be used jointly by the State Viti-

cultural Commission and the University.
The Committee on Viticulture acted under

the impression that by recommending the
passage of the bill in question, it would be
satisfactory to all parties. It is to be re-

gretted that any dissatisfaction should have
arisen upon this subject and I entertain
the hope that mutual concessions will yet
bring this vexed question to a happy term-
ination. Respectfully yours,

H. A. Pellet.

Hon. J. F. Black, of Alameda county,

was a member of both the Committees of

Ways and Means and Viticulture; he writes:

Charles A. Wetmore, Chief Executive
Viticultural Officer: Dear Sib:—-Your favor
received, together with a copy of your let-

ter to the Secretary of the Board of Regents.
I have read the letter and do not hesitate

to say in reply that your statement of the
action taken by the Legislature is correct in

all particulars. Furthermore, I would say,

the question was raised in both the Com-
mittees on Viticulture and Ways and Means
about the propriety of locating a wine cel-

lar at Berkeley, and had it not been for

your refusal to consent to it, those members
of the Assembly who were interested in
viticulture, would have insisted on placing
the entire control of this fund under the
State Viticultural Commission, where it

properly belongs.

It was tho opinion of those most com-
petent to judge of the matter, that the viti-

cultural work at the University should bo
limited to scientific instruction and investi-

gations, and that all technical questions
of a practical nature, should bo controlled
by the Viticultural Commission.

Yours truly,

Jos. F. Black,

Ploasanton, June 13, 1885.

The Board of Regents having refused to

ask for the appropriation for a winery at

Berkeley, and tho Legislature having by

direct vote refused to grant it, while at the

same time granting to Professor Hilgard's

department six thousand dollars specially

for viticultural work and eighteen hundred

dollars for an agricultural laboratory, I fail

to see any good reason why ho should now
assume to be superior not only to the law

but also to the two Boards, which are en-

trusted with a joint appropriation. If he

cnnnot trust the Regents to protect his in-

terests and to direct the scope of work,

which he is to perform, ho will not bo likely

to make better progress by provoking a

personal controversy with this Commission,

from which he has to tho present time re-

ceived funds for use at Berkeley, informa-

tion and the use and knowledge of books to

guide his work, and money for his own
pocket. We have no desire to interfere

with his duties, as Professor of Agriculture,

and no intention to permit him to obstruct

us. Chas. A. Wetmore.

We have attempted to answer the Pro-

fessor's complaints without going outside of

the questions raised by him and unless he

desires to open some new controversy we
shall consider our space and time too valu-

able for further discussion of the matter.

WHAT A COMtemfor virv thinks
OF IT.

From an editorial article of the Herald of
Trade we extract the following:
We claim superiority for California in

many things over many States, and wish to

prove to the world that we aro right in our
belief, and we have hoped that even our
University would some day take its place in
the very foremost rank of Universities, not
only of the United States, but of the world.
But this cannot be if unfit men are placed
in control or if its Professors are incom-
petent or wanting in that dignity which be-
comes their position. We are led, regret-

fully, to make these remarks because we
have seen in the advertisement of the agents
for a certain baking powder, a letter pur-
porting to have been written by a well-

known Professor of our Univers ity, which,
on the face of it, appears to be a purchased
puff. If this came from some chemist who,
holding no official position, tho-ught, as
some experts who go on the witness stand
in our courts, and most newspaper men,
that he had a right to certify to opinions in

favor of the side that paid him best, we
should not notice it. But we are indignant,
and so should every friend of the State
University and of truth and science be
righteously angry, when using the very
paper of the State with its printed headings,
a Professor stoops to penny-a-lining and
undertakes while upholding one article of

merchandise to depreciate another, knowing
that his purchased opinions will be used
for selfish and mercenary purposes. *

* * We can hardly suppose that Mr.
Hilgard signed himself Professor of Chem-
istry

;
probably the advertiser added that line,

for though Mr. Hilgard does claim to be an
agricultural chemist, he does not hold tho
office of Professor of Chemistry nt the Uni-
versity. That position is held by a lunch more
modest and we believe, a gentleman of far

superior attainments, we refer to Mr. Rising.

But did Mr. Hilgard pen this precious docu-
ment as a Professor of Agriculture, as a
Professor of Chemistry, or as a Professor of

Hygiene ? He says he analyzed both
powders, why then did he not content him-
self with giving the analyses instead of his

opinions in the form of a newspaper puff ?

We do not understand a chemist who has
made special analyses of two compounds,

talking of best grades and inferior grades
of bi-carbonate of soda. Those an trade
terms and not scientific. A chemist would
tell us of the percentage of impurities, tint
is if he knew how to ascertain it, and hud
really made the analysis he mentions. W.
do not know whether there is any ammonia
or not in the article of merchandise he
condemns, but we may venture to differ
with a Professor of Agriculture on the ques-
tion whether ammonia in small quantities
is injurious or not. * * * But at any
rate, before a witness claims credence for
an opinion such as that, a biscuit made
from a certain powder cannot be as readily
insalivated or digested (sic) he ought to
establish his claims to be recognized as an
expert in hygiene. Certainly, his sclf-

assumed title of Professor of Chemistry or
his actual one of Professor of Agriculture,
involving the analysis of soils, waters, etc.,
does not necessarily make him an authority
on what he has written about baking pow-
ders. It is a more serious question than
one of taste. It is one of principle, which
the Regents of the University would do well
to consider, how far a Professor of that in-
stitution can go in taking sides between two
rival manufacturers. Certainly there a
a ridiculous incongruity between a State
University and a baking powder fight.

VITICIII/TUKAL, CONFERENCE*,

The viticultural conferences of Moulpel-
lier have elicited several important data.

Protection against phylloxera by American
stock in the vineyard is studied practically

and scientifically in that region, and under
the direction of men of the highest reputa-

tion, such as Messrs. Plauchon, Foez,

Mares, Bazille and Vialla. The experien-

ces communicated from such a source are re-

liable. The wine from the Jacquez (Lenoir)

vine of 1884 is generally superior to the
1883 crop. Aided with plaster and tartaric

acid, intelligent manipulations can render

the Jacquez wine good. Investigations

showed singular modifications in the wine
according to the soil in which it grows.

Applicable to all wines, this is particularly.

true of the Jacquez. From deep alluvial

soil the coloring matter of this grape is

blue, in white clay soil it is yellowish, on
hill lands the color becomes red. If the

yellowish tint is not satisfactory, it can be
metamorphozed by plaster. Unfortunately,

the Jacquez vine is liable to be hurt by mil-

dew. Grafts on Jacquez of Alicante Bous-

chet, Carignan, and Aramon have given

good results. Not so, however, in white,

poor soils, in calcareous soil, and in moist

low lands. Grafting on Jacquez must
take place early, and for a year or two long

pruning is desirable.

The quality of 1884 Othello wine is good,

but several tasters were undecided in their

opinions. It is a wine which cannot well

be blended with others. Triumph wine
found also some objections, still it is a good

white wine. The Solonis vine was found

proper to graft Terret and Carignans on.

The Riparia vine is adapted best to argilo-

siliceous and argilo-calcareous soils. De-
cidedly phylloxera-proof this vine suffers

from cryptogames and particularly from

anthracnose. Heavy sulphuring at the be-

ginning of vegetation and also the use of

bine vitriol is recommended to guard

against these onemies. The Berlandieri

vine seems phylloxera-resistant. Vialla is

a variable vine influenced to the highest

degree by the soil in which it is planted

Almond trees are being largely grafted

over into other varieties. Among those

tried are apricots on to almond which

have proved a decided failure. They do

well for a year or two, but then they break

off short where tho union was made .

Plum on to almond however, is more of a

success.
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Pl'UE WINES.

Iteiiinrks of Honorable A. A. SatBcnt.

(From the Ucport of the Third Annual Viticultural

Convention.

J

Tho President in calling upon the next

speaker, the Hon. A. A. Sargent, formerly

United Statos Senator and late Minister to

Berlin, said: "In calling upon Senator

Sargent I wish to recall the fact that he
has been the staunch friend of viticulturistB

in California. He has assisted us in every

manner in his power. He has never left a

letter unanswered or request go by without

using his efforts to shield us from undue
taxation and discrimination."

Hon. A. A. Sargent upon being intro-

duced was received with applause and then

spoke as follows:

"Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, if

I understand correctly the topic under dis-

cussion it may be compressed into the

question, whether the general use of pure

Wines in American communities would tend

to the health of the community and to its

morals. I believe that is the proposition.

Perhaps any testimony that I might give in

this matter would have no value further

than I may have been able to form some
conclusion during my visit to different

European countries as to the facts in this

respect and the beverages consumed there.

I am aware that back of any moral ques-

tion there is an immense possibility of

greatness, confined within this industry.

Comparison has very naturally been made
between California with its dimensions, its

clime, its possibility for the culture of the

vine and the making of wine with France,

having about the same area and the same
capacity in this respect. France produces

somewhere about $300,000,000 per annum
of wine and this enormous industry gives

employment directly and indirectly to about

one-eighth of the population of that country.

Now if California, to meet this constant

and great demand which the world offers in

the wav of a market, can share largely in

the profits of $300,000,000, we would be

disposed to assume that that must be right

which is profitable, but I think that we
can look beyond that view of the matter,

beyond the mere fact that by means of this

industry becoming greater year after year

our State may become more prosperous,

and inquire whether really its effect upon
the moral and physical condition of our

people will be deleterious or beneficial.

Dr. Stebbins has very well said that the

drink of the average American is fiery and
strong; it is whisky and gin and brandy.

I find the same condition of things existing

in England and Scotland. After I had
visited Germany and especially southern

Germany, Italy, Belgium and France, and
observed the custom of the people there in

this respect—it was a matter of curious ob-

servation to me—I went into a country

more resembling ours in population, Eng-
land and Scotland, and I found there the

same habitude which we have and I found

the indulgence in hot and fiery drinks more
prevalent than it is with us; intoxication

more frequent. I was in one important

city in Scotland on a Sunday. I arrived

on Saturday night and stayed over Sunday
and I found more drunkenness among the

men and women, and I may say children

of both sexes, than I had seen for months
in New York. I was aware of the fact, as

everyone is, that they use these fiery liquids,

this Scotch whisky and if I wanted an
argument against the use of beverages of

that kind I found it there. I spent several

months in various parts of France and wine

is very common. No meal seems to be
complete without it, especially the second
breakfast and dinner. Why, to the laborer

upon the street or in tho field, with per-

haps his bit of bread and cheese or an
onion or some simple vegetable, his half

bottle of wine seems to be a necessary ad-

junct nud seems by him to be considered

an important item of his food. At
fashionable dinners and dinners of all kinds

wine seems to flow very freely and I wonder-
ed myself what could be the effect upon
these people, of the continual drinking of

wine. I am not much of a wine drinker

myself, I do not seem to need the stimu-
lants which others need. I have not got

into that habit and therefore it was a novel

question to mo, "what is the effect on this

community of great wine drinking.'' I

could not see that tho effect was any more
than the effect on us of the drinking of tea

and coffeo. At all of our meals we drink

tea and coffee. The wine seems to be drunk
in the same way. You do not see the peo-
ple reeling about the streets intoxicated.

Perhaps after a great dinner thero might
be a little rapidity of conversation, but
nothing more and it has not that degrading

effect, which is found in the heavy drinks

which the people indulge in in our saloons.

I saw the same thing in the south of Ger-
many, Switzerland and Belgium. The con-

clusion I reached was that it was not de-

leterious to the health of the people or in-

jurious to their morals. That is it had a

different effect upon them from what the

drinking of strong liquors has among us
as I have no doubt the test can be borne by
many who have made the same observa-

tions as myself. Now I am entirely in ac-

cord with my friend Mr. Stebbins that we
can substitute for the liquors in America
the wines that are made here and in France,

Spain, Switzerland and Southern Germany.
I have been told by those who have trav-

eled abroad and have used wine very freely

that the desire for liquors, wines or any
kinds of liquors, is much less in America
than it is in Europe. I remember one in-

stance of a gentleman in my employ in Ber-
lin who was accustomed to his half bottle

of wine at dinner who visited the United
States and after his return I said to him
"you did not find wine drinking so genera 1

in America " and he said " I did not care

for it myself, I got out of the way of it."

There is something in our atmosphere, or

in our surroundings which makes strong

drink more dangerous than it is in a more
humid climate, and it has an effect upon
the system, which leads a person to desire

it less, for I believe that a danger sends its

warning in advance. The most formida-
ble use of liquors must be the stuff dis-

pensed at the bars and I have no doubt
that if light wine can be substituted for

them that danger will disappear, and I have
no doubt that if it is substituted bars will

disappear. Now if we could dissuade
men from drinking strong liquors and in-

duce them to drink alight, healthful article

of wine, it would tend towards the eradica-

tion of all this mischief

.

I wish to say, as I mentioned before, that

I believe you are engaged in a beneficial

enterprise in this State, not only in the
prosperity which you will bring to it, but I

believe if you succeed in making a pure ar-

ticle of wine and getting it introduced in

the community that you will be a greater

auxiliary for temperance than any prohibit-

ion party or prohibitionists can be. [Loud
applause.]

HAUO.V VOJS MUELLER.

the beech and the pine absorb about a
pound to each cubic foot of wood, the elm
and the poplar each absorb about 20 ounces,

and are therefore more suitablo than the

former to be used as vine props. Which-
ever kind of timber be employed it should

in preference be used shortly after the tree

has been felled, for seasoned timber loses

much of its virtues.— Wine Trade Review.

CALIFORNIA VINEYARDS;

KRUti CHARLES,
Krug Station, St. Helena, Napa Co., Pal.

Producer of fine Wines and Brandies.

C. WEINBEKGER, Manufacturer of Wines, near
• St. Helena.

H W. CRABB, Wine Cellar and Distillery, Oakvillo,

, Napa County.

THE SUNSET VINEYARD.

MINTCBN, Fresno Co., Cal.

WEBSTER & SARGENT,
Proprietors.

DEL MONIES VINEYARD AND NURSERY.

M. DENICKE, Proprietor,

Fresno, Fresno County, • California.
Choice Cuttings and Koots for sale. Grown without

irrigation, and large, healthy growth. Claret—Mataro,
Grenache, Carignane, Cabernet, Malbec, Teinturier,

Zinfandel, Le Noir, etc. Burgundy—Pinots, Trous-

seau, Meunier, Ploussard. Port—Tinto Cao, Amarillo,

Mourisco, Bastardo, Tauriga, Morretto. White—Sau-
vignon Verte, Columbar, Folle Blanche, Burger, Sul-

tana, Corinths. Muscats. Resistant—Kiparia, Cali-

fornica. Prices very moderate.

W.M.WILLIAMS'
Scmi-Tropical ami General

nsrxjxi.sjii33Ei.i3i:s,

EASTEEBY EANCHO.

TREE DEPOT:

COR. MARIPOSA and K STREETS,

FRESNO, Cal.

500,000 TREES
Of all the Standard Varieties.

GRAPE ROOTS AND CUTTINGS

Of popular Wine and Raisin Varieties.

WHITE ADRIATIC
A Specialty,

FIGS

Baron Ferd. Von Mueller, the distinguish-

ed Government botanist and authority on

horticultural and viticultural matters, of

Melbourne, Victoria, writes to our Chief

Executive Viticultural Officer as follows:

"Let me express my best thanks, dear

Mr. Wetmore, for your considerate atten-

tion of sending me the important volume
on viticulture, just issued by your Commis-
sion. It is replete with new information
and will be of great advantage to me in my
departmental engagements. If a copy of

the first annual report could yet bo ob-

tained, I should be most beholden to you
for it."

With this note the Baron sends copies of

some of his Index perfectus ad caroli Lin-

naei species plantarum and notes on the

"phytoyraphy of the New Hebrides."

OF THE THIRD ANNUAL

State Viticultural Convention.

FOR 8ALE AT THE OFFICE OF

THE SAN FRANCISCO MERCHANT.

323 FRONT ST. P. O. Box 3366.

ORNAMENTAL TREES AND HOUSE

PLANTS.

Call bclbre purchasing elsewhere.

Trees free from scale and other pests. Telephone

No. 7 communicates with the Nursery.

SILK CULTURE.

Price

My Book of Instruction,

ILK AND THE SILK WORM."

Gives all necessary information.

Twenty-Five Cents per Copy.

Prioa 50 cents Each

Bound In Cloth, $1.50.

AMPELOGBAPHY.

Varieties of Vines Known in California and

Choice of Localties.

WINE, RAISIN, AND TABLE GRAPES

Bt C. A. WETMOKE.

CHIEF EXECUTIVE VITICVTETCBAE
OFFICER.

Silk Worm Eggs, Reels, Trees, Cuttings, Seeds, etc

for sale at the very lowest market rates.

THERMOMETER AND BAROMETER COMBINED.

For use of Silk Kaisers.

Free by Mail, only 75 cents.

For Sale at

THE "MERCHANT" OFFICE.

Single Copies 25 cts

I will be pleased to give information to correspond-

ents who apply by letter, inclosing two cent stan p
for reply.

Specimen Boxes of Cocoons and Reeled

Silk. 25 cents.

None but articles of the first quality sold.

Address all communications to

MISS NELLIE L. ROSSITER.

PEACTICAL SILK CULTUBIST.

NEW LISBON,

Burlinston Co., New Jersey.

Money Orders and Postal Notes *o be made payable

at Pkmberton, P. O., New Jersey.

Send for my new premium 1

Protection from Mildew.

Mr. A. Bouffard has invented tho follow-

ing method of applying sulphate of copper

to vines attacked by mildew. The stakes

to which the vines are tied should be pre-

pared by plunging them for three or four

days into a vat which contains five pounds

of sulphate of copper to 22 gallons of water.

The stakes must be wholly submerged, and

not allowed to float on the surface; no tools

or vessels made of iron must be used in the

operation. The Btakes must be then drained

and dried in the open air. Experiments
have been made on various kinds of wood,
in order to show which absorbs the largest

quantity of sulphate of copper when thus

treated, and it has been proved that while

LlOnT-RUNNISO

„pOj^
I

^*f~ IMITATED BY MANY
.

,

J
-£~ EQUALLED BY NONE!

THE REC0ONIZ1D ITAKDARD OF EXCEL-

LENCE IN THE SEWING- MACHINE TRADE.

Send for Price L»st +o

J. W. EVANS, General Agent,

29 POST ST..S. F.
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THE SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.,

Respectfully invites the attention of TOURISTS AND
PLEASURE SEEKERS to the SUPERIOR FACILIT-
IES afforded by the " Northern Division " of its line

for reaching the principal

SUMMER AND WINTER RESORTS OF CALIFORNIA

WITH SPEED, SAFETY AND COMFOBT.

Pescadero, Menlo Park, Santa Clara.
San Jose, Matlrone Mineral Springs,
Uilroy Hot Springs.

-MO 3NTT DE3 IE*. DE3 "32"-

"THE QUEEN OF AMERICAN WATERING PLACES."

Only three and one-half hours from San Francisco.

Camp tioodall, Aptos, 1,0111:1 Prieta,
Monte Vista, New Brighton. Soquel,
Camp Capitola, and

saktta"oruz.
PARAISO HOT SPRINGS.

EL PASO DE ROBLES
HOT AND COLD SULPHUR SPRINGS,

And the only Natural Mud Baths in tho World.

This Road runs through one of the richest and
most fertile sections of California, and is the only line

traversing the famous Santa Clara Valley, celebrated
for its productiveness, and the picturesque and park-
like character of its scenery; as also the beautiful San
Benito; l'ajaro and Salinas Valleys, the most flourish-

ing agricultural sections of the Pacific Coast.
Along the entire route of the " Northern Division "

the tourist will meet with a succession of Extensive
Farms, Delightful Suburban Homes, Beautiful Gar-
dens, Innumerable Orchards and Vineyards, and Lux-
uriant Fields of Grain; indeed a continuous panorama
of enchanting Mountain, Valley and Coast scenery is

presented to the view.

Characteristics of this Line :

GOOD ROAD-BED. STEEL RAILS, ELEGANT CARS,

LOW RATES, FAST TIME, FINE SCENERY.

Tickkt Offices—Passenger Depot, Townsend street,

Valencia St. Station, and No. 613 Market Street,
Grand Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,
Superintendent, Arat. Pass. andTkt. Agt.

" The Wine Press and the

Cellar."
a Manual for thk Wink-maker and tub Cellar-

Man.

By E. H. Rixford.

[St. Helena Star.]

" A glance through it discloses a vast amount of in-

teresting information about wine-making, both in

this country and in Europe * * * * This is a subject

on which our people should be especially informed,
and we trust that the author's efforts in that direction

may meet with liberal encouragement."

[S. F. Daily Evening Bulletin.]
"Tho most timely California book of the season * * *

It is safe to say that no work adapted to California

wine-making and wine-keeping, which has yet been
published is at all approachable to the volume under
consideration. The arrangement, classification, and in-

dexing shows a wonderful amount of care. Tho in-

dexing is so thorough and the classification so perfect,

that the person desiring to consult its pages for any
particular information desired, pertaining to the spe-

cial subjects of which it treats, can readily refer to it.

DAILY CALL, OCT. 18, 1883.

The Winb Press and the Cellar,—A manual for

the Wine Maker and the Cellar Man, is the title of a

work just published, from the pen of E. H. Rixford.
The work, the author says in the preface, is the
result of research by himself, chiefly for his own
benefit, and in going over the literature of the sub-
ject of wine making, he failed to find a work in the
English language which is adequate to the needs of

the practical wine maker. The book is intended to
supply the deficiency. Elaborate statistics of the
California wine product are given. Besides the pre-

face, the work contains twenty chapters, each em-
bracing a distinct subject relating to the manufac-
tures of the various wines and putting it up for mar-
ket ; defects and diseases of the liquor ; mixing wines;
analysis, etc., with forty-two illustrations in all.

The processes begin with the gathering of the grape,
following each step and the processes attending it, in

the manufacture ; treating of the various qualities

and the causes upon which these various differences

depend. The book contains 240 pages, and is thor-

oughly indexed.

Price $1 50.

Mold by

THE SAN FEANCISCO MERCHANT,

323 Front Street.

LAND CLEARING- wrt JTJDSON POWDER
RAILROAD MEN, FARMERS AND VITICULTURISTS

Have, by practical experience, found that the JllDROX POWDER especially, is the best adapted to re-

move STUMPS and TREES. FROM 5 TO 20 POUNDS OF THIS POWDER will always bring anv sized stump or tree
with roots clear out of the ground. The EXPENSE IS LESS THAN ONE-HALF the cost of grubbing. In
most caseB, Giant Powder, or any other "High Explosive," is too quick, and ordinary Blasting Powder not
strong enough. For particulars how to use the same, apply to

BANDMANN, NIELSEN & CO., General Agents
Griixrxt f'o'TO'd.er Co.,

810 FRONT ST.. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

PACIFIC SAW MANUFACTURING CO., ^tXSSST"-MAWS
OP EVERT DESCRIPTION

On Hand and Made to Order,

— AGENTS FOR—
C.B.PAUL'S FILES

Repairing of all kinds done
at short notice.

AMERICAN SUGAR REFINERY,
MANUFACTURERS OF THE

CELEBRATED CUBE SUGAR,
SUPPLIES ONLY EXPORTERS AND THE JOBBING TRADE

This Company manufactures all tho Grades of HARD AND COFFEE SUGARS AND
SYRUPS. Special attention given to the making and packing of Loaf Sugar for ex-

portation.

E. L. G. STEELE, President.
208 CALIFORNIA STREET,

BOOK, NEWS AND

COVER PAPERS,

FLAT PAPERS,

BILL HEADS,

CARD STOCK,

ENVELOPES,

CARPET LINING,

BINDERS' BOARDS.

M@M@#EjItfe 1
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411413 & 415 SANSOME STVS.F. 1,

MANILA,

HARDWARE AND

STRAW,

WRAPPING,

PAPER BAGS,

STRAW BOARDS,

TWINES, Etc.

1
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

All Kinds of Printing A Wrapping Papers.

CLARIFYING- & PRESERVING- WINES.
The undersigned having been appointed Sole Agents on the Pacific Coast by Messrs. A. BOAKE & CO.,

Stratford, Eng., for their renowned

LiaUID ALBUMENS
Beg to call the attention of Wine Growers and Wine Merchants to the following articles, the superior merit

of which has been confirmed by Silver Medals, the highest awards given at the International Exhibitions of

Paris 1878, Bordeaux 1882, and Amsterdam 1883; viz:

LIQUID' ALBUMEN FOR RED WINES,
CLARET, BURGUNDY and PORT.

LIQUID ALBUMEN FOR WHITE WINES,
HOCK, SAUTERNES, SHERRY and MADEIRA, also FOB DISTILLED

LIQUORS ; BRANDY, WHISKY, GIN, Etc., Etc.

WINE PRESERVER,
FOR PRESERVING THE BRILLIANCY OF THE WINES.

WINE CORRECTOR,
FOR CORRECTING THE ROUGHNESS OF YOUNG WINES.WINE RESTORER,

FOR RESTORING BADLY MADE OR BADLY TREATED, HARSH
AND TART WINES.

Atrial according to directions will pro\e the superior quality of these finings. For sale in quantities to suit by

Sole Agents. 314 SACRAMENTO ST., S. F.

For sale to the city and country trade in

lots to suit.

MAGONDRAY £ CO.
204 and 206 Saiisome St

San Francisco Forge
H, SANDERS, Proprietor,

Tho only Manufacturer on the Pacific Coast of

OIL WELL TOOLS

ARTESIAN WELL BORING MACHINERY.

All work guaranteed at lowest prices. Estimates

also furnished.

315 MISSION ST.,

Bet. Fremont and Beale. San Francisco, Cal,

N. B.—Charles Oester is no longer connected with

this Forge, and has not been since December 31

,

1883.

THE OLIVE TREE & ITS PRODUCTS

ASB TUB

SUITABILITY OF THE SOIL & CLIMATE

OF CALIFORNIA FOR ITS

Extensive and Profitable Cultivation.

— by—
JOHN J- BLEASDALE, D. D., F. C. S.

For Sale at

THE "MERCHANT'' OFFICE

PRICE 50 CENTS.

COVERT, MITCHELL & BROWN,
SUCCESSORS TO

H. M. COVERT,
Commission Merchants and

Purchasing Agents.

203 & 205 SACRAMENTO ST., San Francisco.

Sole Agents for Paragon Axle Grease and

the Paragon Raking Powder Company.
Importers of the Paragon Uncolored Japan
Tea.

Propagation of the Vine.

BY

CHARLES A. WETMORE.

SECOND EDITION WITH APPENDIX

For Sale at

THE "MERCHANT" OFFICE.
PRICE 25 CENTS

A MEMOIR ON OLIVE GROWING

WITH IM.USTBATI0N8.

Bead Before the State Horticultural

Society, February 20, 1884, by

FRED. POHNDORFF.

Will be mailed by the S. F. Mbrchaht on receipt M
50 cents in one or two-cent postage stamps.

H. W. BYINGTON,

FOURTH STREET,

SANTA ROSA, Sonoma Co., Cal.

Carriages and teams at reasonable terms to all per-

sons visiting the vineyards of the valley.

THE OCCIDENTAL HOTEL.
SANTA ROSA, Sonoma Co., Cal.

This house is particularly recommended as situated

in the center of the grape district, and from which

the principal vineyards can be reached.

O. A. TUPPER, Proprietor,
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WM. T. COLEMAN & CO.
COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

SAN FRANCISCO,

Agency Wm. T. Coleman ft Co.,

ASTORIA, Or.,

CHICAGO,

NEW YORK,

Agency Wm. T. Coleman & Co.

LONDON.
With Agents and Brokers in every Commercial City of Prominence in the Union.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF HANDLING THE

RAISIN CROP OF CALIFORNIA!!
And amongst others we are Agents for

Riverside Fruit Company of Riverside, Miss Mary P. Austin of Fresno,

McPherson Bros, of Orange, T. C. White of Fresno.

With many other of the Most Prominent Curers of this State.

Our Facilities for Promptly Placing antl Widely Distributing Their Proline!

Can be Ascertained from the Above Well-known Cnrers.

We are also Large Handlers of

ORANGES, DRIED FRUITS, HONEY AND BEANS
IN THE EASTERN STATES.

Advances Made When Required, and Full Information of Markets Promptly

Given, Address :

Wm. T. COLEMAN& Co.
Market & Main Sts., S. P.

r NEW
GOODS ! "NICOLL"

JUST
RECEIVED

THE! TAILOR!
The Grandest Display of the Choicest Woolens ever shown in the city. Domestic, English, French, Scotch,

and German Fabrics in endless variety for suits to measure. One Thousand different patterns to select from.
And every style of garment cut and fited to suit the most fastidious taste.

Samples with Instructions for Self-Measurement Sent Free!

All Goods Shrunk. Perfect Fit Guaranteed.

FINE ALL-WOOL SUITS TO ORDER, From $20 00

FINE ALL-WOOL PANTS TO ORDER, From 5 00

Only White Labor Employed and None but First-class Cutters !

gZTA Small stock of Uncalled-for Goods—Pants, Vests, Coate, Overcoats, Ulsters—at immense reduction.

NICOLL "THE TAILOR."
PHELAN'S BUILDING,

SIO MAICIiKT ST., San Francisco. Oil

r CASTAL1AN
THE BEST SPRING MEDICINE

In tlx© "World !

The Best Blood Purifier known. Try it. Nature's

own Remedy for Inflammation, internal or external.

Wonderful Cures. Call, or send for Circular,

FORBES & PLAISTED,
Wo. 2 Fourth St.. S. F.

ESBERG, BACHMAN&CO.
IMPORTERS OP

< 'hewing;, SinukiiiK * Leaf Tobacco.

HAVANA CIGARS AND LEAF.

225, 227 & 229 California St. and 122, 124

& 120 Battery Street.

SAN FRANCISCO.

And Nos. 7 & 9 NORTH FRONT ST. PORTLAND

OUR NATIVE WINE SHIPMENTS BY SEA.

PER P. M. S. S. CO.'S STR. SAN JOSE, JUNE 15, 1885.

TO NEW YORK,

MARKS.

G, in diamond, New York..
EL, New York
F A, New York
P L, New York
E C, New York
J B, Hoboken
E IS& J, New York
H, in diamond, New York.
BD&Co., New York.,...
BB, New York
H R, New York
M & M, Paterson
F Bros., Brooklyn
IT,., Lawrence, Mass .

IVLiCo., Boston
F, in diamond, New York.,

CS, Union Hill

K&F, New York
R B Bansnile, NO
F Pope, Boston
A, in diamond. New York.
A.F, New York
J S, New York
F J P S N, New York

TACKAOBS AND CONTENTS.

Lachman & Jacobi,

B Dreyfus & Co

.

J Gundlach & Co..

Kohler & Frohling

.

Fleming & Stetson

.

S Lachman &Co..

.

20 barrels Wine
1 5 barrels Wine
25 barrels Wine
8 barrels Wine
10 barrels Wine
5 barrels Wine
125 barrels Wine
5 puncheons Wine
130 barrels Wine
10 barrels Wine
3 barrels Brandy
11 barrels Wine
10 barrels Wine
12 half barrels Wine
3 puncheons Wine
1 1 barrels Wine
2 barrels Wine
157 barrels Wine
1 barrel Wine —
1 cask Wine . .

.

5 barrels Wine
10 barrels Wine
5 barrels Wine
10 barrels Wine.

Total amount of Wine 29191
Total amount of Brandy

080
744
1239
394
492
244
5980
802

6312
483
168
548
494
318
369
624
97

7640
50
61
233
4
235
475

* 410
310
495
207
221
143

2363
320

2620
180
350
400
225
235
300
264
43

4500
100
167
93

288
I!)'.)

248

$14238
350

TO MEXICO.

J B, Sayula
M L, Salina Cruz.
H V, Salina Cruz.

.

T K, San Bias
A Y Mazatlan
COG, Mazatlan..
L M, Mazatlan

F, Mauzanillo.

S Lachman & Co
Cabrera, Roma & Co

.

L F Lastreto
T V de Laveaga. . .

.

Thannhauser & Co.

2 half barrels Wine
6 barrels Wine
5 half barrels Wine ...

.

1 case Wine (Samples).
6 barrels Wine
1 keg Wine
6 octaves Wine
1 half barrel Wine
2 kegs Wine

Total amount of Wine

.

112
203
150

360
10

110
26
32

1003

109
182
150

222
9

78
24
25

S801

TO CENTRAL AMERICA.

H G, San Juan del Sur.
M C, La Union
FY, Corinto

Stockton Milling Co .

Urruela & Urioste . .

.

Cabrera, Roma & Co.

2 casks Wine. .

.

2 kegs Wine
24 cases Wine..
1 keg Whiskey

.

Total amount of Wine
Total amount of .Whiskey

.

120
24
120
9

80
22
00
27

264
9

$192
27

TO GERMANY.

C D, Hamburg |
Walter, Schilling & Co|4 cases Wine . 20

1

MISCELLANEOUS SHIPMENTS.

JAMES HUNTER,

GAUGER OF WINES AMD SPIRITS

(Established 1861.)

OFFICE-S2.1 FRONT STRICT,

San Francisco.

DESTINATION.

Mexico
Altata
Victoria. .

.

China
Honolulu..

Newbern
Twilight
Empire
City of New York .

Alameda

Steamer..
Schooner.
Steamer..

.

Steamer..
Steamer ..

,

VALUE.

8183 |

781
15

117
117

* 3653
549
12
75
96

Total shipments by Panama steamers.
Total shipments by other routes

30,640 gallons, $15,024
9,213 " 4,385

Grand totals 39,853 $20,009

THE OLDEST WINE HOUSE IN THE UNITED STATES.

John Osborn &Co.
NEW YORK. (FOUNDED 1836.) MONTREAL.

Shipping and Commission Merchants.
[P. 0. BOX NO. 80. N. V.] 45 BEAVER STREET, NEW YORK.

Correspondence solicited with Winemakcrs throughout the State, and also for

all California Fruits and General Produce.

We handle all goods as we receive them, and it is the object of all shippers to ship only such winea, etc.,

that will establish a reputation. As sole agents for PIPER HEIDSIECK and PIPER SEC CHAMPAGNE, our
Importations for the last three years were 125,000 Baskets, or more than three time» the importations of

all other brands imported to the Pacific Coast.

J. N. KNOWLES, Manager. EDWIN L. GRIFFITH, Secretary.

ARCTIC OIL WORKS.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Sperm Whale, Elephant and Pish Oils, Skid Grease,

WHALE OIL SOAP.
ESPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR VINEYARDS AND FRUIT ORCHARDS.

OFFICE- as CALIFORNIA STREET, S. F„ Cal.
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urrE»i'i:ius€E.

Kcmarks of Dr. J. D. 1!. Millinaii.

[From the Report of the Third Annual Vitioultural

Convention.]

The following coniinumcution from Dr.

J. D. B. Stillman, who wus expected to

address the Convention on the last after

noon of the Session, but who was unexpect-

edly crowded out at that time, was sub-

mitted immediately after the adjournment

and is placed in this report as a part of the

proceedings, on account of its value as ex-

pressing the opinion of a gentleman of rare

culture, long experience as a medical prac-

titioner, great and varied observation as a

traveler and of such character as is best

esteemed, where he is best known :

Chas. A. Wetmore, Esq.—Deak Sib: You
expected me to continue the discusssion on
the relation of wine production and temper-

ance on the last day of the Viticultural

Convention in this city. For sanitary

reasons I did not go out in the evening, but

as you desire to hear from me and I have
no reluctance to put myself on record on
this great social question in as few words as

possible.

More than half a century ago I enrolled

myself as a foe to intemperance as it was
then understood. I have never changed
my position on that question though the

question has changed. As a physician I

could not follow the society into teetotalism

and the later change to the extreme position

now held by the prohibitionists, a position

directly antagonistic to the principles on
which our political liberties are founded.

There must be a limit to the power of

majorities, else the form of our Govern-
ment opens the way to the most dangerous
tyrauy known to man for we would not

have to war upon our tyrant aloue, but

more than half the body politic and the

same power that to-day would prohibit the

use of all alcoholic beverages may to-morrow
be, used to compel their use by all if it shall

seem for their good, or to use the familiar

illustration of Stuart Mill in his essay on
liberty: "If a majority of the people be-

lieve that the eating of pork is injurious

therefore the liberty of the minority should

be invaded and its use prohibited.''

This question of prohibition is the legiti-

mate outgrowth of the influence of our

New England forefathers, which found ex-

pression in the Blue Laws of Connect-

icut. This dangerous doctrine is found
only in the path of Empire as mark-
ed by the footsteps of the Puritans;

wherever they have migrated there you
find it. If a poor laborer returning home
from a day of toil drinks too deeply and
lays down by the wayside to sleep off the

narcotism in this cosmopolitan city, you
wake him up and conduct him to prison

from which he can escape only by paying
the greater part of a week's earning as a tine

for an offense in which he harmed no one
but his family and you inflict a greater

wrong upon them by robbing them of their

bread.

It is not by the spirit of intolerance that

this great social evil of intemperance is to

be met. Stimulants have in some form
been in use in all ages and among all peo-

ple, savage and civilized. It is to be as-

sumed therefore that their use is founded
on a law of our constitution. Should we
wage a war upon this law by prohibiting

their use or sale (which are equivalent
terms) ? Or shall we recognize this law
and so direct the appetite into harmless
channels when the desired ends may be
gained with the least injury to the indi-

vidual and to Society ?

The form of stimulant used by the mass
of any people will be that which is the
most cheaply obtained ; by the Celt and
Scandinavian it will be the product of fer-

mentation and distillation of the cereals.

Among the Latin races which occupy the
lauds where the vine flourishes, the appetite

is best gratified by the products of the fer-

mentation of the grape to the exclusion of

every other stimulant. The agreeable com-
bination of acids and astringents with the

aroma create a desire for them independent
of their stimulating effect which is not strong
enough to produce drunkenness ; whereas
the whisky drinker drinks only for the in-

fluence on the brain

In the course of my life it has been my
lot to travel much in foreign lands. I have
observed that in all lands where the cheap-
est stimulants are produced by the fermen-
tation and distillation of grain there is the
most drunkenness. Scotch whisky must be
fatal stuff ! I saw in Scotland at the birth-
place of Robert Burns, on the banks of

Bonny Doon, at the breaking up of an en-
campment of volunteers, more dead drunks
than it was ever my lot to see in all my life.

During several months spent in Italy where
wine to the amount of hundreds of millions
of gallons is consumed annually, I never
saw but one man drunk. In France where
the children of the poor are put upon a diet

of bread and wine as soon as they are
weaned, intemperance is very infrequent. I

am firmly convinced that tire true remedy
for drunkenness is in the principle of sub-
stitution and not prohibition, the substitu-

tion of wine with enough of alcohol to pre-

serve it, as in the case of dry wines or beer

as used by the German races; and I am as
firmly convinced that the principle of pro-

hibition of the sale of any alcoholic drink
as urged by bigots, will result in greater evils

than they hope to eradicate, and will be re-

sisted to the bitter end by every man who
loves his liberty more than life.

J. D. B. Stillman.

MEEKER
SUN FRUIT DRIER
One of these Driers is now working on

the Dent fruit ranch, about a mile north of

Los Gatos, on the San Jose road. Every

facility will be extended to thoso interested

in Fruit Preservation, to examine and test

its excellent working qualities, and note

carefully its thoroughly economic principles

of operation. As to the superb quality of

its product of fruit, when visitors see it,

they will wonder why they have so clung

to the wrongful system of sulphur bleach-

ing, when Nature, properly assisted, will

do a perfect work without it, and produce a

quality of fruit vastly superior, as well as

more beautiful in appearance, and at the

same time perfectly healthful as the choic

est food. While the cost of production is

much less.

Samples of fruit can be seen at the Drier

near Los Gatos; also at Factory in this city.

No Sulphur Bleaching. Prices given on

application.

W. A. MEEKEB,
Fifth and Bryant Sts., S. F.

WORTH'S IMPROVED
TATENT

Combined Toggle Lever
AND

SCREW PRESS.
I desire to call the

attention of wine and
Cider makers to my
Improved Press.
With this Press the
movement of the fol-

lower is fast at the
commencement,
moving one and a
half inches with one
turn of the screw.
The last turn of the
screw moves the fol-

lower one-sixteenth
of an inch. The fol-

lower has an up and
down movement of

2(5i inches, with the

double platform run on a railroad track. You can

have two curbs, by which you can fill one while the

other is under the press, thereby doing double the

amount of work of any other press in the market. I

also manufacture Horse Powers for all purposes, En-
tilage Cutters. Plum Pittera Worth's System of Heat-
ing Dairies by hot water circulation. g& Send for

circular. W. H. WORTH, Petaluuia Foundry
and Machine Works, Petaiuma, Sonoma
County, Cal.
Testimonials from I. DeTurk, Santa Rosa; J. B. J.

Portal, San Jose; ElyT. Shcppard, Glen Ellen; Kate
F. Warfield, Glen Ellen: J. II. Drummond, Glen
Ellen; Joseph Walker, Windsor; John Harkelman,
Fulton; Win, Pfeffer, Gubserville can be had by apply-
ing for printed circulars.

REAL EftTATE.

In the Merchant will be found the ad-
vertisements of the Central Pacific Bail-
road, W. P. Haber of Fresno, Guy E.
Grosse of Santa Rosa, Frost & Oilman of
the same place, Moultou & Co. of Healds-
burg, T. H. Cardall & Co. of San Jose and
San Francisco, all of whom have choice
vineyard lands for sale.

They have placed on file a list of such
lands at this office, in order that all per-
sons desirous of purchasing vineyards may
be enabled to inform themselves of lands
to be disposed of before taking a trip up
the country,

By such means it is intended to make the
Merchant office of assistance to those in-

tending to embark in viticulture, and all

pamphlets and information will be freely

tendered to those who call there. It is de-
sired that the public should look to the
Merchant for all information concerning
grapes aDd wine.
From Mr. W. P. Haber, Manager of the

Fresno Land Office, we have received de-
scriptive pamphlets of Fresno county,which
contain a sample list of properties for sale

at that office. They vary in extent from
two to six hundred and forty acres, and in

price from $15 an acre upwards, and com-
prise city and suburban lots. Mr. Haber
is the Fresno agent for the Pacific Coast
Land Bureau of San Francisco.
We now have particulars of 25 additional

properties in the vicinity of Santa Kosa
and Sebastopol, Sonoma county, that are
offered for sale, from 17 to 1,300 acres
each, at prices ranging from $175 up to

$20,000, according to size, location and im-
provements. The properties are situated

close to the railway line, planted in orchard,
vineyard, have been used for general farm-
ing or are ready for the plow. Most of

them have commodious dwellings and out-

houses and would be valuable investments
for intending settlers.

Messrs. T. H. Cordell & Co. of San Jose
and this city, whose advertisement appears
elsewhere, offer for Bale several lots, from
10 to 80 acres each, of improved vineyard
lands in Santa Clara valley. The.y have
also orchards planted with the choicest

varieties of fruit trees, and orchard lands
for sale.

Mr. Geo. M. Thompson of Healdsburg,
Sonoma county, is agent for the sale of the
Bennel Winery and three acres of laud
close to the center of the town and the rail-

way. The cellar has a capacity of 40,000
gallons with every facility for enlargement
at little expense. On the premises is a
saloon where the wines are retailed; the
buildings are complete in every detail and
fitted with the latest and most improved
machinery and conveniences. The price is

very reasonable and the owner intends to

establish a vineyard in the immediate
vicinity.

FINE VINEYARDS

1ST SANTA CLARA VALLEY,

— FOB SALE BY —

T. H CORDELL & 00.,

28 North Virata*. ) t j 873'fc Market St.
San Jose. ft San Francisco.

dtOO Oflfl 8° ACRES IN THIICD YEAH. OVER
<P^i^i,WW. (i5,OO0 vines of best varieties. Staked.

A very fine property at a bargain.

AO AAA lO ACRES IN FOURTH YEAR.
JpO ,vl/U • Near Los Gatos. Fine varieties, beauti-

ful view and a good place.

$1 ft ftftft 40 ACRES ON NORTH SIDE STEV-
A.U,WW. ens Creek Road. Excellent land and

fine varieties. Set last Winter.

.„ ^nlx 36 ACRES ON MAIN ROAD IN SEC-

!f)/,20U. ondycar. Splendid land. Good neigh-
^ borhood.

We have a number of places with
Vines and Frnlt Trees for sale. Also.

Orvliards and Orehard Lauds.

Call at Office or write for full particulars. Respcct'ly

T. H. CORDELL & CO.

Winery For Sale.
THE

BERMEL WINERY,
And Three Acres of Land,

SITUATED CORNER WEST AND GUAM' MS..

llealdsburir. Si a < <>., Cal.

On Line of S. F. & N.. P. R. R.

Cellar under ground-capacity 40,000 gallons.

capable of being enlarged to any capacity at Bnall

cost. Outfit complete to carry on the blui

Dwelling and outhouse? in good repair. Location

most desirable in the State.

For further particulars apply at the office of the

S. F. Merchant, or to

CEO. M. THOMPSON, Agent,

Healdsburg. Cal.

MOULTOJST & CO.,
REAL ESTATE,

MONEY AND INSURANCE BROKERS,
HEALDSBUHG, SONOMA CO., CAL.

A lar^e quantity of the FINEST GRAPE LANDS
in the County are now in the hands of this Company
for bale.

A list of Russian River bottom lands and red
gravely hill lands SPECIALLY ADAPTED TO VITI-
CULTURE, will be forwarded on application.
Buyers should visit Uealdsburi; before s> tiling else-

where .

Office in llic Sotoyoinc Hotel.
Ilenldsuiiru.

For further partieulars apply at the office of the
S. F. Mrkciiant, 'ti'23 Front street, San Francisco.

FROST & GILMAN,

REAL ESTATE BROKERS,

OFFICE 529% FOURTH STREET,

sauiii Rosa, Oil.

Farms and Stock Ranches for sale and to exchange

for city property. VINEYARD LANDS A SPE-

CIALTY. A list of properties particularly adapted

to Grape Culture forwarded on application, and on

file at the office of the S. F. Mercuast, 3'23 Front

street, San Francisco.

FRESNO LAND OFFICE.
Choice Farming, Fruit and

\7"±n©y«tx»caL l«mc3Ls
Improved or Unimproved.

With or without Water lor Irrigation.

FOR SALE,

IN SMALL OR LARGE TRACTS,
Terms i:asj .

For maps, circulars, etc. . call on or address

W P. HABER, Manager,
Or Fresno, Oil.

PACIFIC COAST LAND BUREAU,
22 Montgomery St., S. F,

RAILROAD LANDS
— IS—

NEVADA, CALIFORNIA AND TEXAS.

FOB SALE ON REASONABLE TKKMS

Apply to, or address,

W. II. MILLS, JEROMK MADDEN,
Land Agent, Land Agent,

C. P. R. R. SAN FRANCISCO, S. P. R. R. SAN FRANCISCO.

— 0R-

H. B. ANDREWS,

LAND COMMISSIONER. 8. H. 1 S. A. RY. CO. SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

.-^B*v
A. 1876 S. I. XII.

1. 8. 1888 a.

The Industrious never Sink.

GCT E. GROSSE, Broker in Real Estate
Ranches, Residence, Business and Manufactur-
ing Property Bought and Sold on Commission.
Aau Publish«rof "Sonoma County Land Register and

Santa Kosa Business Directory."

Office, No. 312 B St., Santa Rosa, Cal.
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CALIFORNIA SUGAR REFINERY.
oifif'ioie! aav m: ji. n. is: 33t street.

West View of the New Refinery Building.

MANUFACTUEES THE FOLLOWING GBADES OF

^A) Pont CUBE SUGAB in barrels and bags

(A) CBUSHED SUGAB

Extra POWDEEED SUGAB in barrelb

Fine CBUSHED SUGAB in barrel?

Dry GEANULATED SUGAB in barrels

Extra GBANULATED SUGAB in barrels

SUGAR AND SYRUP:

\^T %C <§ ^ ^BOXES, Ya cen

For all] kinds

&JSn#

GOLDEN in barrels

EXTBA in barrels

HALF BABBEL, J£ cent more

BOXES, Yt cent more

SYEUP in barrels.

Do. in half barrels.

Do. in 5 gallon kegs

Do. in tins, 1 gallon each

The Products of the California Sugar Refinery and guaranteed absolutely pure and free from all Chemicals and
Adulteratoins.
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COOS BAY STAVE AND LUMBER COMPANY.
323 FRONT STREET, San Francisco Cal.

LATEST ADDITIONS TO OUR CATALOGUE OP USEFUL HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES.

OPEN.

Diamond Clothes Rack.

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL

KINDS OF

WOODEN WARE

AND USEFUL -

HOUSEHOLD UTENSILS

.

Udell Folding Bars.

From 3 to G feet hitfh and 3 to 5 sections

OUR LINE OF

COOPERAGE GOODS

is UNequaled.

We Have the Latest Improved Machinery

Ami arc able to

TURN OUT SUPERIOR WORK,

AT LOW PRICES.

Casks, Barrels and Kegs

Towel Roller.

OF ALL SIZES

Constantly on Hand.

tm- SEND FOR PRICE LIST. -$S

Udell Excelsior Step-Ladder.

FROM 4 TO 12 FEET HIGH.

SET UP.

Folding Ironing Table.

FOLDED UP.

Folding Ironing Table.

WOODEN WARE FACTORY

CORNER

SIXTH AND CHANNEL STS,

COOS BAY STAVE AND LUMBER COMPANY.

OFFICE: 323 FRONT STREET.

COOPERAGE :

CURSKH

BRANNAN & EIGHTH STS.
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ONOLULU
WM. G. IRWIN & CO.

SUGAIt FACTORS AND

COMMISSION AGENTS
Honolulu, li. I.

—AGENTS FOR—
1IAKALAU PLANTATION Hawaii

NAALEHU PLANTATION Hawaii

llo.Nl'Al'O PLANTATION Hawaii

HILEA PLANTATION Hawaii

STAR MILLS Hawaii

HAWAIIAN COM'L& SUGAR CO Maui

MAKEE PLANTATION Maui

WAIIIEE PLANTATION Maui

MAKEE SUGAR CO Kaua!

KEALIA PLANTATION Kauai

A;i<'llls for I lie

OCEANIC STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

CASTLE & COOKE
SHIPPING AND

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
Honolulu, II. I.

—AGENTS FOB

—

THE KOHALA SUGAR CO.,

THE HAIKU SUGAR CO.,

THEPAPAIKOUSUGARPLANTATION
THE WAIALUA SUGAR PLANTATION
THE PAIA PLANTATION
A. H. SMITH & CO.,

THE N. E. M. LIFE INSURANCE
CO. BOSTON,

THE UNION INSURANCE CO.
OF SAN FRANCISCO,

THE GEO. F. BLAKE M'F'G CO.,

STEAM AND VACUUM PUMPS,

D M.WESTON'S CENTRIFUGAL
MACHINES.

ONOLULU
H. HACKFELD & CO.

SHIPPING & COMMISSION

Merchants.
Honolulu, llauiiiifiii InIjiimIm

H. W. SEVERANCE,
HAWAIIAN CONSUL

AND

COMMISSION MERCHANT.
316 California St.,

Room No. 4. San Francisco, Cal

.

We are now prepared to furnish Vil Icnllm isls
and others, in any quantity, our well-knownVITRIFIED

dp. :el,

QUICK TIME AND CHEAP FARES

To Eastern and European Cities

Via the Great Trans-contiucntal All-Rail Routes.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC
oonvti»-A.3Nr-5r.

Daily Express fiffld Emigrant Trains make prompt con-

nections with the several J tailway Lines in the East,

CONNECTING AT a

NEW YORK AND NEW ORLEANS
with the several Steamer Lines to

ALL EUROPEAN PORTS.
PULLMAN PALACE SLEEPING CARS

attached to Overland Express Trains.

CLADDING, McBEAN & CO.
1358 & 1360 market Street, S. F.

it^TPrices on application.

UKO. W. MACFARLANE. II. R. MACFARLANE

.

G. w: MACFARLANE & CO.

IMPORTERS

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
AND

SUGAR FACTORS.
FIRE-PROOF BUILDING, 52 QUEEN STREET,

Honolulu, II. I.

—AGENTS FOR

—

THE WA1KAPU PLANTATION Maui

THE SPENCER SUGAR PLANTATION Hawaii

THE HELIA SUGAR PLANTATION Oahu
THE HUELO SUGAR CO Maui

HUELO SUGAR MILL Mam
PUULOA SHEEP RANCH CO Hawaii

NTIil.KKK, WATSON & CO., ) Glasgow
Sugar Machinery. f

JOHN FOWLER & GO'S STEAM PLOW ) Lccds
and Portable Tramway Works. J

GLASGOW AND HONOLULU LINE OF PACKETS.

THE VALUE OF A
PUMP

Is Determined by its Simplicity, the

Ease with which it is operated

in Deep Wells, etc.

—THE —

BUCKEYE PUMP
Possesses all these

valuable qualities in a greater

degree than any other pump in market,

FOR DURABILITY, SIMPLICITY,

Ease of operation and general efficiency

they have not an equal.

FOR SALE BY P. P. MAST & CO-,
31 Market St.. San Francisco.

WOODIN & LITTLE'S
WINE PUMP.

This cut repre-

sents our Double
Acting FORCE
POMPol great compactnes-,

for use in wine cellars,
_
for

pumping from one tank into

another. The cylinder is lined

with copper, tne piston rod

valve and valve seats are
bronze, so that it will be seen
all parts of the pump exposed

J

to the action of

wine are non-
corrosive.

Send for
special cat-
alogue.

WOODIN & LITTLE
509 «fc 511 Market St., San Francisco, Cal

WILL w. HALL,
President.

L. C. ABLEH,

Sec'ty and Treas.

E. O. HALL & SON,
(Limited.)

HARDWARE MERCHANTS
Importers and Dealers in

California leather, Paints and Oils,

Cooking Stoves, Ranges, Plows,

And every description of Tools and Builders' Hard-
ware, Nails, Cast Steel, etc.

CORNER FORT AND KING STREETS,

Honolulu. Hawaiian Islands.

i ii i it i> . class s i, i: i; pi v a cars

are run daily with Overland Emigrant Trains.

No additional charge for Berths in Third-class Cars.

g£T Tickets sold, Sleeping-car Berths secured, and
other information given upon application at the Com-
pany's Offices, where passengers calling in person can
secure choice of routes, etc.

W. T. GARRATT & CO.

BRASS AND MACHINE WORKS.
Manufacturers of

BRASS WINE
WINE COOKS.

All Kinds ol Fittings
— FOB —

Wineries, Distilleries-

BREWERIES.

F. A. SCHAEFFER & CO.
IMPOETEKS AND

COMMISSION MERCHANTS

Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands.

PUMPS.
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FIRST DAY.

Wednesday, May 37, 1885.

FOBENOON.

The Committee appointed to examine and
1 eporl on the samples of wine submitted,

consisted of the following named gentle-

men : J. Mortier and Dr. J. Bernard,
Alameda county ; Capt. J. Ghamon de St.

Hubert and J. B. J. Portal, Santa Clara

county; F. Polmdorff, Napa county ; A. G.
Chauche and C. Anduran, San Francisco

;

Hon. J. Routier, Sacramento county ; C.

Aguillon, Sonoma county ; Dr. J. A. Stewart,

Santa Cruz county ; Charles E. Shillaber,

Solano county ; William Palmtag, San
Benito county ; Dr. J. D. B. Stillman, San
Bernardino county.
Each member of the Committee was re-

quested to make a separate, individual re-

port on the samples tasted by himself, as

no general report of the Committee, as a
whole, could be made.
The morning was entirely devoted to the

tasting of the samples of the foreign wines
procured by the Viticultural Commission
lor the purpose of comparison with native

products. None of the native wines were
tasted to-day, but many specimens on the

foreign list were examined during other
morning sessions and compared with the
native products of tne same character, by
the members of the committee.

Mr. Wetmore called the attention of

the committee to the samples of claret

from Kioja, Spain, as of special interest

on account of the similarity of climate
and conditions of Spain and those of many
parts of California . They are supposed to

be made from grapes of the Bordeaux
varieties, grown in the hot climate of Spain,
and are said to be good shippers

.

The observations made by the different

members of the committee appointed to ex-

amine the wines exhibited form part of this

report. ,

AFTEBN00N SESSION.

The Convention was formally opened at

2 o'clock p. M. by Charles A. Wetmore,
Chief Executive Viticultural Officer of
the State Viticultural Commission, and
Commissioner for the District, who pre-

sided. In opening the Convention he spoke
as follows :

Ladies and Gentlemen :—As the Commis-
sioner for the San Francisco Viticultural

District, I have the honor to preside over
this Convention, the labors of which, I

trust, will mark one mo're step in the ad-
vancement of our industry.

The law, which governs us, has divided
the State into seven viticultural districts,

each of which has a representative in the
State Commission ; two Commissioners are
also appointed for the State at large. Until
recently, this district was represented by
Mr. Arpad Haraszthy, whose home for
many years has been within your limits,

where, as a producer of champagnes, he
has both distinguished himself aud honored
the State; in his occupation as a wine mer-
chant, he has also taken, and filled most
worthily, a leading position among those
gentlemen, who have successfully fought
for producers the battle of competition
against imported goods. It is mainly to

such men as these that the present prosper-
ity of vine growers is due; to their exertions
and harmonious efforts are due the many
changes that have been wrought in national
legislation, without which little progress
could have been accomplished ; to their
watchfulness and the measures which they
have adopted, we are mainly indebted for
protection against hostile movements of
domestic and foreign invention; to their
commercial pluck and energy we are in-
debted for our present markets. As these
merchants have seen many a dark day,
while attempting boldly to create a demand
for our products during a period of the wine
maker's inexperience, when inferior quali-
ties of grapes and wines coincided with im-
perfect facilities for fermentation, transpor-
tations and storage, and conflicted with
popular habits and prejudice, we, who are
producers, may now sincerely congratulate
them upon the fact that our improved vin-
tages have already materially facilitated
their commercial struggles, and that we can
now show evidences of such still greater im-
provements that the merchant may soon
feel personal pride as well as reap profit in
his calling. Those who have attended these

viticultural conventions, both merchants
and producers, have been encouraged by
prospects of progress, which are scarcely

comprehended by those who have not been
with us. As " coining events cast their

shadows before,'' there may be seen in the

experimental products, submitted here for

study and example, the foreshadowing of

glorious vintages which have yet to become
the objects of the world's envy. We have
ceased to feel annoyed, when we read mild
compliments in foreign journals, coupled
with the prediction that the fine and noble
wines of Europe will not find competition
here, because demeaning criticism only
stings when its victims secretly admit its

justice. The fact that the California wine
maker no longer shrinks from calling atten-

tion to the inferiority of many of our pro-

ducts, should teach the world that we not
only aim to do better, but that we have seen
practical proofs that we are going to suc-

ceed. All honor, therefore, to the mer-
chants, who have sustained us, when we
had little merit, and all glory to the indus-
try in which we begin to feel a mutual
pride.

In accepting the privilege and honor of

presiding over this Convention, which has
resulted from a change of places within the
commission, but which has not otherwise
affected our work, I could not think of doing
so without saying to you that it would be
impossible to write the history of viticulture

in California without giving a leading place

to Mr. Arpad Haraszthy, successful pro-
ducer, successful merchant and foremost in

public spirit, talent, education and generous
impulse for the public good. If it should
happen to me, after I have worked in the
harness as long as he has done, that I have
given encouragement and powerful aid to

as many good things for the advancement
of our prosperity as he has so unselfishly

done, I shall feel that to be publicly

honored is my rightful reward, even though
such services may be forgotten or ignored
by the great number of neophytes, who may
be born into our ranks . If there is any vine
grower in this district, who, knowing what
the pioneers of this industry have done,
does not sincerely regret that Mr. Haraszthy
no longer appears as his special representa-
tive in the State, such a man is unworthy
to share with us now the fruits of his labor.

As his successor in this district, I shall

never forget to keep his memory warm in

the hearts of all good men and women, nor
shall I, during his life, let pass those golden
opportunities for recording noble deeds,
which ordinary custom postpones for the
embellishment of the tombstone. While
there are many, who have, as unselfishly as
he, labored for our cause ; while there are
some, who have locally equalled him in
zeal and accomplishment, yet we must . not
forget now, while history is fresh with us,

to write him down as having filled the role,

for the State at large, as the chief spirit of

our present organized condition of progress
and improvement ; in this sense it is more
fitting that he should, as he does now, rep-
resent the State at large in the State Viti-

cultural Commission.
My own duties, as the Chief Executive

Officer of the Commission, lead me into
thorough sympathy with every part of the
State; I could not, if I would, become pro-
vincial in my feelings, as the Commissioner
for this district ; if I succeed in so perform-
ing my work that there shall be no awaken-
ing of unworthy sectional rivalry, but rather
a quickening in your hearts of that kind of
public spirit and generous pride in our
commonwealth, which has always charac-
terized my predecessors, I shall have done no
more than has been already accomplished by
my colleagues from the Napa, Sonoma, Los
Angeles and other districts. It will be my
pride to say that the San Francisco district

equals her sisters, not only in material pro-
gress, but also in generosity and in patriot-
ism that knows no county and no district
boundaries.
With these remarks, dedicated to the good

name of our district, I have the honor,
ladies and gentlemen, to call this Conven-
tion to order, and to the consideration of
serious and practical questions.
In stating the objects of the Convention

Mr.Wetmore wished it understood that they
did not meet as a county fair, to find out who
produces the best wine, but to learn from
each other by consulting together, and to
compare differences in practice for the gen-
eral benefit. Let us have free, conscientious

criticism, not for rivalry but for mutual ben-
efit. Keeping this object in view, it is in-

tended to devote the session more particu-
larly to the discussion of practices followed
by wine makers in this district.

Mr. Arpad Haraszthy, President of the
Board of State Viticultural Commissioners,
and former commissioner for the San Fran-
cisco Viticultural District, was first called
upon to address the Convention . He ex-

pressed his warm appreciation of the high
compliment paid him by the Chairman, and
paid a high tribute to his efforts as Chief
Executive Viticultural Officer of the Com-
mission, and feelingly alluded to the friend-

ly relations which had long existed between
them, as well socially as officially. He al-

luded to his own former incumbency of the
office of Commissioner for the San Fran-
cisco District, and congratulated his hearers
upon the fact that he was able to turn over
to one so worthy to fill it, the office of Com-
missioner of the District, which is one of
the most important viticultural districts in
the State.

To give a bird's-eye view of the present
situation of the wine industry in the State,
he said that the product last year was about
15,000,000 gallons, of which 9,000,000 would
satisfy the present requirements of the
trade, and perhaps 2,000,000 had been dis-

tilled into brandy, leaving now on hand of

last year's crop some 4,000,000 or 5,000,000
gallons of wine, with but little left over from
previous years. The cellars are now full.

In spite of the frosts of this year, with the
new vineyards coming into bearing, the
next crop will be about 20,000,000 gallons.
What are we going to do with it ? The
wine makers must decide where they are go-
ing to get sufficient casks and cellar-room.
We must have a foreign market, and to that
end we must make better wine than much
hitherto made. We must know how to

manage this wine, keep it, age it, and not
force it on the market all at once. Capital
is needed to build warehouses where it can
be stored and be cared for by competent
cellar-men. We have an advantage over the
grain-producers, because the wine will im-
prove with age. Don't wait for the cap-
italists of San Francisco to come to you, but
establish warehouses here. Show the cap
italists the advantages for investment of

their money in this enterprise. A producer
had just offered the speaker a fine lot of

Zinfandel, and he was obliged to decline it.

He advised him to hold his wine till next
November, and not sell now at a sacrifice.

J. B. J. POSTAL, ON WINE MAKING.

Mr. Portal spoke as follows : It is

a simple thing to ferment wine, but it

requires attention and care. In choosing
the varieties of grapes to plant, he would
aim at a high class of products. He con-
sidered the soil as of great importance.
Soils differ in the same vineyard. To pro-
duce Burgundy wine, choose a Burgundy
soil, and for Bordeaux a Bordeaux soil.

Santa Clara county is suited to produce
Burgundies, but it is questionable if it is

adapted to the production of Bordeaux,
judging from experience thus far. The
varieties mentioned by him are Ploussard,
which requires long pruning and is of a
delicate flavor, but does not blend well with
Mission. Petit Pinot and Franc Pinot, of

the true Burgundy type produce well with
him, better than on the Santa Cruz moun-
tains. The Johannisberg Kiesling is a
heavy bearer, and he finds it useful to

blend with reds. He ferments it as he does
the Burgundies—on the skin. It gives full-

ness, increases the bouquet, and keeps
well. His experience with it is on rich, low
land. He thinks that the Zinfandel is fre-

quently confounded with Black St. Peter's

in this locality, under which name it was in-

troduced. He claims that the Zinfandel
partakes of the Burgundy character in acid,

flavor and tannin. Zinfandel, properly
grown, will produce fresh, acid claret, of

good perfume. Cabernet Franc has been
found here, and with long pruning bears
well after the fourth year. Malbec resem-
bles Ploussard, but is less prolific. It has
high color, blends well, and adds quality.

He also alluded to the varieties which
produce the Kousillon wines, such as Car-
ignane, Grenache and Mataro. The Carig-
nane is a good bearer and matures a few
days later than the Grenache. The latter

produces with him a light, clear, agreeable

wine, but he is not satisfied with his blend
of Carignane and Grenache. The Mataro

produces a wine rough at first, but later be-

comes smooth and agreeable. It ripens late

and may be left the last in the vineyard; is

erect in growth, healthy and prolific. Sam-
ples of wines made from these aud other
varieties are before the Convention for ex-

amination with their different blends.

Mr. Haraszthy condemned the use of Kies-

ling to blend with red varieties, and said it

is well known that its flavor can be pro-

duced by the use of a certain quantity of

Muscat. He thinks that the Eiesliug pro-

duces a detestable flavor in claret, and that

it is a poor fermenter. Though fermenting
it on the skins as mentioned by Mr. Portal

might make a difference.

Mr. Wetmore said that there is more con-
fusion in the names of varieties in this dis-

trict than in almost any other. Practically

he has never found any Burgundy Pinots in

the county. Petit Pinot, so-called, was im-
ported by Mr. Pellier from the Charente.
The Ploussard of Mr. Portal differs from
that variety as imported. Most of the

so-calltd Johannisberg Kiesling of this

county are the Franken Kiesling. The
Cabernet Franc of Mr. Portal is unlike the
true Cabernet, which is now well known in

the State.

The Malbec is well known here now, and
is what has hitherto been called Cabernet.
He cautioned vine-growers to be careful in

naming varieties of grapes and avoid con-

fusion in nomenclature.
Charles Lefranc in answer to a question

by Mr. Wetmore, stated that in his opinion
there are no true Pinots grown here now,
having been all discarded as not prolific.

Henry Mel of Glenwood, Santa Cruz
county, said that in his section they are

laboring under the disadvantage of confu-
sion in names of varieties, and lack of good
cellars. He is at an elevation of about
1,300 feet, in the Santa Cruz mountains.
As to the Meunier he said that Dr. Stewart
had a couple of vines which he had pruned
on the Chaintres system, with two canes
eight or ten feet long, which seemed to have
a large crop; but whether they all ripened
or not was a question and, if they do ripen,

the bunches are so small of this variety

that picking is very slow and expensive, and
the wine does not bring higher prices than
others, such as Zinfandel, Charbono, etc.,

or even the Malvasier which has such a
black name among dealers. In connection
with this last variety; its bad name, in our
mountains at least, is quite undeserved,
for the wine has been pronounced " first-

class," notb. one dealer alone but by all

who have tasted it. They have not even
been able to recognize it as Malvasirr,

which goes to prove that our mountains pro-

duce wines superior to those of the valleys,

and also that no variety will give good re-

sults in all soils and localities. We will,

no doubt, find many other varieties that will

do better with us than in other localities, for

this seems to be the natural home of the

grape. The Meuniers ferment as well as
any others. No fault has ever been found
by the dealers with the fermentation of our
wines—on the contrary one dealer told me
this year that he had seen none better than
a sample which I showed him. Of courso
in every cellar there are bound to be some
poor wines, but this is caused more by con-
dition of grapes when picked thaii anything
else. Fermentation with him goes through
well, but it might be more regular, if his

buildings were more compact and less sub-

ject to draughts. In his own experience,

stirring in the vat has not proved advanta-
geous. When the fermentation lags, stirring

did not revive it nor give additional color,

but others inform him that they have found
it advantageous. The Chanches bear well

with long pruning.
Mr. Haraszthy said that he did not like

the Chauche
-

Noir wine from the Santa Cruz
mountains, but is pleased with that from
the Verdal, and that a good, ordinary Mal-
vasier is produced there. In alluding to the

origin of the Zinfandel, and to the statement
that Mr. Macondray had it in his grapery
in San Francisco, Mr. Macondray 's gardener
asserts that that grape never was grown in
that grapery. It is a Hungarian grape, and
is first mentioned in this country by Prince
in 1830. It was first in bearing in this

State, at Crystal Springs, San Mateo county,

in 185G, where his father had it, but it did
not ripen there. His father had it as early

as 1852. It probably came from a vineyard
belonging to his mother in Hungary.
The Black St. Peters has an oval berry,
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and he didn't see how it can be confounded
with the Zinfandel. It is in his mind that

the Zinfandel is a seedling from a Burgundy
grape, but does not now remember the

authority for the statement. The white
juice of the Trousseau can hardly be dis-

tinguished from its white juice, but he does
not taste any Burgundy flavor in it.

As to blending, it must be kept in view
that a harsh wine which does not develope
mellowness cannot be successfully blended
with a mellow wine. An acid wine will

blend well with an acid or an astringent

wine. The Burgundies are mellow, and an
astringent wine will not harmonize with
them. In France they take a light, acidu-
lous, neutral white wine to blend with reds.

Verdal is useful in this way. He consid-

ered soil important, but climate is as much
if not more so. You. can't make sherry in

the snows of the Sierra even with a Jeres
soil. The Burgundies are probably the

easiest to make in this State and the Bor-
deaux the most difficult. Appropriate local-

ities for certain types will be found by acci-

dent rather than by theory. He advised
wine-makers to consult the growers in his

locality as to what to plant. Bordeaux and
Burgundy varieties planted in Spain and
Portugal do not produce Medoc or Burgundy
wine.

Mr. Wetmore.—Good wine may be pro-

duced in any soil properly drained and
conditioned, if the proper varieties of

vines are planted. Soil is not the true test

of types. Different soils in the same dis-

trict may produce fine wine of the general
type of the locality. Climate will test this

question more than anything else. The
claret from Kioja, Spain, produced from
Bordeaux varieties of grapes is of the Bor-
deaux type, though stronger.

Mr. Palmtag of Hollister said that he
grew up on the Khine, and that his expe-
rience in California is limited. The
Mission does not ferment well with him
He has succeeded in getting more color by
fermenting in a tauk with a tight head than
from oue with a floating head.
The Chairman asked for experience in this

State in the matter of long vatting to pro-

duce color and tannin, and alluded to the
practice in the south of France where for-

merly they frequently left the wine on the

skins for two or three months. Now they
leave the wine less time in the vat, but
nevertheless leave it to macerate for a con-
siderable period.

Mr. Haraszthy said that some varieties

might be left to macerate in the vat, but
with others the result is bad. The diffi-

culty is that the wine from some varieties

of grapes acquires a brownish tint by ma-
ceration, while the merchant wants a clear-

cut, garnet red in the bubbles. He has
understood that.they are now doing away
with the Lenoir in Fiance, because the color

is blue rather than red.

Mr. Wetmore, from experience in San
Diego, was of the opinion that Zinfandel
needs maceration in the southern part of

the State,

Mr. Haraszthy said that he neither ap-
proved nor disapproved of maceration, but
that by it many varieties not only acquire
wrong color but get a port taste.

Mr. Wetmore.—The French writers con-
demn maceration, but the practice is never-
theless growing, because the merchant
wants color and tannin. We must make
the wine the merchant wants. He did not
counsel maceration, but wanted to know
what is best to do. For his own choice he
would prefer a fine wine, but the demand
for such wine is limited.

Mr. Pohndorff.—Maceration is employed
chiefly to produce wine of a heavy body and
color for blending, but in districts where fine

wines are produced it is deleterious. In the
hot valleys of the State it may be useful
for some purposes, but only to produce
wines for blending.

Mr. Portal referred to a sample of wine
made by him which was fermented only 24
hours. He has fermented longer, but pre-
fers a quick fermentation, and thus gets
vivacity of color and enough tannin. He
gets as much color in six days as in two
weeks. Short vatting avoids harshness, and
he approved long vatting to produce wines
for mixing purposes. Short fermentation
for delicate wines. This year it was cold
when his Mataro was picked, and he had
to warm it to start fermentation, but it

went through in nine or ten days and had
good color.

Mr. HarasSthy.—In other localities the
color of Mataro has been deficient.

Mr. Portal.—Mataro blends well with
Zinfandel, but matures much later.

Mr. Wetmore quoted from Pellicot to the
effect that when the must is watery and
contains little sugar, fermentation is rapid
and of short duration; grapes containing
much sugar require more time. If the
juice is syrupy a little water may be added.
Varieties deep in color and rich in tannin
may remain longer in the vat. The tannin
retards fermentation, as well alcoholic
as that which produces disease. If four to
six days are required for Aramon, ten or
twelve may be necessary for Mataro. In
his experience last year Zinfandel ferment-
ed in three or four days, but Mataro re-

quired fifteen.

Mr. Portal stated that last year, through
a mistake of the pickers, some Zinfandel
grapes were left till they showed 28 per
cent of sugar. He mixed green Mataro
with them, not yet showing 18 per cent

—

mixed them well and the fermentation
started promptly.
Mr. Wetmore stated as the result of his

study of red wines that fermentation should
be as prompt as possible. He also alluded to

the great diversity of practice in the matter
of stemming the grapes. In Burgundy
stemming is not practiced, but the grapes
have but little stem, while our Mission has
a large stem. The practice in a measure,
depends on the length of time the wine is

left in the vat, and also the condition of
the stems; whether they are green or dry.

He knew of good wine made here without
removing the stems. He here stated that
Mr. Wm. Pfeffer had made a wine which
came nearest to a Bordeaux of any he had
seen in the State, and called upon him for

his experience.

Mr. Pfeffer said that the wine in ques-
tion was made in the open air, under an
oak tree, in 1883. It fermented violently

for seven or eight days, and there was a
good deal of sugar in the grapes. This
year he fermented his wine in a close room
and completed it in four or five days. The
duration of fermentation depends a good
deal on the season. He stems all his grapes,
because the stems are generally green here.

He was informed by a Frenchman in his

employ that the stems were generally dry
in France.

Mr. Haraszthy.—They are dry in the
more northerly parts of France, but green
in the south of France, as in California.

Mr. Pfeffer thought that some wines are
spoiled by leaving them too long in open
vats. He does not leave his more than sev-

en days as a rule, and thinks that long vat-

ting takes away the fruity flavor. He draws
from the pomace when the cap begins to

settle. He stirs the pomace during the first

two days, and then puts the cover on the
vat. The grape from which his wine was
made has not been identified with certainty,

but he calls it a Cabernet. It bears well,

pruned long, and produces a wine of the
Bordeaux type.

The Convention then adjourned till 8

o'clock p. M.

EVENING SESSION.

Mr. Wetmore opened the session with a
few remarks in the French language, and
stated.according to previous announcement,
that the discussions during the evening
would be carried on entirely in that lan-

guage. The Hon. J. Boutier was called

upon to preside over the session, and Capt.
J. Chamon de St. Hubert was appointed
Secretary of the same.

[tbanslation.]

Mr. Boutier, on taking the chair, ex-

pressed his satisfaction at seeing so large

an attendence of French citizens, and
thanked Mr. Wetmore for the honor be-

stowed upon them, in giving them an op-
portunity in free California, to discuss in

their own language the important questions
relating to viticulture in this State.

VITICtri/TUBAL TALK.

Mr. Adolph Flamant was first called upon,
and read a paper which he styled "Viti-

cultural Talk,'' as follows :

Ladies and gentlemen.—Lately I receiv-

ed a visit from a friend of mine, who is a
partner in an important wine house in New
York. With the enterprise which charact-
erizes his establishment, he came to see for

himself the progress which California has
made in viticulture, and also to create di-

rect relations with some of the best pro-

ducers here. I accompanied him to the

principal cellars in Napa valley, and what
he found was to him a complete revelation.

He could not sufficiently express his sur-

prise at finding everywhere wines clean-

tasting and agreeable to the palate. He
constantly assured me that ou his return

to New York, he would cause many New
Yorkers, and among them the venerable
Mr. Jacoutot, to lay aside their prejudices

againBt California wines. "Yes," he said

to me on his departure, "I shall return to

New York an apostle of your wines—a Cali-

fornia wine man." This kind of experience

is doubtless not new to you, but these truths

cannot be too often repeated; and it is be-

cause the fact is not sufficiently known at

the East, that I now emphatically declare

that with few exceptions, wines are already

produced here, which, without pretending

to eclipse the grand old wines of France,
are, indeed, good table wines. There are

among them wines which excel the inn or-

dinaire, and which have a certain return-to-

me taste that it is not always easy to resist.

But we all know, gentlemen, that those

who habitually use wine at meals do not

abuse it—it is the best preventative against

the immoderate use of alcoholic drinks.

Therefore we may smile at Mahomet when
he says that a devil is concealed in

every grape. I would reply to Mr. Mahomet
that he is a great fool to say so. Some one
has said that the deluge proved that the

wicked are all drinkers of water, and Ma-
homet should have lived at the time of the

flood. Then he could have enjoyed to his

heart's content, that unfermented beverage
which seems sufficient for his happiness

—

at least in words. But the good old Noah
could never have been tempted to draw
from the same spigot; the two men were too

diametrically opposed on this grave subject.

But, gentlemen, all this brings us to think

that very soon it will be with the wines of

California as it is with certain great truths ;

they can not long remain in obscurity. I

am far from being one of those who expect

soon to see a great overproduction in Cali-

fornia. Do those that fear it know that France
alone has lost some 3,500,000 acres of her

vines through the phylloxera, and that the

new plantation is far from keeping pace
with the destruction, and that the difference

between the production of last year and that

of the years of greatest production amounts
to 850,000,000 gallons ? Must not this im-
mense deficit be supplied in some way ?

California, with her twelve or fifteen million

gallons now produced, or her forty or fifty

million gallons of the near future will not

weigh very heavy in the balance

.

Let the lively breeze of progress blow
over our land, where now the later planta-

tions furnish the elements of a better pro-

duct, where we no longer plant but the best

French varieties, and the owners are hasten-

ing to replace the common ones by grafting

with the best, and the wine makers are

learning to improve their products, and cap-

ital is beginning to afford the opportunity

of holding our wines from consumption till

they have been at least one or two years in

the cellar.

From all these facts I infer that the hour
approaches when other Eastern houses will

follow the example of the friend of whom
I just spoke. They will lay aside their

prejudices against Califoruia wine, and they
will come here and replenish their stocks

directly from good cellars, and avoid the in

tervention of those unscrupulous dealers

who seem to try to keep up the bad reputa-

tion of our wines by means of false labels,

in order that by their enormous profits they

may reap the greater part of the harvest.

In order to advance the movement, why do
not the owners of good cellars in Sonoma
and Napa valleys, as well as the other viti-

cultural centers of the State, form a syndi-

cate for a permanent exhibition of their

wines at New York at a common expense ?

By establishing a retail trade there at prices

which will dethrone other and less agree-

able beverages, not only the office expenses

but the cost of extensive advertising can

thus be paid. Direct orders will Boon be

the result, and the way will be opened for

the final establishment at New York of great

depots of California wine, as at Bercy in

Paris are found vast quantities of wine con-

signed from every viticultural center of

France. I cannot close these few remarks
without thanking the State Vitisultural

Commission for having devoted one evening

to discussions in the French language, and
in so doing I but echo the sentiments of all

my countrymen present. It is an honor
paid to our country, of which we are proud
and happy. I beg the gentlemen of the com-
mission to accept our sincere thanks for the
honor they have paid us, as well as the
pleasure which the occasion affords.

A. a. CHAUCHE.

The Secretary then read a letter from Mr.
A. G. Chauche' of San Francisco, express-
ing his regrets at not being able to be pres-
ent in person, enclosing the following paper
on the "Treatment of New Wines."
The quality of red wine depends upon

several conditions : The varieties of grapes
and the method of culture, the nature of

the soil, the degree of maturity of the grapes
and the care given to the product from the
time it leaves the vat till it enters the bottle.

Suppose that the first conditions are ful-

filled, we must insist upon the latter, that
is, the care to be given to the wine from the
time it is drawn from the fermenting tank,
for it is well understood that by proper
methods of vinification the nature of wines
can be improved.

After the wine is drawn from the vat, the
full casks should be placed on the supports,
and the bung hole lightly covered by a
wooden bung during the first month after

the vintage, in order that the gas gen-
erated by the after fermentation may find a
vent. During the first four months the
casks must be kept constantly full by restor-

ing to them what has been lost by absorp-
tion by the wood and by evaporation. This
operation of filling up is called "ulling,"
and its object is to prevent all contact of the
air and the consequent acetic fermentation
which is sure to be produced if a vacant
space is left in the cask. For filling the cask*
wine of the same crop should be used. Dur-
ing the first month the casks should be filled

twice a week, then when fermentation is

finished the bung should be driven home,
and from this time they are filled up only
once a week.
The wine may thus remain all winter,

and forms an abundant deposit at the

bottom of the cask. About the month of

March, the wine is "racked," that is,

drawn off into another cask in order to sep-

arate it from the heavy lees. This operation

must be performed with great care; and be-

fore filling them, the casks should be
washed twice with clean water, and sul-

phured with a quarter of a sulphur match.
The lees remaining are placed in a cask

by themselves, where, after a certain time,

they become clear, and furnish half their

volume of wine, called irin de lie, sediment
wine.

The casks into which the wine has been
racked should be filled up once a week
until the month of June, when the second

racking takes place into sulphured casks.

They are racked a third time in March fol-

lowing, always sulphuring the casks to de-

stroy the ferments which might injure the

quality of the wine. For racking, clear and
dry weather should always be chosen.

To the time of the fourth racking, that is,

during the 18 months following the vintage,

the casks have been regularly ulled once a

week, keeping the bung up. After the

fourth racking they are placed with the bung
at the side, so that the wine will constantly

bathe them, and prevent the access of air.

A certain amount of evaporation takes place

through the pores of the wood lowering the

level of the wine in the cask, but the vacant

space is not filled with air, but is occupied

by vapors which are given off by the wine.

From this time the wine is racked only

twice a year, in March and Angnst. When
the operation has been repeated for three

or four years according to the quality, and

shows the wine has in a manner freed itself

naturally from the matters which it held in

suspension, the clarification is finished by
means of fining. By stirring, the albumen
is thoroughly mixed through the wine, it

seizes upon the solid particles in the liquid,

and carries them with it in settling. Its

action is not entirely mechanical, but prob-

ably after a long contact combines with the

acids and the tannin, the albumen removes

from the wine the excess of these acids, di-

minishes its astringency, and prevents the

loss of alcohol.

And, under this head, I would say that

the different prepared finings employed by
some, are not equal to the whites of eggs in

value.
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After the wine has passed through all

these operations it may be bottled.

CAPT. J. CHAMON DE ST. HUBEBT.
Captain J. Chamon de St. Hubert then

read from the Journal of Horticulture of

France, volume VII, 4th series, the fol-

lowing:
"With the Report of Mr. Wetmore are

also three important translations of books
published in France. These translations

are accompanied with a wood cut remark-
ably interesting and copied from ours.

We see that the State of California is

called by its climate, by its soil, by the

enterprising spirit of the people, many of

whom are accustomed to our French wine,

—is, we say, called to be a wealthy place
in viticulture. However, we need not be
afraid of competition, on account of the
wants that there will soon be in the Eastern
States of America. In addition to Cali-

fornia, Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, Mis-
souri and Ohio are planting fast I how-
ever repeat it, we need not for a long time
fear competition with European wines, but
it is very important for all viticulturists

to know what immense progress is made
in California.''

The Secretary also read a letter from
Mr. Aime Champin, France, addressed to

Mr. Chas. A. Wetmore, and which after

thanking that gentleman for various books
sent to him says: California is of all the

regions of America the best adapted to viti-

culture, in that respect resembling France,
and the epoch is not far off when both
countries will have to exchange their prod-
ucts. We sent you cuttings of our best

varieties and undoubtedly you will before
long send us wine which will come into

close competition with us in our markets.
Must we fear that, as some have done, on
account of the American wheat and salt meat
you have already in our market ? I do
not presume to say yes. I believe on the
contrary that from that fear we shall start

afresh with a new vigor. But till then we
can receive mutual aid in exchanging our
experiences.

(Signed) Aime Champin.
Chateau de Salettes.

After a few remarks full of good humor
made by various growers, Captain J. Cha-
mon de St. Hubert was called upon to ad-
dress the Convention and spoke as follows:

Being called upon by the chair to address
you, I ask your kind indulgence, for I do
not present myself here as an orator nor as
a perfect viticulturist. I come simply to

take part in your unselfish work, which
must necessarily be of great importance to

the commercial interests of California.
I come with a feeling of pure impartial-

ity, and hence shall avoid wounding the
feelings of this or that one, nor will I

extol this or that quality of vines or wines,
in short I shall simply tell you of my exper-
ience in the culture of the vine and the fer-

mentation of the grapes both in France and
in California.

Being of Burgundian origin it is natural
for me to dwell more at length upon the
production of that province and its vicinity,

which by its viticultural production forms
a distinct class.

Before proceeding I wish to affirm that
wine, like bread, is an aliment which is

largely consumed; and I do not fear to pre-
dict that at no distant date, when its sanit-
ary properties are known, wine will be
more generally used than meat. By the
use of bread and wine man becomes strong-
er, more active, more enterprising, more
courageous, more vigilant, more frank, and
in short more of a man than by the use of
any other nourishment. A little meat will
not hurt anything, and while it is a primary
( li incut of food in the northern countries
of Europe it is only a secondary considera-
tion in France.

Gentlemen, America will soon be deeply
indebted to the viticulturists who are ra-

pidly establishing here am interest which
will give her more wealth than all the mines
of the "Golden West,'' and it is not to be
wondered at, that our brethren in France are
beginning to notice Beriously,the rapid strid-
es which California is making in viticulture.

For instance, Auguste Dupre informs us
that in 179G the Jesuit Fathers had planted
some French vines on the borders of the
Mississippi river which were inspected by
Mr. Dufour who at that time declared that
though the wines there produced were not
as agreeable as our French productions, yet
they were not to be despised.

Thereupon the French Government suc-

ceeded in having these vines destroyed,
fearing that their products might come into

competition with French wines.

In 18G2, says Mr. Durant in his work (a

work particularly interesting to viticultur-

ists and lovers of botany) the oidium hav-
ing destroyed many of their vines the viti-

culturists turned their attention to American
vines, and accordingly a great number of

varieties were imported into France and
were cultivated in the botanical gardens of

Bordeaux and other cities. Among these
were the following varieties : Vitis La-
brusca, aestivalis, Laribcea, Cordifolia,

Riparia, Rupestris.
I do not propose here to give you the

history of these different varieties which
have often been described in divers publi-

cations issued under the auspices of the
State Board of Viticulture, but my subject
here leads me to tell you that through this

importation of American vines, the phyllo-
xera was introduced in France. This asser-
tion is denied by Mr. Gnerrin, member of

the French Society of Agriculture, but
maintained by many celebrated authorities
such as Balbiuu, Cornu, Biley, Boireau,
Mauria, Girard, Lichtenstein, who all as-

sert that the pest made its appearance
when the American vines were first plant-
ed at the same epoch at Roquemore in

Gard, at Florae in the Bordelais, at Lognac,
in hot-houses near Cologne in Germany,
and at Klosterneubourg in Austria. These
places were the cradles of the invasion of
the phylloxera in Europe. This origin
then cannot be reasonably doubted, and to

prove this the French Government in 1874
commissioned Mr. Planchon for that pur-
pose. From observations it is found that the
insect can develope itself on American vines
without altering their vitality, and this ac-

counts for the introduction and propagation
of phylloxera in France, which in 1867 ap-
pears near Angouleme and Bordeaux,
in isolated cases, destroying several hun-
dred hectares in the short space of nine
years and spreading itself in all surround-
ing districts until 1878, when it had invad-
ed almost all French vineyards, literally

killing several important ones in 1879,
when in 1880-1881 the climax of the incal-

culable ravages are reached, and from this
time, thanks to the many means used to

check the progress of the plague, the in-
sect, in battling with the brave human ef-

forts, loses ground daily, but seeks revenge
by immigrating to Portugal, Spain, Italy,

Germany, and even Crimea. Algiers, until
the present time, has been spared, but
American vines were never introduced
there. It would be easy for me, here, to

entertain you on the divers phases of the
invasion of these insects, but I prefer to

leave the task to the more learned, espe-
cially to those who are better acquainted
with the latest theories and practices. I

here enter upon the programme which I

had traced out, namely, to speak more par-
ticularly of the wines and different vines
of Brfrgundy and of the Jura. The wines
of Burgundy are so renowned throughout
the world that it is useless for me to praise
their qualities aud to recount their effects.

The wines of the Cote d'Or are raised on
hillsides, sheltered from the northwest by
large mountains. This territorry has an
area of about sixty kilometres, and it is es-

pecially between Beaune and Dijon, that
these celebrated wines are made, One
peculiarity about Burgundy wines, or, to

be more precise, wines from the Cote d'Or,
is that in good or propitious years they
need no blending or mixing to attain that
perfection which so justly gives them
their reputation. These wines have their
peculiar bouquet, their "cru;" but this per-
fection is reached only at the end of three
or four years. In good years it is essential

that each species be kept separately, as the
mixing of two qualities of Burgundies de-

stroys the bouquet of the wine. These
wines, if they aro well fermented, are deli-

cate and spirituous, and if they are drank
with moderation, give tone to the stomach,
facilitate digestion, warm the body, giving
strength and vivacity in the highest degree.
The natural soil is calcareous, with a rocky
or gravelly subsoil.

The vines producing them are Black
Pinot, or "noirien,"' and for the white, the
Chardenet. The short pruning of the
Pinots is an essential point for the viticul-

turist who wishes to obtain perfect and
superior wines—he will obtain less grapes

by short pruning, it is true, but their qual-

ity will be exquisite—but if, on tire con-

trary, he seeks quantity, he must have re-

course to long pruning, this, however, to

the utter detriment of quality. This is why
the viticulturist of Jura says: "If the Pul-
sart is pruned short it is barren, if the Cab-
ernet is trimmed short it is dead." The
time of day for gathering the grapes is an
important point for the fermentation of

these grapes, and it has a direct influence
on the quality of the wine. At Vougeot, at

Chambertin, at Pommard, etc., the gather-
ing commences at 9 o'clock in the morn-
ing, and ends as soon as the evening cool-

ness sets in. Stemming is practiced accord-
ing to the season. When the season is favor-
able enough to dry the stem,both grapes and
stem are thrown together into the fermenting
vats, and the effect produced on the quality
is good ; whilst if the season has not been
favorable and allowed the grape to ripen
and the stems remain green, it is neces-
sary to have recourse to stemming. In the
family of Burgundies, so-called, it is cus-

tomary to introduce the wines from Doubs
and the Jura, whose vines are, however,
quite different, producing a wine which is

quite renowned, yet, however, belonging to

the second class, and which, contrary to the
Pinots, in order to produce a perfect quality
requires a proportioned blending of two and
even three varieties. Let us here add in

addition that the soil of the Jura contains
much iron and gypsum. The principal
vines of the Jura are the Black Pinot, the
Trousseau, and the Pulsart for red wines,
the yellow Savagnins and the Chardenet
for the white wines. To these different

vines it is necessary to add the Meunier, the
Enfarine

-

and the Margillien, which produce
in abundance, but their wines are very in-

ferior. The Pulsart is productive in heavy
grounds, and Dr. Dumont, who is an
authority in the Jura, tells us that it is an
excellent vine which is distinguished by its

leaves ; these latter being of a delicate

green, longer than they are broad, divided
into five lobes with sharp denticulation.

The bunches of grapes are large and long,
and the berries oblong. These vines thrive
best in soil having a clayey subsoil. To
make a good wine it is necessary to mix
the crop with Trousseau, Noirien and En-
farine. But as the Pulsart ripens later

than the Noirien and the Trousseau it

should be planted in localities which would
tend to hasten its maturity. The Pulsarts
and the Trousseaux are generally pruned
long—from five to ten buds according to
the soil—and the long canes are generally
attached to props, but in America the prun-
ing to five buds is quite sufficient. The
wines which are obtained from the Pulsarts
and the Trousseaux keep quite well in bar-
rels for five years, after which they improve
in bottles for fifteen years.

It has often been said that Burgundy
wines cannot stand transportation, that
they will not keep, and that they are gouty.
Indeed many persons say this, but this

popular error is rapidly diminishing. I

have sent five-year-old wines of Burgundy,
Clos de Vougeot and Beaunes to Bombay,
which, after remaining there three months,
were sent to New York and kept in bond
five Winter months, and from th«re were
re-shipped to Dijon, where, after a few
days' rest, they were sampled. They were
found perfect—their color had not lost its

charming shade, and on the contrary their
flavor was perfect. What more can be
said on this subject ? In order that this

truth may be understood it will be neces-
sary to give the reason why the wines of

the Cote d'Or had the reputation of not
keeping. Burgundy, which had no means
of communicating with other countries, ex-
cept by canals, could not ship its wines
without undergoing great risks at exorbi-
tant prices, whilst the wines of Bordeaux
districts having a port near at hand were
sent in all directions. Now that the rail-

road passes through Burgundy, this latter

place ships its wines all over Europe, and
brings them in direct competition with those
of Bordeaux.

'

As to their being gouty, why should they
be so in foreign countries only? In a popu-
lation of 8,000 souls in Beaune, there was
not a single gouty viticulturist or wine
drinker seven years ago, and in several

localities the doctors assert that they never
had a case of gout to treat.

I could not close this subject without
speaking of Burgundies from a money point

of view, and consequently I must make a
comparison between the principal vines of
one family, which I will place on an equal
footing with each other.

Let us suppose that "B" cultivates the
Pinot while "D" has Cabernet Sauvignon,
and that each makes the BMM quantity of
wine from the same acreage of land. The
wines being made according to all the rules
of fermentation, "B" will sell one-third
while "D" will sell all of his, for the wise
produced from the Cabernet, mixing more
readily with water, is preferable for a tabic
wine, while the Burgundy can only be
drank pure or with roasts. Let us suppose
further, *'B'' and "D" keep their wines
for five years—the Burgundy will require
no less than three racking9 the first year,
while one will suffice for the Bordeaux.
During the two following years it will take
two rackings of the Burgundy to one of the
Bordeaux, which then may be left, being
on the side, without more care, while the
Burgundy will require continued care and
racking each year. It follows then, that
the Burgundy gives more work and conse-
quently costs more than the Bordeaux.
More than this, after having been kept for
three years in barrels, if the Burgundy be
bottled, it will not keep much more than
eighteen months without staining the bottle,

while the Bordeaux will remain three years
under the same conditions before losing
any of its coloring matter.
Before concluding, I wish to touch upon

the vital question of the day, namely : the
preservation of wines and the establishing

of cellars for that purpose.
If we observe the wine growing districts

of France we shall see that the well-to-do
viticulturist makes his own wines and keeps
them in his own cellar, which are construct-
ed for that special purpose, while the fer-
mentation, racking—in short the manu-
facturing of his wine, is left in charge of an
intelligent and competent foreman. The
vineyard is under the supervision of an-
other whose duties do not conflict with
those of the first. They are separate—the
foreman of the vineyard with his force of
men has nothing to do with the cellar,

and vice versa, the winery men have noth-
ing to do with th e vineyard . The proprietor,

if he takes great interest and pride in the
product of his wines, is continually seeking
to improve the different departments of his
winery, cellars and vineyard, studies con-
tinually, reads and keeps pace with all ex-

periments and improvements, the results of

which he keeps imparting to his foremen,
without, however, interfering to any great
extent with their general mode of operation.

He also buys the grapes of neighboring
small vineyards, the owners of which keep
only a sufficient quantity to make wine for

their own use. But now, who sells this

wine ? Is it the viticulturist ? No. I

know of none, no matter how rich, who at-

tend to this personally. The more famous
the wine the less is the grower directly

connected with it« sale, for it is the same
with the wine commerce as it is with that
of all other products; the proprietor simply
supplies the wholesale dealers, who, in turn,

distribute to the retailers, whose business it

is to bring their merchandise to the notice

of consumers, and thus run their risks of

gains or losses. It concerns the retailer

very little as to how the vines were pruned,
etc. All he looks to is the quality of the
article he has for sale. If in it he discovers
any superiority he gives it a name, adver-
tises it largely, aud brings it into renown.

In Europe, where wines are stored in

warehouses, they are seldom found there in

the name of a wine grower.
Now as to obtaining advances on wines

whose reputation is not yet established, who
will do it ? It may be that about ten per
cent could be raised, and yet under such
stringent terms that tho borrower would
see no more of his wine.

Now the question to be considered is the
feasibility of viticulturists uniting here to

establish warehouses for wines wherein they
might store and keep their wines. Were
the world perfect this might be practical,

but as we are far from being perfect the

scheme is but theoretical. We must then
say that tho wine should never leave the
owner unless it be sold, after which it must
be abandoned to its fate in the hands of

the dealer.

According to my opinion, the best thing
would be for each viticulturist to build a
small cellar, according to his means, where-
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in to keep a few barrels of each year's

wines for the purpose of experimenting

anil studying for the future establishment

and reputation of a distinct "cru," and

then to sell the surplus yield of his vine-

yard to merchants or manufacturers who
ferment their wiueB separately without hav-

ing recourse to artificial falsifications, which

must surely provo detrimental to the repu-

tation of our wines abroad. Proceeding in

this manner the result will be that, after

having established a healthy market for

his wines, the fortunate wine grower will

then be enabled to construct cellars and
wineries in proportion to the reputation ac-

quired by his products; whilst following

any other course I foresee nothing but risks

and disappointments.

MB. ADOLPHE FLAMANT.

Mr. Flaniant then read the following

paper on " Grafting the Vine:''

At a viticultural convention held at

Beaune, in 18G9, Mr. Laliman of Bordeaux
first called attention to the fact that certain

varieties of American vines resisted the at-

tack of the phylloxera, and since that time

they have came gradually into use as stocks

for grafting in restoring a portion of the

vineyards which have been destroyed in

France. The hardness of their woody tis-

sues offers an impenetrable barrier to the

proboscis of the insect, while the French

varieties, whose tissues are less compact,

fall an easy prey to its ravages.

To better appreciate that important dis-

covery at its first value, it is well to recall

that in the prosperous times which preceded

tke invasion of this plague, there existed in

France about 2,400,000 hectares of vines, or

0,000,000 acres, and that of the number
1,400,000 hectares or 3,500,000 acres, have

either been actually destroyed, or are now
about to succumb.
During the year 1884, about 20,000 hec-

tares, 50,000 acres, wero planted with

American resistant stocks, which, with

those previously planted, form a total of

about 52,000 hectares, 130,000 acres, now
planted in American vines. But I regret to

say that the phylloxera continues its rava-

ges in France, and that more vines are al-

ready dead than have been replanted or

have been saved by insecticides.

In the presence of this ruinous destruc-

tion, the vine growers of France are setting

themselves resolutely to work. After many
costly attempts and experiments without

number, they have learned the value of re-

sistant stocks, and that by grafting upon
them the best French varieties, they will

soutiuue to produce the renowned wines of

France, which, for many generations, have

so largely contributed to the happiness and

the prosperity of the country.

The operation of grafting is very simple,

and I am sure, gentlemen, that there is not

one among you who is not familiar with its

details. You know that the earth must be

Mmoved from the stock, which must be cut

off and split, and a wedge-shaped scion in-

serted, and that the new layers must be

made to coincide with each other, and that

it is necessary to tie or wax the point of

union, and to heap up the fine soil around
the lower end of the graft. But while this

appears to be, and is in fact, quite simple,

there are certain details which it is of the

utmost importance to observe, and which,

if neglected, are the source of the many fail-

ures, of which so much has been said. I

will mention the following as those which
appear to me to be the most important

:

First.—Do not hesitate to graft young
stocks as soon as they are a third of an inch

in diameter. In France, where they strongly

recommend grafting young vines one or two
years old, an average of 00 or 95 per cent

are found to take. While with stocks three

or four years old, only 60 to 70 per cent

succeed. And, moreover, as the first good
crop depends upon the date of grafting

rather than upon the age of the stock, it

follows that every year's delay in grafting

entails the loss of a crop. I followed this

theory in the grafting which I have done,

and to it in part do I attribute the flattering

success which I obtained.

Second.— I strongly recommend the use

of potter's clay to cover the wound. By its

means we in a great measure prevent the

growth of roots from the scion. And, be-

sides it offers the great advantage of filling

up the incision made by splitting all such
stocks as exceed the graft in size. Other-
wise, there is danger of the accumulation of

matter in the cavities which forms reddish.

excrescences at the points of contact, and
which seriously compromise the success of

the graft.

Third.—During the months of May and
June and even in July, great care should be
taken to remove all the suckers from the

stock as soon as they appear, which will

grow at the expense of the scion.

Fourth.—Do not allow any roots to grow
from the graft. The use of clay around the

point of union will not entirely prevent their

growth. It will, therefore, be prudent to

look for them during the season, and re-

move them if they appear, for, otherwise,

the scion will grow independently of the

stock.

Fifth.—The plowing in the vineyard

should be finished before the grafting be-

gins, and from that time till the end of the

season, neither horse, nor plow, nor culti-

vator should be allowed on the ground for

fear of loosening a large number of the

grafts. Two or three hoeings by hand dur-

ing the summer will be sufficient to keep

the soil in good condition.

By scrupulously observing these simple

precautions, and by employing careful work-

men, we may expect that from 90 to 95 per

cent will take, as I am happy to say was
the case with me this year in grafting 60,000

vines. Eighteen men did the work in 28

days, and the following is an account of the

cost :

18 men 28 days, 604 days' work at an average

of S2 apiece, including their board and all

attendant expenses 81,008
Two tons clay, scions and tools 200
Kcmoving suckers and roots 100

Total *1,308

Which for tho whole number of 60,000

vines grafted is equivalent to about $22 per

thousand. I also find that each man
averaged 120 grafts per day, which I believe

is as much as can be well done in a day per

man. All this, of course, represents a good

deal of expense, but not only will it estab-

lish a vineyard which will be safe from the

attacks of the phylloxera, but a grafted

vineyard will produce more largely than one

in which the vines are on their own roots,

and is not the last a sufficient reason for

grafting all young vines whether resistant

or not ? And when we think of the phyl-

loxera, that implacable and unassailable

enemy which seems to have undertaken the

destruction of the vineyards of the whole

world, who wonld not be forearmed against

him ? We must understand that after 20

years' of experience of every kind in France,

grafting upon resistant stocks is now recog-

nized as the only efficatious remedy against

the disastrous effects of tho phylloxera.

Between the resistant vines and the insec-

ticides, it is the former which is winning its

way in spite of the incredulous and the

vacillating, who, in all ages and in all coun-

tries.are ready to cry out against new ideas

and practices, which nevertheless march
steadily on to triumph.

A letter was also read from Mr. K. Chey-

rias, regretting his inability to attend the

convention and giving his experience in tast-

ing and cutting wiues, and expressing his

appreciation of the efforts of Mr. Wetmore
in behalf of viticulture in California.

SECOND DAY.

MOBNINO SESSION

The morning session of the second day

was devoted to the further examination of

tho wines exhibited, and chiefly those made

in the San Francisco District, and of the

last vintage, made from varieties of recent

importation, and from the few select variet-

ies heretofore grown.

AFTEBNOON SESSION.

Hon. M. M. Estee, being called upon

said that the proper foundation in wine-

making is a good vineyard and select variet-

ies of vines. The time for planting Mis-

sion, Malvasiers and Muscats has gone by,

and what Zinfandels are now planted are

mostly confined to the hills. We must

make a wine to please the world, and

already there is a marked improvement in

our wines on account of the importations

of choice varieties of grapes. Climate is

an important matter to consider. If the

speaker had a vineyard near San Jose he

would not immediately crush the grapes

picked in the heat of the day in a tempera-

ture of 90 degrees and over, but would al

grees. He believed in a slow but regular

fermentation, and quoted from a French
writer, whose opiuion is that fermentation

should continue from six to ten days. The
same author says that the sugar may
ferment out in four days, but that so rapid a

fermentation is at the expense of the deli-

cate essences which would be developed by
a slower fermentation. In making the fine

wines of France, they cover the tops of the

tanks with burlap and other material and
in some cases lute the cover with plaster of

paris. They leave the wine in the vat for

eight or ten days, not less than eight.

They use the pomace left after drawing off

the wine, and by the addition of sugar and

water make wine to ship to America. He
believed that the|temperature is more regular

in closed vats, and that the use of open

tanks does not make so good a wine. The
French Government has appropriated $250,-

000 to assist poor vineyardists to renew

with resistant stocks their vineyards de-

stroyed by the phylloxera. He read from

an official report showing the progress of

the pest in that country. Comparing the

whole number of acres planted in vines in

California with the area already destroyed

and infected by the insect in France, he

had no fears of over-production here.

In answer to a question by Mr. Wetmore,

as to how he could explain the fact that

the French writers are generally in favor of

rapid fermentation, he said that it is gen-

erally too slow in France while it is too ra-

pid in California.

Hon. John T. Doyle said that last year

he made wine from Zinfandel grapes which

had 26 per cent of sugar. He drew the

wine from the lower part of the tank and

pumped it over, letting it run back into the

tank at the top, and repeated the process

daily during tho fermentation. His theory

was that as the mass at the top was warmer

than at tli3 lower part of the vat, by thus

pumping it over he could equalize the tem-

perature. The false head was submerged

about three inches in the liquid. After

drawing off the wine it still contained un-

converted sugar, and it did not complete its

fermentation during the winter, and still

contains some sugar.

Prof. Hilgard thought that the sweetness

was due to mannite in the wine produced

by mannitic fermentation, and was of the

opinion that the false head should have

been submerged much deeper.

Mr. Doyle said that he had read that in

France they sometimes use two or three

perforated heads to divide the mass.

Prof. Hilgard pronounced this a rational

practice.

Mr. Estee suggested that as fermentation

is better in shallow vats, the dividing of

the mass by means of false heads might be

equivalent to fermenting in two or more

shallow tanks.

Prof. Hilgard said that when the temper-

ature rises above 90 degrees, fermentation

will be checked.

Mr. Wetmore thought it would have been

better if Mr. Doyle had stirred the mass

instead of pumping over the wine. There

are two different degrees of violence in the

fermentation in the tank; one in the marc

and another in the liquid below. The best

way is to avoid too deep tanks, but if they

are too deep, stir the mass thoroughly.

Mr. Doyle gave his first experience in

making wine. Fivo years ago he had some

grapes on hand, and as it was too late in

the season to sell them to winemakers who

had ceased making, he procured written

instructions from a Frenchman who, among

other things, told him to crush the grapes

by treading with the feet. He procured a

horse-trough, got a man, had him wash his

feet thoroughly, set him to work treading,

and kept him at it all day. The great dim- 1 success,

culty was that the grapes would slip out

from under the man's feet, and he could

make no progress. It seemed that the foot

of man had been specially contrived not

to do it; there is no flat to it. However, he

got a strong Irishman who finally sue-

COtil10 CI.

Mr Wetmore said that they did not ex-

perience that difficulty in France, because

they tread the grapes on a platform so ar-

ranged that the must flows off as fast as the

grapes are crushed.

Mr. Doyle said that he also experienced

great difficulty in keeping all the casks full.

He could easily fill one barrel from another

till they were all full but the last, and the

in gravel. When he sent this wine to Si

Francisco, the merchant smelt it, and th

was enough for him . It seems that a go

deal of sulphur remained on the grap

from the last sulphuring, and between thi

and the Irishman's feet, the wine had su

a detestable smell, that he was obliged

sell it for ten cents a gallon to make tt/iisA

Dr. J. D. B. Stillman gave his experier

in fermenting a small lot of Zinfandel in

barrel. The grapes were of the seco

crop and picked in December and w<

over-ripe. It remained two weeks witht

fermenting at all, when he added a sm
amount of yeast, and fermentation starti

went through and produced a good wine

Mr. Wetmore here reasserted that I

best French authorities recommend pron

and rapid fermentation, especially of i

wine, and quoted from many works to s

tain him. That a hot fermentation could

avoided by fermenting in low tanks 1

been proved by many experiments, ei

when fermentation was accomplished

two or three days. [The reporter, und

standing that the authorities quoted will

referred to more fully in a publication

the Commission, has therefore conden

the remarks by the speaker.

—

Kepoete

THE BIOEOOY OF FERMENTS

Remarks of Professor W. B. Risi

Before entering upon the subject of

mentation as a scientific study a few wc

on the practical side may not be out

place. I shall attempt then, very brie

to contrast fermentation as a pract

problem with fermentation as a scienl

study, or what is the same thing to cou

er the art and science of fermentati

I do it that we may not misapprehend

aims and methods of science. A scien

principle may be misunderstood and coi

quently misapplied, but the resulting 1

ure is not to be charged to science.

Art has but one problem to solve, viz

accomplish a certain end in the n

economical manner. The commercial

ment is the only one that enters into

solution of the problem. It matters

whether the process bo understood in

scientific sense of the term or not, if it

be successfully carried out the result

practical success. Practice then is

servative, it travels along the well be

road of success and aims not to dei

from it either to the right or to the left,

perience has pointed out many of the

falls and mires and rough places if it

not always been able to point out a r

way whereby they can be avoided.

The aims of science on the other 1

are far different. Science knows not

of the commercial element, its only o^

is the discovery of truth. Its aim

understand and explain processes. I

tempts to discover and demonstrate gel

principles, i. e., given a certain cans. .

ating in a given way and the same r

will inevitably follow. Change the c<

tions and the result is correspond]

changed. In a word, the aim of scien

to discover and explain the causes o!

phenomena of nature. Its methods

experiment and comparison. It is o

small part of the problem to conside

profit to which a given principle ca

appUed. It is true that many a

science has opened the door to prs

which otherwise must have remainei

ever closed.

Now fermentation has been came
for unnumbered yearn. It has been ca

on too without any knowledge of the sc

of the subject, and yet has, in many r

and at many times, attained the hi

success. It is indeed doubtful wh

science can ever add any thing to this

cess. But there are times and places i

art must confess itself helpless, anc

only appeal to science for help. The

feet science would know the cause (

evils complained of, and could ins

suggest the remedy if there was one.

our apprehension of scionce is not a

perfect, and consequently in its appli.

we are liable to make mistakes. So a

science must go hand in hand. Con

tive art must keep all that has been t

bv practice, all that experience has j

to" be of value. Science, youthful, I h

ture of 90 degrees and over, Dut wouiu ui- »" ««v •-
. *

low them first to cool down to 70 or 65 de- ' only way he could fill that one was to put

most said in its infancy, must modentl

low art, trying to explain and compr

what has been accomplished. Its op
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nity will come when it is sufficiently de-
veloped, it will guide and direct art, it may
even create new arts. Science may be com-
pared to sight ; Uis to the mind what sight

is to the eye. Art without science is blind.
It has but one object, as already stated, viz.,

to reach a certain goal as directly as possi-
ble. If the path be straight and well beaten,
it may not need the eye of science. But, if

the path be winding, if there be cross-paths
and labyrinths, then the full power of a per-
fect vision will be needed to guide it. I
have said our science is not yet perfect,
that is, our sight is not in all cases clear.

There are obstacles before the eye ; there
are fogs and clouds to obscure the light.

We must cultivate and strengthen the eye.
We may be able to discover the nature of
the obstructions to our vision, and so judge
of the position and direction of the path
which leads to our goal. There should be
no conflict between science and art, there
can be none when the object and aims of
both are understood.

It is not my purpose at this time to enter
upon the history of the theories of fermen-
tation. I will mention but briefly the one
advocated by Liebig, and which preceded
the one now commonly accepted. This may
be styled a pure chemical theory. In sub-
stance it was this : Certain nitrogenous sub-
stances when brought in contact with the
air under proper conditions, were very sub-
ject to decomposition. Now the chemical
action begun in these, induced chemical
action in other bodies, according to their
nature and condition. The first were fer-
ments and the latter fermentable bodies. I
will only say of this . that, notwithstanding
the influence of the very distinguished
chemist who advocated it, it has been en-
tirely given up. In its place the germ
theory has been universally accepted. The
somewhat heated contest over the theory of
spontaneous generation will be remembered
by many. This was a purely scientific dis-
cussion with, at the time, little apparent
application to the arts. The outcome of this
discussion was the discovery that the air
was full of floating germs every where pres-
ent and which could develop a power of life

and growth almost incredible. It was but
a step, and a natural one, to inquire whether
these germs were not in some way connected
with fermentation. Yeast was known to
be an organized living body, it induced
fermentation. Was not all fermentation
in like manner connected with or due to a
living and growing organism ? Pasteur had
discovered that a certain microscopic or-
ganism was invariably present during lactic
fermentation. He satisfied himself that
this fermentation was due to this germ
which he called the lactic ferment. Turn-
ing his attention to alcoholic fermentation
he found that certain other organisms al-

ways accompanied that fermentation. With-
out these organisms or germs there was no
fermentation and hence the inference
that there could be none. Whatever inter-
fered with the growth and development of
these germs interfered with the fermenta-
tion . The presence of other germs, for ex-
ample, the lactic induced other fermenta-
tions, lactic, etc. These germs if not the
direct cause of fermentation are inseparably
connected with it. The study then of the
life history of these germs, their structure,
growth and development, and reproduc-
tion now becomes one of great practical
importance.

This theory harmonizes with the theory
of decay and the germ theory of disease.
These are a natural outgrowth of this the-
ory of fermentation . A new field was thus
opened to study and very many and im-
portant applications have been made of it in
the arts and in medicine. I cannot refrain
from calling attention to the tribute paid
Pasteur at a late meeting of the British
Medical Association. He was present as a
guest although not a medical man. When
the President, Dr. W. B. Carpenter, .re-

ferred to the value of Pasteur's discoveries
to the art of medicine, the whole Associa-
tion rose to their feet, to honor the man
who, though not a physician, had done
more than any of their number, yea, more
than any physician living to advance the
rational practice of medicine.
A statement of the germ theory in gen-

eral would be this: certain germs, the prod-
uct of definite organisms, more or less
widely distributed in nature, often suspend-
ed and remaining suspended for a long
time in the air, finding a suitable lodgment

n organic substances, either living or dead,

develop immediately a tremendous power
of growth and reproduction. They now
become the cause of certain changes, chem-
ical or pathological. Each germ has its own
life history, its conditions of growth and
its own peculiar changes which it occasions.

It is our purpose to consider more closely

those which produce alcoholic fermentation.

These are classified under the generic name
of Sacharomyces, and of this genus there

are some eight or nine species. These are

organisms of the simplest kind, believed to

be of vegetable origin and consisting of a
single cell swimming in the liquid in which
it grows. TheBe different species differ

from each other in outer form, size, method
of reproduction, etc.

I will first consider the ordinary yeast or

beer yeast and beer fermentation. The
ferment in this case has received the name
Sacharomyces Cerevisiae. In form it is

composed of single cells connected together
in clusters—propagating by buds. In this

beer fermentation we distinguish top and
bottom fermentation. The ferment is the
same, or at least is believed to be the same,
in each case, only in the one case it has
been used so long at a given temperature
that it has almost formed a new variety.

These terms top and bottom fermentation
are used to designate the fermentations
which are now carried on at very different

temperatures. The top fermentation is the
one which has erdinarily been used in
brewing beer in this State. It is the fer-

mentation which takes place at higher tem-
peratures. It is called top fermentation
because the carbonic acid which is liberated
so rapidly carries the yeast with it to the
top and is covered with a large amount of
froth or foam. This fermentation takes
place at sixty degrees or a little above and
is rapid and soon over. In the bottom
fermentation the carbonic acid is liber-

ated slowly and does not carry the
yeast to the surface in any large
quantity. The temperature does not, much
if any, exceed 40 degrees, and lasts a long
time. Instead of being over in a few hours
as in the case of the top fermentation, it

lasts three weeks or more. The yeast in
these two fermentations is believed to be
practically identical, or at the most, to be
merely different varieties of the same
species. They have grown apart, or devel-
oped slight differences, because of the dif-

ferent conditions under which they have
been developed. The top yeast which has
been produced at the higher temperature
can, by cultivation and by gradually lower-
ing the temperature, be made to perform
the functions of the low or bottom yeast. In
like manner the bottom yeast can be made
to generate the top fermentation. The or-
dinary wine yeast is a different species, or
more correctly, probably we have more than
one species of wine yeast. The common
form is known as sacharomyces ellypsoideus.
Many chemists have belioved that here the
same distinction of top and bottom yeast
may be distinguished as in the case of beer
yeasts. What is true is this : Grape juice
may be fermented within a wide range of
temperatures. The Rhine wines are, as a
rule, fermented at lower temperatures, and
correspond very closely to the bottom fer-

mentation. In warmer countries the fer-

mentation takes place at higher tempera-
tures and may be termed top fermentation.
But as it has not been the custom to add
yeast during the fermentation, the natural
yeast, so to speak, of the grape has not been
cultivated for a series of years at either the
one or the other temperature, and, conse-

a new cell upon the parent, a bud, or by the
subdivision of the parent cell, they can pro-
duce spores, which perform the function of
seeds. This is more apparent in the grape
yeast than in the beer yeast These spc-r.w
have been observed upon the skins and
stems of the grape, but, not so far as I am
aware, the yeast cells themselves have not
been so observed. These spores introduced
into the proper liquids quickly develop
into yeast cells, and induce alcoholic fer-
mentation.
We will next consider the conditions nec-

essary to the proper growth and develop-
ment of these ferments. And first of all

should be mentioned the proper liquid. This
is the sugar solution, fulfilled in the ordin-
ary grape juice. It will be noticed in all the
various fermentations and in decay that the
substance suitable for the growth of the
germs, is. in all cases, one of a highly organ-
ized or elaborated composition . It has been
built up by plant life originally, and has
stored up energy within itself. It is a com-
bustible body and capable of liberating a
very considerable amount of heat during
its decomposition. As a second condition
the liquid must also contain a nitrogenous
compound, and as a rule, the more highly
organized the better for this purpose. And
finally the liquid must contain certain min-
eral matters such as phosphates; potash
and magnesia salts.

It will be noticed that these ferments live
either exposed to the air or submerged in
the proper liquid away from it. They will
live upon the sugar solution and attain their
most luxurious' development when exposed
to the air, but they perform but imperfectly
their functions as ferments. Immersed in
the liquid they grow and develop, but not
so rapidly and luxuriantly as in the air, but
are far more active and efficient as ferments.
In this growth in the air, we observe the
formation of the spores, but when sub-
merged in the liquid, we have the propaga-
tion taking place by budding or by division
of the parent cell. Contact with the air
gives strength and vigor to the yeast germ,
and enables it the better to perform its

functions as a ferment when again sub-
merged in the fermenting liquid. Oxygen
is a necessity for the growth and develop-
ment of the yeast, it takes it by preference
from the atmosphere, but when it cannot
get the free oxygen then it takes the com-
bined oxygen of the jsugar and converts it

into carbonic acid and alcohol. I have
already mentioned nitrogenous matter as
an absolute essential to the growth and de-
velopment of the yeast germ. The more
highly this nitrogenous matter is organ-
ized the better it serves its purpose as
food for the germs. Liquids which other-
wise would sustain a vigorous fermentation
do so but feebly, because of the lack of
nitrogenous matter It is true that a fer-

mentation has been carried through without
the nitrogenous matter, but it was feeble
and liable to be checked. The yeast at
the end was decreased rather than increas-
ed in quantity, and was sickly. If this
yeast should be used in repeating a similar
experiment it would fail. In the first case
the nitrogen of old yeast was fed upon by
the new growth and so life was maintained
for a time.

general, I referred to the wide distribution
and great abundance of genus in the air
and upon every object exposed to the air.
Not alcoholic germs alone but of the most
varied character. The question at once
arises, why have not these ether germs de-
veloped and so given ii«e to their corres-
ponding fermentations. The wine grower
is obliged to answer that all too often this
is the case. And this is what is known as
the disease of the wine. We may assmm

,

I think, that the grape juice is especially a
proper fluid for the development of the al
coholic ferment, and not so favorable for
the development of other ferments. The
acids and tannin which it contains are pois-
ons, or at least do not favor the develop-
ment of the lactic germs. Neutralize the
acid and you will then give the lactic germs
a better opportunity. You will then stand a
good chance of finding lactic acid in your
wine. To repeat, the grape juice is espe-
cially favorable to the development of
the alcoholic ferment and it immediately
pre-empts the ground to the exclusion of
other ferments. In the case of beer we add
good, healthy yeast, and don't wait for the
spontaneous fermentation, which would
naturally set in. The wort being nearly or
quite neutral invites other fermentations,
and the brewer to anticipate this, adds his
yeast so that the alcoholic ferment shall
have the field.

To recapitulate, each ferment has its own
conditions of growth and development and
produces its own characteristic products.
Diseased germs and diseased fermentations
are simply germs and fermentations which
produce undesirable products. If we can
exclude these germs, or can make the con-
ditions such that they cannot flourish or
give the field to the desired germs and thus
practically exclude them, we may hope
to prevent diseases in our fermentations.
As I have devoted a good deal of time to

the analyses and study of some so-called
"milk sour" wines, I will say a few words
upon this subject. The samples which
have come under my observation and
which are called typical "milk sour'' wines,
have, in addition to the disagreeable acid
contained mannite, so that I cannot help
expressing the conviction that there is con-
nection between the occurrence of the man-
nite and the objectionable acid. What I
express at this time is only tentative, as I
am engaged upon the investigation of this
point. We know that manuite is formed
during the so-called mannitic fermentation,
and can be observed in the fermentation of
the sugar beet. A characteristic and de-
finite germ has' been recognized. It is still

an open question whether mannite may not
be produced from sugar by still another fer-
ment. At another time I hope to give a
definite report.

I have mentioned that certain inorganic
salts were necessary to the proper growth
and development of the yeast germ. These
are potash and magnesia salts, and phos-
phates. The matter of temperature I have
already discussed sufficiently. Suffice it to
say that it takes place within a wide range
of temperatures from a little above the freez

queutly, has not developed the varieties ing point of water up to 130 degrees. It is
that we see in the beer yeast.

I will not proceed with the enumeration
of the various species of sacharomyces. I
have mentioned the more important species
and some of their distinguishing character-
istics. They are minute cells, seen only
under a good power of the microscope, they
grow by budding or by division of the parent
cell. The cells differ slightly in outward
appearance, size, in tho manner in which
they are clustered together, etc., yet, in the
main they maintain a strong family resem-
blance, they all induce alcoholic fermenta-
tion. What slight differences they may oc-
casion in this fermentation, which give rise
to the more desirable products remain as
yet an unsettled problem. While consider-
ing tho outer forms of these ferments, I
ought to mention that, while the ordinary
method of reproduction is by the growth of

most rapid at "J5 to 104 degrees.
If we will remember that the yeast germ

is a living organism, and consequently is

affected by all those influences which affect
living beings, we shall have some general
guide or rule in judging of how various
changes may affect it. A class of sub-
stances are poisons to it, some germs resist

more than others. These poisons may be
used to check or destroy fermentations,
but as a rule poisons to the germs are more
or less poisons to human beings. Conse-
quently we have but little hope of finding
preservatives which are entirely harmless.
A temperature above 130 degrees will de-
stroy the alcoholic ferments, upon this
fact is based the practice introduced by
Pasteur of preserving wines by heating
them till every germ was destroyed. I

When speaking of the germ theory in

PBOFKSSOB HILGAED.

Professor Hilgard said that he considered
it a matter of very great importance whether
the grapes were crushed hot or cold. He
agreed with Mr. Wetmore that fermenta-
tion should start as quickly as possible, but
he preferred the use of fermenting must to
yeast of any other kind, when occasion
arises to use anything to start it. As to the
proper temperature in which to commence
fermentation, it depends a good deal upon
the outside temperature and the kind of
grape. Burger will go through soundly,
when, under the same conditions, a Malva-
sier would not keep six mouths. The heat
of the French sun is very different from the
heat of the California sun. If fermentation
started at 110 deg. it woulrt immediately run
to 120 deg. or 125 deg. The French regu-
late the heat by stirring in the vat, but the
caps should not be mixed with the wine. A
thin layer of wine above the perforated
head becomes too much heated, but sinking
the head lower, leaving a thick layer of wine
above it, tends to equalize the heat in the
whole mass. In our climate, he favored the
submersion of the perforated head.

Excessively long contact of the pomace
with the wine in tho vat is not desirable,
and to find out when the color is extracted,
take a grape skin and hold it up to the
light, and if the juice squeezed out between
the finger and thumb is no darker than the
general mass, draw off the wiue, though if

there are no unsound grapes it may be safe-
ly left longer. Stirring, foutage, is, how-
ever, better than long maceration. As to
rapid and slow fermentation authorities
differ, but if wine is to be soon consumed it

may be fermented rapidly, but wines to
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keop should be fermented more slowly. In

cvs. s of imperfect fermeutivtiou and conse-

quent danger of disease he favored heating

the wine according to Pasteur's method.

At the University fermentation was carried

on slowly at a moderate tefnperature. But
two grapes were found, of southern varie-

ties, which went wrong. For these grapes

the temperature was too low.

The temperature suitable for Bordeaux
varieties was not favorable for fermenting

them, but it was not for the want of germs,

for other varieties grown along side, fer-

mented well.

In answer to a question by Mr. Wetmore,
on the matter of slow or rapid fermentation,

he said that we have so many differed)

kinds of grapes and climate that the practi-

ces must differ according to the different

conditions. One practice will not apply to

all. He thought that as many authorities

in favor of slow fermentation could be

found, as Mr. Wetmore had cited in favor

of rapid .fermentation. However, the dry

wines of the south of France and Spain do
not keep without fortifying. Some varieties

of grapes make wine that will keep under

almost any circumstances.

EVENING SESSION.

Mr. Wetmore alluding to the exhibit of

wines made from varieties of grapes of late

importation, said that the lesson to be

learned is, that they produce here substan-

tially the same types of wine as they do in

France. He advised the planting of tried

varieties, and advised only experiments

with unknown grapes. If a variety is un-

known, as a rule, it is a poor one.

As to fermentation, he insisted that the

conditions here are not those of the Rhine.

Fermentation will be much easier on the

coast than in the hot valleys of the interior

of the State, and instanced several cases of

fermentation not commencing as it ought,

even where there was plenty of heat. Fer-

mentation must then be assisted, and he ad-

vised the addition of a small quantity of

yeast. One way to use it is to mix a

small quantity of brewer's or compressed
yeast in a tub of must, stir it well, and
let it stand over night in a warm place. The
next morning it will be found in active fer-

mentation when it should be stirred into

the mass in the fermenting tank, and it will

be found that fermentation will readily

commence. Water will also assist fermen-

tation of rich musts.

In our warm, dry climate, ferment germs,

like those of mildew, are often wanting, and
in this way those necessary to start fermen-

tation can be supplied. And where there

is too much sugar in the grapes, a little

water may be safely added to assist fermen-
tation .

The following paper was then read by
Mr. F. Pohndorff on Burgundy wines and
Sherries :

BUBGUNDY WINES.

If the wines of Burgundy havo not by far

won in commerce that important place

which the product of Bordeaux has for a

long period occupied, the quality of the

former does not cede the palm to the latter,

although the character of both is different.

Nature seems to have laid in the soil and
climate of California elements which, to

judge from results, tend to produce in our
wines, a greater similarity to the composi-
tion and expression of the wines of Bur-
gundy.
T#o questions were required of me to

answer. The first, are Burgundies good
wines ? The favor Burgundy wines in gen-
eral and the high class ones among them
have, from immemorial times, enjoyed in

the land of their production, where good
taste is abundantly represented, and in

other countries, can reply to that question.

We may feel proud of successfully emulat-
ing the production of such distinguished

wines.
The second question is : Why is it that

Burgundy wines are not good travelers ?

Not having the advantage of personal ob-

servation of the process of vinification in

Burgundy, I cannot reply with persuasion
to that question. Only a superficial ac-

quaintance with the different types of Bur-
gundy wines can not either entitle me to

any degree of certainty on the subject.

There is among us one or the other grower
who can throw better light on the same.
The importance the Burgundy-type wines
have for a number of persons here, who cul-

tivate varieties the Bourguignons grow, will

render it most interesting tohearthe opinion
of any gentleman who has had occasiou to

be instructed on the matter in the old coun-
try. Meanwhile, in order to fiud some in-

formation, I have consulted an author of

the Cote d'Or, Mr. C. Ladrey, whose book
on the art of wine-making will be a pretty
safe guide.

To criticise methods of a region which
practice and results have sanctioned, would
be insolence on the part of my humble self.

But not a man who has mastered the rudi-

ments of practical wine-making will dissent

from the principle, that we have to consider

the raw material for wine, the grapes per-

fect for the purpose when they are all and
every bunch of them ol an equal degree of

maturity. This, I think, is proved and ap-

proved of everywhere. . There may be devi-

ations from this rule for the manufacture of

certain types of wines, and we might sup-

pose that in France, the country of eminence
in our industry, people know pretty well

how to reach results they desire to obtain

from the grapes. But still, the Cote d'Or

seems to cling to the prescription of an old

proverb quoted by Mr. Ladrey, that for a

good and complete (Burgundy) wine, grapes

in three stages of maturity aro to be used ;

ripe grapes, grapes yet green, and others

past maturity, raising (Ague).

Seemingly, the elements present in such

juices united ought to clash in fermentation.

And that after accomplishing that action for

the quickening of which it is said most
violent means are used, the harmonizing of

heterogenous matters will require a long

time, seems equally logical.

Climatic difficulties appear to be in the

way of an absolute maturity of all the bun-

ches on the vines in Burgundy. The cus-

tom of following the rule of the proverb

seems the consequence of those obstacles

nature causes. It is the more creditable to

the Bourguignons that they are able

thus to reach the qualities that dis-

tinguish their noble wines. But Monsieur

Ladrey does not approve of the

system and expresses the opinion that

in following the principle of gathering at

different seasons equally ripened grapes and

employing them in several separate viuifi-

cations, a better result is reached.

On the other hand Mr. Ladrey dwells on

the habitual method of, if possible, putting

one-half of ripe grapes with one-quarter of

immature and one-quarter of over-ripe

grapes, for fermenting and suggesting sev-

eral hints for following it, because the pos-

sibility of in most years and in certain lo-

cations gathering the grapes in right matur-

ity seems not to exist.

Practice, as is said, has enabled the

Bourguignons to use, and to a degree har-

monize the unequable proportioning of the

elements contained in the differently ma-

tured grapes. But it seems plausible that

they cannot control absolutely the tendency

of the wines made in that manner to become

unruly in traveling and after navigating.

The beauty of taste and bouquet of Bur-

gundy wines, developed by laborious and

patient nursing in the cellar and finally in

glass, is sure to be disturbed in many cases

when they change site, undergo violent con-

tinued motion and suffer the influence of a

different temperature. The unison of the

differing component parts of the wine,

which has besides tho property of throwing

off for years tartar, might require more

time to have all albuminous matter precipi-

tated and separated, so as to be able to

brave any and every contrary circumstance

and remain bright, as wines from grapes of

equable maturity and rightly fermented are

able to be after a few years. Persons more

intimately acquainted with the grapes,

musts and wines of Burgundy will correct

my suppositions, although Monsieur Ladrey,

whose book in 1881 saw its fourth edition,

may be presumed to be an authority on the

subject, and I simply follow his observa-

tions in what I advance. If these conclu-

sions have, therefore, some degree of cer-

tainty, then it follows that for us it is not

advisable to adopt the method of mixing

unequable grapes to approach our wines

made from the Burgundy varieties in our

vineyards to the style which commercially

is established. By carefully comparing our

wines from those varieties with the originals

from France, we may probably become per-

suaded that by well fermenting our grapes,

and this can be done only by proper uni-

formity of them, the inherent virtues and

qualities will be brought out in a shorter

lperiod of nursin. Our climate does not

put those obstacles the Bourguignons en-

counter, in our way when vintageing and
we can with comfort, avoid the elements of

unripe grapes m our fermenting tank. How
far over-ripe grapes will assist, or impede,

in obtaining a wine richer in flavor or body,

will be a matter of practical experience. To
perfect or improve our product should be

the desire and the work of every grower.

The Burgundy varieties of vines do well in

California, and we are certain of presenting

most creditable wines of character. We
know that a wine well and carefully fer-

mented and nursed for a reasonable period

will travel and navigate without any risk of

impairing its quality. By reasonable pro-

cedures we shall have advantages over the

model wines in that regard.

In searching for opinions from Burgundy
on the method of putting grapes uucrushed

into the fermenting tank, I find that Mous.
Ladrey states on page 9 of his book, as

follows :

From old times the usefulness of crush-

ing the grapes previous to their being put

into the fermenting tank has b»en recog-

nized. This practice insures the impregna-

tion of the fermentiscible liquid by the germs

of the ferments producing fermentation.

The more complete the crushing the more
perfect that impregnation and the safer

every particle of the liquid being reached.

On pago G9 he says : The grapes ought

to be crushed before fermentation. AH
parts constituting the grapes must be mixed
intimately. The solid parts are then bathed

in the juice which is in contact with the ex-

terior air, and all substances existing on the

surface of the grapes. Stirring will mix in-

timately .

On page 93 Mr. Ladrey says: Sometimes,

and it is the practice mostly in use with the

Burgundy yiguerons, particularly when
common wines are to be produced, people

content themselves with simply throwing

the grapes into the tank and leaving them

to themselves without any further prepara-

tion.

In that case it is important to note that

the state of maturity of the grapes and the

absence of precautions during gathering and

transport to the tank and when put into the

same, cause a large quantity of bunches to

be torn, the juice is scattered over the mass,

and fermentation can begin and continue

more or less completely.

But for a long time it is proved that it is

preferable to crush the grapes in a more

complete way, be it by tramping on them in

the vessel in which they are carried away

from the vineyard, or iu the tank, or by

crushing them in the mill between cylinders.

Fermentation is thus given scope to begin

and continue perfectly, as the germs are at

once distributed over the entire mass of the

liquid.

Von Babo mentions without comments

the Burgundy process of putting the grapes

entire in the fermenting tub, and Mach in

his Technology of wine calls it a curious

process on the value of which no compara-

tive proofs are at hand.

SHEBET.

The subject of fermenting juice from

grapes proper for wines of the sherry char-

acter is easy to treat and understand. We
have recoguized that the methods whereby

a white wine may be fermented thoroughly

are the right ones, and every vintner has

striven to attain that end. His interest has

shown him to do all he can to favor and

conduct fermentation to its due end. Our

mutual studies and practical trials tend to

make every one capable of doing it. Simple

and not at all saddled with secrets as the

work of vinification is, still many a small

circumstance which is to be observed and

encountered that puzzles even the exper-

ienced, has to be investigated. Our lively

and united search after the way of the right

application of every rule is a necessity f

A well fermented wine from varieties that

aro adapted to the heavy, full-bodied wines

of low acid proportions and with the capa-

city of bringing forth thoso ethers which
are the flavor and taste—requisites of sher-

ries—which is able also to live and devel-

ope ita taste and flavor—elements by oxida-

tion under ullage in the cask, will be the

right basis for that kind of wine. The
varieties for the purpose are exactly what
will enable us to produce such wines.

We are justified in continuing the violent

ageing of ordinary white wines by baking,

for the supply of sherry, as the market has

beeu accustomed to be supplied with from
California, as long as we do not harvest

grapes of varieties that will allow us to ob-

tain wines of true sherry type. There is

the certainty of in a few years having such
wines from the truo sherry varieties acclim-

ated in our soil. It is a matter of satisfac-

tion to observe how well these varieties

take to our soil. There is likewise tho

proof on the part of the first propagations of

them, that the wine from their fruit will, by
rational treatment, naturally give ns a

pretty good similarity of the precious qual-

ities of the originals. Thus we may con-

sider ourselves on the way to hopeful re-

sults. We may suppose that these varieties

will be of minor importance to the growers

of the bay counties generally, and still, we
have seen so many surprises and results

outroaching our expectations, that we can-

not consider these counties debarred from

the advantages which may, with certainty,

be predicted lor the hotter regions of the

State, where accompanying root-feeding

conditions are as favorable as those of the

climatic ones for success with true Andalu-

sian varieties. The nature of white wines

grown in the hottest belt of the extreme

south of Europe seems to be rich in ele-

ments of preservation, under circumstances

which to the wines of a far more delicate

construction, and infinitely higher expres-

sion, the lighter wines of the privileged

counties in which every one of those re-

presented by the San Francisco District is

included, would be fatal. The delicate

ethers of these wines are not present in the

wines of European southern growth. The
acids of the latter are proportioned in less

quantity, tied up by a more spirituous vin-

osity. The influence of climate is sure to

enter into the composition of these wines.

This influence begins the moment of trit-

urating the grapes. It condition? the re-

sult of the fermentation which, as a rule, is

lively. The proportioning of albuminous

matter in grapes of southern growth is dif-

ferent from that of grapes grown in cooler

regions and fermented under different cir-

cumstances. The composition of the air

according to its more or less content of

oxygen will affect the result of fermenta-

tions in different regions. Doubtless we

may obtain from southern grapes ferment-

ed in a cool region as in one of the more

northern coast counties, a product which

will probably be more retentive of the deli-

cate taste and flavor conditions than the

same grapes fermented rapidly, more vio-

lently, in certain locations of the South.

As a rule the tumultuous fermentation of

the juice of the berries from the Andalu-

sian varieties in the South of Spain sets in

when the juice runs direct from the crush-

ing trough into the pipe in which it is viui-

fied. The labor of converting all the sugar

of the grape, the first violent fermentation

having subsided, goes on constantly for

months. The presence of an enormous

amount of albuminous matter retards tho

complete settling. Wherever it is possible

to allow fermeutation under circumstances

of lower temperature it is taken advantage

of. As has been mentioned, the result

from a fermentation less violent and more

even, in fact a very slow one, is a more

perfect wine.

We should, wherever it be, try to aid

nature in this regard and regulate the action

of the ferments in the case of the wines
much as in

of

the advancement of our industry. A wine

which in the Spring wiil begin anew an

after fermentation, is certainly imperfectly from true Sherry grapes as

handled or has inherent in it difficulties to making the lighter wines the beauty

Hernial development. A young wine which depends in equipoising their acids

taken from the fermenting vessel before an
j
with their otherjielicate w

observable remnant of saccharine be alto-

gether fermented away, and comes out with

a sweet or sweetish taste, is not a wine

upon whose future we can rely. This rule

applies to wines for sherry destinations, as

much as to the most delicate Hock charact-

er wine.

Tho

idea "prevails that Sherry is a sweet wine

In that shape it is known, as it is prepared

in Spain for export by an addition of sweet

wine for rendering it palatable according to

the established tastes iu the markets of

consumption. But the natural Sherry wine

is absolutely dry, is a fully fermented wine.
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Only in such a form will all the generous

and delicious flavors that lie in the grapes

of the true varieties come forth and by

oxidation develop and express their beauty

which for many years seems to grow and

are to say so inexhaustible. The sweet

wine from the valuable Pedro Jimenez

grape has been for ages the legitimate fact-

or for rendering the Sherry wine more ami-

able to the palate without taking away any

of the expression of taste and flavor of the

dry wine to which it is incorporated.

The Pedro Jimenez grape fulfills a treble

purpose. It is a good raisin grape. An
excellent dry wine of great alcoholic strength,

rich etherous expression and splendid taste

is made of it. And thirdly the sweetening

wine is made from its juice very rich in

Bugar.
Presuming that there are sites in the dis-

tricts represented by this Convention where

the circumstances are favorable, and with-

out wishing to excite to leave off in your
zeal to produce the wines in which success

is certain and which are the staple wines,

it will be worth studying and trying on a

moderate scale what probabilities there may
be for success with the true Sherry varie-

ties. And this for the reason that particu-

larly where there are good soil conditions,

where the soil has in its composition a rich

proportion of lime, it may be quite probable

that delicate and superior Sherries can be

produced.
The Chairman laid before the Conven-

tion a communication made to a German
Chemical Journal by Mr. J. L. DeFremery,
now in Germany, giving the results of the

analyses of two California wines made in

that country, which are of interest here,

being, perhaps, the only complete analysis

of a California wine ever before published.

The translation is as lollows:

"The two wines whose analyses are here
given, came originally from Sonoma county,

California. I am indebted for them to the

kindness of Mr. C. A. Wetmore, Chief

Executive Officer of the Board of Viticul-

tural Commissioners of California, who ob-

tained them from J. Gundlach & Co., San
Francisco.

The Zinfandel (1881) is a red wine of

violet-red color, the Cabinet Gutedel (1878),
a white wine of yellow color.

IN 100 CCM WINE WERE FOUND

:

• Cabinet
Gutedel. Zinfandel.

Specific gravity 0.99073 0.99232
Alcohol percentage by
weight 10.45 9.8

Extract 2.0908 2.1270
Mineral matter 0.1978 0.2218
Volatile acids (calculated as

aceticacid) 0.0804 0.0972
Non-volatile acids (calculat-

ed as tartaric acid) 0.4845 0.4110
Tartar 0.1579 0.1428
Free tartaric acid 0.0060
Other free acids (calculated

as tartaric acid) 0.5850 0.5325
Sulphuric acid 0.0384 0.0168
Phosphoric acid 0.0220 0.0193
Chlorine 0.0036 0.0054
Lime 0.0056 0.0084"
Magnesia 0.0170 0.0160
Iron 0.0009 0.0010
Alumina 0.0003 0.0001
Potash 0.0973 0.1055
Soda O.0O49 0.0035
Glycerine 6133 0.5647
Sugar 0.0600 0.1140
Polarisation +0.2 +0.

Polarisation—after inversion +0 +0

The determination for sugars as first published
waB corrected in the report sent to the Commission.

The following determinations were made,
but which I place separately on account of

the want of reliability of the method:
Cabinet
Gutedel. Zinfandel.

Succinicacid 0.0068 0.0097
Malicacid 0.0324 0.0922
Citric acid
Boracic acid

Salicylic acid

Sulphurous acid trace

Carbonic acid trace
Sulphurated-hydrogen
Nitric acid
Gum and dextrin
Tannin 0.0317 0.1554
Coloring matter 0.0085 0.0520
Fuchsin
llosanilin sulphate of so-

dium

The following letter was read from Dr.
May, late Chairman of the Committee on
Ways and Means of the Assembly at the
last session of the State Legislature:

San Francisco, May 20, 1885.

C. A. Wetmore, 204 Montgomery St.,

City: My Dear Wetmore—I thank you
o invitation to the Viticultural Convention
at San Jose, for 27th, 28th and 29th iust.,

and, but for a previous engagement to Yose-
mite, should certainly accept. For many
years it has been apparent that the wine
interest of California was to be its para-
mount one, and if (as you suggest) it be
true that my legislative action has in any
degree aided to bring forward the magnifi-
cent " blossoming " now visible to the fluid
men, I am glad. Wine and viticulture rise

above the ordinary mercenary level of

"money grubbing" into the intellectual

and spiritual region of poesy. What more
could a progressive civilization ask, than an
employment that should elevate and refine,

while enrichiug ? I am very truly yours,
1114 Clay St., S. F. Wm. B. May.
Mr. Wetmore referred- to a discussion

which took place at the last State Viticult-

ural Convention as to the proper strength
of wines. The practice in the northern
parts of France is to have the grapes as
ripe as possible. He has been accustomed
to advise people here to allow their grapes
to develope that degree of ripeness that
would produce 11 or 12 per cent of alcohol.

We have been urged in the interests of

temperance to make wines of 6 or 7 per
cent of spirit; but as a matter of fact, it is

not always the amount of alcohol in a wine
which measures its intoxicating power. He
also quoted from Dr. Guyot, who gives an
instance in France, where the use of wine
did away with malarial diseases, with which
the inhabitants had been afflicted previous
to the introduction of the culture of the
vine in that district.

Mr. Pohndorff stated that our wines are
not stronger than those of Spain and the
South of France.
Mr. F. W. Morse was called upon to

state the results of his last examination of

vineyards in the district attacked by the
phylloxera. He reported that he found
the infected spots enlarging, and two of the
vineyards are nearly gone, and new vine-
yards in the immediate vicinity of the in-

fected ones, becoming affected. Other-
wise, he had found no noticeable infection

in any of the other vineyards not already
reported as attacked. Thus far he was not
able to report any results from the experi-

ments with Bauer's quicksilver remedy.
Mr. Wetmore thought that the infected

vineyard in San Jose ought to be extermin-
ated, and advised the vinegrowers in the
vicinity to combine and treat with the own-
er to that end.

THIRD DAY.

MORNING session.

The morning and a portion of the after-

noon were devoted to a further examination
of the exhibits, and as there was not suffi-

cient time to test them all, a large number
of the specimens were turned over by the
President to the Santa Clara Viticultural

Club, for further examination by its mem-
berg.

AFTEBNOON SESSION.

J. W. Kottinger of Pleasanton, being
first called upon spoke as follows:

This morning we were engaged in samp-
ling and testing the wines which have been
brought here for that purpose, and, al-

though we were at it a long time, I can't see

but what we are all ready to take that part
of the business up again right now. The
fact is, no man can get drunk on pure wine,
no matter how much he drinks. But, in all

our discussions and lectures, there has been
one thing overlooked, or passed by, and
that is the subject of "blending, " which I

hope will be thoroughly discussed before
the convention closes. I am a wine-maker,
but not a "big one," for I have only two
acres in vines, but I always make wine
and take great interest in the industry. I

am a pioneer of Livermore and the
pioneer vine-grower of that section. I first

planted vines in Livermore Valley in 1856.

As to blending I have not had much expe-
rience, but I think that what will do for one
vineyard will not do for another, unless all

conditions are the same. I think that the
chemical contents of the grapes, which
differ in the several localities, will control

this matter in spite of all theory or practice;

I do not think any fixed law for blending

can be established. I have read and
studied excellent works by both German
and French authors, but find that locality

makes all differences ; hence, I draw the

former conclusion. I would rather have
wine made by a practical wine maker than
by a chemist. For instance, see what we
tasted to-day, and you can easily see the

difference. Give me Pfeffer's wines and I

will drink them and want more ; but don't

give me the wine made at the laboratory of

the University, for I would spit it out, as

most of us did to-day. I don't want wine
made by chemists. To make our industry
a success, we must educate people to drink
wine—light wine—and they will gladly do
away with whisky and other alcoholic

liquors. Light wines are better, at lunch
or dinner, than tea or coffee ; and when we
can get the people to see this fact, then we
can see success ahead of us. We have to

contend against a fanatical party, which
has now assumed the position of a political

party, whose members and advocates have
set their minds against wine, together with
alcoholic liquors. We must dissipate this

prejudice—and how ? By producing good
wine and encouraging its use in lieu of

other beverages. This is the only way, for,

in my experience with so-called California

wines, I have found more adulterated than
pure. We must use all our influence and
perseverence to have laws passed and exe-

cuted against the adulteration of wines. It

is the duty of the Government to do this,

and we must work individually, as well as

a body, to this end ; we must have our
people stand together and then we will have
good wine. The monopoly of the wine
trade is beginning, and unless the wine pro-

ducer has capital enough to enable him to

hold his wine, he is at the mercy of these

monopolists. The merchants in San Fran-
cisco have the money and the power. And
the only way the producer with little or no
capital can see his way clear is through the

organization of cellar associations. He
closed by reciting a tribute of praise to

wiue, by Byron, and translating a Latin

couplet, handed him by Mr. Wetmore, and
written by the Dean of Oxford in 1809.

The couplet as handed in also had a

translation attached, and is as follows:

A LATIN COUPLET.

"Si bene commemini causae sunt quinque bibendi,

Hospitis adventus, praesens sitis atque futura,

Aut vini bonitas, aut quajlibet altera causa."

*' If I the reasons well divine,

There are just five for drinking wine -

Good wine, a friend, or being dry,

Or lest you should be by and by,

Or—any other reason why."

Said to be written by Henry Aldrich,

Dean of Christ Church, Oxford, A. D.
1689-1711.

—

Notes and queries.

Mr. Wetmore said that divines had always
been the best authorities as to the quality

of wine, and, as a matter of fact, the church
first introduced grape culture and wine
making in this State

.

Wm. Palmtag condemned the practice of

adulterating wine, and instanced the severe

laws of Germany against selling adulterated

wines unless labelled as such.

Mr. Wetmore stated that one of the great

struggles before us is with adulterations,

and the Commission is now directing its

efforts towards proper legislation . At pres-

ent a commercial brand is no guarantee of

the quality of goods in this country on ac-

count of adulterations and imitations.

As to chemistry in wine making he quot-
ed from Dr. Guyot as follows:

EXTEACT FROM CULTURE DE LA VIONE—

A

VINDICATION.

LPar Jules Guyot.]

'
' In my opinion there is no more useful

book for any one engaged in viticultural

pursuits than "Le traits' de chimie appliquie'e

a la viticulture el a I'oenologic. (A treatise

upon chemistry applied to viticulture and
oenology) by Mr. Ladrey, professor to the
Faculty of sciences at Dijon (France) ; Mr.
Maumen^, professor of chemistry at lteims,

has also published a very valuable work
upon the preparation of wine. The accom-
plished chemists Barral, Bequerel, Bous-
singault, Bouchardat, Braconnot, Dumas,
Gay-Lussac, Liebig, Jacob, Ludersdoff,
Payen, Pelonze. Thenard, and others, with
Chaptal at their head, have most power-
fully contribut( d to throw light upon and
sift what may be termed the question of

wine: none there is who is more emphatic-
ally willing than I am to admit this, or

more earnestly desirous of having it widel
known. But these services belong rathi

to the analysis, to the measurement and I

a correct understanding of the clemen
and the constant phenomena of wiue-mal
ing, than in the finding out of facts, <

rules and methods calculated to modily, I

supplant and, above all, to "improve i

every respect the wines of quality.''
" In a similar manner—to borrow th

illustration—the discovery of the sonoroi
vibrations, the counter relations of the
numbers with the notes of the gamut, tt

ciphered laws of their concord by virtue <

this proportion of numbers, have undoubtei
ly been most precious acquisitions and i

many conquests for science and art; but
long time before this discovery the ear h«
divined the relation and the laws of soum
the rules of melody and of harmony wei

established, and to this day iuspiratic

and genius—the genius of music, are sti

the only source from which the niaste

pieces spring. Science, it is true, lu

aided and helped to perfect the creatioi

of the composer, but she is emphaticall
distinct from inspiration and the speci
qualities characterizing those productions.
"The composer of wine is the vine. I

spirit is its own and does not belong
^lemistry.The yet mysterious relations exis

ing between the vegetable and the anim
kingdom must not be judged by the fathoE
ings of metrical soundings; chemistry, th

magnificent science which I love and ha'
studied and practiced with a devotk
amounting to passion, has not to this it
found the key to^these relations. Expel
ence which not unfrequently is blightii

and distressing to mankind, has prove
that in proportion as vegetable or anim
products assume, in the laboratory, mo
distinct and definite formulas approachii
the estate of first principles—that in tl

same ratio they became unfit for anim
alimentation. We are happily rid <

chemical gelatine, may the Lord keep t

from chemical wine.''

He had nothing to say against the sciem
of chemistry, but cautioned his hearers m
to imagine that the chemist could ma)
wine for them. Good wine was mat
long before chemists gave their attention 1

viniculture. They will either assist or d
stroy you—that is, they will assist you I

giving scientific advice, by informing yc
of the chemical actions taking place duriu
fermentation, etc., or can destroy yoi
prospects by making substitutes for wii
chemically.

MR. J. B. J. PORTAL.

J. B. J. Portal.—What shall we do wit
our present and future crops of wine? Tl
merchants say they don't want our ne
crop—they have enough. We will have
new crop in a short time, what shall we d

with it? The merchant must dispose e

the present poor wines in his cellar and n
place it with good. He thinks that the ovej

production of poor wines has already a:

rived. What we are commencing to pre

duce is better than the wines of the pa:

ten years. Of the 15,000,000 gallons e

wine made last year, he thinks not 5,000
000 are fit to drink. He thinks there is a
influence working against the small pre
ducer to prevent him putting his own win
on the market. Cellars must be built, br
it is not every capitalist that will succee
in the business. Success in this as well a

in any other business requires personal at

tention. There is capacity enough in Sant
Clara county, with the cellars already con
structed and those projected, for the comin
crop. He advised growers not to be dis

couraged because they cannot get a pric
put upon their grapes now. There is plent
of time, and offers will be better than w
now think. Capitalists will come heri

when we have sufficient grapes to crush
On the whole there is no reason why wi

shall not get a fair price.

There are plenty of grape growers, who
through the prejudice on tha part of tin

ladies of the family, have no wine at home
The result is that they take their glass of whis
ky somewhere else. He considers that a cer
tain amount of stimulant is necessary to all

animals. Wine furnishes the necessary
stimulant to man along with nourishment,
We must encourage wine drinking at home
by members of the family and the workmen,
He has cured men working for him of

whisky drinking by furnishing them daily
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with wine to drink. Wherever we go, when
asking for wine, let us ask for California

wine, and not for foreign wine. If the

producer sells his wine under his own
name, he will "prevent adulteration by the

middleman; and there should be local wine
companies in each locality who will have
the local interest sufficiently at heart to

prevent adulteration.

On behalf of Mr. John Anzerais he asked
that a visit be made to that gentleman's
vineyard, to see what, if any, effect the

phylloxera had caused, as Mr. Auzerais in-

sisted that the insect had done no injury.

Mr. "Wetmore said that it was nonsense
to claim that there was no phylloxera there,

and Mr. Morse would accompany any Com-
mittee appointed for the purpose and show
them more phylloxera than they ever saw.
Mr. Auzerais stated that he thought there

was no phylloxera in his vineyard because
it is still productive.
On motion the Chair appointed the fol-

lowing Committee to visit the vineyard in

company with Mr. Morse, and to report to

the Convention: D. C. Feeley, J. B. J.

Portal, Dr. J. A. Stewart, Pedre de Saisset

and A. P. Henning.

DR. 3. BERNARD.

The discussion being resumed, Dr. J.

Bernard of Liveruiore said that all he knew
about wine making had been learned from
the different conventions. The great cry is

overproduction, and what to do with the
wine on hand and that from the coming
crop. There is not enough of wine drank
here,, and it is because it is put on the
market too young, and much of it is bad.
He is a wine drinker hinuelf, and often
drinks tea and coffee because he can not get
wine that is old enough to drink. He has
paid 75 cents a gallon for wine in San Fran-
cisco, which was so poor that it was impos-
sible to drink it without adding a large
amount of water. Much of the wine left

over last year is so poor that it must go to

the still. The wine sold in some of the
saloons would make a man shudder to drink
it. He advised every man to make his own
wine, as there is no science in wine makiug,
and good wine can be made by the small
growers.

To find a market for our wines, it has
been said that we must ship it to Kurope.
First, let us create a home market in the

United States by offering good wine. It is

said that Americans don't drink wine.
Thirty years ago they didn't drink beer. At
first they said it was too bitter, as they say
now wine is too sour. But now there is an
immense amount of beer drank in the
United States. Offer a good, sound, whole-
some wine at a reasonable price, and culti-

vate in America a taste for wine.

MR. L. D. COMBE.

L. D. Combe believed that the vineyardist

should make his own wine. He was born
in Italy where the grower makes his own
grapes into wine, and the intelligence

among growers here is higher than it is

there. If a man has a small vineyard, he
should make some for the purpose of expe-
rience, even if he sold the rest of his grapes.

And he counselled viticulturists to frequent-

ly meet together for discussion for the pur-
pose of having uniformity in practice.

MR. J. H. WHEELER.

J. H. Wheeler believed that the wine
growers would be forced to make their own
wine, on account of the overproduction of

grapes and the lack of wine makers to buy
them. Overproduction will cause a lower-

ing of prices, but this will cause the open-
ing of new markets, and then our surplus

wine will sell. If we could stop adultera-

tion we could provide a market for one-half

of the five million gallons surplus. A por-

tion may be sent to Europe, but we must
use our moral influence in favor of drinking
wine at home instead of other things which
fill its place. Although he had lived in a

wine producing county, and did not doubt
that men had been drunk on wine, he had
never seen one. He did not believe that the

wine maker could sell his wiue without the

intervention of a middle man, the wine
merchant, and summed up the remedies for

overproduction as follows :

1st. Cut off adulteration and thereby in-

crease the sale of genuine wine.

2nd. Establish markets abroad by offer-

ing cheaper and better wines.

3d. Use our moral influence in every
way to cause the people to drink wine.

Mr. Wetmore exhibited a specimen of

mannite which "is sometimes produced in

wine by mannitie fermentation, and the
Convention adjourned to enable the Com-
mittee to devote the remainder of the day
to the further examination of the wine ex-

hibits.

EVENING SESSION.

The Committee appointed to examine
and report on the phylloxera in the Auzer-
ais vineyard reported as follows :

COMMITTEE REPORT ON PHYLLOXERA.

Mr. President: We, a Committee ap-
pointed this afternoon to visit the Auzerais
vineyard do report as follows: Mr. Morse
took us in all directions in the vineyard,
and dug into the ground at the points
designated by the Committee and found
phylloxera adhering to the roots and stocks
of the vines in every instance, even on the
young and vigorous ones grafted last year
and this year. Although the vines are

apparently in good health, the phylloxera
is now existing on the old trunks and roots
of the scions. We easily discovered half a

dozen infected spots by the appearance of

the leaves which were slightly yellowish
and of short growth. The vines apparent-
ly not attacked are strong and vigorous and
loaded with fruit. As the facilities for

irrigation found in the vineyard are good,
your Committee thinks that the spreading
of phylloxera could be checked at a com-
paratively small cost.

On motion the report was received and
accepted, and the Committee discharged.
Mr. Auzerais being present expressed

himself entirely satisfied with the report of

the Committee.

MR. D. C. FEELEY.

D . C . Feeley said that he was chiefly in-

terested in growing grapes for market but
is obliged to make some wine . He is loca-

ted in the Santa Cruz Mountains where he
commenced planting vines by paying $10
per thousand for cuttings, and subsequc ntly

found that he had the wrong varieties and
was obliged to graft.

As to what to do with the grape crop,

every grower should make his crop into

wine, and he should be willing to learn

from every available source the best meth-
ods of making and blending. If you can't

make your own wiue you are at the mercy
of the wine maker who buys grapes. Or
you may unite in putting up wine cellars.

Co-operative cheese factories are a success,

and perhaps co-operation among wine mak-
ers may succeed. I want every wine mak-
er put in a position independent of any ring

of merchants. I would like to see the

wines of the valley seek a market not through
San Francisco merchants. As to table

grapes, he said:
" With the reduction of 25 per cent in the

rate of freight to the East, which has been
procured from the railroad company, the

shipments can be largely increased." An
Eastern grower, who raises grapes on the

Hudson for the New York market, asked
him what grapes could be produced for in

California. He told him that they could be
put on board the cars for five cents a pound
or $100 per ton. The Eastern grower said,
" if you can sell your grapes here for 10 or

15 cents per pound you will drive us out of

the market.'' It has heretofore cost for

lreight alone 50 per cent of the price re-

ceived for the grapes in the East . With the

reduced rate of freight we can safely plant

largely of table varieties. If we can sell

grapes at a price to reach the middle classes

in the East, the trade can be increased 200
per cent. Eight tons net are put in a car in

baskets holding,five pounds each, packed in

crates. The tare amounts to two tons.

Flame Tokay, Larga Bloom, Verdal, Muscat
and a few Cornichon may be safely planted

in his district, but the Emperor and Purple
Damascus are not suitable to the climate,

Rose of Peru and Malvasier are sold chiefly

in the San Francisco market, though a few
are sent as far as Denver. If baskets and
crates are furnished, grapes at $50 a ton

would pay well. The packages cost about
30 cents for 40 pounds of fruit. He would
be willing to put them on the cars at San
Jose for $60 a ton and furnish the packages.

MR. E. B. SMITH.

E. B. Smith of Martinez, said that he had
been buying grapes and making wine, but
he had come to the conclusion that the man
who grows the grapes can make the best

wine, as he can take better care of the

grapes, and follow more careful methods of

making. He does not think the San Fran-
cisco merchants are doing the best thing
they can for wine makers. They are only
waiting to buy as cheaply as they can. Any
one can learn to make wine in one or two
seasons. And if no better place can be had,
wine may be made in a shed, though he
does not approve of so doing. There is no
secret in the business, and all wine makers
are willing to impart information. This
year he holds his wine. The San Francisco
merchants would make him no offer, class-

ing him among those who are obliged to

sell. They know that our new wine can
not now be sold in the East. He advises
all to make their grapes into wine and hold
it till it is at least one year old. If he can
not sell his wine here he will go East and
try to sell it there. He believes that there
is a market for all our wine, and that East-
ern people would prefer to buy from first

hands. He agrees with Mr. Wetmore that
we should insist on having California wine
to drink at a fair rate. The San Francisco
restaurants are furnishing fair wiue at reas-

onable prices, but the hotel keepers and
saloon keepers are asking too much.

MB. E. H. BIXFORD.

Mr. E. H. Rixford spoke as follows

:

There seems to be a good deal of friction

between the growers and the San Francisco
wine merchant. He is in no way interested

in the wiue trade except as a grower, but he
has very grave doubts whether the grower
can go to the Eastern States and find a
market for his wines. Selling wine is like

selling anything else, and but few producers
will be found who can do so. To build up
a trade, drummers are sent out and many
other means resorted to which require

capital ; and how many of the average grape
growers can do this who are not also mer-
chants. He believed in fair dealing in all

cases, but he did not blame the San Fran-
cisco merchant for buying his wine at the

lowest price, and he would do the same.
The San Francisco merchants who have
been in the business 20, 15 or 10 years,

through their capital and efforts, have built

up a trade, and have the facilities for selling

that no grower has who is not a merchant.
Some wine makers with a large capital at

their back, and who can wait till they built

up a trade, may establish agencies in

Eastern cities.

One gentleman now on the floor told the

speaker that his company were about to es

tablish a house in Boston. But they have
plenty of capital, and can wait for theii cus

tomers, and will succeed where the small
producer without capital would fail.

MB. L. D. COMBE.

L. D. Combe said that at present we
cannot get along without the San Francisco
merchant, but that we may relieve him of

the necessity of storing so much wine by
building co-operative cellars and storing it

in the localities where made, under the

charge of competent cellarmen In case of

necessity money could be raised on the

wine in warehouse, and the maker would
not be obliged to force his wine upon the

market. Andj in this way also the grower
would be relieved of the necessity of build

ing cellars themselves.

MB. FEFLEY.

Mr. Feeley.—Unless we have good wine
the merchants will not buy. Therefore the

first thing is to learn proper methods. Ii

the wine is good, it will sell when carried

where they use it. He believed in doing
away with the middleman in all cases.

ME. J. H. WHEELER.

J. H. Wheeler said that he gave the San
Francisco merchant credit for putting his

money in the business. Let a man go
East and try to sell his wine and come
back "broke.'' He will then be glad to

send his wine to San Francisco and "take
down" his money. He knew men in Napa
valley who have made money buying grapes

and making wine, but he knew many who
have bought grapes and made wine who
have not made money. He does not be-

lieve in decrying the San Francisco mer-
chants. If we can sell our wine in any
other way than through them, well and
good, but he concurred with Mr. Rixford

that it was not practicable.

CAPT. CHAMON DE ST. HUBERT.

Captain J. Chamon de St. Hubert again

addressed the Convention as follows

!

I have not the intention to address you
as many have done for the last three days,
in saying that I have no experience and
that I know nothing upon the subject be-
fore the Convention, but on the contrary I
will tell you that I know well the subject I
will develop before you by a long experience
in vine culture, wine making, and wine sell-

ing, and also the first wants existing be-
tween the viticulturist and the merchant.
I am entirely, I must begin by saying, on
the Bide of the viticulturist, but this is not
a reason for me to be against the wine
merchants, who have done so much to in-

troduce the wine of California.

We are and we have been speaking of

selling our wines, but where is that wine ?

Have we got any to sell in quantities wortri
mentioning ? Lately I have been asking
a great many vius growers for 500 gallons
of fine red wine and I am sorry to say that
I have been unable to find any, all saying,
I have sold mine. Therefore we must not
be afraid of overproduction as long as we
hear that such an answer is given us. But
though, what has been sold—1884 crop

—

how could you, vine growers, speak of
creating immediately a market? In order
to create a market you must have wine of a
certain age and give only to the consumer
wines from 3 and 4 years old and over that.

The restaurant must bo compelled to sell

and offer to their customers California
wine, of which they are, or ought to be,
proud and which gives them as remuner-
ative a profit as all or any other brand of

foreign brands or imitations. These wines
must be labelled and the label call for the
name of the vineyard and proprietor, and
also that of the merchant who has contract-

ed for many years with the vineyard's pro-
prietor. You muat individually insist upon
having wine brought to yon having a Cali-

fornia brand on them and refuse what is

brought to you and not called for. Would
you accept a stewed rabbit if you had or-

dered roast chicken? Do the same for the
wine.
Allow me to tell you a little story that

occurred and caused the introduction of

Burgundy wine into London. A French
gentleman was at a restaurant on Regent
street and called for a bottle ot Burgundy;
the waiter told him that that wine was not
known and that nobody ever called for it.

The Frenchman insisted on having a bottle

nevertheless, as he had had one at another
restaurant near by and he would be obliged
to go there if the waiter failed to provide
him with the required brand. The result

was, that the waiter was sent for a bottle

ol that wine. Meanwhile the Frenchman
spoke highly of the Burgundy to the pro-

prietor of the restaurant and gave him the

address of a firm which he knew kept the
real Burgundy, and from this date that

restaurant added the Burgundy to its wine
list and now finds a ready and large sale

for it. It is useless to tell you that this

French gentleman was an agent employed
for the introduction of Burgundy wine.

On the question agitated just now among
the wine growers, that of building largo

cellars in a co-operative way, in order to

shelter and keep their wines, and if need, d,

obtain advances thereon, I must say I can-

not altogether encourage and endorse that

mode, because young wines require, each
according to its nature, a different care, for

some are made for blending purposes and
must be used, only at proper time. There-

fore some wines would suffer and the vine-

yard would lose its reputation or never

gain it, if it had not yet acquired it—on the

merit of the peculiar localiiy in which such
wines could be produced. A oellar in which
wines of different owners are to be stored

must be subjected to one single rule and not

to as many as each wine grower would give.

Therefore, to be worked with profit, wiui s

thus deposited would be of a certain age, and
we all know, that wiue has no age before it

is three or four years old. Before that age

it is subject to so many changes that it

would be folly for any one to advance money
on it. But all these defects and changes
would keep us speaking too long, and should

make a theme for a separate discourse. I

only mentioned it here to give strength to

my objection to cellaring wines which are

too young. Winegrowers ! keep away from

the theories which have not yet been prac-

tically demonstrated ; do not lavish your

money uselessly, and without certainty of

sure returns, but remember that each wine

grower must have a cellar, in proportion to
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his needs, that yon have to make a name
for your wines, or your vincy aril, before your

production is culled for by the consumer.

You can only work progressively in order to

work snrely. You cannot afford to work two

years with one ; then fore, build a cellar, a

small one with your really money, in a se-

lected and sheltered spot on your vineyard,

far enough from nil roads, and principally

from all railroads, to avoid trepidation.

Build it underground if you can, principally

if you grow vines of hue qualities and

species. Then enlarge that cellar each year

just as the crops come in. The first year,

separate seven or eight tons of each species

of grapes and make wiue by following all

the rules for good fermentation, then keep

these wines to be used afterwards as types ;

sell all the rest, either the grapes orthe wine

made therefrom Do not yet bo too exud-

ing as to price, but put your ready cash in

your pocket. Kuch year for tour or rive

years do the same, taking good care to have

your wines tasted by the party buying your

giapes or your wines ; then you will know
the value of your owu vineyard . The wine

dealer will come to you and contract for a

series of years, because, if that wine is good,

it helps to build up his trade, and he will

perforce divide with you, he will then ad-

vertise and introduce your wine in its

genuine pure state ; he will also be guaran-

teed fur a number of years, and you will

have for a g .arautee that he makes money
out of it, and consequently you will also.

These contracts are made with all the best

vineyardists of Europe where there is one of

any worth. It gives the wine grower a ready

capital to enlarge his vineyard, and to

ameliorate his cellarage, etc.

Many wine growers an: entertaining the

idea of going Kast and there dispose of their

wine, but what difference would you or

could you make between selling at home at

30 cents or at 50 cents abroad, if the 20

cuts difference be paid to the railroad?

Then, are you sure to sill? Are you sure

to be paid? Have yon the time to remain

there to collect? lie fleet before acting thus

—that when you sell at home yon receive

your money cash on delivery without any
leakage or loss of time. It is easy to sell

—

very easy—but to collect is not always

"Couleur de Hose" and it is worth thinking

twice over before acting.

All these ideas do not exactly emanate
from my brain. I take as a model with

great modification the manner of dealing in

France. There are in France "Entrepots''

in nearly all the large towns. The huge
warehouses are established by the State as

"Octroi.'' Wine is sent there in bond
for a short period of time and the dealer

comes and takes it just as he needs it, but

you seldom see in these warehouses wines

belonging to vineyard proprietors. They
are deposited there and are generally

bought at wholesale from the vineyard

proprietor by the dialers and taken out

afterwards by the retailers to be distributed,

to their customers after having paid the

dues.

In California such dues do not exist,

therefore we have not to follow the same
mode; hence it is useless to speak at length

of such establishments, but it follows from
this that the merchants or dealers here are

in close contact with the proprietors of

vineyards and the dealer is obliged to have

large cellars built for storing the wiue.

Let us therefore have the wine merchant
buy the wine and the vine grower raise the

grapes and make the best wiue he can out

of them, leaving the proper preservation

and care of the same to the dealer who is

to distribute it to the trade according to

the wants and taste of the people, also to

distill it , if it be of superior quality.

It is with the vine and wine as it is with

the farmer and baker. The farmer culti-

vates the wheat and sells it as wheat. The
merchant buys it and turns it into flour

aud the baker sells the flour in the form

of bread. Let us each have our own trade

aud each trade will flourish.

MB. WKTMOltE.
Mr. Wetmore said that the question is not

so much who shall sell your wines, as who
shall buy them. The merchant finds the

buyers, takes the risk of trade, and pays a

price accordingly. A man can not afford

to go East to sell a small lot of wine. Put
your wine in a condition to be shipped any-

where. The commission wants houses es-

tablished in every important town in the

East for selling our wine. Atjpresent there

are hut few places in the East where wine
can be propt rly stored. As to selling wine
in the East, he knows a man in Napa
Valley who had drummers there trying to

sell his wine, but, notwithstanding, he was
obliged to sell at a sacrifice, because he
needed money. Cheap wine will open up
the market, aud, as soon as a demand is

created prices will go up accordingly. He
believed that the more merchants we have,

the greater will be the competition. We
must have the machinery to put our wine in

the hands of the consumer. Inside of three

years we are going to have 40,000,000

gallons of wine per annum. Get the Eastern

merchants full of the idea that you have
pure wiue of age to sell, and they will come
for it; but first the cellar must be made to

receive it.

In closing, he complimented his hearers

on the success of the convention, and hoped
soon to meet them again under similar cir-

cumstances, and declared the convention
adjourned sine die.

The Boomer & Boschert Wine Press.

THE JOINT APIMIOIMIIATION.

Hon. J. Eoutier, State Senator from Sac-

ramento Couuty, a member of the Senate

Committee on Viticulture, and a prominent

vine grower and wine maker, has written

to the Viticultural Commission concerning

the joint appropriation substantially in the

same words as the Speaker of the Assembly

and others, whose letters were published in

our last issue, as follows :

Routikks, June 19, 1885.

C7«js. A. Wetmore, Esq., State VUkulluml
Commission: L)KAit Siu:—I have paid great

attention to your correspondence with Dr.

J. H. C. Bonte, Secretary of the Board of

Kegents of the University of California. As
a member of the Viticultural Committee of

the Senate, I have to take side with you in

your interpretation of the views of the Sen-

ate, at the time the appropriation was pass-

ed; I am as much in favor of science as

any man you can name, but I believe also

in the practical experience of our wiue

makers; and the experimental wine cellar

ought to be located where it will do the

most good, and San Francisco without any
doubt is the right location. Wine making
is one thing and chemical analysis is an-

other. Let us give to Ciesar what belongs

to him, but no more. The ordinary wine

maker will not go to Berkeley to ask the

learned professors for information; it would

require a special trip there and it would

very likely require a formal introduction:

then certain hours wouldbe devoted to tlnii

business, and in fact everything would and

ought to be regulated as a school. This is

not what our hard working wine makers

want. They want a place open to them in

San Francisco where they can go bvotj

time their business calls them there and

ask for any information they like to have,

I will add here that at the time of voting

the credit an effort was made to locate as

experimental wiue cellar at Berkeley, anil

that every practical man was opposed to it

in fact the credit could not have been pass-

ed in that shape. I remain
Respectfully yours,

J. ltoUTIEK.

It would be a question for debate whether the marvelous development of our varied

agricultural interests stimulated invention, or invention was the stimulus to the rapidly

enhanced production ; certain it is that the genius of the inventor has so changed the re-

lation between labor aud capital as to necessitate a re-arrangement in the equilibrium of

their relations. The farmer with the modern implements now at his command can, with

five men, do the work that would formerly have taken fifty, and the same is true in nearly

every branch of industry.

While we cannot claim an exclusive title to the achievements that have so revolution-

ized business, we are justified in feeling a self-satisfied pride in what we have done, and

are doing, in bringing the world to the millenium, when man shall not live by the sweat of

his brow, but by the play of his genius upon the imponderable elements of nature—Light,

Heat and Electricity.

No better illustration, nor one in which the agricultural interests of this State is more
interested, could be given than the application of machinery to the wine industry, as shown
in the above cut of a press manufactured by the Boomek & Boschkkt Peess Co., of

Syracuse, N. Y.

They are in use by several of the largest Eastern manufacturers, but the method of

pressing through cloth is a comparatively new feature. As will be observed in the cut,

the crushed grapes are laid up in layers surrounded by cloth, and between the layers

wooden racks are interposed, forming channels for the easy exit of the juice.

The cloth in which the layers are enclosed is made of cotton, very heavy and strong,

and the must as it is expressed, comes clear and free from seeds, making it much easier

of after manipulation. While the cheese on one end of the platform is being pressed, an-

other is being prepared on the opposite end, and thus the press is in constant operation.

If preferred, curbs can be used, the filling or picking over of one being done while the

other is under the press.

Their catalogue of 76 pages contains illustrations of other styles of presses and plat-

forms, and is mailed free to all interested.

As they make several sizes to operate either by power or hand, it would seem that the pro-

prietors of wineries in this State, would do well to investigate the merits claimed, as any-

thing tending to decrease tie' cost of production must necessarily increase the profits and

wealth of the users, an 1 in this age of advano went, none but those who are quick to

avail themselves of every improvement can hope to succeed.

OLIVES. OLIVES,

I wish either to go in with

some one, or to form a Com
pany to plant olives exten

sively. I have many thous

and fine two-year-old trees.

W. A. HAYNE, Jr.,

Santa Barbara, Cal.

W. B. CUAMRBRI.A1N, JR. T. A. ROHINWO

1. N. KNOWLES, Makiobr. EDWIN L. GRIFFITH, SrvrrtarY.

LIFE SCHOLARSHIPS, $7£

DAT ami KVF.NIXU SKSSIOVS.

ARCTIC OIL WORKS.
Sperm Whale, Elephant

MANUFACTURERS OF

and Fish Oils, Skid Grease,

WHALE OIL SOAP.
ESPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR VINEYARDS AND FRUIT ORCHARDS.

OlrFItJE— 2* CALIFORNIA SIB til, S. 1'., Cal.

LADIES ADMITTED INTO ALL DEPARTMENT

£#*No Vacations. Bead for Citviilar.'e-A

A~MEM0IR ON OLIVE GROWIM

WITH ILLUST11ATI0NS.

Kca<l Vcforc the Male llorticulturi

Society, February 29, 1884, by

FRED. POHNDORFF.

Will be mailed by the S. F. Merchant on receipt

50 cents in one or two-cent postage etamps.
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UOW.X WITH Tin: GBASSHOPl'KBS.

Mr. Geo. West of the Viticultural Com-

mission, has been experimenting on the

vineyards of Kohler, West & Minturn, at

Minturn, Ftesno county, with ft remedy

suggested through the Executive Officer

against grasshoppers, consisting of using

arsenic with bran, middlings and syrup.

Mr. West finds the best results by using in-

gredients in the following proportions :

Forty pounds bran; 15 pounds middlings;

2 gallons cheap syrup; 20 pounds arsenic,

mixed soft with water ; a tableepoouful

thrown by the side of each vine or tree;

cost per acre for trees, 25 cents; for vines,

50 cents. He reports complete success;

that the hoppers eat greedily and die in

their tracks.

< II Alll.is KRICi.

(iOOD SKW8 FOR HIXEMAKEBS.

From reliable information received, we

learn that the cold weather has blighted

the berries as they were forming, causing

them to drop from the vines. Even the

Mataros, which usually resist coulure,

are in some places almost a total loss. Re-

ports to this effect are pretty general

from all parts of the State. The vintage

for this season, which was estimated at 20,-

[100,000 gallons, will not aggregate as much

as that of last year. The consequence is

that there will not be such an enormous de-

mand for storage and cellar room as was an-

ticipated, aud the wineinakers generally will

find themselves iu a much better condition,

as regards marketing their products, than

could reasonably have been expected

.

THE WOKH IN Till: EAST.

Mr. Wetmore has been compelled by cir-

cumstances to postpone his departure for

the East until almost the 20th inst. The

Governor has already provided for his use

in Washington, certified copies of joint re-

solutions relating to viticultural products,

passed by the last Legislature; also an offi-

cial letter of introduction to the President.

I»IC. BAUER'S; REMEDY.

The Chief Executive Viticultural Officer

has given to the public a letter in which he

reports that recent examinations of experi-

ments made with Dr. Bauer's mercurial

mixture upon phylloxerated vines indicate

that the proposed remedy will prove a

failure.

The business failure of Mr. Chas. Krug
of St. Helena, is to be regretted by all viti-

culturists. He has been the soul of pro-

gress at St. Helena, and has contributed

unselfishly to the general cause of viticult-

ure throughout the State. It is easy enough

to say that his difficulties were caused by

excessive zeal in promoting the industry in

which he was engaged for the general pub-

lic good, forgetting his private interests;

such is the history of many men, who fur-

nish the steam of progressive movements

.

It is just as easy to say that if the property

holders near and in St. Helena should con-

tribute a small percentage of the benefits

they have derived from the extra-activity of

Mr. Krug, his debts would all be paid. It

is more practical to say that no one ex-

pects that this failure will cause Mr. Krug
more than temporary embarrassment, as

we also know it will not deprive the State

of his valuable public services.

THE I.OI IS\ III I EXPOSITION.

Exhibits of \ if ieiillin-:il I'riKlurls

Committee Appointed.

The letter from Mr. C. B. Turrill, pub-

lished in this issue, having been submitted

to the officers of the State Viticultural Com-
mission, the following action has been

taken

:

The Commission hag requested the fol-

1 owing named gentlemen to act as a special

committee to co-operate with Mr. Turrill in

collecting and forwarding suitable samples

of wines, brandies, raisins and fresh grapes

to the Louisville Exposition, viz: I, Lands-

berger of San Francisco, Hon. M. M. Estee

of Napa, Cupt. J. Chamon de St. Hubert of

San Jose, E. W. Maslin of Sacramento and

F. T. Eisen of Fresno. This committee is

selected specially with reference to prac"

ticability of securing at least a quorum at-

tendance at meetings, as well as to cover

the large sections of country in the central

and northern counties. In order that effi-

cient work may be done in Southern Cali-

fornia, the following gentlemen have been

requested to co-operate with the main com-

mittee, with respect to samples of wines and

brandies, viz: Hon. R. F. Del Valle, Los

Angeles; Hon. J. F. Crank, Pasadena; and

R. J. Nortbam, Anaheim.

The following named gentlemen will

be requested to assist the Committee in se-

curing proper samples of raisins, illustrat-

ive of their different sections, viz: Robert

McPherson, Orange, Los Angeles Co.; Col.

L. M. Holt, Riverside, San Bernardino Co.

;

Geo. A. Cowles, El Cajon, San Diego Co.;

T. C. White, Fresno; D. A. Jackson, Wood-

land, Yolo Co.; Hon. J. A. Filcher, Auburn,

(for the foothills.)

The Committee will be requested to select

suitable persons to assist in forwarding

samples of fresh grapes.

The Commission will provide the Com-

mittee with a secretary to attend to corres-

pon dence, ond have engaged the services

of Mr. Charles R. Buckland, of the S. F.

Merchant, for that purpose, subject to

their approval, so that there may be no rea-

son for delay in the work

.

The main committee will be requested to

meet at the office of the Commission in San

Francisco, Monday, July Gth, at 1 P. M.

Senator Del Valle will probably call his

committee together in Los Angeles, as soon

as the committee first named has obtained

sufficient information from Mr. Turrill, to

define the work to be done.
The Louisville Exposition, will open the

latter part of August.

THE LETTER FROM MR. C. B. TURRILL.

Chas. R. Buckland, Esq., Editor S. F.

Merchant : Dear Sir — Permit me to

thank you for the kindly words regarding

myself which appear in your issue of May
22d. I am glad that it has been my privil-

ege to bear a hand in the work of advertis-

ing the resources of California, and it gives

me pleasure to feel that there are many who
are earnestly engaged in the good work and

upon whom I can call for assistance. My
time must be greatly occupied outside the

State for some time to come. By reading

the local papers, of which I receive a large

number, I can be pretty well informed as

events transpire. My work must now be
that of a missionary, and I shall do all I

can to perform that work faithfully, earn-
estly, and to the best of my ability. The
fact must not be lost sight of that it is

through the public spirit of the Railroad
Company that this work is to be carried
on. We now have a vi ry valuable and in-

teresting collective exhibit. Much of this

has been gathered hastily and there are
many gaps that need filling in, while there
is need of enlarging the various branches
of the exhibit as it now stands. This is the
work that I have laid out for this summer.
To do this we require additions of many
kinds. In fact, there is nothing which can-

not be used with advantage in such a col-

lection.

A careful study of the subject induces me
to adhere to my previous plan of arranging
the exhibits by counties, and then group-
ing these geographically . Thus the visitor

forms a pretty correct idea of the resources
and advantages of each section . And when
he passes from one county collection to

another and sees the same products dis-

played in so many of these geographical
divisions, he is amazed at the fact that so

many things are produced nearly all over
the State.

Besides this general arrangement, I want
to have sufficient of the exhibits to make
general class displays. For instance, I

want to get up a general viticultural aud
vinicultural display, which will clearly show
the extent and diversity of this branch of

our State's productive possibilities I shall

be glad to have all the charts, pictures,

maps, etc., that I can get, which will

throw light on these matters. Photographs
of vineyard scenes, wine cellars, grapes,

etc., are the interesting pictorial part of

such a display. There should also be sam-
ples of soil from different vineyards. Vines
of different ages, showing the branch and
root growth. These should illustrate the

growth of different varieties as well as the

fertility of the soil. There should be press-

ed specimens of the foliage. The vines

will have to be dried, and as the leaves will

have to be removed, they will simply show
the canes aud the roots. The foliage must
be pressed. Then we need specimens of

the different varieties preserved in solution.

I have a large collection of such now. These
are in a preservative solution of my own,
and keep admirably, retaining bloom as

well as color, form and size. I put one
bunch in a jar; after the solution has per-

meated the berries there is no fear but what
all will keep well.

So much for this part of the subject. Now
I feel that it is important that I should have
iu this special display as full an assortment

as possible of wines aud brandies of differ-

ent varieties, vintages, and from as great a

number of localities as they can be procur-

ed. Two or three bottles of each would be

ample for this. I would urge that for this

part of the display, if no other, the bottles

should be clear, so as to show the color of

the product contained. I think it would be

well to have these bottles accompanied by
concise statement of the grapes from which
made and also by an analysis. There are

other points which will suggest themselves.

It should not be forgotten that any pro-

ducts made from the grapes, or wine should

be shown. I think a firm in Los Angeles is

manufacturing Cream Tartar, as such, a se-

condary product. This should be exhibited.

A register showing who has vines for

sale and what varieties, with the prices and
peculiarities of each concisely stated should

be furnished. I have had numerous calls

for this information from those here who
want to experiment with our vines.

Full price lists of wines should be fur-

nished. Many want this information.
There should be a reasonable supply of

important wines that may be tasted by
those who will be specially interested in our
viniculture. This can be so conducted as
to do great good. It is not necessary nor
advisable to treat every man that comes
along, but a little experience demonstrates
who are the parties who will be the ones to
assist in making a market for our wiuei.
Now let me suggest that it is important

that all these vine products be put up in at-

tractive shape. One large display of wines
that came to me for the Exposition that has
just closed, would have made a better ap-
pearance had the bottles been better. Some
apparently were ordinary beer bottles, and
the height was not the same. This was un-
fortunate, and was the cause of much ad-
verse criticism. Care should be taken iu

capping, and especially in labeling. Iu the
collection above referred to some of the bot-

tles had been put into the sheaths before
the labels had dried, and they were rumpled
up past recovery. Too much care and at-

tention cannat be paid to all these little

details. Remember there are thousands
to notice them, and much depends upon at-

tractiveness. Then there is another point;
there is a constantly present tendency to

compare our wines with the French, not
alone in quality but in the style of bottling,

labeling, etc. We must put our best foot

forward in all particulars. Many here have
objected that in our wines the bottles are
not full, that is to say, there is anywhere
from half an inch to nearly two inches be-

tween the top of the wine and the bottom
of the cork. Wine dealers urge me to im-
press upon our makers the importance of

filling the bottles fuller, and making the
capsule come d^wn just below the top of the

wine. I make these statements so you can
throw them out as suggestions to your read-

ers. Remember that our wines will be cri-

ticised. It is well to avoid grounds of com-
plaint when possible.

I have not mentioned the raisin industry.

This is very important. And all that has
been said regarding neatness and care-is ap-
plicable here. People are astonished at the
beauty and quality of our raisins. I let

them test them when I can. The taste

thus cultivated for our products creates a
local demand that must be supplied.

Every one here speaks of the superiority

of our California products. This sampling
creates the desire to purchase, and local

dealers come to me for the addresses of

those to whom they can write for goods and
prices.

I think I have said enough on the subject.

If you will kindly call attention through
the S. F. Merchant to such points as seem
to you important, you will be helping en
the good work very materially . I shall be
glad to personally explain these matters
more fully as soon as I return to San
Francisco, about the first proximo. And I

shall feel under many obligations to you if

you will kindly inform your readers that

the work is only just begun. A series of

exhibitions is contemplated and the Com-
pany asks the earnest, active co-operation

of all. Let no one hesitate because he can
contribute but little, for his mite will help

to make the mass, and iu that mass his in-

dividuality will not be lost. Each man gets

full credit for what he does, and all have
the satisfaction of doing something for Cali-

fornia.

It is my intention to make this special

wine, brandy, grape and raisin display re-

ferred to, iu the form of an, attractive

structure. I am considering designs and
forming my plans. These I intend to ela-

borate while homeward bound on the cars

and I can explain more fully when I see

you.
I forgot to say that it is important that I

be supplied with a sufficient number of du-

plicate labels for all bottles, in order to re-

place the labels in the event of their becom-

ing soiled or damaged.
Pardon the length of this letter. I did

not intend to say so much, but as I hope
you will begin to editorially call attention

to these matters, no time Bhould be lost.

Please do all you can to assist the work aud

ask the Merchant's friends to do the same.

Thus will much be accomplished in provid-

ing markets for the future of our vineyards.

Very respectfully,

Chas. B. Turrill.

New Orleans, June 17, 1885.
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA.

Board of State Viticultural

Commissioners.

San Fbancisco, June 24, 1885.

To the Local Resident VUicaltural Inspectors:

Your attention is specially called to the

annexed letter of instructions addressed to

Mr. F. W. Morse, who will communicate

with you, seeking your assistance in his

work. Where there are several Inspectors

living near each other, it would be well if

they would meet together and perfect plans

for harmonious results and for energetic

work. Accurate statistics, concerning acre-

age, ages and names of vines, classing all

that are only cultivated experimentally, or for

householduse, as "miscellaneous," are very

necessary at the present time, so that we

may make no serious mistakes in calcula-

tions for the future care and marketing of

our crops. Heretofore we have failed in

procuring statistics ; we hope that this ef-

fort will not fail, but that all interested will

lend a willing hand, without waiting for

personal interviews. Any reports sent to

the Secretary of this Commission will be

tiled for the use of our special Iuspector.

The local newspapers would find an ad-

vantage to their readers if they would assist

by publishing local reports, so that proper

corrections may be made before final publi-

cation from this office.

We are desirous of obtaining the names

and postoffice addresses of every vine

grower in the State ; but tables of statistics

should avoid too much detail and may be

made up for each locality, as though they

were for one vineyard.

Local residents, inspectors, and local

societies, should preserve records made now

in such manner that the work may be con-

tinued another year without unnecessary

waste of labor. Names and addresses should

be changed when necessary.

Chas. A. Wetmoke,

Chief Executive Viticultural Officer.

San Fkanoisoo, June 21, 1885.

F. W. Morse, Esq., Special Inspector.—
Dili Sik : Enclosed you will find a copy

of instructions concerning the collation of

statistical information for this commission,

which you are requested to execute as

speedily as reasonable accuracy will permit.

If you will call upon local resident in-

spectors throughout the State, and others

who may bo competent, you may obtain

valuable assistance. You should endeavor

to secure, through such aids, as much as

possible of the work accomplished in ad-

vance of your visits to different localities, so

as to save time. All reports received by

you should be verified, as rapidly as possi-

ble, to the best of your ability, and con-

nected from time to time, as the work goes

on. Yours respectfully,

Chas. A. Wetmoke,
Chief Executive Viticultural Officer.

'H.iicmiMini OF nsiiiniiiiw
ASTW ADVICE TO

F. W. MORSE, Special Inspector,

To Wiil<le linn In Procuring; Statistics.

What we want to know is the acreage of

vineyards as follows :

1st. Total acreage by counties, and if

possible by Districts, where they are easily

defined.

2d. Age of vines, and names of variet-

ies, showing relative proportion of each.

3d. When the vines are young estimate

the number of vines growing where there

are failures in the plantations.

4th. Approximate, for each District, the

number of vines planted to the acre, with-

out going into unnecessary details.

5th. General classification of the vines

of each District with reference to producing

capacity, giving general averages for each

season, as nearly as possible, for each

variety

.

6th. Approximately, estimates of the

vintages of 1884 and 1885, as nearly as

can be obtained from local inquiry; class-

ified with respect to production, as grapes

for wines, grapes for raisins, grapes for

table or shipping purposes; including tabul-

ated statements of productions of wine and

brandy; the relative proportions, if possible,

of red and white, dry wines and sweet

wines.

7th. For'each locality, the average crops

obtained from vines, three, four and five

years old, considered as young vines, dis-

tinguished from old vines.

8th. General estimate of the yield of

different varieties, according to location,

from five years old and upwards.

9th. Where vines have produced largely

when young, three or four yaars old, under

the influence of heat and irrigation, obtain

estimates of the comparative capacity of

vines seven years old and upwards, under

similar circumstances.

10th. General estimates, approximately,

of the comparative yield of vines between

five and ten years old, and those older of

a given variety in a given District.

11th. Estimate, approximately, of per

centage of losses in different Districts, cov-

ering a period of years, occasioned by coul-

ure, frost, mildew, sun scald, early Fall

rains and insect pests.

12th. Local estimates, approximately, of

area intended to be planted in vines.

13th. Approximately, by general obser-

vation and inquiry, the relative proportion

of lauds planted in vines as compared with

other "cultures" under the same pro-

prietorship.

14th. Approximately, for each locality,

the area of vines subject to irrigation, and

if irrigated to what extent.

15th. Approximately, by classification

for each District or County, the area of

vines under control of single individuals.

lGth. Class of common labor employed

for different operations of vineyard work,

such as pruning, caring for the vines in

Winter, gathering of the crop and disposing

of it, and to what extent such labor is resi-

dent in the immediate vicinity of the vine-

yards, and what is the price paid for work.

17th. Ordinary time of maturity in each

district for each prominent or leading well-

known variety of vine; classifying maturity

with reference to the object for which the

fruit is to be used.

18th, General average, for each locality,

of the duration of the vintage from the

time of earliest maturity to the latest of the

first crop.

19th. Names of varieties in practical

cultivation in each locality which produce

second crops, which are used by the vine

growers, and a general estimate of the time

when they ripen for practical uses.

20th. Saccharine degree of "musts" of

prominent varieties in each district, possible

to be obtained in ordiuary average years,

classified with reference to the different

quality of the lands, if necessary making

due allowance for the age of the vines, be-

cause a discrepancy might occur between

the degree of "must" from young and old

vines, ascertaining if possible, to what ex-

tent it may be true that young vines pro-

duce sweeter "must" than older vines, or

Dice versa, and note at the same time the

average saccharine strength of "musts" as

they are picked for practical work.

21st. Obtain, when practicable, by use

of saccharometer the saccharine strength of

Muscatel grapes when fully ripe in different

localities, especially noticing what influence

there may be upon such strength by use of

irrigation, noting when you observe appar-

ent difference of degree of sugar on lands

irrigated and not irrigated, whether the

water of irrigation remains near the surface

or drains away; and noting also difference

in saccharine contents of first and second

crop of Muscatels.

22nd. Relative loss of weight of Mus-

catel in course of desiccation in different

localities.

23d. Relative proportions of raisins made

in each locality, from natural, sun-dried or

artificial processes, making special note of

first and second crops in this respect.

24th. Relative loss in culling grapes for

raisins, drying or shipping purposes, and

the usual methods of disposing of the culls

and value of the same at the vineyard or

place of disposition

.

25th. As accurate statements, as pos-

sible, of shipments, whether by rail or

steamboat or otherwise, from producing

points, classified according to nature of

products, together with a general but con-

servative estimate of local consumption

aiming in this estimate to procure as nearly

as possible, verification of the estimates of

total crops of different kinds, making an

effort also to procure as accurately as pos-

sible, estimates of stocks on hand, retained

in the country.

20th. Cooperage and storage facilities,

in each locality, for caring for the wine

over one season; together, also, with an

estimate of similar facilities for caring for

the wine between the vintage and the fol-

lowing season; with notes of operations in

progress for increasing such facilities and

the extent of the same.

27th. For each locality a general state-

ment as to the relative proportion of grapes

transported some considerable distance to

wineries and distilleries; together also with

a general statement of the average cost per

ton of such deliveries, and the average

price paid in 1884 for the different varieties

of crops at wineries and distilleries ; with

statements for 1885, if practicable, and a

note of local rules determining the values

of the same varieties in accordance with

their quality.

28th. Concerning distillations, ascertain

as nearly as can be for each locality the rela-

tive quantity produced directly from wine,

as compared with others produced from

pomace, or pupuMe.

29th. A general statement without do-

tail (unless specially important iu some lo-

calities) of the classes of products for which

new vineyards are intended, as for instance

for shipping grapes, raisins, brandy, sweet

wines, dry wines, etc.

30th . Acreage of vines, not resistant, in

each locality that have been grafted

prove stocks, and names of the v

grafted with. State separately wher

ing is done on resistant vines, togeth

the percentages of failures that hav

noticed in grafting.

31st. Time required iu different

ties for dryiug first and second crops

catels in the sun.

32ud. Average duration of ferme

in different localities of different pro

well known varieties of grapes con

together with the size of the ferr

tanks especially relating to their dept

average size for the cooperage for 1

wines after fermentation, and kind <

used in cooperage; also general des<

of construction of cellars and ferr

rooms, with respect to the material

walls, thickness, etc., and control

temperature.

33d. For each prominent local]

during the periods of fermentatic

average range of temperature in exte

mosphere, being careful to obtain da

sources that will furnish fair inform

the public, noting within what degri

ing ordinary fermentation, tempest

controlled by ordiuary constructions

are in common use.

34th. Approximate estimates of c

practice in different localities in :

musts for fermentation; for instance

ming or not stemming, and genera

vations as you pass iu the vineyar

cerning different varieties at vinta

showing the condition of the same, '

green or ripe, or approximately ri

such other items as may become int

and will serve for statistical infor

such as the material used for stal

the general cost of the same, the t

which plowing is practiced in plant

length of cutting used and the il

which they are planted usually, etc

35th. In connection with dist

ascertain, as nearly as possible, loci

ices, where it is intended to disti

whether the wine has been forme

the skins, or not.

A subscriber to the Meuchant i

lottesville, Va., writes that grapes

ting for a large crop in that sectio:

in places where the Norton Virgil

were damaged by the cold Winter.

BUSTS
COLLEmm

Sail I'i'.-mcisco, < ';il.

rriHE LEADING INSTITUTE OF I

_L train tut; in America. This Mhod eduea
practical affairs of life, and no young DM
to enter upon a business career without I

training at this popular institution Sti

drilled in all branches of business by ACTCA
ICE, thus fitting them for the counting houj

Send for circulars ami leant full particulars

E. P. HEALD & CO., San Francis

I'll*' !?«'*.! S]HiiiL >I< kiliciii<' iiil<

tiller or (lie Complexion in use.
toils. Pimples Blotehew, >>i
Scrofula, droiit, Itlienmatic anil
rial I'iiiuv anil all DiMMOT
from a disordered state of the Jt

Liver.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGOISTS.

J. R. GATES & CO. Proprn
417 Siiiisoiin- m., San Fram
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OODLAND WINERY

For Sale.

iCATED AT WOODLAND,
ioi.o t'O, Mi

oplete in all its Appointments.

Capacity, 160,000 Gallons.

WM. T. COLEMAN & CO.
COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

t

m Crusher, Hand Crusher, Two Still-

Syrup Pan, Pumps, and Everythhg

Complete.

;0 OPERAGE IN BEST CONDITION.

70 -Story Brick Building,

25x60 Ft. Fifty roils from Dcnot.

Other Winery in Vicinity.

io thousand tons Wine Grapes raised here last

>n. Will sell the whole property or the Cooper-

in lots to suit. This is a rare chance for engag-

in this business. For full particulars inquire at

e of

i. v m>m:i i;<.i i: * ccrtis.
123 California St.. S. F.

Or to

]LARK & CULVER. Propts.

Woodland, Cal.

[NE VINEYARDS

IN SANTA Cl.ua VAM,EY,

FOK SALE BT —

H G0RDELL & CO.,

North First St. ) . I 87.?Hj Market St.
San Jose. ) t San Francisco.

£> AAA 80 ACRES IN THIRD YEAR. OVER
",«"", 05,000 vines of best varieties. Staked.

:ry fine property at a bargain.

AAA 10 ACRES IN FOURTH YEAR.
,VJ\J\f . fjear Los Gatos. Fine varieties, beauti-

icw and a good place.

OAAA IO ACHES ON NORTH SIDE STEV-
)"""• ens Creek Road. Excellent land and

varieties. Set last Winter.

36 ACRES ON MAIN ROAD IN SEO-

,Z()0. ond year. Splendid land. Good neigh-

borhood.

;e have a mmiber of plaees with
les and Fruit Trees for sale. Also.

Shards ami Orchard Lands.

1 at Office or write for full particulars. Respect'ly

T. H. CORDELL & CO.

ICWCO&CST? A book of 100 pages.
lEtflOrt\f B»|\ The best book foran

[DVERT181NQ
advertiser to con-
sult, be he experl-
enced or otherwise.

jontains lists of newspapers and estimates

the cost ofadvertising. The advertiserwho
mts to spend one dollar, finds in itthe m-
rmation he requires, while forhim who will

vest one hundred thousand dollars in ad-

irtising, a scheme is indicated which will

eet his every requirement, or can be made
do so by slight changes easily arrived at by cor-

spondence. H9 editions have been issued.

int, post-paid, to any address for 10 cents,

rite to GEO. P. ROWELL A CO.,

EWSPAPER ADVERTISING BUREAU,
Spruce St.PrlntingHouse Sq.), New York.

SAN FRANCISCO, NEW YORK,

CHICAGO,
Agency Wm. T. Coleman & Co.,

ASTORIA, Or.,

With Agents and Brokers in every Coramereial City of Prominence in the Union

Agency Wm. T. Colkman & Co.

LONDON.

Winery For Sale.
THE

BERMEL WINERY,
And Three Acres of Land,

SITUATED CORNER WEST AND GRANT STS.,

llealtlsburs, Sonoma Co., Cal.

On Line of 8. F. Si N. P. R. R.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF HANDLING THE

RAISIN CROP OF CALIFORNIA!!
And amongst others we are Agents for

Riverside Fruit Company of Riverside, Miss Miry P. Austin of Fre3no,

McPherson Bros, of Orange, T. C. White of Fresno.

With many other of the Most Prominent Curtrs of this State.

Our Facilities Tor I'rompl l.v Placing ami Widely Distributing Their Product

Can be Ascertained from the Above well-known G'urcrs.

We are also Large Handlers of

ORANGES, DRIED FRUITS, HONEY AND BEANS

IN THE EASTERN STATES.

Advances Made When Required, and Full Information of Markets Promptly

4. 1 veil. AiliU'iss :

Wm. T.COLEMAN & Co.
Market & Main Sts., S. F.

Cellar under ground ---capacity 40,000 gallons

—

capable of being enlarged to any capacity at small

cost. Outfit complete to carry on the business.

Dwelling and outhouse? in good repair. Location

most desirable in the State,

For further particulars apply at the office of the

S. F. Mkrciiant, or to

CEO. M. THOMPSON, Agent,

Healdsburg. Cal.

CO.,

"NICOLL
JUST

RECEIVED

T IE3 T^L I L O IFL !

The Grandest Display of the Choicest Woolens ever shown in the city. Domestic, English, French, Scotch,

and German Fabrics in endless variety for suits to measure. One Thousand differeut patterns to select from

.

And every style of garment cut and flted to suit the most fastidious taste.

Samples with Instructions for Self Measurement Sent Free !

All Goods Shrunk. Perfect Fit Guaranteed.

FINE ALL-WOOL SUITS TO ORDER, From $20 00

FINE ALL-WOOL PANTS TO ORDER, From 5 00

Only White Labor Employed and None but First-class Cutters I

/®-A Small stock of Uncalled-for Goods—Pants, Vests. Coats, Overcoats, Ulsters—at immense reduction.

NICOLL "THE TAILOR."
PHELAN'S BUILDING,

HltS M Alt It IT ST., San Francisco. Cal

THE OLDEST WINE HOUSE IN THE UNITED STATES.

John Osborn Sou & Co.
NEW YORK. (FOUNDED 1836.) MONTREAL.

Shipping and Commission Merchants.
[P. 0. BOX M0. 30. N. T.J 45 BEAVER STREET, NEW YORK.

Correspondence solicited with Wincmakcr* throughout the State, and also for

all California Fruits and General Produce.

We handle all goods as we receive them, and it is the object of all shippers to ship only^ch winei, etc.,

that will establish a reputation . As sole agents for PIPER HEIDSIECK and PIPER SEC CHAMPAGNE, oar

importations for the last three years were 125,000 Baskets, or more than three time* tna importations of

all a her brands imported to the Pacific Coast

H. W. BYINGTON,
CITY STABIjBS.

FOURTH STREET,

SAJiTA ROSA. Sonoma Co., Cal.

Carriages and teams at reasonable terms to all per-

sons visiting the vineyards of the valley.

THE OCCIDENTAL HOTEL.
SANTA ROSA, Sonoma Co., Cal.

This houso is particularly recommended as situated

in the center of the grape district, and from which

the principal vineyards can be reached.

«. A. TUPPER, Proprietor.

MOULTON &
REAL ESTATE,

MONEY AND INSURANCE BROKERS,
HEALDSBURG, SONOMA CO., CAL.

A large quantity of the FINEST GRAPE LANDS
in the County are now in the hands of this Company
for sale

.

A list of Russian River bottom lands and red
gravely hill lands SPECIALLY ADAPTED TO VITI-
CULTURE, will be forwarded on application.
Buyers should visit Ilealdsbunr before settling else-

where.

Office in the Sotoyome Hotel,
Healdsburg:.

For further particulars apply at the office of the
S. F. Merchant, 323 Front street, San Francisco.

FROST & GILMAN,

REAL ESTATE BROKERS,

OFFICE 529% FOURTH STREET,

Santa Rosa, Cal.

Farms and Stock Ranches for sale and to exchange

for city property. VINEYARD LANDS A SPE-

CIALTY. A list of properties particularly adapted

to Grape Culture forwarded on application, and on

file at the office of the S. F. Mkrciiant, 323 Front

street, San Francisco.

FRESNO LAND OFFICK
Choice Farming, Fruit and

"Vineyard lands
Improved or Unimproved.

With or Without Water for Irrigation,

FOR SALE,

IN SMALL OR LARGE TRACTS,
Terms Easy.

For maps, circulars, etc.. call on or address

W. P. HABER, Manager,
Or Fresno, Cal.

PACIFIC COAST LAND BUREAU,
22 Montgomery St., S, F.

RAILROAD LANDS

NEVADA, CALIFORNIA AND TEXAS.

FOK SALE ON SEASONABLE TERMS,

Apply to, or address,

W. H. MILLS, JEROME MADDEN,
Land Agent, Land Agent,

0. P. B. R. SAN FRANOISCO, S. P. R. R. SAN FRANCISCO

;

— OE--

H. B.ANDREWS,

LAND COMMISSIONER. 8. H. * S. A. RY. CO. SAN ANTONIO. TEXAS,

-^JP.
A. 1876 8. 1. XII.

1.8. 1888 O.

The Industrious never Sink.

GUT E. GROSSE, Broker in Real Estate
Ranches, Residence, Business and Manufactur-
ing Property Bought and Sold on Commission.

Ami Publisherof* Sonoma Countr Land, Register and
Santa Rosa Biuines* Directory."

Office, No. 312 B St.. Santa Rosa, Cal.
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CALIFORNIA SUGAR REFINERY.
O^'JF'IOE! 327 3VE .A. XI. I5L H! T STREET.

West View of the New Refinery Building.

-MANUFACTURES THE FOLLOWING GRADES OF—

SUGAR AND SYRUP:
Pent CUBE SUGAR in barrels and bags

(A) CRUSHED SUGAR

Extra POWDERED SUGAR in barrels

Fine CRUSHED SUGAR in barrelp

Dry GRANULATED SUGAR in barrels

Extra GRANULATED SUGAR in barrels

x$M4
to

For all] kinds

GOLDEN C in barrels

EXTRA C in barrels

HALF BARREL, % cent more

BOXES, % cent more

SYRUP in barrels.

Do. in half barrels.

Do. in 5 gallon kegs

Do. in tins, 1 gallon each

The Products of the California Suear Refinery and guaranteed absolutely pure and free from all Chemicals am
Adulterate* ins.
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outherhFacih
COMPANY..

THE SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.,

Respectfully invites the attention of TOURISTS AND
PLEASURE SEEKERS to the SUPERIOR FACILIT-
IES afforded by the "Northern Division" of its line

for reaching the principal

SUMMER AND WINTER RESORTS OF CALIFORNIA

WITH SPEED, SAFETY AND COMFORT.

Pescadero, Menlo Park, Santa Clara,
San Joso, Mailroiic Mineral Kuri llg'N,

<iilio.y Hoi Springs.

-IVEONTERBY-
"THE QUEEN OF AMERICAN WATERING PLACES."

Only three and one-half hours from San Francisco.

Camp <»ooiIall, Aptos,
Monte Visla, JVew Brif,
< ';mi|) <:i pi tola, and

l.oma Priela,
lltOIl. So<|IH'l.

SAKTTA. CRTJ25.
PARAISO HOT SPRINGS.

EL PASO DE ROBLES
HOT AND COLO SULPHUR SPRINGS,

the only Natural Mud llaths in the World.Ami

This Road runs through one of the richest and
most fertile sections of California, and is the only line

traversing the famous Santa Clara Valley, eeleorated
for its productiveness, and the picturesoue and park-
like character of its scenery; as also the beautiful San
Benito; Pajaro and Salinas Valleys, the most flourish-

ing agricultural sections of the Pacific Coast.
Along the entire route of the " Northern Divisi n "

the tourist will meet with a succession of Extensive
Farms, Delightful Suburban Homes, Beautiful Gar-
dens, Innumerable Orchards and Vineyards, and Lux-
uriant Fields of Grain; indeed a continuous panorama
of enchanting Mountain, Valley and Coast scenery is

presented to the view.

< Inii-actfi-islics of this Kino :

GOOD ROAD-BED, STEEL RAILS, ELEGANT CARS,

LOW RATES, FAST TIME, FINE SCENERY.

Tickkt OFFrcKS—Pass ngcr Depot, Townsend street,

Valencia St. Station, and No. 013 Market Street,

Grand Hotel.
A. 0. BASSKTT, H. R. JUDAH,
Superintendent, A.*st. Pass, and Tkt. Agt.

W.M.WILLIAMS'
Semi.Tropical anil <*cncral

3>0""LT3FtSE!XtIE3S,

EASTERBY KANCHO.

TREE DEPOT:

COK. MARIPOSA and K STREETS,

FRESNO, Cal.

500,000 TREES
Of ill the Standard Varieties.

GRAPE ROOTS AND CUTTINGS

Of popular Wine and Raisin Varieties.

WHITE ADRIATIC FIGS
A Specialty,

ORNAMENTAL TREES AND HOUSE
PLANTS.

Vail before pnrchaslnir elsewhere.

Trees free from scale and other pests. Telephone

No. 7 communicates with the Nursery.

JAMES HUNTER
GAUGER OF WINES AND SPIRITS

(Established 1851.)

OFFICE—323 FRONT STREET,

San Francisco.

LAND CLEARING- with JUDSON POWDER
RAILROAD MEN, FARMERS AND VlTICULTURISTS

Have, by practical experience, found that the JWOSOX P4MVHEH especially, is the best adapted to re-

move STUMPS and TREES. FROM 5 TO 20 POUNDS OF THIS POWOER will always bring any sized stump or tree
with root* clear out of the ground '1 he EXPENSE IS LESS THAN ONE-HALE the cost of grubbing. In
most eases, Giant Powder, or any other "High Explosive," is too quick, and ordinary Blasting Powder not
strong enough. For particu'ars how to use the same, apply to

BANDMANN, NIELSEN & CO., General Agents
G-l£ixxt Po^wcler Oo.,

810 FRONT ST.. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

17 * 19 niniiivr st.
San Francisco, Cal.PACIFIC SAW MANUFACTURING CO.,

OF EVERT DESCRIPTION
On Hand and Made to Order.

— AGKNTS FOR —
C.B.PAUL'S FILES

California Curved Pruning Saws -

Repairing of all kinds done
at short notice.

AMERICAN SUGAR REFINERY,
MANUFACTURERS OK TUB

CELEBRATED CUBE SUGAR,
SUPPLIES ONLY EXPORTERS AND THE JOBBING TRADE

•

This Company mnrmfactiircs all the Grades of HARD AND COFFEE SUGARS AND
SYRUPS. Special attention given to the making and packing of Loaf Sugar for ex-
portation,

E. L. C. STEELE, President.
80S CALIFORNIA STREET,

CASTALIAN
THE BEST SPRING MEDICINE

Ixx tlxe> World !

The Best Blood Purifier known. Try it. Nature's

own Remedy forluflammatl n, internal or external

Wonderful Cures. Call, or send for Circular,

FORBES & PLAISTED,
No. 8 Fourth St.. s. F.

CLARIFYING & PRESERVING WINES.
The undersigned having been appointed Sole Agents on the Pacific Coast by Messrs. A. BOAKE & CO.,

Stratford, Eng., for their renowned

LICtUID ALBUMENS,
Beg to call the attention of Wine Growers and Wine Merchants to the following articles, the superiormerit

of which has been confirmed by Siher Medals, the highest awards given at the international Exhibitions of

Paris 1878, Bordeaux 1882, and Amsterdam 1883; viz:

LIQUID ALBUMEN FOR RED WINES,
CLARET, BURGUNDY and PORT.

LIQUID ALBUMEN FOR WHITE WINES,
HOCK, SAUTERNES, SHERRY and MADEIRA, also foii DISTILLED

LIQUORS ; BRANDY, WHISKY, GIN, Etc., Etc.

WINE PRESERVER,
FOR PRESERVING THE BRILLIANCY OF THE WINES.

WINE CORRECTOR,
FOR CORRECTING THE ROUGHNESS OF YOUNG WINES!VWINE RESTORER,

FOR RESTORING BADLY MADE OR BADLY TREATED, HARSH
AND TART WINES.

A trial according to directions will pr<N e the superior quality of these finings. For sale in quantities to suit by

a HA.HIJSS avuuinsriEoiizii: «*? oo.,
Sole Agents. 314 SACRAMENTO ST., S. F.

^COMETl

For sale to the city and country trade in

lots to suit.

& GO. I
204 and 206 Sansome St

CALIFORNIA VINEYARDS:

K RUM CHARLES,
Krug Station, St. Helena, Napa Co., Pal.

Producer of fine Wines and Brandies.

I C.WEINIiEUOER, Manufacturer of Wines, near
St. Helena.

HW. CtlARU, Wine Cellar and Distillery, Oakvillc,
. Nap "Napa County.

THE SUNSET VINEYARD.

M ft vri it*. Fresno €«., Cal.

WEBSTER Sl SARCENT,

Proprietors.

DEL MONTE VINEYARD AND NURSERY.
M. DENICKE, Proprietor,

Fresno, Fresno County, - . California.
Choice Cuttings and Hoots for sale. Grown without

irrigation, and large, healthy growth. Claret—Mataio,
Grcnache, Carignane, Cabernet, Malbec, Teintutier,
Zinfandel, Le Noir, etc. Burgundy— t'inots, Trou*
seau, Meunier, Ploussard. Port '-TintoCao, Amarillo,
Mouri'CO, Bastardo, Tauriga, Morretto. White— Sau-
vignon Verte, Columnar, Folio Blanche, Burger, Sul-
tana, Corinths. Muscats. Kesistant- Kiparia, OaN-
lorniea. Prices very moderate.

WORTH'S IMPROVED
PATENT

Combined Toggle Lever
AND

SCREW PRESS.
I dewre to call the

attention of wine and
Cider makers to my
I in proved Press.
With this Press ihe
movement of the fol-

lower is fast at the
com me nee in e n t,

moving one an I a
half inches with one
turn of the s:n-w.
The last turn of the
screw movts the fol-

lower one-sixtecuth
if an inch. The fol-

lower has an up ami
g^r down movement of

}§2e&&^ «2«4 inches, with the
double platform run on a railroad track. Yon can
have two curbs, by which you can fill on*' while the

other is under the rress, thereby doing double the

amount of work of any other press in the market. I

also manufacture Horse Powers for all purposes, En-
silage Cutters. Plum Pitters Worth's System of Heat-

ing Dairies by hot water circulation. jffTSeiid for

Circular. W. H. WORTH, Petaluma Foundry
and Machine Works, Petaluma, Sonoma
County, Cal.
Testimonials from I. DeTurk, Santa Rosa; J. B. J.

'

Portal, San Jose; Ely T. Sheppard. Glen Ellen; Kate
F. Warfield, Glen Ellen: J. H. Drummond, Glen

Ellen; Joseph Walker, Windsor; John Harkclman,
Fulton; Wm. Pfeffer, Gubserville cau be had by apply-

ing for printed eircul rs.

•TBCE REPORT
OF THE THIRD ANNUAL

State Viticultural Convention.

FOR SALE AT THE OFFICE OF

THE SAN FRANCISCO MERCHANT.

333 FRONT ST. P.O.Box 2366.

PriM SOcents Each

Bound in Cloth, $1.80,

THE DAILY_ BULLETIN.
THE ONLY EVENING PAPER IN HONOLULU.

Largest Circulation ol any l>aily

in the City,

A Splendid Advertising Medium for business men of

the Coast, desirous of forming or extending connec-
tions in the Hawaiian Islands.

Advertising Kates Sent upon
Application.

Subscription (to residents in the U. S.) $6.00

With postage added, per annum.

Address: "DAILY BULLETIN,"
Honolulu. 11. I.
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WM. G. IRWIN & CO.

SUGAR FACTORS AND

COMMISSION AGENTS
Honolulu. II. I.

—A0KNT8 KOR—

II \K AI. All PLANTATION Hawaii

N AALEII U PLANTATION Hawaii

HON CAIM PLANTATION Hawaii

HILEA PLANTATION Hawaii

STAK MILLS Hawaii

HAWAIIAN COM'L & SUGA R CO Maui

MAKKK PLANTATION Maui

WAIIIKK PLANTATION Maui

MAKBKSCOAB CO Kauai

KEALIA PLANTATION Kauai

A^ouls lor lite

OCEANIC STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

CASTLE & COOKE,

SHIPPING AND

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
I I OIIO I II I II. H. 1.

—AGENTS FOB—

THE KOHALA SUGAR CO.,

THE HAIKU SUGAR CO.,

THE rAPAIKOU SUGAR PLANTATION
THE WAIALUA SUGAR PLANTATION
THE PAIA PLANTATION
A. H. SMITH & CO.,

THE N. E. M. LIFE INSURANCE
CO. BOSTON,

THE UNION INSURANCE CO.
OF SAN FRANCISCO,

THE GEO. F. BLAKE M'F'G CO.,

STEAM AND VACUUM PUMPS,
D. M. WESTON'S CENTRIFUGAL

MACHINES.

ONO TJ

H. HACKFELD & CO.

SHIPPING & COMMISSION

Merchants.
Honolulu. llunniinn ImIhiiiIn

H. W. SEVERANCE,
HAWAIIAN CONSUL

AND

COMMISSION MERCHANT.
:tm California St.,

Room No. 4. San Francisco, Oat

We are now prepared to furnish Vltlciill nr inls
and others, in any quantity, our well-knownVITRIFIED

CLADDING, McBEAN & CO.
135H * IS60 Market Street, S. I .

t^T Prices on application.

THE VALUE OF A
PUMP

Is Determined by its Simplicity, the

Ease with which it is operated

in Deep Wells, etc.

-THE —

BUCKEYE PUMP
Possesses all these

valuable qualities in a greater

degree than any other pump in market,

FOR DURABILITY, SIMPLICITY,

Ease of operation and general efficiency

they have not an equal.

for sale by p. p. mast & Co.,
31 Market SI.. San Francisco.

QUICK TIME AND CHEAP FARES

To Eastern and European Cities

Via the Great Trans-continental All Hail Routes.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC
COMPANY.

Daily Express and Emigrant Trains make prompt con-

nections with the several Railway Lines in tin; East,

CONNECTING AT

NEW YORK AND NEW ORLEANS
with the several Steamer Lines to

ALL EUROPEAN PORTS.

PULLMAN PALACE SLEEPING CARS
attached to Overland Express Trains.

I II I It 1> . CLASS S I. K K I* I W « « ARS

are ran daily with Overland Emigrant Trains.

No additional charge for Berths in Third class Cars.

t3T Tickets sold, Sleeping-car Berths secured, and
other information given upon application at the Com-
pany's Offices, where passengers calling in person can

secure choice of routes, etc.

A. N.TOWSE, T. H. UOODMAW,
General Manager. Gen. Pass. & Tkt Agt.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

I 1ST Gt.

OCEANIC STE MSHIP COMPANY.

For Honolulu.

The splendid new 3,000-ton Steamships will laftve

the Company's wharf, corner Steuart and Harrison
streets, at three o'clock p. H.:

ALAMEDA •

MARIPOSA
July 15th

Aug. 1st

GEO. W. MAOPARLANK. H. E. MACFABLASB.

a. W. MACFARLANE & CO.

IMPORTERS

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
ASO

SUGAR FACTORS.
FIRE-PROOF BUILDING, 52 QUEEN STREET,

Honolulu, II. I.

—AQENT8 TOR—

THF. WA1KAPU PLANTATION Maui

THE 8PENCEB SUGAR PLANTATION Hawaii

THE HELIA SUGAR PLANTATION Oahu
THE IIUKI.O SUGAR CO Maui
III 'ELO -SUGAR MILL Maui

PUULOA SHEEP RANCH CO Hawaii

NURLEES, WATSON & CO., 1 Glasgow
Sugar Machinery. f

JOHN FOWLER ft co'S STEAM PLOW > .

;in.l I'nrtahlo Tramway Works. f
GLASGOW AND HONOLULU LINE OF PACKETS.

WOODIN & LITTLE'S
WINE PUMP.

This cut repre-

sents our Double
Acting FORCE
P U M P of grreat compactness,

for use in wine cellars, for

pumping from one tank into

another. The cylinder is lined

with coppei, trie piston rod

valve and valve seats are

bronze, so that it will be seen
all parts of the pump exposed

to the action of

wine are non-
corrosive.

Send Tor
N»ecial cat-

WOODIN Sl LITTLE
509 A 511 Market St., San Francisco, CV

J. E. WISEMAN,
HO NO 1,1 I.I

, II. I. P. O. Box 315.

The only recognized

GENERAL BUSINESS AGENT

HAWAIIAN KINGDOM.
Accounts Collected a ".Specialty.

MANAGER ROYAL OPERA HOUSE.

Rcsuonnible Parties wishing; to en.

U'agrc the Same, Address;

J. B. WISEMAN.

Honolulu, H. I.

EXCURSION TICKETS AT REDUCED RATES

For freight or passage, having superior eahin accom-
modations, apply to

JOHN D. Sl'lt l.« K lil.s A Itltos. Ayonls,

327 Market Street, corner Fremont

OCCISENTAL & ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP
(OMPl.VY.

for JAPAN and CHINA.
Steamers leave Wharf corner First and U rannan fcto.,

at 2 o'clock, P. M., for

YOKOHAMA and HO N4. UON4;.
Connecting at Yokohama with steamers for Shanghae.

1885.
8TKAMER. PROM SAN FRANCISCO.
SAN PABLO THURSDAY, J ULY i»th

OCEANIC TUESDAY, JULY 21st
ARABIC SATURDAY, AUGUST 1st

EXCURSION TICKETS to Yokohama and return
at reduced rates.

Cabin plana on exhibition and Passage Tickets for

sale at C. P. R. Company's General Offices, Room 74,
corner Fourth and Townsend streets.

For freight apply to GEO. H. RICE, Freight Agent,
at the Pacific Mail Steamship Company's Wharf, or

at No. 20'2 Market street, Union Block.

T. H. GOODMAN ^en. Passenger Agent.
LELAND STANFORD President.

SURE DEATH!
a BUHACH,'

DIV.DEND NOTICE.

T e German Savings and Loan Society.

WILL W. HALL,
('resilient.

E. O.

L. C. ABLES,
Sec'ty and Treas.

HALL & SON,
(Limited.)

HARDWARE MERCHANTS
Importers and Dealers in

t'aliforuia' Leather, 1'aintM and Oilx,

Coiikiiig Stoves. KanireH, 1'Iowm,

And every description of Tools and Builders' Hard-
ware, Nails, Cast Steel, etc

CORNER FORT AND KINO STREETS,

Honolulu. Hawniian l«i»n<is.

F. A. SCHAEFFER & CO.
IMPORTERS AND

COMMISSION MERCHANTS

W. T. GARRATT & CO.

BRASS AND MACHINE WORKS.
Manufacturers of

BRASS WINE PUMPS.
WINE COCKS.

All Kind* ot Fitting*
— FOR —

Wineries, Distilleries.

BREWERIES.

Honolulu, Hawaiian Inlands.

Iron Pipe and Fittings, Hose, Etc

IIOOKLEIl'S
PATENT STEAM PUMPS.

Cor. Fremont and Natoina SU.
HI laAKOlBCO, cifc.

For the half-year ending June 30, 1885, the Board

of Directors of the GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN
SOCIETY has declared a dividend at the rate of four

andjone-half (4'A) per cent, per annum on term de

posits, and three and three-fourths (3^) per cent, per

annum on ordinary deposits, and payable on and after

the 1st day of July, 1885. By order,

GEO. LETTE, Secretary.

THE COCOA CROP IS SHORT !

Look Out for Adulterations.

BY USING

WALTER BAKER & GO'S

CHOCOLATE.
You will be Sure of Securing

the Best.

Wm. T. Goleman <fe Co.,

SOLE AGENTS

J J G. N. MIM'O'S
California Universal In-

sect Exterminator. Sure
death to all Injects and harmless to human life. A
California production. Millions of people are enjoy-

ing its great usefulness. Directions with each pack-
age. Druggists and Grocers sell it at

25c., 50c, 75c, $1.25 a Can.
and <>!»., Cans at $4.50 per Can.

Never buy BUHACH in bulk, but in original cans,

and see that they are sealed and covered by our trade

mark, as success will not crown your efforts unless

you use genuine BUHACH,

BUHACH PRODUCING & M'F'G CO.,

MANUFACTIIREKS,
154 LEVEE STREET Stockton, Cal
And 49 CEDAR STREET New York City, N, Y.

Buhach Producing & M'f'g Co.

154 LEVEE STREET,
STOCKTON, Cal.

ESBERC, BACHMAN&CO.
IMl>OKTKltS OF

Chewing, Smoking A Lent Tobaeeo.

HAVANA CIGARS AND LEAF.

225, 227 & 229 California St. and 122, 124

& 126 Battery Street.

SAN FKANCISOO.

And Nos. 7 & NORTH FRONT ST. PORTLAND

DR. A. FONTAINE'S PREPARATION
WILL DEVELOP A BEAUTI-
FUL FORM In sixty days, tb«
effect of which is permanent and
plainly discernible in ten days.
where a perfect bust is already
possessed. It will preserve the
same Ann, and perfect in Bhape.
This is a carefully prepared pre-
scription of an eminent French
fihyslclan and scientist, and is free

ro'm lead and all Injurious ingre-

dlents,and will not injure the most
delicate skin. A fair 1 rial will not
only convince you of its efficacy,

but will elicit your sincere thanks and enthvttfaitic praise.

Mailed secure "from observation on receipt of price, $1.00,

fiealed circular, 4 cts. Sold by Druggists. Address,

MADAME FONTAINE, 19 Ku.i 14th St., N. T.

T. COCHRAN & CO.,O T* S A SPECIALTY'

Shipping and Commission.
Liberal advances on consignments.

302 California St., Kan FrnneiM'O. Cal

E. L. G. STEELE & CO.,

Successors to

C. ADOLPHE LOW & CO.,

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

Agents American Sugar Refinery anC Wtshln^lon

Salmon Cannery.
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WIXKiHAKIira I > VIRGINIA.

Particulars of Cultivation and CJost—

The Varieties of Urapes-Miismann-
izeu Wines.

The following interesting letter has been

bunded to us for publication by Mr. C.

A. Wetmore, Chief Executive Viticultural

Officer:

Chas. A. Wetmore, Esq.: My Deab Sib—

Many thanks for your prompt compliance

with my request for your Viticultural Re-

ports, which are at hand and glanced over

with anticipation of great pleasure in their

perusal. You are engaged in a laborious,

but pleasant pursuit, that must result in

great good, not alone to California, but the

entire United States, in the diffusion of

knowledge concerning the vine.

I cheerfully furnish you with my crude

information on the subject of grape culture

and wine products of Virginia. Though in

the earlier settlement of the State we find

some sporadic signs of grape culture, fol-

lowed in the earlier part of this century

with regular planting of the Vitis Vinifera

by President Thos. Jefferson right here,

who brought over French and Swiss labor-

ers to attend them, yet the existing viti-

cultural development dates only a few

years back—since the close of our civil

war. The prior experiments of Jefferson

and others proved failures, as has been the

universal attempt for 150 years back, where

it was attempted in the Eastern States. I

feel convinced that the Vitis Vinifera will

never succeed east of the Rocky Moun-

tains, except, perhaps, in portions of Texas

and New Mexico. This I attribute, not so

much, perhaps, to the phylloxera, as the

tenderness of its foliage, unable to resist

the cluinyes of atmosphere prevalent at all

seasons. A recently developed interest,

more extended than heretofore, in search-

ing for new varieties suitable to our sec-

tion, has introduced a number of European

grapes, grafted on American roots, which

have been planted this Spring. Of course,

if I be correct about the causes of previous

disaster being in the foliage as well as the

root, these trials will result in failure.

The oldest existing vineyards with cellar

attached, were growing in 1858 by Mr.

Buck, near Front Royal, Va. They were

mainly Catawba, which did fairly well, and

to these have been added other kinds since

the close of the war. This (Albemarle

County; at present, leads in grape culture-

It was sparingly entered into in 1867-8 by

Germans, in whose hands it remained

mainly for a number of years, slowly grow-

ing. Although, as I know now, that with

one or two exceptions, none of these had

ever grown the vine or come from the dis-

tricts where grapes are grown in Germany;

yet they assumed to know everything about

their growth as well as winemaking, at the

same time surrounding the process with an

amount of mystery that would seem to pre-

clude others entering on their culture. The
Concord was the leading grape, from which

they made fine crops and a poor wine.

Gradually as the Virginian perceived the

necessity of varying his farm products, re-

sulting from the total revolution of labor

from the effects of the civil war, it dawned

upon him that the culture of grapes was

remunerative to those engaged in it, and

seemed not to be so intricate as proclaimed,

so far as the methods pursued by the culti-

vators were concerned, and that they too

could raise them. They did so, and this

has developed into a constant increase, as

many of these natives are managing vine-

yards much more intelligently than those

who first introduced it . This interest here

is on an entirely different basis from that

of California. Our people have it mainly

in connection with other farm crops, from

two to fifty acres, none make an exclusive

business of it with largely invested capital.

There are now planted, though not in full

bearing yet, some 1500 acres in this county.

Besides considerable quantities shipped to

New York and other northern cities, last

year produced about 100,000 gallons wine.

The grape grower is not the wine maker,

with two or three exceptions. The Monti-

cello Wine Co., in this place, has a double-

vaulted four-story brick cellar, with 100x46,

of 200,000 gallons capacity, by the use of

2,000 gallon casks, under charge of G.

Arnaud from Bordeaux, France. Mr.

Hotopp, some three miles in the country,

who has 60 acres in vines, started with a

common house cellar, but subsequently ex-

cavated a crude cellar in a hillside of about

50,000 gallons capacity, to which he is now
adding a wing of 70,000 gallons. These

two furnish the home market for grape

growers. The Monticello Wine Co. stock-

holders are largely composed of grape

growers. Originally the Concord grape

took the lead. It occupies relatively a

similar position to that of your Mission. It

makes a better claret, in fact, when made

pure at two years of age, from well matured

grapes, it is a good table claret for general

use. It has of late years become diseased

with "rot," in many instances destroying

the entire crop. This is a fungus, but the

condition under which developed or the

real cause of its production is unknown,

and we are without any remedy. This

threatens the abolition of this vine here . Ives

Seedling is very prolific and healthy, save

its early bloom, at times, subjects it to dam-

age from vernial frosts. It is of foxy aroma,

which diminishes with age of plant, and is

neutralized in wine by age. Its color is

rubily superb, and for that reason valuable

for a blend. Clinton is perfectly healthy,

but a variable bearer. Saccharometer

known as high as 118 degrees, though 100

we call maximum standard for wine ; ex-

cessive acid, over 11, makes it not a popu-

lar wine, though with age we find Germans

fond of it. Color is rich. This with us is

your Zinfandel. Norton's Virginia and

Cynthiana now take the lead. They are

good bearers, perfectly healthy, and make

wine with superior properties. It is of a

Burgundy nature, very heavy, with super-

abundance of color. We have met with

German wine dealers, who cannot believe

that the Ives and Norton wines have not

been artificially colored. They say it is

blue, that this element is defective in Ger-

man grapes, but we have been in California

so and so long, and therefore claim to

know good colors in natural red wines, If

these would visit our cellar and see some

deposits at the bottom of some of the Nor-

ton wine casks when racked off, they would

be compelled to laugh at the folly of any

artificial coloring. Not in all, but in sev-

eral instances, we find in a 2000-gallon

cask, some 20 to 30 gallons of real extract,

as it were, of Norton wines. This, when

preserved with a little addition of pure

grape brandy, is the strongest coloring mat-

ter imaginable. It is a curious fact, not

observed till about two years ago. Result,

I presume, of good vintage and superb

grapes, hence only occasionally found. I

have grown another grape, that makes a

finer, and more delicate claret than any,

but its field culture here does not pay. It

is the Alvey, it has some vinifera blood in

it. Fair sized, black bunch, good bearer,

no pulp, each berry being a bag of rich

colored juice, skin thin. This seems to

me should succeed with you, and would

prove quite an acquisition if a success.

These are the leading red grapes cultivated

here. Delaware does well in places, and

seems the favorite table grape in New
York, where really our whole product is

consumed. Last year we organized a grape

growers association, through which to de-

velope intelligent work in the vineyard. We
have planted a large variety of new species,

mainly seedlings from Riparia family ; how
theBe experiments will succeed, time will

tell. As yet, most of the lands planted in

grapes, have been poor and useless hill-

sides, more recently it is recognized that

the fruit is worthy of a good soil ; that in

fact we can't expect a continuous yield of

healthy and profitable fruit from a sterile

soil; that with all its extraordinary efforts

to annually reproduce itself, even the vine

must have food for nourishment, natural or

applied. Lands for grape culture sell from

$20 to $50 per acre, according to quality

and proximity to railways. They are

planted 6x8 to 12x12 feet apart, posted

and trellis from two to three wires. New
canes annually for bearing. Plowed with

turning plow to the vine in Fall, and this

thrown back from the vine in Spring.

After that level cultivation, sufficient to

keep down weeds, varying with seasons.

Two or three hoeings under wire ; first

pronged hoe, to loosen the earth, after that

simply to keep down weeds. Cost of bring-

ing acre to bearing the fourth year, exclu-

sive of land, from $100 to $150. Yield,

from 2000 to 5000 pounds per acre. Grapes

bring at cellar, from two to five cents per

pound, according to kind and degree of

sugar indicated by the saccharometer. It

is self-evident from this that we must

make wines that will bring in market a

much higher price than yours, or such

prices for grapes could not be paid

.

The Monticello Wine Company has

wholly repudiated the general practice of

the Western States of so-called "Galliz-

ing." True, this is a misnomer and unfair

to Dr. Gall, who simply pointed at a me-

thod of making a fair drinkable wine out of

miniature grapes, never intimating that good

ripe grapes should be so treated. Mr.

Husmann, formerly of Missouri, but now

with you in California, unfortunately, as I

think, advocated in a work much followed,

this system, extended to ripe grapes, not

only to modify the excessive acid but also

the flavor. He even suggests that grapes

shall not be allowed to get fully ripe in

.order to resort to this method, claiming
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that tlic wine is better than that from full,

pure juice. So it is, at six months of age.

The Husmannized wines can be drunk and

they are more palatable than that which is

pure. This latter is miniature must not fit

for use. Keep each a few years, however,

the first breaks up, the other dev elopes the

finer properties of wine. This speedy me-

thod of converting the juice into cash, was

so tempting, that it is doubtless carried be-

yond Mr. Husmann's limits, enabling the

Western cellars to put them on the market

young, very cheap, and exceedingly pro-

fitable. This, however, I conceive to be a

radical error towards building up the char-

acter of American wines. We make them

pure grape juice, requiring two years at

least to fit for :consumption.

There are in Nelso County, Va., two

smaller vineyards with cellars, making

wines. Heineken & Peters, in Prince Wil-

liam County, also makes wines in cellar, as

does Frash & Co., in Orange County. These

are all the cellars known to me in the State.

Grapes are grown more or less at many
different points in the State, notably around

the city of Richmond, where they are now
agitating the feasability of building and

properly equipping a cellar.

Very respectfully yours,

Oscar Reierson,

Charlottesville, Va., May 23, 1885.

MtU'i; svitir,

How to Utilize the Minciit Urape.

A Word From the Smith.

Editob S. F. Merchant :—I wish to cor-

rect an error which occurs in an article

written by Mr, F. Pohndorff, in your issue

of June 19th. He says: "I may be wrong,

but have more than once pitied the stub-

bornness of our southern grape'growers in

not only sticking to, but even multiplying

the Mission vine. They had only two

years ago the good advice of gentlemen

who warned them, because they could do so

from experience and wished the Los An-

gelenos well, but they despised it.'

'

Now, it would be interesting to the Los
Angelenos to know from Mr. Pohndorff

how he knows that " they despised'' this

advice. If any one told him so, then he

has certainly been imposed upon, for sub-

stantially there have been no Mission vines

planted here for the last two years, but

thousands of acres of foreign varieties have

been planted

It may be a surprise to Mr. Pohndorff,

that we have planted more foreign vines in

the last two years than any county in this

State. Mr. Nadeau, Bome few years since

planted very largely of Mission vines, but

since then has planted 500 acres of foreign

.

Mr. Shorb has planted 500 acres. I have

650 acres. Messrs. Mayberry, Dreyfus,

Monroe, Stillman, Langenberger, Johnson,

Dr. Griffin and hundreds of others have

planted from ten to a hundred acres or over,

and all foreign varieties.

Whether we have planted the " proper

varieties " time can only tell, but I know of

no variety, that can be bought north,that is

not planted here too. If Mr. Pohndorff

can tell us what to plant for this locality, he

will find us all most willing to listen with

thanks to his suggestions and advice, but

we do not feel thankful for such little slurs

as I have quoted from his letter, for they

are not deserved, and we think he should

be sure of his facts before he publishes

such information. We are keeping fully

abreast with the march of viticultural im-

provement. L. J. Rose,

Sunny Slope, San Gabriel, Cal.

Sample copies of the Mebchant will be

sent where requested by our subscribers.

The following letter has been handed to

the Merchant by Mr. F. Pohndorff of St.

Helena:

H. J. R., Riverside: Sib:—Mr. Charles

A. Wetmore sent me your letter to him of

2nd inst., respecting utilization of Becond

crop of Muscat grapes, and desires me to

reply to it.

No Muscat grapes can be, or ought to be,

used in Sherry wines. Any blend in that

cleanest of wines from the most delicate va-

rieties employed for rearing Sherry in the

province of Cadiz, of drops only of the

juice of the too decided flavored and savor-

ed Muscat grape would be defiled and

rendered worthless by the latter. Of French

concoctions of Sherry imitations I am in-

competent to render account. As regards

syrup or boiled-down must from Muscat

grapes for its use in Sherry, the same
reason holds good which I adduced about

fermented Muscat juice. People in Anda-

lusia would not think of making syrup of

that grape.

Now, you have that variety in your re-

gion and wish to utilize it, particularly the

second crop. If in favorable years you
have the possibility of maturing that irreg-

ular second growth sufficiently to yield you

a harmonious liquid, that is to say that its

saccharine weight be equipoised by the ra-

tional and proper degree of acids, in this

year you may have difficulty in this regard.

I do not know the fact, but should judge

from the retarded maturity elsewhere of the

crop through the continuation of very cool

weather. If you can get a saccharine per-

centage of from 23 to 25, you may ferment

the juice and get a wine which, in the last

few years, has not exactly been easily mar-

ketable, because there was too much of it

produced and too little consumed; few per-

sons desire to drink Muscat wine. Of

sweet Muscat a quantity is produced which

fills about the demand. Southern Muscat

wines (sweet) have the defect of losing

their fruit flavor after the first year of

keeping, and although the wine, when aged,

is certainly superior in its hygienic quali-

ties, for the conoisseur, age and consequent

entering of the fruit flavor into its savor is

also of merit. I do not know to what de-

gree there would be appreciation in the

practical sense, I mean what augmentation

of price would result versus cost, evapora-

tion and interest.

Still, nothing would be in the way of

utilizing your second crop of Muscat grapes

for a sweet wine. The procedure would be

the following: Presume a sugar propor-

tion to be reached on the vine of 23 per

cent. By turning the stalk of the bunch or

twisting it in such a way that the sap flow

is stopped, you may, if the sun heat suffices,

in a few days reach several degrees of sugar

more by loss of liquid evaporated. You
may then cut your grapes and by drying

them in the sun for a certain time, protect-

ing against night moisture by covering them

at sunset, if you have then, say 29 to 30

per cent of sugar, you can make a sweet

Muscat of merit. You would however at

that density of saccharine have to prevent

fermentation of the liquid pressed out by

the addition of alcohol. The wine results

expensive, but you will have a good wine

to lay up and age, which after a few years

will be a good dessert wine. You may
avoid using alcohol for securing the wine

against fermentation by a stronger concen-

tration of the saccharine through prolonged

drying in the sun. If you reaoh 34 or 35

per cent saccharine you will probably have

a density sufficient in itself to be insured

against fermentation. But the nature of

the grape both as to variety of Muscat and
that given by the peculiarity of the soil and
climate would make the result dependent

upon experience. Muscats of the accepted

variety in the Jerez district, grown in cal-

careous soil, will live in concentrated form
without alcohol and their splendid wine

you will find represented as a high type, of.

ages from ten to fifty years. These have

never had spirit addition and are left on
ullage, the bung being a piece of cork.

You will have to make trials in order to

obtain precedents for future action in a

similar direction there.

If your sugar content this season in the

Muscat second crop grapes remains low and
the acid proportion high, your simplest

plan will be to crush them, ferment the

juice and distill the same. The value you

can calculate. Two per cent of saccharine

found by the glycometer or must-scale, will

yield you about 1 per cent of alcohol or

each sugar degree about 1 per cent of brandy

at proof strength. If you have many sun-

burnt and defective grapes, the utilization

for brandy will be the best manner of get-

ting value for them. Regarding the pecu-

liar flavor and taste of Muscat brandy,

which is not exactly esteemed by the trade,

there are persons who like it. I know of

liqueurs made of Muscat brandy which dis-

tinguished their manufacturer for a medaj

at the Paris Exhibition some ten or eleven

years ago, a man from the Ionian Islands

of Cephalonia, and should from that fact

deduce that, if utilized by a liqueurist in

the proper way, the brandy from California

Muscat wine might be similarly proper for

the purpose.

Now as to grape syrup, as said for the

purpose of sweetening clean wines such as

Sherry and Ports, if right, ought to be,

that made from Muscat wine I deem dan-

gerous. In the province of Seville the

best grape syrups are made for low Sherries

and for general use of two kinds of grapes,

which are now prospering in several of our

California vineyards. I imported them.

But again, you have not these, but wish to

utilize your second crop Muscats. Extreme

sweetness and low acids are the conditions

for a grape to be used for syrup, lou
will probably not make it pay if you have

the contrary conditions present in your

grapes. Perhaps nothing might be sacri-

ficed by adopting the method of previous

concentration of saccharine by sun-heat, as

the water element has to be eliminated any-

how, if boiling the must down for syrup.

But as in every case of must boiling dis-

acidification of the juice has to take place,

syrup with acid being a defective syrup, in

the case of not perfectly matured grapes,

which hold an un-anomalous proportion of

acids, this is requisite in an augmented de-

gree. You disacidify best with powdered

marble (free of iron and other metalic ele-

ments) which, stirred into the must before

put in the boiler, will imbibe and saturate

itself with the acids. Peasants in Southern

Europe take often wood-ashes for the pur-

pose, but I should consider this giving off

salts to the must in exchange for acids. If

the Muscat juice syrup cannot easily be

used for wine purposes, there may be an-

other way of employing it. In some Medit-

erranean coast regions of Spain, where

grapes ate abundant and consequently

cheap, must of them, (I do not know though

if Muscat is used) grape syrup or "Arrope"

in Spanish, is made for the purpose of

fruit preserving and general household use;

chiefly for making calabazote, which is a

preserve of the calabash, rendered a savory

and healthy article of food by the syrup

penetrating the slices of that gourd. Theso

slices of calabaza are macerated in lime

water to give them consistency and put into

the boiling syrup, the latter being constant-

ly skimmed off the froth, and concentrated

to the degree desired. If at once a suffi-

cient quantity of grape juice cannot be ob-

tained for one boiling, it may be kept until

ready for this operation by sulphuring it,

thus preventing fermentation, and by rest

it is clarified, the sediment forming being

of course eliminated. A simple boiler for

heating the must gently maybe used where-

from the boiling juice may for its real con-

centration be put in another boiler with

stronger fire. Before being thus transferred

it can, at a gentlo heat, be dis-acidified in

the first boiler. If left for 24 hours cooling

down from the first heating it will be con-

venient for the dis-acidifying action. Clari-

fying the juice then by stirring egg-white

into the same (racked of course off the

marble precipitate) can be done in the sec-

ond boiler, where condensing is going on.

Fresh beef blood, two to three gallons

stirred into 100 gallons of must is a good

clarifyer. Having reached a density of 26

degrees at Beaum^ scale, it can be taken

oat of the boiler and in casks left to cool.

After some time of repose and settling of

heavy matter it can be syphoned clear into

another vessel and must then be boiled

again until concentrated to 34 degrees of

Beaunie\ This tedious process will pro-

duce a good syrup, and, I should think,

the Muscat flavor may be neutralized to a

high degree, so that it can be utilized for

sweetening wines of ordinary quality. In

any case, you may try to employ it for

preserves of the calabash-squash, peaches,

grapes or other fruit and the foundation of

ample consumption of the Muscat grape be

formed. The bain Marie will be the proper

arrangement for the preparation of these

preserves

.

In lieu of the old-fashioned method of

boiling the must into syrup in boilers over

an open fire or by steam, in which latter

way the syrup, under constant stirring and

skimming, results in a fine yellow color and

without any taste ot carbonization, the ar-

rangement of flues or worms in oblong

boilers is an improvement and would be

for a larger manufacture a necessity. The
most perfect apparatus for an installation

of importance is that of concentration of

must in vacuum invented by Springmuhl.

This apparatus, which works on a very

large scale, is properly destinated to reduce

must in volume, or rather concentrate all

essential parts less the water into a mass,

which is particularly useful for blending

with poor musts and render these, especially

in Northern grape regions, superior in qual-

ity through a fermentation of their enrich-

ed component parts. Where a great abun-

dance of fruit should make it desirable to

concentrate must and save freight in send-

ing it to great distances, such concentrated

musts would be a ready means for render-

ing imperfect ones useful and remuner-

ative. But this case is doubtless pot as yet

present in your region and the Springmuhl

concentrator therefore superfluous.

Upon your desiro I shall always be ready

to answer questions of details . It is not

easy without seeing your produce of the

late crop, to suggest immediate means of

utilization and I have to write vaguely and
hypothetically. Yours truly,

F. POHNDOBFF.
St. Helena, September 17, 1884.
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FACTS FROM IKAMI

On Itiseases of Vines, Gral tinif, wine-
Makiiifr and Manuring.

The Regional Coneours (an agricultural

convention) at Toulouse.held in the last week
of May, has been a great succeBS, and in

regard to the viticultural part was replete

with information on the part of men of the

highest oenological standing. An exhibition

of agricultural machines and appliances

was connected with the convention, and the

visitors to the same and the audiences at

the nine sessions were very numerous,

M. Deusy, an ex-deputy of the legislat-

ive body, acted as President. In his open-

ing speech he advocated the establishment

of an Agricultural Credit Bank, and touch-

ed several points of interest for the district.

Mi Cotard, an engineer, spoke of the

mportance of canals and management of

water courses for irrigation and submersion

of vineyards to kill phylloxera. On this

last subject M. Maistre spoke also and

mentioned efforts in Italy to irrigate a mil-

lion of acres of vineyards. If irrigation

over-excites production and somewhat low-

ers the quality of wine, it is efficacious in

trying to save the vine from the grape

louse. The other means of warring success-

fully against that destructor, which are the

American resistant stock, sulphur of carbon

and killing the Winter egg, were spoken of

by M. De Massonneau. He emitted the

opinion that American vines should be

used for grafting on, not as direct produc-

ing vines, and held that the worst of French

varieties were preferable to the best Ameri-

can ones. Like his teacher, M. Balbiani,

the orator considered the destruction of

the Winter egg the best way of cutting off

the life of the phylloxera.

M. Gaston de Bazill^'s discourse was at-

tended by quite a full audience. He ad-

vised in vigorous terms to extend planting

of American vines to graft on, stating that

08,000 hectares were thus regenerated.

Following the same course generally, he

predicted the cessation of supply of wines

from Spain within a short period.

Mr. Foex spoke on parasites of the vine.

Oidium is known and the way of con-

quering its inroads. Anthracnose or Char-

bon, which has attacked as badly the

Jacqnez (Lenoir) as the French varieties,

is made to disappear like oidium by snl-

phuringH, by a mixture of lime and sulphur,

and some iron sulphate. But he said peron-

ospcra, the latest enemy, has not yet found

its antidote, and does enormous harm. The
wines of Aigues Mortes of 1884 were re-

duced by its effects on the vines to 4 per

cent of alcoholic strength. The only means
of combating peronospera were the choice

of varieties that resist best that cryptogame.

He had tried an emulsion of 10 per cent of

phenic acid with water and soap and noted

some good effect.

M. de Martin discussed' oenological

questions and his remarks were a compen-
dium in itself. He dwelt on the necessity

of triturating or crushing the grapes and of

fermenting musts in closed vessels. He
recommended the use of the hydraulic

bung both (hiring the tumultuous and the

latent fermentation, the racking of wines

under exclusion of air. He advised prud-

ence in mixing the liquid from the press

with the pure grape juice, and explained

his reasons for considering plastering the

vintage both necessary and innocuous.

(Presumably he stated also, the proportion

sable.) Instead of fortifying with alcohol

such feeble wines that cannot be kept with-

out it, M. De Martin advised to raise the

saccharine of low grade must before fer-

menting by adding sugar, considering this

the normal way of fortifying (vinage.) The
speaker gave vent to his patriotic feelings

by claiming the magnificent inventions for

manufacturing and preserving wines as

the offspring of the brains of French sav-

ants, from Lavoisier to Dumas, not forget-

ting Pasteur, of whose genius the world en-

vies France. [While honoring M. Pasteur

as the greatest genius, there may be some
dissent from France arrogating all the

splendid means of progress in cenology.

Other nations have a right to some share in

the honor of contributing to what has be-

come common property in regard to making
and preserving wines to perfection.")

M. de Capelle asked for a resolution

condemning aldulterations of wines and
demanding rigorous laws for repressing

frauds.

Discussions on manures for the vineyard

gave M. de Beauquesne occassion to attri-

bute great merits to nitrate of soda in small

doses, and to Mr. de Lapeyronse to express

his views about the necessity of phosphor-

ous and potash for obtaining both quantity

and quality from the vine.

Several local questions, some controver-

sies about reciprocity, free trade and pro-

tection, lower tariffs of taxes on wines and

other subjects filled up the sessions.

These gatherings are held in great honor

in France, and certainly where men of the

grandest names in cenology add their ex-

perience and advice to the stock of knowl-

edge generations have bequeathed on the

grape growers in Europe, it is natural that

every one should be eager to listen to them.

How much more, however, should we, in

our infant industry, try to enlighten and

be enlightened in our own conventions. No
one will dissent from considering our gath-

erings of great benefit, nor should any one

think himself excused from not being pre-

sent when we thus meet for discussing our

needs and the interests of the wine in-

dustry. F. Pdfp.

their meeting on June 20th, to allow mem-
bers to attend the lecture of Mr. Wet-

more at Cloverdale. That gentleman has

promised, upon his return from the East, to

visit Healdsburg^ and lecture before our

society. We look forward to this occasion

with anticipations of pleasure and profit.

Tiie Muscat Urape.

ICI.il Alius OF THE JIKY

llv.ildslMiri;.

[From an Occasional Correspondent.]

The annual election of officers for the

Healdsburg Viticultural Society took place

on the 27th of June, resulting in the elec-

tion of R. R. Givens, President; and P.

J. Ferguson, Secretary, each for the third

term. C. Sargesson and G. S. Hamilton
were chosen Vice-Presidents, and W. N.
Gladden, Treasurer. The society is in a

flourishing condition, numbers fifty mem-
bers, has money in the treasury, and meets

on the third Saturday of every month.

Healdsburg is in the midst of an excellent

vine section, and it is said that the best

large body of wine made in the State was
shipped from the Finlayson Winery in

North Healdsburg. The capacity of this

cellar is being enlarged, so that it will be

among the largest in the country. The
grasshoppers have made serious inroads

on the vineyards and corn fields. Some
fields have been totally demolished and
others badly damaged. Coulure has

reduced the Zinfandel to a half crop,

and most other varieties to a lower percent-

age. There is nothing definite yet in re-

gard to the prices likely to be ruling, but it

is reported that the wineries will pay $25 for

I first class foreign grapes and $15 for Mis-

Editor Merchant :—I am sorry to say

that the hopes I indulged in, when I was

in San Francisco last, were illusive. I am
satisfied that Muscats are not a success on

light soil, the principle ingredient of which

is granitic sand. The land in which I

planted the Muscats is a strong soil, it

makes heavy growth of vines and most

kinds of grape vines do well on it, but a

little too much rain at a particular time in

the development of the blossoms causes

blasting. The French word coulure does

not express the malady. It extends to the

leaf as well as to the blossom buds. Mr.

Wetmore I believe to be right in his es t

mate of the influence of late rains on the

Muscat grape. April was comparatively a

wet month for this region, 2.60 inches fell.

One of that amount fell on the 27th and

28th of the month, the effect was at once

apparent on the foliage, the leaf had in

two or three days the appearance of having

been scalded, only not wilted. The trans-

lucency was either over the whole leaf or

around their margins. The undeveloped

bunches of buds did not seem to be

at once affected, but as the leaves turned

black the fruit buds followed the same

way, until this year, as last, the crop

was totally blasted. The whole vine

was arrested in its development. Al

though I have not irrigated them since,

they are now making good, healthy growth,

and I do not doubt there will be some

grapes developed on the secondaries as a

second crop but they will be of little value.

The condition of the vines is the same as

last year. Under the advice of Mr. Wet-

more, I had about one-half of the vines

pruned to five buds, and the other half to
j

two, as in the usual manner, and when I

visited the fields three days after the rain,

the difference was well marked, and greatly

in favor of the long pruned, but in the end

the result was the same on the embryo fruit.

I am resolved to graft the whole, as fast as

can be done at proper season.

On the latter point I have a word to say

.

I had about five thousand vines grafted

last Spring, chiefly on Blaue Elbling stock.

Those that were made earliest after the sap

began to flow were the most successful.

They made uniform and rapid growth. As

the season advanced the number of unsuc-

cessful grafts increased. I believe them to

be so, because they do not make much

growth, only a tuft of small leaves to show

the scions are not dead, but struggling for

an independent existence by their own roots.

This is especially the case with the Boal

and Clairette Blanche, grafted on Blaue

Elbling. In the case of this lot, the scions

were buried deep in the earth to retard

their growth until the proper time should

come to graft. About ten per cent are mak-

ing great growth as expected, the others

where not actually dried out are, as I said,

trying to save themselves by throwing

roots from their own proper wood.

J. D. B. Stillman,

Lugonia, San Bernardino Co.,

June 29, 1885.

On Home Wines From American Re-
sistant Vines Exhibited at the Re-
gional Coneours at IHontuellier,
France.

White wines from American vines were
declared as of little interest, and not able

to be put parallel with Terrets, Bourrets,

Picpouls and Clairettes. The jury advised

French grape growers not to cultivate white

American varieties. Among the reds there

are types worth studying. Jacquez had, at

the beginning, been classed high on ac-

count of its rich color, and the high degree

of alcohol (14 per cent) it reached. Only
the small produce from this vine was con-

sidered a drawback. Through proper prun-

ing and good selection, it has been brought

to render 60 to 90 hectolitres per hectar,

but the alcoholic degree runs down to 9 or

10 per cent. Its color is not tenable. From
deep blueish red in Summer, it turns into

an orange shade and deposits its coloring

matter constantly. Then the wine sours

easily. Good care and an addition of tartaric

acid seem to correct the defect of its color

turning. But, the jury thought Jacquez,

(or Lenoir) wine had but one object, and
that was its use for blending.

Othello wines, from the Agricultural

College of Montpellier, had a remarkably

deep color and a high alcoholic strength,

but the defect of a foxy taste. By long

contact with the pomace this defect seemed

an increased one. By proper blends the

foxy taste seems to disappear. Being a fer-

tile and phylloxera resisting wine, the pro-

pagation of the Othello in deep, rich soil

is recommended.

Black July and Norton were considered

as very indifferent.

Herbemont, not obtaining color, was of

no interest for the Languedoc district.

Canada was found of good quality, but

its vine is not considered remunerative.

For grafting stock only the American

vines were considered useful for the region

A Resistaut French Vine.

which, according to his ideas, are permis- '
sion

"
The V'ticu'tura1 Society adjourned

Some rich irrigated fruit land at Fresno

is offered for sale at $40 per acre, by A. W.

Bull, of California street.

Monsieur Terrel des Chenes publishes a

letter in which he explains his observations

regarding the differences between the

Grosse and the Petite Etraire vines. This

variety has stood the test and is claimed to

be proof against phylloxera as well as

against mildew. M. Terrel des Chenes

therefore is of opinion that both Etraires,

will, in the continuation of the time of

suffering, become the most desirable of all

resistant vines, because it is a home variety

of France, and because the Grosse Etraire

is a good plant for quantity and very esti-

mable quality, and the Petite Etraire is

classed among plants of quality, if not

among fine plants, yielding also a notable

quantity. They have resisted without any

treatment and without care for ten years.

M. Terrel des Chenes recommends this

variety to French vignerons with full per-

suasion of their merits, and exhorts them

to study and record their observations on

their propagation. He remarks that am-

pelographies contain hardly any mention

of the valuable Etraire, except one which

briefly states the synonym of Persan of

Savoy, and mentions the Etraire de la Dui,

an improvement on the Isere plant Etraire.

Messrs. F. Korbel & Bros., of Bryant

street, San Francisco, announce that they

are prepared to fill orders for redwood

tanks with the best material.
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RAISINS.

Since the last issue of the Merchant

considerable prominence has been given in

the press to the raisin question. With all

of the statements made and opinions set

forth we do not agree. In the first place

we find the Biverside Press and Horticul-

turist recommending that California should

discard such brands as "London Layers"

and adopUocal terms such as Kiverside,

Orange or Fresno layers. This would be a

great mistake. The term "London Lay-

ers" is a grade of a special quality that is

recognized all over the world. It is used

in Malaga as a trade term. If California

wants to maintain her position and suprem-

acy she must grade and call her raisins as

others do, or there will be endless confu-

sion to our serious detriment. Let there

be a distinction of California raisins with

Orange, Kiverside or Fresno pack. Adhere,

by all means, to the recognized trade terms

of grades as customers in the East do not

know, and cannot distinguish, all the in.

dividuals who own comparatively small

packs or their localities. They purchase

solely according to the recognized trade

standard.

Our raisins should be packed as follows:

First grade, Dehesias; second grade, Lon-

don Layers; tnird grade, Layers; fourth

grade, Loose Muscatels. These last should

be loose raisins from the Layers and Lon-

don Layers and should average in quality

half-way between these grades. All that

are not up to this standard should not be,

as hitherto, packed as Loose Muscatels but

should be sold in 50-lb. packages as dried

grapes. Loose Muscatels should not be

the refuse of a packing, as has hitherto too

frequently been the case in California, but

the finest raisins that have dropped from

the stems of the Layer and London Layer

grapes. A fault with California raisins has

been that the sun-dried fruit were to a great

extent undercured and consequently spoil-

ed if kept for any length of time. Many

of the machine dried raisins have been

cured in machines that are not perfect of

their kind, and some parties, who do have

good machines, do not understand how to

use them. Machine drying requires great

discrimination, extreme care and a great

deal of experience.

The Muscat crop has, in some places,

been blighted this year as it was last year.

But on account of the increased area com-

ing into bearing there will be a larger crop

than last year. If the Government quar-

antines Spanish raisins, owing to the prev-

alence of cholera in the Malaga district,

there will not be sufficient Muscatels to

supply the market. One great fault that

appears to be ingrained in Californians is

the reckless statements that are made con-

cerning enormous yields which are not born

out by subsequent facts. California may

possibly produce from 200,000 to 250,000

boxes of raisins this year. Such wild state-

ments as 350,000 to 400,000 boxes are sim-

ply ridiculous and serve only, for the sake

of making a boom in certain localities, to

depreciate the market. Our estimate for

the coming cron is as follows : •.
<•

Boxes.

Riverside 80.000
Northern California 55,000
Fresno 40,000
Orange *V hjO
Los Angeles and neiehborhood 10,000

Extreme Southern California 10,000

Total 210,000

Crop 011884 •. 160,000

There is no doubt that grape growers,

this season, will use other varieties than

the Muscat for drying. If these products

are not falsely labeled so as to injure the

Muscatel raisin, it will be a benefit to the

State. The varieties likely to be used,

other than the Muscat and Seedless Sul-

tana, are those which have a firm flesh and

sufficient saccharine to make a good palat-

able fruit, viz: the Flame Tokay, Black

Malvasia, Feher Szagos and White Malaga.

No doubt other more juicy varieties can be

dried and sold as dried grapes packed in

barrels, as there has already been consider-

able success in that line. But they Bhould

never be termed raisins. In the Bay coun-

ties it may be difficult to dry the Black

Malvasia and others suited for this purpose

unless growers make instant preparation to

procure artificial dryers or enterprising per-

sons purchase the grapes which they could

do in this city. Circumstances this year

favor the prospects of the raisin makers

who should make every effort to protect

their reputation for best brands against

false labeling of inferior articles. They

cannot begin to act for protection in this

respect too soon. It haB taken many years

of up hill labor and skillful manipulation

to place California raisins in their present

prominent position in the market. Any

false step will be, both individually and

collectively, seriously detrimental to the in-

terests of the whole State of California.

RAISINS.

[Bradstrect's, June 20th.]

Dried fruit is very popular with all An-

glo-Saxon people, and raisins, next to cur-

rants, are the moBt patronized. There are

several varieties known to the trade as

Muscatels, or London layers, and loose

Muscatels, all of which are exported from

Malaga, some distinguishing them by that

name. These are the most popular with

the American people. Next rank the Va-

lentias, which are exported principally from

Denia, and are most popular in Great

Britain. Then come Elmes, or seedless,-

as they are termed, and Sultanas, which

are seedless likewise, but are not known by

that name, an4 are not nearly so largely

consumed here as in Great Britain.

In Muscatels the United States have been

for a number of years the largest consum-

ers. So far this year the exports amount

as follows, compared with same date pre-

vious years:

RAISIN SHIPMENTS.

The overland raisin shipments for the

month of April are chiefly remarkable for

their smallness and the fact that they were

sent from only two of the distributing cent-

ers, and that none were shipped from Los

Angeles. It is probable that shipments of

raisins will still further decrease until this

season's crop is in the market. The figures

for April are as follows

:

FROM.
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THE MOKI I, PROCESS.

Professor Hiljcaril Criticized by an
Kxnerienccil Winemaker.

To the Editor of The San Francisco

Merchant: Pear Sir—In your issue of

June 5, 1885, you published Professor Hil-

gard's report to the State Vitieultural Com-
mission, in which the Professor submits

the process of fermenting red grapes,with-

out crushing, to severe criticism.
j 5

There are to my knowledge only two

vineyards where this process is practiced,

viz: mine and the Barton Vineyard in

Presno.

The Professor in his report refers prin-

cipally to my vineyard, and from the posit-

iveness with which he states the details of

the process here, one would conclude that

ho was present at the season of winemak-

ing.

That, however, was not the case. His

visit of inspection was made at a time

when my fermenting-house was used as a

store-house, and the tanks were not even

prepared for the next vintage; and, unfor-

tunately, neither myself nor my winemaker

was present to give the Professor correct

information.

Those facts will explain why the Profes-

sor in making and reporting his "Studies

on Wine Fermentation," arrived at some

erroneous conclusions.

The Professor in stating his objections to

that process says, for instance:

" That wines fermented thus are not likely to be

good keepers is apparent, when we consider the most

ordinary rules current among winemakers elsewhere,

A reuular, uninterrupted fermentation is always com.

mented upon as being one of the prime needs for the

production of a sound, and well-keeping and shipping

wine. It is even considered bad practice to introduce

any fresh must into a previous day's crushing or press-

ing, and except in cases of necessity, no one will think

of mixing fresh must with wine that is 'nearly or quite

through its fermentation. Now, this is precisely what

is currently done in the "Morel process" (as this me-

thod is usually designated at Fresno), for, every day

fresh must is mixed with the partially fermented pro-

duet of all the previous days. Moreover, each portion

so added is carried very rapidly through its fermenta-

tion by the overwhelmingly large mass of fermenting

wine with which it comes in contact; and here again,

one of the conditions, conducive to good keeping, viz:

alow fermentation, is violated,"

In answer to those objections it will be

sufficient to say, that they are based upon
an error committed by the Professor in de-

scribing the process.

In his description the Professor says

:

"In these (the fermenting tanks) the grapes are a*

once dumped from the wagon without previous stem-

ming or crushing ; these objects being accomplished

gradually by a daily or twice daily working with

wooden stirrers, etc., etc., etc.."

If the Professor had been present at the

time of wine making or had sought infor-

mation from the proper persons, he would

have learned that each fermenting tank

after being filled with grapes is left un-

touched until the grapes have acquired the

proper temperature for crushing, and that

then working with the wooden stirrers is

commenced and continued until all the

grapes appear to be crushed

.

Hence, "the prime needs for the produc-

tion of a sound and well-keeping shipping

wine" are not violated by the Morel pro-

cess if practiced with common sense.

This assumption is corroborated by my
own experience, as I have made many ship-

ments of wine produced by this process, in

small and large lots, by rail, steamers and
sailing vessels, without any complaints as

to the keeping qualities of the wine.

I fully agree with the Professor, when
he says that:

"There is a limit to the time during which it is de-

sirable that the wine should be in contact with the

pomace and more especially with the stems, always

introduced in this method, when wines of fine quality

are to be produced. Such long maceration presup-

poses a very clean and perfect material, if serious de-

fects of taste are not to be felt in the wine,"

I wish, however, to call the attention of

the Professor to the fact, that fermentation

by this process does not take by far the

length of time which he seems to think.

The records kept for several years show

that the violent period of fermentation

never occurred before the third day from

crushing under this process, and only in a

few cases as late as the fifth day, so that

usually the process of fermentation did not

occupy more than seven or eight days, and

only in one case of extreme heat, during

the vintage of 1883, did it require ten days.

This length of time does not seem to

have exercised any bad influence upon my
wines, at least I have had no complaints

from my numerous patrons, and Professor

Hilgard himself wrote to me April 19, 1884,

as follows:

" I am reminded in this connection of a claret of

yours, that I tasted the other day at Dr. Joseph Le

Conte's. It is certainly one of the most satisfactory I

have seen, whatever blend it may be, and if you can

duplicate it I would like to get my next invoice of

table wine of that batch,"

Begarding the danger of the acidification

of the fermenting grape juice it is certainly

not greater under the so-called "Morel pro-

ces," than under any other process of fer-

menting in uncovered tanks.

In fact it is less. For, the large and un-

filled space remaining in the tanks filled

with unstemmed and uncrushed grapes

after the crushing by stirrers is completed,

favors the formation and continuance of a

protecting covering of carbonic acid gas,

which,being left undisturbed by currents of

air, will prevent the acidification of the fer-

menting mass as effectually as any wooden

cover would.

In conclusion, I would say, that while I

myself am in favor of the so-called " Morel

process,' ' if practiced according to scientific

principles, I would not recommend its gen-

eral adoption, for the reason that it re-

quires great care and professional knowl-

edge on the part of the winemaker, to bal-

ance the increased cost of manufacture by

the superiority of the wine produced.

Yours respectfully,

W. SCHEFFLER.

Edge Hill Vineyard, St. Helena, Cal.,

July 13, 1885.

All Experiment In Ural lint-

The following letter to the State Viticult-

tural Commission is of interest to all

grape growers

:

To the Viticultufal Commission : Dear
Sirs—The books which you were so kind to

send me I received a few days since, and

feel greatly indebted to you. Not long ago

I witnessed together with the Horticultural

Society de la Gironde, a new experiment

for the care of the graft. The process is

due to Mon. Bibaud, horticulturist at Lor-

mont, on the opposite side of the Gironde

from Bordeaux. The above mentioned

thinks there are good chances of success

in preserving the graft against many dan-

gers which attend it. The process consists

in planting long rows of grafts which are

close together, and hilled up on either side

in the form of a demi-circle, over which is

placed du papier gourdronee, a light

tar paper, such as is used here in put.

ting up packages. At each end of

the paper is placed a small quantity of

soil to keep it in place. What are the

advantages of this system ? It replaces

small hot-houses, which would be a much
greater expense. To prevent the grass and

weeds from growing. To prevent the snails

from injuring them. To keep the buds in

a sort of dwarfed state, thereby rendering
it more certain|of success when fine weather
arrives. To shelter it from the variations

of the temperature, from the rain and
hail. The ground under the paper is al-

ways moist, and loose, preventing a crust

from forming, which in the operation of

transplanting or removing is very import-

ant. In the Spring time the paper is taken
off, and the graft is exposed to the rays of

the sun. Experience will show whether
this operation will carry out its intended
effects. Yours very respectfully,

Charles W. Sutro,
Bordeaux, June 14, 1885.

omtherHEacif!
COMPAMiVC

THE SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.,

Respectfully Invites the attention of TOURISTS AND
PLEASURE SEEKERS to the SUPERIOR FACILIT-
IES afforded by the "Northern Division" of its line

for reaching the principal

SUMMER AND WINTER RESORTS OF CALIFORNIA

WITH SPEED, SAFETY AND COMFORT.

Pescadero. Menlo Park, Santa Clara,
San .lose Madrone Mineral Springs.
Gilroy Hot Springs.

-MONTEH.BY-
"THE QUEEN OF AMERICAN WATERING PUCES."

Only three and one-half hours from San Francisco.

Camp Goodall, Aptos, I.oma Prleta,
Monte Vista, New Brighton. Soqucl.
Camp Capltola, and

SiLKTTA CIIUZ.
PARAISO HOT SPRINGS.

EL PASO DE ROBLES
HOT AND COLO SULPHUR SPRINGS,

And the only Natural Mud Baths in the World.

This Road runs through one of the richest and
most fertile sections of California, and is the only line

traversing the famous Santa Clara Valley, celebrated

for its productiveness, and the picturesque and park-

like character of its scenery: as also the beautiful San
Benito; Pajaro and Salinas Valleys, the most flourish-

ing agricultural sections of the Pacific Coast.

Along the entire route of the " Northern Division
"

the tourist will meet with a succession of Extensive

Farms, Delightful Suburban Homes, Beautiful Gar-

dens, Innumerable Orchards and Vineyards, and Lux-
uriant Fields of Grain; indeed a continuous panorama
of enchanting Mountain, Valley and Coast scenery is

presented to the view.

Characteristics of this Line :

GOOD ROAD-BED.

LOW RATES,

ELEGANT CARS,

FINE SCENERY.

Ticket Offices—Passenger Depot, Townsend street,

Valencia St. Station, and No. 613 Market Street,

Grand Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,

Superintendent, A.<st. Pass, and Tkt. Agt

WM. T. COLEMAN & CO.
COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

SAN FRANCISCO, NEW YORK,
CHICAGO,

Agency Wm. T. Coleman & Co.,

ASTORIA, Or.,

With Agents and Brokers in every Commercial City of Prominence in the Union

Agency Wm. T. Coleman & Co.,

LONDON.

OLIVES. OLIVES.

I wish either to go in with

some one, or to form a Com-
pany to plant olives exten-

sively. I have many thous-

and fine two-year-old trees.

W. A. HAYNE, Jr.,

Santa Barbara. Cal.

HEMS
BUSINESS
COLLEGE,

24 POST ST.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

San Francisco, Cal.

THE LEADING INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS
training in America. This school educates for the

practical affairs of life, and no young man can afford
to enter upon a business career without a course of
training at this popular institution. Students are
drilled in all branches of business by ACTUAL PRACT-
ICE, thus fitting them for the counting house at once.
Send for circulars and learn full particulars. Address

E. P. HEAL.D & CO., San Francisco, Cal.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF HANDLING THE

RAISIN CROP OF CALIFORNIA!!
And amongst others we are Agents for

Riverside Fruit Company of Riverside, Miss Mary P. Austin of Fresno.

McPhers.n Bros, of Orange, T. C. White of Fresno.

With many other of the Most Prominent Curers of this State.

Our Facilities for Promptly Placing and Widely Distributing Their Product

Can be Ascertained from the Above well-known Curers.

We are also Large Handlers of

ORANGES, DRIED FRUITS, HONEY AND BEANS

IN TBE EASTEKN STATES.

Advances Made When Required, and Full Information of Markets Promptly

Given. Address

Wm. T.COLEMAN& Co.
Market & Main Sts., S. F.
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WINK COSrM'MPTlON.

A Passing Glance.

It is a year to day since there was a

change in the proprietorship of the Mer-

chant. We have had our pleasures and

troubles though the latter have, in our

opinion, predominated. We have been de-

frauded by some of the class of newspaper

loafers who obtain money under false pre-

tenses, one even going to the extent of com-

mitting forgery. We have had hard work

but we like it. Our chief regret is that we

have not been able to spare more time to

visit the vineyards and country districts

personally and thus become better acquaint-

ed with our subscribers. We have endeav-

ored to give them a good and instructive

paper, and, of course, propose to continue

in this direction. We have doubled our

subscription list in the year and hope to

keep on doubling it. We have probably

made one or two enemies; but every news-

paper does that, for there are always to be

found a few cranks who think they own

every paper they read whether they sub-

scribe to it or not. If there are any more

growlers from whom we have not yet heard

let them come along. We want to begin

our second year of the Merchant by wiping

off all old scores. This will enable us to

start afresh, and, with the customary '
' re-

newed vigor,'' to support our supporters in

California—the grape growers, raisin mak-

ers and wine makers.

«.i.i;n i.i.i.i;\.

Advices to the Merchant from Glen El-

len report the grape prospects generally as

very light. The Gutedels on one place are

lighter than ever seen and the Chauches
are very poor. French vines, on the other

hand, are doing splendidly, especially the

St. Macaire, Tannats, Sirrahs, Pinots, Ga-
mais and Gros Mancin. The Semillon and
Cabernet Sanvignon also have fair crops.

The Gamai Teinturier and the Pinot de
Thomory began to color last week or just a

month ahead of last season when they be-

gan coloring on August 11th, so that the

season will be a very early one. The indi-

cations are that the berries will be small.

We reproduce, in this issue, an article

from Bradstreet's on the "Foreign Wine

Trade and Consumption of the United

States.'' The period reviewed extends

over ten years, during which we consumed

53,561,148 gallons of foreign wines, of the

value of $56,315,633. This was at the rate

of a pint of imported wine per capita, of

the value of ten cents, per annum. In

1880 the production of wines in the United

States was 21,500,000 gallons; for 1884 it is

safe to place the figures at 25,000,000, and

that is a very low estimate. The annual

per capita consumption of wines in this

country is .71 gallon. Allowing for our

pint bottle of imported wine, we must con-

sume with our present population at least

25,000,000 gallons of domestic wines, or, in

other words, every gallon that is made.

And there will not be a single gallon for ex-

port. How is it then, that there is such a

hue and cry about over-production, and no

market for our wines. The statistics are cor-

rect and have been compiled by Bradstreet's

from a reliable source. The only conclu-

sion to be drawn is that there must be a

frightful amount of adulteration both in

the imported and domestic wines before

they are sold to the consumers, and that

there must be an enormous quantity of

compounds placed on the market which

have no sign of wine in them. If such is

not the case then the over-production cry is

false. But there is a surplus of domestic

wines in California alone, consequently we

are forced to the conclusion that doctoring,

compounding and adulteration is carried

on to an alarming extent. This is what

the wine makers must fight against and

expose. It is not only deliberate roguery,

but it also damages the interests of the

thousands of people engaged in the viti-

cultural industry of California. This per-

nicious system of swindling robs them and

lightens their pockets. It injures the

health of the consumers and damns the

whole State of California.

The statistics published by Bradstreet's

show that our average annual importation

of foreign wines is over five and one-half

million gallons, and that there has been

but little change in the annual receipts for

the ten years. The increased population

jn this period might reasonably cause an

increase in consumption, but we may hope

that this has been in the line of our domes-

tic wines. A most notable point disclosed

by our contemporary is that the importa-

tions of wines in bulk is 450 per cent

larger than that in bottles, while the price

of the former is 54 cents a gallon as against

$3.22 per gallon for the latter. What a

magnificent field is here open for the wine

dealer and bottler to manipulate the

bulk goods. Water is cheap, and its addi-

tion, if judiciously applied, will make a

less intoxicating drink. So far, he may
consider the general health of the com-

munity. At the same time by necessary

computation his pocket is affected, it be-

comes heavier and more bulky, which he

may consider a reasonable offset to the gen"

eral improved moral and unintoxicating

tone of the people. There is another point

to which we will briefly refer. The con-

sumption of beer in the United States is

ten gallons per capita per aunum, against

seven-tenths of a gallon of wine. This

gives an annual consumption of 500,000,-

000 gallons of beer most of which

is drunk between meals. This in-

dustry has been gradually worked up to

such enormous proportions, so why should

not the consumption of wine attain such a

degree of success. Wine being a table

drink it is but reasonable to presume that

it will ultimately bo used to a greater ex-

tent even than beer, as it will be consumed

both between and at meals, whereas beer is

mainly consumed, in this country, between

meals.

In conclusion, to show where we believe

most of the wine manipulation is practiced,

we publish the following New York docu-

ment, which appears in the "Report of the

Third Annual State Viticnltural Conven-

tion.' ' Thus :

The communication is printed in New
York, it was formerly issued from 35 City
Hall Place, New York, but now ot 241 East
Seventy-two street, under date of July 1,

1884.
Office of the Institute of I

Technical Chemistry.
j

In order to meet a long needed necessity

we have established an Institute of Techni
cal Chemistry, the object of which will be

to instruct pupils in the art of manufactur-
ing wines, liquors, brandies, etc., of all

kinds by chemical process at little cost.

A thorough theoretical knowledge of

chemistry and a large practical experience

of many years enables us to assure success

to our pupils.

We do not deem it necessary to point out
the manifold and profitable advantages that

must accrue to those interested from a

thorough mastery of the art of cheap aud
harmless liquor-production, these are too

well known and too generally conceded ; but
simply call attention to the fact that this

Institution will instruct its pupils in all its

lucrative branches both practically and
theoretically.

Strict confidence may be relied upon.

COURSE OF INSTRUCTION.

1. The production of artificial wines,

viz: California Rhine wine, 12 cents per
gallon, Claret, Port, Sherry, Moscatel,

etc., with or without fermentation or the

use of costly apparatus in a short space of

time.

2. All kinds of extracts, wine flavors

and essences by an easy and rapid method

.

3. Treatment of natural wines by the

famous Gallizing process, its increase, etc.

4. The treatment of tarnished or sour

wines, and restoration to their original

taste and piquancy, removal of barrel

flavor, etc.

5. The clearing of wines by rapid me-
thods avoiding the costly and injurious

practice of filtration.

6. The analyzing of wines for deter-

mining their proportion of alcohol and
acid.

7. The manufacture and treatment of all

kinds of spirituous liquors.

8. The production of the fundamental
essences and extracts for liquors; 70 cents

per pound.

Our friends in the East frequently com-

plain of the quality of California wines

shipped to them, so let them first root up

this factory for the production of artificial

California Rhine Wine at 12 cents a gallon,

that is at their own doors. This would

do much for the honest, legitimate and

laudable enterprise of California, though

it would no doubt affect to a consider-

ble extent, the bottling, labeling and doct-

oring of the Eastern manipulators.

HAWAIIAN TRADE ANI> ISIHSTRY

Incomplete statistics of exports and im-

ports for the June quarter, 1885, have been

published at Honolulu by the P. C. Ad-

vertiser. The figures are, however, approx-

imately correct, and err only in being too

low. Taking the figures, however, as they

stand, we find that the domestic exports

at Honolulu were as under:

March Quarter, 1885 $2,639,423.76

June Quarter, 1885 3,175,709.94

Total half year 85,815,133.70

The March figures are official; those for

the June period are estimated for the out

ports, the amounts returned for the March

quarter being accepted. There will in all

probability be an increase under this head.

The imports of merchandise at Honolulu

for the .March quarter, 1885, are set down

at $734,313.69, and for the June quarter at

$864,444.12, making a total for the half

year of $1,598,757.81. The disparity be-

tween imports and exports is very remark-

able. After adding $171,467.20 coin im.

ported in the past half year at Honolulu,

we have the following result :

Exports, domestic $5,815,133.70

Imports, coin included 1,770,225. 01

(lltltl.cs I. It I <;.

The Merchant is pleased to learn that

there is every prospect of a very satisfactory

settlement of Mr. Krug's unfortunate finan-

cial troubles. Sixty creditors, who met at

his vineyard on 11th inst., all agreed to

the propositions placed before them. Two
trustees, Messrs. S. Ewer and S. B. Carver,

bankers of St. Helena, were appointed to

assist Mr. Krug in tho management of his

affairs. The meeting of creditors was ex-

ceedingly pleasant, the greatest regret being

expressed for the cause that had compelled

them to meet together.

Excess of exports in half year 84,044,908.69

On the old balance of trade theory the

Hawaiian Islands should be eminently

prosperous, their export per capita of popu-

lation far exceeding that of any other

country under Heaven. Yet we find that

dulness covers trade with an almost un-

bearable pressure, and that a portion of

the Honolulu press does not see any way out

of it except by a change of Administration,

which of course is simply absurd. The

trouble lies with the people themselves and

their absurd attempt to establish a gold

standard without gold, as a writer in Brad-

street's recently pointed out. If men of

capital on the Hawaiian Islands generally

would follow the example of Colonel

Spreckels, Wm. G. Irwin & Co., and Mr.

James Campbell, there would be a different

note sounded, and progress would be the

word, but they are not disposed to do so as

a rule, hence an abnormal condition of

business depression in the midst of indus-

trial progress and prosperity.

Our advices from the Islands agree in

describing the season's output of sugar at a

figure considerably in excess of the estimat-

ed yield. The recent advance in raw sugars

had a stimulating effect. The outlook is

very promising for next season's crop. The

weather everywhere was favorable, and the

cane invariably looked well. The coming

harvest promises to be exceedingly good for

sugar pi anters.

Tne Cliamtre System of Pruning;.

The first bearing vineyard in California

,

that has been pruned by the Chaintre sys.

tem, is that of Mr. Clarence Wetmore at

Livermore. He has forty acres of four-

year-old Charbonos and Zinfandels that

have been pruned after this system that

are now bearing, and bearing well. The

vines are loaded with fruit which is well

set and it is estimated that most of them

will produce from 30 to 40 pounds of grapes.

Other varieties of Charbono on the same

vineyard and on other places in the same

locality, that have been pruned short, are

bearing little or nothing. The success of

the Chaintre system has already attracted

the attention of grape growers who visited

Mr. Clarence Wetmore on Sunday, by tho

dozen, in order to see for themselves the

success of which they had heard so much

.
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THE SHIPMENTS BY BAIL AX If SEA
FOB FIVE AND SIX MONTHS.

An Increased Export Trtwle—Carefully

Compiled Statistics—Not Such
a Uloomy Outlook.

Thf Merchant gives to-day the ship-

ments of California wines by sea for the

month of June 1885. The total aggregates

90,911 gallons of the value of $50,744, a

decrease of nearly 10,000 gallons as com-

pared with the shipments for May. The

decline in the Panama line of steamers

trade continues while that by other sea

routes is steadily increasing. It is prob-

able that the overland shipments for the

last three months will, as was the case dur-

ing the first quarter of this year, bring the

aggregate considerably above our export

trade of last year. The figures for June,

sea shipments, stand thus:

BY SEA, JUNE 1885.

To— Gallons. Value.

Mexico 8,183 $3,653

NewYork 6,735 4,405

Hawaiian Islands 1,254 958
Altata 781 540
Japan 668 447
Tahiti 591 349
Victoria, B. C 237 231
China 207 216
Mazatlan 132 90

18,788 $10,898

By Panama line of steamers.. 78,123 $39,846

Total 96,911 $50,744

WINE SHIPMENTS BY BAIL.

The returns for the April and May ship-

ments of wines to Eastern points, by rail,

having been received we present them as

follows:

BY RAIL-APRIL.

f'ttOM.

San Francisco.

.

Los Angeles...
Sacramento. . .

,

Marysville
San Jose...-.,
Stockton

Totals.

Northern
Route.

13,058
11,013
7,033
7,087
519
655

39,365

Southern Total No.
Route, of, gallons.

180,977
68,949
11,632

513
2,411
1,970

266,452

194,036
79,962
18,665
7,600
2,930
2,625

305,817

BY RAIL—MAY.

San Francisco.

.

Los Angeles ..

.

Sacramento. .'.

,

Stockton
San Jose

Totals

.

Northern Southern Total No.
Route. Route. of gallons.

39,694
6,524
5,615
5,297
254

57.384

160,140
37,957
21,818

590
5,457

225,902

199,834
44,481
27,433
5,887
5,711

283,346

The average monthly overland shipments

for the first quarter of this year were 260,-

518 gallons, and for the year 1884 the aver-

age monthly overland shipments were 157,-

280 gallons. It will thus be seen that the

overland shipments for April almost doubled

the monthly average of last year and ex-

ceeded the average for this year by 40,000

gallons. The April shipments overland

were 223 per cent larger than those for

January, 131 per cent larger than those for

February but 70 per cent less than those

for March . The May overland export trade

shows an increase of 125,000 gallons over

last year's average monthly shipments, a

gain over the January and February returns

for the present year but a decline as com-

pared with the March and April shipments.

The rail shipments for the first five months

of this year stand thus

:

Month— Gallons.
January 137,543
February 209,393
March 434,617
April 305,817
May 283,346

Total 1,370,716

Comparing the overland shipments of the

two years, for the five months, it will be

seen that there is a balance of export trade

in favor of the present year of nearly 450,-

000 gallons. To make the comparison, for

the period under review, more perfect we
present the shipments by rail and sea com-

bined for the five months of 1884 and 1885.

Thus:

FIVE MONTHS TO MAY 31.

Year. By Rail. By Sea. Totals.
1885 1,370,716 499,221 1,809,937
1884 920,796 601,687 1,522,393

Increase to April 30, 1885 347,f44

With this showing for four mouths we

can safely estimate upon an increased ex-

port trade in California wines of 700,000

gallons more than last year. The estimate

of the vintage of 1884 was 15,000,000 gal-

lons which it is probable was over the mark.

It must be remembered that the figures

presented by the Merchant do not include

any shipments of brandy and an allowance

of a million gallons of wine must be made

for the manufacture of that article of con-

sumption. There was no cry of over-pro-

duction or surplus stock until the last vint-

age ; we will increase our exports this year by

% of a million gallons besides the increase in

consumption in the State of California ; the

vintage of 1885 will not be as large as that

of 1884; therefore why should there be this

continuous attempt to depreciate values and

force sales ? We await an explanation sup-

ported by reliable facts and figures. We
believe that the wine makers, who can hold

their wines, will within a year largely reap

the benefit of their foresight.

six months' sea shipments.

To conclude our available statistics Up to

the present time we now present the ship-

ments of California wines by sea for the

half-year ending June 30th, comparing

them with shipments for a similar period

in 1884. Thus:

HALF YEAR ENDING JUNE 30

1884. Gallons.

By Panama steamers 636,335
By other routes 63,001

Total number of gallons 689,336

1885. Gallons.

By Panama steamers....... ... 654,891
By other routes 42,233

Total number of gallons 597,127

This table of sea shipments shows a loss,

in round numbers, of 90,000 gallons in our

wine trade for this year of which over 80,-

000 gallons is in shipments made by the

Panama line of steamers. This loss how-

ever is far more than compensated for by

the increased overland shipments. With

further reduced rates of oveiland transport-

ation freights the Panama shipments would

be reduced to a minimum, because it is to

the interest of both buyer and seller to ship

by the quickest possible route compatible

with a comparatively reasonable increase in

cost. We trust that the wine makers of

California after perusing carefully the fig-

ures presented to them to-day by the Mer-

chant will come to the conclusion that their

horizon is not as dark as has been, in some

quarters, previously depicted.

A POSSIBLE REVOLUTION IN THE
WINE TBAUE.

Sameperiod 1884 920,790
Increasein 5 ^....... 449,920

Sig. Gabriele Kosa, publishes the follow-

ing statistics of consumption of beer and

wine per capita per year, in the following

countries:

Bber. Litres.

Belgium 169
England 144

Germany 100

Wine. Litres.

France 119
England 2.09

United States ., 2.64

Among the experiments to be made by

the State Viticultural Commission i» the

drying at a low degree of temperature.of the

skins of black grapes in order to test

whether, after the juice is condensed, it can

subsequently, with the use of water, be fer-

mented on dried skins so as to produce red

wines. To determine the commercial value

of such a product, samples of condensed

Zinfandel and other musts, with dried skins

will be forwarded to France; the. market

value will be thus determined in advance

of another vintage. Another important

point to determine is the value of such con-

densed must in increasing the saccharine

of grapes used in making sweet wines

where a large expense is involved in the

use of distilled spirits which are added to

check fermentation, in order to preserve

sufficient sweetness in the wine.

By increasing the sweetness of the must,

by condensing part of it, wine may be al-

lowed to ferment as much as possible there-

by reducing the quantity of spirit that must

be added to preserve the wine. The practice

of condensing must so that it can be trans-

ported and preserved at pleasure, to be fer-

mented wherever required with the addition

of water, has been started within the last

few years but has not attraoted public

notice owing to the fact that there has been

no surplusage of cheap grapes in Europe to

tempt any one to enter into the business.

Special machinery for reducing must in the

vacuum at a very small cost has been in-

vented, and is now controlled under differ-

ent patents, the merits of which the Com-

mission intends to thoroughly investigate.

The party to experiment with grapes near

Folsom, this year, will use an apparatus

patented last year, and invented in Ohio,

originally for the purpose of reducing cane

juice. He states that the cost of reduction

will not exceed half a cent a gallon.

Since their first announcement last week,

the Commission has received calls from dif-

ferent persons who appreciate the import-

ance of the idea. One of them, who has in

his possession in this city a complete ap-

paratus intended for reducing cane syrup

for sugar purposes, intends to investigate

the question as to whether his apparatus of

ordinary vacuum pans cannot be used for

condensing grape juice. A party in Lon-

don.now engaged in winemaking from con-

densed grape juice, has been addressed by

the Commission with a view to learning

the merits of the system. If it should be

proved practical and economical to apply

this system to a portion of the grape pro-

ducts of this State, it would have a ten-

dency to relieve our wine makers from the

use of a large portion of inferior qualities

of grapes and to confine winemaking here,

more or less, to the production of the high-

est grades, the value of which will be such,

after maturity, as to enable -them to bear

the cost of transportation against the de-

creased cost of handling condensed musts.

It is even possible that, by the use of

condensed musts which can be transported

at any time of the year and under any con-

ditions of climate, winemaking, and conse-

quently wine consumption, can be extend-

ed into all parts of the world where grapes

are seldom seen and where wine is a high-

priced luxury on account of excessive cost

of transportation and care in treatment and

handling. For instance, the grapes of Cali-

our producers, so that wine could be there

produced at a cost not exceeding 25 to 30

cents a gallon. If such a revolution can

be effected, it is easy to see that the habit

of wine consumption might become world-

wide, limited only to the capacity of coun-

tries like California, in producing the raw

material.

A Short Crop.

The grape crop of California for 1885

will be a short one. Twelve months ago

it was estimated that this years's vint-

age would be 25,000,000 gallons of

wine. Statements have now been made
that it will not exceed that of last

year, viz: 15,000,000 gallons. We do

not believe that last year's vintage reached

that amount any more than we believe that

the coming one will. Our estimate of this

season's wine product is from 10,000,000 to

12,500,000 gallons, certainly not more than

the latter figure. Our reasons are based

upon the results of special private inquiry

throughout the State. The frosts this season

have effected material damage notwith-

standing all assertions to the contrary. It

is to the interests of the country papers to

"boom'' their specialjdistricts, and conceal

all or any defects. Vineyardists have been

to the Merchant office and told us that our

previous statements as to the estimated

damage from frost were correct, but they

begged us not to mention their names as it

would hurt the locality. We have received

letters to the same effect. Since the frost

the berries have been dropping from the

effects of coulure, and we have positive

statements, from certain sections, of pros-

pects only of a third and even a fifth of

a crop.

There is no use in concealing these facts.

On the contrary, it is beneficial both to the

grape growers and wine makers that they

should be known as widely as possible.

The former will obtain a fair market price

for their grapes and the latter for their wines.

Values have been depreciated within the

past six months.and of course there are some

who are interested in still further depress-

ing the wine market. We have been told

by a San Francisco wine dealer that we

were doing wrong in advising the makers

to hold their wines, that prices would drop

still lower before the end of the year.

Suppose they do. When the new wine is

made it cannot be used at once. The deal-

ers must have some wines that are at least

a year old, and then those who have been

able to hold, and who have experienced

trouble, annoyance and inconvenience

from doing so, should reap their harvest.

We will have an early vintage, and, from

present appearances, a much superior qual-

ity of wines than last year. But the crop

will be short, very short of the original

estimate.

fornia, reduced in this way, might be placed

in London or St. Petersburg with profit to the letters of concurrents for this prize

We find, however, in H. Goethe's Am
pelographic Dictionary, under the head of

Persan, blue winegrape, Savoy: according

to Pulliat vignoble, 1876, with plate synon-

yms: Prinsan, Prinssens, Beccu, Beccuette,

Etris, Pressan, Etraire, Batarde, Aguzelle:

Leaf, middling; size, very little lobed,

nearly round; at the reverse, somewhat

woolly. Grape, of middle size, pyramidal,

tight; berry, middle size, oval, blue.

— » « —

The Society of Agriculturists of France

has offered a premium for the best remedy

to extirpate Pernosperavilicola. Up to the

end of December, 1885, the society awaits
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THE "CHBOmEM" ritow AND

WHAT IT AMOUNTS TO.

The Merchant has hitherto remained

silent concerning the little difficulty that

occurred between Adolph Spreckels and M.
De Young. The case has been patiently

heard, argued and tried and a verdict has

been recorded in favor of the defendant

Spreckels. We confess that this was a

surprise to us as we had anticipated a dis-

agreement on the part of the jury. The
Chronicle together with a minority of the

country press of California is indulging in

a great tirade of abuse against the defend-

ant, his father and their influential position

insinuating that the jury had been bought

or that the wealth of the Spreckels family

was such that no legal justice could be ex-

pected in a case with which they were con-

nected. We think differently. The jury

gave no reason on which they based their

verdict; therefore we have come to the con-

clusion that, after hearing all the evidence

on both sides, they were of opinion that

the Chronicle in its prolonged and unceas-

ing attacks upon the Spreckels was unjusti-

fied in such a course and unwarranted by

facts. That the family had been remorse-

lessly assailed and for no good canse.

That a remonstrance from the Spreckels

was natural, that De Young did carry a

pistol and that he made a motion to use it

when shot by the defendant in the case.

To take a calm view of the Chronicle's

constant charges against the Hawaiian

Treaty and the Spreckels family what does

it amount to ? A continued persecution

because, by enterprise, foresight,clear-head-

ed business faculties, they had the courage

and pluck to engage in an honorable pursuit

which might have been a losing investment

or might have ruined them. Would not

the Chronicle enjoy and hold a monopoly

of the newspaper business —-if it could ?

July 17, 188!

punishment that maybe inflicted upon him.
Fortunately for California, and the reputa-
tion of the press generally, there are more
editors who do not uphold De Young and
his taotics than ho has supporters. When an
editor or owner of a paper is a gentleman
he will not degrade himself to such an ex-

tent as to merit castigatiou from any hands.
Fortunately there are gentlemen who con-
duct newspapers and criticize legitimately
and honestly for the public weal. Unfor-
tunately there are some who try to hound
to the death from other motives. It

is easy to talk of libel suits against such
vermin but the law of libel is a difficult one
through which to obtain just and merited
satisfaction. The Chronicle has, for years,

been persecuting the Spreckels family with
willful and malicious falsehoods. This re-

sulted in an unfortunate shooting affray

which terminated, not in a trial of Spreck-
els but in a trial of the Chronicle which was
found guilty.

Would not any merchant in this city now
be glad to stand in the position of the

Spreckels family, a position which they

have won by venturesome and honorable

dialings? That the Hawaiian Treaty has
been a benefit to this Coast was recently

conceded by the petition of over a hundred
of our leading merchants, that was tele-

graphed to Senator Miller when in Wash-
ington. Colonel Spreckels is a man of his

word. He will always do what he says.

We have never known or heard of a single

instance, in which he has ever failed to

perform a promise. On the contrary, we
have frequently heard of his extending his

obligations and doing far more than he has
promised. It is the same with his sons
who, one and all, follow in the honorable
footsteps of their father. We have never
seen, known or heard of any family in

which the ties between father and sons, or
between brothers, has been so affectionate,

so firmly established or of such a character

as could be advantageously imitated by
others.

It has been stated that a man who con-

ducts a public newspaper is deserving of

commendation and reward instead of con-
demnation and punishment. This depends
entirely upon the man and the manner in

which he conducts his paper. If he is a
persistent liar, blackmailer and perverter of

facts, in order to subserve his own selfish

pecuniary and malignant purposes, then he
is deserving of condemnation and punish-
ment. He knows that he lies and he knows
what is his purpose in so doing, consequent-
ly he should be prepared to take his life in
his hand—because he knows he merits any

The writer is well informed personally of

the charges that have been made against

the Treaty and against the Spreckels. Take,
for instance, one of them, viz: the Slavery

Question. Colonel Spreckels does not em-
ploy men, even Chinamen, on the contract

system. He objects on principle to doing
so. On the plantations in which he is in-

terested the laborers are engaged by the

month, free to come and go as they please.

Again, this cry of attempted injuries to

German laborers. We assert, from our
personal knowledga, that Germans as a
rule are not the best class of labor engaged
on the Islands. The Chronicle gets a few
discharged loafers and malcontents, inter-

views them and publishes their unsubstan-

tiated assertions. In every class of labor,

from the highest to the lowest, there will

be found those who have some grudge or

rancorous feeling against their employers
or against the place which has provided

them with food, clothing and shelter when
they would have starved, from pure lazi-

ness, elsewhere. Such has been the case

with many of the German laborers on the

Hawaiian Islands. They were gathered
from sea port towns, entirely ignorant of

agriculture, and were taken by the planters,

who had to teach them the work that they

had to perform. They did not like work
and consequently "struck." A record of

.cases tried before the Honolulu Police Court
Judge shows that their complaints were
trivial and not substantiated by facts. An
appeal to the Supreme Court of the Islands

resulted in a similar decision with the fur-

ther result that their own lawyer withdrew
from their defense; their own Consul wash-
ed his hands of them and a general meet-
ing of their fellow countrymen, leading citi-

zens in Honolulu, decided that they were
not worth the powder that had been wasted
upon them. Of this class were the wit-

nesses for the Chronicle.

But to get at facts nearer home. The
Chronicle has been indulging in what ap-

pears to be, a great crow. It has contined
its attacks on the Spreckels and has quoted,

as great authorities, extracts from country

papers. These extracts fill up a great deal

of space and, with a display heading, make
a fair amount of show. But we propose to

explain clearly what this show amounts to.

According to "The Pacific States Newspa-
per Directory," of Messrs. Palmer & Rey,
there are 387 papers published in the State
of California, including those of San Fran-
cisco. Of these 387 papers the Chronicle

has published extracts from 59. Two of

the country papers havo been quoted I

three times and eight of them have been
quoted twice. This, of course, makes a

better showing, and is not noticed by the

average reader who merely sees that so much
space is filled by country comments. We
thus come to the plain fact that only 15 per
cent of the California press supports the

Chronicle in the case under review. If the

remaining 85 per cent did so, they would
surely have been quoted as authorities on
the matter. There have been further

extracts published from papers outsicre of

this State including the Winnemucca Silver

State, the Roseburg Plain Dealer, the West-
em Watchman and other such noted journ-

als, the fame of which has long since

reached the ears of the San Franciscans.

Among the California papers quoted we
notice the well-known names of the Wat-
sonvile Pajaronian, the Biggs Independent,

the Gait Gazette, the Trinity Journal, the

Tuscarora Review, the Oakland Week, the

Anderson Enterprise, the Saucelito News,

the Stockton Moverick, the Modoc Inde-

pendent, and the Gridley Herald.

To get still further into facts, what do

these quoted opinions amount to ? There

is a lamentable absence of quotations, from

the San Francisco press, in favor of the

Chronicle, and this section of the press

should certainly be better posted in the true

facts and ins and outs of the case than

these all-powerful country contemporaries

that we have named. Let us consider other

statistics in connection with the localities

whence the published opinions originate.

We will except San Francisco and offset the

Chronicle, the Argonaut, and the California

Patron, against the balance of the unquot-

ed papers. This is certainly fair and in

favor of the Chronicle. Concerning the re-

mainder we find that there are 68 other

papers published in the same towns as the

59 chosen, whose circulation amounts to

less than 60,000 out of a' population in

California of 1,000,000. Granting that every

paper quoted represents the opinions of its

subscribers, we find that there are 60,000

people out of the 1,000,000 in California

who approve of the Chronicle's actions with

regard to the Spreckels family and the

Hawaiian Treaty. According to the Chron-

icle's own quotations, from that section of

the press of California that is in favor of its

view of the little contretemps between its

proprietor and Adolph Spreckels, only 15

per cent of the press, and 6 per cent of the

population of California support the enter-

prising personal persecutor. An outcry has

been raised concerning the publication of

the speeches of Hall McAllister and Mr.
Highton for the defence. It would not

surprise us in the least, though it is late

in the day, to see the faithful followers in

the country appear with a " patent out-

side'' summary of Mr. Campbell's speech

for the prosecution. This solid substance

might be lightened by a pretty picture of

the prosecuting witness. We shall see.

A crow is at all times considered an inde-

licate morsel, but the Chronicle's crow must
be a very tough and unsavory bird to

digest.

Phylloxera In Australia.

The appearance of phylloxera in Austri

lia has hitherto been mainly confined (

the district of Geelong in Victoria where a
the infected vineyards were uprooted an
destroyed by the Government of that Co
ony. It has now, according to reports jus

received by the Merchant, made its appeal

auce among the vineyards of New Sout
Wales and consequently, in South Austra

lia, which is probably the largest wine pre

ducer, considerable alarm has been excited

At a meeting of those interested in viticul

ture, held at Adelaide, the following resa

lution was passed unanimously:

"That this association, recognizing th

importance of the grape culture in this col

ony, views with alarm the outbreak aii(

spread of phylloxera in New South Wales
and urgently requests the Government t<

take such measures as may be necessary t<

prevent it from being introduced here; alse

that the attention of the Government b<

called to the fact that immense numbers ol

fruit trees are being introduced into tht

colony from Victoria and New South Wales,

possibly grown in phylloxera infected dis-

tricts, and we are in danger of having the

the pest introduced into the soil or among
the roots of those trees.''

It was argued, and with reason, that as

nurseries exist in phylloxera infested dis-

tricts whence trees and cuttings were being

sent that there was the greatest possible

danger of insects or their eggs being intro-

duced in the soil or among the roots of the

trees. If this be the case in Australia why
should not the same danger exist from

plants that are sent from the California

State experimental plague spot of phyllox-

era at Berkeley ?

A Southern Scheme.

The first grapes of the season, received

at the offices of the State Viticultural Com-
mission, were three varieties of Black grapes

from Mr. Arpad Haraszthy's Orleans vine-

yard, Cache Creek District, Yolo County.

The Santa Cruz mountains havo a new
vineyardist, Mr. F. HaeBtors, who has pur-

chased a proporty there which he intends

to plant with choice imported German var-

ieties of vines.

The Los Angeles Herald states that "a
large amount of capital will now embark
in that city in the business of purchasing

wine for maturing and a market. The per-

sons that embark in this business will con-

duct nothing but a wholesale trade, and sell

to the Eastern and foreign trade by sample.

They will employ the best talent that can

be obtained in America and Europe for the

treatment of wines and the peculiar process

of blending the same. They will be in the

market for the purchase of new wines of

all kinds, at all times, and keep old wines

till they become completely matured. This

will give the grape growers a market for

their fresh juice at home and relieve each

one from hiring skilled labor and the vast

expense of cooperage. The members wil'

belong to the Board of Trade, and buy and
sell at that popular resort. This new feat-

ure will be an important element in the

business interests of the city and coiiuty

and show* the way in which Los Angeles

is putting on metropolitan airs.'

'

It is the " metropolitan airs " among
San Francisco wine dealers that are so
much objected to. Our contemporary does
not explain the basis of the proposed trade

relations between individual grape growers
and the members of the Board of Trade, so

that it is impossible to form an idea of the

advantages to be derived by the former. If

the business is to be conducted on a some-
what similar plan to the S. F. Produce Ex-
change the growers will get little out of it.

Ask the grain growers in the country what
benefits they derive from the eity specula-

tions.

"This number of the Merchant is one of

J the best that has ever been published.
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Hawaiian consi il.oeneral.

Tho P. C. Advertiser of Honolulu, pub-

lished a sensational notice in its official

column on the 1st inst. It was the noti-

fication of the appointment of David A.

McKinley, Esq., late United States Consul

at Honolulu, to be Consul-General of the

Hawaiian Kingdom, for California, Oregon,

Nevada and Washington Territory. The
announcement was delayed until the day

the steamer was to sail for this Coast, and

so well was the secret kept that not an ink-

ling of it appears to have leaked out, al-

though our private advices state that it had

been arranged for some time. It was a

surprise which the Government appears ty

have prepared for the public, and the Ad-

vertiser's way of commending the appoint-

ment rendered the surprise all the more

complete and tantalizing. Every newspaper

published in Honolulu had spoken words

of kindly recognition of Mr. McKinley's

services as United States Consul; they had

been profuse in their alohas, and the Ad-
vertiser suggested that the appointment

should be an exceedingly popular one

among the business men of Honolulu, all

of whom had endorsed Mr. McKinley for

continuance, by the United States Govern-

ment, as Consul. Having spoken of him
in such unqualified terms to the Secretary

of State at Washington, they should feel

gratified that his valuable services had been

secured for their own country.

We have only one regret in this matter.and

that is the recall of Mr. H. W. Severance, for

many yea,rs Hawaiian Consul at San Fran-

cisco. He is too well known to our busi-

ness men to need any word of com-

mendation from us, and we also know that

our expression of regret will be echoed by

all who have had trading or social relations

with the Islands. But Mr. Severance

shares the fate common to all public ser-

vants holding appointments subject to the

will of an Administration. At the same

time we must assume that the Hawaiian

Government knows what is best for its own
interests. In creating a Consul-General-

ship for the Pacific Coast it recognizes the

importance of its trade with this section of

the American continent, and in apppoint-

ing David A. McKinley, Esq., to that office

a most excellent choice has been. made.

We know whereof we speak, when we say

that Mr. McKinley never wearies in the

performance of duty. As United States

Consul at Honolulu he was always on hand

for duty, no matter what hour of the

night or day he might be called upon, and

he was always in a fit condition to discharge

his Consular functions with dignity and

dispatch. We anticipate a similar record

of hiin in his new and more dignified office

of Consul-General for Hawaii at San Fran-

cisco. The Merchant bespeaks for him a

cordial welcome from his old fellow-citizens

in California.

A BOTTLE WASHER.

A Parisian, owner of one of the great

eating-houses, employs a dinamo-electrical

machine which crushes and pulverizes

bones for pures, sieves broths, and moves

a knife-cleaning machine. He also has

a machine for washing plates and bottles.

Three hundred rotations per minute cause

each spot in a bottle to be touched 180

times by the bottle brush, in the 36 seconds

needed for the purpose, fresh water being

constantly supplied and 400 bottles washed

in one hour;

JAPANESE TRADE AND IHHM.lt A.

TION TO HAWAII.

The Japanese steamer Yamashiro Maru
arrived at Honolulu, June 17th, having

974 Japanese immigrants on board. Of
these, 35 were women. Unfortunately,

small-pox broke out on board, and the ship

and passengers were quarantined. There

were four cases, one of which terminated

fatally. A fresh case had broken out at

the quarantine station the day before the

steamer left, but the health of the crew and

cabin passengers were good, and it was ex-

pected that the vessel would be admitted to

pratique July 4th.

This is the pioneer ship of what promises

to be a Japanese ocean line of steamers

plying between Hongkong, Yokohama
Honolulu and San Francisco. Two more

Japanese steamers are uuder engagements

for Honolulu with immigrants, the Japanese

Government being favorable to the move-

ment and desirous of establishing by sub-

sidy their own steamship line, which

should compete for the traffic now con-

trolled by the Pacific Mail and O. & O.

Companies. Whether this scheme can be

carried out successfully is another matter

entirely, but the project is worth noting.

The vessels which this Japan steamship

company would put on the line indicated

are British built, and equipped in the latest

and most approved manner. Those who

have been on board the Yamashiro Maru

state that she is the handsomest ship of

her tonnage that ever entered the port of

Honolulu. Our local steamship organiza-

tions will therefore need to look to their

laurels if Japan enters into competition

with them for the ocean carrying trade. It

is a pregnant sign of the times, however.

There is certain to be a complete revolu

tion in the ocean carrying trade of the

Orient whenever Japan enters the great

republic of commercial nations by adopt-

ing wholly and entirely our Western insti-

tutions and civilization. This day is not

far distant. When that happens Japan

will stand to Eastern Asia and the Pacific

Slope in the same relation that Great Bri

tain stands to Europe and the Atlantic

Slope.

Phylloxera In Turkey.

On the Turkish Asiatic coast phylloxera

has infested the vineyards. Munir Bey,

Secretary-General of the Ministry of Agri-

culture, and Noury Bey, Sub-Director of

the same Ministry, together with several

inspectors at once went to the district. From

Kadikien (Chalcedon) to Ismid (Nicome-

dia) there are numerous phylloxerated

spots appearing. It is certainly a pleasant

spectacle to see the Turkish Government,

the dominant religion of which nation pre-

scribes wine, care so energetically for the

interests of the christian citizens who culti-

vate the vine in Turkey.

A telegram to the London Standard says

:

"A rather serious matter for this country is

the appearance of the phylloxera in some

vineyards near the capital. Becently some

vines have been brought from France, and

in these it is suspected the phylloxera has

been imported. Ghaki Mukhtar Pacha,

who has largely occupied himself with the

culture of the grape, has ascertained be-

yond doubt that this dreaded insect is the

cause of the complete withering of an en-

tire vineyard belonging to himself. The

Government, alive to the importance of the

subject, have ordered a Commission to re-

port upon the best means of stamping ont

the disease.'

THE AMERICAN EXHIBITION IN
LONDON.

The Exclusively American Exhibition of

Arts, Inventions, Manufactures, Products

and Resources of the United States, will

be opened in London on May 1, 1886. It

is a novel idea and literally bearding the

British manufacturing lion in his den. The
undertaking is the result of private enter

prise, an association having been formed

with a limited* liability capital, on a

purely business footing. The site selected

for the buildings is at Lillie Bridge, Ken-

sington, extending over 22 acres and in direct

railway communication, from its own sta

tion, with every line in the United King-

dom. Ten millions of people reside within

an hour's travel of the site selected. To
further the interests of this great American

exhibition the members of the association

are publishing a monthly paper, the Amer

ican Eagle, which is circulated all over the

world, setting forth the objects of the un

dertaking, the advantages to be derived

therefrom and soliciting universal patron

age and support from the inhabitants of all

nations. Applications for exhibits will be

received until September 30, 1885; and as

more space has already been applied for

than can poBsibly be alloted, it is intended

to select only first class exhibits so that the

United States may be seen at their best.

The report of the Director General of the

Exhibition, JohnSRobinsou Whitley, states

that '"this comprehensive method of diffus-

ing a knowledge of the vast resources of

large portions of the North American con

tinent, will most assuredly exert a marked

effect upon their future relations with other

countries, the future investments.of Europ-

ean surplus capital and the trade and com

merce of the United States with the Old

World and its Colonies."

This is an opportunity for our raisin,

wine and brandy makers to make a com

bined exhibit of the products from the viti-

cultural industry in California. Our raisin

makers should set aside a few boxes for this

purpose from this season's pack and our

wine and brandy makers should endeavor

to convince the wine merchants and con

sumers in the United Kingdom that this

State can produce articles of superior

quality.

SALES OF WOOD WINES.

That the wines of Glen Ellen are appre

ciated is evinced by the recent purchase, by

Messrs. T. & M. E. Tobin & Co., of the

stocks of Mr. J. H. Drummond and Mr.

James A. Shaw of Glen Ellen. These gen-

tlemen being neighbors it is presumable

that there is a similarity in the quality of

their products. Mr. Drummond is noted

for his excellent imported varieties of

grapes, and the care and labor he bestows

in experimenting with them. Messrs.

Tobin & Co. are one of the very few dealers

that buy cellars on their merits and pay

fair value for the wine and not at the rate

of ordinary wines. In this respect they are

wise and will eventually reap their reward,

because, handling as they do, nothing but

the best wines which they sell in their pure

condition, they will obtain an increased

demand, and the name of the firm will be-

come known for the superiority of their

goods. It is the sale of so much inferior

wine that has, to a large extent, injured the

demand. We are glad to know that good

wines command a good price, and hope that

this may stimulate others to improvement.

Australian Viticulture.

The vintage of St. Hubert's has been
magnificent, 81,000 gallons—the largest
yield from any vineyard in Victoria ever
cellared. Estimating the return for this
quantity when matured and ready for tho
market at 5s per gallon all round, the vint-
age of 1884 will net the proprietors a hand-
some sum; £20,000 should leave a wide
margin after paying all expenses. The
produce of the Yerinberg Vineyard, on the
opposite side of the Lilydale Boad, it is

understood, goes direct to France, as per
contract for several years.— Wynberg Times.

The resources, climate, progress and out-
look of Los Angeles city and county is the
title of a pamphlet published by the Los
Angeles Board of Trade. It statistically

shows the advancement of Los Angeles and
deals carefully with the subjects set forth,

especially the cost and profits of fruit cul-
ture and the advantages of the county as a
place of settlement.

A gentleman up Sacramento way, who
experimented with the arsenic remedy, re-

ports that an examination of his vineyard,
on the morning after the bait had been
placed, disclosed a dozen dead—not grass-

hoppers—but chickens. There is do doubt
whatever, in his mind, as to the efficacy of

arsenic as a slaughtering agent.

The Spanish Government is active in

suppressing, by high fines, the fraud of

artificial coloring of wines, an industry

which of late seems to have begun in Cata
Ionia. Thirty pipes of wine from that pro-

vince, colored by fuchsine, were confiscated

at Bordeaux.

At the agricultural regional gathering

at Angers, France, a few weeks ago, the

highest premium for the best red wines of

the district was accorded to an 1884 of the

Cabernet Sauvignon grape, and the second

premium to an 1884 of the Cabernet Franc
grape.

The arsenic treatment for grasshoppers

has caused such a demand for that now ne-

cessary vineyard commodity, that it has

jumped from 6 cents to 10c.@15c. There

is a marked decline, however, in the jump
of the grasshopper.

The ship Crown of Denmark, that sailed

last month, from San Francisco to Liver-

pool, carried 4,523 gallons of California

wine, valued at $2,922. It was nearly all

shipped by Hausman, Kufeke & Co., of

California street. •.

A barrel of wine was shipped on June
1st, by the San Juan, to Portland, Maine.

This is a step in the right direction.

Though they mayn't drink it now, we hope

that California wine will soon become their

main drink.

Preparations for the Mechanics' Institute

Fair, to be held in San Francisco next

month, are rapidly progressing. It is an-

ticipated that the exhibits of viticultural

products will far exceed those at any pre-

vious Fair.

The New Zealand Government propose

an increase of C pence to the duty on each

gallon of wine and spirits imported into

that Colony.
*-

Some interesting matter is unavoidably

held over.
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I Olt I M.N HIM:] TRADE AND (OK.
SUMPTION.

[Bradstreets, June 27th.

J

The increased attention paid to the cul-

tivation of the vine, and the manufacture

of wine in the United States, and more es-

pecially in California, becomes daily more

marked. A careful study of statistics as

to our importations and consumption of

foreign wines, and the health of the wine-

drinking communities of France, as pre-

pared by liradslrml's, will be found of con-

siderable interest. Taking the figures for

a decade ending June 30, 1884, we propose

to show the quantities and values of foreign

wines imported into and exported from the

United States, the quantities in warehouse

on that date, and the amount consumed -

From these statistics we shall be able to de-

duce our position as a nation of wine con-

sumers in comparison with other portions

of the universe. Further, we propose to

deal with the wine question from a stand_

point of national importance, showing its

effect upon health and morality, in addi-

tion to its importance as an agricultural

industry

Our compilations have been made from

the statistical reports of Mr. Joseph Nimmo>

Jr., extending over a period of ten years.

The first table shows the imports of foreign

wines into the United States, in bulk and

in bottles, with the value of each, from

July 1, 1874, to June 30, 1884. The fig-

ures stand thus:
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Summarizing the above table we get the

following aggregate imports of foreign

wines for the ten years. Thus:

TOTAT IMPORTS OF FOREIGN WINES FROM
JULY 1, 1874, TO JUNE 30, 1884.

Years. Gallons. Value
1875 7,786,215 $5,561,274
1870 5,348,381 4,754,110
1877 4,1(07,618 4,126,760
1878 4,424,087 3,902,145
187!) 4,827,725 4,330,533
1880 6,105,652 5,646,471
1881 5,514,000 6,671,756
1882 6,167,529 7,559,258
18K3 7,795,460 0,979,626
1884 3,907,028 5,060,833

Totals 55,783,785 *58,251,766

These figures give an average annual im-.

port trade in foreign wines of 5,558,378%

gallons of the value of $5,825,176.60. It

will bo noticed that the imports of wines

for the period ending June 30, 1883, shows

an increase of 3,888,442 gallons of the

value of $4,318,793 over the imports

for the following year. This is due to

tho increase in the ad valorem rate of

duty of 22.76 per cent under the act of

March, 3, 1883, which came into effect

on July 1 of that year. In anticipa-

tion of the higher duty to be levied, im-

porters naturally increased their stocks at a

tax of 71.22 per cent ad valorem in prefer-

ence to paying 93.98 per cent. It is prob-

lematical, however, whether the consumer

derived the benefit, the difference in duty

doubtless being pocketed by the importer,

while increasing his prices proportionately

from the time of the first intimation of any

increase in duties.

To arrive at the consumption during the

ten years under review we must first deduct

tho quantity exported which stands thus:
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This table shows an average annual

export trade in foreign wines for the decade

of 128,780 3-10 gallons valued at $105,-

1 87.60. The quantity exported in bulk,

compared with that imported, stands in the

ratio of 1 to 45, and of case goods it is in

the proportion of 1 to 35. We import 450

per cent more wine in bulk than we do in

bottles. The average cost of the former is

54 cents per gallon, while the average price

of the case goods is $3.22 per gallon. The
wine in bulk is, of course, bottled in this

country, and it would be interesting to

know the various processes and amount of

adulteration that it undergoes before reach-

ing tho consumer. Further, if it were pos-

sible to obtain the information, consider-

able light might be thrown upon our wine
trade by statistics giving the variety and
quantity of foreign labels that are attached
in this country. We might possibly learn

through such a source that Americans con-

sume as much, if not more, of the choicest

brands of French clarets than are rnanu-
ufactured.

The following table shows the quantity
of foreign wines remaining in the United
States for the ten years. Thus :

Ten Years, endino June 30, 1884.

Imports.
Exports.

Gallons.
55,783,785
1,287,803

Value.
$58,251,766

1,057,876

Balance 64,495,982 $57,193,890

To attain the actual consumption we must
deduct the quantity remaining in ware-
houses on June 30, 1884, which was as fol-

lows:
Gallons. Value.

In casks 850,062 $561 ,462
In bottles 84,172 310,795

Totals 934,834 $878,257

We now obtnin the actual quantity con-
sumed and its value. Thus:

Ten Years ending June 30, 1884.

Total retained.
In warehouses.

Gallons.
54,495,982

934,834

Value.
$57,193,890

878,257

Total consumed.... 63561,148 $66,316,633
Estimating the average population ot the

United States during the samo period at

45,000,000 people, we find that the average
consumption of foreign wines in this

country was about 1% gallons per capita in

the ten years, of the value of rather more
than $1 per capita. This represents an
annual per capita consumption of a trifle

over a pint of wine of the value of 10 cents.

Our consumption of beer, however, is ten

gallons per capita per annum. The annual
consumption of wine per capita in different

countries is as follows

:

Annual Consumption.

Country. Gallons per capita.

France 30.
Switzerland 11.25
River Plate Republics

v 11.
Austria-Hungary .* 5.50
Germany 1 .60
Belgium 92
U. S. ot America 71
Holland 65
Great Britain 50

This table shows that the United States

consumed only seven-tenths of a gallon of

wine per capita per annum, one-eighth tjf

which is imported. We therefore must now
consume rather more than one-half gallon

per capita of domestic wines, or, averaging
our population at the present time at 50,-

000,000 of people, a total annual consump-
tion of 25,000,000 gallons of domestic wines

.

The production of wines in the United
States in 1880 was 23,500,000 gallons. In
1881 California alone produced about 12,-

000,000 gallons of wine; in 1884 the pro-

duction was nearly 15,000,000 gallons, and
the same amount is anticipated from this

year's vintage.

In France, the great wine-producing
country of the world, it has been dearly
proven by statistics that the consumption
of spirits decreases as the consumption of

wine increases; further that there is less

crime, insanity or drunkenness in tho

chief wine-consuming districts. The total

area planted in vines in France is 6,500,-

000—more than half the total vineyard
area of the world. The gross product of

the French vineyards is nearly $400,000,-

000. France and California are similar in

respect to extent of territory and agricult-

ural resources, although the area available

for viticulture in this State is much greater

than that of France. Moreover, the ex-

tensive latitude in which the vine can be
cultivated in California gives it an advant-

ages over other countries. In California

there are only 150,000 acres planted in vines

as compared with the 6,500,000 acres of

France. There is direct employment found
for 50,000 people who, with their families,

represent a producing population of 200,-

000, besides those who are indirectly bene-

fitted by the industry through trade associa-

tions. What is most needed at present is

legislation against spurious and adulterated

wines, the existing laws, through a con-

struction of the Internal Revenue Depart-
ment, being practically useless. As the

viticultural industry of America increases

there is no reason why the consumption
of wine should not increase proportionately.

The industry is yet in its infancy, but there

is no reason why we may not safely anti-

cipate its steady growth. With a con-

sumption of only ten gallons of wine per

capita per annum—one-third of that of

France—California alone will be able to

dispose of 10,000,000 gallons. The people

must gradually be educated to a taste for the

pure products of their own country. Such
a course would insure less crime and more
temperance, thrift and industry. The main
feature necessary to attain such a result is

strict legislation against compounds of corn
spirits, glucose, acids and flavoring ex-

tracts which form the basis of spurious and
adulterated wines which are imposed upon
consumers, and which bring the honest and
pure productions into disrepute, and so

prevent an extension of our markets.

The ls«'si Spring Medicine ami Bean.
tiiier of Che Conipiexiou iu use. C'ures
ItoilH, l*iiit|»l«'s, Blotehes, Ncurnlgiu,
Scrofula, <-«» f . Uheniiiatic and Mercu-
rial 1'aiiiN, ami all Diseases arising
from a disordered state of the Blood or
1.1 ver.

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

The Contest Settled

The Documents Speal

For Themselves.

Below We Publish the Awards a

Given -Dipl»ma, Gold Medal

and Special Mention.

HIGHEST AWARI
-AT THE —

New Orleans Exposition

— TO THE —

ANTISELL PIANO!
— OF —

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

IT WILL INTEREST THE MUSICAL PUBLIC A*
persons interested in the purchases of Pianos

read the following Jury's award and congratulation

the United States Commissioners at the New (

leans Exposition to the T. M. Anti-sell Piano Compa
of San Francisco, Cal:

The "World's Industrial and Cotton Centkn- "i

nial Exposition . . \
New Orleans, May 29, 18&5. )

MESSRS. T. M. ANTISELL PIANO CO.—Gbnti
men: At the closing of the World's Industrial a
Cotton Centennial Exposition, allow us to congrati

ate you on your success in being awarded the high*

award of merit for jour Pianos over all American a
foreign exhibitors and competitors. That a Califon
manufacturer should win the first prize for the Bi

Piano in the World we consider well worthy of mt
tion by United States Commissioners of this Expo
tion.

Frank Bacon, Preet, Bd. U. S. Com., Kansas.
George L. Shroup, " M Idaho.

Robt. W. Furnas, " " Nebraska,
John C. Keffer (acting), " " Ohio,
R. E. Flemming, United States Com'r, Dakota.
John S, Harris, "
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FAIRBANKS' STANDARD SCALES.
The Recognized Sta-.dard Weighing Machines.

• Beware of Imitations •

Manufactured in Sizes and Styles Suitable for Use in

WINERIES, VINEYARDS AND ORCHARDS.
I3P Before Purchasing get Price List and Estimates from

FAIRBANKS' & HUTCHINSON,
401 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

J. N. KNOWLES, Mnuoi*. EDWIN L. GRIFFITH, SlCRRAI*.

ARCTIC OIL WORKS.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Sperm Whale, Elephant and Pish Oils, Skid Grease,

WHALE OIL SOAP.
ESPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR VINEYARDS AND FRUIT ORCHARDS.

OMTCE— 28 GALIl'OKSl.l STREET, S. I.. t)al.

California Oil Stove.
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Send, for Catalogue.

WIESTER & CO., Manufacturers,

17 NEW MONTGOMERY STREET, San Francisco, Cal.

Recognition.

Our friends in the Fresno Viticultural

and Horticultural Association recognize the

value of a journal like the Merchant

guarding and advancing their interests, and

give effect to their good wishes in a very

practical way, as will be seen by the follow-

ing resolution:

Official.

PHONO, Cal., April 5, 1884.
Proprietor S. F. Merchant. - Dear Sir: Below

is a copy of the minutes of the last meeting of the
Fresno Viticultural and Horticultural Society that is

of interest to yourself.

Jicxutoed—That this Associaticn recognize the But
Francisco Merchant as one of the hest organs of the
Viticultural anil Horticultural interests in the State,

an exponent of their views anil aide advocate of

their interests, and, moreover as a paper which has
taken more than otdinary interest in the prosperity

of Fresno county. We agree to give the publisher
our liberal support while that journal pursues the
course for which it has hitherto been distinguished.
Moreover, we suggest that manufacturers and deal-

ers in agricultural implements and other merchandise
who wish to call our attention to their goods, aid us

and other Vtticulturists in maintaining the San Fran-
cisco Mkrchant on a sound footing, by giving it a

large share of tneir advertising patronage.
He it further resolved that the Fresno Viticultural

and Horticultural Society tender its thanks to the

San Francisco Merchant for past favors.

C. F. RIGUS, Secretary.

Please notify this office of an irregularity

in receiving the Merchant.

SILK CULTURE.
My Book of Instruction,

" ILK AND THE SILK WORM."

Gives all necessary information.

Price Twenty-Five Outs per Copy.

Silk Worm Eggs, Reels, Trees, Cuttings, Seeds, etc.

for sale at the very lowest market rates.

THERMOMETER AND BAROMETER COMBINED.

For use of Silk Raisers.

Free by Mail, only 75 cents.

I will be pleased to give information to correspond-

ents who apply by letter, inclosing two cent Ktau p
for reply.

Specimen Boxes of Cocoons itud Reeled

Silk, 25 cents.

None butaiticksof the, first quality sold.

Address all communications to

MISS NELIilK LINCOLN ROSSITER,

Practical Silk Culturist.

New Lisbon, Burlington Co., New Jersey.

Money Orders and Postal Notes *o be made payable

at Pembkrton, P. O., New Jersey.

OUR NATIVE WINE SHIPMENTS BY SEA.

PER P. M. S. S. CO.'S STR. SAN JUAN, JULY 1, 1885.

TO NEW YORK.

MARKS. PACKAGES AND CONTKNTH.

E B&J, New York
F A, New York
A, in diamond. New York
J B, New York
LD, New York
U, in diamond, Philadelphia. .

.

A V Co., New York
P Amanet, New York
C Nauin burg, New York
V F, Philadelphia
T M, Boston
Union Stove Works, New York
J, in triangle, New York
K&F, New York
T, in triangle, Albany
B, in circle. New York

F, in diamond, New York..
G, in diamond, New York..
B, in circle, New York

B. in diamond, New York..

J H Davis, Portland, Maine .

B D & Co., New York
S Bros., New York
LS, New York
G J P. New York

Lachinan & Jacobi...

J Gundlach &Co ...

Walter, Schilling & <

Dresel & Co
P G Sabatie & Co..

.

Holder & Fronting.

S Lachinan &Co.

B Dreyfus & Co.

50 barrels Wine
25 barrels Wine
12 barrels Wine
25 barrels Wine
5 barrels Wine
10 barrels Wine
30 barrels Wine
15 barrels Wine
1 cask Wine
16 barrels Wine
5 barrels W ine
10 eases Wine
35 barrels Wine

,

113 barrels Wine
10 barrels Wine.
1 keg Wine
1 case Wine
25 barrels Wine
20 barrels Wine.
2 barrels Wine
2 cases Wine
puncheons Wine ...

*j4j puncheon Wine
1 barrel Wine
225 barrels Wine
25 barrels Wine
50 barrels Wine
6 barrels Wine

Total amount of Wine.

23*5
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STATE OF CALIFOKNIA.

Board of State Viticultural

Commissioners.

San Francisco, June 24, 1885.

To the Local Resident Viticultural Inspectors:

Your attention is specially called to the

annexed letter of instructions addressed to

Mr. F. W. Morse, who will communicate

with yon, seeking your assistance in his

work. Where there are several Inspectors

living pear each other, it would be well if

they would meet together and perfect plans

for harmonious results and for energetic

work. Accurate statistics, concerning acre-

age, ages and names of vines, classing all

that are only cultivated experimentally, or for

household use, as "miscellaneous," are very

necessary at the present time, so that we

may make no serious mistakes in calcula-

tions for the future care and marketing of

our crops. Heretofore we have failed in

procuring statistics ; we hope that this ef-

fort will not fail, but that all interested will

lend a willing hand, without waiting for

personal interviews. Any reports sent to

the Secretary of this Commission will be

filed for the use of our special Inspector.

The local newspapers would find an ad-

vantage to their readers if they would assist

by publishing local reports, so that proper

corrections may be made before final publi-

cation from this office.

We are desirous of obtaining the names

and postoffice addresses of every vine

grower in the State ; but tables of statistics

should avoid too much detail and may be

made up for each locality, as though they

were for one vineyard.

Local residents, inspectors, and local

societies, should preserve records made now

in such manner that the work may be con-

tinued another year without unnecessary

waste of labor. Names and addresses should

be changed when necessary.

Chas. A. Wetmore,

Chief Executive Viticultural Officer.

San Francisco, June 24, 1885.

F. W. Morse, Esq., Special Inspector.—

Dear Sir : Enclosed you will find a copy

of instructions concerning the collation of

statistical information for this commission,

which you are requested to execute as

speedily as reasonable accuracy will permit.

If you will call upon local resident in-

spectors throughout the State, and others

who may be competent, you may obtain

valuable assistance. You should endeavor

to secure, through such aids, as much as

possible of the work accomplished in ad-

vance of your visits to different localities, so

as to save time. All reports received by

you should be verified, as rapidly as possi-

ble, to the best of your ability, and con-

nected from time to time, as the work goes

on. Yours respectfully,

Chas. A. Wetmore,

Chief Executive Viticultural Officer.

MEMORANDUM OF INSTRUCTIONS
AND ADVltK TO

F. W. MOUSE, Special Inspector,

To Unide nun In Procuring; M.-iHni i<x.

What we want to know is the acreage of

vineyards as follows :

1st. Total acreage by counties, and if

possible by Districts, where they are easily

defined.

2d. Age of vines, and names of variet-

ies, showing relative proportion of each.

3d. When the vines are young estimate

the number of vines growing where there

are failures in the plantations.

4th. Approximate, for each District, the

number of vines planted to the acre, with-

out going into unnecessary details.

5th. General classification of the vines

of each District with reference to producing

capacity, giving general averages for each

season, as nearly as possible, for each

variety

.

Gth. Approximately, estimates of the

vintages of 1884 and 1885, as nearly as

can be obtained from local inquiry; class-

ified with respect to production, as grapes

for wines, grapes for raisins, grapes for

table or shipping purposes; including tabul-

ated statements of productions of wine and

brandy; the relative proportions, if possible,

of red and white, dry wines and sweet

wines.

7th. For'each locality, the average crops

obtained from vines, three, four and five

years old, considered as young vines, dis-

tinguished from old vines.

8th. General estimate of the yield of

different varieties, according to location,

from five years old and upwards

.

9th. Where vines have produced largely

when young, three or four years old, under

the influence of heat and irrigation, obtain

estimates of the comparative capacity of

vines seven years old and upwards, under

similar circumstances.

10th. General estimates, approximately,

of the comparative yield of vines between

five and ten years old, and those older of

a given variety in a given District.

11th. Estimate, approximately, of per

centage of losses in different Districts, cov-

ering a period of years, occasioned by coul-

ure, frost, mildew, sun scald, early Fall

rains and insect pests.

12th. Local estimates, approximately, of

area intended to be planted in vines.

13th. Approximately, by general obser-

vation and inquiiy, the relative proportion

of lands planted iu vines as compared with

other "cultures" under the same pro-

prietorship.

14th. Approximately, for each locality,

the area of vines subject to irrigation, and

if irrigated to what extent.

15th. Approximately, by classification

for each District or County, the area of

vines under control of single individuals.

16th. Class of common labor employed

for different operations of vineyard work,

such as pruning, caring for the vines in

Winter, gathering of the crop and disposing

of it, and to what extent such labor is resi-

dent in the immediate vicinity of the vine-

yards, and what is the price paid for work.

17th. Ordinary time of maturity in each

district for each prominent or leading well-

known variety of vine; classifying maturity

with reference to the object for which the

fruit is to be used.

18th, General average, for each locality,

of the duration of the vintage from the

time of earliest maturity to the latest of the

first crop.

19th. Names of varieties in practical

cultivation in each locality which produce

second crops, which are used by the vine

growers, and a general estimate of the time

when they ripen for practical uses.

20th. Saccharine degree of "musts "of
prominent varieties in each district, possible

to be obtained in ordinary average years,

classified with reference to the different

quality of the lands, if necessary making

due allowance for the age of the vines, be-

cause a discrepancy might occur between

the degree of "must " from young and old

vines, ascertaining if possible, to what ex-

tent it may be true that young vines pro-

duce sweeter "must" than older vines, or

utce versa, and note at the same time the

average saccharine strength of "musts" as

they are picked for practical work.

21st. Obtain, when practicable, by use

of saccharometer the saccharino strength of

Muscatel grapes when fully ripe in different

localities, especially noticing what influence

there may be upon such strength by use of

irrigation, noting when you observe appar-

ent difference of degree of sugar on lands

irrigated and not irrigated, whether the

water of irrigation remains near the surface

or drains away; and noting also difference

in saccharine contents of first and second

crop of Muscatels.

22nd. Relative loss of weight of Mus-

catel in course of desiccation in different

localities.

23d. Belative proportions of raisins made

in each locality, from natural, sun-dried or

artificial processes, making special note of

first and second crops in this respect.

24th. Kelative loss in culling grapes for

raisins, drying or shipping purposes, and

the usual methods of disposing of the culls

and value of the same at the vineyard or

place of disposition.

25th. As accurate statements, as pos-

sible, of shipments, whether by rail or

steamboat or otherwise, from producing

points, classified according to nature of

products, together with a general but con-

servative estimate of local consumption

aiming in this estimate to procure as nearly

as possible, verification of the estimates of

total crops of different kinds, making an

effort also to procure as accurately as pos-

sible, estimates of stocks on hand, retained

in the country.

26th. Cooperage and storage facilities,

in each locality, for caring for the wine

over one season; together, also, with an

estimate of similar facilities for caring for

the wine between the vintage and the fol-

lowing season; with notes of operations in

progress for increasing such facilities and

the extent of the same.

27th. For each locality a general state-

ment as to the relative proportion of grapes

transported some considerable distance to

wineries and distilleries; together also with

a general statement of the average cost per

ton of such deliveries, and the average

price paid in 1884 for the different varieties

of crops at wineries and distilleries ; with

statements for 1885, if practicable, and a

note of local rules determining the values

of the same varieties in accordance with

their quality.

28th. Concerning distillations, ascertain

as nearly as can be for each locality the rela-

tive quantity produced directly from wine,

as compared with others produced from

pomace, or piquetle.

29th. A general statement without de-

tail (unless specially important in some lo-

calities) of the classes of products for which

new vineyards are intended, as for instance

for shipping grapes, raisins, brandy, sweet

wines, dry wines, etc.

30th . Acreage of vines, not resistant, in

each locality that have been grafted to in

prove stocks, and names of the varietis

grafted with. State separately where graf

ing is done on resistant vines, together wit

the percentages of failures that have bee

noticed ingrafting. *

31st. Time required in different local

ties for drying first and second crops of Mu
catels in the sun.

32nd. Average duration of fermentatic

in different localities of different prominei

well known varieties of grapes considers

together with the size of the fermentir

tanks especially relating to their depth ; all

average size for the cooperage for holdir

wines after fermentation, and kind of woe

used in cooperage; also general descriptic

of construction of cellars and fermentii

rooms, with respect to the material of tl

walls, thickness, etc., and control of tl

temperature.

33d. For each prominent locality no

during the periods of fermentations tl

average range of temperature in external a

mos.phere, being careful to obtain data fro

sources that will furnish fair information

the public, noting within what degrees du

ing ordinary fermentation, temperature

controlled by ordinary constructions such :

are in common use.

34th. Approximate estimates of commc

practice in different localities iu treatii

musts for fermentation; for instance, stei

ming or not stemming, and general obse

vations as you pass in the vineyards co

cerning different varieties at vintage tin

showing the condition of the same, wheth

green or ripe, or approximately ripe, ai

such other items as may become interestii

and will serve for statistical informatio

such as the material used for stakes, ai

the general cost of the same, the depth

which plowing is practiced in planting, tl

length of cutting used and the depth

which they are planted usually, etc.

35th. In connection with distillatio

ascertain, as nearly as possible, local pra<

ices, where it is intended to distil wine

whether the wine has been fermented i

the skins, or not.

It will be seen from an announcement

another column, that the Woodland Wine

is offered for sale. The proprietors, Mess:

Clark & Culver, offer the whole property

the cooperage. The capacity of the winery

160,000 gallons, and it is the only one in t

vicinity which produced, last season, 2,0

tons of wine grapes. The machinery

very complete and in good condition, a

the building is close to the railway dep<

HAWAIIAN C0NSULAT]
SAN FKANCISCO.

rHAS PLEASED HIS MAJESTY THE KING
Hawaii to elevate the Hawaiian Consulate est

lished at this port to the rank of a Consulate-Gent
for the States of California, Oregon and Nevada i

for Washington Territory.

d. a. Mckinley,
H. H. M.'s Consul-General

327 Market Street, San Francisco.

A MEMOIR ON OLIVE GROWIN

WITH ILLUSTRATIONS.

Bead Before tn« Stnte Horticoltm

Society, February 29, 1884, by

FRED. POHNDORFF.

Will be mailed by the S. F. Mirchant on recelpl

60 cents In one or two-cent postage tamps.
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IEIAI. ESTATE,

In the Merchant will be found the ad-

vertisements of the Central Pacific Rail-

road, \V. P. Haber of Fresno, Guy E.
Grosse of Santa Rosa, Frost & Oilman of

the same place, Moulton & Co. of Healds-

burg, T.H. Cordell & Co. of San Jose and
San Francisco, all of whom have choice

vineyard lands for sale.

They have placed on file a list of such
lands at this office, in order that all per-

sons desirous of purchasing vim yards may
be enabled to inform themselves of lands
to be disposed of before taking a trip up
the country,

By such means it is intended to make the
Merchant office of assistance to those in-

tending to embark in viticulture, and all

pamphlets and information will be freely

tendered to those who call there. It is de-

sired that the public should look to the

Merchant for all information concerning
grapes and wine.
From Mr. W. P. Haber, Manager of the

Fresno Laud Office, we have received de-

scriptive pamphlets of Fresno county,which
contain a Bainple list of properties for sale

at that office. They vary in extent from
two to six hundred and forty acres, and in

price from $15 an acre upwards, and com-
prise city and suburban lots. Mr. Haber
is the Fresno agent for the Pacific Coast
Land Bureau of San Francisco.
We now have particulars of 25 additional

properties in the vicinity of Santa Bosa
and Sebastopol, Sonoma county, that are

offered for sale, from 17 to 1,300 acres

each, at prices ranging from $175 up to

$20,000, according to size, location and im-
provements. The properties are situated
close to the railway line, planted in orchard,
vineyard, have been used for general farm-
ing or are ready for the plow. Most of

them have commodious dwellings and out-
houses and would be valuable investments
for intending settlers.

Messrs. T. H. Cordell & Co. of San Jose
and this city, whose advertisement appears
elsewhere, offer for sale several lots, from
10 to 80 acres each, of improved vineyard
lands in Santa Clara valley. They have
also orchards planted with the choicest
varieties of fruit trees, and orchard lands
for sale.

Mr. Geo. M. Thompson of Healdsburg,
Sonoma county, is agent for the sale of the
Bermel Winery and three acres of laud
close to the center of the town and the rail-

way. The cellar has a capacity of 40,000
gallons with every facility for enlargement
at little expense. On the premises is a
saloon where the wines are retailed; the
buildings are complete in every detail and
fitted with the latest and most improved
machinery and conveniences. The price is

very reasonable and the owner intends to

•stablish a vineyard in the Immediate
vicinity.

THE DAILY BULLETIN.

THE ONLY EVENING PAPER IN HONOLULU.

Largest Circulation oi any I>aily
in the City.

A Splendid Advertising: Medium for business men of
the Coast, desirous of forming or extending connec-
tions in the Hawaiian Islands.

Advertising' Rates Sent upon
Application.

Subscription (to residents in the U. S.).

With postage added, per annum.
«6.00

Address: •IIAII.V BULLETIN,"
Honolulu. II.

THE HAWAIIAN GAZETTE.

PUBLISHED WEEKLY
BY

ROBERT GRIEVE & CO.,

IS THE best

ADVERTISING MEDIUM
— IN TUB —

HAWAIIAN ISLANDS.

W00DLANJ) WINERY

For Sale.

LOCATED AT WOODLAND,
1 OI.O CO, < III.

Complete in all its Appointments.

Capacity, 160,000 Gallons.

Steam Crusher, Hand Crusher, Two Still
,

Syrup Pan, Pumps, ;nd Everything

Complete.

COOPERAGE IN BEST CONDITION.

Two -Story Brick Building,

25x00 Ft. Fifty rods from Depot.

No Other Winery in Vicinity.

Two thousand tons Wine Grapes raised here last

season. Will sell the whole property or the Cooper-

age, in lots to suit. This is a rare chance for engag-

ing in this business. For full particulars inquire at

office of

I. » M>si;i K(. I l{ & CURTIS.
133 California St.. S. F.

Or to

CLARK & CULVER, Propts.

Woodland, Cal.

WORTH'S IMPROVED
PATENT

Combined Toggle Lever

SCREW PRESS.
I desire to call the

attention of wine and
Cider makers to my
Improved Press.
With this Press the
movement of the fol-

lower is fast at the
commencement,
moving one and a
half inches with one
turn of the screw.
The last turn of the
screw moves the fol-

lower one-sixteenth
of an inch. The fol-

lower has an up and
down movement of

2Gfr inches, with the
double platform run on a railroad track. You can
have two curbs, by which you can fill one while the
other is under the press, thereby doing double the
amount of work of any other press in the market. I

also manufacture Horse Powers for all purposes, En-
silage Cutters, Plum Pitters Worth's System of Heat-
ing Dairies by hot water circulation. £5TSend for

circular. VV. H. WORTH, Pctaluma Foundry
and Machine Works, Petal uma, Sonoma
County, Cal.
Testimonials from I. DeTurk, Santa Rosa; J. B. J.

Portal, San Jose; Ely T. Sheppard, Glen Ellen; Kate
F. Warfield, Glen Ellen; J. H. Drummond, Glen
Ellen; Joseph Walker, Windsor; John Harkelman,
Fulton; Wm. Pfeffer, Gubserville can be had by apply-
ing for printed circulars.

the OLIVE TREE & ITS PRODUCTS

AND TUB

SUITABILITY OF THE SOIL & CLIMATE

OF CALIFORNIA FOR ITS

Extensive and Profitable Cultivation.

BY

JOHN J. BLEASDALE, D. D., F. C. S.
For Sale at

THE "MERCHANT'' OFFICE

PRICE 50 CENTS.

Winery For Sale.
THE

BERMEL WINERY,
And Three Acres of Land,

SITUATED CORNER WEST AND GRANT STS.,

llealdsnurg, Sonoma Co., Cal.

On Line of S. F. & N. V. R. R.

Cellar under Krounl—capacity 40,000 gallons-

capable of being enlarged to any capacity at small

cost. Outfit complete to carry on the business.

Dwelling and outhouse!' in good repair. Location

most desirable in the State.

For further particulars apply at the office of the

S. F. Merchant, or to

CEO. M. THOMPSON, Agent,

Healdsburg. Cal.

MOULTON & CO.,
REAL ESTATE,

MONEY AND INSURANCE BROKERS,
HEALDSBURG, SONOMA CO., CAL.

A large quantity of the FINEST GRAPE LANDS
in the County are now in the bands of this Company
for sale.

A list of Russian River bottom lands and red
gravely hill lands SPECIALLY ADAPTED TO VITI-
CULTURE, will be forwarded on application

.

Buyers should visit Healdsburg before settling else-
where.

Office in the Sotoyonie Hotel.
HeaUlsburg.

For further particulars apply at the office of the
S. F. Merchant, 3'2:i Front street. San Francisco.

FROST & GILMAN,

REAL ESTATE BROKERS,

OFFICE 529% FOURTH STKEET,

Sun (a Kosa, Cal.

Farms and Stock Ranches for sale and to exchange

for city property. VINEYARD LANDS A SPE-
CIALTY. A list of properties particularly adapted

to Grape Culture forwarded on application, and on

file at the office of the S. F. Merchant, 323 Front

street, San Francisco.

FRESNO LAND OFFICE.
Choice Farming, Fruit and

"Vineyard lauds
Improved or Unimproved.

With or Without Water for Irrigation,

FOR SALE,

IN SMALL OR LARGE TRACTS,
Terms Easy.

For maps, circulars, etc.. call on or address

W. P. HABER, Manager,
Or Fresno, Cal.

PACIFIC COAST LAND BUREAU,
22 Montgomery St., S, F,

RAILROAD LANDS
— IN—

NEVADA, CALIFORNIA AND TEXAS.

FOB 8ALK ON REASONABLE TEBMS,

Apply to, or address,

W. H. MILLS, JEROME MADDEN,
Land Agent, Land Agent,

C. P. R. R. SAN FRANCISCO, 8. P. R. R. SAN FRANCISCO

— OR-

H. B. ANDREWS,

LAND COMMISSIONER. G. H. * S. A, RY. CO. SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

A. 1876 S. I. XII.
I. 8. 1888 a.

The Industrious never Sink.

GUI E. GROSSE, Broker in Real Estate
Ranches, Residence, Business and Manufactur-
ing Property Bought and Sold on Commission.
Anu Publisher of " Sonoma County Land Register and

Santa Kosa Business Direetory."

Office, No. 312 B St., Sahta Rosa, Cal.

OF THE THIRD ANNUAL

State Viticultural Convention.

* FOB SALE AT THE OFFICE OF

THE SAN FRANCISCO MERCHANT.

323 I'KUJiT ST. P. O. Box 238(5.

Price SOorati Bush

Bound In Cloth, tl.00,

AMPELOGRAPHY.

Varieties of Vines Known in uYifornia and

I hoice of L: calties.

'VINE, RAISIN, AND TABLE GR PES

By C. A. WETMOEE.
CHIEF EXECUTIVE Villi I I.IIIEtl.

OFFICER. ""

For Sale at

THE "MERCHANT" OFFICE.

Single Copies 25 cts

Kohler & Frohling,

CALIFORNIA

WINES & BRANDY.
ESTABLISHED 1854,

Vineyard!) lis Log Angeles, Sonoma,
Merced ami Fresuo'Connties, Cal.

626 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

6 BARCLAY ST., NEW YORK.

JimsPAPER j

HVERTlSlMQ l

A book of 100 pages.
The best book for an

_ advertiser to con-
'UTll/F !lMr>8ult, be he experi-

enced or otherwise-
t contains lists of newspapers and estimates
ofthe costof advertising. The advertiserwho
wants to spend one dollar, finds In it the in-

formation he requires, while forhim who will
invest one hundred thousand dollars in ad-
vertising, a scheme is indicated whioh will
meet his every requirement, or can be made
to do so by slight changes easily arrived at by cor-

respondence. 149 editions have been issued.
Sent, post-paid, to any address for 10 cents.
Write to GEO. P. ROWELL & CO.,
NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING BUREAU.
(10SprueeSt.PrintingHouse Sq.), New York.

Propagation of the Vine.

BY

CHARLES A< WETTflORE.

SECOND EDITION WITH APPENDIX

For Sale at

THE "MERCHANT" OFFICE.
PRICE 26 CENTS

E. L. G. STEELE & CO.,
Successors to

C. ADOLPHE LOW & CO.,
COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

Agents American Sugar Refinery and Wwhington
S i mon Cannery.

H. W. BYINGTON,
CITY STABXjSS,

FOURTH STREET,
(Santa Rosa, Sonoma Co.. Cal.

Carriages and teams at reasonable terms to all per-
sons visiting the vineyards of the valley.
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CALIFORNIA SUGAR REFINERY.
O^T"IOE! OSt"7 3MC -A. H. !EC 3E3T STREET.

West View of the New Refinery Building.

Pent CUBE SUGAR in barrels and bags

V
A) CRUSHED SUGAR

Extra POWDERED SUGAR in barrelb

Fine CRUSHED SUGAR in barrel?

Dry GRANULATED SUGAR in barrels

MANUFACTURES THE FOLLOWING GRADES OF-

SUGAR AND SYRUP:

^T ^^\^^&W^» HALF BAEBEL
' * cent more

1

^^ ^^''^^"^^'^_ BOXES, % cent more
For all] kinds

Extra GRANULATED SUGAR in barrels W p-*% iU^
The Products of the California Suear Refinery and guaranteed absolutely pure and free from all Chemicals and

Adulteratoins,

GOLDEN C in barrels

EXTRA C in barrels

HALF BARREL, % cent more

BOXES, Y, cent more

SYRUP in barrels.

^ Do. in half barrels.

Do. in 5 gallon kegs

Do. in tins, 1 gallon each
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f SEND

THREE DOLLARS

AND GET

"THE MERCHANT"

FOR A YEAR,

C. R. BUCKLAND,

Proprietor,

3'23 FRONT STREET.

San Francisco,

P. O. Box 2306.

i-*- J

W. HI. WILLIAMS'
Semi-Tropical null Oeneral

EASTEKBY RANCHO.

TREE DEPOT:

!OR. MARIPOSA and K STREETS,

FRESNO, Cal.

500,000 TREES
Of all the Standard Varieties.

GRAPE ROOTS AND CUTTINGS

Of popular Wine and Raisin Varieties.

WHITE ADRIATIC FIGS
A Specialty,

ORNAMENTAL TREES AND HOUSE
PLANTS.

Call before purchasing elsewhere.

Trees free from scale and other pests. Telephone

Ho. 7 communicates with the Nursery.

JAMES HUNTER
GrAUGER OF WINES AND SPIRITS

(Established 1851.)

OFFICE—323 FRONT STREET,

San Francisco.

'rf m"Bik EVAPORATOR)
Made of (ialvanized Iron FIVE SI7.KS. 1S.000 SOLD. Etonominl, Durable and Fire /
il-n.of. Willpay lorltself In30 days use, outof sale of Its own prolucts. PKEK! (>ur Illustrated /
\Oatalogue and Treatise. Address, JAMES UNFOBTH. San Francisco. California. /

116 Front St.
STUNTON, THOMPSON .1 CO., 211 J St., Sacramento. LTHAN * VERNA1H.

I'nsiulenn. J. MORROW, Jr., Santa Rosa. A. O. BOKEN. San Bernardino. 1 . II
I'AUE, 120 Front St., Portland.

LAND CLEARING wna JUDSON POWDER
RAILROAD MEN, FARMERS AND VITICULTURISTS

Have, by practical experience, found that the JIDSOX POWDER especially, is the best adapted to re-
move STUMPS and TREES, from 6 TO 20 POUNDS OF THIS POWDER will always brinit any sized stump or tree
with roots clear out of the ground. The EXPENSE IS LESS THAN ONE-HALF the cost of grubbing. In
most cases, Giant Powder, or any other "High Explosive," is too quick, and ordinary Blasting Powder not
strong enough. For particulars how to use the same, apply to

BANDMANN, NIELSEN & CO., General Agents
G-leixxt Z»o-\*rca.©i* Oo.,

210 FRONT ST.. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

PACIFIC SAW MANUFACTURING CO,

California Curved Pruning Saws - • $1 each

17 * 19 FREMONT ST.,
San Francisco, Cal.

SA'\fVS
OF EVERT DESCRIPTION

On Hand and Made to Order.

— AGENTS FOR —
C.B.PAUL'S PILES

Repairing of all kinds done
at short notice.

AMERICAN SUGAR REFINER!,
MANUFACTUREKS OF THE

CELEBRATED CUBE SUGAR,
SUPPLIES ONLY EXPORTERS AND THE JOBBING TBA0B

This Company manufactures all the Grades of HARD AND COFFEE SUGARS AND
SIRUPS. Special attention given to the making and packing of Loaf Sugar for ex-
portation.

E. L. G. STEELE, President.
208 CALIFORNIA STREET.

GHA.RIFYING & PRESERVING WINES.
The undersigned having been appointed Sole Agents on the Pacific Coast by Messrs. A. BOAKE & CO..

Stratford, Eng., for their renowned

LICtUID ALBUMENS,
Beg to call the attention of Wine Growers and Wine Merchants to the following articles, the superior merit

of which has been confirmed by Silver Medals, the highest awards given at the International Exhibitions of
Paris 1878, Bordeaux 1882, and Amsterdam 1883; viz:

LIQUID ALBUMEN FOR RED WINES,
CLARET, BURGUNDY and PORT.

LIQUID ALBUMEN FOR WHITE WINES,
HOCK, SAUTERNES, SHERRY and MADEIRA, also foe DISTILLED

LIQUORS ; BRANDY, WHISKY, GIN, Etc., Etc.

WINE PRESERVER,
FOR PRESERVING THE BRILLIANCY OF THE WINES.

WINE CORRECTOR,
FOR CORRECTING THE ROUGHNESS OF YOUNG WINES.WINE RESTORER,

FOR RESTORING BADLY MADE OR BADLY TREATED, HARSH
AND TART WINES.

A trial according to directions will pro\e the superior quality of these finings. For sale in quantities to suit byG ZZAZLZjZ3S ^VEZ^ZZ^ZOIOZSLZJ cto oo..
Sole Agents. 314 SACRAMENTO ST., S. F.

TEA'
For sale to the city and country trade in

lots to suit.

Y£ CO.
I

204 and 206 Sansome St

CALIFORNIA VINEYARDS:

K ri;u <iiari.es,
Krug Station, St. Helena, Napa Co., Cal.

Producer of fine Wines and Brandies.

(C. WEINBERGER, Manufacturer of Wines, near
. St. Helena.

H W. CRABB, Wine Cellar and Distillery, Oakvillc,
, Napa County.

THE SUNSET VINEYARD.

MINTCRN, Fresno Co., Cal.

WEBSTER & SARGENT,
Proprietors.

FRUIT LAND FOR SALE.

I WILL SELL 80 ACRES, OR LESS,

OF RICH IRRIGATED FRUIT LAND, NEAR
town of Fresno, at $40 per acre. Time, if

required, ARTHUR W. BULL,
123 California Street.

DEL MONTE VINEYARD AND NURSERY.
M. DENICKE, Proprietor,

Fresno, Fresno (»iini,v, . . California.
Choice Cuttings and Hoots for sale. Grown without

irrigation, and large, healthy growth. Claret—Mataro,
Grcnache, Carignane, Cabernet, Mai bee, Teinturier,
Zinfandel, Le Noir, etc. Burgundy™ Pinots, Trous-
seau, Meunier, Plouasard. Port—TintoCao, Amarillo,
Mourifco, Bastardo, Taurtga, Morretto. White— tau-
vignon Verte, Columbar, Folle Blanche, Burger, Sul-
tana, Corinths. Muscats. Resistant— Riparia, Cali-
fornica. Prices very moderate.

ESBERC, BACHMAN&CO.
ISIPOETEKS OF

Chewing, Smoking & Leaf Tobacco.

HAVANA CIGARS AND LEAF.

225, 227 & 229 California St. and 122, 124

& 126 Battery Street.

8AN FBANCISCO.

And Nos. 7 & NORTH FRONT ST. PORTLAND.

" The Wine Press and the

Cellar."
a Manual for tub Winb-maker and tub Cellar-

Man.

By E. H. Rixford.

[St. Helena Star.]

44 A glance through it discloses a vast amount of in-

teresting information about wine-making, >>oth in

this country and in Europe * * * * This is a subject
on which our people shouM be especially informed,
and we trust that the author's efforts in that direction

may meet with liberal encouragement."

TS. F. Dailv Evening Bulletin.]

"The most timely California book of the season * * *

It is safe to say that no work adapted to California

wine-making and wine-keeping, which has yet been
published is at all approachable to th*> volume under
consideration. The arrangement, classification, and in-

dexing snows a wonderful amount of care. The in-

dexing is so thorough and the classification so perfect,

that the person desiring to consult its pogs for any
particular information desired, pertaining to the spe-

cialsubjeets of which it treats, can readily refer to it.

DAILY CALL, OCT. 18, 1883.

Tins Wiitb Press and the Cellar.—A manual for

the Wine Maker and the Cellar Man, is the title ef a
work just published, from the pen of E. H. Rixford.

The work, the author says in the preface, is the
result of research by himself, chiefly for his own
benefit, and in going over the literature of the sub-

ject of wine making, he failed to find a work in the
English language which is adequate to the needs of

the practical wine maker. The book is intended to

supply the deficiency. Elaborate statistics of the
California wine product are given. Besides the pre-

face, the work contains twenty chapters, each em-
bracing a distinct subject relating to the mannfac-
tures of the various wines and putting it up for mar-
ket ; defects and diseases of the liquor ; mixing wines;

analysis, etc., with forty-two illustrations in all.

The "processes begin with the gathering of the grape,

following each step and the processes attending it, in

the manufacture ; treating of the various qualities

and the causes upon which these various differences

depend. The book contains 240 pages, and is thor-

oughly indexed.

Price 9 1 50.

Sold by

THE SAN FRANCISCO MERCHANT.

323 Front Street.
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OHTO
WM. G. IRWIN & CO.

SUGAR FACTORS AND

COMMISSION AGENTS
Honolulu, II. I.

—AOBNTB FOR—

H \KALAU PLANTATION Hawaii

NAALEHU PLANTATION Hawaii

HON U'APO PLANTATION Hawaii

HILEA PLANTATION Hawaii

STAK MILLS Hawaii

HAWAIIAN COM'L & SUGAR CO Maui

MAKEE PLANTATION Maui

WAIHEE PLANTATION Maui

MAKEE SUGAR CO Kauai

KEALIA PLANTATION Kauai

Ascents for tbe

OCEANIC STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

CASTLE & COOKE,

SHIPPING AND

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
Honolulu, H. I.

—AOKNTS FOB—

THE KOHALA SUGAR CO.,

THE HAIKU SUGAR CO.,

THE PAPAIKOU SUGAR PLANTATION
THE WAIALUA SUGAR PLANTATION
THE PAIA PLANTATION
A. H. SMITH & CO.,

THE N. E. M. LIFE INSURANCE
CO. BOSTON,

THE UNION INSURANCE CO.
OF SAN FRANCISCO,

THE GEO. F. BLAKE M'F'G CO.,
STEAM AND VACUUM PUMPS,

D. M. WESTON'S CENTRIFUGAL
MACHINES.

O X* o XJ XJ

H. HACKFELD & CO.

SHIPPING & COMMISSION

Merchants.
Honolulu. Hawaiiau Island*

We are now prepared to furnish Vitlculturisls
and others, in any quantity, our well-knownVITRIFIED
DRAIN I TILE

CLADDING, McBEAN & CO.
1358 * 1360 Market Street, S. F.

£3T Prices on application.

THE VALUE OF A
PUMP

Is Determined by its Simplicity, the

Ease with which it is operated

in Deep Wells, etc.

-THE —

BUCKEYE PUMP
Possesses all these

valuable qualities in a greater

degree than any other pump in market,

FOR DURABILITY, SIMPLICITY,

Ease of oparation and general efficiency

they have not an equal.

FOR SALE BY P. P. MAST & CO-,
31 Market St.. San Francisco.

QUICK TIME AND CHEAP FARES

To Eastern and European Cities

Via the Great Trans-continental All-Rail Routes.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC
ooivti»-A.3>a"3kr

.

Daily Express and Emigrant Trains make prompt con-

nections with the several Railway Lines in the East,

CONNECTING AT

NEW YORK AND NEW ORLEANS
with the several Steamer Lines to

ALL EUROPEAN PORTS.

PULLMAN PALACE SLEEPING CARS
attached to Overland Express Trains.

Illllill - < I. ASS SI.KDI'lMi CARS

are run daily with Overland Emigrant Trains.

No additional charge for Berths in Third-class Cars.

X3T Tickets sold, Sleeping-car Berths secured, and

other information given upon application at the Com-
pany's Offices, where passengers calling ill person can

secure choice of routes, etc.

I KJ" G-.

OCEANIC STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

For Honolulu.

The splendid Hew 3,000-ton Steamships will leave

the Company's wharf, corner Steuart and Harrison
streets, at three o'clock p. m.:

MARIPOSA -

ALAMEDA -

- Aug. 1st

Aug. 15th

WOODIN & LITTLE'S
WINE PUMP.

This cut repre-

sents our Double
Acting FORCE
PUMP of great compactness,

for use in wine cellars, f

pumping from one tank in

another. The cylinder is lined

with copper, the piston rod

valve and valve seats are
bronze, so that it will be seen
all parts of tbe pump exposed

to tbe action of

wine are non-
corrosive.

Send for
special c»t-
aloKitc.

GBO. W. MACKARLANB. H. R. MACPARLANB.

G. W. MACFARLANE & CO.

IMPORTERS

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
AND

SUGAR FACTORS.
FlKE-l'ROOF BUILDING, 52 QUEEN STREET,

Honolulu. II. I.

—AOKNTS FOR

—

THE WAIKAPU PLANTATION Maui
THE SI'ENCEIl SUGAR PLANTATION Hawaii
THE HELIA SUGAR PLANTATION Oahu
THE HUELO SUGAR CO Maui
HUELO SUGAR MILL Maui
PUULOA SHEEP RANCH CO Hawaii
NURLEES, WATSON & CO.,

\ Glasgow
Sugar Machinery. f

Glasgow

JOHN FOWLER & CO'S STEAM PLOW ) lM ..

and Portable Tramway Works. f
""*"

GLASGOW AND HONOLULU LINE OF PACKETS.

WOODIN &.
509 A 511 MuvlK I St.,

LITTLE
San Francisco, C»"

WILL W. HALL, L. C. ABLE8,

President. Sec'ty and Treas.

E. O. HALL & SON,
(Limited.)

HARDWARE MERCHANTS
Importers and Dealers in

California Leather, Paints and Oils,

Cooking Slows. Ranges, Plows,

And every description of Tools and Builders' Hard-
ware, Nails, Cast Steel, etc.

CORNER FORT AND KING STREETS,

Honolulu. Hawaiian Islands.

W. T. GARRATT & CO.

BRASS AND MACHINE WORKS.
Manufacturers of

BRASS WINE PUMPS.
WINE COCKS.

A. K. TOWME. T, H. «OODMAS,
General Manager. Gen. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

J. E. WISEMAN,
HONOLULU, H. I. P- 0. Box 315.

The only recognized

GENERAL BUSINESS AGENT

— IN TUB —

HAWAIIAN KINGDOM.
Accounts Collected a "Specialty.

MANAGER ROYAL OPERA HOUSE

Responsible Parties wishing to en.

gave the Same, Adtlress:

J. B. WISEMAN.

Honolulu, H. I.

EXCURSION TICKETS AT REDUCED RATES

For freight or passage, having superior cabin accom-
modations, apply to

JOHN D. SPRECKELS A BROS. Agents,

327 Market Street, corner Fremont

OCCIDENTAL & ORIENTAL STE MSHIP
COMPANY.

for JAPAN and CHINA.
Steamers leave Wharf corner First and Brannan sts.,

at 2 o'clock, P. M., for

YOKOHAMA and HOSfOKONW.
Connecting at Yokohama with steamers for Shanghae.

1885.
STEAMER. FROM SAN FRANCISCO.
OCEANIC TUESDAY, JULY 2Jst
ARABIC SATURDAY, AUGUST 1st

EXCURSION TICKETS to Yokohama and return

at reduced rates.

Cabin plans on exhibition and Passage Tickets for

sale at C. P. R. Company's General Offices, Room 74,
corner Fourth and Townsend streets.

For freight apply to GEO. H. RICE, Freight Agent,
at the Pacific Mail Steamship Company's Wharf, or

at No. 202 Market street. Union Block.

T. H. GOODMAN rjen. Passenger Agent.
LELAND STANFORD President.

SURE DEATH!
"BUHACH,"-^

7 sect Exte

DIVIDEND NOTICE.

The German Savings and Loan Society.

All Kinds ot Fittings
— FOR —
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Mr. Thomas Hardy of Adelaide, who

visited California vineyards two years ago,

-had the kindness to send his notes on

vineyards in America and Europe to several

of his friends and favored the writer also

with a copy. The book is full of the most

interesting observations and gives an exact

idea of the attention Mr. Hardy paid to all

he saw and that with the eye of a practical

vigneron who can profit from what he met

with in his travels of instruction, wherever

he saw superiority. His clear statements

give rise to many a thought and it will be

well to investigate the reasons for many a

thing done in Europe which may be equally

beneficial to the Californian wine industry.

On page 113 Mr. Hardy states that he

showed to one of the foremen in the Cognac

establishment of Martell a sample of bran-

dy he had brought from California. The

foreman said "the smell was not good, but

that it arose from the soil and not from

careless distillation and that it was too dry

and wanting flavor."

On page 111, relating his visit to Bar.

bexieux in the Cognac district, Mr. Hard}'

notes the opinion of Mr. Bontilleau, Jr. on

a brandy from Albnry, Australia. It was

found too dry and wanting in flavor, but

not otherwise a bad article . Mr. Bontilleau

thought that in Australia good brandy

could be made.

"The principal grape grown,'' Mr. Har-

dy continues, speaking of the Cognac dis-

trict, "is the Folle Blanche or Gouais, its

principal recommendation being that it is a

heavy bearer. Almost any other white grape

would give good brandy from this land, and

it depends on the soil to give the different

qualities and flavors more than on the kind

of grape grown. The black grapes are con-

sidered to give a coarse brandy and are not

much grown."

These observations seem to be worth

Btudying. If correct in the absolute, wo
shall have to attend to the localities where

the produce nearest to the accepted ideal

of Cognac brandy will be grown. It will

be of interest to study by careful compari-

son at tho next State Convention how far

the remarks in regard to the effect of soil

on certain varieties hold good, for in look-

ing for quality, the requirement of best

adapted soil and variety, (for variety cer-

tainly enters into the requirements for qual-

ity both in wines and brandy) will oblige

us to find out where the best standard in

brandy will be placed.

The opinions of the two judges of Bar-

bezieux and Cognac on the brandy samples

from Australia and California coincide as to

their defects of being too dry. This is

probably understood not as the counter

sense of sweet, but rather as wanting of

that roundness, fullness and etherous lx>dy

the Cognac people are accustomed to in

their brandies, and "dry " meaning here a

relative insipidness. Flavor in brandies

will signify the fine odor of the essential

matters which are kept in the liquid by

careful distilling and this was missing in

the two Pacific brandies. Certainly the

soil has a great deal to do with elaborating

these factors of perfection in a brandy.

The finest southernmost brandies of France

are produced in tho soils of Armagnac.

Those are not very rich soils. The sandy

soil of the Landes is near to that district.

Nowhere is the grand merit of the Charente

brandy equaled. It seems to bo an advant-

age to grow the vine under difficulties and
for the production of good brandies a com-

paratively rigorous climate appears to aid

and favor the solution in the soil of the

Cognac district of those elements which

show forth in the produce. Mr. Hardy de-

scribes the slightly undulating soil there as

"a sticky black clay, almost like the Austra

lian Bay of Biscay land, and all on a shaly

limestone foundation ; in many places it

works up with the top soil."

In Spain the writer had occasion to ob-

serve practically the raw spirits made in

different provinces from the same grape

varieties. I recollect well how a certain

spirit from the coast of Granada was found

very acceptable and paid for higher than

others from the same grapes which had not

the delicious perfume like impurities of the

former. There will be apparent many il-

lustrations of the correctness of Mr. Har-

dy's views respecting soil for brandy, in

our State. As we are striving for quality,

the matter is worth investigating practical-

ly. It might be well also if gentlemen who
take an interest in the matter, would dis-

cuss in letters in the Merchant what their

opinions are and in which localities of the

State particular merits in brandies are pres-

ent. There was a nice little collection of

brandies at the last Convention which gave

scope for investigating the merits of several

grapes for the purpose; also of the influ-

ences of distilling with or without pomace.

We should, for a more rapid development

of the brandy interest, extend that exhibi-

tion for the comparison and study indicat-

ed. As in wines so in brandies, each year

a more scrupulous distinction in quality

will be exercised, and brandies be valued

according to their merits and perfection.

The time of any brandy being acceptable

in the market is passed. F. Pohndoeff.

district. Always ready as a co-worker to

learn, I must leave that task to the ex-

perience of better men.

F. Pohndobfp.

The Hill—. I (,ra|ir.

In Explanation

.

Editor S. F. Merchant:—In your last

issue Mr. L. J. Kose censures my opinion

in regard to the partisanship for the Mission

vine in his district. It affords me sincere

pleasure that Mr. Rose has reason to cor-

rect my impressions. These were obtained

on the spot when, sixteen months ago, I

paid a visit to Los Angeles county. The
resentment of the advice given by the Viti-

cultuial Commission at the Convention at

Los Angeles two years ago had not died

out then in the minds of grape growers

with whom I had occasion to converse. I

was aware that the gentlemen Mr. Kose
named were taking the lead and had taken

it before the exhortations at the Conven-

tion. I did not invent that one vineyard

had then recently been planted by the hun-

dreds of acres to Mission vines. One jour-

nal in Mr. Rose's district took Mr. Wet-
more and my humble self, who had ventur-

ed to confirm the correctness of the opinions

of the former, severely to task. But now
after Mr. Rose's information I see how
wrong I was of late not to remember that

one year's progress in tho country, the

hospitality of which I enjoy, equals that of

a decade or more in the old world. And I

rejoice that Los Angeles county has taken

such a stride in true viticultural progress as

every well-wisher of the industry must de-

sire.

Paying due tribute to tho loaders who
have done so well and to those who have

followed in their wake, I have to apologize

to Mr. Rose for my error, and do so with

alacrity.

I wish I could indicate from the great

number of varieties which show true qual-

ity and seem to take readily to our Cali-

fornia soil, the best adapted for Mr. Rose's

The Burger vine is of importance to many
of our vintners, because it has been plant-

ed extensively. The writer's impressions

of the quality of the wines from that -var-

iety are not exactly favorable. He ventur-

ed the opinion that at best the Burger

grape seems to be only a quantity grape.

Still, there are produced very neat Burger

wines; they are acceptable to many con-

sumers, and they sell.

In quest of literature on the subject I

just now hit upon a little book, printed in

1876, in Frankfort on Maine . Its title is

"Viticulture in the Rhinegau,'' by Emil
Roth of Eltville on Rhine. Classing the

Riesling vine as the provider of the finest

of wines, giving his opinion of the Orleans

vine, which near Rudesheim is the chief

variety, as very favorable, he describes the

Burger, called Elbling or Kleinberger.

That description tallies with the viue,

leaves and fruit of our own Burger. Then
he says as follows:

"This ancient variety is still cultivated

in inferior vineyards in the Rhinegau, al-

though when flowering it is neither resist-

ant to bad weather, nor can its wine rank

among those of good qualities, for it has

neither a lively expression (geist) nor

aroma (spice), is not durable and only re-

commendable for rapid consumption. This

vine prospers in any position, in any soil;

it has to be pruned bow-shape and pretty

high, brings forth strong wood and with

warm weather a large quantity of grapes.

People are easily led to propagate this com-

mon variety in inferior locations, as it pro-

duces largely. But its wine is of the low-

est quality. By blending some Riesling

grapes with it, the wine results with sonic

bouquet and body and becomes more dur-

able, but its quality still remains an infer-

ior one. If such locations were planted

with Traminer or Rulander, the result

would be a good wine and from such im-

provement the advantages would be for the

whole district. Sub-varieties, such as the

Grobe Spitzprauger, the yellow and the

hard Elba arc degenerations and absolutely

worthless."

Dr. F. Mohr of Coblenz, in his work

"The Vine and Wine," printed twenty

years ago, says in regard to Burger simply

:

"From old times cultivated in Germany
from the lake of Boden to Bringen, now it

is replaced in many places by noble var-

ieties, chief among them Riesling. Sen-

sative in the flowering season, wood rich,

very fertile; wine poor, without bouquet,

but on the Moselle improved by an addi-

tion of Riesling."

E. Mach in his " Technology of Wine,"

has this short descriptive sentence on the

variety, implying that it is considered of no

consequence for Austria, "that it is com-

mon on the Rhine, a prolific bearer and

yields a good table-wine."

These opinions, therefore, concede only

mediocrity to the Burger.

The merits it has on tho Rhine it seems

to adhere to here. The construction of the

California Burger wino is more solid and

firm for keeping, while acids and alcoholic

proportions are well equipoised. In Ger-

many the cool, moist climate effects prob-

ably a more delicate etherous expression,

and generally less roughness. There being

in the different regions of our State quite

different results in the Burger wines and

doubtless in more than one locality greater

perfection in the taste is obtained— it being

a wine quite proper for extracting from it a

good brandy—why should we not tolerate

it ? To continue extensive propagation of

the Burger vine, however, might not be ad-

visable. Quantity in the market will hence-

forth be no consideration, when quality

(and quantity too) can be produced from

varieties of vastly superior virtues.

F. Pdff.

<irm>i- Urowing in Col lax,
County.

Editor Merchant:—It was not until tho

past two years that parties became assured

of the fact that grapes and fruit would

grow here without irrigation, and that too

on tho tops of the hills. But it has been

demonstrated conclusively that as fine an

article of grapes as any in California can

be grown here without a particle of water,

except such as nature furnishes. Plenty of

thorough cultivation and attention are all

that is requisite.

Some eight or ten years ago a Mr. Gra-

ham put out a vineyard of twelve acres in

several varieties, principally Flame Tokay,

Purple Damascus (probably misnamed),

Muscats, Zinfandels, Catawbas, etc., etc.,

—later they were seriously attacked with

mildew, which threatened their extermina-

tion. At this period the property came

into the possession of Mr. J. B. Whitcomb,

and through his energy and (I must not

omit) that of his estimable lady, the vines

were resuscitated, and have since annually

borne large quantities of excellent fruit,

which found a ready market in the mining

districts which surround us. Encouraged
by his success, numerous parties have em-
barked in the business, one of whom is

your correspondent, and we can now count

the acreage planted to vineyard at from

350 to 400 acres and constantly increasing.

Many of the parties are direct from the

East while others are from our large cities.

We confidently expect, in the near future,

to see Colfax as famed for its fruit u it

was noted yeftrs ago for its valuable Placer

mines.

Our position on the Central Pacific Rail-

road, at the most easterly point of the

Pacific Coast at which grapes can be grown,

cool climate, cooler climate through which

grapes pass in shipment, nearness to mar-

ket (being 200 miles East of San Francisco),

all these facts lead us to believe that we

will be able to successfully compete with

any part of California in placing our A.

No. 1 fruit on the Chicago and New York

markets where good prices are assured.

Of course with this in view our principal

plantings are of the table and shipping va-

rii-tics and at this early date we "throw

down the gauntlet" to' the whole State con-

fident of our advantages. I should have

mentioned in connection with Mr. Whit-

comb, that he secured the first premium at

the State Fair at Sacramento, in 1883, for

quality of grapes over all competitors from

other well-known grape districts of the

State. He did not exhibit in 1884 on ac-

count of the lateness of the crop, but you

may hear from us again this year since the

grapes have set well and bid fair to equal

previous seasons, the late frost in April

having done no damage to speak of. There

is still plenty of the same kind of land

hereabouts but tho most eligible sites have

been taken up. W. G. Hubley.

Colfax, Placer County, July 10, 1885.
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Fermenting Wine*.

Tlie following is a copy of a letter written

by Mr. C. A. Wetmore, Chief Executive

Viticultural Officer, to the Cloverdale Re-

veille :

Editor Reveille: Deak Sib—In condens-

ing ray remarks at the recent meeting of

vine growers at Cloverdale, your reporter

has done remarkably good work; I have

have had experience enough to know that

it is not an easy thing to do so. Passing

by a few typographical errors, which are

practically unimportant, I wish to make

clearer a few points which in the condensa-

tion are left a little obscure.

I did not intend to be understood as re-

commending the treading of fermenting

must with the feet of men or women, as in

Portugal and other countries, but to call

attention to a common practice, honored

"uy successful results, as proving that some

real good was accomplished by the opera-

tion. This good, I tried to explain, con-

sisted in thoroughly stirring the fermenting

must, and might bo effected by other means.

The real advantage was in the thorough

stirring, not in the naked feet.

I endeavored specially to show that in

our most favored districts, our conditions

of viticulture resemble more those of the

south of France and Spain—not "France

and the south coast of Spain." This is

only a technical correction, but one which

will be appreciated by those who remember

that it is mainly the northern part and

the Mediterranean coast of Spain that pro-

duce the great body of Spanish clarets, and

the southern part that produces the sher-

ries and malagas. For regions resembling,

in climatic influences, the south of France

and the claret regions of Spain, our best

selections for common stocks of popular

commercial red wines will probably be pro-

duced from the Mataro, Carignan and

Grenache, which are late ripeners and pro-

duce well with short pruning. The Carig-

nan should be doubted for places liable to

much fungoid disease. I have seen some

bad samples of mildew from San Mateo

County on young Carignans.

Around Cloverdale, you can ripen all the

known cultivated varieties; hence your diffi-

culty is in selection, but experience shows

that where the most varieties will ripen,

the earliest varieties ripen too early to be

the best for the locality, owing to the diffi-

culty of picking them at the right degree of

maturity, avoiding over ripeness—if intend-

ed for dry wines. For sweet wines, this

early ripeness is not an objection. Gener-

ally speaking, heavy bearers are late ripen-

ers; hence, practical good sense indicates

that for such regions as Cloverdale, the

average man will select the best qualities of

late ripening good bearers for dry wines,

although, with exceeding great care in pick-

ing at the proper time, some of the earliest

varieties might make fine wines.

The important general rules in fermenta-

tion that experience here and practice else-

where prove, which I desired to impress

upon the memory of inexperienced wine

makers, were, viz:

First—That the warmer the temperature

of the atmosphere, and the richer the musts

(in sugar) the shallower should be the mass

in fermentation—no danger of getting it

too shallow in practical work; as I was illus-

trating when referring to the practice in

Portugal, where the men and women dance

in the vats, the must being only knee

deep.

Second—That we must try to so perfect

our fermentations before the Spring warm

weather sets in, that the Spring fermenta-

tion will be little or nothing to fear—for it

is then that we have mainly to fear those

alterations which are caused by "diseased"

ferments. To do this we must get as

thorough work as possible out of the first

violent fermentation, and then must so pro-

tect the wine after it is drawn off that the

insensible after-fermentation is not checked.

As aids to this we must blend our wines

when they are first drawn, so that those

which have plenty of tannin and potash

salts may operate on those which are defi-

cient in such elements so as to precipitate

the excess of fermentative properties.

This last observation is especially true of

many Zinfandel wines, which have a sur-

plus of free tartaric acid, and a deficiency

of bi-tartrate of potash and tannin. My
belief now is that our Zinfandel clarets can

be improved by leaving them on the pom-

ace until they draw off clear—thereby al-

lowing time for the free acid to combine

with more potash from the pulp and ex-

tracting more tannin and color. If Mataro

wine, well fermented from grapes contain-

ing about 2-t per cent of sugar, can be had

to blend with Zinfandel at the time of

racking the wine about December, both

may be improved in character, the Mataro

perfecting the Zinfandel and checking the

tendency to diseased Spring fermentations.

In some of our vintages, I believe that some

are beginning to use from three to five

pounds of pure sulphate of lime (gypsum)

on our Zinfandel grapes per ton in fermen-

tation—dusted on the grapes—to facilitate

the extraction of potash, to set the color

and to clear the wine before Spring from

fermentative principles. This is the pract-

ice in the south of France, Spain and Port-

ugal with wines which do not become clear

easily, or which are liable to trouble in

transportation. We are in hopes that study

will reveal still better methods, less liable

to criticism, if we can succeed in obtaining

supplies of pure grape tannin, as a substi-

tute -to gypsum; but an excess of this is

objectionable, because, while it clarifies

and preserves the wine, it makes it too as-

tringent, requiring age to remove it, during

which time also the wine may lose its color.

The best thing te rely upon is a blend with

such grapes as are known to produce wine

that keeps well and is not liable to disease

—such as the Mataro and the Taunat for

first-class, ordinary wines, and the Caber-

bernet and Verdot for fine high-priced pro-

ducts; but such blending should be done

when the wine is first racked off in the

Winter, if impracticable during fermenta-

tion.

. The Pinot, of Burgundy, is not a good

bearer. The reporter got me mixed up on

that point in one place. In speaking of

the "so-called American grape of intense

color,'' I referred to the variety called

'
' Lenoir, '' which makes a profitable color-

ing wine, but not the best we now know.

When your wine makers find accidentally

that their Zinfandel grapes, when crushed,

are showing too high a degree of sugar for

claret, they should either mix them with

grapes that have less sugar, or add water to

reduce the dens'ity. Our present knowl-

edge indicates that of Zinfandel from hill-

sides, or from lands where the roots do not

reach too much moisture, the best clarets

are made with musts containing 20 to 22

per cent of sugar; anything over 22 per

cent for that variety should be considered

more or less dangerous in fermentation, if

unaided. I would not pretend to lay down

the rule for reduction with water, but I

should expect good results by reducing 24

per cent to 23, 2G to 24, or even to a less

degree. Water assists rich musts in fer-

mentation remarkably.

As a general rule, I think it would be

well for us if we should leave our clarets

on the pomace until they draw off clear;

some may be benefitted for commercial

blending by leaving them on the pomace

some time after they become clear. This

practice would require care in covering the

tanks before the first warm fermentation is

quite finished, so as to retain carbonic acid

gas to protect the top of the wine from

spoiling by acetification, or mould. Before

Wo give any fixed rules in this respect we

must do more experimenting. Some grapes

may not be suited to such treatment.

I shall try to publish some comments re-

lating to the principles. of fermentation,

which may be of use in assisting wine

makers, who lack experience in inventing

their own remedies for difficulties that they

may encounter from time to time. Mean-

while we must all learn as rapidly as we

can from each other's experience and ob-

servations. Yours respectfully,

Chas. A. Wetmobk.

Chief Executive Viticultural Officer.

Condensing Must.

The special machinery for reducing must

in the vacuum, to which reference was

made in the last issue of the Merchant, is

simply a copper coil inside an iron pipe.

Steam is admitted to the space between the

pipes and a vacuum produced in the copper

coil. The liquid to be concentrated is fed

in a continuous stream to the inside of the

copper coil, and begins to boil at once at

the low temperature corresponding to the

perfection of vacuum. The vapor formed

carries along with it the liquid being con-

centrated, so rapidly that it is thrown

into spray, thus greatly favoring the liber-

ation of vapor and absorption of heat.

This is shown by the extraordinary capa-

city of these machines—a square foot of

heating surface evaporating fully three gal-

lons of water per hour. The vapor and re-

duced liquid are discharged into a separat-

ing chamber, where the liquid is either

trapped off through the tail pipe by gravity,

or where sufficient height is not attainable,

by a pump attached to this pipe, and the

vapor drawn over to the condenser. If

frothy liquid is being operated upon, the

frothing ceases as soon as discharged into

the separating chamber, where it soon

breaks down and is pumped out with the

liquid, with no tendency to be carried over

with the vapor.

It is known as the Yaryan Vacuum Dis-

tillation Apparatus, and among the advant-

ages claimed for it are, that it is automatic

and continuous in its operation. It can be

worked with exhaust steam, and as double

or triple effect. It is made of copper, and

can be tin lined when desired. It is less

expensive than Vacuum Pans, and requires

no expensive foundations. It can be readily

cleaned, and its capacity increased by add-

ing more coils. It will concentrate the

most frothy liquids without priming or the

most delicate substance without injuring

the flavor, An apparatus set up on the

plantation of Dr. A. Duperier, New Iberia,

La., worked his entire sugar crop of last

season (about 250,000 gallons of juice)

without cleaning, and at the close showed

ao signs of being coated.

Views of Vineyards.

We have lately seen some excellent views

of vineyard scenery, wine making machin-

ery and cellars. A well arranged scries of

such views together with studies of vines,

their fruit and foliage, and any peculiarities

that are special to California would be an

admirable and attractive means for drawing

attention to our viticultural industry.

Strangers, travelers and tourists will always

examine an album of photographs, and be

impressed with them, when- they would not

devote any lengthened period to a perusa

of an extended and detailed descriptive

publication. An album of views when
placed in hotels, railways, steamers and

public libraries is always carefully scanned.

If it can be made illustrative of the whole

industry, including the systems of cultiva-

tion to the manufacture of wine and raisins,

it would be doubly valuable and a recogniz-

ed practical, standard work. We believe it

is the intention of I. W. Taber to undertake

the preparation and publication of such an

album as we have outlined. He further

proposes to include brief and interesting

articles pertaining to viticulture in Cali-

fornia. It will be free of all advertising

matter except what is necessarily contained

in the views and descriptions of each vine-

yard represented. No charge will be made
for being so represented, all that is requir-

ed being a notification from any vineyardist

or winemaker that he is willing to allow

his property to be photographed and wheth-

er he has any subject of special interest for

illustration or description. As the work

will probably be limited to a hundred

views, and as the applications are already

numerous, it behooves those who are

anxious to be represented to lose no time

in communicating with Mr. Taber.

HAWAIIAN CONSULATE,
SAN FRANCISCO.

r
1 HAS PLEASED HIS MAJESTY THE KINO OF
Hawaii to elevate the Hawaiian Consulate estab-

lished at this port to the rank of a Consulate-Oeneral

for the States of California, Oregon and Nevada and
for Washington Territory.

d. a. Mckinley,
H. H. M.'a Consul-General.

327 Market Street, San Francisco.

W. E. C1IAMBKRLAIN, JR. T. A. ROBINSON

LIFE SCHOLARSHIPS

DAY and El i:m >< SESSIONS.

LADIES ADMITTED INTO ALL DEPARTMENTS.

jtSTNo Vacations. Send for Circular.fEt

Please notify this office of an irregularity

in receiving the Mebchant.

IODIDE OF POTASS
The Best Sin-inn Medicine and Bean.

tiller of the Complexion in use. Cures
Boils, Pimples, Blotehes, NciirulRia,
Scrofula tJoiit, Kheumatic and Mercu-
rial Pains, and all Diseases arislns
from a disordered state of the Blood or
Ulver.

SOLD BY ALL DRUOOISTS.

J. R. GATES it CO.
417 Sansonie St.,

Proprietors,
San FrancUxi, Cal
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THE LOUISVILLE EXPOSITION.

An Important Notice to Viticulturists.

Two Committee meetings have been held

with reference to the proposed viticultnral

exhibit for the Louisville Exposition, men-

tion of which has already been made in

the columns of The Merchant. At the

last meeting there were representatives

from Napa, Fresno, Sonoma and Sacra-

mento Counties. The Secretary reported

that he had been in communication with

Mr. T. H. Goodman of the Southern Paci-

fic Company on the subject and more es-

pecially as to the return of the company's

agent, Mr. C. B. Turrill, with whom it was

deemed expedient to confer. In this gentle-

man's absence, Mr. Goodman had author-

ized Mr. M. H. Turrill to meet the Com-

mittee and explain what arrangements

would be made by the Company for the

transportation of exhibits, etc.

Mr. Charles A. Wetmore who was invited

by the Committee to give them any ideas

or suggestions, said that he believed Mr.

C. B. Turrill was a most enthusiastic and

active worker; he really wanted to work

and do good for the benefit of California.

His opinion was that the State viticultural

exhibits should not be sent for competition

but for the purpose of popularizing the

goods. If individuals wished to com-

pete they should do so privately. His idea

was to send chiefly samples of wines that

could be supplied in lots of ten or fifty

thousand gallons when required, and of a

quality that could always be maintained.

He suggested that wine should occasionally

be on tap at the Exhibition that the people

might taste it for themselves and ascertain

what they could obtain for seventy-five

cents a gallon; it would be advisable to

store it in some cool cellar at Louisville

until it was required for use. He thought

that fresh grapes should be forwarded

every few days and they could be consum-

ed on the arrival of the later exhibits and

not be left to rot.

Mr. M. H. Turrill explained the arrange-

ments made by the Railway Company for

the transportation of exhibits, particulars

of which are given in the annexed circular.

All exhibits would be forwarded imme-

diately on receipt and by baggage car by

the Union Pacific route. This would en-

sure their prompt delivery through the

coolest climate. A man would be specially

engaged to re-address all packages on their

arrival in San Francisco. The exhibitors

need only convey them to their nearest sta-

tion and affix special tags provided by the

Company as all station masters were in-

structed to forward such packages to San

Francisco. The fruit should be carefully

and lightly packed and could bo forwarded

at any time whilo the Exposition was open.

The Secretary was instructed to write to

Mr. C. B. Turrill at Louisville and ask for

any further points or facts concerning the

Exposition which it would bo desirable to

know; also to state that all arrangements

had been perfected in San Francisco and

that the Chief Executive Viticultnral Officer

would bo in Louisvillo towards the close of

the Exposition when it was hoped they

would co-operate for the benefit and inter-

ests of the State.

Mr. Estee volunteered to see the Napa
wine makers and get exhibits, and he

thought ho could easily get samples from

a dozen different people. He was quito

sure there would be a good exhibit of rais-

ins from the State and the raisin makers

should forward boxes of this season's fruit

as soon as it was thoroughly prepared for

the market. They should send good quality

and as early as possible.

Mr. Eiscn undertook to collect exhibits

from Fresno County, and Mr. J. II. Drnm-
mond of Glen Ellen promised to do his

best on behalf of Sonoma County. Mr.

Drummond already has twelve dozen of wine

at Louisville which were sent there from

the New Orleans Exposition, but he has

promised to forward, in addition, a hun-

dred gallons in wood.

The Secretary was instructed to forward,

as early as possible, to all viticulturists and

others interested in the undertaking the

following

< lit* i i.\ic.

The Committee, appointed by the State

Viticultural Commission, for the purpose of

securing an exhibit of viticultural products

representative of California, has instructed

mo to send you the following particulars

and to solicit your earnest co-operation

.

The following samples are considered

desirable, by the Committee, to be the main

features of the exhibit, which should be, in

every possible particular, typical of the

viticultural industry of this State.

First — Collections of wines, brandies,

raisins and fresh grapes.

Second—Photographs of vineyard scenes,

wine cellars, grapes; charts, pictures or

maps illustrative of the extent and diver-

sity of the industry.

Third—Samples of soils from different

localities, vines of different ages showing

the branch and root growth; pressed speci-

mens of the foliage ; specimens preserved

in solution.

Fourth—Products made from the grape,

such as grape syrup, cream of tartar, etc.

Fifth—A register of varieties of vines for

sale, with the prices and peculiarities of

each concisely stated; also prices of wines

for sale and by whom.
The Committee in charge of this exhibit

are Hon. M. M. Estee of Napa, Chairman;

I. Landsberger of San Francisco, Captain

J. Chamon de St. Hubert and D. C.

Feeley of Santa Clara Co., E. W. Maslin,

\V. B. West and H. P. Livermore of Sacra-

mento Co., F. T. Eisen of Fresno, J. H.

Drummond and Hon. W. Me Pherson Hill

of Sonoma Co.

In order that efficient work may bo done

in Southern California, the following gen-

tlemen have been requested to co-operate

with the main committee, with respect to

samples of wines and brandies, viz: Hon.

R. F. Del Valle, Los Angeles; Hon. J. F.

Crank, Pasadena; and It. J. Northam,

Anaheim.

The following named gentlemen |have

been requested to assist the Committeo in

securing proper samples of raisins, illus-

trative of their different sections, viz: Rob-

ert McPherson, Orange, Los Angeles Co.;

Col. L. M. Holt, Riverside, San Bernardino

Co.; Geo. A. Cowles, El Cajon, San Diego

Co.; T.C . White, Fresno; D. A. Jackson,

Woodland, Yolo Co. ; Hon. J. A. Filcher,

Auburn, (for tho foothills.)

The following extracts, from a letter ad-

dressed by Mr. C. B. Turrill to the editor

of tho S. F. Merchant, serve to show

more particularly the nature of tho exhibits

desired and should be adhered to as closely

as possible:

ABBANGEMENT BY COUNTIES,

"A careful study of tho subject induces

mo to adhere to my previous plan of arrang-

ing the exhibits by counties, ' and then

grouping these geographically. Thus the

visitor forms a pretty correct idea of the

resources and advantages of each section.

And when he passes from one county col-

lection to another and sees the same pro-

ducts displayed in so many of these geo-

graphical divisions, he is amazed at the

fact that so many things are produced

nearly all over the State."

A GENERAL DISPLAY.

" Besides this general arrangement, I

want to have sufficient of the exhibits to

make general class displays. For instance,

I want to get up a general viticultural and

viuicnltnral display, which will, clearly

show the extent and diversity of this branch

of our State's productive possibilties. I

shall be glad to have all the charts, pict-

ures, maps, etc., that I can get, which

will throw light on these matters. Photo-

graphs of vineyard scenes, wine cellars,

grapes, etc., are the interesting pictorial

part of such a display. There should also

be samples of soils from different vineyards.

Vines of different ages, showing the branch

and root growth. These should illustrate

the growth of different varieties as well as

the fertility of the soil. There should be

pressed specimens of the foliage. The
vines will have to be dried, and the leaves

will have to be removed, they will simply

show the canes and the roots. The foliage

must be pressed. Then we need specimens

of the different varieties preserved in solu-

tion. I have a large collection of such

now. These are in a preservative solution

of my own, and keep admirably, retaining

bloom as well as .color, form and size. I

put one bunch in a jar ; after the solution

has permeated the berries there is no fear

but what all will keep well.*'

WINES IN BOTTLES.

"It is important that I should have in

this special display as full an assortment

as possible of wines and brandies of differ-

ent varieties, vintages, and from as great a

number of localities as they can be procur-

ed. Two or three bottles of each would be

ample for this. I would urge that for this

part of the display, if no other, the bottles

should be clear, so as to show the color of

the product contained. I think it would be

well to have these bottles accompanied by

concise statements of the grapes]from which

made and also by an analysis. There are

other points which will suggest themselves.

It is important that all these vine pro-

ducts be put up in attractive shape. One

largo display of wines that came for the

New Orleans Exposition would have made

a better appearance had the bottles been

better. Some apparently wero ordinary

beer bottles, and the height was not the

same. This was unfortunate, and was the

cause of much adverse criticism. Wine

dealers urge mo to impress upon our mak-

ers the importance of filling the bottleB

fuller, and making the capsulo come down

just below the top of the wine. Remember

that our wines will bo criticised. It is well

to avoid grounds of complaint when pos-

sible."

CAPPING AND LABELING.

" Caro should bo taken in capping, and

especially in labeling. In the collection

above referred to some of the bottles had

been put into the sheaths beforo tho labels

had dried, and they were rumpled up past

recovery. Too much care and attention

cannot be paid to all these little details.

There arc thousands to notice them, and

much depends upon attractiveness. Then

there is another point; there is a constantly

present tendency to compare our wines

with the French, not alone in quality but in

the style of bottling, labeliug
v etc. We must

put our best foot forward in all particulars.

Many here have objected that in our wines

the bottles are not full, that is to say, there

is anywhere from half an inch to nearly
two inches between the top of the wine and

the bottom of the cork. It is important

that I be supplied with a sufficient number
of duplicate labels for all bottles, in order

to replace the labels in the event of their

becoming soiled or damaged."

THE KAISIN EXHIBIT.
'

' I have not mentioned the raisin in-

dustry. This is very important. And all

that has been said regarding neatness and

care is applicable here. People are aston-

ished at the beauty and quality of our rais-

ins. I let them test them when I can.

Tho taste thus cultivated for our products

creates a local demand that must be sup-

plied. Every one speaks of the superiority

of our California products. This sampling

creates the desire to purchase, and local

dealers come for the addresses of those to

whom they can write for goods and prices."

EACH MAKEE'S MITE.

" A series of exhibitions is contemplated

and the Company asks the earnest, active

co-operation of all . Let no one hesitate

because he can contribute but little, for his

mite will help to make the mass, and in

that mass his individuality will not be lost.

Each man gets full credit for what he does,

and all have the honor of doing something

for California.''

TASTING AND SAMPLING.

" There should be a reasonable supply of

important wines that may be tasted by

those who will bo specially interested in our

viniculture. This can be so conducted as

to do great good. It is not necessary nor

advisable to treat every man that comes

along, but a little experience demonstrates

who are the parties who will be the ones

to assist in making a market for our wines.'

'

NO TIME TO LOSE.

Exhibits should be properly placed at

Louisville by August 15th, but it is probable

that the collection may bo added to, subse-

quent to that date. It will thus be Been

that prompt action is necessary on the part

of all our viticulturists.

HOW TO FORWARD EXHIBITS.

All that need bo done by exhibitors, after

packing, is to deliver thoir packages at the

nearest railway station with special tags

attached to them. These tags can be ob-

tained from any member of the Central or

Local Committees, or from the Secretary.

They are addressed to T. H. Goodman,

caro of J. T. Carothers, Station Baggage

Master, San Francisco, and state that the

package is an exhibit for the Louisville

Exposition. Mr. Carothers has received

instructions to forward all packages, so ad-

dressed, to their destination without delay.

PARTICULARS OF THE EXHIBITS.

As it is deemed desirable that a record of

all the California exhibits should be kept

at tho offico of tho State Commission,

exhibitors aro requested to forward to the

Secretary full particulars of the number and

nature of their exhibits in accordance with

the above instructions, with detailed ac-

counts of any special peculiarities per-

taining thereto. All exhibits forwarded

through this Committee will bo merely on

exhibition as a general State display and

not for competition. They will be forward-

ed free of charge

By order of tho Committee,

Charles R. Buckland, Secretary.

323 Front Street,

San Francisco, July 28, 1885.
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OUR NATIVE WINE SHIPMENTS BY SEA.

l'EH P. M. S. S. CO.'S STB. SAN BLAS, JULY 15, 1885.

TO NEW to ICI>.

MAItKS. PACKAOES AND CONTENTS. VAbUB

li 1) & Co., New York
IS B, Now York
1<", in diamond} New York.,

A, in diamond. New York

.

Mel) & Co., Philadelphia .

.

L, in diamond, Pittsburg.

.

G in diamond, K, Pittsburg..

E B& J, New York
E L, New York
F A, New York
i> L, New York
K AG, New York
E C, New York . :

J JB, New York
L, in diamond. New York. . .

.

11, in diamond, New York. .

.

F, in diamond, New York

B Dreyfus & Co..

S Laehman &C'o.

Kohler & Frohling.

Laetnuan & Jaeobi

.

ISM) barrels Wine ....

10 barrels Wine
25 barrels Wine
5 barrels Wine
VO barrels Wine
1 case Wine
barrels Wine

1 keg Wine
1 barrel Brandy
5 barre.s Wine
25 barrels Wine
15 barrels Wine
25 barrels Wine
8 barrels Wine
10 barrels Wine
10 barrels Wine
5 barrels Wine
15 barrels Wine
5 puncheons Wine .

.

47 puncheons Wine.

Total amount of Wine 25383
Total amount of Brandy 47

8820
474
1147
230
438

5
439)
io

;

47
244
1104
743
1235
304
402
400
240
740
786
7256

$ 4020
180
•100

03
238

5

295

105
175
476
315
494
182
258
220
140
206
314

2396

$10502
105

TO MEXICO.

A B & Co., Manzaniilo..

G & 11, Manzaniilo
V V & Co., Manzaniilo..

F J C, Coliroa

A D & Co
.

, Acapulco . .

.

S II, Salinas Cruz
A H 4 Co., Acapuleo ..

Thannhauser & Co.

Kedington & Co
J Caire
Cabrera, Roma & Co.

.

Urruela & Urioste

4 kegs Wine
2 kegs Wine
5 kegs Wine
48 case3 Wine
4 cases Wine
10 kegs Wine
10 cases Whiskey .

Total amount of Wine
Total amount of Whiskey, 10 cases.

70
22
50
162
20
164
90

FAIRBANKS' STANDARD SCALES.
The Recognized Standard Weighing Machines.

Beware of Imitations

Manufactured in Sizes and Styles Suitable for Use in

WINERIES, VINEYARDS AND ORCHARDS.
iy Before Purchasing get Price List and Estimates from

FAIRBANKS & HUTCHINSON,
401 MABKET STBEET, SAN FBANCISCO.

t. H. KNOWLES, MAHA81R. EDWIN h. GRIFFITH, Sicmtaw.

S497
90

TO CENTRAL AMERICA.

M M, La Union..
J A V, La Union

.

M M, La Union
De M A, La Union

.

J FC, Corinto

R R, La Union
F V, Corinto

J L, Amapala
S M C J W, San Jose de G'mala
G L & Co., J W, Amapala.,.

II C, Corinto..

F Sal, Corinto .

A C & Co

J L D, Guatemala

J H P, San Jose de Guatemala.

FM T Corinto

Urruela & Urioste.

Montcalegre & Co

Cabrera, Roma & Co..

John T Wright,.

Thomas Bell & Co.
L F Lastreto

B Dreyfus & Co.

Schwartz Bros

Thannhauser & Co

1 package Whiskey.
10 packages Wine..
3 kegs Wine
2 packages Wine. . .

.

5 cases Wine
1 package Whiskey.
40 cases Wine
3 cases Whiskey
6 cases Wine
50 kegs Wine
12 cases Wine
2 kegs Wine
15 cases Wine

10 cases Wine
10 cases Wine
2 barrels Wine
8 half barrels Wine

.

40 cases Wine
4 cases Whiskey
1 barrel Wine
1 keg Wine
5 packages Wine

Total amount of Wine, 17 packages .

.

Total amount of Whiskey, 9 packages.

23
75
12
22
20
18

170
27
22

426
48
25
76

40
25
49
125
150
40
39
15
35

$1376
108

ARCTIC OIL WORKS.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Sperm Whale, Elephant and Fish Oils, Skid Grease,

WHALE OIL SOAP.
ESPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR VINEYARDS AND FRUIT ORCHARDS.

OfrEICE— 2S CALIFORNIA STREET. S. »'.. Cal.

Fancher Creek Nursery,
FRESNO CITY, CAL.

offers this season for sale an unexcelled stock of well-grown, healthy and i.nsect-
,,.. eruIT TREES, such as Pears, Apples, Peaches, Apricots, ({unices, Cherries, etc.; also the

Whitn Adriatic the genuine Fig of commerce; the Papershell Pomegranate, etc A full

^"t,n™tof Ornamci'dal Trees and Shrubbery. The Abyssinian Banana, the largest and hand-

soniest of all Ornamental Plants. Rooted Grapevines for Claret a»Ji.«ry;im ROTted kinds,
such as Palomino, Doradilla, Cabernet Sauvignon, Mataro, Pedro Ximenes, also Sabal KanS

is Palomino, Doradilla, Cabernet sauvignon, mavaio, i ™» .«...»..<..>, »..~. onuai rvanSki ,
lmper-

.al
£**|j* °**I*™[_hS?"n SDecialtV, our stock consisting of only the very choicest and most select va-

netic°true to Label and Description- Send for Catalogue and scikmificallt arranged

Mr*Wo! WE?°mnrierly orwfs't's Stockton Nursery, is in charge of the propagating department;

Read What Dr. Chapin, Chief Horticultural Officer Says:

r»FiR Mr WEST-At my visit on Jan. 11, 1885, I could not wish to see any finer young trees. Allow me

to compliment you upon your great success, which, of course, your long experience would warrant For fine

rootTg^ani healthiness, these trees can nowhere be excelled. Yours truly, S. F. Ciiapin.

jy All Letters to be Addbessep to GUSTAY EISEN, Fresno City, Cal.

TO PANAMA.

AC, Panama
|
l.ilienthal & Co 151 cases Whiskey.

L, in triangle, Panama L F Lastreto 12 cases Whiskey.

J S, Panama
|

" |4 eases Wine

Total amount of Wine
Total amount of Whiskey, 03 eases.

20

20

463
72
10

t 10
535

MISCELLANEOUS SHIPMENTS.

DESTINATION.

Victoria
Mexico
Honolulu $
Victoria 1 Idaho . .

.

Honolulu Alameda

yueen of the Pacific.

Newbern
Consuelo

RIO.

Steamer..
Steamer..
Brig
Steamer..
Steamer.

N

240
185
500
447
625

$273
130
386
414
568

Total shipments by Panama steamers.
Total shipments by other routes

Grand totals 28,243

26,246 gallons $13,283
1,907 " ,-1,771

15,054

THE OLDEST WINE HOUSE IN THE UNITED STATES.

John Osborn Son & Co.

INSURANCE T COMPANY
03F^ OALIFORKTIA.

THE LARGEST PACIFIC COAST COMPANY.
CAPITAL, 8750,000
ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1884, - - $1,500,000

Agents in all the Principal Localities.

D. J. STAPLES. President;
WILLIAM J. DUTTON, Secretary,

ALPHEUS BOLL, Vice-President;

E. W. CARPENTER, Assistant Secretary.

California Oil Stove.

NEW YORK. (FOUNDED 1836.) MONTREAL.

Shipping and Commission Merchants.
[P. 0. BOX NO. 80. N V.] 45 BEAVER STREET, NEW YORK.

Correspondence solicited with Wineinahers throughout the State, and also for
all California Fruits and General Produce.

We handle all (roods as we receive them, and it is the object of all shippers to ship only such wines, etc.,

that will establish a reputation. As sole agents for PIPER HEIDSIECK and PIPER SEC CHAMPAGNE, our
importations for the last three years were 125,000 Baskets, or more than three timet the importations of
all it her brands imported to the Pacific Coast

JAMES HUNTER
GAUGES OF "WINES AJSi) SPIRITS

(Established 1851.)

OFFICE—323 FRONT STREET,

San Francisco.

J. T. COCHRAN & CO.,
A SPECIALTY-

Shipping and Commission.
Liberal advances on consignments.

303 California St., San Francisco, Cal.

>
i
o

I *
3 v<

C 3
» o

If
J

°
o o

o o
m

o
a.
o

;£*.=

Scud for Catalogue.
WIESTER & CO./sManufacturers,

17 NEW MONTGOMERY STREET, San Francisco, [Cat.
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Recognition.

Our friends in the Fresno Viticulture!

and Horticultural Association recognize the

value of a journal like the Merchant
guarding and advancing their interests, and

give effect to their good wishes in a very

practical way, as will he seen by the follow-

ing resolution

:

Official.

Fresno, Cal., April 5, 1884.
Proprietor S. F. Merchant. — Dear Sir: Below

is a copy of the minutes of the last meeting of the
Fresno Vitieultural and Horticultural Society that is

of interest to yourself.

Resolved—That this Association recognize the San
Francisco Merchant as one of the best organs of the
Vitieultural and Horticultural interests in the State,

an exponent of their views and aole advocate of

their interests, and, moreover as a paper which has
taken more than oidinary interest in the prosperity
of Fresno county. We agree to give the publisher
our liberal support while that journal pursues the
course for which it has hitherto been distinguished.
Moreover, we suggest that manufacturers and deal-

ers in agricultural implements and other merchandise
who wish to call our attention to their goods, aid us
and other Viticulturists in maintaining the San Fran-
cisco Merchant on a sound footing, by giving it a
large share of tneir advertising patronage.
Be it further resolved that the Fresno Vitieultural

and Horticultural Society tender its thanks to the
San Francisco Merchant for past favors.

O. F. RIGGS, Secretary.

I'll WINE MAKERS.

AFIRST CLASS PRACTICAL WINE MAKER
and Distiller, wishes to get employment. Will

give best references. For particulars address to this

office.

The Chaiutre System of Pruning-.

Another proof of the success of this meth-

od of pruning conies from Mr. L. D. Combe
of San Jose, who has twenty acres of

Pinots, Ploussards and Cabernets, in their

third year, pruned by this system. The
Pinots and Ploussards have suffered slight-

ly from coulure, but the Cabernets with-

stand it better than any varieties he.has. The
grapes are set out 8 by 8 feet apart as for or-

dinary culture, at least 80 per cent of them
are in fine shape, and Mr. Combe proposes

to graft the rest if they break; he is fully

persuaded that the Chaintre system will

prove very valuable. He is lifting his vines

with small redwood stakes sixteen inches

long, V/% inches wide and half an inch

thick; they are trained southeast which

gives twelve feet to the next vine, and, in

two or three years, Mr. Combe proposes to

pull up every other row.

With the present low prices for Califor-

nia wines and the attempt, in certain quart-

ers, to "bear '' the market, it is absolutely

necessary that every idea and every pos-

sible facility for the disposal of wines

should be fully and freely discussed. The

wine makers in the country districts have

stocks on hand which they are anxious to

dispose of. The few wine dealers in the

city have, or say they have, their cellars

full, and consequently have no room for

further purchases, unless, perhaps, at a very

low rate, when a vacant corner might be

found for storage until a customer presents

himself. The wine maker naturally does

not feel disposed to sell at this very low

rate if he can possibly avoid it. We pay

seventy-five cents for our Zinfandel, the

maker of which would at present obtain

from fifteen to twenty cents. Even allow-

ing that he receives twenty-five cents then

we consider that fifty cents is a very good

per centage of profit for the merchant and

that the balance of trade is most decidedly

in his favor. Of course there is a certain

proportion of inferior wine made in the

State, but the question remains what can

be done by experienced and good wine

makers who are now dependent upon their

individual efforts.

One person alone, with a limited capital,

as is the case with many of our grape grow-

ers and wine makers, is not generally in

such a position that he can defy market

prices. It is often the case that he has

embarked in this industry rather more than

was warranted by circumstances, or, in

plain language, that he has expended the

whole of his capital in starting his venture

without making any allowance for market

values, which unfortunately now have a

tendency to decline, and the result is that

he finds himself in somewhat of a straight

and perhaps barely able to obtain the ne-

cessaries of life. The first thing is a mort-

gage on his property. This tides over a

season but the next one comes round with

unerring regularity. Wages must be paid

if the business is to be continued and man
must live. In every district there are many
who are situated in such a predicament as

we have outlined, and whose individual

efforts are valueless. But in unity there is

strength. Where one alone, single-handed

might fail, yet if he combined with a dozen

neighbors, whose interests are of the same

relation and of the same character, they

may be able to succeed

.

The only salvation that we can see, in

such cases, is co-operation. But this is a

difficult matter to attain though it should

not be. In each vitieultural district where

every man is working, not only for his own
benefit but also for that of his immediate

vicinity, which indirectly redounds to his

own credit, there should be perfect har-

mony established among all. There should

be no hesitation in interchanging ideas and

suggestions which are mutually advant-

ageous. Co-operative cellars will store the

wines but they will not sell them . They
afford a means of keeping them until the

purchaser comes round but they do not

take them to the purchaser or consumer.

In nine cases out of ten it has hitherto been

customary to sell to the few San Francisco

firms. But these days with increased sup-

plies, are past. It behooves the wine

makers to bestir themselves and take

prompt and vigorous action. In addition

to a co-operative cellar in each wine pro-

ducing district, why should not the wine

makers co-operate to sell their wines.

Those of Napa or Sonoma, for instance,

might "pool" their products, say a few

thousand gallons each, for sale on a well

organized and mutually beneficial system.

The chief requirement to ensure success

would be harmonious co-operation.

It is a fact that, in proportion to the

population, there is a very limited per cap-

ita consumption of California wines. The
co-operative selling system might be inaug-

urated in San Francisco as an experiment.

Let us suppose that fifteen wine makers

of Napa valley pool a thousand gallons of

wine each. To start the business a certain

amount of capital will be required which

must be forthcoming. The amount would

be determined by the scale of their opera-

tions. These might be confined merely to

a house-to-house canvass by agents, who
should leave a small sample bottle of the

wine for sale, together with a circular stat-

ing the price at which that sample and

other wines could be sold for cash at every

house in the city. Such an experiment

has never been tried on any complete,

systematic or extended scale. The expenses

would be the rent of an office and small

cellar, the wines being shipped as required

from the place of manufacture or the cen-

tral cellar. There would be a first outlay

for light wagons, horses, bottles, cases and

demijohns. Most of the wine sold would

be probably in gallon demijohns for which

a nominal charge might be made to ensure

their return. There would be a certain

outlay for advertising, office expenses and

salaries. The salesmen should be smart,

energetic men; they should collect on deliv-

ery and so place the business on a strict

cash basis. Fair profits and quick returns

should be the motto.

Another and more extended idea, but one

which would involve a larger origiual out-

lay, would be the establishment of small

" wine shops " throughout the city. Any
person going into the average saloon and

asking for a glass of wine will either get a

thimblefull, or he would be told that '
' they

don't keep it." A number of little " wine

shops " on all the principal thoroughfares

of a city, and perhaps on some of the main

suburban thoroughfares, should create a

demand for wine by placing it prominently

before the public. A little "shop'' like

the average cigar store would be quite large

enough for the purpose. It should be open

to the street, plainly fitted, kept scrupul-

ously clean and be known as a Napa,

Sonoma or Los Angeles "wine shop."

One person could attend to each; and a

drink, a good one, of pure wine should be

offered for five cents. If the purchaser

wishes to dilute it with water, let him do so,

but offer him the pure wine. There is

many a man who, on his way home from

work, would prefer to drink a glass of wine

in this manner to going into a saloon for

bad whiskey where he may be induced to

treat others and so spend more of his day's

earnings than he should. Place the pure

wine before the public as cheaply as pos-

sible, force it upon their notice, and we

venture to assert that the demand will in-

crease. We cannot expect a general and

growing consumption in the East while our

home consumption is limited.

We have suggested that the retail price

of the wine should be five cents a glass.

Taking fifteen fair-sized glasses to the gal-

lon this would be 75 cents per gallon, the

same price as charged by city dealers. Al-

lowing one half of this amount for running

expenses, the wine maker would realize 37%

cents per gallon, as against the 15 or 20

cents that is the present average offer, if he

is even fortunate enough to get an offer of

any kind. Even with two-thirds of the re-

ceipts swallowed up in expenses, the net re-

sults would be 25 cents a gallon, which is

certainly preferable to 15 or 20 cents. Fix-

ing the price per glass at 10 cents would

make a proportionate increase in profit,

but we advocate as low a charge as is com-

patible with a fair return, for the purpose

of increasing the consumption. Most

people will adhere to wine-drinking instead

of spirits, after once being broken into the

habit. The details of management at the

beginning of such an undertaking must be

carefully planned, with a view to strict

economy and so as to protect as much
possible the co-operating wine makers,

Many matters would have to be arranged,

but at present we content ourselves with

the suggestions that we have given. Iu the

meantime we hope to learn, and shall be

glad to receive, the ideas and opinions of

wine makers themselves. We believe that

such an undertaking as we have outlined

would prove both practicable and profitable.

CALIFORNIA WINE Mlll-Ut > is

The Mekchant presents to-day the ship-

ments of California wines, by sea, for the

month of July. The figures show a con-

tinued decrease in the Panama line of ship-

ments which are 15,000 gallons less than

in the previous month. The June exports

by other routes were unusually heavy, 15,-

000 gallons being sent to Mexico and New
York alone, consequently a drop might

have been anticipated for July. The total

however of the "other route'' sea shipments

exceeds the monthly average of last year

and is especially noticeable for the increase

in the Hawaiian trade, which almost

doubles that of June, and the shipment of

4,523 gallons to Liverpool "round the

Horn.'' The figures stand thus:

BY SKA, JULY 1885.

To— Gallons. Value.

Liverpool 4,523 $2,022
Hawaiian Islands 2,312 2,110
Nicolofski 1,002 862
Victoria, B. C 946 062
Mexico 528 415
Japan 296 333
Tahiti 278 236
Apia 20 23

9,911 $7,869

By Panama line of steamers.. 63,133 §31,335

Total 73,044 $39,204

The Short Crop.

As the season progreses the effect of the

drought is being noticed in many places in

connection with the development of fruit in

vineyards where the roots of the vines are

not able to reach an abundant moisture.

In many parts of the State, especially

around the Bay of San Francisco, there

was practically no rain after the mouth of

January so that the soils in vineyards in

some of the most fertile places has dried

out to such a depth that the berries are

now showing the effect by shriveling up;

others are not developing the usual size.

To what extent this' will affect the vintage

we cannot tell as yet, but another two

weeks will tell the story. In all probability

this will be another cause for a diminished

vintage.

Mr. C. Aguillon, it is understood, has

taken as a partner for his Livermore cellar

Mr. Bustelli of St. Helena, who will have

charge of the work at that place. Mr.

Bustelli is an accomplished wine maker.
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CALIFORNIA WINK TRADE WITH
HONOLULU - MOW IT IS

INJURED.

The Merchant has frequently advocated

an extension of the California wine trade

with Honolulu and its increased consump-

tion on the Islands in preference to spirits.

We have been told by local dealers that

there was but little demand for it and that

it was not worth while pushing the busi-

ness. Nobody hitherto has tried to do so.

On all the plantations on the Islands there

are managers, book - keepers, engineers,

overseers and sugar boilers among whom

the trade might be extended besides in

Honolulu itself. Further, there are several

thousand Portuguese laborers who are

wine consumers and who would purchase

our cheaper-classed wines. We have often

wondered why there was no greater demand

in this direction, but we have at length

arrived at a solution of the problem which

is by no means difficult to elucidate now

that we know the answer.

The duty on wines in Honolulu is as fol-

lows: Over 18 and under 30-proof, $2 per

gallon; under 18-proof, 40 cents per dozen

quarts, 20 cents per dozen pints and 15

cents a gallon in bulk. We pay in San

Francisco for our small supplies 75 cents

for a single gallon. Add to this 25 cents

for freight aud 15 cents for duty, it should

be sold in Honolulu at $1.15 a gallon for a

shipment of a single gallon. Offsetting

the extra charges for fees and cartage

against a reduced price for the sale of a

larger quantity in bulk the same rates

should hold. Even allowing an increase of

ten cents a gallon it could be profitably

disposed of at $1.25 a gallon. But it is

actually sold there at $1.75 for a gallon

demijohn. This is by no means the worst

case. A former resident at Honolulu, who

is now in San Francisco, tells us that he

purchased a case of California wine shortly

before leaving and was charged $9 for it.

On remonstrating at this exorbitant outrage

he was told that the duty was $2 a gallon

or $4.80 for the case, the wine being be-

tween 18 and 30 per cent proof spirits.

Now we know that California wine averages

from 10 to 12 per cent alcoholic strength,

and the duty collectable should only have

been 40 cents. The freight on a single

case would be 30 cents, allow 30 cents for

other charges, allow even $3 for cost of the

wine, bottling and casing, and this would

give $4 as a fair charge with a fair profit,

instead of the $9 that was wrung out of the

unfortunate purchaser.

California wine does not need fortifying

for shipment to Honolulu, and to say that

it is over 18 per cent alcoholic strength not

only injures the reputation of our manu-

facture, but also tends to prevent its con-

sumption by those who would be inclined

to freely drink light wines especially in a

hot climate. We do not believe there was

a mistake in the Custom House in this in-

stance because in the two cases mentioned,

the wine in the demijohn and in the case

were precisely of the same character. We
can only assume then that an extortionate

charge was made for the sake of a few dol-

lars. Such sales will certainly prevent any

large increase in this direction, and our

Island friends should look to it that they

are not made the victims of an unscrupul-

ous salesman. The duty on California wines

imported at the Islands should be entirely

abolished on reciprocity grounds, but while

it does exist it would be well that the alco-

holic strength be certified to by the Hawaii-

an Consul-General in San Francisco before

shipment. The danger to consumers on

the one hand and injury to the California

wine trade on the other would thus be

obviated. A fair profit in trade is permis-

sible but avaricious greed should not be

tolerated.

THE JOINT APPROPRIATION

.

JOE Ill.lttVS DEATH.

The news received by the steamer Mari-

posa from Honolulu, on 22nd inst., of the

death of Joe Tilden was a fearful shock to

his many friends in San Francisco. He
was a man universally known and univer-

sally liked. He never had an enemy and

nobody was ever heard to say one word

against him. Only a few. weeks ago the

writer saw him standing on the deck of the

steamer leaving here for the Islands. He

was full of life, health and vigor, yet, in an

instant he is dead. We feel it our duty, as

well as a pleasure, to record the effort

made by Hon. Samuel Parker, a native Ha-

waiian and a true and brave gentleman, to

save Joe Tilden from his untimely fate.

Mr. Parker rushed into the burning build-

ing, and, with the assistance of a native

boy, succeeded in rescuing Mr. Tilden's

body. But it was too late; he only lived

for thirty-six hours longer and all medical

skill was powerless against the decree of

death. For Mr. Tilden's family we express

our deepest sympathy. We know his son,

Charlie Tilden, who is learning practical

viticulture in all its branches from Mr. J.

H. Drummond of Glen Ellen. It is not

saying too much to predict that he will

prove a worthy son of his worthy father; he

is a quiet, unassuming and hard-working

young gentleman. Our old friend Mr. B.

J. Creighton, now editor of the Advertiser

in Honolulu, who occupied a room in the

same cottage with Mr. Tilden and lost every-

thing he possessed, including valuable books

and papers, writes us as follows : "As I

think of poor Joe's fate I am far more than

resigned to my comparatively trifling loss."

Among the few trifles raked from the ashes

of the building, after the fire, was a docu-

ment which belonged to ourselves and

which had been placed in Mr. Creighton's

hands to complete a business transaction in

Honolulu. It was slightly scorched by the

heat but was otherwise intact. It is now

in the possession of Mr. Charles Tilden.

THE AMERICAN EXHIBITION IN
LONDON.

One of the leading features of the Ameri-

can Exhibition to be held in London next

year is a California wine shop. This can

do much good or a great deal of harm ac-

cording to the quality of the wines sold

there. It should be ascertained beyond a

doubt that none of the New York manufac-

ture of chemical California Bhine wine at

twelve cents a gallon be admitted into the

wine shop. But the wines should be pure.

Tliere should be full information given as

to their manufacture and the prices at

which they can be laid down in London.

The names and addresses of the wine mak-

ers who are anxious to sell should be made

known. The bottles should be plainly la-

beled that consumers or dealers may thor-

oughly understand which wine suits them

best or is best adapted to the requirements

of the market, and from or through whom
further supplies can be obtained. The Ex-

hibition will remain open for a period oi

six months, from May 1st, 1886, and medals

or diplomas will be awarded on the recom-

mendation of juries composed of English-

men eminent in each branch of exhibits

represented.

Nothing has yet been done to make use

of the joint appropriation for the use of the

University and the Viticultural Commission

for experimental, analytical and scientific

work. It is now sometime since the Com-

mission addressed both the Secretary of the

Board of Begents and the Chairman of the

Committee on Conference, requesting that

a meeting be held to determine how the

funds shall be used and how much shall be

apportioned to supply the necessities of the

State Analyst, Professor W. B. Bisiug, who

is now required by law to make analyses

which shall be prima facie evidence in

courts of justice whenever needed. The

Board of Begents having declined the propo-

sition to place this fund under the joint

control of the proper officers and the pro-

fessors who would have the work to per-

form, were requested through their com-

mittee together with the committee of the

Commission to determine the nature of the

work to be performed under the appropri-

ation and the necessary apportionments for

the same. Mr. Ainsworth, Chairman of

the Begents' Committee, stated three weeks

ago that he would be ready to meet with

the Committee of the Commission but as

he has not thus far done so an annoying

delay is occasioned. This is more particu-

larly the case with respect to the office of

the State Analyst who is a professor at the

University and who requires the appoint-

ment of an assistant and arrangements for

perfecting his work. Samples for analysis

are beginning to accumulate in the office of

the State Viticultural Commission but noth-

ing can be done with them at present until

the Board of Begents will take action so

that the funds may be provided for legally

.

An effort will be made by the Commission

this week to bring about a meeting in settle-

ment of this question so that the work

during the vintage may go on effectively.

Under the law providing for a State Analyst

all parties desiring analyses of viticultural

products, wines, brandies, etc., are requir-

ed to forward the same to the Secretary of

the State Viticultural Commission on whose

demand the State Analyst will perform

analyses, reporting to the Commission from

time to time as fast as the work is perform-

ed. As this work will no doubt go on, even

though the Commission is obliged to pro-

vide funds for it at the sacrifice of other

work if the Begents continue inactive with

reference to the joint appropriation, those

who have samples of wine of special im-

portance, especially where the same are

diseased, can forward them to the Secretary

of the Commission where they will bo num-

bered and preserved for use as soon as the

State Analyst is ready to work at them

which of course will not be much longer

delayed.

neath and covered the roots of the young

vines planted over them in the midst of the

soil impregnated with the mercury, and

were apparently flourishing and healthful,

thereby proving that the presence of the

quicksilver in the soil about the base of a

vine would not prove an impassable barrier.

Nr. Wctmore's Visit to the East.

Since the announcement of the proposed

visit of the Chief Executive Viticultural

Officer to Washington, New York and other

points East, letters have been received at

the office of the Commission from parties

in Sew York, who are warmly interested in

this enterprise, counseling the postpone-

ment of this work until the heated Summer

weather is passed, as it is almost impossible

now to get people together at public meet-

ings. For this reason Mr. Wetmore, after

consulting with the officers of the Commis-

sion, has determined to (postpone his de-

parture until about the first of October,

which is, after all, a wise proceeding, be-

cause he can then, after studying the situa-

tion, remain in Washington until the open-

ing of Congress.

1 iuiK»i<l Disease*.

The recent work on fungoid diseases of

the vine published by Pierre Viala of the

National School of Agriculture of Montpel-

lier, France, is now being studied at the

office of the Viticultural Commission and is

found to contain more information than

could be heretofore acquired from other

sources. It is hoped now that by means of

this work the distinctions between the dif-

ferent varieties of fungus which attack the

vine may be recognized and the appropriate

remedies devised. fLhe&dy, from studying

this work, it appears that many of the dif-

ferent forms of the so-called "mildew'' in

this State may be classified and treated ac-

cording to experience that has proved the

efficacy of remedies.

.I.iiii nalisfic Enterprise.

Though we do not always agree with the

opinions expressed by the Chronicle, yet we

admire and commend the journalistic enter-

prise shown by the publication of its second

edition, on the morning of 23rd inst., con-

taining full particulars of the life and death

of General Grant, which was on the streets

within a couple of hours of the receipt of

the news of the hero's decease. The Chron-

icle far out-distanced any of its morning

contemporaries in San Francisco.

The K •!• in-iiiviii

.

Mr. F. W. Morse, the special inspector of

the State Vitieulturar Commission, has

again examined the vines treated at Sono-

ma with Dr. Bauer's supposed mercurial

remedy for phylloxera. In one case exper-

iments had been made to determine wheth-

er a soil impregnated with the finely divided

metallic mercury would prove a barrier to

the passage of the phylloxera, and to that

end diseased vines had been cut off below

the surface, leaving the diseased roots in

the ground, and young healthy vines had

been planted over them.the roots being envel-

oped in a soil impregnated with the mer-

i cury . Mr. Morse found that th« phylloxera

I had passed up from the diseased roots be-

A Mistake.

Mr. E. W. Maslin, one of the Committee

who signed the resolutions relative to the

State experimental wine cellar, at the last

Annual Viticultural Convention, states that

an article on the subject that recently ap-

peared in the Sacramento Bee is not a per-

version of the truth but a deliberate mis-

statement of facts throughout. He is sur-

prised that the paper in question published

it as it should have been better informed.

1... nisi ill.- Exposition.

Wine, brandy and raisin makers, who de-

sire to enter their exhibits at the Louisville

Exposition for competition, can do so on

payment of a fee of five dollars. They

should communicate directly with Mr. C.

B.Turrill, Gait House, LouisviUe, as the

exhibits forwarded through the instrument-

ality of the Committee appointed by the

State Viticultural Commission will not be

for competition.
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Father Noah.

The following is an original translation

from the German, for the New York Wine

Press, by one of the most accomplished

scholars and adepts in this line in the

country. It was doubtless after the perusal

of this poem that N. P. Willis once object-

ed to the drinking of water, that "since the

flood it had tasted of sinners !

"

PATUBR NOAH.

When Father Noah loft the ark,

The Lord drew near the patriarch,

And said: "Thy incense pleases me;

I will be gracious unto thee.

A very pious house hast thou,^

So ask of me some favor now."

"Dear Lord, exceeding bad," said he,

"The taste of water is to me,

Because all things corrupt therein,

Both man and beast, are drowned for sin;

Thy servant ({rant in his old age

Another kind of bev. rage
!"

The Lord reached up to Paradise,

And handed him a vine-stock nice,

And counselled him on every head;

And "Take good care of this," he said,

And told him all things, so and so.

Old Noah's face was in a glow.

His wife and children he did call,

And mustered up his household all;

And planted vineyards far and near,

For Noah was no fool, 'tis clear;

Built cellars then, and pressed the wine,

And filled his casks with liquor fine.

Old Noah was a holy man;
Cask after cask was tapped, and ran;

They drank of it with one accord,

And as they drank they praised the Lord;

Drank Noah, when the flood was o'er,

Three hundred years and fifty more.

IMPROVEMENT.

A wise man reads a lesson here:

Good wine he has no need to fear;

And item: No good Christian thinks

To mix in water when he drinks,

Because all things corrupt therein,

Both man and beast, were drowned for sin.

By way of an anchovy, we have added a

translation of another song from the French,

by our accomplished friend Pynnshurst;

and as this reminds us of the song of Doctor

Luther, published in the August number of

the Wine Press, it may not be out of place

to interpolate here also,

AN ANECDOTE OF CAXVIN.

The late Albert Gallatin, President of

the Historical Society, related it to the

Hon. Gulian C. Verplanck, from whom we

get it. Several years ago, a number of

Calvin's letters were found among the arc-

hives of Geneva, some of which, relating to

his domestic affairs, exhibit a curious pic.

ture of the daily life of this great Presbyter,

and illustrate strikingly his peculiar habits

and temper. In a scolding letter to the

syndics, or magistrates of Geneva, he com-

plains that they have filled his cellar with

wine of poor quality. "I do not keep open

house," he says, "nor do I entertain many
guests at my table, and therefore the quan-

tity you have sent me displeases me, as

well as the quality. I wish, therefore, you

would take it away and replace it with

something that I can drink; I do not want

much, merely enough for my own use and

that of my family; a few barriques, (barrels

of about forty gallons each j, say four or

five, will be sufficient for me, once a quarter!'

'

We are afraid the Presbyterians of this

country have been tremendous backsliders.

When shall we see such men as Luther and

Calvin ? But we forget the song. Here it is
'

"A LA BANTU DK NOB
PATRIARCHS 1NBI0NB."

To the health of Noah drink,

Patriarch undaunted!
Him who was the first to think

How vines should be planted;

He was told to make a boat,

Which upon the wave should float,

For a refuge Bure-a

While the deluge should endure-a.

When the Ued Sea did appear

To the Egyptians, think it!

Pharaoh thought, as I hear,

That he needs must drink it.

Moses knew by right divine,

It was water and not wine.

So he did not 8top-a

Nor touch a Bingle drop-a.

What although we are not here

In the time of Moses,

Yet our faith as sure as e'er

In the Church reposes.

Like her saints through all their line

Let's shun water, let's drink wine;

Give the heretic-a

Cold water till he's Bick-a.

Gypsum in Wine. The Vine Phylloxera.

Some twenty years ago the alarm caused

by Dr. Thudichum's (probably exaggerated)

notions about sulphuric acid being gener-

ated by plaster of Paris employed in the

vintage caused discussions pro and contra.

The matter was taken up in France until a

prohibition of gypsum above a certain dose

ensued. The most recent issue in this mat-

ter is a decree of the Government of Italy,

of which the following are the salient

points. The decree is dated Rome June 9,

and directed to the municipalities of the

Kingdom, some of which had interdicted

the production and sale of wines, which had

been plastered, in their jurisdictions.

"Once before,' ' the text of the decree runs,

"the Superior Council of Health had emitted

the opinion, based upon analysis and stud-

ies, that plastered wines could not be con-

sidered as unhealthy, nor a simple plaster-

ing as an adulteration, but only as a pro-

cess proper for vinification and clarification

and for the better preservation of wine."

Both for the importance the matter pos-

sesses for the health of the community and

for the interest of the wine industry and

commerce, the Minister of Agriculture has

submitted it to the|Council,which,in a meet-

ing on May 31st, confirms its former views

after having weighed and studied tho ques-

tion anew. Thus plastered wines are in-

offensive to public hygiene, and a good and

legal merchandise.

The Council bases its opinion upon the

following reasons : Plastering is neither

sophistication, nor a fraud. It is an opera-

tion by which tartaric acid is precipitated

in the shape of tartrate of lime, causing a

quick clarification and preserving the wine

from the divers tartaric fermentations.

By the chemical changes inherent to the

operation the cream of tartar is replaced

by sulphate of potash, and in the wine re-

main only feeble traces of tartrate and sul-

phate of lime.

The pernicious effects of plastered wine

are suspected by some chemists who be-

lieve the salt of potash to be an acid sul-

phate rather than a neutral one.

This hypothesis is not corroborated by

sufficient experimental proofs.

A certain dose of potash sulphate exists

materially in all wines, and in some wines

reaches a high proportion without these

wines being rendered less wholesome nor

less esteemed by commerce.

There are no facts which attest that plas-

tered wines have done any injury to the

health of their consumers.

Numerous experiments havo not over-

thrown the observations of the common

practice of plastering carried on from im-

memorable times. It is not proved that

inconveniences to health attributed to the

plastering of wines are derived from that

cause rather than from other substances in-

troduced with intention to cure some ill-

ness.

Numerous hygienists affirm the innoc-

uousness of plastered wines, and the French

committee of health has declared the same

on several occasions.

No restrictions are therefore to be put in

Italy on the process of plastering wines.

F. Pdff.

[Castner's Monthly and Rural Australian.l

The appearance of the dread vine disease

in New South Wales is a matter of the

deepest concern. For a short time after its

reported appearance in a vineyard at Cam-

den, there appeared to be some hope that

some other insect had been mistaken for it,

but this has been ruthlessly dissipated, as

the destroyer has made its appearance, at

other places, at a considerable distance

from the one where its indications were

first noticed. Severe measures will bo ren-

dered necessary to stamp out the pest, and

it is to be hoped that no vignerons, from a

sense of false security, will hesitate to give

information when the slightest indications

of its presence may be discerned.

The following description of the phyll-

oxera is taken fron Mr. H. Bonnard's Re-

ports to the Government:

"The Phylloxera vastatrix is a very small

beetle, measuring not more than an eighth

of an inch in length. It has four wings

and six legs and a sucker, which it dips

into the roots of the vines to absorb their

sap. It is rather oval in shape, and has

two horns on the head. Its color is green-

ish yellow, and it is not easy to distinguish

it with the naked eye until familiarized

with its appearance; even a strong magni-

fying glass is required. It takes four or

five distinct forms: first an egg; then a

small puceron, oval and yellow. When it

becomes a chrysalis it is somewhat larger

and more yellow; and when a perfect in-

sect it has wings, and nearly one-eighth of

an inch in length. It has two kinds of

existence, one under ground, and the other

aerial, and possesses wonderful powers of

multiplication, as well as spreading itself

over a large extent of ground, and of travel-

ing long distances in a short time, although

the underground beetle remains in a state

of immobility so long as the roots of the

vine on which it fastens can afford it suffi-

cient nourishment.

" On the leaves of some vines the Phyll-

oxera causes small galls which it fills up

with eggs. These, however, have never

been detected on European vines, but only

on those of American origin. The damage

is done only to the subterranean parts of

the vine. It produces long irregular nodo-

sities on the roots; in summer after these

disappear, the roots become rotten and the

vines die from exhaustion. Remedial

measures are as follows:

"1. The destruction of the winters' s eggs

by soaking the roots of the vines and their

stalks with boiling water and the surround-

ing ground; or after the pruning is finished

by whitewashing with insecticides, such as

coal tar oil, mixed up with warm water.

"2. The submersion under water for forty

days in winter where practicable, thus suf-

focating the insects by drowning

"3. The sulphuret of carbon, injested

through an apparatus in the ground during

winter.

"4. The sulpho-carbonate of potassium,

washed down by rains either in summer or

in winter, by digging small holes round the

vines into which the material, mixed with

water is poured."

all cuttings disinfected that were received

from other districts. A trough will be

placed at the depot where the disinfecting

process can be performed on receipt and

before shipment of all cuttings. In order

to ascertain which varieties of grapes aro

best adapted for that section, it was sug-

gested that the Society obtain a small piece

of land for use as an experimental plot

where individual vineyardists can graft

different varieties, and, by the wine made

therefrom, it can be definitely ascertained

what should be chiefly and permanently

cultivated.

A Healthy Growth.

The successful career of the Mutual Re-

serve Fund Life Association is marvelous

in the annals of life insurance enterprise.

Its name has become a tower of strength

—

and has been well earned by the untiring

devotion of President Harper and his asso-

ciates. Its astonishing prosperity has pro-

voked attacks which are best repelled by a

frank and full exhibit of its greatly increas-

ing line of business. Up to July 1, 1885,

this shows a gain of no less than $13,214,-

500 over that of tho corresponding period

last year. In June alone its mortuary re-

ceipts exceeded 250,000, of which over $G0,-

000 went into tho Reserve Fund—that triple

buttress upon which the Association justly

prides itself. This reserve now amounts to

$425,000, and is employed for three pur-

poses only—to pay death claims if any

should occur in excess of the American Ex-

perience Mortality Tables; to make good

any possible deficiency in the Death Fund

account; and to be apportioned among those

who have been members of the Association

over fifteen years, etc. As tho first and

second contingencies named are not likely

to arise, the third object is the one upon

which the fund is practically expended.

It is full of other good points, among which

may be mentioned the economical salary

list—less than $50,000 for carrying on the

whole work of the vast institution—and

payments to widows and orphans at the

rate of over $2,000 cash each day.—TV. Y.

Journal of Commerce.

Gustav Eisen of the Fancher Creek Nur-

sery, Fresno, is already issuing advance

circulars of his specialties for the coming

season. Copies can be obtained upon ap-

plication.

I'lovcrtlale Vltlcultnrlsts.

From the reports in the Cloverdale Seni-

inel and Meveille we learn that, at the last

meeting of the Cloverdale Viticultuial So-

ciety, it was decided that, in consequence

of the district being now free from phyllox-

era, every endeavor should be made to have

Mr. II. W. Severance.

This gentleman, who for tho past seven-

teen years has occupied and satisfactorily

filled the position of Hawaiian Consul to

San Francisco, will remain in this city and

devote his whole time in future to the

establishment of a complete and systematic

general commission business. Our Island

friends are so much better acquainted with

the business capabilities of Mr. Severance

than we are, that it seems almost super-

fluous on our part to urge them to recognize

his previous, unceasing efforts on their be-

half by giving him a share of their patron-

age. We can safely say, however, that his

intimate connection with the Islands and

with San Francisco business men affords

an opportunity to both, for mutually bene-

ficial transactions, that is seldom attained.

He proposes not only to receive and sell on

commission, consignments of Hawaiian pro-

duce, but also to fill orders for supplies

that may be required by planters and mer-

chants on the Islands. Mr. Severance will

continue to occupy his former office at 31G

California street and he has our best wislu s

for his future success. California fruit

growers and wine makers should comiiinni-

cate with Mr. Severance when desiring to

extend their business connections.
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Who Snail 1'iuli Our Kaisiiis?

Editok S. F. Merchant:—For several

years past the proposition has been repeat-

edly made that onr raisins should be pack-

ed Ky certain packing establishments and

not by the raisin producers themselves.

This should be in a supposed imitation of

the way the work is done in Spain. It has

been argued that the raisin makers were

not able to pack uniformly enough them-

selves, and that no California brand could

be established as long as every one packed

for himself. "We believe that these propo-

sitions have originated from the evident

fact that much is yet to be done and learned

in regard to packing and it was supposed

that the raisin makers had no opportunity

or no faculty to learn it themselves.

It is our opinion that this is entirely

wrong, and that no establishment out-

side of the raisin producers can be>

or should be, trusted with the pack-

ing. It is true that the way this has been

done so far is very far from satisfactory,

but we believe that in this as in other

cases, the difficulty will regulate itself.

There is another industry aualagous to the

raisis packing, from which we can learn

much, and which should be a guide to the

raisin makers, as well as a warning to them.

I mean the canning of fruit and the can-

neries. How then has this industry, this,

the fruit growers' public benefactor, been

conducted ? It has certainly not contributed

to enhauce the value of our fruit though we
must confess it has succeeded in establishing

a uniform brand, but unfortunately a uni-

formly bad one. And so bad has this can-

ning been conducted that the fruit industry

is in danger of being brought down to its

lowest level, and our fruit has gotten in

such a disrepute, because so unpalatable

and poor, that the public now hesitates to

buy the tiu-canned fruit and it dreads our

jams and jellies. It has been conducted so

badly that the public generally sees the

necessity of a new industry, the preserva-

tion of fruit in glass jars, in order that the

buyer can tolerably well know if he is being

imposed upon or not. The canneries had no

real interest to establish reputation and en-

courage fruit growing,have had no interest in

prosperity of the fruit raisers, and as a

consequence it has followed—perhaps from

business necessity and as a natural effect

of the system—that when fruit was low and

could not bring the former profit, the can-

neries were shut down, or no price was

paid for certain fruit. The fruit raisers

were again thrown on their own resources,

had to can privately, dry their fruit or feed

it to the hogs.

Now we believe that this is exactly the

way it would happen with the raisin pack-

ers. The packer, having no further in-

terest in the business than to make as

much money as possible out of his present

packing, will care very little to establish an

industry. He will endeavor to make all he

can out of wholesale and bulk, but he will

not pay that particular attention to every

packing, that alone will give reputation to

the trade and the industry. But the worst

of all will be that in poor years, when
either the raisins are poor or when prices

are low, the packer will either shut up shop

or combine to abnormally lower the prices,

or threaten to buy no raisins. ltaisin

makers not being prepared to pack will be

at their mercy at least for a season or two.

Who then shall pack? It is evident that

the small raisin producers can not do it.

If every one who raises a few acres of

grapes should endeavor to pack his own
raisins, such a multiplicity of brands of

different qualities would be thrown on the

market that the confusion would be general

and the injury great. As long as the raisin

production has been small no great evil has

ensued, but with the proportions that the

iudustry is now taking with the coming

into bearing of our numerous new vine-

yards a uniformity is absolutely necessary.

We believe the proper packers will be the

larger raisin producers . Those who them-

selves own large vineyards, large enough to

warrant them to engage properly in the

packing business, erect large packing houses

and dryers, procure the necessary fancy

papers, engage skillful superintendents and

skillful labor, and in fact who can afford

and who must afford to do the thing as it

must be done. Such packers must pack

their own crops every year whether the

price is low or not, and it will always be to

their advantage to pack well, establish cer-

tain uniform brands and a reputation. Let

us therefore discourage outside packers if

any there should be and let the packing be

trusted either to corporations of small rais-

in growers or to private large raisin makers,

who must pack for themselves and are

willing and find it to their profit to pack

for others or buy their grapes. It has

further been argued that it should be neces-

sary to stamp all raisins as California rais-

ins only, and to drop local names, such as

Riverside, Fresno, etc. We can see no ad-

vantage of this. California will naturally

clearly appear somewhere on the box, and

we see no inconvenience of the local name

any more than that caused by calling cer-

tain raisins Valencuis or Malayas.

The Spanish packers who always also are

large vineyard owners attach their names

to the brands and I see no reason why we

should not do tho same, provided we also

and prominently retain the once establish-

ed brand, be it London Layers, Loose Mus-

catels or something else.

Gustav Eiskn.

Fancher Creek Nursery, Fresno, Cal.

The Raisin Crop.

The Merchant, in its last issue, estimat-

ed the coming raisin crop at 210,000 boxes

and deprecated the customary "enormous

yield'' cry when not warranted by facts.

We further pointed out that such statements

would redound to the loss of growers as the

dealers and commission agents would natu-

rally depreciate values to subserve their

own interests. The truth of our statement

can be found in a circular of Geo. W. Meade
& Co., published after our article, in which

they state that "it is estimated" the raisin

crop will reach 400,000 boxes or over. From
their standpoint as purchasers of raisins

this estimate is all right, but when the

raisin maker wishes to sell and is told that

tho crop is double that of last year, and

that the demand has not increased, conse-

quently the price must be one-half what it

was last year, then the raisin maker will

begin to feel and appreciate the force of

our former remarks. This firm's advice is

'• to buy California raisins this year as you

need. It is known the crop is heavy and

we look for low prices." It is not by any

means known that the crop is as high as

the " it is estimated'' crop of Geo. W.
Meade & Co., but it is known that their iu-

iuterest as dealers is naturally to depreciate

values when purchasing.

< alilornia KnislliN ami I lie Tarilf.

[Correspondence Itraustrect's. ]

Sib—In your issue of June 20th, in an

article on raisins, J see the following : "It

is a strange coincidence that this country

and Great Britain should place a duty upon

raisius. In this country it is 2 cents a

pound and in Great Britain 7s. per cwt. or

V/% cents a pound."

The California crop of raisins for 1884

was estimated at 175,000 boxes of 20 pounds

each, or 3,500,000 pounds. The estimated

production for 1887 is 1,000,000 boxes, or

20,000,000 pounds. The area planted in

raisin grapes in this State was estimated for

last year at 12,250 acres. The chief objec-

tion to the sale of our fruit in the East has

been that they are packed in 20-pound

boxes instead of in 22-pouud packages, the

same as tho foreign raisins. The Eastern

merchants, instead of making a difference

of 10 per cent, make a difference of at least

15 per cent. Consequently our raisin

makers suffer a loss on this account.

Were it not for the duty on raisins in

this country California makers could not

live at the business. The price of best

Loudon Layers in Boston last season was

$2.85 a box and in Chicago $2.95. Best

quality California raisins, being 10 per cent

less in weight, should have brought $2.G5

in Chicago, but tho highest price realized

was only $2.35, and that in very exception-

al cases. The New York quotations for

London Layers last season were from

$2.GO to $2.85, but it costs Californiaus

more to place their goods in that market

than it does in Chicago.

The cost of putting up a box of raisins,

including the fruit, in California averages

$1.50. This is a low estimate. The aver-

age price obtained for this crop in 1883 was
less than $1.50 a box. The cost of labor

here is from $1 to $1.50 a day, whereas in

Malaga it is from 30 cents to 45 cents a

day, including board. The Spanish crop

is mostly cured by September 1, and ship-

ments are often made to New York by

August 20, before the California grapes are

ripe.

The California market is very limited, so

that the makers are compelled to ship East,

and, in order to compete against the early

imported goods, they must do so by fast

freight at $800 a carload of 10 tons, or an

additional cost of 80 cents per box, making

at least $2.30 in all. To this must be

added commissions and a small percentage

for loss and breakages.

It will thus be seen that with the present

tariff of 2 cents a pound California raisiu

makers cannot compete in Eastern markets

with imported goods. The Malaga crop of

1883 was an unusually large one, and was
placed in New York at from 75 cents to $1

a box. The California raisius in the same
season were forced down to $1, and even

65 cents a box in some instances. The
matter simply resolves itself into a question

of tariff, whether the introduction of for-

eign goods made by cheap labor shall be

permitted to undersell our domestic labor,

which is paid for at much higher rates. If

so, the raisiu makers of California must

relinquish their business.

San Francisco, June 29, 1885.

WM. T. COLEMAN & CO,

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

SAN FRANCISCO,

Agency Wm. T. Cm, km an & Co.,

ASTORIA, Or.,

CHICAGO,
NEW YORK,

Agency Wm. T. Co i,kman &Co.,

LONDON.

With Agents and Brokers in every Commercial City ot Prominence in the Union.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF HANDLING THE

RAISIN CROP OF CALIFORNIA!!
Ami amongst others we are Agents for

Riverside Fruit Company of Riverside, Miss Mary P. Austin of Fresno.

McPherson Bros, of Orange, T. C. White of Fresno.

With many other of the Most Prominent Curtrs of this State.

Our facilities lor Promptly Placing »n<l Widely Oislribiitiujf Their Product

t'mi be Ascertained from the Abuve Well-known t'urers.

We arc also Large Handlers of

ORANGES, DRIED FRUITS, HONEY AND BEANS

IN THE EASTEKN STATES.

Wine making in Fresno will probably

commence next week.

Advances Mode When Keqnircd, and Full Information ol Markets Promptly

Given. Address

Wm. T. COLEMAN & Co.
Market & Main Sts« S. F.
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Olive t'uHlvntiuii in Turkey.

[Wynbcrg Times. 1

Olives grown in Turkey receive little cul-

tivation after the young trees reach matur-

ity. At the end of the autumn, or early in

winter, a trench of two to three feet in

diameter and from eighteen to twenty-seven

inches in depth is dug round each young

tree, and filled with manure, more or less

rich, according to the age and strength of

the tree. The manure is well covered with

soil, so as to prevent it being disturbed,

and to keep it as long as possible in the

position best fitted to feed the roots of the

tree. The ground between the trees is

generally neglected. The olive tree usually

comes into full bearing about its twenty-

fifth year when it has been grown from

slips, but when grafted it yields abundantly

between its eighth and twelfth year. In

both cases it continues to produce largely,

every alternate year, for about fifty or sixty

years, and if cultivated it will continue to

yield, though less largely, up to the age of

one hundred years. Under ordinary cir-

cumstances a young healthy tree that Las

reached maturity will produce about eighty-

two pounds of fruit in a poor year, and,

with careful cultivation, the same tree will

yield in a good year double that quantity.

The trees vary in yield every alternate year.

An acre will contain 120 trees, and each

tree will yield an average of 100 pounds of

fruit, so that the produce per acre will be

about 12,000 pounds; and as it takes about

sixty pounds of fruit to produce one gallon

of oil, the yield per acre would be two

hundred gallons. When olives are intend-

ed for pickling, a small portion is plucked

while green to be pickled in that state, but

the larger portion of the fruit intended for

preserving is gathered when it has fully

ripened and has turned black; in Turkey it

is preferred in this state, and after being

washed, is packed in cases in its natural

state. The casks have a small hole bored

in the bottom to allow the water to run off

slowly. They are filled with olives to

about three inches of the top, and the cask

is then filled to the brim with fresh water

once in twenty-four hours, until the bitter

taste of the fruit has almost passed off.

The hole in the bottom is then plugged, an

aromatised pickle is poured on the fruit,

and, after the pickle has taken effect, a

little oil is added, to soften the olives and

reduce any bitterness that may remain in

excess of what is required to large consump-

tion of black pickled olives. To preserve

black olives for the table, the fruit is pack-

ed in casks or boxes with a large layer of

common salt, three-quarters of an inch

thick at the bottom. On this is laid a layer

of olives, about two and a half to three

inches in depth, upon which a light cover-

ing of salt is sprinkled, and so on until the

cask or box is filled, the upper layer of salt

being deeper than the others, except the

lower one. The staves of the cask are left

loosely bound to allow the bitter water from

the olives to drain off. In preserving green

olives, the fruit, give them piquancy or an

agreeable flavor. In extracting the oil the

method practiced in the interior of Turkey is

the same as was employed in the earliest

ages. The fruit is collected in a large recep-

tacle near the mill where the crushing is

done ; this mill is simply a large circular shal-

low tank with an upright beam in the center,

which runs through a large circular stone

and serves as a pivot around which the

stone revolves. A horse harnessed to a

horizontal pole attached to the stone sets

it slowly and laboriously in motion. An
improved apparatus has lately been intro-

duced; this consists of two stones attached

to the horizontal pole, and which are

dragged round with it. •'When a sufficient

quantity of the fruit has been thrown into

the tank the machine is set in motion, and

a man precedes the horse with an iron pole

to push the olives under the stones. After

a short time about two gallons of water at

boiling heat are poured in to assist the

action of the stones, and more is added as

required, until the mass acquires the con-

sistency of a thick paste. The mass is

then put into a large jar and conveyed to

the press, where it is kneaded with more

hot water into a square cloth of coarse

material, which will bear the greatest pow-

er of the press without bursting. The paste

is then formed into a square flat mass, the

cloth being neatly folded over it, and tied

with a cord attached to each corner, and it

is then replaced in the press. The press

is turned down by means of a hand lever,

and when more power is required a rope is

carried from the lever to an upright beam
at some distance which is rapidly turned.

The oil and water which are expressed,

run into a trough which is roughly hewn
from wood. This trough is divided iuto

two parts longitudinally by a partition,

which comes up by about two inches below

the level of its sides, so that when the oil

and water run in together on one side of

the paitition, the oil coming to the surface

floats over to the other side, while the

water is conveyed away by a pipe placed at

the level at which it is desired to maintain

the water within the trough. After the

press has been screwed down as far as it

will go, it is loosened, and hot water is

poured upon the pile to wash off any oil

that may remain on the cloths, and they

are kneaded without being unfolded. More
boiling water is poured upon each package,

and they are again placed iu the press, to

be again removed and undergo for a third

time the same process until no oil remains.

The oil comes out a light green color, and

is poured into a large jar near the press,

whence, after depositing any water or dirt

it may contain, it is poured into skins. It

is next emptied into large earthernware

jars, four or five feet in height, where it re-

mains for at least two months until all im-

purities are deposited.

I'oni'i iilie in Vines.

it can neither be a parasite nor the cause of

pourridie. They examined a number of

roots of the vine derived from the He'rault,

the Aube, Eoussillon, and from a vineyard

near Yeddo, in Japan, all showing symp-

toms of the disease. When cultivated in a

medium saturated with moisture, flaky

white filaments appeared, assuming later a

mouse-grey, and then a brown tint. Some
remained white, and these produced by

concentration the rhizomorphic strings of

pourridie". Two months afterwards the

fructifications of Dintanolophora necatrix

were conspicuous in great numbers; they

were most numerous and their filaments

most abundant in damp places, especially

under water. The parasitic character of

this fungus is placed beyond doubt. Healthy

vines inoculated therewith, and cultivated

in pots supplied with excess of moisture,

die within six months. The disease is

prevalent in the South of France, in Pro-

vence and Koussillon, also to a less extent

in other regions. It is chiefly found in

soils too retentive of moisture. The most

successful remedy consists in the purifica-

tion of the soil. The diseased stock should

be uprooted before the occurrence of com-

plete development, lest it become a center

for the dissemination of the disorder. The

conclusion at which MM.Foex and Viala

have arrived is that the parasitic fungus

Dimanotophora necatrix is the invariable

cause of the disease, which may be distin-

guished in its early stages by the soft swell-

ing between the bark and the wood of the

root and by the rhizomorphic filaments

upon the surface.

American Wines ami Brandies in
Europe.

[Wine Trade Review.]

MM. Foex and Viala have communicated

to the French Academy of Sciences the re-

sults of their experiments on this disease,

conducted in the viticultural laboratory of

the agricultural school at Montpellier . Pre-

vious experimenters have assigned the mal-

ady to those mycelia known under the

somewhat vague term of fibrillaria, the

numerous forms of which seem to have a

common origin. Roots of the vine covered

with these have produced a number of

fungi of the genus Psathyrella not identifi-

able with any known species, and provi-

sionally christened P. amptlina. Last year

M. Hartig described for the first time the

characteristic fructification of a parasite,

which he named Dimanotophora necatrix;

at the same time he attributed to it the fib-

rillaria just named, and stated his conclu-

sion that the parasite was the cause of

pourridie. MM. Foex and Viala have

found, however, that P . ampelina never de-

velops upon a healthy plant, but only on

roots or bark already decomposed; hence

In acknowledging the receipt of the "Re-

port of the Third State Viticultural Con-

vention,'' held in San Francisco, December,

1884, the American Eagle says: " It is by

means of meetings of this class and char-

acter that progress is insured in the steady

improvement of our products and manu-

factures, and it is through the American

Exhibition next year that the result of such

meetings is ascertained. American wine

and brandy are as yet unknown iu Europe.

If fairly represented in 1886 there can be

no doubt but that they will obtain a sure

foothold, and thus open up a new and im-

portant market for one of the most valuable

products of the United States. There

should be formed at once a responsible

committee of wine growers, and a complete

and exhaustive exhibit secured."

Sample copies of the Mkkohant will be

sent where requested by our subscribers.

KEWAR1) ! OF J10—*50 TO KVEUY PERSON
sending us valuable information of school vacan-

cies and needs. No trouble or expense. Send stamp
for circulars to CHICAGO SCHOOL AGENCY,

18o South Clark Street, Chicago, III.

N . B. We want all kinds of Teachers for Schools

and Families.

OLIVES. OLIVES.

I wish either to go in with

some one, or to form a Com-
pany to plant olives exten-

sively. I have many thous-

and fine two-year-old trees.

W. A. HAYNE, Jr.,

Santa Barbara. Cal.

The Contest Settled.

The Documents Speak
For Themselves.

Below We Publish the Awards as

Given -Diploma, Gold Medal

and Special Mention.

HIGHEST AWARD
-AT THE —

New Orleans Exposition

— TO THE —

ANTISELL PIANOS
— OF —

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

5. )

IT WILL INTEREST THE MUSICAL PUBLIC AND
persons interested in the purchase of Pianos to

read the following Jury's award and congratulation of

the United States Commissioners at the New Or-

leans Exposition to the T. M. Antisell Piano Company

of San Francisco, Cal:

Tiik World's Industrial and Cotton Cbntkn-
nial Exposition.

New Orleans, May 29, 1885,
MESSRS. T. M. ANTISELL PIANO CO.—Gbntlk-

mbn: At the closing of the World's Industrial ami
Cotton Centennial Exposition, allow us to congratul-

ate you on your success in being' awarded the highest
award of merit for jour Pianos over all American and
foreign exhibitors and competitors. That a California
manufacturer should win the first prize for the Beat
Piano in the World we consider well worthy of men-
tion by United States Commissioners of this Exposi-
tion.

Frank Bacon, Prest, Bd. U. S. Com., Kamas.
George L. Shroup, '* " Idaho.

Hobt. W, Furnas, " '* Nebraska,
John C. Keffer (acting),

" ** Ohio,
K. E. Flemming, United States Com'r, Dakota.
John S, Harris, " " Montana,
E, W Allen, '* M Oregon.
F. M, Murphy, " " Arizona,
F, W, Noble, " '* Michigan,
W. H, Sebring, " " Florida.

P. M. Wilson, " " |N. Carolina.

J. C. Truman, ** ** New York.
E, Spencer Pratt, " Alabama.
E. L. Koche, " ** S. Carolina
C J. Barrow, " " Louisiana.
Henry Merrell, " *' Wyoming.
P. Langhammer, H *' New Mexico

THE MOICI.irs INDUSTRIAL AND
COTTON CENTENNIAL EXl'O.

N1TION. NEW ORLEANS.
JURY REPORT

Application No Special.

Group Class

Competition.

The undersigned jurors in the above entitled class

having carefully examined the exhibit made bv the
ANTISELL PIANO COMPANY OF SAN FRANCISCO,
CAL., and all competing exhibits, concur in reccom-
mending the award of a FIRST-CLASS MEDAL AND
DIPLOMA, THE HIGHEST AWARD OF MERIT FOR
PIANO EXHIBIT FOR STRENGTH, DURABILITY,
EXCELLENCE OF TONE, AND FOR THE SUPER-
IOR QUALITY OF LUMBER USED IN THE CON-
STRUCTION.
Dated this 27th day of May, 1885.

JAS. 0. TRUMAN,)
FRANK BACON, [-Jurors.
GEO. L. SHROUP. J

It will he observed that the President of the United
States Board of Commissioners, Governor Bacon of

Kansas, was also a member of the jury that gave the
Antisell piano award; also Colonel Truman of New
York and Colonel Shroup of Idaho. These gentlemen
not only signed our jury report, but also the special

mention. We thus give positive proof of our victory.

Four other awards are claimed by piano manufactur-
ers, but we have never seen any evidence of their pre-

miums, not even to the value of a leather medal—
simply their own assertion. False telegrams and pub-
lications from New York won't humbug Californians.

It won't do to say that the Antisell pianos were not
entered for exhibition or competition. No piano
could be got into the exhibition unless regularly en-

tered. New Vork manufacturers are trying to break
down our awards, as they don't like to see San Fran-

cisco carry oft the honors.

T. M. Antisell Piano Co.

24 to 28 Ellis St., S. F.
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MILK 1'IIl.TIIKK.

Feeding' ami Itai^ins; SilU Wiirms Wic
Space Tliey Kcquirc—Colors ©I

the Cocoons Odd Habits.

LBy Miss Nellie Lincoln Rossiter, Practical Silk Cul-

turist, New Lisbon, Burlington Co., New Jersey.]

WHAT SHALL THEY EAT ?

Try dandelion. At first there will be but

little change, but in a short time they will

take to it daintily, feeding now here, now
there, choosing only tender morsels and

ever reaching for something better. Some-

times they will do pretty well on it exclu-

sively until after their first moult, then the

tender, delicate things turn from it in dis-

gust and die. Others seem to do better for

awhile, but the progress is slow, and we

have not heard of cocoons being produced

by feeding on dandelion alone. Its use

seems to be advisable only as a substitute to

sustain life when the worms have hatched

before their natural food, the mulberry,

has come into leaf. In one case I saw

thousands of worms fed upon dandelion

for over a week, at the end of which time

mulberry leaves had opened and they were

fed to them. They seemed to thrive beau-

tifully for eight or ten days, when numbers

of them swelled to enormous size, turned

soft as jelly and died. By the time there

should have been a harvest there were but

a few dozen of thin, poor cocoons.

The questions rise : Were the worms too

greedy when given their natural diet and

did gluttony bring its consequences ? Was
it the fault of the dandelion? Bid the

combination of food destroy them or were

they diseased stock ?

Some persons have been so far successful

in feeding lettuce as to produce a few small

cocoons, the silk from which was fine and

delicate in the extreme.

Osage orange leaves have been very suc-

cessfully used by some, who claim for the

silk so produced greater strength, if a little

coarser fibre, and greater brilliancy. We
have not fed it alone, but we have taken

worms that were pretty well advanced on

mulberry, given them osage, and watched

them carefully to find them roaming oft'

and starving to death in preference to tak-

ing the coarser diet.

lleversing the experiment, we gave osage

alone until the first moult, took half and

continued with it, the other half we gave

mulberry. In an incredibly short time the

mulberry was entirely gone, the osage still

holding its own against the not too eager

feeders. We placed the trays containing

each a short distance apart, re-filling them

with fresh, crisp leaves of their respective

kinds and watched for the result.

The mulberry feeders began as eagerly as

if half starved. A few began to eat on the

other, but many heads were raised and

swayed about, and bodies uplifted almost to

full length, and in a few moments there

were but a few laggards nibbling at the

osage, while the other tray was reinforced

by a lot of eager, squirming recruits, who
came to perfection at the same time with

the rest, and spun as good cocoons as any.

SPACE EEQUIBED FOE RAISING SILK WORMS,

A thousand worms can be conveniently

kept in an ordinary collar box until they

are a week or ten days old, and the con-

sumption of food will be very small and

the trouble of keeping not to be mentioned.

After the second moult their capacity for

food increases wonderfully and their growth

is remarkable.

You watch their progress day by day and

feel as though numbers had been added,

their demand for more room is so peremp-

tory. If you do not giva it they will take

it, crawling where they list, without regard

to propriety. They never travel far, how-

ever, but can easily be kept in bounds by

proper feeding.

Note.—A worm that has wandered be-

yond the reach of leaves will be found to

have tried to spin a web in which to en-

close itself as it slowly starved, even though

it was some distance from spinning time

when it strayed.

CAPACITY FOR FOOD BEFORE SPINNING.

As the worms grow larger the sound made
by their feeding when a crisp lot of leaves

has been given resembles a 'shower of rain,

and a very few minutes is sufficient time

for the demolition of leaves, shoots and

even the bark of strong branches which

you would be excusable in supposing might

last them half a day.

From the last moult until spinning time

it seems almost impossible to satisfy their

craving. They feed with a nervous eager-

ness, choosing the strong bright leaves that

have sprung into vigorous growth after a

shower, leaving the more delicate morsels

for younger relatives. Their growth at this

time is very rapid, and they gradually be-

come almost transparent, then the appetite

at last fails, the creatures turn forever from

their food. No coaxing with choice morsels

meets with success, they turn away as

though disgusted, grow clearer and softer,

wander away to some convenient spot and

begin the work of beauty that is destined to

help in swelling the revenue of nations.

PROBABLE COLORS OF THE COCOONS.

And now an observant person can almost

predict the colors of the cocoons that will

be spun. The yellowish worm, deepening

to orange on the under side will spin a

lovely orange cocoon; the one having a

pale, greenish cast, yellow underneath, will

give us a dainty shade that may safely be

called lemon color; this one with no shading

but a pale grayish tinge, will produce a

cocoon which, in its first freshness, will

have a most delicate lavender tint that will

too soon change to a dirty white when
handled; another, a little clearer, with just

a faint glow about it as it wanders oft', will

show a shade so faint as to be almost in-

describable; not deep enough to be called

pink, yet too flush for white. It, too, will

change with slight handling to a soiled

white. But this one, with nothing remark-

able about it but its clearness, watch it; by

and-by, hanging in the branch, we will find

suspended by threads clear as glass and
gleaming like silver a cocoon white as snow
so spotless as to seem too pure to touch

however daintily; yet, strange to saj-, it

will not be so easily sullied as the others

Experience will^prove that the pure white

and the orange retain their beautiful purity

longer than those of any other coloring,

always excepting the large peanut shaped

buff- colored strong fibred cocoon, whose
many good qualities seem to give it prece-

dence, though for actual beauty of appear-

ance it is surpassed by those before men-
tioned. But nothing but positive abuse

will spoil either color or shape of this favor-

ite.

ODD HABITS OF SPINNERS.

It would be difficult to find anything

more? perverse^ than silk worms when they

are ready to spin. Place all the tempting

contrivances you can invent in their imme-
diate vicinage, wander they will, up and

down and into unthought-of places. The
branches that suit some, others will not

deign to notice. A few will meekly spin

where you with gentle hand may place

them; others little short of lock and key

could confine. Some take the notion to

spin flat (and they work faithfully) against

an even surface until they are so far changed

to chrysalids that they can no longer cling,

but fall, leaving a gauzy fabric that is diffi-

cult to remove, but the beauty of which is

truly wonderlul.

We had a worm which spun a ribbon five

inches long, varying from two to two and a

half inches wide, with a strong selvage at

each side, that only a man's fingers could

break. Another made for itself a pretty

little orange colored basket suspended be-

tween two twigs, and there it worked, un-

conscious of the curious eyes that watched

its strange monotonous motion until it was
sealed in its brown casket. Sometimes

two, or even three worms will go into part-

nership, all spinning in the same space,

forming odd cocoons that are useful only as

floss, none being fit for reeling except the

perfect single cocoon. Perfect products

will be found to be each composed of a

single thread hundreds of yards long. We
have seen one reeled on to the fingers in

one continuous line from the start until the

chrysalis dropped, entirely released from

its dainty covering. Nothing in art can

surpass the glossy beauty of the fibre when
first reeled.

THK FUTUKE OF WINK - OKOW1NU
191 « Al.ll Oi;\l A

From Notes ami Observations Made by
Thomas Hardy ol Banksiile Vine
j arils, Adelaide. South Australia,
When Traveling Through California.

My last letter completed the description

of all I have seen of the vineyards and cel-

lars of California during a stay of twenty

days. Of course it would take months to

visit all, but I think I have seen the prin-

cipal old vineyards in the country . There

may be a few errors in my letters in respect

of numbers and quantities—I took no notes

at the time of my visit—but as I had two

pairs of eyes and ears with me beside my
own, and we generally compared notes

when in the evening I jotted down the

events of the day, I trust there is not much
wrong in what I have written. I have

come to the conclusion that there is a great

future before the vine growers and wine

makers of California. They can pro-

duce every class of wine required by the

world in some part or another of the coun-

try. They can make good brandy, and as

cheaply as any country, from the immense

yield of grapes and the use of labor-saving

machinery in cultivation and manufacture.

The fine land of the interior valley of the

Sacramento and the San Joaquin, with the

aid of irrigation judiciously applied, and

the fine dry climate, will enable them to

supply all the world with raisins, and per-

haps currants, which, strangely enough,

have hardly been tried as yet. They have a

population of over fifty millions of people

in the United States alone to supply, and

railway rates are now at a rate that will

enable them to flood the Eastern markets

with wine and brandy. There are already

ten million gallons of wine made in Cali-

fornia from the best accounts I could gath-

er, and from the large increase in planting

during the past few years, and still going

on, the production will be doubled in three

years, and it is quite possible that produc-

tion will for a time be in excess of the de-

mand; and, for the credit of the wines of

California, the sooner that is brought about

the better, as the wines now are placed on

the market much too young, especially for

the sweet and strong wines. We shall very

likely hear of a great depression and low

prices in consequence of this rush in vine

planting, but it will be only for a time, and

those who have good vineyards and can

make fairly good wine need not fear, for it

will soon pass away. The market for the

wines in the country itself is not yet half

developed; there are hardly any places

open to the public in any of the cities for

the sale of wines only; it is generally mix-

ed up with lager-beer and spirits, and very

little attention paid to serving it out in a

proper manner. A great deal of it is no

doubt sold as French and German wines,

the labels, brands, and cases, being imitat-

ed to a T.

The wholesale business in wines and

brandies in San Francisco is principally in

the hands of those who no doubt when the

price gets low enough for them will

buy in largely and hold for age and better

prices. No one scarcely finds any quantity

of wine over a year old in any grower's

cellar, and I do not think there is much in

those of merchants.

For us in Australia we have nothing to

fear from the competition of Califomian

wines with ours in Europe . They have too

large a market of their own to supply for

many years to come; and our wines are of

a quality to suit the London market much
better than any I have seen of theirs. The

youth of most of their vines is a cause of

much inferior wine being made; add to this

the very general habit of planting vines in

land too rich to give anything but poor

wine, even from the best kinds of grapes.

That the
t
country is capable of producing

fine wines I have no doubt, having tasted

excellent old wines, and very promising

new wines made from old hillside vine-

yards .

I have obtained during my visit greatly

enlarged views of what we should be able

to do in Australia in the production of wine

and in the economical working of vine-

yards and cellars; many hints which will,

I trust, be of some service to the country

of my adoption, and to myself and family.

SILK CULTURE.
My Book of Instruction,

"SILK AND THE SILK WORM."

Gives all necessary information.

Frice Twenty-Five «Vnis per Copy.

Silk Worm Eggs, Keels, Trees, Cuttings, Seeds, etc.

for sale at the very lowest market rates.

THERMOMETER AND BAROMETER COMBINED.

For use of Silk Kaisers.

Free by Mail, only 75 cents*.

I will be pleased to give information to correspond-

ents who apply by letter, inclosing two cent stau p
for reply.

Specimen Boxes or Cocoons and Keeled

Silk, 25 cents.

None but articles of the first quality sold.

Address all communications to

MISS NELLIE LINCOLN ROSSITEB,

Practical Silk Culturist.

New Lisbon, Burlington Co., New Jersey.

Money Orders and Postal Notes to be made payable

at Pbmbbrton, P. O., New Jersey.
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ni'iim WlUCS.

At a meeting of the Santa Clara Couiity

Viticultural Society, Mr. J. B. J. Portal

said :

Under the name of Medoc is known that

tongue of laud advancing to the center of

the river Gironde to the ocean, from the left

side of that fleuve to the sea. Geographic-

ally speaking, the Medoc district commen-

ces near Bordeaux and ends at Saint

Estephe. Beyond comes tho Lower Medoc,

which differs entirely from the true Haut

Medoc. It is situated between 45 and 42

di greet of latitude. The valley of the Gironde

is about twice as long as it is wide and con-

tains eleven departments, known as the dis-

trict of the southwest.

The country above described resembles

as near as can be the valley of Santa Clara,

cutting through to Santa Cruz, and the

river Los Gatos replaces remarkably the

Gironde. The soil is in most of this sec-

tion the same as that of the Medoc district

of France from which the world is supplied

with those wines known under the various

uaiues of St Julien, Pauillac, Margaux,

Lalitte, Mouton, Latour, La Rose, Leoville,

St. Estephe, etc. If tho Burgundy district

claims justly the highest rank among the

best wines of Europe, it is well admitted

that the world recognizes the Medoc as the

next in rauk as to quality and fineness; and

it is also well accepted by the French

authorities that that privileged region is one

of the most prosperous sections of the

French Republic, which is most due to the

reputation of her wines.

I cannot on this occasion extend my re-

marks as I would like to, in giving you

many points of interest concerning the

Medoc district, I will simply give you an

idea of what is cultivated there, and what

we cau do here with the same varieties of

grapes, as far as wo havo experimented.

Have we any of those noble varieties ? If

so, what are they? If Medoc wines are so

distinct from any other, the varieties that

enter into their composition must also be

so, and it is a remarkable fact that variet-

ies, soil, culture, differ entirely from all

other districts; therefore their culture must

be a special subject for viticulturists to

study.

Five principal varieties are cultivated in

Medoc—the Cabernet Sauviguon, Cabernet

Franc, Malbec, Merlot and Verdot.

The Cabernet Sauviguon is to the grand

vines of Bordeaux what the Pinots are to

the great vines of Burgundy, the cepaye par

excellence; but like all noble fine grapes it is

a sby bearer and its wine takes longer to

mature. But it is a good keeper and im-

proves by age wonderfully.

C. A. Wetmore. in his second annual re-

port, says of this grape on page 127: "This

is the highest type of Bordeaux Claret

grapes. It is a very shy bearer and de-

mands long pruning, trained low. It is

only experimentally known here at present.

The sample of wine made by Mr. Druni-

mond in 1882 was moro admired at the last

State Viticultural Convention than any

other on exhibition, notwithstanding its

youth. Those who are now experimenting

with this variety are importing their cut-

tings from France. Mr. Crabb has this

variety from several sources. His first

sample of wine was excellent. Mr. Portal

of San Jose is pruning it successfully, ac-

cording to the Medoc system. I am test-

ing its practical value near Livermore.

Hon. M. M. Estee has made an importa-

tion; also has Hon. J. T. Doyle. I be-

Bordeaux type cannot afford to be with-

out it."

Since tho abovo writing many samples of

Bordeaux wines have been sent to our dif-

ferent conventions and surely the samples

proved very satisfactory, the larger number

being sent from Santa Clara county where

this grape is extensively cultivated. I have

now fifteen acres in cultivation and have

prepared twenty-five acres more to set this

next Winter; and as the cuttings are now

abundant in the State, I trust that those

who have the proper location will avail

themselves of the opportunity of propagat-

ing them.

The Cabernet Franc is the most prolific

bearing vine of Medoc. It is a very vigor-

ous grower and the least subject to coulure

of any vine we cultivate. This year gives

a very good illustration of the qualities of

this grape. While most other varieties

havo suffered severely from coulure, the

Cabernet Franc stood well. Its wine is of

the same quality as the Cabernet Sauvig-

uon, and it enters in a large proportion into

the manufacture of Lafitte, Latour, Leo-

ville, Margaux—in fact all the best Bord-

eaux wines.

The Malbec in a favorable location bears

moderately and gives a wine of heavy color;

but its wine must be blended in order to

keep well. Tho Merlot and Verdot are re-

garded in Medoc as -'plant auxiliaries.''

They are vigorous growers at my viueyard,

but they have not as yet fairly fruited.

'I'lic Culture of the Vliie.

[By Dr. J. Guyot.l

VINTAGE.

The vendauge, or gathering, of the grapes

is the first act of the vinifieatiou, and the

last and sole purpose of vine culture. The

gathering is the supreme fact which re-

sumes and sanctions all the labor of the

vigneron, and all the expenses of the pro-

prietor. An abundant crop of well ripened

grapes is a true conquest, the result of a

six mouth's campaign, during which Spring

frosts, cold June rains, hail, insects, dis-

eases, Autumn frosts and rains, had to be

overcome and subdued. There is nothing

moro dramatical, more exciting, than the

struggle of the vine grower against the

enemies that attack his work without inter-

mission and to the last. In vine districts a

good vintage is a general triumph, which

cheers up tho laborer in his toils, and

heightens the animation and joyfulness of

the whole population. But this unanimous

satisfaction is seldom given by capricious

Autumn, to the hazards oi which the vig-

neron abandons himself with the quiescence

and fatalism worthy of a Turk. Fine and

good vintages are now getting more scarce,

and that is not because of the inclemency

of the seasons, but because of the stupid

ardor of covetonsness and desire of obtain-

ing a crop of any description to make a

wine, whatever may be the quality. Sixty

years ago one used to grow grapes to make

wine; since, and especially for the last

twenty years, wine is made solely for the

money that it realizes. Wine is made with

grapes grown from coarse cepayes, crammod

on a small space of neglected soil ; it is made

with green grapes, and speculation, traffick-

ing audaciously in names, destroys the for-

mer reputation of the wines of France.

Oh, manufacturers and merchants of pre-

tended French wines, how long will your

impudent travelver persuade foreigners that

your wines from gamais, chasselas, gouais,

dition of glucoses, molasses and raw sugars,

are the true and good French wines? The

answer is ready: English industry offers

similar wines, made with preserved grapes,

sugar and acids. To re-establish the trade

of genuine French wines, vineyards must

be planted with fine cepayes, and the fruit

be allowed to come to perfect maturity.

The French wines are light and generous,

inimitable in thoir agreeableness, and in-

comparable for their hygienic influence on

the body and miud.

Ban de vendauge*—Advantages of late

gatherings—Disadvantages of the ban de

vendauge. In old times an assembly of

notables, assisted by experienced viguer-

ons, fixed for everybody a day before which

gathering grapes was not allowed, and that

day never preceded the complete maturity

of the fruit; the quality of the wine was the

pride of the man and ot the country, and it

was very properly thought that no single

individual had a right to compromise a re-

putation the maintenance of which was a

matter of general concern, t The desire to

realize the crop as early as possible is per-

mitted to influence the fixing of the ban de

vendauge where it exists. The crop must

be turned into money as soon as possible,

and the September rains and October frosts

are dreaded like irresistible scourges, from

the grasp of which the grapes must be

taken, be they only half ripe; what mat-

ters the quality, as long as there is a sale

for produce, and it will always sell, the wine

having become so scarce. This anticipated

fixing of the ban de vendango is, therefore,

exercised without a regard to the quality of

the wine, and for that reason the complete

suppression of the custom is desirable.

Danger of early gatherings.—The incle-

mency of the woather in Autumn is gener-

ally less injurious and less fatal than people

believe. For forty years I have observed

with interest most of the vintages, and

their episodes relatively to meteorological

effects. I have often seen the proprietors

in Burgundy, Champagne and Toumiiue

regretting their early gatheriugs, and I have

always ascertained that temporisers of the

same localities obtained better crops and bet-

ter wines. To make the good wines, the true

wines of France, except, perhaps, in some

Southern iocalities, the grapes must be

gathered when in their highest state of

maturity. A perfect maturity is of as great

importance as the choice of fine cepayes.

For in truth, tho juice of Chasselas may

measure four or five degrees with the gleu-

cometer, and of well-ripened gamai six or

eight degrees, when the juice of the best

black Piueau, if unripe, may mark zero;

when the Piueau is slightly red, it marks

two degrees, then four, six and eight, and

it is only by longer and complete ripening

that its juice reaches ten, twelve and even

fourteen degrees. It is evident, therefore,

that the perfect maturity of tho grapes is

the necessary complement of tho fineness

of the vine which produces it. So the vig-

neron who gathers his Piueau as soon as it

is black outside and green inside, obtains

wine worth one shilliug per gallon, and the

vigneron who gathers it a fortnight or a

mouth later, when it is thoroughly black,

gets a wine worth from three to four shil-

lings a gallon. The choice of the time for

the vintage is of great moment. For sev-

eral years I have seen the finest black

grapes of the great vineyards in Cham-

pagne sold at from 24s to 32s the cwt. Well,

a vineyard well tended will always produce

one ton of grapes per acre, which would

give a return of £24 or £32.

A Strong EiHlorw imni.

The New York Analyst contains a report

on Milco's buhach as follows: "This is

the powder of l'yrethrum cineraria; folium,

which is the same plant from which the

imported insect powder is supposed to be

made. The buhach is made from the

plant raised in California, and the samples

we have seen for sale in the stores, bearing

the name of the Buhach Producing and

Manufacturing Company of Stockton, we

found to be pure and unadulterated. Of

some twenty samples of the imported in-

sect powder, not one was found pure; they

were all adulterated with cheap trash, pos-

sessing no value as insecticides whatever,

and some contained paris green and other

poisonous substances. The best evidence

of the adulteration is, that the powder is

offered at less price thau the flowers from

which it is made. The buhach powder has

been tested and highly recommended by

several of the best authorities in this coun-

try. The efficacy of the powder depends

upon the volatile oil tho flowers contain.

It is therefore necessary that it should be

packed in tin, where this oil will not evap-

orate aud thus cause the powder to become

inert. The usual adulterations found in

the imported insect powders were sumach,

yellow ochre, sand, terra alba, acetate of

copper, arsenious acid. Such powder as

this is not safe to use where the dust is to

be iuhaled by human beings, while the bu-

hach, though destructive to all insects, is

perfectly harmless to human beings.''

and also for all* Vendange is used for }ratheriiijr

the operations of wine making.

t Cyrus Redding thinks wrongly that the ban de

vendange is an infringement upon the personal rights

soeured by the Revolution to every Frenehman. The

ban de vindage is no law of the code, it exists only in

a few localities, and even there it is not strictly carried

out; in fact, it is a kind of understanding among the

inhabitants of a commune, and any of them who

choose to override it can do so with impunity.—Trass.

HEMS
BUSINESS
COLLEGE,
21 l'OST ST.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

San Francisco, t'al.

rilHE LEADING INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS
X training in America. This school educates for the

practical affairs of life, and no young man can afford

to enter upon a business career without a course of

training at this popular institution. Students are

drilled in all branches of business by ACTUAL I'llACT-
IVE, thus fitting them for the counting house at once.

Send for circulars and learn full particulars. Address

E. 1". IIEAL1) & CO., San Francisco, Cal.

ieve that thoBO who aim at fine wines of I verdillon and verjuice, qualified by the ad-

CASTAL1AN
THE BEST SPRING MEDICINE

In Tla© "World

!

The Best Blood I'urificr known. Try it. Nature';

own Remedy for Inflammation, internal or external

Wonderful Cures. Call, or send forCircular.

FORBES & PLAISTED,
No. 2 Fourth St., S. F.
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In the Mebchant will be found the ad-

vertisements of the Central Pacific Kail-

road, W. P. Haber of Fresno, Guy E.

Grosse of Santa Rosa, Frost & Gilmau of

the same place, Moulton & Co. of Healds-

burg, T.H. Cordell & Co. of San Jose and
San Francisco, all of whom have choice

vineyard lands for sale.

They have placed on file a list of such
lands at this office, in order that all per-

sons desirous of purchasing vineyards may
be enabled to inform themselves of lands

to be disposed of before taking a trip up
the country,
By such means it is intended to make the

Mkechant office of assistance to those in-

tending to embark in viticulture, and all

pamphlets and information will be freely

tendered to those who call there. It is de-

sired that the public should look to the

Merchant for all information concerning
grapes and wine.

From Mr. W. P. Haber, Manager of the

Fresno Land Office, we have received de-

scriptive pamphlets of Fresno county,which
contain a sample list of properties for sale

at that office. They vary in extent from
two to six hundred and forty acres, and in

price from $15 an acre upwards, and com-
prise city and suburban lots. Mr. Haber
is the Fresno agent for the Pacific Coast
Land Bureau of San Francisco.

We now have particulars of 25 additional

properties in the vicinity of Santa Rosa
and Sebastopol, Sonoma county, that are

offered for sale, from 17 to 1,300 acres

each, at prices ranging from $175 up to

$20,000, according to size, location and im-
provements. The properties are situated

close to the railway line, planted in orchard,
vineyard, have been used for general farm-
ing or are ready for the plow. Most of

them have commodious dwellings and out-

houses and would be valuable investments
for intending settlers.

Messrs. T. H. Cordell & Co. of San Jose
and this city, whose advertisement appears
elsewhere, offer for sale several lots, from
10 to 80 acres each, of improved vineyard
lands in Santa Clara valley. They have
also orchards planted with the choicest

varieties of fruit trees, and orchard lands
for sale.

Mr. Geo. M. Thompson of Healdsburg,
Sonoma county, is agent for the sale of the

Bermel Winery and three acres of land
close to the center of the town and the rail-

way. The cellar has a capacity of 40,000
gallons with every facility for enlargement
at little expense. On the premises is a
saloon where the wines are retailed; the

buildings are complete in every detail and
fitted with the latest and most improved
machinery and conveniences. The price is

very reasonable and the owner intends to

establish a vineyard in the immediate
vicinity.

WOODLAND WINERY

For Sale.

LOCATED AT WOODLAND,
YOLO CO, Cal.

Complete in all its Appointments.

Capacity, 160,000 Gallons.

Winery For Sale.
THE

BERMEL WINERY,
And Three Acres of Land,

SITUATED CORNER WEST AND GRANT STS.,

Hcnlrisburff, Sonoma Co., Cal.

On Line of S. F. & N. P. R. R.

Steam Crusher, Hand Crusher, Two Still
•

Syrup Pan, Pumps, rnd Everything

Complete.

COOPERAGE IN BEST CONDITION.

Two -Story Brick Building,

25x60 Ft. Fifty roils from Dcoot.

No Other Winery in Vicinity.

Cellar under ground—capacity 40,000 fjallons—

capable of being enlarged to any capacity at small

cost. Outfit complete to carry on the business.

Dwelling and outhouse? in good repair. Location

most desirable in the State,

For further particulars apply at the office of the

S. F. Merchant, or to

CEO. M. THOMPSON, Agent,

Healdsburg, Cal.

CO.,

Two thousand tons Wine Grapes raised here last

season. Will sell the whole property or the Cooper-

age, in lots to suit. This is a rare chance for engag-

ing in this business. For full particulars inquire at

office of

LANDSBERGER & CURTIS,

123 California SI.,N. F.

Or to

CLARK & CULVER, Propts.

Woodland, Cal.

MOULTON &
EEAL ESTATE,

MONEY AND INSURANCE BROKERS,
HEALDSBURG, SONOMA CO., CAL.

A large quantity of the FINEST GRAPE LANDS
in the County are now in the hands of this Company
for sale.

A list of Russian River bottom lands and red
gravely hill lands SPECIALLY ADAPTED TO VITI-
CULTURE, will be forwarded on application

.

Buyers should visit Healdsburg before settling else-

where .

Office in the Sotoyome Hotel.
Healdsburg;.

For further particulars apply at the office of the

. F. Merchant, 3*23 Front street, San Francisco.

OF THE THIRD ANNUAL

State Viticultural ConventioD.

FOR SALE AT THE OFFICE OF

THE SAN FRANCISCO MERCHANT.

S23 FKOMT ST. P. O. Box 2366.

Prleo • SOorata Eich

Bound In Cloth, 11.80.

AMPELOGRAPHY.

Varieties of Vines Known in California

Choice of Localties.

and

TINE, RAISIN, AND TABLE GR PES

FROST & GILMAN,

REAL ESTATE BROKERS,

OFFICE 529% FOURTH STEEET,

By C. A. WETMORE.

CHIEF EXECUTIVE VITICUI.TIIBAI.

OFFICER.

For Sale at

THE " MERCHANT " OFFICE.

Single Copies 25 cts

Santa Rosa, Cal.

THE DAILY BULLETIN.

THE ONLY EVENING'PAPER IN HONOLULU.

Largest Circulation ot any Hail.v

in the City.

A Splendid Advertising Medium for business men of

the Coast, desirous of forming or extending connec-
tions in the Hawaiian Islands.

Advertising Rates Sent
Application.

upon

Subscription (to residents in the U. S.).

With postage added, per annum.

JO. 00

Address: "DAIIA BULLETIN,"
Honolulu. H. I.

THE HAWAIIAN GAZETTE.

PUBLISHED WEEKLY
BY

ROBERT GRIEVE & CO.,

IS THE BEST

ADVERTISING MEDIUM

HAWAIIAN ISLANDS.

WORTHS IMPROVED

Combined Toggle Lever
AND

SCREW PRESS.
I desire to call ^.he

attention of wine anil

Cider makers to my
Improved Press

.

With this Press the
movement of the fol-

lower is fast at the
commencement,
moving one and a
half inches with one
turn of the screw.
The last turn of the
screw moves the fol-

lower one-sixteenth
of an inch. The fol-

lower has an up and
down movement of

20J inches, with the

double platform run on a railroad track. You can

have two curbs, by which you can fill one while the

other is under the press, thereby doing double the

amount of work of any other press in the market. 1

also manufacture Horse Powers for all purposes, En-

silage Cutters, Plum Pitters Worth's System^of Heat-

ing Dairies by hot water circulation. &t? Send for

circular. W- H. WORTH, Petaluma Foundry
and Machine Works, Petaluma, Sonoma
County; Cal.
Testimonials from I. DeTurk, Santa Rosa; J. B. J.

Portal, San Jose; ElyT. Sheppard, Glen Ellen; Kate

F. Warfield, Glen Ellen; J. H. Drummond, Glen

Ellen; Joseph Walker, Windsor; John Harkclman,

Fulton; Win. Pfeffer, Gubserville can be had by apply-

ing for printed circulars.

the OLIVE TREE & ITS PRODUCTS

Farms and Stock Ranches for sale and to exchange

for city property. VINEYARD LANDS A SPE-

CIALTY. A list of properties particularly adapted

to Grape Culture forwarded on application, and on

file at the office of the S. F. Merchant, 323 Front

street, San Francisco.

FRESNO LAND OFFICE.
Choice Farming, Fruit and

Vineyard, lands
Improved or Unimproved.

With or without water for Irrigation,

FOR SALE,

IN SMALL OR LARGE TRACTS,
Terms Easy.

For maps, circulars, etc. . call on or address

W. P. HABER, Manager,
Or Fresno, I'al.

PACIFIC COAST LAND BUKEAU,
22 Montgomery St., S. F,

Kohler & Frohling,

CALIFORNIA

WINES & BRANDY.
ESTABLISHED 1854,

Vineyards in Imh Angeles, Sonoma,

Merced and Fresno Counties, Cal.

626 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

BARCLAY ST., NEW YOKK.

Propagation of the Vine.

—BY-

CHARLES A. WETMORE.

SUITABILITY OF THE SOIL & CLIMATE

OF CALIFORNIA FOR ITS

Extensive and Profitable Cultivation.

— by—
JOHN J- BLEASDALE, D.

For Sale at

D.,F. C. S.

THE "MERCHANT" OFFICE

PEICE 50 CENTS.

RAILROAD LANDS
— IN—

NEVADA, CALIFORNIA AND TEXAS.

FOB SALE ON REASONABLE TEKMS,

Apply to, or address,

W. II. MILLS, JEROME MADDEN,

Land Agent, Land Agent,

0. P. R. R. BAN FRANCISCO, 8. P. R. R. SAN FRANCISCO

— OR- -

H. B. ANDREWS,

LAND COMMISSIONER. G. H. * S. A. RY. CO. SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

A. 1876 S. I. XII.
1.8. 1888 G.

The Industrious never Sink.

GDY B. GROSSE, Broker in Real Estate

Ranches, Residence, Business and Manufactur-

ing Property Bought and Sold on Commission.

Adu PubUaherol "Sonoma County Land Register sud"

gauta Rosa Business Direetory."

Office, No. 312 6 St.. Santa Rosa, Cal.

THE

SECOND EDITION WITH APPENDIX

For Sale at

MERCHANT" OFFICE.
PRICE 26 CENTS

ii

T*EV£§PAf>ElV
A book of 100 pases.
The best book loran

_ advertiser to con-

'ilnVFRTISlMK 9""- b0 h0 erperl-
fyJWfcri mJircq „„„,.,! or otherwise.

ftcontains lists of newspapers and estimates

ofthe cost of advertising. The advertiserwho
wants to spend one dollar, finds in it the in-

formation he requires, while forhimwho will

invest one hundred thousand dollars in ad-

vertising, a scheme is indicated which will

meet his every requirement, or can be made

to do so bit slinht changes easily arrived at by cor-

respondence. 149 editions have been issued.

Sent, post-paid, to any address for 10 cents.

Write to GEO. P. ROWELL & CO.,

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING BUREAU.
(lOSpruceSUPriutiDgHouseSq.), New York.

A MEMOIR ON OLIVE GROWING

WITH ILLUSTRATIONS.

Bead Before the State Horticultural

Society, February 29, 1881, by

FRED. POHNDORFF.

Will be mailed by the S. F. Merchant on receipt ef

60 cents in one or two-cent postage stamps.
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CALIFORNIA SUGAR REFINERY.
OFFICE 33*7 MAI1KET STREET

West View of the New Refinery Building.

-MANUFACTURES THE FOLLOWING GRADES OF

SUGAR AND SYRUP:
Pent CUBE SUGAR in barrels and bags

V
A) CRUSHED SUGAR

Extra POWDERED SUGAR in barrelt.

Fine CRUSHED SUGAR in barrel?

Dry GRANULATED SUGAR in barrels

Extra GRANULATED SUGAR in barrels

S&XH
<fe

For all' kinds

v&air

GOLDEN C in barrels

EXTRA C in barrels

HALF BARREL, % cent more

BOXES, y% cent more

SYRUP in barrels.

Do. in half barrels.

Do. in 5 gallon kegs

Do. in tins, 1 gallon each

The Products of the California Suaar Refinery and guaranteed absolutely pure and free from all Chemicals and
Adulteratoins.
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SEND

THREE DOLLARS

AND GET

"THE MERCHANT"

FOR A YEAR.

C. R. BUCKLAND,

PltOPRlKTOR,

3'2:$ FRONT STREET.

San Francisco,

P. O. Box 2306.

W.M.WILLIAMS'
Semi-Tropical iuiiI Oeneral

NURSERIES,
EASTERBY RANCHO.

ZIMMERMAN

irau EVAPORATOR]
IM arte of Galvanized Iron FIVE SIZKM. 15,000 SOLD. Eronomiral, Durable and Flra /
\l*ro»r. Willpay lurilself in todays use, out of sale of Its own products. fBEB! our Illustrated/
\oatalogne and Treatise. Address, JAMES r.ENFOKTII. San FranclHco. California. J

116 Front St.

sTl \ ION. THOMPSON A CO., 311 J St., Sacramento. IMHN A llKMll.
I'lixmlena. J. MORROW, Jr., Santa Kosn. A. J>. BOKEN. San JBernarilino. F. H.
PAUE, 120 Front St., Portland.

LAND CLEARING <*« JUDSON POWDER
RAILROAD MEN, FARMERS AND VITICULTURISTS

Have, by practical experience, found that the JTOSOX POWDER especially, is the best adapted to re-

move STUMPS and TREES. FROM 5 TO 20 POUNDS OF THIS POWDER will always bring any sized stump or tree
with roots clear out of the ground. The EXPENSE IS LESS THAN ONE-HALF the cost of grubbing. In
most cases, Giant Powder, or any other "High Explosive," is too quick, and ordinary Blasting Powder not
strong enough. For particulars how to use the same, apply to

BANDMANN, NIELSEN & CO., General Agents
Griant TPo-ttv&.gx' Co.,

•ilO FRONT ST.. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

PACIFIC SAW MANUFACTURING CO., "iJZ™™^*'-'

OF EVERT DESCRIPTION
On Hand and Made to Order.

— AGENTS FOR—
C.B.PAUL'S FILES

Repairing of all kinds done
at short notice.

California Curved Pruning Saws - - $1 each

CLARIFYING & PRESERVING WINES.
The undersigned having been appointed Sole Agents on the Padflc Coast by Messrs. A. BOAKE & CO.,

Stratford, Eng., for their renowned

LICLUID ALBUMENS,
Beg to call the attention of Wine Growers and Wine Merchants to the following articles, the superiormerit

of whieh has been confirmed by Silver Medals, the highest awards given at the International Exhibitions of
Paris 1878, Bordeaux 1882, and Amsterdam 1883; viz:

w

TREE DEPOT:

COR. MARIPOSA and K STREETS,

FRESNO, Cal.

LIQUID^ ALBUMEN FOR RED WINES,
CLARET, BURGUNDY and PORT.

LIQUID ALBUMEN FOR WHITE WINES,
HOCK, SAUTERNES, SHERRY and MADEIRA, also fok DISTILLED

LIQUORS ; BRANDY, WHISKY, GIN, Etc., Etc.

WINE PRESERVER,
FOR PRESERVING THE BRILLIANCY OF THE WINES.

WINE CORRECTOR,
FOR CORRECTING THE ROUGHNESS OF YOUNG WINES.WINE RESTORER,

FOR RESTORING BADLY MADE OR BADLY TREATED, HARSH
AND TART WINES.

A trial according to directions will pro\ e the superior quality of these finings. For sale in quantities to suit byGIIAI1LES MEINECIiE tibCO.,
Sole Agents. 314 SACRAMENTO ST., S. F.

500,000 TREES
Of ill the Standard Varieties.

GRAPE ROOTS AND CUTTINGS

Of popular Wine and Raisin Varieties.

WHITE ADRIATIC FIGS
A Specialty,

ORNAMENTAL TREES AND HOUSE
PLANTS.

Call before purchasing elsewhere.

Trees free from scale and other pests. Telephone

No. 7 communicates with the Nursery.

H. W. BYINGTON,

FOURTH STREET,
Santa Rosa, Sonoma Co., C»I.

Carriages and teams at reasonable terms to all per.

sona visiting the vineyards of the valley.

rcoMlT

For sale to the city and country trade in

lots to suit.

204 and 206 Sansome St

AMERICAN SUGAR REFINERY,
MANUFACTURERS (IK THE

CELEBRATED CUBE SUGAR,
SUPPLIES ONLY EXPORTERS AND THE JOBBING TRADE,

This Company manufactures all the Grades of HARD AND COFFEE SUGARS AND
SYRUPS. Special attention given to the making and packing of Loaf Sugar for ex-

portation.

E. L. G. STEELE, President.
201* « Al.ll Olt.MA STREET.

CALIFORNIA VINEYARDS:

KICK. CHARLES,
Krug Station, St. Helena, Napa Co., Cal.

Producer of fine Wines and Brandies.

JC. WEINBERGER, Manufacturer of Wines, near
. QSt. Helena.

XT W
^
CR^B

' Wine Ccllar and Mstillery, Oakville,
Napa County.

THE SUNSET VINEYARD.

'I 1 V II it.\. Fresno Co., Cal.

WEBSTER & SARCENT,
Proprietors.

FRUIT LAND FOR SALE.

I WILL SELL 80 ACRES, OR LESS,

OF RICH IRRIGATED FRUIT LAND, NEAR
town of Fresno, at <MO l»er uere. Time if

required, ARTHUR W. BULL,
V2'S California Street.

DEL MONTE VINEYARD AND NURSERY.
M. DENICKK, Proprietor,

Fresno, Fresno County, . California.
Choice Cuttingsand Roots for sale. Grown without

irrigation, and large, healthy growth.- Claret—Mataro,
Grenaehe, Carignane, Cabernet, Malhec, Teintuiier,
Zinfandel, Le Noir, etc. Burgundy— Pinots, Trous-
seau, Meuuicr, Ploussard. Port—Tinto Cao. Amarillo,
MourUeo, Bastardo, Tauriga, Morretto. White— Sau-
vignon Verte, Columbar, Folle Blanche, Burger, Sul-
tana, Corinths. Muscats. Resistant— Riparia, Cali-
fornica. Prices very moderate.

ESBERG, BACHMAN&CO.
IMPOETEKS OP

< Inn i us. Smoking «v Leaf Tobaceo.

HAVANA CIGARS AND LEAF.

225, 227 & 229 California St. and 122, 124

& 126 Battery Street.

SAN FKANCISCO.

And Nos. 7 & 9 NORTH FRONT ST. PORTLAND.

" The Wine Press and the

Cellar."
A Manual for thk Wink-makkr and thk Cellar-

Man.

By E. H. Rixford. ,

[St. Helena Star.]

"A glance through it discloses a vast amount of in-

teresting information about wine-making, both in

this country and in Europe * * * * This is a subject

on whieh our people should be especially informed,
and we trust that the author's efforts in that direction

may meet with liberal encouragement."

TS. F. Daily Evening Bulletin.]

"The most timely California book of the season * * *

It is safe to say that no work adapted to California

wine-making and wine-keeping, which has yet been
published is at all approachable to the volume under
consideration. The arrangement, classification, and in-

dexing shows a wonderful amount of care. The in-

dexing is so thorough and the classification so perfect,

that the person desiring to consult its pag s for any
particular information desired, pertaining to the spe-

"eialsubjeets of which it treats, can readily refer to it.

daily call, oct. 18, 188y.

The Wink Press and the Ckllar,—A manual for

the Wine Maker and the Cellar Man, is the title of a

work just published, from the pen of E. H. Kixford.

The work, the author says in the preface, is tba

result of research by himself, chiefly for his own
benefit, and in going over the literature of the sub-

ject of wine making, he failed to find a work in the

English language whieh is adequate to the needs of

the practical wine maker. The book is intended to

supply the deficiency. Elaborate statistics of the

California wine product are given. Besides the pre-

face, the work contains twenty chapters, each em-
bracing a distinct subject relating to the manufac-

turer of the various wines and putting it up for mar-

ket ; defects and diseases of the liquor ; mixing wines;

analvsis, etc., with forty-two illustrations in all.

The "processes begin with the gathering of the grape,

following each step and the processes attending it, in

the manufacture ; treating of the various qualities

and the causes upon which these various differences

depend. The book contains '240 pages, and is thor-

oughly indexed.

Price #1 50.

HoM by

THE SAN FRANCISCO MERCHANT

323 Front Street.
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3NT H. TJ XT

WM. G. IRWIN & CO.

SUGAIl FACTORS AND

COMMISSION AGENTS
Honolulu, II. I.

— AOKNTH FOR-

11 VKAI.AU PLANTATION Hawaii

NAALKKU PLANTATION Hawaii

IIONUAI'O 1'I.ANTATIO^ 1 lawaii

Illl.KA PLANTATION Hawaii

STAR Ml 1.1.8 Hawaii

HAWAIIAN co.M'L & SUGAR CO Maui

M AK EK PLANTATION Maui

WAUIKK PLANTATION Maui

MAK E li SUGAR 00 Kauai

KICAI.IA PLANTATION Kauai

Asi'iiii for the

OCEANIC STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

CASTLE & COOKE,

SHIPPING AND

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
Honolulu. II. I.

—AUSNT8 FOB—

THE KOHALA SUGAR CO.,

THE HAIKU SUGAR CO.,

THE PAPAIKOU SUGAR PLANTATION
THE WAIALUA SUGAR PLANTATION
THE PAIA PLANTATION
A. H. SMITH & CO.,

THE N. E. M. LIFE INSURANCE
CO. BOSTON,

THE UNION INSURANCE CO.
OF SAN FRANCISCO,

THE GEO. F. BLAKF. M'F'G CO.,
STEAM AND VACUUM PUMPS,

D. M. WESTON'S CENTRIFUGAL
MACHINES.

ONOLU
H. HACKFELD & CO.

SHIPPING & COMMISSION

Merchants.
Honolulu. linn nilmi InIiiiiiIn

J. E. WISEMAN,
IIONOM M , II. I. V. O. Box 31$

Tlio only rci-o^iiized

GENERAL BUSINESS AGENT

— IN TUB —

HAWAIIAN KINGDOM.
Accounts t'ollrclcil a "Sueci.-iMy.

MANAGER ROYAL OPERA HOUSE.

lt<'s|>onsil>l«' I'uilios wishing; to on.

KHg-c the Sa A<l<lress:

J. E. WISEMAN,

Honolulu, H. I.

We arc now prepared to furnish Vltlcultiirists
and others, in any quantity, our well-knownVITRIFIED

CLADDING, McBEAN & CO.
1358 A 1360 market Street, S. F.

&2TPrices on application.

41KO. W. MACPAKLANK. II. K. MACFARI.ANK.

G. W. MACFARLANE & CO.

IMPORTERS

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
AND

SUGAR FACTORS.
FIHK-l'llOOF BUILDING, 52 QUEEN STKEET,

Honolulu. II. I.

—AGENTS FOR

—

THE WAIKAI'U PLANTATION Maui
THE SI'KNUER SUGAK PLANTATION Hawaii

THE IIKI.IA SUGAR PLANTATION Oahu
THE 111IEL0 SUGAR CO Maui
HUELO SUGAR MILL Maui
PUULOA SHEEP RANCH CO Hawaii
NURLEKS, WATSON k CO., ) Q ,

Sujjar Mr\ehinery. (
°

JOHN FOWLER & CO'S STEAM PLOW ) j^ .

and Portable Tramway Works. f

GLASGOW AND HONOLULU LINE OF PACKETS.

QUICK TIME AND CHEAP FARES

To Eastern and European Cities

Via the Great Trans-continental All-Rail Routes.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC
COMPANY.

Daily K\ press nnd EttilfftMt Trains make prompt con-

nections with the several I tailway Lines in the Ka*t,

CoNNKUTlSG AT

NEW YORK AND NEW ORLEANS
with the several Steamer Lines to

ALL EUROPEAN PORTS.

PULLMAN PALACE SLEEPING CARS
attached to Overland Express Trains.

I'll IKI> . CLASS si,i:i;i'IM. « vits

are run daily with Overland Emigrant Trains.

No additional charge for Ucrths in Third-class Cars.

83T Tickets sold, Sleeping-car Berths secured, and
other information given upon application at the Com-
pany's Offices, where passengers calling ic person can
secure choice of routes, etc.

A. N. TOWNE, T. II. UOODHAN,
General Manager. Gen. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

W. T. GARMTT & CO.

BRASS AND MACHINE WORKS.
Manufacturers of

BRASS WINE PUMPS.
WINE COOKS.

All Kinds ot Fittings
— FOR —

Wineries, Distilleries.

BREWERIES.

WATER
AND

STEAM
GOODS.

Iron Pipe and Fittings, Hose, Etc.

IIOOIiETA'S
PATENT STEAM PUMPS.

Cor. Fremont auil Natoma Sts.

SAN fUXOISCO, CAIt

REDWOOD TANKS.

ifltlfHEiPACIRf;
oompamy. .masses

I KT Gt.

OCEANIC STE MSHIP COMPANY.

For Honolulu.

The splendid new fl.OOO ton Steamships will leave

'he Company's wharf, corner Steuartand Harrison
streets, at three o'clock r. m.:

ALAMEDA
MARIPOSA

Aug. 4 5th
- Sept. 1st

EXCURSION TICKETS AT REDUCED RATES

For freight or passage, having superior cabin aecont

modations, apply to

JOHN I>. SI'H 1 < 1. I is A BROS. As;on I*.

327 Markot Street, corner Fremont

THE SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.,

Respectfully invites the attention of TOURISTS AND
PLEASURE SEEKERS to the SUPERIOR FACILIT-
IES afforded by the " Northern Division " of its lino

for reaching the principal

SUMMEB AND WINTER RESORTS OF CALIFORNIA

WITH SPEED, SAFETY AND COMFOKT.

Pescmlero, Mcnlo Park, Santa Clara,
Man .lose, NiHlroiie Mineral Springs,
Uilroy Hot Nprlngrs.

-3VLONTEREY-
"THE QUEEN OF AMERICAN WATERING PLACES."

Only three and one-half hours from San Francisco.

Vamp Uootlall, Autos, l.oiua Priota.
Iliinii' Vista, New Brighton. So«|ii«'l.

t'anip (apitola, anil

PARAISO HOT SPRINGS.

EL PASO DE ROBLES
HOT AND COLO SULPHUR SPRINGS,

And the only Natural Mud Baths in the World.

OCCIDENTAL & ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP
COMPANY.

for JAPAN and CHINA.
Steamers leave Wharf corner First and Brannan sts.

,

at 2 o'clock, P. M., for

YOKOHAMA and DtiM.UtiM..
Connecting at Yokohama with steamers for Shanghae.

1885.
8TKAMKR. FROM SAN KRANCISCO.
ARABIC SATURDAY, AUGUST 1st
SAN PABLO SATURDAY, OOTOHEH 3rd
OCEANIC SATURDAY, OCTOBER 17th
GAELIC TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 10th
HELGIC SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 28th
SAN PABLO SATURDAY, DECEMBER 10th
OCEANIC THURSDAY, JAN. 7,1880
EXCURSION TICKETS to Yokohama and return

at reduced rates.

Cabin plans on exhibition and Passage Tickets for

sale at C. P. R. Company's General Offices, Room 74,
corner Fourth and Townsend streets.

For freight apply to GEO. H. RICE, Freight Agent,
at the Pacific Mail Steamship Company's Wharf, or
at No. 202 Market street. Union Block.

T. H. GOODMAN rjen. Passenger Agent.
LELAND STANFORD President.

SURE DEATH!
a BUHACH,'

WILL W. HALL,
President.

L. 0. AIii.Ks,

Sec'ty and Treas.

E. O. HALL & SON,
(Limited.)

HARDWARE MERCHANTS
Importers and Dealers in

California Leather, Paints and tills,

Cook! nar Stoves, Kanires, Pious,

And every description of Tools and Builders' Hard-
ware, Nails, Cast Steel, etc.

CORNER FORT AND KING STREETS,

Honolulu. Hawaiian Islands.

F. A. SCHAEFFER & CO.
IMPORTERS AND

COMMISSION MERCHANTS

Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands.

F.KORBEL&BROS.
727 BRYANT ST.. S. F.

Or at NORTH t ORK MILL, Humboldt Co. Cal.

This Road runs through one of the richest and
most fertile sections of California, and is the only line

traversing the famous Santa Clara Valley, celebrated

for its productiveness, and the picturesque and park-

like eharacter of its scenery; as also the beautiful San
Benito; l'ajaro and Salinas Valleys, the most flourish-

ing agricultural sections of the Pacific Coast.

Along the entire route of the 4
* Northern Divisi n "

the tourist will meet with a succession of Extensive
Farms, Oclighlful Suburban Homes, Beautiful Gar-

dens, Innumerable Orchards and Vineyards, and Lux-
uriant Fields of Grain; indeed a continuous panorama
of enchanting Mountain, Valley and Coast scenery is

presented to the view.

Characteristics ol" this IJne :

GOOD ROAD-BED.

LOW RATES,

STEEL RAILS,

FAST TIME,

ELEGANT CARS,

FINE SCENERY.

Tickkt Okficks— Pass nger Depot, Townsend street,

Valencia St. Station, and No. (S13 Market Street,

Grand Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,
Superintendent, A.*st. Pass, and Tkt. Ayt.

!JH. A. FONTAINE'S PREPARATION
WILL DEVELOP A BEAUTI-
FUL FORM In sixty day*, the
effect of which is permanent and
plainly discern ll}le in ten ihiys.

Where a perfect hunt Is alroadt
possessed, it will preserve !he
same firm, and perfect in shape.
This is a carefully prepared pre-

scription of an eminent French
physician and scientist, and is free

from lead and all injurious IngM*
dlents,aml will not injure the most
delicate skin. A fairtri.il will not
only convince you of its efficacy,

but will ellelt your sincere thanks and enthusiastic praise.

Mulled secure from observation on receipt of price, Sl.OO.

Sealed circular, 4 cts. Sold by Druggists. Address,

MADAME FONTAINE, 19 East l4tk Ht., N. V.

>J «. W . MIM'O'S
California Universal In-

sect Exterminator. Sure
death to all Insects aud harmless to human life. A
California production. Millions of people arc enjoy-
ing its great usefulness. Directions with each pack
age4 Druggists and Grocers sell it at

25c, 50c, 75c, $1.?5 a Can.
niiii Olb., C'aus at M.io per Tan.

Never buy BUHACH in bulk, but in original cans,
and see that they are sealed and covered by our tradt
mark, as success will not crown your efforts unless
you use genuine BUHACH,

BUHACH PRODUCING & M'F'G CO.,
JI\M I A< II HUES,

154 r.EVE STREET Stockton, Cal
Aim. CEDAR STREET New York City, N, Y,

Buhach Producing & M'fg Co,

154 LEVEE STREET,
STOCKTON, Cal.

THE COGOA CEOr IS SHORT !

Look Out for AiIiiIIii iii ions.

BY USING

WALTER BAKER & CO'S

CHOCOLATE.
You will be Sure of Securing

the Best.

Wm. T. Coleman & Co.,

SOLE AGENTS

E. L. G. STEELE & CO.,
Successors to ;

C. ADOLPHE LOW & CO.,

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

Agents American Sugar Refinery and JFashington
Salmon Cannery.
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THE LOUISVILLE EXPOSITION.

Particulars of the Progress of the

California Exhibit.

Meeting or the Vitlcnltnral Com
mittee-Urapes, Wiiicn, Brandies

anil KaisiuK to be Represented

-Important Snsfsostioiis

.SoikIiiik Samples.

THE I.OHISVII.EE EXPOSITION.

Reports from Louisville show that the

Exposition that opens there tomorrow will

be the largest and most successful ever

held in the city. The foreign collections

will be from Russia, France, Mexico, Eng-

land, Austria, Hungary, Italy, Germany,

Holland, Switzerland, China, Hawaii, Da-

mascus, Malta, Palestine and Japan. The

largest exhibit will be that of the Southern

Pacific Company, representing the State of

California, which will be in charge of Mr.

C. B. Turrill. The space occupied will be

15,000 square feet at the north end of the

building and it will contain no less than

seven thousand specimens of our products,

forming a complete exposition in itself.

Speaking of California's representation

the Louisville Post says: "It will embrace
the crude and manufactured articles of the

State; over 2,000 specimens of grain from
every county in the State; a wonderful ex-

hibit of wheat; the minerals, woods, grasses,

fruits, wines, etc., in a bewildering array.

The display will contain a frame cube four-

teen feet and three inches in dimensions,

covered with paper, which gives it the ap-

pearance of a solid block of gold. This
will represent the amount of metal which
has been taken from California's mines,

viz: $1,060,000,000. A similar cube twelve

feet in dimensions, will represent the aggre-

gate silver product.

"There will also be seen a portion of the

original ' Big Tree ' from the Calaveras

Grove. This section is seventeen feet in

diameter and grew ninety-six feet from the

base, the tree being 350 feet high. It was
cut down by some miners in jl853, and has
lain where it fell ever since, though the

section is perfectly sound. A section of the

same tree was consumed in the Crystal

Palace fire in London. The 'Calaveras

Grove' is situated 130 miles east from San
Francisco, and contains about 350 of these

giants of the forest, each of which bears the

name of some distinguished individual.

"Last year five counties of California

produced over ten thousand tons of honey

and device used in the bee culture of the

State, and a large display of that staple, in-

cluding the wonderful j
white sage ' honey,

the whitest and purest in the world. There
will also be a wonderful collection of the

flora of the entire State, arranged by coun-

ties. In fact, the entire exhibit is intended

to attract immigration, and is arranged for

the purpose of affording accurate informa-

tion concerning any section of that wonder-
ful Commonwealth. There will be cotton

and hops, silk and its culture, books and
pianos, etc. It may be stated as" an inter-

esting fact that a San Francisco piano took

the first premium at the New Orleans Ex-

position. Major Turrill assured the re<-

porter that the display of raisins, almonds,

etc., which California would make had
never been equaled in the world. He in-

tends having an exhibit of fresh fruits,

canned and evaporated fruits, lemons and
citrons, woolen goods, blankets, etc., etc

besides numerous works of art, which will

reflect credit upon his State. The display

will be the largest in the building and is

being rapidly put in order.''

It is gratifying to learn, in this connec-

tion, that our viticultural industry will be

well represented. The appeal of the Com-

mittee appointed by the State Viticultural

Commission for the purpose of collecting

exhibits, is meeting with a warm and lib-

eral response. In addition to the samples

of wines, brandies and raisins shown at

New Orlearns numerous cases containing

other choice varieties of wines have been

and will be forwarded. Later it is antici-

pated that the raisin makers will place on

view, through their individual efforts, such

a collective exhibit of California raisins as

has never been seen anywhere before.

Boxes of fresh grapes will also be forward-

ed from time to time as they attain matur-

ity and they will form by no means the

least interesting part of our exhibit. It is

expected that the grape growers will con-

tinue to forward their grapes during the

whole period of the Exposition. This will

keep fresh fruit prominently before the

public, and being both attractive and edible

the grapes will serve to answer a double

purpose. They will show the productive-

ness of our soil and the quality and char-

acter of the fruit from which our wines are

made.

COMMITTEE MEETISrt).

A meeting of the Committee in charge of

the viticultural exhibit for the Louisville

Exposition was held at the offices of the

1

State Commission on Monday, 10th inst.

There were present Hon. M. M. Estee,

Chairman; F. T. Eisen of Fresno county;

J. H. Drummond of Sonoma county; D. Tj.

Feeley of Santa Clara county; I. Lands-

berger of San Francisco.

The Secretary reported .that the varioufe

members of the main and local Committees

had been notified of the proceedings of the

former meeting; that they had received

special tags for forwarding their exhibits

by rail, free of charge, and had been asked

to assist in obtaining and forwarding wines,

brandies, grapes and raisins. Numerous

promises of support had been received in

reply, and, among others, from Dr. «T.

Strentzel of Alhambra Vineyard, Martinez;

Col. L. M. Holt of Riverside; Hon. J. A..

Filcher of Auburn, Placer county; Captain

J. Chamon de St. Hubert of San Jose.

Mr. D. C. Feeley, a member of the Santa

Clara Viticultural Society, stated that he

had been at the New Orleans Exposition

for two months and was disappointed at

the manner in which the California wines

were presented. In his opinion it was a

mistake to separate them by counties as

this resulted in several little collections of

wines, whereas other States had classified

their various products so making a good

showing of each by their compactness. He

thought it very important that a practical

man should be placed in charge of the wine

exhibit. There was great ignorance in tho

minds of Eastern people regarding Cali-

fornia wines and brandies which they want-

ed to sample. Mr. Jarvis of San Jose

would probably realize $50,000 through

having somebody there to represent him.

A good man should be sent who would give

samples with discretion as nearly a hund-

red thousand people could be reached at

Louisville, and they should have an oppor-

tunity to taste and sample our wines and

compare them with the wines from Ohio,

Missouri or New Jersey.

Mr. J. H. Drummond was afraid that but

few samples would be sent from Glen EUen

for this very reason. The circular, relative

to the New Orleans Exposition, that was

issued by the railway people had stated

that the wines would be sampled but this

had not been done . Referring to the filling

of bottles as suggested by Mr. Turrill, he

said there was not a capsule to be obtained

in San Francisco that would cover a num-

ber one cork and the bottles could not be

filled up to the cork without one of the

latest and expensive corking machines.

Hon. M. M. Estee stated that he had

written personally to many of the wine

makers of Napa county and anticipated a

good exhibit. He promised to write to Mr.

C. B. Turrill relative to the viticultural ex-

hibit and suggest that it be all placed to-

gether.

On motion it was decided that the Secre-

tary should write to Mr. C. B. Turrill, in-

forming him that in the opinion of this

Committee the contributions of wines.bran-

dies, grapes and raisins from this State

should be exhibited as a whole as the CaU-

fornia viticultural exhibit instead of being

segregated, but that each bottle or package

should bear the label of the individual ex-

hibitor.

Hon. M. M . Estee was of opinion that

a gentleman who understood wines and

how to handle them on their arrival at

New Orleans should be sent to take charge

of them; he suggested that Mr, Wetmore

might be able to go ^East earlier than he

anticipated.

Mr. Wetmore, 'being invited to confer

with the Committee, explained that he

would not be able to stay more than two

weeks in Louisville and could not remain

there in charge for three months. He

thought that it would Well repay the State

to engage a man to travel about from one

Exposition to another taking exhibits with

him. At present such work was done by

the Railway Company at their own ex-

pense, and, though for their own benefit

yet it was really of great benefit to the

whole State. All expositions should be

worked thoroughly; business men would

naturally work for themselves individually

and not for the State as a whole.

Mr. Landsberger referred to the benefits

derived through Mr. Wetmore' s efforts at

Washington when samples of wines were

sent, to him there some seven or eight years

ago. The wine makers had very few old

wines and he did not think that many of

the dealers would care to send unless they

were assured that their wines would be

sampled or tasted.

Hon. M. Ml Estee believed that Mr. C.

B. Turrill, whom he had known from boy-

hood, was not thoroughly "up" in the

wine trade, and, although he could make a

good display, he would hardly be able to

give such attention to this special industry

as the wine makers desired.

After further discussion the meeting ad-

journed.
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The Committee, appointed by the State

Viticultural Commission, lor the purpose of

securing an exhibit of viticultural products

representative of California, has instructed

me to send you the following particulars

and to solicit your earnest co-operation

.

The following samples are considered

desirable, by the Committee, to be the main

features of the exhibit, which should be, in

every possible particular, typical of the

viticultural industry of this State.

First — Collections of wines, brandies,

raisins and fresh grapes.

Second—Photographs of vineyard scenes,

wine cellars, grapes; charts, pictures or

maps illustrative of the extent and diver-

sity of the industry.

Third —Samples of soils from different

localities, vines of different ages showing

the branch and root growth; pressed speci-

mens of the foliage; specimens preserved

in solution.

Fourth—Products made from the grape,

such as grape syrup, cream of tartar, etc.

Fifth—A register of varieties of vines for

sale, with the prices and peculiarities of

each concisely stated; also prices of wines

for sale and by whom.

The Committee in charge of this exhibit

are Hon. M. M. Estee of Napa, Chairman;

I. Landsberger of San Francisco, Captain

J. Chamon de St. Hubert and D. C.

Feeley of Santa Clara Co., E. W. Maslin,

W. B. West and H. P. Livermore of Sacra-

mento Co., F. T. Eisen of Fresno, J. H.

Drummond and Hon. W. Mc Pherson Hill

of Sonoma Co.

In order that efficient work may be done

in Southern California, the following gen-

tlemen have been requested to co-operate

with the main committee, with respect to

samples of wines and brandies, viz : Hon.

R. F. Del Valle, Los Angeles; Hon. J. F.

Crank, Pasadena; and R. J. Northam,

Anaheim.

The following named gentlemen have

been requested to assist the Committee in

securing proper samples of raisins, illus-

trative of their different sections, viz: Rob-

ert MePherson, Orange, Los Angeles Co.;

Col.L. M. Holt, Eiverside, San Bernardino

Co.; Geo. A. Cowles, El Cajon, San Diego

Co.; T.C . White, Fresno; D. A. Jackson,

Woodland, Yolo Co. ; Hon. J. A. Filcher,

Auburn, (for the foothills.)

The following extracts, from a letter ad-

dressed by Mr. C. B. Turrill to the editor

of the S. F. Mebchant, serve to show

more particularly the nature of the exhibits

desired and should be adhered to as closely

as possible:

ABBANGEMENT BT COUNTIES.

" A careful study of the Bubject induces

me to adhere to my previous plan of arrang-

ing the exhibits by counties, and then

grouping these geographically. Thus the

visitor forms a pretty correct idea of the

resources and advantages of each section.

And when he passes from one county col-

lection to another and sees the same pro-

ducts displayed in so many of these geo-

graphical divisions, he is amazed at tho

fact that so many things are produced

nearly all over the State."

A GENEBAL DISPLAY.

" Besides this general arrangement, I

want to have sufficient of the exhibits to

make general class displays. For instance,

I want to get up a general viticultural and

vinicultnral display, which will clearly

show the extent and diversity of this branch

of our State's productive possibilties. I

shall be glad to have all the charts, pict-

ures, maps, etc., that I can get, which

will throw light on these matters. Photo-

graphs of vineyard scenes, wine cellars,

grapes, etc., are the "interesting pictorial

part of such a display. There should also

be samples of soils from different vineyards.

Vines of different ages, showing the branch

and root growth. These should illustrate

the growth of different varieties as well as

the fertility of the soil. There should be

pressed specimens of the foliage. The
vines will have to be dried, and the leaves

will have to be removed, they will simply

show the canes' and the roots. The foliage

must be pressed. Then we need specimens

of the different varieties preserved in solu-

tion. I have a large collection of such

now. These are in a preservative solution

of my own, and keep admirably, retaining

bloom as well as color, form and size. I

put one bunch in a jar; after the solution

has permeated the berries there is no fear

but what all will keep well.''

WINES IN BOTTLES.

"It is important that I should have in

this special display as full an assortment

as possible of wines and brandies of differ-

ent varieties, vintages, and from as great a

number of localities as they can be procur-

ed. Two or three bottles of each would be

ample for this. I would urge that for this

part of the display, if no other, the bottles

should be clear, so as to show the color of

the product contained. I think it would be

well to have these bottles accompanied by

concise statements of the grapes]from which

made and also by an analysis. There are

other points which will suggest themselves.

It is important that all these vine pro-

ducts be put up in attractive shape. One
large display of wines that came for the

New Orleans Exposition would have made
a better appearance had the bottles been

bettor. Some apparently were ordinary

beer bottles, and the height was not the

same. This was unfortunate, and was the

cause of much adverse criticism. Wine
dealers urge me to impress upon our mak-
ers the importance of filling the bottles

fuller, and making the capsule come down
just below the top of the wine. Remember
that our nines will be criticised. It is well

to avoid grounds of complaint when pos-

sible.
'

'

CAPPING AND LABELING.

" Care should be taken in capping, and

especially in labeling. In the collection

above referred to some of the bottles had

been put into the sheaths before the labels

had dried, and they were rumpled up past

recovery. Too much care and attention

cannot be paid to all these little details.

There are thousands to notice them, and

much depends upon attractiveness. Then
there is another point; there is a constantly

present tendency to compare our wines

with the French, not alone in quality but in

the style of bottling, labeling, etc. We must

put our best foot forward in all particulars.

Many here have objected that in our wines

the bottles are not full, that is to say, there

is anywhere from half an inch to nearly
two inches between the top of the wine and

the bottom of the cork. It is important

that I be supplied with a sufficient number
of duplicate labels for all bottles, in order

to replace the labels in the event of their

becoming soiled or damaged."

THE BAISIN EXHIBIT.

"I have not mentioned the raisin in-

dustry. This is very important. And all

that has been said regarding neatness and

care is applicable here. People are aston-

ished at the beauty and quality of our rais-

ins. I let them test them when I can.

The taste thus cultivated for our products

creates a local demand that must be sup-

plied. Every one speaks of the superiority

of our California products. This sampling

creates the desire to purchase, and local

dealers come for the addresses of those to

whom they can write for goods and prices."

EACH MAKEB'S MITE.
'

' A series of exhibitions is contemplated

and the Company asks the earnest, active

co-operation of all . Let no one hesitate

because he can contribute but little, for his

mite will help to make the mass, and in

that mass his individuality will not be lost.

Each man gets full credit for what he does,

and all have the honor of doing something

for California.''

TASTING AND SAMPLING.
" There should be a reasonable supply of

important wines that may be tasted by

those who will be specially interested in our

viniculture. This can be so conducted as

to do great good. It is not necessary nor

advisable to treat every man that comes

along, but a little experience demonstrates

who are the parties who will be the ones

to assist in making a market for our wines.'

'

NO TIME TO LOSE.

Exhibits should be properly placed at

Louisville by August 15th, but itis probable

that the collection may be added to, subse-

quent to that date. It will thus be seen

that prompt action is necessary on the part

of all our viticulturists.

HOW TO FORWARD EXHIBITS.

AH that need be done by exhibitors, after

packing, is to deliver their packages at the

nearest railway station with special tags

attached to them. These tags can be ob-

tained from any member of the Central or

Local Committees, or from the Secretary.

They are addressed to T. H. Goodman,
care of J. T. Carothers, Station Baggage

Master, San Francisco, and state that' the

package is an exhibit for the Louisville

Exposition. Mr. Carothers has received

instructions to forward all packages, so ad-

dressed, to their destination without delay.

PABTICULAES OF THE EXHIBITS.

As it is deemed desirable that a record of

all the California exhibits should be kept

at the office of the State Commission,
exhibitors are requested to forward to the

Secretary full particulars of the number and

nature of their exhibits in accordance with

the above instructions, with detailed ac-

counts of any special peculiarities per-

taining thereto. All exhibits forwarded

through this Committee will be merely on

exhibition as a general State display and

not for competition. They will be forward-

ed free of charge.

By order of the Committee,

Charles R. Bcckland, Secretary.

323 Front Street,

San Francisco, July 28, 1885.

From Aim i< ill Iteeoril*

Those wine makers and merchants, who
desire to extend their trade connections

through the medium of tho Louisville Ex-

position, would do well to insert their cards

in the Mebchant, as special arrangements

have been made for a large circulation there

during the continuance of (he Exposition.
»

We are indebted to Messrs. Coates &
Tool for a sample of the Centennial Cherry

preserved in a glass jar and neatly packed

in a box for express. The cherries present-

ed a most inviting appearance, looked like

wax and tasted exactly like the fresh fruit,

the flesh being firm and sweet. The Cen-

tennial Cherry will certainly meet with gen-

eral favor.

Grape growing on the Rhine as well"at

on the banks of the Danube was begun in

tho first centuries after Christ. Chronicles

show that Charlemagne had by his peasants

planted the hills of Rudesheim with the

Orleans vine. The Benedictine monks
planted at Johannisberg, the Cistercian

monks covered the Steinberg with vines.

After huns and avares had devastated the

Austrian fields and vineyards, the friars

were the reconstructors of them. Monastic

annals from the twelfth century give exact

ideas of the generalization of grape growing

in Austria and of the rational care bestow-

ed on vineyard and cellar, chiefly on those

belonging to monasteries and the appor-

tionments of prelates. Around Krems in

the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries viti-

culture must have been already very exten-

sive. In 1499, up to Whit Sunday, 27,000

pipes of new wine had beon carted away
from Krems to upper Austria and Bavaria.

The local authorities had fostered grape

growing for centuries and did not oppress

the growers with high dues. There were

difficulties between canons and growers re-

garding local sale of wine. Carefully and

quite in keeping with the spirit of those

times in the fourteenth century the import-

ation, into the district of Krems, of wines

from Hungary was prohibited. The same

abundance of vineyards existing now has

been in existence around Krems for many
centuries. In 1499 the crop of grapes was

so enormous, that to lodge the new wine

many thousand barrels of old wine had to

be emptied into the gutter. Maximilian II

prohibited the planting of more vineyards

in the Krems district in order to guard

against overproduction.

Prices of wine in that district seem to

have depended upon the abundance or

scarcity of the crop. In 1396 the eimer

(19 gallons) was worth $1 in our money;

in 1311, 74 cents; in 1354, the enormous

price of $24, while in 1386 it was sold at 50

cents.

The law ordered building wine cellars

towards the North and there were to be no

doors nor windows on the South side of the

cellars. The friars racked wines only with

North wind and at waning moon times.

Great opposition was made on the part

of the town council against the establish-

ment of a brewery of the Bavarian monas-

tery of Osterhofen at their house in Krems.

Duke Albert prohibited the brewing of beer

"because it would be injurious to the in-

terests of the grape growers." In the pro-

tocol of 1305 of the Council of Krems it is

ordered to fine vintners who give short

measure, and when this has been done four

times to cut off the thumb of the offender

and let his wine run out. Tho same regu-

lation applies to those who sell over the

street a wine inferior to that served to their

customers indoors.

For centuries the vine farmers in Krems
did all the cultivative work and paid the

taxes; their share was two-thirds and that

of the landlord one-third . Some landlords

only received one-fourth. Newly planted

or reconstituted vineyards were free for 4

years, the farmers paying the landlord his

share from the fifth year's crop.

One of the monasteries of Austria of an-

cient renown for viticulture has to the

present time done more than any other,

especially in tho last quarter of the century.

This is Klosterneuburg where now secular

scientific work leads in following the cleri-

cal oenological cares, and where Baron
Babo and his equally great co-workers are

active. A. W. Z., No. 28.
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Transcancaslan Wines.

Baron Suttuer published interesting notes

on viticulture in that corner of Russia

whero the cradle of the vine is situated.

Vegetation in the vineyards of Cachetia

and Mingrelia is quite enormous and fav-

ors the indolence of the peasants who grow

grapes, as it has favored that of their fore-

fathers for thousands of years. Berries of-

the size of small plums on bunches of

many pounds weight are the fruit of sever-

al varieties. Corn and other cereals grow-

ing in abundance in the fertile soil, food

being provided without much labor, and

rational cultivation of the vineyard being

unnecessary according to the ideas of the

inhabitants, it is quite natural that the

efforts of several prominent proprietors

who studied viticulture abroad, proved un-

successful to persuade the average Georgian

or Mingreliau that progress would be desir-

able. Forests are annually devastated, no

new trees planted, and the climate becomes

gradually chauged in the sense of diminu-

tion of moisture. Hailstorms are becom-

ing more frequent and often endanger the

grape crop. The wine produced serves for

the thirsty inhabitants and the peasant

does not care to sell any outside. A slight

stirring up of the soil and some raising of

vines which are spreading out, is about all

the labor applied to the vineyard until the

crop is ready to be gathered. Bending

shoots and covering the nodes with earth is

called propagation. Table grapes are first

selected and the remaining fruit is then

trodden in long trunks of trees hollowed

out and the juice put into skins of goats,

pigs, buffaloes or any other quadruped, the

outside with the hair on being the interior

of these leather bottles, and for safety

pitch or naptha anointing the inner skin.

In Tiflis at present some quantities of wine

are found which have not been treated in

that more than primitive way. The dealers

have found out that civilized people want

clean-tasting wines. The efforts of men

like Mr. Scherrer and the scientists from

the imperial viticultural properties of the

Crimea are of some avail for reform in the

towns of Transcaucasia in that regard.

The wines made in a rational way show

remarkablo qualities and when increasing

will find a ready sale in Eussia.

The Bed Cachetino wine is strong, deep-

tinted and rather astringent. The white

wine of topaz color, often slightly sweetish,

is of agreeable taste. The Georgians are

accustomed to their strong wines and drink

it pure in large quantities, which, however,

they seem to withstand, as one does not

frequently see a drunken Georgian, except

at their village banquets on extraordinary

occasions, when all the guests having to

follow the tolumbash or table president in

his potations at each toast,the whole assem-

bly at the end remains no more sober. The

popular belief in the curative virtue of the

Cachetine wine against gout considers

these occasions of banquets quite medicin-

al affairs, Prince Muchranski's wines,

made by a French Superintendent, are

quite Burgundy-like. He sells them for

the Russian capital. Four and five-year-

old wines sell at prices from 60 kopeks to

1% rouble* per bottle.

In Mingrelia grape growing is going

back, oidium diminishing the produce.

The disposition of the people to become

easily discouraged does not prompt them

to apply the easy remedy of sulphuring.

The Isabella grape is quite common, but

he wine made from it is the poorest of the

poor. Gathering this sylvan fruit, the vine

creeping op to the highest trees, is some-

what difficult. The Prince of Mingrelia's

vineyards are neglected. Formerly the

two kinds of wines : Odjaleshi, resembling

a light Bordeaux ; and Tchuishi, more like

a light Burgundy, were of great renown

in tha country. The predecessor of the

present Prince had in his chalet at the

vineyard of Solchino a banqueting hall>

where a curious arrangement for testing

the resisting power of his guests was the

movable floor which could be shaken and

turned violently or gently at will.

In Abchasia little wine is grown and of

poor quality. Corn yields sufficient profit

and wine can be obtained from the neigh-

boring districts.

The best table grapes are sent from

Elizabethpol . Preserved in saw-dust, ex-

peditions of these are made in nearly all

seasons to all parts of Eussia.

Grape Byrup for preserves is made from

very sweet grapes.

In Imerethia good red wine is made by

German settlers. Casks are scarce and

earthernware jars are the vessels, often 12

inches high and 8 inches in diameter, for

storing the wine. These jars are dug into

the ground up to the neck. A. W. Z.

A Viticultural Inquiry From Hungary.

Vliillicatlon.

Professor Pollacci of Pavia, published

for the benefit of viticulturists in Italy, the

following short note just six weeks ago.

It contains matter for reflection for us and

should be weighed as a contribution towards

the right way of acting in the simple work

of vinification:

Generally,'' the Professor says "His

taken for granted, that covering the fer-

menting tank with the wooden cover, or a

simple mat, a sheet, a cloth and leaving

one-fifth or one-sixth of the height of the tank

empty, the atmospheric air will not hurt

the top of the fermenting mass (the chap-

eau), as this empty space is occupied by the

carbonic gas from the mush and the latter

is protected by that gas against acidifying

influences from the air.'

'

This idea of protection is true as long as

the fermentation is in full energy. But as it

gradually slackens and long before it ceas-

es, the stratum of carbonic acid gas, al-

though it is heavier than air, is rapidly

substituted by the latter, according to the

tendency of all gaseotis bodies to unite. A

glass cylinder 45 cm. long, by 20 cm. wide,

filled with carbonic acid gas, covered with

glass, had, after eight hours, lost this gas;

a match did not burn in the cylinder then

as in ordinary air. A trial in a wooden

vessel showed a like result. Gaseous mole-

cules, not kept in a hermatically closed

vessel impermeable in all points, will es-

cape. *• Pdit.
—

—

» m

The entries into Malaga of olive oil in

the first five months of the present year

have been 24,500 tons (20,413,389 kilo-

grams), and the shipments 18,000 tons

(14,960,692 kilograms). One week's ship-

ments were :

T Kilograms.

Havre "•«»
"«*-

::.;•;BS
^:::::::::::::::::::::r:::;;::::: S™
r-"" :r.:SBOran '

Amsterdam
«qb

PuertoRico
*°8

Vera Cruz JXZa
Cronstadt TZ'TZ
_. . . 12,440^R

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;:;::::;;;::::3i:o5o

aothemburg 51 '
520

The following is a copy of a letter ad-

dressed to Hon. Washington Bartlett,

Mayor of San Francisco, by a lady resid-

ing in Hungary who is anxious to learn

particulars of American resistant vines. It

has been handed to Mr. C. A. "Wetmore,

the Chief Executive Viticultural Officer, for

reply :

To the Hon. Mayor of San Francisco—

Sib : In a matter of local interest which

has become of great importance in respect

to viticulture in your country, and above all

trusting to the friendly feeling and senti-

ments which you have hitherto shown to

Hungarians, I take the liberty of address-

ing you in the hopes that my wishes may

be kindly responded to. It is a well-known,

depressing fact that phylloxera is devastat-

ing the vineyards throughout Europe, de-

stroying the fruits of careful toil for many

years to come without leaving the slightest

possible chance for a remedy unless it be

to extirpate the old vines and replant with

new, sound and vigorous plants that can

withstand the awful plague and bring forth

sound grapes. I would therefore ask, if you

would be so kind as to let me know if

Catawba or any other species are adapted

for transplanting to other countries; if so,

what sort of grape will produce the best

wine. I have been and always will be a

great admirer of your glorious country;

and beg to remain, with the expression of

highest esteem

Your most obedient,

Pol/IXENE DE GOSZTONY,

Lady of Honor to the Noble Chapter of

Maria Schult.

Vaez - Harty&n, Hungary, County Pesth,

July 2, 1885.

Stockholm
B3'740

To the Hon. Washington Bartlett, Mayor

of San Francisco: Sib:—The communica-

tion to your Honor from your .correspon-

dent in Hungary, Madam Polyxene de

Gosztonyi, lady of honor to the Honorable

Chapter of Maria Schnls, at Vacy-Hartyan,

which was referred to this office together

with the inquiry contained therein, and

your request for a reply to the same, has

been received, and is herewith returned to

you together with the following brief state-

ment that may be of interest to your corres-

pondent :

The question of experimentation with

native and wild vines of America as graft-

ing stocks to be used on account of their

resistance to the attacks of phylloxera has

attracted attention throughout the world,

but is better understood in France than it

is even here, where it has been investigated

to some extent. I would respectfully refer

your correspondent to the Director of the

National School of Agriculture of Montpel-

lier, France, Monsieur G. Foex, whose long

continued studies on this subject are now

of world-wide reputation; also to Professor

A. Millardot of Bordeaux. These gentle-

men whom I have named can give to your

correspondent more information that will

be practical for her use than can be ob-

tained here. It is sufficient to say how-

ever in substance that there are in the

United States vines of native origin which

are known to be resistant to the phylloxera

and which are now being largely used

throughout the world to regenerate dis-

eased vineyards, generally being used as

stocks on which to graft those varieties

which have already become noted for their

qualities but which are not resistant.
|

In

California we have been experimenting with

these vines for a few years, but our chief

knowledge concerning them and their adapt-

ability comes from France. Our own ex-

periments indicate that there are many of

these varieties suitable for use in Hungary,

but as it is known that each of them have

peculiarities and require adaptation to cer-

tain soils and localities, it would be best

for those in Hungary to follow our example

and that of France, in testing not one va-

riety but many before determining which

are the best for their use.

The greatest number of varieties that

have been tested anywhere are to be found

in the vicinity of Montpellier, France.

Originally they were procured from this

country.

It would be much easier and more prac-

ticable for people in Hungary to procure

their supplies from France than this coun-

try, unless they desire seeds for propaga-

tion. The wild vine of this State is under

certain conditions very resistant to the

phylloxera, but it does not seem to be suit-

ed to any country where Summer rains are

common, as it suffers in propagation from

the attacks of mildew

.

Speaking from experience as now under-

stood, the favorite of all these American

varieties for resistant stocks, is the wild

Eiparia. There are others which under

some circumstances are also desirable.

France is now producing, by hybridization,

a number of new varieties, which promise

in some cases to be even superior to those

now best known.

We have translated for the use of the

public in this State several important works

including those of Professor Foex and Pro-

fessor Millardet concerning resistant vines.

These will be found in our reports, which

we send you with the request that you for-

ward the same to your correspondent, hop-

ing that they may be of some value to her

and her country people.

Any further information that is in our

possession that may be of use to your cor-

respondent, you may promise to her, on

her demand at her pleasure.

Yours respectfully,

Chas. A. Wetmobe,

Chief Executive Viticultural Officer.

W. E. CHAMBERLAIN, JR. T. A. ROBINSON

LIFE SCHOLARSHIPS, $75.

DAY and EVENIN« SESSIONS.

LADIES ADMITTED INTO ALL DEPARTMENTS.

*g*No Vacations. Send for Circular.-^*

iiiss
^Mifim
IODIDE OF POTASS

The Best Spring Medicine and Bean,

tiller of the Complexion In use. Cnres
R«il« Piinnles, Blotches, Neuralgia,

scrofnla G&t, Bhenmatic and Mcrcn-
SSl I'aiim and all Diseases arising

from » «Hsord«ed state of.the Blood or

Elver.
SOLD BY ALL DHUQOISTS.

J. R. GATES & CO. Proprietors,

417 Sansome »«., S»n Francis*), Cal
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i:\i'i:iiitii:Mti. fermentations.

A lot of 400 pounds of Early Black July

grapes, from Stockton, was received last

week at the offices of the State Viticultural

Commission in order to make further pre-

liminary tests to guide the operations later

on in the season. The fermentations with

this lot are partially completed and partly

in operation as these notes are being written

and consist of the following: First, one

lot crushed in tho usual manner and placed

in the vat to remain without any assistance;

second, another stemmed but not crushed

to be treated as the foregoing; third, one

lot to which was added a small portion of

compressed yeast after exciting activity in

the germs by placing them in a small vessel

containing must in a warm room; fourth,

an equal quantity of grapes crushed as

usual with an excessive quantity of yeast

gi rms treated in like manner ; fifth an

equal quantity crushed as usual and treated

with sulphate of lime, according to the

practice of the South of France, Spain and

Portugal; sixth, a portion of the grapes

were crushed and pressed for the produc-

tion of whito wine, the intention being to

carefully nurse this product without assist-

ing it in any way by yeast germs in order

to germinate and produce a true wine yeast

which will be subsequently used in an at-

tempt to propagate the same, by a method

intended to demonstrate whether it is prac-

ticable to propagate a true wine yeast for

service if required. So far as these latter

experiments have proceeded at the time of

this writing the result that has heretofore

uniformly followed in all similar experi-

ments made by the Commission are appar-

ent already. The must that received the

largest amount of yeast was fermented and

finished first; next that which received the

smallest amount; the others are proceeding

slowly and are not yet finished. It is in-

tended to repeat these experiments later

on in the country on a practical scale, so as

to determine what the varying results may
be when applied to practical wine making,

the preliminary test being of assistance in

making observations for the guidance of

future work.

An Answer Wanted.

Editor S. F. Merchant : In the latest

number of the Giornale Vinicolo Italiano, is

found a correspondence in which the editor

being asked by a correspondent what to do

to cure his wine of certain defects it shows,

replies, after observing on the difficulty

of prescribing for a patient he has nev.er

seen, and recommending remedies based

on conjectures as to the nature of the mal-

ady, (ex. gr. adding alcohol if it wants

strength, or enocianinia if it is defective

in color), goes on to say, that if his cor-

respondent objects to using any of these

remedies he will give him another cheaper

and more certain : "Lasci il suo vino fino

alia prossima vendemmia, guinta la quale, lo

faceia ribollire guile vinacce vergmi di una
buona uva, e sti/i sicuro che ne fara un othmo
vino, perfeUanientecommereiabile^'^age 3il)

This recommendation seems to me so

totally at variance with the instruction we
have been receiving here, that I venture to

ask some of our learned men to explain it,

and tell us whether the vinacce vergini on

which the enquirer is recommended to re-

ferment his wine means lees or unferment-

ed pomace. From tho form of tho recom-

mendation and the confidence with which

it is given it looks as if the writer consider-

ed it a panacea. If Professor Hilgard or

Professor Rising, or Mr. Wetmore or Mr.

Pohndorff can explain this recommenda-

tion or reconcile it with what we are told is

correct practice, I hope one of them will do

so through your columns. Respectfully,

John T. Doyle.

Menlo Park, Ang. 9, 188">.

We believo that Mr. Pohndorff had ex-

perience last year in the direction indicated

and has already brought the matter to the

attention of the State Viticulinral Commis-

sion and wishes to continue his experi-

ments.

—

[Ed Merchant.]

Superiority of California Wines.

The time is not long past, when a gentle,

man, introducing California wines to his

guests at tho table, did so deprecating! y

and with much hesitation. In fact it was

not considered good form among the elite of

California society to drink the native wines

at all, much less to offend the educated

taste of connoisseurs by placing them upon

the dinner table, unless disguised by for-

eign labels. Thus decked in borrowed

plumes, it was soon discovered that the

most fastidious wine-bibber failed to detect

the fraud, or to distinguish the difference

between the best qualities of California

Champagnes and those imported from

France. The Eastern people began to

appreciate the purity and excellence of

the California article, and the demund

for it kept constantly increasing. Sci-

entific tests were made, by which com-

parison was instituted between French and

California wines, which resulted in the

complete success of the latter. Since these

tests were made and statistics published,

showing the'purity of California wines, our

importations have fallen off forty per cent,

while our production has increased over

five hundred per cent, and, as our viticult-

urists by experience and experiment are

constantly improving the quality of their

wines, these percentages will, without

doubt, soon become greatly increased. The
superiority of our soil and climate for wine-

making over that of France is clearly man-

ifested by official returns, which show that,

while the product of the French vineyards,,

per acre, averages only 196 gallons, those of

California produce an average of about 400

gallons per acre, a difference of more than

fifty per cent.

California now places upon the market

wines of such quality and purity as to satis-

fy the most fastidious taste, and under its

own native colors it holds its place triumph-

antly upon the tables of the millionaire and

the connoisseur.

—

Resources of California.

otive I'l.Ulllll

In tho lofty and beautiful settlement of

Monte Vista at Tujunga Park the Messrs

Wright Brothers, of Kiverside, are clearing

off a tract of forty acres of land, to :be

planted with 4000 olive trees. The cuttings

are already on the ground and will soon be

growing in beauty in their highland home.

In Crescenta Canada a large number of

olives will be planted. Those that have

been previously planted in Canada have

grown most vigorously. Tho Tujunga and

Crescenta Canada sre especially favorable

to olive culture. They are adjoining settle-

ments and are making a generous rivalry

in building up two of the most beautiful and

healthful spots on the globe.

—

Los Angeles

Herald.
m m

The following is a sentence of Dr. Dra-

itt, the practical British temperance re-

former : "Civilized man will drink, must

drink and should drink — but nothing

stronger than light wine."

Koine I'raetif-al Hints to the Wine
Producers.

iWynberg Times,]

The subjoined practical hints to Wine
Producers have been drawn up by Baron

von Babo, the Colonial Viticulturist, for

general information

:

It is evident that at present the produc-

tion of wine in the Cape Colony is greater

than the consumption of this article, and it

is therefore necessary to produce and pre-

pare a wine which can be exported to Eu-

rope, and which suits the taste of the Eu-

ropean consumer. By applying some rules,

which are absolutely necessary in tho pre-

paration of wine for the European market,

it is quite possible to make of the splendid

Cape grape a wine which will have a mar-

ket in Europe.

The wine for the European market must

be tho produco of the grape only; it must

be a natural wine, and no foreign substan-

ces must be added. By treating the wine

with lime, salicylic acid, etc. . it is rendered

unfit for the European market. The color

of the young wine must be greenish yel-

low, not brown or light red. The dark wine

must bo almost opaque, but dark red. The
wine must be clear, and not containing in-

soluble matter in suspension. The smell

must be vinous, not fusil-oil-like. The taste

must be harmonious, no unpleasant or

particular harsh taste must be predominant,

and it must be pure, not indicating any dis-

ease. At last a dry wine must be com-

pletely fermented, containing less than 1

per cent of grape sugar. The grapes for

making good wine must be ripe. For mak-
ing a clear and light wine the grapes must

be fully ripe—that is to say, they must

have entered into the state when the ber-

ries have| the largest size, and when the

bouquet compounds and the taste of the

particular kind of grape are developed.

The grapes must not shrivel on the vines,

because the bouquet-compounds leave to a

great extent the berry after the state when
it was ripe, and the amount of sugar in-

creases, which again interferes with a thor-

ough fermentation.

THE PRESSING OF GKAPES.

The present mode of pressing is most

objectionable. The want of cleanliness in

this manipulation is simply indescribable.

It is to be wondered that, with this untidy

treatment, there is still a drinkable wine

produced. As the farmers are generally

not in possession of presses and grape-

mills, there is only one way of remedying

the evil. The grapes are to be crushed in

a narrow vessel by means of a wooden

stamper of a conical shape and with a suit-

able handle, to be worked by one man.

The juice, which runs through the perforat-

ed bottom of the vessel, must pass through

a sieve, and thus freed from husks apd

stalks, is transfered into a stukvat (and not

into an open vessel) for fermentation.

THE FJRMENTATION OF LIGHT WINES IN

STCXVATS.

The vats must be clean, and must not

have an acetous or mouldy smell. Each

cask, after being emptied, must be cleaned

and brushed with pure water only, and

then sulphured. Only spoiled casks may
bo treated with lime, sulphuric acid, caus-

tic soda, etc. During tho sulphuring the

casks must be kept well closed and after-

wards they must be carefully kept closed.

With cleanliness of the cask goes hand in

hand tho cleanliness of the store. A wine

store is not a receptaclo of ever bo many
articlos of doubtful composition, which ex-

hale gases which are partly commnnicatei

to the wine, and injure its character.

The fermenting stukvnts are filled up t

two-thirds with the juice. The cask i

closed with a "fermentation-bung" of pier

liar construction. As this necessary implt

ment is totally wanting in the wine dii

tricts, it is desirable to cover the bung-hol

with a small linen bag filled with clea

sand and covering the cask at least io\

inches round the bunk-hole, tho bag mm
be two inches thick. The object of th

arrangement is to let the carbonic aci

lormed during fermentation escape, but t

filter all air that enters the cask, and t

prevent the germs of acetous and other fc;

mentation to git into the fermenting liqu.c

THE FERMENTATION OF DARK WINE.

The dark wine must ferment on tb

husks. The fermentation of dark win

ought to be conducted in peculiarly coi

trusted fermenting tubs, in which tli

husks are kept under the surface of th

liquid. But as these appliances are :

present wanting, nothing can be done wit

regard to this under tho circumstances e3

cept to immerse every day several time

the "hat'' and to use the ordinary ope

fermenting tubs. After six to eight daj

the wine is separated from the husks.

THE TREATMENT OF WINE IN THE FIRST TEA!

When the fermentation is quite over, th

young wine is drawn off and filled in clea

casks. The casks must, under all circun

stances, be kept quite full up to the bun{

hole. The casks must jbe filled up ever

month. The wine used for filling up mm
be of the same kind.

After six to eight weeks the wine is fc

the first time drawn over into a clean casl

this is done again shortly before the secon

fermentation. Under no condition wha
ever is wine to be fined before the secon

fermentation, which must be quite over b<

fore the wine is fined. After the secon

fermentation the wine is drawn over agaii

and may now^be fined once or twice. Th
best material for fining is gelatine, \\

ounces per leaguer. Dark wine is to b

fined only with half this quantity, as :

loses too much color. After each fiuin

the wine must be drawn off from the sed:

ment (but not before three weeks) agair

and if it gets now any turbid again it mus

be fined for a second time. After this set

ond fining it will soon acquire perfect clea)

ness, as the remaining particles will no*

settle down.

A wine prepared thus with necessar

cleanliness will stand any sea voyage.

Oranges.

A Malaga fruit dealer has been in Florid

investigating orange culture. Florida i

looking abroad for a market as well as s

home; and dealers are taking the subjei

np.trying experiments with Florida oraugeF

The Spanish dealer said: "Oranges shoul

be handled as carefully as eggs in thei

transportation, and also at other times

and not as if they were bundles of liar

wood. I have been surprised to see hoi

carelessly they were knocked and throw]

about while being loaded on boats and cars

It requires from 18 to 20 days to transpor

them from Sicily to New York, yet they ar

rive there in good condition. This is thi

result of careful picking, packing an<

handling. There is no reason why Floridi

oranges, which are superior to the foreigi

fruit, should not be kept equally as long.'

—Anglo-American Times.
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OUR NATIVE WINE SHIPMENTS BY SEA.

I>EK P. M. S. S. CO.'S STlt. COLIMA, AUGUST 1, 1885.

TO NEW YOKK.

rACKAGKS AND CONTKNTS.

M, ill diamond, Now York. .

K liros, New York
E li & J, New York
H," in diamond, New York ..

X, in diamond, Washington..

15 & T, Philadelphia

F, in diamond, New York.

.

li, in diamond, Brooklyn.

.

M, in diamond, New York.
B D & Co., New York
J M, New York
S Bros., New York
J & A P Co, N J
Ii Bros, New York
I) G, New York
SYBiCo, Boston

J H M, Washington.
II U W, New York .

.

AM, New York...

h& F, New York..

M C, New York . .

.

P Amanet, New York
C Jaekle, NY

Lachiiian & Jacobi..

C Harley &Co....
J Uuudlach & Co .

S Laehman &Co.

B Dreyfus*: Co..

Arpad Ilaraszthy & Co
S Regelisburger

Kolder & Fronting

.

Arpad Ilaraszthy & Co

Walter, Schilling & Co

l'J Larrels Wine
'Mi puncheons Wine .

100 barrels Wine. . .

.

1**2 barrels Wii.e
8 puncheon* Wine .

.

2 barrels Wine
1 case Wine
'25 barrels Wine
25 barrels Wine
2 1 barrels Wine
200 barrels Wine. . .

.

10 barrels Wine
25 barrels Wine
5 barrels Wine
8 barrels Wine
5% barrels Brandy..
10 barrels Wine
2 barrels Brandy. . .

.

5 casks Wine
3 barrels Wine
2 barrels Wine
3Hj barrels Wine
I barret Wine
181 barrels Wine ...

7 puncheons Wine.

.

3 casks Wine
1 half barrel Wine .

.

1 barrel Brandy
15 barrels Wine
2 barrels Wine

Total amount of Wine
Total amount of Brandy.

681
5495
4716

25
1286

94
5

1103
1180
990

94 Ott

474
1227
248
401
132
498
98
296
147
97
81
49

9724

179
20
42

731
99

39221
272

*237
1833
1758
25

571
108

fi

465
620
798

4320
180
650
175
225
300
330
220
175
80
53

202
24

5500

90
26
125
367
90

FAIRBANKS' STANDARD SCALES.
The Recognized Standard Weighing Machines.

Beware of Imitations

Manufactured in Sizes and Styles Suitable for Use in

WINERIES, VINEYARDS AND ORCHARDS.
Jjp Before Purchasing get Price List and Estimates from

FAIRBANKS & HUTCHINSON,
401 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

$18810
645

TO (i:\TICAI. AMERICA.

Conipania de Agenda de O'inala

.1 G B, Punta Arenas
J C, San Jose de Guatemala

—

J W, La Libcrtad
A A Punta Arenas .-.

M H V, Acajutla

C II, La Ubrrtad
A A, Punta Arenas
C A P It & F Co, S J de G'mala

Williams, Dimouu &Cu

Eugene do Sabla & Co
John T Wright.. .

.

Pt inrhnm & Piuto
Urruela Aj Urioste

Parrott & Co
F M Otis
Pae. Improvement Co,

20 cases Whiskey

.

3 kegs Wine
1 ease Whiskey
12 cases Whiskey.

.

I keg Whiskey
10 kegs Wine
1 keg Whiskey
Mi barrels Wine..
1 pac-age Brandy.
1 case Wine

Total amount of Wine
Total amount of Brandy..
Total amount of Whiskey

.

120
30
129
96
50
94
30
78
26
6

$208
26

425

TO MEXICO.

11 G & Co, Acapulco
L & C, in diamond, Acapulco
A (J & Co, Acapulco
N I' ft Co, Acapulco
T E & Co, Mazatlan

1 Gutte.

L F Lastreto.
W Loaiza

5 kegs Wine . .

.

9 cases Wine. .

.

4 casks Claret .

.

I barrel Wine.

.

1 barrctB Wine.

Total amount of Wine, 5 kctrs.

114
52
84
40
142

8434

TO PANAMA.

A C A; 1) Co. Colon | B S Taylor & Co |4 cases Claret
|

41

1

iiisiKi.i.AM'iors shipment.*.

DESTINATION.
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Recognition.

Our friends in the Fresno Vitioultural

and Horticultural Association recognize the

value of a journal like the Mebchant

guarding and advancing their interests, and

give effect to their good wishes in a very

practical way, as will be seen by the follow-

ing resolution:

Official.

*rrsno, Cal., April 5, 1884.
Proprietor S. F. Merchant. — Dear Sir: Below

is a copy of the minutes of the last meeting of the
Fresno Viticultural and Horticultural Society that is

of interest to yourself.

Resolved—That this Association recognize the San
Francisco Merchant as one of the best organs of the
Viticultural and Horticultural interests in the State,

an exponent of their views and aole advocate of

their interests, and, moreover as a paper which has
taken more than ordinary interest in the prosperity
of Fresno county. We agree to give the publisher
our liberal support while that journal pursues the
course for which it has hitherto been distinguished.
Moreover, we suggest that manufacturers and deal-

ers in agricultural implements and other merchandise
who wish to call our attention to their goods, aid us
and other Viticulturists in maintaining the San Fran-
cisco Merchant on a sound footing, by giving it a
large share of their advertising patronage.
Be it further resolved that the Fresno Viticultural

and Horticultural Society tender its thanks to the
San Francisco Merchant for past favors.

0. F. RIGUS, Secretary.

With tho aid of a recently published

work by Monsieur Viala of tho college of

Montpelier, France, concerning fungoid

diseases of vines, it appears to be now

much easier to determine tho true nature of

some of tho fungoid diseases in our own

vineyards. Heretofore this question has

been obscured for want of correct informa-

tion as to the varieties of this disease, and

from repeated examinations now made it

seems plain that we have in our vineyards

all the known varieties of fungoid diseases

that trouble the French vineyards, with

easier means of identification and thereby

for determining the true remedies. For in-

stance what is known as black measles

in many places, appears to be the true mil-

dew or peronospora viticola, which can only

be fought according to present experience

by the use of sulphate of iron or sulphate

of copper, used as a wash on the vine in

the Winter time and early in the Spring as

a powder. Another formidable fungoid dis-

ease well known in France as anthracnose,

comprising different varieties of the same,

is plainly discoverable in our vineyards. It

is fought in France by frequent applica-

tions of sulphur and powdered lime. The

use of sulphate of iron in a powdered form

is also recommended. These distinctions

in fungoid diseases will probably soon ex-

plain some of the difficulties which have

been experienced in this State where the

use of sulphur alone, as ordinarily used

against the oidhim have been unsatisfact-

ory. Those who have the black measles in

their vineyards would do well to mark the

vines before the foliage has gone, taking

care in the Winter to treat them and those

in their immediate vicinity, with a con-

centrated solution of sulphate of iron, ap-

plied as a wash after pruning, care being

taken also to destroy by burning all the

wood that is pruned from such vines.

A TKOI Itl.l OF THE
hum*.

WINE MER-

TO WINE MAKERS.

AFIRST CLASS PRACTICAL WINE MAKER
and Distiller, wishes to get employment. Will

give best references. For particulars address to this

office,

II II it

E

EXPERIMENTS
HAKING.

IN WINE

Among the visitors to the Mebchant
office during the past fortnight were Mr. H.

W. Crabb of Oakville; Mr. Wm. Scheffler

of St. Helena; Mrs. Kate Warfield, Mr. J.

H. Drummond of Glen Ellen; Mr. Merriam

of St. Helena; Mr. Shillaber of the Cor-

delia Wine Company; Mr. J. F. Crank of

Pasadena; Mr, C. Haohl of Cloverdale; Mr.

Wm. T. Ross of Colfax, Placer Co. ; Mr. J.

P. Smith of Olivina Vineyard; Mr. H, W.
Mclntyre of Rutherford; Mr. J. Q. A.

Clarke of Woodland; Mr. Gustftv Eisen of

Fresno; Mr. Eggers of Fresno.

Hon. Paul Neumann, Attorney-General

of the Hawaiian Kingdom, inet.with an un-

fortunate accident on board the Alameda

on his trip to San Francisco where he arriv-

ed on 9th inst. The steamer lurched and

Mr. Neumann slipped, inflicting an injury

to his leg which necessitates complete rest

at his rooms in the Palace Hotel for a few

days.

At the request of some of the wine grow-

ers of the neighborhood Mr. Wetmore will

attend a meeting to be held to - morrow

afternoon at St. Helena for the purpose of

discussing, together with the vine grow-

ers, important questions concerning fer-

mentation. It is expected that this meet-

ing will be one of great interest and that

there will be a considerable attendance

from other districts. Owing to the recent

discussion concerning the various methods

that may be used in fermenting, a great

many of the wine growers will make ex-

periments to determine the merits of the

different propositions on a much larger

scale than heretofore, so that the vintage of

1885 will no doubt be marked by a great

advance in popular knowledge on this sub-

ject. Quite a number are preparing to test

the value of holding the must of the red

wines on tho pomace after violent fermen-

tation is over, by hermetically closing the

tops of the vats, using different methods

for accomplishing this end. Ouo gentle-

man will try the economical use of cheap

onamelled cloth such as is used by carriage

makers, giving a vent to the escaping car-

bonic gas by opening a hole in the side of

the vat near tho top which will afterwards

be filled by a bung, placing in this hole a

pipe with a bent extremity to be inserted

in a bucket of water. Others will use a

tongue and grooved wooden top taking

plaster of paris to seal the cracks and a

bent tube to allow the escape of tho excess

of carbonic acid gas

Very free expressions of opinion are

often heard as to the inferior quality of the

California wines that are retailed in San

Francisco. The blatae is generally attri-

buted to the wine merchant who is supposed

to adulterate it to such an extent that it

becomes unpalatable. We have become

convinced, from our own experience, that

this is not so in the case of one firm at

least. The writer, accompanied by .two

friends, recently purchased a bottle of Zin-

fandel at one of the numerous popular

places of resort in the city where liquors

are dispensed. We were only asked, and

paid, seventy-five cents for a large bottle.

This was the first imposition and at once

impressed us with a prominent injury to

the California wine trade. It was nothing,

however, to what followed. The bottle, as

produced, was well corked, had no capsule,

but bore the well-known label of Gundlach

& Co. We anticipated something good but

were doomed to disappointment. It bore

the appearance of very slightly colored

water and the unanimous verdict of its

flavor was a solution of rusty iron. Not

wishing to condemn at first sight tho firm

who were apparently responsible for the

stuff which was expectorated upon the floor,

we sent, on the following day, an unknown
party to the store of Messrs. Gundlach &
Co. to purchase a gallon of their ordinary

Zinfandel, the same as they usually sold to

retailers and private individuals. It was
obtained and tasted by the same trio who
unanimously pronounced it as different

from the seventy-five cent compound of the

day before, though this gallon was only

seventy-five cents, as chalk from cheese.

We determined to investigate this matter

further and learned that many retail houses

in the city purchased wines both in bottle

and in bulk. In the former case they re-

turn as many bottles as are supplied ; but

they are not the same bottles, the return

of which it is impossible to guarantee or

insist upon. A retailer who purchases

both in bulk and bottle, having a number
of bottles in his possession bearing a well-

known brand, can easily adulterate or add

a liberal supply of water to his bulk goods.

There is nothing to hinder him from doing

so. He might, perhaps, buy an inferior

and already adulterated article from an un-

scrupulous dealer, bottling it off into well-

known labeled bottles. There should be

some method for preventing such an impo-

sition on the jpart of a retailer who, not

content with a profit of four or five hundred

per cent, seeks other and unlawful means

to satiate his greed for profit. In the mean-

time the grape growers, wine makers and

wine merchants suffer and the viticultural

industry in California is injured.

EXPERIMENTS AT OAKVILLE.

THE ARSENIC SCARE.

A scare has been raised in certain quart-

ers that the arsenic remedy for the destruc-

tion of grasshoppers will dovelope subse-

quent injurious effects by contaminating

the soil and water. Arsenic has been used

time and time again in Australia as a re-

medy for fluke and foot-rot in sheep but

no complaints were ever heard of any dan-

ger arising therefrom either agriculturally

or from the consumption of mutton. Pro-

fessor Rising's investigations, conducted at

the instigation of the State Viticultural

Commission, will probably prove that there

is no cause for alarm among the anti-agri-

culturistB.

The Commission has made arrangements

to .conduct experiments this year on a prac-

tical scale, so as to bo more satisfactory to

the public, where the facilities for fermen-

tations and tho procurement of material

can be provided without the necessity of

erecting a special, fermenting cellar. Mr.
H. W. Crabb of Oakville, Napa county,

who has the largest number of varieties of

bearing grapes in the State—over 300

—

with a large wine cellar and all the appar-

atus necessary for work, has agreed to

allow the Commission to place a man in his

cellar in charge of experiments, he assisting

personally in directing the work, the Com-
mission agreeing to pay for any extra pre-

parations other thanthose required for his

own work, and for|any loss that may occur

to the portions of the material treated in

case a bad result comes from doubtful ex-

periments, which'are necessary however to

be made in order to determine questions at

issue. In this way the Commission expect

at a comparatively small cost to produce
practical results on a sufficiently large scale

to command the confidence of wine makers;
and from the comparative tests that will be

conducted samples of wine in casks will be

procured to bo stored and cared for in this

city in a small cellar] to be fitted up in

connection with the Commission, where
they can be studied and examined by all in-

terested as they mature. The samples also

that will remain in the collar of Mr. Crabb
will serve as a practical school for the wine

growers in that section of the State, and
for those who may choose to visit it. To
those who are uninitiated in the art of vini-

fication, in order to explain the importance

of such experiments as will be undertaken,

it is only necessary to say that from one

given grape from a single vineyard, by
varying the method of fermentation a great

many results can be obtained, and it is for

the purpose of determining the relative

value of the different methods, by compar-

ing the results that may bo obtained, that

such experiments will be undertaken. This

year it will be more important to do this

work with relation to the large and more
important stock of grapes that are culti-

vated throughout the State, such as Zinfan-

del, Charbono, Mataro, etc., among the

red wine varieties; the Riesling, Burger,

Colombar, etc. among the white wines.

Connected with this however, as Mr. Crabb
has the largest collection of varieties in

bearing in tho State, there will be a certain

number of fermentations made to determine

the value of some of the varieties most in-

teresting with reference rto future planta-

tions and possibilities of viticulture.

Kentucky produced in the season of 1881-

1882 about G0,000,000 gallons of Bourbon

whisky. About 15,000,000 gallons have

been exported or remain in bond, leaving

40,000,000 gallons consumed after allowing

for stocks throughout the country. This

business has assumed such enormous pro-

portions within comparatively few years,

and there is no reason why the consump-

tion of wine should not increase proportion-

ately within a similar period.

A gentleman who has recently visited

many of the principal vineyards in Santa

Clara valley reports that tho prospects are for

not more than a third of a crop. In some

places he said there would not be more

than half a ton to the acre.
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AN IIIIMIKIVM NOTICE TO EX.
POUTERS.

The Hawaiian Consul - General at San
Francisco has prepared a notice to export-

ers of goods and merchandise to the Ha-
waiian Islands. It was compiled by Mr.
E. B. Hendry whose intimate knowledge

with the Custom House Department at

Honolulu is a guarantee of its accuracy.

It commences by quoting the Act of De-

cember 30, 1884 which says lhat " All

invoices of merchandise to be presented at

any Custom House in the Hawaiian King-

dom for entry must be accompanied by a

certificate of the Hawaiiau Consul at the

port of shipment, otherwise 25 per cent

will be added to the original value and the

usual duties levied on the increased value

thereof.'' The notice then gives separate

lists of 1—Goods free by the Civil Code
from all countries. 2 — Goods free by

treaty from the United States. 3—Goods
that are dutiable, with the amount of the

duty plainly indicated on the margin. 4

—

Goods on which a specific duty is levied

and the amounts ot such duties. All in-

voices must be properly certified to before

the Hawaiian Consul at the nearest port

of shipment. Special attention is called

to the clause in the Opium Act which

grants power to tho Board of Health to

authorize importations of opium and its

preparations. All persons presenting in-

voices at the Hawaiian Consulate in San

Francisco for Consular certificates are re-

spectfully requested to carefully examine

the schedule so that dutiable goods may not

appear on invoices of free goods and vice

versa. This will effect considerable saving

of time for all parties who are interested.

Another most important and necessary re-

gulation established by Mr. D. A. Mc-
Kinley, the Hawaiian Consul-General, is

that all invoices must be verified by a mem-
ber of the firm who is making the ship-

ments or by some party authorized to act

for tho firm, and a register of all who are

so authorized will be kept at the office.

These notices will be kept in a prominent

position at the office of the Hawaiian Con-

sulate, 327 Market street, and will also be

forwarded to all who have trade connec-

tions with the Islands. Such business-like

methods will be appreciated by commercial

men in view of the growing importance of

our trade with the Hawaiian Kingdom

.

THE ARSENIC SCARE.

In order to test, in case of any accident

that might occur through the careless use

of arsenic, what would become of the ar-

senic, if it were introduced into the grapes

used in fermentation, some early grapes

have been fermented at the offices of the

State Commission with known quantities of

arsenic added. The product of this fer-

mentation will be submitted to the State

Analyst to determine what has become of

the arseuic and in what shape it now ex-

ists; whether it still remains in solution in

the wine, or has been precipitated in the

lees. This experiment has been made as a

precaution so that the Commission may bo

able to report upon any extreme case that

might arise, although from investigations

already undertaken, it is unlikely that the

information obtained will be of any practi-

cal value.

Of the miscellaneous foreign wine ship-

ments, given in to-day's table, more than

half was sent to the Hawaiian Islands, and
its value aggregated two -thirds of the

wbjle.

<«Mii:\sim; ill VI'^EXPERIMENTS
WITH YEAST.

The vintage is starting in so early this

year that it is hurrying up both the wine
makers and thoso who, on the part of the

State, are conducting experiments. The
making of wine from Zinfandol has com-
menced this week iu olio part of Yolo couu-

ty. Early varieties, such as the Biesliug

and the Chasselas, are nearly ripe enough
to pick in some parts of the Coast counties.

At the Bugby Vineyard, near Folsom, the

operation of condensing the must from the

ripe grapes for shipment East has already

commenced. In the laboratory of the Viti-

culturai Commission in this city experi-

mental fermentations on a small scale, pre-

paratory to further and more complete work
later on, have been commenced. The ex-

periments already undertaken and more or

less finished are as follows:

First—Fermenting on a small scale a

sample of Catawba must, reduced at To-

ledo, Ohio, last year, by the vacuum pro-

cess, in the proportion of 7 barrels reduced

to the volume of 2.

The object of the experiment was to de-

termine whether this must would fetment

easily and under what conditions. It was
found that a small part of the must, first

having water added to reduce it to its orig-

inal condition, remained several days with-

out fermenting, but finally started iu and

completed itself, as usually happens where

fresh must is used. The other sample lots

of the same material were treated with fer-

menting germs; one with a small addition

and the other with an excessive proportion,

in order to note the effect on tho product

obtained. As to the quality of wine so

fermented nothing can well be told, be-

cause the samples are so small and the na~

ture of the must is foreign to that which

we are acquainted with. But as to the ef-

fect of the method of fermentation the fol-

lowing is shown : that which had the largest

amount of the fermenting germs added

went through very rapidly, and, soon after

the same was completed, became clear.

That which had a small part of the ferment

germ, fermented not quite so rapidly but

finished promptly without however clearing

as rapidly ; that which was fermented with-

out any assistance remained in the usual

condition of white wino muddy for a con-

siderable length of time. Where an excess

of fermenting germs was used, as a test,

there remained in the wine a yeasty smell,

requiring time to determine whether it will

disappear. The quantity of fermenting

germs added in thisi latter case was one-

third of an ounce of compressed yeast to

about half a pint of must. Beyond the re-

maining smell of yeast in this sample ther*

is no discemable disease of any kind caused

by the extreme tost to which it was put.

Later on in the season as samples of con-

densed must can be obtained from the

operations near Folsom, more satisfactory

experiments will be made.

AN EXPERIMENTAL VINEYARD.

Mr. Watson is having erected on his

place near Glen Ellen a wine cellar, which

when completed will be two stories in

height and 40x50 feet in size. The winery

will be supplied with water, conveyed by

pipes from a reservoir with a capacity of

20,000 gallons.

—

Sonoma Index-Tribune

Mr. W. G. Kingsbury, the General West-

ern European Agent of the Southern Paci-

fic Company at London, having severed

his connection with the Company, their

London office will, in future, be closed.

Mr. Crabb is considering a proposition

from the Commission which has not yet

formally taken shape, to collect and classify

a certain number of each of tho many va-

rieties which he has propagated, adding to

them all that can be procured, outside of

his collection, in tho State, which he may
not have already procured, to be propagated

in nursery next Winter, to form the foun-

dation for an experimental vineyard under

his charge. The importance of this is in the

fact that every known different variety of

grape produces different results when fer-

mented, and the number of varieties in the

State is now so large that it is important

that in future there shall be the means of

determining carefully jaud accurately the

value of each, but the danger is that these

collections may be confused and a few

years hence we may be compelled to again

re-import in order to identify the varieties

we need as those we have may become lost.

Mr. Crabb is the only man iu the State

who, by practical experience, is acquainted

with a very large number of varieties, and

can assist more than any other to bring

about a careful classification. Others,

such as Mr. Drummond at Glen Ellen, are

working in the same line and will be able

to give valuable information.

THE ARSENIC REMEDY.

Professor Rising of the State University

and State Analyst, and Mr. F. W. Morse,

also of Berkeley, visited last week the

vineyards near Fresno, for the purpose of

thoroughly investigating the questions in-

volved in the use of arsenic as an exter-

minator of grasshoppers. They visited

the important vineyards in that vicinity

and obtained a great deal of interesting in-

formation which will be collated and re-

ported upon in a few days. The Professor

has gathered a lot of the dead grasshoppers

together with samples of fruit and will be

able to contribute important information in

this connection. It is the opinion of many

who have practiced this remedy that if they

had known it a short time earlier in the

season they could have avoided much dan-

ger and they could have killed the grass-

hoppers as they were moving by attacking

them on the edges of their vineyards.

Without anticipating the report of the Pro-

fessor on this subject it may not be out of

place to say that present indications do not

warrant any alarm on the part of the public

concerning the use of arsenic as practiced,

although there will be needed at all times

great care in the use of such violent pois-

ons, rules for which may be easily for-

mulated.

THE COMIN« CROP.

WINE AND HEER CONSUMPTION.

From official statistics issued by the Fed-
eral Council of Switzerland we givo the fol-

lowing figures as the per capita consump-
tion of wine and beer in tho principal

countries of the world

:

Wino. Beer.
Country— Quarts. Quarts.

\nitria Hungary 22.40 28.42
Belgium 3.70 160.20
Canada 0.20 8.51
Denmark 1.00 33.33
France 119.20 21.10
German Zollverin 6.00 65.00
Great Britain and Ireland- 2.09 143.92
Netherlands 2.57 27.00
Norway 1.00 15.30
Russia 4.65
Sweden 36 11.00
Switzerland 55.00 37.60
United States 2.64 31.30

From the above table it will be seen that

France consumes more wine than all the

other countries put together, and that there

is a vast field open for the United States in

this respect before it can attain anything

like such gigantic wine consumption pro-

portions. Belgium and the United King-

dom take a long lead as beer drinking

countries, and the United States makes a

fair showing. Whisky and beer consump-

tion has increased marvelously in this

eountry in a few years, so why should no'

wine if the business be judiciously intro-

duced and extended ?

Mr. Wetmore, the Chief Executive. Officer

has just returnod from St. Helena and the

vineyards in that vicinity and finds, as

has heretofore been reported, that the

crops will be quite light, but that there is

great variation with respect to the differ-

ent varieties of grapes, some of them bear-

ing very well indeed while others are appar-

ently suffering from the peculiar conditions

of the season. The Chasselas, Colombar,

and Burger are appearing to do very well.

In some places nearly all varieties are

showing well. The prospect is that while

tho crop is going to bo very light the qual-

ity is going to be very good.

Please notify this office of an irregularity

n receiving the Mebchant.

A WISE WOMAN.

Belva Lockwood has recently been lectur-

ing in San Francisco. In an interview, the

would-be President stated that "I believe

in prohibition, but where that cannot be

secured I believe in modifying our requests.

For instance, here in California I would

not advocate the prohibition of wine; in the

District of Columbia I would be satisfied

with a high license for saloons, for of course

it would be impossible to prohibit the sale

of whisky in Washington." Belva is a

wise woman. When running for office she

would probably not object to the consump-

tion of whisky in Kentucky, or beer in

Chicago and Milwaukee. In France she

would doubtless uphold wine consumption;

in Germany or England that of beer. What

hypocrisy is disclosed under such light and

flimsy veils ! Anything to catch a popular

vote. At the White House she might not

object to a " stick " in her lemonade or a

little eau-de-vie in her cafe noir. Even a

hot toddy on cold nights before seeking that

delicious glow of warmth, derivable from a

neglige attitude between the blankets, might

be permissible. As Belva has not yet at-

tained the Presidency she should, to quote

her own words, " where that cannot be

secured believe iu modifying her requests."

The Fifth Annual Fruit Growers Conven-

tion will be held in Los Angeles, under the

auspices of the State Board of Horticult-

ure, commencing on Monday, November

16th, and continuing in session throughout

the week. It is anticipated that this will

be the largest and most important gather-

ing of fruit growers ever held on the

Coast, and there will be many important

topics for discussion raised through horti-

cultural occurrences of the past few months.

Grape growers should not forget to for-

ward sample boxes of grapes to the Louis-

ville Exposition, from time to time. After

delivery at the nearest railway station the

packages will be forwarded free of charge if

the special tags, which can be obtained at

this office, are attached.
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MAKE RUBRUM.

BY OLIVER WKNDBLL HOLMES,

Flash out a stream of blood-red wine!—

For 1 would drink to other days;

And brighter shall their memory shine,

Seen flaming through its erimsou blaze.

The roses die, the summers fade ;

But every ghost of boyhood's dream

By Nature's magic power is laid

To sleep beneath this blood -red stream.

It filled the purple grape that lay

And drank the splendors of the sun

When the long summer's cloudless day

Is mirrored in the broad Garonne ;

It pictures still the bacchant shapes

That saw their hoarded sunlight shed,—

The maidens dancing on the grapes,

—

Their milk-white ankles splashed with red

.

Beneath these waves of crimson lie,

In rosy fetters prisoned fast,

Those flitting shapes that never die,

The swift-winged visions of the past.

Kiss but the crystal's mystic rim,

Each shadow rends its flowery chain,

Springs in a bubble from its brim,

And walks thejchanibers of the brain.

Poor Beauty ! time and fortune's wrongl

No form or feature may withstand,

—

Thy wrecks are scattered all along,

Like emptied sea-shells on the sand ;
—

Vet, sprinkled with this blushing rain,

The dust restores each blooming girl,

As if the Bea-shells moved again

Their glistening lips of pink and pearl.

Here lies the home of schoolboy life,

With creaking stair and wind-swept hall,

And, scarred by many a truant knife,

Our old initials on the wall

;

Here rest—their keen vibrations mute

—

The shout of voices known so well,

.

The ringing laugh, the wailing flute,

The chiding of the sharp-tonguea bell.

Here, clad in burning robes, are laid

Life's blossomed joys, untimely shed
;

And here those cherished forms have strayed

We miss awhile, and call them dead,

What wizard fills the maddening glass?

What soil the enchanted clusters grew,

That hurried passions wake and pass

In beaded drops of fiery dew.

Nay, take the cup of blood-red wine,—

Our hearts can boast a warmer glow,

Filled from a vintage more divine,

—

Calmed, but not chilled with winter's snow I

To-night the palest wave we sip

Rich as the priceless draught shall be

That wet the bride of Cana's lip,

—

The wedding wine of Galilee !

IIIHU.ItATIOV

The following correspondence is a con-

tinuation of a series of letters that were re-

cently published in the Merchant on the

subject of immigration. They comprised

inquiries from intending immigrants from

England with replies to their numerous

questions which have been fully appreciated

by the parties to whom they were addressed

:

W. 0. Kingsbury, Esq., London : Deab

Sir:—I am greatly obliged for the S. F.

Merchant received to-day as well as for

other pamphlets, etc., relating to Califor-

nia, with which you have kindly favored

me. When you next write to the Editor of

the 8. F. Merchant, as probably you may

have occasion to do, will you be kind enough

to convey to him my best thanks for the

full, Candid and courteous reply he has

given to the questions in my letter. On
the whole there appears to be material

ground for thinking that fruit culture in

California offers fair advantages to indus-

try, reasonable skill and capital. There is

just the risk of over-production and the

business being over-done, and I have heard

it expressed in some quarters that this is

beginning to be felt. It may be difficult

to ascertain to what extent this already ex-

ists or is likely to exist. But the prospects

seem worthy of careful consideration. Fruit

farming would probably not be the only re-

munerative opening which California af-

fords to young men. With thanks for your

favor. Faithfully yours,

B. Townson.

The Holmes, Clevedon, Bristol, July 7, '85.

Rev. R. Townson: Deab Sie:—I will

forward your esteemed note of the 7th inst.

to the Editor of the S. F. Merchant that

he may see for himself that you appreciate

his efforts to answer your questions. Re-

ferring to your mention of "over-produc-

duction'' in the fruit business I will just

venture to mention that any of the prod-

ucts of the earth may be produced to a

greater extent than the population would

be able to consume; this was the case with

wheat last year. But fruit is an article of

food that the more one eats the more he

wants and if the price is low, as here in

London, but still high enough to be pro-

duced at a profit, the consumption will in-

crease to always keep up with the supply.

Fruit is so easily preserved, dried, tinned,

etc., and so easily transported from one
country to another that the whole world is

its market. But the surest and probably

the most profitable industry will be wine,

brandy and olive oil; tho citron, prunes

and raisins will also figure largely in the

exports and there is not much danger of

over-producing these things. The increase

in wine in California will hardly keep pace

with the decrease in France and other Euro-

pean countries.

I am, Dear Sir, truly yours,

,W. G. Kingsbury.

Grafting iu the Mouth.

Editor Meechant:—In January last the

writer procured from the Natoma Vineyard

Company, through Mr. Charles A. Wet-

more, cutttings of Mataro, Carignan and

Genache, 250 of each. They were superb

stock and came in excellent order. They

were carefully heeled in with one bud above

ground, watered once in ten days and left

until the last days of March. By this time

the buds commenced growth, the Carignan

leading. Fifteen acres of my twenty were

already in vines, Mission, Malvasia, a few

Muscats and Sultanas, the remaining five

being in orchard and alfalfa. I proposed

to graft the new-comers on Missions, but

right then and there was a funeral. All the

members of my family protested and the

neighbors gathered in and remonstrated on

the folly of cutting off good five-year-old

Missions to make room for the interlopers.

Finally tho difficulty was compromised and

I was allowed to graft my pets on any very

inferior stocks that had been filled into the

vineyard iu tho preceding two years and

some Muscats of one year's growth. Under

these restrictions I opened my treasures

and commenced business by giving one of

my protesting neighbors ten cuttings of

each kind, each of which he cut into two,

making sixty scions, which he grafted on

good stocks and has sixty plants as fine as

possible, most of them having made a great

growth and showing abundant fruit

.

I employed at first, say Mr. B., who pro-

fessed skill in grafting, and on Carignan he

has 75 per cent living. Mr . Y., for instance,

finished the Carignan and he has 96 good

plants for every 100 worked. The latter

had never grafted or seen it done, except

from watching Mr. B. during one day. B.

worked Mataro on Muscat stocks of one

year's growth and has 90 per cent living.

~X. worked 72 Mataros and has G9 living.

Y. worked Grenache and has 95 per cent

living. Wo used no clay and cut the stocks

with shears. In grafting old Missions and

Malvasias hereafter I shall use clay and the

saw. My grafts have made a great growth

and many have a fair show of fruit. The

runners cover tho full 8x8 feet allowed

them. My experience is that scions should

be growing when used. Much depends on

the tilth of the ground; the finer the soil

the better the result. I attribute most' of

lussrs to the condition of the ground, as

most of my outs are where it was very

cloddy. I am proud and happy with my
snecess and shall send to the Natoma Co.

the coming Winter for other varieties. Our

grape crop in tho country around Santa

Ana is abundant and promises to be of the

finest quality. We have had no frost, no

grasshoppers, no blight, no mildew. Zin-

fandel and Malvasia are ripening. Muscats

are in the ascendant, many vineyards hav-

ing sold at $25.00 per ton and several

car-loads have been shipped from Santa

Ana and Orange to Chicago.

B. H.Twombiy.

Santa Ana, August 4th, 1885.

California Wines.

[Grocer and Canner.J

Some time since it was roughly estimated

that the domestic vintage of 1885 would not

fall short of 25,000,000 gallons, but now

that the grape crop is much further ad-

vanced, statistics of a more satisfactory

character are available. It seems to be

conceded that the grape crop is short, and

that the vintage cannot possibly equal that

of last year, but must fall from two to five

million gallons below it. Such a result

would reduce the vintage to from ten mil-

lion to twelv.e million five hundred thousand

gallons, which taking the outside figures

would be just about half enough for the

annual consumptive demand, With such

an understanding of the general situation,

it is surprising, to' say the least, that the-

orists who make over-production the basis

of their calculations so readily secure an

audience with the wine growers.

There is no surplus of California wines

outside of this State. Though our ship-

ments to the East for the past six months

show an increase over those for the same

period in last year, there has not been the

improvement in the shipping demand which

should naturally have followed tho favor-

able change in overland freight rates. The

only effect of tho reduction was the diver-

sion of a portion of the ocean traffic to the

route by rail. There is but ono way to

reconcile the condition of our trade with

the reports of New York dealers who have

the effrontery to mako gleeful comment on

the increasing demand for California wine,

particularly for family trade. They tell us

our wines are improving every year, grow-

ing steadily in popularity, and that eventu-

ally California's product must displace all

foreign vintages.

In the face of all these compliments,

there is an occasional conflict of figures

showing the receipts and sales of California

wines in Eastern cities. It is not an un-

usual thing for salos to exceed receipts by

many thousand gallons . In fact the prac-

tice of adulteration is open and general. A
few dealers in California wine in New York,

recently made a very creditable effort to

suppress the spurious wine business, but

report says that the movement has been a

signal failure. Surely this first misfortune

shall not end the struggle. Our vitieultural

interests will never reach the ripeness na-

ture has ordained for them unless some

means is soon found to suppress the poison-

ous counterfeits of the generous wines of

California.

Wine l'rotluctlon in Madeira.

iBradstrcet's, July 18th.]

Consul Charlesworth (British), writing

on tho past and present condition of the

wine trade of Madeira, says that the culti-

vation of the vine in Madeira dates back to

a time immediately succeeding the discovery

of the island in the fifteenth century, but

did not for some two hundred years after

exceed in export value the product of the

sugar-cane. The ascendency once gained,

the sugar-cane gave place to the vine, which

continued its supremacy until the disease

known as the oidium tuckeri made its ap-

pearance in 1852. This effectually checked

the wine trade of Madeira, and in that

year it is stated that not a single gallon of

wine was made, and but little in the ten

years succeeding. The stocks of old wine

in the warehouses, representing every vint-

age in this century, became almost deplet-

ed, and so general was the destruction of

the vine that it was thought useless to re-

place with new cuttings those that had

died. The total annual production of wine

was never actually known, as, up to the

year 1875, one-tenth of everything in kind

went to the crown, and as a result there

was a regular system of concealment of the

true yield practiced. It is estimated, how-

ever, that from the year 1813 to the year

1825, inclusive, the average exports were

15,835 pipes annually, but from the year

1826 to 1852 the annual average export was

7,512 pipes, or a little less than one-half

that of the former period. This disparity

appears to be attributable to two causes.

In the years of the greatest production,

which were during the wars with Napoleon,

Madeira was garrisoned with British troops,

and being safe, she reaped the benefit of an

almost exclusive market, while the vine-

yards of the Peninsula were overrun with

the eouteuding armies. Prior to this period,

none but the best wines had been sent

abroad, and the brands of Madeira were

considered the best in the world. The ex-

cessive demand, and consequent high prices

that prevailed, resulted in causing wines to

be sent to Europe that before were not

considered fit for export. Again, until the

year 1823 brandy and rum for fortifying

wines were admitted to the island at a very

low duty. In that year a law was passed

prohibiting the importation of any kind of

spirit not in bottle, and that at an almost

prohibitory rate. This was intended as a

measure of relief, and it stopped the im-

portation of brandy and rum, and had tho

desired effect of causing the distillation of

tho inferior wines, of which, after the period

of inflation, the island had a surplus for

which there was no adequate demand.
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JPliylloxcra :il the Antipodes.

[Bradstreet's.]

The Sydney correspondent of Bradstreet's

writes that the dreaded phylloxera has

made its appearauco among tho vineyards

of Camden, New South Wales. The in-

sects are spreading rapidly over the entire

district, and very great anxiety prevails re-

garding the future of tho wine interest in

the colony. An official investigation shows

that this is not a sudden outbreak, but that

phylloxera has existed unsuspected for the

past six or seven years, and has been grad-

ually spreading. Since attention has been

called to the subject it is more than sus-

pected that other districts of New South

Wales are also infected. Doubtless effect-

ive measures will be adopted to eradicate

the disease, but in stamping it out there is

danger of stamping out the winemaking in-

dustry as well.

Phylloxera first appeared iu Australia

early in the seventies. In the year 1876 it

was demonstrated by government inspec-

tion, that eighty acres of vineyard in the

Geelong district, Victoria, were diseased.

So great was the interest taken in the mat-

ter at the time by the neighboring colonies,

all of which had gone into viticulture pretty

extensively, that they joined with Victoria

in the cost of destroying the infected vines

.

The cost of this was £40,000 ($200,000),

and the work Bhould have been thoroughly

done, but it was not. Roots of many of

these vines are still undecayed, and live

phylloxera can be seen when these are dug

up. It is supposed that the pest has spread

from this centre. This is not at all im-

probable, as the insect in its winged form

has been driven thirty miles by a strong

wind.

It is not stated whether this dreaded pest

has made its appearance among the South

Australian vineyards, which have attained

to quite a reputation in Europe, for the

quality of their wines; but it is probable

that it also has had a visitation. It could

not very well escape with an insufficient

quarantine or no quarantine at all against

Victoria. Even New Zealand, which pro-

hibited the importation of grape cuttings,

etc., from tho United States to guard

against tho introduction of the phylloxera,

has had to acknowledge its presence. It was

recently discovered in a vinery near Auck-

land, the owner of which promptly de-

stroyed all his vines and fumigated the

house (the grapes grew under glass), sac-

rificing thereby several thousand dollars.

Aud the question is being debated whether

the disease is not also among open vine-

yards recently planted.

This is a very serious matter indeed, and

serves to show that the wine question of

the future is by no means settled. California

anticipated superceding French wines, to

the extent at least of supplying the void

caused by phylloxera ; but California is

plagued with phylloxera itself, although it

has adopted very comprehensive precau-

tionary measures, under the auspices of its

Viticultural Commission, aud it is probable

even that it may ultimately overcome the

pest. Australia in like manner calculated

upon supplying both England and France,

and it certainly has laid the foundation for

a wine export trade far more promising

jhau California has yet done. It was fully

and well represented at the international

wine exhibition in Holland last year, while

California was without representation.

This made a material difference in favor of

Australian wines, and from receut corre-

spondence published in the colonies, it

"transpires that a large trade might at this

moment be done with France, if the Aus-

tralian wine growers could supply wines of

a light character four months old, at from

Is. (id. (3Gc.) to 2s. (50c.) per gallon. A
Sydney broker stated that he was commis-

sioned to buy any quantity almost at that

price." This would be considered a most

liberal offer by California wine makers, but

then they did not take precautions or pains

to have their best vintages exSibited in

competition with the wines of other coun-

tries. The Australian wine makers did.

The grape vine grows luxuriantly in

almost any soil in New South Wales, and

the range of territory is very wide. The
average yield of wine per acre, according

to soil and climate, is between 200 and 700

gallons. The higher yield is in sandy or

rich alluvial soil, having a large admixture

of sand. The smaller yield is on heavy

clay soil, and the quality of the wine is in-

ferior. The appearance of phylloxera,

however, will check development for the

I r- sent. In 1883, New South Wales had

2,659 acres in grapes, which yielded 589,-

604 gallons wine. In 1884 the area was

2,405 acres, yielding 441,612 gallons wine.

Victoria reported a large increase.

Urape Vines iu Tree Tops.

A correspondent says tree tops are often

the best places in which to let grape vines

run, a remark which leads me to state a

few facts: " Just northeast of my house is

an Isabella vine, put out in 1858, and for

fifteen years I made that vine keep to a

trellis six feet high, but it never ripened a

cluster well. A sap-runner, however, ran

through the fence to a lilac bush in the

yard of a neighbor, and mounted to my
apple tree by the ends of the limbs that

hung over my neighbor's grounds, and cov-

ered all the north side of the tree, where it

could get no direct sunshine, but could

fully ripen its grapes as it did, or rather

does yet, in its own way. About five years

ago it reached the north top of that old

apple tree, which is now nearly 40 feet

high, and that vine just let itself out on a

grand spread without the pruning knife or

any care except a slash of considerable

magnitude when it attempts to appropriate

the south side of the tree. That vine makes

me climb every Fall on a ladder, 25 feet

high, much to the amusement of my neigh-

bor, who comes along just as I am picking

the sixth or eighth half-bushel basketful of

the nicest ripe Isabellas, and says, "There!

you are at it again; standing on the top

rung of that ladder, picking those black

clusters !" Or he says, " Yes, yes, yes ;

Can't you give us a bunch of that ar'sky-

raker vine. You are particular to hang

those grapes up out of the way.' 1 But the

bushels of ripe grapes, when one is hardly

ever edible on the trellis, makes me quite

insensible to his laughter. Another, a
Rogers No. 1, that is almost like a foreign

grape if properly ripened, I have let run up
the north side of another apple tree, and
that gives its bushels of grapes yearly.

The tall pear tree, too, that stands in the

southeast corner of my lot has got into the

way of having a vine in it. But the vine

knew enough to go up on the fence in

the corner, and thus get into the pear tree

without my knowing anything about it, and
has been joking me for several years over
the exploit of the richest, blackest, largest

grape bunches I have on my premises. So
my advice is, if you have tall trees that

give you valuable fruit, let a grape vine

loose in the corner of the fence, and it may
give you your best grapes; at any rate it

will demonstrate the contrary of the usual

rule that '• the nearer the ground, the

sweeter the grapes.''

—

Country Gentleman.

t)»-Operatioil in Itaism r.i. I.inu.

From the Santa Ana Standard we give

the following extract from a report of a

committee of a raisin packing company

proposed to be established in tho South

:

"Much complaint has been made by

Eastern buyers of California raisius of the

lack of uniformity in grading and packing,

and consequently our raisins have brought

lower prices than foreign raisins of the

same .grade. It cannot be expected that

there will be uniformity in the packing

when each grower grades and packs his

own raisius. There will probably be as

many different styles of grading and pack-

ing as there are packers. Again, it would

be impossible for each packer to make a

reputation and name in the market for his

particular brand. An owner of ten to

twenty acres of Muscat vines would scarcely

be able to supply the wholesale dealers of

the country with half-pound samples. By
an organized effort we can secure (1) uni-

formity of packing, (2) the reducing of

commissions, (3) lower rates for boxes and

other packing material, (4) more effective

co-operation with the raisin producers of

other districts for such ends as our com-

mon interests might prompt, (5) the ad-

vantage of shipping in car-load lots. The

charges to each shareholder for grading

and packing will be made as near cost as

possible. The boxes will be marked with

the name of the company and the grade of

the raisins, and to distinguish one man's

goods from another, each stockholder shall

have a small number which shall be stain-

ed in small figures on his boxes. After the

raisins are packed and the packing paid for,

each stockholder will have the privilege of

disposing of his raisins as he pleases.

When Eastern dealers learn that raisins put

up by our company in largo quantities, and
honestly graded and packed can be had iu

car-load lots, they will buy them at our
warehouse for cost. The sampling of one
or two boxes will be sufficient. It will not
be necessary to examine ouo box in ten or

twenty as would be the case when packed
by individual growers."

Tin- i; .ism Crop.

The Woodland Democrat publishes a
letter addressed to Mr. R. B. Blowers of

Woodland, Yolo county, by a Chicago house
on the prospects for the coming raisin crop.

As it contains good news for raisin makers
and justifies the opinions already expressed

by the Mebchant we reproduce the follow-

ing extracts

:

" There is considerable excitement here

over the coming crop of California raisius,

and we understand that a number of the

dealers are already commencing to contract

for this season's crop. The trouble they

are having in Malaga with the cholera will

undoubtedly result in a very diminished

shipment from there this season, and should

the cholera continue until packing time,

the prospects are [that their raisins will be

quarantined. Even should they not be, the

fact that cholera has been prevalent in that

district will cause a strong prejudice against

them. The entire stock of raisins has been
cleaned up, and this coming crop will meet
a clean market, and from the activity dis-

played by the dealers here now, and what
information we can gather, we think there

is every prospect of our California raisius

selling rapidly and at good prices this sea-

son. As yet, we are unable to set any
figures as to what we think will be tho prob-

able price,but we think it will be safe to figure

on higher prices than last year's sold for.''

WM. T. COLEMAN & CO.,
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SAN FRANCISCO,

Agency Wm. T. Coleman & Co.,
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NEW YORK,
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The Joint A|>i>i'»i>i'i:ili<>n.

I
San Francisco Chronicle 1

A controversy has arisen between the

Professor of Agriculture in the University

of California and tho Viticultural Commis-

sion over the ten-thonsand-dollar appropri-

ation made by the Legislature for viticul-

tural purposes. The Commission wants a

cellar established in San Francisco where

tests and analyses can be made and the re-

sults placed before wine makers from every

part of the State. Professor Hilgard ob-

jects to having any part of tho work done

at San Francisco. He wants it done at

Berkeley, and utterly declines to be respon-

sible for scientific experiments performed

outside of the University. He says his en-

gagements are such that he could not be

present at meetings in this city, and could

not meet the officers of the Commission in

consultation unless they come to Berkeley.

The good sense of the members of the Com-
mission and the University professors will

probably devise an adjustment of the dis-

pute so that the $10,000 appropriation shall

not be lost by the wine making interest.

Without presuming to take sides in the

controversy the Chronicle may suggest that

San Francisco is more accessible than Berk-

eley, and that experiments conducted here

would probably meet the eye of more people

than experiments conducted in the charm-

ing but somewhat out-of-the-way settlement

of Berkeley. The idea which suggested

the appropriation was that the wine makers

of the State should be educated in their

business. Where can they be best educated

—iu San Francisco, where most of them

come once or twice a year, or in Berkeley,

which very few people ever visit? It is not

by any means desirable that the experi-

ments should be conducted in a place where

the skill and learning of Professor Hilgard

would not be available. But surely he can

come to San Francisco as easily as the vine

growers of the State can go to Berkeley.

It seems to be the old question of the

mountain and Mahomet. Suppose the

mountain won't or can't go to Mahomet,

doesn't Mahomet think he might stretch a

point and good-naturedly go to the moun-

tain ?
^~*

Genuine i 'o-Opcral ion.

From the Fresno Democrat we learn that

the grape growers of . Scandinavian Colony

have formed a joint stock company to build

a winery. The following are the officers:

E. L. Davis, President; W. F. Plate, Vice-

President; Wm. More Young, Secretary;

and L.A. Blasingame, Treasurer. $15,000

was the amount of capital stock, divided

into shares of $50 each. Over one-half of

the stock has been taken, and about half of

each man's stock has been paid up, either

n labor or coin. It was apropriutely call-

ed the poor man's enterprise, each man
being allowed to pay for half his stock in

work. The winery which is 104 feet square,

two stories high and built of adobe, is

located four miles northeast of Fresno.

The company own five acres of land

bought from Wm. Helm. Nearly all the

work so far has been done by the stock-

holders, and but little actual cash has

been expended. The cooperage, too, has

been the work of these same parties, so

that the building and cooperage, when
everything is complete will havo cost less

than $8,000. When the last rafter was

raised there was quite a gathering of those

interested in the enterprise which partakes

fully of genuine and harmonious co-opera-

tion, and is an example that might well be
followed iu other localities.

Keccnt Siijfiir SjxculHiioii

[Bradstreet's.]

Tho recent advance and more recent de-

cline iu the sugar market has been an ex-

cellent illustration of the influence of spec-

ulation and of the power of the speculator.

II only tho machinery necessary for mani-

pulation had been perfected the success

would have been complete. One branch

of the trade, the most extensive, that of

beet, is entirely conducted upon standards,

a fact which furnishes one of the promiilent

elements of speculation. Beet sugar in

England can be bought and sold with the

same facility as wheat or corn in this coun.

try. Futures are dealt in to such an ex-

tent that in London and in some of the beet

centers of Europe beet-sugar clearing-houses

have been established. The bulk of the

transactions are confined to Mincing Lane,

and during the late rise this new method of

buying and selling upon paper was carried

to such an extent that a complete revolu-

tion in the raw market at one time appear-

ed certain.

The establishment of a beet clearing-

house is an indication of the extent to which

the speculation iu this class of sugar has

been carried. This brought into existence

a large class of non-producers or middle-

men whose services are neither desirable or

necessary to the conduct of the trade, the

old method being by far the most direct,

the refiners buying from the producers

through the auction rooms, and they in

their turn selling direct to the distributor.

These beet speculators, who occupy exactly

the same position as out wheat gamblers do

on this side, obtain their livelihood not by

the legitimate handling of merchandise but

by a regular system of " bull " and " bear ''

manipulation of the market. With the as-

sistance of a cry of short .beet crop these

speculators managed to put the price from

10s. to 17s. per cwt., or a rise of 70 per cent.

They kept it at this price for some time,

and had it not been for the regulating effect

of cane sugar it might have been retained

at that price, or even advanced higher.

Cune sugar, owing to the variations in

its color and extensive range in quality,

caunot be dealt with in the same manner
as beet, but must be bought from sample.

It was through the influence of large offer-

ings of cane sugar that the market was

broken and prices reduced nearly 23 per

cent. An advance of 70 per cent and a

decline of. 23 per cent upon any staple

within six months is certainly a rare oc-

currence indeed, and probably another in-

stance cannot be found whore such a rise

took phico in such a short time, and in the

face of the largest visible supply ever known
in the history of the trade. However, such

fluctuations only show the power of the

speculator, particularly when the machin-

ery of manipulation can be fully brought

into play by selling futures.

Legitimate dealers are now trying to

counteract the influence of the beet specul-

ators. Kefiners have already tried reduc-

ing production, but without success. It is

now suggested that the trade buy nothing

but lauded parcels, thus placing the carry-

ing responsibilities upon the speculator. But
at present there appears to be a lack of con-

certed action among the English and Scotch

refiners. At tho same time the struggle

for supremacy will be watched with interest

on this side, for if the legitimate trade is

successful it will rid the sugar market of a

disturbing element as well as an incubus

that must, so long as these speculators

exist, add to the cost. The sympathies of

the consumer and the legitimate merchant

must necessarily be arrayed against the

non-productive element—tho speculator.

I'roimirntinf; Phylloxera -

Warning;.
A Timely

Under the above heading the P. C. Ad-
vertiser of Honolulu draws attention to the

danger of importing phylloxera to the Ha-
waiian Islands in plants or cuttings obtain-

ed from nurseries in the neighborhood of

Berkeley. We know of one shipment of

roses, carnations and other flowering plants

that was sent to the Islands last Fall from

a nursery in the vicinity mentioned, and
trust that the Importer will not be the un-

intentional medium of disseminating the

pest there. It appears that our friends

on the Islands are moro alive to the dan-

gers of the case than we are in California.

Our contemporary says :

" The attention of persons planting or

about to import vine cuttings from Califor-

nia is called to the fact that Professor

Hilgard, of the State University, has been

experimenting with phylloxera in a way
that may become disastrous to the vines

planted along the Blopes of the Contra

Costa range fronting on San Francisco bay,

and mayhap also to the new vineyards in

the Livermore Valley. It is therefore of

the utmost importance to refrain from ob-

taining rooted vines or cuttings from any

nursery or vineyard in the neighborhood of

Berkeley University until the result of

Professor Hilgard's experiments in the pro-

pagation of phylloxera has been ascertain-

ed. If this pest be introduced into these

Islands it will put an end, for years to

come, to the attempt to establish grape

culture on a large scale.

It should be explained that Mr. E. W.
Hilgard is Professor of Agriculture in the

California State University, where he has

established an experimental nursery, in

which almost every variety of plant and
shrub adapted to the climate of the middle,

southern and northern California is to be

found crowding each other. In a sheltered

nook of this nursery he has established a

phylloxera preserve, . and amuses himself

watching the development and distribution

of this enemy of the grape vine and of

mankind. This learned Professor thus

reports progress in his experiment:

We have nursed at the University a little

private experimental plot that is infected.
* * The coming out of the winged in-

sect through which the infection is spread
far and wide on the wings of the wind,
usually happens in about five or six weeks.
This year (1884), with Summer rains, it

has been through in three mouths and a
half.

This is Professor Hilgard's own report,

and it suggests an inquiry as to his mental

condition, which, as a State officer engaged

iu a work of such superlative public mis-

chief, should not be overlooked. Just

what the Board of llegents will do in the

matter it is impossible to say. Straining

at gnats and swallowing camels has always

been a way this Board of Hegents have had.

but we fancy the Hilgard phylloxera camel

will stick in their throats. Iu any event, it

is not safe to import any grape vine cut-

tings, rooted vines or seed from the Coast

at present, when wo find the Agricultural

Department busily engaged propagating

and '

' spreading infection far and wide on
the wings of tho wind " by the winged

phylloxera insect. It may pay the State

6f California to maintain a department to

ruin its wine industry but it certainly will

not pay this Kingdom to run the risk of in-

fection from that source."

The Contest Settled.

The Documents Speak
For Themselves.

Below We Publish the Awards as

Given -Diploma, Gold Medal

and Special Mention.

HIGHEST AWARD
— AT THE —

New Orleans Exposition

— TO THE —

ANTISELL PIANOS
-OF-

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

IT WILL INTEREST THE MUSICAL PUBLIC AND
persons interested in the purchase of Pianos to

read the following Jury's award and congratulation of

the United States Commissioners at the New Or-

leans Exposition to the T. M. Antisell Piano Company
of San Francisco, Cal:

Tub World's Industrial and Cotton Centkn- \

nial Exposition.
J-

New Orleans, May 29, 1885. j

MESSRS. T. M. ANTISELL PIANO CO.—Gentle-
men: At the closing of the World's Industrial and
Cotton Centennial Exposition, allow us to congratul-
ate you on your success iu being awarder! the highest
award of merit for jour Pianos over all American and
foreign exhibitors and competitors. That a California
manufacturer should win the first prize for the Best
Piano in the World we consider well worthy of men-
tion by United States Commissioners of this Exposi-
tion.

Frank Bacon, Prest, Bd. U. S. Com., Kansas.
George L. Shroup, " " Idaho,
Robt. W, Furnas, " *' Nebraska.
John C. Keffer (acting), " " Ohio.
K. E. Flemming, United States Com'r, Dakota.
John S. Harris, " " Montana,
E, W Allen, " " Oregon.
F. M. Murphy, " " Arizona,
F, W, Noble, " " Michigan,
W. H. Sebring, " * Florida.

P. M. Wilson, " »' |N. Carolina.
J. C. Truman, " " New York.
E. Spencer Pratt, " " Alabama.
E. L. Koche, " M

S. Carolina
C. J. Barrow, " " Louisiana.
Henry Merrell, " *' Wyoming.
P. Langhammer, " " New Mexico

THE WORLDS INDUSTRIAL AND
«OiTON (KMEXMAL EXPO.

SIT I ON. NEW ORLEANS.
JURY REPORT

Application No Special.

Group Class

Competition.

The undersigned jurors in the above entitled class

having carefully examined the exhibit made by the
ANTISELL PIANO COMPANY OF SAN FRANCISCO,
CAL., and all competing exhibits, concur in reecom-
mending the award of a FIRST-CLASS MEDAL AND
DIPLOMA. THE HIGHEST AWARD OF MERIT FOR
PIANO EXHIBIT FOR STRENGTH, DURABILITY,
EXCELLENCE OF TONE, AND FOR THE SUPER-
IOR QUALITY OF LUMBER USED IN THE CON-
STRUCTION.
Dated this 27th day of Mav, 1885.

JAS. C. TRUMAN,)
FRANK BACON, VJurors.
GEO. L. SHROUP. )

It will be observed that the President of the United
States Board of Commissioners, Governor Bacon of
Kansas, was also a member of the jury that gave the
Antisell piano award; also Colonel Truman of New
York and Colonel Shroup of Idaho. These gentlemen
not only signed our jury report, but also the special
mention. We thus give positive proof of our victory.
Four other awards are claimed by piano manufactur-
ers, but we have never seen any evidence of their pre-
miums, not even to the value of a leather medal—
simply their own assertion. False telegrams and pub-
lications from New York won't humbug Californians.

It won't do to say that the Antisell pianos were not
entered for exhibition or competition. No piano
could be got into the exhibition unless regularly en-
tered. New York manufacturers arc trying to breaft

down our awards, as they don't like to see San Fran-
cisco carry off the honors.

T. M. Antisell Piano Co.

24 to 28 Ellis St., S. F.
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CHEAP WINES.

The following is the first chapter of Dr.

Robert Dniitt's " ltoport on Cheap Wines ''

published in London in 1873. The first

edition originally appeared as a series of

articles in the London Medical Times and

(lunik in 1803 and 18G4. The author was

President of the London Boards of Health

and is the author of the well-known medi-

cal work "Vade Mecum." Since his work

on cheap wines was published, which we

propose to reproduce in the Mebohant

from time to time, the author would prob-

ably have had reason from a more extend-

ed knowledge of the subject, to modify his

views in some respects. The chapters,

however, will be found full of interest, and

valuable information and suggestions.

CHAPTER I.

Obeot of the book : vast scope of wine knowledge

—

Importance of it to the medical practitioner—Use

of wine as a restorative—Wine often better than tea

—Promotes sobriety and jrood morals—Empirical

philosophoy of wine— Knowledge of wine ought to

be cultivated by all who buy and drink it.

In the following pages I propose to re-

port upon the cheap wines which the public

are now able to procure through Mr. Glad-

stone's remission of the wiuo duties, and

the enlightened policy of the Emperor of the

French. I am not going to write a treatise

on wine in general, for that would be far

too ambitious a task and too voluminous.

One moment's glance will show the multi-

plicity of branches which oeuology or the

science of wine is divided into. There is

Ampelography, or the knowledge of the in-

numerable varieties of Vine. There is Viti-

culture, or the science of the cultivation of

the vine. There is the knowledge of the

various processes involved in the Manu-

facture of wine, and the care of it till fit

for use. There is the knowledge of the

Chemical composition of wine, the various

constituent parts into which the analytical

chemist can divide it, and their proportions

and qualities. Too Closely allied with this

is the science of the Wine-forger, the wretch

who prostitutes his chemical knowledge to

aid in the fabrication of sham wine, and

the concoction of various fraudulent imita-

tions. Then comes the skill of the Mer-

chant, who knows what wine is wanted,

and what the public should pay for it so as

to remunerate him for his judgment in

choosing wine, and the risks he runs. And
I may say that there is no greater public

benefactor than tho honorable wine mer-

chant who puts new kinds of wine within

our reach. Then there comes the knowl-

edge which the householder and consumer

should possess, as to what kind of wine is

wholesome and desirable to drink, where it

may be had, and what it should cost.

Lastly, there is the medical practitioner,

who should know the virtues of wine as an

article of diet for the healthy, and should

prescribe what, when, and how much should

be takeu by the sick.

In the following pages I havo endeavor-

ed to supply information, not such as is

needed Vjy the cultivator or wine merchant,

but simply by the public and the doctors,

with just such a glimpse at wine matters as

shall enable the courteous reader to join in

any wine talk which may be going on in his

presence.

It is most especially the interest of the

medical practitioner who lives amongst a

luxurious town population to have at his

fingers' ends a knowledge of the character

and properties of the chief wines of the day;

and this is a branch of knowledge that

the practitioner, even in the most primitive

and rural districts, need not despiso. We
must take people as we find them. In large

towns there are always a number of

wealthy persons who think much of their

dinner-table, and who would have a very

mean opinion of their medical attendant

if he showed himself not well acquainted

with a gentlemanly style of living. I re-

collect, years ago, when beginning practice,

how insignificant I felt, in comparison with

Dr. -, whom I met in consultation at

the house of an important patient. This

was not because I did not "know my pro-

fession," to uso tho common phrase, for

Dr. was one of a very old school;

but his real forte was his knowledge of

cookery and wines; and beforo that my
light was soon put out. I took the lesson.

Certainly, there is no reason why those

wiuos which are abused by the gourmand

in order to enable him to eat too much, may
not be used by the medical practitioner to

help his patients who have a difficulty in

eating enouijh.

A large proportion of the patients who
come to most of us do so for some failure

of nutrition. Be it in town or country, I

will undertake to say that the number of

invalids who require tonics is far greater

than of those who need anything like deple-

tion. The difficulty with delicate children

is to get them to eat. There are the cases

of "amoinia," "anorexia,'
1 and "debility,"

which figure by scores on the out-patient

book of all the dispensaries that I have

ever been acquainted with,—there are the

agueish and the neuralgic affections of the

poor, and the illnesses caused by hard work

and exposure, by anxiety of mind, and

those caused by child-bearing and protract-

ed suckling amongst poor women. And in

all of these cases some refresher to the ap-

petite is needed. Besides, bo an illness

what it may, most practitioners finish off

their patient with a "light tonic."

Now, what is a light tonic ? A little

dilute acid, a slight bitter, a small quantity

of some aromatic, a little alcohol, and some

fragrant ether. But* this is just the

"draught" that Nature has brewed ready

to our hands in the fragrant and appetizing

wines of France and Germany !

Surely if a patient has two shillings to

spend on something that will make him eat,

he ought to be far more grateful to us if we
provide him with a bottle of wine than if we
give him a "mixture.'' I often used to

prescribe a so-called Chablis at about Is.

6d, a bottle, sold in Dean street, S oho, and

have found even poor dispensary patients

satisfied with it. But, as I shall

explain presently, patients must first of all

be taught what wine is, and the right wa y
to use it; and the difference between drink-

ing pure wine as a refreshing beverage, and

gulping down a dram of bad spirits disguis-

ed as wine—such as the " People's own
Sherry" just to create a feeling of warmth

under their ribs. On these points I shall

dilate presently. Meanwhile, in order not

to be misunderstood, let me say that every-

thing in Nature and Art has its use; and Of

course there are conditions which quinine

and the more serious tonics, or which

brandy can cope with, but which pure wine

cannot.

But it is not merely in a medical point

of view, but as a friend of sobriety and

morals, and with a view of raising the

the status and culture of large classes of

society, that I venture to advocate the

larger uso of wine—i. e., pure wine—as a

beverage. It might well take the place of

a good deal of beer, tea, and spirits. There

are large numbers of townspeople, and es-

pecially of women engaged in sedentary

occupations, [.who cannot digest tho beer

which is so well suited to our out-door la-

boring population. The very tea which is

so grateful to their languid, pasty, flabby

tongues, from its astringent and sub-acid

qualities, and which also comforts their

miserable nerves, has this intense draw-

back — that when taken in excessive

draughts, and without a due allowance of

food, it begets dyspepsia, and that worst

form of it which impels the sufferer to seek

a refuge in the gin bottle. Cheap wine

would cut off the temptation to gin, and,

with an equal bulk of water, would be

found, in certain cases, a happy substitute

for tea. I know a good deal of the better

olass of needlewomen and milliners' assist-

ants, and speak from experience.

If instead of half the tea at the, English

middle class breakfast an earlier lunch-

eon with a glass of light wine were given,

it would greatly abridge the hours of half

hunger, half dyspepsia, which many school

girls, shop girls, and other sedentary middle

class women in towns suffer between their

breakfast and early dinner.

For purposes of social exhilaration,

amongst classes who are not out-door la-

borers, beer is too coarse. Man, as a social

animal, requires something which he can

sip as he sits and talks, and which pleases

his palate while it gives some aliment to

the stomach, and stimulates the flow of

genial thoughts in tho brain. No one who
has ever made the experiment will fail to

give tho preferenco to wine over spirits

—

naked or disguised—whether as gin or

cheap incendiary sherry —or can refuse to

give a helping hand to any " movement

"

that will banish spirits to their proper

place as medicines for the sick and aged,

and not as beverages for the healthy. Civ-

ilized man must drink, will drink, and

ought to drink; but it should be wine.

Let mo say here, that the only real test

for wine is the empirical one. It is impos-

sible to dogmatize on it a priori ; to say

that such a wine, for instance, must be

good in such and such cases, because it

contains certain ingredients. Tho only

questions we need ask are, not what is the

chemical composition, but do you like it,

and does it agree with you and do you no

harm ? The stomach is tho real test-tube

for wine; and if that quarrels with it, no

chemical certificate and no analysis is

worth a rush.

AK EASTERN LEUE1ID OF SILK,

[By Miss Nellie Lincoln Itossiter, Practical Silk Oul-
turist, New Lisbon, Burlington Co., New Jersey.]

Tho secrets of tho silk industry were

carefully guarded in China for several cent-

uries. An interesting legend has preserved

the circumstances and approximated the

date of the spread of the industry west-

ward. About the time of the Christian

era, Buddhism was the state religion of

Cashmere; thence, within less than a cent-

ury, it enrolled among itB followers the

hardy mountaineers of Thibet and the wild

tribes of Turkestan. An extensive king-

dom, named Khotan, whose boundaries

cannot now bo traced in the vast region at

present called Chinese Tartary, though
probably within Turkestan, was then inde-

pendent. The capital of this kingdom was

also named Khotan and was famous for the

beauty of its women.

A formal deputation was sent from the

kingdom of Khotan to tho sovereign of

China, who is euphoniously described as

the King of tho East. The chief object of

the Embassy was to obtain silk worm eggs

and mulberry trees. This request was per-

emptorily rofused, and the only immediate

result was the issuing of stricter commands
to the subjects of the King of the East,

preventing the export of tho desired articles

across the frontier. Somo time afterward,

however, the King of Khotan seems to have

become weary of the famous beauties of his

royal city, and sought in marriage the

daughter of the King of tho East. This

suit was successful, and eventually another

Embassy was sent from Khotan, this timo

to bring the Princess to her spouse, after

the Eastern custom. Before the Embassy

started for Khotan the King instructed the

chief officer to communicate privately to

the lady, the startling fact "that there was

no silk in the land of the bridegroom,"

and that if she ever wanted to wear any-

thing more luxurious than the hair of Cash-

mere goats, she must bring with her the

means of producing the coveted material.

The Princess took the hint, and the per-

sons of the royal family of China being

sacred, she secreted silk worm eggs and

mulberry seed in her turban. All the

members of the Embassy except the Prin-

cess were carefully searched for the contra-

band articles, when returning to Khotan,

but nothing was found. The Princess is

said to havo planted tho seed herself, and

to have carefully supervised the develop-

ment of the worms. Khotan ultimately be

came the site of a thriving silk industry.

The Buddhist monastery of Low Che marks

the spot where the priceless gift was de-

posited from the turban of the Princess.

The legend is embalmed in the records of

the monastery.

Tho imports of raw silk at the ports of

New York and San Francisco, for the

month of July, 1885, were 1,174 bales, val-

ued at $751,210. Imports of waste silk,

pierced cocoons, etc., in the month, were 93

packages, valued at $12,535.

SILK CULTURE.
My Book of Instruction,

"SILK AND THE SILK WORM."

Gives all necessary information.

1 r

i

*
*< Twenty-Five €eu is per Copy

.

Silk Worm Eggs, Keels, Trees, Cuttings, Seeds, etc.

for sale at the very lowest market rates.

THERMOMETER AND BAROMETER COMBINED.

For use of Silk Raisers.

Free by Mall, only 75 cents.

I will be pleased to give information to correspond

ents who apply by letter, inclosing two cent etaup

for reply.

Specimen Boxes of « '©coons nml Keeled

Silk, 25 cents.

None but articles of tho first quality sold.

Address all communications to

MISS NELLIE LINCOLN ROS3ITEK,

Practical Silk Culturist

New Lisbon, Burlington Co., New Jersey.

Money Orders and Postal Notes *o be made payable

at Pbmdkrton, P. O., New Jersey
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Mr. W. Seheffler's Vineyard and Distillery- Immense
Crops of Grapes—Favorite Kinds Grown—Sonoma
Valley —Haraszthy's Vineyard— Phylloxera—Wink-
ler's and Dresel's Cellars.

[By Thomas Hardy, Bankside Vineyards, Adelaide.]

Wo next visited the vineyard of Mr. W.
Scheffler, about a mile west of Mr. Tho-

mann's. The road lay through au almond

grove, kept in splendid order and bearing

abundantly. Mr. Schcflier's place is beau-

tifully situated at the foot of hills, and a

splendid view is obtained from his resi-

dence. His vines are planted on the slopes

of the hills on reddish soil, and consist of

about 100 acres in bearing and another 100

rented from other people; he is also a buyer

of grapes for wine making. Tho wine-

house is large and lofty and of one story,

and furnished with six rows of vats of 1,000

gallons each, with three broad roadways

between them, and doors at each end of the

roadways, so that loads of grapes can pass

right through the building.

Mr. Schcflier has a different system of

making red wine from any others I have

seen. The grapes are put into the vats

without crushing, and fermented about ten

days, when the wine is drawn off, and
water put on the skins instead of pressing

them, and then when drawn off is distilled,

and the skins also put through tho still.

The white wines are crushed by hand mills

placed over vats; a powerful Boomer press

is used to press off the white skins . The
skins are all carted from the wine house to

the distillery, which is some distance away,

and emptied into a large shallow tank, and

from thence carried up by an elevator band

into the distilling vats, and water put with

them to facilitate the boiling, which is done

here as at the other places, with a coil full

of holes near the bottom of the vats.

When the distillation is completed the

door at the bottom is opened, and the force

of the steam in the vat is sufficient to drive

out all the contents of the vats into a shal-

low tank, the liquid part is allowed to drain

away, and the skins are carted out for

manure. The rectifying still is of a pecu-

liar construction, and made to distill in

vacuo. It is claimed that a better spirit

can be got in this way, as it can be run off

at a lower temperature. I do not quite

understand the principle, but I tasted some
very excellent brandy made with it. I

think Mr. Sehefllor said it was the only

oiie of the kind in the State. Mr. Scheff-

ler's collars are rather small compared to

some others, but cool , being under ground

or partially so; they are well filled with the

usual oval oak casks of about 1,500 gallons

each, besides casks of 150 gallons and

smaller for the transportation of wine, and

are neatly and cleanly kept.

I noticed in the warehouse some rope

made on purpose for tying vines, apparent-

ly a coarse mauilla, and done up in bales

of 100 pounds; also sulphur matches for

collar use, which are bought by weight

ready made. They are much thicker than

those wo use aud make ourselves.

These were all the vineyards we had
time to visit in Napa, which is undoubtedly

a favorable spot, and nowhere have I seen

vines look better. There are now between

eleven and twelve thousand acres planted

with vinos in the valley, over four thous-

and acres of which were planted last sea-

son. The yield on the rich bottom land

from young and healthy vines is almost

fabulous. Mr. Krug's distiller told me that

one of the farmers who brought in grapes

last vintage had close on fourteen tons to

the acre from six acres, and from five to

six tons is not thought at all extra-

ordinary, but I do not think they

are getting quantity and quality both

there, any more than elsewhere. I

find a very marked difference in the wines

made from grapes grown on the hillsides

and those of the plains, and the principal

men also recognize it and are now planting

largely the hillsides, which are admirably

adapted for vines where not too steep, as

the soil is a reddish loam, full of stone,

but no lime that I could see in any part of

the valley.

The flats are very liable to frost, aud the

last year's crop was very materially reduced

from that cause . The hillsides are almost

exempt from it. The annual rainfall is

good and averages twenty-six inches, and
in addition they have cool and damp nights

from the .fogs drifting over from the sea

during the summer months, the same as

they get in San Francisco, so that even if

they have very little rain, anything like a

failure of the crops is a thing unknown.
Land in the valley suitable for vineyards is

very high in price at present, aud some has

been sold near the town at $200 (or £40)
per acre, aud vineyards in bearing as much
as $800 per acre.

There seems to be a great difference of

opinion among the growers as to the best

kinds to plant. The Zinfandel, a Hunga-

rian grape, seems to be the favorite for red

wine and makes a light clarety wine, and

would be an acquisition to us in Australia

if we could get it without the risk of the

phylloxera. A great many of the older

vineyards are planted with the Mission

grape, which was introduced here by tb.9

Jesuit Fathers over 100 years ago. It is an

excellent bearer and very hardy, and they

do not seem in any hurry to get rid of it,

although some are grafting them to other

kinds. I am told that the bunch and berry

are like our Grand Turk, and the leaf and

growth of the vine is much like it, but the

skin is very thin and it is considered an ex-

cellent table grape. It is said to have been

brought from Spain. Among the white

grapes the Riesling, of which there are

several kinds, are considered the best.

Next to them is the Gutedel, or Chasselas,

and several others. I have no doubt this

is the country to grow the finest clarets

aud Kiesling; also a large quantity of cheap

white and red wine can be produced here

to great advantage when a market is well

opened up for it. Tho great facilities for

sending it away at a little cost by rail and

steamer, the easy working nature of the

laud, and the enormous crops ensure that,

if phylloxera does not come in the way. I

am told that it is found in several places in

the valley, but is not thought to be spread-

ing fast, and very few seem to care much
about it in this valley and go on planting

in spite of it.

Some are grafting the Lenoir, an Ameri-

can vine from Missouri, which is said to

give a good wine of very high color, and to

be proof against the phylloxera. The rea-

son given for grafting this kind on the

Mission vine is to be able to get a large

number of cuttings in a short time, as there

is a great demand for them from all parts.

The cultivation generally is very thorough

and costs from £5 to £8 an acre. They
are all planted so that they can be worked
with tho plough and scarifier both ways;

The labor in the vineyards is mostly done

by Chinamen, whose wages are a dollar a

day. They are also employed in some of

the cellars on account of their not drinking

and general steadiness and adaptation for

the work. Pruning is mostly done with

the shears instead of the knife, and gener-

ally by daywork. Many are still planting

at close distances—6 feet by six feet, and a

row of maize is often grown the first year

between the rows of vines.

The next place visited was the Sonoma
Valley, which runs nearly parallel with

Napa to the westward, a moderately high

range of hills separating the two valleys.

We called on Mr. E. Haraszthy, son of the

late Mr. A. Haraszthy, who did a great

deal to foster vine growing in California

.

He at one time owned the Buena Vista

vineyards at the foot of hills on the western

side of the valley, a view of which is given

in his book on the vines of Europe. They
were 600 acres in extent, with splendid

cellars and residence, but now are nearly

all gone to ruin, the phylloxera haying

made great ravages among the vines eight

or ten years ago. I believe this was the

first place where it was observed. Mr. E.

Haraszthy's residence is on the flat, his

vineyards are not extensive, but he has a

large cellar and is a purchaser of grapes.

Ho says that himself and others are plant-

ing again in the old ground, where the

vines have beenjdestroyed by the phyllox-

era, and they believe that by the use of a

compost made with stable manure, mixed
with lime and gypsum in the proportion of

300 each of the two to 1,400 parts of horse

manure, that the vines will withstand the

phylloxera. He has tried it now for three

years and found it succeeded and has great

faith in it; but I am inclined to doubt, and

think it a groat piece of folly to attempt to

plant again in the way they are doing.

He says that fully one-fifth of the old

vines in the valley are already destroyed

and that there is hardly a vineyard free

from it, but it takes from five to ten years

to destroy a vineyard, and they calculate

on getting enough to pay them in spite of

it, and, strangely enough to me, that land

is worth as much as it is in Napa. Some
of the valley land is of too strong a clay

for viueyards, as it is difficult to work and
bakes into hard lamps in the summer.

Fruit trees of all kinds are grown to supply

the city demand. Peaches are very much
troubled witli the bladder and apricots and

pears are blighted as bad or worse than

ours.

Passing the old viueyards of Beuna Vista,

which have a sad and disheartening appear-

ance after seeing the luxuriant Napa Valley,

wo come to the vineyard of Mr. Winkler,

one of the oldest vignerons in the district.

His vines are partly on the hillsides and
consequently the wines are of a better

quality. He is planting the Lenoir grape

where the old vines have been destroyed.

He showed us some very good young Zin-

fandel wine; his cellars are pretty old and
apparatus not quite so modern as some we
have seen. He uses a hydraulic jack to

press with, but does not recommend it.

Adjoining Mr. Winkler's are the cellars

and vineyard of Mr. Dresel. Mr. Dresel,

Jr., was getting off a largo parcel of wine,

for the Eastern States, where they sell their

wines, but say that they have a hard fight

in competition with the merchants of San

Francisco. They are sending away wine

of the last vintage and filtering it as it is

filled into the casks. The white wines are

fermented in 150 gallon casks, and kept

filled up. They rack off in December and

then sulphur, but are careful not to use

any during the fermentation, as it retards

that process, and their object is to get as

thorough a fermentation as possible. At
the first racking the casks are piled one on
the other three deep. They are now (18th

June) racking the second time, what is not

going away and blending it in a 4,000 open

vat set high up, so that it can be run from

it to any part of the cellar. Red wines are

kept in casks of 1,500 gallons.

Mr. Dresel kindly showed us various

wines, especially some from the new wine

and up to six years old, made from the

Mission grape. The oldest resembled a

good Verdeilho, with a sherry flavor, and
shows that from some land the Mission

grape is a better one than some would have

it to be. Kiesling very good, Gutedel fair,

also a white wine from the juice of the Zin-

fandel, rather full of acid, reminding one

of the wine made at Gawle: Park from the

Pineau. Mr. Dresel's cellars are pretty ex-

tensive and a large quantity of wine and
brandy is made from their own and pur-

chased grapes.

Immediately adjoining are the vineyards

and collars of Messrs. Gundlach & Co.,

who have a largo business in San Francisco,

The foreman was away looking after some
hay work and two old Chinamen in the

cellar, in answer to some questions, replied

"No savee," so we did not get much in-

formation. We saw that they are puttiug

down a largo hydraulic press and steam-

pump in a shod outside the cellar. Some
Chinamen were engaged in "suckoring" in

the vineyard and sulphuring after. The
old vines here are trained very high, some

of them two and a half to three feet in tho

stem, but they are not doing it now with

the young vines, but growing them low.

Mii|>I>iu~ «.r;i[i.s to England.

The Wynberg Times of South Africa,

says : "The Colonial Viticultnrist, Baron

von Babo, has succeded where all have

failed hitherto, this gentleman having sent

colonial grapes to England so carefully

packed that they reached their destination

fit for Her Most Gracious Majesty the

Queen's table. Last season several at-

tempts were made to introduce grapes from

Constantia aud elsewhere to the London
market, but all reached England unfit for

consumption. Much credit is therefore due

to Baron von Babo, for having overco me
the obstacles which have hitherto prevent-

ed our competition in the grape supply to

the English markets. It is well known
that good grapes fetch 2s Gd and upwards

per pound during the London season, com-

mencing in May, and with euro our grapes

could compete successfully. We trust Mr.

Albrecht, of tho "Sillery," aud other farm-

ers will make further trials with shipments

of grapes."

Mr. H. W. Crabb reports very short

crops of Mission, Malvasia and Riesling

grapes in his neighborhood.

HERRMANN & CO.,

HOP MERCHANTS.
importers and Dealers in

CORKS, BREWERS' AND BOTTLERS SUPPLIES,

SODA WATER AND WINE DEAU«S' MATERIALS.

ALEX. FRIES' & BROS. COGNAC OILS,

ESSENCES AND FLAVORS.

313 SAMSAMKNTO BX. San Franciseo.
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lilvll, ESTATE.

In the Merchant will be louiid the ad-

vertisements of the Central Pacific Rail-

road, W. P. Haber of Fresno, Guy E.

Grosse of Santa Rosa, Frost & Gilman of

the same place, Moultou & Co. of Healds-

burg, T.H. Cordell & Co. of San Jose and
San Francisco, all of whom have choice

vineyard lands for sale.

They have placed on file a list of such

lands at this office, in order that all per-

sons desirous of purchasing vineyards may
be enabled to inform themselves of lands

to be disposed of before taking a trip up
the country,

By such means it is intended to make the

Merchant office of assistance to those in-

tending to embark in viticulture, and all

pamphlets and information will be freely

tendered to those who call there. It is de-

sired that the public should look to the

Merchant for all information concerning

grapes and wine.

From Mr. W. P. Haber, Manager of the

Fresno Land Office, we have received de-

scriptive pamphlets of Fresno county,which
contain a sample list of properties for sale

at that office. They vary in extent from

two to six hundred and forty acres, and in

price from $15 an acre upwards, and com-

prise city and suburban lots. Mr. Haber
is the Fresno agent for the Pacific Coast

Land Bureau of San Francisco.

We now have particulars of 25 additional

properties in the vicinity of Santa Rosa
and Sebastopol, Sonoma county, that are

offered for sale, from 17 to 1,300 acres

each, at prices ranging from $175 up to

$20,000, according to size, location and im-

provements. The properties are situated

close to the railway line, planted in orchard,

vineyard, have been used for general farm-

ing or are ready for the plow. Most of

them have commodious dwellings and out-

houses and would be valuable investments

for intending settlers.

Messrs. T. H. Cordell & Co. of San Jose

and this city, whose advertisement appears

elsewhere, offer for sale several lots, from
10 to 80 acres each, of improved vineyard

lands in Santa Clara valley. They have
also orchards planted with the choicest

varieties of fruit trees, and orchard lands

for sale.

Mr. Geo. M. Thompson of Healdsburg,

Sonoma county, is agent for the sale of the

Bermel Winery and three acres of land

close to the center of the town and the rail-

way. The cellar has a capacity of 40,000

gallons' with every facility for enlargement

at little expense. On the premises is a

saloon where the wines are retailed; the

buildings are complete in every detail and
fitted with the latest and most improved
machinery and conveniences. The price is

very reasonable and the owner intends to

establish a vineyard in the Immediate
vicinity.

WOODLAND WINERY

For Sale.

LOCATED AT WOODLAND,
YOI.O CO, Cal.

Compbte in all its Appointments.

(Lpacty, 160,000 Gallons.

StillSteam rusher. Hand (J usher, Two

Syrup Pan, Pumps, and Everythiig

Complete.

COOPERAGE I 'J BEST CONDITION.

Winery For Sale.
THE

BERMEL WINERY,
And Three Acres of Land,

SITUATED CORNER WEST AND GRANT STS.,

llealdsburtf, Sonoma Co., Sal

On Line of S. F. & N. P. R. R.

Cellar under ground— capacity 40,000 gallons—

capable of being enlarged to any capacity at small

cost. Outfit complete to carry on the business.

Dwelling and outhouse? in good repair. Location

most desirab'.e in the state.

For further particulars apply at the office of the

S. F. Merchant, or to

CEO. M. THOMPSON, Agent,

Healdsburg. Cal.

Two -Story Brick Building,

25x60 Ft. Fifty rods from Depot.

No Other Winery in Vicinity.

*CttJES REPORT
OF THE THIRD ANNUAL

State Viticultural ConventioD.

rOR 8ALE AT THE OFFICE OF

THE SAN FRANCISCO MERCHANT.

323 FRONT ST. P. O. Box 2366.

CO.,

Two thousand tons Wine Grapes raised here last

season. Will sell the whole property or the Cooper-

age, in lots to suit. This is a rare chance for engag-

ing: in this business. For full particulars inquire at

office of

LANDSBEKGER & CURTIS.,

123 California St., s. F.

Or to

CLARK & CULVER. Propts.

Woodland, Cal.

WORTH'S IMPROVED

Lever

MOULTON &
REAL ESTATE,

MONEY AND INSURANCE BROKERS,

HEALDSBURG, SONOMA CO., CAL.

A large quantity of the FfNEST GRAPE LANDS
in the County are now in the hands of this Company
for sale.

A list of Russian River bottom lands and red

gravely hill lands SPECIALLY ADAPTED TO VITI-

CULTURE, will be forwarded on application.

Buyers should visit Healdsburtf before srttling else-

where.

Office In the Sotoyome Hotel.
Hcal<lsburg.

For further particulars apply at the -Office of the

S. F. Mbrchant, 323 Front street, San Francisco.

Prloe SOotnW Kaoh

Bound in Cloth, ll.BO,

AMPELOGKAPHY.

Varieties of Vines Known in California and

( hoice of Localties.

THE DAILY BULLETIN.
THE ONLY EVENING PAPER IN HONOLULU.

Largest Circulation ol any I>ally

in the City.

A Splendid Advertising Medium for business men of

the Coast, desirous of forming or extending connec-

tions in the Hawaiian Islands.

Advertising Rates Sent upon
Application.

Subscription (to residents in the U. S.).

With postage added, per annum.

$6.00

Address: 'DAILV BULLETIN,"
Honolulu. H.

THE HAWAIIAN GAZETTE.

PUBLISHED WEEKLY

ROBERT GRIEVE & CO.,

IS THE BEST

ADVERTISING MEDIUM
— DJ THE —

HAWAIIAN ISLANDS.

PATENT

Combined Toggle
AND—

SCREW PRESS.
I desire to call the

attention of wine and
Cider makers to my
Improved Press.
With this Press the
movement of the fol-

lower is fast at the
commencement,
moving one and a
half inches with one
turn of the screw,
The last turn of the
screw moves the fol-

lower one-sixteenth
of an inch. The fol-

lower has an up and
down movement of

2(>J inches, with the

double platform run on a railroad track. You can

have two curbs, by which you can fill one while the

other is under the press, thereby doing double the

amount of work of any other press in the market. 1

also manufacture Horse Powers for all purposes, En-

silage Cutters, Plum Pitters Worth's System of Heat-

ing Dairies by hot water circulation. jtSTSend for

circular. W. H- WORTH, Petaluma Foundry
and Machine Works, Petaluma, Sonoma
County, Cal.
Testimonials from I. DeTurk, Santa Rosa; J.B.J.

Portal, San Jose; Ely T. Sheppard, Glen Ellen; Kate

F. Warfleld, Glen Ellen; J. II. Drummond, Glen

Ellen; Joseph Walker, Windsor; John Harkelman,

Fulton; Wm. Pfeffer, Gubserville can be had by apply-

ing for printed circulars.

FROST & GILMAN,

REAL ESTATE BROKERS,

OFFICE 529% FOURTH STKEET,

Santa Rosa, Cal.

Farms and Stock Ranches for sale and to exchange

for city property. VINEYARD LANDS A SPE-

CIALTY. A list of properties particularly adapted

to Grape Culture forwarded on application, and on

file at the office of the S. F. Mbrchant, 323 Front

street, San Francisco.

FRESNO LAND OFFICE.
Choice Farming, Fruit and

-\7-iix©ya.r<aL lauds
Improved or Unimproved.

Willi or Without Water lor Irrigation,

FOR SALE,

IN SMALL OR LARGE TRACTS,
Terms Kasy.

For maps, circulars, etc.. call on or address

W. P. HABER, Manager,
Or Fresno, Cal.

PACIFIC COAST LAND BUKEAU,

22 Montgomery St., S. F.

THE OLIVE TREE & ITS PRODUCTS

AND THE

SUITABILITY OF THE SOIL & CLIMATE

OF CALIFORNIA FOR ITS

Extensiva and Profitable Cultivation.

— by—
JOHN J- BLEA6DALE, D. D., F.'C. S.

For Sale at

THE "MERCHANT'' OFFICE

PRICE 50 CENTS.

A. 1876 S. t. XII.
1. 8. 1888 a.

Tilt Industrious never Sink.

6DT E. GROSSE, Broker in Real Estate
Bandies, Residence, Business and Manufactur-
ing Property Bought and Sold on Commission.

Ann Fublisherof "Sonoma County I.nnd Register and
Santa Rosa Businesa Directory.

"

Office, No. 312 6 St.. Santa Rosa, Cal.

DR. A. FONTAINE'S PREPARATION
tt. . . -r unrrnT IMl A DIP A I'TIWILL DEVELOP A BEAUTI
FUL FORM in sixty days, the

effect of which is permanent and
plainly discernible in ten days.

Where a perfect bust is already
possessed, it will preserve the

same firm, and perfect in shape.

This Is a carefully prepared pre-

scription of an eminent French
physician and scientist, and is free

from lead and all injurious ingre-

dlents,and will not injure the most
delicate skin. A fair trial will not

/w*. y ...

—

r only convince you of its efficacy,

but will elicit your sincere thanks and enthusiastic praise.

Mailed secure from observation on receipt of price. »1.00.

Sealed circular, 4 cts. Sold by Druggists. Address,

KADAMK FONTAINE, 1» Boat 14th St., N. Y.

TINE, RAISIN, AND TABLE GR«PES

By C. A. WETMORE.

CHIEF EXECUTIVE VITICULTURAI.
OFFICER.

For Sale at

THE "MEECHANT" OFFICE.

Single Copies 25 cts

Kohler & Frohling,

CALIFORNIA

WINES & BRANDY.
ESTABLISHED 1854,

Vineyards in Ix»s Aiigelen, Sonoma,

Mcrceu ami Fresno Counties, Cal.

626 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

BARCLAY ST., NEW YORK.

Propagation of the Vine.

DY

CHARLES A. WETMORE.

SECOND EDITION WITH APPENDIX

For Sale at

THE "MERCHANT" OFFICE.
PRICE 26 CENTS

A MEMOIR ON OLIVE GROWING

WITH ILLUSTRATIONS.

Bead Before the Stale Horticultural

Society, February 29, 1884, bj

FRED. POHNDORFF.

Will be mailed by the S. F. Mbrchant on receipt 1

60 cents in one or two-cent postage stamps.

5ffiVERTlSINgi
%1 ^^^ZTZ« llr.tr. Afnanrun

A book of 100 pages.
The best book foran
advertiser to con-
salt, be he experi-

.,— ..- - enced or otherwise.

ftcontains lists of newspapers and estimates

ofthecostof advertising. Tbeadvertiserwho

wants to spend one dollar, finds in ltthoin-

forraation he requires, while forhimwho will

invest one hundred thousand dollaram ad-

vertising, a scheme is indicated which will

meet his every requirement, or can be made

respondence.U9 editions have been issued.

Sent, post-paid to any address for 10 cents.

w,MtA to GEO. P. ROWElili oG CU.t

NFWSPAPEH ADVERTISING BUKEAU.
ao^rootstprtoUnsHouseSq.), New York.
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CALIFORNIA SUGAR REFINERY.
OFFICE 33*7 MAHKFT STREET.

West View of the New Refinery Building.

MANUFACTURES THE FOLLOWING GRADES^OF

SUGAR AND SYRUF:
Pent CUBE SUGAR in barrels and bags

V
A) CRUSHED SUGAR

Extra POWDERED SUGAR in barrelb

Fine CRUSHED SUGAR in barrels"

Dry GRANULATED SUGAR in barrels

Extra GRANULATED SUGAR in barrels

xS^H
<fc

GOLDEN C in barrels

EXTRA C in barrels

HALF BARREL, % cent more

BOXES, Y, cent more )

SYRUP in barnls.

For all 1 kinds

«£*£ *£J>'

*0M*
Do. in half barrels.

Do. in 5 gallon kegs

Do. in tins, 1 gallon each

The Products of the California Suear Refinery and guaranteed absolutely pure and free from all Chemicals and
Adulteratoins.
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SEND

THREE DOLLARS

AND GET

" THE MERCHANT"

FOR A YEAR,

C. R. BUCKLAND,

Propribtor,

323 FRONT STREET.

San Francisco,

P. O. Box 2306.

W.M.WILLIAMS'
Semi-Troplcnl ami Oenernl

NUHSBR.IES,
EASTEKBY KANCHO.

TREE DEPOT:

COR. MARIPOSA and K STREETS,

FRESNO, Cal.

500,000 TREES
01 ill the Standard Varieties.

GRAPE ROOTS AND CUTTINGS

Of popular Wine and Raisin Varieties.

WHITE ADRIATIC FIGS
A Specialty,

ORNAMENTAL TREES AND HOUSE

PLANTS.

€all before purchasing elsewhere.

Trees free from scale and other pests. Telephone

No. 7 communicates with the Nursery.

h. w. byingtqn,
oitt st-A-bues,

FOURTH STREET,
Santa Rosa, Sonoma Co., Cal.

Carriages and teams at reasonable terms to all per-

sons visiting the vineyards of the valley.

ihIIIh EVAPORATOR)
Made of (ialvanlzed Iron liVKfilZKH. 15,000 SOLD. Economical, Durable and Fire /roof. Will pay loritself In30 days use, out of sale of Its own products. FKEE1 Our Illustrated /
.Catalogue and Treatise. Address, JAJ91ES LINFORTII. s»n Franciuco, California. /

116 Front St.

s I I \ I o\, THOMPSON A CO., 211 J St., Sacramento. I. V 11 \ N «v VERNAM,
Pasadena. J. IIORKOW. Jr., Santa Kosa. A. 1>. BOKEST. San Bernardino. F. II
PA«E, 120 Front St., Portland.

LAND CLEARING- w.™ JUDSON POWDER
RAILROAD MEN, FARMERS AND VITICULTURISTS

Have, by practical experience, found that the .1 1 l>SO\' POWOEK especially, is the best adapted to re-

move STUMPS and TREES. FROM 5 TO 20 POUNDS OF THIS POWDER will always bring any sized stump or tree
with roots clear out of the ground The EXPENSE IS LESS THAN ONE-HALF the cost of grubbing. In
most cases, Giant Powder, or any other "High Explosive," is too quick, and ordinary Blasting Powder not
strong enough. For particulars how to use the same, apply to

BANDMANN, NIELSEN & CO., General Agents

210 FRONT ST.. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

PACIFIC SAW MANUFACTURING CO.,
17 fJ$Z%™&rm'-'

OP EVERT DESCRIPTION
On Hand and Made to Order.

— AGENTS FOR —
C.B.PAUL'S FILES

Repairing of all kinds done
at short notice.

California Curved Pruning Saws

CLARIFYING & PRESERVING WINES.
The undersigned having been appointed Sole Agents on the Paoiflc Coast by Messrs. A. BOAKE & CO.,

Stratford, Eng., for their renowned

LICtUID ALBUMENS
Bee; to call the attention of Wine Growers and Wine Merchants to the following articles, the superior merit

of which has been confirmed by Silver Medals, the highest awards given at the International Exhibitions of
Paris 1878, Bordeaux 1882, and Amsterdam 1883; viz:

w LIQUID ALBUMEN FOR RED WINES,
CLARET, BURGUNDY and PORT.

LIQUID ALBUMEN FOR WHITE WINES,
HOCK, SAUTERNES, SHERRY and MADEIRA, also fob DISTILLED.

LIQUORS ; BRANDY, WHISKY, GIN, Etc., Etc.

WINE PRESERVER,
FOR PRESERVING THE BRILLIANCY OF THE WINES.

WINE CORRECTOR,
FOR CORRECTING THE ROUGHNESS OF YOUNG WINES.

WINE RESTORER,
FOR RESTORING BADLY MADE OR BADLY TREATED, HARSH

AND TART WINES.
A trial according to directions will pro\e the superior quality of these finings. For sale in quantities to suit byG ZIAZlXiSS IVHETXKTIEIOIKLIE: cfc OO.J

Sole Agents. 314 SACRAMENTO ST., S. F.

CALIFORNIA VINEYARDS.

TEJI
For sale to the city and country trade in

lots to suit.

MACONDRAY & CO.
I

204 and 206 Sansome St

AMERICAN SUGAR REFINERY,
MANUFACTURERS OK THE

CELEBRATED CUBE SUGAR,
SUPPLIES ONLY EXPORTERS AND THE JOBBING TRADE.

This Company manufactures all tho Grados of HARD AND COFFEE SUGARS AND
SYRUPS. Special attention given to tho making and packing of Loaf Sugar for ex-

portation.

E. L. G. STEELE, President.
SOS CALIFORNIA 8TBEET,

K RUU CHARLES,
Krug Station, St. Helena, Napa Co. , ( al

.

Producer of fine Wines and Brandies.

I U.^WEINBERGER, Manufacturer of Wines, near
St. Helena.

IT W.CRABB, Wine Cellar and Distillery, Oakville,
Napa County.

THE SUNSET VINEYARD.

MINTVRN, Fresno Co., < nl.

WEBSTER & SARCENT,
Proprietors.

DEL MONTE VINEYARD AND NURSERY.
M. DENICKE, Proprietor,

Fresno, Fresno County, . . California.
Choice Cuttings and Roots for sale. Grown without

irrigation, and large, healthy growth. Claret—Mataro,
Grenaehe, Carignane, Cabernet, Malbec, Teinturier,
Zinfamlel, Le Noir, etc. Burgundy— linots, Trous-
seau, Meunier, Ploussard. Port—TintoCao, Amarillo,
Mourkco, Bastardo, Tauriga, Morretto. White—Sau-
vignon Verte, Columnar, Folle Blanche, Burger, Sul-
tana, Corinths. Muscats. Resistant— Riparia, Cali-
fornica. Prices very moderate.

ESBERG, BACHMAN&CO.
IMPOKTEKS OF

Chewiug, Smoking A Eenf Tobacco.

HAVANA CIGARS AND LEAF.

225, 227 & 229 California St. and 122, 124

& 126 Battery Street.

SAN FKANCISCO.

And Nos. 7 & 9 NORTH FRONT ST. PORTLAND.

'' The Wine Press and the

Cellar."
a Manual for tiik Wine-maker and the Cellar-

Man.

By E. H. Rixfonl.

[St. Helena Star.]

'* A glance through it discloses a vast amount of in-

teresting* information about wine-making, both in
this country and in Europe * * * * This is a subject
on which our people should be especially informed,
and we trust that the author's efforts in that direction
may meet with liberal encouragement."

fS. F. Daily Evening Bulletin.]

"The most timely California book of the season * * *

It is safe to say that no work adapted to California
wine-making and wine-keeping, whieh has yet been
published is at all approachable to thp volume under
consideration. The arrangement, classification, and in-

dexing shows a wonderful amount of care. The in-

dexing is so thorough and the classification so perfect,

that the person desiring to consul!, its pag s for any
particular information desired, pertaining to the spe-
cialsubjtcts of which it treats, can readily refer to it.

DAILY CALL, OCT. 18, 1883.

Tiik Wink Press and the Cellar.—A marmal for

the Wine Maker and the Cellar Man, is the title of a
work just published, from the pen of E. H. Rixford.

The work, the author says in the preface, is th«
result of research by himself, chiefly for his own
benefit, and ingoing over the literature of the sub-

ject of wine makimr, he failed to find a work in the
English language which is adequate to the needs of

the practical wine maker. The book is intended to
supply the deficiency. Elaborate statistics of the
California wine product are given. Besides the pre-

face, the work contains twenty chapters, each cm-
bracing a distinct subject relating to the manufac-
tures of the various wines and putting it up for mar-
ket ; defects and diseases of the liquor ; mixing wines;

analysis, etc., with forty-two illustrations in all.

The "processes begin with the gathering of the grape,
following each step and the processes attending it, in

the manufacture ; treating of the various qualities

and the causes upon which these various differences

depend. The book contains 240 pages, and is thor-

oughly indexed.

Price $1 50.

Mol<t by

THE SAN FRANCISCO MERCHANT
323 Front Street.

E. L. G. STEELE & CO.,
Succesiors to * '"y'M j"**1

C. ADOLPHE LOW & CO.,

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

Agents American Sugar Refinery and VFMhiugton

Salmon Cannery.
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OKTOLULU
WM. G. IRWIN & CO.

SUGAR FACTORS AND

COMMISSION AGENTS
Honolulu. II. I.

—A0BNT8 FOR

—

HAKALAU PLANTATION Hawaii

NAALEHU PLANTATION Hawaii

HON UAPO PLANTATION Hawaii

HILEA PLANTATION Hawaii

STAR MILLS Hawaii

HAWAIIAN COM'L & SUGAR CO Maui

MAKEE PLANTATION Maui

WA1HEE PLANTATION Maui

MAK E E SUGAR CO Kauai

KEALIA PLANTATION Kauai

As'i'iils Tor the

OCEANIC STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

CASTLE & COOKE,

SHIPPING AND

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
Honolulu, II. 1.

—AOKNTS FOB

—

THE KOHALA SUGAR CO.,

THE HAIKU SUGAR CO.,

THE PAPAIKOU SUGAR PLANTATION
THE WAIALUA SUGAR PLANTATION
THE PAIA PLANTATION
A. H. SMITH & CO.,

THE N. E. M. LIFE INSURANCE
CO. BOSTON,

THE UNION INSURANCE CO.
OF SAN FRANCISCO,

THE GEO. F. BLAKE M'F'G CO.,
STEAM AND VACUUM PUMPS,

D. M. WESTON'S CENTRIFUGAL
MACHINES.

H O Tff O Xji XT XT

H. HACKFELD & CO.

SHIPPING & COMMISSION

Merchants.
Honolulu, Hawaiian ImIuihIh

J. E. WISEMAN,
HONOLULU, If. I. P. O. Box 315.

The only recognized

GENERAL BUSINESS AGENT

— IN TIIK —

HAWAIIAN KINGDOM.
Accounts Collected a Specialty.

MANAGER ROYAL OPERA HOUSE.

RcHjMtitsiblc Parties « tailing; to en.

Kiige the Same, Address:

J. E. WISEMAN,

Honolulu, H. I.

We are now prepared to furnish Vil iciillnr ists

and others, in any quantity, our well-knownVITRIFIED

GLADDING, McBEAN & CO.
IS58 «V 1360 Market Street, S. F.

£STPrices on application.

OKO. W. MACPARLANB. II. R. MACFAJiLANK.

G. W. MACFARLANE & CO.

IMPORTERS

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
AND

SUGAR FACTORS.
FIRE-PROOF BUILDING, 62 QUEEN STREET,

Honolulu, II. I.

—AGENTS FOR

—

THE WA1KAPU PLANTATION Maui
. THE SPENCER SUGAR PLANTATION Hawaii
THE HEL1A SUGAR PLANTATION Oahu
THK HUELO SUGAR CO Maui
HUELO SUGAR MILL Maui
PUULOA SHEEP RANCH CO Hawaii
MURLKIM, WATSON & CO., i G ,

'Sugar Machinery. )

JOHN FOWLER & CO'S STEAM TLOW ) T
„.

and Portable Tramway Works.
)

t*F™
GLASGOW AND HONOLULU LINE OF PACKETS.

WILL W. HALL, L. C. ABLKH,
President. Sec'ty and Treas.

E. O. HALL & SON,
(Limited.)

HARDWARE MERCHANTS
Importers and Dealers in

< lalifornia Leather, Paiuts and Oils,

(cii.Kiii; Stoves, Ranges, Plows,

And every description of Tools and Builders' Hard-
ware, Nails, Cast Steel, etc.

CORNER FORT AND KING STREETS,

Honolulu. Hawaiian Islands.

F. A. SCHAEFFER & CO.
IMPOKTEBS AND

COMMISSION MERCHANTS

W. T. GARMTT & CO.

BRASS AND MACHINE WORKS.
Manufacturers of

BRASS WINE
WINE COCKS.

All Kinds ol Fitting*
— roR —

Wineries, Distilleries-

BREWERIES.

WATER
AND

STEAM

PUMPS
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THE LOUISVILLE EXPOSITION.

MR. F. POHNDORFF TO BEPKKSEST
I'ALIFOUNIA'S VITIt'lI.T-

IK.ll. INDUSTRY.

Itcourts of Two Committee Meetings

Subscript ions Solicited Jl roiu

Viticulturists — «leu Ellen

to the Front,

Since the last issue of the Mkkchant two

meetings of the Louisville Exposition Viti-

cultural Committee have been held in San

Francisco. It has been deemed advisable

that the interests of the grape growers,

wine, brandy and raisin makers of Cali-

fornia should be specially represented by a

competent gentleman who would act in con-

cert with Mr. C. B. Turrill, of the Southern

Pacific Company, who at present has charge

of the magnificent exhibit from this State.

In making their selection of a representa-

tive, the Committee acted with the utmost

deliberation and caution. To obtain a

gentleman who is competent to distinguish

between the niceties of varieties of wines,

who is acquainted with the process of fer-

mentation, who understands the require-

ments and peculiarities incidental to this

comparatively new branch of Califoriiian

industry, and who can thoroughly explain

our future possibilities and capabilities, is

by no means an easy task. Yet the Com-
mittee has made a most judicious selection,

and, in appointing Mr. F. Pohndorff to fill

this most important position, we believe

that the unanimous opinion of the viticul-

turists of California will be that no better

selection could have been made. Mr. Pohn-

dorff will go forward as a representative of

the State and of no individual party or

clique. He will do his utmost to further

our whole interests, whether in grapes,

raisins or wines. He is a noted anti-pro-

hibitionist and a strong advocate of the use

of wines in preference to whisky. In Louis-

ville he will therefore find a large field in

which to commence operations. Mr. Pohn-

dorff is a gentleman of honor, integrity

and reliability. He is enthusiastic in our

cause and has been thoroughly educated to

viticulture. In endorsing the action of the

Committee in selecting Mr. Pohndorff as

the representative of this State, we believe

that we simply re-echo the unanimous opin-

ion of the viticulturists of California.

MEETINGS OP THE COMMITTEE.

Wednesday, August 19th.

At the meeting of the Committee held

on 19th inst., there were present Hon. W.
McPherson Hill of Glen Ellen in the chair,

J. H. Drummond of Glen Ellen and I.

Landsberger of San Francisco. A tele-

gram was received from Hon. M. M. Estee

regretting that he bad missed the train at

Mountain View and could not be present.

Mr. D. T. Feeley excused himself on ac-

count of private business and advocated

that a competent and energetic man should

be sent to Louisville in charge of the Cali-

fornia viticultural exhibit.

The Secretary reported that the follow-

ing ladies and gentlemen would forward

exhibits of fresh grapes, raisins or wines:

T. C. White, Fresno; H. W. Crabb, Oak-

ville; Hon. W. McPherson Hill, J. Chauvet,

M. K. Cady, I. de Turk, Mrs. Kato War-

field, Mrs. Win. Hood, Colonel Hooper, J.

H. Drummond of Sonoma County; Hon. J.

A. Filcher of Auburn, Placer County; Geo.

A. Cowles, El Cajon, San Diego County.

A letter was read from Mr. J. D. Thomp-

son of San Francisco applying for the posi-

tion of representative for the California

viticultural exhibit, and its consideration

was postponed.

A letter was read from Capt. J . Chamon

de St. Hubert stating that Mr. D. C. Feeley

had promised $5 as a contribution towards

defraying the expenses of a representative,

and that he would personally subscribe.

The writer stated that the viticulturists of

Santa Clara County wished that J.B.J.

Portal should be the representative of Cali-

fornia and that he had no doubt that gentle-

man would accept the position if nomin-

ated.

Mr. J. H. Drummond as Chairman of

the Finance Committee, submitted the fol-

lowing list of subscriptions from Sonoma

County, to assist in defraying the expenses

of a competent representative to Louis-

ville :

Mrs. K. F. Warfield, Glen Ellen $10 00
Hon. W. McPhorson Hill, " 10 00
J.L.Watson, " 10 00
Eli T. Sheppard, " 10 00
Gutbrie & Maeartney, '* 10 00
I. deTurk. '• 10 00

I J. H. Drummond, " 10 00
Christian Weire, " 5 00
P, Kerridite, " 5 00
H: E: Boyes, Sonoma 5 00
Cloverdalo Viticultural Club 15 00

Total $100 00

Mr. I. Landsberger undertook to obtain

$100 in aid of the same object, but, in the

absence of other members of the Com-
mittee, definite arragements for sending a

viticultural representative from California

were postponed till the next meeting.

Mr . I. Landsberger stated that he thought

it would be exceedingly difficult to find a

proper person to represent California viti-

culture, even if sufficient money were col-

lected to defray his "expenses. There were

very few indeed ' who understood their

business thoroughly and who would be per-

fectly impartial. The gentleman must not

only be acquainted with fermentation but

also with the faults of the wines and why
they were not up to expectations. He
should also know to what extent our wines

could compete with other American and

European wines. He should be postt d on the

so-called wines manufactured in the East

without any grapes. California could not

be represented by a man from the East,

but only by a man foom our own State who

had no special interest in any one district.

He believed that Mr. F. Pohndorff was the

only suitable gentleman that could be

found. A few years ago Mr. Pohndorff

would gladly have gone for the honor of

the State, but now unfortunately he was so

situated that he could not afford to do so;

he could, however, make arrangements to

leave his present work for a time if it was

the wish of the Committee that he be en-

trusted with the represention of the Cali-

fornia viticultural exhibit at Louisville.

Mr. Landsberger stated that he believed it

would be impossible to raise $200 among

the San Francisco wine jobbers towards

such an expense because they had no en-

thusiastic feeling in the matter ; each firm

had its own traveling agents and they pre-

ferred individual representation.

Mr. Drummond stated that their individ-

ual representation did not reach the gener-

al public.

Mr. Landsberger was of opinion that the

interests of the wine makers were separate

from those of the jobbers, and, to a certain

extent, the two were antagonistic. The inter-

ests of Napa and Sonoma counties were an-

tagonistic, each thinking that it was better

than the other. (The other members of the

Committee dissented from this opinion.)

The wine dealers already had their business

in hand to a large extent. They said that

no wines from any district were any good

but all had to be brandied.

Mr. Drummond [said that the general

idea was to find markets for the extension

of California wines to the mutual benefit of

all interested. hCjj
In reply to a question from Hon. W.

McPherson Hill, Mr. Landsberger said he

did not think the wine business could be

enlarged much. In 1883 the crop was 8,-

000,000 gallons but when it reached 15,000,-

000 gallons the consequence was that values

depreciated. He believed that the interest

was larger and in a better condition five

years ago than it is to-day.

Hon. \V . McPherson Hill asktd what inter-

est in the State was in a better condition

than the viticultural industry ?

Mr. Landsberger could not say. But five

years ago certain prices were asked for

grapes or wines and one or two cents bss

would be accepted. To-day the wine

makers could not sell at 12%@15 cents

per gallon. In Sonoma County Mr. Fin-

laysou. who had enlarged his cellar, would

not buy a single ton of grapes but he would

make wine on shares. He might buy 5,000

or 6,000 tons of grapes at $8 per ton to

make into brandy. Mr. Landsberger

stated that he could distil in San Fran-

cisco at a cost of five cents a gallon and

make a profit.

After a further general discussion it ap-

peared to be the unanimous opinion of the

gentlemen present, as it had been at the

previous meeting, that Mr. F. Pohndorff

was the best qualified and in every way the

most competent person to represent the

California viticultural industry at the Louis-

ville Exposition. Definite action was de-

ferred until Friday, August 21st, to which

date the meeting adjourned.

Friday, August 21st.

At the meeting held on Friday, August

21st, there were present Hon M. M. Estee,

Chairman; I. Landsberger, J. H. Drum-

mond, E. W. Maslin and the Secretary.

Mr. Charles A. Wetmore and Mr. M. H.

Turrill were invited to attend the discus-

sions. Hon. M. M. Estee thought that he

could collect $200 from the viticulturists of

Napa county for the purpose of sending a

gentleman to the Louisville Exposition to

represent the viticultural interests of Cali-

fornia. He had written to Mr. H. W Mc-

Intyre, a member of the Finance Com-

mittee, to urge him to collect subscriptions
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for that purpose, and, when iu Napa this

week, he would specially interest himself

in the niattter.

After some general discussion it was de-

cided that:

Whereas, It is desirable that the Cali-

fornia Viticultural Industry should be thor-

oughly and properly represented, at the

Louisville Exposition, in all its branches;

therefore be it

Resolved, That the services of Mr. F.

Pohndorff be engaged to ensure such thor-

ough and complete representation and to

further our interests to the greatest possible

extent.

Mr. C. A. Wetmore, on behalf of the State

Viticultural Commission, promised to guar-

antee the expenses of Mr. Pohndorff while

in Louisville.

Mr. M. H. Turrill stated what arrange-

ments, he believed, could be effected with

the Railroad Company towards attaining

the object that the Committee had iu view.

Several Sub-Committees were appointed

to wait upon different gentlemen for the

purpose of obtaining subscriptions.

The Secretary was instructed to write to

Mr. Pohndorff and explain to him that it

was the unanimous wish of the Committee

that he should represent the Viticultural

Industry of California at the Louisville Ex-

position, and the terms that they were pre-

pared to offer.

Before adjourning till Monday, 31st inst.,

the Secretary was further instructed to pre-

pare and issue the following

(IIMIIAR.
The Committee, appointed by the State

Viticultural Commission, to obtain and for-

ward to the Louisville Exposition samples

of grapes, raisins, wines or brandies repre-

sentative of the viticultural industry of Cali-

fornia, have decided that:

Whereas, It is desirable that the Cali-

fornia Viticultural Industry should be thor-

oughly and properly represented, at the

Louisville Exposition, in all its branches;

therefore be it

Resolved, That the services of Mr. F.

Pohndorff be engaged to ensure such thor-

ough and complete representation and to

further our interests to the greatest possible

extent.

In order to secure the services of Mr.
Pohndorff it is necessary that the viticul-

turists of California should contribute tow-

ards the payment of his expenses.

I am therefore instructed to ask you to

what amount you will assist in this respect

and if you will kindly forward your sub-

scription to any member of the Finance
Committee mentioned below, to Hon. M. M.
Estee, to E. W. Maslin, Sacramento; or to

the Secretary:

Finance Committee—J. H. Drummond of

Glen Ellen, Chairman; I. Landsberger of

San Francisco; H. W. Mclntyre of Ruther-
ford, Napa County; F. T. Eisen of Fresno
County; Captain J. Chamon de St. Hubert
of Santa Clara County.

Mr. J. H. Drummond of Glen Ellen has
collected f100 from his neighbors.

By order of the main Committee.

I am Sir, your most obedient servant,

Charles R. Buckland, Secretary,

323 Front Street, S. F.

August 22, 1885.

The Committee, appointed by the State

Viticultural Commission, for the purpose of

securing an exhibit of viticultural products

representative of California, has instructed

me to send you the following particulars

and to solicit your earnest co-operation.

The following samples are considered

desirable, by the Committee, to be the main

features of the exhibit, which should be, in

every possible particular, typical of the

viticultural industry of this State.

First — Collections of wines, brandies,

raisins and fresh grapes.

Second—Photographs of vineyard scenes,

wine cellars, grapes; charts, pictures or

maps illustrative of the extent and diver-

sity of the industry.

Third—Samples of soils from different

localities, vines of different ages showing

the branch and root growth; pressed speci-

mens of the foliage; specimens preserved

in solution.

Fourth—Products made from the grape,

such as grape syrup, cream of tartar, etc.

Fifth—A register of varieties of vines for

sale, with the prices and peculiarities of

each concisely stated ; also prices of \jines

for sale and by whom.
The Committee in charge of this exhibit

are Hon. M. M. Estee of Napa, Chairman;

I. Landsberger of San Francisco, Captain

J. Chamon de St. Hubert and D. C.

Feeleyof Santa Clara Co., E. W. Maslin,

W. B. West and H. P. Livermore of Sacra-

mento Co., F. T. Eisen of Fresno, J. H.

Drummond and Hon. W. Mc Pherson Hill

of Sonoma Co.

In order that efficient work may be done

in Southern California, the following gen-

tlemen have been requested to co-operate

with the main committee, with respect to

samples of wines and brandies, viz : Hon.

R. F. Del Valle, Los Angeles; Hon. J. F.

Crank, Pasadena; and R. J. Northam,

Anaheim.

The following named gentlemen have

been requested to assist the Committee in

securing proper samples of raisins, illus-

trative of their different sections, viz : Rob-

ert McPherson, Orange, Los Angeles Co.

;

Col. L. M. Holt, Riverside, Sau Bernardino

Co.; Geo. A. Cowles, El Cajon, San Diego

Co.; T.C . White, Fresno; D. A. Jackson,

Woodland, Yolo Co. ; Hon. J. A. Filcher,

Auburn, (for the foothills.)

The following extracts, from a letter ad-

dressed by Mr. C. B. Turrill to the editor

of the S. F. Merchant, serve to show

more particularly the nature of the exhibits

desired and should be adhered to as closely

as possible

:

arrangement by counties.

" A careful study of the subject induces

me to adhere to my previous plan of arrang-

ing the exhibits by counties, and then

grouping these geographically. Thus the

visitor forms a pretty correct idea of the

resources and advantages of each section.

And when he passes from one county col-

lection to another and sees the same pro-

ducts displayed in so many of these geo-

graphical divisions, he is amazed at the

fact that so many things are produced

nearly all over the State." ,

A GENERAL DISPLAY.

" Besides this general arrangement, I

want to have sufficient of the exhibits to

make general class displays. For instance,

I want to get up a general viticultural and
vinicultnral display, which will clearly

show the extent and diversity of this branch

of our State's productive possibilties. I

shall be glad to have all the charts, pict-

ures, maps, etc., that I can get, which
will throw light on theso matters. Photo-

graphs of vineyard scenes, wine cellars,

grapes, etc., are the interesting pictorial

part of such a display. There should also

be samples of soils from different vineyards.

Vines of different ages, showing the branch

and root growth. These should illustrate

the growth of different varieties as will as

the fertility of the soil. There should bo

pressed specimens of the foliage. The
vines will have to be dried, and the leaves

will have to be removed, they will simply

show the canes and the roots. The foliage

must be pressed. Then we need specimens

of the different varieties preserved in solu-

tion. I have a large collection of such

now. These are in a preservative solution

of my own, and keep admirably, retaining

bloom as well as color, form and size. I

put one bunch in a jar; after the solution

has permeated the berries there is no fear

but what all will keep well.''

WINES IN BOTTLES.

"It is important that I should have in

this special display as full an assortment

as possible of wines and brandies of differ-

ent varieties, vintages, and from as great a

number of localities as they can be procur-

ed. Two or three bottles of each would be

ample for this. I would urge that for this

part of the display, if no other, the bottles

should be clear, so as to show the color of

the product contained. I think it would be

well to have these bottles accompanied by

concise statements of the grapes from which

made and also by an analysis. There are

other points which will suggest themselves.

It is important that all these vine pro-

ducts be put up in attractive shape. One

large display of wines that came for the

New Orleans Exposition would have made

a better appearance had the bottles been

better. Some apparently were ordinary

beer bottles, and the height was not the

same. This was unfortunate, and was the

cause of much adverse criticism. Wine

dealers urge me to impress upon our mak-

ers the importance of filling the bottles

fuller, and making the capsule come down

just below the top of the wine. Remember
that our wines will be criticised. It is well

to avoid grounds of complaint when pos-

sible."

CAPPING AND LABELING.

" Care should be taken in capping, and

especially in labeling. In the collection

above referred to some of the bottles had

been put into the sheaths before the labels

had dried, and they were rumpled up past

recovery. Too much care and attention

cannot be paid to all these little details.

There are thousands to notice them, and

much depends upon attractiveness. Then

there is another point; there is a constantly

present tendency to compare our wines

with the French, not alone in quality but in

the style of bottling, labeling, etc. We must

put our best foot forward in all particulars.

Many here have objected that in our wines

the bottles are not full, that is to say, there

is anywhere from half an inch to nearly

two inches between the top of the wine and

the bottom of the cork. It is important

that I be supplied with a sufficient number

of duplicate labels for all bottles, in order

to replace the labels in the event of their

becoming soiled or damaged. '

'

THE RAISIN EXHIBIT.

"I have not mentioned the raisin in-

dustry. This is very important. And all

that has been said regarding neatness and

care is applicable here. People are aston-

ished at the beauty and quality of our rais-

ins. I lot them test them when I can.

The taste thus cultivated for our products

creates a local demand that must be sup-

plied. Every one speaks of the superiority

of our California products. This sampling

creates the desire to purchase, and local

dealers come for the addresses of those to

whom they can write for goods and prices."

EACH MAKER'S MITE.

" A series of exhibitions is contemplated

and the Company asks the earnest, active

co-operation of all. Let no one hesitate

because he can contribute but little, for his

mite will help to make the mass, and in

that mass his individuality will not be lost.

Each man gets full credit for what he does,

and all have the honor of doing something

for California.''

TASTING AND SAMPLING.
" There should be a reasonable supply of

important wines that may be tasted by

those who will be specially interested in our

viniculture. This can be so conducted as

to do groat good. It is not necessary nor

advisable to treat every man that comes

along, but a little experience demonstrates

who are the parties who will be the ones

to assist in making a market for our wines.'

'

NO TIME TO LOSE.

Exhibits should be properly placed at

Louisville by August 15th, but it is probable

that the collection may be added to, subse-

quent to that date. It will thus be seen

that prompt action is necessary on the part

of all our viticulturists.

HOW TO FORWARD EXHIBITS.

All that need be done by exhibitors, after

packing, is to deliver their packages at the

nearest railway station with special tags

attached to them. These tags can be ob-

tained from any member of the Central or

Local Committees, or from the Secretary.

They are addressed to T. H. Goodman,

care of J. T. Carothers, Station Baggage

Master, Sau Francisco, and state that the

package is an exhibit for the Louisville

Exposition. Mr. Carothers has received

instructions to forward all packages, so ad-

dressed, to their destination without delay.

PARTICULARS OF THE EXHIBITS.

As it is deemed desirable that a record of

all the California exhibits should be kept

at the office of the State Commission,
exhibitors are requested to forward to the

Secretary full particulars of the number and

nature of their exhibits in accordance with

the above instructions, with detailed ac-

counts of any special peculiarities per-

taining thereto. All exhibits forwarded

through this Committee will be merely on

exhibition as a general State display and

not for competition. They will be forward-

ed free of charge.

By order of the Committee,

Charles R. Buckland, Secretary.

323 Front Street,

San Francisco, July 28, 1885.

Those wine makers and merchants, who
desire to extend their trade connections

through the medium of the Louisville Ex-

position, would do well to insert their cards

in the Merchant, as special arrangements

have been made for a large circulation there

during the continuance of the Exposition.

W. E. CUAMHKRLAIN, JR. T. A. ROltlNSON

LIFE SCHOLARSHIPS, $75.

DAY ami EVEXINU SESSIONS.

LADIES ADMITTED INTO ALL DEPARTMENTS.

/t2TNo Vacations. Send for Circular.THS
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OUR HONOLULU LETTER.

THE HAWAIIAN ((UIIIIIIK I II, V \ l>

SI t. \!t COMPANY.

Particulars or Its Extensive 0|terations

and Future Prospects—A Favor-

able Outlook lor Crops.

[CORBESPONDENCE OF THE S. F. MERCHANT.]

The present outlook for the future sugar

crops on the Islands is a most favorable

one. There has been a little damage done

on some plantations through the late storm

that swept over the Islands, but the loss

through destruction of property falls mainly

upon the Government and not upon indi-

vidual planters. The late rains, which are

somewhat unseasonable, have enabled us

to do all the planting for 1887 without being

compelled to rely upon irrigation and flum-

ing. The appearance of the growing crops

which will be cut in a few months is de-

cidedly favorable, and shows a good growth

with every appearance of good saccharine

returns both through the mill and agents on

the Coast. In commercial and general

business circles there is a decidedly marked

improvement. The old credit system is

rapidly being reduced to a cash basis; ex-

penses are being cut and there is a far more

healthy tone than there was a year ago.

But little is known in California of the

locality or extent of the property belonging

to the Hawaiian Commercial and Sugar

Company, in which so many San Fran-

cisco business men are directly interest-

ed, so I propose giving you a few

brief particulars of what will be the

most gigantie enterprise in the Hawaii-

an Kingdom. The plantation proper is

situated in the neighborhood of Kahului on

the island of Maui, and was in fact the

making of that little town. For miles one

passes through fields of cane before reach-

ing the plantation with its four mills which

arc probably more complete in their ma-

chinery, fittings and general details than

any other sugar mills in the world. To at-

tain such a state of perfection has necessar-

ily involved a large original outlay of cap-

ital. That such expenditure and invest-

ment was a judicious one will, I believe, be

proved within a year or two. It is folly

for anyone to imagine that, when inaugu-

rating a big enterprise of this character, he

can receive any large immediate returns.

The Company's stock consists of 100,000

shares of the value of $100 each, making a

total of $10,000,000 on which $23 per share

has been paid up, or nearly one-fourth of

the whole amount. The Company controls

nearly 50,000 acres of land of which some

30,000 acres are freehold, the remainder

being held under lease from the Govern-

ment. It can easily be imagined that the

cultivation of such a tract of country, and

th6 manufacture of the sugar grown there-

on, will require an enormous body of labor-

ers. They necessarily require stores, pro-

visions and clothing, and the imports from

San Francisco and other ports on the Paci-

fic Coast to Kahului alone aggregate the

very respectable value of $80,000 per an-

num. The whole working of the plantation

has been most thoroughly systematized

under the careful and economical manage-

ment of Mr. George C. Williams. The

yield of last season was 6,700 tons of sugar,

and at the present time there are over 10,-

000 acres under cultivation, some of which

will not produce a crop for a couple of

years. It is in this connection, that those

who are unacquainted with the practical

working of a plantationjmake such a huge

mistake. The expenses incurred during

last year, for instance, may seem unusually

heavy in comparison with the receipts for

that year. But this is not a fair basis of

calculation because the expenses of last

year cover more than two-thirds of the out-

lay necessary to ensure returns for the two

following years. One year's expenses al-

most cover the crops of three years and if

further planting operations were to be dis-

continued to-day it would take but a trifling

sum, comparatively speaking, to market

the sugar crops for the two succeeding

years. This is a leading point which is

not generally understood, but which plays

an important factor in establishing the

financial prosperity of sugar plantation

property.

There are over 1,500 acres of land under

cultivation for a new crop for this season

in addition to the rattoons which will make
the total cut close upon 2,500 acres for the

coming season. There are also 2,500 acres

under cultivation for the season of 1887.

This means about ten thousand acres

in all under actual cultivation. The
Company has moreover ten thousand

acres of new land at the foothills, the

soil of which is of the richest character. A
part of this has been planted and yielded

six tons to the acre and four tons for rat-

toons. It is hardly fair to figure upon

such a return for the whole area, but, esti-

mating at five or even four tons the showing

is a good one. The coming crop is placed,

at a low estimate, at from 11,000 to 12,000

tons, and it is anticipated that the two suc-

cessive crops will certainly aggregate the

same total. Taking the price at $100 to the

ton this gives a return of from $1,100,000 to

$1,200,000 for the year. The expenses, in-

cluding interest, do not amount to $60,000

•a month which leaves nearly $400,000 pro-

fit of which $100,000 is utilized for pay-

ment of indebteduess,leaving about $300,000

for disbursement in dividends. The returns

for succeeding years should be even still

larger on account of the increased acre-

age of cane coming into bearing which

results from the necessary expenditures,

involved one, two and three years

in advance, for cane planted, the cane

under cultivation and the cane that is taken

off. The irrigation system of the Com-

pany, derived from the Waihee river and

the Haiku ditch, is now in thorough work-

ing order. Future expenses will be reduced

to a minimum, through the Japanese labor

system and efficient and judicious manage-

ment. The heavy expenses necessary in

establishing such a gigantic enterprise have

been incurred. The consumption of sugar

is increasing. The beet crop of this year

shows a large shortage. The sorghum seed

planted this year has proved to be a failure.

Taking all these things into consideration,

and making due allowance for future con-

tingencies that it may be impossible to fore-

see, I am inclined to believe that the stock-

holders of the Hawaiian Commercial and

Sugar Company have on« of the best and

safest investments ever known in San Fran-

cisco. The time will shortly come when

they will ascertain without a doubt that

every idea, calculation and estimate of the

originators of the Company have been fully

realized. Aloha Nui.

Honolulu, August 13, 1885.

VII icultural Meeting: at St. Helena.

A largely attended meeting of the grape

growers of St. Helena was held on 15th

inst., the special purpose being to listen

to an address on the subject of practical

questions concerning fermentation, by the

Chief Executive Viticultural Officer,and dis-

cussions in connection therewith. Samples

of new wines from early grapes fermented

this season by different processes at the

office of the State Commission were exhi-

bited, in order to demonstrate the varying

results obtained by following different me-

thods. A sample of Early Black July wine

recently fermented, which went through in

three days with the aid of ferment germs

added in excess, was compared with two

other samples, one of which had received

no aid and the other of which had been

slightly aided. The color of those which

had been laided was superior to the one

which had fermented without aid, and both

of those that were aided were perfectly

clear while the other was still cloudy as is

usual with new wine, giving off continu-

ally an amount of carbonic acid gas. A
sample of Zinfaudel wine which had been

fermented last year with a small addition

of sulphate of lime was exhibited to show

the effect upon its color and brightness.

A Ileport from the State Analyst.

Hawaiian |\ ii null lire.

Editok S. F. Merchant:—Will you please

describe in the Merchant the Chaintre

system of pruning ? I have a small vine-

yard of grape vines and have taken one
medal for the best Muscatfel grapes shown
at our Agricultural Society's meeting. I

have been a subscriber for the Merchant,
and now am, through Messrs. J. M. Oat,

Jr. & Co., news dealers here, and say the

information received through the Merchant
has richly paid me—even far more than

the price of the paper.

Yours respectfully, William Babcock.

Honolulu, August 15, 1885.

To describe fully the Chaintre system of

pruning would occupy at least one issue of

the Merchant, so that we are afraid friend

Babcock's request cannot be complied with.

However we send him the last Annual Re-

port of the Chief Executive Viticultural

Officer, in which the Chaintre system of

pruning is far more elaborately explained

than we could attempt.

—

[Ed. Merchant.]
1 » .

Uoverno of Press Wine.

The last crop of Australian grapes real-

ized from $30 to $35 per ton with higher

prices for choice varieties.

The State Analyst has reported to the

Viticultural Commission as follows :

Mr. C. A. Wetmore : The quantitive

analyses of the three calcined plasters

gives the quantity of carbonate of lime

contained in one hundred pounds as fol-

lows :

Pounds.

Newburg Eastern Superfine Piaster 8.723

Wortherspoon Common Eastern Plaster 9.730

California Plaster 11,717

The uncalcined California Plaster con-

tains 12 .370 pounds of moiBture and 8.912

pounds carbonate of lime.

Besides, the qualitative analysis of these

four plasters gives a greater quantity of

iron in the two California plasters than in

the others.

The sample No. 3—coloring matter—is a

mixture whose base is a derivative of Anil-

ine, but is free from arsenic.' 1

The sample of coloring matter was one

sent to an importing house for sale to wine

makers and was submitted to the Commis-

Sig. Francesco Leveratto of Varzi, Pavia,

wrote shortly after last vintage the following

lines to Professor Qttair, who published

them in his wine journal

:

"My pomace I press -immediately and

put the press wine in small casks (barrels),

inclining them towards the back part on

the scantlings so as to allow the deposit to

settle well. The precipitation being gener-

ally accomplished in 36 hours, I rack the

liquid in other clean casks. Later on I put

the whole in a large tank, filling three-

fourths of its capacity. Then for each

26% gallons I have 24 pounds of the best

grapes, preserved on mats, squeezed and

put them into the tank of press wine. After

twenty days I rack and have then a press

wine as good as that of the first juice."

Exchange of Courtesies.

sion for analysis. Since the report on i
t

has been made known, the merchant, who

received it, says he would not think of

offering it for sale.

To Professor Dr. L. Koesler, Director of

the Imperial Boyal chemical, physiological

experiment station for grape and fruit cult-

ure at Klosterneuburg, near Vienna, we are

indebted for reports issued by the Imperial

and Koyal Station, of which further notice

will be made in future issues. Professor

Roesler desires to receive the Merchant in

exchange for his reports, a request that wo

j
have the greatest pleasure in complying

with.

The latest advices of the grape crop in

Santa Clara Valley are that, in five or six

vineyards, not more than one-third of a ton

to the acre can be expected.

THE CUPERTINO VITICULTURAL; SOCIETY

Meets on the evening of the third Thursday of cash
month at Mr. Montgomery's.

J. C. MERITHEW - .President

J. D. WILLIAMS Vice-President

R. C. STILLER .......Secretary

Please address all communications to R. C. Stillkr,

Guhserville, Santa Clara Co., Cal,

—irau EVAPORATOR'HI 11
FIVE SIZES. 15,000 SOLD. Eeononiloml. Durable and Fire

j

Proof. Will pay for itself in" days use, out of sale of its own products. FREE I
c n,r Illustrated/

"™logue and Treatise. Address, JAMES UHFOBTH. San Frauclaco. California.

116 Front St.

STANTON, THOMPSON A CO., 211 J St., Sacramento. I/TMAN « VERNAM.
Pasadena. J. MORROW, Jr., Santa Rosa. A. ». BOKKN. San.Bernardino. » .

M
Portland- HBNBT FRENCH. 420 First St., San Jose. Cal.PAUE. 120 Front St.,

17 * 19 FREMONT ST.
San Franoi co Cal.PACIFIC SAW MANUFACTURING CO.,

0P EVERT DESCRIPTION
On Hand and Made to Order,

— AGENTS FOR—
C.B.PAUL'S FILES

Repairing of all kinds done
at short notice.
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RAISIN MAKING.

A Description of the Process at

Malaga.

Musoat Gordo Blanco the Grape Growa—

Packing tie Raisins in Layers—Rate

if Wages—Drying Grounds.

[By Thomas Hardy, BanksiJe Vineyards, Adelaide.]

We were recommended by Mr. Bevan to

visit the " hacienda,*' or farms of Senor

Orosco, who is the Mexican Consul in Mal-

aga, as the best place to see the drying and

packing of the celebrated Malaga bloom

raisins, so we took a cab to San Rosalio,

which is the name of the farm, or rather

country house and grounds. It was only a

mile or two out of the city, and we could

easily have walked, but the cabmen and

waiters represented that it was eight or

nine miles, just to plunder us in the fare

asked. The road is partially metalled with

a very soft stone and fearfully cut up and

83veral inches deep in dust. The trees and

shrubs alongside the road are oovered with

white dust, as bad as ever we saw in Aus-

tralia. Fortunately there was no wind, or

we should have been pretty well smothered.

The only bright things seen are the patches

of sugar-cane, which are irrigated and look

beautifuily green and luxuriant. We took

an interpreter with us from tho hotel. He
was a Swiss and professed to know all the

European languages, but did not know any,

and we could have done better without

him, as he was constantly giving us his

own opinions instead of putting the ques-

tions we wanted answered. We found the

work of sorting and packing the raisins

going on here and fifty or sixty men em-

ployed (no women or children.) The
grapes were all gathered by the 18th Sep-

tember, or thirteen days since, and are

nearly dried into raisins. The vineyard is

of considerable extent, the land quite flat,

and the soil apparently a dull reddish allu-

vial loam, with abundance of water-worn

stones. We asked if it had been trenched,

and were told that it had to the depth of

the knees. We saw traces of a red marly

clay here and there as though it had been

brought to the surface by trenching. The
vines in the oldest part of the vineyard are

planted six feet apart each way, and the

new vineyard, which however is eighteen

years old, is planted fifteen feet apart be-

tween the rows, and only three feet between

each vine in the rows. Tho vines are

grown very low and the lower branches

tonch the ground; a hollow is scooped out

around each vine for the bunches of grapes

to hang in. They are pruned very close,

only one or two buds on each shoot, and
not generally moro than five or six shoots

on a vine, and none are staked. We found

a few grapes that had been missed in

gathering; they were not larger than we
grow at Baukside, but moro solid; they are

all the Muscat Gordo Blanco, the same as

we have, and no other grape is used for

raisins as far as we could learn. In plant-

ing a vineyard cuttings from two or three

feet long are used and laid horizontally in

a trench about nine inches deep, and the

top brought up and a mound of earth drawn
up aronnd it to keep it upright instead of a

stake, for two or three years; saw many
layers made to fill up vacant spaces. We
could not find that the vines are disbudded

during the growing season, and they did

not look as if it had been dono to any ex-

tent. The vineyard is all worked by hand

labor, and was very clean and free from

weeds. The drying grounds are of two

kinds. The first are built up with brick

walls and filled in with earth; they are

generally from 20 to 25 feet long and 14 or

15 feet wide, and divided into spaces 6 or 7

feet wide with bricks set on end and stand-

ing four inches above the floor; they slope

from close to the ground at the bottom at

an angle of nearly 45 degrees, and face the

south. The floor is covered with several

inches of clean small gravel, on which the

grapes are laid in small bunches, and very

regular. We saw one which was covered

with grapes on the 18th September; the

grapes were nearly dried and had not been

turned, as we could perceive by the stalks

of the bunches; they were nearly as dry on

tho under side as on the top from the heat

of the gravel. When they are sufficiently

dried, covers made of two 9x1 inch deal

boards fastened together and overlapping

like weather-boards, are laid over them until

they can be gathered up. These covers

are put on at night during the time of the

drying. When they are gathered up the

men kneel on these boards and, beginning

at the bottom, sort them into three grades

beside the loose berries, and lay them on

boards three or four inches broad. They

are then carried into the house (which was

not occupied), and every room and the

staircase, on and under tho beadsteads,

and every available place was full of these

boards with raisins, piled one on the other.

We were given to understand that they re-

mained in this way a month before being

packed, but as they were busy packing we

think they only remain until they are ready

to pack them. THe other kind of drying-

floor is flat, or only slightly raised in the

center. They are provided with a ridge-

pole and cloths to cover them at night or

when required. We were told that the

grapes do not dry so soon by eight days as

on the sloping floors opposite the sun.

Packing and sor ting was going on under

sheds of bamboo, and in a large room ad-

joining the house the men all sat at their

work and most of them were smoking their

cigarettes. Each man has a small pair of

scissors, with which he cuts out all de-

fective berries, pieces of stalk, etc. Some

pack the layers for the bottom and others

for, the top of the boxes. Each layer is

laid on paper spread on a box cover and

made to a certain weight. The men that

prepare the top layer are very clever at it

;

they turn and twist the raisins, to make

them come in rows, and fill up with single

raisins pulled out to flatten aud make them

look large. After they aro laid on the

boxes they are set one on another in the

same way as we do in packing grapes for

export, and that is all the pressing they get

so far as we could see. We did not see

any kind of press about . The boxes are

only lightly nailed, as they have all to be

repacked in clean paper in Malaga before

they are shipped. The men are paid at

different rates according to the work; the

lowest at six reales, or Is 3d per day, and

the highest at nine reales and a dinner

consisting of soup and brown bread. They

are fearfully slow at their work and it

would not pay in Australia to go to the

trouble they do in sorting aud packing.

We were glad to have so good an oppor-

tunity of seeing the whole process, and

also that we got in time to see grapes still

on the drying-floors. I have no doubt that

the gravel floors are the best possible thing

to have, as they retain the heat and allow

a current of air to pass beneath the grapes.

Wo shall have to find out the best localities

for growing fine fleshy fruit, so as to pro-

duce large raisins, and also where they will

ripen early, so as to get the full benefit of

the sun in drying. On the wharfs wo saw

men and women under rough sheds of bam-

boo packing lemons for shipment. They

are quite green when packed and each lem-

on is wrapped in a piece of colored paper.

All sorts of cookiug is to be seen going on

in the streets and swarms of beggars at

every step—some of them loathsome-look-

ing from disease, loss of limbs, etc.

Bordeaux v\ ine Ken ,<>ns <>- lis lie

IIOWII.

Till; KAIKIN CROP.

As the season progresses, advices to the

Merchant indicate a shortage in the raisin

crop, which proves the fallacy of the pre-

vious statements and estimates amounting

to 400,000 boxes, made by local commission

houses whose sole interest was to depreciate

values when purchasing. The recent hot

weather has scorched the raisin grapes in

Southern Counties to such an extent as will

reduce the pack by one-tenth. Messrs.

Wni.T. Coleman & Co.'s estimate of the

pack is 250,000 boxes, but it will probably

be found eventually that the figures given

by the Merchant on July 17th, which

aggregated a total pack of 210,000 boxes,

will prove to have been the most reliable.

The raisin makers have favorable prospects

for this season in consequence of increased

consumption, increased popularity of the

raisin pack from this State and the danger

arising from probable contamination of

cholera through the importation of raisins

from the diseased districts of Malaga.

THE ITISST It V1SINS.

The first raisins of the pack of 1885

were from the Kaisina Vineyard of Mr. T.

C. White of Fresno. Five tons of the fruit

were dried and packed by August 12th, a

month earlier than last year. Though not

of the finest quality they were well dried

and of good appearance aud flavor. Mr.

White generally manages to be the first in

the San Francisco market with his raisin

crop and evidently believes that "the early

bird gets the worm.'' These raisins were

consigned to Messrs. Wm. T. Coleman &
Co. A few sample boxes from other sources

were sent to San Francisco, during the

week ending August 22nd, but the makers

had no large lots to offer. The attempt, in

certain quarters, to make an early raisin

boom proved an ignominious failure.

* »

A careful perusal of the "article on the

mode of manufacture of raisins in the Mal-

aga district which is published by the Mer-

chant to-day, should convince everybody

of the danger of cholera that will arise

from consumption of the imported article.

The only raisins that were shipped East,

by rail, in June were 100 pounds from

Stockton. This is tolerable proof of a

clean market for the coming crop.

wi.m; III.IEKS.

One of the newest inventions or rather

improvements in cellar appliances is a filter

useful for all liquids, water included, of

the Piefke systems, in which specially pre-

pared cellulose, in galvanized metal frames

is the filtering medium. This is a Berlin

apparatus. Another equally simple and

ingenious system is of Italian invention,

the filter of Gaetano Stabile, which has a

series of frames on which filtering-cloth is

spread. The frames are of galvanized iron.

Both systems' are arranged in a way to

shelter tho wine from the influence of air.

The Italian paper ]{'n;isl<t di Vihculluru

di Jlnoloyia published notes answering the

question : . What reasons are there for the

deserved great renown of the wines of Bor-

deaux? The reasons aro enumerated in the

notes and may be summed up as being:

The extremely favorable climate aud the

proportionate moisture—rains in opportune

seasons. The mechanical and chemical

composition of special soils, not found easily

in equal proportioning or not in large areas

elsewhere. The selection of few but accu-

rately adapted varieties of highest merits,

and which for a long period have proved to

be the best in the locations. The clever

and careful treatment of these vines and

pruning methods found by long experience

to be the proper ones. The minutest care

bestowed on the vineyards; constant aud

seasonable work in the same. The entire

dedication of the people's attention and

care to the vine, not mixed up with other

cultivations, and consequent perfection in

that special branch elevated to the highest

degree. The division of viticulture from

osuology. The wealth of the country, cap-

ital being abundant and interest low, thus

favoring the industry of which the import-

ance is familiar, and the safety of the same

general persuasion aud confidence. The
more care and expense bestowed on the

vineyard, the more remunerative its crop.

Grape growers being well off viticultural

instruction is not regulated. The high

price paid for good wines of Bordeaux.

The certainty of the sale of the product and

the better in quality the higher the price

paid for it. Facilities in transport and

cheap rates of tho railways, the accessibility

of ports for export and a well-organized

wine commerce. There are many other

causes, and as said, besides the natural and

social causes, there is that of scrupulosity

in all work of the wine press and the cellar.

It is comparatively easy to handle a vine-

yard stocked with varieties known for cent-

uries—and to handle the wine so thorough-

ly known and which to produce, develop

and preserve to perfection is a matter of

pride of every one in the Bordeaux district.

Whilo some of the conditions mentioned

may be present in one or the other locality

of California, how far are we yet from

reaching others? We shall for generations

yet have to search for ultimate and defini-

tive adoption of the best adapted varieties.

We Bhall have to strive for perfection in

our product, but above all we shall have to

persuade the Nation that our wines deserve

a place at the table of every family.

F. Pdff.

HEALD'S

BUSINESS
COLLEGE,
24 POST M
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

N:iii I'l'.llK-i-i-o, Cal.

rpHE LEADING INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS
JL training in America. This school educates for the

practical affairs ot life, and no young man can afford

to enter upon a business career without a course of

training at this popular institution. Students are

drilled in all branches of business by ACTUAL 1'UAUT-
ICE, thus fitting them for the counting house at once.

Send for circulars and learn full particulars. Address

E. P. HEALD & CO., San Francisco, Cal.

ESTABLISHED IN 18GO,

ALL WINE MAKERS
Should drink the

PURE BELMONT
— HAND -MADE —

SOUR MASH WHISKY.
Supplied in ]«>ts to suit by

JAMES GIBB, 617 Merchant St.
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NEW CROP

CALIFORNIA RAISINS.

We beg to notify the trade of our having secured the con-

trol of the bulk of Southern California Raisins comprising the

pack of--

MISS MINNIE E. AUSTIN, of Fresno,

T. C. WHITE, "

COL. WM. EORSYTH. «

JOHN W. PEW,
ROBERT BARTON, "

J. T. GOODMAN,
CURTIS RACKING CO.,

=ALS0=

RIVERSIDE FRUIT CO., OF RIVERSIDE,

AND

MCPHERSON BROS. OF ORANGE, CAL.

These constitute the principal packers of Southern California

and will probably put up 90 per cent, of this year's crop of South-

ern California Raisins. We have this year established a

standard grade, which will be strictly maintained, and all goods

not coming up to the highest standard will be packed as. seconds.

Full weights will be given, goods will be packed in the highest

style, with attractive lithograph labels, and tevery effort will be

made to produce an article creditable to this State.

Last year it was generally recognized by the; trade that our

brands of Raisins were superior to any in the market. It will be

our aim this year to create even a wider difference between com-

peting brands and those mentioned above.

WM. T. COLEMAN & CO.

SOLE AGENTS.
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ISSUED FORTNIGHTLY ON FRIDAY MORNING BY

CHARLES R. BUCKLAND.
Editor hikI Proprietor.

Office, 323 Front street PoBtoffice Box, 2366
TERMS-PAYABLE IN ADVANCE.

One copy one year $3 00
One copy six months 176
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AGENTS.
CLOVERDALE, Sonoma Co J. A. CARRIE
DUNCAN'S MILLS, Sonoma Co C. F. SLOAM

N j H.C.WARNER,JKfSNO
) Golden Rule Bazaar

GEYSERVILLE, Sonoma Co D. LEPl'O
HEALDSBURG, Sonoma Co A. BALTZELL
SAN JOSE, Santa Clara Co E. B. LEWIS
SANTA ROSA C. A. WRIGHT
SONOMA JOHN R. ROBINSON
STOCKTON WM. H. ROBINSON
WINDSOR, Sonoma Co LINDSAY & WELCH
WOODLAND, Yolo Co E. BERG
HONOLULU J. M. OAT, Jr. & Co
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THIS YEAR'S VINTAUE.

As the season for winemaking progresses

the prognostications of the Meechant as to

a short crop of grapes, and in some parts

an almost entire failure of the crop, become

more and more apparent. A few weeks

ago we gave our estimate of this year's

vintage at from 10,000,000 to 12,500,000

gallons. Our advices and information

from all parts of the State do more than

confirm our opinion as against that of in-

terested parties who placed this year's wine

crop at 20,000,000 gallons, The best yields

will be from the vineyards of Fresno and

Los Angeles counties. The northern

counties will be lamentably deficient,

varying in parts from one-third to one-

fourth, one-sixth and even less of a crop.

Napa, Sonoma and Santa Clara counties

have been the chief sufferers. Where they

were not affected by late frosts they are

now showing unmistakable signs of irre-

gularity in ripening, a few berries on each

bunch being full matured while the re-

mainder are perfectly green and only par-

tially developed. If the fearful mistake be

not made of crushing the unripe fruit

with the ripe, and thus ruining the quality

of the wine, then the actual amount of

wine made in California this year will not

reach 10,000,000 gallons.

WORK OF THE STATE ANALYST.

CALIFORNIA WINE SHIPMENTS.

Complete Hair-Yearly Returns By Sea

.-••I Rail — Eilfllt lion I lis'

Sea Shipments.

The Meechant gives to-day the ship-

ments of California wines by sea for the

month of August. They aggregate 97,377

gallons of the value of $57,225. An analy-

sis of the figures shows that the Panama

route shipments are 7,000 gallons less than

the average of similar shipments for the

previous seven months of this year and al-

most 14,500 gallons less than the average

for the same period in 1884. The business

done by other routes shows a gain of 8,600

gallons for the month as compared with the

average for the previous months of this

year and a gain of 7,250 gallons compared

with the 1884 shipments for a similar pe-

riod. The increase in the miscellaneous

routes is entirely attributable to the ship-

ments made to New York by Messrs. \Vm.

T. Coleman & Co. in the ship Undaunted.

The Hawaiian Islands come next in order

of importance. The figures stand thus:

BY SEA, AUGUST 1885

Work by the State Analyst in connection

with that of the State Viticultural Commis-
sion, as provided for by the Act of the last

Legislature, is now in active progress. Pro-

fessor Rising has selected for his assistant

Mr. Louis Grandjean, an accomplished

chemist educated at Geneva, who is fa-

miliar with wine production and matters

pertaining thereto, and who will devote his

time exclusively to viticultural matters.

The State Commission has guaranteed to

Professor Rising, temporarily, the payment
of the expenses which are incurred. His

assistant will serve for the present in this

connection for a reduced compensation and
the State Commission will add to the amount
enough to secure his services, by engaging

him to combine with his analytical work
certain labors in connection with the ex-

perimental fermentations which are to be

conducted at Mr. Crabb's cellar. This

arrangement, it is thought, will add effi-

ciency also to the future work of the State

Analyst by giving his assistant an oppor-

tunity to fully investigate during vintage,

in the wine cellar, the various conditions

under which wineg are practically made

To— Gallons.
New York 12,853
Hawaiian Islands 1,039
Liverpool 980
Victoria, B. C 834
Japan 241
Mexico 105
China 60

16,102
81,275

Value.
$11,685

1,052
494
776
159
114
61

$14,330
$42,895By Panama line of steamers

Total 97,377 $57,225

A comparison of the totals for the first

eight months of 1884 and 1885 respectively

shows a decrease in shipments of rather

more than 100,000 gallons for this year by

the Panama line of steamers, and over

2,000 gallons iu the miscellaneous sea ship-

ments. The figures stand thus:

Year. Panama Line. Other Routes.
Gallons. Gallons

1884 801,636 70,664
1885 699,302 68,246

Decrease, 1885. .102,334 2,418

A half-yeab's teade.

The receipt of the overland shipments by

rail enables us to complete our statistics o*

the half-yearly wine export trade by all

routes. The figures are interesting and
show, notwithstanding the large decrease in

shipments by the Panama line of steamers,

which exceeded 80,000 gallons in the first

half of this year, that there is a net gain

for the period of nearly 350,000 gallons at-

tributable entirely to the increase in our

overland export trade. The detailed fig-

ures for June are as follows:

BY RAIL-JUNE.
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THE SMilli cium.i:.

A revolution in its way has happened in

San Francisco grocery circles also in the

future trade relations of some of the Ha-

waiian planters with this city . It has hitherto

been customary for most of the Island sugar

growers or their agents to sell their produce

to the California Hennery, receiving cash

on arrival of their sugars nt this port ac-

cording to the market quotations of the

basis on which they were sold. 'Phis basis

has been changed from time to time, from

Manila to Cuba, and back again, at the re-

quest of the planters themselves as they

thought that the market would rule in their

favor. Sometimes they have benefited by

the change and sometimes they have lost

by it. According to a published statement

in one daily paper, which is as unreliable

in its information concerning Hawaiian af-

fairs as it is possible to be, the American

Refinery of this city has now entered the

so-called field of monopolists and controls

the Hawaiian sugar product, having pur-

chased, by contract, some 55,000 tons of

the coming crop. This it is supposed will

leave only 20,000 tons for the operations of

the California Kefinery.

Granting, for the sake of argument, that

the American Kefinery does purchase 55,000

tons of sugar within the next year, part of

which will arrive in about four months, we

should like to know what they propose to

do with it. With its present facilities this

Kefinery can turn out about 250 barrels of

sugar a day, each of the average weight of

250 pounds. This means 31 tons a week,

or say 35 tons, which will amount to 10,500

tons per annum. A very slight mathemat-

ical computation gives the result that it will

take five years for the American Kefinery to

manufacture the one year's crop of Hawaii-

an sugar that it is now said to monopolize.

It is only reasonable to presume that very

large extensions and improvements will be

made in the American Kefinery. But these

will cost money. The expense incurred by

the owners of the California Refinery in

bringing their institution to its present ef-

fective condition, so that it can turn out

2,500 barrels of sugar a day, was some-

where in the neighborhood of $3,500,000.

The American Kefinery has a capital stock

of $1,000,000, besides its machinery anil

buildings, both of which must be extensive-

ly improved in order to prevent them from

getting five years behind. Further than

this there is the important necessity of cash

payments to the Hawaiian planters imme-

diately on receipt of the sugars, for we do

not presume that these gentlemen have

entered into an " ironclad campact " which

would be "ironclad" only at this end.

They are far too shrewd men of business.

This 55,000 tons of sugar to be paid for in

cash within a year means $5,500,000, tak-

ing the rate at $100 per ton. It may be

that the agents in Honolulu are becoming

so opulent that they can afford to wait for

the money and even make advances to the

planters who are not always overburdened

with wealth.

This new monopoly may prove a benefit

to the Islands and we hope that it will do

so. But we doubt it. That it will not af-

fect the California Refinery in the slightes*

degree is self-evident. Its owners will have

at least some 35,000 tons of sugar frorn the

Islands, and it seems strange that, up to

the last minute almost, overtures were made
to them for purchasing the balance of the

crop—which overtures were refused. It

seems then almost as if the American Re-

finery were used as a "stop-gap" so to

speak, which would hardly be flattering to

those gentlemen who are its directors or

trustees. In previous sugar transactions

the new Island planter monopolists have

been accustomed to have their own way.

When they desired to sell on the Cuban

basis their terms were accepted. When
they desired to change to the Manila basis

their proposals were again accepted. Not

content with the coucissious contiuually

made to them they have so antagonized

the best friend the Islands ever had as to

induce him, though very reluctantly, to re-

fuse purchasing future sugar crops. Hence

the offer to the American Refinery. It

has been even stated that the planters pro-

posed to sell to Eastern refiners. Such an

egregious piece of folly on their part is in-

conceivable. Experiments were once made

in shipping sugar to New York and we be-

lieve that they proved a complete failure.

This would entail a long voyage round the

Horn,, higher freights, a deterioration in

the quality of the sugar and an average de-

lay of twelve months in obtaining returns

which would leave lower net profits than

they have been accustomed to. It has been

insinuated that the California Refinery will

have to Buspeud operations. Such is not

the case. It is on the contrary increasing

its facilities for manufacturing sugar. There

is plenty of sugar obtainable both from

Manila or Central America which can be

lauded, duty paid, in San Francisco, even

cheaper than the Hawaiian product. Ocean

transportation is no drawback. With its

excellent wharfage accomodation and trans-

portation arrangements, with a perfect

mastery of the business which has been re-

duced to a science, it is extremely probable

that the owners of the California Refinery

may be able to manufacture sugar cheaper

than ever and still at a profit. The Cali-

fornia Refinery certainly can have no ob-

jection to the transaction in question espe-

cially as the parties interested can not be

prevented from launching their capital

upon the venture, whether such a course be

objected to or approved by any party not

interested. The carrying out of the pro-

posed scheme will prove to a certainty, to

those who were not aware of it before, that

the purchase by and sale to the California

Refinery of the Island sugars is not and

never has been a monopoly.

WE T. (Ol.liJUV A CO.'S WINE Mill'
JIESITS.

The Merchant recently announced that

the well-known firm of Wm. T. Coleman &
Co. intended to engage in the wine business

of California, handling the goods on com-

mission and selling them in their original

packages. That the Arm has made a very

fair commencement in this direction is evi-

denced by the consignments they have made

to their New York house by the ship Un-

daunted which sailed this month. Their

shipments were 150 .barrels and 75 pack-

ages amounting to 9,835 gallons of Cali-

fornia wine, of the value of $6,000, besides

90 packages equivalent to 2,277 gallons of

California brandy, of the value of $5,000.

This is a pretty good start for a new firm

in the business and shows what can be done

by energetic people. Full particulars of

the shipments by the Undaunted are given

in our regular wine table.

THE ARSENIC INVEOTIOATION.

Professor Rising, State Analyst, has sub-

mitted a report on one part of his investi-

gations, relating to the use of arsenic as an

exterminator for grasshoppers, to the State

Viticultural Commission, viz: concerning

the danger to the public from the use of

fruit grown in orchards and vineyards

where the remedy has been used.

The Professor visited the vineyards near

Fresno where tho remedy had been applied

most thoroughly and with the greatest ef-

fect, and found in the course of his in-

quiries among vine growers that the result

of using it had been quite satisfactory to

the proprietors, who consider that in an-

other year, knowing this in advance, they

will be enabled to thoroughly protect their

vines and trees from the pest without using

as much as has been done this year. The

remedy was announced during the preva-

lence of tho attacks when it became neces-

sary to follow the grasshoppers among the

vines and trees. Another year they expect

to be able to accomplish the same result be-

fore the insects have passed away from the

marginal lands where they can be attacked

much more readily and with less danger of

criticism as to the method. A statement

gained publicity to the effect that seventy

thousand pounds of arsenic had been used

in that district and appears to havo been

caused by a typographical error. Ab near

as could be ascertained from inquiry it is

estimated that from six to seven thousand

pounds only were used in that entire dis-

trict. He found that as the remedy was

applied in the form of a thick paste and

not in the form of a powder and laid either

upon shingles or upon the ground that no

accidental poisoning directly from the ma-

terial first used was likely to occur or to be

feared. As some had supposed that it was

possible that the remedy might become so

carelessly used to affect the fruit directly,

this examination was made with a view to

determine the facts of the case. As to the

question which had been raised whether

the grasshoppers after they have eaten the

poison might not deposit, while dying, suf-

ficient arsenic upon the fruit to cause dan-

ger to those eating it, or to those drinking

wine made from the same, the Professor

after washing portions of the vines on

which such deposits might be made, re-

ports as follows:

"The general conclusion which I draw
from the above mentioned observation and
experiments is that there is no probable

danger from the use of grapes from the

vineyards that I visited ; in the case of the

and near Folsom, that some public recogni-

tion will probably be extended toward the

inventor of the remedy who it is said was
Mr. Henry Mette whose vineyard is near

Folsom. It is not believed that with the

ordinary careful application it will be dan-

gerous either to the public health or to the

soils on which vines and trees are planted

owing to the small quantity that is used

and the fact that hereafter when it is better

understood it will be applied in a more
economical manner. The Commission will

during the year undertake to ascertain if

possible whether other poisonous mixtures

can be used with like effect and less liabil-

ity to public criticisms. Hon. J. Routier,

whose vineyard is near Sacramento and

Folsom, is so much elated by the success

which he has achieved in the use of this
remedy in protecting his orchard and vine-
yard that he considers the grasshopper
plague, such as has visited us this year, a
thing of tho past and that the public owes
a debt of gratitude to Mr. Mette for having
invented it.

THE I'IMI I. OF <.lt \ !•!>.

As is customary every year there is con-
siderable difficulty in obtaining reliable and
accurate information as to the prices paid
for grapes. We believe that the lowest
prices will be touched in the South where
the crops are more plentiful and have been
less affected by disease. Some of the wine
makers in the North have been offering $10,
$12 and $15 per ton as a general thing, and
in one district where grape growers made
contracts months ago to sell at $22.50 they
were considered to have done remarkably
well. However, in this same district, offers

are now being made to purchase grapes at

$26—but there are no sellers at that figure.

In those sections where a few short-sighted

wine makers have refused to pay more
than $15 per ton, most beneficial results

will ensue. The grape growers, who have
not hitherto made their own wine, are now
hastening to make all necessary prepara-
tions to do so. They will thus gain ex-

perience and carry out the idea that has for

so long been advocated by the Merchant
of each man building his own cellar and
making his own wine. As a rule the small

wine makers will produce a better grade of

wines than those whose business is con-

ducted on a more extensive scale. With a
certainty of a shortage of 5,000,000 gallons,

as compared with the vintage of 1884, and
a prospect of a superior quality of wines
and the continued increase in consumption,

prices should rule higher than they havo
done of late.

Hon. R. M. Daggett, the late American

Minister to Hawaii, has been in San Fran-

cisco within the past week. Mr. and Mrs.

Daggett have gone to Virginia City which

will be their future home,

wine made from them, none whatever; and
so slight in the case of the other raisin

grapes as to be entirely left out of account.

It would be well to caution vineyard men
to be very careful to gather up all the ar-

senic that has been put out. In a subse-

quent report I will advise in regard to the

disposition of the arsenic so gathered up."

The Professor has been requested to re-

port not only upon the disposition to be

made of the arsenic after it is gathered up,

but also upon the probable changes that

may take 'place by possible combinations

with the elements of the soil, with a special

view of ascertaining whether it will remain

in a soluble form in the soil or whether if,

by any application to the soil, it might be

rendered insoluble; also as to the probable

danger of percolation and distribution, by

mixing with the soil water, and to what ex-

tent it might become dangerous to the

public.

This remedy has been received with so

much favor on the part of the vine growers

where it has been tested, both in Fresno

Hon. Paul Neumann, whose unfortunate

accident was mentioned in the last issue of

the Merchant, is rapidly recovering from
the injury that he sustained. We are pleased

to leam that no serious results are subse-

quently anticipated from what might have
been a very complicated case. Mr, Neu-
mann's return to Honolulu will necessarily

be delayed for a few weeks.

In order to determine the number of

varieties of vines which have not yet been
classified or named, which are to be found
in some of the older vineyards of the State,

Mr. H. W. Crabb has visited several parts

of the State so as to have an opportunity of

marking the vines that are discovered, in

such a manner that they can be selected

for cuttings during the Winter.

Among the recent visitors to the Mer-
chant office were Mr. T.C.White of Fresno

E. W. Maslin of Sacramento; Thomas L.

Thompson, Secretary of State, Sacramento
Mr. A. Hoffnung of London; Colonel Geo,

Macfarlane of Honolulu; Hon. R. M. Dag
gett of Virginia City.

Mr. J. H. Drummond, of Glen Ellen, re

ports that his imported French varieties o

grapes are doing well this season and prom
ise a fair crop. He cannot say the sami

however of his more ordinary varieties.

The Fresno Republican follows the e^

ample of the Merchant and advocates thi

establishment of wine shops in all larg

oeuters of population.
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All |Incx|>ecteil mill Sin-in isln;; Report

From l*rufes^or II ili;;tr<l—Reply
ol Commissioner Dc Turk.

At the meeting of the State Viticultural

Commission held May 11th, a resolution

relating to the phylloxera in the University

grounds at Berkeley was passed. It was

expected that immediate action would be

taken by the proper officers to eradicate the

pest at that point and little attention was

paid to the matter until at the meeting of

the Board of Regents of the University

held about ten days ago the matter was

brought up unexpectedly together with a

report on the subject from Prof. Hilgard,

who is in charge of the Agricultural De-

partment of that institution.

The most surprising feature of the inci-

dent was the uncalled for attack on the

Commission made by the Professor, toge-

ther with many misstatements of well-

known facts. Mr. I. De Turk, of Santa

Kosa, Viticultural Commissioner for the

Sonoma District and Chairman of the Com-

mitee on Vine Pests and Diseases of the

Vine, has written a communication to the

Secretary of the Board of Regents, review-

ing the report of Prof. Hilgard in very mild

terms. Considering the nature of the pro-

vocation and the serious errors in the Pro-

fessor's report, the public might have ex-

pected a much more severe rebuke, Mr.

De Turk's letter has been given to the

public by the Commission in order to cor

rect the impression that may have been

caused by the Professor's misstatements.

We observo that it is especially modest iu

refraining from fuller explanations of the

laborious work of the Commission, which

has had to deal with these questions ever

since its organization. The Professor

seeks to convey the impression that the

Commission did not undertake to enforce

quarantine rules against the spread of the

phylloxera. There is no one iu the State

who knows the facts better than he does ;

he knows well that quarantine rules were

adopted by the Board and were in active

operation up to the time that the Supreme

Court decided against them. It is a hard

thing to say, but it is nevertheless true,

that the Professor has lately proved himself

both mendacious and malicious. If the

Board of Begents are satisfied with his

actions, it is no matter for us to discuss-

oxcept as we constitute a part of the public

worthy of some consideration. It was re-

ported that the Begents broke forth into

laughter at the conclusion of the reading

of the Professor' s report; probably that was

a suitable reception for the document in a

body of men, who failed to see they were

being trifled with; among the vine growers,

however, there has been more disgust than

laughter. Neither of these expressive

methods of passing judgment are likely to

do us much good; what we want is a sincere

regard for public interest on the part of

public officers and the harmonious admi-

nistration of the law.

The following is a copy of Commissioner

De Turk's letter in full :

Boabd or State Viticcl-
tubal Commissioners.

Santa Bosa, August 24, 1885.

Dr. J. h. V. Bonk, Secretary of Board of
Regents, State University, Jlerkehy: Dear
Sib:—At a meeting of the State Viticultural

Commission, hold May 11th last, a resolu-

tion was passid, instructing the Committee!

on vine pests and diseases of the vine, of

which I have the honor to be Chairman, to

ascertain whether the phylloxera still con-

tinues to infest the vines at the University

grounds at Berkeley and, if so, to enter into

communication with the proper officers of

the University, and request that the infest-

ed vines be destroyed as soon as possible so

that the pest may be completely extermin-

ated before the season of prevailing Summer
winds shall cause further danger by the

spread of the disease into healthy districts.

The Committee has ascertained from the

Local Besident Inspector at Berkeley, Mr.

F. W. Morse, that the disease still infests

the vines on the University grounds, but

that it is confined to a small patch that has

been reserved for experimentation. By
reference also to the phonographic report

of the Third Annual State Viticultural Con-

vention, held in December last in Sau Fran-

cisco, we find on page 151 the following re-

marks made at that time by Professor Hil"

gard of the University:

"We have nursed at the University a little

private experimental plot that is infested.

We did not infest it purposely but it came
to our hands infested, and we thought as
long as we had it there, with no other vines

that would be hurt about it, as the vines

cannot bear anywhere in the neighborhood
of Berkeley anyway, being pretty well pro-

tected against any outgoing enemy, we
thought we would keep the insects on hand
to make an experiment and study its habits
iu California. Until this year it was gener-
ally found by Mr. Morse, by the way, who
has had charge of that subject, that the
coming out of the winged insect through
which the infection is spread far and wide
on the wings of the wind, happened in

about five or six weeks. This year with
Summer rains it has been through three

mouths and a half, was it not Mr. Morse ?

Mr. Morse.—Yes sir, nearly four months.
Professor Hilgard. — For nearly four

months that lovely insect was coining out
of the earth and being spread by the wind.
From our locality it could not be spread
very far, but you may imagine what must
have happened iu the interval in the Napa
and Sonoma valleys, when we think of the
comparatively short time in which it is or-

diuarily comiug up out of the ground. You
have noticed the appearance of an ant-hill

when the winged ants are coming out; that

is just about the appearance that the vine
had at the time these insects were coming
out. You could not watch more than a

second or two before one would come, and
then another, and then still another, and
that going on for nearly four months. Yon
niuy imagine how many spread abroad over
the» infected districts in the upper valleys.

It is very unfortunate that nothing has
been done prior to this year, but now the

cat is out of the bag and it will be very
hard to catch it. It certainly should be
the endeavor to onforce the disinfection of

vines, comiug from infected districts, or

the bringing in of infected cuttings from in-

fected districts. At any rate they should
be disinfected. It should be done under
the law, which compels each one to attend

to that, and not to carry the infection

amongst his neighbors. Every one who
imports and plants infected cuttings is com-
mitting a crime against the public welfare.

He may ruin hundreds of thousands of

dollars' worth of property belonging to

others. It is simply criminal and the law
should so consider it, and it should be
made sufficiently effective this year. Where
there is any danger of infection, or even
before, I would recommend the employ-
ment of the remedy which Dr. Bauer ad-

vised iu well cultivated light soils, where it

is an admirable protection, and if it will

not completely do away with the danger it

will at least diminish it very much. In
light sandy soils I think it may prove a

complete protection, for vines that are not
infected now. In adobe soils that are not
kept well tilled and which may crack, and
sometimes it cracks in spite of our best ef-

forts, I think it doubtful that it will be
successful, because of the ease with which
the insect may alight on the ground and
crawl into the cracks. And few people who

hive nit seen it can realize how theso little

insects swarm on the surface of the ground
at certain times. Sometimes a little earth
clod, no larger than my finger, would have
a dozen on it, and they would keep moving
and tumbling over. One reason why they
do not land well on sandy soil is that they
cannot crawl without tumbling over each
other, and fall on their backs, and struggle

a long time before they can get on their
legs again, and as soon as they succeed in

recovering themselves they fall ovi r again,
and they finally tire and give it up; but on
the clay soils where the particles are solid

and large, they walk along without any
difficulty, and crawl down through the crev-

ices, and can reach any of the surface roots
of the vines, and the surface roots are pre-

cisely one of the peculiarities of all of the
most valuable of European stocks."

Considering that it was established with-

out the necessity of further inquiry that the

disease existed on the University grounds,

the Secretary of the Commission was re-

quested to forward a copy of the resolution

passed by the Board to you, in the hope

that immediate action might be taken to

eradicate the pest before the usual force of

the Summer winds could further endanger

the vines of the portions of the State within

reach of the same which are not now in-

fected.

Our Committee is now informed by the

Secretary that the communication to the

Board was presented at a recent meeting of

the Begents, together with a report on the

same from Professor Hilgard, the latter of

which antagonizes the efforts of this Com-
mission and contains several important crit-

icisms based on incorrect information which

call for immediate answer on our part.

That the pest is liable to be carried by

the wind to distant parts so as to endanger

other points not infected is scarcely an open

question. We respectfully refer you to the

extract just quoted containing the remarks

of the Professor himself, in which he has

stated what is already too well known, that

the winged forms of the insect arising from

the ground in great numbers, even though

only a few vines are infected, are spread by

the wind far and wide. Of course it is

needless for us to call your attention to the

direction of the prevailing Summer winds

passing from the Berkeley grounds into

Contra Costa county, but from the state-

ment of the Professor it appears that he is

ignorant of the fact that vineyards are bring

planted within a comparatively short dis-

tance from the University grounds in the

direction of this wind. He states in his re-

port to you on this subject as follows :

"Under these circumstances the chances of

carrying infection to the vineyards of Con-

tra Costa, the nearest of which is distant

fifteen miles in a direct line under the wind,

with many ranges of high hills between, be-

comes a matter of almost infinitesimal

probability.'' For the information of your

Board we submit the following copy of a

letter received in reply to an inquiry, show-

ing that the vineyard planting of Contra

Costa county is much nearer to the Univer-

sity grounds than is reported by Professor

Hilgard:

San Francisco, Cal., August 19, 1885.

Chas. A. Wetmore, Esq.: Dear Sir:—
In reply to your favor of this day I would
say that 1 have a telephone line which runs
nearly in a direct line from Berkeley to my
place. I had that line built by the Tele-

phone Company, by contract, at $100 per

mile and the Company charged me for four

and a half miles. I am convinced from
this that the distance is not more than four

and a half miles. Very truly yours,

Tueo. Wagner.

Between thc-vineyard of Mr. Wagner and

the University grounds there is only one

range of hills which is not as difficult to

pass as the range between Sonoma and
Napa counties over which the disease has

spread very rapidly. There are other small

vineyards being planted in the canyons and
valleys immediately over the first range of

hills back of Berkeley, and in a line North
and South from Martinez, It is only neces-

sary that a single winged female capable of

producing the Winter egg should light upon
one of these vines to cause the pest to

spread rapidly throughout Contra Costa

county. The importance of destroying the

pest at Berkeley consists mainly in the fact

that up to the present time no trace of the

disease has yet been found iu Contra Costa

county, and no other spot infected has yet

been found in Alameda county. The danger

to the vines of Alameda county from this

source is not immediate, but if once estab-

lished in Contra Costa county it would work
its way down into the Livermore valley

where several thousands of acres of vines

are now planted. If there were other

points of disease which could not be eradi-

cated, endangering the vines of that sec"

tion, the question would assume a much
different aspect, but as the only point of

immediate danger by means of transmission

"on the wings of the wind" exists at Berke-

ley, and as the vines there are being cared

for under State control, it has been thought

by us that the State could easily afford to

set an example of attempting to remove the

point of contagion as we have advised, by

the parties to do the same, although we
have no power to compel it to be done.

The cost to the State in doing so would be

practically nothing; the loss of the vines at

Berkeley would be of little consequence as

there are only a few of them and they can-

not be successfully propagated for fruiting

purposes in that section.

The desire exhibited on the part of Pro-

fessor Hilgard to cause studies as to the

habits of the insect to be instituted is com-

mendable and should no doubt be encour-

aged, but we would respectfully suggest

that better opportunities are offered for this

work in regions where the pest exists now
in great numbers and where abundant op-

portunities are presented for observation.

To cultivate the pest at Berkeley bears the

same relation towards our vineyard interests

as would a similar effort to cultivate the

coddlin moth for the purpose of observation-

Under the law controlling horticultural in-

terests, if the State should undertake to

preserve a breeding ground at Berkeley of

the coddlin moth, the officers committing

the same would be guilty of a misdemeanor.

Tho Professor appears to consider that

this effort ou our part to procure co-op* ra-

tion in our work on the part of the Univer-

sity is an exhibition of extraordinary seal,

unprecedented by past recommendation on

our part. Wo therefore respectfully call

your attention to the numerous report! pub-

lished by this Commission during the prog-

ress of our investigations, in which the

habits of the insect have been explained

and cautions have been given to the public

based upon the same, and more particularly

to the report of our Chief Executive Officer

published last year, (see page 8) in which

you will find the following statements :

"The prevailing Bummer winds iu the

valleys of the counties near the Bay of San
Francisco are in directions from the West,

easterly and southeasterly. Topographical

modifications deflect these currents some-
times northeasterly.

We find that iu the Sonoma valley tho

progress has been very slow towards the

west and north, but very rapid towards the

east. The Napa valley south of Yountvillo

has apparently been invaded by the winged

female, which has been blown across the
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high mountain ridge which divides this re-

gion from Sonoma. North of Yountville
the pest was only found in a few spots,

notwithstanding that part of the Napa val-

ley has the greater number of vineyards.
In Santa Clara county it evidently started

in one of the original nurseries in the town
of San Jose, thence it was blown easterly

and infected two other spots. This is more
likely to bo true than that it was carried on
cuttings or roots from the nursery men-
tioned ; because, while many vineyards
westerly and southerly were planted partly
with stocks from this breeding ground, no
evidence of the disease has yet been dis-

covered in them."

Also the following recommendations on

page 9:

"Second.—That by using wise precaution
in disinfecting cuttings before planting, and
avoiding the use of rooted vines from in-

fected districts, new plantations may be
made with little danger of infection, except
in the direction of prevailing Summer winds
that blow from diseased places.

"Fourth.—That in all cases of new plan-
tations in the directions of known eontaga
tion, only resistant stocks should be plant-
ed.''

If Professor Hilgard desires to still fur-

ther institute investigations as to the habit

of the insect our Commission very cordially

extends to him an invitation to visit and, if

necessary, establish local stations in the in-

fected regions where our experiments have

been conducted on a much larger scale

than is possible at Berkeley. It is usual

we believe for scientific bodies to send spe-

cial experts to investigate phenomena at-

tending the development of contagious dis-

eases, whether afflicting vines or human
life, to the plague centers, as has been

done by the French Government with re-

spect to the phylloxera, and by the civil-

ized world generally with respect to chol-

era or other plagues afflicting human life.

We have never yet heard of an instance

where a scientific body has undertaken to

preserve a cholera pest in the midst of a

healthy people for the purpose of observa-

tion. The opportunities offered by our

Commission for such observations are pe-

culiarly advantageous to the University be-

cause we have from the time of the first

organization of this Commission sought

not only the Professors but their assistants

at Berkeley, to take charge of the experi-

ments which we have undertaken, and for

which we have provided the funds out of

our appropriations. Mr. F. W. Morse,

our chief investigator, who is also the as-

sistant of Professor Hilgard at the Uni-

versity and in charge of his experiments

there, has been employed each year by this

Commission to investigate the subject spe-

cially, and through his able efforts and close

observation we have been able to trace and
discover the progress of the disease through-

out the State. He is now in charge of the

experiments made iu Sonoma valley to de-

termine the value of the proposed remedy

invented by Dr. Bauer, the experiments

being made on a sufficiently large scale to

render them worthy of confidence. If any

new application of this remedy should be

required the Commission is ready to re-

ceive any recommendation concerning the

same from Professor Hilgard, and will

cause the same to be conducted under Mr.

Morse, who is his trusted assistant, as we

have done heretofore. It was through the

careful work of Mr. Morse, employed by

this Commission, that the disease was dis-

covered in three places in Santa Clara

County several years ago, due notice of

which was given to the public and to the

proprietors of each of the places infected,

and to the vine growers in the vicinity

together with urgent appeals to them to

take such action as might be efficient in

eradicating the pest. One of the recom-

mendations made by our Chief Executive

Officer at the time being that a syndicate

of vine growers in the county, whose prop-

erty was threatened by the presence of this

disease, should be formed for the purpose

of leasing the infected ground with a view

to the utter extermination of the source of

danger. Our efforts in this direction have been

hampered by the fact that the law author-

izing us to establish quarantine regulations

has been declared unconstitutional by the

Supreme Court; we have therefore no pow-
er to do more than discover and publish the

existence of the disease wherever found,

and to make such recommendations as may
seem best to warn the public of the danger,

giving them suitable advice as to precau-

tions against infection. In the Santa Clara

valley it is fortunate that the disease is so

located that by the prevailing winds the

contagion is not spread in the direction

of the majority of vineyards that have been

planted, the direction of contagion being

apparently southeasterly from the town of

San Jose in which direction we have coun-

seled those who plant new vineyards to set

out nothing but resistant stocks. In the

line of the prevailing wind from that center

of contagion there are very few old vine-

yards and there is very little chance that it

can be carried towards Alameda County ex-

cept by accident. It is, however, a matter

of anxiety to those having vines in healthy

districts that this spot should exist un-

treated. Our efforts to cause those inter-

ested to take measures for the eradication

of the disease in that section have been met

continuously by violent opposition on the

part of those who own the vineyards in-

fected and by more or less concealment on

the part of those who are interested other-

wise in the county of Santa Clara. In fact,

in nearly every place where the Commis-

sion has attempted to warn the public of

danger and to suggest remedies we have

met with like opposition. "We do not, how-

ever, expect to meet with the same obstruc-

tion in our work on behalf of the State on

the part of the State institution at Berk-

eley.

The reference to our Commission by-

Professor Hilgard, criticising us for want of

activity iu this respect, is especially unjust

and uncalled for, as he has been continu-

ously acquainted with all our efforts in this

direction and is in constant communication

with our chief inspector, Mr. Morse, who is

his assistant, and from whom he has

abnndaut means of acquiring information.

In equal degree also is his reference to

the efforts of Mr. Wetmore unjust, as he

has undertaken to cause the impression to

prevail that he has been the Commissioner

of this Board, representing the San Fran-

cisco Viticultural District in which the

Santa Clara diseased vineyards are located,

and has failed to urge action to abate the

evil. We presume that Professor Hilgard

is well acquainted with the fact that Mr.

Wetmore was only appointed to represent,

on this Board, the San Francisco District

last Winter, and that he embraced the first

opportunity that was presented, viz. at the

Convention held at San Jose, to which the

Professor alludes, to urge the people in

that section to take action for their pro-

tection, as he had repeatedly done pre-

viously not only by correspondence and in

public reports but also by addresses before

local societies at San Jose, all of which is a

matter of public notoriety.

The Professor is again in error in stating

that the Chief Executive Officer of this

Commission " has been in haste to pro-

claim its entire failure," referring to Dr.

Bauer's mercurial treatment. No such

proclamation has ever been made by an

officer of this Board. Under the direction

of this Commission thorough experiment

has been undertaken with Dr. Bauer's

remedy at Sonoma, the work being in

charge of Mr. Morse, Professor Hilgard's

assistant. The method of experiment has

been in exact accordance with the rules

laid down by Dr. Bauer and the recommen-

dation of Professor Hilgard, together with

also original experiments suggested by our

Chief Executive officer. The published

statements of the Commission have at no

time declared that the remedy in some form

may not prove of value, but have been

simply reports on actual observations

made by Mr. Morse, showing that so far

as the experiments have been undertaken

they have to the present time proved fail-

ures, and from present indications there is

little hope of success, although our officer

has distinctly stated that it would be pre-

mature to pass a final opinion while the

work of observation is still in progress and

before further effort in this direction has

been exhausted.

In Professor Hilgard's Bulletin, No. 18,

published in October of last year, he stated

as follows :

There can bo no question as to the effi-

cacy of metallic mercury finely diffused

through the soil in killing the phylloxera

or any small insect remaining within its

reach for any length of time. Apart from
the experience long had in this respect in

the means used for the preservation of va-

rious articles, insect collections, etc., from
the attacks of small insect depredators, the

direct experiments of Mr. Bauer on earth

and roots infested with the phylloxera have
been entirely conclusive as to the inability

of the latter to live more than a few hours
iu the atmosphere created in a close space,

or in earth, at the ordinary temperature,

by finely divided mercury. » * » *

Iu the case of Mr. Bauer's plan, however,

the descending or ascending insect inno-

cently crawls into a well-laid trap, which
gives no outward sign even by. an obnox-
ious odor. According to the experience

had thus far, it seems quite likely that the

unwary travelers would find themselves

ensnared before they had any intimation

of danger.

Dr. Bauer also has claimed for his inven-

tion that by planting vines in ground not

infected, placing the finely divided mercury

about the newly planted vines would effect-

ually prevent the disease from entering the

soil and affecting the roots thereafter. In

order to test both the opinion of Professor

Hilgard and Dr. Bauer, experiments have

been thoroughly made, the result of which,

however, tends to show that the insect can

live on roots in the midst of a soil in which

the mercury had been placed according to

direction, that it can pass this supposed

barrier in safety and that vines placed in

uninfected ground as suggested by Dr.

Bauer, protected according to his plan,

may become, as they have been, infected.

Whether there may be some other method

of application of this supposed remedy

with different results remaius to be proved,

but iu the line of application as suggested

by Dr. Bauer and Professor Hilgard there

does not appear much chance of a success

hereafter

.

Our Commission has uniformly, from

the first, extended a cordial co-operation

to the Professor and his assistants working

at Berkeley. We have been, of course,

surprised to find that a spirit of personal

antagonism accompanied by serious mis-

statement of fact should actuate Professor

Hilgard when called upon to report on
our efforts. We desire in the future a con-

tinuance of the friendly relations that have
existed between this Commission and the

University, as co-operation in our work can
become of great importance to the State,

and in this spirit, as our Commission has
been charged by law with assisting in

checking the progress of phylloxera among
the vines of the State, we again urge the

University to eradicate the only known
source of spreading the phylloxera in the

counties of Alameda and Contra Costa " on
the wings of the wind," thereby assisting

us in our work by sotting an example on
the part of a State institution that may find

imitators in other sections.

It is not known how long the disease

can live on other plants when accidentally

lodged by the winds. Instances are known
where corn uprooted in diseased vine"

yards have shown the insects apparently

living, at least for a time, on the

roots. It may be possible that it can

exist for a while on many different plants

such as those that are grown on the Uni-

versity grounds for distribution through-

out the State. The winged form may also

in Summer time lodge the Winter egg

upon different plants, which, being sent

throughout the State, if they are planted

within vineyard districts, may spread dis-

ease. As the danger is a real one and the

advantage of maintaining the pest for pur-

poses of observation at Berkeley are of

small importance, we can see no good rea-

son why our recommendation should be

misconstrued and our efforts not only ob-

structed but misrepresented.

Yours respectfully,

[Copy.] I. De Turk.

Chairman, Committee on Vine Pests and

Diseases of the Vine.

good <;i.i:\ i:i,!.i:>.

In the matter of sending a special repre-

sentative from California to the Louisville

Exposition, in the interests of our wine and

raisin industries, Glen Ellen has come for-

ward most prominently. To Mr. J. H.

Drummond is mainly due the position taken

by his district which was the first to con-

tribute towards the expenses necessary for

the purpose of engaging the services of Mr.

F. Pohndorff. The contribution from Glen

Ellen alone, where the viticulturists are

comparatively few in number, is a hand-

some one. If other districts would "go and

do likewise'' there would not be the least

difficulty in making prompt and definite

arrangements with Mr. Pohndorff. Mr.

Drummond has, in this respect, maintained

his well-established reputation as one of

the most energetic and leading viticulturists

of California. The Cloverdale Viticultural

Club is, so far, the only Society that has

volunteered to assist in this connection.

From Sonoma we notice the only contribu-

tion made is by Mr. H. E. Boyes, an Eng-

lish gentleman who has recently settltd

there and who has not yet even commenced

to make any wine whatever. Such public

spirit for the public good should not be

allowed to pass unrecognized.

Several of the winemakers of California

who are now selling through a San Fran-

cisco commission house, find that their re-

turns are considerably larger than when

they were obliged to sell to lo cal wine job-

bers. They say that the difference in re-

ceipts between fifteen or twenty cents a gal-

lon and forty-five cents is not to be despised.
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Don Ramon Manjarres is the director of

the School of Industrial Engineers of Bar-

celona, Spain. Hi' has always taken a

lively interest in the important Spanish in-

dustry of growing and manufacturing olive

oil. Having progress in that branch at

heart and recognizing the many defective

antiquated methods prevailing in that

industry which are kept up in his country,

he has simultaneously, with the Oecouom-
ieal Society of Friends of tho country of

the province of Seville, conceived, and the

society has taken steps to execute, the idea

of an international conference on all mat-

ters appertaining to the olive oil industry.

An exhibition of olive oils from all parts

will be connected with that conference, to

be held in Seville. It is t > be hoped that

the interest taken in that concourse, which

is held to be of vast consequence for im-

provement in the olive oil industry in Spain,

will be a vivid one, and the project become

a fact.

The programme is an extensive one, and

we think it of interest to our readers, many
of whom may wish to learn as much as

possible of a branch, which for California]]

agriculture is momentous, to give it in its

entirety:

FIBST OEOUP— CULTIVATION OF THK OLIVE.

1. Hocks and geological collections of

oliviferous soils.

2. Samples of olive grafts. Green and

dry branches. Fresh and preserved olive

fruit.

3. Tools and appliances for the special

cultivation of the olive tree.

4. Diseases of the olive tree. Means em-

ployed to subdue them. Apparatus for

applying these remedies.

5. Special manure for the olive grove.

SECOND GEOUP—OLIVE HARVESTING.

0. Apparatus and utensils for gathering

the olive crop.

7. Carts, baskets, etc., and transporting

utensils.

8. Models and systems of housing the

crop until pressing.
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THIRD GROUP—EXTRACTION OF THE OIL.

'J. Apparatus for washing and lifting

olives.

10. Olive mills.

11. Apparatus, for freeing the pulp froln

the stone.

12. Presses.

13. Desmuiiccadoras.

11. Matting for holding the pulp under

the press and means to substitute mat-

ting.

15. Pumps and appurtenances.

Hi. Samples of olive oils freshly extract-

ed and without having undergone any other

preparation.

FOURTH U110UI'—OLABIFCATION AND BEFIN-

INQ.

17. Systems of tillers.

18. Stoves, reservoirs and other utensils

and apparatus for refining and clarifying

oil.

l'J. Clarified and refined olive oils and
methods employed.

FIFTH GROUP—COMMERCIAL PA11T.

'20. Depots, jars and casks of iron, tin,

zinc, earthenware, wood, glass, skin, etc,

for storage.

21. Corks, capsules, wax, labels and
other accessories.

22. Machines for washing, corking and
capsuling bottles.

23. Collections of commercial olive oils

for special destinations.

21. Reageuses, apparatus and method
to ascertain adulteration of olive oil. Oleo-

meters, Elacciometers, etc.

SIXTH GBOUP—RESIDUES OF OIL AND THEIK

APPLICATION.

25. Turbids, aceitonesaud lees (borras)

deposited.

26. Alpechin, bitter and acid elements.

27. Pomace or husks of olives.

38. Products extracted or fabricated

from residues.

SEVENTH GBOUP—MOTORS.

29. Steam engines.

30. Gas engines, compressed air ma-
chinery.

31. Apparatus for moving by horse-

power (inalacatesj.

EIGHTH GBOUP — OILS FEOM GBAIN AND
SEEDS.

32. Oleaginous grains and seeds.

33. Oils therefrom both crude and re-

fined.

33. Pomace and other residue from

oleaginous grains and seeds.

34. Apparatus for fabricating oil from
them.

NINTH GBOUP—LITERATURE.

3(>. Books written and printed, treating

of cultivation, synonyms, manufacture of

olive oil, clarification, commerce anil sta-

tistics of oil.

37. Memoirs and monographies.

38. Designs of plants and oleaginous

fruit.

39. Plans and projects of installations,

storage, etc.

The H«'j>l.v to Mr. John T. »<>>- 1<>.

Editor Merchant—Mr. John T. Doyle
desires the interpretation of the Roman
cenologist Mr. C. Mancini's advice to re-

ferment a wine defectively vinified, on
fresh pomace (vinaccia vergine) . Mr.

Mancini published his reply to a gentleman

of Torre Bormida who wished advice for

curing or improving that wine, describ-

ed by its proprietor as having, when
drawn off, resulted " imperfect, not equi-

poised in its composition, unwholsome and

disagreeable to drink, without flavor, feeble

in color and without that brilliancy so valu-

able to render a wine good.'' The wine

was of the Dolcetto (Refosco) grape. Mr.

Mancini, not having seen a sample of that

nondescript wine, upon that vague picture

of it, suggested as remedies: Blending it

with a good mixing wine of Southern

growth, fortifying it with spirit, coloring it

with the color extracted from grape skins,

solid eenociniaua, and, as a last, and prob-

ably the-proper remedy, he suggested the

rejuvenescenco of the defective wine by re-

fermenting it on fresh, intact pomace at

the next vintage. This process, known
doubtless to many of our vintners and sanc-

tioned by usage from immemorial times,

might have been a very necessary one for de-

fectively fermented wines of which there

used to be an abundance in California only

a few years ago, and more, many a parcel

of 1881 yet unsold, might derive great bene-

fit if passed over unexhausted fresh pomace
and fermented again. As a means to di-

minish acetic acid in a wine, re-fermenting

the same over fresh pomace is often made
use of. In this case the mixture is care-

fully to be kept from air contact, as

otherwise the fermentation of more acetic

acid might be favored. To ferment out

any remnant of, saccharine in an imper-

fectly vinified wine, the liquid might re-

quire a certain amount of new must,toge-

ther with the pomace. The latter ought to

be of both superior grapes and be utilized,

of course, without the outer air and dam-
aging spores having had to influence it in

the least. Rules for the procedures under
differing circumstances may exist, but the

writer is not aware of them. The way to

operate will suggest itself to the intelligent

vinifactor, who knows the nature of his

grapes and their dregs, nud with a certain

amount of juice can easily calculate how
far to go in reforming a wine developed
already, but containing parts of unconvert-

ed sugar and ferments in the bargain . The
whole process is a curative one, and
although Mr. Mancini argues good effect

to his correspondent in employing it, it

must be taken with the proviso that it be
intelligently applied. I have heard of ex-

cellent effects and of failures in rejuvenat-

ing wines in the manner indicated, and
success depends upon properly operating,

that is, weighing well all component ele-

ments and handling them with care and
exact knowledge of how, and in what pro-

portions, to proceeel.

I had no need nor opportunity, at the

University trials last year, to experiment

on the subject. My rules, except where
large interests are at stake ami reform

must be sought of a parcel of wine, was
always—send to the distillery wines that

would be a elishonor to the wine cellar.

F. Pdff.

M iliemiikiiiii

[From H. Bonnard's Official Report, published ir

Sydney Mai],]

FUTURE FRl'IT t'KOl'.S.

A glance at the enormous quantity of

fruit trees, especially prunes, peaches and
almonds, that are being planted in Califor-

nia causes one to think seriously what pos-

sible market can be found in a year or two

for the extraordinary yields that will arise.

In some sections there are miles and miles

of orchards of one and two years growth

which, when in full bearing, in aeldition to

that arising from present sources, would
almost indicate an endless supply of fruit

far beyond all possible requirements. Yet

there is but little fruit of first-class quality

that can be obtained in San Francisco at

such reasonable prices as shoulel induce in-

creased consumption.

The necessary funds to construct a rail-

road from Murphy's Station to Saratoga

having been subscribed, surveying has

been commenced and it is to be hoped that

no hiuelrance will occur, so that the work
can progress steadily. As this lino will

run directly through an extensive area of

country which has recently been set out in

vineyards and orchards, it is anxiously

looked for by all the residents who will

have cause to use it.

About ten years ago a California fruit

grower obtained a few sheep to run on his

place. They were accompauieel, however,

by some burrs which had Jadhereei to their

wool and which they droppeel here and
there throughout the fields, tho result be-

ing a fine crop of thistles in the following

year which the owner is still eueleavoring

to eradicate. The moral is—examine your

beep carefully before turning them loose

to sow seed.

Experience has proved that both oranges

and lemons do well in Santa Clara County,

between Gubserville and Saratoga in the

neighborhood of the foothills. The fruit is

pronounced of excellent quality and the

southern counties should look to their

laurels.

An ordinary red wine to bo good,

successfully made to retain its qnalities

last a number of years, must be the
]

dnce of three varieties at least of well

sorted grapes, and when properly anal}

is found to be constituted as follows

:

1st.—Water, which is its most.eonsii

able part, in the proportion of fully 80
cent to the whole.

2nd.—Alcohol, the quality of which
ries according to the producing country :

to the temperature more or less favorn

at the time of the vintage. The alcohol

the result of the decomposition of the
f.

cose or composite of sugared matters dur
the vinous fermentation, and it is to its

eohol that a wine isindebted for its strent;

its warmth, and its conservation for a 1<

period and during over sea journeys,

the same time, an excess of alcohi

strength is just as much a danger as an
sufficiency of the same. It is eonsidr

that a good wine cannot have less than
or 13 de-grees of alcohol nor a maxim
of 20 degrees, as per Syke's alcoholmet
equivalent to from 8 per cent to 15 per a
of French measurement, per Gay-Lussa
instrument.

3rd.—A small quantity of not very s

uble sugared matter, which ferments son

what lightly, sometimes during seve

years, and renders finings and rackii

always necessary at various times.

4th.—Salts of potassium and other aeii

such as tartar, bitartrates, tartrate, givi

to tho wine a fresh and agreeable taste.

5th—A most essential oil, contributing

provide the bouquet, the arome, and aft

taste or seve special to the wine.

6th.—An astringent rough matter, pi

duced by the stalks of the grapes, and esj

cially by the seeds of the berries, which
named tan or tannin, and which without n
difying the taste of the wine, unless in ve

excessive proportions, secures its consen
tion to a very appreciative extent, addl
also to the darkness of its color.

7th.—A coloring matter, more or le

abundant, contained in the skins of t

berries, from which it runs without ai

particular pressure, other than the me
breaking of the skin when coming in co
tact or rubbing with the grapes.

8th.—Parts of carbonic acid which con
out at the time of the fermentation of tl

must, and of which some small portioi

remain suspended or combined in tl

liquid.

9th.—Volatile ethers, which form then
selves in the wine by the combination
various acids, and not of sufficient eonsis

ency to be analysed.

10th.— Several not well defined acid
varying in each country, affecting tho boi

quet, taste, after-taste, aud hygienic qua
ities of every wine, and ^resulting from vi

rious causes, mostly from the skill displa;

ed by the vindication.

Whatever be the origiu or quality of

wine, it will always be found to be const

tuted of the above various elements, give

by nature. These constitutive principle

are liable to be developed for the perfectio

of the wine by the work of man, accordin

to his experience and his observations c

various numerous conditions, among*
which are the nature of the climate, of th

soil, and of the kind of grape, aud of it

maturity, mention of which has alread

been made.
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Now the art of making good wine is pos-

sessed by n few, but it is not generally

known by the majority of the wine growers

of New South Wales. Indeed, amongst

our owners of vineyards, several have suc-

ceeded to send very acceptable wines,

which have fetched good prices on the

market. The non success of others, more

numerous, however, than the first, is due

mostly to their want of means for acquir-

ing proper knowledge and appliances, as

well as to the neglect, in many cases, of

benefitting by the experience of previous

years,by constant remarks and observations,

which should be daily registered.

For the manufacture of their wines, the

majority of colonial growers have had no

European experience, no exchange of com-

munications with well informed neighbors

or others, and often not the best of imple-

ments. In fact many have succeeded more

by good luck or happy concourse of circum-

stances, or thanks to the well adapted soil

and climate of the colony for the growing

of the vine-tree rather than to any special

ability or personal merit.

Judging from the samples lately sent

from New South Wales to Europe, the gen-

erality of competent connoisseurs, scientific

aud practical men, are of very firm opinion

that Australia must ultimately succeed in

producing wines of a uniform character, or

n most certain conservation, and of a

marked improvement upon everything

which has so far been done by the univer-

sality of foreign and exotic producers.

They said the country possesses every ne-

cessary element to the making of good

wines, not exceptionally, but at large, when-

ever the colonial people will go the right

way about it, and have learned how to do.

The following principles should be adopt-

ed for general guidance in the making of

wines, independently of the various ways

adopted in the several districts visited and

reported upon in another part of this re-

port .

It must be said from the beginning that

the making of wine meets in Australia, as

in all warm climates, with more difficulties

than in France, or other parts of Europe

generally more temperate. The most se-

rious obstacles in such a climate as New
South Wales is in the excess of the sacchar-

ine matter in grapes, a most certain and

very influential element of weakness, as,

even in the first year, at the beiuniug of the

hot season, it renders the wines liable to

get sour, and to ferment again if at all neg-

lected.

The other causes of failure are, on the

whole secondary, and must disappear by

degrees, as the wine growers become more

experimental, more attentive, and acquire

larger means to assist them in the progress

of their industry. These other causes are :

1. The want of mixture, or the unsea-

soned mixture of the grapes put together in

the fermenting vats.

2. The want of the necessary imple-

ments, as compared with the importance of

production.

3. The uncleanliness of the manuten-

tiou and of the vessels intended to receive

the wines, during and after the first fer-

mentation.

4. The uncertainty yet existing as to

the practical means of obtaining a good

and complete first fermentation.

5. And, ultimately, the want of the ne-

cessary buildings, cellars, etc.

It is not meant that these causes are gen

erally to be found with our wine growers,

but there i,s no doubt that numbers of them

may take note, with advantage to them-

selves, of the above remarks.

The five last said bad elements are ad-

verse causes being known, remedied, and

done away with; the only one yet to be

fought is the first excess of glucose or sac-

charine matter. The experience of a few

years will be enough and sufficient to any

intelligent and careful grower for reducing

it to a minimum, and even to nothing at

all, without using any chemical, drug, or

artificial compositions

.

To that end one of the means which I

have generally heard recommended by

wine growers is to do tho vintage beiore the

maturity of the grapes is quite complete.

But others have also pointed out that it

will cause the wine to be of an inferior, if

of a conservative quality, as no good wine

can exist unless the grapes from which it

is made were absolutely ripe at time of

vintage. That is with respect to red wines;

as for the white wines, the maturity must

even be considerably passed.

A special study or knowledge of each

species in a vineyard of its qualities and of

its quantitative producing capabilities must

be obtained previously to sending the

grapes to the press-house. All species of

wines do not ripen simultaneously. There

is often a delay of a fortnight amongst

them. The berries of a particular tree may
not even ripen on the same day. In such

cases, the vintage must be done partially

only, leaving the late grapes for a subse-

quent day.

To secure or provoke an early maturity,

it is rscominendod to slightly but neatly

cut, as is done for the ring-barking of gum
trees, round the stump or any branch of

the vine, and preferentially round the

branch left from Ihe previous year, a cir-

cular, narrow piece of the bark, a week or

or so before the blooming of the vines is

expected. This ring-barking of the vine

tree should not, however, take place every

year, but only occasionally, and more es-

pecially during rainy seasons, unfavorable

to the development and progress of the

grapes. In very favorable years, the ring-

barking had better be avoided, and is fur-

ther unnecessary.

The taking away of the leaves, shortly

before the time comes for the vintage, is a

proper thing to do, as it also helps matura-

tion, by allowing the grapes to receive the

rays of the snn, and thus advance much
quicker to term than otherwise. This tak-

ing away of the leaves should be done only

when the grapes are almost ripe, and more

especially when the ripening is late, and

appears as likely not to become com-

plete in time, an event which, however, is

hardly ever likely to occur ill any part of

Australia, but which is yet by far too slow

in the colony, owing mostly to the nature

of the species now adopted. The efftuillage,

or stripping the leaves at a period to be

discovered by experience, must, therefore,

be reccommeuded to the wine growers, es-

pecially to those of the north, to obtain an

earlier maturity and thus avoid or reduce

in some limit, the high degrees of sugar

and alcohol accumulated in their grapes by

long exposure to the heat of the sun.

The state of perfect maturity of the

grapes is known by their color and their

taste truly liquorous and sugared; if the

grapes are not quite ripe the berries are

somewhat of a dull dark, and their taste

yet slightly acid. Many wine growers, to

satisfy themselves as to the degree of ma-

turity of their grapes, do for a few days be-

fore they expect full maturity press the

berries of a few grapes through a moder-

ately fine piece of linen; the juice is receiv-

ed in a small tin, glass, or cup of about

half a quart dimension, aud the density or

degree of saccharine matter contained in

that juice, is at once ascertained by dip-

ping in the (jkucomekr or mustimeter, which,

beiug left to float by itself, indicates by

its scale the quantity or degree of sugar

contained in the grapes; it is as well to re-

peat the essay three or four days, until the

instrument does not get deeper in the must,

or when the degree required by the grower

is attained; also to regulate the temperature

of the juice, the instrument being prepared

to act at a temperature of 55 degrees Fah-

renheit and 15 degrees centigrade. Each

degree indicates per 22 gallons 1500 gram-

mes of sugar, representing a degree or 1

per cent of alcohol in the wine, less a de-

duction of 1 in 12 for other matters than

sugar.

In the practice, it is admitted that 1600

grammes, or 30 English pounds of grape

sugar, will, by fermentation, transform

themselves into 1 quart of alcohol. The

French mustimeter is marked and calcu-

lated to weigh, or rather float at 1000 or 100

in a quart of distilled water. The upper

divisions above 1000 or 100 indicate the

lower density of the liquid as compared

with distilled water; the lower marks show

the heavier density of such liquid, which

in our case would be the juice of grapes.

No absolute table or scale can be given, as

some must will be more dense or compact

than others, according to the species of the

grapes, but the less deep will the instru-

ment float in the must the richer in sugar

will the juice be.

Any distilled must showing only 6 to

8 degrees Gay Lnssa, or 10 to 13 degrees

Sykes, would not turn out a good wine;

from 13 to 2G degrees it will be a light, or-

dinary wine ; above 26 degrees Sykes or 15

degrees Gay Lussac the must will become

a liquorous or strongly alcoholized wine.

The gleucometer, or mustimeter, or den-

simeter, or saccharometer (for it is all one

under different names), is not, however to

be depended upon absolutely, as it is in-

tended merely and can only show the den-

sity of a liquid, and not what that liquid

may be composed of. It is thus that cer-

tain grapes having the same density will

not necessarily contain the same quantity

of sugar, nor produce the same quantity of

alcohol, owing to differences in their nature,

but for practical purposes the indications

within the above limits will answer suffi-

ciently; colonial growers yet unacquainted

with tho use of the densimeter will do well

for themselves by learning how to use it,

and by providing themselves with it. The

instrument to select should of course be

one especially prepared for the weigh-

ing of must, and according to the scale

adopted by tho European wine trade to

facilitate its reading and understanding.

On the other hand, should there be an

excess of maturity, there is as much danger

as otherwise, for in that event the skins of

the berries are almost destroyed, or very

reduced in thickness, aud as they are a

part of the grapes, which must contribute

to give the tan, and also color, the wine is

likely to come out with less color and with

a taste not so true or straight.

Further, with respect to the excess of

saccharine matter in the red wines of warm
countries, one of the principal remedies

should be fouud in obtaining proper spe-

cies of early maturation, allowing vintage

to take place i.n January if possible, o^

again, in delaying pruning until August, so

as to delay thereby the blooming of the

vine, thus avoiding the grapes being go

long exposed to the heat; aud again, to a

judicious selection of the species which are

to ferment together in certain proportions;

to succeed in that way a series of olwrva-

tions and studies by each owner upon his

vineyard is the only method.

Actually, such method is certainly not

generally followed in the colony. Tho
grapes are thrown together in the vat just

as they arrive from the vineyard, and the

consequences must be that, although pos-

sessing all the elements necessary to the

making of good wines, small quantities

will be obtained having really a good qual-

ity, to the prejudice of the general and

larger result of the vintage.

The necessity for being thoroughly well

acquainted with one's vineyard should not

frighten any one. The first care of any

owner should certainly be to study the spe-

cies he possesses, their actual conditions,

and what they can produce both as quant-

ities aud qualities. Each species should

have a specialty, one for color, another for

alcohol, another for taste or bouquet, and

it is from their proper mixture in the fer-

menting vats that depends the success of a

wine.

By a wise mixing and vattiug of the

grapes of the various spicies suited to each

other, a grower will always obtain at once,

that is immediately after the first drawing

off subsequent to the fermentation, what

once the wine made and distributed in

casks must be looked for through various

bleudings, which, of course, never give

very easily as good satisfaction as would a

fermentation in common.

It may thus be seen how important it is

to proceed by experimentation, if it is

again kept in mind that the several special

characters of species are variable in accord-

ance with the altitude of the vineyard, its

aspect, the nature of its soil, and the mode

of training and pruning its vines.

In the making of red wines, a certain

proportion should be mixed of whito

grapes, say, one-tenth of each vattiug,

which will give to the red wines their limp-

idity, softness, and brightness.

The vintage should as much as possiblo

be taken to the vat-house in vessels or

baskets, all of about nearly the same

capacity, so as to facilitate exact apprecia-

tions of their contents, and of the quantity

of wine to be expected; the vessels intended

to receive the grapes for fermentation

should also be of a uniform capacity and

size, proportionate to the importance of

the vineyard. The smallest vats to be re-

commended on a large vineyard should be

of no less than 1000 gallons, but it found

practicable, vats of 2000 gallons or about

bo will prove preferable and more beneficial

to the viuification, the fermentation keep-

ing more regular and more active in large

vats than in small ones.

mm
IODIDE OF ROTASS

The Itesi S;>i-lug- Medicine ami Itvim-
titier «i' i lie Complexion in use. Cures
toils, l>mi|>les. BloK-ht-s, MrurnlKla,
Mcrol'lfla, dionl, Klietl ma lie Mini Ml'rcll-
ri»l Tains, and all Diseases arislnjt
from a disordered slate of I lie ISlood or
Liver.

SOLD BY ALL DRUGOISTS.

J. R. CATES & CO. Proprietors,

417 SaiiMime St., Sun Francisco, Cal
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OUR NATIVE WINE SHIPMENTS BY EA.

PER P. M. S. S. CO.'S BTJL SAN JOSE, AUGUST 15, 1885.

TO MEW YOIJK.

HARKS.

F Bros, New Yoik
L 1'. New York
O H, Newark
J S. New York
L B & Co, Philadelphia

F, in diamond, New York.,

C L, Ptttaban
k & F, New York
1,, in diamond. New York..
B I) & Co., New York

J I,, Boston.

M 8 SCO, New York
C & li, Buffalo

B B, New York
J ti A P&Co, N J
I,, ill diamond, New York..

A V Co., New York

I.achnian & Jacohi...

S Lachinal) & Co.

Kohler & Frohlinji.

J Cundlach & Co ..

B Dreyfus SCO....

Walter, Schilling S Co

I'ACKAOKS AND CONTESTS.

40 half puncheons Wine.
25 barrels Wine
20 barrels Wine

barrels Wine
5 half barrels Brandy
25 barrels Wine
1 barrel Wine
1 25 barrels Wine
IS puncheons Wine
1 NO barrels Wine
25 kejjs Brandy
20 barrels Wine
2 barrels Brandy
I half barrels Brandy....
5 ke«8 Brandy
70 barrels Wine
10 barrels Wine
10 barrels Wine
barrels Wine

(J puncheons Wine
120 barrels Wine
1 octave Brandy

Total amount of Wine—
Total amount of Brandy.

4475
1211
] 207
292
132
HBO
48

0005
2881
8472
250
088

253

3750
495
473
353
999
5626

27

38591
662

VAUK

> I I7S
484
589
131
289
461
43

3710
1968
3850
470
700

560

1800
325
180
190
576

2813
54

$19304
1363

TO (IMIUI. AMERICA.

N LC, Corinto |B Dreyfus S Co.
L U, Corinto

C D, Corinto.

G D, Corinto
US II, Kan Jose de Guatemala.

G S&G L H, Corinto
G I, II, Corinto
I, P, Corinto
M It, Corinto
N S, San Miguel
F V, Corinto
G K, Champerieo
J .M Co, San Jose de Guatemala

J Frowenfeld
Helhnan Brothers

J T Mankind

Thannhauscr S Co .

.

Montcalcgrrc S Co ....

J W Grace S Co
Cabrera, Uoma S Co.

.

Kiurene dc Sabla & Co
Urruela S Uriostc

4 barrels Wine
25 cases Wine
5 cases Whiskey
3 half barrels Wine..
30 eases Wine.-
5 cases Whiskey
1 pacatfe Brandy..

.

30 cases Wine
3 packages Whiskey
3 barrels Whiskey...
4 cases Whiskey ....

1 barrel Wine
26 cases Wine
3 barrels Wine
1 barrel Wine
3 keg Wine
1 kejr Wine

Total amount of Wine
Total amount of Whiskey, 17 packages .

Total amount of Brandy

200
125

"80
150

'49
150

120

'49
150
75
26
10
10

1025
120
49

225
100
50
50

130
60
63
95
42
368
39
20
110
70
29
10
6

$845
549
63

TO MEXICO.
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Grape Picker

HAS A STEEL BLADE AND FITS ON THE
finger. Semi- 50 cents in coin or stamps for

sample. W I ESTER, & CO.,
17 New Montgomery St., S, F.

HERRMANN & CO.,

HOP MERCHANTS.
Importers and Dealers in

CORKS, BREWERS' AND BOTTLERS' SUPPLIES,

SOD* WATER AND WINE DEALERS' MATERIALS.

ALEX. FRIES' & BROS. COGNAC OILS,

ESSENCES AND FLAVORS.

313 SACBAMEBfTO ST. San Francisco.

TWENilETH INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION
— OK TIIK —

Mechanics' Institute.

OPENS AUCUST 23th.
CLOSES SEPTEMBER 26th.

With a Most Comprehensive Display ofj

Manufactures, Natural

Products and Art.

GRAND INSTRUMENTAL CONCERT EACH DAY AND EVENING.

SPEC AL FLORAL DAYS
Each week. Over $1,300 Offered as l»re.

mining lor Floral Work.

ADMISSION :

Double Season Tickets $5 00
Single Season 3 00
Apprentices' Season 1 50
Child's Season 1 50

Single Admission, 50c; Child's, 25c.

Single tickets to members of the Institute at half rates

P. B. CORNWALL, President.

W, P, Stoi'T, Secretary,

WOODIN & LITTLES'
WINE PUMP.

This cut repre-

sents our Double
Acting FORCE
PUMP of great compactness,

for use in wine cellars, for H < ^
pumping from one tank into Mil 2
another. The cylinder is lined 1|| z
with copper, trie piston rod ||| m
valve and valve seats are

bronze, so that it will be seen |w. j
all parts of the pump exposed ^|I q
to the action of /*~^ s GgH? 03

S

wine are non- Cm © rq
corrosive. n.

"T3j>^v$irf2feN T'TI ra

Ne..Uf„r,(«Ir»m *
special eat. UMk—r-.- |«J™
alogiie. Jig

f 1
'

: '-..-' t _:_

WOODIN & LITTLE,
509 *, 511 Market, St., San Francisco, Cal,

THE DAILY BULLETIN.
THE ONLY EVENING PAPER IN HONOLULU.

Largest Circulation ot auy Daily
in I lie City.

A Splendid Advertising Medium for business men of
the Coast, desirous of forming or extending connec-
tions in the Hawaiian Islands.

Advertising; Rates Sent upon
Application.

Subscription (to residents in the U.S.) SO. 00
With postage added, per annum.

Address: 'DAIL* BULLETIN,"
Honolulu. II. I.

THE HAWAIIAN GAZETTE.
PUBLISHED WEEKLY

BY

ROBERT GRIEVE & CO.,
IS THE BEST

ADVERTISING MEDIUM
— IN THE —

HAWAIIAN ISLANDS.

WOODLAND WINERY

For Sale.

LOCATED AT WOODLAND,
YOI.O CO, Cal.

Complete in all its Appointments.

Capacty, 160,000 Gallons.

Steam Crusher, Hand C usher, Two Still
,

Syrup Pan, Pumps, and Everythi g

Complete.

COOPERAGE IN BEST CONDITION.

Two -Story Brick Building,

25x60 Ft. Fifty rods from Depot.

No Other Winery in Vicinity.

Two thousand tons Wine Grapes raised here last

season. Will sell the whole property or the Cooper-

age, in lots to suit. This is a rare chance for engag-

ing in this business. For full particulars inquire at

ottice of

LANDSBEUGEB & CURTIS,

123 California St., S. F.
Or to

CLARK & CULVER, Propts.

Woodland, Cal.

WORTH'S IMPROVED
PATENT

Combined Toggle Lever
AND

SCREW PRESS.
I desire to call the

attention of wine and
Cider makers to my
Improved Press.
With this Press the
movement of the fol-

lower is fast at the
commencement,
moving one and a
half inches with one
turn of the screw.
The last turn of the
screw moves the fol-

lower one-sixteenth
of an inch. The fol-

lower has an up and
down movement of

20J inches, with the

double platform run on a railroad track. You can
have two curbs, by which you can fill one while the
other is under the press, thereby doing double the
amount of work of any other press in the market. 1

also manufacture Horse Powers for all purposes, En-
silage Cutters, Plum Pitters Worth's System of Heat-
ing Dairies by hot water circulation. ifaTSend for

circular. W. H. WORTH, Petaluma Foundry
and Machine Works, Petaluma, Sonoma
County, Cal.
Testimonials from I. DeTurk, Santa Rosa; J. B. J.

Portal, San Jose; ElyT. Sheppard, Glen Ellen; Kate
F. Warfield, Glen Ellen; J. H. Drummond, Glen
Ellen; Joseph Walker, Windsor; John Harkelman,
Fulton; Wm. Pfeffer, Gubserville can be had by apply-
ing for printed circulars.

the OLIVE TREE & ITS PRODUCTS

AND TUB

SUITABILITY OF THE SOIL & CLIMATE

OF CALIFORNIA FOR ITS

Extensiva and Profitable Cultivation.

— by—
JOHN J- BLEASDALE, D. D., F.'C. S.

For Sale at

THE "MERCHANT'' OFFICE

PKICE 60 CENTS.

Winery For Sale.
THE

BERMEL WINERY,
And Three Acres of Land,

SITUATED CORNER WEST AND GRANT STS.,

Ilealilsbursr, Souonia Co., Cal.

On Line of S. F. & N. P. R. R.

Cellar under ground- capacity 40,000 gallons-

capable of being enlarged to any capacity at small

cost. Outfit complete to carry on the business.

Dwelling and outhouses in good repair. Location

most desirable in the State,

For further particulars apply at the office of the

S. F. Merchant, or to

CEO. M. THOMPSON, Agent,

Healdsburg. Cal.

MOULTON & CO.,
REAL ESTATE,

MONEY AND INSURANCE BROKERS,
HEALDSBURG, SONOMA 00., CAL.

A large quantity of the FINEST GRAPE LANDS
In the County are now in the hands of this Company
for sale.

A list of Russian River bottom lands and red
gravely hill lands SPECIALLY ADAPTED TO VITI-
CULTURE, will he forwarded on application.
Buyers should visit Healdsburg before settling else-

where .

Office in the Sotoyomc Hotel,
Healdsburg.

For further particulars apply at the office of the
S. F. Mkrciiant, 8*23 Front street, San Francisco.

FROST & GILMAN,

REAL ESTATE BROKERS,

OFFICE 529% FOUKTH STREET,

Santa Rosa, Cal.

Farms and Stock Ranches for sale and to exchange

for" city property. VINEYAIJD LANDS A SPE-

CIALTY. A list of properties particularly adapted

to Grape Culture forwarded on application, and on

file at the office of the S. F. Mkrciiant, 323 Front

street, San Francisco.

FRESNO LAND OFFICE.
Choice Farming, Fruit and

"Vlixeycurd. lands
Improved or Unimproved.

With or Without water for Irrigation.

FOR SALE,

IN SMALL OR LARGE TRACTS,
Terms Easy.

For maps, circulars, etc. . call on or address

W P. HABER, Manager,
Or Fresno, lul.

PACIFIC COAST LAND BUREAU,
22 Montgomery St., S. F,

A. 1876 S. I. XII.
I. 3, 1888 G.

The Industrious never Sink.

GUY E. CROSSE, Broker in Real Estate
Ranches, Residence, Business and Manufactur-
ing Property Bought and Sold on Commission.
An u Publisher of "Sonoma County Land Register and

Santa Rosa Business Directory.

"

Office, No. 312 B St.. Santa Rosa, Cal.

DR.A. FONTAINE'S PREPARATION
WILL DEVELOP A BEAUTI-
FUL FORM in sixty days, the
effect of which is permanent and
plainly discernible In ten days.
Where a perfect bust is already
possessed, it will preserve the
same firm, and perfect in shape.
This is a carefully prepared pre-
scription of an eminent French
physician and scientist, and is free

from lead and all Injurious ingre-
dients,and will not injure the most
delicate skin. A fair trial will not
only convince you of its efficacy,

but will elicit your sincere thanks and enthusiastic praise.

Mailed secure from observation on receipt of price. $1.00.

Sealed circular, 4 cts. Sold by Druggists. Address,

MAJ>AMC FONTAINE, 19 East 14th St., N. Y.

:el:e2:f»oh.t

OF THE THIRD ANNUAL

State Viticultural Convention.

FOR SALE AT THE OFFICE OF

THE SAN FRANCISCO MERCHANT.

323 FRONT ST. P. O. Box 2366.

Prioo SOomU Each

Bound In Cloth, |L50,

AMPELOGKAPHY.

Varieties of Vines Known in CaliforLia and

( hoice of Lccalties.

"HOT, RAISIN, AND TABLE GR PES

By C. A. WETMORE.
CHIEF liVI'lillVi: VI I Ml I.I I IC 11.

OFFICER.

For Sale at

THE " MERCHANT " OFFICE.

Single Copies 25 cts

Kohler & Frohling,

CALIFORNIA

WINES & BRANDY.
ESTABLISHED 1854,

Vineyards In l.os Angeles, Sonoma.

Merceil awl Fresno Comities, Cal.

626 Montgomery St., San Prancciso.

6 BARCLAY ST., NEW YORK.

Propagation of the Vine.

— BY-

CHARLES A. WETTflORE.

SECOND EDITION WITH APPENDIX

For Sale at

THE "MERCHANT" OFFICE.
PRICE 26 CENTS

A MEMOIR ON OLIVE GROWING

WITH ILLUSTRATIONS.

Bead Before the Stale HortienKurml

Society, February 29, 1884, by

FRED. POHNDORFF.

Will be mailed by the S. F. Merchant on receipt M
60 cents In one or two-cent postage stamps.

~t*iCWCP& Prte* A book of loo pages.
J 1 C\lOr/ArC»|\ This best book for an.

fir2_.__ ___... _ advertiser to con-

'ATYuFRTIRiMGs"". bl! he experl-KWWbnl IOir«q o,„.,„i or otherwise.

It contains lists of newspapers and estimates

ofthe cost ofadvertising. The advertiserwho
wants to spend one dollar, rinds in it the in-

formation he requires, while forhim who will

Invest one hundred thousand dollars in ad-

vertising, a scheme Is Indicated which will

meet his every requirement, or can be made
to do so by slight changes easily arrived at by cor-

respondence. 149 editions have been issued.

Sent, post-paid, to any address for 10 cents.

Write to GEO. P. ROWELL & CO..

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING BUREAU.
(10SpruoeSt.PrintiiigHouse Sq.), New York.
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CALIFORNIA SUGAR REFINERY.
OFFICE 3 Q V ]VI^ XX 151 HI T STREET.

West View of the New Refinery Building.

-MANUFACTURES THE FOLLOWING GRADES"OF-

—

SUGAR AND SYRUP:
Pent CUBE SUGAR in barrels and bags

V
A) CRUSHED SUGAR

Extra POWDERED SUGAR in barrelt,

Fine CRUSHED SUGAR in barrelp

Dry GRANULATED SUGAR in barrels

Extra GRANULATED SUGAR in barrels

,0*NI4^V)*" ^
AfV

EXTRA C in barreli

^f^ti^ZZ^^J^J^. HALF BARREL, Ji

^J %;^ tt %> »L» POXES, y, cent mo 3 For all' kinds

4*jv >^r

GOLDEN C in barrels

EXTRA C in barrels

cent more

more

SYRUP in bands.

Do. in half barrels.

Do. in 5 gallon krgs

Do. in tins, 1 gallon each

The Products of the California Suear Refinery and guaranteed absolutely pure and free from all Chemicals and
Adulteratoins.
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The Contest Settled.

The Documents Speak
For Themselves.

Below We Publish the Awards as

Given -Diploma, Gold Medal

and Special Mention.

HIGHEST AWARD
— AT THE —

New Orleans Exposition

— TO THE —

ANTISELL PIANOS
— OF —

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

)

[T WILL INTEREST THE MUSICAL PUBLIC AND
persons interested in the purchase of Pianos to

wad the following; Jury's award and congratulation of

,he United States Commissioners at the New Or

pans Exposition to the T. M. Antisell Piano Company

tf San Francisco, Cal:

The World's Industrial and Cotton Centen-
nial Exposition.

Nbw Orleans, May 29, 1885.
MESSRS. T, M. ANTISELL PIANO CO.—Okntlr

ikn: At the closing of the World's Industrial and
Jotton Centennial Exposition, allow us to eongratul-

.te you on your success in being awarded the highest

.ward of merit for jour Pianos over all American and
oreign exhibitors and competitors. That a California

nanufacturer should win the first prize for the Rest
*iano in the World we consider well worthy of men-
ion by United States Commissioners of this Exposi-

ion.

''rank Bacon, Prest, Bd. U. S. Com., Kansas.

leorge L. Shroup, " ** Idaho,

tout. W. Furnas, " *' Nebraska,
ohn C. Keffer (acting),

" " Ohio,
I. E. Flemming, United States Com'r, Dakota.
ohn S, Harris,

U, W Allen,
\ M. Murphy,
\ W. Noble,
V. H. Sebring,
\ M. Wilson,
f, C. Truman,
5, Spencer Pratt,

£. L, Koche,
!. J. Barrow,
lenry Merrell,
*, Langhammer,

Montana.
Oregon.
Arizona,
Michigan,
Florida.
|N. Carolina
New York.
Alabama.
S. Carolina
Louisiana.

'

Wyoming.
New Mexico

I'm: \v(uti.h's immviuhi, \\n
COTTON CEMTEfcmAI, EXPO-

SIMON. NEW OKLEAKM.
JURY REPORT

Application No Special.

Group Class

Competition .

The undersigned jurors in the above entitled class

iavin^ carefully examined the exhibit male by the

LNTISELL PIANO COMPANY OF SAN FRANCISCO,
3AL , and all competing exhibits, concur in reccom-
nending the award of a FiRST-CLASS MEDAL AND
MPLOMA, THE HIGHEST AWARD OF MERIT FOR
IANO EXHIBIT FOR STRENGTH, DURABILITY,
EXCELLENCE OF TONE, AND FOR THE SUPER-
OK QUALITY OF LUMBER USED IN THE CON-
STRUCTION.
Dated this 27th day of Mav, 1885.

JAS. C. TRUMAN.)
FRANK BACON, V Jurors.
GEO. L. SHROUP.)

It will be observed that the President of the United
Itates Board of Commissioners, Governor Bacon of

Cansas, was also a member of the jury that gave the

Vntisell piano award; also Colonel Truman of New
fork and Colonel Shroup of Idaho. These gentlemen
lot only signed our jury report, but also the special

nention. We thus give positive proof of our victory.

'our other awards are claimed by piano manufactur-
es, but we have never seen any evidence of their pre-

niums, not even to the value of a leather medal—
limply their own assertion. False telegrams and pub-
ications from New York won't humbug Californians.

t won't do to say that the Antisell pianos were not

mtered for exhibition or competition. No piano

;ould be got into the exhibition unless regularly en-

ered. New York manufacturers are trying to break

lown our awards, as they don't like to see San Fran-

:iseo carry off the honors.

T. M. Antisell Piano Co.

24 to 28 Ellis

WM. T. COLEMAN & CO,
COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

SAN FRANCISCO,

Agency Wm. T. Coleman & Co.,

ASTORIA, Or.,

CHICAGO,
NEW YORK,

Agency Wm. T. Countan & Co.,

LONDON.
With Agents and Brokers in every Commercial City of Prominence in the Union.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF HANDLING THE

RAISIN CROP OF CALIFORNIA!!
And amongst others we are Agents^for

Riverside Fruit Company of Riverside, Miss Mary F. Austin of Fresno,

McPherstm Bios, of Orange, T. C. Whits of Fresno.

With many other of the Most Prominent Cim.rs of this State.

our I 'abilities for Promptly Placing? and Widely IHhIi-UmiI...;; Their Proline!

Can be Ascertained from the Above Well-known t'nrers.

We are also Large Handlers of

ORANGES, DRIED FRUITS, HONEY AND BEANS
IN THE EASTERN STATES.

A.lviuK-CH Made When Required, ami Full In.orniation of MarkctsiPromptly

Given. Andres*

Wm. T. COLEMAN & Co.
Market & Main Sts., S. F.

CLARIFYING- & PRESERVING- WINES.
The undersigned having been appointed Sole Agents on the Pacific Coast by Messrs. A. BOAKE & CO.,

Stratford, Eng., for their renowned

LICtUID ALBUMENS,
Bra; to call the attention of Wine Growers and Wine Merchants to the following articles, the superior merit

of which has been confirmed by Silver Medals, the highest awards given at the International Exhibitions o.

1'aris 1878, Bordeaux 1882, and Amsterdam 1883; viz:

LIQUID! ALBUMEN FOR RED WINES,
CLARET, BUKGUNDY and TORT.

LIQUID ALBUMEN FOR WHITE WINES,
HOCK, SAUTERNES, SHERRY and MADEIRA, also for DISTILLED

LIQUORS ; BRANDY, WHISKY, GIN, Etc., Etc.

WINE PRESERVER,
FOR PRESERVING THE BRILLIANCY OF THE WINES.WINE CORRECTOR,

FOR CORRECTING THE ROUGHNESS OF YOUNG WINES.VWINE RESTORER,
FOR RESTORING BADLY MADE OR BADLY TREATED, HARSH

AND TART WINES.

A trial according to directions will pro\ e the superior quality of these finings. For sale in quantities to suit by

C3 D3:^.H-XjE:S 3VCE3IKTE30IS.E3 tits CO.*
Sole Agents. SI4 SACRAMENTO ST., S. W.

rQOMir

For sale to the city and country trade in

lots to suit.

& GO. L
204 and 206 Sansome St

CALIFORNIA VINEYARDS;

K RIIU CHARLES,
Krug Station, St. Helena, Napa Co., Cal.

Producer of fine Wines and Brandies.

JC. WElNIJKIiOElt, Manufacturer of Wines, near
. iSt. Helena.

TT W. CRABB, Wine Cellar and Distillery, Oakville,
Napa County.

THE SUNSET VINEYARD.

M i > II U\. Fresno Co., Cal.

WEBSTER & SARGENT,
Proprietors.

DEL MONTE VINEYARD AND NURSERY.
M. DENICKE, Proprietor,

Fresno. Fresno County, . . « hI Uornin
Choice Cutting-!* and Koots for sale. Grown without

irrigation, and large, healthy growth. Claret—Mataro,
Urenaehe, Carignane, Cabernet, Malbec, Teintuiier,
Zinfandel, Le Noir, etc. Burgundy— Pinots, Trous-
seau, Meunier, Ploussard. Port— TintoCao, Ainarillo,
MourUeo, Bastardo, Tauriga, Morretto. White— Sau-
vignou Verte, Columbar, Folle Blanche, Burger, Sul-
tana, Corinths. Muscats. Resistant- Riparia, Cali-
fornica. Prices very moderate.

ESBERG, BACHMAN&CO.
IMPOETKB8 OF

(hewing, Smoking A I,cat I .,i..i< < «..

HAVANA CIGAKS AND LEAF.

225, 227 & 229 California St. and 122, 12J

& 126 Battery Street.

SAN FRANCISCO.

And Nos. 7 & NORTH FRONT ST. PORTLAND.

I

The Wine Press and the

Cellar."
A Manual for tub Wine-maker and tiik Cki.ur-

Man.

By E. H. Rixford.

[St. Hrlrna Star.]

" A glance through it discloses a vast amount of in-

teresting information about wine-making, both in

this country and in Europe * * * * This is a subject

on which our people shouM be especially informed,
and we trust that the author's efforts in that direction

may meet with liberal encouragement."

TS. F. Daily Evening Bulletin.]

"The most timely California book of the season * * "

It is safe to say that nO work adapted to California

wine-making and wine-keeping, which has yet been
published is at all approachable to thp volume under
consideration. The arrangement, classification, and in-

dexing shows a wonderful amount of care. The in-

dexing- is so thorough and the classification so perfect,

that the person desiring to consult its pag s for any
particular information desired, pertaining to the spe-

"cialsubjtcts of w hich it tieats, can readily refer to it.

daily call, oct. 18, 1883.

Tiik Wise Press and the Cellar.—A manual for

the Wine Maker and the Cellar Man, is the title of a

work just published, from the pen of E. H. Rixford.

The work, the author says in the preface, is the

result of research by himself, chiefly for his own
benefit, and in going- over the literature of the sub-

ject of wine making, he failed to rind a work in the

English language which is adequate to the needs of

the practical wine maker. The book is intended to

supply the deficiency. Elaborate statistics of the

California wine product are given. Besides the pre-

face, the work contains twenty chapters, each em-
bracing a distinct subject relating to the mannfac
tures of the various wines and putting it up for mar
ket ; defects and diseases of the liquor ; mixing wines;

analvsis, etc., with forty-two illustrations in all.

The processes begin with the gathering of the grape,

following each step and the processes attending it, in

the manufacture ; treating of the various qualities

and the causes upon which these various differences

depend. The book contains 240 pages, and is thor-

oughly indexed.

Price $1 50.

Sold by

THE SAN FRANCISCO MERCHANT.

323 Front Street.

H. W. BYINGTON,
OITT STABLSS,

FOURTH STREET,

Santa Kosa, Sonoma do., Cal.

Carriages and teams at reasonable terms to all pef

sons vieiting the vineyards of the valley.
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WM. G. IRWIN & CO.

SUGAR FACTORS AND

COMMISSION AGENTS
Honolulu. II. I.

—AGENTS FOR

—

II \K AI,AU PLANTATION Hawaii

K AAI.EHU PLANTATION Hawaii

HON UAPO PLANTATION Hawaii

IIILEA PLANTATION Hawaii

STAR MILLS Hawaii

HAWAIIAN COM'L & SUGAR CO Maui

MAKEE PLANTATION Maui

WAIHEE PLANTATION Maui

MAKEE SUGAR CO Kauai

KEALIA PLANTATION Kauai

An<iiis r»r the

OCEANIC STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

CASTLE & COOKE,

SHIPPING AND

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
Honolulu, II. I.

—AGENTS FOB

—

THE KOHALA SUGAR CO.,

THE HAIKU SUGAR CO.,

THE PAPAIKOU SUGAR PLANTATION
THE WAIALUA SUGAR PLANTATION
THE PAIA PLANTATION
A. H. SMITH & CO.,

THE N. E. M. LIFE INSURANCE
CO. BOSTON,

THE UNION INSURANCE CO.
OF SAN FRANCISCO,

THE GEO. F. BLAKE M'F'G CO.,
STEAM AND VACUUM PUMPS,

D. M. WESTON'S CENTRIFUGAL
MACHINES.

OKO. W. MACKARLANK. H. R. MACKARLASK.

G. W. MACFARLANE & CO.

IMPORTERS

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
AND

SUGAR FACTORS.
FIREPROOF BUILDING, 52 QUEEN STREET,.

Honolulu, II. I.

—AGENTS FOR—
THE WA1KAPU PLANTATION Maui
THE SPENCER SUGAR PLANTATION Hawaii
THE 1IELIA SUGAR PLANTATION Oahu
THE HUKLO SUGAR CO Maui
1IUELO SUGAR MILL Maui
PUULOA SHEEP RANCH CO Hawaii
NURLEES, WATSON & CO., > GlwowSugar Machinery. f

Glasgow

JOHN FOWI.ER & GO'S STEAM PLOW ) . .

and Portable Tramway Works. f
L*ca"

GLA6GOW AND HONOLULU LINE OF PACKETS.

WILL W. MALL, L. C. AD1.KS,

President. Sec'ty and Treas

E. O. HALL & SON,
(Jiinlitou.)

HARDWARE MERCHANTS
Imjwrters and Dealers in

< :ilil»i ni.'i l.«:illi<r. Paints mill Oils,

("il, nm Stoves, Raiitres, Plows,

And every description of Tools and Builders' Hard-
ware, Nails, Cast Steel, etc.

CORNER FORT AND KING STREETS,

Honolulu. Hawaiian Islands.

F. A. SCHAEFFER & CO.
IMPORTERS AND

COMMISSION MERCHANTS

Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands.

OHTO XT TJ

H. HACKFELD & CO.

SHIPPING & COMMISSION

Merchants.
Honolulu, Hawaiian Islam!*

J. E. WISEMAN,
IIOMH.M.I. II. I. P. O. Box 315.

The only recognized

GENERAL BUSINESS AGENT

— IN TUB —

HAWAIIAN KINGDOM.
Accounts Collected a N|><< iiill.y.

MANAGER ROYAL OPERA HOUSE.

Responsible Parties wishing to en.

lf»l,'C tlie Same, Address;

J. B. WISEMAN,

Honolulu, H. I.

We are now prepared to furnish Vil ienlliir isls

and others, in any quantity, our well-knownVITRIFIED

GLADDING. McBEAN & CO.
1338 A 1360 Market street, S. F.

jtSTPriees on application.

W. T. GARRATT & CO.

BRASS AND MACHINE WORKS.
Manufacturers of

BRASS WINE PUMPS.
WINE COCKS.

All Kinds of Fittings
— FOR —

Wineries, Distilleries-

BREWERIES.

05
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THE ONLY VITICULTURAL PAPER IN THE STATS.

Devoted to Viticulture, Olive Culture, Sericulture and other Productions, Manufactures and Commerce of the Pacflc Coast.

VOL. XIV, NO. 11. SAN FRANCISCO, SEPTEMBER 11, 1885. PRICE 15 CENTS.

THE LOUISVILLE EXPOSITION.

iiDi'Aitn in: of int. r. i-oii \ iioiti i'

the VJTlt'l «,TI KAI. lil.:>
ENTATIVE.

lt<>|»orts <>l < OllllllilU'O )loiliii;s iln>

Subscriptions Itpiciypil I'lirliin-

Assistance S Ii'd I'm-

warding Exhibits.

Mr. F. Pohndorff, who has been selected

by the Committee appointed by the State

Viticultural Commission to represent the

interest of the vine-growers of the State at

the Louisville Exposition, started on Sun-

day, the Oth instant, for his post of duty.

Mr. Pohndorff is a gentleman of large ex-

perience in viticultural matters both in Eu-

rope and in California. Besides seventeen

years experience in Spain, he has also been

connected with wine making in Greece,

ami in commercial operations in wine in

Prance and other countries. He belongs to

that class of experts in viticulture whose

ambition is to develop a critical taste both

among consumers and producers. He
brought with him to this State testimonials

from high and reliable authorities as to his

qualifications, coming here in 1878 with a

view to casting his lot among us for the rest

of his life in the cause and development of

the imluhtry to which he is devoted. He is

uot not one of those who foolishly believe

that perfection has yet been attained in our

products, but he frankly recognizes that

we are capable of competing in the world

with the ordinary products of commerce,
and that we have produced enough, by way
of samples and experiment, to demonstrate

that we may hope, with care and skill, to

compete against the finest that the world
produces. Since his arrival he has been
connected with the wino trade in this

State, first as cellar-master of one of the

largest establishments, and afterwards as

the representative of a Philadelphia house
at St. Helena, and during that time has co-

operated with our leading people in an
effort to advance our prospects by means of

the improvement of our products. The
vine growers of this State need at the

present time some representative in the

East who can meet with those who are

looking towards the products of viticulture

as a basis for mercantile transactions and

Ihe investment of capital, and who can give

them sound and practical advice not only as

to the present realizations of our market

and facilities for entering into trade, but

also as to the prospects of improvement in

our vintages, which will surely change the

nature of the trade which is now so rapidly

increasing to tho advantage of California.

Our viticultural products, both raisins,

table fruits, wines and brandies, will in-

crease in a very few years so rapidly that

very much larger facilities will be required

for handling and placing them upon the

market, so that consumers may obtain

them at reasonable prices. Heretofore the

merchants of this city have been able to

market all that has been produced, but two

or three years hence the product will be so

vastly increased that there will be required

not only increased facilities for storage for

carrying the stock, but also a larger in-

creased number ot people throughout the

Eastern States, where our chief market will

be found, who will be competent to receive

and handle the goods. In every State in

the Union with a population of 4000 or up-

wards there should be at least one or more

wine cellars conducted by men competent

to manage wines, caring for them, ageing

them and distributing them according to

the demands of varying custom. Heretofore

such a business has not been practicable on

account of the limited quantities of the

vintages. It is now time, however, to be-

gin, in advance of the anticipated increase

in our crops, to inform the public that

investments in cellarage facilities may
practically, and with good judgment, be

made.

At the Louisville Exposition tho repre-

sentative of this State will have an oppor-

tunity to meet men from the central portion

of the United States, including the States

not only of Kentucky and the Southern

frontier, but also Ohio, Illinois, Indiana

and Missouri, and their surrounding neigh-

borhood, in which section there is a large

population of foreign-born people who have

been educated, before coming to this coun-

try, in habits of wine drinking, and who
would prefer to use wines at their tables to

beer, or to using spirits, as is common at

bars in saloons. It will be necessary, how-
ever, before any large trade can be obtained

throughout the United States, to popular-

ize the idea that wino is not necessarily a

luxury; that it is not only cheap, but

within the reach of all who desire to use it,

provided that the retail merchants will per-

mit the custom to prevail of selling wines

at the same rate of profit as they do other

commodities. In the United States there

are so many millions of people who would

drink wine at their meals in preference to

either tea, coffee or cold water, that it is

also time to let it be publicly known that

the wine drinker should demand, by right

and justice, as fair treatment at the hands

of the retailers, restaurant and hotel keep-

ers, and other proprietors of places of pub-

lic entertainment, as are accorded to those

who drink tea and coffee, which are the

products of foreign countries, but which

draw out of our country annually millions

of dollars of revenue without adding one

dollar to the benefit of our home indus-

tries .

Mr. Pohndorff will have an opportunity

of meeting at Louisville a great many

people, including members of the press, to

whom accurate information on this subject

can be given. He will also be able to meet

a great many of those interested in vine

growing throughout tho States, and make

known the intention of the Californian

vine growers, through their Viticultural

Commission, to effect a harmonious com-

bination of interests which shall be mutu-

ally profitable to all. The Chief Executive

Officer of the Commission will go East later

in the season, and at the earliest favorable

opportunity will co-operate with Eastern

vine growers in holding a Convention at

some suitable point, where the interests of

viticulture throughout the United States

may be fairly discussed and made known

to the public. It is not the intention of

those who are sending, through the activity

of the Committee of the Commission, sam-

ples of our viticultural products, to submit

them for competition in rivalry with each

other, or with the products of other sec-

tions of the country, but rather to enable

those desirous of getting information on

such subjects to know the true nature of

our vintages, and to become satisfied that

there is a large future opening for invest-

ment of capital and employment of the in-

dustrial classes.

The wines that are being sent on are not

intended to show the extraordinary results

that may be obtained in exceptional cases,

but they are fair average good sound

qualities, such as the market is able to

supply, and which will be provided in

V abundance after the next vintage. Those

who have not yet contributed samples for

this purpose should take an early oppor-

tunity for doing so. Goods may best be

sent forward for this purpose in cases prop-

erly labeled with the name of the exhibitor

or producer, and addressed in accordance

with the rules laid down by the railroad

company, which undertakes to transport

them in baggage cars free from the station

nearest to the point of production. Those

who desire to send such material should

communicate at once with the Secretary of

the Committee, Mr. C. K. Buckland, at the

office of the State Viticultural Commission

in San Francisco, asking for tags and noti-

fying him what they are forwarding. The

tags sent to them will be sufficient to use as

addresses for the proper transportation and

delivery of the goods. Fresh grapes sent by

different parties during the progress of the

Exposition, which will last until the 20th of

October, should be forwarded from time to

time, so as not to arrive all at once.

Kaisins should be forwarded as soon as

ready. The vine growers throughout the

State should act on these suggestions

promptly, without waiting for personal so-

licitation. The opportunity that is now

offered is a golden one, and each should

lend a willing hand to render the work that

has been undertaken successful. The Com-

mittee that has the work in charge have

undertaken to provide the means for the

successful issue, but are in need of further

contributions of funds to pay the expenses

.

Contributions may be sent to any member

of the Committee, or to Hon. M. M. Estee,

Chairman, or to the Secretary. These

contributions should be forthcoming as

soon as possible.

LETTER FROM MB. C. B. TUKBILL.

Editor Merchant :— Your interesting

favors of July 20th and 29th reached me

some time since. The rush of work at-

tendant upon setting up our display has

kept me constantly employed and has per-

mitted no time for correspondence. In

less than three weeks we have set up the

display which it required six weeks at New
Orleans to pack. You can imagine from

this what the rush has been day and night.

Last evening I received your two favors of

August 15th. I am glad to acknowledge

the receipt thereof and to know that your

people are taking so active an interest in

the work in which I am engaged.

As regards the coming hither of Mr.
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Pohudorff, I shall bo exceedingly glad if

suoh fin end can be effected. You will

readily understand that in this work I must

be called upon at any moment to explain

different things from different sections of

our state.

One man will wish information regarding

our Redwood for him and his party. Sev-

eral hours may be consumed in speaking of

the vast timber resources of our State, in

explaining the system of working the im-

mense logs into lumber and in showing the

various purposes to which tho different

woods are applied. Another party will de-

sire information regarding the honey busi-

ness; they listen intently to the descrip-

tions of the life history of the bees, to ac-

counts of the various processes of extract-

ing honey, making comb foundations, etc.

;

others spend hours examining the photo-

graphs, engravings, etchings and paintings

of the scenery of our State.

They wish to know all about Yosemite,

the Big Trees, Monterey, Southern Califor-

nia, the high Sierras, and the noted men of

California; thus day by day the work goes

on and thousands of visitors are eager to

learn regarding the hundreds of advantages

of our State. Thus you will see that my time

is pretty well occupied and the resources of

my information oftimes severely taxed in

trying to do justice to all of these different

subjects. For these reasons I am particu-

larly glad that the viticulturists can send

some one whose more thorough knowledge

will make it possible for him to do more

good for these resources than I can do. I

shall be very glad to co-operate with him in

every way. It is not necessary for me to

again mention those things which it would

be advisable to show; you have the informa-

tion now and the experience of your people

to BUggest those things which I have over-

looked. There is now but one thing to do

and that is work, the more active labor on

the part of the vine growers the greater the

successs of the undertaking. There is no

time to be lost. Now is the golden oppor-

tunity for introducing in this section the

wines of California. The object is worthy

of the labor, and in direct proportion to the

energy expended the return will be. Let

me therefore earnestly urge upon you, every

vintner and raisin maker in the State, earn-

est and active co-operation and unceasing

work

.

C. B. T.

Louisville, Ky., August 28, 1885.

Ed. Mekchant : Knowing that the columns

of your valuable paper are always open to

anything of public interest, particularly

when relating to our own State, I there-

fore ask the privilege of your columns to

give some facts as to what is being done for

California in this center of our Union.

Californians who have the interest of the

State at heart know what a magnificent

display of her resources was made at New
Orleans last Winter.

The same is being repeated here, even in

a more attractive manner. The agent of

the Southern Pacific Railroad, who had the

placing and directing of the State exhibit

at the late World's Fair, is here in the same
capacity, and judging from the tasty man-
ner in which everything is arranged, shows

tho benefit of his experience in presenting

tho exhibit in the most attractive way to the

visitor. I was going to say tho farmers

of California owe a debt for the work done,

but that would not be broad enough. True
the products of the soil aro tho most fully

represented here, but the artisan, mechanic
and manufacturer all make a good showing.

The State Board of Silk Culture and

Mrs. Stoddard of Lodi show the silk worm

in all its stages, from the egg to the dead

worker in his shell of silk. Then we have

the hand of science taking the delicate

fiber from the cocoon and showing the dif-

ferent processes through which it passes

until it is ready for the Misses to make their

selections from.

Tho San Francisco Woolen Mills have on

display some of the finest blankets ever

manufactured from wool.

Professor Lemmon has an attractive dis-

play of tho wild flowers and grasses of our

State all nicely mounted and labeled. Our

honey interest has a prominent place as it

should, being represented chiefly by Mr. J.

E. Pleasents. The fact that five counties

in California produced 10,000 tons of honey

last year is au amount so great that the

people of this section can hardly credit it,

and would not but for the fact that nearly

everything from our State so far surpasses

their own, that they tako it for granted that

California can produce anything to any

amount or any size.

The section of the Big Tree is the wonder

and admiration of all beholders. The Red-

wood and the different uses to which it is

applied, its durability as a fence post, its

almost uucombu8tible nature, and its sus-

ceptibility to so fine a polish is a wonder to

the beholder.

The San Jose Fruit Packing Company

makes au attractive exhibit of preserved

fruits in glass jars, as also does General

Bidwell of Burtte county. Mrs. Geo. A.

Cook of Lugonia, San Bernardino county,

exhibits over one hundred varieties of pre-

served fruit, in glass jars, where they have

been for over a year.but they look as fine and

fresh as when they were on the trees. Bar-

nard & Bennidict of Los Angeles show their

skill in preserving fruit by what is known

as the crystallizing process. It looks very

tempting and superior to the French product.

In wines there is a good showing made

by J. Guudlach & Co. of San Francisco;

R. Barton, F. T. Eisen of Fresno; Mrs.

Warfield, Mrs. Hood and J. H. Drummond
of Glen Ellen. But on these exhibits as

well as tho raisins you will hear more fully

in the future

.

Then there are the different cereals from

nearly every county in the State, each

being properly labeled, so that the visitor

can see at once the name of the seed, the

county it is from and by whom it was

raised.

Forbes & Plaisted of San Francisco make
a neat exhibit of their celebrated Castnliau

Natural Mineral Water and have a large

patronage, as they dispense it free to all.

There are a few specimens of ore but the

State does not make tho exhibit she should

in that line.

Tho Standard Soap Company of San Fran-

cisco has a fine display of fancy soap.

There are many other things worthy of

mention, but I fear I have already trans-

gressed on your valuable space. I cannot

close however without answering the ques-

tion which will naturally be in every one's

mind that hoars of this Exposition, Who pays

for it ?

Last Fall I attended four of the leading

Fairs in our own State, at some of which

I mot tho agent of the Southern Pacific

Company, and heard him ask tho people to

contribute their products from their farms,

workshops and manufactories and that ho

would pledge thorn a free transportation of

their goods to tho World's Fair at New Or.

leans, a prominent position there, and the

return of their articles at the close of the

Exposition. This done they were asked to

continue their exhibit and it would be

shown at Louisville, Kentucky, free of

charge. This is now being done in the

manner described and is a credit to the

Southern Pacific Company, who so gener-

ously footed all the bills at New Orleans,

and here also.

I understand there is to be another

grand exhibit of States, to be held at the

same place as the late World's Fair, to open

on November 10th of this year, and that

Mr. Turrill has been appointed State Com-

missioner. No bettor choice could be made,

for his experience amply fits him for the

place.

I learn that ho expects soon to be be-

fore the people of his State again, asking

for articles of all kinds, by which the State

can make an exhibit worthy of her name at

the coming North, Central and South Amer-

ican Exposition. I bespeak for Mr.

Turrill a hearty reception, because of the

untiring zeal he has manifested on behalf of

our State. A Califobnian.

MEETINGS OF THE COMMITTEE.

The following samples are considered

desirable, by tho Committee, to be the main

features of the exhibit, which should be, in

every possible particular, typical of the

viticultural industry of this State.

First — Collections of wines, brandies,

raisins and fresh grapes.

Second—Photographs of vineyard scenes,

wine cellars, grapes; charts, pictures or

maps illustrative of the extent and diver-

sity of the industry.

Third—Samples of soils from different

localities, vines of different agos showing

the branch and root growth; pressed speci

mens of the foliage; specimens preserved

in solution.

Fourth—Products made from the grape,

such as grape syrup, cream of tartar, etc.

Fifth—A register of varieties of vines for

sale, with the prices and peculiarities of

each concisely stated; also prices of wines

for sale and by whom.
The Committee in charge of this exhibit

are Hon. M. M. Estee of Napa, Chairman;

I. Landsberger of San Francisco, Captain

J. Chamon de St. Hubert and D. C.

Feeley of Santa Clara Co., E. W. Maslin,

W. B. West and H. P. Livormore of Sacra-

mento Co., F. T. Eisen of Fresno, J. H.

Drummond and Hon. W. Mc Pherson Hill

of Sonoma Co.

In order that efficient work may be done

in Southern California, the following gen-

tlemen have been requested to co-operate

with the main committee, with respect to

samples of wines and brandies, viz : Hon.

R. F. Del Valle, Los Angeles; Hon. J. F.

Crank, Pasadena; and R. J. Northam,

Anaheim.

The following named gentlemen have

been requested to assist the Committee in

securing proper samples of raisins, illus-

trative of their different sections, viz: Rob-

ert McPherson, Orange, Los Angeles Co.;

Col. L. M. Holt, Riverside, San Bernardino

Co. ; Geo. A. Cowles, El Cajon, San Diego

Co.; T.C . White, Fresno; D. A. Jackson,

Woodland, Yolo Co. ; Hon. J. A. Filcher,

Auburn, (for the foothills.)

Those wine makers and merchants, who

desire to extend their trade connections

through the medium of the Louisville Ex-

position, would do well to insert their cards

in the Merchant, as special arrangements

have been made for a large circulation there

during tho continuance of the Exposition.

At tho meeting of the Committee held on

Monday, August 31st, the Secretary report-

ed that Mr. Geo. A Cowles of El Cajon and

Mr. B. H. Twombly of Santa Ana had

promised to work the most Southern coun-

ties for exhibits of grapes and raisins

.

The following additional exhibits were

also reported: Mr. George West of Stock-

ton, wines and brandies; Mrs. Stuart of

Glen Ellen, wines; Mrs. Justi of Glen Ellon,

wines, including some that were 2G years

old. Mr. J. H. Drummond reported three

additional subscriptions from Glen Ellon,

viz:

Mrs. Hood |10
Mrs.Clark Ill

Mr. Charles Kohler.„ 10

This makes a total of $110 from Glen

Ellen alone and $130 from Sonoma couiuy.

The Secretary reported a contribution of

$25 from Mr. L. J. Rose of San Gabriel.

Hon. M. M. Estee reported the following

contributions from Napa county:

Napa Valley Wine Company $50.00

H. W. Crabb . 30.00
M.'M. Estee 20.00
Wm. S. Fisher 5.00

George Goodman 5.00

J. M. Wilcox 2.50

W. W. Thompson 2.50

Smith Brown 2.00

C. W. Flaw 2.00

W.Johnson 1.00

Mrs. Herron 1.00

H. H. Knapp 1 .00

W. K.Salmon 1.00

Total $113.00

Mr. Landsberger stated that he was much

disappointed in his applications to tho wine

jobbers of San Francisco, as only a few

would contribute. He was most discour-

aged where he expected the most assistance.

It appeared to him that tho interests of the

growers and the jobbers were antagonistic.

Mr. Estee offered to double his own sub-

scription if enough money could not be

collected to send Mr. Pohudorff to Louis-

ville, and Mr. Drummond reported that he

was authorized to double the subscriptions

of four Glen Ellen wine makers.

On motion of Mr. J. H. Drummond, it

was decided that Mr. Pohudorff should

start as early as possible.

Wednesday, September 2nd, lsv>.

At this meeting the Secretary reported

the following additional subscriptions:

Wm. T. Coleman & Co $25

Kohler & Frohling 25
Gundlach & Co 20

H. P. Livermore 20

Ward, Heathcote & Co 10

Juan Galle^os 10

George West JO

Balfour, Guthrie & Co 10
Bank of British Columbia 10
Sevastopol Winery 5

The Secretary was instructed to collect

all the promised subscriptions, make tho

neccBsary arrangements for Mr. Pohudorff'

s

departure and communicate to him the

wishes of the Committee.

Friday, September Ith.

The Secretary reported a subscription of

$25 from Governor Lolaud Stanford, and

that Mr. T. H. Goodman of the Southern

Pacific Company had offered facilities for

the railway travel of Mr. Pohudorff, both

to and from the Exposition. This was

subsequently supplemented by Mr. •). 11.

Woodward, agent for the Wabash Road,

who granted a free return pass on his line.

A telegram was read from Mr. Fohndorfl",

stating that ho would arrive in San Fran-

cisco on 5th inst. and start for Louisville on

Sunday, September (!th. Mr. C. B. Turrill

was notified to that effect.
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The following additional subscriptions

have siuoe been received:

J. De Barth Short) $25.00
Allen liox, Ulen Ellen 10.00
Mr. Wagner, Glen Ellen 5.00

The amount already subscribed not be-

ing sufficient for the purposes for which
the Committee have rendered themselves

responsible, it is earnestly hoped that other

vitieulturists will promptly assist with their

contributions. Exhibits of wines, brandies

and raisins should be forwarded imme-
diately, and fresh grapes at intervals dur-

ing the continuance of the Exposition.
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All vitieulturists are requested to forward

their business cards and circulars to Mr.

Pohndorff for distribution. These wil also

be kept for reference in a book obtained

for that purpose so that parties in the East

may learn with whom to communicate for

trade purposes when seeking informa-

tion. Mr, Pohndorff has been requested

to solicit and obtain orders for individuals,

but this he has refused to do, as ho is work-
ing for the State generally and for the bene
lit of the vitieulturists collectively.

The Hawaiian Exhibit.

CIK4 I I Alt.

The Committee, appointed by the State

Viticultural Commission, to obtain and for-

ward to the Louisville Exposition samples

of grapes, raisins, wines or brandies repre-

sentative of the viticultural industry of Cali-

fornia, have decided that:

Wuekeas, It is desirable that the Cali-

fornia Viticultural Industry should be thor-

oughly and properly represented, at the

Louisville Exposition, in all its branches;

therefore be it

Resolved, That the services of Mr. F.

Pohndorff be engaged to ensure such thor-

ough and complete representation and to

further our interests to the greatest possible

extent.

In order to secure the services of Mr.
Pohndorff it is necessary that the vitieul-

turists of California should contribute tow-

ards the payment of his expenses.

I am therefore instructed to ask you to

what amount you will assist in this respect

aud if you will kindly forward your sub-

scription to any member of the Finance
Committee mentioned below, to Hon. M. M.
Estee, to E. W. Maslin, Sacramento; or to

the Secretary:

Finance Committee—J. H. Druinmond of

Glen Ellen, Chairman; I. Landsberger of

San Francisco; H. W. Mclutyre of Iluther-

ford, Napa County; F. T. Eisen of Fresno
County; Captain J. Chamon de St. Hubert
of Santa Clara County.

Mr. J. H. Drumrnond of Glen Ellen has
collected $100 from his neighbors.

By order of the main Committee.

I am Sir, your most obedient servant,

Chakles It. Buckxand, Secretary,

323 Front Street, S. F.
August 22, 1885.

A cheap vineyard of seventy acres, five

miles from Gilroy, is offered for sale by Mr.
E. S. Harrison. There are sixty acres
planted iu vines, most of which are in the
choicest varieties. The soil and location

are good aud among the improvements are

a winery and distillery besides the regular
farming necessities.

» .

The imports of raw silk at the ports of

New Yor and San Francisco for the month
of August, 1885, were 66G bales valued at

§401,209. The imports of waste silk, pierced
cocoons, etc., in the same period, were 16G
packages valued at $20,128. '

Large aud handsomely fiuished photo-
graphic portraits of Kamehameha IV.,
Kamehameha V.

, Queen Emma, King
Kalakaua and Queen Kapiolani attract at-

tention to the national exhibit of the

Kingdom of Hawaii at tho Exposition.

Those who left off foreign travels with the

old school geographies will only recognize
the kingdom as the Sandwich Islands, but
the old geographies dealt in knowledge
principally gathered through English chan-
nels aud which excluded modern history.

Since Kamehameha I. conquered all the

islands of tho group the Kingdom of Hawaii
has succeeded the Sandwich Islands. The
portraits of the royal family present types

that resemble the dark-skinned inhabitants

with which Kentucky is familiar. They
are all large and somewhat handsome peo-
ple, and obesity, the national requisite

of female beauty, is present in King Kala-

kaua, his wife aud his two sisters, who, at-

tired in royal robes, are a long way from
the King of Dahomey, whose robo of state

is an imperial frown and a bone iu the nose.

A drawing of the first Kamehameha, found-

er of the great dynasty, represents him as

tattooed and having a ring in his features,

but evolution was rapid and pronounced in

his descendants. King Kalakaua looks

like a nut-brown ex-President Arthur. The
Princess Victoria, who is heir-apparent to

tlie throne, is half white. Her father is a

Scotchman who married the Princess Lili-

uokalnui, the eldest sister of the King, who
is himself childless.

The Princess Liliuokalaui is well educat-

ed and a very handsome woman. She dab-
bles in literature and art. The Hawaiian
language is not copious. It has but twelvo

letters in its alphabet, and a language so

circumscribed as to form any combiuation

must naturally be very limited in expression.

The twelve letters and their equivalents

are as follows:

Pronounced.

K Ka (French)

L La (French)

M Mon (French)

N Non (French)

I> P
W Way (English)

The ingenuity displayed in rendering

foreign words by sound into this language

is more successful than one would at first

thought suppose. The twelve letters cover

a wide range of sound, and a glance

through some of the school books used in

the Hawaiian schools is of interest. These
are grammars, readers, algebras, geogra-

phy, history, etc. Iu the geography the

equivalents for the names of some of the

States in this country are thus given:

Haimiian. English.

Nu Hamesire, New Hampshire,
Verenioneta, Vermont,

Masakuseta, Massachusetts,

Kodilana, Rhode Island,

Kenotikuta, Connecticut,

Nu Ioka, New York,

Kenetuke, Kentucky,

Vereginia, Virginia,

Marilana, Maryland,

Felorida, Florida,

Inediana, Indiana,

Ilinoi, Illinois,

Tencsi. Tennessee.

These examples demonstrate that the

Hawaiian is a liquid language, aud it is

easily learned . The union of every con-

sonant and vowel is a syllable, and so is a
union of two vowels. The Princess Liliuo-

kalaui has published a number of songs,

which are accompanied by English and
German translations, One of these is as

follows :

Pronounced.

A Ah
E A
I E
O O
U . .Ou (French)

II... .Hay (English)

ALOHA OE.

llaahco kauni hali,

Kenihi alia ka nahele,

E hahai ana i ka liko

Pua ahihi lehua o uka.

Aloha oe ! Aloha oc !

E kc ouaona noho ika lipo.

Translation.

Proudly swept the rain cloud by the cliffs,

As on it glided through the trees,

Still following with grief the "liko"

The "ahihi lehua" of the vale.

Farewell to thee ! Farewell to thoe !

Thou charming one who dwells in shady bowers.

The translation is evidenly a very lame

oue, as the translator has omitted to give

the equivalents of some of the words that

convey political images. But at its best

it does not seem to be poetry that any

child at school in this country would be

proud of writing. The Princess is also tho

composer of a National Hymn. The poetry,

feeble as it is, is good enough for a fairy

land liko Hawaii, where perpetual spring

reigns, where the natives fish and pick up

fallen tropical fruits for a liviug and sing

and dance for occupation. Besides the

natives are dying out rapidly. In 1832

there were 130,312 of them. In 1878 a

census of the Kingdom showed but 57,085

persons, over 5,000 of whom were foreigners.

There are two volcanoes on the island,

Mauua Loa and Kilauea. The latter was
violently active a few years ago, sending

up great columns of smoke, steam, ashes,

stones aud rivers of molten lava, which de-

stroyed everything in its course and threat-

ened the city of Hilo. Steadily it appoach-

ed, aud the destruction of the place seemed

inevitable. In this emergency the natives

sent for an aged princess and besought her

to make peace with Pele, the goddess who
is supposed to have charge of the internal

affairs of the volcano. The Princess went

to the point, within a short distance of the

city, where the lava stream was advancing,

and, with certain incantations, besought

Pele to withhold her and not destroy Hilo,

at the same time throwiug certain peace-

offerings into the stream of molten lava.

The charm worked; the eruption ceased,

and after having reached the very outskirts

of the city, the lava stream ceased to flow,

cooled, hardened, and there remains, per-

manent testimony to the efficacy of Kanaka
incantations. The present King was re-

cently crowned with great ceremony, al-

though he has been reigning some years.

His palace and the Government offices are

fine buildings, aud Honolulu abounds in

handsome private residences and fine busi-

ness buildiugs. Although the race for

which King Kamehameha fought aud died

is rapidly approaching extinction, it has

been the means of building up an inde-

pendent government and furnishing a home
for American aud European enterprise and

industry that will perpetrate a nation of

some kind in those little islands iu the

Pacific Ocean.

Dr. J. Mott Smith, who has charge of the

exhibit, is Hawaiian Commissioner at

Washington. He was a Massachusetts

physician who went to Califojuia in 1850

after gold, and finding the rough life too

severe pushed on to Hawaii, where he be-

came physician to Kamehameha IV., rose

to be Privy Councillor, and continued in

favor through four reigns. He lived on the

islands thirty years. His assistant, Mr
George Allen of San Francisco, never tires

of explaining the fairy islands to the visit-

ors.

—

Louisville Commercial.

THE EXHIBITS.

On entering the Sixth-street gate, the I

first exhibit that greets the eye is that of

the Hawaiian Government. It consists of

sugar (the priucipal staple), coffee, rice,

taro flour (made from the root of the taro

plant, a sort of wild turnip, grown under
water, and the main dependence for food
of the native Hawaiians), numerous speci-

mens of highly polished furniture woods,
cocoauut wood, koa, kona, milo and many
others peculiar to the islands. There are

also specimens of paper quilts, made by
soaking the branches of the kapa tree in

water and beating them into a pulp. For-
merly clothing was made from this pulp,

but American cottou and wool have taken
its place. A curious aud interesting thing

is the tie or necklaco belonging to the

oo bird, valued at from $100 to $600 each.

Tho feathers from which these necklaces

are made are taken, two each, from beneath

tho wing of the bird, which is afterward

liberated. Tho necklaces are worn solely

by the members of the royal family. There
are also spc eiiiiens of jewelry, ornaments,

perfumery, palm hats, etc. The photo-

graphs of the royal family are also to be
seen, and the attendant takes pleasure iu

giving the visitor much interesting infor-

mation concerning them. Tho picture of

the volcano of Kilauea is an object of great

interest to the visitor and is very vivid, and
is said to be a faithful representation of

the lava lake of Kalemaumau (house of

eternal fire). Tho Sandwich Islands are

situated 2,100 miles southwest from San
Francisco and have a population of 80,000.

Shortly after their discovery iu 1776 by

Captain Cook, Kamehameha, a chief of

Hawaii, conquered all the other islands aud
united them under oue government. His

descendants reigned until 1872, when tho

family became extinct. It then became a

questiou between Queen Dowager Emma,
who favored England, and Kalakaua, who
favored the United States, and in the Cabi-

net election the latter won by a vote of 42

to 6. Kalakaua ascended the throne in

1874, and is the present King. He and his

queen visited this country a few years ago

and were treated with distinguished con-

sideration.

—

Louisville Evening Post.

THE HAWAIIAN HOTEL.
HONOLULU, II. 1.

Has been entirely renovated and extended, and is

conducted for the comfort and convenience of tour-

ists. The Hotel is delightfully situated, and the Cuisine

is equal to that of the leading Metropolitan Hotels uf

the United States.
W. GRAHAM, Manager.

I, LANDSBKRUKK. J. H. CURTIS.

Landsberger& Curtis,

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
123 California St. San Francisco.

Agents for the Purchase and Sale of Viticultural Pro-

ducts an 1 Vintner's Supplies. Also agents for

KIDDS INTERNATIONAL DISTILLERY,
llesinoiiies, Iowa.

The Best Sjuiiiji Medicine ami Bean.
tiller or the Complexion In use. Inrm
toils. Pimples, Blotches, Neuralgia,
Scrol iil;i. t.ont, Rheumatic mill Mercu-
rial Pains, null nil OltteiuteN arising
from a disordered slate of the Blood or
Liver.

SOLD BY ALL DRUGcSISTS.

J. R. GATES & CO. 4

417 Slllisculli' SI.,

Proprieto's,

Sa Francisco, Cal
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RAISINS.

mil. i FOB T1IK FKKSKW I' CROI'.

Raisin producers this yeur are generally

in good spirits. The crop of Muscats has

been good aiid the prices that will be real-

ized will give encouragement for the future.

It would be false, however, to assume that

this prosperity on the part of raisin mak-

ers is entirely due to the unfortunate cir-

cumstance that the cholera is now devastat-

ing the raisin districts of Spain. A year

ago raisin men, owing to the better facilities

for handling their crops, realized better

prices than heretofore, and it is probable

that for a number of years yet, they will

continue to do the same if they manage their

business rightly and do not presume on a

market which is valuable by sending in-

ferior goods carelessly labeled as superior

articles. It is to be presumed that the

Government of the United States will not

permit the people of this country to be en-

dangered by the introduction of infected

raisins, (vnd that the crop of Spain, no mat-

ter whence it is shipped, or whether it is

kept over another year, will be quarantined-

It has never been disputed that even cloth-

ing and rags are' capable of carrying and

conveying cholera germs. How much more

dangerous must be those products which

are gathered by people in the midst of con-

tagion, which ripen on the ground, and are

packed in loathsome houses and handled

under all circumstances which would make

them liable to be infected, and worse than

rags or other material which can be easily

disinfected. It is practically impossible to

devise-a scheme for disinfecting a mass of

raisins that have been packed.

The fact that this country should be de-

prived by means of quarantine of the rais-

in product of Spain and of cheap raisins

will not cause any suffering. The raisins,

even if they are limited to be the luxury of

the well-to-do class, who are liable to pay

prices which the market may demand, can

easily find substitutes by the abundance of

other dried fruits, such as the apricot,

peach, prune, etc., which this country pro-

duces in abundance and cheaply. It is ap-

parent from a cool survey of the situation

that the quarantine of Spanish raisins must

not only affect the importations themselves

this year but for such time as may be ne-

cessary to satisfy the Government that the

old vintages held over are not being thrown

on the market together with the germs of

contagion. Although this unfortunate sub-

ject has to be seriously regarded, our peo-

people are not so inhuman as to be elated

because the sufferings of others may redound

to their profit; yet as they are the ones first

to feel the effect of this distress it is not at all

extraordinary that thev should become the

best informed on the subject. If the con-

sumers throughout the United States and

the officers of the Government are apathetic

in the presence of this danger, it should

not be thrown in the teeth of our producers

that they aro working for selfish ends,

while they are basing their calculations for

tin ir markets on the faith of the care of

the Government for its citizens. It may
be true that temporarily the raisin produ-

cers of California will reap a profit out of

the misfortune of Spain, but it is not true

that they have been the cause of this mis-

fortune or that they should be blamed for

cautioning the people in a matter in which

their private interests happen to be in-

volved.

Kitisin Making In Valcucia.

In describing his visit to the Valencia

raisin district of Spain, Mr. Thomas Hardy

of the Bauksido Vineyards, Adelaide, South

Australia, writes as follows:

As soon as we got into the country

the roads were dreadfully cut up and

dusty. After crossing a plain all under

irrigation, and growing amoug other things

flax Beveu or eight feet high, and which

was beiug retted and worked close to the

road, we reached a village on rising lime-

stone land. Here we saw people living in

hovels dug out of the limestone rock. At

about five mill s we came to some vineyards,

and turned off the road to visit the " ha-

cienda'' of a wealthy merchant of Valencia.

It is situated among low limestone hills;

in many places the stono is quite bare of

soil, and nothing growing there but a few

scattered carob-trees. The house is a fine

bnildiug, with terraces in front, and over-

looks the garden and vineyards, which are

all in the hollows between the hills. The
laud is all trenched and leveled, with the

large stones taken out to build walls to

keep the soil from washing away. The

vines are all planted at a distance of ten

feet each way, and aro all of the Gordo

Blanco Muscat. There were a few of both

first and second crop left on the vines, and

we remarked how fleshy and solid they

were. The vines are grown very low, the

same as at Malaga, and a hollow made
around each vine allows the fruit to hang,

but much of it lies on the ground. No
supports are used, and not more than five

or six spurs, very short pruned, are left on

each vine. The grapes are dipped in a

boiling lye before they are laid out to dry.

An iron boiler was set on a sloping piece of

ground, and at the back and sides was a

floor leveled and cemented, where the

grapes are spread on frames made of small

bamboos, about 7x5 feet in size and fasten-

ed with crossbars of split bamboo on both

sides, and tied through with esparto cord.

There was a large shed full of them packed

away. The raisin making was finished

and the crop under lock, so that we could

not see any of them.

The Foreign Itnisin Market.

A correspondent of the London Grocer's

Gazette, writing from Malaga, says:

Stocks here on 1st July, 1882, about 40,-

000 boxes; 1883, about 125,000 boxes; 1884,

about 50,000 boxes ; 1885, about 98,000

boxes; whereof the largest part are loose

Muscatels out of condition. In conse-

quence of the disastrously raiuy weather

during the gathering and drying of the last

crop, prices ruled rather high, and the fruit

was in a ruinous condition, a great number
of boxes being packed which in many cases

turned out rotten even before they were

shipped, and in other instances the raisins

got out of condition long beforo they were

put up for sale in foreign markets. These

circumstances made buyers very cautious,

and purchases were limited to absolute

wants only. The demand consequently

was slow, and prices fell off gradually, as

far as finest and fine fruit were concerned,

up to the moment when customers became

aware that stocks of these qualities were at

an end, so that latest shipments fetched

full prices again, and middling fruit, like

choice and blue layers, finally obtained even

a conssderable advance on the highest

opening prices. Stocks on all foreign mar-

kets are nil, and consequently an active de-

maud for early new fruit is expected, th

more so as the crop is to be gathered again

later than usual—most likely as late as the

last one—owing to the extraordinary cool

weather and frequent rains which we have

had until now. This, however, is subject

to some alteration if dry Northern winds

prevail after this. The vines thus far stand

well whero the plant is not attacked by the

phylloxera, but this insect has made fur-

ther considerable progress, and the conse-

quences will no doubt make themselves felt

in the general yield.

news iito.w i in: soi in.

A correspondent in a Southern county

writes that the grape crop is very fine but

that the heated term has done harm to

second crop Zinfandels and Muscats. The
wine makers offer from $8@$12 per ton for

Mission and Malvasia but the grape growers

propose to manufacture their own wines,

and every vineyardist who has the means

is buying tanks and providing cellar room.

A decrease in the raisin crop is expected on

account of heavy shipments East of the

green fruit. The vineyards are turning

yellow and tho end of the first crop of Mus-

cats and all the second crop will be poor.

A large section of country has been plant-

ed, within the past two years, in Muscats

and Sultanas, but the only change in wine

grapes is that the vines are being grafted

with improved varieties.

The raisin stemmer of Mr. George A.

Cowles of El Cajon has so far proved ex-

ceedingly successful. Two boxes of raisins,

20 pounds each, were stemmed in forty

seconds. This will ensure an enormous

saving in labor and full particulars of the

machine will be described later in the Mer-
chant.

i.os v\«;i;i.i:s notes.

Editor Merchant:—As predicted two

years ago at the Los Angeles District Viti-

cultural Convention the grape growers and

wine makers here have struck bedrock.

The leading wine men met in Los Angeles

on the 27th ult. and fixed $9 per ton as the

price for Mission, and $13 for foreign

grapes. Mr. Kose, who has always been

the grape growers friend and done much to

secure them fair prices, is out of the mar-

ket. Wine makers say that they have their

last year's wine on hand and cannot sell it_

This is certainly the case with the smaller

makers, those who make from 20,000 to

50,000 gallons. Their tanks are full and

they are not able to add to their stocks.

They have excellent wine of the kind, white

wine from the Mission and Malvasia, but

somehow it cannot be sold at remunerative

prices. Thero is more shipped and sold,

but the large makers supply the demand

and leave the small ones without a market.

This is the natural result of the over-pro-

duction of an inferior article.

Our grape growers in this emergency are

resorting to many ways of avoiding los».

Hundreds of acres of Malvasias on the

gravel were laid down to dry two weeks

ago. The Mission will follow as soon as

ripe enough. Shipments of Malvasias to

the East are being made from Orange and

Santa Ana. Muscats are already laid down

and by reason of the favorable weather

much of the crop is ready for the sweat

box. Mcl'herson Bros, bought nearly the

entire crop of this valley on the vines and

are handling it in their most skillful meth-

ods.

D. Hewes, late of San Francisco, finished

laying down his 200-acre vineyard of Mus-

cats ten days ago. Meanwhile the crushers

have not turned a wheel in this vicinity,

tho wine men are waiting for tho boys to

come in with the grapes and the boys are

waiting to be waited on. Malvasias are

ripe, and the birds and bees and insect

world generally are having their own good

time.

In the meantime our grape growers are

ruminating, in fact have become ruminants,

and are chewing the cud with more of the

bitter than the sweet in it. The point is

what to do next. A few men with means

have prepared to make up their own grapes

into white wine and hold it until they can

sell at a good price. Most of the growers

see no future in increasing this stock of

wine and are becoming satisfied that this is

the time to change front. The dear old

Mission is not half so dear at $9 per ton as

at $18 and must go. Raisin grapes have

the boom and are fairly remunerative.

Many growers will graft Muscats on Mis-

sion, as the soil in most of the lower Santa

Ana valley has clay enough to produce the

raisin grape to perfection.

You may set it down as un fail accompli,

that growing grapes to sell to the wineries

in Los Angeles county is done, played out,

gone up. They will get, at their own prices,

that portion of the present crop that is not

dried or wasted, but in future not much.

Missions will probably disappear from our

vineyards, the acreage of Malvasias will bo

greatly reduced, while Sultanas and Mus-

cats and choice wine grapes will take their

places. Very few wine grapes have been

planted in this valley in the last two years,

and few but the choicest will be planted in

future. Our present cinch is just what we

had a right to expect. Mr. Rose, Mr. Wet-

more and other well-informed viticulturists

told us two or more years ago that the

present crisis would come. The lesson will

prove a blessing if we have the wisdom to

improve by it. "Experie nee teaches a dear

school, but, etc." B. H. Twomblt.

Santa Ana, September 4th.

The fermentations that have been already

completed in districts whero the vintage

was early were varying in success. Tho

early vintage in Napa county, with grapes

from the center of Solano county, has ex-

hibited a remarkable degree of fermentative

activity, finishing their ferments rapidly

and showing good color and quality.

POSITION WANTED.

AVINEYARDIST AND WINEMAKER OF EX.

perience wishes to change his position. He can

show proof of his ahility to manage successfully a

place of considerable extent, by the best of references.

Inquire at the office of the S. P. Mkrciiakt.

WANTED

c
OI'IES OF THE SAN FRANCISCO MERCHANT

of the following dates :

188f>. November 21st. Volume XIII. No. 8.
]88.'>. January 30th. Volume XIII. No. 8.

1888. March 13th, Volume XIII. No. 11.

Apply at. this office.

ACME
Steam-Heat Fruit

EVAPORATORS.

ANEW PROCESS FOR THE PRESERVATION OP
Emit through the use <>f steam. Absolutely no

danger of fire. Exact evenness of heat ami ventilation

throughout the maehine. No changing of trays ne-

MMpry while fruit is curing, Five si/us, either iron

or wooden machines, as desired. Send for full de-

scriptive catalogue.

Batchelor & Wylie,
37 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal

.

SOLE AGENTS FOR PACIFIC COAST.
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NEW CROP

CALIFORNIA RAISINS.

We beg to notify the trade of our having secured the con-

trol of the bulk of Southern California Raisins comprising the

pack of—

MISS MINNIE F. AUSTIN, of Fresno,

T. C. WHITE,
COL. WM. FORSYTH.

JOHN W. PEW,
ROBERT BARTON,

J. T. GOODMAN,
CURTIS PACKING CO.,

(i

=ALS0=

RIVERSIDE FRUIT CO., OF RIVERSIDE,
AND

MCPHERSON BROS. OF ORANGE, CAJ,

These constitute the principal packers of Southern California

and will probably put up 90 per cent, of this year's crop of South-

ern California Raisins. We have this year established a

standard grade, which will be strictly maintained, and all goods

not coming up to the highest standard will be packed as seconds.

Full weights will be given, goods will be packed in the highest

style, with attractive lithograph labels, and .every effort will be

made to produce an article creditable to this State.

Last year it was generally recognized by thel trade that our

brands of Raisins were superior to any in the market. It will be

our aim this year to create even a wider difference between com"

peting brands and those mentioned above.

WM. T. COLEMAN & CO.

SOLE AGENTS.
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" Moverno.'

Editob Mehchant :—I send you such

notes on the Italian system of " Governo "

as my limited leisure permits me to glean

from the publications of oanological jour-

nals of Italy.

It is of interest for our viticulturists to

investigate the subject practically, and for

prudence sake of course on a limited scale,

at the end of fermentations of some of the

musts from our red grape varieties.

We cannot get over the difference between

tho requirement of the taste of the consum-

ers of Italy and those of our market neces-

sities. Sprightliuess, the enhanced zest

in the wines from the presence of carbonic

acid gas, freshness and pleasantness in the

taste of the wines seem to be the merits in

Italy, while as a rule our commerce exacts

the early perfection of development in our

wines, and we may say that for wines des-

tined for shipment the presence of a con-

siderable amount of that gas is a hindrance

to the degree of maturity we desire for

safety and brilliancy in our wines. How
far the result of a speedy development can

be obtained in applying the " Governo " to

our young wines, will exactly have to be

researched by practical trials. The re-

awakening or exciting of a vigor in ferment-

ation which has stepped from tho degree of

violence to latency, may or may not be an

advantage. The effect of a dose of mash

in the action of fermenting on a young

wine just over its conversion into wine,

may be a thoroughness of the whole physi-

cal operation—or the reverse. Sicilian

wines, related in their nature to our South-

ern California wines, gain by the "Gover-

no," as is stated in the notes by Professors

Danesi and Mancuso Lima, of the Palermo

experiment station.

1. Cavaliere Joseph Toscanelli at his

winery in the center of his vineyard of 1200

acres situated in the Pontedera territory

(Tuscany) follows the rule, during ferment-

ation of hiB must, to submerge the chapeau

three times a day. After ten to fifteen days

the young wine is fermented and racked.

Towards the first days of November the

first " Governo '

' is applied to this young

wine. For each 26% gallons of the latter

nearly eight pounds of grapes of varieties

such as Colombano, Coloriua or Canajuolo,

well mashed, are put to ferment for twenty-

four hours and then added to the wine.

After a few days the cask is hermetically

closed. In December it is racked.

In April the wines are handled by blend-

ing into the types which Cavaliere Toscan-

elli succeeds in rendering constant ones.

If not sold till next vintage, the wine is

given another "Governo'' at the next vint-

age with fresh grapes.

2. Professor Bechi of Florence in 1881

asserted at the CEnological Congress in

Rome, that through the "Governo" a wine

produces a larger amount of ethers, both

fixed and volatile; through the addition of

fresh mash and the heat excited by the

same, fermentation is resuscitated, and a

supply of fresh acids obtained; thus the

wine is given new zest and superiority of

taste, a vast improvement over non-govern-

ed wines.

3. In Chianti nearly all grape growers

apply the system of "Governo.'' They

generally use the quantity of grapes, the

liquid of which would fill a gallon, to the

100 gallons of the must fermented through.

4. Professors Danesi and Mancuso Lima
of Palermo, in November 1883, published

the circular of which a translation follows

here:

"Although,' ' they say, "frequent rains dis-

turbed the period of maturation of the

grapes and we had not grapes in proper

condition, still our experiments resulted so

well that we think they deserve to be known.

The productors are welcome to inspect them

at the experimental station and see for

themselves the great difference between

wines that are "Governato" and others

that are left without that procedure. The

vast difference in favor of the governed

wine is apparent even after a mouth of the

operation having taken place. We deem

this personal judgment of every one the

proper way to popularize the system which

can bo applied to many wines, improving

them surely and being of advantage to tho

wine industry. Sig. Andrea Saluto has re-

peated on a large scale the experience of

the ' Governo.' "

5. Marquis Spinola wrote from Rome

February, 1884, that in his property of

Torgiano (Umbria) he applied tho Tuscan

"Governo," and since then his wines were

easily sold in Rome, where before that they

were not liked.

6. Professor A. Fonseca of the Superior

School of Agriculture at Portici, on June

26, 1885, publishes tables, the result of

analysis and comparison of wines of the

province of Naples, which had been treated

and others not treated by the "Governo"'

system. These trials were made on quan-

tities of 600 gallons.

Young Ponticelli wine, which on October

22nd was racked after six days of fermenta-

tion and the 600 gallons governed with 54

gallons of Pie de di Colombo grape mash

December 16th, the mixture was racked.

Other two wines of Scodillo and of Portici

were of similar grapes and handling. At

the various tastings the "governed" wines

were always observed to be superior in taste,

clearer in aspect, of a livelier color and of

more roundness and vinousness than the

wines of the same casks before being "gov-

erned." Tho Professor states distinctly

that the "governed'' wines were of greater

maturity and their perfume more distinct

than the non-governed wines. Tho alco-

holic proportions were in the three wines:
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FAt'lMTIEM FOR » H I« I III K\l.
WOKK.

The viticultural work, conducted for

tho benefit of the public at large, is be-

ing notably increased this year and more

important results than heretofore will be

achieved. This is due to the wise action

of the Legislature in augmenting the re-

sources of the State Viticultural Commis-

sion and the Agricultural Department of

the University, tho creation of the office of

State Analyst and enlarged duties imposed

ou the Commission . More systematic work

will be done than heretofore.

In his last report to the Board of Regents,

Professor Hilgard asked for $1500 per

annum for viticultural work, and, in dis-

cussing facilities for tho same, estimated

that with $1500 additional, increased cellar

accommodations sufficient for this year

and next would be needed. Better work,

however, he showed could be done with an

allowance of $3000 per year for operations

and assistance. The Legislature granted

the $3000 per year.by increasing the original

demand of the Professor's Department to

$'23,000 for the two years, which included

an estimate of $6,000 per year ($3,000 per

annum) for viticultural work. A demand

was made on the part of the Professor for

$10,000 additional for a special viticultural

laboratory, but the Board of Regents re-

fused to include this in their demands. As

the object of this latter demand was to ob-

tain immediate advantages by means of

prompt and thorough experimentation and

Scientific investigation for the benefit of

our industry, the Viticxiltural Commission

presented to the Legislature a demand for

this additional sum to be divided between

the University and the Commission; the

practical tests of methods of vinifiation and

the storage of samples for public inspec-

tion and study to be under the charge of

the Commission and the scientific work to

be conducted at Berkeley. This demand

was agreed to by the Legislature by the in-

sertion of an item of $10,000 ($5,000 per

annum) for "viticultural, experimental,

analytical and scientific work, together

with suitable apparatus and accommoda-

tions for the same '

' under joint control of

the Regents and the Commission. The

item as demanded by Professor Hilgard

was struck out of the bill, when the joint

appropriation was made. The use of this

fund is yet undetermined.

The analytical work to be performed by

the State Analyst is an improvement ou the

plan heretofore provided for by law. It is

constituted as a specialty and^provision is

made, so that when required the certificates

of analysis may be usod as prima facie

evidence in courts ol justice. The plan

of this analytical work covers two leading

features, viz:

First—The State Commission is empow-

ered to purchase samples of viticultural

products and forward them to the State

Analyst for analysis. This enables the

Commission to provide for systematic work

and the determination of many difficult

questions, which vary with the nature of

products, native and foreign, and locality;

also to obtain evidence of fraud and adulter-

ations.

Second—It provides also that " any per-

son desiring analyses of such products"

(viz. wines and grape spirits and all liquids

and compounds in imitation thereof )

"shall submit the same to the Secretary

of the Board of State Viticultural Commis-

sioners and the Bame shall be transmitted

to tho State Analyst." The act provides

that the analyses shall be made and fur-

nished to the Secretary of the Commission

and the certificates shall be prima facie

evidence in courts of justice. The samples

so submitted must bo accompanied by a

written statement showing how the samples

were procured, to be verified by oath, if re-

quircd.by the Secretary of the Commission.

Under these provisions of law the public

are enabled to procure information as to

the tnu constituents of pure wines and

spirits, also of adulterations that may be

practiced, and prima facie evidence of

either purity or adulteration, when re-

quired; also an opportunity is given for

testing comparatively the properties of our

native products and their foreign competit-

ors, from which information may be de-

rived material facts in aiding producers to

ameliorate their products by suitable blends

of different varieties, or by modifications in

the methods of production.

By an increase in the appropriations for

the State Commission that body is now
enabled to do more offective work in the

lines heretofore attempted and by direction

of tho new law to extend their field of

action so as to assist producers in opening

markets for their vintages.

There is temporarily a difficulty in util-

izing all these new facilities owing to the

refusal of the Board of Regents to unite

with the Commission in apportioning the

joint appropriations for the purposes in-

tended. There is consequently a loss to

the Professor of Agriculture for want of a

part of the fund to supplement the use of

the $3,000 per annum, which he controls

independently; no funds are provided for

the State Analyst ; and no part of it can be

yet used to aid in the practical tests of me-

thods undertaken by the Commission.

The Commission has urged the Regents

to take action in time for the present vin-

tage, so that these different departments

may not be obstructed. A recent proposi-

tion of the Commission illustrates the

questions that have been at issue, but

which have not been fully reported to the

public. The Commission proposed that

$2,000 be apportioned to Professor Hil-

gard' s work, and whatever might be neces-

sary for the working of the State Analyst's

office, which is also at Berkeley, estimated

at $2,000 per annum, leaving $1,000 per

onnum to assist the practical experimenta-

tions conducted by the State Commission,

which would add $2,000 more out of its in-

dependent fund to complete its work. The

committee of the Regents not only refused

to allow this apportionment, but insisted

that the entire fund should be placed under

the control of Professor nilgard, and that

none of it should be used for the analytical

work of the State Analyst and none for ex-

perimentation outside of Berkeley. Sub-

sequently the Commission has proposed to

have the fund equally apportioned between

the two institutions, the Commission in

that case providing for the expenses of the

State Analyst. In the meanwhile Professor

Hilgard has been prevented by the Regents

from using part of the fund to supplement

his work and the Commission had been

forced to undertake the work of experi-

mentation and the expenses of the State

Analyst out of its other funds, which, if no

agreement is arrived at soon as to the joint

funds, will seriously cripple the Board dur-

ing the coming year. As there are suffi-

cient funds available for all present pur-

poses, this situation is in effect a defeat of

the intention of the Legislature, and both

the University and the Commission are

suffering obstruction. It is in the power

of the Regents to settle this difficulty,

whenever they are disposed to do so, and it

is surprising that they should now lay entire

claim to a fund, which was procured at the

solicitation of the Commission and which

the former refused to ask for.

The Vlutnire.

Vine growers are cautioned this year to

be extremely careful in gathering grapes

which are to be sold to wine makers. The
poor quality of wine made last year in

some localities was the chief cause of the

demoralization in prices for wines made.

If the vine growers desire to assist in

maintaining and establishing a reputation

for the products of the State they must re-

member that the first precaution must be

taken when the grapes are being picked so

that inferior, unripe, damaged, sunburned,

mouldy, unevenly ripened grapes do not

get mixed with those that are of fine qual-

ity. In many places some varieties are

ripening very unevenly; some spots have

been badly damaged by sunburn ; others by

mildew. Wine makers who purchase

grapes can, if they will, by carefully refus-

ing to receive at tho prices of first rate

articles any damaged or inferior grapes,

compel a reform which has been long

needed in this State. As to the prospect of

the vintage it appears now that there will

not be made more than ten million gallons

of wine this year, which, if the grapes are

carefully picked, will include a larger pro-

portion of fine quality than last year. As

to the alarm which amounts almost to a

panic on the part of many vine growers,

who are not wine makers, with respect to

prices, there does not appear to be any

good cause for the same, except that which

arises from an imperfect development of

tho industry, there being too many vine-

yards without facilities for wine making

and storage. This trouble was predicted

by the Commission and called to the atten

tion of vine growers long ago. Until it

becomes the rule in this State and not the

exception that the vine grower is also the

wine maker,with sufficient storage facilities

to enable him to carry his stocks until they

are ready for market, there can^be no regu-

larity in the question of prices. The les-

son of experience this year, while it is re-

luctantly learned by many throughout the

State, is however a most valuable one.

Grapes of inferior quality will this year

bring a low price and the grading of qual-

ities will begin in such a way that the vine

growers will see that it is to their interest

to improve the quality of their products by

grafting over stocks whioh they have been

advised heretofore not to plant. They will

discover also that there is a great difference

between locations for producing fine qual-

ities from given varieties of grapes and that

quantity and quality are developed in in-

verse ratios in California as well as in all

other parts of the world. A great many

new winerieB, some large, many small, are

being constructed this year, owing to the

timidity on the part of wine makers in es-

tablishing prices for grapes. Vine growers

who ultimately intend to make wine cannot

seize a better opportunity than the present

to learn their business by actual experience,

providing themselves with small outfits for

fermentation, and educating themselves or

their men in an industry which must have

experts, but which must find the material

for the same among our own people to a

great extent. There has been at the

office of the Commission quite a demand
this year for experienced wine makers to

take charge of new wineries, and with tho
exception of a few instances it has been im
practicable to procure men suited to . the
different places that have been offered, as

it requires for the management of work in

this State more or less local experience in

our habits and customs as well as in our
vineyards, before any man can be compe-
tent to take charge of work where ho is re-

sponsible for the expenditure of money and
the management of men. In most cases

throughout the State the proprietor of tho

vineyard must become by personal exper-

ience and observation his own superintend-
ent. To acquire the knowledge necessary
he can afford this year to commence to

learn on a small scale, even though his cel-

lar facilities and buildings are incomplete
and unsatisfactory ; he will at least be in

as good condition to learn the various oper-

ations in a winery as the early wine makers
were in this State, most of whom had
neither money nor credit to begin with.

By consulting any competent cooper a

small outfit for a beginning can be easily

obtained, as quite a number are already

doing. The caution of the Commission
should not be forgotten, viz. against tho

use of deep tanks for fermenting red wines.

Ex iter 1mental Fernieu tiitloiis.

Preparations have been made at tho cel-

lar of Mr. H. W. Crabb in Napa county
under the direction of the Commission and
management of Mr. Crabb for the follow-

ing experimental work. Besides treating

musts for red and white wine, sweet and
dry, all the varieties of grapes best known
in the State by various practical methods
in order to determine the relative value of

results obtained, there will be fermented
also a large number of varieties of rare

grapes which can only be obtained in small
quantities, for the determination of their

respective values. , The Commission has
found that it is impracticable to procure
these small samples from distant points

of the State to ferment in the laboratory at

San Francisco, as was attempted last year
by the Commission as well as also by the

State University. The grapes arriving

from a distance are very often in a dam-
aged condition and more or less mouldy.
The delays occasioned between the time
of picking and the time of crushing and the

damage caused by handling while in transit

materially affect the quality of the results

so that they are not reliable. The Early

Black July grapes received at the Com-
mission and fermented already this season

were more or less mouldy when crushed,

so that the wine resulting therefrom is use-

ful only to determine the effect of yeast

upon clarification and color, the taste of

mould preventing the proper examination
of other qualities. This trouble was no-

ticeable last year in the samples fermented

at Berkeley, the majority of those exhibited

at the last State Convention being so

mouldy that they could not be properly

tasted and judged. In order to obtain re-

liable samples it is found that it will be

necessary to do the work where the grapes

. are produced as nearly as possible, and to

forward the grapes to the point of experi-

mentation when necessary by express, us-

ing all possible dispatch in doing bo. This
latter necessity will arise, however, only in

Tery few instances this year^because in Mr.
Crabb' s collection nearly all the known
grapes of the State are being cultivated.

After the fermentations have been com-
pleted, the samples that will be brought

to San Francisco and stored in the experi-

mental cellar that will be established by tho

Commission will afford not only the oppor-

tunity to study different methods of treat-

ing wines after fermentation but also tho

development of their qualities. Samples
from France, Spain, Portugal and other

countries, illustrating the wines of the

world which compete against our products

will also be procured for use, examination

and comparison in this experimental cel-

lar. As the funds of the State Viticultural

Commission are not sufficient for conduct-

ing all of this work together with that in

connection with the State Analyst, while at

the same time providing for other neces-

sities of the Board, the Chief Executive

Officer, Mr. Wetmore, has agreed to suffer

a suspension of compensation for his office

as soon as the funds are found insufficient

to meet all demands, so that the work niav

not'be obstructed.^
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Recognition.

Our friends in the Fresno Viticultural

and Horticultural Association recognize the

value of a- journal like the Merchant
guarding and advancing their interests, and

give effect to their good wishes in a very

practical way, as will be seen by the follow-

ing resolution:

Official.

r kksnii, Cau, April 5, 1884.
Proprietor S. F. Merchant. — Dear Sir: Below

Is a copy of the minutes of the last meeting of the

Fresno Viticultural and Horticultural Society that is

of interest to yourself.

Itesoloe.(i —That this AssociaCicn recognize the San
Francisco Mbrciiant as one of the hest organs of the

Viticultural and Horticultural interests in the State,

an -exponent of their views and aole advocate of

their interests, and, moreover as a paper which has

taken more than onlinary interest in the prosperity

of Fresno county. We agree to give the publisher

our liberal support while that journal pursues the

course for which it has hitherto been distinguished.

Moreover, we suggest that manufacturers and deal-

ers in agricultural implements anil other merchandise
who wish to caII our attention to their goods, aid us

and other Viticulturists in maintaining the San Fran-
cisco Mkrciiast on a sound footing, by giving it a

large share of tneir advertising patronage.

Be it further rexnlved that the Fresno Viticultural

and Horticultural Society tender its thanks to the

San Francisco Merchant for past favors.

0. F. RIGGS, Secretary.

This paper may be found on file at Geo. P. Rowell

fc Co's Newspaper Advertising Bureau (10 Spruce St.),

where advertising contracts may be made for it in

New York.

THE •• MERCHANT."

In this issue wo deem it not out of place

to say a few words concerning our connec-

tion with the viticultural industry of Cali-

fornia. It is several years since this field

was first embraced by the Merchant, and

its growing importance has induced us to

devote more study and attention to its re-

quirements. At the present time this jour-

nal is regarded as the organ of the viticul-

turists.embracing the branches of both rais-

in and wine making. We endeavor to

supply good readable matter that is valu-

able and instructive, and the increasing

popularity of the Merchant shows that our

efforts are appreciated. There is a vast

field for our work in the future and we be-

lieve that the industry we represent will

ultimately become the leading one of Cali-

fornia. The present depression in the wine

business will only be temporary and even

now there are prospects of a brighter future.

In order to assist in spreading an accurate

statement of the viticulture of this State in

its past, present and future relations, and

with the hope of increasing our trade con-

nections in the East, we publish an extra

edition of 2,000 copies of this issue which

will be sent to the Louisville Exposition for

distribution by Mr. Pohndorff. We are

convinced that this step will be appreciated

by viticulturists and that they will show

their approval by continued support.

HAWAIIAN TRADE ol I MIOIt.

The outlook for trade with the Hawaiian

Islands never was better. Reports from

Honolulu, although they recognize the

prevalence of "dull times," speak more

hopefully of the future. Never before in

the history of the Islands has there been so

favorable a season for planters and stock

raisers as the present one. Abundance of

rain has fallen to guarantee a heavy crop

on the dryest land by furnishing water for

irrigation. At least 90,000 tons of sugar

will be marketed from the Hawaiian Islands

next season. The handling of this crop

alone will employ a large carrying fleet of

steam and sailing vessels in inter-island

and ocean transportation, and as supplies

for the shipping engaged in the Hawaiian

trade are almost exclusively furnished from

this Coast, it follows that considerable ac-

tivity may be looked for among the mercan-

tile houses directly interested in this busi-

ness. The output of rice will likewise bo

considerable, and the shipment of bananas

promises to increase also.

There is a growiug feeling in favor of

small farm settlement in the Hawaiian

Islands, which is certain to lead to good

results. Settlement in that country means
increase of business with San Francisco,

because it must be many years before local

manufactures can be established, and for a

time at least even fruits and other food

supplies must be imported by the new
comers.

Of courso we infer that the new coloniza-

tion policy of the Hawaiian Islands will be

to encourage white immigration and settle-

ment. An influx of Chinese coolies would

not help to expand trade with the Islands

in any shape or way. But public opinion,

as expressed by the newspaper press of

Honolulu, is decidedly against encouraging

Mongolian immigration, and is most de-

cidedly in favor of introducing white set-

tlers and locating them on the Government
land under the Homestead Law, or on pri-

vate land by the segregation of large estates

and their settlement by colonizing agencies

or companies. The Pacific Commercial Ad-

vertiser has taken a very decided stand on

this question, and in a recent issue it made
an important announcement, which has a

very direct bearing on the question of Chi-

nese immigration to the United States. It

appears that '200 Chinamen, having return

passports, were desirous of shipping direct

to Honolulu by the British steamship

Mount Lebanon, the pioneer vessel of the

Chinese Mexican Steamship line, which

was to sail from Hongkong for Mexico via

Honolulu, beiilg due in the latter port

about the 30th of August. This would have

saved expense, but the Governor of Hong-

kong, acting under instructions from the

Secretary of State for the Colonies, would

not permit it. The British Government,

recognizing the protests of the Hawaiian

Government, has absolutely prohibited the

direct shipment of Chinese from Hongkong

to any portion of the Hawaiian Kingdom,

no matter whether such intending immi-

grant happened to have been born under

the British flag or was a native born subject

of the Emperor of China.

It is probable that immigrants from the

West of Scotland—Highland crofters—will

be sent to Honolulu, as well as representa-

tives of the English tenant farmer class.

Portuguese immigration has been resumed

on a modified scale. So great also is the

demand for improved sugar machinery that

skilled mechanics are being sent from the

Coast in considerable numbers for the

Honolulu Iron Works, while orders for

sugar-making machinery, boilers, etc., are

being received in this city from Hawaii.

On the whole, therefore, the outlook for

an improved Hawaiian trade is promising.

This most nearly concerns ns in San Fran-

cisco, seeing that competitive shipping and

railroad points are cutting into our trade in

other directions. We should at least mo-

nopolize the Hawaiian Islands trade.

THE VI.VTAUE OF 1885.

As the vintage progresses many important

changes in the features outlined in recent

predictions as to results are being noted.

Early in the season there was great timidity

on the part of wine makers in the matter of

making contracts for the purchase of grapes,

which arose from the fact that the vintage

of last year was poor in quality, with re-

spect to wines, in many parts of the State.

Wine makers were not sufficiently careful

in making contracts and paid more for

grapes than they were worth, anticipating

prices for their wines which were unwar-

ranted by their prospective quality. The

result of this carelessness was seen during

the Spring when wines of poor quality

which were first held at high prices were

forced to be sold at what they were actually

worth, thereby causing loss to the wine

makers. It was also anticipated that the

vintage this year would show a large in-

crease over that of last year, but owing to

several combined circumstances, including

that of frost, blight of the bloom and some

unaccounted-for infertility in some varieties

of grapes, it is now known that the vintage

will not exceed that of 1883. The quality

however this year will generally be much
above the average. A portion of the wines

of this vintage will be required to blend

with inferior stocks of last year in order to

put them in a marketable condition, but it

is not now anticipated that there will be any

large stock of good choice wines of the vin-

tage of 188-1 and 1885 on hand at the time

the vintage of 1880 commences, hence there

is now a feeling of greater confidence among

the wine makers and the prices that are

being demanded for grapes are rapidly in-

creasing. At first it was supposed that

under the influence of the demoralized con-

dition of the business good wine grapes of

the best average qualities would not bring

at the wineries more than fifteen dollars

per ton. The facts, however, at the present

time show that this has been a mistake.

Choice qualities of grapes are now selling

from twenty dollars a ton upwards in many

places. There is, moreover, a marked im-

provement in the grading of qualities. In-

ferior varieties that have been for many
years condemned by the wine makers, but

which they have been compelled to use on

account of the insufficiency of the supply,

are now being graded low in prices. Pro-

ducers should be reasonable in their de-

mands and not expect for the inferior qual-

ity the price that is obtained by those who

have better material to sell for wine mak-

ing. Before the vintage closes the prices

paid for wine grapes will have varied all

the way from eight dollars to thirty dollars

a ton . There wil 1 be an exceptional demand

in the market for wines with deep color,

and a high grade of alcoholic strength,

provided that they have been well ferment-

ed. Grapes that are capable of producing

such wines will be worth a good price and

the wines made therefrom will probably

bring, a year hence, a higher price than

has yet been realized in our markets.

Choice varieties of wine grapes such as

Riesling, Colombar, Golden Chasselas, are

in demand, but are not in sufficient supply.

Other varieties which produce wines of less

value must necessarily bring a lower price.

FAIR PLAY WANTED.

To increase the consumption of Califor-

nia wines, and make them more popular

and better known, we need fair play at the

hands of the managers of hotels and restau-

rants. It is decidedly unfair that they

should show a preference in favor of tea

and coffee, imported and dutiable goods.

But such is really the case. Tea and

coffee are offered gratuitously with our

meals in most of the hotels and restaurants

of this State. The same opportunity should

be offered for the consumption of wine,

which, besides being equally as cheap as

either tea or coffee, is a home production,

and should therefore receive the more
readily home support. If tea and coffeo

are charged for at five or ten cents a cup,

then let California wines have the same

chance, and be placed prominently on the

bill of fare. It is a lamentable fact that

there are few hotels or few restaurants

where our wines can be obtained, even for

seventy-five cents a bottle. They are kept

in the background because they may inter-

fere with the bar traffic and its enormous

profits.

This desired change can be effected to a

great extent by the viticulturists themselves.

They are spread throughout the State, and

are continually traveling from one section

to another. Let them make a decided rule

that, wherever they may be, they will con-

tinually ask for California wine, upbraid

the man who does not keep it, and argue

with the man who endeavors to charge too

high a price. Wine is cheaper than milk,

yet it is often more difficult to obtain. In

some country districts this end we speak of

has been attained through the persistent

endeavors of the residents. Their example

should be followed elsewhere. To assist

wiiu makers in this direction, we will be

pleased to receive, from any part of the

State, the names of the hotels and restau-

rants, with their proprietors or managers,

where wine-drinkers are placed on the same
footing as consumers of tea and coffee, for

publication in the Merchant. We propose

to make a permanent list of all such who
help the cause, and will let them see that

their action is appreciated. It may be the

means, moreover, of indticing others to fol-

low their good example by drawing their

attention to the list and the pnblicity given

to the supporters of California viticulture.

We shall be pleased to receive any names

as soon as possible. They can be sent on a

postal card with little trouble. Further

than this, if there be any " backsliders ''

who may recede from their original good

intentions, we shall also desire to receive

notification to that effect.

THE ACME FRUIT DRYER.

The latest fruit evaporator in the market
is the " Acme Evaporator." Its principle

is the use of steam heat and it is claimed

that the fruit is not only quickly evaporated,

but that it is of a perfectly clean appear-

ance, retaining the color of the fruit. The
juices and flavor are fully preserved; all

moisture is immediately removed from each

tray without passing through or over the

remainder of the fruit that is being pre-

served. The machine is of convenient size,

compact and simple in its arrangements
and can be worked with a minimum amount
of fuel. Catalogues and particulars of

prices, according to size, can be obtained

from Messrs. Batchelor & Wylie, of 37

Market Street, who are the sole agents for

the Pacific Coast.
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AN ADDRESS

To the Local Viticultural In-

spectors.

A Review of the History of Grape

Growing in California-The Past,

The Present and the Fut -re.

-Advice and Sugges-

tions.

Office of the State Viticult-
ubal Commission.

San Francisco, Sept. 8, 1885.

To the Local Resident Viticultural In-

spectors :

Your attention is respectfully invited to

the consideration of the present condition

and immediate future prospects of the viti-

cultural industries of California, with a

view towards the development of an ener-

getic and harmonious policy, and a unity of

effort during the solution of questions of

practical interest, which we must soon

grapple with. As local officers of the State

Viticultural Commission, you enjoy pecu-

liar advantages in acquiring and dissemin-

ating information, and upon your intelli-

gent activity our future success will, in a

great measure, depend. The Commission
will continue to look to you for assistance

in perfecting the work begun on behalf of

the State, the success of which depends
upon co-operation, sincerity and hopeful

confidence.

Within a very few years the revenues de-

rived by producers, artisans, laborers, mer-

chants and transportation agencies from

viticulture, will realize at least twenty

million dollars annually, if a practical, en-

terprising and progressive spirit shall con-

tinue to pervade our industrial activity.

The influence of this result upon other in-

dustries, and especially upon values of real

estate generally, will add still further ten-

fold to the wealth of the State. If this fact

shall become realized fully by the whole
people, we may reasonably demand that

the sympathy and strong hand of the

whole people shall be invoked to prevent

the disappointment of our hopes. As we
approach a crisis in our affairs, which will

be brought about by a sudden increase in

our productions, the greatest danger to be

feared is want of harmony among our-

selves and nervous excitability as to the

future. There are no foreseen difficulties

tLat can, under any probable circum-

stances, cause us more than a few years'

disappointment; but our lives are not so

long that we can afford to risk unneces-

sarily even such a short period of enjoy-

able prosperity. The light crops of the

vintage this year have postponed for a time

the precipitation of our most serious

problems, and give us a period of repose

during which we should waste no time in

preparing to meet what the future demands

o- us. The lessons of our own experience

and the rules governing viticultural success

in other countries are now better under-

stood than heretofore. It is for the purpose

of stating succinctly the most important of

the lessons we have learned, the problems

of practice that we must immediately

solve, and the prospects that we have before

us, that this address is being made to you

at this early day, so that whatever there

may be of error in our conceptions may be

presented in time for investigation and cor-

rection. There is time and opportunity

during this vintage to test much that rests

only on theory, and to popularize a great

deal that has been fully demonstrated.

There have been three distinct periods in

the past growth of our industry, each of

which has taught its own lessons.

The first of these periods marks the in-

troduction of the vine by the Franciscan

Missions, the cultivation and distribution

of the " Mission '' grape throughout the

State, and experimentation with the fruit

of this one variety, more or less successful,

in producing various classes of wines and

brandies. During this period many people

came to California from the vine districts

of Europe, bringing with them the enthusi-

asm that is always born of viticulture, and

a desire to apply the experience gained in

their native lands to the development of the

industry here. A few of these new-comers

had learned the lesson that soil, climate

and skill were not the sole requisites of suc-

cess. These, while temporarily making use

of the Mission grape, began the importation

and propagation of well-known varieties

from many different districts of the Old

World, knowing that the nature of the pro-

ducts might be varied by differences in tne

varieties of grapes cultivated. The greattr

number, however, rested upon the belief

that the differences in qualities depended

almost solely, if not entirely, upon the

nature of the soil and the skill of the viti-

culturist. Following out this latter theory,

the Mission vine was planted extensively in

all parts of the State, from San Diego to

Shasta, and from the sea coast to the moun-

tain sides of the Sierra Nevada. Cellars

were constructed, from which came so-

called hocks, sauternes, clarets, burgundies,

sherries, ports, angelicas and brandies—all

made by varying methods from the fruit of

this one variety. Mercantile houses sprang

into existence, and industriously pushed

these products upon the markets of the

United States. A certain class of custom

was reasonably well satisfied, and the in-

dustry was fairly prosperous until the de-

mands of this class were more than sup-

plied, and the effort was made to induce

others to accept the wines and brandies of

California as substitutes for the favorites of

foreign origin. At this point the vine grow-

ers received a serious check. The verdict

of the critical market was that California

could not produce wines in competition

with Europe; that our products had an

earthy taste, and were "heady," or "head-

achy;" that our soils were too new, and

that our wine makers were to blame also

for want of experience . The consequence

was that, to the extent that production ex-

ceeded the demand for inferior goods, there

was over-production, the prices of wine fell

to a very low figure, and many thousands

of gallons were thrown away for want of

favorable laws governing distillation. It is

true that a part of the trouble grew out of

bad fermentations and want of skill in

caring for wines, careless distillation and

insufficient storage facilities; but mainly

the failure was directly traceable to an over-

production of inferior goods. Some vine-

yards were uprooted, others were abandoned

;

but relief for the majority was obtained

through a law of Congress providing for the

storage of brandy in special bonded ware-

houses, where it was permitted to lie with-

out payment of tax for a certain period,

during which time sales could be made and

the funds acquired for paying the internal

revenue tax. The demand for the quality

of brandy which could be distilled from

the excess of these inferior wines continued

for some time to afford a profitable outlet,

and the question of over-production being

for the time solved, the industry again re-

vived, marked in its new progress, however,

by certain important changes, which char-

acterized a new period of development.

The practical lessons taught by experi-

ence, during this first period, were:

First—That the products of the Mission

grape could not enter into successful com-

petition with the choice and favorite brands

of foreign growth.

Second—That all the popular types of

wines and brandies could not be made from

one variety of grape.

Third—That different types and qualities

could be produced on one piece of land by

varying the selection of varieties planted.

Fourth—That it was in the power of the

Government sometimes, by modifications

of law, to change industrial depression into

prosperity

.

The second period of our viticultural de-

velopment was marked by the rapid propa-

gation of new varieties of vines, imported

from Europe and a positive improvement in

the general average quality of our vintages,

attended by an increased demand and en-

larged mercantile facilities. The founda-

tions for this change were laid by a few

earnest workers who, at no time, lost faith

in the ultimate success of the industry and

who believed that by cultivating new va-

rieties the verdict that had been announced

against our vintages, would be changed.

The State owes a debt of gratitude to these

men, which should never be forgotten, even

though in succeeding periods their efforts

shall have been eclipsed by more system-

atic experimentation and more distinguish-

ed victories. Many of these early workers

are still prominent among us, honored as

veterans, but often failing to receive the re-

spect they deserve from the thousands of

new experimenters, who are profiting by

the material which they find without much
effort to experiment with.

During this second period, hundreds of

varieties, that had been imported, became

planted with little popular knowledge of

their respective values in other countries

and with even less general information as

to their adaptabilities for different climatic

conditions and products and as to the vary-

ing methods by which they require to be

pruned and trained. As soon as the orig-

inal nurseries were broken up, the nomen-

clature became so seriously confounded,

that at the time of the organization of the

State Viticultural Commission there were

only a few varieties that could be named in

different sections without dispute. Owing

to a general lack, of information as to the

real values of most of these vines and their

different requirements in pruning and train-

ing, it became an almost universal custom

to select only for extensive plantation those

which yielded abundantly when pruned

after the manner that had been customary

in cultivating the old Mission stocks, viz:

the short spur system on low branched

heads. The only prominent exception to

this rule was in the culture of the Riesling

and a few other varieties from the Rhine to

which our German-born citizens were at-

tached; even these, however, were in dan-

ger of being sacrificed in many places until

the simple but defective system of tieing up

a long fruit cane to a high stake was taught

by those who were best informed. A few

small plantations of Chauche Noir, Chauche

Gris and Trousseau and a very few blocks

of Malbeck and the so-called Crabb's Slack
Burgundy were saved from the general

abandonment of comparatively light bear-

ers, which require long pruning; and in the

older vineyards the original collections of

many different varieties, from which selec-

tions had been made, had been either graft-

ed over with popular stocks, or were lost to

identification or classification. The results

of these experiences were:

First—A considerable check in new plan-

tations of the Mission variety, and in some
cases a suppression of the same by grafting

to other stocks.

Second—Quite extensive plantations of

such fertile wine stocks as the Zinfandel,

Black Malvoisie (so-called), Burger (so-

called), Golden C'hasselas (so-called), Ries-

ling (so-called Johannisberg ) , Franken Ries-

ling and Ohasselas Fontainebleau or Gutedel;

limited (but practically large for wine mak-
ing in quantities to distinguish the prod-

ucts) areas of Mataro, Grenache, Carignan,

Charbono, Trousseau, Chauche
1

Noir, Chau-

che gris, Malbeck, Orleans, Folk Blanche,

Colombar (so-called Sauvignon vert), BUiue

Elba, Tramimr, Crabb's Black Burgundy,

and such native American varieties as the

Catawba and Isabella; and small scattering

and confused collections of Chasselas Rose,

Barbaroux, h'eher Szagos, Veidelho, etc.

Third—Practically extensive plantations

of the Muscatel raisin grape of Spain,

under different names, with small parcels

of the Sultana and Corintlis.

Fourth — Successfully distributed vine-

yards, specially planted with fertile varie-

ties of table grapes, the qualities of which,

for transportation and beautiful appear-

ance, required only to be seen to be known.

This was substantially the condition of

vineyard plantations at the time of the or-

ganization of the State Viticultural Com-
mission in 1880. The markets for our wine

products had received a new impulse di-

rectly traceable to an improved quality in a

portion that was offered, which was, how-

ever, little known outside of the trade un-

til the writer of this, in 1878, after investi-

gating the market in Eastern cities and

studying that of Europe, in France and

England especially, as a journalist, brought

out forcibly to the public the fact that our

producers were then able to compete

against a portion of the imported goods (as

was actually happening by a growing prac-

tice of jobbers, who were quietly selecting

our best vintages for sale under foreign

labels, and were openly selling our best

white wines to German-Americans with

whom there were the least foolish preju-

dices to overcome). It was also at that

time conclusively shown that the great bulk

of foreign importations were only common
grades, which we could successfully com-

pete against, while, with further effort, we
might even attempt to rival more famous

vintages . That far-seeing men in Europe

were looking with some alarm at the possi-

bilities of our industry, as yet not then pub-

licly realized here, and were laying plans,

through the proposed Reciprocity Treaty

with France, to check our advance and

competition, was also fully published by

the writer, and the importance of fostering

viticulture in the interest of the morals, as

well as the health and prosperity of the

people, was brought to the attention of

both National and State legislators. Based

on the information so acquired and pre-

sented, a resolution of the United States

Senate was passed, with the active aid of

Senator Sargent and Senator Jones of this

Coast, calling upon the Secretary of State
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to procure, through the Consular service,

and publish information showing the true

nature of our foreign wine and spirit trade;

also a similar resolution, calling upon the

Secretary of the Treasury to procure similar

service from the Collectors of Customs.

Following upon this, the agent of French

producers, Mr. Leon Chotteau, who had

triumphed in his efforts to awaken a desire

for the proposed Reciprocity Treaty before

the Chambers of Commerce and Boards of

Trade in the leading cities of the United

States, was met, on behalf not only of viti-

culture, but of other American industries,

before the San Francisco Chamber of Com-
merce, the result of which was such a com-

plete victory for our vine growers, that

complimentary dispatches were wired to us

from the silk manufacturers of New Jersey,

saying: "All honor to California."

The publicity that was then given to the

fact that our industry had not only achieved

a practical commercial victory over a por-

tion of our competition with Europe, but

also that it had been found sufficiently

strong to take the leading place in defeating

an international scheme which threatened

American industry in general, excited a

large number of our citizens to engage in

the further development of viticulture; and
at this point began practically a third period

of its growth.

The popular lessons that had been learned

during the second period, just described,

were as follows:

First—That different qualities of pro-

ducts may be produced on the same soil by
changing the varieties of vines.

Second— That successful competition

with the common and ordinary cheap im-

portations of Europe could be maintained
by means of some of the popular varieties

of fertile vines, suitably planted and treated.

Third—That Summer irrigation generally

throughout California was not only not re-

quisite to successful growth, but also was
even injurious to quality; that the necessity

of irrigation for vineyards was limited to a
few districts.

Fourth—That in the matter of white dry
wines, especially those from the most popu-

lar Rhenish stocks, our products could com-
pete even with superior grades of foreign

jjoods, although in most cases falling below
the quality of very high classed brands.

Fifth—That our dry red wines generally,

of best quality, could be compared with

foreign goods as good ordinary table wines,

purer than the ordinary imported cargo

wines, but inferior to the superior and fine

grades of France, which were, however,

practically little known to our commerce.

Sixth—That our dry red wines, or clarets,

from such vines as the Mission and the so-

called Black Malvoisie, while merchantable

by reason of the excess of demand -over

supply, and cheap prices, were only tempo-

rarily tolerated by the trade

,

Seventh—That our ports, while satisfying

a limited market demand, were inferior to

the finest foreign growths, and therefore

could not enter into competition with them
in the London market.

Eighth—That our sherries were practi-

cally in an experimental stage.

Ninth—That our brandies varied as the

wines, according to the variety of vine cul-

tivated.

Tenth—That in the raisin industry we
were succeeding, under given conditions of

climate and soil, by cultivating the

same varieties that were used for similar

purposes in Europe.

Eleventh—That with increased mercan-

tile facilities a rapidly increasing Eastern

market for fresh grapes might be devel-

oped.

Twelfth—That with increasing quality of

products increased crops led to increased,

and not decreased, prices for grapes, wines

and raisins.

Thirteenth—That with an assurance of

ability to compete with foreign goods in

the matter of even ordinary qualities, pub-

lic interest was insured, and it was evident

that the aid of National and State legisla-

tion might be depended upon to defend and

foster viticulture, and that capital would

lend an eager hand to new enterprise in

this direction.

The third period in the development of

our industry began with the organization

of the State Viticultural Commission and

the birth of a spirit of co-operative effort,

which has to the present time characterized,

more or less, the progress since 1880. Some
of the new work has already borne fruit,

from which lessons of experience can be

drawn; bnt the greater part must be judged

by the events of succeeding years.

During this time no important national

legislation has occurred to affect or modify

results; bnt the fruits of the resolutions

passed in the winter of 1878-9 by the

United States Senate have appeared. Prior

to those resolutions it was the habit of our

country to look upon our Consular service

as the representing agency of the importing

mercantile houses—notable exceptions to

this rule only served to prove it. Since

then the American Consul has been encour-

aged to believe that his chief duty is to

procure and disseminate, through proper

official channels, information that may be

of service to the producers of his own
country.

The State of California has, however,

progressively developed laws intended to

foster the complete development of our viti-

cultural possibilities. Public opinion has

sustained the Legislatures, and horticul-

turists have also sought and procured laws

of a similar character, modeled gen"

erally after the plans originated by
the vine - growers. Constructive legis-

lation of this kind, in the interests

of producers, was unknown in the State

before the initiatory steps were taken

in • behalf of viticulture. During this

period the writer of this address has had the

honor to be placed in a position of continu-

ous responsibility on behalf of the State,

and can write from the standpoint of inti-

mate familiarity with all that has hap.

pened in connection with our common in-

terests. As there are many who have re-

cently joined us in our work who are not

familiar with this history, a reference to

details known to others will not be out of

place here.

The Act "for the promotion of the viti-

cultural industries of the State,'' approved

April 15th, 1880, was devised with the spe-

cial object of organizing the vine growers of

the State under a State Commission, com-

posed of qualified and experienced men. for

the purpose of utilizing all the important

lessons of practical experience that had

been acquired in the past for the bene-

fit of the inexperienced, as well as also

to provide concerted methods for acquiring

new information for public use. The State

was divided into seven viticultural districts;

one Commissioner for each district and two

for the State at large were appointed, the

term of office being four years, so arranged

that a portion of the number should be sub.

ject to change at the expiration of each two

Successive years. The Board was required

" to meet semi-annually to consult and to

adopt such measures as may best promote

the progress of the viticultural industries of

the State;" to hold conventions, appoint

lecturers, publish reports, collect and dis-

seminate information, investigate vine dis-

eases, etc. The Commissioners were to

serve without compensation; the Secretary

to receive a salary of $100 per month.

This law was framed by Mr. Arpad Har-

aszthy and the writer of this statement and

by us personally urged upon the considera-

tion of the Legislature; in this we were

powerfully supported by vine growers and

wine merchants. We believed that it

was the duty of the highest school in our

State, the University, to participate in the

proposed labors and therefore a special sec-

tion was included relating to work at Ber-

keley and providing for experimental sta-

tions in other parts of the State, The idea

of teaching the arts of fermentation and
distillation at Berkeley appeared so novel to

some legislators that we found in that sec-

tion the source of our chief obstacles; but

happily the law was passed without change

and the wisdom of uniting the work of the

University together with that of the repre-

sentatives of our industries has never since

been successfully challenged.

The first appropriation of State funds was
small but it was sufficient to enable the

Commission to make a survey of the condi-

tion of viticulture in California and to de-

vise intulligently further plans for more
effective work.

At that time facilities for acquiring and
imparting valuable and accurate informa-

tion were very limited. With the exception

of a very few scattering books treating on

viticultural questions in the possession of

some of the most experienced producers,

there was no collection of the literature of

the industry accessible except that which
the writer had made during his studies in

Europe in 1878; this however comprised

everything procurable in the English and
French languages, together with a few

works of German, Portuguese and Hunga-
rian origin. It has since served as the

means of procuring, more or less, complete

collections for the use of the University and
private parties, and, with knowledge of

material since published, catalogues for

orders for the Commission and for the

State Library at Sacramento have been

prepared.

Within the first year of our organization,

it became apparent that our first laborious

work would consist in systematizing the ex-

perimental operations of the State and in

the endeavor to classify and identify the

varieties of vines then cultivated. Although

the Commission was composed mainly of

men, who had had long experience in Cali-

fornia, we all of us felt that the most ex-

perienced was merely a beginner and that

without co-operation on the part of all in-

terested rapid progress could not be made.

Conventions of vine growers were held,

local societies were organized, vine growers

and wine makers Were stimulated to ex-

change ideas and to inspect each other's

productions, experimentation was encour-

aged, and incourse of time the public spirit

which now pervades the industry was de-

veloped, out of which the experience of

many has been made attainable by each

one who would profit by it.

In the beginning, a survey of the vine-

yards, costing much time and thousands of

miles of travel, revealed some most im-

portant facts, chief among which were the

following:

First— The nomenclature of vines was so

seriously confused that it was practically

impossible to determine without new classi-

fications what was meant by the names
Pinot, Burgundy, Biesling, Chasselas, etc.

This was the more serious as the demands
for material to plant new vineyards in-

creased.

Second—Notwithstanding the large num-
bers of varieties that had been imported,

there was not to be found in the State a

single vineyard, or even a considerable

part of any plantation, planted with the

recognized varieties of the celebrated vine

districts of the old world, which produce

the highest types of Burgundy,Champagne,

Bordeaux claret and sauterne, Portuguese

port, Spanish sherry, or Madeira.

Third—The only notable collections of

distinguished varieties, well known to the

world and systematically in use here, were

the white wine stocks of the Rhine, and

relatively small areas in the red wine

stocks of the southern coast and of the

Departments of the Jura and the Charentes

of France, besides the raisin and table

grapes of Spain and other countries. The
cognac varieties were here in small areas,

but were not recognized for their value in

distillation. Our reputation in the mar"

kets then depended upon reasonably large

vintages from the varieties of the Rhine,

small products from scattering lots of me-

dium grade French vines, a fair product of

the Zinfanilel of Hungary, and nondescript

mercantile blends of ordinary and inferior

quality, the bulk of the varieties producing
the same being unknown to fame in any
part of the world. We had, however,
challenged the respect of German-Americans
with fair reproductions of the Rhenish
types, reasonably satisfied the consumer of

ordinary table clarets, temporized with the

demand for ports and sherries, and had
made several notable instances of progress
in brandies. A comparatively few wine
makers had followed the practice of care-

fully maturing well selected wines.

The verdict of the market was then that

California could produce good white wines;
that our Zinfanilel was a fair ordinary and
desirable wine, suited to the taste of"a cer-

tain class of consumers; that our ports,

sherries and brandies could not get into the
London market, and that we could not
make clarets to compete with the French.
In raisins, the products of Mr. Blowers,
Mr. Briggs and a few others were recog-

nized as giving promise in that direction

;

and there was no doubt about the value of

our shipping grapes. It had been demon-
strated that the " earthy taste" formerly
complained of, when the Mission grape
alone was judged, was not necessarily the
result of a new soil; General Naglee and
others had grafted old Mission vines with
Cliurbono, Trousseau, etc., and had effectu-

ally shown that the influence of the variety

was felt not only upon the quality of the
wine, but also upon the distillations. Mr.
Rose, Mr. Shorb, Mr. West and others had
shown that there was a vast difference be-

tween brandy distilled from pomace and
that from wine. Mr. Rose had also shown
that good light wines of Rhenish character

could be produced in the southern as well

as in the northern parts of the State.

Messrs. Landsberger & Co., with whom
Mr. Haraszthy was associated as wine
maker at that time, had also shown that a

superior quality of Champagne could be
made after the French method of fermenta-

tion in the bottle. Mr. AVest from a small

block of vines had produced a Frontignan

Muscat even superior to the best French
growth.

All of the superior qualities attained

showed, however, that it was not sufficient

to substitute imported foreign varieties for

the old Mission stock, but that as we se-

lected the varieties which produce certain

types and qualities in Europe, so we most
nearly approximated the reproduction of

tnose types here. A careful examination

of new vintages of small and varied lots of

the kuown choicest varieties indicated that,

if further plantations were made with neg-
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lected noble varieties, we should soon be
able to change the verdict of the market
again, as we had already done in the case

of white wines of Rhenish types, and that

as soon as we tried, under favorable condi-

tions, to reproduce Bordeaux clarets and
Sauternes, Burgundies, Spanish sherries,

Oporto ports and Cognac brandies by first

planting the varieties known to produce
those types in Europe, we might safely

attempt to compete on fair terms in any
market of the world, and challenge the

criticism of the experts.

The tendency towards planting new vine-

yards increased so rapidly that even yet it

has been impracticable to thoroughly re-

form the methods of practice. The stocks

most needed were until recently so insuf-

ficiently supplied that most planters were
forced to make the best selections they
could from those that were within reach.

It has taxed the energies of the Commission
and of those who have co-operated with us

to the utmost to advance the prospects of

future vintages by improving the quality of

the new plantings as much as possible.

The excitement of the short time during

which about one hundred thousand acres of

new vines have been added to the area of

old vineyards, has carried a large number
of planters away from the influence of the

most experienced and competent advisers

.

Questions of real estate advantage and local

pride have influenced many contrary to the

cautions of the commissioners and others

who have had the permanent welfare of

viticulture at heart. We may, however,

after reviewing what has been done in the

last five years, say, with some positive de-

gree of assurance, that, notwithstanding

the mistakes of location and selection of

varieties that have been made, a fair per-

pereentage of the new vineyards has been
so planted that the industry is sure of be-

ing able to offer on the market, in the next

few years, considerable quantities of really

fine wines and an improved general average

of ordinary stocks. The increased produc-

tion, also, by forcing inferior qualities to a

low price, is laying the foundation for rapid

changes by means of grafting over old vines

with the choice varieties that are now to be
obtained.

Meanwhile, there has been much more
than theory to sustain these hopes of im-

proved vintages. Many public spirited

producers have co-operated in the work of

testing the vinous possibilities of the vari-

eties that are known in celebrated Euro-
pean districts, many fresh importations of

stocks having been made. We know al-

ready, as has been shown, notably in the

exhibits of Mr. J. H. Druminond, of Glen
Ellen, and and of Mr. H. W. Crabb, of

Oakville, at our annual State Conventions,

that the wines of noble French, Spanish
and Portuguese grapes will satisfy our ex-

pectations as the Khenish varieties have
done in the past. The Trousseau has been
largely planted for the production of high-

class wines of Oporto type, and consider-

able areas have been devoted to the sys-

tematic plantation of Cognac varieties for

distillation. The larger proportion of the

new vines are, however, destined to aug-
ment the production of agreeable and salu-

tary light table wines, both white and red,

with certain proportions intended for the
natural improvement of coloring and tannic

properties. .X
The new lessons of experience, especially

during the present year, that we are learn-

ing are verifications of the teachings of the
older vine-growing countries . The raisin-

makers find here, as in Europe, that the
locations for successful production are com-
paratively limited. As the ancients taught,
vitis arnat colles, and as the French have
written, that the vine does not like to put
its foot in water, so have we learned that
our best vintages, with few exceptions,

come from hillside, sloping and well-

drained lands.

As the old world has taught that quan-
tity and quality are also, with rare ex-

ceptions, inversely proportioned in the
vineyard, especially for wine making, so

we are learning by actual experience. As
the old world has shown that vintages of

successive years vary in quality, and that
the years of comparative dryness favor
quality, so- we have striking illustrations of

the - same truths in the comparison of the
crops of 1884 and 1885.

As in past times of depression, we have
noticed that inferior quality of products

has precipitated a depression in our prosper-
ity, while good qualities have been appre-
ciated by the market, so we have seen a
like result during the present year, to-

gether with a return of confidence as the
vintage gives promise of improved quality.

The leading work of the Commission
during the first four years of its organiza-
tion has been to collect and circulate, as
fully as possible, information concerning
the most valuable varieties of vines, their

adaptation to certain conditions of growth,
and their special uses, while utilizing as
much as possible for pressing present de-
mands the best stocks attainable in the
State.

Next, we have published treatises from
the French, with full illustrations, giving
instructions in the principles and practice

of pruning and training, according to

different methods, suited to different varie-

ties.

These subjeqts, together with those re-

lating to the choice of soils and cultivation,

have been widely discussed, so that the

public is reasonably well informed concern-
ing the establishment and cave of a vine-

yard. Large new and classified collections

of varieties are being made by several

growers, and continued practical experi-

mentation is in progress. The situation of

the vineyards is therefore vastly improved
since 1880, and what has been done in a

short time is worth now much more than
the efforts have cost the State.

During the progress of the work referred

to there has been also serious attention

paid to vine diseases, with some practical

advantage. The presence of the phylloxera

was investigated and traced, so as to deter-

mine the extent of the dangers it menaced
us with. We have followed it in its

progress from year to year and published

reports of its inroads, so as to warn those

in danger in time to adopt all possible pre-

cautions. All the known and best ap-

proved methods of combating the pest

have been practically tested, and the re-

sults, with working directions, have been
published. The Government and local

Departmental societies of France have ex-

pended millions of dollars in their efforts to

save viticulture. Our State has had small

chance to do more than trace the disease,

follow the work in France, and promptly
test the approved remedies. We have been
able to make, however, a few important

contributions to the common stock of

knowledge through our original obser-

vations and experiments—viz.

:

First^-The demonstration, by resistant

vines grafted thirty years ago, that the

stock, grafted upon, does not lose its dis-

tinctive character from the influence of the

graft—the proof of this being found at the

vineyard of Mr. Lefranc, in Santa Clara

county.

Second—The practical resistant proper-

ties of the native wild vines of California

and Arizona, when planted under favorable

conditions of soil and climate.

Third—The practicability of August graft-

ing to supply the failures made in Spring,

successful experiments made in 1883 being
equally successful this year.

As to the knowledge of the adaptability

of certain species and varieties of resistant

vines to different soils in this State, we
have made some certain and slow but sure

progress. In this we are weak for want of

more widely varied experimentations in dif-

ferent sections, which vine growers are urg-

ed to undertake without delay, as it is

known that a vine is more or less resistant

according to its conditions of vigorous and
healthful growth. The details of this sub-

ject have been fully set forth in our pub-
lished reports and in discussions at conven-
tions.

During the Legislative session of 1880-1,

a law confering quarantine powers upon
the Commission, enlarging its duties, cre-

ating the office of Chief Executive Viticul-

tural Officer and providing for the appoint-

ment of inspectors, was passed. The work
of horticultural quarantine also devolved
upon this Board, but this was subsequently
provided for by the creation of the Horti-
cultural Commission. After a year's suc-

cessful enforcement of quarantine rules, a
test case was carried up in the Courts,

which declared the provisions for quaran-
tine unconstitutional. The Commission,
however, had succeeded in establishing the
custom of disinfection of cuttings and vines

for new plantations, which has been fol-

lowed generally throughout the State ever
since, so that many new districts are com-
paratively safe from the phylloxera at the
present. The chief source of danger now
lies in the Summer winds, which transport
the winged form from infected vines to
those not yet infected. The owners of
healthy vines should look with fear mainly
towards the prevailing Summer wind and
seek to protect themselves, if possible, in
that direction.

In the study of other diseases, for want
of specially trained experts, we have made
no great progress, and muBt rely mainly
upon remedies set forth in foreign publica
tions.

During the last year we have endeavored
to concentrate public attention upon ques-
tions relating to ths conversion of the fruit

of the vine into the most satisfactory mer-
chantable form. The raisin producers have
made considerable advances in methods of

curing and packing, mutually exchanging
their experiences. Growers of shipping
grapes have taught that extreme caution
mast be used in the use of Summer irriga-

tion and improvements in packing for trans
portation. Wine-makers and distillers have
had the most to learn, and necessarily sug
gest the greatest variety of problems.
With the aid of experienced men we have

been able to formulate a few important
rules, suited to our local wants, but the
greater part of our work is yet subject to

experimentation and demonstration . It has
been known to the wine dealers much better

than to the producers that imperfect fer-

mentations are quite common, and give rise

to subsequent diseases and difficulties in

transportation. During the work of this

year we are being aided in preparing to an-
nounce definite rules for practice by several
of the most experienced wine-makers in

different sections, and are specially indebted
to Mr. H. W. Crabb, of Oakville, for facili-

ties placed at our disposal. It is probable,

therefore, that the vintage of 1885 will bring
to us more useful lessons than any that has
preceded. During the past year active dis-

cussions of principles governing fermenta-
tion and the care of wines have been pro-

voked, so that there are now many observ-

ers aroused who will report their experiences

before the vintage of 1886. Propositions

for experimentation have been formulated
and widely distributed both by publications

and correspondence.
During this vintage it is hoped that pro-

ducers will test to their satisfaction some
of the rules that have been given already

for general application, and inspectors

especially are requested to report their local

observations as soon as practicable. The
most important rules for avoidance of the

greater part of the defective fermentations
appear to be, viz:

First—Avoidance of deep masses of musts
in tanks for red wines, regulating the work
somewhat by the rule that the warmer the

atmosphere and the sweeter the must the
shallower should be the fermenting mass.
Experiment should locally determine to

what extent fermentations may be improved
by varying the depth of the must ferment-
ing, remembering that in Portugal the rich-

est musts are successfully treated in vats so

shallow that operatives are only knee-deep
in them when treading.

Second—Holding the wine of certain

grapes on the pomace for some time after

violent fermentation is over, protecting the
top from spoiling by air-tight covers, with
vent tubes for the escape of an excess of

carbonic acid gas, the ends of the tubes be-
ing immersed in water to prevent the intro-

duction of air. Some special inventions of

the Commission for simplifying the vent
tube will be tested ; also various kinds of

simple covers for the tanks. Experiments
should determine locally on what varieties

of grapes this method will be an improve-
ment, also the length of time for resting

the wine on the pomace. It appears from
past experiments that this plan will in

many places improve the merchantable
qualities of Zinfandel.

Third—For even fermentations, and to

produce delicate results, it is counseled that

in most, if not all cases, must for white
wines should first be permitted to settle in

open tanks, the scum removed, and the

juice, as it begins to ferment, drawn off the

sediment into pipes or puncheons, being
kept as full as practicable during fermenta-
tion.

Fourth—In order to preserve new wines

from spring troubles, care should be taken
to rack them off the lees before the warm
spring weather commenoes. The chief
source of disease in wine is the presence of
fermentative matter; racking as soon as the
wine clears, and again before spring, pro-
tecting the wine against exposure to the
atmosphere during the operation as much
as possible, are requisites of treatment,
which are generally well known, but often
neglected

.

Fifth—During all operations of wine-
making, the cleaning of all receptacles and
machinery should be considered as a disin-
fecting work, rather than simple washing,
in order that no germs of false ferments
may be introduced into the wine. This
care should be extended even to the boxes
into which grapes are picked ; they should
be thoroughly cleaned (disinfected) each
day. The crusher, dump cars, and all ap-
pliances which are touched by the grapes
between the picking and the vats, should
be kept absolutely free from any foulness.

Sixth—All decayed, sunburnt, mouldy
and unripe grapes should be excluded when
wine of fine quality is desired. Injured
grapes are necessarily dangerous, by reason
of the foul fermentations already begun in
them.

Seventh—When grapes are sunburnt, or
otherwise injured, it is less dangerous to
make them into white wine than into red,
if the juice is separated promptly from the
pomace after crushing.

Eighth—Grapes for white wine should,
with rare exceptions, be permitted to ripen
as much as possible.

Ninth—Grapes for dry red wines should
be picked promptly, when sufficiently

ripened, the degree of sugar in the must
that may be successfully fermented out
varying with different varieties. Generally
it should be aimed to obtain red wines with
not less than 11 per ct. of alcoholic strength
from musts of about 22 degrees Balling,
The general opinion now favors 22 degrees
Balling as the best condition for fermenting
Zinfandel. The Mata.ro appears to need 24
degrees to develop its color and quality.
Burgundies are generally best at 24 to 26
degrees. When musts for red wines are
found too high in sugar, thorough fer-

mentation may be promoted by mixture
with other musts containing sufficiently

less sugar to reduce them. Water, ju-

diciously added, will favor fermentation
when fresh musts are not to be had. Ar-
rested fermentations may be revived by
drawing the tanks upon fresh must. Fre-
quent stirring of the musts before violent

fermentation favors a thorough develop-
ment of ferment, and the subsequent com-
plete conversion of sugar. Stirring the
musts during violent fermentation, where
excessive heat is feared, assists in cooling

the mass and in equalizing fermentation
throughout. In some cases, at least, the
addition of ten to twenty per cent, of white
grapes assists the fermentation of red
wines and increases the color; the applica-

tion of this rule should be tested by various
experiments. In many of the vintages of

France the practice of mixing a certain

proportion of white grapes with the red
musts is regularly practiced to improve the
quality of the wines.

Tenth—Wines intended for distillation

should be fermented without the pomace.
Pomace brandy should not be mixed with
that distilled from wine.
Eleventh—The fermenting room should

be protected against sudden and excessive
changes of temperature. The temperature
should be kept as even as practicable. A
high degree of heat should be especia'ly
avoided, if possible; when unavoidable,
the grapes should be suffered to rest over
night before crushing, placed shallow in
the tanks, and stirred often during the vio-

lent fermentation. When the temperature
is cold, prompt fermentation may be
started by the introduction of freshly fer-

menting must, which has been developed
in a warm place, after adding which, fre-

quent stirring in the tank will assist in

provoking the fermentation. After fer-

mentation has been well started, a falling

temperature is not so much to be feared as

a rapidly rising one.

Twelfth—For dry wines, intended for

early consumption, the prime requisites are

complete fermentation and a prompt clear-

ing from all cloudiness . For such wines,

considerations of the development of fine

bouquets and extreme delicacy are not so
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important as those pertaining to conditions

favorable to safe transportability, absence

of subsequent fermentation, brightness,

deep color (if red), sufficient tannin to pre-

vent alterations, good body and alcoholic-

strength. As the greater part of wines

produced must necessarily come within the

class intended for cheap and prompt sales

and ordinary consumption, the attention of

wine makers should be concentrated mainly

on the production of the necessary quali-

ties to suit the conditions of trade and
transportation. Delicate wines, drawn
from the pomace too early, deficient in

tannin, color and alcoholic strength, will

rarely suit the demands of merchants, who
havequick sales to make and difficulties of

transportation to encounter. Delicate wines

may be frequently matured successfully if

the" producer has suitable cellar facilities

for storage, where an even temperature

may be preserved and skill be applied in

racking and all other treatments.

Thirteenth—Suitable blending of wines

having an abundance of tannin with those

that are deficient, as soon as they become
clear, will often be serviceable in protecting

the latter from diseased Spring fermenta-

tions.

Fourteenth—Young dry wines should be

carefully kept from the action of the atmos-

phere; the filling of the casks or tanks

holding them should never be neglected.

Care should be taken to see that the bungs
are set in tightly. Many beginners spoil

their wines by neglecting this precaution;

some being even unacquainted with the use

of tools for reaming out the bung holes, so

as to permit the bungs to fit tightly. Sim-

ple instruction in the care of cooperage will

save many beginners from disappointments.

The foregoing simple principles of well-

known application are given at this time to

aid new beginners, many of whom are mak-
ing their first wines this year. Whenever
such persons find that their wines are going

wrong, they should immediately consult

some experienced cellar man. The precise

rules for treatments of different varieties of

musts must be the growth of experience;

comparative experimentation and exchange

of observations will hasten the time for

stating them.

If we can bring together for the common
good all the valuable instruction that can

be acquired from the experience of this and
previous years, we may do much to pre-

vent many going wrong during the next

few years when new wineries spring into

existence. The lessons that have been
taught in the past clearly point to inferior

products as the chief dangers to fear, and
to improved quality as onr rock of safety.

Great capital must be sought to complete
the work of our present plantations, to pro-

vide wineries, cellars and mercantile facili-

ties. The chief incentive to investment
during the past five years was confidence in

our ability to compete with foreign prod-

ucts, especially in the line of superior

grades of ordinary wines of transportable

merits. Local organizations in all parts of

the State should be formed without delay

to aid in the work of instructing the inex-

perienced. It would well repay such socie-

ties, if they should annually send out com-
mittees to gather items of practical inform-
ation for local use, when necessary.

The collection of local statistics of plan-

tations, showing the relative proportions

and ages of different varieties, should not

be neglected. The Commission needs all

the aid you can render in this respect, so

that early calculations can be made as to

our necessities and reliable information be
given for the benefit of commerce.

Discussions of principles of practice

should be stimulated everywhere ; but it is

of the greatest importance that disputes
should not degenerate into personal quar-
rels and unprofitable contests between dif-

ferent classes engaged in our industry.

There is no one so far advanced in his ex-

perience or study that he is not liable to

error; pride of opinion and personal com-
bativeness are not necessarily conncoted
with public spirit. It is unfortunate that
there have been lately some exhibitions of

personal zeal, the benefits of which are
partially destroyed by a quarrelsome tend-
ency. After we have once successfully
marketed a full vintage from our increased
vineyards the luxury of personal disputes
might be indulged in with less danger to

the common cause than at present.

The Legislature last winter has materi-

ally added to the resouroes of the vine

growers by granting new powers to the
Commission, by creating the office of State

Analyst and by more liberally appropriating
funds for the work of the Commission and
the University.

The Professor of Agriculture has now
much more ample means at his disposal to

carry out the work of instruction provided
for by law. The Commission is authorized
and enabled to extend its work in the di-

rection of markets for our products. An
additional sum for work under joint control
of the Commission and the University is

also provided, which will be ample to cover
the expenses of making thorough analytical

researches under the State Analyst, who is

a professor at the University.
As there is no other joint work provided

for by law, the funds cannot be used for

anything but analytical purposes, unless
the Kegents unite with the Commission in

creating such work. This the Regents have
declined to do, and both institutions have
thereby suffered some loss in resources.

The question at issue between the Regents
and the Commission has been imperfectly

understood by the public. The Committee
of this Commission has asked the Commit-
tee of the Regents to meet and consider
what work shall be created under joint con-

trol, in addition to that of the State An-
alyst, and to agree upon an apportionment
for the support of that office; they deny
that any part of the appropriation
should be applied to the work of

the State Analyst, notwithstanding
he is a Professor at the University,

and refuse to consider any proposition ex-

cept the entire expenditure of the appro-
priation at Berkeley under the management
of the Professor of Agriculture. The Re-
gents during the session of the last Legisla-

ture refused to ask for this special appro-
priation; this Commission did ask for it in

the form obtained and the Legislature

granted our request after striking out by a

unanimous vote an item of like amount for

a wine cellar at Berkeley. We do not and
have not asked for the use of this entire

sum at San Francisco, or anywhere, as

some suppose, but have even offered propo-
sitions providing for the appropriation of

eight thousand dollars of it upon the work
under management of University professors,

asking for only $1,000 per annum to

assist in our practical experimentations.
The original suggestion that the experi-

mental fermentations should be condticted

in San t'rancisco having been abandoned
for want of agreement, we have to fall back
on our separate funds for such work, which
will be conducted in connection with cellars

in the country. The Regents, however,
express a determination to prevent, if

possible, the use of any part of the joint

fund for the analytical work which the law
places under the direction of the State

Analyst, Professor Rising. It is because
we cannot not only consent to give up all

share in the control of an appropriation
for by us, not asked for by the Re-
but also draw upon our separate

for the support of the

Analyst — the only joint work
actually provided for by law—that

the question remains unsettled. The loss

of the appropriation for experimental pur-

poses will not, however, deprive Professor
Hilgard of means to continue and enlarge

his work, as he has been granted by the

Legislature three thousand dollars more
than he asked for to support his depart-
ment, in his original estimates to the Board
of Regents.

Chas. A. Wetmore,

Chief Executive Viticultural Officer.

Important Vine Stocks

FOR SALE.

asked
gents,

funds
State

Mr. James De Fremery, Consul of the

Netherlands in California, now on a visit to

his native land, announces the marriage of

his son, Mr. James Leon De Fremery, to

Miss Wilhelmine Henriette Suermondt, at

Utrecht, on August 20th.

Among the visitors to the Merchant
office during the last fortnight were: J. L
Watson of Glen Ellen; Chas. E. Shillaber

of the Cordelia Wine Company; Chas. M.
Cooke of Honolulu; F. Pohndorff, Special

Viticultural Representative to the Louis-
ville Exposition; FfPohndorff, Jr., of Mis-
sion San Jose; J. H. Drummond of Glen
Ellen.

TJIOR SALE A LIMITED NUMBER OF CUTTINGS FROM CAREFULLY SE-
*• lected Choice Wine Vines. The original stocks were imported from the most

famous French Vineyards at great expense.

Cabernet Sauvignon, imported from Margaut, Lafitte and Chateau Brown

—Cantenac. This vine produces the highest class Bordeaux wine (claret).

Cabernet Franc, from the above vineyard. A high grade claret variety.

VerdOt and VerdOt Colon, also renowned for Clarets.

St" Macaire, from the Palus District, Medoc. A strong, thrifty vine with great

bearing powers, yielding a wine of intense color and of a true Claret type. Ripens early

.

Price per M $50 Price per IOO $6

GrOS Mancin, from the same locality. A great bearer; the wine is of great

color and quality. Ripens later than the St. Macaire.

Price per M $SO Price per IOO $6

Franc Pinot, from Vongeot and Beaune in the Bourgoyne. Is a fair bearer and

yields the most famous wines of Burgundy.

PinOt Pemand. from Beaune. A good bearer, giving a wine of a high class

Burgundy character.

Gamai Teinturier. from Beaune. A fine bearer, ripens as early as the Pinots;

gives a wine of great color and of high value for blending.

Tannatf imported by Mr. Wetmore from Madiran. Is an extremely heavy bearer,

producing a wine of fine color, great quality and tannin and possessing remarkable

keeping powers.

Petite Sirrah, giving a wine of intense color and great quality. Imported from

the Hermitage.

Semi IIon, from Yquem. A good bearer, ripens early and produces the world

renowned Chateau Yquem.

Sauvignon, from Yquem. Enters into the best known wines of the Sauterne.

Also a limited number ofk cuttings of the Champagne varieties — Pinot Blanc, Clair-

ette Blanche, Petit Bouschet, Alicante Bouschet, Marsanne, Grosser Blauer, Meunier,

Teinturier Male, Folle Blanche, Kadarkas Noir, and many other fancy table varieties.

Cuttings of ordinary wine varieties at from $2 to $3.50 per M. All cuttings from

healthy vines and carefully packed. Length, 18 inches between terminal buds.

jy For the more choice varieties only early orders can be filled, and prices can be

obtained on application.

J. .H. DRUMMOND,
DUNFILLAN, GLEN ELLEN,

SONOMA COUNTY, CAL.

WINES & RAISINS.
Eastern Merchants and Consumers desiring to receive

Consignments or extend theirtrade connections with Cali-

fornia should advertise in

" THE SAN FRANCISCO MERCHANT,"

Which is the Only Medium for reaching the Producers of

the Pacific Coast.

CHARLES R. BUCKLAND,
p. o. Box 2366. Proprietor.

323 FRONT ST., SAN FRANCISCO.
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Dr, Koeslcr's 'Work.

Under the direction of Professor Dr. L.

Roesler at the Klosterneuburg High School

of Pomology and Viticulture, analyses

have been made for years, and are contin-

ued, of all kinds of wines from all coun-

tries. Dr. Roesler had the kindness to

send to the Merchant the printed com-

munications of the cenological experiment-

al station up to June, 1885.

The value of these analyses, and all the

investigations of the renowned establish-

ment, to the grape growers of Austria-

Hungary is evident. But at the same time

the communications contain quite a mass

of items which are of great value to viti-

culturists abroad. That in California the

material furnished by the distinguished

Austrian chemist Dr. Eoesler, is the means

of enlightenment in many respects is out of

the question, for a good proportion of our

grape growers are men of progress and re-

search and capable of applying the advice

to be extracted from what others do and

how their doings agree with the results in

the product of their own vineyards.

We may abstain from taking for guid-

ance the composition of wines such as the

southern European vineyards furnished,

for we cannot but find that most of the old

wines, both sweet and dry, from the hotter

regions of Europe that come under the

hands of the analytical chemist in Klosteru-

enburg are not in the shape as they leave

the grower's or breeder's cellar, but are

wines of commerce, that have experienced

the treatment of the compounder. But

we have a wealth of natural wines examin-

ed in Dr. Koesler's department, which in

some respects are capable of comparison

with our California product) in their com-

position. The interest of those wines is

therefore considerable for us.

We shall note a few instances gleaned

from the communications of Dr. Roesler,

of tho component parts also of wines of

commerce in regard to saccharine, alcohol

and free acid proportions, and also the pro-

portion of vegetable water in such wines,

lis well as in raw wines.

In Hungarian sweet wines we find Tokay

and Tokay Ausbruch (from over-ripe and

partially dried grapes), in each of seven

samples, near to 16 per cent of sugar, 13

per cent of alcohol, and not quite 6 per

mille of free acids, and the natural water

proportion is 71.90 per cent. In 15 samples

of dry wines no saccharine, but about 0.66

per cent of glycerine was contained in three

of them. The alcoholic proportion in the

15 wines was 10.5 per cent; in 13 of them

the free acids averaged not quite 6 per

mille. Water, about 88 per cent. In six

red Hungarian dry wines the alcoholic

strength averaged 11.89 per cent and the

free acids not quite 6 per cent. Nine white

dry Hungarian wines contained 9.6 per cent

of alcohol and a little over 6 per mille of

free acids; glycerine about x/% per cent.

Fifteen Lower Austrian dry wines con-

tained 9.4 per cent of alcohol and about 7

per cent of free acids; glycerine averaged

Yt per mille.

Thirteen Tyrol dry wines, chiefly whites,

contained 9 per cent of alcohol and about

6.7 per mille of free acids, and in 12 samples,

11.8 per cent alcohol.

Six Southern Tyrol wines had an average

of 11.77 per cent alcohol and not quite 7

per mille of free acids Three red wines,

11.74 per cent alcohol and 6.5 per mille of

free acids; above % per mille »f glycerine

in these three, none in the preceding six

samples.

Seventeen Dalmatine sweet wines con-

tained 12.53 per cent alcohol and 5.33 per

cent sugar.

Three wines from Herzegovina, 10.56 per

cent of alcohol and 6.1 per mille of free acids;

glycerine, 0.7 per mille.

Nine Greek wines, sweet, 9.4 sugar; 14%
per cent alcohol, and not quite 6 per mille

of free acids.

Marsala wines, commercial. About 19

per cent alcohol, about 4% per cent sugar,

and 4.3 per mille of free acids.

Sherries from Jerez, commercially pre-

pared. From 17 to 20 per cent alcohol;

sugar varying from 2 to 21 per cent, free

acids ranging from the low cypher of 2.5

to 0.81 per mille. The bulk of the wines,

however, only a little above 4 per mille.

Considerable glycerine was formed in all,

even up to 0.6 per mille. Water proportion

in the natural composition ranging from 65

to 70 per cent.

Ports from Portugal, commercially pre-

pared. Alcohol, 18 to 22.55 per cent; sugar

from 2.65 to 13.28 percent; free acids, from

0.29 to 0.64 per cent, but most of the wines

containing only between 4 and 5 per mille;

glycerine, from 0.14 to 1.042 per cent.

Madeira, comercially prepared. Alcohol,

20 per cent; sugar, 0.39 to 3,88 per cent;

free acids from 0.3 to 0.49 per cent.

Chambertin, Burgundy. Alcohol, 11

per cent; free acids, 0.59 per mille ; water,

88.39 per cent.

Aramon 1882, red dry wine. Alcohol,

7.98 per cent; free acids, 0.695 per mille;

water, 91.49.

Jacquez, 1882. Alcohol, 10.98 per cent;

free acids, 0.78 per mille; glycerine, 0.67 per

per cent; water, 88.19 per cent.

Rhenish and Moselle wines. Old aver-

age: alcohol, 10.5 per cent; free acids, from

0.48 to 0.95 per mille.

Rieslings from the Rhine. Alcohol, 8.46

to 10.11 per cent; free acids, from 0.54 to

0.66 per mille.

Spanish Mediterranean wines, dry, ex-

cept three, having yet about 0.3 per cent of

sugar; alcohol average, 13 per cent; free

acids, from 0.3 to 0.5 per mille, and one

(Alicante) 0.8 per mille.

California Zinfandel. Alcohol, 9.45 per

cent; free acids, 0.75 per mille; sugar, 0.10

per cent
;
glycerine, 0.376 per cent.

Italian dry wines. Alcohol, 10.1 to 14.5

per cent; average, 13.2 per cent! free acids,

from 0.492 to 0.576 per mille; sugar and

glycerine in proportions of 0.314 to 0.650

per cent.

Cyprus, sweet. From 8.47 to 22 per

cent saccharine; alcohol, from 5.68 to 14.74

per cent; free acids from 0.530 to 1.035 per

mille. F. Pohndorff.

Nome Practical Hints to the Wine
Producers.

tWynberg Times.]

The subjoined practical hints to wine

producers have been drawn up by Baron

Von Babo, the Colonial viticulturist, for

general information

:

It is evident that at present the produc-

tion of wine in the Cape Colony is greater

than the consumption of this article, and it

is therefore necessary to produce and pre-

pare a wine which can be exported to Eur-

ope, and which suits the taste of the Euro-

pean consumer. By applying some rules,

which are absolutely necessary in the prepa-

ration of wine for the European fnarket, it

is quite possiblo to make of the splendid

Cape grape a wine which will have a mar-

ket in Europe

.

The wine for the European market must

be the produce of the grape only; it must

be a natural wine and no foreign substances

must be added. By treating the wine with

lime, salicylic acid, etc., it is rendered unfit

for the European market. The color of the

young wine must be greenish yellow, not

brown or light red. The dark wine must

be almost opaque, but dark red. The wine

must be clear and not containing insoluble

matter in suspension. The smell must be

vinous, not fusil-oil-like. The taste must

be harmonious, no unpleasant or particular

harsh taste must be predominant, and it

must be pure, not indicating any disease.

At last a dry wine must be completely fer-

mented, containing less than one per cent

of grape sugar. The grapes for making

good wine must be ripe. For making a

clear and light wine the grapes must be fully

ripe—that is to say, they must have entered

into the state when the berries have the

largest size, and when the bouquet-com-

pounds and the taste of the particular kind

of grape are developed. The grapes must

not shrivel on the vines, because the bou-

quet-compounds leave to a great extent the

berry after the state when it was ripe, and

the amount of sugar increases, which again

interferes with a thorough fermentation.

THE PRESSING OP GRAPES.

The present mode of pressing is most ob-

jectionable. The want of cleanliness in

this manipulation is simply indescribable.

It is to be wondered that, with this untidy

treatment, there is still a drinkable wine

produced. As the farmers are generally

not in possession of presses and grape-mills

there is only one way of remedying the

evil. The grapes are to be crushed in a

narrow vessel by means of a wooden stamp,

er of a conical shape and with suitable

handle, to be worked by one man. The

juice, which runs through tho perforated

bottom of the vess.l, must pass through a

sieve, and thus freed from husks and stalks,

is transferred into a stukvat (and not into

an open vessel) for fermentation,

THE FERMENTATION OF LIGHT WINES I

SI0KVATS.

The vats must be clean and must not

have an acetous or mouldy smell. Each

cask, after being emptied, must be cleaned

and brushed with pure water only, and then

sulphured. Only spoiled casks may be

treated with lime, sulphuric acid, caustic

soda, etc. During the sulphuring the casks

must be kept well closed and afterwards

they must bo carefully kept closed.

With cleanliness of the casks goes hand

in hand tho cleanliness of the store. A
wine store is not a receptacle of ever so

many articles of doubtful composition,which

exhale gases which are partly communicated

to the wine and injure its character.

The fermenting stukvats are filled up to

two-thirds with the juice. The cask is

closed with a "fermentation-bung" of pecu-

liar construction. As this necessary imp o"

ment is totally wanting in the wine districts,

it is desirable to cover the bung-hole with a

small linen bag filled with clean sand and

covering the cask at least four inches round

the bung-hole, the bag must be two inches

thick. The object of this arrangement is to

let the carbonic acid formed during fermen-

tation escape, but to filter all air that enters

the cask, and to prevent the germs of ace-

tous and other fermentations from getting

into the fermenting liquid.

THE FERMENTATION OF DARK WINE.

The dark wine must ferment on the

husks. The fermentation of dark wiDe

ought to be conducted in peculiarly con-

structed fermenting tubs, in which the
husks are kept under the surface of the
liquid. But as these appliances are at

present wanting, nothing can be done with
regard to this under the circumstances ex-
cept to immerse every day several times the
"hat" and to use the ordinary open fer-

menting tubs. After six to eight days the
wine is separated from the husks.

THE TREATMENT OF WINE IN THE FIRST TEAR.

When the fermentation is quite over, the
young,wine is drawn off and filled in clean

casks. The casks must, under all circum-
stances, be kept quite full up to the bung-
hole. The casks must be filled up every
month. The wine used for filling up must
be of tho same kind.

After six to eight weeks the wine is for
the first time drawn over into a clean cask;
this is 'done again shortly before the second
fermentation. Under no condition what-
ever is wine to be fined before the second
fermentation, which must be quite over be-
fore the wine is fined. After the second
fermentation the wine is drawn over again,
and may now be fined once or twice. The
best material for fining is gelatine, one-and-
a-half ounces per leaguer. Dark wine is to

be fined only with half this quantity, as it

loses too much color. After each fining
the wine must be drawn off from the sedi-
ment (but not before three weeks) again,
and if it gets now any turbid again must be
fined for a second time . After this second
fining it will soon acquire perfect clearness,
as the remaining particles will now settle
down.
A wine prepared thus with necessary

cleanliness will stand any sea-voyage.

• •

i aim; wink i \m in

The Merchant had frequently drawn at-

tention to the false labeling of wines as it

s conducted in the Eastern States and
more especially in New York. We know
however that every facility is afforded to
the unscrupulous wine dealer or retailer to
conduct similar little profitable pecuniary
ventures in this State. The wine and bottles
can easily be obtained, "foreign" boxes
eau be manufactured and stamped with
burning brands, and the foreign labels are
all that is necessary to complete the little

job. In San Francisco there is one, and
probably more than one, printing establish-
ment that will supply any recognized for-

eign label by the gross. We have before
us the following samples which we can
procure in "quantities to suit,'' viz: Cha-
teau La Rose, 1875, 1 er cru Medoc, F,
Huguat & Co., Bordeaux; St. Julieu, 1HI15.

Puget Fils, Bordeaux; Chateau Lafitte, H.
& Co., Grand Vin, Bordeaux; St. Jnlien.
Bordeaux. The last one is modest and
does not claim a forgery of a firm's initials.

In California labels we can procure the
following, among scores of others: Anaheim
Wine, Cal.; California brandies of various
hues and devices ; Red Stars California
Zinfandel, a most elaborate red and gold
production ; and a choice assortment of Ziu-
faudels fit for the names of Dick, Tom or
Harry as the makers. Every California
wine maker should have his own individual
label which in time will become a recog-
nized and well established guarantee of the
contents of the bottle or package. This
would tend to prevent the sale of any chem-
ical compounds of local manufacture to

which the Anaheim, Napa or Sonoma labels

could be attached. What the leading hotels
of San Francisco would do if the foreign
label industry were suppressed we do not
know or care. It would be one good step
towards inducing them to sell our good
wiues for what they are, the pure California
product. There are probably also some
dealers who engage in this little business
and who like to reap a share of the harvest

obtainable from the ignorant rich who pay
for the labels without knowing the merits

or demerits of the contents of the bottle.

The strictest legislation should be enforced
against all such frauds, whether selling

wholesale or retail. We have not com-
menced with this subject yet and a little

careful study, examination and analysis

may be the means of enabling us to give a
somewhat undesirable publicity to any of-

fenders that we can find.
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IN THE VOLCANO.

Graphic Description of Walks Among

Seething Lava.

Sacramento Girl'j Visit to Kilauea, the

Famous Voloano on the Island of Hawaii.

(Special Correspondence of the Kecord-Un.ion.J

A party of tib recently left Haiku on the

Island of Maui, and after experiencing the

usual delays in traveling, both by land and

sen, wo arrived at Hilo, on the Island of

Hawaii, from which point parties start on

their journey to the famous volcano Ki-

lauea, the most noted volcano now in exist-

ence. Our first view of Hilo bay and Cocoa-

nut Island was most enchanting. The

land-lockc d bay, bordered by cocoauut trees

laden with their brown fruit, the beautiful

color of the water, the city of Hilo built on

the graceful curves, with its fresh white

houses and beautiful vegetation, together

with the blight morning sun, all combined

to make the scene an ever-to-be remember-

ed one.

TIIK TRIP FROM HILO.

We dashed from Hilo on horseback into

the forest—a veritable tropical jungle. On

the ohia trees and the lohola green ferns

hung from almost every limb, draping the

trees with most graceful festoons. The ieie

vine, the birds' nests and ferns beneath the

dense undergrowth combined to make a

typical island wood. Wo rode through

them for nearly seven miles, too rapidly to

take in their full beauty, but coming back,

when the setting sun was glancing through

them, the picture was one of surprising

beauty. After leaving the woods we came

into an entirely different character of coun-

try; rough, up and down; vegetation luxu-

riant — a few trees and scattered ferns.

Arrived at the Half-way House—a welcome

sight—we rested an hour and ate our lunch.

We remounted at 10 o'clock and proceeded

on our sixteen-mile pilgrimage. The most

ambitious of the party constituted the ad-

vance guard, and reached

THE VOLCANO HOUSE

Ono and a half hours before the others. Two

or three miles of our journey was through

the most magnificent pulu ferns, growing

twelve or fifteen feet high, their waving

plumes extending across the road. Passing

through this belt of beauty, we soon came

to good cantering ground, and we galloped

until we reached the Volcano House, too

tired to dismount without assistance. After

drinking tea, almost to intoxication, we

looked around to view our surroundings.

The house consists of a living room, six

sleeping rooms, dining and cook room. A
grand fire-place gave out cheer and com-

fort, for at an altitude of 4,000 feet the

tropic heat was moderated. Rocking-

chairs, lounges and a book-case filled with

papers, offered rest to our weary bodies.

LOOKING DOWN IN THE CRATER.

A great disappointment and surprise await-

ed mo at the crater. Instead of a mountain

sending forth fire, smoko and lava, I saw,

looking from the house, a pit 500 feet doep,

the floor of which is a frozen sea of lava.

At the farther end of this floor could be

seen threo furnaces, surrounded by castle

and cliff's. From such smoke issued and an

occasional gleam of light. This was all.

No belching forth of a fiery flood from a

mountain side; no shaking and trembling

and rending by unseen forces. A disap-

pointment! We took a walk to the sulphur

banks, stepping cautiously at first over the

steam cracks. How could we be sure that

the earth wpuld not break up under our

feet! Strange that familiarity with even

the greatest forces in nature makes them

lose their terror. To walk over ground

broken up into islands, peninsulas, capes

and every natural division by the cracks,

from six inches to a foot across, from which

the steam, hot, sulphurous, comes pouring,

gives one the feeling that ho is tempting

the Fates. But sufficiently long acquaint-

ance with even such phenomena makes it

seem tame.

THE VOLCANO'S FIKEWOKKS DISPLAY

Returning to the house we had supper,

after which wo sat on the rim of the crater

and watched Madam Fide (Goddess of Vol-

cano) as she lit up the fireworkB for the

night. Gradually the furnace began to

assume a lurid hue; bluish red light flashed

upward, and occasionally flames appeared.

The recent lava flow became visible as the

night darkened. Tongues of fire were to

be seen creeping along stealthily, advancing,

imperceptibly moving. All over the floor

%( the crater here and there were the bright

lines of light plainly defining the course of

the flow.

Sitting on the cliff, Professor Jenks, of

Brown's University, entertained us with ac-

counts of the eruptions of Vesuvius and the

homes of the cliff dwellers, the latter sug-

gested by the similarity of the cliff's sur-

rounding Kilauea. How strange the life of

those prehistoric people. How striking

the contrast between the past, forever dead,

and the intensely active present, for now
we seemed to be in the midst of the creation

itself. Nay, not seemed, but we were

STANDING IN GOD'S WORKSHOP.

Sitting there till we were reminded by the

dullness of the air that wo must "moveon,"
we drank in deep draughts of peace and
thankfulness, and our hearts gave out great-

er homage, worship and awe than ever be-

fore. Thousands of times in my life had I

experienced the tenderness and love of the

Creator—in every flower and child, in every

unselfish act, in the forgiveness and mercy
—but here there was no suggestion of aught

but power, overwhelming, grand, awful.

We returned to the house physically ex-

hausted by the day's exertions, but mentally

too active to think of rest. We retired,

but, in my case, not to sleep. About 10: 30

the word was passed around that the

"new lake'' was "breaking up,'' upon which
signal the company arose to witness from

the veranda the brilliant illumination of the

heavens, and to see

MADAME PELE IN HER MOST FIERY ROBE.

We finally resolved to sleep, but sleep

takes flight with such resolves, and all

night the extreme novelty of the surround-

ings made rest a fugitive. At last morning
came, and with elastic spirits we gathered

around the table. After breakfast we visit-

ed "The Devil's Kitchen.'' But he resent-

ed our too closely prying into the details of

his culinary affairs, and if anyone ventured

too far a puff of steam greeted and forced

him to retreat.

We next wended our way to Kilauea-iki,

an extinct crater two miles distant. Here
the sides were clothed with verdure from
summit to base, and on the floor the same
tion was younger than elsewhere. On in-

quiry we found that down this path the lava

had poured at a compariively recent period,

destroying everything in its course, and that

nature had but recently begun to repair the

damage.

FICNICING AMONG VOLCANOES.

Reminded that it was nearly noon, we re-

turned to the hous«. Both going and com-
ing we had feasted on ohelos, finding them
growing in great abundance and beauty on
every hand; we also gathered some straw-

the thoughts of more
note being inscribed

able of our attention

than one person of

therein.

Late in the afternoon a council of war
was held, and 4: 30 was decided upon as the

best time to set out. Wo took a lunch,

lant rns, wraps, staves and a guide, and a

black, forbidding mass which characterized

the active crater. Opposite! us was what
appeared a roadway, in which the vegeta-

grotesque procession moved down the slope

of Kilauea. We found it to be literally

true, " descensus averni facile est,'' for we
actually flew down the mountain side. .

DOWN IN THE CRATKB.

Many go down and are so exhausted as to

be almost dead when they reach the top. A
sad reminder of our possible fate was- found
in the monument located just before the

lava field is reached, which marks the spot

where a young Englishman fell, exhausted,

and expired on his return from tho fiery

furnace. One faces it with a shudder, feel-

ing that the " black camel " has no choice

of places.

Reaching tho lava, making good use of

our staves, we trudged along over the un-

even surface, up and down, over cracks

from which steam issued, across sluggishly

moving lava, past "Little Beggar,'' up to

the cliff which overlooks the " New Lake.''

This we found perfectly dead, with scarcely

a sign of activity. We decided to pay our

respects to Hale Maumau (house of ever-

lasting fire), and return to the "New Lake"
later. A mile of hard tramping (dangerous

it would be called anywhere else) brought

us to the top of tho fiery lake. A few

moments' waiting and our most extrava-

gant expectations were realized.

FOUNTAINS OF LIQIUD LAVA

Began to play—ten, twenty, fifty feet high.

berries for lunch. We read and rested the

remainder of the afternoon, preparing our-

selves for " descensus averni
'

' in the even

ing. The volcano books occupied consider

A center fountain played continually all the

evening. Others spit forth a stream and
then subsided. Eight at ono time sent up
their fiery jets. Soon we saw great activit-

ity near the shore, and we concluded that

nothing short of a nearer acquaintance

would satisfy us. Taking our lunch hast-

ily, we clambered down the most impossi-

ble places, and in ten minutes reached the

very edge of the seething, molten mass.

Fascinated by tho dangers of the situation,

we seemed riveted on the spot. Iinnume
stones were thrown in, which intrusion

Madame Pele resented by throwing up al-

most in our faces a fiery flood. On one

occasion we were obliged to retreat, to es-

cape being struck by tho bits of fire. A
stampede ensued, when the guide called a

peremptory halt.

GRAND, MAGNIFICENT SPECTACLE.

The darkness now became intense, and
the display of pyrotechnics corresponding-

ly magnificent. The cliff's were lighted up
with a lurid glare, showing them white in

contrast with the stygian darkness of the

heavens around, and the peculiar red color

of the continually playing fountains.

When could we go ! The ever - chang-

ing conditions ot the lake made the

scene always new. Haviug spent two
wonderful hours on the brink of this won-

derful sea we turned our backs regretfully,

filled with awe. Scaling the heights to the

eyrie, we saw an illumination in the vici-

nity of the " New Lake," and hastened in

that direction. The sky became brighter

and brighter. Fearful lest the grandeur

would have passed before we could reach

it, we hastened on. We ascended, descend-

ed, scrambled, with the object in view, but

seemingly to retreat on our approach. At

last we found ourselves

BREATHLESS, OVERLOOKING

What had five minutes before been a toss-

ing, surging mass, butTiow was fast cooling,

becoming darker and darker until the heav-

ing flood had ceased from its troubling and

was soon as black as surrounding night. Dis-

appointed that we had just missed this most

glorious of sights, wo turned our faces

homeward. The "Old Lake" now lit up
the heavens, and our cup of regret was full

at the thought that wo had not remained

there. It was now 11 P. m. In a short

time we reached the recent "flow," and

spent some time making specimens, idols,

vases, coin specimens, and I joyfully

brought away a horse shoe partially cov-

ered with lava which I picked up near the

"Old Lake.'' We reached the base of the

final slope, and the heights which we must

reach^seemed inaccessible, tired as we were.

Wo finally dropped down on the porch of

the Volcano House,

ALMOST EXHAUSTED.

After three cups of hot tea and decorat-

ing the fire place with dripping garments,

we retired, to get up in the morning to

learn that the " New Lake " had given a

fine exhibition about 12 o'clock. If we had
only waited !

Sunday morning dawned rainy, wet, dull

without, but bright and warm and comfort-

able within. The day was spent in con-

versing, reading and sleeping. It was con-

tinuously rainy, and out of doors offered

no attraction. I had had all day a lin-

gering hope that it would clear off, so that

we might try our luck once more at the
" New Lake."

SKIPPING OVER LAVA SEAS.

At 6 p. M. five of the party, moved by a

common impulse, sought out the guide, ami

equiped as on tho previous evening, com-
menced the descent. The way seemed
much shorter than before. We found the

trail over which we had passed the evening

before covered in part by the hot lava. It had
moved imperceptibly, but in the twenty-lour

hours since our last trip, it had slowly and
surely crept across our path. It biased and
sputtered as the rain f c 11 upon it. We chose

a spot where the stream of lava was nar-

rowest, and tripped across it quickly, I as-

sure yon. Tho crust being but one and
a-half or two inches thick our slum Buffer-

ed f^om the near contact to the fiery flood

beneath. We breathed easier when the

BURNING BIVEB WAS PASSED,

Hastening on, so that the "New Lake''
would not again display its charms unseen.

We looked longingly toward the "Little

Beggar,'' from which dense sulphurous

streams of steam and smoke were issuing.

The wind being in the wrong direction, we
dare not venture near it, be sides, we prom-

ised that we would not go to it, as one of

the party had had such a narrow escapee

thero two evenings previous. Reaching

the " New Lake," we found it in action, se>

we settled elown to await its "breaking up,''

giving ourselves until 11 o'clock.

OCCASIONAL FLASHES OF Lie;HT

And a boiling in the corner nearest to us

gave us hope that we might be so fortun-

ate as to have our wishes fulfilled. We each

selected a steam crack for warmth, and in

perfect comfort awaited the "moving e>f the

waters.'' Quoting poetry and singing be-

guiled tho time, while wo did not move- enu-

eyes from the place where the most activit-

ity was observable, for from this we gathe r-

ed our hope. But all in an instant, at 9:10,

all eyes were riveted on the spot most dis-

tant from us. "It's breaking up." "Oh 1

oh! e>h! oh!"—at the rate of about 130 a

minute.
The lava came towards us, from two di-

rections, surrouuding the floating islands.

which tossed about in the lake, semie times

nearer the shore, sometimes far emt at sea,

at tho mercy of the waves. Thee molten

lava streamed round the black crust, form-

ing numberless little islands, which one

after another became submerged, auel the

whole lake was

ONE SHEET OF BUBBLING LAVA.

Could anything have been more awe-in-

spiring, unless perhaps, to have (wen tin

wave's seething and tossing against the' is-

lands and surrounding cliffs? This hat

often been seen; but we we're satisfied. In

five minutes from tho time that the "break-

ing up" commenced, all was quiet, and thf

lake was fast darkening. We gazed until

all was quiet, and Tom said, "That's all.'

Then we turned our faces toward the

mountain. The rain had ceased, but l

thick mist would havo maebi it difficult

perhaps, to retrace our steps, had wo no

been guided by the light which Tom ha<

left at the foot of the slope.

Filled with thoughts of awe and myster;

and power we bent our steps towards the

goal, following a track of sulphur whicl

Tom had defined "tho trail.'' At the foo

of the mountain we met a gentleman of the

party that did not go, and who had fel

some anxiety about us. Ho assisted us te

make the ascent. Some of the part;

reached the top breathless, and gladly sanl

into chairs. From the house they hive! see i

the grand illuminations, and were' pre par. k

to hear our very enthusiastic account oi

arrival E. M. S. ,
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THE VOLCANO OF KILAUEA!

IS THE MOST ACTIVE VOLCANO IN THE WORLD.

A WEIRD AND WONDERFUL SPECTACLE!

Every Facility is Afforded to Tourists to the Hawaiian Islands,

THE
OCEANIC COMPANY'S

— MAGNIFICENT

3000-ton Steamers

MARIPOSA

ALAMEDA

LEAVE SAN FRANCISCO

1st and 15th of Each Month.

CONNECTING WITH

INTER-ISLAND STEAMERS

VOLCANO!

the;
OCEANIC COMPANY

CAN MAKE

Any Arrangements for

THROUGH PASSAGE

TO AND FROM THK

VOLCANO!
EVERY —

—

Comfort and Luxury

DURING THE

ENTIRE TRIP.

Superior Accommodation

VOLCANO HOUSE!!

RATE OF PASSAGE:

From San Francisco to Honolulu and return $125.00

SPECIAL ARRANGEMENTS CAN BE MADE FOR EXCURSION PARTIES.

JOHN D. SPRECKELS & BROS., Agents.

327 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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OUR NATIVE WINE SHIPMENTS BY SEA.
PER P. M. S. S. CO.'S STR. SAN JUAN, SEPTEMBER 1, 1885.

lO NEW YORK.

MARKS.

B & Janniaori, New York
IS 1) & Co., New York
SjBros, New York
A K, New York
A Bros, Buffalo, New York
L F M, College Point, NY

A VCo., New York...
P Amanet, New York

.

K H s. Augusta

C W Grish, New York.
Col K Chenery, Maine.

.

K & F, New York..

T M, Boston
F, in diamond, New York....

M, in diamond. New York . .

.

B, in diamond, New York

—

(.J, in diamond, New York.,..

1), in diamond, New York. ..

T, in diamond, Philadelphia.

F, in diamond, New York..

B, in diamond, Brooklyn..

B, in diamond, New York..

l'Al'KAUKS AND COSTBSTS.

W'illiama.Diinona <

B Drejfus & Co. .

.

Kohler & Van Bergen

.

Walter, Schilling & Co

J N Souther & Co .

Kohler & Fronting.

Dresel & Co
S Lachman &(Jo.

J Gundlach & Co .

10 barrels Wine
*2r»5 barrels Wine
25 barrels Wine
'25 barrels Wine

barrels Wine
4 barrels Wine ,

'2 octaves Brandy
70 barrels Wine
15 barrels Wine
3 barrels Brandy
4 octaves Brandy
2 barrels Wine ,

7 cases Brandy
1 case Wine
1 cask Wine
10 barrels Wine
100 barrels Wine
'2 barrels Wine
'25 barrels Wine
25 barrels Wine
25 barrels Wine
10 barrels Wine
2 barrels Wine
1 barrel and 2 half barrels Wine.
^ barrel Brandy
34 puncheons Wine >

quarter casks Wine }
7 barrels Wine
2 barrels Brandy
10 barrels Wine
1 half barrel Brandy

Total amount of Wine . .

.

Total amount of Brandy

.

474
11995
1231
1237
297
99
52

3411
726
118
81
96

"5

22
489
4886

97
1154
1159
1186
468
93

100
20

6173

335
87

473
25

36205
383

* 165
5400
550
550
150
65
110
1705
362
295
202
72
52
8

29
365

3190
48

460
462
474
280
74
70
60

2469

224
199
212
62

sl7:;*K
982

TO CKSTBAl, AMERICA.

W J K, San Jose de Guatemala

G dc B, Punta Arenas
M FS J W, Acajutla
P N S, San Jose de Guatemala..

Q H, Chatnperico
S T, Acajutla
F C, San Jose de Guatemala .

.

Eugene de Sabla & Co 8 cases Whiskey .

6 cases Zinfandel

.

4 cases Hock
3 barrels Wine
6 cases Wine

.

Bingham & Pinto.
John T Wright.. .

Urrucla & Urioste 4Vj baraels Wine

.

" 11 package Brandy.
" 4 kegs Wine

Jose Revello |40 kegs Wine

Total amount of Wine
Total amount of Brandy, 1 package.
Total amount of Whiskey, 8 cases . .

.

30
20

100
30
120

"46

360

700

64
. 24
12

129
22
80
6

60
190

$518
6
64

TO MEXICO.
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IIKAI. ESTATE.

Iu the Mekchant will be lonntl the ad-

Tertisementt) of the Central Pacific Rail-

road, W. P. Hnber of Fresno, Guy E.

Grosse of Santa Rosa, Frost & Oilman of

tin- same place, Moultou <fe Co. of Healds-

bnrg, T.H. Oordull & Co. of San Jose and

San Francisco, all of whom have choice

vineyard lands for sale.

Tiny have placed on file a list of such

lands at ihis office, in order that all per-

sons desirous of purchasing vin. yards may-

be enabled to inform themselves of lauds

to be disposed of before taking a trip up
the country,

By such means it is intended to make the

Mkkchant office of assistance to those in-

tending to embark in viticulture, and all

pamphlets and information will be freely

tendered to those who call there. It is de-

sired that the public should look to the

Merchant for all information concerning

grapes and wine.

From Mr. W. P. Haber. Manager of the

Fresno Land Office, we have received de-

scriptive pamphlets of Fresno county,which

contain a sample list of properties for sale

at that office. They vary in extent from

two to six hundred and forty acres, and iu

price from $15 an acre upwards, and com-

prise city and suburban lots. Mr. Habir
is the Fresno agent for the Pacific Coast

Laud Bureau of San Francisco.

We now have particulars of 25 additional

properties iu the vicinity of Santa Rosa
and Sebastopol, Sonoma county, that are

offered for sale, from 17 to 1,300 acres

each, at prices ranging from $175 up to

$•20,000, according to size, location and im-

provements. The properties are situated

close to the railway line, planted in orchard,

vineyard, have been used for general farm-

ing or are ready for the plow. Most of

them have commodious dwellings and out-

houses and would be valuable investments

for intending settlers.

Messrs. T. H. Cordell & Co. of San Jose

and this city, whose advertisement appears

elsewhere, offer for sale several lots, from

10 to 80 acres each, of improved vineyard

lands in Santa Clara valley. They have

also orchards planted with the choicest

varieties of fruit trees, and orchard lands

for sale.

Mr. Geo. M. Thompson of Hoaldsburg,

Sonoma county, is agent for the sale of the

Beimel Winery and three acres of land

close to the center of the town and the rail-

way. The cellar has a capacity of 40,000

gallons with every facility for enlargement

at little expense. On the premises is a

saloon where the wines are retailed; the

buildings are complete in every detail and

fitted with the latest and most improved

machinery and conveniences. The price is

very reasonable and the owner intends to

establish a vineyard iu the Immediate

vicinity

.

JAMES HUNTER
GAUGLR OF WINES AND SPIBITS.

(Established 1851.)

OFFICE—333 FRONT KTKEET,

Ran Francisco.

HERRMANN & CO.,

HOP MERCHANTS.
Importers and Dealers in

CORKS, BREWERS' AND BOTTLERS' SUPPLIES,

SODA WATER AND WINE DEALERS' MATERIALS.

ALEX. FRIES' & BROS. COGNAC OILS,

ESSENCES AND FLAVORS.

313 SACHAJIESTO ST. San Francisco.

THE RISDON
IRON AND LOCOMOTIVE WORKS-

(or. Ileale A Howard Sts.. S. F.

W. H. TAYLOR, Prcs't. JOSEPH MOORE, Sup't.

BUILDERS OF STEAM MACHINERY
IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.

Stsamboat, S eamship, Land Engines

and BOILERS, High Pressure or Compound.

STEAM VESSELS of all kimls built complete, with
Hulls of Wood, Iron or Composite.

STEAM BOILERS. Particular attention given to the

quality of the material and workmanship, and none
but first-ela»s work produced.

SUGAR MILLS AND SUGAR-MAKING MACHINERY
made after the most approved plans. Also, all

Boiler Iron Work connected therewith.

PUMPS. Direct Acting Pumps, for irrigation or City

Water Works purposes, built with the celebrated

Davy Valve Motion, superior to any other Pump.

W00DIN & LITTLE'S
WINE PUMP.

A Cheap•Vineyard.

70 Acres-5 Mile* from Gilroy.

/ >l\ ACHES IN VINES ; 20,000 OLD MISSION,
OU healthy and bearing well, could be easily

Ignited with new varieties; balance of vines, J , 2
(

3 and 4 years old. choice varieties. Splendid loca-

tion, soil well adapted to grapes.

Also Winery, Distillery, farming Implement* and

span of horses. * Owner wants to go to France.

Price, $11,000.

E. S. HAKHISON,
Oilhov, Cal.

This cut repre-

sents our Double
Acting FORCE
PUMf of great compactness.

for use in wine cellars, loi

pumping from one tank into

another. The cylinder is lined

with copper, the piston roo

valve and valve seats are

bronze, so that it will be seen

all parts of the pump exposed

to the action of

wine are non-
corrosive. A

Si-mi Tor
special cal.
alogiic.

w:
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CALIFORNIA SUGAR REFINERY.
OFFICE 007 3VE ^1L rt I5L HI T STH.U E3T .

West View of the New Refinery Building.

-MANUFACTURES THE FOLLOWING GRADES OF-

SUGAR AND SYRUP:
Pont CUBE SUGAR :n barrels and bags

K \) CRUSHED SUGAR

Extra POWDERED SUGAR in barrelb

Fine CRUSHED SUGAR in barrel?

Dry GRANULATED SUGAR in barrels

Extra GRANULATED SUGAR in barrels

£O^N'4*
5 Ss? I>5

For all kinds

GOLDEN C in barrels

EXTRA C in barrels

HALF BARREL, % cent moro

BOXES, Y, cent more

SYRUP in barrels.

Do. in half barrels.

Do. in 5 gallon kegs-j

Do. in tins, 1 gallon each

The Products of the California Suear Refinery and guaranteed absolutely pure and free from all Chemicals ant
Adulteratoins.
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The Contest Settled.

The Documents Speak
For Themselves.

Be'ow We Publish the Awards as

Given-Diploma, Gold Medal

and Special Mention.

HIGHEST AWARD
— AT THE —

New Orleans Exposition

— TO THE —

ANTISELL PIANOS
— OF —

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

KN- 1

35. }

IT WILL INTEREST THE MUSICAL PUBLIC AND
peraona Interested in the purchase of Pianos to

read the following Jury's award and congratulation of

the United States Commissioners at the New Or

l.ans Imposition to the T. M. Antisell Piano Company

of San Francisco, Cal:

Tiik World's Industrial and Cotton Cbntkn-
nfaIj Exposition.

New Orleans, May 29, 188J
MKSSRS, T, M. ANTISELL PIANO CO.—Ontlt

mbn: At the closing of the World's Industrial and
Cotton Centennial Exposition, allow us to congratul-

ate you on your success in being awarded the highest

award of merit for jour Pianos over all American and
foreign exhibitors and competitors. That a California

manufacturer should win the first prize for the Best

Piano in the World we consider well worthy of men-
tion by United States Commissioners of this Exposi-

tion.

Frank Bacon, Prest, Bd. U. S. Com., Kan as.

Oaorga L. Shroup, " " Liaho,

Etobt, W, Furnas, " " Nebraska,
.lolin C, Kelfer (acting),

" " Ohio,
It. F-. UleLiiiniiig, United States Com'r, Dakota.
John S. Harris,

E, W Allen,

K. M. Murphy,
P, \V. Noble,
W, II, Sebring,
P. M. Wilson,

J, C. Truman,
E, Spencer Pratt,

E. L. Koche,
C J. Barrow,
Henry Merrcll,

P. Langhammer,

Montana,
Oregon.
Arizona,
Michigan.
Florida.

|N. Carolina
New York.
Alabama.
S. Carolina
Louisiana.
Wyoming.
New Mexico

THE WOKLD'N IXDVSTRIAL AX I>

COTTON ^ENTEJliNIAli EXPO-
SIMON. NEW OltLEAXS.

JURY KEPORT

Application No Special.

Group Class

Compktition .

The undersigned jurors in the above entitled class

bavin/ carefully examined the exhibit ma le by the

ANTISELL PIANO COMPANY OF SAN FRANCISCO,
CAL., ami all competing exhibits, concur in reccom-

mending the award of a FIRST-CLASS MEDAL AND
DIPLOMA, THE HIGHEST AWARD OF MERIT FOR
PIANO EXHIBIT FOR STRENGTH, DURABILITY,
EXCELLENCE OF TONE, AND FOR THE SUPER-
IOR QUALITY OF LUMBER USED IN THE CON-
STRUCTION.
Dated this 27th day of Mar, 1885.

JAS. C. TRUMAN,)
FRANK BACON, -Jurors.
GEO. L. SHROUP. )

It will be observed that the President of the United
States Board of Commissioners, Governor Bacon of

Kansas, was also a member of the jury that gave the

Antisell piano award; also Colonel Truman of New
York and Colonel Shroup of Idaho. These gentlemen
not only signed our jury report, but also the special

mention. We thus give positive proof of our victory.

Four other awards are claimed by piano manufactur-
ers, but we have never seen any evidence of their pre-

miums, not even to the value of a leather medal—
simply their own assertion. False telegrams and pub-
lications from New York won't humbug Californians.

It won't do to say that the Antisell pianos were not

entered for exhibition or competition. No piano
could be got into the exhibition unless regularly en-

tered. New York manufacturers are trying to urea*,

down our awards, as they don't like to sec San Fran-
cisco carry off the honors.

T. M. Antisell Piano Co.

21 to 28 ELLIS ST., S. F.

WM. T. COLEMAN & CO.,
COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

SAN FRANCISCO, NEW YORK,
CHICAGO,

Agency Wii. T. Colkman & Co.,

ASTORIA, Or.,

With Agents and Brokers in every Commercial,City of Prominence in the Union.

Agency Wm. T. Colkman & Co.

LONDON.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF HANDLING THE

RAISIN CROP OF CALIFORNIA!!
And amongst o'hers we are AgenthQ^or

Riverside Fruit Company of Riverside, Miss Mary P. Austin of Fresno.

McPherson Bros, of Orange, T. C. White of Fresno.

With many other of the Most Prominent Curcrs of this State.

Our FfteilfUes for Promptly Placing and Widely IMnlrilMit in;; Their l*ro;lnot

Can be Ascertained Irwin the Abuve^Wcll-uiiown Cnrvra.

We are also Large Handlers of

ORAhiCES, DRIED FRUITS, HONEY AND BEANS
IN THE EASTERN STATES.

Advances Maile When Bcquireil, and Full lu.orinal ion of Markelsit'romptly

Given. Aililross

Wm. T. COLEMAN& Co.
Market & Main Sts., S. F.

CLARIFYING & PRESERVING WINES.
The undersigned having been appointed Sole Agents on the Pacific Coast by Messrs. A. BOAKK & CO.,

Stratford, Eng., for their renowned

LiaUID ALBUMENS,
Beg to call the attention of Wine Growers anil Wine Merchants to the following articles, the superior merit

of which has been confirmed by Siher Medals, the highest awards given at the International Exhibitions of

Paris 1878, bordeaux 1882, aud Amsterdam 1883; viz:

CALIFORNIA VINEYARDS.

Kit i <; ciiaki.es,
Krug Station, St. Helena, Napa Co., Cat.

Producer of fine Wines and Brandies.

JC. WEINiiEitGEIl, Manufacturer of Wines, near
. St. Helena.

IT W. CRABB, Wine Cellar aud Distillery, Oakville,
Napa County.

THE SUNSET VINEYARD.
I

IJIMIKN. Fresno Co., Cal.

WEBSTER & SARGENT,

Proprietor**.

DEL MONTE VINEYARD AND NURSERY.
M. DENICKE, Proprietor,

Fresno, Fresno Coimly, . . California.
Choiee Cuttings and Koots for sate. Crown without

irrigation, and large, healthy growth. Claret—Mataro,
Crenache, Carignaue, Cabernet, Malhee, Teinturier,
Zinfandel, Le Noir, etc. Burgundy— Pinots, Trous-
seau, Meunier, Ploussard. Port—TintoCao, Amarillo,
Mourir-eo, Bastardo, Tauriga, Morretto. White—Sau-
vignon Verte, Columnar, Folle Blanche, Burger, Sul-
tana, Corinths. Muscats. Resistant—Kiparia, Cali-

fornica. Prices very moderate.

tit

LIQUID! ALBUMEN FOR RED WINES,
CLAltET, BURGUNDY and POET.

LIQUID ALBUMEN FOR WHITE WINES,
HOCK, SAUTEHNES, SHERRY and MADEIRA, also fob DISTILLED

LIQUORS ; BRANDY, WHISKY, GIN, Etc., Etc

WINE PRESERVER,
FOR PRESERVING THIS BRILLIANCY OF THE WINES.

WINE CORRECTOR,
FOR CORRECTING THE ROUGHNESS OF YOUNG WINES.

WINE RESTORER,
^mf FOR RESTORING BADLY MADE OR BADLY TREATED, HARSH

AND TART WUSTES.

A trial according to directions will pro\ e the superior quality of these finings. For sale in quantities to suit by

Sole Agents. 314 SACRAMENTO ST., S. F.

For sale to the city and country trade in

lots to suit.

Y & CO. L
204 and 206 Sansome St

ESBERC, BACHMAN&CO.
IMPORTERS OF

(hewing, Smoking A l.ial Tobacco.

HAVANA CIGARS AND LEAF.

225, 227 & 22'J California St. and 122, 121

& 126 Battery Street.

SAN FRANCISCO.

And Nos. 7 & NORTH FRONT ST. PORTLAND.

" The Wine Press and the

Cellar."

A Manual fob tuk Winb-makkk| and tub Crllar-

Man.

By E. B. Rixford.

Price 91 50.

Sold by

THE SAN FRANCISCO MERCHANT.

S23 Front Street, S. F.

Propagation of the Vine.

BY

CHARLES A. WETMORE.

SECOND EDITION WITH APPENDIX

For Sale at

THE "MERCHANT" OFFICE.
PRICE 26 CENTS

A MEMOIR ON OLIVE GROWING^

WITH ILLUSTRATIONS.

Bead Before tbe State Horticultural

Society, February 29, 1884, by

FRED. POHNDORFF.

Will be mailed by the S. F. Merchant on receipt N
60 cents In one or two-cent postage stamps.

Wl^SPAPER^
flSVERTISlHfi?
i . a*lHa liato ,\t 1 1 i i \V - 1

1

A book of 100 pages.
The best book foran
advertiser to con-
sult, be bo experi-

__ enced or otherwise.

Itcontains lists of newspapers and estimates
ofthecostofadvertising. Thoadveitiserwlio

wants to spend one dollar, finds in it the in-

formation he requires, while fprhim who will

invest ono hundred thousand dollars in ad-

vertising, a scheme is indicated which will

meet his every requirement, or can be,node

to do so by slight changes easily arrived at by cor-

respondence/ 149 editions have been.issued.

Sent, post-paid, to any address for 10 cento

.

Writ**, to GEO. P. ROWEIili & tU'i

NEWSPAPEK ADVERTISING BUKKAU.
fiospruoe St.PrlutingHouse So,.), Now York.
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WM. G. IRWIN & CO.

SUGAK FACTOHS AND

COMMISSION AGENTS
Honolulu. II. I.

— AI1KNTS Kdlt -

[1 \ K \ !/A U I'l.A NTATION Hawaii

N AAI.EI1U PLANTATION Hawaii

HON V AI'O U.ANTATION Hawaii

HtLBA IM.ANT iTlOS Hawaii

ST \ It M1LUS Hawaii

1 1 AW A II AN COH'L & SUGAR CO Maui

M A K EE PLANTATION Maui

WAIHEE PLANTATION • Maui

MAKKIi SUGAR CO Kauai

KEALIA PLANTATION Kauai

Alii'iiis lor the

OCEANIC STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

CASTLE & COOKE,

SHIPPING AND

00MMISSI0N MERCHANTS.
IIOMOllllll, II. I.

—AGKNTS FOB—

l'HE KOHALA SUGAR CO.,

THE HAIKU SUGAK CO.,

THE PAPAIKOU SUGAK PLANTATION
THE WAIALUA SUGAK PLANTATION
THE PAIA PLANTATION
A. H. SMITH & CO.,

THE N. E. M. LIFE INSURANCE
CO. BOSTON,

THE UNION INSURANCE CO.
OF SAN FRANCISCO,

THE GEO. F. BLAKE M'F'G CO.,
STEAM AND VACUUM PUMPS,

D. M. WESTON'S CENTRIFUGAL
MACHINES.

UKO. W. MAeFARLANK. II. R. MAC'FAKLANK.

G. W. MACFARLANE & CO.

IMPORTERS

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
AND

SUGAR FACTORS.
FIREPROOF BUILDING, 52 (JUEEN STREET,

Honolulu, II. I.

—AGBNTS KOR

—

THE WAIKAl'U PLANTATION Maui
THE SPENCER SUGAR PLANTATION Hawaii
THE HELIA SUGAK PLANTATION Oahu
THE HUELO SUGAR (JO Maui
HIJELO SUGAR MILL Maui
PUOLOA SHEEP RANCH CO. Hawaii
NURLEES, WATSON & CO., ) „.

Suuar Maehinery. )
GlaS(;0W

JOHN KOWLEIt & UO'S STEAM PLOW ) - ,

and Portable Tramway Works. )
ljetus

GLASGOW AND HONOLULU LINE OF PACKETS.

WILL w. HALL, L. C. ABLKH,
Prutriuerit. See'ty and Treas

E. O. HALL & SON,
(Limited.)

HARDWARE MERCHANTS
Importers and Dealers in

i :ili.i»ini;» lr;ilhri. J> :l nils .nil Oils.

< 'ookillg SI«V<VN, It;ni^«s. IMimis.

Ami every description of Tools and Builders' Hard-
ware, Nails, Cast Steel, etc.

QQttNRR FORT AND KING 9TKEETB,

Honolulu. Ilawa iian Ishnuls.

F. A. SCHAEFFER & CO.
IMPORTERS AND

COMMISSION MERCHANTS

Honolulu, Hliwnliail l-l:liul«.

HONOLULU
H. HACKFELD & CO.

SHIPPING & COMMISSION

Merchants.
Honolulu. Hawaiian IsIjiikIh

J. E. WISEMAN,
IIOXH.I M , II. I. 1*. 0. Dux Sl5.

The only reeOjftliMcJ

GENERAL BUSINESS AGENT

— IN TIIK —

HAWAIIAN KINGDOM.
Accounts < ollcrlvtl :i Npet-inlly.

MANAGER ROYAL OPERA HOUSE.

lfit'NjM»ii.sil>.f J'ariii's wishing to Cii-

Jfiiye Hie Sann'. \il*!r*'ss:

J. E. WISEMAN,

Honolulu, H. I.

Wu are now prepared to furnish VitleulUlrisIs
and others, in any quantity, our well-known

"VIT DE*. I 3F* I IE3 JO

GLADDING. McBEAN & CO.
1358 «V 1360 Market Street, S. F.

it-sTl'riees on application.

W. T. GARMTT & CO.

BRASS AND MACHINE WORKS.
Manufacturers of

BRASS WINE PUMPS.
WINE COCKS.

All Kinds ol Fittings
— FOR —

Wineries, Distilleries-

BREWERIES.

Iron Pipe and Fittings, Hose, Etc.

IIOOKISII'S
PATENT STEAM PUMPS.

Cor. Fremont and Katoma Sta.
SAM rKAHCISCO. OAi.

REDWOOD TANKS.

F.KORBEL&BROS.
727 BRYANT ST., 8. F.

Or at NORTH , 0RK MILL, Humboldt Co. Cal.

». ooiMci'-A.asnr.
QUICK TIME AND CHEAP FARES

To Eastern and European Cities

Via the Great Trans-continental All-Hail Routes.

— OK TUB —

SOUTHERN PACIFIC

(Pacific Bt&tm )

Daily Express ami Kiuijintiit Trains make pnxnpt, win-

ncctiuns with the several Itailvvay Lines in tin: East,

CONNKCTINQ AT

NEW YORK AND NEW ORLEANS
with the several Steamer Lines to

ALL EUROPEAN PORTS.

PULLMAN PALACE SLEEPING CARS
attached to Overland Express Trains.

I 1M It 1) - VI,ASH NLEF.l' IND < A KS

are run daily with Overland Emigrant Trains.

No additional charge for Berths in Third-class Cars.

AW Tickets sold, Sleeping-car Berths secured, and
other information given upon application at the Com-
pany's Offices, where passengers calling in person can
secure choice of routes, etc.

Ilailroacl Xiancls
FOi: SALE ON REASONABLE TERMS,

Apply to, or address,

W. H. MILLS, JEItOME MADDEN,
Land Agent, Land Agent,

C. P. R. R. SAN FRANCISCO, S. P. R. R. SAN FRANCISCO

A. N.TOWME, T, II. <-onini \\.
General Manager. Gen. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

OiiTHERHFACiR;
coiviPAKiv;.^?;

THE SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.,

Respectfully invites the attention of TOURISTS AND
PLEASURE SEEKERS to the SUPERIOR FACILIT-
IES afforded by the "Northern Division" of its line

for reaching the principal

SUMMER AND WINTER RESORTS OF CALIFORNIA

WITH SPEED, SAFETY AND COMFOKT.

Vescailero. Menlo Park. Santa Clara.
.San Jos*', Matlrone Mineral Knriiigs,
Uilruy Hot Spring*.

-JS/LONTEREY-
"THE QUEEN OF AMERICAN WATERING PLACES."

Only three and one-half hours from San Francisco.

Camp (vooflall, Aptos, 1,011111 Prirfa,
11011*4' Vista, New liri^htOEi. So<)iiel.
('amp <:i j>i tola, and

PARAISO HOT SPRINGS.

EL PASO DE ROBLES
HOT AND COLD SULPHUR SPRINGS,

And the only Natural Mud Baths in the World.

This Road runs through one of the richest and
most fertile sections of California, and is the only lino

traversing the famous Santa Clara Valley, celenrated
for its productiveness, and the picturesque and park-
like character of its scenery; as also the beautiful San
Benito; l'ajaro and Salinas Valleys, the most flourish-

ing agricultural sections of the Pacific Coast.
Along the etitire route of the " Northern Divisi n

"

the tourist will meet with a succession of hxtciisive

Farms, Delightful Suburban Homes, Beautiful Gar-
dens, Innumerable Orchards and Vineyards, and Lux-
uriant Fields of Grain; indeed a continuous panorama
of enchanting Mountain, Valley and Coast scenery is

presented to the view.

Characteristics ol' this l.i 11c :

GOOD ROAO-BEO.

LOW RATES,

STEEL RAILS,

FAST TIME,

ELEGANT CARS,

FINE SCENERY.

TioKBt Owicks— Pass ngcr Depot, Townsend street,

Valencia St. Station, and No. 613 Market Street,

Grand Hotel.
A. C. DASSETT, H. H. JUDAII,
Superintendent, A.*st. Pass, and Tkt. Agt.

Ki:\VAKD ! OF *10—160 TO EVERY PERSON
sending us valuable information of school vacan-

cies and needs. No trouble or expense. Send stamp
for circulars to CHICAGO SCHOOL AGENCY,

185 South Clark Street, CHICAGO, 111.

N. B. VVe want all kinds of Teachers for Schools
and Families.

s 11 1 I» I 3NT O.
OCEANIC STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

For Honolulu.

The splendid new 3,000 ton Steamships will leave
the Company'* wharf, corner Steuart and Harrison
s refits, at three o'clock r. m.:

ALAMEDA - - - Sept. 15th
MARIPOSA - - - Oct. 1st

EXCURSION TICKETS AT REDUCED BATES

For freight or passage, having superior cabin accom-

modations, apply to

JOHN ». Ml! ! < It I I s * BROS. AcvillH.

327 Market Street, corner Fremont

OCCIDENTAL & ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP
C4MHFAHT.

for JAPAN and CHINA.
Steamers leave Wharf corner First and Brannan sts.,

at 2 o'clock, P. M.,for

YOKOHAMA mid lMMMMKOire.
Connecting at Yokohama with steamers for Shaughae

1885.
STKAMKR. FROM SAN FRANCISCO.
SAN PABLO SATURDAY, OCTOBER 3rd
OCEANIC SATURDAY, OCTOBER I Till

GAELIC TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 10th
BELGIC SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 28th
SAN PABLO SATURDAY, DECEMBER 19th
OCEANIC THURSDAY, JAN. 7,1886
EXCURSION TICKETS to Yokohama and return

at reduced rates.

Cabin plans on exhibition and Passage Tickets for

sale at C. P. R. Company's General Offices, Room 74,
corner Fourth and Townsend streets.

For freight apply to GEO. H. RICE, Freight Agent,
at the Pacific Mail Steamship Company's Wharf, or
at No . 202 Market street. Union Block.

T. H. GOODMAN Den. Passenger Agent.
LELAND STANFORD President.

SURE DEATH!
.. BUHACH,'J J G. N. MIM'O's

California Universal In-
sect Exterminator. Sure

death to all Insects aud harmless to human life. A
California production. Millions of people are enjoy-
ing its great usefulness. Directions with each pack-
age. Druggists and Grocers sell it at

25c, 50c, 75c, $1.25 a Can.
ami «>||>., 4. ans at $4.50 per Can.

Never buy BUHACH in bulk, but in original cans,
and see that they are sealed and covered by our trade
mark, as success will not crown your efforts unless
you use genuine BUHACH,

BUHACH PRODUCING & M'F'G CO.,
MASIFAt IIIIKHS,

154 r.EVE STREET Stockton, Cal
Ana CEDAR STREET New York City, N, Y,

Buhach Producing & M'f'g Co.

154 LEVEE STREET,
STOCKTON, Cal.

THE COCOA CHOP IS SHOKT !

Look Out lor A.lullcriil urns.

BY USING

WALTER BAKER & COS

CHOCOLATE.
You will be Sure of Securing

the Best.

Wm. T. Coleman & Co.,

SOLE AGENTS

E. L. G. STEELE & CO.,

Successors to

C. ADOLPHE LOW & CO.,

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

Agents American Sugar Refinery anil WV.sIungton

Salmon Cannery.
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THE LOUISVILLE EXPOSITION.

Correspondence from Mr. P. Pohndorff and Mr.

0. B. Turrill.

<J rapes. Raisins, Wines and Brandies
Wanted lor Kxhibil ion and Snin-

pliii^ -The List of Sul>-

seriptions.

We are pleased to have received and to

publish several communications from the

Louisville Exposition. They should be

read with interest as they point out clearly

what must be done, and promptly, in order

to aid those who are working for California

at the Exposition. Without numerous sam-

ples of grapes, raisins, wines and brandies,

our co-workers at the other end can effect

but little. Mr. C. B. Turrill urges the

raisin makers to make the most of their

present opportunity to obtain a permanent

and recognized footing in the Eastern mar-

kets. Mr. Pohndorff, immediately after

his arrival at Louisville, reported what he

would require for exhibition and for tasting.

It now remains for the makers to comply

with his requests and assist him in every

possible particular. It is gratifying to

learn of the courtesy extended to Mr. Pohn-

dorff by Mr. Turrill who has kindly ar-

ranged, at the expense of the Railroad Com-
pany, for a separate and complete viticul-

tural display where all such exhibits can be

grouped together as a representative one

from the State. This will be in addition

to the exhibits that are classified by coun-

ties. All that now remains to be done is

for the viticulturists to forward, as quickly

as possible, such exhibits of grapes, rais-

ins, wines and brandies as are specified by

their representative.

Important to Kalsin Makers.

Editor Merchant:—Referring to your

letter of the 24th ultimo and your telegram

of the 2nd hist., I am glad to know that I

can expect Mr. Pohndorff here so soon. I

think that I can already see that his visit

will be productive of the greatest good to

oar vilieultural interest. Now is the time

to strike a telling blow for the wines and

the raisins of our State . It is of the ut-

most importance that the people of the

East should receive full and reliable inform-

ation in regard to these articles.

Let our raisin makers now take active

steps to place their goods upon the market.

With the danger of importing cholera

through the agency of foreign raisins, the

opportunity is offered for California pro-

ducers and merchants to unite and build up
a reputation and a market for their products

which will so establish them as to make it

almost impossible for the foreign product to

regain its vantage ground, providing of

course that quality is always maintained.

Now is the time to strike the blow.

Very respectfully, Chas. B. Tubrill.

September 4, 1885.

(i)i:iti;si'oM>i.\(i; iiumi mu.
I MMIItl 1 .

Fresh Grapes Wanted.

Mr. F. Pohndorff, the Viticultural Repre-

sentative of California, arrived at the Louis-

ville Exposition Building on 12th inst.,and

shortly afterwards sent the following few

lines to the Secretary of the Committee:

Deae Sib:—Mr. Turrill received me kind-

ly and I shall co-operate with him harmon-
iously and effectually.

Will you cause people to send on fresh

grapes, copiously if possible ; if many grow-

ers will send only a few bunches people

can taste as well as see them. Extra speci-

mens may bo sent in jars in a solution of

salicylic acid to bo preserved for future

AT TIIK EXPOSITION.

Louisville, Ky., Sept. 13, 1885.

The Secretary Louisville Exposition Vili-

eultural Committee, San Francisco: Deab
Sib — Yesterday I advised my arrival.

There are some wines exhibited, mostly rem-

nants from the previous use at New Or-

leans .

In the Sonoma county pyramid are

limited numbers of Mr. J. H. Druruniond,

Mrs. Warfield, Mr. Do Turk, and Messrs.

Guudlach &Co.
On the Napa county stand are exhibits of

the Napa Valley Wine Co.—about 15 dozen

bottles; and two cases newly arrived of

Matthews.

Of Sacramento and Placer counties there

are some 20 bottles of various producers.

Of San Joaquin county there are some
few bottles of Mr. George West.

Of Fresno county there are about 20 bot-

tles of R. Barton, and some 1% dozen of

Mr. Eisen (one dozen arrived broken), and

I think some few bottles of other producers.

Of Santa Cruz county there are some ex-

hibits, of Santa Clara also some few wines.

From Southern California I saw nothing in

the line of wines.

brandies.

There are a few bottles of Mr. Eisen, Mr

.

Barton, I think also of Mr. West, and a

bottle or two from Placer or Eldorado

county. Since General Naglee allows me
to use his 39 cases of brandy to give

people to taste, these aged representants of

California distillates can be liberally shown.

But it would be well if other producers

would send, if only a few bottles of their

brandies for the .purpose of illustrating

that branch of our industry. Duplicates

may be preserved for exhibits both here and

at New Orleans later.

SAMPLES WANTED.

A complete list of what there is exhibited

of wine I could not obtain yesterday, but

shall send you later. In any[case there is

a sad lack of samples of wines, and the first

thing to do is to move the gentlemen, who,

by their contributions of money showed
their interest in rendering our wines popul-

ar to send, if ever so few, specimens of

their produce. By all means let Messrs.

Kohler & Frohling, Mr. L. J. Rose and who
else of the wine merchants proved their be-

lief in the utility of speaking, writing and

showing all about our wines and California

viticulture, wherever the American public

can be reached, send exhibits of wines.

Among the growers there ought to be the

feeling that it is of some consequence that

their names and produce should become

known. There is no reason to insist upon

the view that what may be Bhown of a vint-

age which has been sold and is no more in

their cellars, is improperly exhibited.

Samples of preceding vintages show the

type of what, and each year improvingly,

the vineyards of the exhibitors produce. I

am here to give explanations, and showing,

as I intend to on given days, a few kinds of

wines, should care to place each specimen

in the right light, setting forth the merits

of a raw pure wine, if only sound, of one

region and the degree of perfection it

reaches in its development and as it is in

the bottle in the perfection the careful deal-

er or grower has allowed it to contract.

Thus, I beg that without delay, samples

be sent by as many growers as possible.

GROUPING THE EXHIBITS.

Mr. Turrill is activity itself and certainly

the best person to act for the Railroad

Company, who serves the interest of tbo

State at a great expense.

A display, where the wines will be group-

ed from all the counties, will be made at

the expense of the Railroad Company, and

for our convenience. Thus both county

and by county, having all the exhibits of

each joined, wines included, as they are

arranged now, and the unity of the wine

exhibits in a separate arrangement, where I

shall chiefly be active, will exist. Mr.

Turrill will, of course, let me utilize a por-

tion of the wines entrusted to the Railroad

Company. He is fully aware of the great

usefulness of sampling practically what is

of merit. But it ought to be understood

that the stock for show must not run down
too low, as the Railroad Company intends

to move the exhibits in due season again to

New Orleans. Thus, later on, I shall let

you know which of the wines, of which I

give the public to taste, need replenishing.

Thus far people are most attracted by the

wood exhibits. They look at the fruit and

preserves, also at the preserved grapes, and

at the bottles of wine, etc. The assistants

of Mr. Turrill tell me that constant inquiry

had been made about the California wines,

but of course the mere look at the bottles

excites but poor interest. The act of

sampling will not fail to rafike the Califor-

nia Departmeut quite attractive, and afford

the means desired of instructing people in

what is going on in viticulture in Cali-

fornia.

FRESH GRAPES.

From what I see, fresh grapes will be ex-

tremely useful. There have been prizes

given to exhibitors of grapes of native

growth. I ate five varieties of the foxy-

tasting kinds. How will the clean, frank

juice of our vinifera strike the public here,

if we have the means of giving them some

to taste?

You will therefore do well to write to

different people to send fresh grapes for

exhibits and let them send 10 pounds in-

stead of a platefull, so as to have a surplus

for giving people some to eat. Of the late

varieties it will yet be time to send some.

There is no object in sending choice newly

introduced varieties. Both table and wine

grapes, of the latter, right sweet ones, and

among them plenty of Malvasia grapes, the
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Mission grape which eats well, not exclud-

ed, will be welcome for the purpose of illus-

trating the difference between California

grapes and the varieties indigenous to these

regions. Yours truly,

F. PoHNDOKFF.

Since Mr. PohndorfPs departure wines

have been sent to Louisville, both iu glass

and* wood, by L. J. Kose, Kohler & Froh-

ling, J. Gundlach & Co., H. W. Crabb, J.

H. Drumniond, Napa Valley Wine Co..

Turel & Co. of San Jose, and others. Mr.

Juan Gallegos of Mission Sau Jose has for-

warded Californian olives and olive oil.

There is still time for others to contribute.

—[Ed. Mjsechant.

We append a complete list of the sub-

scriptions to the fund for defraying the ex-

penses of Mr. Pohndorff, and would re-'

mind those who have not yet contributed

that it is not too late to assist :

Napa Valley Wine Company $50 00

Leland Stanford, city 25 00

L. J. Rose, San Gabriel 25 00

Wm. T. Coleman* Co., city 25 00

Kohler & Frohling, " 25 00

J. De Barth Shorb, San Gabriel 25 00

Sonoma Valley Railroad 25 00

M. M. Estee, Napa 20 00

T. J. Ludwig, Santa Rosa 20 00

H. W. Crabb, Oakville 20 00

J. Gundlach & Co., city 20 00

Horatio P. Livermore, city 20 00

Geo. P. Noonan, Santa Rosa 20 00

Cloverdale Viticultural Club 15 00

Mrs. Clark, Glen Ellen 10 00

Mrs. K. F, Worfield, " 10 00

Mrs. Hood, " 10 00

Hon. W.McPherson Hill, " 10 00

J.L.Watson, " 10 00

Eli T. Sheppard, " 10 00

Guthrie & Macartney, " 10 00

I.deTurk. " 10 00

J. H. Drummond, " 10 00

Charles Kohler, " 10 00

Allen Box, " 10 00

George West, Stockton 30 00

Geo. L. Cowles, El Cajon 10 00
Ward, Heathcote & Co., city 10 00

Juan Gallegos, Mission San Jose 10 00

Balfour, Guthrie &Co.,city 10 00

Bank of British Columbia, city 10 00

James A. Shaw, Glen Ellen 10 00

J.P.Hamilton, " 10 00
Sebastopol Winery' 5 00
Christian Weire, Glen Ellen 5 00

F, Kerridge, " 5 00

Mr. Wagner, " 5 00

H. E. Boyes, Sonoma 5 00
Wm. S. Fisher, Napa 5 00

George Goodman, " 5 00

Dr. Strentzel, Martinez 5 00

D. C. Feeley, Patchin 5 00

Capt. J. Chamon de St. Hubert, San Jose... 5 00

J. M. Wilcox, Napa 2 50

W.W. Thompson, " 2 50
Smith Brown, " 2 00

C. W. Plass, " 2 00
W. Johnson, " 1 00

Mrs. Herron, " 100
H. H. Knapp " 100
W. K. Salmon, " 1 00
T. C. White, Fresno 1 00

Total to date.....* $580 00

Mrs. "Wm Hood's Los Guillicos brandy

of 1883 has been found, by several compe-

tent men at the Louisville Exposition, to

be of a quality that will compare favorably

with any of French growth. This was

notably pronounced so by Mr. Wood, a

prominent whisky distiller.

Mr. Pohndorff writes that the climate at

Louisville is abominably moist and warm.

He says '
' really glorious is yet too feeble

an expression for that incomparable air of

California.''

The Latest.

Mr. Pohndorff, writing from Louisville

on 17th inst., says that Californian viti-

cultural matters are beginning to get more

lively at the Exposition, as there is more

knowledge of the fact that the wines

are being sampled. Heretofore the big

trees and woods were the general attrac-

tion, but now there is more attention paid

to the wines. He desires that Mrs. Wm.
Hood, Mrs. Warfield and Mr. I.DeTurk
will replenish their exhibits, as he has been

obliged to break into the Sonoma county

pyramid for tasting. Mr. Pohndorff will

also be glad to receive special authorization

from exhibitors to be permitted to use their

wines and brandies for sampling. Mr. C.

B. Turrill has, so far, kindly granted him

permission to use some bottles at discretion

;

but, in the interest of all parties concerned,

it would be better that express instructions

be given to this effect.

The photographs of California scenery

exhibited by Taber, and which secured the

first premium at New Orleans, have attract-

ed very great attention at Louisville. The

collection has been materially enlarged and

improved by the addition of a number of

new scenes that were recently forwarded.

The only California olives and olive oil

exhibited at Louisville are from Santa Bar-

bara, and National City, San Diego county.

Mrs. Warfield, of Glen Ellen, has for-

warded an additional exhibit of six dozen

bottles of wine to Louisville.

WIVES AMD WINE OKI Mi l.ltS TO-
DAY.

Mr. A. V. Lamotte of Glen Ellen, Sono-

ma county, has sent to the Louisville Ex-

position a case of fourteen-year-old Natural

Angelica which is very fine.

The above is the title of a little illustrated

work sent to the Mebchant by H. B. Kirk

& Co. of 1158 Broadway, New York. It is

a treatise on the relative merits of wine and

water with practical directions on the ser-

vice, bottling, storage and tasting of wines.

The first chapter deals with the present

wine movement, showing the increase in

the wine production and consumption o1

the United States since 1860, also the con-

sumption of wines and other liquids in Par-

is in 1861. This is followed by chapters on

the health and longevity of wine consum-

ers; the benefit of wine for the sick; its

use at the dining table; tasting, bottling

and keeping wines; champagne; prohibi-

tion; the wines of Germany; mind and

wine; good wine or bad water. A chapter

on American wines shows the comparatively

small part they play at present in commerce

and their future possibilities, and statistics

are given to show the production of domes-

tic wines and importation of foreign wines

since 1870. The author's idea has been to

outline the present condition of our native

and foreign wine trade and to deduce moral

facts therefrom; in this he has certainly

succeeded. The book is of a neat and at-

tractive appearance, and can be obtained

for the nominal sum of 25 cents at the

address given above.

The Meechant thanks Mr. and Mrs. L.

M. Holt of Glenwood, Riverside, for an in-

vitation to the celebration of their silver

wedding on the evening of Wednesday,

October 7th. While regretting our inability

to be present we will take pleasure in drink-

ing their health in California wine on the

evening in question, and wishing future

success and prosperity not only to the

House of Holt, but also to our excellent

contemporary, the Riverside Press^ and

Horticulturist.

FOKDMi.V WINE IMPORTATIONS'

[Bradstreet's, September 12th.]

It has recently been asserted that as the

manufacture of domestic wines in the United

States increases, the importation of foreign

wines into this country shows a propor-

tionate decrease. A comparison of the im-

portations for the years 1881 and 1885

shows that such is not the case, the latter

year showing an increase of nearly 700,000

gallons of foreign wines imported into the

United States as compared with 1884. The

annual average importations of foreign

wines extending over a period of ten years,

as compiled by Bradstreet's, was 5,558,378%

gallons of the value of $5,825,176.60, con-

sequently the foreign wine imports for the

year ending June 30th last were nearly a

million gallons below the average for the

previous ten years but in valne there was

an exoess of $450,000 as compared with the

average value of the imports extending over

the same period. The imports for the years

1884 and 1885 stand thus:

Year. Casks—gallons. Value.
1885 8,419,475 $2,241,636
1884 2,774,771 1,979,053

Increase in 1885. 644,704 $261,683
Year. Bottles—gallons. Value
1885 1,169,605 $4,033,386
1884 1,132,257 3,680,880

Increase in 1885. 37,438 $352,506

Summarizing the above figures we get the

following totals thus:

Year. Total gallons imported. Value.
1885 4,589,170 $6,275,022
1884 3,907,028 5,660,833

Total increase 1885 682,142 $614,189

In quantity our foreign wine imports for

the year ending June 30th, 1885, are less

than for any year in the previous decade

except 1878, omitting the year 1884 when

the imports were naturally small on account

of the increased tariff that came into effect

on March 3, 1883, which caused a rush of

imports at the commencement of that year

in order to save the extra duties. The

value of the wines imported for the period

under review is, however, in excess ofj that

for any of the previous ten years excepting

the period from 1881-1883.

The next point is to account for the in-

creased value which is out of all proportion

to the average for the previous decade.

The following table gives the exact figures:

, —Cost per Gallon
N

Period

—

Wines in bulk. Wines in cases.

Year ending June 30,
1885 65 cents. $2 45

Ten vears ending June
30,1884 54 cents. $2 22

Increase 11 cents. 23 cts.

We thus find that there has been an in-

crease of eleven cents in the value of each

gallon of wine imported last year in bulk,

as compared with the average for the pre-

vious ten years, and of twenty- three cents

per gallon in the value of the case goods.

This can be accounted for in two ways.

The value of foreign wines has either in-

creased in consequence of short crops

abroad or the taste of Americans is being

educated to such an extent that they now

demand the higher grades of foreign wines.

In any case these signs are not unpropitious

for the American wine industry. If the

French wines have increased in value then

we have more prospects of introducing our

wines, as their quality improves.into France,

in order to supply their shortage If Aus-

tralian wine makers can supply the de-

mands of France, surely Americans should

be able to do so as their imported varieties

of vines come into more general bearing. On
the other hand if the increased value of our

foreign wine imports is attributable to a de-

maud for the better quality of the imported

goods, then this shows that the consumption

of the pure wines of America, which is ex-

tending throughout the country, tends to a

general improved palate and an evident in-

tention not to be any longer imposed upon

by the inferior class of very ordinary wines

that have hitherto been imported. This

should serve to stimulate American wine ma-

kers to renewed efforts in the production of

first-class varieties, which, if they can only

be sold under their own labels though they

even cause a still further consumption of

finer foreign qualities, the importation of

which will be confined to the wealthy,

will ensure a still greater demand for the

higher grades of American wines, which can

be sold cheaper than the imported wines.
•—

•

.

The American Exhibition In I.omioii.

Arrangements are being entered into by

which some of the best of the American ex

hibits from the World's Exposition in New
Orleans, 1885-6, will be taken over for the

opening of the American Exhibition in Lou-

don in 1886. It is proposed to arrange the

Entrance Hall so that the European visitor

shall take leave of his native soil, and shall

temporarily be in and commence his visit

to North America from the harbor of New
York, with the Bartholdi Statue of Liberty,

and the striking features of the Eastern

entry to the United States, around him.

On leaving "New York harbor, '' the visitor's

first excursion will be through the various

States across the Continent to San Fran-

cisco—from the Atlantic to the Pacific sea-

boards. He will have the opportunity of

inspecting collections illustrating the wealth

and civilization of the entire country from

east to west, from north to south. Early

application should be made for space, and

particulars of regulations for exhibitors can

be obtained at this office.

Canned <iooils.

An important invention for canning and

preserving all food products is thus de-

scribed by the London Grocer's Gazette:

The inventor states that the patent con-

sists chiefly in covering one side of the tin

plate with a film or coating of papier mache

or prepared paper. This forms the inside

of the can, and so absolutely prevents con-

tact between the preserved food and the

metal of the package. After a number of

experiments, it has been found that food

preserved in patent plates is much superior,

in every way, to that preserved in ordinary

tin. There is an entire absence of metallic

flavor or smell, the food retaining perfectly

its original flavor and freshness.

The inventor proposes to form a com-

pany for working this patent ; the director-

ate to be composed of gentlemen who are

largely interested in the sale of canned

foods, and the shares to be allotted prefer-

ably to those who are similarly engaged.

THE ill All. PEST.

This year's vintage will be materially re-

duced in some sections by the ravages of

the quail which have done considerable

damage to the grapes. We learn of many

instances where it has been discovered in

picking the fruit that a quarter and even

half the bunch has been eaten by the birds

.

Besides the actual loss of property this

necessitates extra care and time in picking

the grapes which proportionately increases

the expense of the vintage. If this new

pest increases every year, which it assured-

ly will, there will be a necessity for an

alteration in the game laws so that the de-

struction to grapes that occurs in the month

before the open season commences may be

obviated.
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Itenorts of Inspector .Morse on llif

Bauer Remedy.

Mr. F. W. Morse, special inspector for

the Viticultural Commission, has recently

examined for the third time the diseased

vines that have been treated experimentally

with mercurial mixture about the roots; but

his report contains nothing new to indicate

any further prospect of success by this

method of arresting the development of the

phylloxera. In every plot examined the

insect appears to flourish in the midst of

soil impregnated with mercury. Healthy

vines, planted in new soils, where the roots

have developed sufficiently, show that, even

when planted in holes in which mercury

has been mixed, they may become infected.

Beekelkt, June 10, 1885.

Mr. C. A. Wetmore, Chief Euecutive Viti-

cultural Officer—Dear Sib: The following

is a summary report upon the plan of work,

and of results thus far obtained, of experi-

ments with Dr. Bauer's mercurial remedy

for the phylloxera.

The vineyard selected by the Commission

for this experimental work is situated one

mile east from Sonoma. The plot of old

Mission vines adjoins the county road on

the north and forms a block of vines nine

rows wide and about thirty-five long. The

soil is strong, dark loam, four to eight feet

deep, shading gradually into a gravely sub-

soil ; the central and western part is more

sandy and gravely. The vines are eight

feet apart and are infected in such a manner

that only a part of each small plot treated

by the different methods is noticeably af-

fected with the phylloxera.

Eighteen different plans of treatment

were adopted, differing in the manner of

applying or in amount of mixture applied.

The first four consisted in applying one-

half, one, two and four ounces of the mer-

cury well mixed with soil and put in small

basins dug about the trunk and roots of the

vine. The basins were eight to twelve

inches deer) and eighteen to twenty-four in

diameter.

The application was made on the 25th of

March, 1885, and afterwards examined May

12th and June 11th. No positive effect of

the remedy was noticeable — phylloxera

usually abundant—occasionally some dead

insects were found. The next two treat-

ments have, in addition to the basins, a

furrow run in each direction between the

vines and in these are scattered one-half

ounce and one ounce per vine for the dif-

ferent treatments, the same amount being

used in the basins about the vine. No
noticeable effect on the insect.

The next two treatments received one-

half and one ounce of mixture in furrows

plowed near the vine on both sides, and

one-half ounce of the mixture extra close to

the vine.

The two following were similar applica

tions with the addition of a cross furrow in

one direction between the vines

.

Then followed two treatments with double

furrows on both sides of the vine and in

two directions; one-half and one ounce of

mixture was applied in the furrows and

one-half extra strewn on the surface of the

ground about the vine.

A similar double furrow treatment fol-

lowed in the next two experiments with the

addition of one furrow between vines in

one direction ; two and four ounces respect-

ively were applied. There was no notice-

able effect from the last three treatments.

The two remaining treatments consisted

in applying the mixture in crow-bar holes

six inches from the vine and twenty-four

inches deep, the mixture of soil and mer-

cury extending from the surface to the

bottom of the hole. The usual amount of

one-half and one ounce per vine was ap-

plied. There was found upon examination

of one of the vines, a small spot or colony

of insects with a large number of dead and

injured individuals apparently receiving a

poisonous dose from the same spot on the

root; otherwise there was no apparent effect.

In addition to the above treatments two

rows of vines were taken up and reset with

Chasselas and Zinfandel rooted cuttings and

surrounded in planting by one-half and one

ounco of the mercury mixture applied in

the usual manner. The row receiving the

half-ounce treatment was examined in June

and found to be quite well supplied with

small rootlets, the lowest of which were

quite near the old stnmp and supporting

quite a number of phylloxera which had

formed nodosities on the finest roots.

Upon Mr. Dresel's vineyard, where the

mixture was also applied, the soil is shal-

lower and the vines younger, two treatments

were made; in one an ounce of the mixture

was applied in a basin about, the vine and

an onnce spread broadcast; the other re-

ceived an ounce in a basin about the vine

and an ounce in cross furrows between the

vines. No noticeable effect came from

either treatment.

is caused by the numerous phylloxera which

infest the roots.

The vines which were intended for in-

fection were treated at a depth of eight to

ten inches with small infected roots at this

time; they appear to be in good condition.

Respectfully, F. W. Mouse.

SANTA CLARA COUNTY.

Berkeley, September 15, 1885.

Mr. C. A. Wetmore, Chief Executive Viti-

cultural Officer—Deab Sir: At your re-

quest I have visited the vineyards, used by

the Commission for experimental purposes,

and, on September 11th, examined the vines

which were treated some time ago with Dr.

Bauer's mercurial remedy. Typical vines

of medium growth, from each of the plants

which received the most thorough treat-

ment, were examined but in none of them

was I able to detect any decided

effect or change which could be at-

tributed to the remedy. Upon the

roots of some of the vines receiv-

ing the "four-ounce treatment" a few small

spots were noticeable where tho insects

were considerably browned and some dead,

caused probably by the actual contact of a

stronger portion of tho earth and mercury

mixture. Otherwise the insects appeared

to be in their normal condition and infect-

ing the younger and healthier roots in large

numbers.

NOTES ON TREATMENTS BY PBIVATE INDI

VIDUALS.

Mr. H. Hagen.—Seven Zinfandel vines

in a row, two years from the cuttings; cut-

tings were placed in holes six inches by six-

teen inches with the mixture. The vines

were originally six feet apart, now eight

feet. Five vines out of the seven were in-

fected, two badly. The amount of the

mixture used was not known.

Also some Zinfandels three years old, on

new ground, surrounding vines infected

and some killed; treated with one ounce of

the mixture last year. They produced a

good growth last year but poor this year

—

phylloxera abundant.

Messrs. Kohler & Frohling.—Two old

Mission vines were treated last year; one

now shows phylloxera on small roots; the

other showed no phylloxera. The bark on

both was old and rotten.

Mr. Dresel.—He has some vines which

were treated two years ago ;
phylloxera

present in large numbers.

Mr. Perkins.—Treated an old Tokay vine

last March with three-fourths of an ounce

of the mixture—phylloxera still abundant.

Also treated a cutting over an old Btock

—

no phylloxera found and no small rootlets.

Mr. Haraszthy.—Has treated old vines

with one ounce treatment last Spring

—

phylloxera quite abundant.

Respectfully, F. W. Moese.

Berkeley, July 23, 1885.

Mr. C. A. Wetmore, Chief Executive Viti-

cultural Officer—Deab Sib: On the 22nd of

July I visited the experimental vineyard at

your request and examined the vines now

under treatment with Dr. Bauer's mercurial

remedy. I found no appreciable change

worthy of note under any of the different

treatments; only a slight indication of a

few dying in very small spots of the roots

can be noticed.

The vines planted for testing the preven-

tive value of the mercury remedy are with-

ering and dying one by one, and their ap-

pearance seems to indicate that the decay

PREVENTIVE TREATMENT.

Only one vine in each of the rows which

were planted to test the preventive value of

the remedy is now alive, and upon this the

foliage is withering and drying up. The

root system of the vines has been well de-

veloped but at present is badly infected

even to the surface of the ground. The

condition of soil, moisture, etc., is quite

favorable to the growth of the vines.

INFECTION TREATMENT.

At the last visit, about two months ago,

the healthy rooted vines which were plant-

ed to test the possibility of infecting vines

planted in the soil and mercury mixture

were treated, at a depth of eight to ten

inches, with small fragments of infected

roots. Only one of these five vines thus

treated was found at this time to be badly

infected, the others were perfectly free from

the insect. The infected one alone, how-

ever, had formed a generous supply of roots

from the surface of the ground downward;

the others had formed^roots only at the

lower end of the cutting, some twelve to

fourteen inches deep, thus increasing the

difficulty of infection.

The remedy has also been applied quite

extensively by a few individual vineyardistB

in the same locality with results similar to

those obtained by our own experiments.

Among these I found cuttings and rooted

vines which were planted in vineyards for-

merly devastated by the phylloxera and

which are now withering and dying and

badly infected; vines three to five years

old are still badly infected.

Respectfully, F. W. Mobse.

Mr. J. B. J. Portal of San Jose, who
called at the Merchant office this week,

tells us that he has already finished his

wine making, owing to the general short-

ness of the crop in Santa Clara valley,

which he with others has experienced.

What is lacking in quantity however will be

made up for in quality as the grapes of this

year's vintage are far superior to those of

any preceding year. Mr. Portal reports

the following saccharine per centage in dif-

ferent varieties: Trousseau 32 per cent;

Zinfandel 28 per cent; Cabernet 25 per

cent ; Mataro and Burger 24 per cent. The
superior quality of this year's vintage was
only fully realized within the past two or

three weeks when the saccharine contents

of the grapes increased with extraordinary

rapidity on account of the unusually tine

weather which favored maturity. Mr. Por-

tal, who has recently erected a splendid

house on his vineyard, purposes shortly to

leave for France with the hopes of obtain-

ing further points and information regarding

vines and wine making, as he is not one of

the Californian viticulturists who considers

that he knows everything. Mr. Portal will

readily believe that our remarks are not in-

tended as derogatory of himself or of Santa

Clara county, notwithstanding the assertions

made by an insignificant little sheet pub-

lished in San Jose, to the effect that the

Merchant never mentions Santa Clara

county but for the sake of running it down,

Condensed Musi.

C. A. Wetmore, Esq., Chief Executivi

Viticultural Officer, San Francisco, Cat—

Deab Sir: I send to you to-day three five

gallon kegs of condensed, grape must. Thi

keg marked "F'' contains the must of thi

Feher Szagos grape, that marked "C con

tains the must of the Chasselas grape, anc

that marked "M" contains the must of thi

Mission. The Feher Szagos must showec

22 per cent of sugar before and 71 per cen

of sugar after condensing—while yet warm

The Chasselas showed 23 per cent befor

and 72 per cent after condensing, and th

Mission showed 24 per eent before and 71

per cent after condensing. I see by th

Mebchant that the Viticultural Commissioi

has made arrangements to make experi

ments in fermenting different varieties o

grapes at Mr. Crabb's place at Oakvillc

Will you send the condensed must there o

retain it in San Francisco to experimen

on? I would be pleased to hear from yo

from time to time how your experiment

with the condensed must progress.

Yours respectfully, Thos. D. Cone.

Folsom, Cal., September 21, 1885.

From Honolulu we hear that the coming

sugar crop will be the largest ever cut on

the Islands, so much so that it is feared on

some plantations the cane will not all be

cut. The crop of the Hawaiian Commer-

cial and Sugar Company will bo an im-

mense one

.

The well-known San Jose firm of Turel

& Co. are making this year superior quali-

ties of Burgundy, Zinfandel, Mataro and

Cabernet in red wines ; also of Folle

Blanche, Colombar, Semillon and Sauvig-

non in white wines.

The S, F. Chronicle proposes to publis

shortly a series of letters from Mr. Albei

Sutliffe on wine and raisin making, grapei

prunes, olives and olive oil, orange an

lemon culture. The information will I

derived from a careful study of thef

branches of agricultural industry as pra

Used in European countries, the Chronicle

representative having been instructed I

visit the localities wherejtheir cultivatic

and manufacture have been carried on e:

tensively and successfully for years. Th
should be the means of imparting valuab

information to Californians who are ei

gaged in a similar business, though

course there are certain peculiarities pe

taining to the soil and climate of Californ

with respect to adaptability and culture
I

different fruits and varieties that can on

be learned by local and practical experienc
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AM EXTRAORDINARY CROP OF
RAISIN GRAPES.

A sample lot of the Moscatel raisin var-

iety of grapes was received at the office of

the Commission during the present week

from Mr. George A. Cowles of El Cajon

valley, San Diego county. These grapes

were produced from vines that had never

been irrigated and were especially remark-

able on account of the large size of the

berries and bunches, the sweetness of the

juice and the immense crop that was ob-

tained by following the method of pruning

that Mr. Cowles has been experimenting

with. Under the influence of the ample

rainfall that has occurred during the last

two seasons in that county these vines have

produced abnormally to such a degree that

the sample lot that was received at the

Commission is reported to be a fair sample

taken from a crop that was measured accur-

ately, so as to determine that it amounted

to sixteen and one-fourth tons to the acre.

Of course it is not pretended that this im-

mense crop is anything to be depended upon

for permanency, but it is some indication of

what systematic culture will accomplish.

Several parties have visited the office of the

Commission to inspect these samples and

have expressed wonderment at the result

exhibited.

Tin- London Raisin Market.

A Remarkable Yield of Moscatels.

G. A. Wetmore, Esq., Chief Executive

Viticuliural Officer, San Francisco— Ms
Dear Sik: Colonel Grannis of San Fran-

cisco and G. G. Bradt Jlunched with me on

the 15th inst. The latter took a box of

Muscats from my vineyard which he prom-

ised to forward to you by express. Wher-

ever the ground was moist enough to sus-

tain my system of pruning the vines are

loaded with mammoth grapes; many—too

many—bunches weigh from three to four

and a half pounds each . Many vines had

from seventy (70 to 80) to eighty pounds

and some over one hundred pounds each.

I measured an acre and weighed the prod-

uct with 32,420 pounds (1634 tons) as the

result, of the largest grapes I ever saw, all

imperfect berries and surplus'stems remov-

ed. Some of my men say I made too many
allowances, that there were over seventeen

tons, and that they could select an acre

with more than twenty tons on it, but I

think the statement already large enough to

raise a question of veracity. The vines

are five years old from the cuttingsi

la^t Spring, and were never irrigated. Is

this a suitable locality for the Muscat?

I would like to have you show this state-

ment to Mr. Geo. West, who was recently

in my vineyard discussing the subject of

pruning with me.

The vines which I experimented with

last year, and which produced- such a re-

markable result, are growing vigorously

this season, and are producing twenty-five

to thirty (25 to 30) pounds each only (evi-

dently an off year with them) of very fine

berries and bunches.

The berries Mr. Bradt was to send you
were picked on the 12th inst., and lay on

the hurdles until the 13th inst. They were

not selected for exhibition, which was an
afterthought.

Yours, sincerely, Geo. A. Cowles.
El Cajon, San Diego Co., Cal., Sept. 17.

——
The chief viticultural attractions at the

Mechanics' Fair were the raisins of T. C.

White of Fresno, and the 116 varieties of

wine and table grapes exhibited by J. H.
Drummond of Glen Ellen.

[London Grocer's Gazette,]

All the first arrivals of Valencias were

cleared off the market on the opening day

31st August. Good ordinary off stalk was

readily taken at 40s.to 41s., and has since

increased in value and been resold at 42s.

The 200 tons are nearly all delivered, and

the next arrival has been largely adjusted,

both with dealers and exporters. The crop

is reported as likely to be shorter than was

originally reported, the fruit after curing

process coming out rather lighter in weight.

The usual competitive dealings with Amer-

ica will keep up prices for some weeks yet,

in fact, if the quality continues satisfactory,

a low range of price ..is not looked for until

quite the end of the year.

RAISINS AND CHOLERA.

Spanish l!;iisiii,« Millions usiil Tor Dis-
infecting.

The London Medical Times and Gazette of

September 5th say s : "Taking up by chance

,

a Spanish newspaper published at Denia,

and devoted to the interest of the fruit trade,

our attention was called to an article on the

progress of cholera in the district and the

measures adopted to check it. Among these

were the provision of hospital accommoda-

tion and medical attendance, the disinfec-

tion of houses by sulphurous acid and of

the clothes of the sick and deceased by im-

mersion in water kept at the boiling point

in the caldrons used for scalding the rais-

ins. Comment is needless."

Los Angeles shipped East 20,450 pounds

of raisins, by the Southern route, in July.

There were no shipments from other points

in the same month.

We welcome back among our exchanges

the San Jose Mercury and congratulate the

people of Santa Clara county that the paper

has again fallen into the able hands of C.

M. Shortridge.

Dr. ALLEN,
PRIVATE DISPENSARY,

26% KEARNY ST., S. F.
Established for the Scientific and Speedy Cure of

Chronic, Nervous and Special Diseases.

The Expert Specialist.

DR. ALLEN, AS IS WELL KNOWN, IS A REGU-
lar graduated Physician and Surgeon, educated

in Bowdoin College and the University of Michigan.
He has devoted a lifetime to and is acknowledged to
be the moat expert Surgeon in his specialty on the
Pacific Coast.

Young Men
And MIDDLE-AGED MEN, wh> are suffering from
the effects of Youthful Indiscretions or excesses in
maturer years. Nervous and Physical Debility, Im-
potency, Lost Manhood, confusion of ideas, dull eyes,
aversion to society, despondency, pimples on the face,
loss of energy and memory, frequency of urinating,
etc. Remember that by a combination of Veoetablb
Remedies of great curative power the Doctor has so
arranged his treatment that it will not only afford
immediate relief, but permanent cure. My

Hospital £^I>erience,
(Having been Surgeon in charge of two leading Hos-
pitals) enables me to treat all special diseases with ex-
cellent results. I wish it distinctly understood that
I do not claim to perform impossibilities, or to have
miraculous or supernatural power. I claim only to be
a skillful and successful Physician and Surgeon,
thoroughly informed in my specialty-

Diseases of Man.
All applying to me will receive my honest opinion

of their complaints—no experimenting. I will guar-
antee a positive curb in every case I undertake, or
forfeit §1,000. Consultation in my office or by letter
free and stricfly private. Charges moderate. Thor-
ough examination, including chemical and microsco-
pical analysis of urine and advice, $5. Office hours,.
9 to 3 daily, 6 to 8 evenings; Sunday, 9 to 12 only.
Call or address DR. ALLEN,

26Va Kearny Street, San Francisco, Cal.

P. S. I have a vegetable compound, the re-

sult of many years of special practice and hard study,
which under my special advice has never failed of
success In the cure of Lost Manhood, Pro**la-
torrhea, etc.

A MEMOIR ON OLIVE GROWING

WITH ILLUSTRATIONS.

Bead Before the State Horticultural

Society, February 29, 1884, by

FRED. POHNDORFF.

Will be mailed by the 3. F. Merchant on receipt tt

60 cent, in one or two-cent postage itampa.

THE OLIVE TREE & ITS PRODUCTS

SUITABILITY OF THE SOIL & CLIMATE

OF CALIFORNIA FOR ITS

Extensive and Profitable Cultivation.

BY

JOHN J- BLEASDALE, D. D,, F. C. S.

For Sale at

THE " MERCHANT'' OFFICE

PRICE 50 CENTS.

LAND CLEARING ™f JTJDSON .POWDER
RAILROAD MEN, FARMERS AND VITICULTURISTS

Have, hy practical experience, found that the JUBSOSf FOWDEB especially, is the best adapted to re-

move STUMPS and TREES. FROM 5 TO 20 POUNDS OF THIS POWDER will always bring any sized stump or tree

with roots clear out of the ground The EXPENSE IS LESS THAN ONE-HALF the cost of grabbing. In

most cases, Giant Powder, or any other "High Explosive," is too quick, and ordinary Blasting Powder not

strong enough. For particulars how to use the same, apply to

BANDMANN, NIELSEN & CO., General Agents
Giant I*o'\Kr<3Le>3? Co.,

210 FBOSfT ST.. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

MISFIT

CLOTHING

PARLORS. MISEIT

MISFIT

CLOTHING

PARLORS.

CLOTHING PARLORS.
N. W. Coe. Post <fe Dupjnt Sts.

Before yon Purchase anything in the Clothing: I. inc.

Call at the above place. Tailor Misfits at Half Price.

MISFIT

CLOTHING

PARLOUS.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
MISFIT

CLOTHING

PARLORS.

WM. T. COLEMAN & CO.
COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

SAN FRANCISCO, NEW YORK,

CHICAGO,
Agency WM. T. Coleman & Co., Agency Wm. T. Comman & Co.

)

ASTORIA, Or. t
LONDON.

With Agents and Brokers in every Commercial City of Prominence in the Union.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF HANDLING THE

RAISIN CROP OF CALIFORNIA!!
And amongst others we are Agentsflfor

Riverside Fruit Company of Riverside, Miss Mary P. Austin of Fresno.

McPherson Bros, of Orange, T. C. Wh te of Fresno.

With many other of the Most Prominent Curers of this State.

Our Facilities for Promptly Placing and Widely Distributing Their Product

Can be Ascertained from the Abuve^welMcnown Curers.

We are also Large Handlers of

ORANGES, DRIED FRUITS, HONEY AND BEANS
IN THE EASTERN STATES.

Advances Made When Keqnlrcd, and Full In.ormation of MarketsiPromptly

Ciiren. Address

Win. T. COLEMAN & Co.
Market & Main Sts., S. F.
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CALIFORNIA.

SAN JOSE WINE VAULTS.

TUREL & CO.

Our Wines are sold Pure and true to name of G-rapes

also of the Vineyards.

Our generous and pure wines are shipped as follows :

In Sample cases on receipt of Bank Remittance, from

$4.50 and upwards, per Case.

In Barrels from $20.00 and upwards.

A Trial will prove that our CALIFORNIA WINES

can compete with European Wines both in Price and

Quality.

TUREL & CO.,

SAN JOSE, CAL.
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ISSUED FORTNIGHTLY ON FRIDAY MORNINQ BY

CHARLES R. BUCKLAND.
Editor null Proprietor.

Office, 323 Front street Postofficc Box, 2366
TERMS-PAYABLE IN ADVANCE.

One copy one year $3 00
One copy six months 176
I acluding city delivery, United States, or Canadian

Postage.

Entered at the Postofficc as second class matter.

AGENTS.
CLOVERDALE, Sonoma Co J. A. CAKRIE
DUNCAN'S MILLS, Sonoma Co 0. F. SLOAM

f H. C. WARNER,HKESNO
t Golden Rule Bazaar

GEYSERVILLE, Sonoma Co D. LEPPO
HEALDSKUKG, Sonoma Co A. BALTZELL
SAN JOSE, Santa Clara Co E. B. LEWIS
SANTA ROSA C. A. WRIGHT
SONOMA JOHN R. ROBINSON
STOCKTON WM. H. ROBINSON
V( I \ I >SOR, Sonoma Co LINDSAY & WELCH
WOODLAND, Yolo Co E BERG
HONOLULU J. M. OAT, Jr. & Co

FRIDAY SEPTEMBER, 25 1885

This paper may be found on file at Geo. P. Rowell
& Co's Newspaper Advertising Bureau (lOSpruce St.),

where advertising contracts may be made for it in

New York.

WANTED
COPIES OF THE SAN FRANCISCO MERCHANT

of the following dates :

1884. November 21st. Volume XIII. No. 3.
1885. January 30th. Volume XIII. No. 8.
1885. March 13th, Volume XIII. No. 11.

Apply at this office.

llltlllN I OK WINK TANKS.

Quite a number of. wine makers are ex-

perimenting this year With the use of covers

for their wine tanks in making red wine, so

as to preserve them from danger when it is

necessary to leave them for some time

exposed to the atmospliere. This is especi-

ally important when fermentations are

languid at their conclusion, and it is neces-

sary to leave them on the pomace to com-
plete the work. Tight wooden covers,

with simple apparatus for allowing the

excess of carbonic acid gas to escape in

such a manner that the air cannot return

are of course easily understood, but require

some mechanical skill in preparation. Some
are trying the practice of using simple cov-

ers made of light canvas tied closely over

the top of the tank, supported across the

center by a strip of board and depressed

towards the center by light weights, so as

to compel the canvas to fit closely over the

edge of the tank. Some of the covers made
in this way are also painted with parrafine

paint, but it remains to be shown whether

this is without objection.

AN INTERESTING EXHIBIT.

CALIFORNIA WINE SHIPMENTS.

There will be in the next few days on ex-

hibition at the office of the State Viticult-

ural Commission samples of fruit of differ-

ent varieties produced from one, two and
three-year-old grafts on young resistant

vines. Last year four samples of wines

made from such fruit were exhibited by the

Commission at the State Convention, in-

cluding Petit Bouschet, Cinsaut and Mon-
ieuse. The quality of the wines was

noticeably fine. This week the Commission

will have several hundred pounds of Petite

Syrah, Sauvignon Blanc and Semillon

from two-year-old grafts to ferment as a

further test of qnality.

Mr. Clarence Wetmore commenced his
late grafting at Livermore on August 12th,
for the purpose of filling failures that occur-
red earlier in the season. He grafted a
hundred vines in all, and by September
13th he counted thirty-five above ground,
varying from two to eight* en inches in
height, The varieties were Semillon and
Sauvignon Blanc grafted on Californica.

The Merchant gives in this issue the

shipments of California wines by sea for the

month of September, also a comparison of

our export trade in wines, by Bea, for the

first nine months of 1884 and 1885. The

total for this month aggregates 154,503 gal-

lons of the value of $74,302. This is a

larger total than for any single month in

the year 1884, and it is the largest month's

shipment during 1885, except in January

when the wine exported by sea amounted to

159,072 gallons. The increase is marked

both in the shipments by Panama steamers

and by miscellaneous routes, and they

bring the total sea exports for the nine

months of this year within 16,500 gallons

of similar shipments in the same period of

1884, whereas a comparison for the first

eight months of each year showed a de-

crease in 1885 of 104,700 gallons. This is

an excellent showing for the month and

one that we hope will continue in the

future. It is attributable largely to the

shipments made to New York by sailing

vessel. Another important feature, and

one which has not been noted for some con-

siderable time past, is the fact that direct

shipments of California wines have been

made by sailing vessel to Hamburg. Though
they only amount to 1,380 gallons yet it is

a move in the right direction and tends to

show an extension of our markets. We
give the •Kports to Hamburg in detail in our

regular wine table. The total figures for

September stand thus:

BY SEA—SEPTEMBER 1885.
To— Gallons. Value.

New York 47,135 $17,676
Hamburg 1,380 1,453
Hawaiian Islands 1,004 1,058
Tahiti 083 450
Japan 743 406
China 501 421
Guaymas 584 550
Victoria. B. C 612 334
Mexico 203 126
Apia 50 45

53,185
By Panama line of steamers. .101,318

$22,618
$51,684

Total 154,503 $74,302

For the sake of comparison we give the

total sea shipments for the first nine months
of 1884 and 1885 respectively. Thus:

NINE MONTHS' SEA SHIPMENTS.
Year. Panama Line. Other Route!

Gallons. Gallons
1884 850,085 70,407
1885 800,620 121,431

Decrease, 1885 58,465 Gain '85. 41,934

Total decrease, eight months 1885 104,752
Total decrease, nine months 1885 16,531

OVERLAND SHIPMENTS.

The overland shipments by rail for the

month of July show a decrease of 45,000

gallons compared with the previous month,

and are smaller than for any month this

year except January. A reference to last

year's figures shows that the shipments of

the third quarter were considerably less

than those in the second and fourth quart-

ers of 1884 and the same may prove to be

the case this year. The largest falling off

in July was in the shipments from San

Francisco. The figures stand thus:

BY RAIL-JULY.
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AUSTRALIAN MAIL SERVICE.

The continuation of the mail service with

Australia is assured, thanks to the New
Zealand Government. The importance of

this service to the United States generally,

and to California in particular, has been

pointed out by the Merchant time and

timo again. Statistics of our import and

export trade have been given showing a

large balance in our favor. San Francisco

is especially in need of this trade connec-

tion, and in fact of every other commercial

extension that can be obtained through

utilizing the Pacific ocean. Not only do we

derive great benefits from actual commer-

cial transactions but we should also through

an enlargement of our shipping interests,

a most important factor in our financial

prosperity. Unfortunately in the present

instance the service is to be conducted by

vessels flying the British flag. We see no

reason why American enterprise in marit-

ime traffic should not be subsidized on the

same basis as land transportation compan-

ies. However, we must be content for the

present that the Australian mail line to San

Francisco is to be continued.

We have frequently within the past year

urged upon our commercial organizations,

which are presumably authorities in mat-

ters relating directly to what concerns the

trade of San Francisco, not to delay till the

last minute concerning this Australian mail

service. We predicted that a hue and cry

would arise as soon as there was an imme-

diate prospect of its discontinuance. This,

of course, proved to be the case. There

was a meeting of these local bodies who

represented the case to the Postmaster-

General, who, apparently, pigeon-holed

their petition. But there was a very gen-

eral and firm conviction "on the streets
"

that a full share of the blame that arose

through the prospects of the discontinuance

of the service should be laid, where it be-

longed, at the door of the Pacific Mail

Company. Congress having voted an ap-

propriation for the transportation of the

mails, it immediately behooved this corpora-

tion, not content with their subsidy derived

from the New Zealand Government, to

grab for all they could out of the American

Government. But there they found them-

selves defeated. They have incon-

venienced the public as far as they

were able in connection with the Pa-

nama, China and Japan mails, and

the public will not forget it. As far as

Australia was concerned, however, they

were compelled to fulfill their contract with

New Zealand. It was announced that the

company proposed to withdraw entirely

from the service, hence their action was a

purely selfish one.

d New Zealand, which is the colony

mainly affected by a continuation of this

service, will pay the whole cost for the

benefits derived for mail transportation,

irrespective of the benefits derived by this

country from trade associations. It was

only natural then to expect that New Zea-

land would impose conditions that com-

bined the greatest possible advantages to

itself, and this has been done by shortening

the contract time to eighteen days. The

original proposal for a five year'B service

haviug been reduced to three years, shows

that the colony is alive to prospective im-

provements in ocean traffic and does not

wish to be bound for too long a period.

Future developments may show that New
Zealand is inclined to pay for a direct fort-

nightly service to England, experience hav-

ing proved that such a line is practicable

and can be carried out by English steamers

now trading to the colonies. Failing this a

selection might be made in favor of direct

communication from Auckland to San

Diego thereby shortening the route by sev-

eral days, which is the main point desired.

After touching at San Diego these steamers

could come on to San Francisco with freight

and the majority of passengers.

The omission of Honolulu as a port of

call would have been a cause of regret as a

visit there is one of the attractions offered

to and accepted by tourists. It would have

tended to diminish our overland travel and

a certain expenditure of money in Califor-

nia. But for three years longer we are en-

abled to secure these advantages as well as

a continuance of our direct and rapid com-

mercial relations with the colonies. It

should not be forgotten, however, that it is

to New Zealand alone that we are indebted

for the privileges that we are permitted to

enjoy.

THE ULUT 1ST FRUIT.

the case, Let them adopt a policy of self-

help, and they will soon find themselves in-

dependent of middlemen, and without any

dread of a glut in the fruit market.

GRAFTS ON RESISTANT VINES.

The glut of fruit in California does not

speak well for our business and industria

methods. There should be no glut in any

food product of universal use when means

of preserving the same and of transporta-

tion exist. We have at our disposal in this

State every appliance for preserving the

entire fruit crop, if necessary, and in the

railroads, steamships and sailing vessels

ample means of transportation. If these

appliances had been used as they should

have been there would be no glut in the

fruit market, and no talk of cutting down

this or that variety of fruit trees, much less

any reckless attempt to give it effect as has

been reported in some places. Fruit trees

take a long time to mature. They repre-

sent capital and labor, and should not be

destroyed because an excessive yield is fol-

lowed by low prices and slow demand. As

well burn down one's house because in

certain winds the chimney "smoked."

This would be quite as rational as to destroy

orange and fruit trees because the fruit did

not bring satisfactory prices.

But there is a glut in fruit notwithstand-

ing, and it is caused by the fact that the

canning business, like the wine business, is

in a few hands. The interests of the

cauners are not in common with the inter-

ests of fruit raisers. The cheaper they can

get fruit the higher their profits, and they

do not care whether the orchardist's crop

rots upon the ground so long as they can

fill their orders with cheap stock. Neither

do they feel an interest in finding new mar-

kets, and so provide an outlet for the ever-

increasing yield of our orchards. This is

the key to the situation. Railroad freight

has in reality little to do with it, and indeed

can only apply to the transportation of

fresh fruit, which is a perishable commod-

ity, necessitating rapid transit and very

careful handling. But only early fruit, of

the primest quality, can be profitably ship-

ped to Eastern points; while the bulk of the

fruit crop, plus local consumption, may all

be canned or otherwise prepared for market

in a less perishable form.

Does it not occur to our fruit raising

friends to apply the principle of co-opera-

tion to the preservation of their crops as a

means of guarding themselves against loss,

and rendering them independent of middle-

men ? The arguments used by us in our

article on "Co-operative Wine Making"

equally apply to the fruit industry. It is a

mistake to expend force in condemning the

railroad company for charging high freights,

seeing that this is but a very small factor in

PRICES OF GRAPES.

Grafting on resistant vines has been prac-

ticed in this State only recently and there

are comparatively few vines which are now
in condition to bear after grafting. During

the last two seasons the area grafted has

been quite considerable and with varying

results as to the success of grafting, owing

to the different methods adopted by those

who have been doing the work. In Santa

Clara, Alameda, Napa, Sonoma and Pla-

cer counties there are quite good sized vine-

yards which have been grafted in the last

two years, where success has been unmis-

takably good as to the perfection of the

union and development of the scion. Usu-

ally our most fertile vines bear well the

first year after grafting, but with those va-

rieties which are frequently grafted which

are shy bearers, it is necessary before ob-

taining practical results as to the crop to

wait another year. At Livermore there are

now successful grafts in bearing on resistant

vines of the following varieties: Aramon,

Petite Syrah, Petit Bouschet, Alicante

Bouschet, Clairette Blanche, Mondeuse,

Cinsaut, Semillon, Sauvignon Blanc, and

Malbeck and Almeria, which have been

grafted two years and are now in good

bearing. Samples of wine were made last

year from some of these grafts, exhibited at

the State Viticultural Convention, showing

that the quality was not changed by the

influence of grafting on wild roots. The

r»sult obtained from these grafts this year

will be much more important as the vines

are older.

In the Napa Valley there are vines also

grafted last year which are bearing more or

less this year, but no exact reports have

yet been received by the Commission.

Arrangements are now being made to send

out a special inspector to report on the

condition of these grafts with a view to

ascertaining from the results obtained the

best information for the guidance of those

who will plant resistant vines in the future,

or who are going to graft next winter. So

far as observed in the Livermore Valley on

vines that have been grafted two years on

young resistant roots the grafted vines are

bearing better than those of the same va-

riety which are planted the ordinary way.

by cuttings. That there will bo found dif-

ferences in the fruitfulness of vines grafted

on wild roots is well known, as the resistant

roots require certain soils in which they

may best succeed. A resistant root planted

in a soil not suited to it will of course not

thoroughly support its grafts. As to the

adaptability of different varieties of resistant

vines to different soils the people of this

State have to the present time been com-

pelled to follow the advice, derived from

French experience, which is much longer

and more extensive than ours, but we are

beginning to learn something ourselves, and

those who select varieties hereafter can do

so more intelligently than in the past. It

is best, however, in all cases to test the dif-

ferent species on each vineyard, a few vines

of each kind, so that in the future if they

are needed for replacing other vines

grower may know which to select.

A sale of white grapes reported from St.

Helena showed that twenty dollars a ton

was recently obtained, although large con-

tracts were made at a less price early in the

season. In Livermore valley the original

wine makers offered to pay only fifteen

dollars per ton, the result of which was the

establishment of new wineries which will

use the grapes from most of the vineyards

where they are produced. The only sale

that has been made there of importance

has been to one party who has contracted

for all he can get at twenty dollars. Others

would not sell at that price. In Santa

Clara county there were comparatively few

wine makers buying grapes, though the

grapes of that district are capable of pro-

ducing some of the best colored and most

valuable wines in the market, and which

have always brought the highest price.

Some of the producers transported to San

Francisco, some of the most valuable of

the wine grapes of the State being made up

in this city by wine makers who realized

their value and paid a good price for them.

An attempt was made for a party in Stock-

ton to purchase, in Santa Clara county, a

lot of Folle Blanche for distillation in order

to test their value for making brandy, as

this variety is one that takes the lead in the

Cognac district of France. Twenty dollars

was offered for this test but was refused,

thirty dollars being demanded. A lot was

then offered in Niles for $25. The panic

caused by the sale of very inferior wines at

low prices last Spring, and the losses sus-

tained by many of the wine makers who

paid high prices for poor grapes, have been

the causes for all the trouble. Grapes of a

fine quality this year should be worth as

much if not more than they have ever

been, as there is no possibility of over-pro-

duction during the time when these vint-

ages will be on the market.

THE NO SEWERAGE SYSTEM.

The Chronicle has made a thorough and

complete exposure of our filthy city. While

praising and extolling our advantages and

attractions it has been too much the custom to

n 'gleet unpleasant and unwholesome truths.

We regret to know that we are sitting daily

and nightly on that portion of Front street,

between Sacramento and Washington,where

there is no main sewer, and that all the

drainage is saturating the soil beneath. We
can only hope that this hot-bed of disease

will not suddenly become prolific as it is

probable that any effectual improvements

in the supposed system of sewerage must

be preceded by thorough reform in the sys-

tem of city government, which will doubt-

less prove the more difficult disease to

remedy.

the

A splendid bunch of grapes of the Flame

Tokay variety was sent to the Mechanic's

Fair last week by Mr. Simon Newman, on

whose rauch they were grown at Hill's

Ferry on the West side of San Joaquin.

The "luscious looking cluster turned the

scale at Ave pounds.

RARE VARIETIES FOR GRAFTS.

The demand for information, as to where

some of the noble varieties of wine grapes

which have been recently imported from

Europe can be obtained, that is being con-

stantly made at the office of the Commis-

sion now, indicates that during the coming

Winter a great deal more attention than

heretofore will be directed to the improve-

ment of our vineyards by grafting over the

inferior varieties with the nobler vines that

are now better known than they were a few

years ago. The chief difficulty is, however,

the scarcity of these fine stocks and the

want of accurate information with respect

to many of them, as to where they will best

succeed.
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VENTURA COUNTY

Takes the First Premium for Co nty

Exhibits. •

particulars or Its Soil, Climate, Scen-
ery jiikI Resources—The Exhibits

at the Mechanics' Fair.

Ventura is one of the few counties of

California concerning which comparatively

little information has been made public.

Yet, judging by its exhibits shown at the

Mechanics' Institute Fair in this city, it is

certainly but just and reasonable that great-

er prominence should be given to its pro-

ductions and resources. That the settlc-rs

in the county have been making marvelous
progress in a quiet and unassuming mauner
there can be no doubt. Having established

themselves on a permanent and solid in-

dustrial basis they have now begun to take

active steps to make public their general

agricultural standing as one of the import-

ant counties of California.

September 25, 1885

THE COUNTY.

Ventura County is situated some three

hundred miles southeast of San Francisco,

between Santa Barbara and Los Angeles.

It has all the benefits derivable from com-
munication with other parts by rail and by
sea, its chief port, San Buenaventura, being

easier of access from San Francisco by sea

han by overland travel. The county wa s

t organized in 1873 when it was cut up into
some fifteen or twenty large ranches which
have since been subdivided. Good agricul-

tural and pastoral land can be obtained at

reasonable rates, from $5 an acre upwards,
and the area of the entire county is 296,000
acres. It is watered throughout its whole
length by the Santa Clara river which is

fed by several tributaries. Besides this is

the Ventura river, and the two furnish
abundant supplies for irrigation and render
the county the best watered in Southern
California. The population of the county
is about 8,000, one thousand of whom are
Spanish. It will thus be seen that there is

ample room for intending settlers.

THE SOIL.

The soil is generally a rich loam, with
adobe on some of the mesas or table lands.
The latter is very strong, and produces
abundant crops of fruits and grain. The
rich, loamy soil of the valley seems inex-
haustible. It produces from 25 to GO
bushels of wheat to the acre, and fully as
much or more barley. It is also finely
adapted for corn, which yields from 60 to
100 bushels to the acre, and as high as 125
bushels have been reached. This same
land produces from 1500 to 2000 pounds of
Lima beans to the acre, and about the same
of Bayous and Navy, or small whites. In
some instances as high as 2500 pounds to
the acre have been raised. In 1881 $100
to the acre was realized from lands farmed
in beans throughout the Santa Clara valley,
enabling farmers to pay for their lands be-
sides giving them a surplus for other pur-
poses. There is also choice fruit land,
where apples, apricots, peaches, nectarines,
prunes, plums, walnuts, almonds, pears,
figs, lemons, limes, loquats, guavas, per-
simmons, and nearly every species of north-
ern and semi-tropical fruits grow to perfec-
tion. Oranges do best a few miles from
tho coast.

THH CLIMATE.

The climate of Ventura county is difficult
to overestimate. Near the coast the mer-
cury seldom falls below 43 degrees or rises

abovo 83 degrees; but in some places back
from the ocean in the mountain valleys it is

somewhat warmer in summer and cooler in
winter. Taking it all together the evenness
of the climate is unexcelled. Thermom-
etrical observations extending over a series

of years and recorded by the late I. T.
Saxby, of San Buenaventura, indicate an
average temperature of about 58 degrees.
Near the coast frost is seldom or never
seen

; but several miles back from the
ocean a little frost occurs in winter, yet
not sufficiently severe to injure orange trees
or the most tender vegetation, except in
rare instances. Largo banana trees may be
seen growing a dozen or fifteen miles from
the coast. The same character of clothing
is worn winter and summer. While nearly
all kinds of northern and semi-tropical
fruits flourish here, roses, fuchsias, geran-
iums and many other flowers bloom con-
tinually, and strawberries may be procured
nearly any day in the year. The days are
warm but never sultry, hence sunstroke is

unknown in the county.

THE SCENERY.

The scenery of Ventura County is very
attractive. On either side of tho Santa
Clara valley mountains rise to the height of

from two to four thousand feet above the
sea level, their serrated summits presenting

a bold and rugged outline against the sky.

Senator Sherman of Ohio said that this

broad valley, with its surrounding moun-
tains and its clear, blue sky, forcibly re-

minded him of Italy, but that this was on a
much grander scale. Out at sea is a chain
of islands rising up like grim sentinels to a
height of about two thousand feet. On
some occasions San Nicolas island, eighty
miles distant, may be clearly seen with the
unassisted eye. The Ojai valley is a great
ampitheatre, whose walls are mountains.
They rise like citadels and embattled walls
in all directions. Overlooking the whole is

Mt. Topa-topa, rising to a height of five

thousand or six thousand feet, and coming
out in springtime from the snows of untold
winters as fresh and beautiful as ever.

The Conejo, which appears like a high
plateau, is really a succession of wooded
valleys, with hills and mountains rising in

beautiful sublimity. The Piru creek has
cut its gorge through bituminous slate,

granite, diorite, etc., leaving vertical walls
on either side from one to two thousand
feet high, reminding one of the canon of
the Colorado.

STOCK RAISING.

This industry has been carried on in
Ventura county somewhat extensively for

many years. When under Mexican rule it

consisted solely of cattle and horses, but
when the Americans took possession they
made sheep raising a specialty. Under
their supervision the county has supported
as many as a quarter of a million head at

one time. At tho present time there is

something like seventy-five thousand head
in the county. Recently imported draft

and other horses have been introduced, the
last assessment roll indicating three thous-
and American horses, over two thousand
three hundred of which are graded. Per-
cheron, Belgian, Hambletonian, Morgan
and other breeds have been imported.
Among cattle there have been imported
Durham, Jersey and Holstein breeds, mak-
ing the grade of cattle the very best. The
county is far in advance of many others in
the best breeds of horses and cattle, farmers
having reached the conclusion that good
stock can be as easily raised as the poorer
varieties and to much greater profit. Tho

raising of hogs is also engaged in exten-

sively and profitably. Diseases among
stock are unknown, except scab in sheep
which has not proved destructive. Poultry
raising has also proved profitable, chickens
and eggs always commanding good prices.

FRUIT CULTURE.

The soil and climate of Ventura county
are well adapted to nearly all varieties of

northern and semi-tropical fruits, promin-
ent among which are apples, pears, quinces>

apricots, peaches, prunes, nectarines,plums,
cherries, loquats, Japanese persimons, gua-
vas, etc. ; cherries to a limited extent. Or-
anges, lemons, limes, pomegranates, and
citrons are successfully grown, also all

kinds of small fruits, such as blackberries,

raspberries, strawberries, etc. Walnuts
and almonds are grown extensively and
Italian chestnuts do well. Probably all

kinds of apples that can be raised in any
country are grown there. They are of very
superior quality and there is no place in

the United States where they keep better.

The dried apples sent from this county
have commanded double the price of ordin-
ary dried fruit. Pears of superior quality

are raised and are found profitable both for

drying and canning purposes. Quinces
grow to peafection without the least care
and yield largely. The soil seems to be
exactly suited to the apricot, which yields

immense quantities of fruit of large size

and excellent flavor. Upwards of five

thousand acres are planted in apricots, one-
third of which are bearing. It begins to

fruit the second year after planting and the
third year yields a profitable crop. Dur-
ing the season that has just closed it is es-

timated that between five and six hundred
tons of green fruit have been dried, yielding

about one hundred tons for market. Many
tons went to waste for lack of drying capa-
city, but this want will be met in the future.

It is probable that one hundred tons have
been canned and consumed during the apri-

cot season. Prunes are doing well so far as

tried and promise a profitable yield. The
French prune grows to great perfection,

yielding largely and promises to become a

paying industry. Peaches of all varieties

do exceedingly well, and seldom or never
fail; in fact this may be said of nearly all

kinds of fruits grown in the county. Some
years the yield is not as great as others, but
there is never a total failure

A few olive trees planted by the Mission
Fathers many years ago, in San Buenaven-
tura indicate their prolific |character. At
the Camulos rancho the fruit is manufact-

ured into oil of a superior quality and many
are pickled. The tree will grow any place

in the county where tried, from the beach
to the top of tho mountains and can be
made profitable. A few 75-year-old Mission
olives are bearing every year. The largest

orange and lemon orchard in the county is

near Santa Paula. The orange trees of this

orchard of nearly one hundred acres are

just coming into bearing and promise well.

The lemons, of which there are six var-

ieties produced, have been more thoroughly
tested and are superior to most grown in

the State. Farmers and fruit growers have
not turned their attention largely to grape
culture, but as far as tried they do remark-
ably well, raisin grapes being especially

successful. At the Camulos, in the north-

ern part of the county, a fine quality of

wine has been successfully manufactured
for years. For size and flavor the grapes
grown in this county will compare favorably

with the best. A few miles from San
Buenaventura is one of the largest grape
vines in tho world.

THE EXHIBITS AT THE FAIR

Show clearly the truth of tho foregoing

statements, and the superiority of Ventura
county as an agricultural district has been
proved by the award of the first premium
for county exhibits given by the judges. To
Mr. N. Blackstock of San Buenaventura
was entrusted the work of collecting and
displaying the exhibits. In the spaces

alloted to him on the main floor he has
made a marvelous showing. In the center,

in pyramidal shape, are arranged almonds,
walnuts, beans, corn, wheat, barley and
fruit of every kind in glass. These are

surmounted by hops, sheaves of grain and
tropical palms. On the surrounding
tables may be seen thirty-seven varieties of

apples, six varieties of lemons, oranges,

pears, limes, pomegranates, and peaches in

abundance. There are also splendid-look-

ing samples of jellies made from every fruit

exhibited. Among the vegetables is the

giant pumpkin weighing 150 pounds and
measuring six feet in|circumference ;there are

innumerable varieties of mangel wurtzels

and potatoes. The dried fruit is especially

attractive and innumerable favorable com-
ments were heard upon the appearance of tho

apricots, which in the process of drying,

have fully retained both their color and
flavor. The apricots are dried mostly by
J. A. Day's patent process. The display

of honey is a thoroughly representative

one considering the magnitude of the in-

dustry. There are no less than 18,000 hives

of bees in the county, and 1600 tons of

honey were exported last season, two largo

consignments being sent to Europe. Not-

withstanding the low price paid for honey
last year the business proved remunerative.

Hops, of which there are good samples, are

merely grown for home consumption, the

farmers finding that other products pay bet-

ter. The samples of olives and olive oil

show that this branch of agriculture should
be much more largely extended. The fruits

are canned mainly by individual orchard-

ists as they find they can obtain better

returns than by 'selling to large canners.

This is an example that might be advant
ageously followed to a greater extent in

other parts of the State. The fruits put up
in glass are the results of the first year's ex-

periment in this direction. Some of the

fruit has been bottled in salt water for the

purpose of showing its natural color as

picked from the tree, and a comparison
with the merchantable article shows but

little difference between the appearance of

the two. On a table opposite the main
stand are prunes, raisins, grapes, peaches,

wines of different varieties, cider, peach

and apple brandy. Mrs. Theodosia B.

Shepherd exhibits GO different varieties of

flower seeds which she sells to Eastern cus-

tomers. Miss M. Gesford exhibits some
silk cocoons but this is an industry which
has not yet extensively engaged the atten-

tion of the ladies of Ventura county. W«
might continue enumerating and particul-

arizing tho productions without end, but
conclude by stating that walnuts and apri-

cots have been found the most remunerative

fruits, the walnut paying at the rate of $15
a tree, and cherries are about the only kind
that do not succeed to as great advantage
as others. The excellent oils of the county

are generally known, tho oil belt extending

for G7 miles and yielding asphaltum, tar,

light brown oil, green oil and lubricating

oils of several varieties. The Piru mining
district produces gold and silver in paying

quantities and there is sufficient water for

crushing. A carefully prepared pamphlet
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giving full particulars of the couuty has

been widely distributed during the contin-

uauco of the Fair, and Mr. Blackstock,

who has been indefatigable in his labor of

love for his county, states that at least two-

thirds of his applicants for information

were visitors from the East desirous of

gaining information with a view to future

settlement.

HOW. M. M. jestki:.

Extracts From His Address to the State
Agricultural Society.

From Mr. Estee's recent valuable and in-

structive address delivered at Sacramento,

we make the following extracts: "We are

making a record; let it be a splendid one.

The truth is good enough. We must con-

vince people by our acts as to what we can

do. We must show them by sample that

we can raise something that other people

can not raise, and do something that other

people cannot do. But the sample must be

an honest one; it must be true to label. Our
canned fruits must not deceive the man
who buys them. The stamp upon our wine

must tell the whole truth. It should be

made a felony to put French labels on Cali

forma wines . If our wine is as good as the

French wine, then this is a fraud upon us;

if it is not, it is a fraud upon them. It is

a wicked subterfuge that natters the vanity

of foolish men who prefer what is foreign

because it is foreign, not because it is best.

With our facilities to produce, and to pro-

duce the best of everything, absolute busi-

ness honesty as to what we have for sale is

more necessary than anything else that can

bo done or said by us to secure a permanent

success. A business lie destroys the very

business it would build up.

BAISINS.

" Raisins exported overland show an in-

crease from 220 pounds in 1874 to 3,150,

290 pounds in 1884, and in reduction in

rates of transportation, from $2.81 to $1.50

in 1884 and $1.23 in 1885, per 100 pounds.

I am informed from the most authentic

sources and especially from W. T. Coleman

& Co., one of the leading raisin-shipping

houses on this coast, that the total raisin

production for this State in 1884 was 175,-

000, 20-pound boxes; that for this year the

yield will exceed 250,000, and that next

year the estimated crop is over 400,000.

Taking into consideration the vines already

planted, within five years California will

produce 1,500,000 boxes of raisins, worth

from $3,000,000 to $4,000,000. There are

at present exported into the United States

annually about five million boxes of raisins.

When we recollect that the raisins of the

world are produced in a small portion of

Spain aud in California, while the whole

civilized world consumes them, we can then

well understand the great value to Califoj-

nia of this new industry.

WINES AND BRANDIES.

" But not less conspicuous among our

productive industries is the grape-grow-

ing. It is estimated that there are now

150,000 acres of land planted to grapes in

this State. Most of them are not yet in

full bearing. When in full bearing, put-

ting the average crop at but three tons to

the acre, yet within the next five years

wc will produce not less than 65,000,000

gallons of wine. Hitherto a very large por-

tion of our wines and brandy have been

shipped to market by sea. The amount

thusjshipped cannot be accurately obtained.

The following table shows the amounts of

wine aud brandy shipped East by rail, and

also the prices of freight

:

Average
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CHEAP WINES.

CHAPTER II.

What is wine?—Varieties of grapes : strong: grapes

and weak grapes—Anatomy 01 the fruit— Ingred-

ients: saccharine and nitrogenous— Fermentation:

process of, theories of, the chemical, the chemico-

vital, or pausperniatistie, and the archcuiological

—

The new wine: the eare it requires, racking, sulphur-
'

ing, and fining.

[By Robrrt Druitt.]

By wine we menu the juice of the grape,

which has been fermented, and thereby has

bent partially converted into alcohol, and

into various other stimulating matters.

Some of its qualities depeud on the grape,

others on the fermentation and subsequent

changes.

^ " 11 buon vino comincia nell' uva." Good

wine is made from good grapes. The tree

is known by its fruit. I am not going into

the subject of ampelography or viticulture,

yet.it is a part of common wine-lore to know
that the kind of vine is the most important

element in determining the quality of the

wine. Some vines there are which are

hardy, grow rapidly, resist disease, and

produce grapes in the utmost abundance;

such is that which is called the crazy—

enrageat, folle blanche, or picpoule ; the ex-

tensive cultivation of which is lamented

by M. le Dr. Jules Guyot. This produces

excellent brandy, but deplorable wine

—

wine fit only to be distilled, or " burnt," as

our forefathers would have said. On the

other hand, the vines which produce good

wine are more delicate, require more care

in cultivation, are more subject to disease,

and what is worse, produce very much less

wiue per acre than the more plebeian var-

ieties. Such are the Orenache, Teret Noir,

Pinol, etc. Of the grand wines of Bur-

gundy, the produce is seventeen to nineteen

hectolitres, per hectare; of the inferior

wines in the South they may get more than

100 per hectare. This is, as I have said, a

part of wine-lore of which the Englishman

has little practical knowledge; but I am
obliged to point to it for this reason.

The object of my writing is to show the

excellence of wine, or fermented grape

juice, as a beverage. But unluckily, we

are confronted with some of the scientific

criminals, the felons of the laboratory, the

forgers of the cellar and pirates of the

stomach, who would fain persuade us that

all the virtues of wine are due to one ingre-

dient—alcohol; and that therefore there is

no harm in adding alcohol to wine, or mak-

ing a sham wine by fermenting sugar and

water with the husks of grapes from which

the juice has been extracted. On the other

hand, the practical philosopher sees in wine

one whole and indivisible product of the

grape, deriving virtues from the grape

which cannot be got out of sugar and water.

He therefore demands unmixed grape juice,

and takes cognizance of the qualities
i
which

distinguish one grape from another. On
this point let us hear the voice of Mr. Past-

eur, the great chemist and eenologue, and

master of the doctrine of fermentation.

" M. Bertholot,'' he says, "has express-

ed the opinion which, in my judgment is

correct; that the vinosity, or the power of

wiue, is not due solely to the alcoholic

principle. Wine certainly coutuins one or

more substances besides alcohol, which

give it strength. I add, that these substan

ees are not the produce of fermentation or

vinificatiou. They are all ready-formed in

the grape, and it is easy to show that there

are strong grapes and weak grapes, just as

there are strong wines and weak wines."
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He compares two kinds of grape, the

Ploussard and Yaltt 'Noir; and shows that

it is not mere quantity of acid and sugar

that determine the acidity or sugariness of

the taste of the juice; and that grapes may
give a wine strong in alcohol and in acid,

according to the test of the chemist; yet

that this wine may taste flat and insipid,

by comparison with wine from other grapes.

These are valuable words, and teach us

the lesson that the apparent sourness of a

wine on the palate is no true measure of

the quantity of acid it really contains.

So much for the kind of viue. We may
next linger for a moment on the grapes or

berries.

These furnish a remarkable instanco of

the minute mechanism of natural objects,

simple though they may seem to those who
have never studied them deeply. The skin

is a tough structure charged with wax, to

preserve it from wet, and containing abund-

ance of tannin, an astringent vegetable

principle like that which is found in tea,

oak-bark, and the like; and of coloring mat-

ter. The coloring matter is either deep

blue or yellow. The blue coloring matter

is found in the skins of what are called

black grapes, and like other vegetable blues

becomes red when mixed with acid, in the

development of wine. The grape juice is

not colored, as any one may see who cuts

across a black grape; it may be faintly

pinkish, but it is not blue-black like new
wine, nor red like old wine. Neither is it

astringent; the color and astringency of red

wines are got by fermenting the skins of

black grapes with the juice. The coloring

matter is not soluble in water; ladies know
too well that it will not easily wash out,

when spilled on a tablecloth; but it is easily

dissolved in alcohol, and therefore is dis-

solved out during the development of alco-

hol in fermentation, along with the tannin.

The deeper the color of wiue, the rougher

it is generally as well, for. the tannin and

color go together. Let the grape skins be

macerated as they may, they retain abund-

ance of color to the last, and the men who
shovel out the mark or pressed grape skins

from the huge cuves or vats in which the

wine has been fermented, are of the color

of indigo. No kind of artificial color is so

cheap and abundant as that of the skins.

This may be a comfort to those who fear

that French wines are artificially colored

with elderberries or other pigments.

It is well known that the mark, or

squeezed-out grape skins, when distilled,

yields a considerable amount of brandy.

Hereby we have an illustration of a fact

well known to English ladies, that brandy-

cherries are much stronger than cherry-

brandy; that is to say, certain vegetable

matters—such as cherries and grapes and

other fruits, when soaked in a liquid con-

taining alcohol, have the power of imbibing

the alcohol into their substance, and thus

contain within their interstices a liquid

much stronger than that which they are

soaked in, Hence the expediency of not

allowing the grape skins to macerate too

long in the young wine.

The anatomy of the grape-berry is on a

small case, the same in many respects as

that which can be easily seen in the orange.

Outside is the skin, which can be peeled off

clean, as that of the orange can, and which

if tasted is well known to be rough and as-

tringent. It is thoroughly indigestible. .The

human gizzard will not dissolve grape skins.

The flesh of the grape is a highly organized

pulp, consisting of a mass of delicate cellB

or vesioles, filled with the precious juice.

The juice of fruits, be it remarked, does not

lie loosely in the interior as in a sponge,

but as it were in a host of microscopic blad-

ders; and in order that it may run out, the

containing vesicles require to be thoroughly

smashed up, just as is done in squeezing

an orange or lemon, in which the contain-

ing vesicles are easily seen by the naked
eye.

Inside the fleshy pulp are the pips or

stones, some large and woll developed,

others dwarfed and abortive. These pips

aro of stony hardness, and abound in tan-

nin. When we add that the stalks also

abound in acid and tannin, we see the

source of the roughness of the wines in

which juice, skins amd stalks are macerated

and fermented together. We see the rea-

son of the vigorous treading which was cm-
ployed in former days, and still is in old

countries to crush the grapes, because

otherwise the juice does not run out of its

containing cells; and why it is that the

rollers employed to crush the grapes in Mr.

Patrick Auld's vineyards in Australia are cov-

ered with cloth so that they may not crush

the pips whose bitterness would be too

much.

Having thus cleared the way, we may
quote from the able chemists, Mulder,

Maumene, Griffin, Guyot and Vcrgnette

Lamotte to tell us what ingredients they

find in the grape juice.

First and most essential is sugar, the

quantity of which goes on increasing in

the grape as it ripens. The sugar is the

sine qua non, for without it there can be no

alcohol. Intelligent and scientific wine

growers carefully watch the increasing

quantity, day by day. The quantity of it

in the, juice is estimated by the specific

gravity

—

i. e. its weight compared with that

of an equal bulk of water, and besides there

are more accurate, but more troublesome

processes which we need not describe

merely adding that the sugar varies from

12 to nearly 30 per cent of the weight of the

grape juice or " must.''

The second, and equally essential ingre-

dient, is acid, especially the tartaric.

Thirdly, grape juice contains potass, an

alkali derived from the soil, and found in

the ashes of all land plants; some lime,

soda, iron, phosphoric acid, and other inor-

ganic principles common to all vegetables,

and detected in the ash after they have

been burned.

Fourthly, a number of substances, such

as vegetable albumen, gum, odoriferous and

flavoring matters, some common to all vege-

table juices, others peculiarly characteristic

of the grape, which owes to them its dis-

tinctive flavor.

So much for the grapes. The process of

wine making is begun by gathering the

grapes, and crushing them ; the juice is

then put into cuves (Cuppa or Cupa) or

tuns to ferment ; for red wine, skins and

often stalks, are all fermented together; but

for white wine the juice is strained off and

fermented by itself.

Now let us see what happens in fermen-

tation.

The liquid becomes warm, it gives off

carbonic acid gas in abundant bubbles, and

when the fermentation is over it is found

that the sugar has vanished, or nearly so,

and that instead of it, the liquid from be-

ing sweet, is vinous and heady, and that if

distilled, it gives off various substances

more volatile than water, of which the

chief, when collected, is known by the

name of spirit of wine, or in its highest

state of concentration alcohol.

Sugar is found in abundance in many
vegetables, and there are many kinds of it,

named from the plants in which each is re-

spectively] found—as cane sugar, grapo
sugar, and the like. The starch which
abounds in vegetables (barley, potatoes,

rico, etc. ) , is also converted into sugar in

germination or fermentation.

The main fact is, that when a vegetable

juice is crushed out, or prepared artificially

as in making a wort in brewing, if it con-

tains sugar with tho nitrogenous substances

naturally found in vegetables, it naturally

begins to ferment if exposed to air and
sufficient heat. The first man who squeez-

ed out grape juice, and tried to keep it a

few days, was also the first man to make
wine. The teetotal fanatics are not ashamed
to say that God made the grape, but that

tho devil or man makes "cussed alcohol.''

Sane persons acknowledge that He who
made the grape juice, gave it also the prop-

erty of fermenting unless hindered by art

and care.

What happens in fermentation is very

wonderful ; it is, that sugar, a sweet, cloy-

ing, neutral-tasting stuff, is converted into

almost half its weight of alcohol, a hot fiery

heady volatile liquid, and half into tho well

known gas called carbonic acid. In theory,

any quantity of grape sugar should yield a

little less than half its weight of alcohol,

and a little more than half of carbonic acid.

It is here assumed that all the sugar is de-

composed into alcohol, whereas in fact a

small part remains; some is probably con-

verted into other products besides alcohol,

and part of the alcohol is lost. Anyhow
the quantity of sugar is that on which the

quantity of alcohol depends.

We must always, however, bear in mind
that pure sugar per se dissolved in water

does not ferment, but that, along with it,

there must be supplied by nature or art

some of the azotised albuminous or nitro-

genous matter which is the essential consti-

tuent of all living things, animal or vege-

table. The sugar in grapes is like the oil

of the olive, or the fat of an animal, a most
useful and beneficial product, but that

which produces it is the nitrogenous living

matter, germinal matter, bioplasm as Bealo

calls it, of which the actual substance of

the plant consists, and which is the seat of

its vital forces.

Given then, a solution of sugar, and the

presence of albuminous matter as in grape

juice, what is the force that sets it fer-

menting, and causes the marvellous change

into alcohol and carbonic acid?

Two leading theories occupy the scientific

world: one, which has descended from

Willis and the great iatrocheniists of the

17th century, and one which is upholden in

our times by the illustrious Liebig: this is

the purely chemical;—the other, tho chemi-

co-vital, with which Pasteur's distinguished

labors are associated, and according to

which chemical change follows, on the de-

velopment in tho fermenting fluid of ruin,

ute living plants.

According to Liebig' s theory, a nitrogen-

ous substance which is itself undergoing

decomposition, is capable of effecting de-

composition in any unstable substance with

which it is in contact. The substanco

called yeast is a nitrogenous substance un-

dergoing decomposition. The disturbance

in its constituents during oxydation effects

a disturbance in the sugar, which splits it

up into alcohol and carbonic acid. "Alco-

hol and carbonic acid are produced from

tho elements of the sugar, andferment (i. e.

yeast) from the azotised constituents of the

grape juice, which havo been termed gluten

or vegetable albumen." "Fermentation is
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excited in tho juice of grapes by the access

of air; but the process once commenced,

continues until all the sugar is completely

decomposed, quite independently of any

further influence of the air."

The chemico-vikd theory which has been

developed by M. Pasteur, is the more

worthy of attention inasmuch as its scope

has been extended, and it has been made
to account for the decomposition of organic

substances in general, and for those abnor-

mal movements in living bodies which are

known as fevers. The term zymotic—i.e.

fermentative, is as we all know, applied to

these diseases by the Registrar - General

;

and if Pasteur's theory be true, we have in

the fermentation of grape juice, Jin the mode

of limiting that fermentation, of preventing

it from going to an injurious extent, and in

the mode of preventing the various malad-

ies and tho injurious changes to which

wine is subject, tho rationale of the mode

of keeping our larders sweet and our bodies

healthy.

M. Pasteur's doctrines, which are devel-

oped in those Eludes sur le Vin which he

was induced to undertake by the Emperor

Napoleon III. (whom our volatile Gallic

neighbors certainly cannot accuse of iudiff-

ence to the physical well-being and com-

mercial prosperity of their country), are

briefly these : It is assumed that the air, and

the surface of almost every substance in the

air, is laden with the germs of minute organ-

isms, which become developed in organic

substances which they gain access to; and

the development of which in organic sub-

stances is attended with various changes of

tho nature of fermentation. Thus the grape

juice, if squozeu out under mercury, and

with precautions to exclude the air, will re-

main unaltered; whilst if the smallest bub-

ble of air be admitted, fermentation will

begin. On the chemical theory, this is be-

cause of oxydatiou of nitrogenous matter,

which communicates movement to the

sugar, as we have before described. But

according to the chemico-vital theory it is

because the air introduces germs of the

torula or yeast plant; this plant in growing

forms itself out of the albuminous elements

of the juice, and absorbs the sugar, which

it decomposes, as above.

The details of fermentation are easily

explicable in the chemico-vital theory; for

instance, it is made slow by cold below 40

degrees Fahrenheit, in which the yeast

plant does not grow, and altogether stopped

by heat above 120 degrees Fahrenheit,

which kills it. It is also checked or stopped

by chemical agents—sulphur fumes, strong

alcohol, creosote, and the like. It will not

take place in liquids too dense or sugary;

and it ceases when a certain quantity of

alcohol has been produced.

We may say that it really seems estab-

lished that the yeast plant is essential to

to the production of alcohol, but that in

many other fermentative Changes, mere

chemical, and not cheinico- vital agents

suffice; while sometimes the presence of

living organisms in decaying matter is a

coincidence or adjuvant, rather than the

prinio cause.* We shall see further on

I'ayteur's theory, which is a development of fact

and doctrines set forth hy Caghiard de la Tonr, Tur-
pin, and Mitsehurlich, involves the doctrine of pans-
I'cniitttUm, or the universal diffusion of the germs of

microscopic animals and plants. The latest doctrine
s that of an-hebiuxis, set forth with consummate abil-

ity hy Dr. Chariton liastian. This affirms the origin

of low organisms from decomposing nitrogenous mat
ter; it takes lifj to he one out of many modes tf

chemical action capable of being propagated by con-
tiguity; ascribes the origin of the yeast plant not to

the introduction of germs, but to spontaneous devel-

opment in the nitrogenous constituents of the grape
juice; and explains the absence of fermentation
in liquids from which air is excluded, by the simul-
taneous exclusion of the dead nitrogenous particles

floating in the air.
j

how M . Pasteur's theory explains the dis-

eaBcs of wine.

Well, to resume. The grapo juice fer-

mented has become wine. Then it is

drawn off into casks, where the fermenta-

tion may finish at leisure, so that all the

sugar may be consumed, and the nitrogen-

ous matter capable of acting as ferment or

as the pabulum thereof may be deposited.

The dungers which wine has to run the

gauntlet of arise from uufermented sugar,

umlecomposed nitrogenous matter, and the

germs of the microscopic plants which are

found along with it; amongst these are the

vinegar plant, and tho filamentous growths

that constitute the elements of the various

wine diseases. Besides this, tho excessive

action of the oxygen of the air has to

be guarded against.

Tho cares lavished on the wine during

its first year, all have the purpose of meet-

ing these calamities. The casks are kept

filled; during the first few days they require

to be filled up every day, then once a week

and always once a month. The loss of

wine is great and constant; Mous. L. told

me that let a cask be filled, and but rolled

across the yard, there will be found space to

to fill op. New casks absorb some wine,

the wood evaporates from its outer surface,

and so it is calculated that a cask of 228

litres loses about one litre per month.

Then the wine,' in its first year is submit-

ted to two, three, or four rackings or soulir-

ayes—that is, it is drawn off from the lees

into another cask. This is done when the

weather is cold and the barometer high,

because then the residue of nitrogenous

matter has less tendency to riso and mix

with the liquid.

Another conservative operation to which

the wine is subjected to is the mechage—i.

o., burning a brimstone match in the empty

cask to which the wine is to be transferred.

This is well known to check fermentation;

on the chemical theory it acts by abstract-

ing oxygen ; on the chemico-vital theory it

acts by killing the germs of the yeast plant

and vinegar plant, and others which cause

wine disease, On the theory of archebio-

sis, it makes the nitrogenous particles

stable, and incapable of spontaneously de-

veloping life.

Another operation is fining; which con-

sists in adding to the wine some matter that

shall curdle and contract, and entangle and

carry with it to the bottom all floating par-

ticles which make the wine thick; and of

course, as it clears the wine of particles of

ferment, organized or unorganized, so it

tends to make it not only bright to the eye,

but better able to keep.

It will be seen that filtration through the

finest paper is an effective mode of clearing

wine of minute germs, and how intimate

the connection of condition, or brilliancy, is

with soundness and wholesomeness. The
fine wines of Burgundy are sometimes

frozen in order to make them deposit excess

of coloring or nitrogenous matter, and de-

prive them of the germs that cause second

ary fermentation. Whilst frozen, the con-

centrated and purified wine is drawn off

from the net-work of watery icicles and im-

purities which remain in the cask.

The Immigration Association of Califor-

nia has just published au exhaustive pam-

phlet on Fresno, Tulare and Kern counties.

It deals with resources, soil, climate, pro-

ductions and general advantages of the

Southern San Joaquin valley, and also gives

particulars of tho private, railroad and

Government lands that can be obtained.

I'l.OSH TO Tin-; PEOPLE.

The First Accident Insurance Com-
pany In California.

It has remained for San Francisco busi-

ness men to form tho first purely accident

insurance company ever organized in the

United States. The accident insurance

companies hitherto known to the public

have always combined the accident and life

or the accident and fidelity features.

The idea of
a
exclusively accident insur-

ance occurred to Charles Graham while he

was reading an old report of an Australian

insuranco company showing an immense
amount of accumulated reserve. He argued

to himself that au insurance company so

formed, that the patrons of the corporation

would derive a direct benefit from the

money constituting this reserve fund, would

represent the perfection of popular insur-

ance. Out of this idea has grown the

"Universal Accident Indemnity Company,"
of which Mr. Graham is the President and
directing head. The company has a capi-

tal of $100,000—of which $25,000 has been

called in, and the balance will be paid up

as fast as required—but is organized with

the intention of increasing the capital to

$500,000.

The new company is not modeled on the

platform statutory plan. The officers are

bright and bustling business men, and in

this accident insurance hive there are no

drones. The motto of the company is :

"A Liberal Policy, New Features and Low
Kates;'' and so confident of success are the

promoters of the enterprise that they do not

hesitate to challenge the most rigid scrutiny

of their system.

The Universal Accident Indemnity Com-
pany insures against every kind of personal

injury caused by accident, resulting in total

disability for a certain period, or death

within three months from the time of the

accident. Accidents within the meaning of

the above are those that occur through ex-

ternal, violent and accidental means only,

beyond the ordinary control of the person

to whom they happen.

In a legal sense the policy-holders in this

company are better off than those holding

policies in outside corporations because

each stockholder, under the laws of Cali-

fornia, is individually and personally liable

for such proportion of all its debts and

liabilities, contracted or incurred during

the time he was a stockholder as the amount
of stock or shares owned by him bears to

the whole of the subscribed capital stock of

the corporation or association.

Another important feature of the Univer-

sal Accident Indemnity Company is its

methods of paying indemnity claims week-

ly, and not compelling the insured to wait

for their indemnity "until total disability

ceases, '' as other companies do. This is

an entirely new, original and exceedingly

important feature, as it enables the insured

—when prevented by accident to follow his

occupation—to meet his current expenses;

whereas, by the methods of other companies,

he might suffer for ready cash before he re-

cived the insurance for which he paid his

premium, owing to their not paying "in-

demnity'' until rtcovery, which, in some

cases, might take six months,—the whole

indemnity period.

The company gets right down to business

in dealing with the masses and makes acci-

dental insurance simple and easy. Its table

of "short term'' rates is divided into eight

classes (same rates for all ages between 18

and 60), and for each class a rate is given.

It has been the custom for accident insur-

ance companies to give the first threo classes

only the benefit of monthly insurance and
charging all these the rate of the highest.

All classes of higher risk than tho third

class could heretofore only insure by tho

year. The Universal gives the rates for

each class so that no one can mistake its

method of graduating tho scale of charges.

There are many novel and interesting

features in this first Accident Insurance

Company of California, which facilitates

accident insurance and brings it within tho

reach of everybody, from the laborer to the

millionaire.

BY AUTHORITY.
FORKIVK OFFICE NOTICE.

Regulations, Superseding those of March 25,

1884, for the Control of Chinese Immigra-

tion into the Hawaiian Kingdom.

By virtue of the authority conferred upon
me by a Resolution of His Majesty in Cab-
inet Council passed on the 13th day of July,

1883, I hereby make and proclaim the fol-

lowing Regulations for tho admission of

Chinese passengers entering this Kingdom:
No. 1. From this date no vessel coming

from a foreign country will be allowed to

laud more than twenty-five (25) Chinese
passengers at any port in the Hawaiian
Kingdom, unless the passengers in excess

of that number are provided with passports

entitling them to enter the Kingdom.

No. 2. Passports eutitling the holders to

return to the Kingdom will be granted at

the Foreign Office, Honolulu, to all persons

of Chinese nationality now resident, or who
may hereafter become resident, on these

Islands, who may desire to visit any foreign

country, provided always that such persons

have been engaged in trade or have con-

ducted some industrial enterprise during at

least one year of their residence here. No
return passports will be given to Chinese

laborers leaving the country.

No. 3. Passports will be granted at the

Foreign Office, Honolulu ; also by His

Majesty's Consul-General at Hongkong, His

Majesty's Consul at Shanghae, and His

Majesty's Consul-General at San Francisco,

to any Chinese women desiring to come to

the Islands, and to Chinese children whose
parents are residing in the Kingdom, or

who may not be of more than ten years of

age.

No. 4. Passports entitling the holder to

enter the Kingdom will also be granted at

the Foreign Office to such persons of Chi-

nese nationality as the Minister of Foreign

Affairs may deem it proper to admit to the

Kingdom.

No. 5. The fee for any passports issued

under this regulation shall be two dollars

($2.)

No. 6. The holders of passports issued *

under these regulation's must have the same
indorsed with tho visa of the Consular

representative of this Kingdom at any port

at which he may embark on his return

journey, and also at any port at which ho

may stay more than twenty - four hours

during Buch return journey.

' No. 7. The fee for the Consul's visa of

each passport shall be one dollar.

No. 8. All orders and instructions regu-

lating the incoming of Chinese into this

Kingdom heretofore made and proclaimed

are hereby rescinded, but nothing herein

contained shall affect the validity of any

passport issued at Hongkong before the

proclamation there of these Regulations.

Walter M. Gibson,

Minister of Foreign Affairs.

Foreign Office, Honolulu, Sept. 1, 1885.
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OUR NATIVE WINE SHIPMENTS BY SEA.

PEE P. M. S. S. CO.'S STE. SAN BLAS, SEPTEM13EE 15, 1885.

TO JJEW YOltM.

J H, New York ..

G. in diamond, E .

F, in diamond, New York
C D Klein, New York
S, in diamond, Philadelphia..

A S, 1'hihulolphia

J U, lloboken
S A, Philadelphia
II, in diamond, New York.. .

FA. New York
G, ill diamond, New York.,
EL, New York
PL, New York
LP, New York
M & B B, Paterson

FS, Cleveland

B D & Co., New York .

B B, New York
K, New York
II B, New York

W M, Washington, D C .

C A L, Baltimore

B & .1 & Co, New York ....

F, in diamond, New York..
M T, Baltimore
A VCo, New York
WBT, Maine
P, in diamond, New York .

lv& F, New York

T, in triangle, Albany
K, in triangle, New York.

Lachman & Jacohi..

B Dreyfus & Co.

Williams.Dimond &Co
S Lachman & Co
Walter, Schilling & Co

Kohler & Van Bergen

.

J Gundlach & Co
Kohler & Frohling . . .

PACKAGES AND CONTENTS.

25 barrels and 1 keg Wine

.

1 half barrel Brandy
6% barrels Brandy
38 barrels Wine
77 puncheons Wine
50 half puncheons Wine
3 half puncheons Wine
5 half puncheons Wine
5 barrels "Wine
6 half puncheons Wine
31 barrels Wine
3 half barrels Brandy
25 barrels Wine
30 barrels Wine
15 barrels Wine
8 barrels Wine
25 barrels Wine
3 barrels Wine
1 barrel Brandy
^2 barrel Brandy
6 barrels Wine
185 barrels Wine
10 barrels Wine
50 barrels Wine
19 barrels Wine
1 barrel Brandy
5 barrels Brandy
6 puncheons Wine
4 barrels Wine
10 barrels Wine
25 barrels Wine
4 barrels Wine
50 barrels Wine
1^ casks Wine
5 barrels Brandy
200 barrels Wine
10 casks Wine
15 barrels Wine
10 barrels Wiue

Total amount of Wine. .

.

Total amount of Brandy

.

0ALL05S VALUK

1330
23
138

1865
11900
5671

. 333
409
242
487
1524

66
1212
115!)
743
393

1191
148
48
22

295
8513
464
2323
032
41
238

1200

474
1104
189

2436
33

222

13611

727
478

61740
798

$ 773
51
327
964

3930
2439
199
306
142
280
728
165
485
669
315
206
477
143
101
52

206
4020
180
1650
475
100
650

600

165
465
113

1218
25

421

7600

480
310

$29579
1770

TO MEXICO.

AO& Co, Manzauillo .

A II &. Co, Acapulco .

.

P M O, Acapulco

It B, Manzauillo
A 1) & o'o, Acapulco ,

Thannhauser & Co.
LJrruela & Urioste.

.

L F Lostreto

Cabrera, Roma & Co.
J Caire

10 packages Claret .

10 cases Wine
1 barrel Wiue
2 cases Wine
1 barrel Wine
5 boxes Wine

Total amount of Wine.

100
50
29
10
34
30

313

« 72
30
23
8

28
15

$177

TO CKMTBA1, AMERICA.

J Lowenthal, Corinto
G B, San Jose de Guatemala.

.

J P L, Corinto
MC,La Union
N W, LaLibertad...

P F E, La Libertad

B & Co, La Libertad
P 0, La Libertad

Carroll, Abrams & Car'l

Schwartz Bros

J W Grace & Co . .

.

Urruela & Urioste .

John T Wright,.

1 case Whiskey
12 cases Whiskey .

.

2 kegs Wine
10 cases Wine
3 kegs Wine
5 kegs Wine
12 cases Whiskey .

.

4^2 baraels Wine.

.

3 kegs Wine
12 cases Whiskey .

.

12 packages Wine .

Total amount of Wine
Total amount of Whiskey, 36 cases and

.

45
30
30

100

80
30

160

466
5

22
120
45
50
30

100
108
100
35
108
102

$462
358
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lillll. ESTATE.

In the Merchant will be round the ad-

vertisements of the Central Pacific Itail-

road, W. P. Haber of Fresno, Guy E.

Grosse of Santa Kosa, Frost & Oilman of

tin same place, Moulton <fc Co. of Healds-

burg, T.H. Cordell & Co. of San Jose and
San Francisco, all of whom have choice

vineyard lands for sale.

They have placed on file a list of such

lauds at this office, in order that all per-

sons desirous of purchasing vineyards may
be enabled to inform themselves of lands

to be disposed of before taking a trip up
the country,

By such means it is intended to make the

Merchant office of assistance to those in-

tending to embark in viticulture, and all

pamphlets and information will be freely

tendered to those who call there. It is de-

sired that the public should look to the

Merchant for all information concerning

grapes and wiue.

From Mr. W. P. Haber, Manager of the

Fresno Land Office, we have received de-

scriptive pamphlets of Fresno county,which
contain a sample list of properties for sale

at that office. They vary in extent from

two to six hundred and forty acres, and in

price from $15 an acre upwards, and com-
prise city and suburban lots. Mr. Haber
is the Fresno agent for the Pacific Coast

Land Bureau of San Francisco.

We now have particulars of 25 additional

properties in the vicinity of Santa Rosa
and Sebastopol, Sonoma county, that are

offered for sale, from 17 to 1,300 acres

each, at prices ranging from $175 up to

$2G,000, according to size, location and im-

provements. The properties are situated

close to the railway line, planted in orchard,

vineyard, have been used for general farm-

ing or are ready for the plow. Most of

them have commodious dwellings and out-

houses and would be valuable investments

for intending settlers.

Messrs. T. H. Cordell & Co. of San Jose

and this city, whose advertisement appears

elsewhere, offer for sale several lots, from

10 to 80 acres each, of improved vineyard

lands in Santa Clara valley. They have
also orchards planted with the choicest

varieties of fruit trees, and orchard lands

for sale.

Mr. Geo. M. Thompson of Healdsburg,

Sonoma county, is agent for the sale of the

Btrmel Winery and three acres of land

close to the center of the town and the rail-

way. The cellar has a capacity of 40,000

gallons with every facility for enlargement

at little expense. On the premises is a

saloon where the wines are retailed; the

buildings are complete in every detail and
fitted with the latest and most improved

machinery and conveniences. The price is

very reasonable and the owner intends to

establish a vineyard in the Immediate
vicinity.

JAMES HUNTER
GAUGER OF WINES AND SPIRITS.

(Established ls:.l.|

OFFICE—883 FRONT NTKEKT.

San Francisco.

HERRMANN & CO.,

HOP MERCHANTS.
Importers and Dealers in

C0BKS, BREWERS' AND BOTTLERS' SUPPLIES,

SODA WATER AND WINE DEALERS' MATERIALS.

ALEX. FRIES' & BROS. COGNAC OILS,

ESSENCES AND FLAVORS.

Winery For Sale.
THE

BERMEL WINERY,
And Three Acres of Land,

SITUATED CORNER WEST AND GRANT STS.,

llcaldsburic, Sononin Co., Cal.

On Line ot S. F. & N. P. R. R.

313 SACRAMENTO ST. San Francisco.

THE RISDON
IRON AND LOCOMOTIVE WORKS-

Cor. Rcale A- Howard Sts.. S. F.

W. H. TAYLOR, Pres't. JOSEPH MOORE, Sup't.

BUILDERS OF STEAM MACHINERY
IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.

Steamboat, Steamship, Land Engines

and BOILERS, High Pressure or Compound.

STEAM VESSELS of all kinds built complete, with
Hulls of Wood, Iron or Composite.

STEAM BOILERS. Particular attention given to the

quality of the material and workmanship, and none
but first-class work produced.

SUGAK MILLS AND SUGAR-MAKING MACHINERY
made after the most approved plans. Also, all

Boiler Iron Work connected therewith.

PUMPS. Direct Acting Pumps, for irrigation or City

Water Works purposes, built with the celebrated
Davy Valve Motion, superior to any other Pump.

W00DIN & LITTLE'S
WINE PUMP.

This cut repre-

sents our Double
Acting FORCE
PUMP of great compactness,

for use in wine cellars, for

pumping from one tank into

another. The cylinder is lined

with copper, the piston rod

valve and valve seats are

bronze, so that it will be seen

all parts of the pump exposed

to the action of

wine are non-
corrosive.

Send Tor
special cat.
;i1o±;ih'.

Cellar under ground— capacity 40,000 gallons

—

capable of being enlarged to any capacity at small

cost. Outfit complete to carry on the business.

Dwelling and outhousce in good repair. Location

most desirable in the State.

For further particulars apply at the office of the

S. F. Merchant, or to

CEO. M. THOMPSON, Agent,

Healdsbug, Cal.

H. W. BYINCTON,
CITY STABXiSS

FOURTH STREET,
Kant ;i llottn, Nonoma «'<>., Cal.

Carriages and teams at reasonable terms to all per-
sons vifiting the vineyards of the valley.

OF THE THIRD ANNUAL

State Viticultural Convention.

FOR SALE AT THE OFFICE OF

THE SAN FRANCISCO MERCHANT.

S23 FRONT ST. P. O. Box 2366.

A Cheap Vineyard.

70 Acres-5 Mile* from Gilroy.

nr\ ACRES IN VINES ; 20,000 OLD MISSION,
OvJ healthy and bearing well, could be easily

grafted with new varieties ; balance of vines, 1, 2
f

3 and 4 years old, choice varieties. Splendid loca-

tion, soil well adapted to grapes.

Also Winery, Distillery, farming implements and

span of horsos. Owner wants to go to France.

Price, $11,000.

E. S. HAKRISON,
Gilroy, Cal.

ACME
Steam-Heat Fruit

EVAPORATORS.

MOULTON & CO.,
REAL ESTATE,

MONEY AND INSURANCE BROKERS,

HEALDSBURG, SONOMA CO., CAL.

A large quantity of the FINEST GRAPE LANDS
in the County are now in the hands of this Company
for sale

.

A list of Russian River bottom lands and red

gravely hill lands SPECIALLY ADAPTED TO VITI-
CULTURE, will be forwarded on application.

Buyers should visit Healdsburg before settling else-

where .

Office in the Sotoyome Hotel.
HeaMsbnrg.

For further particulars apply at the office of the

S. F. Merchant, 323 Front street, San Francisco.

FROST & GILMAN,

REAL ESTATE BROKERS,

OFFICE 529% FOURTH STREET,

Sit ii (si Kosa, Cal.

Farms and Stock Ranches for sale and to exchange

for city property. VINEYARD LANDS A SPE-

CIALTY. A list of properties particularly adapted

to Grape Culture forwarded on application, and on

file at the office of the S. F. Merchant, 323 Front

street, San Francisco.

WOODIN A
509 A 511 Market St.,

miiMiiiiiii.r.i.,....j1

LITTLE,
San Francisco, Cal.

WORTHS IMPROVEE
PATENT

ANEW PROCESS FOR THE PRESERVATION OF
Fruit through the use of steam. Absolutely no

danger of fire. Exact evenness of heat and ventilation

throughout the machine. No changing of trays ne-

ccBssiry while fruit is curing, Five sizes, either iron

or wooden machines, as desired. Send for full de-

scriptive catalogue

.

Batchelor & Wylie,
87 Market street, San Francisco, Cal.

SOLE AGENTS FOR PACIFIC COAST.

Combined Toggle Lever
AND

SCREW PRESS.
I desire to call the

attention of wine and
Cidor makers to my
Improved Press.
With this Press the
movement of the, fol-

lower is fast at the
commencement,
moving one and a
half inches with one
turn of the screw.
The last turn of the
screw moves the fol-

lower one-sixteenth
of an inch. The fol-

lower has an up and
down movement of

',*(>i inches, with the

double platform run on a railroad track. You can

have two curbs, by which you can fill one while the

other is under the press, thereby doing double the

amount of work of any other press in the market. I

also manufacture Horse Powers for all purposes, En-
silage Cutters, Plum Pitters Worth's System of Heat-

ing Dairies by hot water circulation. SSTScnd for

circular. W. H. WORTH, Petaluma Foundry
and Machine Works, Petaluma, Sonoma
County, Cal.
Testimonials from I. DeTurk, Santa Rosa; J. B. J.

Portal, San Jose; Ely T. Sheppard, Glen Ellen; Kate
F. Warfield, Glen Ellen; J. H. Drummond, Glen
Ellen; Joseph Walker, Windsor; John Harkelman,
Fulton; Wm. Pfeffer, Gubserville can be had by apply-

ing for printed circulars.

FRESNO LAND OFFICE.
Choice Farming, Fruit and

"VineyfircS. lan.cl.js
Improved or Unimproved.

With or Without Water for Irrigation,

F.OR SALE,

IN SMALL OR LARGE TRACTS,
Terms Easy.

For maps, circulars, etc.. call on or address

W. P. HABER, Manager,
Or Fresno, cal.

PACIFIC COAST LAND BUREAU,
22 Montgomery St., S. F,

A. 1876 S. I. XII.
I. 8. 1888 G.

The Industrious never Sink.

GUT E. GROSSE, Broker in Real Estate
Ranches, Residence, Business and Manufactur-
ing Property Bought and Sold on Commission.
Anu Publisher of M Sonoma County Land Register and

Santa Rosa Bmlnesa Directory."

Office, No. 312 8 St., Santa Rosa, Cal.

DR. A. FONTAINE'S PREPARATION
WILL DEVELOP A BEAUTI-
FUL FORM In sixty days, the
effect of which la permanent and
plainly discernible in ten dayB.
Where a perfect bust is already
possessed, it will preserve the
same Arm, and perfect in shape.
This is a carefully prepared pre-

scription of an eminent French
physician and scientist, and is free

from lead and all injurious Ingre-

dlents,and will not Injure the most
delicate skin. A fair trial will not
only convince you of its efficacy,

but will elicit your sincere thanks and enthusiastic praise.

Mailed secure from observation on receipt of price, $1.00.

Sealed circular, 4 cts. Sold by Druggists. Address,

MADAME FONTAINE, 19 Eaat 11th Bt , N.T«

SOOMlU 1Mb
Bound In Olott, ft 50,

AMPELOGRAPHY.

Varieties of Vines Known in Oalifonu and

( hoice of Localties.

TINE, RAISIN, AND TABLE GR'PES

By C. A. WETMORE.

CHIEF EXECUTIVE VITICITI.TIIBAI

OFFICER.

For Sale :•<

THE "MERCHANT" OFFICE.
Single Copies 25 cts

Kohler & Frohling",

CALIFORNIA

WINES & BRANDY.
ESTABLISHED 1854,

Vineyards in I.os Anjjjeles, Soiioimi,

Merceil and Fresno Counties. Cal.

626 Montgomery St., San Francciso.

6 BARCLAY ST., NEW YORK.

SILK CULTURE
My"Book of Instruction,

"SILK AND THE SILK WORM."

Gives all necessary information.

Price Twenty-Five Cents |>cr Copy

Silk Worm Eggs, Keels, Trees, Cuttings, Seeds, etc.

for sale at the very lowest market rates.

THEEMOMETEE AND BAEOMETEE COMBINED

For use of Silk Raisers.

Free by Mail, only 75 cents.

I will be pleased to give information to correspond

cnts who apply by letter, inclosing two cent stair p

for reply.

Specimen Boxes of Cocoons nnil Reeled

Silk. 25 cents.

None but articles of the first quality sold.

Address all communications to

MISS NELLIE LINCOLN ItOSSITEB,

Practical Silk Culturist

New Lisbon, Burlington Co., New Jersey

Money Orders and Postal Notes to be made payablt

at Pbmbbrton, P. O., New Jersey,
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CALIFORNIA SUGAR REFINERY.
OEIFIOE 827 JML J±. It I5L Hi T STREET

West View of the New Refinery Building.

-MANUFACTURES THE FOLLOWING GRADES OF-

SUGAR AND SYRUP:
Pent CUBE SUGAR in barrels and bags

V
A) CRUSHED SUGAR

Extra POWDERED SUGAR in barrels

Fine CRUSHED SUGAR in barrel?

Dry GRANULATED SUGAR in barrels

Extra GRANULATED SUGAR in barrels

,^NI4*
For all kinds

«£,£Wk&HP

GOLDEN C in barrels

EXTRA C in barrels

HALF BARREL, % cent more

BOXES, Y% cent more

SYRUP in barrels.

Do. in hall barrels.

Do. in 5 gallon kegs-

Do. in tins, 1 gallon each

The Products of the California Busar Refinery and guaranteed absolute! pure and fee from all Chemicals a
Adulteratoins.
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The Contest Settled.

The Documents Speak
. For Themselves.

Below We Publish the Awards as

Givtn Diploma, Gold Medal

and Special Mention.

HIGHEST AWARD
— AT THE —

New Orleans Exposition

— TO THE —

ANTISELL PIANOS
— OF —

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

5. )

r!
WILL INTEREST THE MUSICAL PURLIC AND

persons interested in the purchase of Pianos to

read the following Jury's award and congratulationof

the United States Commissioners at the New Or-

leans Exposition to the T. M. Antisell Piano Company

of San Francisco, Cal:

Tub World's Isdistrial and Cotton Crntkn-
nial Exposition.

New Orleans, May 29, 1885.
MESSRS. T, M. ANTISELL PIANO CO.--Gkntlr-

men: At the closing of the World's Industrial and
Cotton Centennial Exposition, allow us to congratul-

ate you on your success in being awarded the highest

award of merit for jour Pianos over all American and
foreign exhibitors and competitors. That a California

manufacturer should win the first prize for the Best
Piano in the World we consider well worthy of men-
tion by United States Commissioners of this Exposi-

tion.

Frank Bacon, Prest, Bd. U. S. Com., Kansas.

George L. Shroup, " " Idaho,

Robt. W, Furnas, " u Nebraska,
John C. Keffer (acting),

" " Ohio,
It. E. Flemming, United States Com'r, Dakota.
John S. Harris,

E, W Allen,

F. M. Murphy,
F, W, Noble,
W. H. Sebrtng,

P. M. Wilson,
J. C. Truman,
E. Spencer Pratt,

E. J. Koche,
C. L.Barrow,
Henry Merrell,

P. Langhammer,

Montana,
Oregon.
Arizona,
Michigan,
Florida,

*N. Carolina
New York,
Alabama.
S. Carolina
Louisiana.
Wyoming.
New Mexico

THE WORLD'S I2WIMTSTUIAI.. AXD
COTTON CENTENNIAL. EXPO-

SITION. NEW ORLEANS.
JURY REPORT

Application No Special.

Group Class

Competition.

The undersigned jurors in the above entitled class

having carefully examined the exhibit made by the

ANTISELL PIANO COMPANY OF SAN FRANCISCO,
CAL., and all competing exhibits, concur in reccom-
mending the award of a FiRST-CLASS MEDAL AND
DIPLOMA, THE HIGHEST AWARD OF MERIT FOR
PIANO EXHIBIT FOR STRENGTH, DURABILITY,
EXCELLENCE OF TONE, AND FOR THE SUPER-
IOR QUALITY OF LUMBER USED IN THE CON-
STRUCTION.
Dated this 27th day of May, 1885.

JAS. C. TRUMAN,)
FRANK BACON, \ Jurors.

GEO. L. SHROUP. )

It will be observed that the President of the United

States Board of Commissioner?, Governor Bacon of

Kansas, was also a member of the jury that gave the

Antisell piano award; also Colonel Truman of New
York and Colonel Shroup of Idaho. These gentlemen
not only signed our jury report, bub also the special

mention. We thus give positive proof of our victory.

Four other awards are claimed by piano manufactur-

ers, but we have never seen any evidence of their pre-

miums, not even to the value of a leather medal—
simply their own assertion. False telegrams and pub-

lications from New York won't humbug California^.

It won't do to say that the Antisell pianos were not

entered for exhibition or competition. No piano

could be got into the exhibition unless regularly en-

tered. New York manufacturers are trying to break

down our awards, as they don't like to sec San Fran-

cisco carry off the honors

.

T. M. Antisell Piano Co.

24 to 28 ELLIS ST., S. F.

17 * 19 FRKMOtfTST.
San Franci co Cal.PACIFIC SAW MANUFACTURING CO.,

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
On Hand and Made to Order.

— aornts for —
C.B.PAUL'S FILESCalifornia Curved Pruning Saws

Repairing of all kinds done
at short notice.

AMERICAN SUGAR REFINERY COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OK THE

CELEBRATED CUBE SUGAR,
SUPPLIES ONLY EXPORTERS AND THE JOBBING TRADE

This Company manufactures all tlio Grades of HARD AND COFFEE SUGARS AND
SIRUPS. Special attention given to the ranking and packing of Loaf Sugar for ex«

nortation.

E. L. C. STEELE, President.
3U» CALIFORNIA STREET.

J. N. KNOWLES, Manaoir. EDWIN L. GRIFFITH, SecR1TM».

ARCTIC OIL "WORKS.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Sperm Whale, Elephant and Fish Oils, Skid Grease,

WHALE OIL SOAP.
ESPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR VINEYARDS AND FRUIT ORCHARDS.

Ot-FICK— 38 CALIFORNIA STREET, S. F.. Cal.

THE COOS BAY STAVE & LUMBER CO.,

• MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

COOPERAGE GOODS !

Especially" invite the attention of Wine Men to their unsurpassed facilities for supplying packages from a

5-GALLDN KEG TO A I6O-GALL0N PIPE OR PUNCHEON.

Our machinery enables us to execute all orders with promptness and economy. Price List on application.

OFFICE: 323 FRONT STREET,
WORKS BRANNAN ST., Near KIUHTH.

||W
INSURANCE T COMPANY

THE LARGEST PACIFIC COAST COMPANY.
CAPITAL, ----- $750,003
ASSETS, DEC. 31,° 1884, - - 81,500,000

Agents in allZthe Principal Localities.

D. J. STAPtES, Pnsident; ALTHErS CULL, Vice-President;

WILLIAM J. DUTTON, Secretary, E. W.UARl'ENTER, Assistan Secretary.

m mmmm
For sale to the city and country trade in

lots to suit.

MACONDRiY & CO. I
204 and 206 Sansome St

CALIFORNIA VINEYARDS;

K l!M. CHARLES,
Krug Station, St Helena, Napa Co. , Cal

.

Producer of fine Wines and Brandies.

"I C. WEINBERGER, Manufacturer of Wines, near
St. Helena.

HW. CRABB, Wine Cellar and Distillery, Oakville,
Napa County.

THE SUNSET VINEYARD.

MI VI I K\. Fresuo Co., i'al.

WEBSTER &, SARGENT,

Proprietor**.

DEL MONTE VINEYARD AND NURSERY.
M. DENICKE. Proprietor,

Fresno, Fretmo Comity, - - 1'aliforiiiii.
Choice Cuttings and Koots for sale. Crown without

irrigation, and large, healthy growth. Claret—Mataro,
Urcnache, Carignane, Cabernet, Mathec, Teinturier,
Zinfandel, Le Noir, etc. Burgundy— Pinots, Trous-
seau, Meunier, Ploussard. Port—Tinto Cao. Amarillo,
MourUeo, liastardo, Tauriga, Morretto. White— Sau-
vignon Verte, Columnar, Folle Blanche, Burger, Sul-
tana, Corinths. Muscats. Itesistant—Kiparia, Cali-

fornica. Prices very moderate.

ESBERC, BACHMAN&CO.
IMrOETEES OF

(hewing, Smoking A Leaf Tobacco.

HAVANA CIGARS AND LEAF.

225, 227 & 229 California St. and 122, 124

& 126 Battery Street.

SAN FBANCISCO.

And Nos. 7 & NORTH FRONT ST. PORTLAND.

" The Wine Press and the

Cellar."

A Manual for the Wine-maker and tub Cellar

Man.

By E. H. Rixford.

[St. Helena Star.]

" A glance through it discloses a vast amount of In-

teresting information about wine-making, both in

this country and in Europe * * * * This is a subject

on which oiir people should be especially informed,

and we trust that the author's efforts in that direction

may meet with liberal encouragement."

IS. F. Daily Evening Bulletin.]

^^HMnost timely California book of the season * **

It is safe to say that no work adapted to California

wine-making and wine-keeping, which has yet been

published is at all approachable to the volume under
consideration. The arrangement, classification, and in-

dexing shows a wondorful amount of care. The in-

dexing is so thorough and the ula-silieation so perfect,

that the person desiring to consul' its pag s for Mo-
narticular information desired, pertaining to the spc-

cialsubjects of which it treats, can readily refer to it.

Price $1 SO.

HoW by

THE SAN FRANCISCO MERCHANT.

323 Front Street, S. F.

Propagation of the Vine.

BY

CHARLES A. WETMORE.

SECOND EDITION WITH APPENDIX

For Sale at

THE "MERCHANT"
PRICE 26 CENTS

OFFICE.

1UCWCDAffD A book of 100 pages.
JlC\lOrr\rb[\ The best book foran
IJCC-ZZZ—.. ...... advertiser to con-

'ilTWFHTlSIMCsult, bo ho experi-
rtUML.n i IOInq ,„„.,.ii or otherwise.

Itcontains lists of newspapers and estimates

ofthe costofadvertising. The advertiscrwho
wants to spend one dollar, finds in it the in-

formation ho requires, while fprhimwho will

Invest one hundred thousand dollars in ad-

vert taing, a scheme is indioated which will

meet hi? every requirement, or can b«<tnade

to do so by slight changes easily arrived at by cor-

respondence. 149 editions have been issued.
rapoiuiciK.c. ±j ,„„„„ _,,,,_.„„„ for in cents.S^poSa^fa^y addkss for 10 cents.

(lOSpruoeSt-FrintingHouBeSq.), New York.
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OKTO XX XT

WM. G. IRWIN & CO.

SUGAR FACTORS AND

COMMISSION AGENTS
Honolulu, II. I.

—AGENTS FOR—

H \KALAU PLANTATION Hawaii

N AAI.EHU PLANTATION Hawaii

HONL'APO PLANTATION Hawaii

HILEA PLANTATION Hawaii

STAB M ILL8 Hawaii

HAWAIIAN COM'L & SUGAR CO Maui

M A K BE PLANTATION Maui

WAIIIKK PLANTATION Maui

MAKES SUGAR CO Kauai

KKALIA PLANTATION Kauai

Agents for the

OCEANIC STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

CASTLE & COOKE,

SHIPPING AND

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
Ilollollllll. II. 1.

—AGENTS FOB—

THE KOHALA SUGAR CO.,

THE HAIKU SUGAR CO.,

THE PAr-AIKOU SUGAR PLANTATION
THE WAIALUA SUGAR PLANTATION
THE PAIA PLANTATION
A. H. SMITH & CO.,

THE N. E. M. LIFE INSURANCE
CO. BOSTON,

THE UNION INSURANCE CO.
OF SAN FRANCISCO,

THE GEO. F. BLAKE M'F'G CO.,
STEAM AND VACUUM PUMPS,

D. M. "WESTON'S CENTRIFUGAL
MACHINES.

OKO. W. MACFARLANE. II. R. MACFARLANR.

a. W. MACFARLANE & CO.

IMPORTERS

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
AND

SUGAR FACTORS.
FIREPROOF BUILDING, 52 QUEEN STREET,

Honolulu, II. I.

—AGENTS FOR

—

THE WAIKAPU PLANTATION Maui
THE SPENCER SUGAR PLANTATION Hawaii
THE HELIA SUGAR PLANTATION Oahu
THE HUELO SUGAR CO Maui
H 1 i:i.o SUGAR MILL Maui
PUULOA SHEEP RANCH CO Hawaii
NURLEES, WATSON & CO., ) „,

Sugar Machinery. f
Glasgow

JOHN FOWLER & CO'S STEAM PLOW 1 . .

and Portable Tramway Works. j
Leeds

GLASGOW AND HONOLULU LINE OF PACKETS.

WILL W. HALL, L. C. ABLES,
President. Sec'ty and Trcas

E. O. HALL & SON,
(I.linlt<Ml.)

HARDWARE MERCHANTS
Importers and Dealers in

California leather, Palntx mi, I Oil*.

booking Moves. KanifCM, l'loivs.

And every description of Tools and Builders' Hard-
ware, Nails, Cast Steel, etc.

CORNER FORT AND KING STREETS,

Honolulu. Hawaiian IsIamlN.

F. A. SCHAEFFER & CO.
IMPORTERS AND

COMMISSION MERCHANTS

Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands.

O INT O ULU
H. HACKFELD & CO.

SHIPPING & COMMISSION

Merchants.
Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands

J. E. WISEMAN,
HoWoYlTLTT, II. I. P. O. Box 315.

The only recognized

GENERAL BUSINESS AGENT

HAWAIIAN KINGDOM.
Ace (i < oll<<l«il a S|M'fi;il>>.

MANAGER ROYAL OPERA HOUSE.

Itl S|>oilxil,|i Parties wishing to <ll-

Igage the Same, Ailcir<>>s:

J. E. WISEMAN.

Honolulu, H. I.

We are now prepared to furnish Vit Iriillnrists
and others, in any quantity, our well-knownVITRIFIED
DR/tfi

CLADDING, McBEAN & CO.
1398 <v 1360 Market Street, S. F.

£5TPrices on application.

W. T. GARRATT & CO.

BRASS AND MACHINE WORKS.
Manufacturers of

BRASS WINE PUMPS.
WINE COOKS.

All Kinds ot Fitting*
— FOR —

Wineries, Distilleries.

BREWERIES.

Iron Pipe and Fittings, Hose, Etc.

PATENT STEAM PUMPS.
Cor. Fremont and N 11to inn, 8ta.

AI rEiKOISCO. Uk

REDWOOD TANKS.

F. KORBEL & BROS.
727 BRYANT NT., H. F.

Or at NORTH IORK MILL, Humboldt Co. Cal,

». 0<33VH»-A.3STY.
QUICK TIME AND CHEAP FARES

To Eastern and European Cities

Via the Great Trans-continental All-Hail Routes.

— OF TUB —

SOUTHERN PACIFIC

iPaciiiu BYnSAM )

Daily Express nnd Emigrant Trains make prompt con-

nections with the several Railway Linen in the East,

CoNNKCTING AT

NEW YORK AND NEW ORLEANS
with the several htcamer Lines to

ALL EUROPEAN PORTS.

PULLMAN PALACE SLEEPING CARS
attached, to Overlain) Express Trains.

riiiKD - «x \ss si.i;i;ri\<; iars
are run daily with Overland Emigrant Trains.

No additional charge for Berths in Third-class Cars.

fCST Tickets sold, Sleeping-car Berths secured, and
other information given upon application at the Com-
pany's Offices, where passengers calling Lc person can
secure choice of routes, etc.

H_£v±li*ortcl XjAXXds



THE ONLY VITICULTURAL PAPER IN THE STATE.

Devoted to Viticulture, Olive Culture, Sericulture and other Productions, Manufactures and Commerce of the Pacfic Coast.

VOL. XIV, NO. 13. SAN FRANCISCO, OCTOBER 9, 1885. PRICE 15 CENTS.

THE LOUISVILLE EXPOSITION.

INTEKFSTI1VG (OIU(1M'OM10( i;

I'llOJI Jilt. FOHNDOKFF,

Writing from Louisville on 19th Septem-

ber, Mr. Pohndorff says: "Some peaches of

Mr. Thomas of Visalia, which came to the

collective grape growers's stand, excite ad-

miration on the part of the visitors. It is

a different thing to place fresh fruit before

the people from having them preserved.

But, after all, what is like Mr. Drummond's

display of 119 kinds of foreign grapes from

his vineyards. The Napa Valley Wine

Company's new supply of wines has arriv-

ed; some of the cases have been tampered

with on the road, but Mr. Turrill is rigidly

inquiring into this infraction of rules.

(This danger might be materially obviated

in future by placing a little'hoop iron round

the corners of the cases.

—

Ed. Merchant.)

I hope that fresh grapes will come forward

in abundance as they will be a mighty fact-

or for me to work upon because people can

then see the difference between the sylvan

grapes which they eat, and our noble pro-

duce. Mr. George West's case has arrived;

his * wines and ",
brandies are beautifully

gotten up and have excited admiration

both for their quality and appearance. I

may compliment friend West on the taste

he displays in his exhibits; he has, of

course, allowed me to sample the wines and

brandies to connoisseurs. I did not see the

1879 brandy of Mr. West that gave such

high satisfaction at our last State Conven-

tion, but I doubt not he has sent samples

that will do honor to California. I received

1883 and 1884 brandies of the Sacramento

Vineyard Proprietors Company; sampling

the 1884 to some connoisseurs they found

it to be remarkably clean and of sound

wines well distilled. We have many visi-

tors, and among them more than one sen-

sible lady who wishes to see a good table

wiue, Zinfandel, and after finding merit in

that wiue will see a dessert wine, sweet

Muscatel or other aged sweet wines which

tickle the palate pleasantly. More than

one visitor has come unasked to say that

the Southern Pacific Company's exhibits of

California produce are the richest and most

remarkable show. All honor to the Railroad

Company which acts, even if in its own in-

terests, most generously on behalf of the

producers of California as well."

September 22u<l.

"Wines have arrived from Mrs. Ellen

Stewart of Glen Ellen. I have had the

pleasure to see, amongst others, Mr. T. M.

Gilmore, the local Manager of Bonfort's

Wine and Spirit Circular. He studied the

admirable collection of preserved grapes

from Mr. Drummond's vineyard, and sam-

pled several dry white wines. Several

medical men have also studied our wines,

tasting them and obtaining information

concerning them. Wine is as strange to

the average visitor as if it were precious

stones you spoke of. Whisky is King here

and there is only one means of entering the

Kingdom by showing practically that, at a

moderate price, wine iB as legitimate a

beverage as tea or milk or water. On the

other hand I meet with many a bright in-

stance of knowledge of the true inwardness

of wine, and I am glad to say that ladies

are among the representatives of that sim-

ple knowledge which education seems to

have hidden from people generally. Anx-

iously I await the arrival of grapes for

these will be the best demonstration, to the

thousands, of our viticultural progress.

Mr. Turrill has started for New Orleans but

will return in a few days. He is a most

efficacious man, and what he can do for us

he does. Naturally, therefore, I fill his

place in explaining as well and gladly as I

can during his absence."

September 24th.

" I am glad to say that there are people

interested in the wine business who are

coming for information and they get im-

pressions of the right kind. Still, I wish to

get a hundred visitors for
#
every ten that

come at present. However, our grapes

raisins and wines are well represented and

I get an auditory quite numerous so that

good is being done. The German press

here has taken notice of our exhibits and

I had an explanatory tasting with the edi-

tor. Col. Leoser, of Bonfort's Wine Cir-

cular of New York, is expected, and he is a

connoisseur of wines and liquors. The

peaches from Visalia, sent on 11th Septem-

are still fresh and good and attract much

attention.

September 27th.

The Secretary Louisville Exposition Viti-

cultural Committee, San Francisco: Deab

Sik:—While feeling elated with the oppor-

tunities of placing our wines and brandies

before many visitors of the Exposition daily

and the good impression the product of our

vineyards gives, I am greatly disappointed

by the non-arrival of grapes and of wines

announced as shipped even 14 days ago.

The delay thus far is not accounted for.

To-morrow morning some boxes will come

in, the advice from the railroad station of

them having been given Mr. Turrill yester-

day p. m. I regret sorely that the boxes

containing the S. F. Mebchant, 2,000

copies, for distribution have not come to

hand yet. The diffusion of knowledge of

our viticulture through the medium of those

copies of the 11th inst. would have been

great and most opportunate, had they ar-

rived, as they ought to, by the 19th. Those

papers would have materially assisted me,

inasmuch as I have not had the satisfac-

tion of the daily press of Louisville once

mentioning California viticultural products,

or the fact that members of the press have

tasted and are continuing to taste our wines

and brandies and verbally expressing their

acknowledgment of finding quality in them.

I must except the German daily, the An-

zeiger of Louisville, which does justice to

our department of the Exposition and

speaks with intelligence and rectitude and

honors? I shall abstain from reporting for

the present the opinions of some connois-

seurs, of wines and brandies tasted. They

involve both criticism and praise. I may
mention however that I had to bow before

the judgment of a lady, who with the said

gentleman and others examined our bever-

ages scrupulously. Surely the delicate or-

gans of smell and taste of ladies who have

educated them, are at least as correct as

those of the opposite sex. I hope that one

has not to go to Kentucky for meeting lady

tasters, but that in our State there will be

ladies who are competent judges of wines

just as we have ladies viticulturists, and

successful ones, there.

It will be of interest to know that the

fresh peaches exhibited in our department,

sent September 11th by Mr. Thomas of Vi-

salia, are still fresh and continue to attract

visitors. The keeping quality of that fruit

seems to astonish people. What a pity

that valuable time has been lost in the

transit of fresh grapes, both for showing

them to the thousands who visited our

stands since the grapes ought to have ar-

rived, and to observe the keeping power of

them. The dry climate in which our fruit

without prejudice or mercenary considera-
1
grows seems to have the effect of giving the

tions of the wines tasted at the collective

grape growers' stands.

The technical paper of New York, Bon-

forVs Wine and Spirit Circular, represented

here by Mr. T. M. Gilmore, will contain

particulars of our exhibits, as that gentleman

has with interest sampled several wines and

will continue to study others. Last night

Colonel Leoser, of the same journal and an

acknowledged wine authority in New York,

did me the honor to go through several

wines and brandies, and promised during

his stay here to repeat these tests. I am
extremely glad of this opportunity, for the

practical investigations on the part of men
like Col. Leoser, the same as other gentle-

men, who are connoisseurs and unpreju-

diced in their opinions on producers wines

and brandies, are undoubtedly of higher

practical value than the verdicts of juries

discerning medals to a very limited number

of exhibitors who aspire to that honor.

What good is done to California viticulture,

when, as was the case in New Orleans, two

concurrent exhibitors, the only ones whose

liquids came before the jury, gained medals

and distinctions which, comparing the med-

aled beverages with those of any of the

fruit the keeping quality, which is a vast

advantage over fruit of other States.

Replying to the question, if there is real

utility for California viticulture in my mis-

sion, I may say that the fortnight passed

here has been taken advantage of and the

number of people who had thus the oppor-

tunity of seeing and tasting the pure art-

icles California produces, is, if not thus far

as large as I should have desired, .still con-

siderable. The information given on vine

and wine matters wherever it falls on good

ground, is a help and that perseverance in

this regard wiU do something towards popu-

larizing our wines. I shall do my best to

follow up, and with greater effect, the work

begun. As said before, I count upon the

early arrival of the delayed papers, wines

and grapes. The latter will double the

visitors at the stands and give scope to

reaching more people who are desirous of

information.

The ideas about wine on the part of rural

visitors, which on certain days are very

numerous, are crude, and limited to a sweet

liquor. Sherry and Port are better known

than Clarets and white wines. Citizens of

1 German descent express the desire of tast-

many exhibited here, are really ludicrous
J
ing the latter. Ives seedling wine is what
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they generally compare with them, as that

grape seems among them to be a favorite

for cultivation and wine making. Gentle-

men of culture mostly ask for Clarets and
many of them examine ours quite closely,

weighing in their mind the comparableness
with French Clarets. The majority of

ladies wish to taste dessert wines. Sweet-

ness in a wine seems essential to them.

Still, many a lady I meet asks to see a

table wine. Medical gentlemen as a rule

look for old Claret or Port, searching for

aged wines that serve as tonics and builders

up of run-down systems of patients. The
mechanics ordinarily have no choice; Cali-

fornia wine is a compact expression and I

have to prove to them that a good dry red

or white wine and likewise a Sherry can be

of pleasant taste, which is generally volun-

tarily expressed. Brandy appears to be a

surprise to many a one who is of belief that

whisky is the only distilled beverage in ex-

istence.

The question, if the wines, etc. shown
can be obtained either at the stand or in

Louisville, is asked in one case out of three

examining visitors. The advisability of a

depot in Louisville of wines from our pro-

ducers—or dealers—is manifest. This city

has of course established businesses which
receive wines from California dealers. But
the aggregate of wines from our State which
reaches the public here, cannot be but a

fraction of what it could and ought to be,

if the establishment of a grower's depot
would be taken in hand. This would serve

for the practical demonstration of our prod-

uct being possessed of excellent hygienic

properties, and with the guarantee of abso-

lute purity and selling at a moderate profit

our wines would soon be popularized. For
one of the great drawbacks to this latter ef-

fect is the high price at which the merchan-
dise, bought at moderate prices, is resold

here as elsewhere.

Conversations I had with gentlemen here,

not connected with the wine trade but fully

persuaded of the exactness of our general
views on wine matters, seem to elicit the

confirmation of the hope that such a step

would be excellent and patronage not be
wanting, especially when what is considered
necessarily an article of luxury, good ordin-
ary wine will be made accessible at reason-
able prices to everybody. As to the prac-
tical and commercial aspect of the matter I

have sought no opportunity of investigating

it. Superficial mention to one or the other
person I made and there may seem feasible-
ness of an undertaking on an initiative and
small scale. A small beginning, embracing
also a retail sale place, would show if suc-
cess can be obtained, and if so, local capi-
tal might desire to engage in an extensive
warehouse concern in conjunction with Cali-
fornia growers. Louisville is a commercial
center of importance, and if the fact will be
shown that our wines are accepted by the
public at reasonable prices, leaving a legiti-

mate moderate profit, capitalists may not
be disinclined to invest in them, as they
readily do in whisky and in enormous sums
as advances. The President of the Exposi-
tion convoked the exhibitors who paid the fee
which entitles them to compete for prizes.
As far as I know Mr. Jarvis of San Jose
and Mr. J. H. Drummond are inscribed as
such. Messrs. Stern & Bose, whose case
of wines to be exhibited and not given to
taste to visitors has not arrived, also wish
to compete for premiums. Mr. Baldwin,
who gained a prize at New Orleans, whose
wines we have never seen at our conven-
tions, has none as exhibits here. General
Naglee's cases of brandies which were
brought here from New Orleans, are inac-
cessible thus far. Yours truly,

F. PoHNDOBFF.
I take occasion yet of adding a few lines.

Several people, grape growers of our State,
seem to labor under the impression that the
Southern Pacific Company discriminates
among exhibits or wishes to take all credit
of them to themselves. Also that Mr. Tur-
rill would not allow any individual effort to
exhibitors. This is a most one-sided view.
The work that the Bailroad Company per-
forms is of the highest importance to and
benefit of the State. The amount of money
the Southern Pacific Company spends in
the mutual interest, let us say of the Com-
pany and the exhibitors and the State gen-
erally, must be tens of thousands. The
activity displayed by Mr. Turrill in giving
and obtaining points, not kept as acquire-
ments by the Southern Pacific Company, I

but liberally disseminated by the California

press and to whatever individual interest

it may be, is of a high order. Now, I find

as to my department every facility, every
aid and again all the independence desirable

for promoting interests, and cannot conceive
how the splendid behavior of the Southern
Pacific Company towards every and all ex-

hibitors and those who with ease and with-

out expense wish to be exhibitors, can be
misconstrued. The California department
of the Southern Exposition is the most vast,

the most complete and the most admired
one by every visitor, who express their

feelings in the latter regard spontaneously

.

Could the same effect be reached if the State

of California were the agent who undertook
the whole of the immense organization

—

or could the Southern Pacific Company's
work be surpassed? I claim not. Then
why should a feeling of justice not exceed
prejudices from party or other feelings and
satisfaction with the work of the Southern
Pacific Company be expressed openly and
generously ?

Every producer of California can show in

distant States the result of his labor—free

of expense. Is this simple fact not a mat-
ter of gratitude ? Does the work of the

Southern Pacific Company not promote the
interests of everyone in California in the

clearest and best way by opening markets ?

Well, then, let those who like to grumble,
begrudge their own shortsightedness. Pro
or anti- monopolism has nothing to do with
the facilities given by the Southern Pacific

Company to bring before our co-citizens'

eyes what our State produces. F. P.

September 281 li.

I have just telegraphed you that at last

we have this evening in our hands the box
of grapes, 5 bunches of Dr. Strentzel: Chas-
selas Bose, Chasselas Fontainebleau, Sulta-

nina, Ferrara and Muscat. At the same
time quite a number of cases of wine, ap-
parently from Mrs. Warfield, 5 kegs from
Mr. Crabb and 2 barrels from Glen Ellen
and one from St. Helena, all of wine; also

one box which I hope contains the Meb-
chant came in, which will be unpacked to-

morrow. The fact of three barrels, weigh-
ing each above 500 pounds, being in the
expedition explains the delay of the goods
and particularly that of the grapes, for if

going on the lines under control of the
Southern Pacific Company, by passenger
train, evidently at least from Kansas the
wholo has been trans-shipped to a freight

train, as only goods of not greater weight
than 200 pounds are admitted on passenger
trains, as I understood. As wired, the
grapes arrived in fine condition. They
were at once put on exhibition in plates,

and as they have been expected so long,
the press having announced that grapeB
from California were on the way, drew im-
mediately a great number of people to ex-

amine them.
September 29th

.

Boxes of wines from Mrs. Warfield were
opened and the wines placed on the stands.

Messrs. Stern & Kose's box of Port for

competition before jury contained four bot-
tles broken and the rest entire.

The wines of Mr. Drummond in barrels
I shall have to rack, buying small packages
to hold what is not needed here and will go
to New Orleans. I have not yet examined
these wines, nor those in the kegs of Mr.
Crabb.
An attendance at the Exposition to-day of

people from the interior calls for sweet
wines; the country people admire them.

If Mr. Turrill and myself succeed in ob-
taining from the Directors of the Exposition
a California day, I shall be able to be quite
liberal with pony-glasses of the wines to
the visitors, and also to distribute vials of

samples—as the wines came in yesterday
will allow this in the best way for popular-
izing our wines with the masses who will

on that day flock to our stands.

September 30th.

I have just received a telegram from
General Naglee authorizing me to sample
his brandies, and I am heartily glad of being
able to show the oldest brandies of the
State. Begarding competition of exhibitors
for medals or honors to be discerned by a
jury, only Mr. Jarvis of San Jose, and
Messrs. Stern & Bose of San Gabriel (for

brandy, Trousseau, Port and Angelica) are
the parties entered. I have sent copies
of the Mebchant to editors of papers in

prohibition States that they may see what
people can do outside their own realm of

grandeur and morality.

October 1st.

Some samples of Mr. Husmann's
wines which have been at New Or-
leans, were found to-day in a box which
had contained brandy. I have at once
added them to the exhibits. Capt. Giusti
of Sonoma county, sent a case of old Mis-
sion wines, some of 1868 and up to 1878.

Mr. Pratt of the Wine and Spirit Circular
of New York and Chicago was at the stand
last night, aud we are going into a thor-

ough examination and explanation of dif-

ferent types of our wines, for his paper.
Mr. Pratt is a judge of wine.

Quite a number of gentlemen had scru-
pulous examination of several wines. Chief
among them of white wines from Glen Ellen.

The cleanness of taste and the light pleas-

ant composition, the aroma of the fruit in

the Gutedel and Biesling wines of some
years of age surprised people generally, who
had the idea that there had always been a
sweetish, unclean addition to the taste of

California whiter. Of couise Mis-ion
Hocks have in other times frightened con-
sumers of a good palate. Ziufandels from
Napa and Sonoma counties were likewise
tasted and declared to be really superior to

what is generally offered as French claret,

for a gentleman's table.

I regret that Santa Clara county is so

poorly represented.
General Naglee's oldest brandies in the

State are a study to many who are pleased
to see grape brandies of many years of de-

velopment. There are 1880 and 1881
brandies of the Napa Valley Wine Co.,

which are really fine. There are many
other distillates in California not represent-

ed here which would likewise show merits,

easilyjfound out here by the many judges of

whiskies and fruit brandies. "What does
not reach Louisville, should be sent to

New Orleans in the line of brandies.

Yours truly, F. Pohndobff.
Louisville, Kentucky, Oct. 1, 1885.

Hon to Pack Crapes and Other Fruit
for Shipment.

Dr. John Strentzel of the Alhambra
Vineyards, Martinez, has forwarded to

Louisville several shipments of grapes,

packed by different methods, for the pur-

pose of ascertaining which is the best and
most desirable to use in shipping table

grapes. In the first box forwarded the

grapes were packed in carbonized bran and
comprised the following varieties: Ferrara,

Tokay, Muscat, Black Corinth and Sultana
Sample of Petite Bouschet obtained from
Mr. E. B. Smith so that they might be com-
pared with the native red grape varieties

Mr. Pohudorff having telegraphed to us the

safe arrival of the fruit in excellent condi-

tion, we inquired from Dr. Strentzel how
he prepared the carbonized bran, aud re-

ceived the following reply: "Take a good
quantity of bran, sifting out the fine par-

ticles and toast the residuum as roasting

coffee ; when cool it is ready for use to fill

the space between grapes or any other fruit

when packed in a box. This toasted bran
should be kept in a close vessel for future

use. Previously I used cork dust, the coarse

particles of it breaking the skin of the

grapes or cherries and imparting a bad fla-

vor, thus proving undesirable. Finely cut

wheat straw or chaff is also good for pack
ing apples or pears, still any kind of green
fruits keep best with ventilation, without
filling the interstices with anything beyond
confining the fruit to prevent its moving by
the motion when in transitu."

Dr. Strentzel, renewing his experiments

in shipping grapes, forwarded an additional

four boxes on 7th iust. The delay in the

receipt of his first shipment, which occupied

17 days in transit, was not without good ef-

fect as it has proved that carbonized bran

in packing can keep the grapes in good
condition for a longer period than was
anticipated.

In addition to the subscriptions already

contributed for defraying Mr. Pohndorff's

expenses, the Livermore Valley Wine
Growers Association has contributed $20.

Mr. E. W. Maslin of Sacramento, has
forwarded collections of grapes and other

fruit to Lousville.

The California babies, whose photographs
secured a prize at the New Orleans Exposi-

tion and attracted so much attention there (

have become equally meritorious at the

Louisville Exposition. There are some
twenty or thirty photographs of young
California, sent by Mr. I. Taber, whose
ruddy and healthy appearance is doing as

much to attract immigration as any other

of our exhibits. Baby connoisseurs in the

East say that if such sturdy specimens of

humanity can be raised here, there is not

the slightest doubt of the desirability of

California as a place of settlement and that

other less tender crops must succeed in the

same proportion.

The Hawaiian Exhibit at Louisville.

Editob S. F. Mebchant:—Quite graceful

is the modest yet complete collection of the

Hawaiian Government at the Louisville

Southern Exposition. What is placed in

that neat little pavilion gives an exact idea

of the reality of things and beings on those

Islands. The attraction of that beautiful

show is deservedly replied to by such visit-

ors, and they are numerous, who know how
to distinguish what is of merit and instruct-

ive and what is not met with every day. It

is both creditable to the Government of the

Hawaiian Isles and will prove to be useful

in placing the products and sights of King
Kalakaua's little realm before the enlight-

ened citizens of the State of Kentucky.
Well executed photographic views and

portraits, numbering above fifty, adoru the

temple of exhibits. The fine picture of the

volcano, of which a duplicate is seen at the

Mechanics' Institute Fair at San Francisco,

represents the unique scene as graphically

as your people see it there. Collections of

sugar numbered for the commercial con-

noisseur, of coffee, of roots (some 14 kinds),

of woods, canes, of toilet articles of the

aborigines of the Islands and adornments

of quite a tasteful nature, of perfumes, in

short quite a descriptive accumulation of

objects which each have an interest and ex-

cite it in the beholder.

A fine bust of King Kalakaua adorns the

pavilion and photographs of the Boyal

family and prominent people of the Islands

are exhibited. Although there is not a

large range of products and works of hand
there are some which by keeping before the

eyes of the public in other exhibitions can-

not fail to cause their adoption by purchase,

because there is such exquisite delicacy of

taste inherent in them that the refined taste

of American ladies cannot fail to fix their

attention to them, be the value of those art-

icles small from a commercial point of view

or not. Some delicious simple jewels will

find admirers. There is a most beautiful

little necklace of tiny shells. It is artistically

considered of infinitely higher merit than

many gaudy, costly articles which show off

from a distance.

Again, a half hour dedicated in behold-

iug analytically what the Hawaiian Islands

show, is a well spent space of time.

F. Pohndobff.

Louisville, September 16, 1885.

Interesting; Inquiries.

Chas. A. Wetmore, Esq., Ckkf Executive

Viticultural Officer, Cor. Bush and Mont-

gomery Streets, San Francisco—My Dear
Sib:—Please send me the addresses of any

local viticultural, horticultural or agricul-

tural societies throughout the State that

you may remember. We are organizing a

society here and want to get a collection of

constitutions and by-laws for comparison.

Could you not come up and look at our

county and address our people during this

season at some time? We could assure you

a large audience and a pleasant time.

Please send me your report for 1884-5,

also the proceedings of the last Viticultural

Convention if it has ever been printed.

Very respectfully yours,

Eugene B. Cushino.

Bedding, Cal., Sept. 30, 1885.

There are Viticultural Societies or Clubs

at Healdsburg,Glen Ellen, Cloverdale, Napa,

St. Helena, Cupertino, Santa Clara, Los
Gatos, Fresno, Livermore, Sonoma, Wash-
ington Corners in Alameda County. We feel

sure that the Secretaries of some of the abovo

clubs will oblige Mr. Gushing with the in-

formation he desires.—[Ed. Mebchant.
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TANNIC WISE.

It is known to all wine makers that after

wine has been fermented on the pomace
and drawn off there still remain more or

less valuable properties in the pomace
which has been pressed out, such as color,

flavor and tannin. The tannin, which is

so much appreciated as a preservative of

young wines, chiefly resides in the outer

coating of Lhe seeds and in the skin. This

tannin is easily dissolved in an alcoholic

solution. Those who leave their wine to

rest on the pomace some time after the fer-

mentation has finished derive more tannin

thereby as well as color, if making red

wine. There is, however, considerable

trouble and difficulty in caring for wine

that has been left on the pomace, to pre-

vent it from spoiling, coverings to exclude

the air being necessary, and constant watch-

fulness. A similar result that is desired by

those who treat wines in this way can be

obtained by taking a portion of the pomace

after the wine is expressed and covering it

with spirits until such time as it is needed

to be used, and in small quantities added

to the wine at the time of racking during

the winter or spring. It is not yet known
accurately which varieties of grapes will

produce the best tannic solutions of this

kind, and for this reason the Commission

is making comparative experiments so as to

be able to demonstrate during the winter

and spring the relative value of the pomace
of different varieties, whether for white or

red wine. It would be desirable in connection

with these experiments that wine makers
throughout the State should select portions

of such pomace as they think best suited to

this purpose and treat them with spirits,

leaving them to soak, as it were, until the

time of racking the wine in the spring.

This can be easily accomplished by taking

the head out of small casks, filling the

cisks with pomace, re-inserting the head
and then filling through the bung hole with
spirits, bunging the cask tight and leaving

it in that condition until the solution is

wanted. A very small portion of this solu-

tion will have the desired effect no doubt in

many instances upon wines that are defi-

cient in tannin, more especially if these are

sweet wines which need fonification with

si irits. This hint is made public especially

for the advantage of those who are making
port wine and who continually desire more
tannin to effect prompt clarification and
clearness of the wine in transportation.

Where the Mission grape is made up into

port wiuo it might be desirable to procure
such tannic solutions from valleys where
the dark tauniterous grapes such as the

Grosser Blauer, Malbeck, Crabb's Black
Burgundy and others of similar nature are

produced, until such time as they can be
cultivated at the spot where they are need-

ed. After the alcoholic tincture of tannin
so derived is drawn off and expressed, the

remaining pomace can be washed with wine
so as to save all the alcohol that has been
absorbed, and this wine so treated may be
of especial use in blending with others de-

ficient yi tannin. The wine dealers are

especially aware of the importance of de-

veloping simple natural methods of extract-

ing for use more of the true tannin contain-

ed in the grape, so as to avoid the neces-

sity of resorting to the use of preparations

of tannin otherwise procured. It is pos-

sible that the skins of some varieties of

grapes may impart unpleasant flavors to

such a solution and for this reason it is im-
portant to make a number of experiments
to determine which are the most valuable

.

In France there is used a preparation

called cenotannin which is claimed to be
produced from grape skins, seeds and stems
so that in addition to the wine nothing
foreign to its natural composition may be
ntroduced. A sample of this was procured
for the Commission by Messrs. Charles
MeineCke & Co., and is now being experi-

mented with. It will be tested by the State

Analyst to determine whether it is truly the

product of the grape or some other sub-

stance. An effort will also be made to

ascertain how cheaply such material in the

form of powder can be produced here from
the pomace of grapes after they have been
crushed and expressed. The chief value of
tannin in wine is to prevent those altera-
tions which are in the nature of diseased
fermentations, by precipitating the albu-
minous material contained in the new wines.
An excess of tannin is often added to a
delicate wine for the purpose of assisting
clarification with albumen, which unites
with the tannin forming a film, and in
settling clearing it from all impurities-
Some of the comparative analyses of differ,
eut wines made in this State that have
been heretofore published are interesting,
but at the same time more or less defec-
tive because the method of fermentation
practiced by the wine maker is not clearly
stated in all cases. Wines that have been
drawn off before the fermentation has been
finishi-d or that have been fermented rapid-
ly so that the juice has been in contact
with the skins and seeds only a short time,
may contain very little tannin, whereas by
other methods of treatment they would con-
tain more. It is also noticeable that much
defective reasoning with regard to the tan-
nin properties of different grapes has been
published, growing out of the fact that
wines from certain grapes that are not suf-
ficiently ripened at the time of the wine
making have been analyzed. It is apparent
by examining the last bulletin issued by the
Agricultural Department of the University
and others of like nature heretofore, that to
obtain the normal proportion of tannin,
the grape has to attain a certain degree of
maturity. The Zinfandels generally show
little tannin when they are not fully ripe,
so also more particularly the Mataro which
requires at least 24 per cent of sugar before
it arrives at perfect maturity . Wines, there-
fore, made from the Mataro which show
only eight, nine or ten per cent of alcohol
are indications that the grapes were not
ripe when picked and this fact accounts for
the low tannin which they sometimes show,
whereas it is well known that this variety
when thoroughly ripe is a large producer of
tannin. This degree of perfect maturity as
to the quantity of sugar that should be ob-
tained varies with different varieties. Some
of the wines of Santa Clara county recently
analyzed and reported upon showing very
little tannin were made after the ancient
method of fermentation in France, the must
before perfect fermentation being drawn
off and thereby not having its full comple-
ment of tannin. Old wines cannot be fair-

ly compared with young wines in this re-

spect because with age wines lose their tan-
nin by precipitation. Commercial wines
for like reason cannot be compared because
they have frequently been blended or treat-

ed so as to obtain additional tannin. Wines
that have been clarified with the aid of al-

bumen will of course lose portions of their
tannin. The only fair test is to analyze
new wines where the method of treatment
has been similar in all cases and where
each variety has obtained perfect maturity
before being fermented. There is also

some obscurity as to the quantity of tannin
that should be contained in a wine in order
to perfect it. There can be made no abso-
lute rule to govern this question. If the
new wines contain very little albuminous
matter and have sufficient alcoholic strength

they need much less tannin than those
which have in solution large percentages
relatively of fermentative matter and are
light in alcohol. A certain degree of tan-

nin is necessary to impart an effect to the
palate which is appreciated by the wine
drinkers, especially those who use water
with their wine. It is also desirable that

there should be sufficient tannin in the
grapes during fermentation as experience
shows that it exerts an influence on the fer-

mentation favorably, especially with respect

to color. In the south of France and Spain
where the use of gypsum has been resorted

to for generations as a means of insuring

early clarification of wine and thereby pre-

serving it from after-disease, many ad-

vanced wine makers are substituting the
use of the natural tannin of the grape
which accomplishes practically the same
result so far as information on the subject

is now obtained. It will not do, however,
to rely generally upon the use of tannin de-

rived from other substances than the grape
itself because this principle in different

plants is not exactly the" same and may
vary in effect upon the digestion of those
who use the products.

THE CLAUS IMPROVED VINE TRELLIS.

THE CLAUS IMPROVED VIM:
TKil.I.IS

In consideration that all forms and

manners for supporting grape vines, as

usually applied up to the present day,

leave much to be desired, I have tried to

meet these wants, and invented a structure

of a trellis which will answer all demands in

t'ie best imaginable way.

The standards in this trellis are arranged

as the rafters iu a roof, being secured toge-

ther at their upper ends, so that they are

perfectly braced against transverse strain

upon the trellis. The vines are supported

upon horizontal wires connected ; to the in-

clined standards, and thus the pairs of

standards are connected the wires extend

from pair to pair. Guy wires are fastened

to the tops of each pair of standards along

the whole row extending to posts at each

end. A wire, bracing each end section be-

sides, is recommendable.

The trellis is intended for two rows of

grape vines. In constructing it, a row of

posts are set in the ground in each line of

grapes. They may be four inches square

in section and three feet long and made of

a durable kind of wood. They may be set

with one foot projecting above the surface

and their sides parallel to the rows. Their

heads are chambered, so as to fit the notch-

ed lower ends of the standards.

Of the main regular form are two modi

fications; the one with adjustable rafters a

to inclination and elevation, and the othe

wherever centre posts strong wires ar<

stretched holding in ears the horizonta

win's, no standards being needed. Thi

device can be cheaply made in all parts o

the country and is valuable to growers o

every class.

All who have examined it, say it is th

most noteworthy improvement in this line

which has ever been produced.

Its application for vines requiring Ion

pruning is obvious, and the low cost ough

to render it popular in California vineyards

Other preferences are : Its firmness, it

protection against birds, its benefit in dr

seasons, its suppression of weeds, easie

tieing, pruning and harvesting, all done ii

shade, and last but not least, its production

of the finest quality of grapes, because the;

are hanging free and isolated, and are a

the same time protected against sun-burnin

and bad weather in a way which no othe

trellis ever will afford.

These trellises are blessings to the vinl

ners and will produce a new era of welfar

and riches.

Particulars and prices at the office of th

S. F. Merchant, 323 Front street, P.

Box2366, San Francisco, Cal.

CLARIFYING- & PRESERVING- WINES
The undersigned having been appointed Sole Agents on the Pacific Coast by Messrs. A. IIOAKE&UO,

Stratford, £ng„ for their renowned

LldUID ALBUMENS,
Beg to call the attention of Wine Growers and Wine Merchants to the following articles, the superior merit (

which has been confirmed by Silver Medals, the highest awards given at the International Exhibition of Pari
1878, Bordeaux 1882, and Amsterdam 1883; viz;

W LIQUID ALBUMEN FOR RED WINES,
CLARET, BURGUNDY and PORT.

LIQUID ALBUMEN FOR WHITE WINES,
HOCK, SAUTERNES, SHERRY and MADEIRA, also fob DISTILLEI

LIQUORS ; WHISKY, GIN, Etc., Etc.

WINE PRESERVER.
FOR PRESERVING THE BRILLIANCY OF THE WINES.

WINE CORRECTOR,
FOR CORRECTING THE ROUGHNESS OF YOUNG WINES.WINE RESTORER,

FOR RESTORING BADLY MADE OR BADLY TREATED, HARSH
AND TART WINES.

A trial according to directions will prove the superior quality of these finings. For sale in quantities to suit b

OII^VXTIjilES HVLIEZlLlVriECHSLIE cfc CO.,
Sole Agents. 314 SACRAMENTO ST., S. F.
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WINEMAKINU

Drawlng-off, Racking anil Bottling-

[From H. Bonnard's Official Report in the Sydney

Mail.]

In most wine-producing countries the new

wines are drawn off from the fermenting

vats to be sent direct in very large casks

called foudres, where they are left to wait

further operations in due course by their

experienced makers; these foudres are not

quite filled up, so as to allow the new wines

being submitted to a secondary slow and

sleeping fermentation.

After 15 or 20 days, these wines are then

drawn into large vats kept tightly closed

and quite full, being visited and filled up

once a week for the following five months;

during that period, five rackings are con-

sidered as absolutely necessary, and are

made during clear, bright and still weather.

These frequent rackings are intended to

render the vines fit for immediate consump-

tion, and to clarifj them from the flying

dregs which, at the following blooming

season of the vine, are liable to start again

a new fermentation.

The wines thus trained may, with a sup-

plementary racking and sizing, when they

are about Bix to seven months old, be kept

safely for several years, provided, however,

they are looked at from time to time, if it

was only to fill up the casks. From their

second year, these wines are considered as

not requiring more than very ordinary care

and have to be kept in a cellar having a

constant and uniform temperature of about

60 degrees or 65 degrees Fahrenheit.

In the districts of Bordeaux, Me"doc and

St. Emilion, the only vineyards which colo-

nial wine growers should take for models,

the universal and always successful practice

has and will always be to lodge the new
wines at once in as many new casks of a

regular size and type as may be necessary;

50-gallou oak casks appear to be those most

favorable to the subsequent self-improve-

ment of the wine they contain.

A few days before the drawing off from

the vat takes place, each cask is washed

with tepid pure water, and freed of any

taste likely to remain in the wood, or affect

the wine; the tepid water is not left in the

cask longer than about half-an-hour, and it

is then replaced by cool fresh water. The
day before using them, these casks are

again thoroughly well cleansed and dried,

and upon many of the leading vineyards

they are wetted with a tumbler of good

eau-de-vie before they are taken to their

resting place, on some wooden or Btone

stands slightly elevated from the ground, in

order that the wood be not affected by the

dampnesss of the cellar's floor.

Whilst a fermenting vat is being emptied

of its new wine, after fermentation, care

should be taken that the seeds do not pass

with the liquid, and the tap should be

closed the very moment the wine does not

run perfectly clear.

Whatever may remain of thick must

should on no account be mixed with the

first or top wine, but reserved for special

subsequent treatment. As to the grapes

which have fermented in the vats, they are

taken out, and brought under a wine press-

ing machine, to obtain a wine of second-

class or inferior quality, generally used by

the workmen of the vineyard, or when not

too inferior utilized for filling up the casks

during the several months immediately fol-

lowing the drawing off.

To obtain a perfectly uniform type of

wines, the Bordeaux growers have their fer-

menting vats connected by pipes, with a

central and smaller one, in which the wines

are emptied all at the same time, thus thor-

oughly mixing and blending with each

other, and from that last vat they are im-

mediately conducted through other pipes,

in the casks prepared for them, without

having been exposed to the air. As soon as

these casks are filled up, they should be

lightly shut or closed with wooden or cork

bungs, or, what is better again, with glass

bungs.

During the first month the casks should

be filled up twice a week—from the second

month once a week would be enough, if in

cellars properly constructed; at the same

date the bungs may then be pushed in

more tightly.

Three months after the vintage (say in

July, or at all events in August) a firBt

racking should take place for the purpose

of separating the dregs or lees from the

wine; these lees generally remain at the

bottom of the casks, but they are liable,

through changes of temperature or any

accident, to rise again, mix with the liquid,

and cause a new fermentation likely to spoil

the wine.

Before racking, the casks intended to re-

ceive the wine should be thoroughly well

cleansed, washed and dried; further, a very

small sulphured wick must be burned in-

side, without the burned wick remaining in

it afterwards; the rackings should be man-

aged by calm and dry weather, from time

to time, as said hereafter, and, according to

some practical men, in jvelerence during

the last quarter of each moon ; special

pumps are made for the purpose, but their

use cannot be recommended for wines not

already fined and cleared of previous dregs,

unless very great care and constant atten-

tion are paid to the wine in course of trans-

vasement, to avoid any dregs passing when

the cask is getting nearly empty.

In September, just before the bloooming

season of the new vines, a second racking

must be made; and another, third one,

again in December, and a fourth, or last

one, in March. Until this last racking the

new wines are left in casks with the bungs

upwards, and they must be filled up not

less than once a week; but after the fourth

racking these casks may be placed on their

sides, with the bungholes partly down-

wards, and there is no necessity to fill them

up any longer, provided always they are

kept in well-closed cellars, free from changes

of temperature.

During their second year the new wines

must be racked three times, viz: in Sep-

tember, December and March, and for the

following years two rackings, one in Sep-

tember, the second in March, wilf prove

sufficient.

The wines intended for bottling must be

carefully sized or clarified at the beginning

of their third year; many compositions are

in use for this clarifying of wines; but the

one acknowledged as the best of all is pure

albumen, or white of eggs, for the red

wines. From six to ten eggs are required

for a cask of 50 gallons, according to the

age and strength of the wine to be sized or

fined. Two or three gallons being drawn

off from the cask, the eggs are well beaten

together and then thrown in the cask,

where they are mixed in the wine with a

very simple apparatus, kept agitated for

about 10 minutes. As a rule, a rest of 15

or 20 days should be enough to recure a

good limpidnesa of the wine and to clear it

from all strange matters; after that period

a new racking of the wine must take place,

with more precautions than on any other

previous occasions.

No wine should be bottled until it is fnliy

three years old ; strong and full-bodied

wines, as the Australian wine, require even

four years, and in some cases five years, of

training in casks before they have attained

that degree of limpidness, brightness and

softness expected in a good wine. During

the period these wines are kept in casks

they should not be fined more than twice;

once ought to be enough, as the more

finings they are submitted to the more they

are liable to lose their soft and fruity taste,

and so become dry and burning.

When about to be bottled every care

must be taken to preserve them from being

mixed again with any lees, and from being

left exposed to the air any more than can

be avoided. The bottles should be well

cleaned and be so filled as to be in contact

with the corks; these last should be well

chosen, as free of spots as could be practi-

cable, rather long, and soaked for a short

time in good brandy. The corks employed

for the bottling of the good ordinary Bor-

deaux and Burgundy wines cost generally

from 30 shillings to 40 shillings, and even

50 shillings per thousand.

Bottling and corking machines of various

patents are now used everywhere for bot-

tling wines and fixing the corks; also for

the tinfoil capsules now in use for the cov-

ering of the corks, in preference to wax, to

protect them against the dampness of cellars

Mr. T. K. Minturn, of the Sierra Vista

Vineyard, called at our office last week and

discussed many matters viticultural.

UNIVERSAL

ACCIDENT
INDEMNITY COMPANY.

THE ONLY
Purely Accident Insurance Co.

ORGANIZED IN THE UNITED STATES FOR
the purpose of insuring against accidents of all

kinds causing loss of life or personal injury, and
whose funds are

ENTIRELY DEVOTED
To the benefit of ACCIDENT POLICY-HOLDERS,

The Rates €harjred by this Company
are

CONSIDERABLY LOWER
Than those of oilier companies, being only $4 and
upwards, Yearly, for each $1000, with $5 weekly
indemnity, for all :ij*-es between 18 and GO, and
no medical examination required. THE|

UNIVERSAL ACCIDENT INDEMNITY CO.

Particulary desires to impress this important fact upon
the public, namely, that it is

THE ONLY

Company in the World
- THAT HAS POPULARIZED -

Accident £ Insurance
— BY BRINaiNG IT —

Within the Reach of Everybody

Though reducing the rates to as low a point as possi-

ble, consistent with the risks assumed: basing its cal-

culations upon actual statistics of accidents.

This great and beneficent idea put into practical

shape, combined with the Other New and Or-
iginal Features already mentioned, comprises
the ground on which it bases its claims to the good-
will and patronago of the public.

i Office, 423 California Street.

WANTED
COPIES OF THE SAN FRANCISCO MERCHANT

of the following dates :

1884. November 21st. Volume XIII. No. 3. '*]

1885. January 30th. Volume XIII. No. 8.
1885. March 13th, Volume XIII. No. 11.

Apply at. this office,

GEO. WEST & CO.

STOCKTON, OAL.

MANUFACTURERS OF

AND

DEALERS IN

CALIFORNIA

WINES & BRANDIES.
OKAS. KOHLER. GEO. WEST, T. R, MINTURN,

Sierra Vista
VINEYARD.

MINTURN, - - - California.

HAVE FOB SALE

Rooted Vines and Cuttings.

Carignan, Crcnache,
Folle Blanche,

Mataro, Lenoir,
Prolific,

Colombar, And
Desirable Varieties of

Sherry & Port Grapes

Kohler, West & Minturn,
PROPRIETORS.

San Francisco ) „,< 626 Montgomery St.,

Addrkss: I i San Francisco, Cal.

Dr. ALLEN,
PRIVATE DISPENSARY,

26% KEARNY ST., S. F.

Established for the Scientific and Speedy Ccre of
Chronic, Nervous and Special Diseases.

The Expert Specialist.

DR. ALLEN, AS IS WELL KNOWN, IS A REGU-
lar graduated Physician and Surgeon, educated

in Bowdoin College and the University of Michigan.
He has devoted a lifetime to and is acknowledged to

be the most expert Surgeon in his specialty on the

Pacific Coast.

Young Men
And MIDDLE-AGED MEN, who are suffering from
the effects of Youthful Indiscretions or excesses in

niaturcr years. Nervous and Physical Debility, Im-

potency, Lost Manhood, confusion of ideas, dull eyes,

aversion to society, despondency, pimples on the face,

loss of energy and memory, frequency of urinating,

etc. Remember that by a combination of Veoetablk
Remedies of great curative power the Doctor has so

arranged his treatment that it will not only afford

immediate relief, but permanent cure. My

Hospital Experience,
(Having been Surgeon in charge of two leading Hos-
pitals) enables me to treat all special diseases with ex-

cellent results. I wish it distinctly understood that

I do not claim to perform impossibilities, or to have
miraculous or supernatural power. I claim only to be

a skillful and successful Physician and Surgeon,

thoroughly informed in my specialty-

Diseases Of Man.
All applying to me will receive my honest opinion

of their complaints—no experimenting. I will guar-

antee a positive cure in every case F undertake, or

forfeit $1,000. Consultation in my office or by letter

free and strietly private. Charges moderate. Thor-

ough examination, including chemical and microsco-

pical analysis of urine and advice, 35. Office hours,

5 to 3 daily, 6 to 8 evenings; Sunday, 9 to 12 only.

Call or address DR. ALLEN,
26Vi Kearny Street, San Francisco, Cal.

P. S. I have a vegetable compound, the re-

sult of many years of special practice and hard study,

which under my special advice has never failed of

success in the cure of Lost Manhood, l'rosta-
torrbea, etc.
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CALIFORNIA.

SAN JOSE WINE VAULTS.

TUREL & CO.

Our Wines are sold Pure and true to name of G-rapes

also of the Vineyards.

Our generous and pure wines are shipped as follows

:

In Sample cases on receipt of Bank Remittance, from

$4.50 and upwards, per Case.

In Barrels from $20.00 and upwards.

A Trial will prove that our CALIFORNIA WINES
can compete with European Wines both in Price and

Quality.

TUREL & CO.,

SAN JOSE, CAL.
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Every merchant, householder and farmer
should protect themselves against the rav-

ages of fire. It is granted San Franoisco

has one of the finest fire departments in

the world, yet our city within the past year

has witnessed many serious and destructive

fires—the last conflagration which consum-
ed half a block on Fourth street might have
been prevented had the remedy been on
hand. Would the people but recognize

this fact millions would be saved annually

even in our business centers. And if city

men see the necessity of having Hand Gren-

ades within easy reach, it becomes an abso-

lute necessity for every farmer and country

resident, who have no well-appointed fire

brigade to fall back on, to be well provided

with what are indeed a God send. Most of

us have something to lose, that, if lost, no
money could replace no matter how big the

insurance, (letting alone the risk to human
life) and every thinking man if he has not

done so, will avail himself of the oppor-

tunity to get a dozen or two of the Harden
"Star" Hand Grenades, which still hold
their own against all competitors as the

subjoined letter will prove . The so-called

"Improved" Grenades are made in sections

which apparently adds to the difficulty of

distributing the contents, as the weakest
section will break and the others remain in-

tact. The Harden " Star'
1 Grenade is five

times more powerful than any other; 57
actual fires were extinguished with them in

California alone the first six months. The
only Grenade that never goes back on the

buyer. Orders can be sent to the San
Francisco Merchant. Price—pints, $15
per dozen; half pints, $10 per dozen.

|i i i .KiMiiil.M OF THE
AND RESISTANT VINES.

THE LETTER.

Mi. John Whelan, Vkiah, Cal.—Dear
Sib:—As it was through your persuasion

that I bought a supply of the Harden
"Star'' Hand Grenades, the following state-

ment may be of interest to you : On last

Saturday week I was absent from home all

day. The weather was warm and a strong

north wind blowing. About 2 o'clock p. m.
a dense smoke was discovered issuing from
the furnace and press room of my old hop
kiln on the north of my other buildings,

and in a direct line with them. One of my
boys, a lad 14 years of age, made the dis-

covery, and was the first to arrive at the

kiln. I had previously placed a number of

the grenades where ready access could be
had to them. The fire wqs communicated
to a barrel of sulphur in which there was
only about one-half of a bucket full. The
barrel and some boxes were together and
standing against the wall of the building,

and directly under the cooling room, in

which at the time there were not less than
8,000 pounds of dried hops. The barrel

and boxes were burned completely to a coal,

not a stave of the barrel being left. Baling
rope and cloth near by were burned, and
the walls of the building, joists and flooring

above were deeply charred. The flames

had just communicated with the hops in

the cooling room above. The lad above re-

ferred to seized a grenade and threw it

against the wall; it broke and partially

deadened the flame; a second, third and
fourth were broken and the fire completely
extinguished. It is undoubtedly a fact that

the grenades Baved me from a serious loss.

Yours truly,

L. F. I
......

..

Hopland, Sept. 29, 1885,

A long communication from Monsieur

Kivaud of Mulhausen, Alsace, has been re-

ceived by the Commission, containing the

views of the writer who has published sev-

eral papers in Europe for distribution, con-

cerning the nature of the phylloxera pest.

He belongs to a party which still has some
representatives in Europe who believe that

the phylloxera is an effect and not the cause

of disease. During the first few years of

the phylloxera invasion in Europe the no-

tion prevailed that perhaps the vines were

becoming weakened by the system of con-

tinuous culture and propagation by means
of cuttings and that they might be renewed

in strength by propagation from the seed.

This theory gained many supporters, as it

appeared on the face of it plausible, but it

has been since demonstrated both in France

and in California that the seedlings even of

the wild European and Asiatic vines are not

more resistant than vines propagated

the usual way from cuttings. Since then
this party who believe that the phylloxera

is an effect and not a cause has been at-

tempting to demonstrate that the source of

the disease is in the impoverishment of the

soil and they have been recently misled in

some places in Europe by reports of the ef-

fects of the phylloxera on the vines of Cali-

fornia, because they have assumed errone-

ously that in California we are cultivating

generally the American vines which are

claimed to be resistant. They are therefore

citing the instance of the phylloxera in

California as proof that the American vines

will not resist the phylloxera. Experience

in this State however has practically set at

rest the doctrine of this party because we
have found not only that the seedlings of

the wild vine of Asia die rapidly under the

influence of phylloxera but also that the

disease spreads as rapidly in our richest

soils as well as in our poorest, with this ex-

ception, that the poorer the soil is the

quicker the vine succumbs by a known rule

that the resistance of the vine to the attack

of the disease is proportioned to the vigor

of the plant. The resistance of the wild

American vines has also been tested here

under the most trying circumstances, young
tender seedlings being planted in soil that

of itself scarcely supports a good vine, im-

mediately over the diseased roots of dying

vines. Under such circumstances, even

without disease, it is very difficult to make
a vine grow, but the experiments of the

Commission prove that several of the spe-

cies of the wild vines of America will con-

tinue to live under these most unfavorable

circumstances and make growth, resisting

the disease while the vines around them
are dying out. In some cases in this State

the phylloxera is attacking vines that have
been planted on virgin soil before they are

even two years old. In other cases they

have been found upon vines yielding from
thirty to forty pounds of grapes, in soil that

continues to be very rich. It is not con-

tended that these resistant vines are in all

cases absolutely proof against the phyllox-

era, but they are called resistant because
the wounds made upon the roots by the in-

sect heal over and if the soil is favorable to

the growth of the plant they continue to

live and produce crops notwithstanding the

presence of the disease.

The problem in this State at the present

time is to ascertain which of the known re-

sistant species are best for different local-

ities, and which of them are the best stockB

to graft the European varieties upon, as

It some are more difficult in taking the graft

than others. As this question is of great

importance at the present time, and many
are proposing to rely upon resistant vines

as a precaution against the invasion of the

disease in this State, reference is made to

certain parties in different sections of the

State who have tried these resistant vines,

some of whom have already grafted and re-

ceived fruit. None of these resistant roots,

are, however, of any great age, the work of

propagation having been carried on during

the last lew years. Those interested can

visit the vineyards where they are growing

or have been grafted, before the foliage

drops from them this season, in order to

judge for themselves as to their relative

vigor and the success of grafts. Reference

is made therefore to the following parties:

J. E . Packard, Pomona, Los Angeles county,

eighty thousand Seedling Californicas plant-

ed in 1884, grafted in 1885; E. T. Pierce,

Santa Clara, Seedling Californicas, grafted

in 1883; C. H. Wakelee, Mountain View,

table and shipping varieties, grafted on Ri-

parias this year, Riparias planted in 1883;

J. L. Beard, Centerville, Alameda county,

Seedling Californicas planted in 1881; Pro-
fessor E. W. Hilgard, Mission San Jose,

Seedling Californicas and Riparias, planted

in 1884; at Livermore considerable tracts of

land more or less grafted can be seen at the

vineyards of Hon. J. F. Black, Hon. G. H.
Perry, F. L. Fowler, J. H. Wheeler, Clar-

ence J. Wetmore and Charles A. Wetmore.
Sample grafts, one, two and three years old

can be seen in the latter vicinity. E. W.
Maslin, Clerk of the State Board of Equal-
ization, office Sacramento, vineyard in Pla-

cer county, Seedling Californicas planted in

1882, grafted in 1884, bearing fruit this year.

Natoma Water & Mining Company, Folsom,

three-year-old Seedling Californicas grafted

in 1883 with Black Ferrara : Arpad Harasz-
thy & Co., Orleans Hills vineyard near
Madison, Yolo county, Seedling Riparias,

Californicas and Arizonicas planted in 1883

and 1884; A. L. Tubbs, Calistoga, Napa
county, grafts this year on Arizonicas and
Riparia Seedlings; George Shoenwald of

the Hotel Del Monte, vineyard at St. Hele-

na, fruiting grafts upon Riparias princi-

pally, also upon Californicas and Arizon-

icas; Charles Krug, St. Helena, Lenoir re-

sistant stocks, grafted upon diseased roots,

in fruiting condition; Gustave Niebaum,
Rutherford, Napa county, Riparias rooted

from cuttings of different ages, some graft-

ed in 1884 and bearing in 1885; H. W.
Crabb, Oakville, Napa county, numerous
varieties of resistant vines both for grafting

stocks and for the production of fruit; Leon-
ard Coates, Napa, numerous varieties in

nursery; Hon. M. M. Estee, Lenoir grafted

on European roots for the sake of their

fruit and Riparias planted for grafting

stocks; Hon. JohnF. Miller, resistant stocks

grafted this year; Hon. John M. Stanley,

vineyard near Suscol Ferry, Napa county,

Riparias and Taylors grafted in 1884, bear-

ing fruit sufficient for wine making this

year; Adolphe Flamant, between Napa and

Sonoma, several species of grafting stocks

grafted in 1884 and 1885; Estate of J. W.

Simonton, Talcoa Vineyard, on the road

from Napa to Sonoma, different varieties of

resistant stocks some grafted in 1884 and
others in 1885; Julius Dresel, Sonoma vari-

ous varieties of different ages grafted during

the last three or four years, bearing fruit,

also several parties in his neighborhood;

also the following who have resistant vines

planted during recent years, more or less

grafted: Eli T. Shephard, Hon. Wm. Mc-

j

Drummond, Attila Haraszthy, in the region
between Sonoma and Glen Ellen; State
University, Berkeley, different species of

resistant stocks grafted for experimentation
under charge of W. D. Klee.

Besides those to whom reference is made,
there are a great many others experiment-
ing more or less with these varieties, whoso
names can be learned from the vine growers
in the districts where people are making in-

vestigations. Some of the earlier stocks
from Missouri that were introduced, while
they are more or less resistant, such as the
Taylor, Clinton and even the Catawba and
Isabella, are proving quite resistant in this

State when planted in suitable soils, but
are not now in common use for grafting
stocks. The species best adapted to work
in California at the present time according
to experience now obtained are the wild
Riparia, Californica and Arizonica, and for

the sake of fruit, and not to be used as a
grafting stock, the Lenoir and Herbemont.
Some of these species are known to succeed
better in one place than another, therefore

it is important for vine growers to try a few
specimens of each in their vineyards where
they are not yet pressed to select some one
of the different kinds known, in order to be
able to determine, when necessary, which
are best adapted to their localities.

The following communications, addressed
to the Commission, give th6 experience

and opinions of gentlemen in different parts

of the State:

judge stanlt's opinion.

Ciuts. A. Weemore, Esq.: Deak Sib—In
the spring of 1881, I imported from Mis-

souri 20,000 wild Riparia cuttings, and 5,-

000 each of Taylors and Clintons.

These cuttings were planted in vineyard

the same spring. Result: the living and
growing of about 30 per cent. In the

spring of 1882, the vacant spaces were fill-

ed by cuttings taken from those of the

Riparias which grew in 1881. The places

of those which failed to grow in 1882, were
supplied with Riparia cuttings in 1883.

In 1884, (April) all which had been

planted in 1881 and 1882, were grafted

with Zinfandels, Carignans, Mataros, Mal-

becs and Lenoirs, with the result of about

85 per cent of living and growing grafts.

No difference could be perceived in the

taking of the different kinds of grafts. In

1884, the first year of grafting, each kind

produced a few grapes. This year each

kind has fruited. My experience is too

limited to enable me to judge whether the

amount af the crop borne this season is a

fair one or not, but judging from examina-

tions which I have made of other Zinfandel

vineyards in my neighborhood, which were

planted upon its own cuttings, in 1880 and

1881, I think my grafted Zinfandels this

year have produced fully as well as they

have. I have had no opportunity of mak-

ing any comparisons as to the production

of the other varieties, there being no young

vines of those kinds in my vicinity, upon

their own roots, that I know of. The qual-

ity of the grapes produced by my grafted

vines this year seems to be of the same

character as is produced by the same var-

ieties grown upon their own rootB, but here

again my experience is too limited to justify

me in speaking positively. I only know

that to the eye and the taste, in color, both

of fruit and expressed juice, they appear to

be identical . I have sent you samples of

my Zinfandels and Mataros, and a bottle

of the fermented juice of mv Malbecs, in

order that upon this question, you can form

I a better judgment than I am capable of
Phersou Hill.'Mrs. Kate F. Warfield, J. H. '

forming.
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The union which has been made by the

scion with the roots, in my vineyard, seems

to be perfect. In the case of the Carignans,

particularly, this union has been most se-

verely tested the present summer. This

variety is the most vigorous grown and

makes a much larger and heavier top

growth than the other kinds which I have

tried. I think the body of the scion will

average twice, at least, the diameter of the

root which sustains it. The average height

of the growth is about five feet, and is very

heavy. This heavy growth has been tied

to 5-foot square stakes. The location has

exposed these Carignans to the exception-

ally strong trade winds which have prevail-

ed this summer, and the result has been

that the sharp corners of the stakes have

cut the ties,and at least three-fourths of them

have been broken loose from the stakes and

laid flat on the ground, four or five times

during the season. If this repeated

and violent disturbance of the scion has

parted the union of the graft with the root,

in a single instance, I have not seen it. A
few days since, I tried with the strength of

a strong laboring man to pull a scion from

its root and failed, and it looked as if the

whole root could be pulled up as readily as

the separation could be made.

Of course I can say nothing of my own
experience, as to the actual resistant power

of the lliparia, or any other stock. I have

accepted the fact of their resistance to the

attack of the phylloxera, upon the faith of

the experience and observation of others.

This brief account of the experience

which I have had would be imperfect, if I

failed to state what I conceive to have been

errors and mistakes which, through inex-

perience, I think I have committed. These

mistakes are several in number, but I think

the most important are the following three,

viz:

First—I erred in planting cuttings in

vineyard; they should have been rooted in

nursery, and from thence transplanted in

vineyard. This error has added $20 per

acre (in round numbers) to the cost of my
vineyard.

Second—I erred, in replanting my vine-

yard in the spring of 1882, with cuttings

taken from cuttings planted in the spring

of 1881. These cuttings were too small to

make a timely and vigorous root develop-

ment, for an early subsequent grafting.

Third— I made a mistake in planting
new and additional vineyards with cuttings

and with roots made from small cuttings.

These errors were the result of ignorance,
undue haste and a false economy.

_ The
wood of the lliparia was scarce and expen-
sive. My experience with the imported
cuttings had been disastrous, and I was
thus led to save and use all the brush of

home-made growth, which could be made
to grow.

Finally—My advice, to any one, intend-

ing to plant Kiparias, as a stock for graft-

ing, would be

:

(a)—Procure California grown cuttings

of large size; the first and second cutu from
each vine.

(h)—Plant these cuttings in nursery, and
allow a growth from but one eye, and after

this growth has well started, summer prune
it as short as possible, so as to force the de-
velopment and enlargement of the body of

the cutting.

(c)—-At one year old, transfer the root to

the vineyard, and allow but one shoot to

grow, and keep that summer pruned, for

the purpose of forcing the enlargement and
development of the root and body of the

vine.

I think if this course is pursued, that at

one year from the time the root is planted
in vineyard, the body will be twice the size

which they would otherwise attain and
sufficiently large for grafting.

The Kiparia root is very vigorous, and it

seems almost impossible for a Vinifera

scion of the same size to appropriate all the
strength and sap supplied by the root, and
this extra supply of strength and sap in the

root takes the form of suckers after the

root has been grafted, and unless care is

taken to remove these suckers, they will

appropriate the sap of tho root to the detri-

ment or death of the scion. It will not do
to await the appearance of the suckers
above ground, before commencing the pro-

cess of removing them. In many instances
I have removed an ordinary hatfull of these

suckers from a single vine when there was
no appearance of their existence above
ground. If I had known this tendency of

Kiparias to suckers, the first year I grafted,

I think I would have had 95 per cent of the

grafts to have taken, instead of about 85 per
cent. Hereafter, I shall commence suck-
ering, as soon as the grafting is finished,

and go over the vines at least once in ten

days, until I find that the suckers cease to

grow. Would it not be advisable in taking

off these suckers, to cover the body of the

root from which they are taken with a ball

of plastic clay to prevent the starting out
of a fresh and new growth ? The second
and other growth of suckers seems to start

from the same place from which the first

growth is removed.
Very respectfully yours,

Jno. A. Stanly.
San Francisco, Sept. 28, 1885.

Mr. Adolphe Flamant of Napa writes

:

"I send you a box containing some bunch-

es of Zinfandel on Californica grafted dur-

ing April 1884, and three bunches of the

same variety grafted in February and

March 1885. They all belong to the sec-

ond crop of Zinfandels since I gathered my
grapes this year during September. All the

grafts of Zinfandels on Californicas. I

made in April 1881 had many grapes this

year, I should say from ten to twenty

bunches each is a fair average. This year's

grafts vary from one to six bunches. The
Californicas on which Zinfandels were

grafted were planted during the season

1881-82.

The following table shows tho foreign varieties of grapes, grown from grafts on
resistant stocks, that have been on exhibition at the offices of the Commission, with
the localities where they were grown:

Variety,

Zinfandel
Petit Bouschet.
Marsanne

MR. E. W. MASLIN'S OPINION.

Chas. A. Wetmore, Esq.—I do not know
the meaning of the term " condition" of

grafts, so I relate as briefly as I can the

facts concerning my grafting. The vines,

Vitis Californica, were set out by April 1st,

1882 ; by the spring of 1884 the stocks had
grown to from % to 1% inches in diameter.

In May, 1884, I grafted them with Zinfan-

del, using the simple cleft. They were
grafted on the soft root just above where
the root system began, or from having been
planted too shallow, I had to cut the stock

away so as to get down deep enough. I

estimated that I lost about 20 per cent., as

the knowledge I possessed of grafting was
that gathered from reading your instruct-

ions, never having seen a vine grafted I

prided myself upon the result. I think

now I can grow at least 90 per cent.

I tried to graft the stock that did not

take, this year, but all failed, the stock

being too dry. There were some blossoms
last year, but I cut them off preferring that

the forces should go to growing wood. This
year I had promise of a good crop, but the

frost injured the lower part of the vineyard
and the locusts the upper part. However,
I was pleased with the yield, the branches

were solidly filled, not a grape missing, and
the bunches weighed from 8 to 16 ounces.

Although I pruned, as you suggested, 10

inches from the ground, and the grapes

hung clear of the ground, exposed to the

sun, none were sunburned. Whether from
the influence of the stock or from the soil

and climate I do not know, but my Zinfan-

dels are good keeping grapes. We plucked
them on Friday, September 4th, and dump-
ed them under a tree preparatory to crush-

ing for wine making, there they remained
until Sunday, on that day as we sat crush-

ing by hand, I threw some bunches into a

basket, and took them to Sacramento city

to eat, but on reflection exhibited them at

the State Fair. Of course the bloom was
off, but I am eating those grapes to-day!

In answer to a crazy loon who has been
writing to the San Francisco Report, I

wish to say that the union between the

Vitis Californica and Zinfandel is per-

fect. You can with difficulty tell

where the graft was made. In 1883

I did not plant any. In 1884 I put
out a block of four acres of Zinfandel on
their own roots, next to and on identically

the same soil containing the Vitis Califor-

nica, but they have not made much growth,
in fact, I call them a failure. This year I

set out Kiparia and Vitis Californica, and
therefore have not grafted any, and shall

not, until the spring of 1887. Kiparia ex-

cels this year Vitis Californica in branch
growth.

I have no first growth Zinfandels. There
are some second growth Zinfandels. I will

send you some on Sunday, per express.
Yours truly,

E. W. Maslin,
Sacramento, Sept. 25, 1885.

Gros Bouschet
Semillon
Alicante Bouschet
Sauvignon Blanc
Cinsaut
Muscadclle de Bordelais.
Cabernet Franc
Aramon
Cabernet Sauvignon. . .

.

Petite Syrah
Mataro
Mondeuse .

Orleans Riesling
Mataro (second crop). . .

.

Mataro
Cabernet Franc
Zinfamiel
Clairette Blanche
Alicante Bouschet
Folle Jaune
Zinfandel
Zinfandel

Grafted on. Year, From.

Seedling Californica.

Taylor
Kiparia

Taylor
Californica .

Taylor . ...

Californica .

Taylor
Californica .

Taylor
Californica.
Taylor ...

Californica
.

Riparia.

Taylor
Californica .

1884
1883
1884

1883
1884
1883
1884
1883
1 ssr,

1883
1882
1885
1885
1881
1885
1881

1

1884
1884
1885
1884
1883
1885
1884
1884
1885

E. W. Maslin
Hon. G. H. Perry . .

.

J
Talcoa Vineyard )

( Geo. Husmann f .

Hon. G. H. Perry..
C.J. Wetmore
Hon. G. H. Perry...
C. J. Wetmore
C. A. Wetmore
C. J. Wetmore

Locality,

Placer Co.,
Livermore
Napa
Livermore

(hill land)

C. A. Wetmore .

C. J. Wetmore..
C. A. Wetmore.

C. J. Wetmore
C. A. Wetmore
Geo. Schoenwald
Judge Stanly
Geo. Schoenwald. .

.

Judge Stanly
Hon, G. H. Perry.

St, Helena .

Napa
St. Helena .

Napa
Livermore .

Adolphe Flamant Napa

*In nursery; transplanted in 1882. tin nursery; transplanted in 1882,

THE COOS BAY STAVE & LUMBER CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF -

COOPERAGE GOODS !

Especially invite the attention of Wine Men to their unsurpassed facilities for supplying packages from a

5-GALLON KEG TO A I6O-GALL0N PIPE OR PUNCHEON.

Our machinery enables us to execute all orders with promptness and economy. Price List on application

OFFICE: 323 FRONT STREET,

WORKS BRANNAN ST„ Nbar EIGHTH

I. N. KNOWI.ES, MahAOM. EDWIN L. GRIFFITH, Skutam

ARCTIC OIL WORKS.
Sperm Whale, Elephant

MANUFACTURERS OF

and Fish Oils, Skid Grease

WHALE OIL SOAP.
ESPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR VINEYARDS AND FRUIT ORCHARDS

OWICK— 38 CALIFOHH1A STB KIM'. s. v.. «al.

NO WORE DISEASE, BUT PLENTY OF

EGGS!

mii:\ U.ISU

EGGS!

EGG F00IWELLINGTON'S IMPROVED
FOR POULTRY.

having it should write for trade terms ana supply themselves.

l-lb.Boxes.3Sc. 3-lb. Boxes. $1- IO-lb. Boxes, $2.50. 28-lb.Boxes.
Boxes, 35c. 3-lb. Boxes, $ I •

B. F. WELLINGTON, Manufacturer.
Also Importer and Dealer in ALFALFA, EVERGREEN MILLET.GRASS, CLOVER, gggjj

iRLE and iverv variety of Seeds. •*

San Francisco, Ca
SEEDS T ""*""'

""FRUIT," VEGETABLeW every variety

425 WASHINGTON ST
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mi: m;w ORLEANS exposi tion.

1Hi: AUSTRALIAN MAIL SERVICE.

The mail service between San Francisco

and the Colonies is to be jointly performed

by the Union Steamship Company of New
Zealand and the Oceanic Steamship Com-
pany of San Francisco, the latter perform-

ing the service as far as Honolulu. Failing

the whole contract being undertaken by
American vessels, this is the best possible

arrangement for San Francisco. The de-

tails of the contract made are not yet to

hand. It is safe to assume, however, that,

with the fast and excellently fitted steamers

of both companies, the service will be supe-

rior to any that there has been with the

Colonies. The San Francisco and Honolulu

agency and management will, of course, be

in the hands of John D. Spreckels &Bros.,

from whom the public can always rely

upon receiving prompt and courteous

treatment. In this respect there will

be no loss. As regards the Honolulu

traffic, the only alteration will be neces-

sarily in the dates of the departure of the

steamers, but the semi-monthly service

with the Islands will be continued. There

will be the advantage, however, of a possible

increased tourist traffic through America,

owing to the "lay over " facilities that can

now be offered to passengers desirous of

remaining in Honolulu, and which could

not be effected under the Pacific Mail Com-
pany's regime. The Messrs. Spreckels de-

serve their success for their continued

energy and perseverence in all their under-

takings. Their honorable and gentlemanly

dealings in all business matters have made
them universally respected, and have con-

tributed largely to their present high com-
mercial standing.

Our fruit growers aud viticulturists should

begin to be3tir themselves for representation

at the New Orleans Fair which will open

next month. The advantages derivable

from a thorough and complete exhibit of all

the varied products of California are incal-

culable. It is only by continued and per-

sistent exhibits of such a character that the

present developments and future possibil-

ities of the State can be made clearly ap-

parent. There are thousands of people who
daily learn and see what we can do, through

such a medium, and the opportunities af-

forded by these Expositions should not be

disregarded. Even if an individual be not

directly benefitted by his single efforts he

will receive indirect advantage through in-

creased demand for our products, through a

material gain of population and through

extended trade connections.

The unfortunate delay that occurred in

forwarding a few of our viticultural exhibits

to Louisville, will not occur in the case of

New Orleans, where the whole rail connec-

tion is in the hands of the Southern Pacific

Company. In shipping to Louisville the

California Company were indebted to and

dependent upon other lines for partial cour-

tesies, and the Eastern roads would not

carry packages by baggage train which
weighed more than 250 pounds. In the

case of New Orleans there will be no oppor-

tunity or possibility of any such delay. We
learn that Mr. C. B. Turrill has just been

to New Orleans and completed arrange-

menrs whereby individuals, whose exhibits

are in the Southern Pacific Company's
charge, can compete for prizes on payment
of a fee of ten dollars. The space secured

for California is two-thirds the size of the

whole of the Mechanics' Fair building in

San Francisco. We should be glad to see

the viticulturists of California endeavor to

arrange for their special representation at

New Orleans by continuing to engage the
services of Mr. Pohndorff. - An interesting

letter from Mr. Turrill on this subject has

just been received as we go to press.

FERMENTATION.

"HAI'lS FROM COLFAX.

THAT NEW Nivak DEAL.

From private advices from the Hawaiian
Islands wo learn that all the planters,

whose sugar has been contracted for by the

American Sugar Refinery, are not quite sat-

isfied with the new deal. Seven thousand

tons has, this week, been offered by indi-

viduals to the California Refinery who de-

clined to purchase, and a further lot of 3,-

000 tons was offered by planters with the

further inducement of a change of agency

to John D. Spreckels & Bros. This has
also been refused. We have personally

been asked to place a lot of 2,000 tons of

the coming crop.

Mr. J. B. Whitcomb of Colfax, Placer

county, made a fine display of grapes at

the Mechanics' Fair in San Francisco. His

ranch is located half a mile from Colfax

and comprises fifty acres, twenty-three of

which are planted in vines and twelve

acres are in full bearing. The varieties

grown are mainly for shipping purposes,

though the owner has made some wine

.

The yield varies from three to four tons to

the acre and realizes 3@3% cents per

pound for shipping grapes, though some
choice varieties bring as much as five cents

a pound. The net receipts this year, from

the twelvo acres, were $2,200. The var-

ieties exhibited at the Fair, filling seventy

plates, were : Purple Damascus, Muscat,

Catawba, Rose Chasselas, Flame Tokay,

Golden Chasselas, Petit Pinot, Fontain-

bleau, Franken Riesling, Grey Riesling,

Malvoisie, Black Hamburg, Grenache, Isa-

bella, Zinfandel, Rose of Peru, Mission

and Black Morocco.

I Mi: VINTAGE.

As wine making progresses in tho State

wo are inclined to believe that the vintage

of 1885 will not exceed 8,000,000 gallons.

With tho superior quality of this year's

wines, increased consumption aud reduction

of stocks in the city, wine makers should

look for a material advance in prices.

The excessive heat recently has caused

considerable trouble in the fermentation of

dry wiues during the present vintage. Un-
der tho influence of the high temperature,

the sugar in the musts decomposed by the

action of the ferment into carbonic acid gas

and alcohol so rapidly that the fermenta-

tion was arrested before being complete in

many instances, making it difficult to com-

plete the entire conversion of the sugar iu to

alcohol. How to explain this peculiar phe-

nomenon, which is familiar to wine makers
in this State, is a little difficult. It has or-

dinarily been assumed that the excess of

heat kills or destroys the ferment germs

and thereby causes the cessation of the

operation. There are many reasons to

cause the belief that this explanation is not

critically correct, and investigations have

been carefully made, to ascertain, if possi-

ble, what is the true nature of the pheno-

menon, so that proper remedies may be ap-

plied intelligently. Excess of heat, up to

a certain degree, will of course kill and de-

stroy the ferment, but in the cases cited,

proof that the ferment germs have not been

killed is shown by the fact that by intro-

ducing fresh must, or even water, the fer-

mentation may be excited over again. At
the office of the State Commission and in

the country, under the observation of those

who have undertaken to work with the

Commission, careful researches have been

made with a view to solving this question

so as to ascertain whether it is absolutely

essential in all cases to secure a lower tem-

perature of the atmosphere surrounding

the fermenting mass, or whether by any
care in the development of the germs of

ferment, the trouble may. be avoided, not-

withstanding these sudden elevations of

temperature.

Those who have begun this year to make
wine were puzzled when fermenting dur-

ing very hot weather to find that they got a

very rapid fermentation at the start and a

very slow one at the close, leaving the wine

with a few degrees of sugar unfermented,

and themselves in doubt as to what to do

to correct the trouble. The old wine mak-
ers of the State, however, have found out

by experience that by adding liberal quan-

tities of fresh must, especially varteties

which contain more or less acid, the fer-

mentation may be provoked again and car-

ried through. Some practice this remedy

by crushing fresh must into empty tanks

and drawing the wine that has resisted per-

fect fermentation upon these partially fill-

ed tanks. Those who practice this remedy

have very little difficulty in securing the

desired results. It is not, however, always

practicable, because in some cases the

wine maker has no fresh must to use. In

such cases where the must of the grapes

before they were crushed contains over 24

per cent of sugar, it is practicable to add

water heated to blood heat so as to reduce

the wine that will be made, sensibly but not

too much. This can be easily calculated

by determining first how much wine a ton of

grapes usually produces and, knowing the

number of tons that are in the vat, the per-

centage of water required to reduce the

must without danger can be easily arriv-

ed at.

Tho Commission, through its several

agencies in the country, has been testing

other methods so as to be able to report

positively hereafter, such as those which

relate to the addition of fermentative mat-

ter together with more or less water or

fresh must, based on the theory that in

some cases the arrest of the fermentation

is duo not only to tho causes referred to

heretofore, but also to the want of sufficient

fermentative principles in the must. This
theory is arrived at by the corroborative

fact that these troubles with fermentation

occur generally in districts where there is

little rain and little nitrogen in the soil,

and small development of fermentative

principles iu the grapes, and is prevalent in

a season like this when there has been little

rain during the Spring. The absence of

certain mineral salts in the must of the

wine which are known to be essential to

the development of the ferment germs may
also cause some of the trouble in a more or

less degree. Some of the experiments this

year were made with a view to determin-

ing to what extent the aiding of fermenta-

tion by means of the salts naturally con-

tained in must may be accomplished. At
the office of the Commission it has been

shown by repeated experimentation that at

a temperature not exceeding 64 degrees a

complete fermentation can be obtained

generally without difficulty, and even must
containing 24 per cent of sugar has been

fermented out this year on several occasions

in three days, the temperature of the must
under the influence of fermentation not

exceeding 77 degrees. The troubles that

have been recorded generally are connected

with high temperature of the atmosphere

which stimulated too rapid decomposition

of the sugar.

IRRIGATION OF WINE UKAPES.

Since the vines which have been treated
in France, by submersion, as a remedy
against phylloxera, have been bearing fruit

considerable discussion has been provoked
in the journals devoted to viticultural in-

terests throughout that country, relating to

the effect of this practice upon the quality

of the wines produced from the grapes.

Many have contended that the wines so

produced were inferior, but recently Mon-
sieur Fancon, who has the honor of having
originated this remedy in the valley of the

Rhone, has made public a statement in

which he contradicts the theory that sub-

mersion of the vines in the winter time will

injure the quality of the wines. His con-
clusions are that in a soil where there is

free and easy drainage the application of

water during the winter does not leave any
marked effect in summer so as to cause any
injury to the fruit, but he adds that this

irrigation ought not to be practiced in sum-
mer. He claims that the causes, where the

quality of the wine has been injured, are

traceable to the practice of summer irriga-

tion, whereas submersion as a remedy
against the phylloxera is only properly ap-

plied in winter. His point, that the soil

should permit free drainage so that the

roots of the vine may not remain wet during
the summer, is forcibly taken. This dis-

cussion in France is of special interest to

this Coast, and the result of it as reported
upon by M. Fancon, who is the leader in

tho submersion practice, fully sustains the
recommendations that have been made by
members of the Viticultural Commission in

this State, cautioning the vine growers
against summer irrigation wherever it is

unnecessary for the vigor of the vines, aud
advising extreme caution in such places
where it may be absolutely necessary; ad-

vocating the use of water in the winter time
where there is an insufficient supply of rain-

fall and the promotion of complete drainage
of the subsoil in which roots are imbedded.

Mr. A. T. Marvin of 51G California

street, has forwarded samples of olives and
olive oils from the Quito Olive Farm at

Gubserville, Santa Clara county, similar to

those which secured the medal and diploma
at the Mechanics' Fair.

This week there have been forwarded to

Louisville 23 boxes of raisins by various

producers, six cases of wines and brandies

from Geo. West of Stockton and four boxos

of grapes from Dr. Strentzel of Martinez.
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A <;<>!>. 1 I'roiil on Itnisins.

Iu our last issue we published and refer-

red to the enormous yield obtained by Mr.

Geo. A. Cowles of El Cajon, San Diego

county, from his Moscatel vines. Taking

his figures at 1GJ4 tons of grapes to the

acre this is equivalent to 32,500 pounds of

fruit, which at three cents a pound repre-

sents $975 to the acre for the grapes alone.

But this is a comparatively small return

when compared with the profits from the

raisins. Taking 80 boxes of raisins to the

ton this gives a total of 1300 boxes. All

the fruit being of an unusually fine quality

the raisins will probably realize $2.50 per

box or $3,250 per acre. Allowing half of

this amount, $1.25 per box, for expenses,

we thus find a nice little net profit for Mr.

Cowles of $1,G25 per acre for his raisin

crop of 1885.

SUI.I'ANA KAISINS.

Those Miiwaicls.

Editob Merchant—Dear Sir:—I "ead in

your last issue of the remarkable yield of

Moscatels grown by George A. Cowles and

which he attributes to his system of prun-

ing, etc. What is his system? Could you

not give it to us in your valued paper, also

a succinct and easy method of wine making

for the novice? Yours respectfully,

W. G.HUBLEY.
Colfax, Oct. 2, 1885.

Mr. Cowles will doubtless favor us with

the information required as to his pruning.

The best published instructions for wine

making are to be found in Eixford's Wine

Press and Cellar.

—

[Ed. Merchant.

Uniformity of Packing Raisins.

[Fresno Republican.]

The raisin men of central and southern

California are this season making strenu-

ous aud it seems effective effort to get unity

in packing their raisins. The idea is not

new, but the carrying it into effect is.

Messrs. Wm. T. Coleman & Co., San Fran-

cisco, are the chief movers in the enter-

prise, and a very commendable one it is.

This firm has now procured the agency for

this season for nearly all the principal pro-

ducers and packers in the middle and south-

ern part of the state, and established a uni-

formity of box, label, packing, etc., by

which California raisins can be told at a

glance. The boxes are all of one size, con-

taining 20 pounds when whole. The fancy

paper margin inside is a very faithful re-

presentation of maiden-hair fern with pink

blossoms, a fine contrast. This is the same

in every box for every vineyard. Inside

these paper margins comes a large label,

covering the whole of the upper layer.

Every packer has two kinds of label, one

each for London layers and for loose Mus-

catelles. The distinguishing characteristic

of each label is a color bar running diagon-

ally across. This bar has a distinct color for

each variety, as well as for each packer,

which is the case with the bottom color of

the label. Most of these combinations of

colors are exceedingly tasty aud harmonious

The box itself is also painted with a simi-

larly colored bar, upon which is the word

"trade mark.'' No raisins under grade will

be tolerated under these "flying colors,''

and every packer is expected to stand by

them as his standard. Thus all superior

California raisins will at a glance be seen to

present a uniform appearance, while the

individual -vineyard will be distinguished

by certain colors, besides their names. The

object is to establish a universal California

brand for first-class raisins.

The Object and Method of Using I<ye.

The following letter, addressed to Messrs.

Wm. T. Colanian & Co., has been handed
to us for publication:

W. T. Coleman <6 Co.—Deab Sies:—
Yours requesting information about curing

the Sultana raisins by use of alkali is at

hand. '

The information I have not received from

the producers of these raisins but from let-

ters written by the American Consul at

Smyrna, he simply said they were cured by
dipping in lye, and drying in the shade.

Now the object of dipping in lye was,

of course, to crack, the skin so that they

would evaporate more quickly, and that of

drying in the shade was to make the fruit

of a lighter color. One fault of California

Sultana is that it is too dark, it is usually

dried by an exposure to the sun from fifteen

to thirty days, aud of course it is as dark as

any other raisin. Another fault is, it lacks

the richiuss of the imported article, in fact

it is often sour; there are two causes for

this, one is that the land on which it grows

is too wet, either from irrigation or its nat-

urally moist land. Another is gathering it

before it is ripe, that is a point which is not

so easily determined as with the Muscatel;

when they hang in the sun they get amber-

colored, but in the shade they do not and
still one may bo as ripe as the other. Every
raisin maker knows that good raisins can-

not be made from unripe fruit, so they

would be sure that the grapes are ripe and
sweet before they attempt to cure them.

The use of lye is a simple matter but one

that requires a little experience to do just

right. I would advise parties to experiment

with a solution of either potash or soda, in

the following proportion : one pound to

twenty gallons of water, trying different

temperatures of the solution until the right

is reached, that is until the skins are crack-

ed. The apparatus necessary for the appli-

cation of the lye is simply a large iron

kettle in which to heat the solution, and a

basket made of wire cloth or perforated tin

for the grapes. The next point is to cure

the raisins as soon as possible. Success in

this point will depend much on the locality.

At my place, near Stockton, the grape has

not been fully ripe before the 1st of October

but one year in the five past, and that is

the present one, which is fully one month
earlier than any other in the same time.

In warmer localities where the grapes are

ripe by the 1st of Sept. they can be easily

dried without the full exposure to the sun

in fifteen days, even less. I have placed

bunches in the building where no sun was
able to reach them and dried them well,

and as clear as an imported article.

Yours truly, W. B. West.

Stockton, Oct. 1, 1885.

The Yerba Buena Vineyard of Santa

Clara county will make this year about 15,-

000 gallons ol choice wine from foreign

varieties of grapes, chiefly the Petit Pinot,

or Black Burgundy, Riesling and Folle

Blanche. One half of the vintage will be

white wines and the balance clarets.

A. E. RIDLEY & CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF
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WM. T. COLEMAN & CO.,

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
SAN FRANCISCO,

Agency Wm. T„ Coleman & Co.,

ASTORIA, Or.,

CHICAGO,
NEW YORK,

Agency Wk . T. Colkman 4 Co.

,

LONDON.
With Agents and Brokers in every Commercial City of Prominence in the Union.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF HANDLING THE

RAISIN CROP OF CALIFORNIA!!
And amongst others we arc Agents for

Riverside Fruit Company of Riverside, Miss Mary P. Austin of Fresno.

McPherson Bros, of Orsnge, T. C. Wh te of Fresno.

With many other of the Most Prominent Can rs of this State.

Our Facilities Tor Promptly Placing aud Widely IHsi ributing Their Product
Van be Ascertained I'roin the Above Well-known direr**.

We are also Large Handlers of

ORANGES, DRIED FRUITS, HONEY AND BEANS
IN THE EASTERN STATES.

Advances Marie When Required, and Full I ....>. ..... ..... of Markets Promptly
Given. Address

Wm. T. COLEMAN& Co.
Market & Main Sts., S. P.

ALFRED GREENEBAUM & CO.
IMPORTERS AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

JVO.VE GENUINE UNLESS CORKS BRANDED "1VIL.IIEl.MS aiELLE.

flHEPif-iPflT
Natural

Mineral Water

S^Sm^To^ • n m

111 FRONT STREET, SAN FRANCISCO
The Wilhelm Spring is situated at Kronthal, in theTaunus Hills, near Frankfort-on-the-Mainc, and, accord -

injf to the analysis made in December 1878. and January 187S>, by Professor Frcsenius, of Wiesbaden, the

author of the well-known work on Quantitative Analysis, used by all analytical chemists throughout the world,

Its contents by weight make it the ,

BEST TABLE WATER IN THE WORLD.
WINE COOPERAGE.

PUNCHEONS, BARRELS & HALF BARRELS,
Direct Shipments from the East.

Cherry Juice, Blending Sherries and Blending Ports.

unNueraas •* and mole agents for a

Large Line of Foreign Wines and Liquors.

Shippers of California Wines.

Wo have perfected arrangements throughout the United States and Europe for the mark eting of Califo

nia Wines, Fruits and Honey, Uousignmeuts solicited aud liberal advances made,
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VARIOUS EXPERIENCES IN FEB.

MENTATION.

i:t'!>url<-il by ilir Male VHR-ultiirnl

OMMlMttk

As n means to arrive at intelligent opin-

ions respecting the rules in governing fer-

mentation of red wines, several instances

of peculiar experiences during the vintage

this year will be cited as follows :

Prior to the 20th or the 22d of Septem-
ber the fermentations proceeded, so far as

heard from, in all districts quite sucessfully,

with one exception. This did not appear

to be due to the fact that the grapes were

picked with less sugar, because in many
cases the must rose as high as 20 per cent,

and yet complete fermentations were ob-

tained. In vineyards where grapes were

picked prior to that time there is practically

no complaint of want of perfect fermenta-

tion, except in one instance, that has been

heard from, which will require careful in-

vestigation and explanation.

From the 22nd to the 25th of September,

reports began to arrive at the office of the

Commission of " checked "• or arrested fer-

mentations of red wine, aud from that time

to the present date, the trouble has been

continuous in most parts. During this

period the weather in the country has con-

tinued, with slight variations, excessively

warm, and the sugar of the grapes has in-

creased rapidly.

Anticipating difficulty during this warm
spell in their fermentations, many have at-

tempted to find a remedy in picking the

grapes and leaving them to cool over night

before crushing. So far as heard from this

expedient has not been a great success,

grapes so treated not showing much varia-

tion in the results afterwards, as compared
with those crushed as soon as picked.

It is generally known among wine mak-
ers that after a good fall rain, sufficient in

quantity to thoroughly wet the grapes, and
keep the air moist for at least twenty-four

to forty-eight hours, fermentations are more
regular juid complete. Taking the hint

given by Nature in this way some have re-

cently commenced experiments to test the

effect of leaving the grapes in boxes over

night, during which time they are sprinkled

so as to bring them into the condition that

they may be found in after the rain. The
result of this experiment has not yet been
reported.

The exceptions where fermentation of red

wines has proved continuously successful,

are not yet fully known, but several mav
be reported upon at the present, each of

which point to the line of remedy that may
be applied. So far as heard from, where
the grapes have been thrown into the vat

without crushing and without stemming,
being stirred aud beaten up during fermen-
tation frequently there has been complete
success. Mr. DeTurk of Santa liosa writes

that he is having no trouble and is practic-

ing the method so-called in this State, the

"Morel'' process, because it was introduced
first by Mr. Morel of St. Helena. Whether
he is practicing this process in its simplicity

without stemming, or whether he is stem-
ming the grapes and then fermenting them
without crushing before-hand, is not yet re-

ported. An unauthentic report comes from
St. Helena that the fermentation at Mr.
Seheffler's, where the Morel practice is usu-
ally followed, indicates like results. At the

winery of Mr. Hollo M. Wheeler, Pine Sta-

tion near St. Helena, one tank fourteen
feet in diameter and four feet in depth, has
been successfully fermented out, notwith-
standing the must showed twenty-seven per
cent of sugar. The grapes were however
thrown in without crushing and without
stemming. The latter experiment was also

conducted in the open air under the influ-

ence of the full heat of the sun, the must
during fermentation showing as high as 105
degrees Fahrenheit.
Three tanks of Ziufandel have been suc-

cessfully fermented out near Livermore by
Mr. Crellin, who stemmed the grapes but
did not crush them, except so far as they
were crushed during fermentation by stir-

ring. These tanks were arrested in fer-

mentation for a time but were easily started
up by addition of fresh must, aud finished,

Following this Mr. Crellin fermented hi.

Mataro with twenty-four per cent of sugars
bnt changed his practice by crushing the

berries, the result being that within 18

hours after crushing his must fell from 21
per cent to six per cent and was checked.
At the new winery of Hon. M. M. Estee
near Napa it is reported that his red wines
have gone through successfully; that he
crushed his grapes, but that he practiced

submerging the pomace, removing tho false

head twice a day in order to stir up the

must. During the fermentation, after the

false head is replaced, the wine or juice in

fermentation was exposed at the surface,

whereas without such heads the cap of pom-
ace usually covers it. At the winery of

Captain G. Niebaum, Rutherford, Napa
county, Mr. Mclntyre, who is m charge,

commenced the addition of fresn must to

the tanks as soon as the checking of fer-

mentation appeared, and before the tanks
were cooled off. In this way he has suc-

ceeded in perfecting the operations. Ex-
periments made at Mr. Crabb's cellar at

Oakville, by letting these tanks cool off

after the fermentation was checked, before

adding fresh must, shows that there is con-

siderable difficulty in re-establishing the

fermentation, although by adding fresh

must in a condition of fermentation, the

work appears to go on again successfully.

In many cases reported, after the wines
have been found checked in the tanks, they

have been drawn off into pipes where they

have immediately started to referment, es-

pecially when a portion of the press wine
has been mixed with the wine, that runs
freely from the tank. Where the press

wine has been left separately after being

drawn off it has generally started up a

prompt and good fermentation. At Mr.
Wheeler's the addition of the lees of one
year old wine, to the musts which have not
completed their fermentations, after they

have beeu drawn off from the pomace, has
succeeded in starting up a new and perfect

fermentation.

Generally it may be stated that after the

wine has been checked in fermentation, if

it is drawn off and mixed with a portion of

the press wine, together with also a small

portion of fresh must in fermentation, ths

process of perfecting the work goes on after

more or less delay, but finishing success-

fully. Where fresh must could not be ob-

tained small lots of wine showing from five

to eight per cent of sugar unfermented and
cold, have been drawn into pipes, into

which a small portion of water mixed with

flour, aud a part of the unfermented must
has been first drawn, together with the ad-

dition of wine yeast, or in the absence of

wine yeast the compressed Potrero yeast.

In such cases, after a short time, sometimes
varying between one day and four days,

refermentation has set in and completed.

This remedy can be applied wherever it be-

comes necessary to draw the wine off from
the tanks for fear of spoiling by acetifica-

tion.

The presence of a portion of the stems of

the grapes in the fermenting mass appears

in all cases to facilitate the completion of

.fermentation.

The numerous cases where the fermenta-

tions have been arrested enable observations

to be made as to the conditions of the tem-
perature, etc., under which the trouble has
been experienced. From observations it

appears that no lessons can be drawn at

present from the degree of temperature pre-

vailing in the cellar at the time fermenta-
tion was conducted. In many cases the ar-

rest of fermentation has taken place where
there has been no rapid rise in temperature
and where the highest degree during the

operation has not been exceeding 85 degrees
Fahrenheit. The prevailing opinion that

tin- Increase of temperature during ferment-
ation is the direct cause of these arrested

actions, is overthrown by many instances,

such as those where the temperature has
raised from 100 to 105, without trouble.

The low degree of temperature in the cellar

is equally not the cause of the trouble, for

in many cases perfect fermentation has been
obtained where the temperature has not ex-

ceeded 80 to 85 degrees in the tank. The
degree of sugar in the must has not been in

most cases the apparent cause of the trouble

as has been shown by numerous instances

where 26 and 27 per cent have fermented
out readily, while in other cases 23 per cent

has been arrested.

Side by side with these arrested ferment-

ations of red musts, where the skins are

fermented with the juice, have been uni-

formly successful fermentations of white
must, in which the skins are not permitted

to enter. In the case of black grapes where
a portion of the berries have been dried by
the sun into raisins it might at first be as-

sumed that the cause of the difference be-

tween the success with red and white wines,

was due to the fact that these dried grapes
entered into the fermentation of red wine.

That this, however, has not been the pre-

vailing cause has been proved by several

instances where such dried grapes did not
exist, and in others where they were remov-
ed before crushing.

In nearly all cases where there has been
an arrested fermentation with black grapes,

there has been noticed a sudden precipita-

tion of the decomposition of sugar into al-

cohol and carbonic acid gas. Where there

has been successful fermentation at the

same time, a period of from one to three

days has preceded this rapid decomposition
of sugar, during which time the first stage

of fermentation, or the development of the

wine yeast, has proceeded unchecked.
In attempts to revive fermentation in

tanks which have become cold, the wine
showing all the way from three to eight

per cent, of sugar remaining unconverted,
it has been extremely difficult, if only a

small portion of fresh must, even though
it be in fermentation, is added, unless the

compact cap of pomace floating on the sur-

face has been first submerged so as to ex-

pose the liquid to the action of the atmos-
phere.

It appears from these facts and many
others less important corroborating the

same, that the most prominent difference

of conditions noticeable between the fer-

mentations of white and red wines is in the

fact that as soon as the violent fermentation

has set in with the red wine, unless a false

head is interposed, the pomace rises above
the liquid and covers the yeast, which forms
on the surface of the juice during fermenta-

tion, whereas in white wine no such obstacle

to the development of the top yeast occurs.

In the case of white wines, the yeast which
forms on the surface develops regularly and
without impediment, whereas in the red

wine, conducted as heretofore stated, this

top yeast becomes imbedded in a mass of

pomace full of carbonic acid gas, where the

highest degree of beat prevails. The vio-

lence of the fermentation during the con-

version of the sugar causes immense quanti-

ties of carbonic acid gas to be thrown off,

and seems to check the development of the

yeast germs. As soon as this impediment
is removed the fermentation seems to re-

establish itself, unless the must is allowed

to cool off too much, when it requires new
excitement. The removal of the false head
twice a day to permit of stirring enables

the formation of the yeast at the top to

become distributed throughout the entire

mass, whereas by keeping the false head iu

until the violent fermentation has passed
may, more or less, prevent the connection
between the lower part of the wine and the

top, which is fermenting well.

The fermentation of grapes without
crushing causes such radical difference of

conditious.that the process may be likened

to a case where fresh must is added every

day, because as soon as the grapes separate

from the stems, or enter into the fermenta-
tion, there is a continuous discharge of

fresh juice, and during the beginning of

the operation the formation of the germ
cells is not interferred with by the too rapid

decomposition of the sugar. Various ob-

servations, not fully examined yet, however,
appear to indicate that tho musts of the

grapes during the prevalence of long con-

tinued hot and dry weather, especially in

years of drought, are more or less affected,

so as to prevent the full energy of fermenta-
tion unless all impediments are removed.
The source of trouble appears, however, to

be in the condition of the germs of fer-

mentation at the time the grapes are

crushed. The effect of long continued
heat and dry atmosphere upon them, in

some cases in this State, has beeu noticed

to produce a want of vitality sufficient to

prevent all fermentation. During the re-

cent difficulties with the wine-makers, how-
ever, those germs which exist upon the

grapes and which excite the formation of

yeast in the wine appear to be more excit-

able when moistened by the must after

crushing, to such a degree that they pre-

cipitate the conversion of sugar into alco-

hol before they have developed themselves
sufficiently to cany the entire fermentation
through, especially when they are impeded
in development by the presence of a solid

and heavy cap of pomace. Various theories
as to suitable remedies may be advanced,
but the necessity of prompt action at the
vineyards prevents their experimentation
for immediate use. It is probable, how-
ever, if these precipitous fermentations
were immediately fed on the top by large
quantities of top yeast collected from white
wine, they would be enabled to go through.
This suggestion is worthy of experimenta-
tion.

It may be said that the best means at

the present time known for reviving these
checked fermentations is in the addition of

freshly crushed grapes. If they can be
permitted to stay by themselves in separate
tanks until fermentation starts iu them be-
fore being added to the tanks to be revived,
so much the better. The quantity to be
added, however, should not be less than
one-sixth or one-fourth of the quantity
which has been arrested. As soon as the
surface of the pomace in the tanks which
have been checked shows the least sign of

acetification the top should be scraped off

and thS wine should be drawn into pipes or
tanks for further treatment, as heretofore
indicated, namely, by the addition of freshly

pressed must in fermentation, or in default

of this with small quantities of fermenta-
tive matter containing natural albumen,
such as found in flour, with fresh yeast.

These wines so drawn off should be treated

and handled as white wines are handled
duriug fermentation. If the lees of wines
of last year's growth can be obtained, a

portion of these, if perfectly sound, may
be added with advantage.
Judging from the numerous observations

made, such as have been referred to, it

appears that during such periods as we
have been passing through it would be best
either to ferment the grapes without crush-

ing, even though the stems are first re-

moved, or to commence the addition of

fresh musts to those already in fermenta-
tion, as soon as violent fermentation sets

in, and continuing it at the least sign of

arrest in the operation. Wine-makers with
practical good sense will always know how
to divide their packages, whenever they are

too full, for this operation. In case all the

tanks are full, a portion of the wine can be
drawn off to make room for fresh must.
The wine that is drawn off being treated as
heretofore described.

In making white wine there have been
also some important differences of result to

consider. In several cellars this year the

practice has been as follows: The grapes
are crushed and stemmed and thrown into

an open vat, to remain over night. The
following morning the juice is pressed out
and discharged likewise into an open tank.

This juice is allowed to remain twenty-four
hours, during wnich time a thick scum of

top yeast forms on the surface and much
sediment at the bottom . By skimming off

the top yeast—which is useful to put upon
tanks of red wine, or to feed a yeast tub

—

and drawing the clear juice which is start-

ing to ferment into pipes, a regular progress

of the wine making operation is noticeable

afterwards. The removal of the top yeast

appears to check the violence of the con-

version of the sugar into alcohol, and the

separation of the clear juice from the sedi-

ment that forms at the bottom takes out of

the wine a certain degree of harshness.

Side by side with white wines fermented in

this way, there have been several tanks
at Captain Niebaum's cellar fermented out,

where, after the juice has been expressed
from the pomace, it has not been drawn off,

aud the top yeast has not been disturbed.

In such cases there has been noticed the

same violence of fermentation that has
characterized the red wines, but without
checking, complete fermentation having
been obtained. Only in a few instances

have there been reports of checked fermen-
tations of white wines, and from all tho

facts bearing on the case it appears reason-

able to attribute the success of the opera-

tion to the cause just referred to, viz: the
complete development of the wine yeast
undisturbed and unimpeded. Wherever
the white wines are checked from any cause
it would be well te treat them as has been
prescribed for red wines after they have
been drawn off from the vats, unless it is

desirable to permit them to remain sweet.
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THE "STANDARD" CARTKIDUE.

Loaded By the Chamberliu Pateut
Automatic Machine.

Some months ago a description of an
automatic shotgun cartridge loading ma-
chine was published which it was predict-

ed was destined to revolutionize the ammu-
nition trade of the world. That prediction

has already been realized, and though the

new automatic machine made cartridges

havj hardly been placed on the market yet,

the manufacture of tools for hand loading

has virtually stopped, for the makers of

hand rammers, uncappers, recappers, ream-

ers, and all the countless tools, etc., realize

that the automatic machine made cartridge

has such a vast superiority over any other

that it is only a cpjestion of a few months
before it will monopolize the market. The
Chamberlin automatic machine was only

invented in 1884, and was put to work at

Cleveland, Ohio, by the Chamberlin Cart-

ridge Company at once, and already their

works are taxed to their full capacity, they

being unable to supply the constantly in-

creasing demand. This machine will re-

volutionize the shotgun cartridge business,

as did the sewing machine and cotton gin

and reaper their respective lines of trade.

None were quicker to realize this fact'than

Selby & Co., the smelters and refiners, and

immediately after the machine was shown

here they purchased the patent right for all

territory west of the Rocky mountains, in-

cluding Montana, Colorado and New Mex-

ico, and set to work to make cartridges. In

commencing they realized that they must

make a superior article of uniform quality,

and so they decided to put none but the

best quality of goods on the market that so

soon as their ammunition had once been

used shooters could rely that it was all up

to sample. They built a large cartridge

factory close to their huge smelting and re-

fining works at Vallejo junction. Seven of

the automatic machines were put up and

are now in use and more machines will be

put up as soon as needed to meet the large

demand for these cartridges. In this fact-

ory every part of the work of loading a

shotgun cartridge is done by automatic
machinery and in this the Chamberlin car-

tridges differ from other so-called machine
cartridges, which are simply handmade car-

tridges filled with an automatic filler, but
rammed, wadded and reamed by hand
thus possessing none of the essential ad-

vantages of the all automatic machine made
goods. The superiority of the Chamberlin
cartridges, arising from the fact that all the

work is done by accurately gauged automat-

ic machinery, is obvious. Hand rammed
cartridges cannot be uniformly pressed, but
the automatic machine loaders, graduated

to a hair's breadth, coming down on every

load with equal pressure, must of necessity

do uniform and perfect work. This ma-
chine is necessarily exactly accurate in the

charge of powder and shot, and shooters

using the Chamberlin cartridges so soon as

they have got the gauge of their ammuni-
tion can depend on every succeeding load

firing as the other did, and no such reliance

can be placed on handmade or partially

handmade loads . Then, too, in the

Chamberlin automatic machine the wads
are all seated uniformly and evenly, which
cannot be done by hand, and there is an
even pressure on each. Each cartridge is

named uniformly by an invention which
Prentiss Selby has added to the Chamberlin
machine, and to make assurance doubly
sure every one is tested in a size gauge,

which rejects all that vary from the correct

standard for the gun chamber, and no car-

tridge having passed this gauge can possibly

jam in the gun. Each load is stamped by
an automatic machine with the size, and all

this work is done delicately and accurately

at the rate of 1,000 an hour for each ma-
chine. Recognizing the large investment

they have at stake, the Selby Company use

only the very best of material in every re-

spect, and, owing to the automatic arrange-
ments, no inferior grades can be substi-
tuted .

It is a most interesting sight to watch the
manufacture of these "Standard'' cart-

ridges at the Vallejo Junction works. The
machines are all run by a small compressed
air engine. Beside each one a man stands
and feeds. The powder and shot are in
large reservoirs, the wads in long tubes.

The shells are placed on a long, sloping
tray, and as the machine is started one is

taken by an automatic grip, placed under
the powder receiver, which it opens long
enough to receive the stated load. It is

then pressed under the wad tubes and the
wads inserted, and pressed down; then the
shot, on which is a card wad, and then it

comes under the crimper, is crimped,
stamped, tested and dumped into a pile

—

everything done with positive accuracy and
precision and without the touch of a hand.
The Selby Company are now making

forty-three different varieties of loads to

suit all game, from sandpipers to geese,

and can load any fancy lots which may be
ordered at short notice. This is an im-
mense advantage to the gun trade, for deal-

ers having the Selby S. and L. Company
to draw from need keep no large stock of

material, on which they never realize much
profit. These shells are guaranteed to keep
perfect in any climate for ten years, and we
have fired off an Ely paper cartridge pin
fire for a Lefauchau gun which had lain in

a drawer for more than a dozen years.

AIJKICI i.TlltAI, iiahiimih.

The Ijii'l'c ami Varicil Display or
liaker A Hamilton.

In the north lower hall of the Mechanics'

Pavilion many thousands of people have

found a great deal to interest and instruct

them in the great display of Baker & Hamil-

ton, a firm whose name is as a household

word with the farmers not only of Califor-

nia, but of the entire Pacific Coast. The

exhibit is at once the largest and the most

valuable in the pavilion. It does not re-

quire that a person must be a farmer to ap-

preciate the wonderful advance made in

the machiuery of the farm with even a few

years. In no department of invention and

mechanical skill has the progress been so

rapid and apparent, and no house on the

coast is more thoroughly alive to their pro-

gress than Baker & Hamilton. The pro-

jectors of their fair exhibit have succeeded

admirably in their arrangement of the var-

ied display of farm implements, and un-

poetic affairs like plows and mowers and
separators make altogether an array that is

decidedly attractive. The long lines of

glistening, gleaming plowshares greet the

eye as a base of the larger showing, and
are, indeed, pretty. Then, when two en-

gines, a separator, mower and barley crush-

er are in motion, the scene is a busy one

and a person can imagine himself on a farm
in the full tide of harvesting. There is the

famous Eureka gang plow, the Gale chilled

plow—the lightest draught plow that me-
chanical skill has yet devised—the celebrat-

ed Beuicia plow, and all arranged in an or-

der that makes a handsomely striking ap-

pearance. The Beuicia Improved Header,
at the east end of the exhibit, is full of at-

tractions for the practical farmer. Besides

these, are shown a splendid two - seated

spring wagon, a buggy which is a model of

elegance aud ease, and buckboard. These
are by no means all that is to be seen at

the Baker & Hamilton display.

For the best general display of agricult-

ural machinery the firm was awarded the

gold medal ; for the best gang plow, a

silver medal ; for the best header, a silver

medal; for the best mower, a diploma; for

the best plow for general purposes, a diplo-

ma; for the best traction engine, a silver

medal ; for the best straw burning engine,

grand bronze medal; for the best lawn
mower, a diploma; for the best separator

and thresher a silver medal; for the Gem
seed sower, a diploma ; for lour-spriug

wagon, a diploma; for buckboard, a diplo-

ma. All of these were the highest awards
conferred in their respective classes. The
whole country was drawn upon in this grand
display, as well as Baker & Hamilton's I

mammoth Benicia Agricultural Works.

THE CUPERTINO VITIUTJLTURAL SOCIETY

Meets on the evening of the third Thursday of eash
month al Mr. Montgomery's.

J. 0. MERITHEW President
J. D. WILLIAMS Vice President
R. C. STILLER Secretary

Please address ail communications toll C. Stillkr,
Guhserville, Santa Clan Co., Cal.

QUITO OLIVE FARM.
T SI It EE. A i; \ ICO II) ROOTED TREES.

TWO.YEAH-OI,D HOOl'E.i TREES.
CUTTINCS.

In lots to suit. Apply on the premises to

I.tTDOVICO UADDI.
At OnbservilR-, Santa Clara «'©., Cal.

Or to A. T. MARVIN, 518 California St., S. F.

ESTABLISHED IN 1800,

ALL WINE MAKERS
Should drink the

PURE BELMONT
— HAND -MADE —

SOUR MASH WHISKY.
Supplied in lots to suit by

JAMES CIBB, 617 Merchant St.

Jf| BUSINESS
COLLEGE,
24 POST ST.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

Smi Franeisco, Cal.
rpHE LEADING INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS
X training in America. This school educates for the
practical affairs of life, and no young man can afford
to enter upon a business career without a course of
training at this popular institution. Students are
drilled in all branches of business by ACTUAL PRACT-
ICE, thus fitting them for the counting house at once.
Send for circulars and lea^n full particulars. Address

E. P. HEALIi & CO., San Francisco, Cal.

W. K. CHAMBERLAIN, JR. T. A. ROBINSON

LIFE SCHOLARSHIPS, $75.

DAY and l.\ i:\ I >«; SESSIONS.

LADIES ADMITTED INTO ALL DEPARTMENTS.

£3TNo Vacations. Send for Circular.TtS

THE DAILY BULLETIN.
THE ONLY EVENING PAPER IN HONOLULU.

Largest Cireiilaton of any l>aJly

iu the i'JIy.

A Splendid Advertising Medium for business men of

the Coast, desirous of forming or extending connec-
tions in the Hawaiian Islands.

advertising Rates Sent upon
Application.

Subscription (to residents in the U. S.) $6.00
With postage added, per annum.

Address: •DAILV BULLETIN,"
Honolulu. H.

FRAUD.
The public are cautioned

against being imposed upon
by base imitations of the fol-

lowing, viz :

E. & J. Burke's English Ale.

John Joule & Son's Stone Ale.

E. & J. Burke's Dublin Porter.

Crosse & Blackwell's London Pickles.

J. & J. Column's London Mustard.
Voechting, Shape & Co. Schlitz Beer.

Day & Martin's English Blacking.
Sun Blend Fresh Toast Tea.

The i nde^signed a,n authorized to

institute legal proceedings for in-

fringement on above trade marks.

Richards,Harrison & Sherwood

AGENTS.

Hall's Standard Safes,
hall's SAFE t LOCK CO., mart's

211 .V 213 California Ml. San Francisco, Cal.

The largest stock of Fire and Burglar Proof Safes,
Vault Doors, Time Locks, &„•., &c„ on the Coast.
Safes sold on easy instalments, taken in exchange, re-
paired, &c. , kz. Communicate with us before buying

C. B. PAK0EIX8, Manaubk.

" The Wine Press and the
Cellar."

A Manual for tub Winkhabkr and tub Ckllak-

Man.

By E. H. Rixford.

VMM 91 SO.
Mold by

THE SAN FRANCISCO MERCHANT.
323 Front Ml reel. H. F.

A MEMOIR ON OLIVE GROWING

WITH ILLUSTRATIONS.

Bead Before the State Horticultural

Society, February 29, 1884, by

FRED. POHNDORFF.

Will be mailed by the S. F. Mircbart on receipt 1
60 oents In one or two-cent postage stamps.

TULARE_COUNTY.
Tlie Artesian -r Fruit Belt Colony,"

in the Celebrated
PAIGE & MORTON TRACT,

Two miles west of Tulare City,

IS NOW OFFERED FOU SALE IN SUBDIVISIONS
of TWENTlf ACRES and upwards. One-third

cash, balance annual instalment**. Water rights go
with each lot. Land rich, black alluvial soil, equal to
garden mold. Ready for immediate occupation and
planting. Also lands improved with orchards, vine-
yards and alfalfa in the same tract. Purchasers sup-
plied with young trees and vines grown on the place
at one half ordinary prices. Also choice alfalfa lands,
from S7 per acre upwards, in Artesian Belt.

For maps and full. particulars apply to PACIFIC
COAST LAND BUREAU. 22 Montgomery st., S. F.,
and WALTER TURNBULL, Tulare City, Tulare
county Cal

Dr. MINTIE
THE SPECIALIST,

No. 11 KEARNY ST., Sin Francisco.

Treats all Chronic, Special and l*rivate

Diseases With Wonderful
Suceess.

THE GREAT ENGLISH REMEDY
its a never-failing ci'RB for

Nkrvois Debility, K\-

iiai wtbd Vitality, Semin-
al Weakness, Spermator-
koca, L«NT MAIN.
HOOD, Prostatorr iuka ,

Imtotency, Paralysis and
all the terrible effects of
self abuse, youthful follies

and excesses in maturer
years, such as loss of Me-
mory, Lasshude, Nocturn-

_ al Km issions, Aversions to

Society, Dimness oT Vision, Noises in the Head, e\-
cesn'in drinking Intoxieatingr liquor*,
the vital fluid passing unobserved in the urine, and
other diseases that lead to insanity aud death.

I>r. Min tie Wlii> is a Regular PhyMleian
terminate of the University of* Pennsyl-
vania, who will agree to forfeit $500 for a case of

this kind the Vital Restorative, (un !er his spe-

cial ad\ ice and treatment) will not cure, or for any-
thing impure or injurious found in it I>r. Mini H'

treats all Private Diseasks Successfully Without
Mercury. 4 onsullation Free. Thorough ex-

amination and advice, including analysis of urine, $5.

Prick of Vital Restorative. 31.50 a bottle or

four times the quantity, $5; sent to any address upon
receipt of price, or C. O. D., secure from observation,

and in private name if desired, by I>r. A. E. M in-

tie. 11 Kearny street, San Francisco, Cal,"

Send for pamphlet and list of questions,

SAMPLE BOTTLE FREE.
Will bo sent to any one applying by letter stating

symptoms, sex ami age. Strict Secrecy in regard to

all business transactions,

DR. MINTIE'S KIDNEY.REMEDY
NEPHR ETICUM. cures all kinds of Kidney

and Bladder Complaints, Gonorrhoea, (Jleet, Leucorr-

hcea, etc. For sale by all Druggists ; *1 a bottle, 6
bottles for $5,

DR. MINTIE'S DANDELION PILLS
are th« best and cheapest DYSPEPSIA »"d

BILIOUS cure "> tlle uiarket. For s*lc by all

Druggists.
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OUR NATIVE WINE SHIPMENTS BY SEA.

PEE P. M. S. S. CO'S. STB. COLIMA, OCTOBEE 1, 1885.

TO NEW YORK.

T S, Boston
C 8, New York .

FUSS, Nuw York.

B S, Philadelphia .

J B, 1'hiladulphia..

J S, New York
F, in diamond, New York..

A, in diamond, Brooklyn..
II, in diamond, New York.

EII, New York.

F A, New York
A V, New York
A, in diamond, New York.
G R, Hoboken
Triangle, New York
U, in diamond, Cleveland .

M & H, Syracuse

BD&Co., New York .

S Bros, New York
Goetz Bros, New York .

.

J M, New York
G J P, New York
F, in diamond, New York..

M, in diamond, New York.
K, in diamond, New York.
J S, New York

F C T, Philadelphia

.

A VCo, New York..

P Amanet, New York
M Haeeker, Brooklyn
Heeht Bros & Co. Boston .

.

L Sieghordner, New York.
E Naumburg, New York .

.

h & F, New York

U, in triangle. New York.
G, in triangle, New York.

Dresel & Co
J Gundlaeh & Co .

Laehman & Jaeohi.

B Dreyfus & Co.

S Laehman & Co

.

Walter, Schilling & Co

Kohler & Frohling..

PACKAGES AND CONTEXTS.

2 barrels Wine
2 barrels Wine
6 casks Wine
2 kegs Wine
3 barrels Wine
4 puncheons Wine
1 barrel Brandy
6J4" casks Wine
40 puncheons Wine
10 barrels Wine
10 puncheons Wine
(> barrels Wine
2 barrels Brandy
5J4 casks Wine
2 barrels Wine
25 barrels Wine
25 barrels Wine
12 barrels Wine
5 barrels Wine
15 barrels Wine
3 barrels and 4 half barrels Wine
4 barrels Wine
1 barrel Brandy
103 barrels Wine
10 half barrels Brandy
50 barrels Wine
50 barrels Wine
10 barrels Wine
5 barrels Brandy
25 barrels Wine
20 barrels Wine
5 barrels Wine
1 barrel Wine
1 barrel Brandy
1 barrel Wine
10 casks Wine
!K) barrels Wine
15 barrels Wine
2 octaves Wine
1 cask Wine
1 cask Wine
1 cask Wine
225 barrels Wine
40 casks Wine
1 puncheons Wine
25 barrels Wine
10 puncheons Wine

99
97

367

147
658
50

6550
499

1878

99

674

1201
1233
589
247
736
259
194
48

8878
252

2470
2451
467
239
1170
926
233
46
47
48

4360
4306
727
52
61
60
59

15836

1212
1563

Total amount of Wine . .

.

Total amount of Brandy

.

61046
735

TO C'KNTRAI, AMERICA.

GCKH, San Jose de G'mala...

O D B, Punta Arenas
T S, Punta Arenas
It M L, Aeajntla
K W, Acajutla
L II K, Champerico
J F, San Jose dc Guatemala . .

.

F Garcia, San Jose de G'mala.

.

A F, Punta Arenas ...

G I> B, Punta Arenas

T S, Punta Arenas
M P Co, Punta Arenas .

M B, Punta Arenas
P A, Punta Arenas .

P C A, Champerico

U Q, San Jose de Guatemala.

F B, Champerico.
II J, Acajutla....

Pac. Improvement Co.
Wilmerding & Co

John T Wright,.

Eugene de Sabla & Co
Napa Vallev Wine Co.

.

B Dreyfus & Co

Bingham & Pinto.

.

Urrucla & Urioste .

1 case Wine
12 cases Wine
8 cases Wine
4 kegs Wine
2 cases Whiskey
2 kegs Wine
6 cases Wine
1 keg Wine
4 barrels Wine
8 barrels Wine
22 cases Wine
10 half barrels Wine
2 barrels Wine
1 half barrel Wine. . .

.

4 cases Wine
12 half barrels Wine .

4 barrels Wine
1 barrel Brandy
10 cases Wine
5 cases Whiskey
2 kegs Wine
1 keg Whiskey
6 barrels Wine
5 kegs Wine
6 cases Whiskey

Total amount of Wine
Total amount of Whiskey, 7 cases and .

Total amount of Brandy

36
24
40

"30

30
10

197
397
110
269

124

20
322
199
50
50

"40
10
50
50

200!
27
50

TO MEXICO.

C o Co, Mazatlan IL F Lastrcto II keg Wine
A P, Mazatlan Thannhauser & Co 5 cases Wine..

.

11 " 2 octaves Wine

.

Total amount of Wine.

10
26
53

ss

TO NEW YORK—Per Ship Jubcz Howes.

CPU
KlifiS
J D above S, in diamond

.

McGowan & Co
L II Newton

C B Jennings
Laehman & Jacobi

.

WScheffler
D Porter
L II Newton

1 cask Wine
50 puncheons Wine

.

200 barrels Wine
78 eases Wine
1 barrel Wine

Total amount of Wine

iiis('i:i,i,am;ois shipments.

3 49
48
256

104
394
125
429
2947
409

1220

247

471

582
524
260
98
386
151
126
99

4000
500
1050
1075
180
550
468
370
163
41
100
20

2180
2153
363
52
61
60
59

8700

640
700

830799
1621

6
153
99
42
20
17
26
9

125
300
100
250

80

20
300
175
105
43
40
35
30
52
37
54

81870
144

III

48

897

60
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SHERRY HAIilX;.

One of the most important lines of stud-

ies conducted this season by the Commis-

sion in several parts of the State is con-

nected with an attempt to produce natural

sherries after the manner of treatment in

Spain. This has only been accomplished

in California accidentally with good results

under varying circumstances. The usual

method of making sherry has been to treat

wines under the influence of a high tem-

perature in a heating apartment. In Spain

natural sherries are produced by simple

fermentation, completely dry; the wines be-

ing left in casks which are never quite full.

Only certain wines can stand this treat-

ment, and it is noticed also that the must

of certain grapes only can be used. What

We require to know is under what condi-

tions and with what grapes such natural

sherries can be produced. Science has not

yet explained the nature of this treatment,

although it has been referred to repeatedly

by the most renowned investigators. Or-

dinarily, wines treated as sherries are made
in Spain, will turn to vinegar. It is the

belief of the Chief Executive Officer, who
is directing some of the experiments, that

by using the grape known hero generally

under the name of Golden Chasselas, but

which is improperly so named, and also

some certain other varieties, natural sher-

ries can be produced in certain localities

provided the right conditions of ripening

and fermentation are observed. At the

close of this vintage it is hoped that rules

of sufficient accuracy can be formulated to

guide those who desire to enter into this

branch of industry which is much needed.

Most of the experiments in this line wil

be conducted systematically at Mr. Crabb's

cellar with test experiments in other valleys,

among which places will be Stockton,

Livermore and Los Angeles, The condi-

tions for producing natural sherries appear

to exist most prominently along the foot-

hills of the Sierra Nevada, in the region in

the vicinity of San Bernardino, in the val-

leys some distance back from the coast in

San Diego, and in certain peculiarly favor-

ed localities such as Stockton, Livermore

and some parts of Los Angeles county, as

as well as also in the northern part of the

Sacramento valley. By understanding the

principles which govern this peculiar treat-

ment it is possible that the area throughout

which natural sherry can be produced may

be very largely increased.

Duty to Pay

Editor S. F. Merchant— Dear Sir:

Will you kindly inform me in the next is-

sue of the Merchant: Has duty to be paid

for distilling brandy for one's own private

use ? Yours truly, A Subscriber.

Fall Brook, San Diego Co., Cal.

September 25, 1885.

Yes.

—

[Ed. Merchant.

A Cheap Vineyard.

70 Acres-5 Miles from Gilroy.

ffi ACRES IN VINES ; 20,000 OLD MISSION,
vyJ healthy and bearing well, could be easily

grafted with new varieties ; balance of vines, 1, 2,

3 and 4 years old, choice varieties. Splendid loca-

tion, soil well adapted to grapes.

Also Winery, Distillery, farming implements and

span of horses. Owner wants to go to France.

Price, $11,000.

E. S. HARRISON,
JGU.R0Y, Cal.

JAMES HUNTER
GAUGEit OF WINES AND SPIRITS.

(Established 1851.)

OFFICE—323 FRONT STREET.

San Francisco.

HERRMANN & CO.,

HOP MERCHANTS.
Importers and Dealers in

CORES, BREWERS' AND BOTTLERS' SUPPLIES,

SODA WATER AND WINE DEALERS' MATERIALS,

ALEX. FRIES' & BROS. COGNAC OILS,

ESSENCES AND FLAVORS.

313 SACRAMENTO ST. San Francisco.

THE RISDON
IRON AND LOCOMOTIVE WORKS-

Cor. Bcale A Howard Sts.. 8. F.

W. H. TAYLOR, Pres't. JOSEPH MOORE, Sup't.

BUILDERS OF STEAM MACHINERY
IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.

Steamboat, S.eamship, Land Engines

and BOILERS, High Pressure or Compound.

STEAM VESSELS of all kinds built complete, with
Hulls of Wood, Iron or Composite.

STEAM BOILERS. Particular attention given to the
quality of the material and workmanship, and none
but first-class work produced.

SUGAR MILLS AND SUGAR-MAKING MACHINERY
made after the most approved plans. Also, all

Boiler Iron Work connected therewith.
PUMPS. Direct Acting Pumps, for irrigation or City
Water Works purposes, built with the celebrated
Davy Valve Motion, superior to any other Pump.

WOODIN & LITTLE'S
WINE PUMP.

This cut repre-

sents our Double
Acting FORCE
P U M P of great compactness,

for use in wine cellars, for

pumping from one tank into

another. The cylinder is hneil

with copper, the piston rod

valve and valve seats are

bronze, so that it will be seen

all parts of the pump exposed

to the action of >-— ' *">.

wine are non- Q^_ \
corrosive. n» ».

Send for
special cat. [

alogue.

s?

WOODN & LTTLE,
509 * 511 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

WORTH'S IMPROVED
PATENT

Combined Toggle Love

AND

SCREW PRESS.
I desire to call the

attention of wine and
Cider makers to my
Improved Press

.

With this Press the
movement of the fol-

lower is fast at the
commencement,
moving one and a
half inches with one
turn of the screw.
The last turn of the
screw moves the fol-

lower one-sixteenth
of an inch. The fol-

lower has an up and
down movement of

26J inches, with the
double platform run on a railroad track. Yon can
have two curbs, by which you can fill one while the
other is under the press, thereby doing double the
amount of work of any other press in the market. 1

also manufacture Horse Powers for all purposes. En-
silage Cutters, Plum Pitters Worth's System of Heat-
ing Dairies by hot water circulation. £5TScnd for

circular. W. H- WORTH, Petaluma Foundry
and Machine Works, Petaluma, Sonoma
County, Cal.
Testimonials from I. DeTurk, Santa Rosa; J. B. J.

Portal, San Jose; Ely T. Sheppard, Glen Ellen; Kate
F. Warfield, Glen Ellen; J. H. Drummond, Glen
Ellen; Joseph Walker, Windsor; John Harkelman,
Fulton; Wm. Pfeffer, Gubsemlle can be had by apply-
in^for printed circulars.

Winery For Sale.
THE

BERMEL WINERY,
And Three Acres of Land,

SITUATED CORNER WEST AND GRANT STS.,

Ilealtlsbtirjff, Nouoma Co., Cal.

On Line of S. F. & N. P. R. R.

Cellar under ground—capacity 40,000 gallons-
capable of heing enlarged to any capacity at small

cost. Outfit complete to carry on the business.

Dwelling and outhouses' in good repair. Location

most desirable in the State,

For further particulars apply at the office of the

S. F. Merchant, or to

CEO. M. THOMPSON, Agent,

Healdsbug. Cal.

MOULTON & CO.,
REAL ESTATE,

MONEY AND INSURANCE BROKERS,
HEALDSBURG, SONOMA CO., CAL. i

A large quantity of the FINEST GRAPE LANDS
in the County are now in the hands of this Company
for sale.

A list of Russian River bottom lands and red
gravely hill lands SPECIALLY ADAPTED TO VITI-
CULTURE, will be forwarded on application.
Buyers should visit Healdsburg before s-ttling else-

where.

Office iu the Sotoyome Hotel.
Ueal<tsniir£.

For .further particulars apply at the office of the
S. F. Mkrciiant, 323 Front street, San Francisco.

FROST & GILMAN,

REAL ESTATE BROKERS,

OFFICE 529% FOURTH STREET,

Santa Rosa, Cal.

Farms and Stock Ranches for sale and to exchange

for city property. VINEJA1JD LANDS A SPE-

CIALTY. A list of properties particularly adapted

to Grape Culture forwarded on application, and on

file at the office of the S. F. Mkrciiant, 323 Front

street, San Francisco.

FRESNO LAND OFFICE.
Choice Farming, Fruit and

Vineyard lands
Improved or Unimproved.

Willi or Without Water for Irrigation,

FOR SALE,

IN SMALL OR LARGE TRACTS,
Terms Easy.

For maps, circulars, etc.. call on or address

W. P. HABER, Manager,
Or Fresno, «':il.

PACIFIC COAST LAND BUKEAU,
22 Montgomery St., S. F,

SlS
A. 1876 S. I. XII.

I. 8. 1888 G.

The Industrious never Sink.

GUI E. CROSSE, Broker in Real Estate
Ranches, Residence, Business and Manufactur-
ing Property Bought and Sold on Commission.
Ana Publisher of "Sonoma County Land Register and

Santa Rosa Business Directory."

Office, No. 312 B St.. Santa Rosa, Cal.

DR.A. FONTAINE'S PREPARATION
WILL DEVELOP A BEAUTI-
FUL FORM in sixty days, the
effect of which is permanent and
plainly discernible in ten days.
Where a perfect bust Is already
possessed, it will preserve the
same firm, and perfect in shape.
This Is a carefully prepared pre-
scription of an eminent French
physician and scientist, and is free
from lead and all injurious ingre-
dlentR,and will not injure the most
delicate skin. A fair trial will not
only convince you of Its efficacy,

but will elicit your sincere thanks and enthusiastic praise.

Mailed secure from observation on receipt of price, $1.00*

Sealed circular, 4 cts. Sold by Druggists. Address,

MAJiAHE FONTAINE, 19 East 14th St , N. Y.

CALIFORNIA VINEYARDS I

K km; < ii viti.is.
Knur Station, St. Helena, Napa Co., Cal.

Producer of flue Wines and Brandies.

PI

C. WE1NBEUGER, Manufacturer of Wines, near
• St. Helena.

W. C ItABU, Wine Cellar and Distillery, Oakvllle,
Napa County.

THE SUNSET VINEYARD.

MINT! RX, Fresno <•„., Cal.

WEBSTER & SARCENT,

Proprietors.

DEL MONTE VINEYARD AND NURSERY.
M. DENICKE, Proprietor,

Fresno. Fresno County, . . Caliioriiiti.
Choice Cutting and Koots for sale. Grown without

irrigation, and large, healthy growth. Claret—Mataro,
Grenache, Carignane, Cabernet, Malhec, Teintuiier,
Zinfamlel, Le Noir, etc. Burgundy—Knots, Trous-
seau, Meunier, IMoussard. Port—Tinto Cao, Amarillo,
MourUco, Bastardo, Tauriga, Morretto. White—Sau
vignon Verte, Columbar, Folle Blanche, B urger, Sul
tana, Corinths. Muscats. Resistant— Riparia, Call
fornica. Prices very moderate.

H. W. BYINCTON,CITY STABLES
FOURTH STREET,

Saiilii Kosn. Sonoma < <>.. Cal.
Carriages and teams at reasonable terms to all per-

sons visiting the vineyards of the valley

.

ESBERC, BACHMAN&COp
IMPORTERS OP

Chewing, Smoking A- Leaf Tobacco.

HAVANA CIGARS AND LEAF.
225, 227 & 229-California St. and 122, 124

& 126 Battery Street.

SAN FKANCI8CO.

And Nos. 7 & 9 NORTH FRONT ST. PORTLAND.

ACME
Steam-Heat Fruit

EVAPORATORS.

ANEW PROCESS FOR THE PRESERVATION OF
Fruit through the use n| steam. Absolutely no

danger of fire. Exact evenness of heat and ventilation
throughout the machine. No changing of trays ne-
cessary while fruit is curing. Five sizes, either iron
or wooden machines, as desired. Send for full de-

scriptive catalogue.

Batchelor & Wylie,
37 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

SOLE AGENTS FOR PACIFIC COAST.

THE REPORT
OF THE THIRD ANNUAL

State Viticultural Convention.

rOR SALE AT THE OFFICE OF

THE SAN FRANCISCO MERCHANT.

S23 FROST ST. P. O. Box 2306.

Frit* SOontf Etch

Bound In Clott, 11.50.

Kohler & Frohling,

CALIFORNIA

WINES & BRANDY.
ESTABLISHED 1854,

Flneyarils in I.os Angeles. Sonoma,
Merced anil Fresno Counties, Cal.

626 Montgomery St., San Francciso.

6 BARCLAY ST., NEW YORK.
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CALIFORNIA SUGAR REFINERY.
OFFICE 327 M^.Xl.IS.£3T STREET.

West View of the New Refinery Building.

MANUFACTURES THE FOLLOWING GRADES OF --<

SUGAR AND SYRUP:
Pent CUBE SUGAR iirbarrels and bags

V
A.) CRUSHED SUGAR

Extra POWDERED SUGAR in barreh.

Fine CRUSHED SUGAR in barrel?

Dry GRANULATED SUGAR in barrels

Extra GRANULATED SUGAR in barrels

S<$&H to
For all kinds

GOLDEN C in barrels

EXTRA C in barrels

HALF BARREL, % cent more

BOXES, Y, cent more

SYRUP in barrels.

Do. in half barrels.

Do. in 5 gallon kegs

Do. in tins, 1 gallon each

The Products of the California Suear Refinery and euaranteed absolutely pure and free from all Chemicals and
Adulteratoins.
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Correspondence from 1'rance.

[Translated.]

C. A. Welmore, Esq., Chief Executive

Viticullwal Officer, San Francisco— Sib :

I thank yoii for your kindness in sending

me copies of your Second Annual Beport>

and the S. F. MekchanT, containing the

proceedings of your last viticultural con-

vention. In case you also wrote to me

your letter must have gone astray. I shall

be glad to know by whom the report is

published for which I am indebted to you,

that I may send a cheque in payment for

it. At the same time I shall be pleased to

learn where the S. F. Merchant is pub-

lished, and how many issues there are in

the year in order that I may subscribe for it.

I have read with interest the work that

yon sent me, and if it would not cause you

to blush I would tell you how.exceedingly

pleased I am at the instructive and com-

petent manner with which you have treated

such interesting viticultural questions.

I am engaged myself in reconstructing a

vineyard of some importance, and I found

in your report suggestions for improvement

and valuable application. Instructions to

producers, grafted vines, hybrids, the blend-

ing of wines resulting from different vint-

ages, are the objects of my studies. If I

can be of the least use to you regarding the

use of our French vines or French hybrids,

you will oblige me by availing yourself of

my services. I have been frequently asked

if our hybrids, especially the Bouschet var-

iety as well as our Merlots, Malbecs, Cab-

ernets, Cahors, etc., so appreciated here,

and grafted upon your resistant vines would

not produce new and satisfactory results in

your vineyards. Lebeato.

Chateau de Canteloup, par Latresne, Gir-

onde, France, September 9, 1885.—- >

European Vitlcultnral Notes.

From reports of the Department of Agri-

culture at Washington, we take the follow-

ing extracts:

"To the new outbreaks of phylloxera in

different parts of Eastern Europe, noticed

last month, is now to be added the appear-

ance of the plague in Algiers at Mansourah.

The vines attacked, about six hectares, were

immediately destroyed by order of the Gov-

ernor-General, and a zone of protection of

two kilometers has been circumscribed

around the spot, and the vines treated with

petroleum. Investigations are now taking

place to ascertain whether the disease is

alone confined to Mansourah.

"The official returns of the vintage in

France for 188-1 show that the total yield

was' 918,810,000 gallons, being 33,180,000

gallons less than in 1882. During the year

more than 60,000,000 gallons of wine were

made from raisins and the lees of grapes.

The crop of 1884 is somewhat similar in

quality to the 1878 and 1881 wines, dark in

color, with a fine flavor and good body.

" The first reports on the vine do not in-

dicate that the present year will rank high

in the scale of good quantity harvests. Six-

teen departments are shown to be above

the mean average of 1873-'83, most of them>

however, being places where inferior brands

of wine are produced. Twenty-six depart-

ments will have an average yield, including

the Pyre"nees-Orientales, Vienne, Gera, and

other districts of good reputation. Thirty-

eight departments, covering most of the

best champagne and ' Bordeaux ' districts,

are looked upon as likely to produce a poor

yield."

Glen Ellen has taken steps to form a

local Viticultural Club.

PACIFIC SkW MANUFACTURING CO.,

California Curved Pruning Saws

17 .V 19 FREMONT ST.
San Fraud CO Cal.

OP EVERY DESCRIPTION
Od Hand and Made to Order.

— AGENTS FOR—
C.B.PAUL'S FILES

Repairing of all kinds done
at short notice.

LAND CLEARING *™» JUDSON POWDER
RAILROAD MEN, FARMERS AND VITICULTURISTS

Have, by practical experience, found that the J I'llKOX POWDER especially, is the best adapted to re-

move STUMPS and TREES. FROM 5 TO 20 P00N08 OF THIS POWDER will always bring any sized stump or tree

with roots clear out of the ground The EXPENSE IS LESS THAN ONE.-HALF the cost of grubbing. In

most cases, Giant Powder, or any other "High Explosive," is too quick, and ordinary Blasting Powder not

strong enough . For particulars how to use the same, apply to

BANDMANN, NIELSEN & CO., General Agents
Oi^vxat :E»<y\rt7"ca.©:r Co.,

210 FRONT ST.. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

AMERICAN SUGAR REFINERY COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF THE

CELEBRATED CUBE SUGAR,
SUPPLIES ONLY EXPORTERS AND THE JOBBING TRADE

This Company manufactures all the Grades of HARD AND COFFEE SUGARS AND
SYRUPS. Special attention given to the making and packing of Loaf Sugar for ex-

portation.

E. L. C. STEELE, President.
208 CALIFORNIA STREET.

MISFIT

CLOTHING

PARLORS. MISFIT

MISFIT

CLOTHING

PARLORS.

CLOTHING PARLORS.
N. W. Cob. Post & Dupont Sts.

Before yon Purchase anything in the < nothing Line.

Call at the above place. Tailor Mislils at Half Price.

MISFIT

CLOTHING

PARLORS.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
MISFIT

CLOTHING

PARLORS.

INSURANCE T COMPANY
OIE^ CALIFORNIA.

THE LARCEST PACIFIC COAST COMPANY.
CAPITAL, S75O,OO0
ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1884, - - SI,500,000

Agents In all the Principal Localities.

D. J. STAPLES. President;
WILLIAM J. DUTTON, Secretary,

ALPHEUS BULL, Vice-President;

E. W. CARPENTER, Assistan Secretary.

TEA-
For sale to the city and country trade in

lots to suit.

MACONDRAY & GO.
JL

204 and 206 Sansome St

The Contest Settled

The Documents Speal
For Themselves.

Below We Publish the Awards a

Given, Diploma, Gold Medal

and Special Mention.

HIGHEST AWARI
-AT THE -

New Orleans Exposition

— TO THE —

ANTISELL HANOI

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

IT WILL INTEREST THE MUSICAL PUBLIC AK
persons interested in the purchase of Pianos

read the following Jury's award and congratulation

the United States Commissioners at the New C

leans Exposition to the T. M. Antisell Piano Compai

of San Francisco, Cal:

The World's Ixdistrial and Cotton Centen-
nial Exposition.

New Orleans, May 29, 1885.
MESSRS. T, M. ANTISELL PIANO CO.—Gknti

men: At the closing of the World's Industrial a;

Cotton Centennial Exposition, allow us to congrati
ate you on your success in being awarded the bight
award of merit for jour Pianos over all American a

foreign exhibitors and competitors. That a < Alifori
manufacturer should win the first prize for the Bt
Piano in the World we consider well worthy of mc
tion by United States Commissioners of thisExoo
tion.

5. j

Kansas.
Idaho.
Nebraska,
Ohio.
Dakota.
Montana.
Oregon.
Arizona,
Michigan,
Florida,

N. Carol i i

New York
Alabama.
S. Carol i;

Louisian
Wyoming
New Mexi

Frank Bacon, Prest, Bd. U. S. Com.
George L. Shroup, " "

Robt. W, Furnas,
.

"

John C. Keffer (acting), ** "

R. E. Flemming, United States Com'r,
John S, Harris, " "

E, W Allen,
F. Iff. Murphv, " "

F, W. Noble," "

W. H, Sebring, "

P. M. Wilson, u "

J. C. Truman, "

E. Spencer Pratt, J * **

E. J. Koche, " **

C L.Barrow, " "

Homy Merrell, " "

P. Langhammer, '* "

THE AVOKMVS IMMSIUI1I. AX
COTTON 4'KNTENNIAL EXPO-

SITIO.V. XEW ORLEANS.
JURY REPORT

Application No Speci
Group Class

Competition.

The undersigned jurors in the above entitled eh
having carefully examined the exhibit made by t

ANTISELL PIANO COMPANY OF SAN FRANCISC
CAL., and all competing exhibits, concur in recco
mending the award of a FiRST-CLASS MEDAL A?
DIPLOMA, THE HIGHEST AWARD OF MERIT Ft

PIANO EXHIBIT FOR STRENGTH, DURABILIT
EXCELLENCE OF TONE, AND FOR THE 8TJPE
IOR QUALITY OF LUMBER USED IN THE CO
STRUCTION.
Dated this 27th day of Mav, 1885.

JAS.C. TRUMAN.)
FRANK BACON, VJurors.
GEO. L. SHROUP. )

It will be observed that the President of the Unit
States Board of Commissioners, Governor Bacon
Kansas, was also a member of the jury that gave t

Antisell piano award; also Colonel Truman of N>

York and Colonel Shroup of Idaho. These gentlem
not only signed our jury report, but also the spec
mention. We thus give positive proof of our victoi

Four other awards are claimed by piano manufacti
ers, but we have never seen any evidence of their p
miums, not even to the value of a leather medal
simply their own assertion. False telegrams and pt

lications from New York won't humbug Californiai

It won't do to say that the Antisell pianos were r

entered for exhibition or competition. No pia
could be got into the exhibition unless regularly <

tered. New York manufacturers are trying to bre
down our awards, as they don't like to see San Fra
cisco carry off the honors.

T. M. Antisell Piano C(

24 to 28 ELLIS ST., S. P.
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ONOLULU
WM. G. IRWIN & CO.

SUGAR FACTORS AND

COMMISSION AGENTS
Honolulu. II. I.

—AGRNTS KOK--

II VRAI.AU PLANTATION Hawaii

N AA1.EIIU PLANTATION Hawaii

MiiNlAI'O PLANTATION Hawaii

IIILEA PLANTATION Hawaii

STAR HILLS Hawaii

HAWAIIAN COM'L & SUGAR CO Maui

MAKEE PLANTATION Maui

WAIHEE PLANTATION Maui

MAKEE SUGAR CO Kauai

KEALIA PLANTATION Kauai

Agents Tor the

OCEANIC STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

CASTLE & COOKE,

SHIPPING AND

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
Honolulu, II. I.

—AOBST8 FOB—

THE

THE
THE
THE
A. H
THE

THE

THE

D. M

KOHALA SUGAR CO.,

THE HAIKU SUGAR CO.,

PAPAIKOU SUGAR PLANTATION
WAIALUA SUGAR PLANTATION
PAIA PLANTATION

. SMITH & CO.,

N. E. M. LIFE INSURANCE
CO. BOSTON,

UNION INSURANCE CO.
OF SAN FRANCISCO,

GEO. F. BLAKE M'F'G CO.,
STEAM AND VACUUM PUMPS,
WESTON'S CENTRIFUGAL

MACHINES.

O KT O TJ TJ

H. HACKFELD & CO.

SHIPPING & COMMISSION

Merchants,
Honolulu. Hawaiian islands

J. E. WISEMAN,
IIO\OKl M', II. I. P. O. Box 315.

Tin- only recognized

GENERAL BUSINESS AGENT

— IN THK —

HAWAIIAN KINGDOM.
Accounts Collected a Specially.

MANAGER ROYAL OPERA HOUSE.

Kesnonsiulc Parties wishing i<> en-

gage the Same, Address;

J. B. WISEMAN,

Honolulu, H. I.

We are now prepared to furnish Viticultufist!
and others, in any quantity, our well-knownVITRIFIED

GLADDING, McBEAN & CO.
1358 & 1360 Market Street, S. F.

SST Prices on application.

OBO. W. MACFARI.ANK. II. R. MACFARI.ANK.

G. W. MACFARLANE & CO.

IMPORTERS

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
AND >

SUGAR FACTORS.
RIBE-FBOOF BUILDING, 52 QUEEN STKKET,

Honolulu, II. I.

—AGKNTS FOR

—

THK WAIKAI'U PLANTATION Maui
THK SPENCER SUGAR PLANTATION Hawaii
THE HELIA Sl'd All PLANTATION Oahu
THE 1IUEL0 SUGAK CO Maui
BUELO SUGAR MILL Maui
PUULOA SHEEP RANCH CO Hawaii
NUKLEES, WATSON & CO., )

SiiL,rar Machinery. J

JOHN KOWLER & GO'S STEAM PLOW
and Portable Tramway Works.

GLASGOW AND HONOLULU LINE OF PACKETS

. Glasgow

Leeds

WILL W. HAM., L. C. ABLKS,
President. Sec'ty and Treas

E. O. HALL & SON,
(Limited.)

HARDWARE MERCHANTS
Importers and Dealers in

California leather. Paints nml Oils.

I'ookinyr Niov<'N, Rang****, 1'Iown,

And every description of Tools and Builders' Hard-
ware, Nails, Cast Steel, etc.

CORNER FORT AND KING STREETS,

Honolulu. Hawaiian islands.

W. T. GARRATT & CO.

BRASS AND MACHINE WORKS.
Manufacturers of

BRASS WINE PUMPS.
WINE COOKS.

All Kind* ot Fittings
— FOR —

Wineries, Distilleries

. COMPANY,
QUICK TIME AND CHEAP FARES

To Eastern and European Cities

Via the Great TiMiis-contincnlal AU-liail Routes.

— or THK —

SOUTHERN PACIFIC
COMPANY.

(PaCI! H SfiTSTBM )

Daily Express snd. Emigrant Trains make pron ptcon

nuctinns witli the several Rail\v;iv Lines in tin- East,

CONNKCTISG AT

NEW YOEK AND NEW ORLEANS
with the several hteamcr Lines to

ALL EUROPEAN PORTS.

PULLMAN PALACE SLEEPING CARS
attached to Overland Express Trains.

I II 1 1C l> . * I-ASS S I, K 10 1> I \ «; « A KS

are run daily with Overland Emigrant Trains.

No additional charge for Berths in Third-class Cars.

83T Tickets sold, Sleeping-car Berths secured, and
other information given upon application at the Com-
pany's Offices, where passengers calling iv person can
secure choice of routes, etc.

riailroaci Xjands
FOR SALE ON REASONABLE TERMS,

Apply to, or address,

W. B. MILLS, JEROME MADDEN,
Land Agent, Land Agent,

C. P. R. R. SAN FRANCISCO, S. P. R. R. SAN FRANCISCO

A. N. TOWNE, T, II. (.OOIMIA^.
General Manager. Gen. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

#AN FRANCISCO, CAL.

OUTHEifACif!
gOMFAMy.^

I 3XT O-.

OCEANIC STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

For Honolulu.

Tlie splendid ticw 8,000 ton steamships will lca»e

the Company'* w harf, corner Steuart and Harriso 1

S'.reets. at three o'eloek P. M.:

ALAMEDA -

MARIPOSA
Oct. 15th

- Nov. 2d

EXCURSION TICKETS AT REDUCED RATES

For freight or passage, having superior cabin aceom -

modations, apply to

JOHN D. SPRECKKLS * BROS. A(i<'lllM.

327 Market Street, corner Fremont

Iron Pipe and Fittings, Hose, Etc.

HOOKER'S
PATENT STEAM PUMPS.

Cor. Fremont and Natoma St».

ia« raiHcisco. oil..

REDWOOD TANKS.

F. A. SCHAEFFER & CO.
IMPORTERS AND

COMMISSION MERCHANTS

THE SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.,

Respectfully invites the attention of TOURISTS AND
PLEASURE SEEKERS to the SUPERIOR FACILIT-
IES afforded by the " Northern Division " of its line

for reaching the principal

SDMMEE AND WINTER RESORTS Or CALIFORNIA

WITH SPEED, SAFETY AND COMFOliT.

l'OHfaricro. 9Ioiil<» Park. Kantn Clara,
San ,l«se, Hndriiue Mineral Spring*.
Uilroy Ilol N|>ri>iss-

-IVtOKTTE 353Y-
"THE QUEEN OF AMERICAN WATERINQ PEACES."

Only three and one-half hours from San Francisco.

< :mt[> <;<>oiliill, Aplos, l.oui.i I'ri.'ln.
.Monte Vista, Xeiv lis 11; li Ion. Sixiuel.
Camp <a|>itoli», and

SASTTA ODFLTJZS.

PARAISO HOT SPRINGS.

EL PASO DE ROBLES
HOT AND COLD SULPHUR SPRINGS,

And the only Natural Mud Baths in the World.

This Road runs through one of the richest and
most fertile sections of California, and is the only line

traversing the famous Santa Clara Valley, celebrated

for its productiveness, and the picturesque and park-

like character of its scenery; as also the bcauiiful San
Benito; Pajaro and Salinas Valleys, the most flourish-

ing agricultural sections of the l'iicific Coast.

Along the entire route of the " Northern Divisi n
"

the tourist will meet with a succession of Extensive
Farms, Delightful Suburban Homes, Beautiful Gar-

dens, Innumerable Orchards and Vineyards, and Lux-
uriant Fields of Grain; indeed a continuous panorama
of enchanting Mountain, Valley and Coast scenery is

presented to the view.

( li:ii-;icl j'i'isi its of I h is LI m- :

GOOD ROAD-BED.

LOW RATES,

STEEL RAILS,

FAST TIME,

ELEGANT CARS,

FINE SCENERY,

OCCIDENTAL & ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP
COMPANY.

for JAPAN and CHINA.
Steamers leave Wharf corner First and Crannan sts.,

at 2 o'clock, P. M., for

YOKOHAMA and HOKUKONU.
Connecting at Yokohama with steamers for Shanghae

1885.
STBAMKR. FROM RAN FRANCISCO.
OCEANIC SATURDAY, OCTOBER 17th
GAELIC TUESDAY, M IVEMBER 10th
1SELGIC SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 28th
SAN PABLO SATURDAY, DECEMBER 10th
OCEANIC THURSDAY, JAN. 7, 1880
EXCURSION TICKETS to Yokohama and return

at reduced rates.

Cabin plans on exhibition and Passage Tickets for

sale at C. P. R. Company's General Offices, Room 74,
corner Fourth and Townsend streets.

For freiirht apply to GEO. H. RICE, Freight Agent,
at the Pacific Mail Steamship Companv's Wharf, or

at No. 202 Market street. Union Block.

T. H. GOODMAN ^en. Passenger Agent.
LEI.AND STANFORD President.

THE COCOA CROP IS SHORT !

Look Out for A1I11IK radons.

BY USING

WALTER BAKER & COS

CHOCOLATE.
You will be Sure of Securing

the Best.

Wm. T. Goleman & Cc,

SOLE AGENTS

I. LANDSltKRGKR. J. M. CTKTIS,

Landsberger& Curtis,

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
123 California St. San Francisco.

F.KORBEL&BROS.

IIOMOlllI II,

727 BRYANT ST., S. F.

liawaian islands. ' Or at NORTH I ORE MILL, Humboldt Go. Cal.

Tickkt Offices—Pass nger Depot, Townseml street,

Valencia St. Station, and No. G13 Market Street,

Qr&nd Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, II. R. JUDAH,
Superintendent, A.»st. Pass, and Tkt. Agt.

REWARD! OF 910—$50 TO EVERY PERSON
^cniiirijf us valuable information of school vacan

oiMUld DMdf. No trouble or expense. Send stamp
for circulars to CHICAGO SCHOOL AGENCY,

185 South Clark Street, Chicago, III.

N. B. We want all kinds of Teachers for Schools
and Families.

Agents for the Purchase and Sale of Viticultural Pro-

ducts and Vintner's Supplies. Also agents for

KIDDS INTERNATIONAL DISTILLERY,
Desmo in <'*, Iowa.

E. L. G. STEELE & CO.,

Successors to

C. ADOLPHE LOW & CO.,

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

Agents American Sugar Refinery and Washington
Salmon Cannery.

THE HAWAIIAN HOTEL,
mo\oi,;i,i. ll. I.

Has been entirely renovated and extended, and ii

conducted for the comfort and convenience of tour

sts. The Hotel is delightfully situated, and thcCuisin

s cq ual to that of the leading Metropolitan Hotels c

he United States.
W. HAHAM, Manager.










